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PREFACE

The

events to which the following pages refer, must occupy too

important a place in the history of our country to need recapitulation here.
" Hansard,"

These volumes are merely reprints from

and are

—they contain

therefore of unquestionable accuracy and impartiality

the whole of the Debates in both Houses of Parliament on the

and

principle

details

of

Protection

to

Agriculture

and

British

Industry.

The

antagonist principle of buying in the cheapest and selling

in the dearest market,

ment of

is

already extending itself to the encourage-

slavery and to the risk of our

will soon

West

Indian Colonies, and

be found as disastrous to the welfare, as the means of

triumph were repugnant to the character of

this honest

and gener-

ous nation.

A.

17 Old

Bond

Street, July,

1846.
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THE BATTLE FOR NATIVE INDUSTRY.

THE DEBATE UPON THE CORN LAWS
IN SESSION

HOUSE OF LORDS,
Thursday, January 22,

1

846.

MEETING OF PARLIAMENT.
Parliament, which had been proTHE
rogued successively from the 9th August to the 2nd October, the 27th November, the 16th December, and the 22nd
January, met this day for despatch of
Business.
The Session was opened by
Being seated on
the
in Person.
the Throne, and the Commons being at the
MAJESTY
Bar, with their Speaker,
was pleased to make the following most
Gracious Speech:

QUEEN

HER

"
.

My Lords^ and

" It gives

Me

Satisfaction

again to meet you in Parliament, and
to have the Opportunity of recurring

to your Assistance

"I
Allies,

and Advice.

continue to receive from

between the Ottoman Porte and the
King of Persia, and had seriously
endangered the TranquiUity of the
East.

" For several Years a desolating
and sanguinary Warfare has afflicted
the States of the Rio de la Plata. The

Commerce

My

and from other Foreign Pow-

of

all

Nations has been

and Acts of Barbarity
have been committed unknown to the

interrupted,

Practice of a civilized

conjunction with

French,

Gentlemen,
great

1846.

I

am

the

endeavouring to

effect

The Convention concluded with
France in the course of the last Year,
for the more effectual Suppression of
*'

the Slave Trade,
into

is

about to be carried

immediate Execution by the act-

ive Co-operation of the

Desire to cultivate the most friendly

on the Coast of Africa.

Relations with this Country.

In

the Pacification of these States.

the strongest Assurances of their

ers,

People.

King of the

"

It is

My

Two Powers

Desire that

Our present

Union, and the good Understanding
Emperor of Russia, and through the which so happily exists between Us,
Success of Our joint Mediation, I may always be employed to promote
"

I rejoice that, in

concert with the

have been enabled to adjust the Dif- the Interests of Humanity, and
ferences which had long prevailed cure the Peace of the World.
-,

B

to se-

OPENING OF PARLIAMENT.
"

regret

I

Claims

conflicting

" The Disease by which the Plant

Britain and the has been affected, has prevailed to the

Great

of

the

that

United States, in respect of the Territory on the North-western Coast of

greatest Extent in Ireland.

"

have adopted

I

such Precau-

all

was in My Power to adopt
made the Subject of repeated Nego- for the Purpose of alleviating the Suftiation, still remain unsettled.
You ferings which may be caused by this
America^ although they have been tions as

may be

assured that no Effort consist-

with National Honour shall

ent

My

wanting on
Question

to

Calamity; and

early

Gentlemen

of

House

the

such

laid before

Year

for the

will

you at an early Period.
I

My

Assent to the Measures

which you have presented to

"The Estimates
" Although

have had great Satisfaction in

I

of giving

Commons^

am

Time to Time,
Commerce, and

Me

from

calculated to extend
to stimulate domestic

deeply sensible of Skill and Industry, by the Repeal of

the Importance of enforcing

Economy

prohibitory

and

Relaxation

the

of

Branches of the Expenditure, protective Duties.

in all

yet

in devising

the Sanction of the Legislature.

"

be

shall confidently rely

this

Termination.
**

I

be on your Co-operation

other Means for effecting the same
and peaceful benevolent Purpose as may require

Part to bring

aft

it

have been compelled, by a due

I

" Tlie prosperous State of the Re-

Pub- venue, the increased Demand for Laand to the State of our bour, and the general Improvement
Naval and Military Establishments, which has taken place in the internal
Regard

to the Exigencies of the

Service,

lic

to propose

some Increase

mates which provide

in the Esti-

for

their Effi-

you have pursued.
" I recommend you

ciency.

"

My

"

I

Condition of the Country, are strong
Testimonies in favour of the Course

I^rdSj

and Gentlemeny

yotir early Consideration,

have observed with deep Uegret

Principles on which

the very frequent Instances in which

may

the Crime of deliberate Assassination

extensively applied;

has been of late committed in Ireland.
" It will be your Duty to consider

may

whether any Measures can be devised
calculated to give increased
tion to Life,

the

and to bring

Perpetrators

of so

Protec-

to Justice

dreadful

to take

a

into

whether the

you have acted

not with Advantage be yet more

and whether

it

not be in your Power, after a

careful Review of the existing Duties
upon many Articles, the Produce or

Manufacture of other Countries, to
further Reductions and

make such

Remissions as

may

tend to ensure the

Continuance of the great Benefits to

Crime.
" I have to lament that in conse- which I have adverted, and by enlargquence of the Failure of the Potato ing our Commercial Intercourse, to

United strengthen the Bonds of Amity with
be a deficient Foreign Powers.
fli
" Any Measures which you may
Supply of an Article of Food which

Crop

in several Parts of the

Kingdom

there

will

forms the chief Subsistence of great

Numbers of

My

People.

adopt

for effecting these great

will, I

am

Objects

convinced, be accompanied

HOUSE OF LORDS, JANUARY
by such Precautions as
permanent

Loss to

the

injurious Results to

shall prevent

Revenue, or

any of the great

Interests of the Country.
**

and

I

have

Reliance on your just

full

Consideration

dispassionate

of

Matters so deeply affecting the Public
Welfare.
" It is

My earnest Prayer that, with

the Blessing of Divine Providence on

your Counsels, you

promote

may be

friendly Feelings

ferent Classes of

My

enabled to

between

dif-

Subjects, to pro-

vide additional Security for the

Con-

tinuance of Peace, and to maintain

Contentment and Happiness at home,
increasing the Comforts and bettering the Condition of the great body of

by

My

People."

Her Majesty then retired, and the
House adjourned during Pleasure having
:

resumed,

ADDRESS IN ANSWER TO THE SPEECH.
The Earl

of

HOME

:

My

Lords, in

an humble Address
be presented to Her Majesty, in answer to
Her Majesty's most Gracious Speech from
tbe Throne, which your Lordships have
just heard read, I feel gratified by the reflection that I shall have no proposition to
submit to your Lordships upon which I
rising to propose that

anticipate difference of opinion in debate,

or

any division in the Vote which I must
upon your Lordships to give. It is also

call

a matter of high satisfaction to me when I
consider that the subjects aUuded to in the

Speech and in the Address I am about to
submit, are not surrounded by such difficulties as need call for that, which, were it
required, I should feel quite unable to
bring to bear upon them namely, a power
of illustration and explanation.
I am,

—

however, too sensible of my own deficiency
to occupy more of your Lordships' time by
dwelling upon it, and I therefore proceed at
once, with these few prefatory remarks, to
the immediate duty with which I have been
entrusted.

In the first place, I have to congratulate your Lordships on the assurances

which Her Majesty informed you She continued to receive from Her Allies, and from
all other Foreign Powers, of their desire to

22,

cultivate the
this country.
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most friendly relations with
I am aware that owing to the

constant recurrence, for a series of years,
same assurances being received
from Foreign Powers of their peaceable
desires and intentions, your Lordships can
scarcely avoid looking upon this part of the
Royal Speech as a mere matter of course;
and, in offering my congratulations to
your Lordships at receiving this gratifying
intelligence from Her Majesty, I therefore
labour under the disadvantage of appearing
to repeat what, year by year, has been said
to your Lordships by those who, on similar
occasions, have appeared in the situation in
which I have now the honour to stand beBut, in truth, the
fore your Lordships.
very fact of the repetition of this congratulation enhances its value; and every year's
prolongation of peace in the world, ought
to make us the more sensible of the advantages and the blessings which this long
continuance of peace brings to this country,
and ought to induce us more highly to appreciate the skill and judgment of those by
whose wise counsels this state of things
Her Majesty prohas been prolonged.
ceeded to inform your Lordships, that in
conjunction with the Emperor of Russia,
and through the success of their joint mediation. She has been enabled to adjust
the differences which have long existed between the Ottoman Porte and the Schah
of Persia, and which have seriously endangered the tranquillity of the East. The
mere fact of the settlement of a dispute
which had existed between the Porte and
the Schah of Persia, might not at first sight
of the

appear to be of any immediate importance
to this great country, or to have any direct bearing on the peace of Europe and of
the world; but when your Lordships take
into consideration the vast interests

which

Great Britain possesses in the East, and the
consequences that might have ensued to the
tranquillity of the extended frontiers of our
empire in India had these differences been
permitted to ripen into war, I am convinced
that you Mfill see the importance of the intelligence which Her Majesty has graciously communicated, and that you will
concur with me in the satisfaction which
I feel at the evidence to be derived from
this transaction, of the desire of the

Em-

peror of Russia to unite with Her Majesty
in promoting the line of policy adopted by
Her Majesty's Government to preserve
peace in the East, more especially when
the result has been to prevent a rupture

between two Mohammedan powers, which
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probably would bave led to borrors all tbe
more dreadful, inasmucb as tbey would bave
beenunrefttrained by the softening influences
of Christianity.
From this subject I bave
now to draw your Lordships* attention to

another quarter of the globe, in which Her
Idajesty is similarly employed, and for a
similar object, and in which also Her
Majesty has bad the happiness to obtain
the co-operation of a powerful ally. I allude
to the warfare that has been so long
existing in the States bordering on the
Rio de la Plata. These States, formerly
dependencies of the Spanish Crown, have
since been recognised as independent Governments; and your Lordships must be
well aware of the importance of preserving to each State its particular independence.
Differences bad, however,
arisen between these States; and these
differences had led to a war, which, as Her
Majesty has informed you, has been for
several years past of a desolating and sanguinary character, and has been characterized by barbarities, on both sides, among
the conflicting parties unknown to the
practice of civilized people.
The result
Jias been, great interruption to trade and

commerce; and consequent inconvenience,
not only to the subjects of this country,
but also to the merchants of all parts of
the world.
It became, therefore, for every
reason, most desirable that an end should
be put to such a state of things. Accord-

me

to dilate on some of tbe horrors attendant upon it; but as I know that
your Lordships do not require to have
your feelings aroused on this point, and
as I know that every information that
could be acquired has been already afforded
to your Lordships, I will refrain from entering upon the subject. Neither do I think it
necessary to enter upon any historical
details of the efforts that bave been made by
this country for the extirpation of tbe Slave
Trade; efforts made through good report and
through evil report, and in spite of the insinuations which were thrown out against our
sincerity. It was thought that we could not
have devoted so much treasure, and incurred so much risk and so much trouble,
for the mere purpose of putting down the
Slave Trade, and for an object which was
considered too romantic to be real; and that
our efforts were chiefly directed to the
assertion of our own maritime rights and supremacy. I rejoice to think that this feeling no longer exists, and that an ardent
desire to effect the abolition of the Slave
Trade is no longer confined to this country,
but that other nations of Europe are joining
their efforts to ours, and are awakened to
a full sense of the disgrace which this nefarious traffic brings upon the civilized

world.

It

must

be, therefore,

tisfactory to your Lordships to

France

most

know

sa-

that

now

for the first time, actively
with this country in this
ingly,
France and England determined measure. And here your Lordships may
conjointly to undertake that work of paci- well join in the wish expressed by Her
fication;
and there is every reason to Majesty, that the union and cordial unhope, that as the Governments of both derstanding which so happily exist becountries are perfectly disinterested, and tween Her Majesty and Her powerful Ally
have no object of their own to serve, and no may long endure, and that the power of
desire to interfere with the internal con- both nations may be exerted, not in rivalry
cerns of other countries, but only to restore against each other, but for the benefit of
independence where it bad been invaded mankind, and for the advancement of the
by the stronger State, and to re-establish interests of humanity. I believe that it
peace, their efforts will soon be crowned has been said that England has purwith success, and that at no distant day chased this co-operation of France rather
freedom of commerce will be established dearly, by the sacrifice of the Right of
on a secure and lasting basis.
Your Search, which has long been considered
Lordships are already aware, that in the essential to carrying out effectual efforts for
course of last year a Convention was the suppression of the Slave Trade; but
concluded between this country and France, when we know that the French Government
for the more effectual suppression of the are, on the other hand, assailed on the
SIftve Trade;
and your Lordships will same point, and charged with having esta''
i-^faction from knowing, that that
blished a new right of search more prejuis about b«»ing carried into imdicial than the old one, the natural concluxecution by the active co-opera- sion to be drawn is, that both accusatioils^^H
th Powers.
Feeling in common are alike unfounded that the sacrifice ^"^
with every other Englishman tbe great<>st has been injurious to neither.
For my
detestation of this dreadful trade, it might own part, I am fully convinced that an *
perhaps be a comparatively easy task for effectual method has been discovered for
"

I

is

co-operating

ri

^^

—
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been slow, and attended -with no
results
but the difficulties,
though hard to be avoided, can scarcely
either party.
It must he satisfactory to be such as may not be overcome when the
your Lordships, as well as a subject of negotiations are entrusted to the hands of
congratulation from me, that the nego- those who are zealous in the cause of peace
I look, indeed, to the
tiation was entrusted to the hands of the and reconcihation.
success of past negotiations as a happy
Duke de Broglie and Dr. Lushington
who are the two men least likely, perhaps, augury for that which is to come. I alof any others in Europe, to agree to any lude more particularly to the termination
thing which could he injurious to the cause of that dispute which, a short time back,
of abolition of the Slave Trade, to which existed respecting the north-eastern boundso much of their lives had been devoted. ary which separates the territory of the
It may, perhaps,
be too sanguine an United States from those of Great Britain
a dispute which bore at one time the
expectation for me to indulge in, to
anticipate that there can be any imme- most threatening aspect, and which created
diate diminution in Slavery itself, in con- great excitement and even animosity against
sequence of the joint efforts of the two this country among some of the citizens of
countries; but we may at least hope the United States; yet we find that even
that by the vigilance of the
united this dispute was amicably terminated by
cruisers of France and Great Britain, an the intervention of a noble Lord, a distineffectual check may soon be put to the guished Member of your Lordships' House.
dreadful transport of human beings across As to the mode in which this amithe Atlantic from the coast of Africa, for cable arrangement was eflPected, it is suffithe purpose of filling up the gaps which cient for me to say that it met with the
cruelty and neglect may have made in the decided approbation of both Houses of
ranks of the unfortunate negroes, in those Parliament, which approbation has been
States where the disgrace of slavery is still since fully confirmed by the general voice
permitted to exist.
I consider also the fact
I next proceed
to of the country.
that part of Her Majesty's Speech which that the same noble Earl, under whose firm
relates to the conflicting claims of this and skilful, but at the same time tempecountry and the United States in respect rate instructions, that noble Lord to whom
of the territory on the north-western coast I have alluded, carried on his negotiations,
of America.
Your Lordships wiU, I am still presides over the Foreign Aff*airs of
sure, cordially join in the regret expressed this country; and I may, perhaps, be perby Hep Majesty that this question still re- mitted to express my confidence, that in
mains unsettled, and will cordially approve the hands of that noble Earl the country
of any efforts which Her Majesty may be will suffer no loss of honour; while at the
advised to take, consistent with the na- same time every effort that diplomacy
tional honour, to bring it to an early and can make will be tried to bring the
peaceful termination.
It must be evident matter in dispute to an amicable conto all true friends of their country, both on clusion.
I next come to that part of Her
this side of the Atlantic and on the other,
Majesty's Speech in which She announces
that it is obviously for the interest of both that She has been compelled by a due recountries that the most friendly relations and gard to the exigencies of the public sergood understanding should exist between vice, and to the state of the naval and mithem.
Disastrous as the consequences are litary establishments, to propose some inwhen hostihties take place between nations, crease in the Estimates which provide for
they are peculiarly to be deprecated when their efficiency.
When your Lordships
they occur between two countries bound to- take into consideration our widely-extended
gether by so many ties
the ties of common Empire, and our colonial possessions scatorigin, common language, and of common in- tered over the face of the globe, I think
terests
as England and the United States you will find sufficient reason for this reof America undoubtedly are.
This must commendation in Her Majesty's Speech,
be so evident to all, that the negotiations without looking for one in the anticipation
which may take place on this question of any possible interruption to the peace of
must be accompanied by the ardent wishes the world at present so happily existing.
for success of all reasonable and right- Your Lordships need not be told of the
putting an end to this traffic, which has
the merit of respecting national prejudices,
while it does not sacrifice the honour of

therto

successful

;

—

—

—

thinking men in both countries. .The progress of these negotiations has indeed hi-

great amount of forces that are required,
even in periods of the most profound
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peace, for the maintenance of order in all but other countries also; and is not only
the territories of Great Britain, both at more destructive than any former visitahome and abroad, and for the protection of tion of this kind, but also different in its
No part of this country has been
our commerce in those parts of the world nature.
Bri- exempt; but in England and Scotland the
not under Her Majesty's dominion.
tish enterprise is daily extending the sphere evil has not reached to such an extent as
of its operation, and making corresponding was at one time feared it would have done;
demands for protection. Without, there- but there is no doubt that great distress
Had England and
fore, entering into any details of the seve- will be felt even here.
rity of the duty required from our gallant Scotland, however, alone been concerned,
soldiers and sailors, and which, I firmly I think I may venture to say that the evil
believe, nothing but the proverbial loyalty has not extended farther than, with the
and patient endurance of hardship in the industrious habits of the people, would have

them to go
through as they have done; I think that I
have shown grounds sufficient to justify me
in asking for your Lordships' concurrence in
I next come to
that part of the Address.
a subject in which I feel confident that the
House will join with me in the regret which
I must express that Her Majesty should
be obliged, by the dreadful nature of the
case, to bring under your Lordships' notice:
I allude to the deep regret expressed by
Her Majesty at the very frequent instances
in which the crime of deliberate assassination has been of late committed in Ireland,
and Her Majesty's recommendation of
measures to bring to justice the perpetrators of such dreadful crimes.
Your
Lordships must have observed in the public journals, and through other sources of
information, to what an extent this dreadful crime has been carried in some parts of
that country; and I feel confident that
your Lordships will completely sympathize
with the Sovereign in Her feehngs on the
British character would enable

subject,

and that

I

may

confidently antici-

pate that you will take Her Majesty's
wishes into consideration, and direct your
attention to the consideration of such
measures as may seem best calculated to
give increased protection to hfe, and to
bring happiness and security to our Irish
fellow subjects;
effect

of

and which may have the
a remedy for this

providing

been remedied by their own exertions.
In Ireland, however, the case is different.
The ravages of the disease are said to be
much greater in that country than here;
and I believe that I do not err from the
truth in saying, that from the accounts
which are continually received from that
country, the extent to which the evil has
gone, and the dreadful consequences which
must result from it, are yet not fully
known. Your Lordships will therefore see
in that country disastrous consequences may justly be apprehended; and
we should feel deeply grateful to Her Majesty for having, with Her usual care for
the welfare of Her people, adopted all such
precautions as it has been in Her power to
adopt, for the purpose of alleviating the
sufferings that may be caused by that
calamity, and for having gone to the full
extent of the powers of the Crown, without
the sanction of Parliament, in order to do so;
and I feel confident that your Lordships wiU
cheerfully do whatever may be necessary
to carry out the good work which Her
Majesty has begun, and will tender your
advice to Her Majesty in recommending
such measures as may have the effect of
averting the threatened calamity, and of

that

providing against future seasons of scarcity.
I now come to another part of the
Speech, in which Her Majesty brings before the notice of Parliament the prosperous state of the revenue, the increased demand for labour, and the general improvement which has taken place in the internal
These instances
condition of the country.
in proof of the success of past measures
with respect to commerce have induced

crying evil.
Her Majesty in the next
place brings to your Lordships' notice
the disease that has unfortunately affected
the potato crop in several parts of the
United Kingdom; and on that subject I
feel sure that your Lordships will have
shared in the general anxiety and appre- Her Majesty to recommend to Parliament
hension which has been felt on account of to take into its early consideration whether
the great failure that has taken place in the same principles may not be more exwhat I may call one of the necessaries of life. tensively carried out with benefit to the
Failures in the potato crop have been known people of this country, and to the strengthbefore; but never, I believe, one so fatal ening the bonds of amity with Foreign
nor so extensive in its operation as the pre- Powers.
This part of the subject I apsent.
It has not only visited this country, proach with great diffidence.
Having so
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forbearance with which you have treated me during the time I have trespassed
on your attention, I will now, with your
permission, read the words of the Adftte

quaintance with the husiness of Parliament, I feel that it woidd be presumptuoua
in me to express an opinion on so import- dress.
ant a matter: were I to do so, I should
Most Gracious Sovbrmok,
probably fail in throwing any new lighi;
We, Your Majesty's most dutiful and loyal Subupon the subject, and, although far from
intending it, I might introduce topics which jects, the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, in Parmight rouse party fecUng, and tend to brin^ liament assembled, beg leave to return Your Maon premature discussion with respect to jesty our humble Thanks for Your Majesty's most
measures the consideration of which I am gracious Speech from the Throne.
pure that the great majority of the House
agree with me in thinking it will be
better to reserve to a more fitting and
wiJU

not distant opportunity, when Her Majesty's Ministers may be enabled to make
known what their views are, and what
the measures which they intend to iur
I will content
troducc into Parliament.
myself, therefore, with saying that I
feel confident that the House will agree
in congratulating the Sovereign and the
country on the prosperous state of the
revenue, on the increased demand for
labour, and on the general improvement
which has taken place in the internal con^
dition of the country, and on the prosperr
ous state of all branches of industry; and
I am also sure that every noble Lord in
this House will heartily rejoice that the
commercial measures of the Government

We

beg leave to express our Satisfaction that

Your Majesty continues
Allies,

to receive from Youf
and from other Powers, the strongest As-

surances of their Desire to cultivate the most
friendly Relations with this

Your Majesty,

Country; and that

in concert with the

Emperor of

Russia, and through the Success of joint Mediation, has

been enabled to adjust the Differences

which had long prevailed between the Ottoman
Porte and the King of Persia, and had seriously

endangered the Tranquillity of the East.

We

thank Your Majesty

inasmuch as

for several

for

informing us that

Years a desolating an(J

sanguinary Warfare has afflicted the States of Rio
de la Plata, by which the
tions has been interrupted,

Commerce of all Naand Acts of Barbarity

have been <;ommitted unknown to the Practice of
a civilized People, Your Majesty

is

endeavouring,

in conjunction with the Jxing of the French, to

whatever may have been his fears when effect a Pacification of these States.
they were introduced ^have not had the
We thank Your Majesty for informing us that
effect of diminishing, but, on the con- the Convention concluded with France in tho
trary, of greatly extending the resources of course of the last Year, for the more effectual
the country, of which, no doubt, ample Suppression of the Slave Trade, is about to be
evidence will be laid on your Table withr carried into execution by the active Co-operatioij

—

out delay.

House

I

am

come

will

also confident that

this

to the consideration of the

further measures calculated to carry out
the principles which have been hitherto so
successfully applied, to which

Her Majesty

directs our attention, with the sincere

disinterested desire of doing all

and

that

of the
that

Two Powers on

it is

the Coast of Africa and
Your Majesty's Desire that the present
;

Union^ and the good Understanding which sp
happily exists between the

Two

Countries,

may

always be employed to promote the Interests of

Humanity, and to secure the Peace of the World.

is

In accordance with Your Majesty we regret that
necessary for the promotion of the general
the conflicting Claims of Great Britain and the
interests of the Empire, and in the most
United States, in respect of the Territory on the
Having
liberal and
enlightened spirit.
North-western Coast of America, although they
now, to the best of my himible abihties,
have been made the Subject of repeated Negotiatouched upon the most important topics of
tion, still remain unsettled.
Her Majesty's Speech, I have only to exWe rejoice to learn that yoiu* Majesty will
press my hope, that my total inexperience
to make all such Efforts as may be conin addressing so illustrious an Assembly as continue
National Honour to bring this Questhis is, may not have betrayed me into any sistent with
expression calculated to divert discussion tion to an early and peaceful Termination.
We humbly assure Your Majesty that with
from the legitimate object of this night's
debate, or to disturb the unanimity with Your Majesty we have deeply regretted to observe
which I trust your Lordships will vote for the very frequent Instances in which the Crime

the Address

of deliberate Assassination has been of late com-

TJbft«kiiig

5aitte.4in Jlr^J3iji»,apd

I have the honour to propose.
your Lerdahips ioj the coo^dei^-

we

w.ill

not

fail

to

cQwidw
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whether any Measures can be devised calculated
to give increased Protection to Life,

to promote friendly Feelings

and bring to

Justice the Perpetrators of so dreadful a Crime.

common

In

with your Majesty

we lament

in consequence of the Failure of the Potato

Kingdom

in several Parts of the United

be a

deficient

different

ditional Security for the Continuance of Peace,

Crop

Supply of an Article of Food which

between

Subjects, to provide ad-

and to maintain Contentment and Happiness at
Home, by increasing the Comforts and bettering

that

there will

Your Majesty's

Classes of

the Condition of the great

Body of Your Majesty's

People.

forms the chief Subsistence of great Numbers of

Your Majesty's People

;

and that the Disease by

which the Plant has been

affected has prevailed to

the greatest Extent in Ireland.

We

rejoice to learn that

adopted

all

Majesty's

Your Majesty has
it was in Your

such Precautions as

Power

to adopt for the Purpose of alle-

viating the Sufferings which

may be caused by
may confidently

Calamity ; and Your Majesty

this

rely on our Co-operation in devising such other

Means

We

same benevolent Purpose

for effecting the

may

as

require the Sanction of the Legislature.
^

humbly beg

thank Your Majesty for in-

to

forming us that Your Majesty has had great Satisfaction in giving Your Assent to the Measures
which we have presented to Your Majesty from
Time to Time, calculated to extend Commerce,

and

to Stimulate domestic Skill

and Industry, by

the Repeal of prohibitory and the Relaxation of
protective Duties ; and that Your Majesty considers that the prosperous State of the Revenue, the
increased Demand for Labour, and the general

Improvement which has taken place

in the inter-

nal Condition of the Country, are strong Testimonies in favour of the Course we have pursued.

In conformity with Your Majesty's
ation

we

Recommend-

will take into

our early Consideration
whether the Principles on which we have acted

may

not with Advantage be yet more extensively

applied

;

and whether

it

may not

be in our Power,

Review of the existing Duties upon
many Articles, the Produce or Manufacture of
after a careful

other Countries, to

make such

further Reductions

and Remissions as may tend to ensure the
Continuance of the great Benefits to which Your

Ma-

jesty has referred,
cial

and by enlarging our Commer
Intercourse, to strengthen the Bonds
of Amity

with Foreign Powers.

Your Majesty may

ing these great Objects

upon our Endeavours

we may adopt for effectmay be accompanied by

such Precautions as shall prevent permanent
Loss
to the Revenue, or injurious Results
to
great Interests of the Country.

humbly beg

to

any of the

thank Your Majesty for the
full Reliance on nu.

Expression of Your Majesty's
just and dispassionate

cUeratio^Ifrtte

3

We join

referred to the various topics of the

Queen's

Speech,

it

has

been

rendered

needless for me to detain your Lordships
at any great length.
I shall venture, however,
^^'^^

r'""'

to pay a just tribute to the good
and honour of His Majesty the Em
^' *^*^« .«*^P« which he

^

^"f^^

^^^^^^^ ^^ conjunction with Her
Majesty s Government, to mediate, with a
view to the adjustment of the differences
which have so long existed between the
Ottoman Porte and the King of Persia,
and on the success which has attended such
??'•

mediation.
I rejoice at the success of the
policy of this country, which is not only
to promote and cultivate the arts of peace
herself, but

also

to exert herself on

aU
between
other countries, to mediate with a view to
the maintenance of general harmony. With
respect to the Convention with the"^ King of
the French for the more effectual suppresoccasions,

when

differences arise

sion of the Slave Trade, I cordially concur
with my noble Friend as to its advantages
not only as regards the great principle of
putting down the infernal traffic in slaves,
but because I believe that the alliance be-

tween France and England for its suppression will be the means, not of exciting
rivalry and jealousy, but of promoting a
friendly spirit of emulation and co-operation between the maritime forces of the
two countries. My Lords, with respect to
^\^ Oregon Territory, I also entirely agree
with my noble Friend and I hope and
notwithstanding the attempts of a
^^'^^^^^J
P^^*-^ ^^ *^.® United States to get up a
^^^ ^^^ against this country, that the good
^^^^^. °^ *^® American nation, and their

most fervently

in the ea;nest

Prayer of

that, with the Blessin. of
Divin!
'''"^ ^^ ^^^^"«

1
Prnvid.r.L nn
i'l'ondence
on n.
our P
Counsels,

we

may^

their
interests are
?^^^^'}^^^^^^^ ^^^t
identified with those of this country, will
this,

K.
•

be
uc eiiaoiea
enabW

«

f^^f

haV
\* ^"^^ ^^^^^^

Navv

1

as on former

occasions, enable
'%'^™^' ^''
T'
I'
^fJ^'*J Government to conclude an

Xf
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deeply affecting the Public Welfare

Your Majesty

me

;

rely

that any Measures which

We

Lord DE ROS, on rising to second the
Motion, said: By the very judicious manner in which the noble Lord who preceded

^'

'' ^'^
^/^^
"^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^

^^"'"^

"^Tv

'

^

1*^^^^^"^^
^X''^
'""'"^^"^A
f
^""^^
*^^ ^^^'^ *^^*
''^•'''''^

^^is was necessary in consequence of the
,•
V
j-increase
iyrpn+ o^+^„„,v
great
extension and
of our colonial

\

.
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possessions

;

and that

it

afford relief to the persons

public service,

as

it

is

is but just to
employed in the

not

desirable to

put too hard a strain upon the devotion

and

willing

services

of

our soldiers

or

The question of endeavourseamen.
ing to repress by some new measures
the fearful system of assassination which

now

prevails in Ireland, is also referred to

in the

Speech of Her Majesty.

My

Lords,

should be the last man to desire to
see any coercive measures proposed by the
Government, which would restrict the general liberty of the subject throughout Ireland ; but, my Lords, I do think that on
I

those bloodstained spots, where intimidation has been allowed completely to prevail
over justice, and to paralyse the ordinary
efforts of the law, in those parts of the

1846.
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culty and distress

9

—and

therefore

it

will

be

desirable that steps should be taken in due

time for ensuring a supply of food when
The hospithe pressure for it arrives.
tality of the Irish almost all persons who
have visited that country agree in praising
but another and a nobler virtue is to
be found amongst them that of unbounded
charity, which has been exercised by them
from the highest to the lowest, on all occasions, in the most praiseworthy manner.
This will, I hope, tend to alleviate the
worst evils of famine in that country, and
to give double effect to the measures
Great room
adopted by the Government.
;

—

employment exists in all parts of
and it affords much facihties of
approach by means of water. No part of
Ireland is above fifty miles from the coast

for

Ireland,

country, every lover of his country, whether
a native of England, or of Ireland, would
desire to see the necessary measures apshould be sorry to overstate
plied.
I

and, therefore, those facilities are greater,
perhaps, than those presented by any other
country for receiving the supplies which can
be speedily thrown into it. Her Majesty's
the case and I wish it to be understood Speech then alludes to the repeal or rethat my remarks apply only to the par- laxation of protective duties : that is a subticular districts in which this abominable ject which is so far beyond my experience
system has prevailed for I do not mean that I will not enter into any discussion of
to say that such a state of things is gene- it ; but I will merely observe that the re^
ral, and I should greatly mis-state the case laxations which have been already made in
if I led the House to infer that I supposed
the Tariff have not been productive of those
that such a state of things exists in the evils which some expected would have
greater part of Ireland ; but it does prevail been the result of them.
I do not think
and has long prevailed in certain districts, that the fears and anticipations which were
in which it is carried to a very fearful ex- manifested at the time the proposition was
tent.
In these districts so well organized made for allowing the importation of fois this system of intimidation, that it is
reign cattle into this country, have been at
almost impossible to obtain convictions. all borne out, or that that measure has
Nor is this to be wondered at, when the been attended with any serious injury to
prosecutor, the witness, and even the jury- the farmers
and so I trust it may prove
men, are liable, if they do their duty, and with other measures of a similar nature.
act according to their consciences, to the My noble Friend who preceded me stated
very same awful fate as the victim of the the difficulties which he felt in entering
murderer who stands before them for his upon that part of Her Majesty's Speech
trial. It is no longer a question of the midwhich alludes to this subject and if such
night assassin in those parts of Ireland. were his sentiments, I feel that my difAssassinations are perpetrated in broad ficulty is even still greater.
All that I
day, and the assassins are allowed to es- can venture to do is, to call your Lordships'
cape without any attempt being made to attention to that sentence of Her Majesty's
seize them.
In some places it has been Speech which contains this recommendashown in evidence, that the price of blood tion with respect to the introduction of
is
openly determined, and that assas- such measures
sinations can be procured to be per" Any measures which you may adopt for efpetrated for 31. or 41.
Under these
circumstances the Legislature is now ur- fecting these great objects will, I am convinced,
gently called upon to take the subject be accompanied by such precautions as shall prevent permanent loss to the revenue, or injuinto its consideration.
With respect to rious results to any of the great interests of the
the scarcity of the potato crop, there can country."
be no doubt that the disease has prevailed
to a great extent in Ireland
that it is In conclusion, I entreat of your Lordships
likely to be productive of very great diffi- to give such measures as may be proposed.

—

—

;

;

:

—

—
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at least the benefit of a calm and dispassionate consideration.
Lords^ it only

My

law,

we made

great sacrifices for that ob-

might

call attention to what Mr.
remains for me to second the Address, and Gladstone said in 1843, when he said it
to thank your Lordships for the patience would be unjust to the agriculturists, it
would be dishonourable to the Government
with which you have heard me.
The Question was then put from the and to Parliament, if they proposed any
Woolsack, and no noble Lord rising, was change without great and adequate cause.
Is it th^
declared by the Lord Chancellor to be car- I ask where is the cause now ?
failure of the potato crop in Ireland ? No,
ried in the affirmative.
The Duke of RICHMOND, however, The intention of the Government was prethen rose hastily, and said I am not at viously stated in the Government prints
I class them
all surprised at the effort that has been and in the League organs
together because I see no difference bemade to stop the discussion
I beg tween the Government and the Anti-CornThe LORD CHANCELLOR
the noble Duke will not state that I Law League, and for myself, cannot see
wanted to stop the discussion. I put the why Mr. Cobden should not be created a
question dehberately, and was surprised peer.
I wish to ask the people of Engthat no noble Lord had risen but when I land
I wish to ask those noble Lords who
found that no noble Lord was inclined to disagree from me in opinion as to the exrise, after more than the usual interval, I
pediency of free trade whether they apput the question, and I put it slowly.
prove of the course of the Anti-Com-Law
The Earl of SHAFTESBURY said, he League. I say that that course has been
Bat near his noble Friend the noble and most unconstitutional.
I say they are the
learned Lord on the Woolsack, and he authors of the whole of those change*
could say that his noble and learned Friend which the Ministers are about to propose,
put the question distinctly.
and which you, my Lords, will not, I hope,

ject.

I

:

—

:

—

;

—

The Duke

of

RICHMOND

fectly in order in speaking

now

:

—

I

am

per-

moving,
if I think necessary, the adjournment of
the House but I speak, being perfectly
in order upon this question.
In the first
place, I must express the satisfaction with
which I hstened to the speech of the noble
Lord who moved so eloquently the Address
upon this occasion. I should not have interrupted the noble Lord with " No, no," if
it had not been that some noble Lords on
this side of the House cheered that part
of his speech in which he expressed his
hope that we would wait until we heard
what measures the Ministers intend to propose.
I have heard enough in this speech
in

;

to
I

know what the Minister intends to do.
know that he intends to withdraw pro-

tection from the domestic industry of this
country.
I should have liked the Speech
better if it had been a little more manly,

and had used the words Corn Laws. I
defy any noble Lord to say that it is not the
intention of the paragraph of Her Majesty's
Speech now alluded to, to indicate the abolition of the Corn Laws of this country
a measure which I know is advocated by
many noble Lords on the other side that
is, to get rid of the solemn compact that
;

'

sanction

House

;

for I

hope and trust that

this

never so far abandon their duty
to their country as to be intimidated by
the Anti-Corn-Law League or their money.
What is the fact ? The Goverimient comes
and asks us to make a sacrifice to popular
clamour, while we find in the veiy Speech
which we have heard read, that the concessions of Sir R. Peel in 1829 have been
soon forgotten, and that they have not
produced tranquillity in Ireland but that,
on the contrary, assassinations and murders take place every day.
This is in the
same Speech in which the Government come
to us and ask us to give way to alterations
in those laws which every man knows are
for the benefit, not of the agricultural interest alone, but of every class of persons in
this country.
And I call the attention
of the operatives in the great towns of
England to the statements of Sir R.
Peel in 1839, when he was seeking office
at the hands of the agriculturists.
He
then said, *'If you get rid of the Cora
Laws you must expect that the farmers will
ask of you to get rid of protection to every
other branch of industry. " He stated then,
as I state now, that if you get rid of protection to corn, you must get rid of protection altogether.
Are you prepared to do
that ?
Are you prepared to destroy your
will

;

was made with the agricultural interest in
the year 1842, when, as was said by Mr.
Gladstone, now Secretary of State for
the Colonies, in order to remove difficulties,

to get revenue to

and fi>r the purpose of getting a permanent

My

Custom House
Lords,

if

?

you are, where are you
pay the public creditor ?

If

protection to -agriculture

is -to

.^.
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it is a great monoother great monopolies
which you must treat in the same way.
What do you think of the East India mo-

be got
poly,

rid of

there

because

are
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My Lords, that must be a bad cause indeed in which the Minister does not dare to
face, on what is supposed to be a popular
question, the electors of the country upon
We ask you for no more.
the hustings.
Give us a clear stage and no favour.
Appeal to the country, and let the country decide whether or not we are to have those
modern innovations passed into law, whether
we are to be rendered dependent on fo-

Bank of England monopoly,
and a hundred others ? If you consent to
make those inroads and to get rid of protection, you will have to pull down the House
altogether, and rebuild it from the commencement. Will it be just or right that
the farmer should pay the same tithe as he reigners for the supply of our population
did when the Corn Law was in existence ? whether we are to be constantly changing
Can the Civil List remain as it is, can a about because there happens to be some
single payment for salary be made, if you popular clamour.
My Lords, I think the
My present occasion should not be allowed to
at once destroy all protective duties ?
Lords, I, for one, will not give your Lord- pass without our hearing from some Memships the trouble of voting against any ber of the Government the reasons of their
Amendment on the present occasion but resignation of office. I think the House
I enter my solemn protest against that and the country have a right to be informed
clause of the Speech from the Throne to on the subject.
I think we have a right
which I have referred. I say that that to know the reasons for those sudden
clause of the Speech is contrary to every changes.
Those reasons of these sudden
principle ever brought forward by the pre- resignations and counter-resignations are
sent Government.
There is no speech of known only to some half-dozen of my noble
theirs from the year 1839, when they were Friends behind me, and to some half-dozen
seeking for office, up to the present mo- noble Lords on the Treasury Bench oppoment, which does not go directly in the site.
These are grave questions, and I
nopoly, and the

;

face of that clause.

I

know nothing

of

think the country has, at the

first

moment

measure may be, but I have a of the opening of Parliament, a right to
right to speak strongly, because I am one inquire why the Goveniment resigned their
of those who are for no relaxation in the offices.
Explanations have been off'ered,
Corn Laws at all. But we are told for- but I can find no explanation at all but I
sooth, that a series of little measures have know this well, that the protective duties
been brought before Parliament year after are in immense danger. My Lords, if I
year, and that the object of those little am rightly informed, if those who sit bemeasures was what some of your Lord- hind me sat on the opposite side of the
ships always said they were
a step towards House, the ports would have been immefree trade, and against which little mea- diately opened, though I am satisfied we
sures I for one always voted.
But Sir R. should not have free trade for those who
Peel had contrived by his eloquence, and unfortunately support Sir R. Peel in power
by his smooth speeches, to get so large a in another place would carry out the pledges
majority of both Houses to put their con- made to their constituents if another Gofidence in him, that he was able to pass vernment had been formed.
My Lords, I
those measures.
My Lords, that confi- feel assured that your Lordships will condence may exist still in some quarters, but I sider the question on its true merits that
say it exists not in the large body of the you will do your duty to your Sovereign
middle classes of this country.
I say that
and to your country that you will not have
the manly, open, and truly English cha- any fears, but, banishing from your minds
racter of the farmers of this country has who the Minister is who proposes these
been displayed on late occasions they do measures, that you will look to the meanot ask you to reject any of those mea- sures themselves, and if they tend in any
sures.
No; but they come to their So- degree to diminish the protection of Briti^
vereign and the Government and say
industry, that you will give them your most
•' You,
the present Government, came into cordial opposition.
I do not feel called on
office pledged to
protection
you have to say more, on the present occasion, than
thought fit we care not why, we do not I have but I will say this, that I will use
impute motives to propose an alteration every Parliamentary means of opposition in
in the Corn Laws
but we say to you, you my power be it called factious or otherought not to carry out such a measure wise I care not for where the interests of
without again appealing to the country." a large body of people are concerned I do

what

their

;

—

;

—

;

:

—

:

;

—

;

—

—
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not pretend to be oversensitive; and further,
I will take every opportunity I can, day
after day, to press on your Lordships the
necessity, at all events, of not proceeding
Now, with regard to the great
further.

Ministry, I beg to remind my noble Friend
that he has been himself a Member of the
Privy Council of the Sovereign ; and he
knows that, as a Member of that Council,
he was sworn to keep the counsels of the

by the Tariff, we have Sovereign secret, and that no Member can
heard a great deal of the disease of po- come down here and talk of what has
tatoes but it has been forgotten that we passed at those Councils, without having
have had a disease of cattle, and this disease had the previous permission of the Sovemay account for the Tariff not being so reign and, under those circumstances, I
prejudicial as some persons thought it would must think that, before my noble Friend
But I will not enter upon the dis- asked that question, he should have given
be.
cussion of that topic now, as I shall pro- notice of his intention to do so, in order that
bably have other opportunities of doing so. those who might think proper to enter into
On the present occasion I merely wish to any explanation on the subject might have
enter my solemn protest against the clause obtained permission to state that which
But asking quesin the Speech from the Throne to which I they thought proper.
have referred, and to say that I think that tions in this way the first night of the SesThe public interests
the House is entitled to hear from some sion, is not usual.
Member of the Government the reasons for require that the counsels of the Sovereign
should be kept secret.
It may be very
their resignation.
benefits produced

;

;

The DcKE

of

WELLINGTON: My

Lords, my noble Friend the noble Duke
has moved no Amendment to the Address
proposed by the noble Earl who spoke on
He has complained
this side of the House.
of the omission of all reference to the Corn
Laws in the Speech from the Throne, and
It is not necessary
also in the Address.
for me, on the present occasion, to follow
my noble Friend over his observations on
the conduct of a Minister in another place,
nor shall I now defend that conduct or any
measure of his Government. The question
now before the House is, the Address
which has been moved by my noble Friend
near me ; and I beg to inform your Lordships, that other measures will be brought
before you in the course of a very few days ;
for I understand that notice has already been
given of the intention of bringing forward
those measures on Tuesday next, in another
place
and in the course of time, those
measures must come under the considera;

I, therefore, entreat
tion of this House.
your Lordships to consider that you have
nothing before you except the proposition
of my noble Friend near me, and that you
will have an opportunity of taking into consideration those measures when they come
under your Lordships' notice. My noble
Friend the noble Duke will then have an
opportunity of endeavouring to persuade
your Lordships to dissent from those meabut what I now entreat of your
sures
Lordships is, to adopt the Address, which
says that you will take them into your con;

—

Duke

With

respect to the question
noble Friend the noble
in reference to the resignation of the

sideration.

put to

me by my

convenient to some that those counsels
should be revealed but the general rule is
that they should be kept secret, and should
not be revealed without the positive permission of the Sovereign to the party who
thought proper to ask for it.
;

The Duke of RICHMOND I shall be
very glad to give notice of my intention to
put the question to my noble Friend tomorrow, though I cannot conceive that
there was any necessity to give such notice.
I can only wonder that the noble
Duke, who has been so long in Parliament,
did not think it very likely that he would
be asked this question, and that he did not
procure the Queen's consent.
Certainly,
as the noble Duke has not procured that
consent, I am afraid that the only thing I
can do is, to ask the same question tomorrow; but I will first ask my noble
Friend who has left office, whether he has
not got the Queen's consent to state the
reasons why he left the Government?
Lord STANLEY: I had been in great
hope that I should have been spared the
necessity of offering myself to the attention of your Lordships in the course of
this evening; but my noble Friend having
appealed to me, I beg to say, that I have
the permission of Her Majesty to make
such explanations of the cause of my retirement from the service of Her Majesty,
and of my differing from my Colleagues,
with whom I for four years acted with the
utmost cordiality; but though I have Her
Majesty's most gracious permission to
make such explanations for the vindication
of the course I myself adopted, in doing
that which no public man has a right to do'
:
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for a light or trivial cause, or without sufficient grounds of public interest (I

mean that

of abandoning the position 4n which he has
been placed by the favour of his Sovereign,
and for which he is responsible alike to his
Sovereign and the country, for the way in
which he exercised the functions of his
office) yet I am sure my noble Friend will
;

perceive that it is impossible for me to
make the statement he invites me to make,
with any feelings of justice to those who

my

and for
have
the most unfeigned respect, regard, and
were

late Colleagues in office,

whom, though separated

My Lords,
my own

officially, I

cannot state the
without
stating what were those measures contemplated by other Members of the Cabinet
without entering into the details of those
measures, and the objections I entertained
to them.
I cannot enter into a vindication
of my own conduct, for an apparent abandonment of that public duty which devolves
on every member of a Government, without
disclosing prematurely and unfairly to my
noble Friends and the country, those plans
which were in contemplation when I was in
the Cabinet, and which may since have
been modified or altered; to which additions may have been made; to which certain qualifications
I know not whether
they have or not may have been added,
of a character to counteract the mischievous tendency of the measure to which I
esteem.

grounds of

I

retirement,

—
—

objected.

My

Lordships

and

Lords, I trust that your
my noble Friend will be

if I make this statement only;
that there was one, and one only, subject
on which there existed a difference between

satisfied,

my

late Colleagues and myself; and that
question had relation to the degree, and

amount, and nature of the protection to be
afforded to the domestic industry of the
country.
Upon that subject a measure
was proposed, and intended to be submitted
to your Lordships, which I conceived to be

by the state of the country,
nor called for by any change of circumstance since 1842; and to which, therefore, as a Member of the Government, I
felt it was impossible that I should undertake the responsibility of being a party to
their being submitted to your Lordships.
My regret is, that my disagreement is with
noble Friends with whom I have had no
previous difference.
I had placed before
me the choice of separating from my Colleagues, for whom, as I have before stated,
I entertained the most unfeigned esteem,
and with whom I had had no previous differ-

neither justified

22,
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ence, or to sacrifice

my own individual

opin-

and to sacrifice also what I conceived
be my own personal consistency and

ion,

to

honour.

beg

[

Cheers

from

the cross benches.

]

not to be understood
as casting the smallest imputation upon
the conduct of others, by the course I
thought it fair to pursue; I had to consider
the course which in my opinion my public
duty and my private honour required me to
pursue.
I had no doubt that duty required
me to intimate my dissent to a measure
which obtained the sanction of a large
majority of my Colleagues; and, so dissenting, humbly to tender to Her Majesty
my resignation of office and the conduct
I hope that my noble
of public affairs.
I

in

this

me

from making any
Having stated that
dissented from a measure proposed by

Friend

will

excuse

further explanation.
I

my

Colleagues, having dissented from the
measure, and from the opinions of my fellows, I trust your Lordships
will not ask me now for any other statedetails of the

ment; and nothing will give me more
pleasure than the hope that I may not
have to present myself to your Lordships
upon this subject on any future occasion.
The Earl of
said, he

HARDWICKE

had

duty to

rise to address their
Lordships the moment he saw that the
noble Lord on the Woolsack rose to put the
question, whether the Address should go
to the Throne without any exception.
He
could not agree in every part of that Address, though his loyalty and feeling towards
the Throne led him to the opinion, that
Address should go to Her Majesty without
the slightest opposition.
There was one
passage in the Address, to which especially
he could not agree and with reference to
which he rejoiced that he had given way to
the noble Lord.
He wished to follow in
the steps of the noble Lord, with all his
feelings of honour and good understanding;
but it was highly necessary for the welfare
of the country, more particularly at the
present moment, that every one who was
looked up to with respect in the councils of
the nation, should give utterance to his
opinions without any mental reservation
whatever.
Now, he saw in the Address a
direct progress towards free trade
the
extent of which no one could tell.
It was
only in 1842, that they had entered into an
arrangement with respect to the duty to
be paid upon corn and on that arrangement he considered the question to be
settled, at least till it should be shown
that the wants and difficulties of the peofelt it his

;

;

;
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Empire required a change. He
denied that a change was necessary in the
they had a hetter and a
present case
cheaper supply than heretofore and, moreover, they had in that very Address the
important statement that there never was
more employment, and that the people never
were hetter off, nor hetter suppHed. He
wished to know, if in times of prosperity
these great and rapid changes were to be
made, what they were to do in times of
He was not desirous to be led
difficulty ?
away on this occasion he was more disposed to stop, than to allow his feelings to
run on he would rather stop short, than
pie of this

;

;

;

;

give to the feelings of others any offence,
or be the cause of any bitterness towards
those whom he deeply respected, and with
whom he had been associated for ten years
ever since he had entered
nay, longer

—

—

Duke of Richmond) has said, that there
are noble Lords on this side of the House
who are persons from whom the country
has a right to expect explanations of the
which have recently
induced to rise, therefore, for the purpose of saying that upon
political transactions

taken place.

I

am

this subject I entirely subscribe to the
propriety of the line taken by my noble

Friend the late Secretary of State for the
Colonies.
I rise also for the purpose of
stating that, like him, and in the expectation of an explanation being made in this
House, and made this night, of the motives
which led to the late resignation of the
right hon. Baronet at the head of Her
Majesty's Government, I thought it my
duty, as my noble Friend has done, to
obtain permission from Her Majesty to

explain that part in those transactions
It was, which I took myself, and which was taken
Parliament, in the year 1829.
therefore, with the greatest regret he found by a noble Friend of mine, who was had
any occasion had arisen for differences on recourse to by Her Majesty upon that ocany one subject, between himself and his casion but it certainly never occurred to
hon. and right hon. Friends, to whom he me to use that permission till an explanahad always looked up, and than whom, he tion should have been made by Her Maknew none better fitted to guide the affairs jesty's Government and, in the absence
of the country at any time but a change of any such explanation, I conceive it
had come over the spirit of their dreams, would be most improper for me to enter,
whilst he was still as he had been.
They even for a moment, on that important
had taken a course in which they honestly subject. All I can state is, that when the
thought they were right; they had taken a proper moment shall arrive, having obcourse which they thought to be proper, tained permission, and being prepared to
and which might ultimately turn out to be have made the statement this night, I
so.
He confessed, however, that he was shall be ready to state what part I renot able to agree with them in this course; cently took.
On that part of the subject,
he could not see where it would stop, or therefore, I say no more ; but I rise, hkethat there would be any security to the wise on this occasion to refer to that other
country for the settlement of these import- more important part of Her Majesty's
ant questions.
He would, rather than see Speech, and of the Address in reply to it,
the daily diminution of protection if he which even the important considerations to
might use the term not offensively have which I have already adverted do not so
the greater certainty of a proposal to put completely overshadow as to drive it from
it aside altogether
for many more would a prominent place in the public mind
go along with these constant changes than I mean the discussions with the United
would be found to give their support, if an States of America, with respect to the
appeal were distinctly made to the country territory of Oregon.
I rise to express my
to say whether they would go on in a course approbation of the intentions expressed in
which would lead ultimately to a direct the Speech from the Throne, and my satistaxation for the purpose of paying the debt faction at learning the determination of
and bearing the burdens of the country, Her Majesty's Government to omit no
without either Customs or Excise.
For efforts to maintain, what is of so much
these reasons, he dissented from the An- importance to the interests of the world, a
swer to the Speech which Her Majesty's peace between this country and the United
Ministers had put into the mouth of the States, without sacrificing any of the
Queen: and he thought, that with these honour of this country and, in conclusion,
views he could not assent to the passage in I must say, that if, with the maintenance
the Address proposed by his noble Friend. of our honour, those efforts should be
The Marquess of
:
made, the Government will meet with the
The noble Duke on the cross benches (the unanimous support of every party in Eng;

;

;

—
—

—

;

;

LANSDOWNE
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And

could not allow this evening
a cordial expression of my
approval of the manner in which this suhject has been adverted to in the Speech
from the Throne.
I wish, before proLord
:
ceeding with the subject-matter of the Adland.

I

to pass without

BROUGHAM

remarks made by

dress, to allude to

my

noble Friend, and to one remark of the
noble Lord, the late Secretary for the
Colonial Department.
I cannot proceed
to do so, without expressing, as I feel
it my bounden duty to do, my perfect
concurrence in every sentiment which has
been expressed by my noble Friend who
has just taken his seat, with respect to
that portion of the Speech and Address
which refers to the American question.
I believe that if ever there were an instance in which the course of a Government has, as far as that course is known,
already met, and in which as it becomes
more fully disclosed will fully meet, with
the universal and unanimous assent of a
whole people, it is this instance in which
the Government pledges itself, first, to
leave no effort untried to preserve peace
with America ; then, to leave no effort
untried to call forth all the resources of
this country, if, consistently with her
honour, that peace cannot be preserved.
It was a wise remark of Mr. Fox, in answer to some flippant remark about going
to war, and plunging the country into the
extremities of that greatest of all calamities, for mere honour
he (Mr. Fox)
said, ** Show me where a war with any
people, on a calculation of interest or advantage, ever yet was justifiable in the
eyes of rational men ; but it is when the
defence of a country is concerned; it
is when the honour of a country is concerned
it is when that honour and that
name, which every independent powerful
country, unconquered and unconquerable
like this, must preserve untouched and
pure
it is to preserve that honour unassailed, and that name untarnished, that
alone the dreadful extremity of war should
be had recourse to.
And if all efforts shall

—

.

;

;

'

'

be made, as I hope and trust they will be
made, consistently with our honour, to preserve the inestimable blessings of peace
and if those efforts should fail, I believe
the unanimous support of the people of
this country will be given to the Government
in that sad though necessary alternative.
My Lords, I now come to matter, on
which, unfortunately, there is not the same
unanimity and the same calm reasoning,

22,
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from some symptoms that have already

to-

night appeared, as are displayed with respect to the differences with America. My
noble Friend on the cross benches (the Duke
of Richmond), in the course of his speech, as
was fully to be expected of him, with even
more than his usual degree of animation
and zeal, brought forward a statement of
the alarm and disappointment with which
he has heard the portion of Her Majesty's
Speech which seems to contemplate a relaxation
I suppose I may add, a further
because this is not the first that
relaxation
has been made of the protection which
the agricultural and commercial interests
My Lords, my
of this country now enjoy.
I differ widely
opinions are well known.
from my noble Friend on the cross benches;
but no such difference ever interrupted that
cordial friendship towards him in private,
and that heartfelt respect with which I
have ever marked his public conduct,
even when I most sincerely lamented the
course which he is induced to pursue on
State affairs.
But as there are some
matters on which I differ with him, so
also there are some on which I so entirely
agree with him, that I feel bound, in fairness towards him, and in justice to myself,
to take this early opportunity of setting
him right as to the charges in which, by
his turning towards me, I seemed to be
included in one portion, and a prominent
portion, of his observations.
I rather
thank my noble Friend for speaking out,
and for giving me an opportunity of doing
so too.
That I have been the advocate
for free trade
that I have been, to a certain extent the advocate for an alteration
in the protective system
that I went
further and differed from my noble Friends
near me, not merely as to the bread tax,
to use a short word, but as to the whole
policy of the protective system ; that I called
the attention of your Lordships again and
again to the subject; that in 1839 I made
a Motion to induce you and my noble Friends
near me to call evidence and examine the
question by means of testimony, is undeniable.
My noble Friends near me, now
my converts, resented, and defeated me
with the help of the noble Duke. I then differed, and so far still, from my noble Friend
on the cross benches. I entertain the same
opinions still but let me not be mixed up
with those who hold them on grounds alien
indeed to those on which I have ever acted.
It was my opinion that an alteration in the
commercial pohcy of this country with respect to corn, as well as to other commo-

—
—

—

;

;

;
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was highly expedient
I will not
Bay solely, but principally and beyond all
comparison most chiefly wanted, not for
the purpose of lowering the price of corn
and food (which I never expected it could
do, which I urged it could not do, which I
endeavoured to show it had no tendency to
do, any more than that the Corn Laws had
a tendency to keep up the prices of food)
but because I thought that it would tend to
remodel the whole of our commercial system, and cause it to assume such a shape
and position with respect to Foreign Powers
as to prevent them from excluding our manufactures, by opening our ports to their
corn, and such as would give us a reasonable prospect that their restrictions would
be removed, and our manufactures allowed
to penetrate into their foreign markets.
I
urged that question at great length, though
it had not the effect of procuring an assent,
either from your Lordships opposite, from
those who, being half way, I never expected an assent from, or my noble Friends
near me, in whom I might have had better
hope.
I was so defeated in that attempt,
dities,

;

as to deprive me of any interest to press
the matter again.
My hope is, now, that
I have lived to see better days, and that I

been attempted to be supported. I stated,
and noble Lords know what were my arguments I refer to my Motion in the year
1839, and I shortly restate the ground on
which I rested for the repeal or the modification of the Corn Law system
I did not,

—

—

because I could not, hold out to the people
of this country
I could not honestly hold
out to them that it would make bread
cheap. I could not hold out that the Corn
Laws did that against their doing which I
have argued so often in vain till now.
I
did not argue that the Corn Law was the
cause of famine, that it was the cause of
disease, that it was the cause of crime, or
that it was the cause of mortahty in this

—

country.

hand
set

it

would rather set my right
till it was consumed than
a document which pretends that
I

into the fire
to

the Corn Law is the cause of crime, of famine, of disease, and of death.
If I had
so thought, how was it that I, sitting during four years in the Council of the Sovereign, had never stepped forward to change
a law which caused famine, and disease,

and crime, and death? I stated what I
thought was the fault of the Corn Law,
and

I

recommended a repeal

or alteration

on grounds very different from those whose
have lived to see considerable changes of language I reprobate and disclaim. Their
opinion.
I hope and trust that, before we opinion ought not to be taken as mine ;
have gone through this subject, some of my their statements are not mine respecting
poor opinions will now be more favourably some of them highly, yet with them I
received by this and the other House of am as much at issue on the one side,
Parliament. I was induced to rise first for as I am with my noble Friends on the
the purpose of negativing the grounds cross benches on the other side.
But
which have been given for a change or there is another class who are agitatmodification in the Corn Laws, to what ing this great question, for whose arguextent we do not know, for we are all in ments, and whose conduct, my respect
the dark as to the nature of the Govern- is wanting
and when my noble Friend
ment scheme. My noble Friend on the on the cross benches turned round to
cross benches said, that he had expected me and appealed to me, as he had a
the settlement made in 1842 would be final, right to do, \, must endeavour to answer
and that there could be no further change. him, and I must hope I shall do so
Man and finality Human wisdom and no satisfactorily. If I am asked am I one of
progress
Increased age without more wis- the League, or one of the followers of the
dom Because in 1842 we assented to this League, or one of the allies, or one of the
measure, it is urged that in 1846 we can accomplices of the League; or if I were
neither retrace our steps, nor take another to be asked, " Are their means your
line for the future.
That is the doctrine means ? then I should unhesitatingly anof my noble Friend on the cross benches, swer, "God forbid! " From the members
and I grieve to say that it is the doctrine of the Anti-Corn-Law League, I differ even
of my noble Friend the late Secretary for more than from those who stand forward
the Colonial Department.
It is no part of as the friends and advocates of protection.
my pohcy. I have learned other lessons Much reflection ^long observation no httle
of practical wisdom but most loudly do I experience, has convinced me that a repreexpress my disapprobation of the manner sentative government
the best of aU forms
in which my opinions, important as I upon which a government can be administerdeemed them, and sincerely as I hold ed the greatest political discovery of mothem, have formerly, but chiefly of late, dern times the most important improve'

;

;

!

!

!

'

'

—

;

—

—

—

—
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—the

ment

only

in national polity

means

which men can possess of reconciling freedom and popular government with extent
of territory
I say, all reflection has convinced me that it is of the very nature and
essence of representative government, that
when you have once chosen your representatives, you should leave the government in their hands; and that it is the
representative that is to speak thenceforth,
and not the constituent body. That is,
and always has been, my deliberate opinion.
And this leads mo to step aside and
answer tlie question of my noble Friend on
the cross benches, who says, all he wants is
an appeal to the people. Though it may
be wholesome to appeal to the people in
certain circumstances
though it may be
right and necessary to give them a general
and useful control over their representatives
at such times and under such circumstances
as would render that control conducive to

—

—

the public good; yet,

more

clear to

proposition,

me

that

if

there

is

than another,
is

it

anything
is

this

neither wise

nor

it

wholesome to make such an appeal at
a moment when the nation is in a fer-

ment

—

when they are in a state of strong
excitement upon a particular and exciting

question. [Some noble Lords said: "There
was the case of the Reform Bill."] I do
not mean to deny that there are cases of
such vast and paramount importance as

absolutely to require that the

Government should appeal
ple.

Where

there

is

to

Executive
the peo-

a difference of opin-

between the Executive Government
and the Commons' House of Parliament
I am expressing now the A, B, C, the
ordinary language of the Constitution
where there is a difference between the two
Houses of Parliament, an appeal to the
ion

people

—

is

because

it

usually considered as necessary,
is the only course to take, in

order that the Government

you

may go on. But

each time a measure is called
importance
if you
are, upon
questions that may interest each particular
party in Parhament, to dissolve, and appeal
to the people, I say there is an end to all
representative government, and you are
not governed by the representatives of the
people, but by the multitude
ay, even by
the mob.
Is that event less likely to
happen— is that event of a tumultuous
and passionate, and ignorant, and not
a calm and learned decision of the subject, less likely to occur when the question is the exciting one of cheap bread,
on the one hand, and agricultural pro-

if

one of

are,

—

—
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If I

were

to sino-le

questions any one
expedient not to make
these constant appeals to the people, I
should say it is precisely such a question
as this.
But now, with respect to the
body which my noble Friend on the cross
benches has not for the first time referred
to; my objection is this, that after having
chosen representatives, these very people
take out of the hands of such representatives the whole discussion of this question;
and, by agitating the country upon it, as
others are agitating Ireland for a repeal
of the Union, withdrawing the subject from
the decision of Parliament, from the representatives of the people, and placing it in
the hands of the constituencies
the people
themselves.
That is the conduct those
agitators have pursued
that is the course
in which they are proceeding.
I am about
to refer to the conduct now in great favour
with that body, some of whose members
are highly respectable, others of whom are
very much less to be respected, as it happens in all great bodies.
But be they all
ever so respectable as individuals, the
course of their conduct as a body is
what I am arguing upon.
I find they
are levying immense sums of money
with one avowed object, which is a perfectly lawful object.
And I appeal to
my noble and learned Friends who are
clustered together upon the Woolsack at
this moment, whether or not I am right
in my opinion when, in point of law,
I say that it is a perfectly legal object.
They break no Act of Parliament they violate no common law, in
collecting a sum of a quarter or a half
million, or whatever it may turn out to be,
for the avowed purpose of purchasing votes
in different counties.
[*'No, no," in the
course of which some noble Lord said, Purchasing freeholds."]
Purchasing freeholds !
When I said votes, I used a short
expression.
It is, however, by this interruption suggested to me that if they should
find they can more easily buy voters than
votes, they will do so ; that disclaimer
about purchasing votes was calculated
to raise some suspicion
it was a negative
pregnant.
The votes might be
called freeholds, or they might not
but
this was clear, that there existed a determination to acquire Parliamentary influence by some mode of pecuniary expenditure, and there was clearly no change of
name respecting the matter by the noble
Lord who said, " No, no." Now, I say it
all

upon which

political

it

is

—

—

—

'

'

—

;
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—

a perfectly lawful act it violates no ing an undoubted right to seats in the
House of Lords. A battalion of the guards
it goes against no branch of the
common law that a person should collect maybe marched into the House to overwhelm
money for the purpose of purchasing free- us with their votes, and carry any measure
hold quahfications ; and they brag that in which the Crown thinks proper to propose.
the country with which I am connected they This would be a perfectly legal exercise of
have bought two thousand; and their boast the Crown's undoubted prerogative. But
if the Lord Chancellor put the Great Seal
is, that they will run the opposite side far
harder than I ever did in my three con- to such patents of creation, assuredly the
tests; but I don't think they will come instant this act fell upon the ear of the
much nearer than I did after six days' Commons' House of Parliament, the crime
poUing of the country; I was only de- which he had committed perfectly lawful,
feated by, I think, eight-and-thirty.
In but equally unconstitutional a gross breach
North and South Lancashire, they say they of the Constitution a foul violation of that
are going to get two thousand more
two Constitution a high crime and misdethousand in each division
and so on meanor I say, so surely would the head of
throughout all the country, until they get a that high officer, if not in fact, at least by
hundred county seats, and thus influence the right and by desert, fall for the crime
whole Parliament. And for that purpose which he had perpetrated. My Lords, can
some men send a thousand pounds, some the people, can associations, as they are
only five. Now, I cannot say that the zeal is called
can Repeal associations in one
in proportion to the money; but in the case country, and League associations in the
of the small contributors there may be great other, commit no unconstitutional acts ?
zeal, though little cash.
I do not hesitate
If I were asked my opinion as a friend of
to give my opinion in favour of the perfect the liberties of this country, as a friend to
legality of the course which the gentlemen the Commons' House of Parliament, the
of the Anti-Corn-Law League and their seat of that people's power, and the sanccontributors of all sizes are pursuing. tuary of those liberties
if I were asked,
My Friend Mr. Atwood, and other rich in any capacity, whether as a lawyer or a
persons, who, perhaps, have millions of statesman, which of the two acts is the most
money at their disposal, may meet to- unconstitutional, I should say, that act which
gether and subscribe for the purpose of violated the people's sanctuary by jobbing
purchasing qualifications they now have the seats there, and placing a body of men
sent
the benefit of my opinion that it is a per- in that House for a particular purpose
fectly legal act— that they have a perfect there by force of gold subscribed for that
is

statute

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

——

—

—

;

—

buy up those votes and that in
doing so they violate no law, either common
or statute.
Mr. Bentham was in the habit
of saying, that there was no such thing
an an unconstitutional doctrine or an unconstitutional proceeding.
Mr. Bentham contended that everything legal was perfectly constitutional, and that some people
called that unconstitutional to which they
themselves objected any thing, said he,

right to

;

—

that anybody don't

Hke

is

imconstitutional.

Mr. Bentham agreed with those who held
that every thing strictly legal was perfectly
constitutional.
I can, however, show a
case which every man will admit to be most
but most unconstitutional. Every one
knows that the Sovereign of this country
can create an indefinite number of Peers.
The Crown, for example, can create 500
Peers
and as the Sovereign is not re-

legal,

:

stricted with respect to

numbers, so there
is no limitation with regard to rank
any
description of person may be made a Peer

The Sovereign, then, might
this House 500 persons possess-

of the realm.

march

into

—

purpose.
tinct

act

Therefore,

my Lords, it is my dis-

and clear opinion as a lawyer, that the

is legal,

but, as a constitutional lawyer,
is a breach of the Consti-

that such an act
tution.

I

am

not

now

for the first time

upon it in
Westmoreland, in the year 1820. I was
asked, upon a canvass proving that we
were nearly equal in amount of votes
with the enemy I was asked to sanction
a measure of creating 500 votes, which
could have been done by rent-charges but
my answer was a distinct negative. I refused to subscribe one farthing for it
I said, you will
refused to countenance it.
be beaten at your own weapons. This may
be done by an exchange of freeholds in two
counties, without passing any money at all.
But I also took my objection upon other
and higher grounds, and said " It is an
unconstitutional act, and I am against
a course of which Par«
multiplying votes
liament has again and again expressed its
high disapproval." I will now, as I am
naturally led to it, say a word on the substating this opinion.

I acted

—

;

—

—

—

.
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Those who

ject of voluntary contributions.

thus

subscribe, those

who

contribute

to

raise large funds without the authority of

Parhament, must be prepared to abandon
the constitutional doctrines of some of the
ablest constitutional lawyers and highest
constitutional authorities who have ever
flourished in this country. There once were
voluntary contributions entered into for the
pur])ose of enabling the Crown to resist a
foreign enemy and maintain the integrity
of the Empire.
I suppose the contribution
which I refer to was perfectly voluntary
;

therefore I say

was

it

perfectly legal, for

the purpose of enabling the Crown better
to defend the country when the finances
were at a low ebb to enable the Crown
the better to keep together the Empire

—

when

was distracted by

it

sedition.

contribution for that purpose,
loyal

A

made by a

body of people, was as constitutional

22,
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sanctioned the use to which that money
so raised by voluntary contribution was to
which cannot be said yet of
be applied
the Enghsh subject, and I hope never will
be said of the Irish subject of agitation.
those great statesI may be quite wrong
;

—

—

men may

be quite wrong

—and

we

live

in

much

disposed to respect the authority of the great men of former times ;
but, at all events, I consider the ordinary
course in this country ought to be only
to levy money on the people by authority
of Parliament and under the responsibility
the sworn
of the Executive Government
and from the
councillors of the Crown
moment the sufferance of Parliament, the
tolerance of the respectable classes, and
the political not to say party or factious
zeal of some, allow, and persist in allowing
those things to be done with impunity,
and without stint or control, the conse-

days not

—

;

—

—

and must inevitably be

and praiseworthy a subscription as a volun-

quence of that

tary contribution for the purpose of sub-

to loosen the foundations of our Parliamentary Constitution and to raise up a new

verting the established policy of the

Em-

nay, of distracting, of rending in
twain the Empire itself for I now allude to
Ireland
by a repeal of the Union. I suppose that act of loyalty in '94 was as conpire,

—

—

Repeal or League fund in
these our days
many persons might think
it more constitutional and more justifiable
yet, in 1794, Mr. Sheridan made a very
eloquent speech against the dangerous and
stitutional as the

—

unconstitutional practice

of raising conconsent of Parliament.
But those who think otherwise will
have to combat higher authority than that
of Mr. Sheridan
the late Sir Philip Francis supported him
and they will have to
combat the opinion of a still greater authority than either, which was most strongly
and vigorously expressed I mean that of
Mr. Fox and, finally, they will have to
combat the opinion of one whom I never
can refer to without feelings of the deepest
emotion I mean my late lamented and
venerated friend, Lord Grey, who closed
the debate by an inimitable speech to the
same purpose, and maintained, as strongly
tributions without the

—

;

—

;

—

as any

who had preceded him, the

sition that it

was unconstitutional

money by voluntary

po-

to raise

contributions for a po-

litical

object without the consent of Parliament.
Lord Grey in one instance closed

the debate, and in the other was a teller
the division.
The contribution
was, on the other side, defended by Mr.

upon
Pitt,

without denying the constitutional
doctrine laid down by his antagonists, upon
the ground that Parliament had by its votes

will

—

trade in this country, which my love of
free trade does not at all embrace, or reconcile me in the least to the conteniplation
for it is driven as a
of
I mean the trade
it is driven as a
trade, and for money

—
—

—

trade for the base lucre of gain under
the pretext, as flimsy as it is stale, of paI mean the trade of constant
triotism
And be you well
political agitation.
that trade be
if
assured, my Lords,
continued by not being discouraged, and
not being checked, there
sufi'ered by
never will be wanting persons to carry it
on, because it requires, of aU trades, the
meanest accomplishments of all trades,
Of
the least, the shortest apprenticeship.

—

—

trades it is the easiest to drive, for it aska
not even the exertion of common industry ;
and as long as it is lucrative, which you
now see it is in Ireland and it is beginning
so long will you
to take root in England
have, now on Repeal, now on the Corn
all

—
—

Laws, then on some other subject, on any
subject

covers

—
and
don't apply—but

except charity
all

transgressions,

observations

of course

^which
to

which

my

so long as

thus to thrive, you will have
by a multitude of those
of whom I wish to speak with some respect if I can ; but as they are not the
most valuable members of society, neither

you

suffer

it

that trade driven

are they the most peaceable subjects of
The sum and substance
the Crown.
of my advice to your Lordships is the
opinion which I have often stated, and
now repeat, upon the propriety of adopt-
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ing a wiser policy.
Almost every other
subject I do think of infinitely trifling importance when compared with this the
dislike which
I
entertain
towards it
(equal to that of my noble Friend on the

—

cross bench to the principles of free trade)

—

the rooted, the inflexible, the unappeas-

able dislike which I have to

what

is

called

—government by the presthe people, the "pressure from with-

mob government
sure of

out." My Lords, I will have this country
governed by the Crown and the ParliaI will have the measures for the
ment.

England digested
experienced men.
I

safety of the people of

by

wise,

prudent,

have those measures propounded by
those men, discussed by that Parliament,
adopted or rejected, according to their
merits, and according to the deliberate
opinion of their own legislators, influenced
only by their reason, guided only by their
own lights, and not obeying the pressure of the multitude from without.
My
Lords, I am reminded of what was said to
me a little while ago, or by an ejaculation
supposed to convey the opinion of those
who uttered it, as to the inconsistency of
my condemning sudden appeals to the
people, when I remember my own conduct in advising the Crown to dissolve Parliament during the agitation of the Reform
Bill.
I stopped for a moment to vindicate
myself from that charge of inconsistency
but I care not to be called inconsistent, if
I feel that I am right.
I sat at the helm
of the imperial vessel for four years with
others more worthy of that high post in
that critical juncture
I sat at that helm
and saw that vessel more than once in
sight of the breakers and I have no desire,
before I descend to the grave, to see her
in the same position again, taking the all
but desperate hazard of being able to
wear her round and bring her off. I have
once been within sight of a revolution,
and I have seen nothing so attractive in
that view as makes me very desirous again
to look upon it.
I saw nothing so attractive in its glare as to make me plunge, like
the insect which plunges to its destruction
into the taper, or the fire,
attracted
by its light. Let the glare attract other
men, and younger than me. To my eyes
it has only the efl"ect of intimidating and
scaring me away, and not of drawing
me towards the flame. My Lords, my
noble Friend on the bench opposite (the
Earl of Hardwicke) has talked of my
right hon. Friend in the other House,
who is at the head of Her Majesty's Gowill

;

—

;

—

vernment perhaps my noble Friend on
the cross bench it was who talked of
"him
but my noble Friend on the opposite
bench said that, without any disrespect for
the right hon. Baronet, or his Colleagues,
for whom he professed, and, no doubt,
in all sincerity, to entertain the utmost
respect, attachment, and esteem, he difI cannot
fered with my right hon. Friend
avoid saying that I heard with regret the
words to which he gave utterance I will
not, however, say anything further on the
subject.
But then the noble Lord (Lord
Stanley) has said, that considering what
had taken place at a former time on this
question of the Corn Law, he could not
now, with a due regard to his consistency
and his own honour, take part in that
which was about to be proposed that he
could not retain office
Lord STANLEY: That, holding the
same opinions as formerly, I could not
;

;

—

—

do

so.

Oh! holding the
Lord BROUGHAM
If that be the case, why
same opinions
:

!

my

noble Friend would have been guilty of
worse than inconsistency had he remained
It is not inconsistency to think
in office.
one way and act another it is downright
I thought he had said that he
dishonesty.
could not in consistency and honour support those measures which he had before
opposed, without reference to any supposed
change of his own opinions but it is selfevident that if he holds the same opinions
now that he held before, of course he could
not, honourably and consistently with those
opinions, act otherwise than he has done.
My Lords, I have often heard the charge
urged against myself and the Government
with whom I acted, that we yielded to the
pressure from without but I declare that
I never yielded to the clamour that was
raised on any question. I hardly know of a
question, except the one of the African
Slave Trade, on which men may live half
a century and never change one opinion
but on that great subject, and the kindred
one of Slavery, I never for one instant
And without any imyielded to glamour.
;

:

;

peachment of the wisdom or the practical
good sense much more of the consistency
and the honesty of my noble Friend, I declare I have no respect for, or sympathy

—

—

those persons who hold that we are
only to advance as we are driven on by this
I wish not to
pressure from without.
court or to belong to the suit of that class
of persons, alike conceited and contemptible, who allow years to roll over them withwith,
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out increase of knowledge, and who are
too proud to gather increase of wisdom
from length of years. I consider it to be
the duty of

all

to

whom

lent the blessing of long

Providence has

life

lessons of experience, and

to profit

by the
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doctrine, that the majority of the people
have no right
are for those measures.
to judge of the opinion of the English
people, except through the last expression

We

of that opinion which has been given by
And no one will refuse me the

when experience them.

proves they have been wrong, to correct
the errors of which they have formerly been
the supporters, and to guide their course
in future by that which experience recommends as right. My Lords, I have thought

my bounden duty, because I retain my
opinions in favour of free trade, to state

it

the grounds on which I still wholly and
entirely differ from the course that has
been pursued by its professed advocates ;
to state, by way of discriminating, the
grounds upon which I do not wholly agree,
and never have agreed, with them and,
above all, to mark my disapprobation of
every unconstitutional course that can be
;

when

assertion,

I

say that the Parhament

elected in 1841 was a protectionist Parhament. What right have you, then, to say,

that the people have changed their minds ?
I will not accept as a proof of that, that
the Prime Minister may have changed his
opinions.
I will not accept as a proof of
their change of opinion, the opinion of the

Anti-Corn-Law League, or of your assemblies

at Leeds, or here in

at Manchester,

London.

I

say,

that

the

constitutional

right of the people will lead
pect, under such peculiar and

them to exmomentous

circumstances, that they ought to be appealed to; and they will tell you, that
taken, even for propagating what I believe though their Representatives may have
to be the truth, because I am firmly per- been seduced by the speeches of a talented
suaded that the cause of truth can only lose, and eloquent Minister they will tell you
and not gain, by such unworthy means, that eloquence is an accomplishment, not a
though they are professed to be adopted virtue, and that they would rather have a
one who will fulfil
for the purpose of advancing it. My Lords, consistent Minister
than the most brilliant
I heartily approve of one branch of this their purposes
Address, to which I venture to say there orator that ever addressed the House. My
Lords, I should not have addressed these
will be no objection made whatever, I allude to the necessity of taking into early few words to you, were I not sincerely conconsideration the disturbed state of Ire- vinced in my own mind that the majority
land.
It is one in which I hope all party of the English people are for protection,
that and not for free trade and I am convinced
feelings will be cast to the winds
with respect to it, at least, all parties will that if, in the course of this Session, any
be found to coincide, for the purpose of measure be brought up from the House of
the House of Commons having
strengthening the arm of the Irish Execu- Commons

—

—

—

;

;

—

order to protect the lives and the
property of the peaceful citizen and peasant.
tive,

in

The Earl

of

MALMESBURY

:

I will

not detain your Lordships many minutes
but I must protest against that part of the
Speech of the noble and learned Lord in
which he alluded to what was said by my
I pernoble Friend on the cross bench.
fectly agree with my noble and learned
Friend when he says that it is on no trivial
occasion that an appeal to the people must
be made but I put it to your Lordships
I ask your Lordships sincerely, on both
sides of the House
do you believe that a
measure which is to go the length we have
a right to suppose the measure about to be
proposed is to go, is called for by the state
of the country ?
I do not think that even
that great measure
aU-important as it
has been for good or ill the Reform Bill,
was more important than the measures now
likely to be discussed by your Lordships
and I protest against the opinion and the
;

;

—

—

—

—

passed it having for its principle an extended free trade, that your Lordships will
nay, even
act in a manner so as to induce
the Minister to appeal to the
to force

—

—

people.

The Earl

of

RADNOR My noble
:

and

learned Friend (Lord Brougham) objects
to the Government for taking up this measure in consequence of " the pressure from
Now I regret to say that Gowithout."
vernment will not take any such step without that very course which is thus obThe Government will not listen
jected to.
it wiU not attend to argument
to reason
it will only move when it is forced by the
*'
pressure from without." I say this with
but I wish now to ask
sorrow and shame

—

;

my

and learned Friend whether all
measures which he has himself
by his eloquence and wisdom
been carried by *'the pressure
from without?" I ask him if the Reform
" the
Bill was not carried in Parliament by

noble
the great
supported
have not

^2
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pressure from without?"
I ask him if
the AboUtion of Slavery was not carried hy
" Whether
*' the pressure from without ?
the repeal of the Orders in Council was
not carried hy " the pressure from without ?" I ask him whether Catholic Emancipation was not carried hy "the pressure
from without?" I ask whether the Reform Bill, whether the repeal of the Test
and Corporation Acts
a measure which I
am quite sure he most cordially supported
was not carried hy "the pressure from
without?"
My Lords, I lament that
this should he the case
I lament that
it should of necessity he the case;
hut
I say that it is of necessity the case
when the people outstrip, in intelligence,
or in readiness to adopt good measures,
the Government that is at the helm
of affairs.
My noble and learned Friend
has laid down the constitutional doctrine
respecting the raising of money
a doctrine which I, for one, will not deny
but
it is evident that a constitutional Government must be limited by circumstances
for if the principle is carried to the length
to which my noble and learned Friend
seems to wish to push it, why then any
subscription whatever may be attacked on
the same ground.
To be sure, he did say
that charity would justify the raising of
money in this way and with respect to
the question in hand, I say that of all acts
it is the most charitable.
But if the principle is carried out to the extent to which
he seems inclined to carry it, any subscription of 100?. for a railroad would be

—

—

—

—

;

:

;

raise

money

pose.

That

an unconstitutional purdeny. I am a subscriber to
that fund myself; and I not only believe
that I have done nothing imconstitutional,
but I beheve I have done that which is
most consistent with charity, because I
beheve that no greater act of charity can
be performed I look upon it as money
given to charity when it is subscribed to
get rid of these accursed Corn Laws, and
to forward the principles of free trade.
And with that view that being my honest
opinion
I subscribe to the fund.
My
noble and learned Friend says, that it is
raised for the purpose of buying freeholds
for

I

;

—

—

—

It is raised for no
of buying votes.
such purpose. The Anti-Corn-Law League
They have carried on a
buy no votes.
system of agitation, I grant you and the
object of this money is for carrying on this
system of agitation for five years longer, if
it should be necessary to carry it on for
five years.
But they buy no votes they
give no votes. They not only buy no rentcharges, but they buy no votes.
They
persuade people to buy votes they persuade people to lay out their own money,
and to get votes for the purpose of giving
;

—

;

effect to their

own

And

opinions.

as to

its

being unconstitutional, is it unconstitutional
to persuade the people of this country
when you tell them they are free men, and
have a right to form an opinion to acquire
for themselves the means of expressing

—

that opinion

?

That

that the

is all

League

they facilitate
They open an office,

do with respect to votes

;

the getting of votes.
where certain persons meet where certain
persons who are willing to sell votes or
qualifications, know that they can offer
them and where people who are inclined
ing the dwellings of the poor in the metro- to buy votes may come and buy them.
pohs, would be unconstitutional.
they do not make
sub- But they buy no votes
scription for the building of churches even fagot votes; they do not, like some people,
would be unconstitutional.
There is a taking advantage of the 501. clause, pack
limit, therefore, to this constitutional doc- five or six of their sons and nephews upon
And,
trine ; and my noble and learned Friend the register for the same property.
admits that there is so, for the purpose of moreover, they tell you what they do; they
charity.
Now, my Lords, I should not do nothing in secret. They tell you that
have risen and detained your Lordships at they meet and subscribe in order to put
this length, because it appears to me that these votes on the register; and if they do
every noble Lord who heard my noble and wrong, they are liable to have these votes
learned Friend must have felt what I have set aside as bad by the revising officer, in
ventured to submit to your Lordships but the same way as any other parties.
I
my noble and learned Friend chooses to pro- think there is nothing unconstitutional in
nounce a violent philippic, to pass a violent that. And as to anything unconstitutional
censure upon the persons who are called in agitation, I should like to ask my noble
and learned Friend, if he thinks that agitaI have no obthe Anti-Corn-Law League
in consequence of their tion is so unconstitutional, whether he had
jection to the name
raising money; and he says that they no hand in the agitation for the abohtion of

an unconstitutional act. According to his
doctrine, any subscription for the purpose
for which I believe there is now one going
on, of raising a large amount for improv-

A

—

;

;

;

—

;
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Did he not rejoice in the sucThe nohle and
cess of that agitation?
slavery?

learned Lord, in one part of his speech,
threw out the hint that the Anti-Corn-Law
League were doing this for pelf and for
Far from it for, to
profit to themselves.
their infinite inconvenience, leaving their
at a great
trade, leaving their factories
expense of time, labour, and trouble they
exert themselves for this object; they exert
themselves for a cause which they are con;

—

—

vinced will be, not for their own good only,
but for the good of the pubHc generally.
What was the origin of this Anti-Corn-Law
League? It originated in the meeting of
a few I think not more than seven merchants of Manchester, who found their
trade in a most deplorable state, at a time
when the trade of the country fell so very
low.
They prosecuted their views openly,
for the purpose of rescuing themselves and
the persons concerned in a similar trade,
from the ruin which they saw impending
They were as much freeover them.
traders in the beginning, I believe, as my
Boble Friend on the cross bench (the Duke
of Richmond); but in prosecuting their
object they became free-traders; they
found that what was good for them, was
good for the people of every class of society; and they became as wholly and
thoroughly free-traders, as my noble and
learned Friend himself is; not for their
own personal benefit, but because, in pursuing their own benefit, they found they
were pursuing the benefit of the people at
large.
It is with that view, my Lords,
that I, for one, am willing to advance and
support, in every w^ay I can, the operations of the Anti-Corn-Law League.
I
am sorry, indeed, that the thing should
have been alluded to in this way. But if
you have a Government that will not yield
to the arguments and reasonings of my
noble and learned Friend, we must resort
to "that pressure from without" he so
much dreads, to give that effect which his
arguments ought to have produced, but
which they have yet failed to produce. And
yet he objects to agitation
Why, my
noble and learned Friend began his speech
by saying he was glad that this object
would probably be brought about, and that
this measure was hkely to be introduced.
I wonder how many years we should have
been at work without this agitation if it
had not been for the Anti-Corn-Law League
coming in as alhes to my noble and learned
Friend.
I dare say he might have got up,
and would have got up, year after year, and

—

—

!
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have made a most eloquent speech in favour
of free trade
in which he would have had
my support and that of many of my noble
Friends below the bar. But ** the pressure
from without " has been produced, and Government must yield to it. If they do not
yield to it, wo to them and to the country.
As to the feeling of the people of England,
the noble Lord who spoke last said he did

—

not believe that the majority of the country
were in favour of free trade. I believe that
the majority is in its favour but we have
neither of us the means of knowing.
If
the pressure is such that they are obliged
to yield, I shall rejoice in that pressure
and that they are about to yield I feel very
little doubt.
I only address these few words
to your Lordships to set my noble and
learned Friend right about that which he
has unjustly accused others of doing, which
he says is not illegal, but unconstitutional.
They do nothing of the sort I beg him to
understand that they do nothing of the
sort
that they have no intention of doing
anything of the sort. All they mean to do
is, to continue an agitation which I think
necessary, and which, upon other occasions,
my noble and learned Friend has thought
necessary too.
Lord
Your Lordships,
I am sure, will allow me a few words, in
order to explain to my noble Fnend that
he is quite mistaken in those instances of
agitation which he has referred to as those
in which I was concerned, or had anything
to do, with what is called agitation, or
"the pressure from without."
For instance, he has referred to the Orders in
Council: now we were engaged five weeks
at hearing evidence at the bar of the
House on that measure; and every day
that that was going on it produced secession from our adversaries on the opposite
side.
And I do not believe that one public meeting was held on that question,
except one at Manchester, and I beheve
It was after the
one at Birmingham.
thing was carried out that public meetings
were held, to thank my noble Friend on
the other side ^late the Ambassador to
America and myself, that we had carried
it out.
Then as to the Catholic Emancipation
why, good God! was there ever
;

;

—

BROUGHAM:

—

—
—

any measure

like the Catholic

tion Bill ?

was the

It

Emancipa-

result of the reason-

im? and advocacy of thirty years.

^The Earl of

RADNOR:
my

If this

is

ex-

noble and learned
Friend will strictly confine himself to that
but really this is very like a second speech.

planation, I hope
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BROUGHAM:

cipation Bill,

that

if

All I mean to say
the people of this country
were against the Catholic Emancipation
question.
I certainly have a great respect
for my nohle Friend, who is, I am sure, no
party to the scurrilous abuse of the League,
however he may support them. But, my
" You will
Lords, this is what they say
very soon have a very different champion

is

this,

noble

Duke

was avowed

it

my memory

does not

House,
me, by the

in the

fail

Duke sitting opposite to me (the
of Wellington) that his opinions were

not changed, but that it was necessary to
do it to avoid a civil war.
[ Cheers, and a
gesture of dissent from the Duke of Wellington.] I remember the words well; and
they confirm the opinion which I always
in Westmoreland to what you had in 1820 had, and shall always continue to have of
*'itwas necessary, in
or 1826; hut it will he because we the that noble Duke;
League (and this was put forth by order of order to avoid a civil war; " and (said he)
the League) are going to put 2,000 ad- ** My Lords, I have seen a great deal of
ditional voters on the roll for Westmore- war, but of all wars the most horrible is a
land." Why, the whole number of free- civil war." Now, with respect to WestIn the poor little moreland, I cannot undertake to explain
holders was but 4,000.
county of Westmoreland there are 2,000 what may be the intention of others, but
people who are to subscribe 501. each
this 1 do explain, that it is no intention of
for that is about the worth of a freehold in the Anti-Corn-Law League to create votes
that county for love of the League. Now, or to buy votes but their object and their
I should like to know who are those 2,000 intention is, to induce others to possess
men in Westmoreland, who are ready to themselves of the franchise. Their efforts
give 100,OOOZ, of their own proper money have been exerted in Westmoreland, in
for the sake of repealing the Corn Laws.
Surrey, and in Middlesex, and, I believe,
^Tiy, it is quite clear that the object of with success, to encourage persons to
the League is to facilitate, in one way or qualify themselves to vote, in order that they
another, the acquisition of freeholds.
My may be able to give effect to their opinions
Lords, I certainly consider that there is in the Legislature of the country.
nothing more justifiable than a man arguing
The Duke of WELLINGTON: My
the question, and discussing and reasoning Lords, with your Lordships' permission, I
on the subject. I never said the reverse ; will explain both the words and the senti**
all I object to is,
the pressure from ments expressed by me, God knows how
without. "
As to the abolition of the Slave many years ago; but there are records of
Trade, I never attended a meeting in my the proceedings of those days, and if the
I attended one meetlife on that question.
noble Earl will be so kind as to look at
ing on the subject of the Emancipation Bill, those records, he will see that he has not
and that was all. And, I believe, that if quoted either my words or my sentiments
ever a thing was carried by the force of correctly.
I positively and distinctly deny
reason, effecting its object in the course of that the words quoted by the noble Earl,
the long period of half a century, it was the or the sentiments mentioned by him, were
Emancipation Bill and the Abolition of the either the words or the sentiments which I
Slave Trade.
used.*
The Earl of RADNOR: As to the
I
The Marquess of SALISBURY
Emancipation Bill, to which my noble and shall not trespass upon the attention of
learned Friend has just referred, in March, your Lordships for more than a few mo1829, that measure was carried by a ma- ments because the occasion of an Address
jority; a similar majority having voted to Her Majesty is not the most opportune
but in the month of July or August pre- for discussing questions which must, in the
ceding, against the question.
And there course of the Session, come before your
is the proof which my noble and learned
I cannot,
Lordships for consideration.
Friend produces of the effect of reasoning however, refrain from expressing my surduring half a century.
prise at the declaration made by the noble
The MARQUESsof SALISBURY: ReaUy, Earl opposite, that the proceedings of the
my Lords, I must rise to order.
body calling themselves the Anti-Corn-Law
The Earl of RADNOR: I spoke to League are not illegal because I had
order when my noble and learned Friend always understood that for any body of men
was on his legs the second time ; and I to conspire to upset the law was an illegal
said if it was to be a second speech, it act.
The noble Earl has applied a term
ought to be understood and treated as such.
• See Hansard, 2nd Series, vol. xxi. p. 46.
And I say, with respect to that very Eman:

—

—

;

:

;

;
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the expressions used in the Speech from
the Throne in favour of those measures of
relaxation in our commercial policy, which
add, by any Member of the other House of measures he believed to have been most
Parhament. The noble Earl said, that injurious to the best interests of the
" the Corn Law was an accursed law." I country.
The Address was then agreed to.
beg to say, my Lords, that I do not sub-

Corn Law, which I believe
has never been applied by any Member,
either of your Lordships' House, or, I may

to the present

scribe to that phrase.

I also

understood

the noble Earl to say that "it was desirable that the pressure from without should
I am sorry to say
act upon Parliament."
that occasions have been when that pressure
from without has acted upon those conducting the affairs of the State ; but it is
certainly the first time I have ever heard
it deliberately avowed by any noble Lord in
his place in Parliament, that he thought it
desirable to bring that pressure from without to operate upon your Lordships to carry
measures, and that it was by such means
only that he could hope to carry such meaThis was, certainly, a pretty dissures.
tinct and strong avowal on the part of the
At the
noble Earl (the Earl of Radnor).
same time that I intend to vote for the
Address, I beg, my Lords, to guard myself from being supposed, in the slightest
degree, to be pledged to those portions of
the Speech which are adduced as grounds
for the present commercial prosperity of
I cannot, for one, admit that
the country.
the relaxations which have taken place in
our commercial pohcy have conduced to
Whether
the prosperity of the country.
those relaxations will ultimately do so or
I confess my
not, remains to be seen.
I confess my
opinion is that they will not.
opinion to be that the prosperous state of
the country has gone on in defiance of
At the same time, my
those relaxations.
Lords, I am prepared to give the best consideration in my power to all those measures which Her Majesty's Government
may deem it their duty to bring forward,
when they shall be presented to your Lordships in detail, deeming it that I, at the
present moment, am acting wisely in abstaining from offering one single word of
remark upon what one may possibly anticipate the nature of those measures will be.
But, in doing this, I am anxious to avoid
laying myself open to the supposition that,
by assenting to the present Address, I am
pledging myself to support any of those
measures.

HOUSE

OF COMMONS,

Thursday January 22 y 1846.
f

The House met
tended
sage

two o'clock, and atMes-

at

Her Majesty

in obedience to

:

And

being returned, Mr. Speaker acquainted the House that he had issued
Warrants for New Writs during the Recess.

Mr. SPEAKERrejjor^ec? Her Majesty's
Speech, and read

it

to the

House.
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LordF.
Sir,

on

EGERTON

said:

In rising,
House,

this occasion to address the

for the purpose of proposing

Her Majesty

an Address to

reply to the Speech we
have just heard read, it is my misfortune
in

same grounds for
asking your indulgence which many hon.
Gentlemen who have undertaken a similar
duty have had it in their power to plead.
A reference to Hansard and this is the
only reference I intend to make to that
authority in the course of my observations
testifies, I regret to say, to the fact, that
precisely twenty years have elapsed since,
imder the auspices of Mr. Canning, I stood
in a similar situation to that I now occupy.
I can truly say, however, that the intervening years have taught me any other
Parliamentary lesson rather than that of
confidence in my own discretion, or rehance
on any powers I possess, as entitling me
to claim the indulgence or command the
sympathies of this House.
I hope, therefore, that on other grounds
on the ground
of the importance of the juncture which
calls us together
and of the difiiculty
which even the masters of debate in this
place must feel in rising to a level with the
importance of these circumstances the
House will extend to me that consideration
The Duke of BEAUFORT was under- and indulgence which, in 1826, I perhaps
stood to say, that, without pretending to had a better claim to ask, but certainly
discuss any measures which were not yet had no greater need to receive.
I think
before their Lordships, he felt called upon it will be for the convenience of the House
to protest against the extreme latitude of that, in the brief review it is my duty to
that I cannot prefer the

—

—

—

—

—
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take of the topics adverted to in Her Majesty's Speech, I should, in the first place,

shortly refer to the earlier topics of that

Speech, which I have little apprehension
be regarded with feehngs other than
those of satisfaction.
I have little apprehension that this House, or the country at
large, will receive with any other feehng
than that of unanimous concurrence the
observations in Her Majesty's Speech as
to the state of our relations with France.
Believing, as I do, that the peace and
happiness of Europe, and more than
will

and good
government throughout the world, depend
upon no single circumstance which human
sagacity can control more directly than
on the continuance of amicable, relations
between those two countries, which, I am
proud to think, are heading the march of
civilization.
Believing that any coldness
in those relations would chill and retard,
and that any positive rupture between the
two countries would throw that progress
back in its course, I receive with unalloyed
satisfaction that paragraph in Her Majesty's Speech to which I now allude.
that, the progress of civilization

rights of both nations,

the most cordial

terms of amity and friendship with that
great confederation, the United States.
Apart from all these considerations, and
utterly independent of them, there is no
portion of Her Majesty's Speech that will,
I am convinced, receive more dehberate
concurrence on our part than that which
suggests for the consideration of this House
some extension of our means of national
defence.
On this subject I will only say
for myself individually, that if all allusion
to the necessity of that extension had been
omitted from the Speech, I should have
doubted the wisdom and precaution of those
who had advised such a course. I pass,
however, to other topics which engross
more deeply pubhc attention, and with
respect to which I should be insincere in
saying that I anticipated that they will be
regarded in this House with the same unanimity which will, I trust, be manifested
with reference to those subjects to which
I have just referred.
I cannot dissemble to myself that I am addressing the
House at a juncture when, at the instance of the responsible advisers of the
Grown, topics of more than ordinary magnitude, and of more than temporary interest,
are suggested for its future and early consideration.
I cannot doubt, that the intent and bearing of that invitation, coming,
as it does, upon a train of political events

Kejoicing as I do in such a guarantee for
the peace and happiness of the world, I
must undoubtedly look with proportionate
distrust and anxiety to any other quarter
with respect to which I find myself compelled to speak with less entire confidence
as to the maintenance of peaceful relations. fresh in the recollection of hon. Members,
I cannot
I cannot fail to perceive, with deep anxiety and consequent on those events
and regret, the possibihty that England doubt that that invitation to consider the
may be called upon to maintain her honour, whole state of those laws which have
and to assert her right to protect her loyal hitherto regulated the importation of various
subjects in every part of the world, how- foreign commodities into this country, will
ever distant, by any other arguments than be received without surprise by this House
those of patient, temperate, and friendly or the counti-y, but with an interest which
But most especially must I no length of expectation could have didiscussion.
If I did not concur in the proregret the possibility that any difference or minished.
priety and necessity of that invitation, I
difficulty should exist between ourselves
and those with whom a community of blood could not consistently have undertaken the
and language forms a union not less bind- duty I am now endeavouring to discharge.
ing than those strong ties of mutual re- That concurrence is, on my own part, unBut if I had been unable to
quirements and friendly intercourse which qualified.
have grown up between ns to the advan- appear in the situation I now occupy if
tage of both, and which the results of hu- my opinions had been such as would have
man skill and invention have so largely, in prevented me from undertaking this office,
My still I should have hesitated before I inlater years, facihtated and matured.
only consolation is, that I believe neither curred the responsibility of pronouncing,
the present Government, nor any Govern- by any vote of mine in this House, that
ment which in the course of political events those subjects did not deserve that serious
could hold its place in the counsels of this and early consideration to which the House
country, could look at any such possible is invited in Her Majesty's Speech. I have
differences with other feelings than an ar- heard many Royal Speeches read. Sir, by
dent desire to maintain, by every means yourself and your predecessors in that
consistent with the honour and the just chair, and I have heard many Addresses in

—

—
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moved and discussed

in this

House

;

but certainly it was never my fortune to
hear any speech which was altoojether paI
latable to all parties in this House.
have, however, frequently seen all parties
in the House agree with unanimity to the
Address in reply to the Royal Speech, by
the uniform assertion of the principle that
no man giving his assent to the Address on
such an occasion is thereby bound to any
subsequent course of action.
I hold that
even the mover of the Addi'css is not more
restricted or fettered than any other hon.

Member
in this

that

as to his future course of action

House with

respect to any questions

may be propounded
Upon

tion.

for its considera-

that principle I might, upon

this occasion, deal largely in generalities

;

the House does not consider it a
departure from the strict discharge of the
functions I have undertaken, I am anxious
to take this opportunity of avowing that,
with respect to the important subject so
soon to be brought under the consideration
of the House, my individual opinions have
imdergone a considerable change. I am
aware my opinions have not that influence
or authority with others which would entitle me to inflict upon the House a long
explanation or defence of any change or
modification which has taken place in them.
Still, I feel that nothing but my insignificance can shelter those opinions from that
inquiry which the public claims a right to
institute as to the motives of those who,
with regard to any matters of great national
concern, avow a change in their views and
sentiments; and I, for one, should be sorry,
even on this occasion, to shrink in any
respect from that investigation. This much,
but,

if

22,

sr
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—

take an opportunity and take it now
to reconsider the whole system of those
laws which regulate our commercial intercourse, with a view of ultimately departing
from a principle hitherto maintained
principle which endeavours, by the exclusion, or prohibition, or restrictive admission
of foreign commodities, to encourage our
home manufactures. When I use the term
"home manufactures," let me not be misI consider the products of the
understood.
earth, as prepared for the food of man, as
much a manufacture as any other. I regard
the earth as a machine, and the largest
landowners in this country as master manufacturers, and nothing else. Holding these
views, I consider that, whether we apply the
principle of protection to our 83'stem of
Government, or whether we withhold it, it
should be applied or withheld impartially,
with regard to all the various departments

—

of the industry of the country.

It is

my

hope and behef, without being acquainted
with the details of the measures which may
be proposed to Parliament by Her Majesty's
Government, that when they are propounded
to the House, I may be able to give them
my support. I hope they will be such as,

in dealing with this important question, will
be compatible with the broad principles I
have laid down
and that they will embrace, with a comprehensive and statesmanlike grasp, the various departments of
the industry of the country, which can come
within the terms of my proposition. I have,
I freely acknowledge, opposed the proposal
of the noble Lord (Lord J. Russell) opposite
for a fixed duty on the importation of corn,
when that measure was intended, as I believed, to be permanently embodied in the
at least, I will say
that no defence of Statute-book.
I have now arrived at the
mine will rest upon the example of others, conclusion, that restrictions, permanently
or on any change or modification of opinions applied to the introduction of foreign comwhich may have been at any former period modities, should no longer be adopted by
avowed by those whose eminence in public the Legislature of this country. When the
estimation makes their reputation a matter noble Lord brought forward his proposition,
of consequence to the country at largo, I expressed the opinion, which I still mainwhile mine is only of importance to myself. tain, that if we are to apply restrictions to
The vindication of any modification my the importation of foreign corn, with the
opinions have undergone shall rest alone object of fixing a certain standard of reupon my observation of events, and a con- muneration for the British cultivator, or
sideration of the state and prospects of the creathig that steadiness of price which has
country.
I have feared and hesitated to been anticipated from such legislation, the
interfere with that system of restriction ** sliding scale," as it is called, is the better
upon imports which I found interwoven with machinery foi» that purpose. I have seen
the whole state of our commercial relations. reason, as I have already stated, to change
I have, on the best consideration I could my opinions on the policy of these restricgive to the state and interests of the tive laws but I have not departed from the
country, arrived at the conclusion that opinion I have always entertained as to the
the time has arrived when we should comparative advantage of a fixed duty and
;

—

;
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the sliding scale.
its

way

The

Legislature has felt

largely in this matter, with respect

to the articles of wool, cattle,

and timber.

I am not going, on this occasion, to trouble
the House with figures and statistical returns
but I will venture to say this, that
when the great accounts of the country
come before you, and you have an opportunity of investigating rigidly the eifects of
those alterations, you will find that in every
important instance the results have been
such as to justify the hopes entertained of
I myself
the success of those changes.
have been cpmpelled to be a somewhat close
observer of the connexion between the
prices of provisions, and the employment
and happiness of the people. Accident has
cast my lot in the midst of a dense population, with respect to a large portion of
which, this accident has made me a distributor of work and wages ; and I have seen the
operation of what I believe to be the connexion between the prices of provisions, and
the happiness and employment of the peoAmong the pople in various conditions.
pulation to which I have alluded, when there
arose, from natural causes I beUeve, though
protracted beyond their natural limits by
derangements in the commercial intercourse
with the United States, any difficulty in
the state of the labour market for men to
find employment at their regular occupa;

expectations formed with respect to the year 1845
in the hetter half of the year
trade
was going on, wages rising, &c. Notwithstanding
the drawbacks that had to be contended against
in the last quarter of 1845, trade was satisfactory
on the whole, for profits were realized by our
spinners and some of our manufacturers in the
first nine months of the year.
Those who attribute all the mischief to the late reaction and the
exorbitant railway schemes, take a one-sided view
of the case, and mistake the effect for the cause.
The railway schemes, no doubt, aggravated the
evil, but the main cause originated in the deficiency of the harvest, and the failure of the potato
crop, at a time when a similar catastrophe occured on the continent of Europe, and rendered an
immediate supply of provisions almost impos-

were realized

;

sible."

I ask any Gentleman connected with the
manufactures of Lancashire any one who
is acquainted with the situation of Manchester, Bolton, or Ashton, whether the
period to which this circumstance alludes
did not cause the memory involuntarily to
recur to those times in 1841 and 1842,
which I do hope will never again occur in
this country?
I ask whether men's hearts

—

did not

fail

them for fear of the prospect
Uke high prices occurring

of any thing

again in those manufacturing districts

But

?

and fairly told,
that the abundance of which I have spoken, and which lessened the evils which
threatened us, has been coexistent with
tions, I, as well as others, have endeavoured those restrictive laws which I propose to
Others will go further, and say
at such times, to find temporary employ- consider.
ment for those who could not obtain regular that the abundance is even the consequence
work.
It has happened that, in the course of those restrictive laws, and that it may
of my endeavours, prices have fallen again, cease and determine with their abolition,
Whatever change
a reaction has taken place, and provisions or material reduction.
have become cheap and but for that,- I of opinion I may have undergone, I cerhave felt how vain would have been aU our tainly have no right to question the sense,
exertions to effect that which we had in view. sagacity, or still less the sincerity of those
Changes have since taken place, and I, who continue to entertain those ideas.
as well as others, have had to struggle with The time has been when, with equal sina difficulty of a far less ordinary character cerity, I have entertained them myself;
I

may* be

told,

;

,

—the

•

difficulty of finding labourers for

work we

desired to be performed.

the

In the

return of these more prosperous days, I
trace again the connexion between abundHowever, in the
ance and employment.
midst of this general tide of prosperity an
interruption very recently occurred and I
beheve that I can give some history ©f the
occurrence in words better than my own,
by referring to a circular which I received
by post from Manchester a day or two ago,
and which by accident I read, for it is not
always that one reads printed circulars. In
this circular it is stated that
;

" The elements of permanent advantages were
visible in the year 1844, and that the

everywhere

but

my

observation has led

me

to believe

you, as a Government, undertake
to control and regulate the supply of the
means of subsistence to the community,
you wiU find that it is difficult, nay, imposthat

if

sible for you, spread the pubhc table with
what profusion you may, to satisfy those
who would stiU retire from the feast with

appetites not altogether satiated, and with
minds not fully convinced that they have
had sufficient for their health, and that all
that remains for them is to pray that' they
may be truly thankful. The abundance,
which you call sufficient, but which no

man

can call excessive,
matter of comparison.

is

after aU, but
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" Claudite jam

;"

rivos, pueri

That some sacrifices may be necessary in
making such changes in legislation as

this, indeed,

would be a dangerous princi-

would follow the adoption of the principles
I advocate, I wish I could deny or dispute;
but you must pay some penalty for having
maintained and persevered so long in an

;

sat prata biberunt

With reple for a Minister to act upon.
gard to the objection, that this country
might be made to depend on foreign countries for the supply of food, I do not,
consider the general state and condition of our relations for the supply of the
commodity of food I do not see in that ob-

when

I

—

jection anything which can cause
to hesitate in

me

long

any course which, on other

grounds, I may think it desirable to adopt.
It has been supposed that some vast confederacy of foreign nations might be formed
against us, which, at some critical moment,
might reduce this country to a state of utter
I do not think the
dependence on them
establishment of this general confederacy at
I do not think that such a geall likely.
neral raising of bucklers against this country is a danger which ought to enter seriously into our calculation. History teaches
me another lesson, when I look back at the
situation of this country standing alone
:

—

Was England
against the world in arms.
then altogether independent of foreign naI think that
tions for her supply of food ?
history will tell us that in the plenitude of

But I am consoled by
erroneous system.
the feeling that there never has been a period in the history of this country, and I
doubt whether one such will ever again occur,
in which from temporary causes you would
find so many opportunities of absorbing
the temporary and local superfluity of labour by the means of the great pubhc
works in progress in this country at preIf I look, again, to the extension
sent.
of our foreign relations, there has seldom

been a period which presents,

in

ion, a better prospect of largely

my

opin-

extending

our intercourse with foreign countries,
promoting thereby peace and good-will,
and preventing the effects of mutual animosities between this and other countries.
The progress of these great public works
in this country will, no doubt, be, in the
instance, beneficial to the labouring
population, whose interests and welfare it
is our duty to watch over ; but I believe

first

that there is no class in the community
Napoleon's power, when he was connected who will reap greater advantages from a
with Austria by marriage, when his influ- just and proper settlement of this agitated
ence prevailed in Prussia, when the dread- question than that higher class of manuful example of his victories was hanging facturers who bear the name of the landed
Whatever may be the circumover the Northern Powers, and when Eu- interest.
rope was at his command, the iron frame stances attending the process of the settlewhatever the throes which may
of his continental system still yielded to ment
the strenuous and irresistible pressure of accompany this adjustment their remuI take, as an illustra- neration may be ample by the removal of
mutual wants.
Then a state of intestine dissension, which I
what occurred in 1810.
tion,
thigre was scarcity, or apprehension of cannot contemplate without apprehension.
and in 1810 our importation of This brings me to a part of my subject
scarcity
corn from foreign countries was 1,292,000 which it is difficult for me to approach
quarters, of which not less than 581,000 without, perhaps, under the pecuhar circumstances, incurring the suspicion of
quarters came from France and Flanders
and the men whom Napoleon had raised to being influenced by personal considerations.
the rank of marshals in his successful army This reason alone would be sufficient to inwere among the parties who ventured on duce me to refrain from originating in this
House any topic which could generate any
this operation of supplying us with corn.
From a passage, too, which I lately read angry discussion on the present occasion.
in Napier s History of the Peninsular Fortunately, it is not necessary for me to
Wary I find that when the Duke of Wel- do so but I may assume, for argument's
lington planted the English standard for sake, that there have been proceedings in
the first time for many centuries on this country as dangerous and as unconstiFrench ground a circumstance one would tutional as the warmest advocates of proThen, I ask, what
think hkely to raise the resentment of the tection could imagine.
French against the invaders of their soil have you to expect from counter-irritation
yet at Bayonne some of the French at such proceedings, with all the instru-

—

—

;

;

—

—

merchant vessels offered their services to
the Duke of Wellington for the express
purpose of victualling the invading army.

ments and improvements which ingenuity
and experience can suggest? A war of
a war of the Roses
bribery and chicanery

—

so
in
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of Victoria,

which, in
opinion, could but terminate in one way,

hut which, when terminated, would leave
country torn by intestine divisions,
and so exhausted as to attract the notice
this

and the enemies of our
country to the spectacle of that
exhaustion.
These, in my opinion, are reof foreign nations

common

ment.
I can imagine no better pupil in
that school than some man of liberal education, of ruined means, and no principle,

who, goaded by a sense, real or imaginary,
of wrongs, and the recollection of fallen
fortunes, might be led to become a leader
of agitation in the manufacturing districts.

worthy the attention of Par" Exoriare aliquis nostris ex ossibus ultor."
House and I am glad to
beheve that you will give them that full, Such a man, with opportunity, might
deliberate, and dispassionate consideration make those chimneys and storied edifices,
which is not in the nature of things to be which I hope may long endure in the
hoped for elsewhere. I believe that else- manufacturing districts, tremble to their
where these questions have been discussed bases. I dread such a system of agitatoo long in a spirit which makes it difficult tion, which I think may exist if Parhament
to ehminate the truth from the passion and ^^es not interfere to make a satisfactory,
prejudice which surround it.
My appre- just, and final settlement of this question.
hensions are not confined to the fate of There are dark spots and weak places in
those who, I beheve, would be the more various parts of our social system
let us
immediate sufi'erers from the continuance not be blind to them, or neglect the duty
of the contests I allude to
the landed in- of exposing them, with the view of mendterest
but I look further.
Let us not fling
If I could re- ing and improving them.
gard with any unbecoming feeling the great in one another's teeth difficulties, remedial
body of manufacturers in this country, by or irremedial, for the sole purpose of party
many of whom I am surrounded, and for or of faction. Let us not fling in the face
the value of whose opinion I have never of one class a Wiltshire labourer
or a
betrayed indiff'erence if I could consider manufacturing labourer in the face of
that the men were unfit for a share in the another.
To meet the cases of both to
administration of the Government of this give them, in the first instance, food
country who exliibit great industry, saga- to give them other luxuries which many of
them still need air, water, drainage to
city, and intelhgence
if such were my
feehngs towards the manufacturers, I could give them all the physical and moral adwish them no more fatal gift than the mo- vantages possible let that be our employnopoly of power in the State by question- ment and our duty, and let us endeavour
to perform that office by ridding the counable means
^by some revolutionary, however bloodless a convulsion, and by wea- try of those subjects of angry discussion
pons likely to be used in the contest I to which I have referred.
With this exnow contemplate. I see special danger to planation I express my concurrence in the
them, though it is not unlikely that danger statement contained in Her Majesty's
and, in performing my task, I
would affect other classes. There is some- Speech
thing tenacious of life and enduring in fear I have transgressed too far on your
land.
The storms of popular commotion patience. The remaining topics of the
may sweep over our ancient landmarks, and Speech are not such as I believe will inthe tide of popular convulsion may sub- volve any serious differences of opinion in
merge them for a season but the waters this House and I think that I shall now
flections well

hament and

this

;

:

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

will retire

" Mountain waves from wasted lands.
Sweep back to ocean brine,"

and the old limits and landmarks will reappear, and the fertility of prosperous seasons replace the ravages of disastrous years.

best evince my sense of the indulgence and
forbearance of the House, by proceeding
to move the Address in answer to Her
Majesty's Speech.
The noble Lord con-

cluded

my

moving

That an humble Address be presented to Her
doubt whether it would be so with your Majesty, to acknowledge Her Majesty's most
abodes of peaceful industry.
There is a gracious Speech from the Throne, and to thank
difference between your machinery and Her Majesty for Her Majesty's condescension in
that which comes fresh from the hands of assuring us that it gives Her Majesty great satisThe faction again to meet us in Parliament, and to
the great Creator of the universe.
I

latter is less destructible.

agitation

is

no mystery of

The
difficult

trade of have the opportunity of recurring to our assistance
acquire- and advice
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assure

Her Majesty that we learn with great
Her Majesty continues to receive

satisfaction that

from Her Majesty's

Allies,

and from other Foreign

Powers, the strongest assurances of their desire to
cultivate the most friendly relations with this

Humbly
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to assure

Her Majesty,

Her

liberate assassination has been of late
in Ireland,

and that we

committed

will not fail to consider

whether any measures can be devised, calculated

country

to give increased protection to

That we rejoice to be informed that, in concert
with the Emperor of Russia, and through tho
success of joint mediation, Her Majesty has been
enabled to adjust tho differences which had long
prevailed between the Ottoman Porte and the

King of

that with

Majesty we have deeply regretted to observe the
very frequent instances in which tho crime of de-

Persia,

and had seriously endangered the

to justice

crime

perpetrators

the

life,

of

and to bring
a

dreadful

so

:

That we lament to learn from Her Majesty,
that, in consequence of tho iailui*e of the Potato

Crop

United Kingdom,

several parts of the

in

there will be a deficient supply of an article of food

tranquillity of the East

which forms the chief subsistence of great numthank Her Majesty for informing us
that inasmuch as for several years a desolating and
sanguinary warfare has afflicted tho States of Rio

Humbly

de

to

during which tho commerce of

la Plata,

nations has been interrupted, and

civilized people.

Her Majesty,

with the King of the French,
eflfect

is

in conjunction

endeavouring to

a pacification of those States

Humbly
adopted

for informing us that tho

of last year, for the more effectual suppression of
is

to

power to adopt

jesty's

Her Majesty

thank

such precautions as

two Powers upon the Coast of Africa

for
in

having

Her Ma-

may

be caused by this

and to assure Her Majesty, that Her

may

on our co-operation

confidently rely

in devising such other

means

for

the

effecting

same benevolent purpose as may require the sanction of the Legislature

:

Her Majesty that we

;

and to

cordially unite in

Her

To

Her MaHer Mxjesty has had
giving Her Majesty's assent

express our acknowledgments to

jesty for informing us, that

great satisfaction in

Majesty's desire, that the present union and the

to the measures which have

good understanding which so happily

Her Majesty from time

exists

be-

tween the two Countries, may always be employed

promote the interests of humanity, and to

to

was

for the purpose of alleviat-

ing the sufferings which
;

it

about to be carried into imme-

diate execution, by tho active co-operation of tho

assure

all

calamity

Convention concluded with France in the course
the Slave Trade,

the disease by which the plant

extent in Ireland

Majesty

To thank Her Majesty

;

has been affected having prevailed to the greatest

all

acts of barbarity

have been committed unknown to the practice of

a

bers of the people

se-

cure the peace of the world

tend commerce, and to stimulate domestic

relaxation of protective Duties

in the regret expressed

conflicting claims of

by

Great

skill

and industry, by the repeal of prohibitory and the
gracious intimation

jesty's

That we participate
Her Majesty, that the

been presented to

to time, calculated to ex-

;

and

state of the Revenue, the increased

labour,

for

Her Ma-

that the prosperous

demand

for

and the general improvement which has

Britain and the United States in respect to the

taken place in the internal condition of the coun-

Territory on tho North- West Coast of America,

try, are strong testimonies in favour of the

although they have been made the subject of repeated negotiation, still remain unsettled ; and
that

we

gratefully

acknowledge Her Majesty's

course

we have pursued

To

assure

Her Majesty,

that,

in

compliance

assurance, that no effort, consistent with national

with Her Majesty's recommendation, we will take

honour, shall be wanting on the part of

into our early consideration whether the principles

jesty to bring this question to
ftil

Her Ma-

an early and peace-

on which we have acted may not, with advantage,
be yet more extensively applied, and whether

termination.

may
To thank Her Majesty

for having directed the

Estimates for the year to be laid before us at an
early period,

and

Her Majesty

is

for informing us that,

although

deeply sensible of the importance of

enforcing economy in all branches of the Expenditure, yet that

Her Majesty has been compelled by

a due regard to the exigencies of the Public
Service, and to the state of the Naval and Military
establishments, to propose

some increase

Estimates which provide for their eflaciency

in the

it

not be in our power, after a careful review of

the existing Duties upon

many

articles, the pro-

duce or manufacture of other Countries, to make
such further reductions and remissions as

may

tend to ensure the continuance of the great benefits

to which

Her Majesty has

adverted, and, by

enlarging our commercial intercourse, to strength-

en the bonds of amity with Foreign Powers ; and
Her Majesty may rely on our desire that any

that

measures which we may adopt for effecting these
may be accompanied by such pre-

great objects
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cautions as shall prevent permanent loss to the

Revenue, or injurious results to any of the great
Interests of the Country

Humbly

to thank

Her

expression of

:

Her Majesty

for the gracious

reliance on our just

full

and

dispassionate consideration of matters so deeply
affecting the public weLfere

To

express

:

our cordial concurrence in Her

Majesty's earnest prayer that, with the blessing of

Divine Providence on our Counsels,

we may be

enabled to promote friendly feelings between
ferent classes of

Her Majesty's

dif-

subjects, to pro-

vide additional security for the continuance of

Peace, and to maintain contentment and happiness at home, by increasing the comforts and bettering the condition of the great body of the
people.

The Address having been read from the
Chair,

Mr. E.

BECKETT DENISON

said:

hope the House will not think me
guilty of great presumption in rising to
second the Address which has just been
moved. The only apology which I have to
offer for occupying so prominent a position
of the decease
is, that in consequence
of a most highly respected nobleman,
the late Lord Lieutenant of the West
Sir, I

Riding, I

am

at this

moment

the single

county representative of the largest cona constitustituency in the kingdom
ency arising out of a population of about
1,500,000 people, the chief portion of

—

whom are occupied in agricultural, commercial, and manufacturing pursuits of almost every description and variety. They
are, beyond all doubt, waiting with more
than ordinary anxiety for Her Majesty's
Speech from Her Throne to Her assembled Parliament perhaps I should be
justified in stating, that they are waiting
with stiU greater anxiety for the statement
;

of Her Majesty's Ministers as to the measures they intend to propose for the purpose of supporting and advancing the
present prosperity of the kingdom, and

the

its
immense
Her Majesty has been gra-

future development of

resources.

ciously pleased to inform us that she receives from all Foreign Powers the most
firm assurances of friendship towards Her
and Her dependencies. With respect to
what Her Majesty has stated in relation to

the conduct of the Emperor of Russia
and the King of the French, I must say
that I think this kingdom is under great
obligations to those Sovereigns for the part

which they have taken in endeavouring to
preserve the peace of the world, and to
settle disputes which have occurred between
other nations.
What, I may ask, would
be so hkely to arrest the prosperity and injure the welfare of this nation as a bloody
and expensive war ? The King of the French
has been also graciously pleased to enter
into an alliance with Her Majesty for the
purpose of suppressing, effectually, as I
hope, the foreign Slave Trade.
Her Majesty has informed us, that she receives from
other Powers the strongest assurances of
friendship and cordiahty.
Notwithstanding these assurances, a common observer
must perceive that there is some danger
of this cordiahty being interrupted by
what is passing in the western hemisphere ; I trust that no effort will" be left
unattempted on the part of Her Majesty's
Government to prevent any breach with
America, for no doubt the world would
suffer by any unfortunate occurrence which
might lead to war ; but in my humble
opinion (and I have no doubt it must be the
opinion of this House), it is the duty of the
Government, while making every effort to
prevent any breach of friendship or good
will in our western relations, not to permit
any wilful and authorized trespass to be
committed upon the privileges or the territories of Her Majesty's subjects.
Following up that view of the subject, I must
add, that I think Her Majesty is perfectly
justified in asking this House to grant
Her Majesty additional resources for the
purpose of putting both the Army and
Navy into a more efficient state than they
have been in for some time past.
God
grant that we may not be called upon
to exert the energies which I have no
doubt, in case of necessity, this country
would be ready to put forth, in case

any infraction of its rights
Her
Majesty has alluded also to the state of
Ireland
I might say, imhappy Ireland ;
for it really seems that, within the last
few months, it has been threatened both
with famine and murder.
The danger
of famine, I hope, was overrated
but
the cases of murder, which certainly seems,
from the returns we receive, to walk unpunished in broad mid-day, do, in my humble judgment, caU upon the Government
to endeavour to devise some means by
which such a frightful state of things shall
be arrested and I do hope they will be
able to propose measures which may have
the effect of preventing such shameful
and unheard-of miseries and misfortunes.
of

!

—

;

;
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Perhaps the most interesting topic to
which Her Majesty has alluded is in the

I think that conto all at the same time.
fidence should be extended to them until

Her Speech, with respect to
the relaxation of duties upon foreign com-

they state their measures to this House.

latter part of

modities.

We

have now had four years'

experience of the

abilities

of the present

Prime Minister, and of his views of commercial policy ; and I think the House
will admit that he has been, upon the
whole, most eminently successful. I believe
I am correct in stating, that in the last
four years, the reductions in the duties payable to the Customs and Excise have been
made to the extent of between 4,000,000/.
and 5,000,000?. and that those reductions
have been very nearly made up by the
duties paid upon the increased quantity of
;

goods imported into and consumed in this
"
kingdom. Now, we hear of " great facts
but to my mind this is one of the most
astounding facts I ever heard of.
I must
;

confess
possible

that

it

holds

out

encouragement

same course

the

greatest

pursue

to

of reduction of duties

the

upon

goods to be imported from foreign parts
and I am bound to say, that I think they
who have had the wisdom to devise, and
the coui*age to propose such reductions,
are eminently entitled to the thanks
of the public.
Her Majesty has been
pleased to advise that we should pursue
that system, and follow it up still further.

drives

—experience
— Gentlemen

I am quite of opinion
me to it [laughter]

on the opposite side seem to be amused at
using the word "drive," but I should
be ashamed of myself if I did not candidly

my

confess that experience teaches me that
that course is the right one.
But then I
say, with all respect for Gentlemen who
have been the strong advocates of that
system, that I think it ought to be pur-

sued with the greatest possible caution,
and that no one class or interest should be
so affected that it may be ruined for the
benefit of others
but that the whole
scheme should be so well digested, and the
proposed reductions so mutually balanced,
that all parties should have an opportunity
of participating in the benefits to be derived from them. Entertaining these opin;

I beg to say, in my own defence,
that as to what measures are to be proposed, I know nothing.
I have asked for

ions,

no information I want none in order to
induce me to second the Address to Her
Majesty. I have perfect confidence in Her
Majesty's Government, that they will propose such measures only as will deal out
;

justice to all parties, and, I hope, liberahty

I

shall certainly feel perfectly at liberty to

vote for or against any measure they may
when that time arrives ; but at

propose
present

I want no information to induce
support with perfect cordiahty the
Address to the Throne, feehng confident
that the Government of the day has advised Her Majesty to recommend measures
to our consideration which will advance
the prosperity and welfare of this kingdom.
In the name, therefore, of the great community I have the honour to represent, I
ask the House, with all respect, to support
the Address which has been moved
and
if the measures which it recommends be
carefully devised and well followed up, I
do believe that, as in the last three or four
years, trade wiU improve, employment will
be regular, crime will diminish, and the
welfare and prosperity of this nation will
be advanced. I know of no limits that
can be put to the development of the energies of the United Kingdom.
I ask, then,
on behalf of the great community I represent, that they may have every facihty for
regular employment and the increase of

me

to

;

their comforta.

opinion

—and

I

They are, in my humble
know them well the most

—

hard-working, patient, and loyal people
upon the face of the earth they are, if
properly instructed when young, a truly
religious people
and they entertain for
Her Majesty that high respect, and love,
and veneration, which Her Majesty so
richly deserves.
Sir, I beg to second the
Address which has been proposed by the
noble Lord the Member for South Lan;

;

cashire.

Sir R. PEEL: Sir, I would fain hope,
that although the course which I take is

an unusual one, yet that

I

am

acting in

conformity with the general wish of the
House, in availing myself of the very
earliest opportunity of giving that explanation which at no remote period the House
will require from me.
I would fain hope
that I am not obstructing the course of
this discussion upon the Address by giving
But, if no
that explanation at this period.
consideration of public advantage could
justify me in taking this course, I am sure
the generous feelings of the House will deem
it only natural that I should desire that
not a moment should elapse before I explain to the House the motives by which I

have been actuated,
which have governed

and the

my

principles

conduct.

I

may
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having been the ohject of much
accusation upon vague surmise
I maythink it unjust to have been condemned
without a hearing I say nothing upon that

feel hurt at

;

—

and acting upon the results of enlarged experience.
It may be supposed
that there is something humiliating in
making such admissions ; Sir, I feel no
such humiliation.
I have not so much
confidence in the capacity of man, to determine what is right or wrong intuitively,
as to make me feel abashed at admitting

viction,

any momentary feehngs of indignation were aroused, the recollection of
great indulgence and of great confidence,
was quite sufiicient to efface those temporary feelings.
that
I shall make no allusion,

head

;

if

have been in error. I should feel
if, having modified or changed
ticular accusations
but this I do ask, my opinions, I declined to acknowledge the
even while I do not require the reversal of change for fear of incurring the imputation
I ask for the opportunity,
of inconsistency.
The question is, whether
the sentence
after condemnation, of explaining the mo- the facts are sufficient to account for the
change, and the motives for it are pure
I ask you to listen
tives of my conduct.
at least with patience and indulgence to and disinterested.
Nothing could be more
those facts and that evidence which I shall base on the part of a public man than to
this night adduce, and which will form the protect himself from danger by pretending
materials on which other tribunals, judging a change of opinion ; or more inconsistent
under less excitement, will ultimately pro- with the duty he owes to his Sovereign
nounce upon the motives and the conduct and country than if, seeing reason to alter
of men charged with deep responsibility in his course, he forebore to make the alteration by the fear of being taunted with a
critical times.
I wish to explain what
were the grounds which led me and those charge of inconsistency. The real ques*
with whom I acted humbly to tender to a tion, as I have said, is, whether the motives
gracious Sovereign the resignation of the for the modification of opinion are sufficient
and sincere. Sir, those who contend for
trust which was committed to us.
I wish
also to explain what were the circum- the removal of impediments upon the imstances under which that trust was reas- port of a great article of subsistence, such
sumed, and under which I now appear in as corn, start with an immense advantage
the House as the Minister of the Crown. in the argument.
The natural presumpSir, the immediate cause which led to the tion is in favour of free and unrestricted
It may, indeed, be possible
dissolution of the Government in the early importation.
it may be
part of last December, was that great and to combat that presumption
mysterious calamity which caused a la- possible to meet its advocates in the field
mentable failure in an article of food on of argument, by showing that there are
which great numbers of the people in this other and greater advantages arising out of
part of the United Kingdom, and still the system of prohibition than out of the
larger numbers in the sister kingdom, de- system of unrestricted intercourse ; but
pend mainly for their subsistence. That even those who so contend, will, I think,
was the immediate and proximate cause admit that the natural feelings of mankind
which led to the dissolution of the Govern- are strongly in favour of the absence of all
ment.
But it would be unfair and uncan- restriction, and that the presumption is so
did on my part, if I attached undue im- strong, that we must combat it by an
It cer- avowal of some great public danger to be
portance to that particular cause.
tainly appeared to me to preclude further avoided, or some great public benefit to be
obtained by restriction on the importation
delay, and to require immediate decision
We aU admit that the argument
decision not only upon the measures which of food.
in favour of high protection or prohibition
it was necessary at the time to adopt, but
also as to the course to be ultimately taken on the ground that it is for the benefit of
with regard to the laws which govern the a particular class, is untenable.
The most
strenuous advocates for protection have
I will not assign to
importation of grain.
I will not abandoned that argument
they rest, and
that cause too much weight.
withhold the homage which is due to the wisely rest, the defence of protective duties
They have alprogress of reason and to truth, by denying upon higher principles.
that my opinions on the subject of protec- leged, as I have myself alleged, that there
Whether were pubhc reasons for retaining this protion have undergone a change.
therefore, to particular expressions, or par-

I

humiliation,

;

;

•

;

;

holding a private station, or placed in a
public one, I will assert the privilege of
yielding to the force of argument and con-

Sir, circumstances made it absonecessary for me, occupying the
pubhc station I do, and seeing the duty

tection.

lutely
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—

it
that must unavoidably devolve on me
became absolutely necessary for me maturely to consider whether tlie grounds on
which an alteration of the Corn Laws can be

The arguments

resisted are tenable.

in

favour of protection must be based either
on the principle that protection to domestic
industry is in itself sound policy, and that,
therefore, agriculture, being a branch of
domestic industry, is entitled to share in
that protection
or, that in a country like
ours, encumbered with an enormous load of
debt, and subject to great taxation, it is
necessary that domestic industry should be
protected from competition with foreigners
or, again
the interests of the great body
of the community, the laborious classes,
being committed in this question that the
rate of wages varies with the price of provisions, that high prices imply high wages,
and that low wages are the concomitants
of low prices.
Further, it may be said,
that the land is entitled to protection on
account of some peculiar burdens which it
bears.
But that is a question of justice
rather than of policy
I have always felt
and maintained that the land- is subject to
peculiar burdens
but you have the power
of weakening the force of that argument
by the removal of the burden, or making
compensation.
The first three objections
to the removal of protection are objections
founded on considerations of public policy.
The last is a question of justice, which may
be determined by giving some counterbalancing advantage. Now, I want not to deprive those who, arguing a priori, without
the benefit of experience, have come to the
conclusion that protection is objectionable
in principle
I want not to deprive them
of any of the credit which is fairly their due.
Reason, unaided by experience, brought
conviction to their minds. My opinions have
been modified by the experience of the last
three years. I have had the means and opportunity of comparing the results of periods
of abundance and low prices with periods
of scarcity and high prices.
I have carefully watched the effects of the one system,
and of the other ^first, of the policy we
have been steadily pursuing for some years,
viz., the removal of protection from domestic industry
and next, of the policy
which the friends of protection recom;

;

—

—

;

;
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and I am led to
the conclusion that the main grounds of
public policy on which protection has been
defended are not tenable
at least I cannot maintain them. 1 do not believe, after
of the last three years

;

;

the experience of the last three years, that
the rate of wages varies with the price of
food.
I do not believe, that with high
prices, wages will necessarily rise in the
same ratio. I do not believe that a lowprice of food necessarily implies a low rate
of wages.
Neither can I maintain that
protection to domestic industry is necessarily good.
I said last year on the Motion
of the noble Lord (Lord J. Russell) that I

thought protective duties were
themselves.

But

evils in
that as they
system, and not

I also said,

had grown with our

being incompatible with a high degree of
prosperity, I thought they ought not to be
lightly abolished, and must be tenderly and
cautiously dealt with. It is now, however,
impossible for us, after we see the results
of the change in the Tariff during the last
four years, to contend that protection to industry is in itself, and abstractedly, a public

Then, as to the other argument,
made a great impression on
in the first instance, and which is

good.

which

me

I confess

—

sanctioned by great authority
that because we have a heavy debt and a high
rate of taxation, we must be protected from
competition with foreign industry
that
argument has also been submitted to the
test of the last three years, and, so far as
the experience of that period can supply
an argument, it is this that a large debt
and heavy taxation are best encountered
by abundance and cheapness of provisions
which rather alleviate than add to the
weight of the burden.
Let us take the
result of that experience of constantly
diminished protection on wages, on trade,
and on revenue.
First, as to wages.
Who can deny the fact that, during the
three years that preceded the month of
October last, prices were comparatively
low ? there was comparative cheapness and
plenty, and yet at no period were the
wages of labour higher. If you take the
three preceding years, you will find high
prices, and coexistent with high prices you
Well, then, I have
will find low wages.
I have, during the
six years' experience
mend.
I have also had an opportunity first three years, high prices and low wages
of marking from day to day the effect
I have, during the last three years, low
upon great social interests of freedom of prices and high wages and I cannot resist
trade and comparative abundance.
I have the conclusion that wages do not vary with
not failed to note the results of preceding the price of provisions. They do vary with
years, and to contrast them with the results the increase of capital, with the prosperity

—

—

—

—

;

;

—

;

D
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of the country, with the increased power

employ labour but there is no immediate relation between wages and provisions
or, if there be a relation, it is an inverse
to

;

—

Now as to the Tariff; as I said beduring the last four or five years we
have been acting on the admitted principle
reducing duties,
of removing prohibitions
or abating, and in some cases destroying
That has
protection to native industry.
been the principle, whether right or wrong,
on which we have acted the removal of
ratio.

fore,

—

—

protection to native industry.

has been the result
total

?

amount of exports

Now, what

I will give

you the

since the year 1839.

The total value of British produce and manufactures exported from the United Kingdom was, in 1839, 53,000,000?.; in 1840,
51,000,000/.; in 1841, 51,000,000?.; in
1 842, 47,000,000?. ; in 1843, 52,000,000?.
that is, the rise
in 1844, 58,000,000?.
from the year when the great invasion upon
the protection of domestic industry was
;

made by Parhament was from 47,381,000?.
But
1842, to 58,500,000?. in 1844.
said the China trade made all
the difference.
Now let us deduct the
whole of that trade. In 1842, our exports
to all the countries, except China, amounted to 46,411,000?.; and in 1844, they increased by 10,000,000?., amounting to
For the last year we can
56,000,000?.
only have the account for eleven months
preceding December. In 1843, the exports
of our principal articles of manufacture to
all parts of the world, including China,
amounted to 41,011,000?.; in 1844, to
47,312,000?., and, during the first eleven
months of 1845, to 47,764,000?. Such is
the state of our foreign exports under this
system of continued removal of protection.
Now let me take the returns of the revenue
as bearing on this question
ought there
to be high protection in a country encumbered with an immense public debt and
heavy taxation?
In 1842, I proposed a
reduction in the Customs to an estimated
amount of 1,438,000?.; in 1844, I proposed a further reduction in the Customs' duties to the amount of 273,000?.;
in 1845, to the large amount of 2,418,000?.
I
estimated the total loss from these
several reductions at 4,129,000?., and
let it be remembered that I discarded
How
altogether the revenue from corn.
in

it

may be

—

have these calculations been verified? Have
The total
No.
4,000,000?. been lost ?
amount of the loss has been 1,500,000?.
I dealt with the Excise last year, and made
a reduction of a million of Excise duties;

the whole of the glass duties, the whole of
the auction duty was taken off the loss on
that occasion was estimated at 1,000,000?.
Observe, that was not a mere reduction of
there was no expectation, thereduties
that increased consmnption would
fore,
make up for a diminished rate of taxation,
for these duties were totally abohshed.
I
felt confident, that although the glass and
auction duties were abohshed, still by vivifying other branches of industry, the revenue would derive some compensation.
What will be the fact on the 5th of April ?
I believe, that notwithstanding the total
reduction, the absolute loss of a million,
my firm belief is, that the revenue from the
Excise will this year be greater than ever.
Notwithstanding these reductions there has
been a salient spring of prosperity which
has supplied the void you caused by the
Well, then, with
remission of taxation.
that evidence before me, could I contend
that on account of high taxation or great
debt you must necessarily continue high
I have shown you that
protective duties?
my estimates as to a loss in the Customs
have been already falsified; that the Customs
this year amount to nearly 20,000,000?.;
that, comparing the Customs' revenue of
1845 with the Customs' revenue of 1842,
after that diminution of taxation to the
extent of 4,000,000?., the Customs of this
year, excluding from both years the re;

;

venue from foreign corn, are better by
But
100,000?. than in the former year.

now

more important conthose either of trade or
I will take the state of crime in
revenue
My right hon. Friend, at
the country.
the head of the Home Department, stated
last year that reductions had taken place
in the number of commitments, and in the
crimes committed. In the year 1842 there
I will

refer to

siderations than
;

was an increase of crime and commitments
was a turn, and a decrease
began; and the decrease in the commitments remarkable in 1843 and 1844 conThe total number of
tinued in 1845.
commitments in 1845 was 24,350, that is,
in 1843, there

than in the highest preceding
In 1843, there was a decrease
of 5^ per cent, on the preceding year; in
1844, a further decrease of 10 3-10 per
cent.; and in 1845, a decrease of 5 J per
cent., and all this in an increasing population.
This decrease of crime in the last
year has taken place in all the chief manufacturing districts and not only in all the
chief manufacturing districts, but, with the
exception of five, there has been a corre-

2,237

less

year, 1842.

;
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sponding and almost equal decrease in all
What is
the chief agricultural districts.
the state of Wales ? In Wales the decrease
of commitments is more remarkable than
in almost any other part of the kingdom.
So much for actual crime. With respect
to crimes connected with sedition, discontent,

—

and

disaffection to the

Government,

22,
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was the

effect on the price of flax?
The
price of fine flax in Belfast market in 1 843,
was Qds. to 70s.; in 1844, it was 635. to

68s.; in 1845, from 65s. to 68s.; and in
January, 1846, the present month, the

price of Irish flax, fine Irish flax, in the
Belfast market, was from 70s. to 80s.

There was no reduction when made that
much alarm, and by the alarm
did injury at first, and which it was prophesied would do so much injury, as the
removal of the absolute prohibition on the

the
Attorney-General, I may say, has been a
sinecure. There has been only a single prosecution for an offence of this nature

caused so

during the whole of the last year. Governcredit for lenity; there has
been no prosecution, because the crime of
In 1840-1-2-3
sedition did not exist.

importation of foreign cattle.
The permission to import, at a very low rate,
foreign cattle, foreign sheep, and foreign

and seriously consider it
there were 1,257 persons committed on
charges of seditious and riotous offences.
In 1843-4-5, only 124 persons were com-

dictions

in the last

two years the

office of

ment takes no

—

—

listen to this,

mitted so charged, instead of 1 ,257 while,
in the last year, I believe there was not
In 1845, there were 422 persons
one.
sentenced to transportation less than in
1842.
In the last three years there were
1,701 persons sentenced to transportation
less than in the three preceding years.
This has been during a period of compaIs it
rative abundance, and low prices.
possible to resist the inference that employment, low prices, comparative abundance, contribute to the diminution of
crime? Now, these are great social advantages; I will not say they have been
promoted by I say only they have been
concurrent with, the diminution of protecconcurrent with
tion to domestic industry
comparative abundance. Well, have these
advantages been purchased by any serious
detriment to that great interest whose
welfare ought to be one of the first objects of
our concern the agricultural interest?
Protection has been diminished.
I have
been the object of repeated accusation and
and deeply
attack, for diminishing it
should I regret if those great social advantages to which I have referred had been
accompanied, in consequence of that diminution of protection, with any serious injury to agriculture.
Let us take the four
great articles, in respect of which there
has been a diminution of protection.
Foreign flax has, for many years, been admitted at a very low duty into this country.
What duty remained, we remitted last
year.
There is now, therefore, a perfectly
unrestricted import of foreign flax.
In
1824, the duty on flax was 10?. 14s. 6d.
per ton.
It is now absolutely nothing.
;

—

—

—

;

The

reduction having taken

place,

what

was accompanied with many prepredictions that serious loss and
injury would be inflicted on the agricultural
interest
and it was said that we should
deeply regret the day those changes were
made, and the panic that would arise.
Now, has serious injury been sustained by
that reduction ?
There was before that
absolute prohibition, and there is now the
swine,

—
—

admission of foreign cattle at a very low
and I must, on this question, first of
all, admit that there has been a gradual
increase in the importation.
I want, at
the same time, to show that concurrently
with increase in importation, there has
been increase in the price of the articles.
In 1844, there were imported 2,800 oxen
and cows, and in the eleven months of the
year 1845, ending with November, there
were not less than 15,000 imported, showing a very great increase.
Have prices in
this country been affected either in a corresponding degree, or in any, by this large
importation ?
In 1844, the contract price
for the victualling stores in the navy for
salt beef, was 31. 18s. 2d.
the contract
price entered into for the navy, in December, 1845, was, I regret to say, 61. 8s. 8c?.
The salt pork that was contracted for in
1844, was 31. 15s. lOd. a tierce
and in
The contract price
1845, it was 61. 12s.
for fresh beef for the navy, in 1844, was
the contract price in 1845,
11. 14s. 9d.
was 21. 2s. 2d. Now, all this increase in
price, was concurrent with increased importone prophecy, if I recollect rightly,
ation
was, that there would be an importation
into this country of 3,500,000 pigs, and
that the price of salt pork would be imbut look at the price
mensely reduced

rate

;

;

;

;

;

;

of salt pork rising from 31. 15s. 10^. to
61. 12s. id., and I think about 4,000 swine

have been imported. There was no article
last year that caused so much alarm as
lard.
The duty was then taken off. lu
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1840, there were 97 cwt. of foreign lard
imported into this country.
In 1842, the
duty was reduced from 85. to 2s. a cwt., and
in
there were then imported 48,312 cwt.
and in
1844, 76,000 cwt. were imported
1845, the importation had reached above
And what has been the price
80,000 cwt.
of domestic lard at Belfast during that
period ?
In 1844, it was 48s. a cwt.
and in January of
in 1845, it was 67s.
the present year, notwithstanding the increase caused by this importation, the price
has risen from 48s. in 1844, to 62s.
There is only one other article of great
importance which has been seriously affected by the reduction to which I shall
;

;

;

;

and that is the article of wool. We
proposed in 1844 that the duty upon

recur,

foreign wool should be altogether annihithat there should be no duty.
lated
It

—

—

in it
has been effected, not only
without serious injury to those interests
from which protection was withdrawn, but
I think I have shown that it has been concurrent with an increase in the prices of
those articles.
Now, it is right I should
state, that notwithstanding the conviction
which this experience has brought home to
my mind, yet my decided impression was,
that on other grounds the charge of considering the change in the present Corn
Law ought not to have devolved upon me.
This I was firmly resolved upon, that I
could not this Session, on the Motion of
the hon. Gentleman (Mr. Vilhers), for
the consideration of the Corn Laws
I could not, with these convictions, which,
say as you will, I cannot withstand, have
met that Motion with a direct negative.
Now, Sir, let me again repeat that I claim
no credit whatever for having drawn my

joice

—

more in deputations than in
House that any objection was strenu- conclusions from abstract reasoning. My
ously urged to the reduction
but cer- conviction has been brought about by oband I could not,
tainly there were anticipations of great servation and experience

was

certainly

this

;

;

with this conviction, have undertaken the
defence of the Corn Laws, either upon the
public ground that this country being
highly taxed the continuance of protection
was necessary, or upon the ground that it
was for the interest of the labouring classes
that high prices should continue as a guaand I could not
rantee of high wages
have undertaken it upon the ground that
the removing protection from domestic industry must necessarily paralyse commerce,
lower prices, and undermine our national
But this I wish most ardently
prosperity.
I wish to have the opportunity of frankly
1843 the price of Southdown was ll^d., statinor to those Gentlemen who have hoof long wool lid.
in 1844 the price of noured me upon so many occasions with
Southdown was Is. 2d., and of long wool their confidence, that I can continue this
Is. 2d. also. In December, 1845, eighteen
that they must devolve
contest no longer
months after the total reduction of the the duty of maintaining protection upon
duty, the price of Southdown wool rose other persons, who can adduce better arfrom 11<^., the price in 1842, to Is. 4|c^. guments in its favour than I can. I doubt*
The average price in December, 1845, of ed whether it would not have been advan-

wool-grower from the reduction
of the duty on foreign wool.
Here again
there has been an enormous increase in the
imports.
In 1842, there were 45,880,000
lbs. of foreign wool brought into this market ; in 1844, 65,790,000 lbs.
and in
ten months of the last year I am bound
to admit there has been no less than
65,216,000 lbs. of foreign wool brought
in, in consequence of the reduction of the
duty.
Now, what has been the reduction
in the price ? In 1842, the price of Southdown wool, when there was a duty upon
foreign, was lid., of long wool lOd.
in
loss to the

;

;

;

—

;

—

Southdown, was

tageous

Is.

but
would have been my bounden duty to
have committed the defence, if a defence
were undertaken, of protection to other
hands more able to maintain the conflict.
I should have wished, I say, that another
Parliament should have had an opportunity

Is. 4<i., and of long wool
2d.
Such have been the effects of
this reduction, made in 1842, so far as
domestic agriculture is concerned. I think,
as far as we have had experience within
the last four years, I have shown that, by

the removal of protection, domestic industry and the great social interests of the
country have been promoted; crime has
diminished, and morality has improved.
I
can bring the most conclusive proof that the
pubhe health has been improved, yet the
national trade has been extending, our exports have increaBed ; and this
and I re-

—

in another ParUament,
if,
question should have been considered

this
;

it

of considering this question ; but there did
occur, during the course of the last autumn,

me from taking the
course which would have been most agreegreat caable to my personal feehngs.
lamity befell us, the hmits of which it wa*
that which precluded

A
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consequences of
which, though felt, it may still be difficult
to describe.
There occurred a great visitation of Providence, extending not to Ireland only, but Great Britain, America, and
many parts of the world and we, Her Majesty's servants, constituting the Government of this country, were called upon to
consider what should be done to lessen the
calamity.
There appeared to be a great
and a pressing danger, and it was our duty
towards our Sovereign and towards the
country to meet that danger.
If it was advisable, from the pressure of the deficiency
to take immediate measures, it would have
been impossible, with our conviction of the
necessity, to abstain
with our convictions,
we could not, consistently with the duty
we owed to the Sovereign and the country.
If we had, indeed, pretended apprehensions
of a scarcity for the purpose of effecting
an alteration in the Corn Laws, nothing
could have been more base or dishonest
than to have taken such a step but you
shall have the opportunity of judging of
the motives upon which I and others have
acted, and you shall determine whether or
no, with the information we were in possession of, we were not justified in drawing
difficult

to

the

divine,

;

;

;

the conclusion that it was impossible to
maintain the existing commercial system.
My own opinion was founded upon the evi-

dence which

I

shall

now adduce; and

was impossible, upon that
come to any other opinion.

evidence,

it

to

The

advice
which I individually oiFered at an early
period
so early as in the month of No-

—

vember, was to meet this emergency by a
suspension of the import duties on foreign
corn.
I came to that conclusion
and I
was induced to advise that unusual not
;

—

unprecedented, but I admit unusual
course, upon the following considerations.
I will proceed first to an explanation of the
circumstances under which, early in December, the Government was temporarily
dissolved, and under which the Govern-

ment, as now constituted, resumed office.
There are two important periods in giving
that explanation, to which I must draw attention
first, the period which elapsed
between the 1st of November, 1845, and
the 6th of November; and, second, the
period which elapsed between the 25th of
November and the 6th of December. I
propose to read consecutively the information that was received from difi'erent parts
of this country and the Continent which appeared to me to justify the conclusion to
which I came, both in the early part of

—

1846.
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November, and towards the close of that
month and the beginning of the following
month.
I will give the date of each letter
that I shall quote

;

but, of course, the let-

which were received subsequently to
the 6th November, can form no justification of the advice
but though I shall give
the date of each letter, I will not divide the
evidence into two periods, but I will give
the whole of it consecutively.
The disease
which affected the potato crop in this country was also felt in other parts of the
world and there were in other parts of
Europe apprehensions of scarcity. For instance, the Resident Agent of the Government, writing from Poland, on the 22nd of
ters

;

'

;

October, said
" The cost of articles of food is stated to be
higher than it has been since 1813 and 1814. The
unfavourable results of the harvests in Podolia,
Lithuania, Gallicia, the German Baltic provinces,
preclude the hope of foreign aid. No alleviation
of the general distress is expected before next

autumn."

In a

letter, dated the 14th of December,
Colonel Wynford, writing from Riga, says

"

The supply of rye and

Petersburg

is

rye-flour sent

from

St.

insufficient for the relief of the Li-

vonians, and discontent prevails."

From Prussia we received the following.
On the 10th of November the Minister of
the Interior informed Lord Westmoreland
that the potato disease had been observed
in almost every part of the Prussian monarchy.
From Belgium, dated the 24th
of September, " the Chambers sanctioned
the proposal of the Government to prohibit
export, and permit import."
Egypt, on
the 22nd of October, 1845, prohibited exportation of all corn arriving at Alexandria
after that day.
Turkey prohibited the export of all grain from the ports of Anatolia
and her Asiatic provinces from the 27th of
August, 1845, to harvest time in 1846.
Sweden prohibited the export of potatoes
from the 15tli of October until the next
There was, indeed, at this period
harvest.
a general apprehension of scarcity of provisions extending from Sweden to Egypt,

and from Riga to Turkey, and measures
were taken to stop their exportation, and
for excluding us from some of our usual
sources of supply. With regard to England
and Scotland, this is a part of the informaIt is
tion which reached the Government.
a letter addressed to Sir James Graham by
a great salesman in London, who deals
largely in the retail part of his business
But I should first
the sale of potatoes.
state, that the earhest account I received
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of the disease in the potato crop was from
the Isle of Wight, where it was estimated
that the crop had almost entirely failed.
The gentleman to whom I have just referred wrote, on the 11th of August, as
follows

manner

in this district. Potatoes were selling ten
days since at 2s. to 2s. 6cf. a bushel of 70 lbs., in
York. Yesterday, the same weight sold at Is. 2d.,
owing to the farmers bringing an extra quantity
to market. I have, consequently, had several pits

opened on this estate, and I fear that before
Christmas we shall not have a sound one what
the poor are to live on, I cannot guess. I know
you will be anxious to have accurate information,
and therefore have ventured to give you this
account."
;

:

" Being myself a large grower, some years to
the extent of 300 acres, in Kent, where I farm,

am

also a salesman in London, and having been
engaged largely in the retail part of the business,
a letter on
can give an opinion.
I received
the 1st instant from my agent at Ash, near Sandwich, stating that the crops were blighted in that
neighbourhood the same as in October last year
On
(it was then only partial in East Kent).
Tuesday last, I went down by the Dover eight
o'clock train. On my arrival there, I immediately
drove all round the neighbourhood of Sandwich,
Ash, Wingham, and its neighbourhood, and found
the whole of the crop, early and late, not excepting
the cottagers' gardens, were being entirely destroyed.
On my return, I could trace it by the
Have since
side of the whole line to Tonbridge.
looked over the tops that come as covering on that
article to the different markets, and find they are
all affected.
On Tuesday last, I paid a visit to
my farm at Maidstone, and found it had made
fearful destruction there, and returned by way of
Gravesend. All were alike affected. The same
evening I went to East and West Ham, in Essex.
Amongst the large growers, found it was just
appearing.
Friday, I went to Leytonstone and

neighbourhood.

AH

That

then,

From

Scotland, I received a letter from
Friend the Member for the county
of Dumfries, which gave us as unfavourable
an account as any I had seen from that
part.
Mr. Hope Johnstone, writing on
the 22nd November, says

my hon.

" I am sorry to say, that in so far as my own
observation has gone, the disease appears to be
progressing.
I have to-day examined a large
quantity of potatoes grown on some of the best
and dryest soils in this neighbourhood, and have
not found one potato in twenty untainted, while
three-fourths are quite unfit for human food. These
have been carefully housed, and have never been
exposed to damp since they were taken out of
In Dumfries-shire also the decay is
the ground.

going on rapidly."

These were the accounts which reached
in the months of October and Novem-

me

are alike."

ber, with respect to the extent of this dis-

contained conclusive
proof that, in the opinion of this gentleman, the potato crop in Kent was seriously
injured.
The next letter is in reference
to the state of Lancashire, and was from
the Rev. Mr. Clay, chaplain to the House
of Correction at Preston, dated the 23rd
of October
letter,

:

" It is too certain that the potato crop in this
I
part of the country will be a serious failure.
have obtained information from the districts extending as far as Rufford and Croston on the
south, the Fylde country and Blackpool on the
west, and Lancaster on the north and from all
quarters the accounts speak of great injury to the
crops, though they vary as to the extent of it.
My information, verbal and written, has come
from scientific agriculturists, from practical farmThose among the firsters, and from dealers.
named, who have paid much attention to the facts,
estimate the loss, as it exists now, at more than
But the progress of the disease is so
two-fifths.
rapid, and its presence so universal, that it is impossible to conjecture what may be the amount of
the defalcation by Christmas."
;

Here

man
2nd

is

a letter from Mr. Wood, Chair-

of the Excise, who, writing on the
December from Yorkshire, thus ad-

dressed the Chancellor of the Exchequer:
"
has

—

You will regret to hear that the potato disease
now manifested itself in the most extensive

ease in parts of Great Britain.

Now

as

to the accounts from Ireland, because the
pressure appeared to be the greatest in

that country, the people there chiefly subIt is difficult to
sisting upon potatoes.

numbers who subsist upon
But here is the Report made
to the Government, presented by Mr.
Lucas, who was Member for Monaghan,
Sir R. Routh, and Professor Kane. They
estimate

the

potatoes.

say that the numerical proportion of the
Irish population that hve exclusively upon
potatoes, includes, certainly, four millions.
It was, therefore, a calamity which threat-

ened the subsistence of not less than four
milhons in Ireland that the Government
had to provide against. Now, first I will
read to the House the information which
came to us from the chief authority in Ireland the Lord Lieutenant, who remitted
to us every day the principal information
which he received. It was the duty of my
right hon. Friend and myself to read the
reports thus received, and to that duty we
did devote many anxious days and nights.
I will not refer to the detailed reports received in great numbers from Ireland.
They were nearly all concurrent; but I will
state at once the impressions of the chief
authority, and the communications which

—
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I will begin
to the Government.
with the 17th October, when Lord Heytesbury writes to the Secretary of State

he made

the crops should turn out to be as bad
is not thought that there
will be any immediate pressure in the market.
There will be enough saved for immediate consumption.
The evil will probably not be felt in all its
intensity till towards the month of February, or
the beginning of spring. I am assured that there
is no stock whatever of last year's potatoes in the

" Even

as

is

if

now apprehended, it

country."

So deep was the impression of danger made
on him who was chiefly responsible for
guarding against any calamity, that hardly
a day passed that he did not reiterate these
All I ask now, after the accustatements.
sations which have been brought against
me, is, that I may place upon record the
There
evidence on which I have acted.
may, perhaps, now be no danger but if
you are to judge of our motives, the real
question at issue is, what were the apprehensions which responsible men were, at
;

On

that time, inclined to entertain?

again
" Our accounts continue to be of the most discouraging nature. They are regularly transmitted to Sir James Graham's

ofiBce.
One of the
most embarrassing circumstances attending the
disease is, that potatoes dug up to all appearance

perfectly sound, after a short time begin to decay,

Under such cirform any decisive

cumstances, it is impossible to
opinion as to the amount of the calamity."

On

the 24th, he writes

"

From

the accounts which reach us I should be

inclined to say that the progress of the disease has,

some

been checked

dare not
lay too great a stress upon this for we constantly
receive satisfactory reports of the state of the
potatoes when dug, and learn, a few days after,
that they have all rotted in the pits.
It is this
insecurity that forms our greatest diflBculty.
We
do not know, and cannot know, the extent of the
in

localities,

;

but

I

;

evil."

On

the 27th, he says

"

We

are most anxious for the result of the deliberations of the Cabinet upon the state of the
crops
potato
in Ireland ; the reports from various

country gentlemen and public bodies continue to
be of so alarming a nature, that it seems desirable that something should be done, if it be only
to tranquillize the public mind, and diminish the
panic.
Everything is rising rapidly in price and
the people begin to show symptoms of discontent,
which may ripen into something more. Should
we be authorized in issuing a proclamation prohibiting distillation in grain ?
This is demanded
;

on

all sides."

On

the 8th November, in answer to a
written by my right hon. Friend,
inquiring how it was, if the danger were so
great, that he had replied to the Lord
Mayor of Dublin, that there was no imme-

letter

diate apprehension,

he writes again

" It is perfectly true that I did, in my answer
to the Lord Mayor, say that there was no immediate pressure in the market ; but you must not
give too wide a meaning to that observation, which
had reference merely to his demand that the exportation of grain should be prohibited, and the
ports immediately thrown open.
My meaning
was, that there was nothing so pressing as to
require us to act without waiting for the decision
of the responsible advisers of the Crown.
But the
danger may be upon us before we are aware of
its being near ; for, as I said in a former letter,
the sudden decay of the potatoes dug up in an
apparently sound state, sets all calculations at
defiance.
Some precautionary measures must be
adopted, and adopted promptly for there is danger in delay. As the digging of the potatoes ad;

vances, we see it more clearly ; and I regret to
say, that Professor Lindley, when he took leave of
me yesterday, told me, that he doubted very much
whether the potatoes would keep through the
winter."

the

20th of October, Lord Heytesbury writes

and very soon rot altogether.

41
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On the 11th November, the Lord Lieutenant says
"The accounts we receive of the progress of
the potato harvest from the constabulary are still
very unsatisfactory but those from the resident
magistrates are rather less unfjtvourable."
;

But then mark the

postscript

" Since this letter was written, later reports

have been submitted to me, in which even the
resident magistrates now appear to be of opinion
that the disease is extending, and the evil much
greater than they had imagined it to be.
The
heavy rains of the last few days have done infinite
mischief."

And in the last letter from the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland which I shall read to
you, dated November 17th, he says
" The disease progresses apparently unchecked
by any of the precautions adopted ; and the illintentioned leave nothing undone to irritate and
exasperate the people. A very bad spirit prevails
in many of the provinces.
If we had to deal only
with a short crop, we might calculate with some
degree of certainty upon the time when the pressure would be felt but how rely upon any calcu;

lation

When

when the

potatoes are perishing in the pits?
the evil day of scarcity does come, it will

probably come with fearful rapidity. We must
not allow ourselves to be taken by surprise."

Such being the accounts received with reference to the state of the disease, I do
hope that those who may have been disposed to blame us will be inclined to make
allowance for the feelings of those whose
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duty it was to be watching, day by day, the
progress of this calamity, to be forecasting
the prospects of the future, and to be congidering what were the means of precaution

which ought to be adopted.

You may

our own official information;
but reports reached us from other quarters
from gentlemen wholly unconnected
with the Government and I could produce
thousands; but I will take those only to
which, perhaps, the greatest importance
should be attached.
Here is a letter from
the Secretary of the Royal Agricultural
He says
Society of Ireland.
say, this

is

—

—

Excellency the Lord Lieutenant forthwith to order
the ports of Ireland to be opened for the importation of Indian corn, rice, and other articles suited
"
for human food
I

have also a communication from Lord

Clare, which contains similar expressions.
On the first appearance of this disorder in
the potatoes, we sent to Ireland not

—

trusting altogether to the reports which we
had received two gentlemen of the highest

—

eminence, who must be known to almost
every Member of this House
Dr. Lindley,
professor of botany, and Dr. Lyon Playfair.
They were entirely unconnected with Ireland and they were to found their opinions
" I beg leave to send you an extract from a
upon what they saw. They went to IreDublin morning paper, which will give you a corland ; they travelled through several counrect account of the measures which the Council of
and when they returned, they rethe Society have adopted respecting the prevailing ties
I beg leave also to
disease in the potato crop.
quested that they might meet me.
My
state, that when I issued a circular, about a
right hon. Friend and I had an interview
month since, to the secretaries of about 120 local
with Dr. Lindley
and the result of that
societies, in connexion with the central one, I got
interview was so alarming, that we desired
several answers from persons, stating that the
Dr. Lindley and Dr. Playfair to leave upon
disease was not then apparent in their immediate
neighbourhood but I have since received letters record their impressions.
Accordingly,
from most of them, stating that, upon digging the they addressed a
letter to us, on the 15th
crops, they found the disease in almost every
November, to the following effect :—
quarter and I may safely say at present, that

—

;

;

;

;

;

there is not a county in Ireland, that is not, more
or less, affected by it. I shall barely add. Sir,
that the greatest panic appears to exist in all
parts of the community and those who know the
country best, are most puzzled how to act. One
thing, however, I think, is certain, that enough
has already transpired to justify the most prompt
and energetic measures on the part of the public
and the Government."
;

now take some letters from gentleconnected with Ireland, but still unLord
connected with the Government.
Monteagle says
I will

men

" Take

it,

however, at the

least, I

do not recol-

any former example of a calamitous failure
being anything near so great and so alarming as
the present. Generally, we have seen the means
of carrying our people forward, at least, till summer approaches, and till we were within two or
The case is very
three months of the new crop.
and, in some places, I know not
different now
get
through
the winter in
peasantry
will
how the
lect

;

very

many

cases."

The Duke of Lemster presided at a meeting in Dublin, on the 31st of October, at
which the following resolutions were agreed

to:—
" That the committee do respectfully represent
to the Lord Lieutenant, that it has now been ascertained beyond a doubt that famine, and, consequently, pestilence, are immediately imminent,
imless the Government shall, without hesitation or
delay, take the most prompt measures to provide
for the people, and to organize means for the distribution of support in each locality throughout
That we respeotfiilly call upon hi»
th» land.

" During our stay in Ireland, we carefully examined such oflBcial papers as were transmitted to
us from the Castle. We consulted persons acquainted with the facts of the disease. We visited
the district lying between Dublin and Drogheda,
and inspected various potato fields and stores in
the counties of Dublin, Louth, Meath, Westmeath,
and a part of Kildare. Judging from the evidence
thus collected, and from what we have seen of the
progress of the disease in England, we can come
to no other conclusion than that one-half of the
actual potato crop of Ireland is either destroyed,
or remains in a state unfit for the food of man.
We, moreover, feel it our duty to apprise you that
we feel this to be a low estimate. We would now
add, melancholy as this picture is, that, in all probability, the late rainy weather has rendered the
mischief yet greater. It is also necessary to direct
your attention to the quantity of seed potatoes
which must be reserved for the coming year, if the
cultivation of this plant is to be persevered in.
We can state that, on an average, one-eighth of
the crop is required for planting the same quantity of ground
so that, in fact, only three-eighths
of the crop can, in our view, be at the moment assumed to be available for food."
;

am now stating the particular circumstances which led to the dissolution of the
Government and, in doing so, the House
I

;

must bear
periods

in

—the

mind that

first

I refer to two
interval comprising what

occurred between the 1st and 6th of November, and the second interval, what occurred between the 25th of November, and
the 6th of December and those who dissented from my opinion in the Cabinet,
;

must

recollect

that any letters or reports
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received since the 6th of November, can
have no bearing whatsoever upon the advice
which I gave between the Ist and 6th of
November. The letters and reports only
which have a bearing upon that advice, are
those which were received prior to the 6th
Those letters referred,
of November.
many of them, to the state of the crop on
many of them, also, to the
the Continent
and some of
state of tlie crop in England
them to the crop in Ireland. The Cabinet
met several times between the 31st of
On
October and the 6th of November.
the 1st of November, recollect, there was
no agitation, and no petitions had been
presented.
It appeared to me, however,
that the reports received from the Lord
Lieutenant that the example of foreign
that the example of Belgium,
countries
which had cleared the market of Livei*pool
almost in one day, and had caused a rise
rendered
of 75 per cent, in the price of rice
it the duty of the Government to take a
step, which was not without a precedent,
and either by an Order in Council, or by
calling Parliament together within a fortnight, to remove for a time all restrictions
upon the importation of foreign corn. That
was the advice I gave on the 1st of NoI was perfectly ready to take the
vember.
responsibihty of issuing an Order in Council.
The period was a critical one. There
was an advantage in issuing an Order in
Council, for time would thus have been
saved
and I was prepared, as the head of
the Government, to take that responsibility.
I did not insist, however, upon the Order
for I was equally prepared to
in Council
call Parliament together immediately, and
;

;

—
—

—

;

;
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but I felt it my bounden duty to
;
adhere to my post, and not to evade, as I
might have done, those difficulties with
which I was beset. I might have said,
**
My opinion has been overruled by a
great majority.
Three only of my Colleagues take the same views that I do,
and I cannot consent to incur the responsibility of continuing in office."
That was
the course which I might have adopted.
I
resolved, however, not to abandon my post.
The Cabinet was reassembled on the 25th
of November.
I confess that ihe information received in the interval had not in the
slightest degree diminished my apprehensions.
In the mean time we had taken,
with the unanimous concurrence of the
Cabinet, extraordinary steps ; we had appointed a Commission to inquire and to
take precautionary measures against a
sudden occurrence of distress.
We had
appointed a Commission for the purpose of
making inquiries in Ireland, and had taken
steps also to prevent the spread of fever,
which is so frequently the consequence of
distress.
On the 25th November, then, it
became necessary to consider what should
be the instructions to be issued to the
Commission.
Those instructions were determined on, and received the assent of
the Cabinet.
I stated at that time that it
appeared to me that the issuing of those
culties

instructions was inconsistent with the determination to maintain untouched the
present Corn Law. I could not, therefore,
consent to the giving instructions to take
precautionary measures against scarcity,
and against fever, the consequence of
scarcity, without reserving to myself the

entire power of proposing other measures
on the importation of for relieving that scarcity.
The instruccorn.
I did not consider it any objection tions were issued, and again I brought
that the temporary removal of those restric- under the consideration of the Government
tions might compel a reconsideration of the the same measure which I brought forward
Tariff.
My advice at that period was not on the 1st of November that is, the susfollowed. Three only of my Colleagues con- pension of the duties upon foreign corn,
curred in the view which I took, and we either by an Order in Council or by the
sanction of Parliament.
separated on the 6th November
I reservAt that period,
ing to myself the right of again calling however, my position was entirely changed.
the Cabinet together, in the hope that I had advised the same measure on the
if the alarm wliich I apprehended should
1st of November; but the lapse of time,
be confirmed by subsequent occurrences, the increase of agitation, and other circumthe advice which I gave would be fol- stances, had materially affected my position.
lowed at a later period. Now, so far as I was overruled in the Cabinet at the earI was personally concerned, that was the lier period, when it could have been done
period for me to have tendered my resigna- more naturally and more effectually.
I
tion.
I can truly say that if I did not felt that, by the pressure of circumstances,
tender it at that time, it was purely from my position was now changed. The noble
public, and not from private considerations. Lord opposite had in the interval written
I was met as a Minister by great diffi- his letter ; and I admit, giving him credit
to advise the removal, for a limited period,

of

all

restrictions

—

;
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it was a letter
which, after what had passed in the Cahi-

for the test intentions, that

net, materially affected my position.
If
the Order in Council had been issued on
the 1st of November, it would have been
the Order of a united Cabinet, the act
would have appeared- as one which was
adopted by a united body, and under the
should
sense of a great necessity.

—

We

have anticipated agitation it would have
been impossible to attribute it to fear it
would have had the appearance of taking a
I will
natural and reasonable precaution

—

—

not say against a great calamity, but
against the possibihty of a great calamity.
It was impossible for me, and for those
who agreed with me, after receiving the
letter I have read from Drs. Lindley
and Playfair, not to feel justified in adopting precautionary measures, even if they
should afterwards prove to be unnecessary.
But I felt on the 26th of November that
nothing but the support of a united Government, after that letter of the noble
Lord, would give me the chance of bringing this matter to a successful issue.
I should then appear to have adopted
the measure because it was recommended
by the noble Lord. His letter was dated
the Cabinet
on the 22nd of November
met on the 26th and the public impression
would have been that the act of the 26th
of November was but a servile adoption of
the course recommended by the noble Lord.
Still, notwithstanding this total alteration
of my position, I would not have abandoned
the post of danger if I had been supported
by a united Cabinet. But that was not
It was my
the result of our deliberations.
painful duty to differ from one for whom I
for
have felt the sincerest friendship
whose public and private character I felt
and still feel the highest respect I mean
my noble Friend, Lord Stanley, The
whole of these deliberations passed in the
but his
most entire and cordial amity
view, of course sincerely adopted, after
mature deliberation, was a persuasion that
the danger was greatly magnified, and that
there was no necessity for the suspension
;

;

—

—

;

That was his opinion.
of these laws.
noble Friend stated not only that a
suspension was not necessary, but he

My

thought that there was no necessity for
a reconsideration of the Corn Law. I wish
to give my noble Friend full credit for having formed his opinion with perfect honesty
but my
both of thought and purpose
I thought that
opinion differed from his.
there was a perfect justification at the time
;

for extraordinary measures,

and that the
adoption of extraordinary measures would
compel the reconsideration of the Com Law.
My noble Friend was not the only Member
of the Administration who would have refused me the inestimable aid of his counsel
and support and that being the case believing as I did that his resignation would
be followed by that of others thinking that
under such circumstances the attempt to
settle the question, which I thought to set-

—

;

—

tle, would fail, and that I should fail after
having made new combinations, and that I
should be compelled to offer Averse terms
than the interests in question were entitled
to claim at my hands, I felt it to be my
duty, not being supported by the unani-

my Colleagues, humbly to
Her Majesty my resignation.
That resignation Her Majesty was pleased

mous

voice of

tender to

to accept
and as my late Colleagues were
not themselves prepared to carry on the
Government, Her Majesty, of Her own
choice, sent for the noble Lord. The noble
Lord undertook the task of forming an
Adminstration I beheved then that I was
in the situation of a private Member
that
I was reduced to the ranks, and that I was
at entire hberty to act on the suggestions
of my own conscience
and I do not hesitate to say that in that capacity I would
;

—

—

;

all in my power to promote the
settlement of this question.
The duty of
adjusting would then have been left to the
noble Lord, and in my capacity as a private Member I repeat that I would have
done all I could to facilitate a fair and final
settlement of the question.
I remained
under the impression that my functions had
ceased until Saturday, the 20th of December.
On Thursday, the 18th, it was intimated to me by Her Majesty that the
noble Lord had undertaken the duty of
forming an Administration, and on the
19th I received a gracious communication

have done

from Her Majesty stating that, as my relation to Her Majesty was about to terminate,
she wished again to see me, for the purpose of taking a final farewell and Saturday the 20th of December, was the day
;

appointed for that purpose.
Upon waiting
on Her Majesty having heard through the
courtesy of the noble Lord that he had
found all his efforts to form an Administration were in vain
upon waiting on Her
Majesty she was pleased to inform me,
that so far from my taking my final leave,

—

—

She was obliged to demand of me that I
should withdraw my offer of resignation.

Her Majesty had understood from

those of
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Colleagues who had differed from me
that they were unprepared to form, and
did not advise the formation, of a Government on the principle of the existing proThat the nohle Lord,
tective system.
having undertaken the formation of a Government, had failed, from causes which it
and the
is unnecessary for me to notice ;

my

nohle Lord having signified to Her Majesty
that he had failed in his attempt to form a
Government, Her Majesty requested that
I should not persist in the tender of my
resignation.
I do not hesitate to say that
I informed Her Majesty on the instant, and
without a moment's hesitation, that the
nohle Lord having failed, and the Colleagues with whom I had heretofore acted
not thinking it advisable to form an Administration, I did inform Her Majesty on
the instant that I would return to town as
Her Majesty's Minister that I would
withdraw my resignation, and inform my
Colleagues of my determination, and urge
them to assist me in carrying on the business of the country. I resolved, therefore,
to meet them in the capacity of the Minister of the Crown, and to submit to them
the measures I proposed to bring before
Parliament.
My noble Friend at once expressed the regret he felt that he could not
co-operate with me in the difficult circumstances in which I was placed
but my
Colleagues generally thought it was their
duty to assist me in the arduous task I
had undertaken. I have now, Sir, stated
to the House the circumstances under which
I felt it my duty to tender my resignation,
and also the circumstances under which I
again returned to office. Sir, I have given,
on the earliest day on which it is possible,
notice, that it is my intention, on the part of
the Government, to submit to the consideration of the House measures connected with
the commercial and financial affairs of the
country.
My firm determination is not to
anticipate discussion.
I know that the
information I have given must be imperfect
I know that it may give rise to some
misconception, and that I must ask for a
suspension of the judgment of the House
but my desire is to disconnect a great political question from the mere personal and
party one ; to keep my explanation, so far
as it refers to personal matters, distinct
from the great question itself, and my explanation therefore is necessarily imperfect.
Therefore I do hope, that after having referred to the evidence in the possession of
the Government, although many may think
that the conclusions to which I and others

—

;

—
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have come as to the danger, have been
erroneous,

I

confident, as

advise

them not

to be

too

we have yet seven months to
a new supply of food can be

pass before
obtained for the people.
I remember the
accounts that have been lately coming in
but I ask the House not to form too precipitate a conclusion that the danger has
It is not so.
Sir, I trust I may
passed.
have satisfied some of those who think the
conclusions were erroneous, that, at least,
the advice was honest, for advising a reSir, you
sort to extraordinary measures.
can hardly estimate what a painful position
it is for those whose public duty requires
them to take precautions against so fearful
I am charged with
a calamity as famine.
treason towards the agricultural interest
treason, indeed, it would be, if, with my
deep conviction and solemn impressions of
the position in which the country was
placed, I subjected the agricultural interest
to the odium of claiming protection against
the hazard of scarcity
of calling for votes
of public money for purchasing oats and
other grain, while, at the same time, I resisted on their part any relaxation of the
Why, there are some
protective duties.
points in which you could not possibly
resist it.
I take the law as it applies to
It is in
the introduction of Indian corn.
a most anomalous state, because the present
amount of duty on Indian corn depends
There is no conon the price of barley.
nexion between them.
There is no reason
why it should rise and fall with the price
of barley. Suppose a proposition had been
made at the meeting of Parliament for the
admission of Indian corn, what would be the
consequence ? Suppose the worst of things
;

—

which I anticipate as
which I am afraid is probable,
what would be the feeling with regard to
arises in Ireland,

possible,

the great agricultural interests of this
country, if I, a member of it, had positively
refused to make the slightest relaxation in
the law ? But this I tell you, to touch the
Corn Law in some slight point, like that of
I
Indian corn, would be dangerous to it.
thought it would be unjust to relax it upon
one article, and to confine it to the nobler
Sir, I
species of grain, oats and wheat.
would rather keep the law intact and refuse
to admit Indian corn, than come down to
the House with such a proposition, and
refuse to relax the duties on other descriptions of grain. I recollect the notice given
by the hon. Member for Winchester, which
was brought forward for the special benefit
of the agricultural interest.

Would

it

be
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possible to relax the law in that instance,

do not undervalue the distinction and the

and refuse

power which are attached

it

in the others

to think that

it

?

Sir, I

venture

would be impossible, con-

sistently with the true interests of agriculture, to take such a step.

as

I

said before, that

when

Sir, I

have

felt,

after the severe

labour of the last Session of Parhament,
almost every hour of the recess was devoted to calculating the chances that might
result from the disease, and to collecting
evidence on the subject, night and day, and
adopting precautions against the possibility
of the calamity which might result from
I felt it rather
such a state of the crop
hard to find myself the object of accusations that I was unfaithful to the interests

—

of the country, or to any special and pecuI cannot, of course, but re-

liar interest.

collect the repeated manifestations of great

confidence which I have at various times
those manifestations cannot
experienced
be without their eifect on my mind but
notwithstanding those manifestations of
confidence, the constant repetition of those
observations to which I have adverted, of
those accusations that I have been unfaithful, renders it absolutely necessary that I

—

—

I have over and
should allude to them.
over again attempted to define the relation
in which I conceived myself to stand with
respect to party, to my country, and to
my Sovereign, and it is necessary that I
I see
should again describe that relation.
it over and over again repeated, that I am
under a personal obligation for holding the
great office which I have the honour to
occupy.
I see it over and over again repeated, that I was placed in that position
by a party, and that the party which

elevated

me

to

enough

erful

my

present position

also to

displace me.

is

powI see

constantly put forth allusions to the power
of those men to remove me from office.
I am afraid that, with respect to holding
the office that I hold, there is a very
material difference between the extent
of the obligation and the amount of the
I am not under an obhgation
to any man, or to any body of men, for
being compelled to submit to the sacri-

to the occupation
but what, I ask, is its reai
It does not consist in the power of
distributing honours, or conferring appointments.
That power, it is true, is inseparable from the office of Prime Minister, and
cannot be separated from it without injuring
but the power of giving the
its authority
highest rewards and the highest offices, is
constantly accompanied by the invidious
duty of selection, and the disappointment
of those who may not have been selected.
For my part, I value power not one farthing
for any such privilege.
I have served four
Sovereigns ; George III., and his three
successors.
In the reign of George III.
the office which I held was so subordinate,
that it was impossible my services could
have attracted his notice but, as I have
said, I also served his three successors
George IV. as Regent and King, King
William IV., and Queen Victoria
and
during the reigns of those Sovereigns, it
has been my fate to hold some of the
highest offices in the State. I served each
of those Sovereigns at critical times and
in critical circumstances
I did so with
constant truth to each, and I constantly
said to each of those Sovereigns that there
was but one favour, but one distinction,
one reward which I desired, that it w^s in
namely, the simple
their power to offer me
acknowledgment, on their part, that I had
been to them a loyal and faithful Minister.
I have now stated my view of the obligations which are conferred on those in
power
but let me remark that there is
that valuable privilege in power, that it
gives constant and favourable opportunities
for exertion
and affords great facilities to
the holder of it to render his country service, according to his sense of the public
good.
That, in my mind, constitutes the
and I can say
real value of official power
with truth, that I have never abused that

of that
value ?

office

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

power

for

any unworthy

to use

for the

object.

I

have

promotion of the

penalty.

tried

which I have submitted to, and to
undergo the official duties and labour which
I do not underrate
I have undertaken.
the distinction and importance of the posibut let us understand and I am
tion
speaking not for myself, but for the many
honourable men who have preceded me of
let us understand what is
different parties

the advancement of
I used it for the public
the public good.
advantage, and in doing so I cannot charge
myself with any conduct at variance with
the true and comprehensive policy of a
Conservative Minister. Sir, I do not think
it at variance with Conservative policy, that
I and my Colleagues have attempted to
that we have
repair the disasters of Cabul
attempted to infuse into the Indian army
that spirit which had been checked by the
defeats and misfortunes of Affghanistan,

fices

—

;

—

the nature of the obligation we owe for
As I said before, I
being placed in office.

it

public interests and

—
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think it inconsistent with true
Nor do
Conservative pohcy, that I have laboured
to assuage that feehng of animosity which
I

a long time prevailed between this
country and another powerful and great
and I cannot think that this paranation
graph in the Speech of the Sovereign

for

;

" The Convention concluded witli France in the
course of last year, for the more eftectual suppression of the Shive Trade, is about to be carried
into immediate execution by the active co-operation of the two Powers on the Coast of Africa.
It is my desire that our present union, .ind the
good understanding which so happily exists between us, may always be employed to promote the
interests of humanity, and to secure the peace of
the world ;"

22,
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happiness and contentment among the
people that the voice of disaffection should
be no longer heard, and that thoughts of
the dissolution of our institutions should
be forgotten in the midst of physical enjoyment.
These were my attempts, and I
thought them not inconsistent with true
and enlarged Conservative policy. These
were my objects in accepting office it is
a burden too great for my physical, and

—

beyond my intellectual structure and
be relieved from it with perfect honour
would be the greatest favour that could be
conferred on me.
But as a feeling of
honour and strong sense of duty require
me to undertake those responsible functions, I declare, Sir, that I am ready to
1 cannot, I repeat, think it inconsistent incur these risks, to bear these burdens,
with the true Conservative policy, that we and to front all these honourable dangers.
should be enabled to insert that paragraph, But, Sir, I will not take the step with muand that we should be engaged in trying to tilated power and shackled authority. I
efface the recollections of the exploits of will not stand at the helm during such temboth countries in war, or extracting from pestuous nights that I have seen, if the
those recollections everything which savours vessel be not allowed fairly to pursue
that we should be trying to the course which I think she ought to take.
of bitterness
engage in a rivalry, not in exploits on the I will not, Sir, undertake to direct the
field of blood, but in an honourable com- course of the vessel by the observations
petition for the advancement of commerce which have been taken in 1842.
I will
and civilization, and the improvement of reserve to myself the marking out of that
It is course; and I must, for the public interest,
the social condition of the people.
not inconsistent with true Conservative claim for myself the unfettered power of
policy, that we should increase the trade judging of those measures which I conceive
will be better for the country to propose.
of the country by removing restrictions
nor is it inconsistent with sound Conserva- Sir, I do not wish to be the Minister of
tive policy, that we should reduce the England but while I have the high honour
taxation of the country whilst we increased of holding that office, I am determined to
It is not, in my mind, incon- hold it by no servile tenure.
its revenue.
I will only hold
sistent with true Conservative policy, that that office upon the condition of being unwe have extinguished agitation and dis- shackled by any other obhgations than
couraged sedition, not by stringent coercive those of considting the pubhc interests,
laws, but by encouraging the idea amongst and of providing for the public safety.
Lord JOHN RUSSELL said: Sir, I
the great body of the people, that we, the
rich and powerful, are willing to take a think it necessary to rise at an early period
more than ordinary share of the public of this debate, in order to offer to the
burdens, and to remove those burdens House an explanation of the course which
from the people so far as it is possible. I thought fit to adopt during the late
Sir, believe me, to conduct the Government changes in the Administration which have
of this country is a most arduous duty
been brought so prominently before us.
I may say it without irreverence, that these In order tliat I might be enabled to lay
far

;

to

;

;

;

;

ancient institutions, hke our physical frames,
are '* fearfully and wonderfully made." It

House at this
early period, I apphed to the right hon.
Baronet opposite, to lay before H-er Ma-

this explanation before the

no easy task to ensure the united action
ancient monarchy, a proud aris- jesty my humble application, that I might
tocracy, and a reformed constituency.
state in my place in Parliament the cirI
have done everything I could do, and cumstances which induced me to take
have thought it consistent with true office on the receipt of Her Majesty's
Conservative policy, to reconcile these command, and subsequently to resign that
three branches of the State.
I have
office.
I stated to the right hon. Baronet
thought it consistent with true Conser- at the same time, that if it were more
vative pohcy to promote so much of convenient for the pubhc service, and more
is

of an
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conducive to the objects of the right hon.
Gentleman with regard to any measures
he intended to bring forward for the consideration of Parliament
that I would
postpone my explanation to any later day,
that I should be most ready to comply
with his wishes by at once consenting to
The right hon. Baronet inpostpone it.
formed me, not only that Her Majesty was
graciously pleased to comply with my application, but that it perfectly accorded
with his own convenience that I should
make this statement at the commence-

—

—

Her Majesty's servants had met for deliberation on several days, and that no proposition appeared to have been adopted.
At all events no step was taken and I
saw also, by the London Gazette, that
;

there had been a further prorogation of
Parhament from the day named for its
assembling.
I thought, under these circumstances, that the Ministers were not

doing their duty to their Sovereign and
the country.
I was of opinion that it
would have been wiser to call Parliament
together to consider the subject of the
ment of the Session. I will now offer Corn Laws and having seen many statethat explanation; and I trust when I do ments put forth with respect to the potato
crop in Ireland (for the inquiry was not
so, that if it should be found to have any
reference to the measure intended to be confined to the right hon. Baronet and his
proposed by the right hon. Baronet, it will Colleagues), I thought something should
The right hon.
be recollected that I agreed to a postpone- be immediately done.
ment of the explanation, if the right hon. Baronet has stated that a Commission
Gentleman opposite deemed it necessary. had been appointed by the Government to
Before I make that explanation, it is ne- report on the condition of a crop which
cessary for me to refer to a letter which forms the food of four millions of the peoand the result of the investigation
has been mentioned in the course of the ple
speech of the right hon. Baronet; and I pursued by that Comnjission was a staterefer to it, not because he stated that it ment that four-eighths of the crop were
caused him embarrassment, but because deficient, and that one of the remaining
some persons in their comments upon that four-eighths would be required for seed,
letter thought it proper to attribute to me thus leaving only three-eighths of the
I conmotives in writing it, very different from crop for the supply of the people.
those which actuated me, and which I will sider such a state of things to be most
and it now appears that I
now describe. Private affairs induced me alarming
for the
to visit Edinburgh at the latter end of was not alone in this opinion
October, and remaining in that city until right hon. Baronet himself has stated, that
the beginning of November, the Lord Pro- the same opinion was entertained by him
vost and the corporation of Edinburgh did at that period, an opinion equally strong,
me the honour of conferring the freedom and that in conjunction with three of
On that occasion, I his Colleagues he had expressed that opiof the city upon me.
I could not
addressed the Lord Provost and the Cor- nion in a Cabinet Council.
poration and I took especial care in that know what passed on the occasions of those
address (stating at the same time that I meetings of Her Majesty's Council I could
took that especial care) not to refer to any only guess from the general result, that the
measures which might be under the con- majority of the Cabinet had come to a desideration of Her Majesty's Government cision, the consequence of which was inacIn a tion. In this state of things I wrote the letwith respect to the Corn Laws.
short time after that meeting, the Lord ter alluded to, which was pubhshed, I think,
Provost expressed to me his regret that I on the 26th of November, which stated
had not given my opinion on the subject strongly my opinion, and also an opinion
;

;

;

;

;

;

of the Corn Laws; and he further said,
that it was the wish of many of the citizens of Edinburgh to have a public dinner, at which it was intended that I should

be requested

to

attend.

I

said that, in

such a case, entertaining, as I did, a
strong opinion on the subject of the Corn
Laws, I could not be silent, though I
could not declare my opinion fully without
some risk of embarrassing the counsels of
my Sovereign. I found at that time by
the pubhc prints and London Gazette^ that

that as the

Government did not seem

to

be

active in taking proper measures, it would
be necessary to give some public expression

of opinion, in order to control their course,

and obtain the redress which was absoand I think that in so
lutely necessary
;

my

opinion to the pubhc, if the
facts which the right hon. Baronet has
stated are correct, I was perfectly justified.
stating

I know that some persons of low minds
have supposed that I intended, as it is
called, to advertise for office by expressing
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those opinions

my

;

but nothing could be further

I intended merely to
such an expression of public opinion
as would oblige the Government to take
the subject into immediate consideration,
and thus save the country from the evils of
famine. On the 25th or 26th of November,
it appears that the right hon. Baronet again
urged on his Colleagues that the ports
should be opened, and further, that the
Corn Laws themselves should be considered.
Unfortunately for I think it was a misfortune
his Colleagues did not agree to
this proposition
and it appears there was
a great difference of opinion on the subject.
The right hon. Baronet has not indeed explained the extent of the difference
but
it was such that the Cabinet could not carry
on the Government, and on the 6th of December the Ministry resigned. On the 8th
of December, at night, I received the command of Her Majesty to wait on her at
Osborne House, in the Isle of Wight. In
obedience to that command I arrived in
London on the 10th of December, and on
the llth I proceeded to the Isle of Wight.
Of course it appeared to me probable that
Her Majesty had received the resignation
of Her Ministers, and that She had commanded my presence at Osborne House in
order to consult me as to the formation of
a new Administration.
I felt that, under
ordinary circumstances, the only thing
which I could properly do, was most respectfully to decline the commission of Iler
Majesty, as the party to which I belong are
in a minority of from ninety to one hundred
in the House of Commons, and I could not,
with regard to the public service, expose
Her Majesty to the chance of another

from

intention.

call for

—

—

;

;

change of Government, to which my acceptance of office would probably speedily
lead.
I need not now explain why it was
that in tlie House of Commons those who
in general agree with me in opinion, are
inferior in numbers to those who generally
follow the right hon. Baronet
but I must
:

say on this occasion, that during the whole
of our Administration our motives never
received a fair construction, nor did our
measures ever receive an impartial consideration from those who were our political
opponents.
But be that as it^ may, with our
minority I should be of opinion that, under
ordinary circumstances, it would not be for
the public good if we attempted to form an
Administration.
No sooner, however, was
I honoured with an audience by Her Majesty, than Her Majesty informed me that

She had

sent for

me

in order to entrust

me

22,
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with

the formation of a new Administration.
I respectfully stated then
to Her Majesty, as I have now stated

House, that those with whom I
acted were in a minority in the House of

to this

Commons

and Her Majesty replied, by
my hands a paper which Her
Majesty said had been given to Her by the
right hon. Baronet the day before.
That
;

putting into

paper stated generally the reasons why the
right hon. Baronet resigned, and added,
that he should be ready in his private capacity to aid and give every support to the
new Minister whom her Majesty might
select to effect a settlement of the question

of the Corn Laws.

Sir, after perusing this
immediately stated to Her Majesty
that this circumstance had altered the

letter, I

state of the question,

me
whom I am
permit

I

would

and that

if

consult

She would

those

with

and ascertain what their sentiments were with
respect to our duty to Her Majesty.
I
immediately came back to London and had
in the habit of acting,

a consultation with those of my friends
who were within my reach. They were of
opinion that it was very desirable, if possible, to know what was the exact nature
of the measures which the right hon. Baronet would be willing to support. The right
hon. Baronet the Secretary for the Home

Department was good enough

me and

to inform

me generally

to call

on

of the state

of this country and Ireland, and communicated to me all the information it was desirable for

me

to obtain,

and

I

stated to

him the wishes of those Gentlemen who
were acting with me on this subject. On
the following day he informed me that the
right hon. Baronet (Sir R. Peel) did not
think that it was for the public service, or
at all a convenient course, that he should
state the details of the measures which

had proposed.

I

he

thereupon called toge-

ther those with whom I had acted, and
stated to them that I would endeavour to

form an outline of the measures on the
subject of the Corn Laws, which I proposed
to have commimicated to the right hon.
Baronet, and thus endeavour to ascertain
whether they were the measures which he
was likely to approve of. I may be hero
asked what was the exact nature of the
measures upon which I wished to learn the
sentiments of the right hon. Gentleman. I
have already stated I did not think it advisable that, in mere deference to my own
party, I should have attempted to form an

Administration ; but when there was a
prospect of the settlement of the Cora

E
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Laws by

the assistance which we hoped to
from the right hon. Baronet, I
did consider that such a settlement would
have proved of such great advantage to
the country
would have put an end to
such discontent and excitement that I
should he justified in encountering great
risks in the attainment of such an object.
But there was another and a further obSupposing that I
ject to be considered.
should have undertaken to propose a settlement of the question relating to corn,
should I have attempted it by proposing
to this House a measure on the subject,
and by endeavouring to obtain such a majority as would influence the House of
Lords in favour of its support or should
I have proposed to Her Majesty the measure of dissolving Parliament, and by such
means sought to obtain a triumph over our
opponents upon this subject of the Corn
receive

—

—

—

Laws by the force of public opinion acting
upon a general election ? I confess if it
were possible to obtain a settlement of the
Corn Laws without having recourse to a
general

election,

amongst the various

adding

to

the

strife

interests of the coun-

try, manufacturing and commercial, the
landed and agricultural, I should not have
hesitated to pursue that course which I
consider would have been beneficial to the
general interests of the country.
But I
felt it to be impossible for me to obtain
such a concurrence in this House without
I had not only those who generally agree
with me to support me
not only those
also who are supporters of absolute free
trade, but also the support of the right
hon. Baronet himself and a considerable
number of those who usually support him.
The right hon. Gentleman again expressed
;

his objection, for various reasons, to state

same feelings with
wrote the letter alluded to by the
right hon. Baronet
a letter written under a
strong sense of duty, and with a strong apprehension of danger and only two persons
with whom I was in immediate relation were
cognizant of that letter before it was pubThe apprehensions of pubHc danlished.
ger, and the alarming state in which the
people generally were placed, induced me
to think it necessary to consult those who
generally agree in opinion with me, who
were dispersed in different parts of the
country, before I undertook so arduous a
duty as the settlement of the Corn Laws,
that I might avoid the risk of forming a
Government, and putting the country to
great inconvenience, when there was a
chance of the measure not being assented
to by my Colleagues.
Sir, the grounds on
which I stated in my letter that the Corn
Laws ought to be settled were, that "the
imposition of any duty at present, without
a provision for its extinction within a short
period, would but prolong a contest already
sufficiently fruitful of animosity and discontent."
Another point on which I placed
stress was, that "neither a Government
nor a Legislature can ever regulate the
com market with the beneficial efi'ects
which the entire freedom of sale and purchase are sure of themselves to produce."
I stated further on, " Let the Ministry
propose such a revision of the taxes as in
their opinion may render the public burdens more just and more equal, let them
I acted then with the

which

I

—

;

add any other provisions which caution,
and even scrupulous forbearance may suggest."
Those were the general principles
on which I proposed the consideration of
the question as to the Corn Laws. Perhaps
I can best explain my views by reading a
letter which I had the honour to address to
Her Majesty, a part of which was referred
I cannot
to by the right hon. Gentleman.
read it without referring to some measures
which the right hon. Gentleman is stated
I should state
to have in contemplation.
that I repeat them from memory, because
of the first letter of the right hon. Gentleman, which was shown me by Her MaThis is the
jesty, I never had a copy.
letter which I sent to Her Majesty:

the details of the measures which he woidd
support.
I will, if the right hon. Baronet
thinks it necessary, read the letter in
which he so expressed himself, and of
which Her Majesty permitted me to take a
copy.
It is, however, I think only necessary for me to state that the right hon.
Gentleman, for reasons that were no doubt
very cogent and forcible, did not think it
advisable that a person out of the service
of the Crown should be consulted upon the
various details of a particular measure, or
« Chesham Place, Dec. 16, 1845.
upon any subsequent modifications of mea"
should
we
think
it necessary
sures, which
Lord John Russell presents his humble duty
to bring forward upon our own responsi- to Your Majesty, and has the honour to submit
to Your Majesty the following considerations
I had. Sir, then to consider what
bility.
" Sir Robert Peel's letter to Your Majesty,
kind of measure, if I formed a Govern- communicated to Lord John Russell at Osborne
ment, it would be our duty to propose. House, offers the support of Sir Robert Peel to
:

-<
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measures should be
founded on certain principles, which are there
explained, and framed in a spirit of caution and
forbearance towards the interests to be affected.
" The measures which Sir Robert Peel had in
contemplation appear to have been a present suspension of the duties on corn
a Repeal of the
Corn Laws at no remote period, preceded by a
his successors, provided their

—

;

diminution of duties relief to the occupiers of
land from burdens by which they are peculiarly
att'ected, so far as it may be practicable.
" Upon full consideration of these proposals.
Lord John Russell is prepared to assent to the
opening of the ports, and to the fiscal relief which
it was intended to afford.
" But upon maturely weighing the second proposal, namely, that by which duties would, after a
suspension, or temporary repeal, be reimposed
and again diminished, there appear to him to be
grave objections to such a measure.
" The advantage given thereby to the land appears to him more apparent than real the uncertainty of prices in future years would be aggravated, and the prospect of a complete free trade
would be still kept in the distance the prospect
alarming the farmer, and the distance irritating
the moi'chant and manufacturer.
" In this view he finds that many persons deeply
engaged to the maintenance and support of the
;

;

;

agricultural class entirely participate.
" So great an object as the settlement of this
question, might indeed have been held sufficient
to justify the support of Sir Robert Peel's Administration, had they proposed such a measure.
But, as Lord John Russell is placed at present, he

could not himself propose a measure against which
the weight of argument, as well as public opinion,
appears to him to preponderate.
" Had the harvest been plentiful, and corn
cheap, it might have been very advisable to have
diminished the duties gradually but the restoration of a duty after suspension, has all the appearance of the re-enactment of a protective law.
"Lord John Russell humbly submits to Your
Majesty, that should the proposal of an immediate
repeal, instead of immediate suspension and ultimate repeal of the Corn Law, preclude Sir Robert
Peel from affording that support to the new Government which he so spontaneously and handsomely offered in his letter of the 10th of December, Lord John Russell must humbly decline the
task so graciously confided to him by Your Ma-

22,
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She fully appreciated the
I had been actuated.
I

motives by which

must say, in this place, that the remarks
which have been made out of doors upon

my

inabihty to bring those whom I consulted into an agreement on the subject of
the Corn Laws, were utterly unfounded.

Those whom I consulted were all, with one
exception my brother, the Duke of Bedford
persons who had belonged to Her
Majesty's Privy Council, and had been in
Cabinet offices in the present and the former
reign ; and those persons entirely coincided
in the sentiments which I entertained on
the subject.
Her Majesty desired me, the
next day, to wait upon Her at Windsor
Castle and when I arrived there, She was
graciously pleased to show me a letter of
the right hon. Gentleman's, which, if he
does not object, I will read to the House.
[Sir R. Peel: I have no objection.]

—

—

;

"Whitehall, December 17, 1845.
" Sir Robert Peel presents his humble duty to
Your Majesty, and takes the earliest opportunity
of acknowledging the receipt of Your Majesty's
letter of yesterday, which reached him at a late

hour

last night.
" Sir Robert Peel feels assured that Your Majesty will permit him humbly to refer to the
communications which he has addressed to Your
Majesty, since his tender of resignation, as an
evidence of his earnest desire to co-operate in a
private capacity in the adjustment of the question
of the Corn Laws'.
" In the letter of Lord John Russell to Your

;

jesty.

" Lord John Russell concurs with the reasoning
of Sir Robert Peel, which shows the inexpediency
of pledging him to the outline of a series of measures.

"The measures for fiscal purposes, therefore,
would have to be considered in detail by those
alone who may be in Your Majesty's service.
" Lord John Russell trusts that Your Majesty
will attribute the reluctance which he feels to undertake the Government, without a previous knowledge of the opinion of Sir Robert Peel, to the
extent here stated, to his very deep sense of the
injury the country may sustain from the rejection
of a measure of such vital importance, and not to
a desire to obtain a security for those who may be
in power."

Her Majesty was graciously pleased to
answer that letter the same evening, informing me that She had sent to Sir Robert

Majesty, he expresses his concurrence in the
reasoning of Sir Robert Peel, which shows the
inexpediency of pledging Sir Robert Peel to the
outline of a series of measures connected with
the settlement of that question.
" Lord John Russell requires, at the same time,
that Sir Robert Peel should give assurances,
which amount substantially to a pledge, that he
will support one of those measures, namely, the
immediate and total repeal of the Corn Laws.
" Sir Robert Peel humbly expresses to Your
Majesty his regret, that he does not feel it to
be consistent with his duty to enter upon the
consideration of this important question in Parliament, being- fettered by a previous engagement
of the nature of that required from him."

Now, Sir, (continued the noble Lord,) I
think the right hon. Gentleman has somewhat misunderstood the letter which I addressed to Her Majesty.
What I wanted
was, not a previous pledge on the part of
the right hon. Gentleman
but what I
thought was, that the right hon. Gentleman
having stated the general nature of the
measures he proposed if we afterwards
proposed a measure going beyond what he
was prepared to bring forward if he
should then find himself precluded from
supporting it, we shoidd incur the same
;

—

—

£
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evil I have already alluded to.
What I
wished from the right hon. Gentleman was,
that he should not feel himself precluded
from taking the measure into consideration
when brought into Parliament. The letter
I have just read, though it proceeds on a
misunderstanding of my letter, seems to

—

amount substantially to this that the right
hon. Gentleman was quite ready to consider, and did not regard himself as precluded from supporting such a measure, if
brought before Parhament by Her MaOn considering that
jesty's Ministers.
letter, those with whom I consulted, as
well as myself, were of opinion, that though
the task was one subject to great risk,
though it was full of danger and hazard,
yet, placed as we were, we should run that
peril, and assure Her Majesty that we
When I came
would undertake the task.
to that determination, I was by no means
blind to the very heavy responsibility which
I have already said that I
lay upon me.
wished the question of the Corn Laws
settled; but I wished that settlement to
be effected, if possible, without a violent
struggle between different interests in the
country, by the full and deliberate consent
of Parhament.
I was aware
I hardly
know how I should express that opinion
but I was aware that many politicians, and
many who care nothing about politics, parties connected with the great manufacturing towns, and interested in the question,
as well as men who sit on this side of the
House, who are of the Liberal party, whatever their various denominations, had declared, when the question was put to them
whether they were disposed to support a
measure, brought forward by Sir R. Peel,
for the repeal of the Corn Laws, that they
would not hesitate to do so, having more
at heart the success of the measure, than
the advancement of the interests of any
political party ; while, on the other hand, I
was also aware that there were men who
followed Sir R. Peel, who would follow
him and give him their confidence so as to
maintain him in power, but who would not
vote for any measure founded on the same
principle which I might bring forward.
Now, I must state this, because it is a
fact, that the opinions to which I refer in
favour of such a measure were conveyed to
me not only by many persons who were
personally known to me, but by many
others whose names I had never heard
persons connected with Manchester and
other places who were especially anxious

—

for a settlement of the question. I thought

would be incurring great hazard and risk
upon myself to act upon a different
opinion.
But I certainly thought that
while the right hon. Gentleman and his

it

to take

Colleagues who supported him in the
Cabinet would promote a settlement of the
Corn Laws, there were many others, such
as the noble Lord who moved the Address
to-night, that would give me their support
if they thought the measure suited to the
circumstances of the country, though I was
not the person who possessed their political
confidence. But we felt we had a great risk
to encounter, and that if we should fail in
our attempt, if we proposed a measure only
to give rise to a long protracted struggle,
or some new Administration should be
formed to begin a new settlement of the
question, and propose a new measure, I
knew that on us would fall the blame of
having attempted what we could not accomplish.
While, then, having this difficult task before me, I felt it was necessary
that all those with whom I consulted should
be ready and willing to take part in an
Administration, to bear the risk and encounter the opposition to which they would
be exposed, and to give their co-operation
and advice as official Ministers of the
Crown. I must say that the disposition
of those with whom I consulted in general,
I must bear this testimony, that
they looked only to public objects, that they
did not consider whether it was for the
advantage of their party or of themselves
that an Administration should be formed,
but that they did consider above all, and
over all, the great questions which they

—

were called upon to decide.
I therefore
Her Majesty on the 18th of December,
that I was ready to undertake the formation of an Administration
but on the following morning, after I had endeavoured
to make my arrangements, I found that
one of those with whom I had consulted
had objections which it was impossible to
overcome, and that I should lose his assistance in the Administration which I
proposed to form.
I do not think it necessary to enter on the grounds of those objections it is quite enough to say that they
deprived me of his assistance in forming an
Administration.
His name has been frequently mentioned, and I see no reason
why I should not state that I refer to Lord
Grey.
With the highest respect for Lord
told

;

:

Grey, for his great talents, for his courage

and his honesty, I should, nevertheless, not
have thought, on an ordinary occasion,
that the loss of a single person, even of
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his importance, should have prevented me
from undertaking the formation of a Government.
But when I considered the
risk which was to be encountered, and the
necessity which existed that we should all
when
act together on this great question
I considered that my noble Friend was

—

among

the

first

of those acting with

me

Parhament, who declared that he regarded no other measure but complete
meet
free trade in corn adequate
to
in

—

when I
exigencies of the country
those things together, I did think
that the task of forming a Government
leaving out my noble Friend, was a task
the

put

all

justified in attempting.
I was not
could not but think that if my noble
Friend was not a Member of the Cabinet,
all kinds of interpretations might be put
upon his absence, and that the Ministry
would be jeopardized at its very commencement.
Considering, therefore, the necessity which existed for a complete alliance,
I came to the conclusion that it was necessary for me to give up the task which
Her Majesty had graciously confided to
me.
Some people may say that it was
possible for me to make up the difference
to which I have referred
but I could not
but remember that for eight days the
country had been without a Government,
and I could not but think if I did not
succeed, that the right, hon. Gentleman
would attempt to form an Administration
if I were unable to do so.
It was with
these views that I waited upon Her Majesty on the 20th of December, with the
following letter, which I will now read to
the House :

which
I

;

" Chesham Place, Dec. 20, 1845.
" Lord John Russell presents his humble duty
Your Majesty, and has the honour to state that
he has found it impossible to form an Administrato

tion.

" Lord John Russell was aware from the first
pleased to propose to him this commission, that there were very
great diflBculties in the way, which it required the
most cordial co-operation on the part of his
Friends, and the firm support of a large portion
of those who followed Sir Robert Peel, to sur-

moment when Your Majesty was

mount.
" Lord John Russell has had solely in view the
settlement of the question of Corn Laws by which
the country is so much agitated.
" Those who have served Your Majesty and Your
Royal Predecessor in Cabinet Offices during the
Administrations of Lord Grey and Lord Melbourne, who were now in political connexion with
Lord John Russell, were consulted by him. They
agreed on the principles by which they would be
guided in framing a measure for the repeal of the
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Corn Laws. Thus one great difficulty was surmounted. But as the party which acts with Lord
John Russell is in a minority in both Houses of
Parliament, it was necessary to ascertain how far
they were likely to obtain the support of Sir
Robert Peel.
" Your Majesty is acquainted with all that has
passed on this subject. Lord John Russell is
quite ready to admit that Sir Robert Peel has
been willing, from the commencement to the end,
to diminish the difficulties in the course of a new
Government prepared to attempt the settlement
of the Corn Laws. But Sir Robert Peel could not,
of course, rely on the support of his political
Friends should the proposed measure be in their
eyes dangerous and unwise,
" In this uncertainty of obtaining a majority in
the House of Commons, it was absolutely necessary that all those who were prominent in the political party to which Lord John Russell is attached should give their zealous aid, and act in

concert in the new Administration.
" Lord John Russell has, in one instance, been
unable to obtain this concert, and he must now
consider that task as hopeless, which has been
from the beginning hazardous.
" Lord John Russell is deeply sensible of the
embarrassment caused by the present state of
public affairs.
He will be ready, therefore, to do
all in his power, as a Member of Parliament, to
promote the settlement of that question, which, in
present circumstances, is the source of so much
danger, especially to the welfare and peace of
Ireland.
" Lord

John Russell would have formed his
Ministry on the basis of a complete free trade in
corn, to be established at once, without gradation
or delay.
He would have accompanied that proposal with measures of relief, to a considerable
extent, of the occupiers of land, from the burdens
to which they are subjected. But he will be little
disposed to insist, as a Member of Parliament, on
what may seem to Your Majesty's advisers an imThe country requires, above
practicable course.
all things, an early and peaceable settlement of a
question which, if not so settled, may in an adverse state of affairs cause a fearful convulsion."
I should now state. Sir, that I owe the
deepest gratitude to Her Majesty for the
gracious manner in which Her Majesty has
been pleased to entrust to my hands the
task of forming an Administration, and the
kindness with which my endeavours have
been received. Her Majesty has imposed

me

a debt of obligation which I shall
end of my days. I shoidd also
state, with respect to the right hon. Gentleman opposite, that the offer of his support was spontaneous on his part, and that
there was nothing at all in his subsequent
communication to Her Majesty which ren-

on

feel to the

With redered our task more difficult.
gard to my noble Friend, Lord Grey, I
was certainly extremely sorry to find that
I was not able to overcome his objections
but I should at the same time state that
;

they did not relate to jiny personal objects
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of his ovrn, but to matters of a public naWith respect to the measure now in
ture.
agitation, the settlement of the Corn Laws,
I do hope that we may be able to come to
a peaceable settlement of that question at
I see with no inconthe present time.
siderable surprise, that at meetings of the

my mind when

always have in
public affairs
land.

It

I think of
the subject of Irebe that the right hon. Gen-

—

may

I

mean

tleman has more means than I have of
bringing forward such a measure as wiU
obtain the assent of majorities in both
Houses of Parhament. With respect, how-

alleged that the

ever, to Ireland, I consider that I should

danger in which we are placed has been
exaggerated; that scarcity does not exthat the prospect of famine has
ist
been exaggerated; and therefore we ought

be enabled to conduct the government of
that country in a satisfactory manner by
the aid of persons whose spirit of concihation and firmness would have tempered
and allayed many of the evils which afflict

agricultural interest,

it is

;

the protection laws, as far as
concerned, as they at present
But do these gentlemen never
stand.
Do they
carry their thoughts forward ?
never consider that if it has pleased
Providence to visit us with a calamity
lighter than was at one time dreaded,
there may come a time when scarcity may
leave

to

food

is

I certainly did consider,
that country.
that Avhile I proposed a measure for the

abolition of restrictive

duties

on corn,

I

might be able to bring forward a large and
comprehensive scheme on the subject of
Ireland, which would lay the foundation of
future peace.

I did certainly indulge such
dreams; and it is upon that account, and
upon that account only, that I regret that
the expectations which I had entertained of
forming a Government have been disappointappal the stoutest hearts among us ?
Do ed. I cannot assent to any opinions which
these Gentlemen wish to wait for such a may be Expressed upon the wisdom of the
Do they wish to wait tiU present Government's conduct towards Iretime as that ?
no power of choice is left them tiU they land, from the time when they came into
and tiU nothing re- office to the present hour. There are in
have no discretion
mains but a capitulation to the multitude, Ireland two parties one of them seeking
who will imperiously demand the repeal of to carry that dangerous and fatal measure,
those laws which limit the supply of food ? the Repeal of the Union, while the other
Has any one ventured to say that, under party ask for measures which must affect
the law of 1842, enough corn is grown in their fellow subjects injuriously, and evi-

be undoubted, when it may come home to
the eyes, and understandings, and feelings of all men, and when the prospect of
famine may be too near and too real not to

—

—

;

country to provide food without the

this

dently consider that partiality should

still

assistance of a foreign supply ? The House
has heard what the author of that measure

be the rule of government, and that their

has said with regard to what he considers to be the result of his observaWith his expetion of its working.
rience and great natural talents, placed
as he is at the head of affairs in this couna position which is one of the hightry
est hononr that a subject can enjoy; but
full, at the same time, as he has truly
described it, of the most grave and most
solemn responsibility the right hon. Gentleman is now convinced that its operation

to the

Roman
tion

Catholic brethren are not entitled

same favour as the Protestant porof the community.
While I see Ire-

land divided between these parties, each of
them banded in support of their own views,
I cannot consider that there is any prospect of peace in that country.
I am sorry
to say, that I do not see any symptom of
measures which will procure peace in Ireland, and induce its people to look with
affection towards this country.
I will not,
however, enter further on that subject.
I
I trust, therefore, that have stated to the House what took place
is not satisfactory.
we are now about to see the settlement of when Her Majesty was pleased to call on
When the right hon. Gen- me to form a Government. I have stated
this question.
tleman brings forward his measure, I may, also why I was unable to effect that and
perhaps, have some observations to make also, very shortly, my opinion on the policy
upon the provisions which may accompany which has been pursued towards Ireland.
I wish now only to say, that whether in or
it, and also upon the inexpediency of waiting till the present time before any steps out of office, I shall be ready to give my
were taken. For the present, however, I assent to any measure which is calculated
wiU refrain from any observations. I must, to promote the true interests of the counhowever, advert to another subject which I try; and I trust that the permanent settle-

—

—

;
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ment of this great question may take its
date from the present Session of Parliament.*
*

The

following

is

a copy of the Letter

80 frequently referred to

:

To THi Eleotors of the City op London.

—

Gentlemen, The present state of the country,
in regard to its supply of food, cannot be viewed
without apprehension. Forethought and bold precaution may avert any serious evils indecision
and procrastination may produce a state of suffering which it is frightful to contemplate.
Three weeks ago it was generally expected that
Parliament would be immediately called together.
The announcement that Ministers were prepared
at that time to advise, the Crown to summon Parliament, and to propose on their first meeting a
suspension of the import duties on corn, would have
caused orders at once to be sent to various ports of
Europe and America for the purchase and transmission of grain for the consumption of the United
Kingdom. An Order in Council dispensing with
the law was neither necessary nor desirable. No
party in Parliament would have made itself responsible for the obstruction of a measure so urgent and 80 beneficial.
The Queen's Ministers have met and separated,
without affording us any promise of such season-

—

able

relief.

becomes us, therefore, the Queen's subjects,
to consider how we can best avert, or at all events
mitigate, calamities of no ordinary magnitude.
Two evils require your consideration. One of
these is the disease in the potatoes, affecting very
seriously parts of England and Scotland, and comIt

mitting fearful ravages in Ireland.
The extent of this evil has not yet been ascertained, and every week, indeed, tends either to
reveal unexpected disease, or to abate in some
districts the alarm previously entertained.
But
there is one misfortune peculiar to the failure in
this particular crop.
The effect of a bad corn
harvest is, in the first place, to diminish the supply
in the market, and to raise the price.
Hence
diminished consumption, and the privation of incipient scarcity, by which the whole stock is more
equally distributed over the year, and the ultimate
pressure is greatly mitigated. But the fear of the
breaking out of this unknown disease in the potatoes induces the holders to hurry into the market,
and thus we have, at one and the same time, rapid
consumption and impending deficiency, scarcity of
the article, and cheapness of price. The ultimate
suffering must thereby be rendered far more severe
than it otherwise would be. The evil to which I
have adverted, may be owing to an adverse season,
to a mysterious disease in the potato, to want of
science, or of care in propagating the plant.
In

any of these cases. Government is no more subject
to blame for the failure of the potato crop, than it
was entitled to credit for the plentiful corn harvests which

we have

lately enjoyed.

Another evil, however, under which we are sufis the fruit of Ministerial counsel and
Parliamentary law. It is the direct consequence
of an Act of Parliament, passed three years ago,
fering,

on the recommendation of the present advisers of
the Crown. By this law grain of all kinds has
been made subject to very high duties on importation.
These duties are so contrived that the worse
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Mr. DISRAELI said: Sir, I rise with
some feeling of embarrassment to address
tlie House at this stage of the debate, as
the quality of the corn, the higher is the duty so
that when good wheat rises to YO*. a quarter, the
average price of all wheat is 57*. or 58$., and the
duty 15s. or lis. a quarter. Thus the corn barometer points to fair, while the ship is bending
under a storm.
This defect was pointed out many years ago by
writers on the Corn Laws, and was urged upon
the attention of the House of Commons when the
present Act was under consideration.
But I confess that on the general subject my
views have, in the course of twenty years, undergone a great alteration. I used to be of opinion
that corn was an exception to the general rules of
political economy but observation and experience
have convinced me that we ought to abstain from
all interference with the supply of food.
Neither
a Government nor a Legislature can ever regulate
the corn market with the beneficial effects which
the entire. freedom of sale and purchase are sure
of themselves to produce.
I have for several years endeavoured to obtain
In 1839, I voted
a compromise on this subject.
for a Committee of the whole House, with the
view of supporting the substitution of a moderate
fixed duty for the sliding scale.
In 1841, I announced the intention of the then Government of
proposing a fixed duty of 8s. a quarter. In the
past Session I proposed the imposition of some
lower duty. These propositions were successively
rejected. The present First Lord of the Treasury
met them in 1839, 1840, and 1841, by eloquent
panegyrics on the existing system the plenty it
had caused, the rural happiness it had diffiised.
He met the propositions for diminished protection
in the same way in which he had met the offer of
securities for Protestant interests in 1817 and
1825
in the same way in which he met the
proposal to allow Manchester, Leeds, and Birmingham to send Members to Parliament in 1830.
The result of resistance to qualified concessions
must be the same in the present instance as in
It is no longer worth
those I have mentioned.
while to contend for a fixed duty. In 1841 the
agreed to a duty
would
have
free-trade party
of 8s. a quarter on wheat, and, after a lapse of
years, this duty might have been further reduced,
and ultimately abolished. But the imposition of
any duty at present, without a provision for its
extinction within a short period, would but prolong a contest already sufficiently fruitful of aniThe struggle to make
mosity and discontent.
bread scarce and dear, when it is clear that part,
at least, of the additional price goes to increase
rent, is a struggle deeply injurious to an aristocracy which (this quarrel once removed) is strong
in property, strong in the construction of our Legislature, strong in opinion, strong in ancient asso;

;

—

—

and the memory of immortal services.
Let us, then, unite to put an end to a system
which has been proved to be the blight of commerce, the bane of agriculture, the source of bitter
divisions among classes, the cause of penury, fever,
mortality, and crime among the people.
But if this end is to be achieved, it must be
gained by the unequivocal expression of the public
It is not to be denied that many elections
voice.
for cities and towns in 1841, and some in 1845,
ciations
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it is

that

Her

only since I have entered the House
have had the advantage of reading
Majesty's Speech; and I had under-

I

stood that the great question which now
agitates this country was not to he discussed on the present occasion. I thought
that, under protest perhaps, we should be
allowed to address Her Majesty in language closely akin to that in which Her
Majesty had addressed us, and that all

I have no doubt that the right hon. Gentleman has arrived at a conscientious conclusion on this great subject.
The right

hon.

Gentleman

much by

force

says,

that

it

of argument,

is

not so

as by the

cogency of observation that he has
rived at this conclusion.

ar-

But, Sir, surely
the right hon.

observation which
Gentleman has made, might have been
made when he filled a post scarcely less
topics which could excite any difference of considerable than that which he now ocAfter the an- cupies, and enjoyed power scarcely less
opinion might he avoided.
nouncement of the right hon. Gentleman, ample than that which he now wields in
I want to know how it is
that an early day was to he appointed for the this House.
discussion of that question, I should have that the right, hon. Gentleman, who cerabstained from intruding myself on the tainly enjoys the full maturity of manhood,
House at the present moment, had it not should not have arrived at this opinion,
been for the peculiar tone of the right which I deplore, although conscientious,
I think that tone ought
hon. Gentleman.
not to pass unnoticed. At the same time, I
do not wish to conceal my opinions on the
I am not one of the congeneral subject.
verts. I am, perhaps, a member of a fallen
party. To the opinions which I have expressed in this House in favour of protection, I
They sent me to this House,
adhere.
and if I had relinquished them, I should

the

at the moment when his present Government was formed ? What, Sir, are we to

think of the eminent statesman, who,
having served under four Sovereigns, unable to complain of want of experience or Royal confidence who, having
been called on to steer the ship on so
many occasions, and under such perilous
circumstances, has, only during the last
I must three years, found it necessary entirely to
have relinquished my seat also.
say that the tone of the right hon. Gen- change his convictions on that important
tleman is hardly fair towards the House, topic which must have presented itself for
while he stops discussion upon a subject more than a quarter of a century to his consion which he himself has entered, and gives deration? Sir, I must say that such a Minisvent to his feehngs with a fervency un- ter may be conscientious, but that he is imSir, I admire a Minister fortunate.
usual to him.
I will say also, that he ought
who says that he holds power to give to be the last man in the world to turn
These round and upbraid his party in a tone of
effect to his own convictions.
are sentiments that we must all applaud. menace. Sir, there is a difficulty in finding
Unfortunate will be the position of this a parallel to the position of the right hon.
country when a Minister pursues a line of Gentleman in any part of history.
The
policy adverse to the convictions which he only parallel which I can find is an incident
himself entertains.
But when we come in the late war in the Levant, which was
to a questloa of such high delicacy as the terminated by the policy of the noble Lord
present, we may be permitted to ask our- opposite.
I remember when that great
selves what are the circumstances which struggle was taking place, when the exrequire one so able, and one so eminent, istence of the Turkish empire was at stake,
to enter upon the vindication of himself, the late Sultan, a man of great energy
and to rise in this House, amid the cheers and fertile in resources, was determined to
of his former opponents, to place himself fit out an immense fleet to maintain his
in a position of an apologetical character empire.
Accordingly a vast armament
to those who were once of his own party ? was collected. It consisted of many of the
appear to favour the assertion that free trade is
not popular with the great mass of the commuThe Government appear to be waiting for
nity.
some excuse to give up the present Corn Law.
Let the people, by petition, by address, by remonLet
strance, afford them the excuse they seek.
the Ministry propose such a revision of the taxes
the
burdens
may
render
public
as in their opinion
more just and more equal let them add any other
provisions which caution, and even scrupulous forbut let the removal of
bearance, may suggest

—

on the admission of the main articles
of food and clothing used by the mass of the people be required, in plain terms, as useful to all
great interests, and indispensable to the progress
of the nation.
restrictions

I

have the honour to be, Gentlemen,

Your obedient
J.

;

;

Edinburgh, Nov. 22.

sei*vant,

Russell.
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finest

ships

were ever

that

huilt.

The

crews were picked men, the officers were
the ablest that could be found, and both
officers and men were rewarded before they
There never was an armament
fought.
which left the Dardanelles similarly appointed since the days of Solyman the
Tlije Sultan personally witnessed
Great.
the departure of the fleet ; all the muftis
prayed for the success of the expedition, as
all the muftis here prayed for the success of
Away went the
the last general election.
fleet ; but what was the Sultan's consternation, when the lord high admiral steered at
Now, Sir, the
once into the enemy's port
lord high admiral on that occasion was very
!

much

misrepresented.

lie, too,

was called

and he, too, vindicated himself.
True it is," said he, ** I did place myself
true it
at the head of this valiant armada
true
is that my Sovereign embraced me
a

traitor,

**

—
—

the muftis in the empire
ofi*ered up prayers for my success ; but
I see no use
I have an objection to war.
in prolonging the struggle, and the only
reason I had for accepting the command,
was that I might terminate the contest
it

is

that

all

my

master."
And, Sir,
these reasons, offered by a man of great
plausibility, of vast adroitness, have had
you may be surprised
their effect, for
you it is a fact,
at it
^but I assure
which, by the way, the gallant officer
opposite (Commodore Napier) can testify,
that he is at this moment the First Lord
of the Admiralty at Constantinople, under
[Sir C. Napier I thought
the new reign.
he was' dead.] The gallant Commodore
At any rate he was
says that he is dead.
Well now, the right
not shot for treason.
hon. Gentleman has turned round on us, and

by betraying

—

—

right hon.

22,
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to say

**

—and, by the

I

am

the

by, I think
might as well at

the right hon. Gentleman
once adopt the phraseology of Walpole,
and call himself the sole Minister, for his
speech was rich in egotistic rhetoric
it is all very well for him to speak of himself as the sole Minister, for as all his
Cabinet voted against him, he is quite
right not to notice them.
I repeat, it is
all very well for the right hon. Gentleman
to come forward to this table and say
" I am thinking of posterity, although,
certainly, I am doing on this side of the
table the contrary to that which I counselled when I stood upon the other
but
my sentiments are magnanimous, my aim
is heroic, and, appeahng to posterity, I
care neither for your cheers nor your
taunts."
But, Sir, we must ask ourselves
as Members of the House of Commons,
as the subjects of a popular Government,
what were the
we must ask ourselves
means, what the machinery, by which
the right hon. Gentleman acquired his
position, how he obtained power to turn
;

;

—

—

upon his supporters, and to
them with contempt and disdain ?
Sir, the right hon. Gentleman has supported a different policy for a number of years.
Well do we remember on this side of the
House perhaps not without a blush well
do we remember the efforts which we made
to raise him to the bench on which he now
sits.
Who does not remember the ** saround
treat

—

—

cred cause of protection," the cause for
which Sovereigns were thwarted Parliaments dissolved and a nation taken in!
Delightful, indeed, to have the right hon.
Gentleman entering into all his confidential details, when, to use his courtly lanin a peroration, the elaborate character of guage, he ** called" upon his Sovereign.
which remarkably contrasted with the gar- Sir, he called on his Sovereign but would
rulous confidence of all the doings of his his Sovereign have called on the right
Cabinet, the right lion. Gentleman told us hon. Baronet, if, in 1841, he had not
that he had been assured that a certain placed himself, as he said, at the head of
power had made him Minister, and that a the gentlemen of England ? that wellcertain power would prevent him from known position, to be preferred even to the
being a Minister
but that he protested confidence of Sovereigns and of courts. It
against such an authority, and that he is all very well for the right hon. Baronet
never would hold office by so servile a to take this highflying course, but I think
tenure.
Sir, no one can fill a position myself
I say it with great respect for
such as that of the right hon. Gentle- Gentlemen on this side of the House, and
man, and give utterance to sentiments Gentlemen on the other I say it without
so magnanimous as his without refer- any wish to achieve a party triumph, for I
ence to antecedents.
And that leads us believe I belong to a party which can trito the consideration of that Government by umph no more
for we have nothing left
parties which must never be lost sight of on our side except the constituencies which
in estimating the position of the right hon.
we have not betrayed but I do say that
Gentleman.
It is all very well for the my conception of a great statesman is of
:

—

—

;

;

—

;

;

;
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—

one who represents a great idea an idea
which may lead him to power an idea with
which he may identify himself an idea
which he may develop an idea which he
may and can impress on the mind and con-

—

—

—

That, Sir,

science of a nation.

is

my

no-

what makes a man a great statesman. I do not care whether he be a maThat
nufacturer or a manufacturer's son.
that is indeed an heroic posiis a grand
But I care not what may he the
tion.
position of a man who never originates an
tion of

—

—

—a

watcher of the atmosphere
who, as he says, takes his observations, and when he finds the wind in a cer-

idea

man

Such a pertain quarter trims to suit it.
son may be a powerful minister, but he is
no more a great statesman than the man
gets up behind a carriage is a great
whip. Both are disciples of progress. Both,
But how
perhaps, may get a good place.

who

momentum

far the original

and how far

their powers,

is

indebted to

their guiding

prudence regulates the lash or the
is not necessary for me to notice.
Sir, the right hon.
self in the

House

rein, it

Why,

Gentleman places him-

He

in this position.

tells

us that he has held high office under four
Sovereigns, " George III., George IV.,
King William, and Queen Victoria." His
is,
for it amounts to that
historic career
it is
that he has served four Sovereigns

—

—

—

own recommendation.

his

—"

It is as

much

I am able and experienced
the Grandfather of our present Sovea Regent and a King
reign trusted me
a King in a revolution trusted
trusted me
me a Conservative Sovereign trusted me.
I must be Avise, and able, and experienced.

as to say

—

—

—

—

He tells you this as his recommendation,
and he adds, *' Follow me." Follow him

—Who
body

is

to follow him,

to follow

him

—

or

or

where

why
is

is

any-

anybody

What

does he mean to
do^ this great statesman, who talks with
a sneer of an " ancient monarchy," and
a "proud aristocracy," and the difficulty
of reconciling them with a reformed conand who tells us that we are
stituency
but drags on the wheel, and that he
to follow

him

to

?

—

;

Have we arrived at
the only driver ?
Is that the opinion of the majority
?
of this House, or even of the minority
of the majority of the country, or even of
Is it their opinion that
the minority ?
is

that

ancient monarchies and proud aristocracies
are inconvenient lumber, to be got rid of
on the first convenient opportunity
that they are things irreconcileable with a

—

reformed constituency, reformed under

this

Minister's

own

protest, in spite of his

this

and

us he

tells

own

man who comes

protest,

is

forward
devoting himself to his

country, and sacrificing himself to his Sovereign, and that he is the only man who
can advise you what counsel it is most ex-

pedient for you to pursue ?
He tells us
that he is still purely Conservative
for,
asks he "has not my administration put
:

down agitation?" Sir, I confess when I
heard this, that great as undoubtedly are
the powers of Parhamentary face of the
Gentleman
was thunderstruck.

right hon.

—

I confess. Sir,

that I
could forget the
agitated councils called without a cause,
and dismissed without a consequence the
candid explanation of the situation of his Cabinet
his admission that the only man in
that body who dared to speak the truth differed from him the almost humble confession that in spite of Lyon Playfair, and Professor Lindley, he had been misled in his information that his viceroy, who, being a
I

—

—

;

;

diplomatist,

communicated

his principal in-

formation in a postscript, had caused such
false impressions in the Cabinet, that the
Secretary of State was obliged to send a
courier for an explanation all these frank
details I could afford to admire in one who
has taken up so lofty a position as the right
hon. Baronet says he has taken, and who
can afi'ord to speak truth but really wljen
he told us that his Conservative Administration had put down agitation, when he said
this in the face of the hon. Member for
Stockport, in the face of the hon. Member
for Durham, then. Sir, I confess, that
the right hon. Baronet did manage to
achieve the first great quality of oratory,
that he did succeed in making an impression on his audience
Put down agiWill he rise and deny that he
tation
is legislating or about to legislate with direct reference to agitation ?
What other
excuses has he for even his mouldy potatoes have failed him, even the reports
of his vagrant professors have failed him
to induce the noble Representative of
South Lancashire, and the hon. Representative of Yorkshire, to come forward
and stand his bail ? Sir, I remember,
in the midst of a great revolution, when
all the principles of our
social system
were called into question when we heard
much of the inconvenience of ancient monarchies and proud aristocracies
when
it was necessary to invent some means, to
devise some expedient to manage reformed
constituencies
well do I remember that
great mind, which was to control divided
:

;

!

!

—

—

—

—

—
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counsels

—

to guide a distracted people, de-

livering itself of that oracle,
so solemnly over the land,

which rung
**

Register,

some thought,
some to save the

register, register." Register,

Corn Laws
Monarchy some to save the Church. We
went on registering; and the right hon.
Gentleman went on making protection
to save the

;

;

speeches

—a

great orator hefore a green

Then he showed
we were to
us the sovereign passion
The
register to make him a Minister.
statesman who opposed Catholic Emancitable beating a red box.

—

against arguments as cogent as
any which the gentlemen of the League
can now offer in spite of political expediency a thousand times more urgent than
always ready
that which now besets him
with his arguments and amendments

pation

—

—

always ready with his fallacies ten thousand times exploded always ready with
his Virgilian quotations to command a cheer
the moment that an hon. and learned
Gentleman was returned for the county of
Clare, then immediately we saw this right

—

—

hon. Gentleman not ashamed to recall his
arguments not ashamed to confess that
he was convinced; but telling us, on the
contrary, that he should be ashamed if he
had not the courage to come forward and
propose a resolution exactly contrary to
And so is it always
his previous policy.
Nursed
with the right hon. Gentleman.
entertainin the House of Commons,
ing no idea but that of Parliamentary
success, if you wish to touch him to the
quick, you must touch him on the state of
the poll.
The moment that he heard

—

—

^by means
of South Lancashire being lost
respecting which I Avill not, at this moment, say anything the moment he heard
that Yorkshire was in danger
the right
the Minister who has served
hon. Baronet
the Gentleman who has
four Sovereigns
had the question of protection before his
official mind in every shape which ingenuity could devise, during his Parliamentary career of a quarter of a century this
Gentleman suddenly finds that the arguments in favour of protection to native industry are not, after all, .so cogent as he
once thought them he discovers that the
principle of protection cannot be supported ;
and, having arrived at this conclusion, then,
with all the debating dexterity with all
the Parliamentary adroitness he possesses,
he comes forward he has the sublime
audacity to come forward and confess that
at his ripe age he is convinced by arguments the very same we have heard for

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—
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the last thirty years : and, greater tristill, he has the Parliamentary tact
to convince most of his supporters that he
Sir, I give the right hon.
is sincere.
Gentleman full credit I admire his Parliamentary powers
I admit them
I appreciate them
but it is really too much
for a Minister who has led such a career
who offers us such arguments who tells
us, in effect, that it is not intellect which
that it is not great and
should govern
true ideas which should govern but that
it is the state of the registration, and the
it is, I repeat, too
accident of the poll
much for such a man to come forward and
talk to us in high-pitched language about
his lofty spirit, about his determination
never to be the tool of those of whom,
when in opposition, he was, by the by, the
very ready counsellor
to come forward
and say that he is but thinking of posterity
that he is touched by the love of fame,
the noblest of all aspirations, and which
alone constitutes the highest reward for
his great toils.
What an advantage to a
country to be governed by a Minister who
thinks only of posterity
The right hon.
Gentleman has before assured us that he
and his Colleagues are only thinking of
" the future." Who can doubt it? Look
at them.
Throw your eyes over the Treasury Bench.
See stamped on each ingenuous front, "the last infirmity of noble
minds." They are all of them, as Spenser
says, "imps of fame."
They are just
the men in the House you would fix upon
as thinking only of posterity.
The only
thing is, when one looks at them, seeing
of what they are composed, one is hardly
certain whether "the future," of Avhich
they are thinking, is indeed posterity, or
only the coming quarter day!
I should

umph

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

—

!

know what posterity may think of
a Cabinet which resigns office because it
cannot support a policy, and accepts office
for the same reason.
In the history of
England in the history of parties, I defy
any man
I defy even the right hon.
Member for Edinburgh, with his disciplined
memory, and cultivated mind I defy any
man learned in British history, to adduce
me a case parallel to this. And what is
to be the result?
If " coming events cast
their shadows before," I suppose no Gentleman in a sane state of mind can doubt
it.
We resisted the moderate proposal of
the Whigs.
We rejected it, confiding in
the experience of that practised individual
the Gentleman who has served four
We were blind enough to
Sovereigns.

like to

—
—

—

—
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believe,
ability

that a Gentleman of such great

— of such long experience—who had

duct adopted by public men.
Away with
your talk about going down to Windsor, and finding that Lord John This, or
Lord WiUiam That, cannot form a Ministry, and saying, ** Then I must form one,

had such immense advantages, could not
make very gross and palpable blunders.
We accepted him for a leader to accomphsh
the triumph of protection and now we are and bring all
;

the catastrophe of protection.
Of course the Whigs will be the chief
They cannot but weep for
mourners.
their innocent, although it was an abortion;
but ours was a fine child. Who can forget
how its nurse dandled it, fondled it ? What
DeUcious Httle thing
a charming babe
Did you ever see such a
so thriving!
beauty for its years ? This was the tone,
the innocent prattle. And then the nurse,
in a fit of patriotic frenzy, dashes its
brains out, and comes down to give master
and mistress an account of this terrible
The nurse, too, a person of a
murder.
very orderly demeanour; not given to
drink; and never showing any emotion
except of late, when kicking against proFor, God
How ungrateful!
tection.
knows, we were more than obedient
to attend

!

we were servile. But how is
The most valuable Colleague
right lion.

—

Gentleman

—

I

it

of

now

?

the

say so for good

reasons has protested against him. Lord
Stanley, who when the right hon. Baronet
was in opposition was the great adhesion
that was to make Conservative principles
triumphant he, if I have not been misinformed by some one too zealous to hear
aright, for I have not had the advantage of
hearing that noble Lord's speech to-night
^but I am told that that
in another place
noble Lord has stated that he quitted the

—

—

Ministry
leaving
obtained
say the

because

he

found

they

were

the principles upon which they
I
the confidence of Parliament.
I am
confidence of Parliament.
not one of those who have ever exaggerated the character, the powers, the privileges of Parliament, or of either separate
House ; but, after all, is it or is it not the
I want to
Constitution of the country?
know what leading man dare rise in this
House I care not on which side he sits
who will for a moment pretend that he
has gained the position he occupies except
It is
by the confidence of Parliament?
very well to come to us with stories about his
Sovereign, and about posterity, but where

—

—

would the right hon. Baronet have been
the House of Commons had not existed?

if

say it is utterly impossible to carry
on your Parliamentary Constitution exI say there
cept by poUtical parties.

Now,

I

must be

distinct principles as

hues of con-

my

Colleagues to support mea-

—

sures that they entirely disapprove;"
is that the Constitution that governs Eng-

land

?

If the

Constitution that governs

England be a Constitution that makes men
recommend that of which they do not apthen the sooner we get rid of this
Constitution the better. It comes to that
and the noble Lord opposite, the Member
prove,

London, who has a respect for the Parliamentary Constitution, and who represents a party that are nothing if they do
not respect a ParUamentary Constitution,
ought to resist such a vulgar, ignoble innovation.
I can understand
an absolute
Sovereign, in a country of high civihzation, governing through a Council of State
selected by her arbitrary but intelligent
will, from the ablest men of the country ;
but we have a Parliamentary Constitution.
It may have committed great wrongs
undoubtedly it has achieved immense and
magnificent results
but this House of
Commons still forms a part of the Constifor

:

;

though how degraded and demoit may become, if the principles
we have heard to-night are to be acknowledged, I confess I cannot tell.
If the
tution,

ralized

advocated by the right hon.
Baronet to-night be once admitted, I ask
any one capable of forming an opinion
upon pubhc questions, whether Parliament
can be anything but a servile senate ? Six
hundred men met together without the
sympathy of great principles and great
ideas, to wield all the power of a country,
with all the patronage of the country, at
the command of one man appointed by
the Sovereign to direct them as he wills,
who can doubt what the result would
be ? In a neighbouring country, yet in
principles

—

the infancy of its representative system,
and therefore to be looked at in a kind
apologetic spirit, they have no Parliamentary parties
and at this moment, while
we are talking of the danger of the Napoleonists and the republicans, the danger is
a corrupted senate an assembly professing to represent the people, and wielding
all their power,
at the command of a
;

—

Do you aspire to such
You will not be brought to
But what may you in the interval

single individual.

a position
this.

?

have to pass through

?

daring, dasliing Minister,

If

a

you had a

Danby

or

a
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Walpole, who

"

am

tells you
and I wish you to be corrupt
we might guard against this but

frankly,

I

corrupt,
also,

:

what I cannot endure
come down and say, '*
respect

party,

of

is

man

to hear a

without

I will rule

though

rose

I

by

care not for your judgSir,
ment, for I look to posterity."
Who
very few people reach posterity.
amongst us may arrive at that destination
Posterity is
I presume not to vaticinate.
a most limited assembly. Those gentle-

party

;

and

men who

I

reach posterity are not

more numerous than the

much

But one

planets.

thing is quite evident, that while we" are
while we are adappealing to posterity
mitting the principles of relaxed commerce
there is extreme danger of our admitting
the principles of relaxed politics. I advise,

—

—

we all, whatever may be
our opinions about free trade, oppose the
Let men
introduction of free politics.
stand by the principle by which they rise
right or wrong.
I make no exception.
If they be in the wrong, they must retire
to that shade of private life with which our
present rulers have often threatened us.
There are always men ready to form a
Government and if the noble Lord had
formed one, and the country would not
support free trade, that would not show
but it
that his principles were wrong
would show a great political fact, important in the state of our country, that the
nation was not ripe for those opinions,
This is a
or that it was against them.
legitimate thing
but it is not a legitimate trial of the principles of free trade
against the principle of protection, if a
Parhament, the majority of which are
elected to support protection, be gained
over to free trade by the arts of the very
individual whom they were elected to support in an opposite career.
It is not fair
to the people of England. As for whether
the right hon. Baronet made the Conservative party, or the party made him, I
have no doubt there was a reciprocal influence
but he is a great Parliamentary
leader, and undoubtedly we might, with a
leader less able, not have gained such a
result as we did.
I attribute our success
at the last election in some degree to the
impolicy of the Whigs
warmly opposed to
them as I am, I may say that, though I
wish to say nothing against Gentlemen
who happen to be in adversity but if the
right hon. Baronet had not led us so many
years with most adroit ability if, during
that term, he had not had recourse to all
therefore, that

—

;

;

;

;

:

;

—
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he had not proposed

and, even

Amendments on the Address

if

—

necessary.

he had not
with a frankness unusual to him, expressed
principles to which the country responded,
if

would he have been carried into power by
an enthusiastic people ? Then how can
you, the Opposition, if you are for Parliamentary Government, offer him this adulation because he now supports your views ?
You may be very glad that an eminent
Member of the House is on your side
that is an historical fact which you may
register, and adduce it in evidence of the
truth of your views and the advance of
your cause but depend upon it you err
when you admit the principle that you
are to support any man, whoever he may
be, who supports your opinions.
The Minister who attained as he did the position which the right hon. Baronet now
fills, is not the Minister who ought to abrogate the Corn Laws.
That feehng is, I
believe, not confined to this House. Whatever may be the fate of Government whether we are to have a Whig Administration or a Conservative—whether the noble
Lord or the right hon. Gentleman is to
guide the sceptre of the State —whatever,
I say, may be the fate of Cabinets —and
they are transitory and transient things
things which may not survive the career of
many men in this House on Parhament
as an institution, and still a popular institution in this country, is dependent, and
not upon the Government, the considera;

—

—

tion of the vast majority of the

of this

House.

Do

not,

Members

then,

because

you see a great personage giving up his
opinions, do not cheer him on
do not
yield so ready a reward to political tergiversation. Above all, maintain the Hne of
demarcation between parties for it is only
by maintaining the independence of party
that you can maintain the integrity of public men, and the power and influence of

—

;

Parliament

itself.

NORTHLAND

ViscoUxXT
said, he could
only interpret Sir R. Peel's speech as indicating a total repeal of the Corn Laws.

He must protest, in the name of the people
of Ireland, against such a proposal.
If
the right hon. Gentleman wished to make
the condition of Ireland even worse than
now was, a proposal for the total repeal
of the Corn Laws was the most direct
means for effecting his object.
Ireland
was an agricultural country ; and if the
gentry of that country were ruined, what,
he should Hke to know, would become
it
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of the agricultural labourer ? It was well
known Ireland had no manufactures. He

some Member, on
one side or the other, from Ireland would
have risen to protest against the course
which the right hon. Gentlemen seemed to
indicate.
He did not rjse to propose an
Amendment, but he thought it right to
express his regret at the apparent intentions of the Government.
Mr. miles found it impossible to allow
the debate to terminate without saying a
few words. First of all, he cordially agi-eed
with the right hon. Baronet that no Amendment ought to be moved to the Address
but he wished it to be understood, and the
public *to know, that it should not on that
account be inferred that he concurred in
certainly expected that

;

the principle now declared by the right
He never listened with
hon. Gentleman.
more surprise and regret to any speech
than that of the rigjit hon. Gentleman that
night.
The right hon. Gentleman had
reflections on his own supporters,
though they were mixed up, certainly, with
some words of kindness but an unfavourable impression as to his own party was
conveyed in that sarcastic way which the
right hon. Gentleman so well knew how to
adopt.
He must ask the right hon. Gentleman a question, which he was the more
emboldened to put after the admirable
speech of his hon. Friend (Mr. Disraeli)
whether they the Conservatives, returned
in 1841 to support the right hon. Gentleman in a particular policy, were now to be
called on to abandon that policy, and thus
place themselves on the lowest seat of
ignominy ? What had become of the right
hon. and noble Members of the Cabinet
who first of all opposed the proposal of the
right hon. Gentleman ?
Was there no
public spirit, no enthusiasm, no recollection
^he should not say of pledges, but of

cast

;

—

implied opinions, given at the hustings ?
And when the right hon. Gentleman, with
the ingenuity which belonged to him,
brought forward a proposition to which
the majority of his Cabinet were decidedly
opposed, were the other Members of that
Cabinet to sacrifice every thing at the feet
of their idol ? If determined on that course,
why not return the power vested in their
hands to their constituencies, and see whether they would sanction such conduct ? It

was a high constitutional question, as argued by his hon. Friend (Mr. Disraeli),
that they should have a certain sound
basis as the foundation

House

;

of party in that

and he did not see how,

in the

present state of things, public principle
could be upheld, except by taking that
course which every constitutional Minister
was bound to adopt, and appeahng to the
people who formerly placed him at the
head of so large a inajority. He called on
the repealers of the Corn Laws to urge
that view.
He hoped and trusted that he
should have the adhesion of many of those
hon. Gentlemen in submitting that the fair
proposition to be placed before the country,
was *' Protection, or No Protection."
This was the broad basis on which the
next Government must be formed.
And
he thought the people had a right to demand that previously to any change being
effected in the law of 1842, (which was
looked on as a contract as well as a
compromise,) they should be appealed
to, in order to see whether they would
again
return a majority purely Conservative, or select Members of the same
views as those of the hon. Member for
Stockport, who so gallantly opposed the
agriculturists in every possible way.
Before he sat down he must allude to the
statement of the noble Lord (Lord John
Russell), accusing the agricultural party
of want of forethought, and that they cared
little for the possible future failure of the
potato crop in Ireland.
Now, he must
vindicate the English farmers from such
an imputation for no man with the slightest spark of humanity but must have been
touched, when the accounts in September,
October, and the beginning of November
reached this country, by the apprehension
of famine reaching millions of the people of
Ireland.
The question then arose what
should a Constitutional Minister do who
was placed at the head of a great party,
and had thereby the means of testing the
accuracy of the accounts which reached
this country.
He had the pleasure at the
period to which he had alluded of presiding
over a large company of tenant farmers,
and he put to them, as fairly as he could,
that, if the right hon. Gentleman discovered from his sources of information, that
Ireland was jeopardised by the state of the
potato crop, and that famine was likely to
ensue, not then, but in the spring, he asked
them, in such a case, whether the right
hon. Gentleman would not be justified in
throwing open the ports.
The proposal
was met with the most enthusiastic applause.
So httle were the tenant farmers
of England egotists or monopolists.
The
right hon. Gentleman said that, on the
25th of November, a proposition was made

—

;
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•to the Cabinet for throwing open the ports,
but there was tacked to this a proposal for
an alteration in the Corn Laws. Now the
country had a right to expect that the
Minister who carried the Corn Law of

1842, and which had worked beyond his
most sanguine expectations, would have
remained firm to its principle, and not
abandoned it because of the occurrence of
a temporary evil.
The country must not
be deceived because of no division that
night.
It was now apparent that not only
the agricultural body, but all classes of
that
native industry, were to be attacked
the protection against foreigners, on which
they had a right to rely, was to be rendered
almost useless and that this question was
to be discussed on Monday or Tuesday
next.
He would venture to say there

—

—

were many hon. Members in that House
not connected with the Government, who
would give any such proposal the strongest
constitutional opposition, and throw every
impediment they could in the way of any
such measures.
He hoped, however, that
the right hon. Gentleman having deliberately proposed his plan, would at once
appeal to the final tribunal of decision the

—

people.

Colonel

SIBTHORP

prised nor deceived

was neither surby the course proposed

to be pursued

by the right hon. Baronet at
the head of the Government, for he had so
often been deceived by him on important
questions of religion as well as of agriculture, that he was determined to be deceived
no more.
If any surprise was left on his
mind at all, it was that the right hon. Baronet had not gone over before this, and
joined the ignominious band of Corn-Law
Leaguers.
He had once said in that
House, that the right hon. Baronet was
the only man to save the country ; but he
now distinctly asserted, that if there was
one man more likely than another to destroy the country, it was the right hon.
Baronet.
Address agreed

to.

House adjourned.
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be permitted to ask for the indulgence of
the House for a few minutes
not upon
his own account, for he felt that he individually had no claim upon that indulgence
but because in what he should say, he
knew he would be expressing the sentiments of others in that House as well as
And he would, in the first inhis own.

—

—

stance, clear the way by expressing the
sentiments which he held upon one of the
questions raised last night
the question
His opinions
of agricultural protection.
upon that subject had always been moderate.
He had twice voted with the hon.
Member for Wolverhampton, for inquiry
and he had done
into the Corn Laws
so with a view of obtaining and preserving a moderate yet a certain amount

—

;

He

of protection to British agriculture.

had ever been desirous of reconcihng the
various classes and interests of the kingdom, and he knew that if protection were
it could not be permanent.
have been wrong in his opinions,
but they had always been moderate
and
having said thus much of his individual
views upon the question of protection,
he would not enter upon the points raised
last night by the noble Lord the Member
for South Lancashire, and by the right
hon. Baronet.
He confessed, however,
that when he had heard some of their arguments, his fingers had itched to say a

extravagant

He might

;

word as to their maxims of free trade.
One of the propositions laid down by the
right hon. Baronet had related to wages.
Now, the right hon. Baronet had become
the disciple of the hon. Members for Wolverhampton and Stockport
and he certainly must suggest to them, as he had
heard much abler arguments in favour of
free trade from their lips, that they ought
to indoctrinate their pupil somewhat better
in its principles.
It might be right to repeal the Corn Laws, but he begged of them
not to repeal them upon wrong views of po;

science.
The maxim of the right
hon. Baronet to which he alluded, laid it
down that wages had no connexion with
the price of provisions. ["No, No!"]
Yes, yes
He had taken down the words
of the right hon. Baronet, who had stated,
as broadly as he could, that wages had

litical

!
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no connexion with

y

the

prices

of

pro-

visions.
Now, he had been for many
QUEEN'S SPEECH— REPORT OF ADDRESS.
years accustomed to read the works of
Lord FRANCIS EGERTON appeared economic philosophers, but this was a doc-

at the bar with the Repor^ on the Address.

brought up and read.
Question that it be agreed to,

It

Tvas

Mh.COLQUHOUN

said, that

On

the

he must

he could not find in any of their
Adam Smith down to Mr.
Senior.
And when the noble Lord the
Member for South Lancashire had told

trine

books

—from

queen's speech
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them that the tillage of the soil was a
manufacture, precisely the same as the
textile manufactures of the country, he
would have heen glad to show him some
points of difference, which a mind so
candid must have
so
intelligent and
But, as he
admitted to be substantial.
had promised, he would not enter into
nor would he follow the
these questions
right hon. Baronet into the argument upon
the potatoes, which he delivered in so solemn
and so dread a tone. Having, however,
read a recent speech of the hon. Member
for Stockport, addressed to the people of
Manchester, he could not but express a
hope that the anxiety of the right hon.
Baronet would find some other source of consolation than that afforded by the repeal of
for the hon. Member for
the Corn Laws
Stockport had told the people of Manchester
that now was the time to open the ports, and
repeal the Corn Laws, for that now little
corn could be got from abroad, as the whole
of Europe was contending for the supIf this were
plies of grain from America.
right
so, he, indeed, trusted that the
hon. Baronet's anxiety for the condition
of the poor would be relieved by some
other means, and that his arguments, as
rotten as the potatoes, would be supported
He did not,
in another and a better way.
however, rise to discuss that night the ques;

;

tion of protection.

come on

That question would
on Tuesday, and

for discussion

he was not desirous of anticipating the apBut he was anxious last
pointed hour.
night, if he had not been anticipated by his
hon. Friend the Member for Shrewsbury, to
have said a word as to the relations which
existed between the minister and his party,
and as to the view which he and those
around him took of the relation between
The right
a party and the minister.
hon. Baronet had talked much of the last
three years. From the experience of those
years the right hon. Baronet now drew all
his pohtical economy and his general
and
politics. But he wished to go a little
The right
further back.
only a little
hon. Baronet had craved permission that
He
should traverse freely.
his helm
would not be bound by his opinions of
the year 1842. When he had sat in opposition, and had acted with the right hon.

—

—

Baronet, he had looked upon him as an

and
distinguished leader
the right hon. Baronet told them of
the labour, the burdens, and the responsibility of office, no men could better
appreciate that labour than they did who
eminent and

;

when

sat there

and enjoyed the benefits of the

right
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hon.

Baronet's

labours.

So

far

grudging public men the patronage, the honour, and the power incident to their high position, they constituted, in his opinion, but a small remuneration for the heavy responsibility, the fearful
anxiety, and the wearing toil which official
men underwent. And, being himself upon
the shady side of forty, he rejoiced at
and admired the conduct of those, whether on this or on that side of the
House, who undertook the duties of office and performed them with the zeal,
the ability, and the diligence of the right
hon. Baronet.
But he remembered, when
the right hon. Baronet had sat upon the
other side of the House, that he had been

from

followed by his party, not for his abilities
alone, but because he professed certain in-

Those principles had

telligible principles.

—a strong attachment the church
a support
a
education
connexion
with
Church— the defence
the
tocracy
England, which he had not then
discovered
be a proud
—and a
been

to

of

national

in

that

of

aris-

of

aristocracy
the Crown.
He
had not then found out that the system
of an aristocracy and of a Crown were
inconsistent with a reformed House of
to

warm attachment

to

Commons.
Another principle had been
maintained by the right hon. Baronet at
the time to which he had alluded.
It was
a principle which he individually had held
in moderation
but, as a party, they had
all firmly maintained the necessity of agricultural protection.
They had gone to the
country upon these principles principles
recorded in the speeches of the right hon.
Gentleman speeches which now showed
who had deserted their common ground.
He, of course, could not say what pledges
were binding upon the right hon. Gentleman, or what was the force which he attached to political obligations under what
circumstances he held them to be binding,
and under what he allowed them to be
relaxed. He must judge of these points for
himself
but they must be permitted to
judge of their own position, and to estimate
;

—

—

—

:

the value of their principles to the country.
The right hon. Baronet might have gone
upon another issue he might have said,
*'
The noble Lord the Member for London
is a worse manager than I am
the right
hon. Gentleman the Member for Portsmouth sits fishing for a budget, and
catches a deficit while I fill my Exchequer.
The Colonies are in difficulties; the
noble Lord the Member for London, with
all his great talents, has changed from the

—

—

Home

Office to the Colonial in vainj

I

can
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manage the Home Office better than the
noble Lord, and I can also manage the Colonies. " The right hon. Baronet might have
said
and here he would have been induced
to agree with him
" I will rule the Foreign
Department of the country in a manner
more prudent and pacific than the noble
Lord the Member for Tiverton."
He
might have added, '* I am the most experienced statesman you can get
I am

—

—

—

—

the most practised and skilful debater
am the most industrious and able man of
business
I have served four Sovereigns.

—

Take me without a

—

single principle re-

corded take me as a skilful tactician
take me as a chartered libertine, or rather
as a libertine without a charter."
If he

had

said this, and had gone solely upon
that issue; if the country and his party had

joined him upon it, then indeed they would
have had no cause to complain, and, having
accepted him upon such terms, they would
be wrong if they did not continue to support him.
But for himself, and for his

he had never viewed things in that
That was not the combination which
they had formed.
They might be wrong.
Hon. Gentlemen opposite thought them
bigoted and in error, mere fanatics in the
cause of protection.
Gentlemen opposite
had a right to their opinions they on his
side of the House had also a right to theirs.
But as the right hon. Baronet had gone to
the country upon the principle of protection
as by this he had ensured support
and obtained office, it was not a fair or upright course, without an appeal to the
country, to abandon all those principles
which had characterized them in opposition;
but which they had left in the conduct of
their Government.
In these days of letter-writing, one epistle had proceeded, as
hon. Gentlemen were aware, from the
pen of the hon. Member for Montrose.
The last month had been fertile in episfriends,

light.

;

—

but the epistle of the hon. Member for Montrose had been characterized
by the straightforward sense
and, in
tles;

—

he was bound to add
intelligence which
belonged to that hon. Gentleman. That hon.
Gentleman was candid in his opinions.
He said, " I want to upset the Church
am opposed to you on that side of the
this

by

instance,

the

manly

—
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might also appear clear to
and it might strike them that
them
they would have a better chance of maintaining those institutions of which the right
hon. Gentleman in opposition had been the
advocate, by supporting the Whig instead
They might
of the Conservative Minister.
be safer in the hands of the noble Lord
If the
than of the right hon. Gentleman.
noble Lord was opposed to them, he was at
least a gallant and a generous opponent.
He at least would be straightforward. He
would not have one profession for the country, and carry another principle into his
He would not appeal to his veCabinet.
neration for the Church and his approval
of protection, and then in office throw them
The noble Lord would do none
overboard.
of these things; and the "memory of immortal services" would preserve his allegiance to institutions which he could not
But they were told that
fail to venerate.
that their prospects
protection was gone
were dark and that it was better to take
the measure of the right hon. Baronet, than
the one still more sweeping which would
With
be offered them by the noble Lord.
regard to the measure of the right hon.
Baronet, he had heard great mystification.
They had been urged to wait, to give the
not to
right hon. Gentleman a hearing
condemn him until they were certain of hia
guilt.
Now, with regard to the coming
measure, he would vulture a prophecy.
the measure
That evening was Friday
was to be brought forward on Tuesday.
Yet he would venture to foretell the character of the coming measure. They might
Montrose
;

—

—

—

;

—

it
delude themselves as they pleased
would be the same as the noble Lord's, a
measure of absolute repeal. The right hon.
Gentleman had only one card left to play.
There might be and, no doubt, there
would be, much talk of compensation, many
many fiscal
nice and balanced schemes
alterations, a world of commercial change
and official mystification but, as affected
the question between the manufacturer and
the farmer, the result would be the same.

—

;

;

Well, say
[Mr. Wakley: The landlord.]
the landlord; but he had observed that
farmers were more in earnest on this quesHe found many landtion than landlords.
They wanted to kick over
lords doubtful.
the traces. They sought for a free charter,
free trade in political principle ; but what
he had looked upon with admiration was,

House with regard to all questions civil
and ecclesiastical the matter is now a
mere personal question, and I give it as
my opinion that we shall get more from not the conduct of the county Members,
Peel than from Russell." But what ap- many of whom had been vacillating and

—

peared

clear

to

the

hon.

Member

for

subservient,

but the

way

in

which the

F
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English yeoman stuck to his opinions, and
when the horses turned restive, laid the
lash vigorously over them.
Some of the
county Memhers had said, '* You don't
know what will he done. We are not
sure that any change is contemplated hy
Government." " What do you say to Mr.
*'
Gladstone's letter? "
We have not read

In the stormy sea of present pohtics
and where was the man who would
deny that the sea was stormy ? to those
men who said that the right hon. Baronet
was the pilot to weather the storm, he
would turn and ask them to look back to
his past services under the four Sovereigns
of whom he had beeh the eminent Minis-

But the EngUsh yeoman was not to
" You have nothing to do with
be baffled
the Government leave the right hon. Baronet to play his own game
Tell us, do
you mean to adhere to your pledges ?
And
therefore when he said, between the farmer
and the manufacturer, he was right, and
between the farmers and the manufacturers, he repeated that the question now
hung. But it was evident that the Com
Laws were gone. The right hon. Baronet
had not a card in his hand but one. He had
been playing spades for a number of years.
That suit was exhausted, he must now
change and bring out the only card left, the
knave of clubs. The noble Lord opposite
might make fewer modifications, less of a
general scheme, no mystification but substantially the measure would be the same,
come from which side of the House it might.
So he did not see that they would be in
greater danger from the noble Lord than
from the right hon. Gentleman. But there
were many persons who always said that
the right hon. Baronet was a safe man,
whilst, in their opinion, the noble Lord was
rash, and given to revolutionary views.
Now, if he were asked his opinion as to the

ter.

it."

:

;

!

'

'

;

right hon. Baronet, with respect to questions
of finance, and also with regard to the fo-

reign afi'airs of the country, he would agree
with those who said that the right hon.
Baronet was a safe man.
With respect
to those portions of his government, he
certainly was deserving of confidence and
support.

The

financial

and foreign de-

partments had been managed with great
wisdom, great prudence, and, therefore,
with great success.
But he did not and
could not think that the whole politics
of the country were wrapped up in those
two, undoubtedly important, departments.
There were other departments of equal
value.
There were other matters of primary consequence. There were interests
which touched the heart and affected the
vital parts of their social system.

It

was

on these matters that he did not think the
He
right hon. Baronet a safe guide.
could not say what the right hon. Baronet might do for the future, but he could
tell them what he had done in the past.

—

He

challenged the Members

—

who

sat

upon the Treasury bench every one of
whom, in talents and position, were far
more eminent than he could claim to be
to point out a single complex interest of
which the right hon. Baronet had not at
one time been the eminent champion, and
which he had not afterwards abandoned.
This was a matter of history.
There
was the Protestant interest. What became of that interest in the hands of the
right hon. Baronet, who had been its noFirst supported and then
blest defender ?
In 1835 the right hon. Memdeserted.
ber for Perth (Mr. Fox Maide), whom
he saw before him, would remember it in
1835 the right hon Baronet had been the
friend and champion of the Church of Scotland.
In what condition by what delays
by what deferring of measures had that
Church been stranded? The right hon.
Gentleman had been the earnest, the zealous, the eloquent champion of protective
He did not say that those meameasures.
sures could, under any circumstances, have
continued but since 1842 the right hon.
Gentleman had not given them even a
The right hon. Baronet had, by
chance.
avoiding discussion since he entered office,
allowed the cause to go against them by
Taunted by the hon. Member
default.
told that he was afraid to
for Stockport

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—
—

the
the principle of protection
right hon. Gentleman had contented himwith
self with an attack upon the League
a clever joke about the exhibitors of Covent Garden, he had never condescended
to discuss those principles of political economy upon which, if upon any, protection
[Sir Robert
could alone be maintained.
Peel Hear ] The right hon. Baronet
cheered.
Did he then mean to say that
protection could not be defended on these
grounds ?
If the right hon. Baronet
discuss

:

meant
high

!

this,

he asked him

—

ability

of

rare

—

—

a
eloquence

man

—of

of
ex-

whether he knew in
1839, 1840, and in 1841, that there
was no ground of political economy upon
which protection could be supported ?
Whether he were then aware that its maintenance was nothing but the monstrous
tensive experience
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error of an ignorant and bigoted party ?

led, as I plainly see that the course of his

Were

policy tends to

all

them a

his

arguments then addressed to

delusion

Were

?

appeals to
Was all the deand impoverished
all his

the farmer dishonest ?
clamation as to poor soils
Were
labourers cast out and thrown otf ?
Was the
these the arts of a rhetorician ?
country stirred, counties inflamed, and

country gentlemen alarmed, for none but
party or personal objects? And did the
right hon. Gentleman now say that all those
appealing to the
elaborate arguments
passions of men
exciting panic and party

—were

—

—

used by him while he knew
unsound ? Was that his defence ?
If it was not, if the right hon.
Gentleman told him that he had been convinced, if he had come to that conviction,
and had abandoned his former views solely
on account of the rotten potatoes of this
season and of such rotten arguments as
they had heard last night it was an unsatisfactory and strange result
But, explain this as he might, the fact was undoubted that the protective interest was
wrecked, and that this case must be added
feeling

them

to be

—

!

to the others as a further proof of the very

complex interest of which the right hon.
Gentleman had ever been the champion,
he had subsequently stranded. Fortunately,
he must say that, when he heard the right
hon. Baronet, in 1843, attempting to maintain the Corn Laws, without bringing for-

ward those

principles of political science

on which they really rested, he felt that
those laws were doomed he felt that if the
right hon. Baronet could bring forward no
better arguments than those w^hich he then
adduced, or if the right hon. Baronet, aware
of better arguments, was deterred from employing them, by the conviction that he
could not adhere to them, and that he
would be forced from them by ''pressure
from without," he felt that there was no
longer any hope for the Corn Laws.
I
cannot, therefore, from experience, (concluded the hon. Gentleman,) place any
;

the gradual but certain
downfal of the valued and venerable institutions of the Empire.
Mil.
said, he considered himself
called upon to say a few words in consequence of what had fallen from the hon.
Member who had just sat down.
The
speech of the hon. Gentleman was in no
sense applicable to the present question
before the House.
He, for one, approved
highly of the conduct of the right hon.
Baronet, and he most essentially differed
from the sentiments put forth last night by
the hon. Member for Shrewsbury, when he
declared in the face of that House and of
the country, that it was the duty of every
public man to be led by party, and that
the leader of a party was not entitled to

HUME

was in

effect saying,

alter his opinions.

It

that though a public

man discovered

himself

be in error, it was nevertheless his duty
to maintain it.
He wholly disapproved of
such a doctrine.
He paid ten times more
respect to, and would honour fifty times
more, the declaration of the right hon.
Baronet, who said that for years he had
been mistaken that he was convinced the
principle on which protection was based
was wrong and that the arguments in its
favour were altogether untenable.
Such
language was highly honourable to the
right hon. Baronet.
He would ask hon.
Gentlemen opposite what was the use of
calling themselves a dehberative assembly,
if their views were to remain unchanged
upon any opinion they held during the
whole time they were in Parliament ?
Were they to be regarded as a mere assembly of delegates ? or did they come
there to deliberate calmly and intelligently
to

—

—

He must
affairs of the nation ?
the hon. Gentleman who had just sat
down, that no man could be more anxious
than himself to promote free trade, or to
put the Church in a proper state ; but he
challenged the hon. Gentleman to point
upon the

tell

—

confidence in the firmness or the skill of out a single Motion of his
and he would
the right hon. Baronet, to maintain the in- give him thirty years for the search
in
stitutions of the country.
And I prefer
reference to the English Church, which
in that contest for those institutions which imphed more than a reform of the abuses
I see pending, and which, indeed, is opened of the Church.
He never made a Motion
now I prefer to fight the battle, along for the abolition of that Church, though he
with my hon. Friends, against an able and had ever been opposed to its pluralities and
gallant Opponent, rather than continue to sinecures.
He did, however, propose, upbe led by one of the highest talent the wards of twenty years ago, to abolish the
greatest experience
the utmost skill
and Church of Ireland. England and Scotland
whom we should have gladly followed, had had their estabhshed Churches, and if they

—

—

—

he been

whom

I

—
—

but by
cannot consent any longer to be

faithful to his principles,

were
let

it

have an establishment in Ireland,
be the establishment of the majority.

to
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the period when he made that Mothey had tried various expedients with
regard to Ireland but they never would
have peace in that country till the Church
was put down. That was the remedy then,
and it was the remedy now. Let no pet
party have the preference in Ireland.
The
tion,

;

Catholics were entitled to equal rights and
with the rest of the people.

privileges

of the hon. Gentleman in rethe past history of the right
hon. Baronet was not applicable to the
question before the House. The sole point
was whether the right hon. Baronet had
taken a course suited to the state of the
country, and agreeable to the wishes of
the people ; and he would take it upon him

The speech

ference

to

must

and that was the passage
system for carrying on
the abolition of the Slave Trade.
That
system he thought ruinous to the very
object in view.
If the right hon. Baronet
would only consult the officers who had
been employed on the coast of Africa, he
would find that nineteen out of every twenty
of them would tell him that, instead of
lessening the evils of slavery, the system
they had been acting upon had added to
those evils, and had caused immense loss to
England.
He trusted the right hon. Baronet would take measures for informing
himself on what principle those large
squadrons were maintained on so unhealthy
a coast, and that he would also make inquiry
object,

in reference to the

how

to contradict the hon. Gentleman, by saying,

to ascertain in

that instead of the country generally being
against the proposed change, nine-tenths of

had been increased.

the country were in favour of

it.

As to

the

beheved they were going
against their own interests but he thought
He believed that
they did so in ignorance.
the course proposed to be taken by the
right hon. Baronet would be productive of
the greatest possible advantage to the
State, and that all classes
ay, even the
Gentlemen themselves who were ready to
give even factious opposition to these measures, would yet regret the part they had
taken, because he believed there was not
one of them who would willingly do an injury to their fellow men.
So far, therefore, from hurling defiance and conducting
themselves rather out of spite than in the
way of argument, he did think that those
hon. Gentlemen ought to address themselves to the question before them, and
consider seriously whether or not the present was the time for that question being
settled.
Reference was made to what
passed on the hustings four years ago but
were they to be told that a Member coming
into that House was never to alter his
opinions
or to propose measures that he
thought best calculated to promote the
good of the country, because he had not
always entertained the same views ?
The
hon. Gentleman had not considered this
important fact, that if the right hon. Baronet entertained the opinions he expressed
last night, and yet continued to support
those measures which he formerly upheld,
he would have acted contrary to the oath
he had taken to his Sovereign to promote
those measures only which he considered
landlords, he

;

—

;

;

He highly apbest for the country.
proved of the Queen's Speech, as a whole
but there was one thing to which he
;

of that part of

far the evils of slavery

He

highly approved

Her Majesty's Speech which

seemed to shadow out a great alteration in
our commercial interests. He trusted they
would from that day date a new era in the
commerce of this country, and that the
results of the next three years would be
such as to induce foreign countries to follow our example. He hoped that every
efi*ort would be made by the right hon.
Baronet to maintain a good understanding
between France and England. He detested
war, and he believed it was in the power
of England and France united to maintain
the peace of the world.
He considered the
expressions made use of by Her Majesty
very proper, when She recommended an
increase of the Navy and Army.
In such
circumstances as the present, he considered
it as one of the best parts of the Speech.
And he said so on this ground: when he
found a country from which he expected
other things, displaying a hostile spirit,
and venturing to set at defiance all those
rules and regulations which civilized nations
ought to follow, and seemingly bent on
nothing but obtaining its ends by the employment of physical force he shoidd
be acting contrary to all the views he

—

had entertained through life, which were
to condemn what was unnecessary and extravagant, but to support whatever was
needful for the public service, did he not
approve of this part of Her Majesty's
Speech.
He hoped that there woxdd be a

unanimous feehng in regard to this part of
Her Speech, and that there would be exhibited a desire to place in the hands of
Her Majesty's Government the means to
maintain the national honour and character.
He said this the more because,
on many occasions, he had been accused of
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desiring to cripple

He had

country.

the resources of the
never attempted such a

thing, though, at the

same time, he must

say he had been anxious to see the puhhc
service placed on a footing as economical
as might be consistent with its due efficiency.

Sir R.

PEEL:

Sir, I

never entertained

any apprehensions that the contrast which
might be drawn between the language
used by Her Majesty with regard to the
settlement of the unfortunate dispute that
still prevails with the United States, and
the language which has been held, I regret
to say, by the Chief Magistrate of that
country I never thought that that contrast would be mistaken or misappre-

—

urged

;

and
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that, after the lapse of twenty-

four hours, he would not have contented
himself with passing by those arguments
without a single reference, and bringing

under discussion what had been my policy
with regard to the Church of Scotland.
The hon. Gentleman may depend upon it,
that my policy with regard to the Church
of Scotland will have no more bearing
upon that great question, which must be
considered and discussed in the House of
Commons at a very early period, than any
other circumstance utterly and entirely
unconnected with it. The question must be
decided by argument in this House upon
own merits. Sir, the hon. Gentleman
charges me with having deserted my prin-

its

hended.
We have no hesitation in avow- ciples and he says I have never, since the
ing our sincere desire for the interests of year 1842, made a speech on the Com
this country
for the interests of the Laws founded upon the great principle of
United States for the interests of the protection. If I failed in my duty, why
civilized world
to continue to make every did not the hon. Gentleman correct me?
effort which is consistent with national Why was it left exclusively to me to dehonour for the purpose of preserving peace. fend protection by arguments? When I
We have met that language, I think, in a was disappointing the ho;i. Gentleman in
temperate manner, and with, I hope, the not arguing the question of the Corn Laws
most moderate, and temperate, and sincere upon the great principle of protection, why
professions of our earnest desire peaceably did not the hon. Gentleman himself supand amicably to terminate this dispute. I ply my deficiencies, and bring forward
said on a former occasion, I never had any those arguments which I had omitted?
doubt that our intentions or our language Sir, I assure the hon. Gentleman I do not
would be misapprehended and the speech undervalue party obligations. I have said
which the hon. Gentleman, the uniform already that it was my earnest wish to reand consistent advocate for the strictest *concile party obligations to the convictions
economy, has just delivered, convinces me of my own mind, founded upon experience
that my anticipations will not be disap- and observation, as to what was necessary
pointed.
I am sure that any proposals to be done for the public good.
I said
which Her Majesty's Government may last night, and I now repeat it, that it was
think it their duty to make for the main- my wish, before the hon. Gentleman the
tenance of essential purposes, or for the Member for Wolverhampton (Mr. Villiers)
national honour, will be responded to and should again bring forward the question of
supported by this House.
But let not me the Corn Laws, to have been able to combe mistaken.
I think it would be the
municate to those who had honoured me
greatest misfortune if a contest about the with their confidence, and of whose confiOregon Territory between two such Pow- dence I have always been proud it was
ers as England and the United States my earnest desire to have been enabled to
could not, by the exercise of moderation inform them that I could not continue my
and good sense, be brought to a perfectly opposition to the Motion of that hon. Genhonourable and satisfactory conclusion. tleman.
That was the course I wished to
With regard to the speech of the hon. pursue, and that was the course I should

—
—
—

;

—

;

—

Gentleman upon my right (Mr. Colquhoun), I beg to tell him and to tell others,
that I do not intend to be provoked to lose my
temper

;

and

me

tell him that the quesbecome far too importbe disposed of by mere personal

let

tion referred to is

ant to

crimination.

thought, after the deliberhad given to the speech
I made last night, there would have been
some reply to the arguments which I had
I

ation which he

have pursued under ordinary circumstances.
But I felt we were threatened with a great
Delay was impossible; and it
calamity.
would have been dishonourable to evade the
responsibihty which attached to those who
were in office when that contingency occurred; and that consideration alone prevented me from making the effort which I
would have made of reconciling party obhgation with

my

public duty.

I

assure
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the hon. Gentleman tliat I did see reason
to doubt whether it were prudent for the
agricultural interest to commit themselves
to an interminable contest upon the subject
of protection ; and if I entertained honest
and serious doubts as to the pohcy of their
course, I think the hon. Gentleman will
hardly contend to-night, that with that
conviction I

was bound

to invite

them

to

I think I should
continue that contest.
have acted a part which could not be questioned by any man, however disposed to attach weight to party obhgation, if I had
been able to take that course to have
summoned the party with which I had

—

acted, and frankly to have avowed to them
that I could not undertake the defence of
protection that I would not permit another
Parliament to be elected with an implied
;

guarantee that protection must for ever be
defended; and that I must ask them to
find, as I presume they would have found,
some efficient substitute for so weak an advocate for I should have been bound to
tell them it was impossible for me, judging
from the experience of the last four years,
;

to continue to offer decided opposition to

the reconsideration of the Corn Laws, and
therefore I would have given them the opportunity, under ordinary circumstances, of
finding another advocate.
That was the
course I was anxious to have pursued but
I certainly felt, to the full extent, the responsibihty imposed on me by the particular calamity to which I have adverted
and I certainly did avail myself of the
earliest opportunity that I could, consistently with my sense of pubhc duty, to tender
my resignation to the Sovereign, in order
that others better qualified might have the
opportunity of settling the question. What
more could I do ? I did not wish to retain
office upon the ground of the necessity of
the settlement of this question.
I wished
to meet the pressing emergency ; but when
I despaired of being enabled to do that
with effect, then I tendered my voluntary
resignation, and I enabled Her Majesty to
call to her counsels one that was qualified
in every respect to propose the adjustment of
this question. For the circumstances which
prevented the noble Lord (Lord John Russell) from undertaking that task, I am in
;

;

no way responsible.

The moment

I ten-

dered my resignation, and the moment I
thought I was in a private capacity, knowing the embarrassment which I had occasioned by my resignation, which I felt,
however, to be necessary for the public in-

—from

terest

that

day

I

signified to

my

Sovereign that, for the purpose of lessening the embarrassment, I would, in my
private capacity, give

all the aid I could to
a just and fair settlement of this
question.
Sir, I have been accused of unfaithfulness to the Conservative interest.
The hon. Gentleman said I have deserted
the cause for which he has been contending, and I think he has said, by rather an
unhappy metaphor, that his fingers were
Well, now there
itching to make a reply.
are many who sit beside him, who have a
perfect right to tell me that I have departed from the course which they think
they had a right to have me take, and that,
by having altered my principles upon the
subject of the Corn Laws, I am now deserting them.
I confess that, considering
the individual from whom that accusation
came, the charge does somewhat surprise
me. As I said before, I expected to hear
from the hon. Gentleman an answer to the
arguments which I stated last night as the
grounds for my coming to a conclusion
different from that I had come to at former
periods
but the hon. Gentleman said, not
that he would answer them, but that my
arguments were as rotten as the potatoes.
Now I advise the hon. Gentleman, and I
ad\dse others, not to treat this question with
I say that unaffectedly,
too much levity.
knowing something of the hon. Gentleman's charitable and benevolent disposition; and let me assure him that two
months will not elapse before he will sincerely repent the exhibition of any levity
You
in the consideration of this question.
will find, before the lapse of those two
months, that you cannot dispose of this
question by jokes about mouldy potatoes.
Since I spoke last night upon this subject,
the Government have received, only this
morning, a communication from the Commissioners who have been sitting in Dublin,
which is a further confirmation of what I
stated yesterday.
As the hon. Gentleman's speech advanced further, I was not
surprised at his unwillingness to combat
the arguments which I adduced ; because
the hon. Gentleman consoled me for his
condemnation upon the subject of the
Church of Scotland a question not immediately upon the table, though that may
have led to his present anxiety he con-

effect

;

—

—

soled me, I say, for this accusation,
distinct declaration

;

first,

by a

that he cordially

approved of the course taken by Her MaGovernment with regard to their
whole foreign policy and, secondly, that
he thought them entitled to entire confi-

jesty's

;
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and he
dence in reference to finances
said, he thought the course which I had
taken individually in reference to finance
was marked hy great wisdom, hy great
I should
prudence, and by great success.
like to have heard from the hon. Gentle;

man, who thinks that

my

financial course

has been marked by great wisdom, great
prudence, and great success, considering
that the whole merit of that financial policy
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Wolverhampton. I dare say the hon. Gentleman meant to make some Motion, when
the House got into Committee, for the final
adjustment of the question yet still we
pretty well understand what was the meaning of voting for the Motion of the hon.
;

Gentleman the Member for Wolverhampand if the hon. Gentleman (Mr. Col-

ton

;

quhoun) did not vote for the repeal of the
Corn Laws, he is the only one out of the
lies in the reduction of excessive duties, in whole ninety Members who thought his
the abrogation of monopohes, and the free vote would bear any other construction.
import of commodities; I should hke to But do I upbraid the hon. Gentleman for
have heard the arguments, I say, by which having changed his opinions ? Not in the
The hon. Gentleman,
the hon. Gentleman contends for exclusion slightest degree.
and the strict maintenance of protection. from a repealer of the Corn Laws, has beIt is not the imposition of the Income Tax, come the decided advocate of protection.
the mere raising of five or six millions by I have offended the hon. Gentleman on actaking 3 per cent, from the income of count of the Church of Scotland, and I
the country, that the hon. Gentleman com- have offended him upon account of the
pliments as being marked by wisdom, pru- Corn Laws, and the hon. Gentleman indence, and success. No the hon. Gentle- flicts the punishment which is justly due
Connected with the
man, recollecting his former commercial upon my misdeeds.
liberahty
still retaining, in spite of his atChurch of Scotland and with Maynooth, he
tack upon me, the opinions of his earlier takes the opportunity of my expressions on
years, the hon. Gentleman's nature over- the subject of the Corn Laws to visit me
came him the compliment made its escape with that punishment but, as I said befrom the suggestions of his own heart and fore, the hon. Gentleman's early opinions
conscience, and he praised my poUcy as broke through all those restraints of party
wise, prudent, and successful, because I notwithstanding, I hope he will not lose
had obtained increased revenue by the di- their confidence, of course. He is now the
minution of protection.
but you
I am accused of chosen advocate of protection
deserting the principles of the hon. Gen- must not forget, and I will not allow the
tleman, of deceiving him, and leaving him hon. Gentleman to forget, that he was
in the lurch
Why the hon. Gentleman, compelled to compliment me, in the first
now the chosen advocate of protection, was speech he has dehvered on this question,
in the year 1838 a decided advocate of the for the great wisdom, the great prudence,
total repeal of the Corn Laws.
[Mr. Col- and the great success of my financial operaQCHOUN No ] A motion was then made tions. If they were wise, if they were pruby the hon. Gentleman the Member for dent, and if they have been successful, inspite
Wolverhampton, that the House should of the League, and in spite of the Church
resolve itself into a Committee of the whole of Scotland, do let me have the hon. GentleHouse, for the purpose of considering the man's support, for I am going to act upon
Corn Laws.
If I recollect rightly the precisely the same principles on which I
noble Lord (Lord John Russell) was not have hitherto acted and to entitle myself
able to vote with the hon. Gentleman.
still further to the hon. Gentleman's conI
have a very strong impression that in the fidence, I hope for it upon account of my
year 1838 the noble Lord (Lord John Rus- wisdom, and upon account of my prudence,
sell), alarmed at the prospect of an immeand upon account of my success. The
diate repeal of the Corn Laws, notwith- hon. Gentleman was very warm upon an
standing the vagueness and inconvenience expression that fell from my hps last night.
of the Motion, was not able to support it. I used the words, " an ancient monarchy,
I right?
[''Yes, yes "]
And I had a proud aristocracy, and a reformed House
the satisfaction of voting with the noble of Commons."
The expression "proud
Lord in opposition to that Motion but the aristocracy" was an inadvertent expreshon. Gentleman (Mr. Colquhoun), more li- sion
I wish I had the power of weighing
beral than either myself or the noble Lord, every expression that I use.
But I do aswas enabled to vote with a minority of about sure the hon. Gentleman, upon my honour,
90 against 300, under the banners, not that when I used the words "proud arisof protection, but of the hon. Member for tocracy," I meant merely to refer to those
;

—

—

;

;

;

!

:

!

;

Am

!

;

;
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body to be
was not to pride of birth,
or to arrogance of manner that I referred;
but the superhiam quoesitam meritis, the
just pride founded upon great services, not
qualities

justly proud.

entitle a great

It

OF ADDRESS.

presented to Congress, that a proposition
for a compromise was made to the Representative of Her Majesty in the United
States by direction of the President.
I
conceive that that proposition in itself
alters the state of the question.
I am not

hauteur; the exhibition of great talents,
and the performance of great functions. prepared to state whether that offer was a
The last thing that entered into my mind satisfactory or a wholly unsatisfactory one
was to use any expression by which the but it did seem to me to be an opening
most sensitive could be offended. I regret which would require upon the part of this
but, as I Government a statement of their opinion
that I did use the expression
said before, upon my honour I did not in- with regard to the terms upon which this
Nothing was meant further than country was willing to settle the question
tend it.
I observe from the docuthe pride which the most exalted and most of the Oregon.
Sir, I hope I am ments which I have mentioned that the
worthy could possess.
fully compensated for the bitterness of proposition was not received by Her Mathe hon. Gentleman by the sincerity of jesty's Minister, but was declared inadI confess I think that was a
but I have missible.
the compliments he paid me
one further observation to make, and hasty proceeding upon the part of the
Representative of Her Majesty.
I wish,
it is to repeat that which I stated at the
ask whether negotiations
to
outset, that I am determined that none of therefore,
these accusations and impeachments shall have since been resumed, and whether neI believe I am ingotiations are now going on upon the subdisturb my temper.
fluenced by considerations of a pubhc ject ?
I will not ask for any of the Papers,
by the considerations of pubhc although they have been made public by
nature
duty alone and I feel a strong persuasion the United States Congress, to be prethat in advising a settlement of this ques- sented to this House but I am ready to
tion upon just and equitable grounds, I am leave the matter entirely in the hands of
giving advice the most useful to that in- Her Majesty's Government until they deterest with whose welfare my own is inti- clare that some issue, satisfactory I hope,
mately connected. Feeling that conviction, has been made, before I ask for any informI shall not swerve from my course through
ation as to the precise state of the negotiations. Let me say one word further with
any merely personal considerations.
Lord JOHN RUSSELL: I do not in- regard to the speech of the hon. GentleHer Matend to enter to-night upon the subject to man the Member for Montrose.
which the right hon. Baronet has last al- jesty requires the attention of this House
luded but I do wish to ask him a few to the increased estimates, to provide for
questions with regard to those parts of the the efficiency of our naval and military
Royal Speech which refer to our foreign establishments I can well understand, in
;

;

;

—

;

;

;

:

relations.
tion.

First, as to the

Oregon ques-

I entirely participate in the feelings

which the right hon. Baronet has expressed,
that peace may be maintained with the
United States of America, and may be
preserved consistently with the honour of
But, Sir, there have been
the country.
mentioned some circumstances in documents reported to be presented to the Congress of the United States of America,
which I think makes it desirable to have
some explanation from the right hon. BaI thought last year the President
ronet.
of the United States assumed a tone upon
this subject, and made declarations and
propositions to Congress, which were not

common

in the usages of nations, nor be-

the position of this country, the increasing
demands which are made every year for
naval and military purposes in different
parts of the world.
to ask

for

It

may be

some increase

lishments while

we

requisite

in those estab-

are in a state of pro-

found peace, and there is nothing which
can at all threaten our foreign relations. I
trust it is upon this ground alone, and not
upon the ground of any apprehensions
arising from our discussions with the United
States, that Her Majesty recommends the
House to increase the estimates for our
naval and mihtary forces.
For my part, I
confess, I have thought for some time the

demands

especially

upon our military forces

are SRich, that, efficient as that force

is, it

coming towards a friendly and independent is not too much to increase the numbers we
But it would appear from the have hitherto retained in our service. The
country.
Message of the President of the other question I have to ask is with regard
late
United States, and from documents he has to the allusion in the Speech to the deso-
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lating

and sanguinary warfare which is
on the Rio de la Plata.
stated to be the endeavour of Her

afflicting the States

It is

Majesty's Ministers to effect the pacification of those States, and it is understood
we have endeavoured to effect the pacification of those States by forcible and warlike measures.

If that

is

the case,

I

some-
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answer to that proposition, which was made
by Mr. Pakenham has not yet been received.
With respect to the increase in the
naval and military estimates, I think it is
impossible for any one, considering the
rapid progress of steam navigation, and
the constantly increasing wants of our
colonial possessions, not to see

what doubt the grounds upon which that

demands on the troops of

It is stated
interference has taken place.
in the first place that the commerce of all

fill

That may
nations has been interrupted.
be a ground in certain cases for endeavouring to compose these differences; but a
further ground is given, namely, that acts
Acts
of barbarity have been perpetrated.
of barbarity are very dreadful to contembut I doubt whether it be wise for
plate
Parliament to regard them as grounds for
We have heard of
forcible intervention.
;

dreadful acts of barbarity in other parts of
the world, but they did not require, in the

opinion of wise statesmen, the intervention
The question I ask is,
of this country.
whether the right hon. Gentleman proposes
to lay on the Table any Papers explanatory
of the grounds on which Her Majesty's
Government have thought it necessary to

warfare which

interfere in the

is

being

carried on in the Rio de la Plata?

peel

With respect to the first
Sir R.
question put by the noble Lord, relative to
the Oregon, I may state that a proposition
:

was made by Mr. Buchanan some time
since, with the authority of the President

of the United States, to Mr. Pakenham,
which suggested the division of the territory.
It is unnecessary to say whether the
proposal should have been accepted or not.
Mr. Pakenham thought the terms then

proposed so little likely to be accepted, that
he did not feel himself warranted in transmitting that proposal to the Government
here.
Mr. Buchanan then immediately
stated that the proposition was withdrawn.

That

the state of the negotiation at pream informed, with respect
to the proposal of Mr. Buchanan.
With
the highest regard for Mr. Pakenham, with
the greatest respect for his talents, and
with the utmost confidence in his judgment,
yet I think it would have been better, if he
had, without reference to the nature of the
is

sent, so far as I
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that

the

this country are

it is extremely difficult to
up our regiments. New Zealand, for
example, is making heavy demands upon
us; and Hong Kong requires a consider-

so urgent, that

able garrison.

With every confidence

in

Foreign Powers, yet Her Majesty's Government do not think it wise altogether to
neglect our national defences.
We wish
that there should be no uneasiness or
anxiety as to the result of war, should it
unhappily arise.
During the last few
years, there has been almost a total disregard of our national defences. Her Majesty's
to

Government have deemed

make

it

their duty

preparations, not such as to alarm

Foreign Powers, but such as every country
has a right to make for its own security
against foreign aggression.
There is no
estimate which may not be justified on
entirely defensive grounds ; and we should
have felt it our duty to have proposed an
increase in the estimates, naval, military,
and ordnance, without reference to our
disputes with the United States.

Sir R.

INGLIS

said, few people were
importance of maintaining peace with aU the world than himself;
nevertheless, he could not but consider it
a happy circumstance, that the observations of the hon. Member for Montrose
were received with a unanimous cheer
from both sides of the House for it showed
that the people of this country were prepared to bear any burden rather than have
the lives, the property, the honour of tlie
country assailed for a single moment.
Pie

more

alive to the

;

must congratulate his right hon. Friend, and
the House generally, on the demonstration
made upon the first proposal to increase
the national defences.

The
'CONOR DON wished to say a
few words with respect to Ireland, and the
present fearful calamity which prevailed
there.
So far as he had been able to form
proposition, transmitted it at once to the any opinion, he concurred in the correctHome Government, for it might probably ness of the accounts which had been furhave been the foundation of some future nished to Sir R. Peel respecting the failure
and final settlement.
and he
Since that proposal of the potato crop in Ireland
has been withdrawn, this country has again feared that no precautions which the Gorepeated to the United States the offer of vernment could take would avert the calareferring the matter to arbitration.
The mity which seemed impending over that
;
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unfortunate country.
Her Majesty had the re-appointment to office of the right hon.
been pleased to manifest Her sympathy Baronet, it would be done, he would assure
that right hon. Gentleman, in the same
with Ireland on the approaching distress
and he was sure that Her Majesty's feel- tone as he would use if he had the honour
ings would be highly appreciated by the to meet him in his own parlour but he
people of that country, who would give merely wished to ehcit some further exHer every credit for the feelings of bene- planations regarding transactions which
The right
volence with which She was animated. were at present inexplicable.
Her Majesty had also alluded in the Speech hon. Baronet, it appeared, had changed
from the Throne to the recent frequency of his opinion ; but he did not understand
He felt the from the right hon. Gentleman that the
assassinations in Ireland.
deepest regret to be obhged to admit that prospect and the apprehension of the
there were parts of Ireland in which famine to which he had referred was the
there was, unfortunately, too much crime, cause of that change ; and one point as to
which all must deplore ; and it was impos- which they had a right to be satisfied, and
sible for any words to express the abhor- on which he thought they were entitled to
rence which he felt at the barbarities which explanation, was the period when that
were being committed in some parts of Ire- change came over the mind of the right
At the same time, hon. Baronet; for if, that was in the course
land at this moment.
while he was glad to think that measures of last Session, he thought the party who
were to be proposed for the suppression of had hitherto considered themselves hocrime, he regretted to hear the right hon. noured in following his lead, might have
Baronet state that he was not prepared to cause to complain that they were not then
propose any measure for the adjustment of instructed as to this change of opinion,
the differences between landlord and tenant. and the alteration in his course which it
He might be necessary for them to anticipate.
[Sir R. Peel: I did not say so.]
understood the right hon. Baronet to say, He did not understand that the right hon.
that he was not prepared to bring forward Baronet's change had taken place in conany such measure, in consequence of his sequence or at the time of his apprehenThere was another point
having other measures to propose of more sions of famine.
paramount importance. Now, the impres- to which he would direct the attention of
sion on his mind was, that no measure the right hon. Baronet, as he thought it
could be proposed of greater importance had been unexplained, and he would ventowards introducing tranquillity into Ire- ture to say was inexplicable according to
land, than that of the adjustment of the the information as yet afforded to the public.
The point was this, if the right hon. Baronet
differences between landlord and tenant.
He, therefore, implored the right hon. did feel, as he was sure the right hon. BaroBaronet to turn his attention, and that of net did, because he said he felt, the great
the Government, at as early a period as and imminent necessity of coming to an impossible, to the consideration of this ques- mediate course of action to prevent the mischiefs which he foresaw would arise
and
tion.
Sir R. PEEL: I beg to state, in refer- early in November brought under the
ence to the remarks of the hon. Member, consideration of his Colleagues his change
that my attention and that of the Govern- of opinion, and the necessity which he felt
of acting upon it, and then, when defending
ment has been occupied with this question
but all I can say to the hon. Member on his opinion, found he was in a small mithe subject at present is, to ask him to nority in his own Cabinet, and therefore
put his question to me in a few days hence. postponed his decision till some day afterBefore that day
I can assure him that I did not mean to wards in the same month.
imply that it was the intention of Her arrived an incident occurred— the noble Lord
Majesty's Government not to bring for- opposite wrote and published a letter, and
the circumstance of the publication of that
ward a measure on the subject.
could assure the House letter changed the course, as he understood
Mr.
that he had no disposition to mix up any the explanation of the right hon. Baronet,
He underacrimonious feeling with the important which he had resolved upon.
questions which now occupied their atten- stood the right hon. Baronet to say that
tion; and if he referred at all to circum- he had been placed in a different posistances which in part, and in part only, tion by the publication of that letter, and
had been explained of the late strange that he could not pursue the course
transactions relating to the resignation and which otherwise he would have felt it hia
;

—

BANKES
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Why not then appeal
could be devised.
to the constituencies of the reformed Pareven by a person so eminent in his station liament, and take their opinion on the subWas it because he felt that that
as the noble Lord, could have such an ject ?
effect upon the leader of the councils of the opinion would be adverse and contrary to
lie had a right to assume that
Cabinet supposing he had made up his his own ?
mind to pursue a certain course how that such was the case because, if it had been
incident should cause a change in that course otherwise, the noble Lord would have had
He would, then, no difficulty in proceeding to a dissolution,
in any one particular.
observe, that the conduct of the noble Lord If he found that circumstances so trivial as
appeared to him to be inexplicable that, these could divert persons so eminent from
agreeing with the right hon.- Baronet in the following up the opportunity of carrying
necessity and emergency of the case, agree- their own measures, could he believe that
ing with the right hon. Baronet that it was they felt the great and imperious necessity
essential, not only that there should be an which they would persuade the House they
alteration in the law, but that they should felt for making this great and important
make that alteration immediately effective change ? The right hon. Baronet, in his
the noble Lord having undertaken to reply to the hon. Member for Newcastleform a Government having accepted of- under-Lyne, seemed to challenge an answer to the arguments contained in the
fice under the auspices of Her Majesty
was yet deterred from his great under- speech which he delivered last night.
taking by an accident so trivial as the fact Now, he had understood that it was rather
of one of the proposed Ministers not choos- wished that the discussion of the merits of
ing that another should have a particular the project should be postponed to a later
day and, therefore, if he did not at the
It was not for them, undoubtedly,
office.
present moment attempt to answer the arto cavil at the decision of the noble Earl
but it did seem strange of tiiese two great guments of the right hon. Baronet, he
persons in the State, the one holding trusted that it would not be imputed to
the post of Prime Minister in the first any disrespect ; and however incapable he
instance, and the other holding the same knew himself to be of meeting the right
for Lord hon. Baronet in the arena of argument,
post in the second instance
how yet he would not at present absolutely
John Russell had accepted office
these two statesmen should have been admit that he was unable to answer
But with reference to the facts
deterred from pursuing the course they them.
had resolved upon by circumstances so and statements of his right hon. Friend
the one by the publication of a he could not avoid using that term, and
trivial
by a difference be- he was sure he should be sorry to lose his
letter, the other
tween two noble Lords and should have private friendship with reference to those
abandoned the prosecution of that which facts he felt that he was in a condition to
The right
they thought was called for by the emer- give a denial to many of them.
gencies of the nation, and leave the coun- hon. Baronet had pointed to the season of
try in a predicament which was a fear- prosperity which they were now enjoying ;
Happily, the and upon that he grounded his wish for
ful one in their opinion.
but in the mind a change. He thought this was a surprising
danger did not exist
of the right hon. Baronet the danger was argument: his hon. Friend, however, wished
Upon his mind a strong impression to infer that this prosperity had been attained
real.
had been made ; and how happened it that by a gradual and regular progress, and that
circumstances so trivial should have in- the increase of prosperity had been in proporduced those two eminent persons to forego tion to the progress of his measures. But
the opportunities which were thus put into he would remind the right hon. Baronet
The noble Lord did not wish that at that period last year he was one of
their hands ?
to resort to the experiment of a dissolution a deputation that attended him from twenof Parliament ; but why not, if his mea- ty-two counties in the kingdom, complainWhy not dissolve ing of serious distress. The right hon.
sure was a good one ?
It was reformed, and Baronet could not have forgotten that fact
the Parhament?
reformed under the auspices of thje noble he could not but remember that he received
Lord ; the constituencies were of his own that deputation with the courtesy which he
appointment, planned in the scheme which was accustomed to show and that he heard
he considered to be the most perfect that from the mouths of farmers themselves the

duty to adopt.
conceive

how

Now, he was

at a loss to

the publication of a letter,

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

;
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statements of their distress.
He did not
if the right hon. Baronet had it in his
power to controvert these statements but
certainly he did not on that occasion controvert one of them, though he recollected that
the right hon. Baronet referred, as he had
last night adroitly referred, to the subject

know

;

He remembered
of protection of wool.
the right hon. Baronet, addressing one of
the deputation, said, *' Well, what do you
and he remembered
say to the wool ?
that then, with the gallantry and openheartedness which belonged to that noble
person, the Duke of Richmond stepped forward, and said, "Sir Robert, that observa'

'

tion applies to me,

and to me

only.

There

is

not one of the Gentlemen present who was
of my opinion with respect to the wool
duty ; there is not one of them who objected to the duty on wool being removed ;
on the contrary, they thought it would be
productive of the results which it seems to
have produced. " Now, it was no argument
against them, supposing it to be the fact,
that they had never before adduced any
doubt as to the propriety of his measures.
The right hon. Baronet turned round to
his hon. Friend who first spoke, and saidf
in a tone of great triumph, '* I have you

me

my

schemes of finance, which
you admit have proved efficient for the
Undoubtedly
prosperity of the country."
the right hon. Baronet had them with him
he had their votes, their support, their
good wishes. But did it follow that they
were never to stop in a course which they
might think right, but which they knew
was hmited ? Was it fair to them to adduce
these arguments and say, " You have gone
with me so far, and therefore you are bound
you are bound to go
to go the whole
The
the whole length which I propose."
right hon. Baronet said, you approve of my
financial measures.
So he did ^he admired his financial measures.
He gave
him full credit for the state and condition
with

in

;

—

of the country ; but did it follow therefore
that he should wish to change that state
and condition? The right hon. Baronet
talked much and he was aware of the
pleasure it must give him, filling the high
of the diminution of crime
station he did
but allow him to say, that the progress of
in
that diminution had not been gradual

OF ADDRESS.

wheat was the cheapest. That might not
be the cause of this circumstance
nor
did he mean to say that these two facts,
which were coincident, had any necessary
connexion with one another
but if the
diminution of crime was to be adduced
on the one side, he had a right to bring
the circumstance he mentioned forward on
;

;

the other.
He was happy to say that the
decrease in crime was now very decided
through the whole of the western counties ;
but there was that exception at the particular period he mentioned, for which he
did not pretend to account.
Now there
w^as a passage in the Queen's Speech
which he must say was a document drawn
up with great care, with so much care
that he believed any person who attempted
it, would find it difficult to fix on a part to
which to move an Amendment but yet
there was one expression to which he would
take exception. The Speech said and the
Address, which was a mere echo to the
Speech, also said that they should endea;

—

—

make

the changes as little injurious
as possible to the great interests of the
country.
But what was to become of the
amongst other little interlittle interests

vour to

—

and of
had little or nothing
to do with the question. Of this, however,
he had a very dift'erent opinion nor had
any Member of those little interests, so
far as he had heard, made any change or
ests take the small farmers' interests,

whom it was

said they

;

turn of opinions for the occasion, as others
With respect to the larger interests,
had.
the great interests of the manufacturers,
he was happy to have it considered that he
might be permitted to stand upon the same

He had no objection to
but then he must take up that position fairly, free from those restrictions
which pressed on him. Give him, therefore,
these
the benefits that interest possessed
were terms they should not refuse him.
But let him make this remark, that even
in the great manufacturing interests were
little interests, as there were both great

basis with them.

do so

;

:

and httle in the agricultural interests.
There were the hand-loom weavers, for
instance.
There were the weavers and
framework knitters of Nottingham. With
these interests the distress was of the
worst kind.
He had heard these interests
some cases crime had increased in an had been and were struggling with the
It was so in the spring greatest privations, and struggling wuth
alarming degree.

—
—

;

:

when all the assizes presented
the heaviest calendar that had ever been
known ; and at that time the price of
of last year,

such lowness of wages, that even the rate
of remuneration in the agricultural counties,

the low wages which he

sincerely
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lamented, were high and large in com- mention this that the farmers had been
parison with the gains of these poor losers by the system which had been folHe wished, therefore, whether lowed, and losers for some years. That
operatives.
those little interests were or were not interest had been gradually recovering
The goodness of the
forgotten in the Speech from the Throne, from depression.
that they should not bo neglected here. harvest, though not abundant, was at least
No means had ever been suggested in all an average crop and that had assisted
They were, indeed, rethe declamation made on the subject of them greatly.
yet this was the moment chosen
free trade for supplying that amount of covering
employment which must be displaced by again to disturb them, and to shake their
and he thought the Govern- confidence confidence shaken so much,
the change
ment should be told that they should not that it was not to be restored by the present Government.
stir one step in advance, until it had been
He, therefore, under
provided, not only that the great interests the circumstances, called upon the right
should be secured, but also that the little hon. Baronet to appeal to the country ;
interests of the State should not be left to and he could assure him that he was ready
Starve, however, they would, if to abide by the issue of the appeal.
starve.
certain projects were carried any further. Whatever the issue of the appeal, he
The noble Lord (Lord F. Egerton) who would abide most cheerfully by the demoved the Address with much eloquence, cision made by the country, if that applicaconcluded with remarks he heard with tion were made by the right hon. Baronet
much pain because in those remarks ap- in a legitimate manner.
peared a ground of change, if not the
Mr.
said,
chief ground of change of opinion held by as a Member from Ireland, knowing the
the noble Lord and others, consisting in state of the country, he could vouch for the
the danger which he thought he saw in truth of the statements made last night
the conflict of classes and of opinions, in by the right hon. Baronet
and especially
a manner so fearful to the Constitution, as to the condition of those parts of Irethat he trembled at the result
a conflict land which were usually the least subject
which he saw was carried on both with to distress. At least one half of the potato
He gave to the crop had failed in the part of the country
bribery and chicanery.
noble Lord the Member for London much from which he came
and, in the course of
joy upon the result of his Reform Bill, a few weeks, a scarcity of the most frightseeing that a noble and accomplished Lord ful nature would be the result.
The
changes his opinion upon a grave matter, poorest people had suff'ered most. Potatoes
because of the bribery and chicanery were already more than double the price
which have prevented any chance of free they used to be and oatmeal was one-half
And certainly higher than last year.
and unbiassed elections.
In the Union
no man could avoid feeling much appre- where, last September, there were only
hension, when it was seen that clubs 200 inmates, there were now 300 or 400
and associations had been formed, in more than there had ever been before.
which language was held not far difi'erent The Poor Law guardians had called a
to the expressions used in the old Jacobin meeting to concert measures to provide
Clubs of Paris. He did view, as all men food for the people.
He mentioned these
must view, the existence of such clubs with facts, which had come to his knowledge,
the gravest apprehension
but he viewed because they corroborated the statements
with no less apprehension the circumstance of the right hon. Baronet.
that a Necker stood at the head of the
Address agreed to, and ordered to be
Government.
The right hon. Baronet, presented to Her Majesty by the whole
^
however, would know that when that com- House.
parison was made, it meant no disparageSir R. peel said, he had reason to
ment.
Necker was full of zeal for the believe that Her Majesty would be prepared
public good, and, as respected his abilities, to receive the Address at half-past two
high in the general estimation and confi- o'clock to-morrow.
dence, when he commenced that career
Mr.
hoped hon. Memwhich terminated so unhappily to his coun- bers would attend and make a House totry—
morrow, and not keep Her Majesty waiting, as they did last year.
" Dignus imperare si non imperasset."
;

;

—

;

;

SHARMAN CRAWFORD

;

—

;

;

;

BROTHERTON

Before he concluded, let hin> not forget to
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THE CORN LAWS.
of RICHMOND, in presenting petitions from several places, praying
for the continuance of protection to agriculture, said : In presenting these petitions

The Duke

your Lordships, and in stating my intention to support their prayer to the utmost of my power, I heg to say that these
to

express their hope and trust
will not consent to
any alteration of the present Corn Law
petitioners

that

your Lordships

and that, at all events, happen what may,
your Lordships will not consent to any
alteration without an appeal to the constituencies of the country, that it may be
seen whether their opinions on this important question have undergone any
I, as one of those who cannot
change.

my vote in violation of
the compact made with the agricultural interest in the year 1842, and as one who
cannot look without serious alarm upon
the abandonment of the principle of protection, would call upon your Lordships to
pause and hesitate before you teach those
persons in every part of Her Majesty's
extensive dominions who have been peaceable, quiet, and orderly, that to be unoband that
trusive is to be defenceless;
systems which have been tested and approved by the experience of ages are to be
abandoned in consequence of combination,
intimidation, and the manifestation of party
Till I find your Lordships giving
rancour.
conscientiously give

your assent to any measure for altering
the Corn Laws, I shall feel that it is impossible you can suffer yourselves to be intimidated by the Anti-Corn-Law League
and their hired advocates and emissaries.
I may add that, in presenting these petitions to your Lordships, I can answer for
the respectability of a great many of the
persons by whom they are signed.

MINISTERIAL EXPLANATION.

* The Duke

of

RICHMOND

:

I

beg

ask the noble Duke whether he has
ceived

Her Majesty's permission

to
re-

to state

your Lordships' House those reasons
which induced the Government to resign
to

ofiice,

and afterwards

The Duke

of

wish to know whether my noble Friend intends to ask any further question ?
The Duke of
I consider
that it would be most convenient to the
House that I should not make a speech,
but that I should merely ask a question of
I think we are all anxthe noble Duke.
ious to know the grounds which led to the
resignation of Her Majesty's Government
and in my opinion we ought also to know
how a Cabinet which could not form a Government on one day, was enabled to form
one on another.
The Duke of
:
I rise,
my Lords, to give an answer to the question which has been put to me by my noble
Friend.
But, my Lords, in doing so, although I can answer only for myself and
my own motives, yet I must, in order to
explain myself to the House, speak generally of what passed in Her Majesty's
Councils ; and I do feel myself under the
necessity of detaining your Lordships for a

to re-accept office

?

WELLINGTON: My

Lords, I have received Her Majesty's permission to state what may be necessary to
this House upon the subject which has
been referred to by my noble Friend. I

:

WELLINGTON

few minutes on this subject and you may
rely upon it, I will detain you for as short
;

a time as possible.
My Lords, when the
accounts were received from Ireland, and
from different parts of Great Britain, in
the course of the last autumn, of the state
of the potato crop, and of the inconveniences which were likely to result from
it, my right hon. Friend at the head of
Her Majesty's Government felt it to be his
duty to call his Colleagues together, in
order to give them the opportunity of considering the Reports which were received.
He accordingly did so and he laid these
Reports before his Colleagues. My right
hon. Friend then stated to his Colleagues
certain propositions for the adoption of
measures which he felt it necessary for
Her Majesty's Government to sanction, in
order to avoid or to remedy the unhmited
evils which, in his opinion, were likely to occur in consequence of this misfortune. One
of the measures which was suggested by my
right hon. Friend was, that Her Majesty's
servants should recommend to Her Majesty, by an Order in Council, to suspend
the operation of the existing Corn Law, so
as to open the ports for the admission of
foreign corn duty free.
My Lords, it is
not necessary that I should here discuss
the motives stated, or the grounds on which
this recommendation was founded.
I,
however, was one of those who considered
that it was a measure which was not necessary to be adopted at that time.
I
considered that, although the misfortune to
which I have referred, would imdoubtedly
;
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eifect of depriving millions, I maysay, of our fellow creatures of a large part
of the provision which they had made for

have the

their food for the year, yet, that misfortune

did not exactly amount to a deficiency of
There was no insufficiency of corn,

food.

according to all the accounts, in the country ;
and the opinion of others, as well as my
own, was, that such arrangements should

be made as had been made heretofore to

meet the

evil,

by

finding

the

means

of
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before stated), my right hon. Friend
intimated his opinion of the absolute necessity of making an essential alteration in
the Corn Laws.
I believe that everybody
admitted that some alteration was necessary
that an alteration, that is to say in some
I

—

points,

was

There

called for.

is

no doubt'

But, my
Lords, in the opinion of my right hon.
Friend, it was necessary to make an essential alteration in the existing Corn Law.

that that was admitted by

all.

employment, and the means of procuring
It apfood as the reward of that labour.
peared to me, besides, that under the
provisions of the existing Corn Law, if it
was desirable that the ports should be
opened, Parhament had provided for such
an emergency and that if ever the price

Many Members of Her Majesty's Cabinet
objected to this suggested alteration, and
there was a strong difference of opinion
upon the subject. As for my part, I cer-

of the particular article of grain should

my

reach such an amount as would manifest a
deficiency or want, that the law had provided that foreign grain should be admitted
at a nominal duty.
Under these circumstances, my Lords, it appeared to me to be
unnecessary to suspend that law and on
these grounds, I certainly was one of those

position, I considered the consequences of
a division of opinion in the Cabinet, as

who

objected to the proposition of my right
hon. Friend.
At the same time, I was

in

most anxious, and the Government unanimously concurred in the desire, to meet the
difiiculty, and accordingly, they proceeded
to adopt all such measures as seemed to
them calculated to meet the apprehended
misfortune.
They framed a Commission in
Ireland, and took care to instruct it in respect to those measures which were to be
adopted for giving employment to the people, and thereby procuring food for them as
a reward and in payment of their labour,
and for carrying out those measures which
on former occasions have been found to be
so beneficial, and to work so effectually.
I believe that all those plans have been

mote its service and I did everything in
my power to reconcile the differences of
opinions among my Colleagues, and to
preserve in union a Government which en-

;

;

They

resorted to.

are

not

new

public servants of this country.

to

the

I believe,

was of opinion that it was desirable
making any alteration which was
essential in the present Corn Law.
But,

tainly

to avoid

Lords,

affecting

the

Government
tial
if

confess that in

I

stability

itself

;

and

individual

and safety of the
I thought it essen-

that the differences of opinion should,

possible, be reconciled.

the

my

Crown

of

England

for

Having served
above

fifty years
high public situations, I consider it my
duty on all occasions to endeavour to pro;

joyed the confidence of the Sovereign, of
the public, of both Houses of Parhament.
I considered it my duty to make every
effort to maintain union in the Cabinet, and
to reconcile differences of opinion, as the
best services I could render to my Sovereign
in the circumstances in which the Cabinet

was placed upon the subject. I, nevertheless, my Lords, was unfortunate in those
efforts
I did not succeed
and the result

—

;

was, a declaration on the part of my right
hon. Friend, that he would submit to Her
Majesty his resignation of office, and that

he would recommend to Her Majesty to
endeavour to form another Government.
fore, that the great inconveniences and My Lords, this course was adopted, after a
great misery which appeared likely to arise discussion whether it was most advisable
from this misfortune will be avoided. My that my right hon. Friend should come
Lords, in the course of the discussion upon down to Parliament and make a proposition
these measures, it certainly was intimated for the alteration of the Corn Laws, having
that the suspension of the Corn Law might at the time, a divided Cabinet, of which
render the renewal of it at a future period the majority were against the proposition
very difficult
and it undoubtedly was in- or whether it was not best, and more
timated that it might be necessary to make to the interest and convenience of Her
an essential alteration in the law.
Subse- Majesty, that my right hon. Friend should
quently, my Lords, when the instructions proceed at once to Her Majesty and intiwere agreed upon, to be given to the Com- mate to Her Majesty the position in which
missioners appointed to visit in Ireland (as he stood, and express his desire that Her
I

say,

adopted

they have

that

;

and that

;

it

been effectually
hoped, there-

may be
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Majesty should permit him to resign his
and that Her Majesty should form
another Government.
That course was
discussed, and I certainly was one who
thought that it was desirahle my right hon.
Friend should resign his office rather than
go into Parliament with a divided Cahinet

the particular circumstances under which
right hon. Friend resigned office.
The
noble Lord the Member for London knew
that my right hon. Friend, under the particular circumstances of the case, could not
go into the House of Commons and again
defend the Corn Laws in the same way

I certainly helieve that all the Members
of the Cabinet were of the same opinion.
Accordingly that was the course which my
He waited upon
right hon. Friend took.
Her Majesty, and informed Her of the

which he had done

office,

and

he found himself, and he
Her Majesty to form
another Administration. Her Majesty sent
for another noble Lord, and that noble
Lord, I understand indeed I know did
make an endeavour to form an Administration.
In that endeavour the noble Lord
and Her Majesty theredid not succeed
upon, thought proper to write to my right
hon. Friend, and to desire him to resume
his situation which be still held until another Administration should be formed.
My right hon. Friend wrote to me, (I
was in the country at the time,) and informed me that he had been sent for, and
that Her Majesty had desired him to resume his situation, and that he had determined, happen what might, that he
would, even if he stood alone, as Minister
of the Crown, enable Her Majesty to meet
Her ParUament. This being the resolution
of my right hon. Friend, I highly applauded
his decision, and I determined that I for
I felt it my
one would stand by him.
duty.
I was of opinion that the formation
of a Government in which Her Majesty
would have confidence, was of much greater
importance than the opinions of any individual on the Corn Laws, or on any other
law.
My Lords, I received a letter from
my right hon. Friend desiring me to attend
a Cabinet Council that evening, which I did.
I applauded the conduct of my right hon.
it was
Friend.
I was delighted with it
exactly the course which I should have followed myself under similar circumstances
and I, therefore, determined my Lords, to
situation in which

recommended

to

—

—

;

;

;

stand by him. My Lords, at the same time
that I did this, I knew well the position
in which my right hon. Friend stood in relaI knew well that
tion to the Corn Laws.

my

in the preceding July.
right hon. Friend could not go into the
House of Commons and defend the Corn

My

Laws against those Gentlemen who were
informed of the alteration in my right hon.
Friend's opinion, and who, of course, in
such an event, would have reproached him
with the alteration in his opinion.
I knew
when

well, therefore,

my

I told

right hon.

Friend that I would stand by him on his
resumption of government, I knew well
that in so doing I must be a party to
a proposition for a material alteration in
the Com Laws.
I knew it, and I admit I
knew it. So far, my Lords, I have accounted for my own conduct.
I agreed to
stand by my right hon. Friend, and to
support his proposition
and I acted on
that night, my Lords, in the full confidence
with which I here state this evening, that
although the proposition of my right hon.
Friend may be found to involve a material
alteration in the Corn Laws, yet that it will
also be found satisfactory to the country, and
satisfactory to the Friends of the right hon.
Gentleman.
The proposition, my Lords,
with the alteration it contemplates, will,
at the same time, give such advantages to
the landed interest as the landed interest
have a right to expect in the general
arrangements of the country. Now, my
Lords, I beg you to recollect my right hon.
Friend the Lord President of the Council
is a great landed proprietor
his interests
are those of agriculture
he is connected
in friendship and association with most of
your Lordships and, therefore, it cannot
be supposed for a moment that he would
betray the interests of a body of such importance as the agricultural interest.
No,
my Lords, I repeat, that when your Lordships see my right hon. Friend's proposition,
which will be laid before you in the course
of the next few days, you will then find
that my right hon. Friend has not betrayed
his duty in the measure which he recom;

;

;

;

my right hon. Friend mends to your adoption. At all events,
having resigned office into Her Majesty's whatever that measure may be, I must say
hands, because he could not prevail on his tliis, that, situated as I am in this country
highly rewarded as I have been by the
Cabinet to support him in a material alteration of the Corn Laws, those whom Her Sovereign and the people of England
Majesty employed to form a new Govern- coidd not refuse that Sovereign to aid Her,
ment must have had a full knowledge of when called upon, to form a Government,
in consequence of

—

—
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in

Should his apprehensions be well founded,

Her Parliament and

he, for one, would be ready to assist his
noble Friend at his right hand (the Duke

order to enable Iler Majesty to meet
to carry on the business of the country.
Upon that ground,

my

Lords,

ships

;

and

I

I

present myself to your Lordclaim from you an acquies-

cence in the principle

I

have laid down,

that I positively could not refuse to serve
my Sovereign when thus called upon. I

have no doubt, when the measure is laid
before your Lordships, it will meet satisfaction
here, and general approbation
throughout the country.

BUCKINGHAM

of Richmond) in

resisting

any measure

injurious to the agricultural interests, no

matter by what Government
brought forward.

it

should be

The Duke of WELLINGTON I don't
know what the meaning of a free-trade
Government is. Will the noble Duke state
:

what he means by a
ment?

The Duke

free-trade

Govern-

BUCKINGHAM

begged
House for a
No doubt his noble and
late movement moment longer.
had been per- gallant Friend was as much staggered at
desirable that the accusation made against him of being
their Lordships should know from some a Member of a free-trade Government, as
noble Lord on the other side of the House, he (the Duke of Buckingham) was to find
why those who had been called upon by his noble and gallant Friend in a Cabinet
Her Majesty to form a Government, on approving of such principles. He could

The Duke of
the noble and gallant Duke
Lordships an account of the
in the Cabinet as far as he
sonally concerned, it was

said, as

had given

their

the occasion of the resignation of the right
lion. Baronet the First Lord of the Treasury, had not succeeded in doing so. After
having listened to his noble Friend, the
noble Duke who had just sat down, he
must confess that the explanation given
by his noble Friend did not appear satisfactory to him.
It appeared that the
Government, as noAV constituted, had become almost entirely a free-trade Govern-

of

to claim the attention of the

understand noble Lords opposite belonging
to such a Government, because they had
Those
always professed such principles.
noble Lords had been prepared to form a
Government on free-trade principles but
the noble Duke, and those with whom he
acted, had turned out the Government of
those noble Lords on account of the principles which they professed with regard to
the Corn Laws. He could not help, there;

ment; and he would wish, therefore, to know fore, feehng, when the Government of his
why, when the Government had found noble noble Friend, with whom he had acted in
Lords in that House ready to come for- 1831, had since then so completely changed
ward and form a Government on those their opinions on this subject, that they
principles, they, professing an altered opin- were now, if not a free-trade Government,
ion on the subject of free trade, were not at least as nearly approaching that title as
ready to support and assist those noble possible.
Lords in carrying out the principle which,
The Marquess of LANSDOWNE said,
for so many years, they had advocated he had on a former day declared himself
with consistency and principle ?
That was perfectly prepared to state, perhaps at some
a question which he thought the country length, the circumstances under w^hich he,
had a right to have answered.
How, in common with his noble Friend the noble
again, was it that the noble Lord and those Lord the Member for the city of London,
who were ready to join him, were unable and others, had been called upon to form a
to perfect the object of which they had so Government, which would unquestionably
long been the champions ?
He could not have been such a one as the noble Duko
but lament deeply to hear of the change who had just sat down had described,
of opinion which had taken place in the namely, a Government formed on the prinpresent Government, recollecting, as he ciples of free trade.
But all the circumdid, the principles which they had formerly
stances connected witli these occurrences
professed.
He only wished that the pro- had now been so fully stated, and were so
position which the right hon. Baronet at generally before the pubHc, that it must
the head of Her Majesty's Government was have reached their Lordships in common
to bring forward next evening would, as with every other person in the country, and
the noble Duke had promised, prove satis- he really did not, therefore, feel himself
factory
but, for his own part, he could called upon to detain the House by enternot bring himself to believe that it would ing into all the occurrences that had then
be found so in that House, or by the agri- taken place.
If he did not find himself so
cultiu-al interests of the country generally.
circumstanced, he certainly should, of his
;

G
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own part, have availed himself of any opportunity that might have offered to state
the particular grounds on which he had
given his adhesion to the principles of the
total abohtion of the present Corn Law, in
connexion with what he should deem an indispensable accompaniment of such a course,
namely, the bringing forward of other measures of justice for the alleviation of the

burdens that pecidiarly affected the agricultural

interests,

and the continuance

of

With these feelings, the result of his deliberations with those who had been waited
upon by his noble Friend to form a Government was, that the entire abolition of
all interference with the corn trade, accompanied with the removal or alteration, as
far as was consistent with the pubhc duty,
of every burden bearing on the landed interest, was the only practicable com-se

Having been
to their adoption.
upon by the noble Duke, he thought
himself bound to state thus fully the particular grounds which had led him to concur
in the general opinion entertained by those
with whom he had consulted on the occasion, and the grounds which had induced
him to state that opinion to Her Majesty
when he had been honoured with Her Majesty's commands to attend Her more than
Not closing his eyes
once on this subject.
to the difiiculty which the new Government
would have to encounter in meeting Parhament as at present constituted, he felt that
no circumstances, even the most favourable
in other respects, ought to have induced
open

called

which he would regard as unfair towards
those interests, the protection duty on corn
being taken off. Having been formerly an
advocate for a fixed duty on corn, he felt
that he ought to have some good reason
for abandoning that principle at the present moment, after his former public declarations in favour of it.
But when he
had the high authority of his right hon.
Friend at the head of the present and of
the former Government, that the substitution of a fixed, duty for the existing Coni
Law was one to which he never would consent, and when he found that to this high
authority was added that of his noble his noble Friend the Member for the city
Friend the Member for the city of Lon- of London, and others who had not the
don, who now declared himself in favour of confidence of Parhament, not possessing
the abohtion of all protective duties, re- a majority in either House, to undertake or
taining his opinion that a fixed duty would contemplate the undertaking of any such
have been the most satisfactory an*ange- duty, unless they had been assured that the
ment that could be made of this question, right hon. Baronet then at the head of
and one which, if it had been adopted ear- Her Majesty's Government should find
lier, would have prevented the agitation himself incapable of carrying on the public
that had taken place on this subject ^lie, business
and secondly, unless it could also
nevertheless
having never maintained be ascertained whether those who differed
that a fixed duty ought to be adopted on from the right hon. Baronet in the Cabinet,
the principle that a Corn Law should be an on the question of an alteration of the Corn
exception to the ordinary laws of commerce, Law, did or did not think themselves capabut, on the contrary, having advocated it on ble of carrying on that law. It was only on
the ground that he thought it ought not to the information so obtained that the probe an exception to those laws, but that, while ject of forming a Government was enterother protective duties were continued, a tained.
Their Lordships were aware that
duty on the importation of foreign corn it had been stated elsewhere to what extent
ought to be continued also ^he did think, the question had been entertained, and how
All he
if it were not practicable to bring a fixed
it had ultimately been abandoned.
duty before the consideration of Parhament could add was, that it was his fervent hope
with a chance of its being adopted, that and wish that this great question might be
the entire abolition of the Corn Law was to dealt with in Parliament in such a way as to
be preferred, either to the shding scale, ensure an improved commerce in corn, in a
which had been for some time the law of manner consistent with justice to the occuthis country, but which, as he thought, had piers of land
and above all, in a manner
been mischievously the law of this coimtry, calcidated to procure and ensure that which
or in comparison with any alteration of that had not hitherto existed, namely, somesliding scale, or in comparison with what thing like a certainty in the pursuit of
was called an evanescent duty, the tend- these transactions. He was anxious that
ency of which must be to perpetuate the the merchant-importer, the consumer, and
feeling of insecurity which had for sometime the farmer, should have something hke a
operated so mischievously among both the certainty of the prices which the article
agricultural and the commercial interests. was to bring.
The question as to the

—

—

;

—

;
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fore their Lordsliips should be passed was,
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made that answer.
But, my Lords,
I made that answer, I did it not only
of diffidence in my own ability to under-

to, I

when

he thought, one of much greater magnitude out
at the present moment than the question in take such a charge, but likewise, my Lords,
whose hands the government of the coun- because I felt that it would be absolutely
try should for the moment be placed.
He impossible, according to my knowledge of
sliould not, therefore, enter into any details the opinions of the House of Commons, to
on this latter subject, more especially as he form a Government in which the public coidd
thought it had been sufficiently explained have confidence, which should be formed on
elsewhere. The facts had already appeared the principle of supporting that measure.
before the public, and their Lordships must Under those circumstances, my Lords, I
therefore be perfectly cognizant of them. certainly, when called upon to say whether I
He trusted the consideration would press would or no form a Government on that
itself on their Lordships, what was the most principle, declared that I could not and
just and the most satisfactory mode of deal- would not.
ing with this question, in whatever hands
The Earl of RADNOR said, amongst
the Govermnent should be placed.
He for the variety of questions there was one
one had been throughout of opinion that the which had not been put a most important
facility which the present Government posone, because it related to the people and
sessed of inducing noble Lords to carry this to the general state of this country.
The
question was greater than any that others question he should like to ask would be,
could have, and that, as the matter could what precautions had been taken to counonly be passed through the House by effect- teract the misfortune and calamity which
ing conversions in some quarter or another had fallen on the country ?
The noble
not on his (the Opposition) side of the Duke had told them in his first speech that
House, but among noble Lords opposite
many millions of the people of this country
a much greater facility was possessed by were deprived of their food.
They knew
Her Majesty's present Government for ef- that the alaim on this subject was so great
fecting that result than would be at the that the First Lord of the Treasury, on
disposal of another Government.
He was the 31st of October, was prepared to protherefore sanguine enough to hope that, pose to the Cabinet to proceed at once to
under the influence of noble Lords opposite, issue an Order in Council to open the ports
this great question may be brought to a for the admission of foreign corn duty free.
final and satisfactory settlement.
Divers Cabinet Councils were held, as the
The Duke of WELLINGTON I Avish public knew, upon that subject; and, after
to add a few words to my explanation to meeting several times. Her Majesty's Goyour Lordships, relating to the question vernment parted on the 6th of November
proposed to me whether I would undertake without having come to any other resoluto form another Government on the prin- tion but that of appointing a Commission
ciple of maintaining the present Corn Law.
to inquire into the state of the potato
It is perfectly true, as stated by the noble crop in Ireland. Every thing that was done
Marquess, that in the course of the discus- on that 31st of October was calculated to
sions which took place (after the resigna- excite alarm and apprehension in the countion of my right hon. Friend, and before try
but they separated on the 6th of
his resumption of office) between Her Ma- November, and never came together again
jesty and the noble Lord in another place, until the 25th.
It appeared to him to bo
and the noble Marquess
it is perfectly
rather an extraordinary proceeding, that
true that I, and I believe others, were^ when the country was in a state of apprecalled upon to state whether any one of us hension, and well-founded apprehension
was disposed to form a Government on the too, of famine, the Government, after
principle of maintaining the existing Corn meeting and consulting upon a variety of
Law. My Lords, what others answered, occasions upon that subject, should part
I cannot pretend to say.
I answered im- without doing anything to relieve the
mediately that I was not that I could not anxiety of the country, or to obviate the
undertake to form such a Government. evils that were apprehended.
Then, on
I^ do not recollect that during the discusthe 25th of November, they met again
sions previous to the resignation of my and the right hon. Gentleman at the head
right hon. Friend, any one had talked of of the Government, still entertaining the
the formation of a Government on such same opinion, and wishing to introduce the
principles
but as boou as I was appealed same measure, foimd himself precluded

—

—

:

;

—

—

;

;

a
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from doing

so, because bis noble Friend
noble Lord the Member for London
had published a letter in which he said,
that the very thing ought to be done which
the Premier proposed to do.
That appeared to him to be an inconceivable
thing, that because a man thought that a
certain thing ought to be done, yet it was
not to be done because another was of the
same opinion. It seemed to him not to be
the conduct of rational men, but rather
very much like that of a spoiled child, who
but you tell me
said, " I want to do this
I ought to do it, and therefore I won't do
Yet that was precisely the conduct
it."
Now, he wanted to
of the Government.
know what had been done on behalf of the
people.
On the 31st of October those apprehensions were felt by the Cabinet, and
they were felt up to the present moment ;
for no longer ago than Friday last, if he
were rightly informed, they were talking
in another place of mouldy potatoes ; but
the Prime Minister told them it was no
subject for a joke, for in two months they
would find it was a serious calamity. Had
anything been done, then, to provide
against that state of things ?
Could anything be more calculated to excite apprehension than the proceedings of the Government ?
They met, consulted, quarrelled, and separated without doing anything, and that too at a time when, as the
noble Duke said, many miUions of people
were deprived of their accustomed food
for they knew how many joeople in Ireland
lived on potatoes.
He wanted, then, to
know whether anything had been done ?
and, if not, whether anything was to be
done ? And when ? for if they were to wait
for the settlement of the Com Law question, he feared that the distress would
be much aggravated before that time.
As for the proposed alteration in the
Corn Laws, he feared very much, after
what had fallen from the noble Duke, that
it was not likely to be what he should very
much approve of. Whilst he was on his
legs he would say one word only with respect to what had fallen from the noble
Marquess below him. Now he, for one,
could not imderstand what were the exclusive burdens that were felt by the landed

the

;

interest,

and

for

which compensation was
He hoped that that

to be given to them.

would not be given without inquiry

into

the subject, and, when that inquiry was
taken, he very much doubted whether any

such compensation Avoidd be given.

The Duke

of

WELLINGTON

said, the

noble Earl who had just spoken could not
have attended to what he (the Duke of

Wellington) had stated to their Lordships

;

he recollected aright, he stated to
their Lordships, that a Commission had
been issued, and Commissioners were sent
over, and the Commission formed, and infor, if

structions given

every respect as to
work for the people,
and of finding them food as the reward of
He thought the noble Earl
their labour.
was mistaken, if his recollection did not
for he thought that the Cabinet
fail him
met often between the 6th and the 25th of
the

mode

in

of providing

;

November, and that Parhament was prorogued in that interval, and that must
have been done under the advice of the
Cabinet.

The Duke of RICHMOND then presented a petition from the landowners,
tenant farmers, labourers, and other persons interested in the prosperity of agriculture, at Wareham, against any alteraWith reference to
tion in the Corn Laws.
what had fallen from the noble Earl (the
Earl of Radnor) as to the peculiar burdens
upon land, he joined him in the hope that
before any change was made in the present
law, there would be an inquiry into that
and, if there were, he (the Duke
subject
of Richmond) pledged himself to prove that
;

a farmer paying SOOl. a year rent paid
the taxes that Mr. Cobden paid,
The
although he made 30,000/. a year.
members of the League, both in that
House and out of it, were always making
assertions, but were never proving them.
treble

The Marquess

of

said, that if the noble

CLANRICARDE

Duke was

so desirous

of having an inquiry into the peculiar burdens on land, the feult of his not yet hav-

ing procured it rested not with the public,
but with the Friends of the noble Duke
himself because, year after year, his hon.
as their Lordships
Friend Mr. Cobden
might know by the Votes of the other
had moved for a Committee to
House
inquire into the peculiar burdens upon
land
and however unable the Friends of
the noble Duke had been to meet the arguments of his hon. Friend on this subject,
either in the House or out of it, he having
converted almost all persons out of the

—

:

—

;

House, and he (the Marquess of Clanricarde) trusted a very large majority, as
well as their leader, within ; yet they had

The reason
always defeated that inquiry.
suggesting that inquiry now, might
possibly be delay but, if that reason could
possibly be set aside, he should be most
for

;
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happy

to
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precisely the

into

it

same

;

because

lie

was

in

position as the noble
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He

them

defied

to

go to

but let them go and appeal
the country
to those constituencies that placed the
;

Earl (the Earl of Radnor) near him because, although he had always heard, on present Government in power; and he
both sides of the House, that there were said that those constituencies woidd say,
peculiar burdens upon land, yet he had " We were against free trade then, and we
been unable to understand what they were. arc against free trade now."
wished to say but
Lord
He certainly had hoard tithes mentioned
but they were not peculiar burdens upon one word upon this subject, and that was
land, any more than were the quit-rents in answer to his noble Friend, the noble
Marquess behind them. His noble Friend
or head-rents of an English copyhold estate.
Anything else he had never heard of but said, that the friends of the agriculturists
he did say, that if that inquiry could be had refused inquiry into the burdens upon
gone into without delay, he, for one, should land hitherto, but now, at this moment,
Such
be most happy to consent to it, really and they loudly called for such inquiry.
truly, for the purpose of acquiring informa- would have been his conduct if a Motion
;

BEAUMONT

;

;

tion

upon the

The Duke

RICHMOND

of

to that effect in that House
formerly to have refused such in-

had been made

subject.
said,

that

—

viz.,

an attack had been made upon his Friends quiry, and now to call for it. He would
It
the agriculturists in the House of Com- explain that apparent inconsistency.
mons; he, therefore, got up in their de- was not till that moment that there was
Why was it that they had not any prospect of a total repeal of the Corn
fence.
agreed to the Motion for a Committee to Laws; and as long as those laws were in
inquire into burdens upon lands ? Because existence he thought it was the bounden
Mr. Cobden prefaced his Motion for that duty of the agriculturists to submit to the
inquiry By avowing that it was with the peculiar burdens that bore upon them : any
intention of getting rid of the Corn Laws inquiry would have been useless, unless it
altogether and every one who was used to had been with the intention of removing
the proceedings of Parliament knew that those burdens, and as he thought that they
ought not to be removed, he considered
it was usual to resist a Motion brought forward with any other than the avowed ob- that such an inquiry would have been useHis Friends were always ready for less ; it would have wasted time, and would
ject.
He supposed that the have raised hopes and expectations in
a fair inquiry.
highway rates and the poor rates were not many persons engaged in the cultivation of
He should like to land that would not have been realized.
burdens upon land.
know whether one of his tenants did not That was his reason for formerly opposing
pay more poor rates than the whole League an inquiry into the peculiar burdens upon
put together?
He was quite ready to go land. But now a change had taken place
His noblo Friend said, in the country, which had so disorganized
into the inquiry.
he should oppose it, if it were for the parties, which was going far to threaten
purpose of delay but he was sorry to hear all the institutions of the country, and
his noble Friend say, that this measure was which menaced such frightful revolutions
to be pushed through Parliament without in our commercial relations and agriculinquiry.
His noble Friend said, that Mr. tural interests that he thought the House
Cobden had made converts of the whole of could no longer delay to revise the whole
the Cabinet of Sir R. Peel, and the rest of of the local and general taxation of the
the Ministers; and then he said that he country, with a view to a more equal dishad made converts of almost every body tribution of the burdens and he was thereout of doors.
If that were the case, then fore one of those who called for an inquiry
let the right lion. Gentleman at the head into the burdens upon land
the Poor
of the Government go to the people of Laws
the commutation of tithes, not
England upon this question.
He {the that he considered tithes one of the peDuke of Richmond) would say to the culiar burdens upon land they were real
farmers throughout the country, "Protec- property, in the possession of the tithetion, not to corn alone, but to British inowners, and were no burden upon land;
dustry."
Let them go to the country, and and if an inquiry were asked for into the
ask the manufacturers of England ay, law of the commutation of tithes, it would
the manufacturers of this town
the Eng- be for the piu-pose of doing justice to those
;

;

;

—

—

;

—

—

and shoemakers, whether they
would consent to foreign articles coming in

lish tailors

persons who held them; and he would
take this opportunity to say that many
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persons liad in this contest
a manner highly to their
^he meant the clergy of the Chm-ch
credit
of England, who had not meddled on the
one side or the other, though at that moment their property was likely to he affected, as well as that of other classes of the
of

those

—

behaved in

community. But he

said,

he wished

for

an

inquiry into that subject, not as a burden
upon land; but if his noble Friend wished to
know what were the pecuhar bm-dens upon
land he recommended him to consult the

two volumes now lying on the Table
the admirable production of the Poor
Law Commissioners, and the Report on
Local Taxation. He would ask his no-

ing that could be addressed to their Lordships in favour of protection.
Again, he
trusted that the motives that might have
converted the noble Earl the Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs, were not that he

might have an additional argument in arranging affairs on the other side of the
for, if the noble Earl imagined
Atlantic
that merely the prospect of profit would
prevail, or if he considered that such measures would enter into the scale, he (Lord
Beaumont) held that the noble Earl offered
an insult directly to the North Americans,
to imagine, that they would arrange a
great national question on the ground and
;

for the reason of profit, instead of relying

upon those great principles of justice and
and interpretation of treaties, which
local taxation were paid by real property ought alone to govern a nation and which
alone, and that stock in trade, profit in were now so clearly pointed out by those
trade, and funded property, were totally who had taken the trouble to read the
If,
then, numerous documents upon that subject.
exen^pt from that taxation.
those 12,000,0002. -virere annually paid by With regard to the question which had
real property, they were a burden upon been raised by the noble Earl, he owned
land
and he thought that if they did go he perfectly agreed with him in thinking
into the inquiry they would see that, inde- that it was something extraorchnary that
pendent of the enormous a,mount raised, the pubhcation of a letter from Edinburgh
there were in the distribution of these bur- should have cured the potato disease. The
dens, and in the manner of their assess- moment that letter came out, it appeared
ment, grievances of which the land had a that a total change took place the immeThere were certain diate measures were immediately abanright to complain.
restrictions in the employment of capital in doned, and that for no reason, motive, or
the cultivation of land, as well as excise ground which was distinctly put forth, exble Friend to read through the passage
which said, that nearly 12,000,000?. of

right,

;

;

—

laws against the free use of the produce of
the land, of which the landowners had a
Whilst he was on his
right to complain.
legs, he might be excused if he mentioned
an observation that struck him during the
explanations that had recently taken place.
He must say candidly that the noble Duke
(the Duke of Wellington) had explained
the part that he had taken in the great
scene of conversion with his usual distinctness ; but he thought that curiosity might
well be excited to know what were the
grounds, what were the motives, what were
the reasons that made converts of the rest
of the majority of the Cabinet who opposed
the opinions and plans proposed by the
Prime Minister. He thought they had a
^he would not say a right,
right to know
but curiosity might well be excited to
know what made a convert of the late First
Lord of the Admiralty and again, what
made a convert of the noble Lord the PreHe could
sident of the Board of Control.
not imagine that it was any light reasons
for he
that had influenced his conduct
(Lord Beaumont) remembered listening in
that House to a speech the most convinc-

—

;

;

cept the extraordinary one of a letter
having been pubhshed in the pubhc jom-nals.
He had but one word more, and that
was with regard to the question of Ireland.
If they now removed the sole ad-

vantage,

perhaps, that Ireland

enjoyed,

that of obtaining a greater profit on
the sale of Irish produce in the EngUsh

viz.,

markets, in consequence of the duties on
the introduction of foreign produce, he
said that they removed and weakened one
of those ties of love and gratitude which
she might otherwise feel for this country.
And he thought it would be strange if that
argument were not afterwards put forward
by those who might hope to obtain another
kind of repeal.
Seeing the rapidity with
which an agitating club had effected the
conversion, conscientiously, no doubt, of
the Cabinet upon this question, he thought
that another club of repeal might hope to
attain the same success, especially when
furnished, as they then would be, with the
strong argument that the great advantage
Ireland hitherto derived from her connexion with England was about to be taken
from her.
He might go further and
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about to make a financial explanation, and
In giving that Bill to Ca- he wished to know whether the right hon.
nada, they placed that Colony in a situa- Baronet intended to take any vote totion in which she was indehted to the mo- night ?
From what the right hon. Bather country for certain advantages. They ronet had previously stated, and from the
now would remove these and, from what remarks made by other Members of Her
was going on in America, how could they Majesty's Government, the statement
expect that Canada would long remain de- would no doubt be rather a complicated
pendent upon this country, when they gave one; and he hoped that previously to
her no advantage in lier trade ?
They had coming to any decision, ample time would
heard of the annexation of Texas, and an- be given to the country to consider all the
other annexation might follow.
He would measures, and decide upon them affirmanot have mentioned this but, at a time tively or negatively, by the means which
like the present, when we were on the the Constitution afforded them.
Ample
point of a great commercial revolution, it time, he trusted, would be given to the
was the bounden duty of every man to cast counties to express their opinions.
his eyes as far as he coidd, and endeavour
Sir R. PEEL was quite ready to give
to see what might be the result of tiie the hon. Gentleman any explanation in his
measures that were proposed.
power.
The statement which he was
The Earl of
said: Be- about to make would be very extensive,
lieving that my situation in some respects and in some respects complicated.
It
differs from that of ray Colleagues, I think would be rather a commercial than a
it necessary to explain to the noble Lord
financial statement.
It was not his inthe circumstances of the question he has tention to ask the House of Commons to
put to me.
It is unnecessary for me to pronoimce an opinion upon any part of the
trouble your Lordships with the reasons statement which he was about to make.
which brought me to the opinions which I It was his most earnest wish that the
hold
but I wish to state to the noble matter should be fully and sufficiently conLord that when my right hon. Friend, at sidered that it shoidd be judged of as a
the commencement of November, made the whole, as a comprehensive settlement of a
proposal to the Government which has great question.
He, therefore, did not
been alluded to, I gave to that proposal propose to ask any opinion whatever of the
my cordial and unhesitating assent. It House, either upon the general propriety
would not be proper at this time to enter of the plan, or any of its details, until
into the reasons that induced me to come after the lapse of some days.
to that opinion
but such was the opinion
House resolved in Committee, Mr.
I then entertained, and such is the opinion
Greene in the Chair. The following por-

what was the use of the Canada

say,

Corn

Bill?

;

;

ABERDEEN

;

—

;

I entertain

now.

tion of

House adjourned.

read
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COMMERCIAL POLICY — CUSTOMS
CORN LAWS.
Sir R.

peel

—

moved

that the House
a Committee of the
whole House, on the Customs and Corn
Importation Acts, and that so much of
Her Majesty's most Gracious Speech as
related thereto be referred to the same
Committee.
On the Question that Mr. Speaker do
leave the Chair,
resolve

itself

into

Mr. W. MILES said, he wished to ask
a question, which he was quite certain
would be answered by the right hon. Baronet with his usual courtesy.
It was
suuply this— the right hon. Baronet was

Her Majesty's Speech was then

:

" I have had great Satisfaction in giving Mjr
Assent to the Measures which you have presented
to Mo from Time to Time, calculated to extend
Commerce, and to stimulate domestic Skill and
Industry, by the Repeal of prohibitory and tho
Relaxation of protective Duties.
" The prosperous State of the Revenue, the increased Demand for Labour, and the general Improvement which has taken place in the internal
Condition of the Country, are strong Testimonies
in favour of tho Course you have pursued.
" I recommend you to take into your early Consideration whether the Principles on which you
have acted may not with Advantage be yet more
extensively applied ; and whether it may not be in
your Power, after a careful Review of the existing
Duties upon many Articles, the produce or Manufacture of other Countries, to make such further
Reductions and Remissions as may tend to ensure
the Continuance of the great Benefits to which I
have adverted, and by enlarging our Commercial
Intercourse to strengthen the Bonds of Amity with

Foreign Powers.
" Any Measures which you may adopt for effecting these great Objects will, I am convinced.
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be accompanied by such Precautions as shall prevent permanent Loss to the Revenue, or injurious
Results to any of the great Interests of the
Country.
" I have full Reliance on your just and dispassionate Consideration of Matters so deeply affecting the Public Welfare.
" It is My earnest Prayer that, with the Blessing
of Divine Providence on your Counsels, you may
be enabled to promote friendly Feelings between different Classes of My Subjects, to provide additional
Security for the Continuance of Peace, and to
maintain Contentment and Happiness at home, by
increasing the Comforts and bettering the Condition of the great body of My People."

Sir R.

peel

said:

Mr. Greene, what-

ever opinion may be ultimately formed
with regard to the merits of the proposal
which I am about, on the part of Her Majesty's Government, to submit this night
to the consideration of Parliament, I am
confident that the extreme difficulty of the
task Avhich it devolves upon me to perform,
and the great magnitude of the interests
which are concerned, will ensure me that
patient and indulgent attention without
which it would be whoUy impossible, either
with satisfaction to myself or to the public
interests, ,to discharge the duty which I
have undertaken. I am about, in pursuance of the recommendation contained
in Her Majesty's Speech from the Throne,
advised by Her responsible servants
I am
about to review the duties which apply to
many articles, the produce and manufacI am about to
ture of other countries.
proceed on the assumption adopted in that
Speech from the Throne, that the repeal
of prohibitory and the relaxation of protective duties is in itself a wise principle.
I am about to proceed on the assmnption
that protective duties, abstractedly and on
principle, are open to objection
that the
policy of maintaining them may be defended, but that there must be shown to be spe-

—

—

cial consideriv^ions, either of public policy

or of justice, to vindicate the maintenance
I am about to act upon the
of them.
presumption that dm-ing the last three
years there has been in this country an
increased productiveness of revenue, notwithstanding the remission of heavy taxation ; that there has been an increased
demand for labour that there has been an
that there has been
increased commerce
increased comfort, contentment, and peace
I do not say, that these
in this country.
great blessings have necessarily been caus;

;

ed by any particular policy which you have
adopted; but this I say, that the enjoyment of these inestimable benefits has
been at least concurrent with your legisla-

LAWS.

—

that the policy acted on has been
sanctioned by the House of Commons
the
policy, I mean, of repealing prohibitory
and reducing protective duties that I am
not now, therefore, by carrying out that
pohcy about to call upon the House of
Commons to recede from any course which
It is a policy which has
it has taken.
received its deliberate and repeated sanction and if it has been productive of public good, it will be perfectly consistent
with the coiu-se hitherto pursued to persevere in that policy.
At the same time,
in advising the continued application of
these principles, I am not about to disregard this other recommendation in Her
Majesty's Speech, namely, that in the
adoption of principles, however sound,
Ave should not be unmindful of the public
credit ; and that we should take care not
to cause any permanent loss to the public
That other recommendation
revenue.
that in the application of sound prinalso
ciples we should act with so much of caution and forbearance as not injuriously to
affect any of the great interests of the

tion

—

—

;

—

country

—

Above

all,

ation

of

will
I

not be neglected by
trust that that

—

me.
recommend-

Her Majesty the confidence,
by Her Majesty that

—

rather, expressed

and
House

this great subject will receive the just

dispassionate consideration of the
of
I

Commons, will be justified by the result.
have already stated, in answer to the

question put to

me by

for Somersetshire (Mr.

the hon. Member
Miles), that I do

not contemplate asking the House of Comto pronounce to-night any opinion
upon the whole or any part of tlie proposal
It is
I am about to submit to the House.
the wish of Her Majesty's Government,
that the whole of these proposals should
be deliberately and dispassionately considered.
It may be possible that I am
about to affect so many interests, that all

mons

may

unite in the conclusion that this is a
rash and impro\ddent scheme, and ought at
If that be the
once to be discouraged.
prevailing impression on the part of those
who are about to relinquish the supposed
benefit of protection, nothing will be more
easy than on the first night when we approach the serious consideration of the
question, to invite the House to put upon
record their approbation of some principle
contrary to my proposition; to meet my
proposition at the outset with some such
resolution, for instance, as this
not that

—

protection to any particular branch of in-

dustry

is

advisable,

but to resolve on a
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large and comprehensive principle

—that

protection to domestic industry is in itself
a good, and ought to be sanctioned by the
It may happen, on the other
Legislature.

hand, that the conclusion drawn by this
House and by the country may be, that,
considering all the difficulties of this great
question, considering the variety of opinions which exist, considering the nature
of the contest which has long existed, and

long continue, unless a
and real adjustment take place
it nmy be that even those who dissent
from particular parts of the great scheme
which I am about to submit to the notice
of the House, may be disposed to accept it
as a whole, and that the voice of the coun" Upon
try may pronounce this opinion
the whole this is not an unjust, unequitable, or unwise adjustment, and rather than

which

I fear will

satisfactory

—

—

continue a perpetual conflict

we

are ready

to receive this as a settlement."

If this

be the conclusion to which the general
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elements of manufacture in

country.
The principle of it also was to subject in
general manufactured articles, the produce
of the labour of other countries to duties
tliis

not exceeding 20 per cent.
Not only in
the year 1842, but at a subsequent period,
the Ilouse adopted the principle upon which
Notwithstanding the
it acted in that year.
apprehensions of a failing revenue, we did
select some great articles, being raw materials, for the remission of taxation.
In
1844, we reduced altogether the duty on
wool.
In 1845, we reduced altogether the
duty on cotton ; and there hardly remains
any raw material imported from other
countries, on which the duty has not been
The manufacturers of this counreduced.
try have now, therefore, an advantage
which they have not hitherto possessed.
They have free access to the raw materials
which constitute the immediate fabric of
their manufactures.

I

am

entitled, there-

on the manufacturers to relinopinion of the reasonable and intelligent quish any protecting duties they may still
I think there might have been
of all classes shall tend, in that case I enjoy.
shall have the confidence of ultimate suc- great doubts Avhether or not you might not
On the other hand, as I said before, have continued to derive the revenue herecess.
if you touch so many interests by the aptofore derived from the duty on the import
plication of that great principle, that on cotton wool, even if the duty which exprotective duties are not in themselves isted in 1844 had been continued.
But
abstractedly good, and ought to be relin- the House appeared to feel that, with the
quished if all those interests should unite continuance of peace, there would be no
in that formidable competition in that branch of
in opposition to my proposition
case, another fate will await it, and the our manufactures.
They disregarded the

—

fore, to call

—

it

consideration of some 600,000^. or 700, 000?.

Sir, that prinbe for the public interests.
ciple to which I have referred, namely, the

of revenue.
They wished to establish the
prosperity of that great staple manufacture of this country
the cotton manu-

sooner

it

is

disposed of the better will

am not
about to apply to any one particular class.
I am not about to select that great interest
connected ^yith. the agriculture of the
country, and call upon the landowners to
relinquish protection, unprepared at the
same time to call upon other protected
classes to relinquish protection also.
In

relaxation of protective duties, I

the confidence that the principle for which
I contend is a just and a wise one, I ask all
protected interests to make the sacrifice,
if it be a sacrifice, which the application
of that principle will render necessary.
Sir, the House is aware that, during the
last three years, the whole scheme of the
Customs Duties has been submitted to the
review and consideration of the House. In
the year 1842 it was my duty, as the organ
of the Government, to propose a great
change in the then existing Customs of the
country.
The general plan upon which
I then acted was, to remit the duties upon
articles

of

raw material, constituting the

facture

—on

—

some sure and certain found-

and they willingly, therefore, consented to forego an amount of duty, so
easily levied and causing so little complaint
from the great body of the people, without
minute inquiries into the effects of the
duty
and both with regard to sheep's
wool and cotton wool they consented to
the abolition of the duty, subjecting the
opulent classes to the imposition of an
Income Tax out of consideration for the
permanent prosperity of our manufactures.
Sir,
I propose,
in taking the review
of duties still existing, to which we are
invited by Her Majesty, to continue to act
upon the principle which this House has
sanctioned and I take in the first instance,
those articles of raw material which still
ation

;

;

;

remain subject to duty.

I

mean

to deal

with them in order still further to enable
me to call on the manufacturer to relax
the protection he still enjoys.
Sir, there
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hardly any other article of the nature of
a raw material which is now subject to duty
except tallow, and perhaps I ought to add,
timber.
With respect to tallow, which is
of the nature of a raw material, and which
is largely used in many manufactures of
great importance to, the comfort of the
great body of the people, such as soap,
candles, and other articles, I propose to
begin by a reduction of the duty on that
article.
Russia is the country from which
chiefly our import of tallow is derived.
import also some from the United States.
At present, the duty on tallow is 35. 2d.
per cwt.
The subject was adverted to in
the course of the discussions on the Tariff;
and, mainly with a view to our own interests, but partly for the purpose of encouraging Russia to proceed in that liberal
policy of which I trust she has given some
is

We

I propose, Avithout stipulation,
that England should set an example by a
relaxation of those heavy duties, in the
confidence that that example will ultimately
prevail ; that the interests of the great
body of consumers will soon influence the
and that by our
action of Governments
example, even if we don't procure any

indication,

;

immediate

reciprocal

by a reduction
first

benefit, yet, whilst

like that

we shall, in the
own manufac-

instance, improve our

tures, I believe

we

shall soon reap the other

advantage of deriving some equivalent in
our commercial intercourse with other nations.
I propose, therefore, to reduce the
duty on tallow from 3s. 2d. per cwt. to
I am taking the articles which are
I5. ^d.
Now, Avith
of the nature of raw materials.
respect to timber : I don't mean to except
the duties on timber from the review I am
have admitted
about to undertake.
timber the produce of our colonial posses-

We

sions to be imported at a nominal duty ;
am about to affect domestic interests

I

by the

relaxation of protective duties ; and
a perfect right, I think, if they

we have

be protected,

to

affect colonial

interests.

Timber is the only article respecting which
It is a very difficult
I have some doubt.
question. I am prepared to make a definite
proposal with respect to every other article.
I know the advantage of early communicathat communication shall take place
tion
^but I am most anxious, in effecting reductions of the duty on timber, to insure
to the consumer the benefit of the whole

—

—

The course which Government
change.
will probably take will be a gradual reduction of the existing amount of duty, where
it shall rest a certain time, lower than at

LAWS.

present ; the reduction being so apportioned, if possible, as to prevent any derangement of internal trade, by inducing
parties to withhold the supply of timber iu
the hope of realizing a large amount of
duty, and yet at the same time, as the importation of timber from the Baltic partakes
in

some

respect,

from the nature of the

of a monopoly,

to take care the
reduction of duty should be an advantage
not so much to the producer as to the
consimier.
In a day or two, after the
article,

opportmiity of a more minute consideration
of details, the intention of the

Government

with regard to timber shaU be made known.
The subject, I have said, is a yery complicated one
and it is very difficult to get
the requisite information, as it is absolutely
necessary to keep your intentions a perfect
secret before you announce your plan.
I
trust, however, the House will be satisfied
with my general expression of our intention
to make a gradual reduction of the duty
on timber spread over a certain number of
years
but three or four days must elapse
before we can more specifically announce
our plan.
These are reductions only, they
are not the repeal of duties on articles of
the nature of raw material.
With these
exceptions, I hardly know a raw material
in respect of which there will remain any
duty.
Having now taken that course,
having given the manufacturer the advantage of a free command, without any impost, of the raw materials wliich enter into
his fabrics, I call upon the manufacturers
of the three great articles which enter into
consumption as the clothing of the great
body of the community, to give that proof
which I am sure they will give of the sincerity of their convictions as to the impolicy
of protective duties, by consenting to relax
the protection on their manufactures. The
three great branches of manufacture of
which I speak, are those which are immediately concerned with the clothing of the
great body of the people
I speak of the
linen, the woollen, and the cotton manufactures.
I ask these manufacturers at
once to set the example to others by relaxing voluntarily and cheerfully the protection
they enjoy.
Sir, an hon. Friend of mine,
the Member for Dorsetshire
and I assure
him I shaU still call him my hon. Friend,
for it shall not be my fault if any unfortunate differences on political subjects interfere with private friendships
without
any of the reserves and restraints which
appear to embarrass him, I, therefore, at
once call him by that appellation by which
;

;

—

—

;
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have always addi-cssed him my hon. is, not even that you should suspend your
Friend expressed a hope, being jealous judgment to a future day, but that you
conclude my observaof the expressions in the Speech, that the should wait until I
I am the more anxious to call oa
small interests of the country would not he tions.
My hon. Friend said, "Her the manufacturers to set this example of
forgotten.
Majesty is solicitous that the great interests relinquishing protective duties, because,
of the country should not be injuriously accortling to a very high authority, it was
affected, but nothing is said of the smaller not the agriculturists, but the manufacNow, I do not mean, in this turers, who called on the Legislature, in
interests."
review of the Tariff, to subject myself to the first instance, for protective duties.
the imputation to which I was subjected It was the mercantile and manufacturing
interest which set the example of requiring
I mean to affect great interests,
before.
and it is therefore but justice
and, if possible, to treat with forbearance protection
set the example, as I
should
they
that
interests.
I
smaller
and consideration the
shall, therefore, fulfil my hon. Friend's doubt not they cheerfully will, of relinNothing can be
views and gratify his expectations, by as- quishing that protection.
suring him that he will have no cause to more remarkable than the observation
complain that while the great interests are made by one who had no prejudices in
I

;

Dr.

Adam

affected, the smaller interests are neglected.

favour of the agriculturists.

For

Smith, speaking historically, says

caU on the manufacturers of the great

" Country gentlemen and farmers are, to their
great honour, of all people the least subject to the
wretched spirit of monopoly."

instance, in dealing with the clothing
of the great body of the people, I shall

woollen, jend Hnen, to
reUnquish that protection which they at
but with regard to those
present enjoy
articles of cotton,

;

which are made up, and which
consequently employ the labour of the industrious classes of this country, I shall
propose to treat them with more forbearance, and to continue some protective duty.
As the case now stands, the great articles
of the cotton manufacture, such as calicoes,
prints, &LC., are subject to a duty of 10 per
while cottons made
cent, on importation
up, such, for instance, as cotton stockings,
<kc., when brought from abroad, are subject
With respect to
to a duty of 20 per cent.
articles

.

;

cotton manufacture generally, which

is

now

subject to a duty of 10 per cent., I propose

should be imported duty free ; and
that duty of 20 per cent., which now applies to the manufactured articles of cotton
in a more advanced state, I propose to
That is to say,
reduce to 10 per cent.
that on the great articles of cotton manufacture, which constitute the articles of
clothing for the great mass of the people,
there wiU be no import duty ; while the
import duty on cotton articles in a more
that

it

advanced state of manufacture

will

be 10

am speaking now of the origin of this
protection ; and at any rate Dr. Smith was
a most impartial authority, with no leaning
I

Speakor bias towards the agriculturists.
ing as an historian, he states what, in consequence of the interruption I met with, I
have the pleasure of repeating, that it was
not the agriculturists who are responsible
for the restrictive system, but the manufac-

He

turers.

says:

" Country gentlemen and farmers are, to their
great honour, of all people the least subject to the
wretched spirit of monopoly. Dispersed in different parts of the country, they cannot so easily
combine as merchants and manufacturers, who
being collected into towns, and accustomed to that
exclusive corporation spirit which prevails in them,
naturally endeavour to obtain against all their
countrymen the same exclusive privilege which
they generally possess against the inhabitants of
They accordingly seem
their resjwctive towns.
to have been the original inventors of those restraints upon the importation of foreign goods
which secure to them the monopoly of the homo
market. It was probably in imitation of them,
and to put themselves on a level with those who
they found were disposed to oppress them, that
the' country gentlemen and fa,rmers of Great Britain so far forgot the generosity which is natural
to their station as to demand the exclusive privi-

of the plan, without any inferences being

lege of supplying their countrymen with corn and
They did not perhaps take time
butcher's meat.
to consider how much less their interest could be
affected by the freedom of trade than that of the
people whose example they followed."

drawn

This extract

Take it all off:
[A Voice
interruption.]
The only favour I ask is,
that I may be permitted to state the whole

per cent.

I

at once as to

:

any particular

may have to make qualifications

—

parts.

to adopt

precautions, and the first part of my proposal may give rise to erroneous conclusions,

unless judgment be suspended until the
whole is explained. All I ask, therefore,

may

excite the laughter of

some Gentlemen on the other side of the
House but I believe the statement to be
;

perfectly correct, that restrictions did not

originate with the agriculturists, but were
pressed on the Legislature in the first in-
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stance by the mercantile and manufacturing
and that the principle was after-

interests

;

wards adopted and extended, as a necessary
consequence, by the agricultural interest.
I may therefore invite, in the first instance,
the manufacturing interest to relinquish
I propose also to call
protective duties.
on the manufacturers of linen and woollen,
the two other great articles in addition to
cotton concerned in the production of the
clothing of the great body of the people,
to rehnquish, as I believe they can without
injury to themselves, protection with respect to the coarser articles of their manufacture.
There will be some loss to the revenue by these reductions; but I believe that
the importation of some articles, competing
with the production of our manufacturers,
and with the
will stimulate their skill
capital and enterprise of this country, I do
not doubt but that they will beat foreign
At present, woollen goods
manufacturers.
which are made up are subject under the
reduced Tariff of 1842 to a duty of 20 per
cent.
and I propose that, as in the case
of made-up cotton goods, the duty on those
should be reduced from 20 per cent, to 10
per cent.
In the cotton and woollen trade
we have given to the manufacturers the
unrestricted power of importing the raw
material.
The same may be said with regard to the linen manufacturers. Flax is
free from any duty.
I had occasion to say
the other night that there is no duty whatever on the import of foreign flax.
I propose that in the case of linen as in
the case of cotton and woollen, the
coarser articles of manufacture
those
which are used by the great body of the
should be permitted to come into
people
the country duty free.
With respect to
the made-up articles of linen there are
some very fine, some not of general consumption, but partaking of the character
of luxuries, such as cambrics, &c., and
but I do
other articles used by the rich
not propose even with respect to them to
maintain the present amount of duty, but
to place them all on a level with the manuI propose
factures of wool and cotton.
that the amount of the duty now levied on
made-up linens should be reduced one-half.
There is another article Avhich does not
fall within these principles, but Avith respect
to which I think it of great importance,
not that we should adopt the same principle, but yet apply to it a great reThe
I allude to silks.
duction of duty
existing duty on silks apparently operates
as a protection to the domestic manufac;

;

—

—

—
;

—
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You have a duty, which is called
one of 30 per cent., but which with respect to many articles is a great deal
higher and a false reliance is placed on
that as a protection.
It is no such thing.
There are many houses in Paris and on
the coast which will guarantee the delivery
of goods in London at one-half the duty.
The high duty is, therefore, a clear loss
and encouragement to smuggling and it is
also a delusion on the part of the labouring
classes employed in the silk manufacture to
suppose that they enjoy a protection, of
which they are in reality robbed by the
smuggler and dishonest consumer. I conceive, by a new arrangement with respect
to the silk duties
^by a reduction of the
amount of the duty levied on silks, we are
not interfering with any domestic interests
but we shall, I believe, stimulate
skill and industry in this country
we shall
diminish the profits of the smuggler, and
encourage lawful and innocent traffic instead of one that is immoral and degrading.
The general impression is, that the duty is
only 30 per cent, on silk manufactures. I
hold in my hand an account of the duties
on silk manufactures and though in respect to some the duty may not exceed 30
per cent., and in respect to others it may
be less, yet there are many articles in respect to which the duty is much higher.
In the case of crape, the duty is not less
than from 43 to 50 per cent.
on velvet,
from 34 to 50 per cent.
on silk net, from
36 to 78 per cent.
on manufactured bonnets, 145 per cent.
and on turbans, or
ture.

:

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

much. Does any man
believe that a French turban, or cap or
bonnet, pays that amount of duty ? It is no
caps,

at least as

such thing.
The article is in common use,
but it is introduced by the smuggler.
I
propose a new arrangement with respect
to silks, but I must not at present enter
into too much detail.
Of course, every
proposal I make will be in the hands of
lion. Members to-morrow morning.
With
respect to silks, I propose to adopt a new
principle.
I propose, instead of the system
now in operation, of high duties, after a
general review shall be made, enumerating
each article of silk manufacture, to impose
on it a duty of so much per lb., or to an
amount not exceeding 15 per cent, for
every 1001. in the value of the imported
goods.
The general principle, therefore,
will be the adoption of a duty of 15 per
cent, instead of that variable

and capricious

duty which is called 30 per cent.,
less on some articles, but which

Avliich is
is

vastly
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more on others.
Now there is another
manufacture wliich enters into competition
with a manufacture of this country, and
on which the duties are, I think, quite extravagant.
I heheve that a quahlied admission of the foreign article will do no injury to the manufacturers of this country,
while it will he likely to stimulate skill in
improving our manufactures. But at any
1 think, that after the concessions
that have been made, the manufacturer
here will have no right to claim the enormous amount of duty which is at present

rate,

in force.

I

am

alluding to the duty on

stained paper, or as

There

it is

called paper-hang-

now a duty

of not less
per square yard applied indiscriminately to all paper-hangings introduced into this country from abroad. Now
I believe it is possible to sell for a farthing
per square yard some descriptions of that
paper.
The very finest paper a paper
with gold embroidery might possibly pay
But as
that duty of Is. per square yard.
some papers cost not more, I believe, than
one farthing per square yard, the uniform
duty of Is. must be considered exorbitant.
I propose, therefore, to reduce the duty
on paper-hangings imported from abroad
from Is. to 2d. the square yard. I approach now those manufactures which are
connected with metals. [A laugh.] Really
it is impossible to give the necessary explanations upon those subjects without
going into details, which may perhaps be
calculated to excite the risibility of some
hon. Gentlemen.
I must say, however,
that I consider it my duty to enter into
these details on this occasion.
Now with
respect to metals, we have greatly reduced
the duties on foreign ores and if we have
any manufacturers who ought to compete
with foreigners it is the manufacturers of
ings.

than

is

Is.

—

—

;

Speaking generally, all manufactures of metals are now charged with a
duty of 15 per cent, ad valorem.
Now I
propose, with respect to them, as well as
"with respect to all other manufactm'ed articles which I do not specifically mention,
that the general rule hereafter shall be
that no duty shall exceed 10 per cent. The
maximum duty, therefore, on all foreign
metals.

do not specifically enumerate,
shall be, as a general rule, 10 per cent.

articles, that I

so that with respect to the great mass of
manufactures subject to a duty of 20 per
cent, by the Tariif of 1842, I propose, as a
general rule, that 10 per cent, shall be the

maximum

duty.

impossible that I

however,
could emmierate every

It is of com-se,
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article, as I have done in the case of paperhangings, which I mean to except from
that general rule.
Within that 10 per
cent, duty will fall all such manufactures
as those of brocade, of earthenware, and
other articles and also all manufactures
of hair.
At present there is a duty of 20
per cent, on the import of foreign carriages.
Now I consider the whole of those alterations to be a series of equivalents.
I am
giving advantages to the consumers of this
country by the reduction of duties and I
will venture to say that there are no articles here so extravagantly dear as carriages.
I am speaking of the prices of
carriages in London, as compared with the
prices not only in Brussels and other foreign towns
but as compared with the
prices in Edinburgh, and some other parts
of this country.
I must say, that the
prices here are most exorbitant
and considering the command that we have of
metal, and our great skill and capital, I see
no reason why foreign carriages imported
into this country should be subject to a
duty of 20 per cent.
I propose, therefore,
to encourage a competition among the
manufacturers of carriages in this country
by permitting foreign carriages to come in
on paying a duty of 10 per cent. There is
another article on which I propose a considerable reduction of duty.
I propose to
reduce the duty on candles of all descriptions.
have already reduced the duties on wax and on spermaceti
and I propose that the duties which are now levied
on candles of all descriptions shall be reduced to one-half of the present amount.
I propose also that the duties on foreign
soap shall be reduced to one-half of the
present amount.
I propose that in the
case of liard soap, whicli Is now subject to
a duty of 30s. per cwt.
I propose, that on
account of the excise duty upon soap in
this country, the duty shall be reduced
from 30s. to 20s.
that in the case of soft
soap, the duty shall be reduced from 20s.
to 14s.
and that in the case of Naples
soap, the duty shall be reduced from 5(js.
to 20s.
I really feel it necessary on this
occasion to enter into these minute details,
although many of the articles may appear
to be of comparative unimportance. There
are a great many articles on which I propose to remit the duty altogether.
I propose, notwithstanding the great simplification that has been etiected In the Tariff of
1842 I propose to carry simplification
still further.
There vk'ere, I think, not
less than 1100 articles included in the
;

;

;

;

We

;

—

;

;

—
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and tliey still remain there because
convenient to the Custom-house officers to take the articles in the alphabetical
order, and see whether or not they are to
be admitted duty free but, with respect
to 500 of those articles, although they may
stand in the Tariff for the convenience of the
Custom-house officers, there is actually no
duty levied on them.
I propose to extend
Tariff,

;

it is

;

the same principle to many articles still remaining in the Tariff; and subject to a
small duty, by admitting them duty free.
There are some manufactures still remain-

with which

ing,

must deal specially
which on account of the
I

that is to say,
present amount of duty, or on account of
the nature of the articles, it may not, I
think, be advisable to subject to the geneWith respect to
ral duty of 10 per cent.
all articles connected with the manufacture
of leather, we propose to make great reductions.
I take the important articles of

You have removed the
duty on raw hides, and they are now adYou have also removed
mitted duty free.
the duty on almost every article connected
with the tanning process; and there is
scarcely any duty imposed upon any article
I proconnected with the leather trade.
pose, at present, to remove the duty altogether on one article that partakes more of
the character of a raw material than of a
I
manufacture namely, dressed hides.
propose, with the view of reducing the cost
of an article of clothing which is of great
importance and of increasing importance to
the working classes of the community
mean the article of boots and shoes
propose to take off altogether the duty on
dressed hides.
Then there will not be one
single raw material which the manufacturer
in leather cannot command without the
payment of a duty and having done that,
I propose to diminish the duty on foreign
boots and shoes imported into this country.
I must here state, that the prices of boots
and shoes in this country at present appear
and there cannot
to be unreasonably high
be any article of greater importance, or
boots and shoes.

—

—
—

;

;

more

essential

to

comfort.

I

propose,

therefore, after having taken off the duty

on the only remaining article connected with
the leather trade that partakes of the naI propose to reduce
ture of a raw material
the duty on what are called boot fronts
from 35. Qd. to Is. 9d. per dozen pair to
reduce the duty on the larger boot fronts
from 5s. 6d. to 2s. 9d. to reduce the duty
on boots from II. Ss. per dozen pair to

—

;

;

lis,

;

aud

to reduce the duty

ou shoes from
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14s. to 7s. per dozen pair.
The duties on
the shoes of women and children will follow the same proportions. I propose also
to reduce the duty on foreign hats.
I
also propose now to carry into effect a reduction which was postponed in the year
1842 and, I am afraid, not wisely post-

—
—

poned

I mean, the duty on straw plait. I
propose to reduce the duty on straw plait
from 7s. 6d. to 5s. per lb., and the duty
on straw hats from 8s. Qd. to 5s. per doz.
I said that I intended to propose a reduction on the duty on silk manufactures but
I propose also to reduce the duty on what
I consider a raw rather than a manufactured article connected with the silk trade
;

—

I mean dyed thrown silk.
I think
right to reduce the duty on that article.

it

I

think I am convincing the House that I am
disposed to act fairly and impartially in
respect to the application of this principle
of the reduction of protective duties.
I
believe I
have exhausted every article

which can be called an article of manufacture, as the word "manufacture" is generally used
and I have stated the general
principles on which I propose to act in
respect of aU articles of general use and
consumption.
I come now to an article of
:

great importance, which, although a manucommon parlance does not
generally fall within the denomination of a
manufacture.
It is an article in respect
to which I think the time is come when a
reduction ought to be made.
I propose to
reduce the duty on brandy and foreign
spirits.
The present duty on foreign
brandy is not less than 22s. lOd. per gallon.
It is an almost necessary article, and
yet the heavy duty has prevented any
increase of consumption.
At the present
moment, I believe the consumption of
French brandy in this country is not so
great, or not greater, than it was at the latter end of the seventeenth century. I think
that is mainly attributable to the exorbitant amount of duty compared with the
value of the article.
Now brandy, like
silk, is an article in respect to which the
present protecting duty is delusive. There
is no article, speaking of our intercourse
with the Continent, in respect to which
facture, yet in

smugghng
cle

prevails so

of foreign

much

as in this arti-

A

diminution of
not necessarily a diminution of protection to the native producer.
It may tend to prevent smuggling, and
convert an unlawful into a lawful traffic
but a diminution in the duty is not necesduty, therefore,

sarily

spirits.
is

a diminutiou of protection.

I pro-
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pose, therefore, that the present duty on
brandy, geneva, and foreign spirits gene-

should be reduced from 22s. lOd. to
There remains one article
to which i will now advert, and in respect
to which an arrangement was made only
rally,

15s. per gallon.

so recently as last year, but which I also
intend to submit to the consideration of
the House, and to include amongst the
articles on which I propose to make a reI allude
duction of the protective duties.
I do not wish
indeed it would be, of course, impossible
for me now to enter into detail on matters,
each of which must become the subject of
I submit to the House
a long discussion.
in outline at present the intention of Her
Majesty's Government, avoiding details. I
fear the proposal I am about to make may
not at all meet with the approbation and
concurrence of those hon. Gentlemen who
cheer my announcement respecting sugar.
Last year I estimated the probable amount
of increased consumption of sugar, in consequence of the reduction of duty, at 50,000

to the article of sugar.

tons.

The accounts

show an
than 32,000

for last year

increased consumption of less
tons for the remaining months of that year ;
whether or no during the period which would
complete a twelvemonth, there will prove
to be so much increase as to bear out my
calculation, I cannot undertake to say ;
still, there cannot be a doubt that there
will be a very considerable increase in the
The amount of
consumption of sugar.
free-labour sugar brought into competition
w^th British colonial sugar, has not at all
equalled my expectations. I calculated the

amount of free-labour sugar, if I recollect
250,000 tons but the amount

rightly, at

actually brought in for

;

home consumption

I believe the
has fallen far short of that.
defalcation may be accounted for chiefly
by the failure of the crop in Cuba, and by
the consequent increased price of sugar on
the Continent of Europe, and the diversion
thither of supplies which would have been
brought to this country from other parts
of the world in which there is free labour.
I behove it can be shown, when this subject
is

further discussed, that this will account,

in a

great measure, for the diminished
supply.
Still, I am bound to say, I think

British colonial sugar can bear increased

competition with sugar the produce of free
labom*.
I am not prepared to make any
departure from the principle which I maintained last year with respect to the admission of sugar the produce of countries carrying on the Slave Trade.
I still contend

27,
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that principle; but with respect to
sugar the produce of free labour, Her Majesty's Government have not thought it
right to exempt that article from the application of the principle which they propose to lay down with respect to other
articles.
We propose, therefore, assuming that the competition is to be with sugar the produce of free labour, to deduct
the present
3.9. Qd. from the amount of
diff'erential duty.
In the case of Muscovado sugar, the amount of differential duty
in the case of clayed
is, I think, 9s. Ad.
sugar, the amount of differential duty is
lis. Sd.
We propose to deduct from the
amount of differential duty in the case of
each description of sugar 3s. Qd., leaving
the amount of differential duty in favour
for

;

of British colonial Muscovado sugar, competing with sugar the produce of free labour, at 5s. lOd. ; and in the case of the
finer, or clayed, we propose to reduce the
differential duty from lis. Sd. to 8s. 2d.
Now, in continuing this review of all the
articles
at least almost all articles on
which import duties are levied, I come to
those articles which are connected with
agricultm-e.
There ai-e many articles of
first-rate importance on which there are
very heavy duties, but on which these
heavy duties do not operate as a protection.
I will take the article of tobacco.
In making the extensive changes which,
on the part of Her Majesty's Government,
I now propose, I do hope that public considerations will have due weight, and that
we shall not allow ourselves to be persuaded, however cogent the arguments in
favour of reduction on particular articles,
into a forgetfulness of these considerations.
I hope the House will bear in mind the
importance of not breaking down the pubhe revenue.
The pressure this year upon
the revenue, on account of the reductions
which I propose, must be very great. Con-

—

siderations

of public interest

—

considera-

tions of national defence, leave us no alter-

native but to propose an increase in the

Estimates.
The House will bear in mind
that I am on the one hand proposing reductions which will cause for the present
considerable defalcations of revenue and,
on the other hand, it has become, in our
opinion, our duty to propose, not with any
hostile intentions, but for the purpose of
provident considerations of defence, a considerable increase in the Estimates. I wish
these two facts to be borne in mind and
if there are duties extravagantly high still
remaining on some of the great articles of
;

;
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consumption, I hope the House will not
press for a simultaneous reduction of all.
I will

first

refer to

those articles of agri-

cultural produce which are not immediately

connected with the food of the people.

I

take, in the first instance, seeds of grasses

and other seeds. I have a deep conviction
that the reduction of duty upon agricultural seeds is far from being a removal of
protection on agriculture, but on the contrary, will confer a benefit upon that intake the article of clover seed,
Surely it would be impossible to maintain that the heavy duty
which some years since applied to clover
seed operated as a protection to agriculture.
In many parts of the country the
duty on clover seed is, in point of fact, a
heavy burden. Before 1843, if I recollect
rightly, you had a duty on clover seed
which produced an amount of not less than
What a small portion of the
144,000?.
agricultural districts of this country was
benefited by the levy of that duty
Clover
seed is required in those parts of the country where agriculture is most advanced
clover seed is required as conducive to the
most improved system of agriculture. In
some few counties of England clover seed
is produced, but, speaking generally, the
duty levied upon clover seed is not a protection, but a burden to agriculture. With
respect, then, to all agricultural seeds generally, not for the removal of protection,
but as a benefit to agriculture, I propose to
reduce the duty, and to apply to all a moderate duty. The duty on clover seed was
reduced one-half in 1842
at a previous
period it had reached nearly 150,000Z. in
one year last year it was 75,000?. As I
have reduced the duties on the great mass
of manufactures, generally speaking, to a
uniform duty of 10 per cent., so with respect to all seeds, for the purpose of simplifying the matter, I propose that the
duty generally shaU not exceed 5s. per
cwt.
that that shall apply to clover seed
and to all seeds. In the case of leek and
onion seed, the duty at present is not less
than 20s.
I propose with respect to all
seeds, that the maximum duty shall be
5s. I have already spoken of that most important department of agriculture, the fatI believe it is impossible
tening of cattle.
to over-estimate the importance of promoting the fattening of cattle, as instrumental
to an improved system of agriculture.
The restoration of "the fertility of the soil
by means of manure is one of the most
boimtifid of the dispensations of Proterest.

I

for instance.

!

:

;

;

;

vidence,

and

LAWS.

believe that there

I

is

no

manure,

bring it from where you will,
wliich, in respect of its fertilizing quahties,
can enter into competition with that directly derived from the soil.
You cannot
conduce more to the improvement of inferior soils than by encouraging the feeding and fattening of cattle, and thus permitting the application of the manure to
the increased fertility of the soil.
I propose, therefore, that one article of grain,
which, I beheve, may be applied to the
fattening of cattle, shall hereafter be imported duty free it is an article, however,
of immense importance
I mean maize or
Indian corn.
I propose that the duty on
maize shall hereafter and immediately be
merely nominal. Now, Sir, I do not consider that by removing the duty on maize
I do not consider that I am depriving
;

—

—

agriculture of any protection.
Maize is
generally used, I believe, in the United
States; it is certainly used principally as hu-

man

food, but its utiUty as

very

much

human food is
disregarded in this country.
There are parts of the Continent in which

it

is

made

most excellent

into

food,

and

there are parts of the United States in
which it is preferred to some of the food
we use in this country; but I do believe
that, by the free importation of maize, so
far from doing a disservice to agriculture,
by promoting the feeding of cattle an advantage rather than a disadvantage will be
gained.
I propose, also, that the article
of buck- wheat shall be subjected to the

same nominal duty as maize, and that the
maize and buck-wheat also shall
be admitted free of duty. I propose also
that the meal of these articles shall be admitted on the same terms as the grain itself.
And if any hon. Gentleman will ascertain
the enormous sums wliich are now paid by
flour of

many

of the best farmers of the country

cake
and rape cake, I think he will agree with
me, that increased facilities for procuring

for the purpose of procuring linseed

articles used for the fattening of cattle will
be of no disservice to the agriculturists.
The demand for this linseed cake is so

great, that

it

gradually rising in price,

is

and the consumption on some farms is
immense.
On some farms I believe the
chief object of

its

consumption

manure for the
the soil.
The price
vide

is

to pro-

better cultivation of
of linseed cake, with

which I will trouble the House, per ton, in
1843 was from 91. to lOl. in 1844 it was
10?. to 10?. 105.
and in 1846 it was 12?.
The price of rape cake per
to 12?. 5s.
;

;
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1844 it
was 51. 5s. to 51. 10s.
in 1845 it was
41. 5s. to 41. lOs.
and in 1846 it had
risen from 51. in 1843, to 51. 17 s. Qcl. and
61.
Sir, I hold in my hand a letter from
;

in

;

;

a merchant, strongly recommending, on account of its advantage to the agricultural
interest, that there should he a free import
of some articles used very generally in the
United States for the fattening of cattle.
He says
:

" Sir

—

I take tlie liberty of

submitting to your
a small sample of an article called
which is very extensively used in the
United States for the feeding of cattle. Wo apprehend that the Act 9th Geo. IV, applies to this
article, and would therefore submit to your consideration whether the interests of the farmer may
not render a cheap supply of it very desirable. It
is the refuse of rice ground up, and is less costly
than linseed cake, which is admitted free of duty.
It is an article admirably fitted for the feeding of
cattle
but, as it is meal, and not grain, it is excluded, under the operation of that Act."
inspection
'

rice-feed,'
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tage, at least, to lay the fomidation of the
final settlement of this question.
Sir I
am not about to propose the immediate

of the duties which are imposed
upon the admission of foreign corn. I am
about to propose, as an earnest of the principles on which I shall proceed
I am induced to propose the immediate reduction
of duties upon many articles of primary
importance which constitute the food of
man. And I shall first state those in
respect of which I propose there shall be
an immediate and total repeal
with rerepeal

—

;

—

propose that the reduction
shall be immediate
but I take those first
in respect of which I propose an immediate but not total repeal of the duty.
I
propose that the duties
and I am now
speaking of articles of consumption for
food
I propose to take an extensive review
of all the articles included in the Tariff
which enter into the consumption of the
Now, Sir, I apprehend the admission of people, and I propose to make an immemany articles of this kind, enahling us to diate reduction in the whole of them. I
enter into competition with the feeders propose an immediate and total reduction
and fatteners of cattle abroad, so far from on some articles. I propose, on the part
being a disservice, will prove an advantage of Her Majesty's Government, that the
to agriculture.
Sir, I come now to the duties shall be immediately reduced by
consideration of those articles of agricul- one-half upon butter, from 11. to 10s. the
tural produce which are immediately con- cwt.
upon cheese, from IO5. to 5s. the
nected with the food of man
and this is cwt.
upon hops, I propose a reduction
the part of this great subject on which, of from 41. 10s. to 21. 5s. the ton
upon
course, I anticipate the greatest difference cured fish, I propose to reduce the duty
of opinion.
I will now mention the
I have to meet, on the one to Is. per cwt.
hand, those hon. Gentlemen who are for articles of agricultural produce in respect
no delay or no qualification in the abolition to which I propose an immediate abolition
of those duties
and I have to meet, on of the duties. I propose an immediate
the other hand, those v/ho insist that there repeal of the duties on all articles which
shall be no relaxation of the present constitute meat; that the duty on fresh
amount of protection to agriciUture. My beef, on salted beef, on what are called
object will be, if possible, to submit to the uncnumerated articles, salt pork, and fresh
House some adjustment of this question, pork, on potatoes, on vegetables of all
on which both sides, now so divided in kinds, shall be repealed.
From foreign
opinion, may concur.
I know that neither bacon I propose that the duty shall be aboside will approve of it I know that I must lished absolutely and immediately.
Upon
meet with the disapprobation, possibly the all such articles I propose that the duties shall
opposition, of those who sit on this side of be forthwith abolished that is to say, every
the House.
I may have to encounter thing that enters into the vegetable class,
equal opposition from the other side.
I
and everything partaking of the animal
can assure both sides that my desire is, class, that constitutes food as distinguished
without favour or undue partiality, to sug- from grain, shall- be at once admitted free
gest that which I believe to be just, and of duty.
I believe that in this respect the
calculated to terminate that conflict, the agriculturists need not fear any competicontinuance of which I think all must tion, nor do I think that they can reasonregret to remove the causes of jealousy ably complain of such a proposition, inasand dissension between different classes of much as they must see that I have dealt
Her Majesty's subjects not injuriously with manufactures upon the same principle
to affect any class, and yet to promote as I have just proposed to deal with agrithe general interests of the coramuflity. cultural produce.
I have given the farmer
spect to

all

I

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

I consider that

it is

for the public

advan-

mcreased

facilities

for

meeting
II

foreign
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by removing the duties upon
and by admitting into
tbc country such valuable articles as maize
and buck-wheat. The increasing skill of
the feeder of cattle will, no doubt, be considerably stimulated by that kind of competition which will necessarily arise by
•ompetltion

agricultural seeds,

these

alterations.

changes

I

believe

will give a considerable

that these

advantage

to our coimtry over any foreign country. I
propose now, having reduced the duty upon
what may be considered the manufactured
article, to at once remove the duty upon
In short, I prothe importation of cattle.

pose in respect to all animals, as a general
rule, that they shall be imported henceforth from foreign countries duty free.
There is, therefore, I think, no necessity
for mentioning the duties I propose to do

away

in respect to horses

and

asses,

still

It is,
other animals.
I think, wholly unnecessary to continue the
duties upon animals generally ; and no one,
I think, will question the pohcy of removing them altogether, as the maintenance of
them has, I consider, operated neither for
the policy nor convenience of the country.
With respect to aU animals I propose, as
a proof of our adherence to the principle
which we have adopted, and in relation not
only to the manufacturing interests, but in
respect also to the still more material interests of the country, that all animals shall
Some persons
be admitted duty free.
have, indeed, complained of the manner in
which the duties upon foreign cattle are
It is said, that it
at present levied.
is not fair to levy an equal amount of
duty upon the animal that is fattened
and the lean animal brought from foreign
And many persons have excountries.
pressed an opinion that an advantage would
be gained in having free access to the lean
animals.
At any rate, my proposal will
redress this inequality.
I must say, I
think that the increased means which vn\l
necessarily arise by these arrangements
for fattening the cattle by the importation
of grain, the increased facilities that will
be afforded of getting lean cattle, and converting them into fatted animals for the
food of the people of this country, will
prove of the most important and permanent
I do hope, thereadvantage to all classes.
fore, that the manufacturer who may be
disposed to find fault with my proposition,
in respect to his own immediate interest,
will consider this arrangement as affording
him some compensation by the reduction

less in respect to

of the duty upon fat animals.

And

those

LAWS.

Gentlemen who are, on the other hand,
connected with agricidture will, I hope,
bear in mind the fact that I have ah-eady
proposed the removal of protection from
some of those great and important articles
of manufacture that are closely connected
I do. Sir, trust that they
with the land.
wiU always bear in mind that I have called
iipon the manufacturing interest first to set
the example of rehnquishing those duties.
They will bear in mind, I hope, that
farm servants and the humbler classes over
whom they preside, will be thus enabled to
command a greater supply of clothing at a
lower rate than they could heretofore procure.
By such considerations, I hope that
they will not be indisposed to follow the
example of those upon whom I have first
made the call of rehnquishing these protection duties. I will now. Sir, state, with
the permission of the House, the proposal
which I mean to make upon the subject of
the Corn Laws.
I have already stated
that I have exempted some articles now
included under the designation of corn,
from the payment of duty altogether such
as maize and buck-wheat.
I propose, on
the one hand, that these articles shall be
permitted to enter duty free from the passing of the Act.
On the other hand, I do
not propose that there shall be an immediate repeal of the Corn Laws.
But, in
the hope of preventing any of those evils
which might arise from so sudden and important an alteration, and with the view of
giving time for the adjustment of those
interests connected with agricidture, it is
my intention to propose that there shall
be a temporary continuance of protection
to corn.
I propose this arrangement
under a distinct understanding that, after
the lapse of a certain time, foreign corn
shall be permitted to be imported into this
country duty free.
Sir, I am deeply convinced that any intermediate proposition
would be of no avail in effecting a settlement of this question and, indeed, it would
have been out of my power, as I have explained on a former occasion, to suggest
any modification of the existing laws relating to corn, w^ithout at the same time guaranteeing their ultimate abolition.
The

—

;

—
—

choice left to me is either
what some
persons so strongly contend for the maintenance, in fact, of the existino; amount of
protection in everything, or to take the
other course, of laying the foundation for
a decided and ultimate settlement of the
question by a total repeal of these duties.
I propose, therefore, that there shall be at

HOUSE OP COMMONS, JANUARY
once a considerable reduction in the existAnd I also
ing amount of protection.
propose that the continuance of such duties
so reduced shall he limited to a period of
three years.
I propose that this measure
shall contain a provision that, at the period
of the year when I believe there wiU be
least inconvenience experienced, these duties shall terminate
namely, on the 1st of
February, 1849.
That at such period
oats, barley, and wheat, shall be subject
only to the nominal duty of Is. which I
have proposed in respect to maize and
buck-wheat. The next question to be conwhat shall be the intermesidered is this
diate state of the law during the continuance of these duties? My opinion, I am
bound to say, as to the policy of providing
immediately an alteration in the present
law, remains unchanged.
I cannot admit
that I have taken a very erroneous estimate of the wants of the people under the
present circumstances of the kingdom.
I
deeply regret the existence of such a condition.
The pressure upon the people will
be somewliat great before the next harvest.
I think that we are bound not only to look
to the prospects of the next spring, but
also to the consequences of that deficiency
of food which I am afraid will be experienced.
I tliink it is of great importance
to take proper precautions, as far as we
can, against the contingency of the people
suffering from the effects of the present
It is possible that the results of
scarcity.
this scarcity may be much more extensive
Sir, I wish it were
than we contemplate.
possible to take advantage of this calamity
for introducing among the people of Ireland
the taste for a better and more certain
provision for their support, than that which
they have heretofore cultivated and thereby diminishing the chances to which they
will be constantly, I am afraid, liable, of
recurrences of this great and mysterious
visitation, by making potatoes the ordinary
food of millions of our fellow subjects. The
deficiency here arises in respect to the food
of millions.
We have yet to consider what

—

—

;

provision

is

to

be made for this deficiency

what substitute we

will offer to that suffer-

ing portion of our fellow subjects. You may
think the potato an insufficient article of
subsistence
but you cannot, for a period
of two or three years to come, dispense
with your reliance upon the potato.
You
must, therefore, adopt precautions in respect to procuring proper seed for next
year.
I am not here now to propose that
which I proposed in November last the
;

—
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immediate suspension of the import duties
upon corn. That might no doubt be done
but I think it
by an Order in Council
very important to make such reduction in
those duties as shall warrant us in expecting that assistance which is now unfortunately so much required.
I wish to have
but one law enduring for the limited period
to which I refer
but I wish that law to
take precautions in part, at least, which
suspension would not give.
I propose,
;

;

that there shoidd be, for the
present and immediately, a great reduction
in the amount of duty, and that the amount,
as I said before, so reduced, should endure
only for a limited period, there being a
guarantee, by express enactment in the
Bill, that on the arrival of that period the
then existing duty shaU be converted into
What then shall be
a mere nominal duty.
the nature of the law which is to endm'e
for a limited period ? My Colleagues and
myself have approached this question
wholly unprejudiced, and with no other
object in view than the general advancement and prosperity of the country. Our
desire has been to propose a law, temporary in its enactment, which appears to
us, on the whole, best suited to meet the
exigencies of the present case, and best
calculated to provide for the wants of the
country dming the period for which it is
intended to last.
The rate of duty under
the existing law, on other descriptions of
grain, has been regulated by the rate of
propose, therefore,
duty on wheat.
that the rates of duty on barley, oats, peas,
beans, and rye, shall be governed as nearly
as possible, during the continuance of this
law, if it meet with the sanction of Parliament, by the principles which wiU apply to
wheat that is, that there shall be a reduction of a corresponding amoimt applied
But I propose that immediately
to all.
from the passing of this Act, all grain, the
produce of British colonial possessions, out
of bond, shall be admitted at a nominal
I propose that, in all cases, those
duty.
restrictions which apply to the import of
meal from the Colonies, the produce of
therefore,

We

;

I presume they
grain, shall be removed.
were established for the protection of the

I believe

milling interest of the country.

them to be wholly unnecessary. They are
not appUed to meal the produce of wheat
I cannot see any reason why they should
be retained for barley or any other descripNow, on the one hand,
tion of grain.
then, I offer to those
immediate unqualified

who

insist

upon the

removal of

H

2

these
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unrestricted importation,
at least the importation at a nominal duty,
of all kinds of grain, and all kinds of meal
tlie produce of grain from tlie British colo-

CUSTOMS

I oflfer tlie

adopted in

all.
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There would now, there-

be levied on wheat, instead of a duty
one of 45. and every other grain
at the present prices taken out of bond for
nial possessions out of Europe at a nominal consumption in the home market, would
There is one great article, the pro- be subject to a merely nominal duty.
duty.
duce of the United States, an article to the That is the arrangement for the adjustfree export of which the United States at- ment of this great question, which Her
tach the utmost importance ^viz., that of Majesty's Government are induced to
I propose that that should he ad- offer for the consideration of Parliament.
maize.
This is the provision We propose to accompany that arrangemitted duty free.
with respect to other descriptions of grain ment with other provisions, calculated, I
which we propose shall endure throughout will not say to give compensation, but calthe period that foreign grain is to he sub- culated, in my firm belief, materially to
We attempted to meet some advance the interests of that portion of the
ject to duty.
of the objections which have been made to community which, after the lapse of three
the varying price of wheat at the same years, will be called upon to relinquish
I believe it to be possible to
time, to fix any duty which would be con- protection.
sidered available would not answer the suggest arrangements, not aff'ecting the
purpose which I am desirous to attain, of interests of other parts of the community,
making an immediate reduction, on ac- but materially benefiting the agricultural
count of temporary exigencies, in the pre- interests, and to introduce reforms in the
We propose, there- levy of duties and the application of bursent amount of price.
fore, that in lieu of the duties now payable dens which will be of material advantage.
on the importation of corn, grain, meal, or I thank the House for having permitted
flour, there shall be paid until the 1st day me, without interruption, to state all those
of February, 1849, the following duties, portions of the law which might appear to
bear too heavily.
I am obliged to them
viz.
for the forbearance with which they have
If imported from any foreign country
permitted me to go through that part of
WHEAT.
I will now state what
Whenever the average price of Wheat, made up this great question.
and published in the manner required by law, are the measures with which we propose to
shall be for every quarter
accompany this great present reduction
Under 48s. the duty shall be for
and ultimate extinction of protection
every quarter
.10s. Od.
measures which I believe will be greatly
ditto.
49s.
48s.
for the advantage of the interest in whose
ditto.
50s.
49s.
fore,

of

16.?.,

;

—

;

:

..90
..80
..70
..60
..50
..40
.

.

.

50s.
61s.
62s.
63s.

.

.

,

51s.
52s.
53s.

and upwards

ditto.
ditto.

ditto.
ditto.

propose, that whenever the price of
grain made up and pubHshed in the manner
required by law shall exceed 53^., there
shall then be an invariable duty of 4:S. per
That is to say, that there shaU
quarter.
be no temptation to hold grain when the
price shall exceed 545. for the purpose of
securing the shilling of extra duty.
The
enactments which we shall propose with
respect to all other descriptions of grain
will precisely follow the scale which we
have adopted with regard to wheat.
It
would, however, perhaps be more convenient for the House, considering the time I
have already occupied, that I shoidd rather
i-efer them to the details which will be
printed to-morrow morning, than go through
the whole now as regards oats and barley.
It may be sufficient for the present purpose
to state that the same general rule will be
I

,

welfare this country is deeply interested.
Let us review some of the burdens which
do fall immediately upon the land the
burdens which are, in my opinion, some of
them, at least, capable of alleviation, not
by their transfer to other parties, but by
introducing reform in the administration of
the expenditure.
First, let me take the
existing arrangement with respect to one
great source of expenditure
to one great
burden which is constantly and justly complained of by the agriculturist I mean the
amount of rate which is levied for the highways.
Is it not possible, without subjecting other parties to the expense of the
rate
is it not possible to introduce useful
reforms into the administration of the expenditure, which shall be a relief to the
landed interest?
I believe it to be possible.
What is the law and practice now
with respect to the highways of this country?
There are 16,000 different local authorities, each of which has the charge of
the highways.
These highways are be-

—

—

;

—
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coming of increased importance as railways stated to me in a report I hold in my
In some cases the turnpike road hand
" The effect of the change lias been remarkable.
is becoming of diminished importance, and
imder the local parothe highway, for which each parish is sub- Formerly, the expenditure
chial authorities, was from Gd. to 9rf. per pound
ject, is becoming of increased importance
rental, and the money was literally thrown away.
but what can be more defective than that, Now, the case has been completely altered. The
channel
roads in the whole of our districts, are as good an
where the highway is a continuous
of communication, passing between different any in England the management is good, and all
is performed to the perfect satisfaction of the rateparishes, the same highway shall be under
payers, while the expense does not range higher
and
the control of every different parish,
than from l^rf.to Sd. in the pound of rental while
the total number of parish authorities is not in the nine adjoining townships, in which the roads
What is the advantage ? are not so good, it is from 4|t/. to 5d."
less than 1 6,000 ?
There is the nominal advantage of the ap- Well, Sir, that is not a mere transferring
pointment of a surveyor in each parish, of the burden; it is an advantageous arwho absolutely knows nothing about the rangement which, by the aid of the LegisThat each por- lature, will relieve the agriculturists from
construction of highways.
tion of tlie highway should be subject to a a burden which presses heavily upon them
That,
different parochial authority seems to us as without transferring it to any other.
most evidently opening a road to great Sir, is one of the advantageous arrangeabuses, to a lax expenditure, and to a bad ments which Her Majesty's Ministers proSir, there pose to make, and which we believe will
system of repairing the roads.
is one Act of Parliament which permits the
I come now.
prove a relief to agriculture.
voluntary union of parishes into a district Sir, to a law grievously complained of, and
authority, for the supervision of the roads. justly grievously complained of, by the
But as it is only voluntary, as it is merely agricultural interest. I mean the present
a permissory Act, and as there are so many law of settlement.
Under the present law
local interests affected by entering into the of settlement, the population of a rural
:

advance.

;

;

;

voluntary arrangement, the result is that
hardly in any instance is the arrangement
made. What I propose and I do it for
the benefit of the agricultural interest,
not merely as a relief from a burden, but
as a means of greatly improving their
means of communication what I propose
is, to make that which is now voluntary
I
propose to compel the
compulsory.
union of parishes into districts for all the
The size of the
purposes of the roads.
districts is a matter of detail for further
consideration
but we think that districts

—

—

manufacturing proemigrate to some
The prime of
great manufacturing town.
a man's life is consumed in those manufacall the advantages to be
turing districts
derived from his strength, his good conduct,
and his industry, are derived by the master
manufacturers in the towns.
A revolution
in manufacturing affairs takes place, a reaction ensues, and the trading and manufacturing interests do not prosper
then
district,

in times of

sperity,

is

invited

to

—

—

what takes place?

The man, together

with his family, who were removed from
formed as that we may have the agricultural districts in a season of
600 local authorities, having cognizance of manufacturing prosperity, are sent back to
the roads, in place of 16,000, as we have at the agricultural districts; and that man,
present. When, however, the local authori- the best of whose life and energy has been
ties shall have been constituted, we will perspent in the manufacturing district, that
mit them, or rather require them, to appoint man who, perhaps, had not been provident
a surveyor, a competent professional man, in his prosperity, must return to the rural
who shall have the charge of the whole of the district unfitted for rural occupations that
highways of the district to which he has man, greatly to his annoyance and suffering,
been appointed.
Tlicre arc some instances is transformed to a former home which proin which a voluntary union of parishes has bably he has forgotten
to a place with
been entered into, and some do now exist. which he has lost all connexions, and where
I should wish to state to the House what he has not the means of getting employhas been the result in one of them of the ment and not only is a great injustice
substitution of a central authority in place inflicted upon the rural chstrict, but a
of many parochial authorities.
In a dis- shock is given to the feelings of every just
trict of the north the parochial authorities,
and humane man. We propose, therefore,
by their own consent, were superseded, not only to relieve the land from a burden,
they having 70 miles imder their super- but we propose to do an act of justice to
intendence
and this was the result, as the labouring man by altering the law of
;

may be

so

;

—

—

;
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propose, Sir, that an in-

dustrial residence of five years shall not

only give a claim to relief, but that after
such a residence the power of removing
him shall be taken away; and that his
legal claim for support shall not be on the
place of his original settlement, but on the
place to which for five years his labour and
industry were given.
Now, Sir, I dare
say many will remember what took place
in 1842.
In 1842 there was great distress
in the manufacturing districts the practice
then followed was, that the person employed
in manufactures who had a settlement in
the agricultural districts, should be returned
to those districts for the purpose of obtaining relief. Now, Sir, I conceive that the
alteration we propose will be a moral improvement of the law, just in itself, and a
It will
great relief to the rm-al districts.
be a great advantage to the agricidtural
interest, while, at the same time, it will be
the remedy of a gross injustice under which
the labouring man now exists.
On the
part of Her Majesty's Government, then,
I propose that from and after the passing
of this law, no person who shall have resided five years in a parish shall be removed
from that parish and that residence in a
prison, barrack, lunatic asylum, or hospital,
or any residence in a poor-house, during
which the person shall have been in the
receipt of relief, shall form part of such
five years, and be no interruption to the
period.
I propose, not only that there
shall be no power of removal to the
land, but that the children of any person,
or the children of his wife, whether legitimate or illegitimate, under 16 years,
residing with the father or mother, shall
not be removed, nor shall the wife of
any person be removed where such person
is himself not removable.
propose,
therefore, that the children and the wife
shall not be separated in such a case from
the husband, and that he who has an industrial residence of the term of five years
shall have the right to relief for himself
and his family, not from the place of his
rural settlement, but from the place of his
At present, imlast industrial residence.
mediately upon the death of a labouring
man in a manufactm-ing district, the widow
can be removed to her settlement.
shall propose that, after the passing of this
law, no widow who shall be residing with
her husband at the time of his death,
shall be removed mthin the ensuing twelve
There is one point more. At
months.
present, when the working man is ex;

;

We

We

hausted by the labours of a lifetime, an
apprehension often arises in the minds of
the parish authorities that he will become
chargeable to the 'parish, and they immediately set about his removal.
Now, we
propose that there shall be no power of removal on the ground of chargeability, on
account of accident, or by sickness of a
man or any of his family, from the manufacturing to the agricidtural districts.
Here again, by the alteration of the law
which we propose, I think that we shall be
gaining a great social advantage, and also
relieving the agricultural districts from a
burden which is certainly very great.
propose to grant this rehef, while at the
same time we are taking means of preventing injustice being done to the man whose
five years' labour has tended to enrich the
district made hable for liis maintenance.
I approach now another matter on which
we are prepared to advise an alteration,
and one which I think can be carried into
efi'ect without loss to agriculture.
In fact,
I anticipate not only that the alteration
will be an advantage to agriculture, but a
benefit to all parts of the country.
There
is a dread
a natural dread of competition on the part of agricidturists.
It is

We

—

—

impossible, I think, for

any man

to

deny

that agricultm-al science is yet in its infancy in this country.
But there are
means of meeting this competition which
is so much dreaded, by the application of
capital, skill, and industry ; and by the
adoption of those means I feel persuaded
that both the agriculturists and the labouring man will be enabled to meet the competition they will have to encounter ; and,
in order to facihtate this effect, we propose
that the State shall encourage agricultural
industry.
Let any one read the evidence
taken before a Committee of the other
House, which sat last Session, and of
which the Duke of Richmond was chairman, with respect to improvements on entailed estates.
That evidence shows that
in immense districts the means of improvement are greatly neglected. Among other
means, I believe draining might be employed so as greatly to increase the produce of the land.
There are many clifiiculties in the way
these are shown in the
Report of the Committee to which I have

—

alluded.
Various schemes have been proposed to overcome them, some of which
originated with my hon. Friend the Member for Berkshire
but, in addition to
;

other sources of difficulty in making these
improvements, there have arisen great
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difficulties in

consequence of the necessity

of the intervention of the Court of ChanNow, with
cery in cases of trust estates.

respect to cases of these descriptions, we
shall recommend that the public should,
for the purpose of facilitating these improvements, advance sums of money to
parties applying for assistance, not, however, subjecting the public to any ultimate
loss
but advancing sums of money for the
;

purposes of improvement, upon sufficient
Now, I attach great importance
security.
to the principle that no loss shall fall upon
Besides the general effect of
the public.
facilitating

improvements

in

agriculture,

by these means impi-ovemeuts throughout
the country will be stimulated to an extent
easily be capable of being
I propose that the Exchequeroverrated.
bill Commissioners should have the power
to lend a given amount of money upon
tangible security; and I should recommend that, to arrive at a conclusion as to
the parties to whom money may safely be
lent, you take advantage of a board lately
instituted
I mean the Board of Commissioners of Enclosures.
I should propose
that those proprietors of land who may
contemplate improvements on their properties should make application to the Enclosure Commissioners to the effect, that
they contemplate the improvement of their
land by drainage.
have arranged that
the preliminary survey shall be made at
the expense of the individual who applies
for pecuniary assistance in the manner
proposed.
have, I say, arranged
that the original expense be borne by the
party applying for relief.
propose
then, that after an inquiry has been made,
after an investigation has been held by the
Enclosure Commissioners, that upon a certificate being issued by the Commissioners
of Enclosures it should be a warrant to the
Exchequer-bill Loan Commissioners to advance a certain siun, provision being made
for the repayment of that sum at a moderate rate of interest, and, at the same
time, of a repayment on small instalments
annually of the principal.
These provisions are to be guarantees to the public of
the repayment of both principal and in-

which would not

—

We

We

We

terest.
And we also propose that this advance be considered as a prior charge on
the land that it have priority on all other
charges on the land, excepting in the case
where any party who has a charge upon the

—

land should think fit to make objection to
such application being granted.
I beheve,
however, that the cases would be rare where
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such objections would occur because parcould not but feel that such an application for the improvement of the land
woidd be a new guarantee for the se;

ties

curity of their claims.

when these advances

Still we feel that
are applied for, the

power of interposing ought to be given
to those having a preceding claim on the
land
that they should have power to
make an objection to that which would
;

We

constitute a prior claim to their own.
propose, therefore, that parties having an
estate in tail or a prior charge upon the
land should have power to object to that
which will constitute a charge on the land
prior to their own, and that in that case
the loan should not be had without the
consent of the Court of Chancery.
believe that by an arrangement of this
sort we shall be able to obviate obstructions that arise in case of entailed estates,
wherein enormous expenses are incurred in
appeals to the Court of Chancery, and a
multitude of impediments are found to
arise to parties seeking advances and loans
And
of money from private companies.
we believe that this will be found to be the
foundation for great agricultural improvements.
I confess I do not limit the contemplated amount of improvements that
will be made to the mere cases on which
these actual advances may take place.

We

I believe they will be found to promote
greatly the spirit of improvement ; that
when a man sees his neighbour having the
cultivation of his land carried on mider
that when he sees
scientific direction
him thus effecting great improvement in
his estate, and this through the interven-

—

tion of a loan or advance

made

to

him on

the part of the Government, that this will
tend greatly to lead to a spirit of agriculThis then is another
tural improvement.
mode by which we propose to enable the
landed interest to meet the competition
with which they are threatened by the
law that I am about to propose. And
now, with respect to direct local bui'dens.
Her Majesty's Government have given
their serious consideration to that subject,
and on their part I must say that I cannot advise any material alteration of the
system under which the assessments now
There is no doubt that there
take place.
are immense sums of money now levied on
land under the name of poor rates, which
go to meet other charges than those for
the rehef and sustenance of the poor.

Another objection is made, when it is said,
and said with apparent justice, that these
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are cliarges on tlie land, and that therefore there ought to he some great alteration of the manner in which these levies
are made.
In point of fact, the charges
are not charges upon the land.
So far as
this charge is concerned, the opposition is
the opponot hetween land and houses
sition is merely hetween real and personal
property, hecause it is not land alone that
is suhjected to the hurden, hut it is real
property ; including houses, and including
mines, and quarries, and manufactories,
which are suhject to the payment of the
If, indeed,
assessments under this head.
the Government were to take the rate
upon themselves, and levy it as a tax uniformly, it might perhaps he justice, and
might he an advantage to make personal
property pay.
But recoUect that this is a
local charge and not a general charge ;
that the land would gain nothing if the
property in Manchester, for instance, contributed to the relief of the poor in a manner different from what it does at present
that there would be no advantage to any
part of Yorkshire, if the principal towns
in England bore a different assessment,
such as Hahfax, Huddersfield, and Stockport, or any Qther town.
It would be
merely a different distribution of the bm*den within that locality. You may subject
personal property to this charge
but if
you do, you must make personal property
so subject to it, not only in the towns, but
in the rural districts.
But how are you to
levy such a charge for a small local burden ?
You cannot do so, as you do it
with a great public contribution for a public purpose, like the Income Tax.
You
cannot, I say, do so ; for when you come
to levy minute sums for the relief of the
poor, depend upon it that you will find, in
the rural districts, that it is a kind of imposition which will not be borne and so far
from being a benefit to the land, to raise
;

;

;

minute sums by means of an inquisition
into a man's private circumstances, carried
on and raised by the local authorities,
would be a burden that would be felt to be
I willingly admit that there
intolerable.
may be found persons possessing great
property in large rural districts, and also
in large manufacturing towns, and that
personal property ought to be made to
contribute where individuals are so situated
tliat asessments should be so made as

—
to

make

these contribute to local charges,

and that by so doing the burden would be
more equitably distributed.
This may
but 1 am not prepared to sugbe so
;

LAWS.

a remedy by which I think this
can be remecUed. I do not think
and considering
can be attempted
it
that if you wish
that the charge is local
personal property to contribute, there must
be an inquisition into private affairs
and
then there
that if you choose to do this
must be not only an inquiry into the profits of the trader, but there must also be
an inquiry into the profits of the fanner.
Y^ou certainly had at one time a charge
upon personal property in the counties
you had that, but what did it produce ?
You were obliged to abandon the charge
upon personal property for you found it
impossible to collect it.
I conceive, then,
that it would be no advantage to the agricultural interest now to propose any such
charge.
I am siu'e that for the State to
take upon itself the maintenance of the
poor I am sure that any such plan would
be open to the gravest objection that to
alter that charge
to attempt to make it
general instead would be a change that,
in my firm conviction, could not benefit the
land. I am not prepared, therefore, to propose any material amendments of the law, or
the principle on which the rates are levied;
but though I cannot propose any alteration
in this respect, I think that there is a
fair claim on the part of the land for direct
relief from some portions of the local burdens to which they are now subjected
that there should be taken off some of
those burdens on the land. I cannot maintain this proposition as a direct compensation to the land
but when we are laying
the foundation for a great social improvement, I say that we may take and place
upon the public some of the charges that
are now thrown upon the land.
Some of
these charges were brought under the notice of the House last year by the hon.
Member for Somersetshire (Mr. Miles). I
was obliged, then, in opposing his proposition, to object that as long as the land
was benefited by protection, I advised
the agricultural interest not to claim rehef
from these charges that the relief sought
for was in itself comparatively small.
But
now, when it is detennincd to expose that
interest to competition, then we have a
right to look to these charges
and, when
you have the power to do so, to relieve it to
a certain extent
and in doing so, we have,
at the same time, tlie poAvcr of conferring
a great benefit upon the community, and
for laying the foundation for a great imgest

injustice

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

—
—

;

—

;

;

provement in the administration of the law.
You have already taken off one-half the
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expense of maintaining prisoners in Great no relief from burdens which are not acBritain and Ireland, who are under sen- companied with some great social advanand I tages. At present you have a great police
tence for felony or misdemeanor
The expense of a portion
propose to relieve the counties of this force in Ireland.
charge altogether, and take from the Con- of that force is borne by the land in Irethe expense of the remainder is
solidated Fund the expense of the main- land
and it cerborne by the public Treasury
I propose, in
tenance of such prisoners.
order that there should be a constant and tainly is a most anomalous system for one
vigilant check, that this and other similar portion to be borne by the public Treasury,
I becharges shall be provided for by an annual and the other portion by the land.
vote. We estimate the sum of which these lieve that it will be an immense advantage
will relieve the counties at G4,000/. per to place the police force directly under the
annum. And now, in respect to the ex- control of the Executive to prevent the
pense of prosecutions in England, one-half possibility of all interference by local boof that charge is already paid by the pub- dies to make it as perfect a system as you
In Scotland, the charge is can, excluding all power of local nomination
lic Treasury.
borne altogether by the Treasury, whilst in or local interference) taking the whole conIreland there still remains a portion of the trol on the Executive Government and, in
We order that you may make that control comcharge which is borne by the land.
propose in the case of England, and in the plete, paying the expense out of the public
case of Ireland, that that portion of the Treasury. This was strongly recommended
charge of the expense of prosecutions last year by that Commission over which
which is now borne by local rates, shall be the Earl of Devon presided, without any
borne altogether by the public Treasury. reference whatever to the law of protection
It is true, the relief is not great
but I and Her Majesty's Government are disposed
think the change is of importance, as it un- to recommend to the House that the whole
doubtedly affords increased means of es- charge for that rural police in Ireland shall
tahhshing some control over prosecutions
be borne by the public Treasury.
There
and you will be amply repaid, in a social is another charge borne by the land in this
point of view, by acquiring that increased country, of which again, for local purposes,
control over any sum you may grant.
In we propose that a share shall be borne by
Scotland, you have an admirable system of the Treasury.
I allude to the medical
checking prosecutions by means of a public relief in parishes.
There is no part of the
prosecutor.
In Ireland, you apply a prin- administration of the Poor Law which I
ciple of the same kind, by requiring that, in think has given more dissatisfaction than
respect of all prosecutions borne by the the administration of medical relief. There
public, there shall be the assent of a public seems to have been great unwillingness on
officer of the Crown.
Now, for the pur- the part of the guardians of the poor to
pose of relief, and for the purpose of com- afford relief, under the impression that
bining with relief the means of introducing their immediate concern was with the relief
an improvement of your criminal law, I of absolute distress, and giving sustenance
propose that the whole of the remainder of to those who were in danger of starvation.
that charge shall be taken from the land, I am sorry to say that there have been
and be borne by the country.
The amount frequently just grounds of complaint in rewill be, in Ireland, about 17,000?., and in spect to the administration of medical relief.
England about 100,000?. a year. Now, The state of medical relief in Scotland ocin the case of Ireland, if there be any part cupied the attention of the House in the
of the United Kingdom which is to suffer course of the last Session.
And, for the
by the withdrawal of protection, I have purpose of meeting the views of those who
always felt that that part of the United object to the present system, and for the
Kingdom is Ireland. Its capital and enter- purpose of giving the Executive Governprise are almost exclusively directed to agri- ment a greater degree of control over it,
culture. And if, in the intended measures, and gradually introducing an amended
with regard to the burdens on land, there system, we pi'Dpose to take one-half of the
should appear, at first sight, to be any charge of the payment of medical officers
undue favour shown towards Ireland, let upon the Treasury.
Thus we shall be
us bear in mind that Ireland has not the enabled to meet the objection of those who
means which other parts of the United demur to the exercise of Government conKingdom have of employing labour in ma- trol and to the expense, by offering, on the
nufacturing pursuits. But again, I propose part of the public, to contribute one-half.
;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;
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that case I estimate tliat the amount of
will he 100,000?. in England, and
Ireland is mider a
15,000?. in Scotland.

Ill

charge

separate law with respect to medical rehef.
whole subject requires re-

I helieve the

consideration, and that it is hkely to occupy the attention of both Houses of Par-

With
liament in the present Session.
regard to Scotland, there is a separate
charge, which I think is for the prison of
The amount is very small, but the
Perth.
The
"principle" is what they object to.
charge of the prison at Pentonville is borne
by the public Treasury, and Scotland,
therefore, objects to bear the expense of

Now

the prison at Perth.

it

will

satisfaction to this feeling, even if

it

be a
be no

if we apply the same rule
apphed to Pentonville and Parkhurst prisons, and other prisons not immediately used for local purposes, and relieve
Scotland from this charge by taking it
There is only
from the pubBc Treasury.
one other item of expense which I propose
and I think that in
to place on the pubhc
that I shall have the general acquiescence
I beheve that in every
of the House.
parish workhouse there is great ground for

great reUef,

which

is

;

control over the management of the school.
Then again, with respect to the auditors
of Unions, we propose that the charge for

the salary of auditors shall be borne in like
public Treasury, which will
require about 15,000?. Now observe, that,
in almost every case in which I propose
any remission of the burden which falls on
the land, I propose also the attainment of
some great object connected Avith the
If this general scheme
public advantage.
which I now propose shall meet with the
approbation of the House, observe what it
At
does for the great body of the people.
a very early period many of the restrictions which apply to the importation of
Instantly,
food will be at once repealed.
in respect to clothing, there will be perfect
liberty to purchase clothing in the cheapest
With respect to medical attendmarket.
ance, we propose an arrangement which, I
believe, will greatly improve the adminisBefore these
tration of the Poor Law.

manner by the

propositions be rejected, therefore, I hope
that both parties will well consider
even

—

immediate views cannot be accomplished ^yet, that both parties will well
consider that instantly, with respect to
many articles of food, there will be free
importation.
In respect to all there will
be a perfectly free importation at an early
period.
In respect to all the main articles
of clothing there will be free importation,
with liberty to purchase wherever clothing
can be obtained. And with respect to medical assistance, there will be considerable
improvement on the existing practice.
Well, these several propositions appear to
me to be calculated to confer great benefits
upon the country at large. Whether or
no they are sufficient to induce both parties,
if their

—

complaint, at least in many of them, of
inadequate provision for purposes of education.
In many workhouses there are no
schools
in many others some person perfectly unfit to be intrusted with the education of youth is appointed as master or
mistress, at a salary perhaps of 10?. Now,
we propose in no way whatever to interfere
wish
with the right of appointment.
to avoid the possibility of raising any reliThe right of appointment
gious question.
of a schoolmaster or schoolmistress shall remain with the guardians of the poor. But we
are ready to take the expense of providing those who entertain diff'erent views, to supproper schoolmasters and schoolmistresses. port them, I cannot undertake to say.
I
require qualification.
require the wish, however, that the whole should be
right of dismissal andthe right of inspection; fairly considered ; that on each side you
but we are ready at the public charge to will well reflect upon the consequences of
provide a competent and decent salary for the immediate rejection of this scheme.
I
those who are to have the charge of the ask for the expression of no opinion at this
education of the poor.
propose that a moment but I do hope that after an intergrant of about 30,000?. a year shall be val of some days we shall approach it with
made for the purpose of providing competent that entire consideration which shall lead
salaries for schoolmasters and schoolmis- to a fruitful result, and in the same temper
tresses for the children of the destitute in of mind with which, on both sides, you
each Union, taking at least so much of con- have listened to my observations to-night.
trol (without interfering with religion in any Now, let me conclude with two observadegree beyond what at present appears to be tions
one connected with our foreign
the case under the existing law) as to re- policy and the interests of our commercial
quire that the party shall be competent
intercourse with foreign countries
and the
that there shall be some examination as to other having reference to our own doqualification, and some inspection of and mestic circumstances.
I fauiy avow to

—

We

We

We

We

;

:

;
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you that in making this great reduction
upon the import of articles, the produce
and manufacture of foreign countries, I
have no guarantee to give you that other
countries will immediately follow our example.
I give you that advantage in the
Wearied with our long and
argument.
unavailing efforts to enter into satisfactory
commercial treaties with other nations, we

have resolved at length to considt our own
interests, and not to punish those other
countries for the wrong they do us in continuing their high duties upon the importation of our products and manufactures,
by continuing high duties ourselves, enWe have had
couraging unlawful trade.
no communication with any Foreign Government upon the subject of these reductions.
We cannot promise that France
will immediately make a corresponding reI cannot promise
duction in her tariff.
that Russia will prove her gratitude to us
for our reduction of duty on her tallow, by
any diminution of her duties. You may,
therefore, say, in opposition to the present
what is this superfluous liberality,

plan,

that you are going to do away with all
these duties, and yet you expect nothing
in return ? I may, perhaps, be told, that
many foreign countries, since the former
and that
relaxation of duties on our part
would be perfectly consistent with the fact
foreign countries which have benefited
by our relaxations, have not followed our
example ; nay, have not only not followed
our example, but have actually applied to
the importation of British goods higher
I quite adrates of duties than formerly.
mit it.
I give you all the benefit of that
argument.
I rely upon that fact, as conclusive proof of the policy of the course we
are pursuing.
It is a fact, that other
countries have not followed our example,
and have levied higher duties in some
But what has been
cases upon our goods.
the result upon the amount of your exports ?
You have defied the regulations of these
countries.
Your export trade is greatly
increased.
Now, why is that so ? Partly
because of your acting without wishing to
avail yourselves of their assistance
partly,
because of the smuggler, not engaged by
you, in so many continental countries,
whom the strict regidations and the triple
duties, which
are to prevent any ingress of foreign goods, have raised up ;
and partly, perhaps, because these very
precautions against the ingress of your
commodities are a burden, and the taxation increasing the cost of production

—

—

;
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disqualify the foreigner from competing
with you.
But your exports, whatever be
the tariffs of other countries, or however
apparent the ingratitude with which they
have treated you your export trade has
been constantly increasing. By the remission of your duties upon the raw ma-

—

—
—

inciting your skill and induscompetition with foreign goods,
you have defied your competitors in foreign
markets, and you have even been enabled
Notwithstanding their
to exclude them.
hostile tariffs, the declared value of British
exports has increased above 10,000,000?.
during the period which has elapsed since
the relaxation of the duties on your part.
I say, therefore, to you, that these hostile
tariffs, so far from being an objection to
continuing your policy, are an argument
But, depend upon it, your
in its favour.
example will ultimately prevail. When
your example could be quoted in favour of
restriction, it was quoted largely; when
your example can be quoted in favour of
relaxation, as conducive to your interests,

terial

try

^by

^by

may perhaps excite at first, in Foreign
Governments, or foreign Boards of Trade,
but little interest or feeling but the sense
it

—

;

body of conand, in spite of the
desire of Governments and Boards of Trade

of the people

sumers

—

of the great

will prevail

to raise revenue

by

;

restrictive duties, rea-

common

son and

sense will induce relaxThat is my firm
ation of high duties.
belief.

I see

last accounts

symptoms

of

it

already.

Our

from the United States give

indications of the decline of a hostile spirit

Look to the report made
by the Secretary of the Treasury of the
United States.
It shows to you that your
in this respect.

example

not unavailing.
In the report
the Secretary of the Treasury,
Mr. Walker, a report containing very enlightened views on the subject of commerce, that gentleman thus speaks of restrictions upon trade and import duties
is

made by

:

"

—

By

countervailing the protective system,"
says that gentleman, in the report to which 1 refer, " we injure our own cause, and we sacrifice
our own agricultural and commercial classes. As
well might we attempt to engi'aft a monarchy and
an aristocracy upon our Constitution, as to enforce a protective system in the United States.
Let, therefore, our commerce be as free as our
institutions.
Let us proclaim our commerce free,
and nation after nation will follow our example.
If I were asked who began this system, I should
answer at once, England began it by her repeal
of the duty on our raw cottons, an<l the reduction
and although
of the duties on our bread stuffs
we cannot now take the lead in this enlightened
;

we may,

at least, be amongst tlie first to
perceive its advantage, and to follow it."
policy,
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an admission of the correctness of able manufacturing interests. In order that
we may retain our pre-eminence it is of the
greatest importance that we neglect no

course you have adopted in making
reductions without stipulating or making
any preliminary negotiations. You have
reduced the duty upon cotton, and now
the United States admit the time is come
when they must follow your example. In
other parts of Europe, where the form of
tlie

LAWS.

opportunity of securing to ourselves those
advantages by which that pre-eminence
can be alone secured. Sir, I firmly believe
that abundance and cheapness of provisions
one of the constituents by which the
continuance of manufacturing and commercial pre-eminence may be maintained.
is

Government is totally distinct from ours, I
can give you proof that your example is
I could give you the You may say the object of these observaproducing effect.
instance of a country as opposed with re- tions is to flatter the love of gain, and
spect to the institutions of government as administer merely to the desire of accumuany country could he to the United States. lating money. I advise this measure on
I believe that the accuIn Naples, for instance, liberal views are no such ground.
I must say, in jus- mulation of wealth, that is, the increase of
beginning to prevail.
tice to the Sovereign who now rules over capital, is a main element, or at least one
that country, and who himself takes a of the chief means by which we can retain
personal part with respect to these com- the eminence we have so long possessed.
I have seen a docu- But, I have attempted to show that abundmercial questions
ment written by him containing as free ance of provisions, and security (which is
principles with respect to commercial in- the main thing) for continued abundance,
tercourse as could come from any professor not only contributes to the accumulation of
and that he is con- wealth, but that it is directly conducive to
of political economy

—

—

serve, if that be the effect, I think in all

the alleviation of public burdens, by increasing the revenue ; to the alleviation of
local burdens by diminishing crimes
but,
above all, that it is conducive to the spread
of morality, by diminishing those temptations to crime which arise from distress
and jjoverty. I ask you, therefore, to give
yoiu" consent to this measure, not upon any
narrow view that its principle is connected
with the accumulation of wealth I ask
you to give your consent to this measure
on far higher principles
on the principle
that, encumbered as we are by heavy taxes,
that, solicitous as we are to j^rovide for the
public credit, we feel the true source of
increased revenue to be increased comfort,
an increased taste for luxury, and that
unseen and voluntary taxation which arises
from increased consumption.
I ask you to
consent to this upon proof advanced to you,
that abundance and cheapness lead to
diminished crime and increased morality.
I could adduce to you many instances of
the beneficial effects of this comparative
cheapness.
It is said there is no danger
of scarcity, and why then should we interfere ?
Now, what is scarcity? It is a
relative term.
That which is not scarcity
to us may be scarcity to others.
But re-

probability that the continuance of perma-

member

expose us to more extensive and more formidable competition with
foreign countries with respect to manufac-

abundance

stantly urging the relaxation of the duties
which now apply to foreign imports ; and I

do not despair that, at a very early period,
foreign nations will receive tariffs more
In Norway,
favourable to our interests.
exertions to obtain a relaxation of duties
In Sweden, and many
arc increasing.
other countries, there is a disposition to
Austria, too,
follow the same course.
shows some disposition, at least, not to
follow other countries in their restrictive

Hanover, also, has taken her own
and I do not despair of the early
arrival of the period when your example
shall tell upon the conduct of other countries, and when they shall quote our example of relaxation as a course for their
Governments in commercial affairs.
I
trust that this improved intercourse with

policy.

course

;

foreign countries will constitute a new
bond of peace and that it will control the
passions of those European Governments
who still indulge themselves in the visions
;

of war.

I

do hope that the friends and

between nations will derive
material strength from the example which
I have advised, by remitting the impedi-

lovers of peace

ments

to

commercial intercourse.

nent peace

But ob-

will

During war Ave commanded the
Peace has introduced
supply of nations.
not only new consumers, but also formidtures.

;

—

;

this,

the lapse of three years of

an important era in the history
of a country.
Three years of abundance
and comparative cheapness of provisions,
have materially altered the circumstances
and feelings of the people. That which was
not scarcity in the hard winter of 1842,
is
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That which was

not then a denial of comforts, though they
might almost amount to necessaries, would
There would be
be felt severely now.

one of
which
which
dated

much more

says

would

1)0

scarcity now.

real suifering felt in 1846, after
the enjoyment of three years of comparative abundance, by being now put upon a
short allowance, than there would have
been in 1842. Then, I advise you not to
check the genial growth of that prosperity
we have now enjoyed for three years. Do
I am not insensible that
not mistake me.
that prosperity has arisen from the favour
I do not say
of Providence towards us.
that without importing grain from foreign
countries you could not have a sufficient
supply but I entreat you well to consider
whether or no that should constitute a
reason why, if there should be danger of
an insufficient supply at home, we should
not remedy the evil as well as we can by
I was
admitting imports from abroad.
much struck the other day by an illustra;

tion aiforded on this subject.

I

was

told

that in one battalion of the Guards, in this
town, there had been a great increase in
the application for furloughs by the private
and
soldiers, within the last three years
;

that the furloughs granted in 1845 were
Upon
^nearly double the usual number.
inquiring the reason, I was told that the

27,
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the trade circulars from Manchester
explains this state of things, and
It is
I will read to the House.
It
the 22nd of January, 1846.

" The .anticipations which

wo ventured to make
annual circular, as to the prospects of
then
just
entered upon, were fully
the year we had
realized for the first nine months, during which
we enjoyed not only a continuance of the prosperity of 1844, hut had reached to a degree unexampled in our manufiicturing history extending
to every branch, and acting powerfully on the
The
social condition of our teeming population.
causes which combined to produce this state of
things were, as in the former year, steadiness of
prices, with a demand constantly keeping pace
with the supply low rates for the raw material,
abundance of money at a moderate rate of interest,
with a discriminating and careful management of
regular and full emour banking institutions
ployment for all classes of our operatives, with
cheap and abundant food, and the absence of any
political event threatening either our domestic
peace or foreign relations to wliich may be added,
the wise and comprehensive fiscal measures of the
Unhappily, we have
last Session of Parliament.
lately experienced a reverse in several of these elements of prosperity, which, acting on each other,
led to a state of embarrassment under which we
laboured for the last three months of the year, and
are still labouring, though in a mitigated form.
" Our home trade demand, up to the end of
September, was on an unprecedentedly large scale
but, from the causes above mentioned, an almost
total suspension took place for the two succeeding
months, which have been followed since by a moin oiu* last

—

;

;

;

;

were in so much
derate business only."
more comfortable circumstances than forcontinually
We are not, therefore, to conclude that
were
merly, that the soldiers
invited to pass some time in the country these indications of prosperity continued.
with their relations, and that they availed I admit that this cliange since the month
themselves of these invitations. Now, this of October is one of the grounds on which

friends of these soldiers

may be

comparatively a trivial circumbut it seemed to me a striking
instance of the moral advantage of a period
stance,

of abundance in facilitating the intercourse
of kindly feelings, and permitting those

who

I have adopted the conclusion to which I
These, Mr. Greene, are the
have come.
proposals which, on the part of the Government, I offer for the adjustment the
ultimate adjustment of this question.
I
cannot appeal to any ungenerous feeling
cannot appeal to fear, or to anything which
will be calculated to exercise an undue

—
—

are divided, and could not do so
periods of difficulty and distress, to
revisit their homes, and return, probably,
with feelings better qualifying them for sway over the reason of those to whom
the performance of their duties.
I was these proposals are made.
There may be
asked the other night why I was dis- agitation, but it is not one which has
posed to disturb that state of prosperity reached the great mass of the labouring
which I have said exists ? *' If," it is said, classes, there being among them a total
"there has been during the last three absence of all excitement. I admit it is
years comparative abundance and pro- perfectly possible that, without danger to
sperity, which have coexisted with the Corn the public peace, we might continue the
Law of 1842, where is the necessity of existing duties ; therefore I cannot appeal
disturbing that arrangement ? " My answer to fear as a ground for agreeing to these
is, that up to the month of October last
proposals.
But this I do say there has
all these indications of prosperity did exist
been a great change in the opinion of the
but in that month, and three or four great mass of the community with respect
months subsequently, there has been a to the Corn Laws. There is between the
considerable change,
I find a passage in master manufacturers and the operative

in

—
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classes a

common

conviction that did not

Wheat

:^—

Whenever the average pricq of
Wheat, made up and published
in the manner required by Law,

or at a former period
will be for the public advantage

prevail in

1842

that it
and
that these laws should be repealed
while there is that union of sentiment between them, there appears at the same
time to be a general contentment and
loyalty, and a confidence in your justice
and impartiaUty. As far as I can judge,

shall be, for every quarter
ISs. the Duty shall be,

;

the example which you set in taking on
yourselves great pecuniary burdens, in
order that you might relieve the labouring
classes from the taxation they are subject
to, has produced the deepest impression

and the most beneficial effect on
and they have a perfect
minds
;

Under

and
50s. and
51s. and
52s. and
53s. and
49s.

.
.

:

265. the Duty shall be, for
every quarter
.

and
27s. and
28s. and
29s. and
30s. and
31s. and
26s.

wisdom. But because this is a time of
peace because there is a perfect calm,
except so far as an agitation among the
;

Oats

under 27s.
under 28s.
under 29s.
under 30s.
imder 31s.
upwards

:

Whenever the average price of
Oats, made up and published in
the manner required by Law,

that the aspect of affairs may change ;
that we may have to contend with worse
harvests than that of this year and that it
may be wise to avail ourselves of the pre-

.

shall be, for every quarter

;

engendering feelings of animosity between
different classes of Her Majesty's subjects.

.

Under

and

sent moment to effect an adjustment which
I believe must be ultimately made, and
which could not be long delayed without

.

.

shall be, for every quarter

their

principal manufacturers may interrupt it
because you are not subject to any coercion
whatever, I entreat you to bear in mind

.

10
9
8
7
6
5
4

Whenever the average price of
Barley, made up and published
in the manner required by Law,

confi-

dence, as I said before, in your justice

.

under 50s.
under 51s.
under 62s.
under 53s.
upwards

Barley, Beer, or Bigg

d.

s.

for every quarter
48s. and under 49s.

18s. the Duty shall be, for
every quarter

Under

.

.

.40
.36
.30
.26
.20
.16

.

and under 19s.
19s. and under 20s.
.
20s. and under 21s.
.
.
21s. and under 22s.
22s. and upwards
Rye, Pease, and Beans
For every quarter
A Duty equal in amount to the Duty
payable on a quarter of Barley.
18s.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

From

a sincere conviction that the settlethat, accomis not to be delayed
panied with the precautionary measures to
which I have referred, it will not inflict in-

—

ment

—

jury on the agricultural interest from
those feehngs I should deeply lament, exclusively on public grounds, the failure of
the attempt which, at the instance of Her
Majesty's Government, I have made on
this occasion to recommend to your calm
and dispassionate consideration these proposals, with no other feeling or interest in
the ultimate issue than that they may, to
use the words of Her Majesty's Speech,
conduce to the promotion '* of friendly

between different classes, to provide additional security for the continuance
of peace, and to maintain contentment and
happiness at home by increasing the comforts and bettering the condition of the
great body of the people."
The right
hon. Baronet concluded by moving the following Resolution

;

Wheat Meal, and Flour
For every

ninety-six pounds

A

K imported firom any Foreign Countiy

Duty equal in amount to the Duty
payable on thirty-eight gallons and a
half of Wheat.
:

pounds

to the
payable on a quarter of Barley.

;

Duty

Oatmeal
For every quantity of one hundred and
eighty-one pounds and a half
A Duty equal in amount to the Duty
:

payable on a quarter of Oats.

Rye Meal

:

pounds ;
For every quantity of
A Duty equal in amount to the Duty
payable on a quarter of Rye.

Pea ;Meal and Bean Meal

:

For every quantity of
pounds
A Duty equal in amount to the Duty
payable on a quarter of Pease or
;

:

—

one hundred and

;

Barley Meal
For every quantity of
A Duty equal in amount

feelings

Resolved That in lieu of the Duties now payable on the importation of Com, Grain, Meal, or
Flour, there shall he paid until the 1st day of
Februaiy, 1849, the following Duties, viz.

:

barrel, being

Beans.
the produce of and imported fi'om
any British Possession out of Europe ;
Wheat, Barley, Beer or Bigg, Oats, Rye,
Pease, and Beans, the Duty shall be for
every quarter
If

10
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Wheat Meal, Barley Meal, Oat Meal,
Rye Meal, Pea Meal, and Bean Meal,

27,
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Ill

opinion of their constituents, to be no par'
to hurrying a measure of this kind
the Duty shall be for every cwt.
4^
through the House before the opinions of
And that from and after the said 1st day of
the constituencies could be known.
ConFebruary, 1849, there shall bo paid the following
sidering the time it had been usual to give
Duties, viz.
for. the consideration of measures of similar
Wheat, Barley, Beer or Bigg, Oats, Rye,
importance, surely one little fortnight was
1
Pease, and Beans, for every quarter
Wheat Meal, Barley Meal, Oat Meal, Rye
not too much to ask for this.
And he was
Meal, Pea Meal, and Bean Meal, for
sorry that the other side, who said that
every cwt.
4|
they had all the argument and popular
I feeling with them, should seem to shrink
again rose and said
Sir R.
wish to fix such a day for the discussion from discussion by opposing that request.
Mr.
coidd assure the right hon.
as will he most convenient, and at the same
time give ample time for consideration. Baronet that that side of the House were
[Several lion. Members: " Monday, Mon- far from being afraid of discussion, and, if
have no wish to hurry on the the hon. Member wished to postpone disday "]
Perhaps this day week will cussion till he heard from the provinces,
discussion.
s.

d.

ties

.

.

peel

:

HUME

!

We

My speech will, no
be a convenient day.
doubt, be in the possession of every one
to-morrow morning.
Sir R. H. INGLIS said, there was one
point on which it was important that the
Although the
public should be informed.
right hon. Gentleman's statement was

in a wrong position.
House to judge for his
constituents, not as a mere delegate.
He
hoped the hon. Gentleman would meet the

he would find himself

He was

in that

discussion manfully and fairly, and not try
to postpone nor to obstruct the measure.

Sir R. peel
Whatever may be the
commercial, it was impossible not to see differences of opinion on this measure, I
that the ultimate object involved financial hope the proceedings will be allowed to pass
considerations also.
He wished to hear to-night without any discussion of an angry
from the right hon. Baronet in some general character, and that the hon. Member for
terms the amount of the burden which it Montrose will forgive me if I ask him to
was proposed to lay on the country by the allow me to conduct my own case. The
direct expenditure which it was intended success of measures of this kind will not
It ap- be promoted by angry remarks.
Monshould be assumed by the State.
peared that not only was there to be a great day next was suggested by some hon.
remission of revenue, but also a direct ex- Members behind me connected with agripenditure of about 600,000/. a year in the culture, and I named a day beyond that.
The hon. Member will, I am sure, see that
aggregate of the difi'erent items.
Mr. S. O'BRIEN entreated the right the decision on this measure will be founded
hon. Baronet to consider whether that day on the opinions of the great body of the
My wish is that it should
fortnight would be too soon to take the community.
discussion ? [An hon. Member No ] He undergo the fullest discussion.
On the
would remind the right hon. Gentleman other hand, great inconvenience would
that the agricultural interest was the ensue to the country, particularly to the
least able to assemble together, and as to agricultural interest and those who trade
which the longest time was required for in corn, from not knowing what the result
To meet the wishes of the
those connected with it to ascertain the is likely to be.
opinions of the general body.
The right hon. Member I would propose Thursday
hon. Baronet had referred to some advan- week.
Mr. MILES also urged a longer delay.
tages that were to accompany the proposal.
Whatever opinion the farmers of England He spoke not merely for the agricultural
might form upon that head, it was impos- interest, but for other interests which
sible that their voice could reach the Le- were greatly interested in the question
gislature in less than a fortnight.
That of the Corn Laws. Those interests had
House was now in its fifth year, and, what- not the voice in the Legislature which
ever changes there might be in the opinion agriculture had, and therefore it was
of those who came into power immediately highly necessary that they should have
on its assembling, it was most important time thoroughly to weigh the new propofor those who might be prepared to sup- sals.
Not only for the sake of that portion
port the right hon. Gentleman, even of the community with which he (Mr.
though they might run counter to the Miles) was connected as a representative,
:

!

:
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the sake of all classes, he trusted
that the right hon. Baronet would see the
propriety of giving some definite estimate

which may be most
bring out their dissent
conducive to the expression of its opinion
on some great leading
by the House

of the results which were expected to attend the proposed reductions, and of the

principle.

Init for

—

amount which would become chargeable on
the Consohdated Fund.
I need not say all my
Sir R. peel
feelings are in favour of affording the fullest
opportunity to every party of expressing
:

;

I can have no objection to
their views
resume the subject on Monday week instead
and, so far as the Goof this day week
vernment is concerned, I shall then feel it
;

;

my duty to proceed de die in diem. I
have so often been disappointed in making
estimates of revenue that I am unwilling to
enter on any hastily in the present instance.
My calculations of the loss on Customs and
Excise in consequence of the reductions
formerly made were not verified by the
fact; for it appears that the revenue on the
particular articles in favour of which these
reductions were made, increased so much
more rapidly than a Chancellor of the Exchequer could calculate, that I am unwilling to make an estimate at present as to
the effect of the reductions which I now
The reductions made in former
propose.
years have led to such increased consumption, that the estimated loss had not occurred. To the question of my hon. Friend
so far as regards an estimate of the results
which are expected to flow from the proposed reductions, I cannot give an answer.
The charge upon the Consohdated Fund
which I propose will amount to 530,000?.

Lord

JOHN RUSSELL:

It is not

my

Mr. LIDDELL said, that he must, at
any time, feel considerable difficulty in
dealing with so complex a question as that
which had been submitted to the House by
and though he
the right hon. Baronet
rose with the greatest hesitation and diffidence, yet he trusted he might be permitted to ask for some indulgence, in order
that he might be enabled to explain his
opinions upon a proposed measure of such
importance as that which had been propounded to the House. He must assure
them that he felt the greatest pain at the
position in which he was placed, because
he found himself impelled by a conscientious sense of public duty, Avhich was wholly
irresistible, to offer his humble opinions in
opposition to those which had been expressed by Her Majesty's Government.
The right hon. Gentleman at the head of
that Government would, he was sure, do
him the justice to admit that he had not
had a more faithful, or a more staunch
supporter than himself in that House.
He
had supported the right hon. Baronet, not
only since he had entered office in the year
1841, but also, in 1837, when he led the
Opposition from the benches before him
indeed ever since the year 1830
and
never, until the present moment, did he
feel cause for regret.
He had supported
him, even by anticipation, in the changes
which he had made in the Corn Laws in
1842, as he was satisfied that, at that

.

—

intention to enter at present into the subI wish only to
ject before the House.

period, the agricultural interest could well
afford to submit to some relaxation of the

understand whether, when this discussion
recommences, the other Resolutions with
regard to manufactured articles will be
considered immediately after the Resolutions with regard to Corn, or whether we
shall proceed to dispose of the Corn Resolu-

protection they then enjoyed, and he had,
under that conviction, gone so far as to

tions before entering

of the others

upon the consideration

?

Sir R. peel All I can say is, that
whatever course can be suggested to enable the House to pronounce its judgment
most effectually on the propositions I have
submitted, would be by far the most acceptable course to Her Majesty's GovernIf it be thought advisable to take
ment.
the Com Resolutions into consideration first,
:

to that I will

most readily assent.

I will

take any course which may best enable
those who dissent from the Resolutions to

prepare his constituents for the coming
change.
He had supported the right hon.
Baronet, too, in the alterations he had
made in the Tariff in all those reductions
of duties on the admission of foreign articles
and, lastly, he had supported him,
and with still greater confidence, on the
Canada Corn Bill.
But in all these
changes, with the exception of those which
appeared to be justified by the arguments
which were brought forward, he had kept
steadily in view the principle of protection
to British industry and British agriculture.
He had never permitted himself to lose
sight of that great principle.
In all his
addresses to his constituents
and they
had been frequent
he had never lost

—

—

—

—
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great principle, and had
never abstained from enforcing the value
of it, and with the greater confidence, not
only because he had felt that he had the
sanction of the support of the Minister in
regard to those questions to which he had
referred, but that he had the support of
sight

of that

and of right, which he
more highly valued. To the very last
moment, then, he had continued his confiA
dence in Her Majesty's Government.
meeting called by the friends and supporters of protection had been recently
held in his own county, which was presided
over by a noble Duke (Cleveland) with
whom he was on terms of intimacy and
friendship, and whose services in the cause
truth, of justice,
still

of domestic agriculture would be at once
acknowledged and appreciated by all. He
(Mr. Liddell) had been invited to attend
that meeting by personal friends ; but so
resolved had he been to remain unfettered
so determined had he been not to pledge
himself blindly in reference to measures of
which he knew nothing that, in spite of
all the solicitations of his friends, he abstained from presenting himself to the
meeting.
And even now he felt himself
at liberty, if, indeed, he could do so in
honour to himself and in justice to his own
feelings, even now he felt himself at
liberty to support the proposition of the
right hon. Baronet.
But when he heard,
on the first night of the Session, the language of the noble Mover of the Address
in reply to Her Majesty's Speech, as well
as that of the right lion. Baronet, in which
he formally abandoned, as no longer tenable in argument, the principle of protection
he felt that the time had arrived
when he could no longer look forward with
hope and confidence in regard to measures
of this character.
Nothing could possibly
be more painful than the position in which
ho now found himself placed and he
trusted that he might be permitted to have
that opportunity accorded to him which
was ever aftbrded to a Member under such
circumstances, of stating the reasons which
compelled him now to take a course so
painful to his own feelings, but, at the
same time, the only course which appeared
to him to be consistent with justice and
with honour.
He was perfectly ready to
admit that the first question which ought

—

—

;

;

to occupy the attention of every lover of
his country was the great and important

question that the poor must be fed.
That
question he had never lost sight of.
It
ought, as he had said, to be the first question

27,
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with every statesman and unless he could
show, and to his own satisfaction, that the
support of the principles he advocated was
consistent with that great question, he felt
that he should not be justified in thus
pressing his opinions upon the attention of
the House.
The right hon. Baronet had
admitted a distinction between the policy
and the justice of continuing protection
to the agricultural interest.
The policy
of protection, he had said, he could not
any longer undertake to defend. He had
urged that he could not any longer have
refused to entertain the Motion of the hon.
Member for Wolverhampton (Mr. Villiers),
as regarded the question of the policy of
protection.
In regard to the question of
the justice of protection, the right hon.
Baronet had admitted the propriety and
necessity of compensation.
Now, let them
consider for a moment those two questions
and, first, with regard to the policy
of protection.
With respect to the necessity of providing for the maintenance of
food for the poor, he (Mr. Liddell) still
held that the policy of protection could be
defended on the ground that, under a
system of protection a regular, cheap,
and constant supply of food had, for
many years past, been provided. And
could it be denied that protection had
been defended on these grounds by the
right hon. Baronet and his Colleagues?
Or was it possible to deny that on these
same grounds the policy of protection
could be defended at the present moment ?
The policy of protection had been a principle in operation for a long series of
years, and during that period this country
had been threatened with scarcity of a
worse description than that which was to
be apprehended from the present failure of
the potato crop.
The right hon. Baronet
the Secretary for the Home Department,
in a most able speech on the subject of
protection, had, on a former occasion, shown
that under the Corn Laws, at no period
had corn been required in this country that
it did not come in
that at one period as
many as three millions of quarters had
been imported in less than ten months and
there was no reason whatever, why, under
the provisions of the existing law, we
should not, if we required it, be again able
to obtain as much, if not a greater supply
than that, from foreign countries.
At aU
events he had as yet heard nothing advanced in any quarter which showed that
such was not the case.
Let the House look
;

;

—

;

again at the

improvements

which

had
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taken place in the agriculture of this
country at the amount of capital that
had heen expended in the improved cultivation of the soil.
And who were the
parties that must first be the sufferers if
any great change should take place in
that range of prices which had enabled
them liitherto to pm'sue their occupation
with profit? But he would not rely on
his own opinion alone
but would remind
the House of a speech made by the right
hon. Baronet (Sir R. Peel) in 1842—
the period at which he introduced the
present law and who then made use of
the following language
" The protection which I propose to retain I do

—

;

—

;

not retain for the especial protection of any parprotection cannot be vindicated on
that principle.
The only protection which can be
vindicated is that protection which is consistent
with the general welfare of all classes in the
country.
My belief, and the belief of my Colleagues, is, that it is important for this country
that it is of the highest importance to the wel^ire
of all classes in this c(funtry, that you should take
care that the main sources of your supply of corn
should be derived from domestic agriculture
while we also feel that any additional price which
ticular class

—

you may pay

in effecting that object is

an adwhich cannot be vindicated as a
bonus or premium to agriculture, but only on the
ground of its being advantageous to the country
ditional price

at large."

Now,

he cordially conThose were the grounds on which

in those principles

curred.

LAWS.

derive any advantage from the opening of
the ports.
If, on the other hand, they
could supply the means of a considerable
expenditm'e of money and employment of
labour by undertaking public works in Ireland, in such case

he could conceive that

much advantage would
that country.

arise to the poor of

But he repeated he was

at a

loss to conceive hoAV the labouring popula-

of Ireland were to be benefited by
the contemplated measiu*es of the right
hon. Baronet.
They well knew that, in
former years, the failure of the potatoes in
Ireland had been the cause of much
tion

anxiety, and that on those occasions extraordinary steps had been taken to reheve
the distress that ensued, great public subscriptions, aided by the Treasury, having

—

been set on foot steps which might have
been repeated in the present instance, and
with a success, in his opinion, greater than
before.
Now with regard to what the
right hon. Baronet had stated in respect of
the success which had attended his own
measures.
He was not prepared to follow him through the whole extent of his
arguments; but surely the right hon.
Baronet could not intend to urge that
the prosperous state of prices that had
prevailed, and the activity which had displayed itself, were the consequence of
those large importations of foreign produce

It was scarcely
he advocated the principle of protection
to which he had referred.
and notwithstanding all that had fallen possible that he could mean that. AU that
from the right lion. Baronet, he confessed the right hon. Baronet could fairly urge
he saw no reason why from those principles was that there were other circumstances
they should depart. Now, what occurred to which, acting concurrently withhis own meaproduce this somewhat sudden change in sures, had, together with them, contributed
the opinions of the right hon. Gentleman ? greatly to the improvement and prosperity
What was it induced him, in consequence of the country. In that he was ready to
of the success which he urged had attended concur with the right hon. Baronet; but
the relaxation of the restrictions on com- he could not consent to admit his argumerce which he had effected by his Tariff
ment to the extent to which he had taken
what was it that inclined him towards a it. He would di-aw a parallel between his
still greater removal of such restrictions?
arguments and those used on the other
The immediate cause, he had told them, side, when the right hon. Gentleman first
was the failure of the potato crop in introduced these changes in the protective
Ireland.
Let him (Mr. Liddell) assure laws.
In 1842, he would perhaps recollect
the right hon. Baronet that he had not the greatest disappointment was expressed
the shghtest desire or intention to address by the Gentlemen opposite, who said that
to him the language of reproach, and that in spite of the distress which prevailed,
what he urged was uttered more in sorrow the right hon. Baronet woidd continue the
than in anger but he could not but feel obnoxious Corn Law impost of which they
that the remedy which he proposed for the then complained.
The answer of the right
rehef of the suffering poor of Ireland for hon. Baronet was, that he admitted the
the cotter who depended for subsistence distress, but denied that it was the result
on the few potatoes which he grew in the of the law of which they complained.
patch of ground attached to his home
Other causes, and particularly the great
could not be in any degree a benefit to falling-off of our export trade to the
them.
He could not see that they would United States, were fairly alleged by

—

;

—
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the right hon. Baronet in
of the existing
distress.
the same manner it might

—

explanation
Purely,

in

now he

ar-

a time when the right lion.
Baronet took credit for the success of his
measures that other causes might also
have operated in producing that j)rosperous conditiim of the country in which he
was sure they all rejoiced, and which he,
for his own part, never rememhered to have
seen equalled; for he never recollected a
period when wages were so high and
prices so reasonahle, or when the lahourer
enjoyed to such an extent the necessaries,
he might almost say the luxuries of hfe,
as he did at the present time.
Now, if
the right hon. Baronet could show, in
connexion with his ovni arguments, and in
corrohoration of the views he had taken
of these matters, that the price of grain at
this time showed any indication of a supervening scarcity, it would have certainly
heen a strong aro-ument in favour of the
opinions which he had brought forward.
For how did the right hon. Baronet vindicate the change which he made in the
Tariff, in regard to the introduction of

gued

at

—

He showed what were
meat then, how great a
rise in price had taken place in the
markets, and how desirable it had hecome that the people of this country
should be supplied more liberally with
animal food and a majority of the House
supported him in his views upon the measure he proposed.
Now, let this apply
foreign cattle ?
the prices of

;

to the present price of grain.
in introducing

the

In 1842,

new Corn Law, the

hon. Baronet endeavoured to fix
upon some average price as that which
would be remunerative to the agriculturists, and, at the same time, satisfactory
right
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and when the price of wheat
was at this fair, reasonable, and just average
were they to be frightened by an
apprehension of scarcity from the maintcr
nance of a system of protection under which
of 56s. 8d.

;

—

the best interests of the country con-;tinned to thrive ? He feared, however, that
he had detained the House too long with
these considerations in regard to the policy
of the pight hon. Baronet's proposed meaall

sures.
The right hon. Gentleman had,
however, given them his hopes of what
would be the effects of his proposed change ;
and he must permit him (Mr. LiddeU) to

He had seen an unbounded improvement in the cultivation of
the land
and in the North of England,
in the rich country on the border, he had
seen miles upon miles of draining tiles laid
down and how, let him ask, was the agriculturist to look for profit and return for
give him his fears.

;

:

expenditure of this kind,

if

the security

which the principle of protection afforded
him was to be taken from him ? He trusted,
with the feeling of one of a somewhat sanguine temperament, that the hopes expressed
by the right hon. Baronet might be reahzed
but he felt, at the same time, that he could
not desert that great interest which he was
sent to that House to protect
and he
asked the right hon. Baronet, if any considerable extent of land should, by the operation of these contemplated measures, be
thrown out of cultivation, who would be the
parties that would be the principal sufferers
from such a calamity ? Those parties would
not be the owners of large estates
those
great proprietors who were daily vituperated
by the Anti-Corn-Law League as having
no other interest at heart but their own
but those, on the other hand, who, not having any very large amount of capital, should
have expended all they had in the improvement of their property these would be
;

—

He said that, taking
average of seven years previously,
it was
found that the price of wheat
had been 56s. Sd. per quarter ; that the
average price of ten previous years had
been 56s. lid.; but that in the latter cal-

with those small landowners who could not carry on their agricultural pursuits without availing themselves
of every improvement, they would be the

was included that of the last three
had been higher in
})rice than it was desirable to see it.
And
the right hon. Baronet concluded that, on

who would feel the change ; and he
(Mr. Liddell) only feared that a transfer of
property far greater in extent than the right
hon. Baronet seemed to imagine would take

to the consumer.

the

culation

years, in which corn

the whole, the price ought to oscillate between 545. and 5Ss. ; that an average price
between those two figure^ would be a reasonable average.
Now, he (Mr. Liddell)
had looked that day at the last Gazette,

and he found that, for six weeks ending
with the loth day of January, 1846, the
average price amounted to the precise sum

—

chief

sufferers,

parties

place

:

and

if

that transfer should take

would not live to hear
the reproach of those whom he represented
in that House ; and who would, if he supported these measures, and such should be
the lamentable result, justly accuse him of
place, he, for one,

having caused their ruin, instead of taking,
as he ought, means to ensure to such
I

2
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and commercial marine derived important
would not appear before his constitu- advantages from that measure. The shipents in any other character than that of an ping interests at large regarded that law as
honest and conscientious man. If he could most favourable, inasmuch as it occasioned
conscientiously give his support to the right a considerably increased demand for the
hon. Baronet in these measures, he could employment of our commercial fleet, and
easily find abundant reasons for giving him caused, together with other circumstances,
during the last eighteen months, a greater
the same support he has hitherto done
the only objection he had to do so was, that improvement in British shipping than
But there were had taken place since the changes made
it would not be honest.
other points to be considered in connexion in the navigation laws in 1826, by Mr.
In the wise policy of the
with this subject. He saw a great reduction Huskisson.
likely to ensue in the means of doing good, right hon. Baronet, in extending the same
by a reduction of the income of the clergy. system to the whole of our Colonies that
Were the clergy who in general were not had been adopted with regard to Canada,
an overpaid body prepared to undergo the he most cordially concurred. He was not,
loss of income which would result from the however, reconciled by any arguments he
withdrawal of the protection now afforded had heard, to the announcement that on
to agricultural produce ? He saw in the fu- the 1st of February, 1849, the whole of
ture diminution of the revenue of the clergy, the present Corn Laws were to be repealed,
and wheat and other grain admitted duty
•a strong t)bjection to the proposed measures.
He also apprehended that those measures free a limited protection, gradually dimiwould cause a great faUing-off in the supply nishing, being retained up to that period.
If that would be Neither was he reconciled to those changes
of home-grown corn.
What was
their eifect, then all those arguments drawn by the proposed compensation.
from the prosperity of the country by the the nature of that compensation ? The
right hon. Baronet, in favour of relaxation, right hon. Baronet, in speaking on that
would tell with fourfold power against him- point, commenced with the unprofitable
self for a diminution in the supply of home- and wasteful expenditure on the highways.
grown produce must be attended with a He said there were 15,000 local surveyors,
diminution in the demand for agricultural who spent their time in mismanaging the
but did we
labour, athronging of the labour market, and roads and wasting the rates
a placing at the disposal of the manufactur- want a repeal of the Corn Laws to remedy
ing interests a greater amount of labour at such an evil? In consequence of a commureduced wages.
These were among the nication made to him by a noble Friend of
fears and apprehensions which he could his, now a distinguished ornament of the
not help entertaining
and he thought he Upper House (Earl Grey), the last act he
only did his duty in standing up in his place did before leaving the country was to make
in Parliament, and placing those fears and arrangements, which were now being carapprehensions before the right hon. Ba- ried out, for the consolidation of the highronet.
It was altogether out of his power way trusts, in the whole of his district,
to go through the long list of articles from under one surveyor. Those changes in the
which the right hon. Baronet intended to existing law did not necessarily require an
withdraw protection.
No doubt a great alteration in the Corn Laws. The right
number of them had been selected with his hon. Baronet would find great difiiculties
accustomed judgment, and the removal in a compulsory enactment for appointof the duty from many of them would give ing district surveyors.
It would be pracgreat satisfaction to the country. He par- tically impossible for any one surveyor to
ticularly concurred in the policy of placing superintend a district commensurate with
the whole of our colonial possessions on the each of the Poor Law Unions. No one man
He regarded could undertake the duty of surveying so
same footing as Canada.
the Canada Corn Bill as a far-seeing act extensive a district as many of those
Why did he so regard it ? Be- Unions comprised. It was, therefore, betof policy.
cause, so far from its being an abandon- ter to leave to the parishes and townment of the protective system, it was a ships the task of making their own armeans of extending it to the remotest parts rangements, and appointing their own surThat measure not veyors, than, by compulsory enactments,
of our distant colonies.

parties the enjoyment of their property.

He

—
—

—

;

;

;

only cast the broad £egis of protection over
the Colonies themselves, but over the seas
which connected us with them. Our fleets

to

subject

of a
out.

them

to

the

inconvenience

system which could not be carried
With respect to the law of set-
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—

what the right hon. Baronet entertained on this great question ^he
was most just, humane, and proper, should never present himself to his conbut it was wrong to mix it up with the stituents as an advocate for popular favour
Corn Laws. As to the advancing of pub- by supporting measures of which he did
He should again appear
he loans for agricultural improvements, ho not approve.
(Mr. Liddell) had strong objections to such before his constituents as the honest advoa course. Indeed, such a course must be cate of those opinions on which alone he
altogether unnecessary for persons able to had asked for and received their support.
Captain ROUS said, that when the
find a satisfactory security for the loan,
would always find money enough in the pre- right hon. Baronet was surrounded by such
when in the neighsent state of the money market. But was it questionable friends
necessary to repeal the Corn Laws in order bourhood of Gentlemen who had not yet
to give public loans for the encouragement made up their minds as to which side of
of agriculture?
There was no material the House they would honour with their
change to be made with respect to the notice it might not be unacceptable for
poor rates.
The charging on the Conso- him (Captain Rous) to declare that he
lidated Fund of the expenses of pubhc pri- would support him, and the measures he
sons, costs of public prosecutions, medical proposed, heart and soul
and he would
relief of the poor, and education of chil- do so, because he was satisfied they were
dren amounting altogether to 500,000?. measures for the welfare of every class of
were also enumerated among the pro- Her Majesty's subjects.
On many occaposed methods of compensation.
Some of sions he had opposed the right hon. Barothese measures might be recommended, net, but in the general scheme of his poand others objected to
but he did not licy he had almost invariably concurred ;
think they should be taken in the light of and what was now submitted to the concompensation to the parties affected most sideration of the House, he could most cormaterially by the proposed changes.
He dially approve. Some of the Gentlemen
had now stated why he could not con- on that (the Conservative) side of the
scientiously support the right hon. ^aronet House, had been in the habit of voting
tlement,
said

;

—

—

;

—

—

;

those changes.
His (Mr. Liddell's)
opinion was, that the country ought to be
appealed to before this question was settled.

in

without reference to the reasons assigned
for or against the proposition before the

He recollected two instances in
House.
was a question of such great importance, which the hon. Gentleman (Mr. Staftbrd
that it ought to have the dehberate con- O'Brien) behind him, had gone first into
sideration and be stamped by the approval one gallery and then into another, on a
of the country, before the Government at- division, without at all caring about the
tempted to carry it through Parliament. He justice or injustice of the case.
Last SesAvas convinced of the correctness of the views sion, when the question was before the
he entertained on this question, and there- House whether Australian wheat should
fore could not join in the popular cry, so be admitted on the same terms as Canapertinaciously dinned into the ears of the dian, the Gentlemen who now advocated
masses by the Anti-Corn-Law League. protection voted against the admission of
He was not afraid of meeting those gentle- Austrahan wheat, but not one of them utmen on the question on any proper occa- tered a single argument in justification of
sion.
He knew he was threatened with a their conduct. He regretted being in opserious opposition in the county he had the position to many of his old friends and rehonour of representing, and that a noble latives upon this question but ever since
Lord, high in rank and occupying no less last September he was so convinced of the
a position than that of Lord Lieutenant of necessity of abandoning the protection systhe county, did not think it inconsistent tem, that he could not help rising and exwith the dignity of a Peer of Parliament pressing his opinions on the present occato make a canvassing speech against him sion. He also regretted to be in opposition
in the face of his constituents, and in be- to his old friends the Sufi'olk farmers, who
half of his own son.
Upon the propriety had always supported him, and over whose
of such a proceeding, he should forbear county he might at this moment, if there
to make any comments in that House. were a vacancy, walk with the greatest
But whatever might be the inconvenience ease. He would not, however, represent
that might result to him personally
to any body of men, unless he went heart and
whatever dangers or difficulties he might soul with them.
He recollected making,
be exposed on account of the opinions'he in 1842, in that House, his maiden speech
It

;

—
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was prepared, and would be glad to give
to that noble Lord the same support which
he now off'ered to the right hon. Baronet.
phcable to the emergency of the case.
Mr. S. O'BRIEN remarked that as he
When the potato crop failed in Ireland, was the Gentleman behind the hon. and
and in parts of England when the destruc- gallant Member, who had been alluded to
tion of the wheat crop was threatened, he as having voted without giving reasons for
was satisfied that something was necessary so doing, he (Mr. O'Brien) wished to reto be done for the salvation of the country. mind the hon. and gallant Member, that
If the population of this country were in- having reasons to give, and the propriety
creasing beyond calculation, while the area of giving them, were matters of distinct
of land was hmited, would it not be impos- consideration.
If, however, the hon. and
sible to provide them with a necessary gallant Captain wished to serve the right
quantity of food if protection were not hon. Baronet, he (Captain Rous) would not
removed ? He had heard something about allude to former votes or sentiments he
2,000,000 of acres being thrown out of would let bygones be bygones. The allucultivation in the event of free trade. sions to past votes and former opinions
[" More than that!"] He had no fear of could not be very satisfactory to the right
any such thing taking place, for he was hon. Gentleman. In reference to the past,
well assured, and all the country Gentle- none of them had great reason to be satismen must be aware, that so long as there fied. The hon. and gallant Gentleman
was a labourer in the parish and labourers alluded with apparent pleasure to the facethere always would be
the land would tiousness which he had exercised on the
never be left uncultivated.
But the coun- 85. duty but the recollection of what had
then

trying to be very facetious on the subject
of the 85. duty, which he did not think ap-

—

—

—

;

try Gentlemen,

who were

in the habit of

saying so, did not seem to be aware that
there was no labourer who would not pay

50 per cent, more for land than
mated value, and cultivate it with

its

esti-

his

own

hands.
Arable land would always produce
three times the amount of food of grass land,
and that was the best argument against its
being thrown out of cultivation.
But if
there were unemployed labourers in the
country, the land would not go out of cultivation, for they would cultivate it on their
own account.
It could not be expected
that he should, that night, speak on the
subject
but as he had seen hon. Members
on all sides of him, who had come to the
House ready primed with a speech before
they knew, or could know, upon what they
were to speak, or what was the measure
they had determined to reject when he
saw those hon. Gentlemen, and heard
them declare that they would use all their
efforts and all their skill to defeat that
measure, whether justifiably or not he
would not have done his duty as a man
and as a Member of that House, if he had
not stood up, and used every constitutional
means in his power, to secure to the proposition of the right hon. Baronet a full
The hon. and gallant
and fair hearing.
Gentleman brought his observations to a
close, by saying that in the event of the
right hon. Gentleman failing in his plans,
of a dissolution of Parliament, and of the
noble Lord the Member for London becom;

—

—

ing Prime

Minister,

he (Captam Rous)

passed since the last election could hardly
be satisfactory to those who on the other
side of the House had supported that duty
nor could he (Mr. O'Brien) think that those
on the Ministerial benches had much reason to rejoice in the pleasures of memory.
The hon. Member for Stockport might rejoice, perhaps, that his hour of triumph had
come but that triumph had been greatly
marred, inasmuch as the right hon. Gentleman (Sir R. Peel) had said over and over
again that not one of his (Mr. Cobden's)
argmnents had had the least effect on his
He (Mr. S.
(Sir Robert Peel's) mind.
;

O'Brien) said this not only in reference to
want of effect on the right hon. Gentleman, but also to their want of efi'ect
on the country.
The hon. Member for
Stockport said the protectionists were
stupid in mind, because they were not conbut it was a reverted by his arguments
markable fact that almost the sole point of
their

;

between them (the protectionists)
and the right hon. Baronet was that partithat idiosyncrasy
cular structure of mind
which prevented them from being accessible to the arguments of the hon. Member
identity

—

—

for Stockport.
In this, almost the sole
point of agreement between the right hon.
Baronet and the country gentlemen {veteres
revocamus amores), the Prime Minister

and the country Gentlemen were alike
deficient in intellect, and alike incapable
of appreciating the soundness and cogency of the hon. Member's reasoning.

He

did

not

intend to

enter

into

the
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merits of this question, nor should he
have risen at all were it not for the personal remarks of the hon. and gallant

Sir R.
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said

he had formed no

estimate.

Viscount INGESTRE had listened with
Member. But there was another question great attention to the speech of his right
mooted by the hon. Gentleman opposite hon. Friend (Sir R. Peel), but did not
(Mr. Hume) to which he (Mr. O'Brien) hear what provision he had made for takwished to allude.
ought to he given

When

he said that time

to enable hon.

Members

to consult the opinions of their constituents,

up leaped the hon. Member in a transport
*' What, are we
of indignation, and said
here as an assembly of delegates ?
Have
we not the power to judge for ourselves? "
But if he (Mr. O'Brien) were prepared to

—

deal with his constituents as the hon. Member had been dealing with his, he (Mr.

ing the averages with respect to tithes.
Sir R. peel said, it did not necessarily follow that, because the Corn Laws
were to be altered, therefore the averages
They were still neshould be abandoned.
cessary for determining the amount of
tithes.

Viscount INGE STRE

make some observations

felt it his

duty to

in accordance with

the principles he had publicly professed
O'Brien) might hold the hon. Member's doc- when he had the honour of being elected
He did so,
trine, and find great facility in carrying on to the seat he now occupied.
his electioneering proceedings.
But the not from any wish he had to protect, in a
hon. Gentleman was, perhaps, the Member selfish way, the agricultural interest, but
in that House who had shown himself most for the sake of protection to native indusfickle with regard to constituencies.
It try, which the right hon. Baronet had so
was his (Mr. O'Brien's) design to remain ably advocated on a former occasion, and
with his constituency, being ambitious of which he (Lord Ingestre) conceived necesno higher honour than to represent North sary for the salvation of this country. In
Northamptonshire, and so long as their the speech of the right hon. Baronet toopinions coincided with his own, to act night, and also in that made on the openupon them. But if he were prepared to ing of the Session, there was not a single
go all over England in search of a consti- argument that could convince him (Lord
tuency, then the doctrine of the hon. Gen- Ingestre) of the necessity of the great
tleman might be more convenient.
He organic change to which the House was
was, in fact, the very buttei-fly of the re- now called upon to consent. The agriculpresentative system
a gay and gaudy tural interests were only now beginning to
creature, all sportiveness and change, who recover, in some degree, from the prostrate
did not confine himself to borough or to condition in which they were placed by the
county, nor even, in his adventurous daring, Corn Law of 1842.
The fanners were
to this island
found sporting among the beginning to get some remuneration for
nursery gardens of Middlesex, then among their produce
the consumers had abimdthe potato fields of Kilkenny
[Mr. Hume
ance of food, and labourers abundance of
I was never there in my life]
now among employment. Under such circumstances
the heather of Montrose. This gay being, he could not see the necessity for proposing
so fond of sunshine and variety, was surely this great organic change. Neither did he
no standard for ordinary constituents. But see that what was called the compensation
if Gentlemen on that (the protectionist)
afforded any reason for supporting so great
side of the House wished to preserve their a change.
It was with deep regret that
seats they should vote according to their he felt compelled, by a strong and paraimplied opinions
and if they had changed mount sense of duty, to vote against this
those opinions they would no doubt per- measure of the right hon. Baronet.
Since
ceive it to be their duty to give back the he had been in Parliament, he always
trust committed to them by their consti- looked up to the right hon. Baronet as his
tuents.
political leader.
He had served in his
Mr.
asked the right ranks with fidelity
not with a servile
hon. Baronet at the head of the Govern- fidelity but with the fidelity of principle ;
ment whether he had formed any estimate and in now fulfilling what he believed to be
of what the price of wheat per quarter, his duty, nothing would induce him to join
or of flour equivalent to the quarter of in those expressions he had heard uttered
wheat, would be in this country, when the against the right hon. Baronet.
He could
full operation of the measure now proposed not conceal from himself that with great
by Her Majesty's Goverimient shoidd have energy and talent the right hon. Gentleman
effect ?
had governed this country ; and he must

—

;

;

——

:

;

NEWDEGATB

—

—
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the exertions

which the right hon. Gentleman had used
to stem the tide of revolution during the

Reform agitation of 1831. The right hon.
Baronet, in his speech the other evening,
said he could not consent to he the pilot of
the State vessel, unless perfectly unfet-

He applauded him for that. He
(Lord Ingestre) had joined the ship's company, on the understanding that he was to
follow that pilot
hut believing that the
landmarks and beacons had been removed,
and that the ship was going in a false
course, he hoped he should not be accused
of mutiny and sedition, if, having signed
the articles for a different purpose, he declined being instrumental in weighing the
anchor or hoisting the topsails to let the
ship go down the stream of destruction.
tered.

;

He

could not avoid entering, at this early
any diminution
of protection to native industry.
Mr. F. SCOTT regretted exceedingly
that the statement made that night by the
right hon. Baronet was not such as to
induce him to abandon the system of protection to native industry
a system which,
under the auspices of the right hon. Gentleman, he had hitherto supported, and
which he believed had in a great measure
contributed materia^ to the prosperity of
this country.
He had given no pledges at
the late election ; but as he conceived a
promise stronger than a bond, so he regarded an implied understanding as being
to an honourable mind even stronger than
a pledge. Had it not been that he thought
he should be not acting on principle, he
should have still followed in the wake of
the right hon. Gentleman, whom he looked
upon as the Gamaliel at whose feet he
(Mr. Scott) ought to sit. Giving the right
hon. Baronet credit for great talent and
experience, still he was unconvinced by the
evidence adduced by the right hon. Baronet
of the necessity of the change he was
about to introduce.
At no former period
period, his protest against

—
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Members

of that House.
Abundance of
corn grown in our own soil had, more than
anything else, contributed to the welfare
The new measures that
of the country.
were introduced, the improvements in
chemistry, and the increased knowledge of
geology, would greatly contribute to increase the produce of the soil
and if protection were only continued for ten years,
our powers of production would have outstripped the requirements of the population.
He could not conceive what had
produced such a revolution in the mind of
the right hon. Baronet, and which induced
him to come forward to call on his supporters to change their principles, and to
abandon all their former proceedings. The
right hon. Baronet had introduced such a
variety of topics, that it was quite impossible, at once, for him (Mr. Scott) to be
prepared for that reply which they unequivocally demanded.
It was stated by
the right hon. Baronet, that the reduction
of duty on articles of manufacture had
been about 50 per cent. ; but he would
say that the reduction which had taken
place, as regarded the protection to agriculture, was even greater, and, therefore,
both were not placed on equal grounds. If
it were considered the vast
amount of
capital which was invested in the land,
and which could be only reproduced by the
soil, great caution should be observed in
the introduction of measures which might
render it useless and valueless.
But he
had other objections to the measures of the
right hon. Baronet
^because they were of
an inquisitorial character, and by which the
Government of the day would have it in
their power to inquire into the title-deeds of
property, as weU. as into other details of a
very objectionable character. He objected
to what was called compensation, because
it afforded the means to make an inquisitorial search into private means and private liabihties, to meddle with aU that was
that Constitution
really interesting in
which was the glory of England. But the
topics were so numerous, it was impossible
;

—

since he had taken office were there higher
wages for labour was corn so steady in
price, and so accessible to the poor. At no to grasp them all, especially as he came
former period was there a greater degree of down to the House without the slightest
contentment and this state of things was intention of then addressing it but from
urged as a reason, not for continuing the what he had that evening heard from the
course we had followed hitherto, but for right hon. Baronet, however willing to afabandoning that course. If the circum- ford him every possible assistance in carstances which produced the change in the rying out his measures, and after giving
mind of the right hon. Baronet were un- tiie various subjects introduced that calm
able to convince his Colleagues, he (Mi-. and dispassionate consideration which their
Scott) must question whether they would importance demanded, he was
and he said
produce any change in the minds of hon. it with regret obliged to opj'ose the right

—

;

;

—

—
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lie could not do otherwise,
hon. Baronet.
unless he would compromise his duty to
himself and to his constituents.

Lord G.

BENTINCK

was understood
Baronet was
well aware that the average price of wheat
and
for the last seven years was 58s. 8c?.
presuming that the measure of the right
hon. Baronet Avould tend to reduce the
price of wheat to 45s. a (quarter, it would
to say that the right

hon.

;

require fully seven years for the averages
on which tithe was to he paid, to work it

down

therefore for a period of
to the 45s.
seven years the agricultural interests of
the country would he paying tithe on the
5Ss. Sd.
He would, therefore, wish to
ask w^hether the right hon. Baronet was
prepared to propose any measure which
;

would effectuate that arrangement as to
and
the equitable payment of tithe
;

enactments,
might he brought down to 45s. the quarter, instead of what it now was, 58s. Sd. ?
Sir R. peel said, he did not propose
to make any alteration in the law as to
tithes.
In the first place, he was not prepared to assume that there would be any
It might be
material alteration in prices.
so.
But the same question might have
he might have
been put to him in 1842
been asked in 1842, when a great reduction Avas made in the amount of protection,
whether he was prepared to make any alteration in the arrangement as to tithes.
The noble Lord assumed that there would
be a great falling-otf in the price of corn
In the
he did not concur in that opinion.
case of wool, the repeal of the duty had
not led to a reduction of the price of wool,
and the Tariff had not occasioned a reducHe was not prepared to
tion of prices.
say, that there might not be such an increased demand for corn that it would preHe hoped
vent the reduction of prices.
the result of the measure would be so much
of increased consumption that there would
not necessarily be any reduction of the
prices of agricultural produce which Avould
materially interfere with the agricultural
interests.
He hoped that the measure, by
occasioning an increased demand for produce and for labour, would benefit the
great body of the people, Avithout any prejudice to the interests of agriculture.
Sir J. TYRELL rose on the Opposition
side of the House, and said, with respect to
wool, he had certainly had the honour to
be one of a deputation which had waited
upon the right hon. Baronet, who had, as
it Avere, put a pistol to the head of the
which,

by

his

legislative

;

;
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Duke

of Richmond by a direct reference to
the price of wool, and had said, that as the
price of avooI had risen since the abolition
of the duty, why might it not be expected
that there would be a rise in the price of
wheat ? And the right hon. Baronet had
repeated on one or two occasions, that by
taking off the duty on wool, there had been
a rise in the price of that commodity.
He
had always understood the principle to be,
as had been stated by the hon. Member for
the West Riding of Yorkshire, that a certain description of foreign wool was necessary to the manufacture of coarse cloths in
England and therefore a very large importation of foreign wool Avas required to
enable our manufacturers to manufacture a
great quantity of coarse cloths ; consequently it Av^as a fallacy on the part of the
right hon. Baronet to put that as a parallel
case Avith corn. He regretted the prolongation of the discussion, as it could not end in
the House's coming to any conclusion upon
that occasion
but he must say, as the
right hon. Baronet had complained that his
antagonists had not confined themseh-es to
;

;

argument, but had employed vituperation,
he felt, for one, as he imagined persons
Avould have felt in the Peninsular Avar, if
the Duke of Wellington and the greater
part of his staff had gone over to Marshal
Soult.
Such was the feeling Avhich he
(Sir J. TyrcU), as an agricultural Member,
felt at the situation he Avas placed in.
He
Avas satisfied that the right hon. Baronet
Avould force this measure on the country.
If the right hon. Baronet had made any
appeal to the country upon this question,
he Avould then have put the agricultural interest in the same position as before
and
they Avould have had no ground of complaint.
The Duke of AVellington, and a
noble Lord who had quitted the Government, seemed to have entertained an opin;

ion in conformity Avith his

they did not
think that the right hon. Baronet A\^as
pursuing a course consistent with the integrity tor Avhich he had always had credit,
by bringing forward such a measure as ho
had introduced into that House Avithout an
appeal to the country.
The right hon.
;

Baronet appeared to him to assume that
the prosperity Avhicli recently prevailed in
this country Avas owing to a relaxation of
the import duties. Noav the reasoning upon
Avhich the right hon. Baronet seemed to

found this assumption was reasoning Avliich
he believed that the country Avould regard
as AvlioUy unsatisfactoiy and inconclusive.
the right hon. Baronet propounded

When
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that doctrine, he followed it up by a mass
of figures for the purpose of showing that
the lower the duties were, the higher did

To his mind, it appeared
the prices rise.
that if that argument were good for anything, it went to show that high prices
were not a bad thing for the country. But
then let the House look at what he said
he told those who
about his Income Tax
were likely to suffer from that impost, that
;

the low prices of provisions would compensate them for all the loss which tliey might
possibly sustain from having to pay the In-
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selves at present placed.

to support him, they must submit to be exhibited in the most disadvantageous con-

—

Gentlemen behind him the
if he might so call
Those Gentlemen
might noAv enjoy an opportunity of seeing
what amount of ingenuity might be exercised, for the purpose of drawing the agricultural Members through the utmost possible quantity of dirt.
If he possessed
more ingenuity he could, perhaps, devise a
trast with the

Whigs and Radicals,
them without offence.

come Tax. Of course he need not remind
but
the House that this turned out to be a com- happier phrase
The right hon. Baronet was not in his power
plete failure.
;

would have done better, and the House,
perhaps, would do well to consider what
were the opinions entertained by merchants
in the city, and by men largely connected
with the monetary transactions of the comTheir opinion was, that by means
munity.
of steam navigation, and by reason of railroads, the operations of trade were wholly
changed in their character from what they
had formerly been. Every one knew that
the intercourse which Bristol and Liverpool
carried on with the metropolis, had of late
years been accelerated far beyond what the
most visionary of mankind could in a preTrade was,
ceding age have imagined.
therefore, no longer carried on upon the
People did not in these
times come up to London twice a year to
On the contrary, that operalay in stock.
tion was performed much more frequently
than twice a year and the result was,
that there were now, comparatively speaking, no locks-up of capital and a capital of
2,000^ would now suffice for carijing on
a trade which formerly required 5,000Z.
The obvious consequence of all this was,
The formaa vast increase of prosperity.
tion of railways gave employment to great
numbers of agricultural labourers who forliut the right
merly were unemployed,
hon. Baronet seemed to take advantage of
all this, for the credit of his own system.
He must say, it was rather too much for
old principle.

;

;

the

right

Baronet to assert, that

lion.

he was warranted in making his proafter a short experience
posed changes
of three years, it was too much for
him to say that he had mode out a
;

case

sufficient

to

sustain

the plan

that

he had propounded to Parliament, and
less had he made out a case to
still
justify him in placing the agricultural
Members of that House in the humiliating position in which they found them-

They who had

so long supported the right hon. Baronet
were now told that if they did not continue

at

that

moment

it

any other
any way, conceal from
to use

;

nor could he, in
himself the fact, that the country Gentlemen were placed in a most humiliating position.
He confessed it occasioned him no
small sui-prise, that the head of the Government should have been the only Member of the Cabinet to explain the why and
the wherefore of the sudden change which
had come over them. The noble Lord the
Member for London was in Scotland suddenly he seemed to suffer from great irri:

as if unexpectedly afflicted with
that complaint with which gentlemen in
tation,

Scotland are supposed to be occasionally
The noble Lord immediately
wrote a letter to his constituents, whereby
the right hon. Baronet was placed in a
considerable fix.
The right hon. Baronet
said, that that was a very unfair proceeding on the part of the noble Lord.
But
within a short time from the issue of that
letter, the noble Lord found himself commissioned to form a new Government and
then he was told by the Liberal party that
he must include the hon. Member for
Stockport in any new Ministerial arrangeThe Liberal party insisted upon
ments.
that. [" No, no "] He believed he could
prove it but any one could easily imagine
how much that embarrassed the noble
Lord, for he well knew that in acceding to
such a proposition he should lose as much
with the old constitutional Whigs as he
could possibly gain with the Liberal party;
and it was well known that under such circumstances he would not dare to appeal to
the jHJople.
To proceed, however, from
that to a topic entirely different, he confessed that he could not help caUing the
ottention of the House to the fact, that the
right hon. Baronet had not now dwelt on
the state of the potato crop
on the contrary, his favourite topic appeared to be
the allegiance which his followers owed to

troubled.

;

!

;

;
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In 1841, they certainly owed him
him.
every allegiance, as the architect of their
hut now it would be a difficult
party
matter to discover upon what ground he
could claim their allegiance, seeing that
his public conduct was in complete accordance with that of the hon. Member for
Montrose, for he voted that black was
Looking,
white, and white was black.
;

then, at

all

the proceedings of Ministers,

he saw no reason why he should continue
to support what very fairly might be called
When it
the potato-Peel Government.
said that the great interests of the
country were to be supported, he could

was

not help regretting that it should have been
thought necessary to introduce so important a speech as they had heard, with so
much pompous preparation; and he confessed that he saw no reason for waiting a
fortnight before he delivered his opinion
with regard to the propositions of the Go-

vernment. He could do it now as well as
As for compromise,
a fortnight hence.
the measure might be a compromise with
the Anti-Corn-Law-League, but certainly
not with the agricultural interest of this
country.

S"?,
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ance of immediately obtaining a freehold qualification for East Surrey, and of qualifying competent
I would also suggest
members of your family.
that many of your relations and friends may bo
induced, by your strenuous recommendation, to
follow your example,
" As in all probability the registry of 1846-7
will be that on which the legislation of the country
will turn for the ensuing seven years, and as qualifications for that registry must be completed before the 31st of January next, I need scarcely
point out the importance of great despatch.
•'
I shall have much pleasure in conferring with
you in reference to this subject, and in aff'ording
you every information and assistance you may
require.
" Requesting the favour of an early notice of
this communication,

" I remain,

"

my dear Sir, very faithfully yours,
" (By order of the Council)
" A. W. PAULTON.

Office of the

League, 67, Fleet-street,

" London,

, 1845.
" P.S. On the payment of the sum of 56/. at
these offices, 40s. fit'eehold qualification will be
obtained for you, which will entitle you to vote for
the Eastern Division of Surrey.
" The above sum will also include the costs of
conveyance.
" Application may also be made to Mr. R.

Russell, 82, High-street, Southwark."

This delectable composition he had received that morning
and he felt that he
would be guilty of exceeding great selfish;

Colonel SIBTHORP said, it was well
known he was not a very warm supporter
of the League, yet he had received a letter
from them that morning marked " private
and confidential," but which, as he did not
choose to consider private and confidential,
he should read to the House. The hon.
and gaUant Member proceeded, amidst the
laughter of the House, to read the following letter
:

" PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL.
" National Anti-Corn-Law League.
•'
East Surrey Parliamentary Registration.
" My dear Sir The operations of the League in
the qualification of free-trade electors in Lancashire, Yorkshire, Cheshire, Middlesex, and other
trading counties, having secured a majority in
favour of tlieir principles in these important constituencies, and the -whole of the qualifications
made through the agency of the League having
been established orr claim before the Registration

—

Courts, the Council feel justified in applying to the
supporters of their principles to co-operate in extending the application of a plan the success of
which has been so satisfactorily proved.
" As the result of the labours of less than two
months, the Free Trade Registration Society of
East Surrey were enabled to establish 553 claims
and objections on the last registry of that county,
and, as another association also substantiated
many free-trade claims and objections, it is now
ascertained that a vigorous effort made to create
new qualifications will rescue the representation
of East Surrey out of the hands of monopoly.
" I am, therefore, directed by the Council to take
the liberty of urging on you personally the import-

ness

if

he had not submitted

sideration of the House.
to say

whether the

letter

it

to the con-

He was

unable

had been

trans-

mitted to him by direction, or at the suggestion of the right hon. Baronet at the
head of Her Majesty's Government but if
the fact were so, he begged leave to assure
that personage that he had mistaken his
mark in sending any such communication
He had not the slightest hesitato him.
;

tion in declaring that in his opinion the
conduct of the right hon. Baronet, in de-

hvering the speech which had fallen from
him that evening, was such as to excite
the disgust and indignation of the British
public.

He

trusted that the English people

would combine as one man in an effort to
make the Prime Minister understand how
odious to them were his proceedings.
He
would, at some future day, avail himself of
a more fitting opportunity o? expressing in
detail his opinions on this subject.
On the
present occasion, he would not trespass at
any length upon the attention of the House,
but would sit down, contenting himself
with this simple observation, that a greater
insult
a grosser indignity
a more audacious mockery
had never been attempted
to be put upon the House of Commons,
even by the right hon. Baronet himself,
than that which was conveyed by the whole

—

—

—
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Ba-

ronet's speech that evening.

MARCH

said he could not
The Eaul of
think of trespassing on the time or attention of the House, at that late hour, byentering into a consideration in detail of
the arguments which could he adduced
against the changes which it now appeared were in contemplation ; hut he could
not forbear saying that never, in the Avhole

course of his existence, had he been so

much
as he

horrified,

distressed,

had been that

or astonished,

night, in listening to

the propositions which had emanated from
the right hon. Baronet at the head of Her
Majesty's Government. He was intimately
conversant with the feelings and opinions of
his constituents upon the subject of protecand he begged
tion to domestic industry
leave to assure the right hon. Baronet that
any invasion of the protective system would
be viewed by them with feelings of unmitigated hostility. They would never consent
to accede to the propositions of the Minister; and he thought it right now distinctly and dehberately to apprise the right
;

hon. Baronet that any movements which
he might think fit hereafter to make, with
a view to the repeal of the Corn Laws,
were sm-e to encounter his most strenuous,
violent,

and unceasing opposition.

State-

ments explanatory of the motives and considerations which had induced Ministers to
the singular course which they had recently
adopted, had been made in that House, and
The right hon. Baronet
in another place.
had stated that his opinions on the subject
of protection had undergone a change and
that this was the fact there was now no
room for doubting. It was passing strange
what revolutions time brought about. In
the month of June last, the right hon.
Baronet at the head of the Govermuent
had made a powerful and irresistible
;

of this Empire were so vitally involved. It
had been stated elsewhere that it was only
a minority of the Cabinet that had voted

with the Premier. The public should know
how the facts really were; and most assuredly that House had a right to demand
from the other Members of the Administraas well as from the hon. Baronet at
the head of the Cabinet, an explanation of
the motives which had induced them to
tion,

abandon their old policy, and adopt one
diametrically opposed to it.
He held iu
his hand a newspaper containing a report
of certain expressions which had fallen from
the Secretary of War (Mr. Sidney Herbert)
in the month of February, 1845, in a

speech which he delivered before his constituents,

who

entertained

him

at a public

dinner

on the occasion of his accepting

ofl[ice.

With permission

of the

House he

would read a few passages from that speech,
that they might comprehend how starthng,
how amazing was the change which had
recently been wrought in the mind of the
hon. Gentleman on the subject of free
trade.
The noble Lord read as follows
:

"

He was

not about to excuse himself for his
vote upon that question.
He then thought that
the amount of protection was so excessive, that
it could not he maintained
that the 23«. duty
was more than could be maintained, because no
foreign nation could pay it
but he frankly owned
that in this he was mistaken, for he did not think
that that protection was one bit larger than it
ought to be, and he did think that there was this
advantage in the present law, that it rallied round
it many who would not have rallied round it if
that protection had been larger, while no one could
say that that protection was too large, looking at
the burdens on agriculture
besides, it gave a
greater stability and firmness to the law and he
did hope and he believed that there was among
the people of this country, as there certainly was
by Her Mijesty's Ministers, a determination to
uphold that law."
;

;

;

;

So spoke the right hon. Gentleman on the
15th February, 1845 and the report asspeech in opposition to the motion of sured the public that he resumed his seat
He woidd be
the hon. Member for Wolverhampton. amidst a storm of applause.
He had listened to that speech with great curious to know what demonstration of
pleasure
but it never could have entered feeling was likely to await the hon. Geninto his imagination that in the November tleman if he were to go back to his confollowing, so • strange, so wild a change stituents on the loth February, 1846, and
shoidd have come over the spirit of the to describe to them the opinions which he
He did not mean to attri- now held upon the subject of free trade
orator's dream.
bute improper motives in any quarter, but most assuredly they would hear much that
he certainly must say, that in his opinion, would be calculated to excite their amazethat House and the country at large had a ment.
Mil. S. HERBERT: I think it wiU be
right to expect from the other Members of
the Administration an explanation of the most becoming in me, and that it will be
reasons, arguments, and considerations most agreeable to the House, if I do not
which had induced them to change their in this stage of the proceedings enter at
opinions on a question in which the interests any length, or in any detail, into the
;

;
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grounds on which I have formed my opinon the question now before the
House, and which have induced a change
in the opinions upon these great commercial subjects which I have advanced year

opinions without reserve will be the passport with which I shall offer myself to the
notice of my constituents ; and I am further of opinion that when the question
shall be regarded, as soon it will be, calm-

by year.

ly

ions

I

say, in

the

first

place, that

be the most satisfactory course
to me and to the House, because in the
discussions which will come on I shall be
able to state explicitly, simply, and amply,
all the reasons which have weighed with
me, and the grounds of the change of my
opinions on this subject, rather than give
a mutilated statement which will not be
satisfactory to the House, and certainly
not to myself; and next, because it will
not be for the convenience of the House
to enter prematurely into a discussion of
this will

these enlarged plans, for every argument
upon the whole subject has induced me to
form the opinion 1 now hold, and I cannot
enter upon the reasons for that opinion

now

and dispassionately, by many of those
interest, almost an exclusive

who take an
interest,

in

agriculture,

they will think

that I have neither neglected my duty to
them nor to the public at large by giving

a hearty, a disinterested, and an honest
support to the measures now before the

House.

HOWARD

said, he had listened
Mr. p.
with attention to the many able and elaborate explanations given by the right hon.
Baronet opposite (Sir R. Peel), and he
confessed that he thought the equivalent
offered to the agriculturists, in lieu of protection, was rather less than he could have
wished yet, considering the circumstances
considering, also, the
of the country
success which had hitherto attended free^he was prepared to give
trade measures
his assent to the Resolutions to be suband he would beg of the
mitted to-night
agriculturists to consider whether a measure of this kind, prepared by a strong
Government, with the sanction of the
Crown, could ever, in the long-run, be de;

—
—

without anticipating the arguments.
Of this, however, I can assure my noble
Priend, who has asked me for an explanation of the manner in which I imagine
that I shall be received by my constituents
after I have advocated
the measures
brought forward by my right hon. Friend
to-night
that my belief is, as no man
can impute to me any but disinterested feated. For them the wiser and more samotives on this occasion
as there has lutary course would be to enter into the
been neither any possibility nor wish for discussion of these measures with a view,
power which was in the first instance for- if possible, to secure the adoption of such
feited, and now rendered at any rate very modification as, without materially diminprecarious
as I am certainly not curry- ishing their popularity, might render the
ing favour with a constituency which is shock consequent upon the change less
purely agricultural
and as likewise I sudden and less violent. He thought the
have a constituency among whom I have period of three years too limited, and that
lived with the personal ties of the greatest the minimum of protection was rather
friendship, who have trusted me, and, as I scanty, for Mr. M'Culloch, the greatest of
had from them, as they had from me, regard free-trade authorities, in his celebrated
and respect, that, even if there should be pamphlet or treatise on the Corn Laws
a difference of opinion between us upon argued on the supposition that a fiscal duty
any point, they will never have any other of 5s. the quarter might be retained. He
feeling towards me than that which, dur- (Mr. Howard) deemed that the proposed
ing my whole life, I have endeavoured to alteration in the law of settlement would
inspire in those with whom I have had to be a great boon to farmers and others
deal.
This I will add, that it was after living in the vicinity of manufacturing
the greatest anxiety I adopted the course towns.
He trusted the proposed measure
I have taken
that I came to the deU- would receive the deliberate attention both
berations which preceded the differences of the agriculturists and the manufacturers,
which led to the resignation of the Minis- and that they woidd be made palatable to
try with my mind perfectly made up as the one, and not injurious to the other.
to the coursel should take
that the opinMr.
inquired whether
ions which I urged in Her Majesty's the right hon. Baronet at the head of the
councils are embodied in the measure now Government had any intention to lay on
before the House, and they are opinions the Table of the House any of those comwhich I am ready deliberately and expli- munications which had been stated to have
citly to defend in this House.
The same been received from some of the crowned
;

—

;

;

:

;

;
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heads of Europe, expressing their opinions
on free trade, because, as yet, the House
had no assurance that any such communications had ever been received, except the
statement of the hon. Member for Bolton
(Dr. Bowring).
He also wislied to know
how the moiety of the payment for medical
relief, to be paid by the Government, was
to be managed.
In other words, how was

lowed by a diminution of price of the homemade article. On the conti'ary, it can be
shown that in those years in which there
has been the greatest importation of foreign
produce, the best prices have been obtained for similar articles of home production.
It may be taken as a rule, that in every
year where the price of domestic produce
has increased, there has been a propor-

the parish doctor to make out his bills ?
Sir R. peel rephed, that the charge
on account of medical aid woidd be provided by a vote of the House of Commons,
the other moiety being provided by the
guardians of the poor in the different parishes.
This would be at once a check
agamst extravagant outlay, while it would
afford a means of a more liberal allowance
to medical men. With regard to the other
question, he (Sir R. Peel) would undertake to lay on the Table any convention
or engagement entered into by any of the

tionate increase of importation of the

There had
crowned heads of Europe.
been some strong expressions made use of
by the Secretary of the American Treasury,
with regard to a relaxation of the American tariff, and he expected shortly to be
able to lay on the Table a Convention with
Naples in favour of free trade.
Mr. grog an wished to put a question,
as an Irish Member, to the right hon. Baronet the First Lord of the Treasury. The
whole of the statement which the right
hon. Baronet had made to-night was one
of reductions
he, therefore, wished to
know whether the right hon. Baronet
would furnisli a document containing a
column showing the aggregate amount of
these reductions, and another column setting forth the mode in which he proposed
to make good the deficiency in the revenue
which those reductions would occasion.
Very considerable alarm existed throughout the country upon this point
and great
apprehensions were entertained that the
right hon. Baronet would be driven to a
proposition for increasing the Income Tax.
,

;

;

He

was, therefore, anxious to know how
the deficiency which would be created was
to

be made up.
Sir R. peel

hope that from
some of the reductions there will be an increased rather than a diminished revenue.
I have already said that I consider it very
inconvenient to enter into explanations on
:

I really

particular portions of the general proposition submitted
to the

House

serve that

it

by Her Majesty's Ministers

of

Commons

;

by no means

but

I

may

ob-

follows that a

diminution of duty on importation

is fol-

articles

from abroad.

I

same

have said that I

not enter into any detailed explanabut I wiU answer the hon. Gentle;
man in respect to what he has said with
regard to the Income Tax, by at once
frankly declaring that it is not the intention of Her Majesty's Government to make
any proposition with respect to the Jncome
Tax.
That, fortified by the result of the
experience of the past although the effect
of the proposed reductions upon the revenue may be to cause a temporary defir
ciency, yet
I am quite satisfied from the
elasticity of the commercial energies of
this country, and the consequent increased
abundance that will be enjoyed from the
reductions proposed, that those reductions
may be made without the imposition of
any new tax whatever.
Mr. CURTEIS thought the right hon.
Baronet had very unnecessarily provoked
the hop-growing counties in proposing
merely a reduction of duty, when he might
have received their support had he repealed the duty altogether.
He represented the largest body of hop-growers in
the kingdom ; and he would, in their
name, say Give us perfectly free trade in
hops, and take off all protective duty on
foreign hops
He called upon his hon.
will

tions

—

—

—

!

Friends the Members for Kent and East
Sussex to see justice done to the hopand let them not be doubly
growers
flogged, both as to corn and as to hops.
He came down to the House, expecting
the right hon. Baronet would propose to
reduce the duty on corn and that he
would have fixed a duty, in the first instance, of Qs., and, by an evanescent
;

;

He would
scale, have finally abolished it.
have supported such a measure, and as it
was, he would give the proposition of the
right hon. Baronet the most candid conHe was most anxious that
sideration.
this question should be finally settled
but
he sincerely hoped that the right hon.
Gentleman would take the state of the
;

hop-groAvers into

consideration, otherwise

he would raise a very hostile feeling in
Sussex and Kent. He would not press
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the right hon. Baronet to answer him at
the present moment.
But I must give you an
Sib R. PEEL
:

—

answer and, if we were in private, I
would earnestly advise the hon. Gentleman
not to encourage the hop-growers in Kent
The
and Sussex to agitate this question.
I
duty on foreign hops in 1842 was lOl.
in that year proposed to reduce it to
That was opposed, and 1 was told
41. lOs.
that it would ruin the home hop-groweis.
Why, that the
But, what is the fact ?
reduced duty of 4/. lOs. is as complete a
The whole
prohibition as the duty of lOl.
amount of duty paid on the importation of
foreign hops, at the reduced duty of 41,
Therefore, having
1 Os. has only been 1 0/.
the duty on foreign hops
first reduced
from lOl. to 41. 10s., which proved still to
he a prohibitory duty, I have now proposed to reduce it still further to 21. lOs.
With respect to the excise duty on homegrown hops, which is at present I85., I
think the hon. Gentleman will see, that
the state of the revenue will not admit
I
of any further reduction in that item.
am sure the hon. Gentleman, when he considers, conscientiously, the importance of
maintaining the revenue, will at once admit, that I cannot, and ought not, to reduce the excise duty on hops below the
I do think, that a duty
present charge.
of 21. 10.9. on the importation of foreign
hops will be a very fair protection to the
,

home

grower.

BENETT thought the right hon.
Baronet had forgotten the interests of
Mr.

who consumed the hops. lie came
down to the House with the full expecta-

those

tion that the right hon. Baronet would
have proposed a repeal of the malt tax
It was a tax which fell most
altogether.
pecuHarly on the labourers of the country.
Malt was a necessary of life to them. It
was a most oppressive duty, and its repeal
would have been a boon, not only to the
agricultural interest, but to the labourers.
He was deeply disappointed that the right
hon. Baronet had not made any such proposition.
The object avowed for repealing
the Corn Laws used to be that it would
reduce wages but the right hon. Baronet
had now said that you could have high
wages and low prices. He knew the contrary from long experience. He knew that
the price of labour had always followed the
;

price of provisions.

were now

But new doctrines

—

dowu doctrines contrary
to those laid down by the right hon. Baronet himself in former days.
But these
laid

new
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doctrines were contrary to those of
Smith, and of his own experience,

Adam

lie had always contended, and would still
contend, that the labouring classes might,
consistently with the interests of every
class, enjoy all the common luxuries of

and he certainly had expected that
;
the right hon. Baronet was going to give
them the power to enjoy them, but he had
been grievously disappointed.
Still, he
hoped the right hon. Baronet would reconsider the matter of the malt tax, whatever
might be his determination with respect to
the duty on hops, which was a matter
of comparatively minor importance.
He
wished also to express his indifference as
to the protection of home-grown hops
against foreign hops
his feehng was that
there should be no duty on hops, no duty
on malt, no duty on anything which affected the welfare of the labourer.
Mil. E SCOTT expressed his satisfaction
that the consideration of the proposal was
to be adjourned for a fortnight, as, in that
interval, the constituencies of the country
would have an opportunity of declaring
their sentiments.
He would not attempt
to comment on the speeches of the right
hon. Baronet and other hon. members ;
but he would, in one word only, express
his extreme thankfuhiess to the right hon.
Baronet for having embodied in his proposition that remission of the duty on Indian
corn, of which he had given notice last
year.
For since he had given that notice,
he had made further inquiries into the
question
and the result had been such
as to satisfy him that, for the interests of
both the farmers and the farm labourers,
in reference to which the hon. Gentleman
who had just spoken had expressed himself
so feelingly, no one measure could possibly
life

;

;

be proposed which was more likely to promote the real interests of both those classes
than the one now submitted by the right
hon. Baronet.
He was exceedingly glad
the scheme embodied the resolution he had

and he hoped that not only
would hon. Members employ the fortnight
that was to intervene in making themselves
referred to

;

acquainted with the proposition ; but that
the country at large, when they saw the
great advantage which it would produce to
the agricultural interest, would look on it
with particular favour,' and that it would

be carried by a decisive majority.
Y Mr. Greene,' I am a httle
Mr.
surprised at the speeches we have heard
from the other side of the House, because
I am quite* convinced it is utterly impos-

WAKLE

:
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Gentlemen can have heard
scheme, as propounded by the right
hon. Baronet, witliout feeling the strongest
possible approval and admiration.
They
cannot have heard the whole plan, as he
has laid it down, without in the main
points agreeing with him in the proposition he has made.
There may be some
jjoints, without doubt, of disagreement
there may be some few arrangements which
sible that hoii.

tlie

may

call for further attention in the future

wiU take place but when
they hear that in three years there is to be
a total repeal of the Corn Laws, and that
there is to be a previous repeal with reference to the duties on other articles that form
the food of the people, it is utterly impossible, I say, that they should fail to express
the strongest approval of the scheme as a
whole.
Now, the hon. Gentleman ^he
Member for Wiltshire, who has just sat
down, has expressed his astonishment that
the right hon. Baronet has not proposed a
he expressed his
repeal of the malt tax
doubt whether what the right hon. Baronet
proposed would be for the benefit of the
Avorking classes of the country
and he
says he is disappointed in the proposal of
the right hon. Baronet, because it does not
come up to his view in that respect. Why,
it is because I am firmly persuaded that it
is for the benefit of the millions of this
country, that it is for the benefit of trade
that it is likely to conduce to the peace of
the world that it will promote and advance the social condition of the millions,
discussions that

;

;

;

—

and create new markets

for their labour

am

prepared at once, and
without further hesitation, to say, (and I
represent nearly 300,000 of the inhabitants
of the northern part of this metropolis,) that
I feel towards the entire proposal of the
right hon. Baronet the strongest possible
favour.
I feel firmly persuaded that no
proposal was ever made in Parliament, as
a whole, more conducive to the happiness
of the people of this country, than that of
the right hon. Baronet.
But does the hon.
Gentleman, the Member for Wiltshire,
consider that the scheme is not calculated
to improve the condition of the people ?
Why, is it not for reducing the price of
Is it not for reducing the price of
bread ?
meat ? Is it not proposed with the hope of
improving the condition of every family?
But if that proposal had been made, with
regard to the malt tax, which the hon.
Gentleman has referred to, would it have
obtained for the right hon. Baronet the
that

I,

for one,

gupport of the hon. Gentleman the

Member

LAWS.

with reference to other
for Wiltshire,
branches of the proposal, other depart-

On the contrary,
that it would not.
I can clearly see that the next fort-

ments of the scheme

my

firm conviction

Now,

?

is

night is to be expended in agitation, and
not very peaceful agitation.
I can see
clearly enough, that an appeal is to be
made to the passions of the electors of this
country.
In carrying on this agitation, I
wish the hon. Gentlemen opposite to bear in
mind under what circumstances the appeal
will be made.
I wish them to recollect
one little fact with reference to the constituencies of this country. Let them bear
in mind, if they do excite the passions of
the electors in the agricultural districts and
of persons unconnected with agriculture
if their agitation shall extend, not only into
the most remote parts of the kingdom, but
also into the cities and towns, and shall influence there the feelings of persons who
believe that they are dependent on what is

would beg of
remember that there are hundreds

called agricultural prosperity, I

them

to

of thousands of people in this country

—

who

are the consumers of food
not the sellers,
and who have no votes at the elections.
Now, I woidd wish to ask them if they are
prepared to arrange every hustings in the
kingdom as an instrument of torture to
the fechngs of the poor man who has not
a vote ? I say, let them remember that
they are about to make an appeal, in my

most dangerous character, if
have any influence. For the poor
will say " See what happens
the

opinion, of a
it is

man

to

;

—

who return the Members to the
House of Commons, are the sellers of food,
and we are the consumers of food they
have the votes, and we have none." Do
parties

—

you believe if an appeal of that kind is to
be made, that it can do other than lead to
a state of feeling of the utmost exasperation, and one, in my opinion, that is likely
to be attended with the utmost danger to
the peace of society, considering that the
milhons of this country are the parties who
They already complain of
have no votes.
they say that their inclass legislation
terests are not protected in the Houses of
Parliament they say, that they have no
voice in electing those who are to govern
They say, that they have
the country.
been the victims of class legislation and
yet you are about to call upon the sellers
of food to determine whether the consumers
of food shall have justice done to them
with regard to commercial legislation.
I
merely throw out these intimations now.
;

;

;
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am

if the appeal be
have referred, and if
strong excitement be the product of that
appeal, that it will be one of the most dangerous character, and will, in my opinion,
threaten the peace of society.
Now, Sir,
if the hon. Gentlemen are sincere with reference to the feelings of the masses of the
people on this question
if they really believe what they say
if they really do consider that the masses of society will be opposed to the scheme of the right hon. Baronet
I ask them, are they prepared to
extend the suffrage to the working people
to those who are the main consumers of
food in this country?
No, Sir, they are
not prepared so to extend the right of
voting and I say, under those circumstances, let them be cautious how they
excite feelings of indignation on the part of
the millions, and induce those millions to
believe that they are, with reference to the
legislation of this House, the victims of
oppression.
Believing as I do that the
scheme of the right lion. Baronet has been
propounded in a sincere desire to benefit

made

1

convinced,

to wliich

I

—

—

—

—

;

the nation at large, without reference to
particular classes or individuals, but for the
benefit of all
believing that it is one of a

—

just character believing, in fact, that there
is nothing of injustice in it to any party, I
shall give it my most cordial support in
every stage of the proceedings and I am
sure that if the right hon. Baronet maintains the noble and high ground which he
has taken, the millions of the people will
carry his proposition for him.
Mr.
said, as he had been
asked a question by the hon. Gentleman
;

;

BENETT

who had

just sat down, he would state
that he had come to the House perfectly
free; he had given no pledge, and ex-

pressed no opinion
he had purposely abstained from it, thinking he might possibly consider it his duty to vote with the
right hon. Baronet in what he did propose.
He had pursued an honest course for forty
;

years, in public as well as in private,

and

should have induced him to do
that which he could not have done honestly

nothing

and conscientiously.

He had

certainly ex-

pected more from the right lion. Baronet
but he was perfectly free now, if he approved of the proposition, to vote for the
repeal of the corn tax.
The only pledge
he had given was to do that which he considered the best for the people of this
country.
He had not attended a single
meeting in favour of agricultural protection, either in the country or in London ;
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nor had he given a single intimation, by
word or letter, to anybody, how he should
His hon. Friend
vote on this occasion.
talked of agitation, and seemed to think
the friends of agriculture were about to
agitate.
Had the hon. Gentleman never
heard of agitation before? Had no agitation been going on on the other side ?
Had not the emissaries of the League
been sent into every village ? He had
had them in his own village, at his tDwn
door,

getting hold of his

own

labourers

and seducing them.
But the agitation
might now be tm-ned another way, by
the good sense of the labourers.
There
was, recently, a meeting at Goatacre, in
the north of his own county, of which
much had been said, but to which no
weight was to be attached, for the accounts that had been given of it were incorrect.
A bricklayer was there who was
receiving 40^. a week, and other labourers
who were well paid. The hon. Gentleman
proceeded to say that the farmers had a
dislike to agitation; and, whatever their
feelings might be, they would not attempt
to promote mischief.
Mr. GISBORNE wished to offer a remark in reference to what had fallen from
the hon. Member the Coroner for Westminster as to the Members of the AntiCorn-Law League having received the explanation of the right hon. Baronet with
solemn silence. [Mr. Wakley Stubborn
silence.]
It might be stubborn
but on a
subject of so complicated a nature, and involving such a vast number of subjects, it
was scarcely possible to express an opinion
without having some time allowed for deliberation.
He had himself left the House
perfectly satisfied that hon. Gentlemen on
the bench opposite, who still continued so
strenuously to oppose any alteration in the
Corn Law, would require at least a fortnight to consider the measure, and that
they had no intention of raising a debate
on the subject that evening.
It was
merely by accident that he happened to
hear that such a debate was going on,
and' he returned to the House merely to
listen to it.
He was sure that hon. Members connected with the League could not
be accused of any want of respect either
to the hon. Gentleman opposite, or to the
right hon. Baronet, in having taken no
part in the debate on that evening.
:

;

NEWDEGATE

said, he was preMr.
pared to act in conformity with the course

which the hon. Member who had just sat
down had declared he expected would have

K
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He had intended, therefore, to
confine himself to asking a single question
which he thought to he of public importance,
and which he had addressed to the right

introduction

;

hon. Baronet at the head of Her Majesty's
Government. He could not, however, pass
over an observation which had fallen from
the hon. Member for Finsbury (Mr. WakThe hon. Member deprecated an apley).
peal to the opinion of the country but why,
he would wish to know, did the hon. Member

—

;

On what
apprehend dangerous agitation ?
ground did the hon. Member make his powerful appeal to the feelings of his country-

men

against the danger of inflaming the
Did the
passions of the working classes ?
hon. Member know Gentlemen on that (the
Ministerial) side of the House to be those
feelings?

gotten
period
of

Had

to excite such

LAWS.

of the measure of 1842
who, he would ask, if the country was
prepared, had prepared the country for the
measure of 1846 who, but the Anti-CornLaw League ? Was agitation, he would
wish to know, to be employed against the
He might
agricultural interests alone ?
be told that the agricultural Members were
ignorant
that they did not know their
own interest; but were they so dense that
they could not read the volumes which had
been prepared for the information of that
House, or so dull that they could not form
any judgment of their own ? And if such
were the case, were they not to be perHe
mitted to consult their countrymen ?
thought the demand made by the hon.
Member for Somersetshire for time was a
most reasonable one; and he could scarcely
believe the right hon. Baronet could have
forgotten that on a former occasion
namely, when he had brought forward his
banking measure of 1844, he gave a full
month for the country to consider its provisions.
The course which the right hon.
Baronet thought proper to recommend
with regard to banking had been announced for five weeks before it came
again before the House; and yet the interests concerned had scarcely time in that
interval to form their opinions upon it.

been taken.

who were accustomed

—CORN

angry

the hon. Gentleman forHad he forgotten that

—

1842?
when the yeomanry and gentlemen

England had been mainly instrumental

preserving the peace of the country,
disturbed as it was by those who now supported the Anti-Corn-Law League?
Had
the hon. Member forgotten what he (Mr.
Newdegate) had at that time stated out of
that House, and for which he had been
attacked in that House, and in another
place, without notice and in his absence ;
but in support of which he had after- Were not the agriculturists, then, justified
wards produced evidence, which had satis- in requiring that time should be given for
For
fied that House that the Anti-Corn-Law a due consideration of this question ?
League had been implicated in exciting the his part, he was surprised to hear the hon.
Had he forgotten that it was the Member for Finsbury and the hon. Mempeople ?
agricultural interests which had saved the ber for Montrose pressing forward this
country on that occasion from the conse- great measure, involving as it did so many
quences of the attempt thus made ? As he and such important interests, as if they
was on his legs, and as the question had were afraid that the country should have
been mooted, he would take the opportu- time to express an opinion upon it. His
nity of calling the attention of Her Ma- own impression was, that when a Minisjesty's Government to the circumstance ter had cast aside the experience of a long
that when the consequences of their pre- life, and had declared himself to be present measure became apparent to the coun- pared to act on the experience of four
try, and when the property of the agricul- years, during which, as he had stated, the
turists was sacrificed by it, the Govern- principle which he now advocated had not
ment might perchance not meet with that been acted upon the least which the incordial support from the agricultural in- terests aff'ected by this measure might exterests, when danger threatened, which pect was, that time would be afi'orded them
they had hitherto received.
Those who for a due consideration of the propositions
now furnished themselves the means of that it contained. He would say more.
protecting the country might perchance no He would say that when the right hon.
longer have the means of doing so
and Baronet had changed his opinions so lately,
they would also be taught to bear in mind, he would have better consulted the interest
on future occasions, that the present mea- of his own character that he would have
sure of i\\e Government had been mainly better consulted the character of that
The right hon. House if he allowed a full expression of
promoted by agitation.
Baronet had stated, that he had carefully public opinion on this occasion. He would
prepared the mind of this country for the also add, that the noble Lord the Member
in

^

—

;

—

—
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London had, by the production of the

and evidence Avhicli he had brought
before the House, paid the first instahnent
of that gratitude which lie felt to his Sovereign, by at once vindicating Her position before the country and before Parlialetters

ment.
He could not sit down without
again repudiating the threat of hnphcation,
that those with whom he acted
were about to endanger the country by
stirring up the passions of the people.
The hon. Member for Finsbury had challenged him to extend the suffrages of the
people
but he would tell him, what he
had before stated in the House, that if the
;

pressing effects of foreign competition,
united with the heavy burdens that weighed
upon the country, part of which ho considered to he in the monetary system (and,
by the by, he believed the present measure had been framed with some view to
relieve the pressure hkely to follow from
the banking Bill of 1844)
if this oppression proved such as he anticipated, he,
for one, would seriously consider the propriety of extending the franchise lower

—

—

than

it

was

at present.

Mr. WAKLEY begged to assure the hon.
that he had never attended a meeting for the repeal of the Corn Laws except
one, and that happened to be a parish
meeting.
He felt really ashamed to offer

Member

were in any way
offensive to any of the Gentlemen of the
League, he would withdraw it, for he felt
too grateful to them to make use of any
expression which, even by implication,
might prove offensive in any way to their
feelings.
What he had stated was, that if
hon. Members opposite were about to make
an appeal to the feelings of the electors,
they would be appealing to a class who
were in reality the sellers of food
and
they would thus be incurring the risk of
raising the indignation of those who wore
this explanation

;

and

if it

;

the purchasers of food.

Mr.

NEWDEGATE

hoped the hon.

Member would not class him with those
who thought that under no circumstances
could be hereafter justifiable to extend
the franchise by lowering the qualification.

it

Colonel

THOMAS WOOD

said,

he

did not wish to detain the House, but he
rose merely for the purpose of saying a
few words on the subject of agitation. He
supported the proposition of the right hon.

Baronet, because he thought it would tend
to take out of the arena of politics a question which

was now dividing the two great

interests of the country

—namely, the

agri-
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culturists and the manufacturers.
humble Member of Parliament he

As an
entirely

approved of the course w^hich the right
Baronet had adopted, and he was
determined to give him his very best
hon.

support.

NEWPORT

Vlscount
considered that
those hon. Members who intended to support
the policy enunciated by the right hon. Baronet to-night, contrary to their own conscientious convictions, and the actual or
implied pledges they had given to their
constituents, would be guilty of a great
With reference to
dereliction of duty.
one remark which had been made, ho
would observe that no other appeal than a
constitutional

appeal to the country was

contemplated

by those hon.

Gentlemen

who

entertained similaj* opinions with himself.
He must say that he did not think
the right hon. Baronet was justified in
bringing forward such a measure as he
had propounded that night without appealing to the country and taking the sense of
the constituencies on the question.
Mr.
regretted that this
subject had been treated as a class question.
Some hon. Gentlemen on the other
side spoke as if they were the only persons
who cared for the agricultural interest;
but since the propriety of abolishing the

AGLIONBY

Corn Laws was mooted in 1832, he had
known many hon. Members who were not
only wholly unconnected with commerce or
manufactures, but who derived their subsistence entirely from landed property,
who were the strenuous and consistent adHe bevocates of a repeal of those laws.
lieved that the Gentlemen connected with
the Anti-Corn-Law League had, by reason
and argument, made many converts to the
same opinions, even among the county constituencies; and he believed that, a few
years hence, the conduct of those Gentlemen would receive the approbation it so
The only objection he had
justly merited.
to the efforts of the League was, that they
had treated the question rather too much
as a class question than as a general question.
But, however that might be, they
had done great service by enlightening the
people of this country on the subject of
Had the right hon. Baronet
protection.
treated the question as a class question, he
shoi^d have felt bound to oppose his view
of the case
but as the right hon. Baronet
had treated it, he looked upon it as a great
step made towards free trade for which,
as it affected the best interests of the country, he tendered the right hon. Baronet hia
;

;

K
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most cordial thanks.
He believed, also,
that a large mass of the agriculturists
would do the same, because he was satisfied they would find the benefit from it returned to them a thousand fold.
He (Mr.
Aglionby) conceded to the hon. Member
for Wiltshire, that it was highly desirable
that the malt tax should be removed; but
at the present time he was not disposed to
press its repeal upon the right hon. Baronet at the head of the Government. Before
many years had elapsed, however, he hoped
that the country would have the advantage
of that repeal, as it was a tax that certainly
bore hard upon the industry of the poor
man. As far as he (Mr. Aglionby) could
then judge of the measures of the right
hon. Baronet, he tendered him his most
cordial thanks for the great step he had
taken in the right direction.
Mr. G. BANKES said, as the hon.
Member had stated that he had no fear of
appeal to the constituencies of the country,
and as his right hon. Friend at the head of
the Government had laid it down in the
course of the evening that the question was
one which would be entirely decided by the
feelings of the country, no difference existed,
and therefore there ought to be no hesitation in making that appeal in a legitimate manner. The hon. Gentleman had
said, that he would have no difficulty in appealing to the agricultural constituencies.
Let him, then, join with them to obtain
that appeal ; and they would be content to
abide by the issue.
His right hon. Friend
(Sir R. Peel)
for, after the kind manner
in which the right hon. Gentleman had
alluded to his observations the other night,
he thought he was justified in using that
term had said that he would convince
him that this scheme gave due attention to
the little interests of the country.
He
(Mr. Bankes) would ask, what provision

—

—

was made

in this scheme for maintaining
the interests of the farmers in general
and, above all, of the little farmers of this
kingdom ? He could find nothing in it to
that effect, or which appeared to have any
such purpose.
The compromise offered to
these interests
to the tenant farmers
was the consolidation of the highway rate,
the payment to medical officers, and the
provision for parochial schoolmasters
but
what relief would that give to that clasg of
persons ?
It had been said, that the support to the measure was not confined to the
mercantile class, but was participated in
by the landowners. Some of the great
landowners certainly approved of it; but it

—

;

CORN LAWS.

was because they were great landowners,
and would not suffer by the change for,
by the system of bailiffs, which was cheaper
;

than that of tenants, they would be enabled

The
to get their rents the same as usual.
tenant farmers would, in reality, be the
sufferers, because their whole class would,
in all probability, be swept away by the
measure of the right hon. Baronet. As
chairman of the quarter sessions of Dorset,
he had received an account of the amount
which the criminal prosecutions had cost
the county for the last quarter; it was only
3771. Os, 2d.
How trifling, then, the
compensation which was offered them in
that item
So, also, the alteration to be
made in the auditors' charges, and the
highway rates would afford them no relief
whatever.
Suppose that those triflingmodes of relief were carried into effect,
had they not a right to complain that they
should be so mixed up with the great questions opened by his right hon. Friend that
!

night ?
He said, that if protection was
to be forcibly taken from the agriculturists
^if native industry was to be left wholly
unprotected then, he said, the class which
he represented had no claim whatever to
compensation
because, if they were not
entitled to protection for national purposes,
for the national good, they were not entitled to it at all.
That was the ground
upon which they had always opposed the
taking of an account of the peculiar burdens which pressed upon their interest.
They were asked yearly for an increase in
the navy and the army, which they cordially supported, though such augmentation
was not wanted for the purpose of protecting their fields, but for the protection of the
Oregon, which was wanted not for the purposes of the agriculturist, but for those of
They, hovfthe manufacturing interest.
ever, gave their support to those augmentations, because they considered that what
benefited one interest, benefited all. They
had defended, and would defend, the principle of protection to all, and they repudiated the notion of compensation.
They
claimed to go to the country upon the pi-inciple of protection.
It might be all very
just to amend the poor law, which wanted
it very much
it might be all very well to
consolidate the highway boards
but it was
a miserable shift to mix them up with such
complicated matters as had been done by
the right hon. Baronet.
If they were to
be deprived of protection, let it be upon
known and intelligible grounds.
The
grounds upon which the proposition before

—

—

;

;

;
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House was rested, was not fairly
stated; and they were placed most unjustly in a very invidious light before the
tlie

when they were made

public,

to

appear

anxious for such a miserable and paltry
compensation as was now offered to them,
It
but for which they had never asked.
was a question to be settled by the voice of
that voice was not heard in
the country
that House, and he called upon his right hon.
Friend to make an appeal to the nation.
House resumed Committee to sit again
on Monday, 9th February.
House adjourned at twelve o'clock.
;

—
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CORN LAWS—PETITION.
The Duke

RICHMOND

of

presented a

by a large number of gentlemen, farmers, and labourers
of West Harsley, praying the House not
to consent to any alteration in the Corn
Laws, and complaining of the unconstitutional course of the Anti-Corn-Law League.
The noble Duke, in continuation, said, he
had had opportunities of seeing a very
larg'e number of the gentry and tenantry
he

petition, signed,

of the country

said,

since the opening of the

" comprehensive scheme," as it was called,
had been made known in
another place, and he could only say that
that "comprehensive scheme" had been
repudiated by every one of these individuals, who came from every part of EngThey viewed the proposed measure
land.
with strong indignation, and, one and all,
they were prepared to stand to the last to
maintain protection, not only for themof the Ministers

selves, but protection for the domestic in-

They considered
dustry of the country.
they had been grossly ill-treated and deceived
for the men who by their support
were sent into the House of Commons
upon the faith that they would maintain
the protective system, were
at least
many of them now wavering and doubting
and they thought that the men who
had made such pledges were bound to
resign their seats in order to see whether
they would again be returned. He entirely
concurred in these opinions.
He thought
the abandonment of the system of protection would have an injurious, indeed a
ruinous, eifect upon the great interests of
the country
and the manner in v» liich the
:

—

;

;

—
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had been agitated by the AntiCorn-Law League ought to be one reason,

subject

if there were no others, that the
Ministerial measure should be thrown out.

even

At

all

events, he called on their Lordships

to pause before they gave the people of
this country reason to suppose that no

confidence could be placed in their public

That feehng would be most injuHe contended it was most inconsistent, seeing we had enjoyed great prosperity under the present Corn Law, to
The time for it was
seek now to repeal it.
and the arguments and
badly chosen
statements by which the repeal was supported, would prove upon examination most
fallacious.
He did not intend to go into
details at the present moment, because he
hoped the subject would be discussed upon

men.

rious.

;

the principle of protection or no protection;
then would be the time to go into details.
There should be no compromise at all.

To talk of compromise was ridiculous.
The compensation offered to the agriculwas ab-

turists for the loss of protection

The highways were

be put under
surveillance, and the parishes were to be
surd.

to

relieved of half of their apothecaries' bills,
But would
or some nonsense of that sort.

Her Majesty's Ministers tell him what
they believed would be the price of corn
under the new law for unless they could
tell that, how on earth could they say
whether they were not giving too much
to the manufacturer, and too little to the
;

They must make up their
agriculturist ?
minds what would be the price
and he
;

should like to

know

their expectations in

because then he could tell
would remunerate the British
farmer, or whether it would throw out of
this respect,

whether

it

cultivation a large surface

of land.

He

one was decidedly opposed to this
country being dependent upon foreign na-

fot

tions for

supplies of food.

protection to native industry

;

He was for
and the same

views were maintained by a very large
body of the people, men not easily roused,
but who were now roused because they
felt they had been deceived and ill treated.
It would be most dangerous for Parliament
to carry the present measure against so
marked an opinion against it on the part
of a great body of most respectable,
quiet, and unobtrusive men
men not open
to the bribes of the Anti-Corn-Law League,
but who felt it their duty to protect themselves and their brother men, be they ma-

—

nufacturers or agriculturists.
then, that their Lordships

He

hoped,
not

would
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Bcruplc to give the country an opportunity
of judging whether the protective system
was right or wrong, by throAving out the

measure when

it came before them, and
thus force the Minister to a dissolution.
Let the question be made the subject
If it were
of discussion at the hustings.
said that exactly the same question was
discussed at the hustings in 1841, he deThe questions were
nied the assertion.
The men who supported
not identical.
the Government measure at that time
voted against the proposition for a fixed
duty of Ss., on the ground that the protection which it afforded was not sufficient
yet these very same men were now foimd
ready to vote for a repeal of the Com
Laws which was to take place in three

which the

Times

newspaper

had

been

burnt, in paltry spite; but now he rendered himself liable for all the foolish language of the farmers, and he wished the
noble Duke joy of his new undertaking.
He (Lord Kinnaird) should be sorry to
render himself responsible for the expressions of any party but at the same time
he could undertake to deny positively that
the Anti-Corn-Law League gave or offered
;

Their object was a constitutional
and they were carrying it out legally
it was merely to facilitate the creation of
votes to act upon the Legislature
and the
protectionists had openly avowed their deIt
termination to adopt the same course.
was somewhat extraordinary to hear the
League charged with interference at elecIf protection was "the bane of tions, whilst he (Lord Kinnaird) would ven-"
years.
he should have preferred the ture to say that there were not twenty
agriculture,
more open, manly, and straightforward Peers, Members of that House, who had
bribes.

one,

;

'

'

com-se of

its

abolition

altogether, rather

than the Ministerial scheme, for he was
convinced it would be less mischievous.

subscribed towards the expenses of
The country could not be ignorant that in so subscribing those noble
Lords subscribed beyond the legal expenses of the election and he ventured to
say there was no Member of that House,
either on one side or the other, who had
not subscribed either to the Reform or the

not

elections.

Lord KINNAIRD said, the noble Duke
had thought proper to attack the AntiCorn-Law League, and to charge that
body with the use of bribes. He (Lord
Kinnaird) was a member of the League,
and he was willing to stand by its Carlton Club.
conduct as a body, and he positively
The Duke of RICHMOND I never
denied that it employed bribes, or did have.
anything either illegal or unconstituLord KINNAIRD knew that most of
tional.
He would not go so far as to the Members of that House had. They
render himself responsible for the state- all knew how elections were carried. They
ments made or the language used by indi- all knew that at the time of an election
vidual members of the League, because parties went to the committee sitting at one
that could not be expected from any man
of those clubs, stating the price of their
but he would ask the noble Duke whether boroughs.
That had been done over and
he considered himself responsible for the over again, and he had known individual
language used at the meetings of the Pro- instances of it. Yet many of those same
;

:

tection Society

The Duke

of

parties

?

RICHMOND

:

Yes

;

I

am whose

prepared to be personally responsible for
any language I ever heard at any meeting of any protection society.
Lord KINNAIRD thought the noble
Duke deserved credit for his chivalry, because language had been used at some of
those meetings which no man and no ChrisWas the comtian ought to have used.
parison of an hon. Member of the Legislature to Satan, language for which the noble
Duke would be responsible ? Such language as that had frequently been used
The
in meetings of protection societies.
noble Duke, at no very late period, was not
so willing to offer his responsibility, for

he

formally repudiated the responsibility of the
language used at a protection meeting at

—he would not say
language the noble Duke was now
— were the people who comindividuals for

responsible
plained it was illegal and unconstitutional
to facilitate the registration and the purchase of freeholds.
Talk of interfering at
elections
Why, they knew that the
elections for counties in Scotland were carried by faggot votes which were systematically created for the purpose;
and
at the present moment they were qualifying their own servants to vote.
The
League, he repeated, merely facilitated a
!

legal

and constitutional

right,

and he de-

nied they were guilty of bribery.
Those
who lived in glass houses should not throw
stones.
He (Lord Kinnaird) did not know
whether it was according to the rules of the
House, but as the noble Duke had been
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permitted to allude to the "coraprehensive
Bcheme" submitted to the other House by
Her Majesty's Government, he probably
might be allowed to add a few observations.
He was not going to enter into the
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with his noble Friend.
He (Earl Grey)
must say, he regarded with great satisfac-

measm-e which had been propounded
and which was likely soon
but, like his
to come before that House
details of that scheme.
He was happy to noble Friend, he should have been better
say that, although he wished the repeal of pleased if, when so much was proposed to
the Corn Laws had been more immediate be done, the proposition had gone a little
It would have been better, he
than was proposed, that scheme was fully further.
satisfactory. The protectionist party called thought, if the measure, which substantially
upon the Government to appeal to the amounted to the abolition of the protection
country.
It was, indeed, a strange doc- on corn, had, that object being contemtrine, that the Government should not first plated, proposed the abolition at once.
try the House of Commons.
K the Govern- For his part, he regarded the modified
ment were beat in the House of Commons, sliding scale, which was to be continued
they would, of necessity, appeal to the for three years, as neither more nor less
It was
country; but to appeal at once, without than a mockery of protection.
taking the sense of the existing Parliament, clearly considered so by those noble Lords
would be a practical adoption of the Chart- who advocated the principle of protection,
ist doctrine of annual Parliaments.
As far and being so regarded, he (Earl Grey) was
as he had had opportunity for judging, he totally at a loss to understand upon what
believed there would be a majority, both of ground it could be recommended to them.
the people and the Parliament, for the He confessed that, as a landowner, this
Government measure but what would be was the only part of the measure of which
The he was afraid. He was not afraid of a fair
the consequences of postponement?
but how and free competition, for he was perfectly
noble Duke might approve of it
long would the question be allowed to persuaded that the agriculturists of this
exist ? Did the noble Duke consider it was country were no less able than the manupossible that the country would very long facturers to compete fairly in the market
submit to delay?
The consequence of with their foreign rivals but he was sedelay, he (Lord Kinnaird) said, would be a riously afraid, when a change in the policy
sweeping reform in the Parliamentary con- of the country was about to take place,
stitution.
The peojile, disappointed in and the avowal was made that protection
their desires, would not submit to the con- could not be maintained, that the interpotinuance of protection after having had the sition of an interval of delay before that
abolition of it within their grasp
and if it suggested change was carried into efi*ect
were denied, they would not submit to the would be most injurious, by prolonging
present constitution
of the House of those evils with which a state of transition
Commons, with regard to the number of in commercial affairs was invariably attendIn his opinion, it was perfectly clear
nomination boroughs in the hands of the ed.
protectionists.
that during those three years it would be
Earl GREY said, he should be sorry if scarcely possible for a satisfactory arrangethe discussion commenced by the noble ment to be come to between landlords
Duke on the cross benches (the Duke of and tenants. He believed also that the
Richmond) should have terminated before continuance of this modified protection,
he had had the opportunity of adding one would afford an excuse for continuing the
or two observations.
There was one part great evil of agitation and would have
of the remarks of his noble Friend, in the effect of throwing obstructions, by the
which he entirely concurred and that was, uncertainty which it tended to promote, in
that this question, when it came on for the way of the extensive employment of
No
discussion, ought to be discussed as it de- capital in the improvement of land.
served, seriously and solemnly. He should man who looked into the matter could
greatly rejoice if his noble Friend, who doubt that, for some years past, since the
tion the

in another place,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

truly stated the question really at issue to

apprehension of a further modification of

be the principle of protection or no protec- the Corn Laws had become strong, that
tion, would adopt the suggestion which had there had been an indisposition among all
been made elsewhere, and submit a resolu- persons to invest any great amount of
tion calling upon their Lordships to affirm capital in the permanent improvement of
the principle of protection.
There Avas the land that there was an indisposition
also another point on which he concurred to make bargains for land for any length-

—
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cued pprlods.
As he thought that auy tion in any other light than that in which
great improvemeut iu agriculture must he it had been represented by the noble Duke
fouuded on the grantiug of leases, and of for though he thought some of the relief
thus giving the necessary security to the proposed was perfectly just, quite irrespectenant before he could be expected to effect tive of the Corn Laws, still to talk of a
improvements, so he felt that whatever measure involving some half a million antended to. continue agitation, and conse- nually, spread over all the landed interests
quent insecurity, must be most injurious to of Great Britain and L*eland, as one of
the landed interests.
But, further, by compensation for the injury they might
continuing this modified protection for two receive, (supposing they received such inor three years, it seemed to him that a jury,) was, he should say, to practise a
considerable increase would be made in the gross delusion towards their Lordships.
They He believed that the only real compensation
difficulties attending the transition.
that could be made to them would be that
all knew that the stock of corn in foreign
countries was low at present
so low, that contained in the promises that had been
the demands of the market in this country, held out, but which, he was sorry to say,
even under the existing law, had completely appeared from the printed papers not inswept all the foreign ports from which corn tended to be fulfilled. He meant that if
could be shipped, and that, therefore, an the princii^le of free trade were adopted
immediate alteration of the law could be with l-espect to corn, so it should be with
regard also to other matters.
made with comparatively slight effects
It seemed
but if the measure that had been announc- to him beyond all things just, that if they
ed in another place became law, and a were to sell their corn, regulated by commodified scale of duties were continued for petition, they should have an opportunity
three years longer, to be followed at the of buying the things they required at prices
end of that time by a free trade in corn, also regulated by competition that if they
the necessary tendency of such a law would sold cheap corn, they had a right to buy
be to induce the foreign grower, instead of cheap sugar, cheap tea, and cheap cofi"ee.
gradually feeding our markets, and bring- He would hke to know on what principle of
ing his competition with our farmers to common justice and equity, the contrary
bear gradually on prices, to check and practice was intended to be maintained
dam up the current of importation from more especially with regard to the Colonies.
abroad for three years, and at the end of If the English landowner was expected to
that time to let a great quantity of foreign meet competition, and to take his chance in
corn into our markets, to the great detri- the market with foreign nations
if he was
ment of all parties for a sudden influx of expected to bear with the effects of free
that kind would be no less injurious to the trade, he would wish to know on what
consumer than to the producer. He firmly ground the Colonial landovrner should not
hoped that those among their Lordships bear competition also. The English landwho, like himself, were deeply interested owner was taxed largely to maintain the
in the prosperity of agriculture, would look military and naval forces necessary for the
well into this matter.
It was, no doubt,
protection and safety of the Colonies. Nor
for the purpose of conciliating their Lord- was this all
large simis of money were
ships' support that this scheme had been voted annually for the maintenance of civil
proposed but if he were right in believing and religious establishments in many of the
that of all plans that could be adopted such Colonies, and when they took these burdens
a one must be the most detrimental to their oif the Colonial landowner, was it, he
interests, he trusted they would use their asked, common justice and equity, that
influence to prevent the passing of a mea- when the principle of free trade was exsure which was really calculated to injure tended to the British landowner, it should
rather than to benefit the agriculturists. be withheld in regard to them ? He trusted
There was another point on w^iicli he was their Lordships would insist, when the
nearly ready to concur with his noble proper time arrived, for the full extension
Friend on the cross bench (the Duke of of the principles of free trade
and if
His noble Friend had spoken these principles were, as he thought they
Richmond).
with something like ridicule and contempt ought to be, extended to the landowner at
of what was called compensation to the home, he hoped and trusted their Lordships
landed interest in the proposed measure. would insist on having them carried out
Now he did not think that, on reflection, with regard to others also. This course
their Lordfihipa could view this compensa- Ava.'i the more advisable, because the remis;

;

—

;

:

;

;

f
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irregularly

sion of protecting duties on such articles
as sugar and coffee would afford great relief
to the consumer, and would at the same
time ensure an increased revenue to the
Treasury.
In fact, the Treasmy and the
consumer would be benefited together, and
thus ller Majesty's Government would be
enabled to afford more easily the remission
of those protective duties to an extent,
which, in the absence of such an addition
to the revenues, must now be regarded as
impossible without
what he would much
regret to see
the imposition of new taxes.
lie thought the continuance of protection
in the manner proposed, was calculated to
throw discredit on the great principle on
which this important measure was said to
rest, when he found that it was not finally
and resolutely carried out and, above all,
it created the greatest surprise in his mind
to perceive that Her Majesty's Government
should still think it worth their while to
cripple and diminish the efficiency of this

little

measure by adhering to the plan which
he thought had been now completely exploded of making a distinction between
the duty on sugar the produce of free
labour and of slave labour.
He thought
this system had been completely exploded,
and that those who had first brought it
forv/ard had long since got ashamed of

better.

—

—

;

—

—

advocating it.
Considering how much of
the language of wooing, which had been
adopted when the possession of office was
the object in view, had been since given
up considering how many of the pledges
then given had been departed from, it
seemed to him to be a highly unnecessary
sort of squeamishness not to have gone a
httle farther, and to have abandoned the
most groundless of all the doctrines that
had then been brought forward. He had
hoped that they were now to start entirely
from fresh ground, and that the just and
sound principles of free trade, now announced, would be carried into effect for
the benefit of the whole nation.
The remarks which had fallen fi-om the noble
Duke had induced him (Earl Grey) to
trouble their Lordships with these observations, and he feared that he had, perhaps,
gone further than he ought to have gone
on this occasion
but considering how,
generally, such matters were decided
that is, practically and virtually decided
before their Lordships had an opportunity
of pronouncing an opinion regularly upon
them in that House, he thought there was
;

;

some

for Members of their
House venturing perhaps a

justification

Lordships'

—
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to state their views

on

important questions. This principle of free
trade was one on which he had always felt
most deeply, ever since the first Session
that he had the honour of a seat in the
other House of Parliament.
When the
question of the corn trade first came before
the House after that period, he was one of

those who had voted in the small minority
by which the principle of the sliding scale
had been opposed. From that time to the

whether in or out of office, his
course had been the same.
His behef had
always been that the whole principle of

present,

protection, from first to last,

—

that

it

was

was a mistake
the protected

injurious to

—

consumer and
that the sooner they adopted the principles
of common sense
the principles upon
which every great writer on political economy for the last fifty years had argued
interests as well as to the

—

—

the question
the sooner they adopted
these principles in their legislation, the

Lord

ASHBURTON

said, that as there

were millions of persons who believed that
their fortunes and existence were at stake
on this question, it was not to be expected
that they would be very nice in the expressions they made use of when discussing it.
On what might be called the main
question, that of free trade, which the
noble Earl contended for, the Government
of the Crown could never, in his apprehension, be able to carry on the business of
the State.
He admitted, that the principle
of perfect free trade, for which the noble
Lord argued on the present occasion, and
of which he was aware the noble Earl
had always been a consistent supporter,
was, if it could be established, the principle of common sense.
It was completely
undeniable that the principle of free trade
was in accordance with common sense ;
but the question which they had to consider was, how that principle could be established in a country having such complicated interests
placed in such an artificial
position with regard to other countries of
Europe, which were placed in positions
equally artificial, and which had interests
that were fighting against this country in
every possible way this country having,
too, a debt of eight hundred millions upon
its shoulders.
How, he asked, was it possible tliat the principle of free trade, even
admitting which he did that it was the
principle of common sense, could be applied
He not only admitted
in fcuch a case ?

—

—

—

—

that

perfect

free

trade,

if

practicable,
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would be

in

sense, but that

accordance with common
it would be consistent with

the best interests of all countries.
The
noble Lord advocated entire free trade
but how, he would ask the noble Lord,
would he be prepared to go into a Committee of Ways and Means, to pay the
interest of the national debt, and to maintain the credit of the country, without
meeting with all the difficulties and
chances of a loss of revenue, which his
;

would oblige him to

Take,
for instance, the article tea, which the
noble Earl had omitted from amongst
and from
those which he enumerated
which millions of revenue were derived
this was an article of consumption which
the British farmer required, and which
those with whom he had to compete obThe
tained at one third the price he did.
noble Earl had referred to the difficulty
which the British farmer would have in
meeting the corn growers of other countries
It required
in the market on equal terms.
no great study of political economy to state
the simple fact which this question involved,
that while the man on the shores of the
Baltic, in the north of Germany, paid his
workman 6d. a day, and the British farmer
paid his workman 2s. a day it required,
he repeated, no great skill in political
economy, to perceive that these two persons did not meet each other in the market
Again, those countries
on equal terms.
were free from tithe, from the poor rates,
and other burdens imposed upon the British
principle

risk.

;

—

farmer, the general rule being that the
poor rate was taken from the municipalities
of the different towns, while the country
All
districts are usually left entirely free.
these were difficulties which, much as he
admired the general principles of free trade
laid down by the noble Earl, were, he
thought, insuperable in the way of establishing them in this country, under the
artificial circumstances in which the country
was placed. In fact, they had no wise man
amongst them, who had not over and over
Mr.
again told them the same truths.
Huskisson had in all his speeches laid down
the principle, that when they no longer
wanted to raise fifty or sixty millions a year
of taxation, then they might demand cheap
bread even on the principles of the most
Other political ecoperfect free traders.
nomists, down to Mr. Ricardo, had all admitted that the British farmer required
some compensation for the disabilities
They differed
under which he laboured.
much as to the amount of such com-

—

PETITION.

pensation
to

;

but

all

admitted that

it

some extent or other necessary.

was
An-

other difficulty in the way of free trade in
corn he would also allude to, with the conviction that others who understood the subject would carry out the point more fuUy.
Other European countries, as France,
Prussia, Holland, Spain, all derived their
supplies of corn in times of scarcity from
the shores of the Baltic, or from the Black
but principally from the former.
Sea
Now, aU these countries had scales of protective duties.
They protected themselves
against the importation of corn in years
when it was not wanted but in times of
scarcity they aU went for their supplies to
the same shop or granary, namely, the
Baltic.
Now, what was the consequence ?
The seasons usually produced the same results over all the northern coimtries.
The
consequence was, that though while in
times of scarcity they were all obliged to
purchase corn at the same time, the effect
in years when the crop, as in the case of
last year, was pretty nearly sufficient to
supply the wants of the country, would be
most destructive to the British farmer.
In such years, aU the other countries to
which he alluded shut their ports.
The
ports of Great Britain were the only ones
open they were, in fact, a sort of refuge
for the destitute, for every thing grown in
other countries in plentiful years
and
that, too, not only for the corn intended
for this market, but for the corn grown
on the calculation of the possible wants of
a large extent of Europe, in which the
ports were kept closed.
The markets of
Great Britain would thus be paralysed,
and the difficulties against which the British farmer would have to contend, would
be materially advanced. The farmer would,
;

;

—

—

have to go for week after week to
market, without being able to effect a sale.
Nothing but the very finest quality of grain
would sell at all
and what, he asked,
would be the consequences ? The British
fanners were not very rich, the greater
portion of them being just a'ble to pay
their rents when called upon to do so, but
no more.
The fallacy, therefore, lay here,
that they did not, and could not, establish
free trade. So long as they had their debt,
with aU the rest of the world fencing and
fighting with them, the Utopian scheme
of Avhich the noble Earl was the advocate,
and of which they heard so much, was
wholly impracticable. With regard to what
had fallen from another noble Lord (Lord
Kinnaird) respecting the Anti-Corn-Law
in fact,

:
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League, he would make but a single obHe did not complain at all of
servation.

on personal grounds

the League subscribing money for the purpose of watching the registration, and of
but when he saw them opencanvassing
ing in every town of the kingdom a regular
shop for the purpose of furnishing what he
could hardly call fictitious voters, but,
according to their advertisements, offering
for a sum of 45/. to give a vote in any
and when a majority of two thoucounty
sand on one side, in a particular county
Lancashire had been by this means converted into a minority of one thousand, he
would ask whether such a system ought to
be allowed to continue, if the present constitution of the Empire was to be maintained ?

lately

;

;

—

Lord

MONTEAGLE

observed, that the
doctrine just propounded by his noble
Friend they had often heard elsewhere,
namely, that all customs duties were against
the principle of free trade.
Now, this

which had been put prominently
forward by his noble Friend, as well as by
some extreme advocates of free trade, was
carrying the argument in favour of free
opinion,

trade far beyond its legitimate principle.
protested against the assumption that
the imposition of revenue duties was to
be considered as obstructive to the system of free trade and he was surprised
that his noble Friend, with his extensive
knowledge on the subject, and with his
great experience, should have started such
an objection and he must say that it was
a most unexpected and singular observation, coming from such a source.
He
was surprised to hear his noble Friend
allude to the tea duty, and the tobacco
duty, as being against the principles of
free trade.
These duties might, indeed,
be too high to insure the largest retm-n of
revenue
they might have passed the
maximum point of productiveness ; but
how it was possible to show that they
were against free trade he could not understand.
Until we could produce tea and
tobacco in this country, the duties on
these commodities had no more to do with
protection or with the principles of free
trade, than any subject of foreign policy
which could be brought forward. It appeared to him that the course taken by
his noble Friend was not the most legitimate mode of arguing the question. He
would not refer to old doctrines ; because
he thought it was not very just, nor could
it be very agreeable to argue the case

He

;

;

—

in reference to the

but he must say,
persons who had been
;

—

attacked upon this subject
his
noble Friend himself had often been attacked upon it that he had known very
few men indeed who had been perfectly
consistent on the subject of the Corn
Laws. But there was one peculiarity in
They were all
these changes of opinion.
in favour, and not against,
in one direction
freedom of trade. With one exception
a very strong exception he admitted
and that was his noble Friend, all who
changed their opinions were persons who
had previously adopted the doctrine of pro-

—

—

—

and restriction of commerce, who
had abandoned it by degrees. Even the
tection

Legislature of the country, in

all its alter-

Laws, from the year
1815 up to the present time, had been
departing steadily from the doctrine of
protection, and gradually approximating
to that of free trade.
Let them compare
the Bill of 1815, which his noble Friend
ations of the Corn

Act of 9th
George IV., and again let them compare
the 9th George IV. with the Act of 1842,
and they would find that the cause had
been steadily advancing, notwithstanding
so vigorously opposed, with the

the national burdens, notwithstanding the
progress of civilization, in the cause of
His noble Friend considered
free trade.

freedom of commerse to be inconsistent
with the interests of the -country, and with
its progress in wealth
but, without re;

ferring further to the opinions

of noble

Lords and right hon. Gentlemen, he might
be permitted to direct their attention to a
most important document. He referred to
the celebrated petition of the merchants of
London, presented to the other House, by
his noble Friend, at a time when the burdens of the country were greater than they
are now, in which the doctrine of free
trade was laid down in the most lucid, the
most admirable, and, at the same time,
most absolute manner. He could refer to
that most important document, in which
his noble Friend had entirely concurred, as
a justification of his denial that taxation

imposed on importation for the sole purpose of revenue was an obstacle to free
trade.

But supposing that these taxes

were imposed only for revenue purposes,
to be extended in maintenance of our establishments, and the payment of the interest of the debt, these could only be re-

garded as legitimate taxes, and however
onerous they might be, they only furnished
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a stronger argument for leaving the indusof the country unfettered and unshackled
leaving every possible reward
to the labours of the merchant, and to the
powers of production of the farmers and
and this he contended was
manufacturers
best done by abandoning protection altogether. With reference to one part of the
plan submitted by the Government to the
other House, he concurred with his noble
Friend (Lord Grey), that, viewing it as an
agricultural question, an adherence to the
interval of three years of duty previous to
the total abolition of the Corn Laws, would
prove greatly prejudicial to the interests of
those classes for whose benefit it was now
proposed.
But it was not for him to object, if those who were mainly concerned
differed from him in opinion on that point
he woidd not reject the Bill on that account for, taking the measure as a whole,
he considered that it was the greatest step
that had hitherto been taken in the improvement of the commercial legislation
of the country.
He should have preferred
it if the measure had been brought immediately into full operation
but he
trusted that the agricultural interest, when
they came to consider the effect of the
proposed limitation, with a free trade in
corn in prospect, to be established after an
interval of three years, would arrive at the
conclusion that it would be better for their
interests at once to bring the measure into
full operation
and if it should appear that
the parties most interested objected to the
continuance of the interval of restricted
trade, he trusted that the Government
would consent to abandon it. He must
protest, in pasing, against the doctrine
of his noble Friend, that tithes should be
considered a burden upon land, for which
the landed interest was entitled to protection.
He could on this subject rely on the
authority of Mr. Ricardo, who clearly
showed that when tithes became a rent
charge, they ought not to be considered as
a peculiar burden on land, augmenting the
cost of production.
Tithes were only a
different mode of apportioning the produce.
They never had belonged to the landlord,
and therefore neither the landlord nor the
occupier of the land had any claim to proHe could not contection in that respect.
ceive how tithes coidd be brought forward
by his noble Friend as an argument against
try

—

;

:

;

;

;

free trade.

RICHMOND

it

said, that
The Duke of
should be remembered that the farmers

PETITION.
were obliged to employ even more men
than they really wanted. Before estabhshing free trade this state of things should
If the Legislature was debe got rid of.
termined to make corn cheap, the farmers
should be enabled to get their labour at
the cheapest possible rate. He knew, that
the lowering the wages of the labourers
would be most repugnant to their feehngs ;
but still the circumstances should be taken
into consideration.
With respect to the
malt tax, he would ask, why not remove
it, and give the labouring classes
cheap
beer as well as cheap bread ?
Why, he
would ask, was it proposed to reduce the
duty on brandy, unless they sought to make
a greater number of drunken people about
the streets ?
Perhaps, however, the object was to do an injury to the smugglers.
Now, he regarded a smuggler and a free
trader in the same light.
The smuggler
was a brave man, and the free trader was
a reckless man.
He considered that the
Government should have made a reduction
in the malt tax.
It appeared, however,
that Government would not do this, because they feared that the Leaguers would
say that it was a boon to the farmers,
whereas it would be only a boon to the
consumers of malt.
He did not think that
it was generally expedient to take up the
time of the House on measures of this

but when he was called upon to
between four and five hundred
petitions from fanners demanding protec-

kind

;

present

tion to native industry, he trusted that the
House would not prevent discussion, as he
conceived that those persons had a right

be heard, instead of the petitions at
once being placed in the blue bag.
For
his own part, he thought that it would be
but this
better to have free trade at once
was only his own individual opinion but
he knew that the great body of the farmers
did not concur with him in this opinion.
The farmers were in hopes, that if the
interval continued, circumstances might
arise which might produce a change of
opinion
and that that system of protection which had always existed in this
country would be continued.
All that
the fanners required was fair play, and
that the Legislature should not lightly
overturn a system which had existed for
to

;

;

;

ages.

Petition to

lie

on the Table.
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We propose,

a reduction

in

and

65. respect-
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do not know,
but
is
regular or not
whilst I am in possession of the House,
and this being the last evening on which 1
should have an opportunity before the departure of the next mail for America, I am
anxious to take this opportunity of announcing the intentions of Her Majesty's Government with regard to the alterations about
to be made in the import duties on tim:

5s.

ively.

THE TIMBER DUTIES.
Sir ROBERT
Sir, whether it
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be a further reduction of
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authority, by which

;

rose to

move for—

Copy of the Warrant, or other document of
II. S.

Cliapnian, Esq., As.sist-

Commissioner under the Commission appointed
to inquire into the condition of the Hand-loom
Weavers, and acting in that capacity in the West
Riding of Yorkshire in 1838, was afterwards appointed Chief Judge of the Supreme Court at
Wellington, in New Zealand, in 1843. 2. Papers
relative to Tariffs published in the United Stjites,
and presented in pursuance of an Address of the
Copy of a Despatch fi-om
18th of July, 1828, viz.
H. U. Addington, Esq., to Mr. Secretary Canning,
dated Washington, May 30, 1824, and of Mr.
Vaughan to Viscount Dudley, dated Washington,
August 13, 1827, with other Inclosures.

.int

:

make, ultimately,
the diiferential duties upon
Sir, to

foreign timber, so that the duty shall remain, after the reduction has been effected at 155. instead of the present
amount.
On hewn timber the duty is at

In moving for those returns he begged to
state

most

distinctly that

he had no notion

of doing so in a spirit of hostility towards
It was due to that genMr. Chapman.

We

present 25s.
propose to reduce it to
Ids.
But with the view of insuring to the

tleman, who had received the highest testimonials from the Judge-Advocate, from
the lion. Member for Liskeard, the hon.
Member for Cumberland, the hon. Member
for Bath, the hon. Member for Westminster, and other friends of his, to state that
he believed the noble Lord the late Secretary for the Colonies was perfectly justified in the appointment he had made. But
he was justified in bringing forward his
present Motion, because in the report

consumer as much benefit as possible from

the proposed reduction, we shall effect
in the manner I am about to explain.
With regard to timber from the Baltic
in consequence of the very great demand
for it, we do not propose that the reducpropose that
tion shall be immediate.
it shall commence on the 5tli April, 1847,
considering that period as one most suitable.
propose that on the 5th April,
1847, the duty shall be reduced 5s., and which Mr. Chapman had made when he
on the 5th April, 1848, we propose to re- was Commissioner under the Commission
Sawn timber we issued to inquire into the Condition of the
duce it by another 5s.
propose to reduce by 65. on the 5tli April, Hand-loom Weavers in 1838, there were
1847, and by 6s. on the 5th April, 1848. errors errors of so serious a kind that it
With respect to the small timber, such as was quite impossible to pass them over.
laths, spars, and other sorts, we propose to For instance, he had said, in speaking of
make a proportionate reduction but whe- the price of wheat from the year 1 800 to
ther or not the reduction, having regard to 1815, that it was above SOs., not unfrethe interest of the consumer, should be im- quently IOO5., and that in the few followmediate, is a subject for consideration. ing years after 1800 it approached 125^.,
Whether it should be effected without any whilst in 1802 it was but 675. in 1803,
more gradual reduction, we should wish to 57s. Id. and in 1804, 60s. 5d. In 1814
reserve for further opinions, as it may be a and 1815, Mr. Chapman said that wheat
Now,
question whether the reduction might not at that period was rather less dear.
be absolutely made on the 5th April, 1847. what he called rather less dear, was 75
In the course of the evening the full details per cent. less.
But as most of that genwill be laid on the Table of the House but tleman's calculations were drawn from the
I thought it necessary to make these few year 1800, he would pass to that period,
observations at the present opportunity.
which was the most remarkable in the anMr.
WES: There wiUbc no altera- nals of this country, it having been the
tion of the duties this year?
last year in which there was the visitation
Sir R. peel
The duties will remain of famine. In that year there was a Report
the same until the 5tli April, 1847.
From from a Committee of the House of Comthat date there will be a reduction in hewn mons, presented on the 12th February, in
timber of 5s., and in sawn timber of Qs.
which the Committee express regret at the
and from the 5th April, 1848, there will mistaken application of charity, in the dis-

it

We

We

—

;

;

;

;

HA

:

;
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tribution of flour and bread to the poor at taken off and shall only be continued in full if
a very reduced price, which too free dis- *!^?y "^.^ ,^o.^"^ *^ ^?*- *? ^^*- ^^^ould tliey in
^ n
this period rise something less than this last-menX •!,, :^
1 1
,1
1
tribution It was feared,
would have the ^-^J^ p^j,,^ ^he duty ''can be modified
accordettect 01 increasing the inconvenience of ingly."
the deficiency in the past year's crop.
In ^^ avowal such as this ought
not to be
the same year there was a Committee of jig^tly thrown
aside.
The Member for
the House, before which Mr. Claude Scott,
Durham, and others who acted with him,
a corn-merchant, was examined.
The fol- ^g^e of opinion that the King of Prussia
lowing was the opmion of that gentle- tad a right to
do as he pleased with his
^^^
but he thought that the Parliament
corn
"I think generally the supply will be moderate
of England would do well to recollect that
the crops in general abroad have not been very r>„^ „„ i ^^„+„ ,.^^„r. v, i
five-and-forty years had passedi since xx.
the
productive, and in some parts, where we usually
look for supplies, the exportation has lately been people ot this country had been visited
with famine.
prohibited
They had since that time
I mean the Prussian provinces bordering on the Elbe. Our principal sources of been carried through strange vicissitudes,
siipply may be looked for this year from the
^nd supported mainly from the produce of
Baltic, and chiefly from Poland
for the produce
,
xu
i
xi
i
.
ofthe harvest in the Prussian provinces bordering J^^* soil the decay of which they might
on the Baltic has been unusually bad, and the lament when it was too late, and the hurt
quality very light and inferior.
A considerable of which the Executive Government of the
quantity may be looked for fi-om Poland, if there country, as if in
league with the League,
is no obstruction to its passage to the shipping
viewed apparently with feelings of indifferports.
I have no means of judging the precise
quantity from that part, but I hope it will be con- ence, if not altogether determined to desiderable, for the high prices in Great Britain will
stroy.
He would pass from that question
be the means of bringing all they can spare.
The to another, on another document included
King of Prussia has already prohibited the export
in his Motion
he meant the Papers pubof all other grain but wheat, and it is apprehended
lished in the United States in pursuance of
that prohibition may be extended to wheat, particularly in the event of a further advance in the an Addi-ess of the 18th July, 1828.
His
prices in Great Britain, which might create an
object in moving for those papers was to
alarm in those countries. Some quantity of wheat show a most
deliberate delusion, and mismay also be expected from Russia, but I have no
means of ascertaining how much. The exporta- chievous perversion, by a person holding a
situation of authority under a Government
tion of corn is strictly prohibited from Holland,
Flanders, and France."
appointment.
The letter for which he
The whole of the supplies which were then would first call would be the copy of a deconveyed to this country was at an expense spatch from Mr. H. U. Addington to Mr.
of not less than 20,000,000^.
He next Canning, dated at Washington, on the 30th
begged to draw the attention of the House of May, 1824, and detailing in the fullest
to an extract from a Cabinet Order of the manner the conflict of feelings displayed
King of Prussia, dated Sept. 12, 1801 :— by every description of party in the tjnited
States.
Nothing could be more compre" With respect to taking off the new duty on
wheat, I do not see that the country can suffer hensive than that letter, and there was the
fi-om its contmuance to the end of this year, as
remarkable fact that neither Mr. Addingthe shipments ofthe present calendar year canton nor Sir Charles Vaughan made any
not continue much longer the threshing out of
i
i
n
Particular
allusion to corn as being menthe wheat will not be finished before the end of
the current year, and therefore the supply to the tioned in it, but spoke of the articles alseaport, towns can only begin with the month of luded to as Swedish iron, hammered iron,
January next year. It is the fault of the mer- and bar iron, corn having been in
fact
chant himself if he has encumbered himself with a
hardly ever mentioned.
The concluding
larger stock than he could send to England before
the 1st of October, as he is sure of a good price paragraph of Mr. Addington 's letter was
to that time
and the new measure of the English as follows
Government for reducing the bounty, having oc" I have only to add, that had no restrictions
;

>

.

,

-1

•

;

;

•

—

;

,

,

,

M

•

.

:

j.-

;

•

j.

•

:

;

casioned an unnatural rise in the prices of the
best wheats, will make up to him in price what he
would otherwise have received in bounty. Under
these circumstances I consider it so much the
more advisable to postpone the taking off the
duty on wheat till the month of December, as we
shall then be able to judge with more certainty
whether the report of an unusually abundant
wheat harvest in England is founded or not, and
Should the
regulate our measures accordingly.
prices in England continue to that time between
60*. and 60s. per quarter, the duty shall then be

on the importations of foreign grain existed in
Europe generally, and especially in Great Britain,
I have little doubt that the Tariff would never
have passed thi-ough either house of Congress,
since the great agricultural States, and Pennsylvania especially, the main mover of the question,
would have been indifferent, if not opposed to its
enactment."

—

Such was the version of Mr. Addington
^^ow take the construction of Mr. Chapman,
*'

That our Corn Laws were an apology
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for the hostile tariifs of other nations re-

quired no proof." [" Hear! "] Hon. Members cried *'hear."
Let them "hear"
by all means. Mr. Chapman added, that
it would
suffice
to allude to the note
written by the British Minister at Washington (Mr. Addington), to Mr. Canning,

which he had said that he had only
to add, that if no restrictions upon the
importation of foreign corn had existed in
Great Britain, the Tariff would never have
passed through either house of Congress,
since the agricultural States, and especially
Pennsylvania, Avould have been indifferent,
if not opposed to it
thus erasing from
the passage all that had reference to other
parts of Europe, except Great Britain, and
in

—

that had to do with other articles of
commerce, and opinion, except corn, and
all

leaving the extract to stand in that position as if the entire allusion had been to
this country alone.
He (Mr. Wodehouse)
had a conversation with the late Sir Charles
Bagot on the subject, and another with Sir
Stratford Canning.
He had the honour of
having had many communications also with
that distinguished diplomatist. Lord Ileytesbury never had the honour to have one
with Lord Clarendon.
He believed, however, that all would concur in the feeling
that there never was a stratagem more unworthy of any man who held the station of
a gentleman.
He would next call the attention of the House to matters that had
taken place before the Import Duties Committee, in 1840.
The Chairman of the
Committee, the Member for Montrose, appeared, during the whole time it was sitting,
to have been brewing his celebrated peroration to the Report.
The hon. Member
having read the peroration, in which the
expression **the whole family of nations"
occurred, observed, that a gentleman who
sat with the whole family of nations in his
lap might well be excused.
The hon.
Member proceeded to read extracts from
the evidence given by Mr. Smith, the president of the Chamber of Commerce, Manchesty, who had quoted from the letter of

—

Mr. Addington, as pubhshed.
But he
(Mr. Wodehouse) was not aware that any
publication of that letter existed, with the
exception of the deliberate forgery of the
commission which he had read.
The hon.
Member then read the resolution passed at
a meeting of the Chamber of Commerce in

and extracts from the proceedings, including a vote of thanks to Dr.
Bowring for the active part he had taken,
and the services he had rendered the cause
Manchester,

3,

US
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of free trade, especially for the interesting
statement he had made on the subject of
the German League.
The hon. Member
also read the address which had been moved
by Mr. Cobden, and passed, and which con-

tained the following allusions to the letter
of Mr. Addington
:

" Tliat this meeting having heard with the deepest interest the able address just delivered by Dr.
Bowring upon the subject of our commercial relations with the States comprising the German
League, earnestly invites public attention to the
incontrovertible evidence thus afforded, that the
Governments and i)eoplo of Germany are desirous
of exchanging their productions for the commodities of this country, proving from undoubted authority that we are prevented solely by our restrictive laws from embracing the manifold advantages
offered to us."

There was incontrovertible evidence that
that paragraph was altogether false, and
the right hon. Baronet blamed them for
not backing up those Gentlemen who used
it as if it were true.
The hon. Member
for Bolton (Dr. Bowring) had written upon
the same subject to Lord Palmerston.
That hon. Gentleman had played a distinguished part in Egypt but he (Mr. Wodehouse) had received information upon that
subject, as to the appearance of the hon.
Gentleman when there.
The interpreter
could hardly keep from laughing.
He had
the information from a source on which
he could implicitly rely. It was from a
friend
from a particular friend a person
on whom reliance could be placed. The
friend was a lady
a married lady.
She
was an actual eyewitness, so there could
be no doubt of the authenticity of the
information
and she assured him (Mr.
Wodehouse) that those who saw the learned
;

—

—

—

;

Gentleman now in every-day life beheld
him shorn of his beams. If hon. Gentlemen had only seen him as she saw him,
with a large straw hat, nearly as big as
the clerk's table, a full flowing beard and
moustaches
and for the best was yet to
come with a pair of wide Circassian
trousers
The hon. Member begged to
add one word more in reference to the
opinion of Dr. Harding, to whom was committed the examination into the state of the
hand-loom weavers in the east of Scotland.
Dr. Harding expressed himself thus

—

;

—

—

:

" The only remedy universally, and often exclusively, suggested by the weavers and their employers, is the gradual, but ultimately total,
I have already
repeal of the present Corn Laws.
stated the means by which it is supposed that their
operation is peculiarly injurious to the hand-loom
weavers but it by no means follows that their repeal would be as beneficial as their enactment is
supposed to have been injurious. Notwithstanding
;
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the excitement and the prejudices existing amongst
the weavers on this subject, (which are not a little
encouraged and fostered by its political bearing,
and the efforts of itinerant orators,) the most intelligent are aware that if such repeal should have
a very injurious effect on the agricultural interest,
this eflPect will ultimately be felt by themselves
and it is from a great increase of the demand for
textile manufactures on the part of those countries
which, in the event of such repeal, would supply
us with corn, that they expect a certain and conIIow far any such increased desiderable gain.
mand might be checked by the commercial regulations of foreign Governments, influenced by a
;

desire

of what

is

called

'

protecting' their

—

own

manufactures from British competition how far
the repeal of these laws might affect the value of
money, or the prosperity of other classes of the
community, under existing circumstances, it must,
of course, be for the Avisdom of the Legislature to
consider."

had undertaken

to be the organ of the
public voice to the ruler of Egypt, and to
represent to him, that however benevolent

intentions, his decrees were fearfully
augmenting the alarm and the misery, and
would infallibly lead to extensive and enduring distress.
He told the Pacha that
the causes which led to the rise and
fall of prices were, for the most part,
beyond the control even of the mightiest
monarch, and that the only way to secure
ample supplies at moderate rates was to
remove all impediments to the ingress and
egress of food that prices would best regulate themselves
and that by allowing
them to mount upwards was the certain
his

;

;

means

And

He

did not wish to occupy the time of the
House, and he would, therefore, at once
conchide by moving for the Papers.
Dr. BOWRING said, that as the hon.

GTentleman had distinguished him hy his
personal allusions, the House Avould allow
him to say a few words. And, first, he
would assure the Hon. Member that the
lady whom he had quoted had no doubt
with that knowledge of character for which
drawn very largely
ladies are remarkable
upon his credulity, and amused him with

—

—

That tale he seemed
an oriental tale.
eagerly to have believed, and its romantic
Now, he would
jiarts the more readily.
tell the hon. Gentleman what was true in
and it was true that he had
the story
discussed the subject of the Corn Laws
It was true
with the Pacha of Egypt.
that the Pacha had defended his corn laws
with as much, perhaps more, talent than
the hon. Gentleman had exhibited in the
maintenance of his own. Mahomet Ali
fancied that he could regulate prices by leprovide food for his people by
gislation
and advantageously interfere
restrictions
between demand and supply by his own
But he failed as others
sovereign will.
have failed. While residing at Cairo, with
a commercial commission from the British
Government, strong representations were
made to him (Dr. Bowring) on the subject of
thePacha's decrees, which ordered thatcorn,
beans, and bread, should be sold only on
But neither farmers
such and such terms.
nor bakers would obey the bazaars were
the shops had no supleft without grain
the more rigid and severe
plies of bread

—

——

—

—

—

the ordinances for lowering prices, the
Famine mehigher those prices mounted.
naced the city the people were on the
In such a state he
yerge of insurrection.

—
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of bringing

corn

to

the market.

was his good fortune to persuade
the Pacha of the correctness of these opinions, and to induce him to withdraw the
it

decrees which interfered with the freedom of
the trade in grain. The consequences were
what he had ventured to foretell. Abundance succeeded to dearth an ample supply
poured into the markets, and the Pacha
acknowledged that the advice proffered to
him had been sound and wise. The hon.
Member had referred somewhat disparagingly to his reports on our commercial relations with the north of Europe.
They
stated, what he (Dr. Bowring) now repeated,
that had our Government been willing and
able to repeal the Corn Laws some years
ago, important advantages might have
been obtained for our manufactures in the
markets of Germany. But nothing would
then persuade the hon. Gentleman and his
friends to make any such concessions, and
the opportunity was lost.
The Ministry of
that day, whatever their wishes might have
been, was altogether helpless in the matter ;
Parliament would not place in their hands
the power to treat for any advantages
which were to be purchased by the more
free admission of foreign corn.
Could this
have been done, a vast field would have

—

been opened to British industry. It was
closed against us by the pertinacity of the
protectionist party.
But a better era had
arrived.
He offered his humble but most
hearty thanks to the right hon. Baronet,
for having adopted wiser and better views.
He had placed the question on more sound
and solid ground than that of seeking to
convince other nations by arguments,
showing that the protective system was
pernicious to us and them.
He said and
he (Dr. Bowring) was very grateful to him
for saying it
that he was weary of those
appeals to other Powers
that he was con-

—

—

—
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vinced

our example

He had

negotiations.

precede our
taken away the

.slioukl

tlius

from the allegation of strangers.
employed in these matters, he (Dr.
Bowring) could answer many of the reasonings and many of the statistics of foreign
protectionists
hut he could never answer
the arguments based on our own restrictive
sting

When

:
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taken place from the passing of the Act
and the Treasury has never in any case, on
the report of the Resolution, undertaken
I should be exceedingly unwilling to assume, on the part of
the Treasury, any authority for which there
was not a precedent. I should be also exto remit the duties.

ceedingly sorry to assume it in this case,
and prohibitory tariffs. If pointing out because I fear that the assumption of that
the defects and diseases of foreign com- authority, for the first time, would have a
mercial legislation, what could he reply to tendency rather to prejudice than promote
"
those

who

said "Physician

a satisfactory settlement of this question.
It is the intention of the Government,
follies in the tariifs of others, when they therefore, to adhere to the course which has
were ready and able to retort upon him the been uniformly pursued in all former periods
greater blots and follies of our own ?
He of alteration in the Corn Laws, and make
looked forward now to better days.
The the reduction of duty, if the measure should
expanse was widening.
British commerce meet with the sanction of Parhament, take
would make its way to general favour. eflfect from the passing of the Act. I beAlready from every country which l;ad re- Heve there will be no inconvenience or delay*
ceived the intelligence of the intentions of as to the taking of corn out of bond at the
the Govenmient, communications of the duty of 45. dependent on the passing of
most promising character had arrived. We the Act but, at the same time, it is of so
should be entering on a new era of pro- much importance that the decision of Parsperity.
We were occupying our true po- liament on this subject should be known as
sition. We were giving a noble example
soon as possible, and that the trade should
and when a country hke this became a have an assurance as to the principle which
teacher of commercial wisdom, she was sure is to govern om- conduct, that Her Majesty's
to find many and apt learners.
Government propose to give preference to
Motion affreed to.
the Corn Bill over all other matters.
We

Of what use was

it

!

heal thyself?

to exhibit the blots

and

;

propose no other Government business
decision of tliis braijch of the
Legislature with respect to the new Corn
Law shall have been taken. That Bill will,
therefore, be proceeded with before any
other measm-e connected with the Tariff
and, provided it meet with the sanction of
this House, will be sent at once to the
House of Lords.
Mr. G.
wished to know whether the right hon. Baronet intended that
the House should go on with the Corn Bill
from day to day, or whether there should
be any interval ?
Sir R. PEEL Of course, there will be
an interval between the first and second
reading of the Bill but I do not preclude
myself from going on with the consideration
of the other portions of the Tariff during
that interval.
What I mean to say is, that
as far as the Government business is concerned, the Corn Bill shall occupy the
attention of the House in the first instance
until finally disposed of.
will
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REMISSION OF DUTIES ON CORN.
Sir R.

peel

am

anxious to take
the first opportunity of referring to a question which was put to me the other night
by the noble Lord the Member for the
city of London.
The noble Lord (Lord J.
Russell), following his Colleague (Mr. Pattison), asked me whether it was the intention of the Government to remit the duties
on foreign corn immediately after the Resolution of this House should be reported ?
That question, Sir, was put to me at once
by the noble Lord without previous notice
and, under the impression that the Treasury
had dealt with the duties on corn in the
same way as other duties, I answered the
noble Lord that the Treasury would remit
the duties on foreign corn on the report of
the Resolution in this House. I gave that
answer under the impression, as I have
:

I

said, that the Treasury had dealt with the
duties on corn as with other duties. I find
that impression is erroneous. In every case

when

the corn duties have been dealt with
by Parliament, the reduction of dutv has

until the

;
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;
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On the
Order for Committee read.
Motion that the Speaker do now leave the
Chair,

L
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Mr. p.

miles

Amendment

Sir, I rise to

said:

CUSTOMS

move

of which I have given

notice
" That this House will, upon this day six
months, resolve itself into the said Committee."

Not that I wish, Sir,
you the tediousness of

to

inflict

listening

upon
to

a

long debate, but because I consider this
the most fitting time for taking the discussion on this question.
I trust I shall approach the consideration of it calmly and
dispassionately and that no expressions of
;

mine may tend

to excite

any angry feelings

This question is of too
during the debate.
important a character of too comprehensive details
to be treated on mere party
grounds.
It is a question on which every
man in this country is interested, from
the highest to the lowest the merchant
equally with the manufacturer, the landlord with the tenant, the operative with the
artisan.
I trust that each one of them
will give it his deepest consideration.
I
consider this question to be of far greater
magnitude than the Reform Bill, because
it involves a change of that policy which
has been the ruling principle of this country from the earhest period of its history
under which it has attained to great
eminence, and enjoyed a high degree of
prosperity
a pohcy which all nations have
long followed, and which all still continue to follow.
Whether the country be
prepared for this great change whether
the constituencies are ready to grant their
approval remains yet to be proved.
But
I cannot hesitate to say that, on a question
involving such vital interests, the country
ought at least to be consulted. For undoubtedly the majority of the Members of
the present House of Commons were elected on protection principles. Notwithstanding the explanations given by the right
hon. Baronet at the head of the Government at the commencement of the Session,
I cannot but agree in the expression which
fell from the late noble Secretary for the

—

—

—

'

—

—

—

—

Colonies, which I believe also expresses the
opinions entertained by a majority of the

right

hon.

Baronet's

Colleagues

— that

LAWS.

that between July 5, 1845, and Jan. 5,
1846, nearly a million of quarters of grain
has been exported from that country, and
more than a million of cwts. of meal. This
does not look like a famine: that there

was no apprehension of famine in
country, is, I think, proved by the

this
fact,

that at the time when the right hon^ Baronet desired to open the ports, the price
of wheat was only 5Qs. 2d. per quarter

the price which the right hon. Baronet considered in 1842 a fair price, and not over
remunerative to the farmer. I trust that the
House will not consider that I undervalue
the responsibihty of the Minister, or that I
wish to taunt the right hon. Gentleman with
being alarmed without a cause.
I can well
understand the anxiety attendant on the

high office of Prime Minister I can well
imagine how such anxiety must be enhanced by the bare idea of famine, and
how he might be apt to neglect other duties to give to this engrossing subject his
undistracted attention.
I can well understand also the eagerness of a Lord Lieutenant, desirous not only of giving the first
information on the subject of an expected
scarcity, but of continuing his reports of
aU the intelligence he might be able to
collect from different quarters, and from
different parties.
I admit that the right
hon. Baronet at the head of the Government did read some alarming paragraphs
on the first night of the Session, and
which, I dare say, made a great impression upon him
but I think that when he
was considering this question, he ought
Hkewise to have considered the state of the
markets in this country; for I believe there
are no parties who watch the progress of
;

;

the nation so closely, and

who weigh

so

well the probable prospect of abundance or
scarcity,

And

I

as the leading corn merchants.

say, that if

all their

reports

had

—

agreed in representing a great scarcity if
aU parties had been unanimous on the subject
it is but expressing an opinion in
which the farmers of England would aU
join, when I say, " Open the ports
admit
all the produce you can
avert the horrors
of famine, whatever may be the consequence !" But that there was no danger
of famine at that time, I think there is
ample evidence in the price of wheat.
And when I consider that the Colleagues

—

—

—

there was no peculiar necessity for this
measure and that though undoubtedly
there has occurred a failure in the potato
crop in Ireland, (a calamity which no one
deplores more sincerely than I do,) yet
that there was no real ground for appre- of the right hon. Baronet, who had equal
hending a famine in that country, for means of judging of the probable chances of
every report states that the barley and abundance and scarcity, declared the reFrom a Return ports to have been exaggerated, and deoat crops were large.
I cannot help
lately presented to Parliament, I find, clined to open the ports

—

—
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thinking (without wishing to impute improper motives to the right hon. Baronet) that the cause of protection had
been long doomed in his mind, and that
the failure of the potato crop was hut the
We
extra impulse that sealed its fate.
are asked to look at the measure of the
right hon. Baronet as a whole, and not in
and it is. Sir, as a whole
isolated parts
that I am prepared to give it my decided
But when I say that, I do not
opposition.
mean to deny that there are some parts of
it from which I think the country might
I bring this question
derive a benefit.
forward, because I think that a moderate
I say
protection is due to native industry.
**
moderate protection " for I have never
advocated more than what was fair and
just.
I bring it forward, not on account
of the agricultural interest only, but on
account of all the interests of this country.
I cannot myself be said to belong
I am equally
to any particular interest
;

;

;

know the diffiencounter in bringing this question forward, and enforcing opinions which
the right hon. Baronet has given up
as unsound and "untenable," after mainengaged

in

them

all.

I

culty I

taining

them

for thirty years.

I

remember

wejl the ability he displayed in maintaining

those arguments ; and I can easiW foresee
the talent with which he will now controvert
But I am not deterred from advothem.
and I am induced to
cating this cause
encounter these difficulties, because I know
that a large minority in this House, and
a large and influential party perhaps not
;

—

—

a minority out of this House, hold opinions on this question in accordance with
my own and I believe, that if I had asked, even less than three short months ago,
when these measures were first proposed
if I had asked many of
in the Cabinet
the Members whom I now see sitting on
this side, behind the Treasury benches,
whether they were prepared to abandon
all protective duties, and to vote for a
repeal of the Corn Laws, and for free-trade
measures, that scarcely an affirmative answer would have been returned.
I feel
;

—

14^
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them for their
own ? What the opinions were upon which
these hon. and right hon. Gentlemen were
substitute

preparing

to

elected, I

know

not

—

this is

no

affair of

them to settle it with their
I must say, for myself, howconstituents.
ever, that if my opinions had undergone
such a change, I should have felt bound to
follow the example of the noble Lord (Ash-

mine

;

I leave

ley) the late

Member

for Dorsetshire.

objection to these measures

is,

My

that I can

see no termination to them; every succeedAnd
ing Session brings greater changes.
I know, that if impartial justice is meted
out to all, larger and greater changes yet
must follow. I think I may venture further to say, that if these changes take
place, the confidence of the country must
eventually be shaken, as undoubtedly will be
But the more
its confidence in public men.
I consider this question, the more I am convinced that it ought not to be allowed to
pass this Parliament, before the deliberate
opinion of the country has been pronounced
upon it. Sir, I cannot agree in the opinion
expressed by the right hon. Baronet at
the head of the Government, that the prosperity we have enjoyed recently has been
mainly produced by his measures. First,
we must look to the state of aflairs left by
the noble Lord opposite, and the circumstances of the country at the accession
to office of the right hon. Baronet.
Great
confidence was then reposed in the right
hon. Gentleman.
He had a strong majority in Parliament.
The trade of the
country was in a critical state I may say,
in the greatest depression
and I beheve I
may also say, these evil consequences were
mainly to be attributed to the bad harvests and the excessive overtrading of the
previous three years.
It was at this very
period, when the right hon. Baronet entered office, that the great experiment of

—

;

railroads

had been

found to answer

:

tested,

we have

and had been
since seen

how

far speculation in that direction has gone.

Could any one foresee the immense extent
to which railroads have been carried,

and

of these last three years
Were they
watching the progress of Ministerial convictions towards free trade
anticipating

the enormous amount of employment they
have given to the labour of the country?
The effect, I know, has been, that in many
counties so great has been the demand for
labourers, that scarcely a labourer has
been obtainable.
must also take into
consideration the immense impulse given to
the iron trade, the price of iron having
more than doubled within the last two or
three years.
And if I may judge from the

the final realization of those opinions, and

number of

sure. Sir, that the hon. Member for Wolverhampton must have been astonished at

his miraculous accession of adherents.

presume

May

and right hon.
Gentlemen, whether they were meditating
in the quiet of country life on the results
I

to ask those hon.

!

—

We

applications recently

L 2

made

to
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Parliament for new Bills during the present
Session, I do not think it likely that there
will be any cessation in the progress of the
construction of railways for some time to
come.
We cannot overlook the immense
extent to which all this has augmented the

admitted by

weU

all

so far, as a

LAWS.

parties to have

Corn Law.

It

worked

has con-

duced to great steadiness of price, and
has answered the right hon. Baronet's
Under that law, he aimed
expectations.
at a price of 5Qs. as a "fair price" for
I shoidd like to ask him
coal trade of the country.
The wages of the farmer.
fair price
the labom'ers have, in many instances, tre- what price he considers a
bled.
And when I consider all these facts for the farmer now? I should be glad to
when I remember that periodical fluctu- know at what price he aims under the
Does he consider that his
ations of trade have always taken place, proposed law ?
and that the right hon. Baronet entered measure promises such great advantages
office at the lowest period, and that there to the farmer as to forai an adequate
has since occurred the immense increase "compensation" for the loss of 10s. or
of consumption consequent on all this in- 15s. per quarter upon the price of com,
creased activity in the iron and coal trades; the " fall " expected by the Gentlemen
when I recollect that all this must have opposite ? But the right hon. Baronet
been, to a great extent, independent of the has, indeed, told us that he does not beright hon. Baronet's measures
when I heve the price of corn will be lowered by
remember further, that the tennination of the projected measure.
Then why does
the war in India has led to increased com- he repeal the existing law ?
And if he is
mercial activity, and has given a great im- right in his opinion, what becomes of all
petus to every department of trade; and the arguments about "cheap bread,"
when I couple all this with successive good which we have heard so much about from
harvests, I can hardly beheve that all this hon. Members opposite ?
The right hon.
prosperity has been brought about by the Baronet tells us one story, and hon. Memmeasures of the right hon. Gentleman
bers opposite another.
I say, then. Sir,
for I beheve that many of these circum- are we not justified in hesitating to vote
stance would doubtless have taken place for these measures, and in appealing to the
if the noble Lord opposite had remained
opinions of the country ?
For we feel that
in power.
Neither, Sir, do I beheve that there is no necessity for any such change.
our commercial exports are to be taken as I believe there is a great difference bethe true test of our prosperity.
We have tween the cheapness which is the result of
lately seen to what extent foreign markets a good harvest, and the cheapness which
have been glutted, and the length of time is produced by the importation of grain
required to get rid of that glut. Within from abroad.
I am afraid that the right
the last few years, we have seen India and hon. Baronet has been misled in his calChina inundated with our cotton goods, culations, and has over-estimated the rewhere they could be purchased cheaper sults of his own poUcy, through the bountithan they could be bought in Manchester. ful harvests we have been recently blessed
For my own part I place much more reli- with. A great authority on this subject
ance on our home market and when this Mr. Huskisson said, some time since no
is coupled with our manufacturers working
doubt, but not the less truly, I think, on
to " order " for foreigners, I think that
it

'

'

—

;

;

—

;

it

a

much

surer test of our prosperity than
if I were to see our exports continually increasing.
In considering the details of

is

this measure, the article of

most importance
Corn.
It is not my intention to quote
speeches which the right hon. Baronet has
previously made, or charge him with incon-

is

I know it would be useless.
has told us he has abandoned his principles, and consented to change the measures which he himself passed in 1842.

sistency.

He

If he consider that this is essential to the
best interests of the country, I do not
blame him. But I cannot consent to follow him, or to change my opinions so
easily.

The measure

of

1842 has been

that accomit, that

" cheapness produced by the importation of corn
but
is a sure forerunner of scarcity
that steady home supply is the only sure foundation for steady moderate prices."

from abroad,

;

I agree in that opinion.
I think it most
important that no check should be given
in this comitry to the cultivation of corn.
I consider no state so critical for this country to be placed in as to be dependent on
foreign countries for the supply of its food.
What may be the result of these measures,
no man can foretell. My own conviction is,
that they will lead to greater fluctuations
in price than have ever been known
and
that before long we shall have the right
hon. Baronet proposing some measure to
;
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told that the price of provisions has nothing to do with the rate of wages, yet
we know how large an ingredient in wages
the price of food must be ; and it is impossible to see how competition can be carried
on with the continental artisans, under the
new measure, unless wages be reduced.
It will undoubtedly come to this fact, that
the workman of England will have to compete with the workman of all other nations;
and we shall then see whether you are
conferring so great a benefit upon him by
giving him cheap provisions. But you may
depend upon it, that the further you advance towards this description of free trade,
the more complicated will your position become.
Much stress was laid by the right
have removed protection from agriculture, I hon. Baronet on the alleged withdrawal of
cannot see with what justice you can retain protection from the manufacturing interit for any other interest.
The shipping ests. But if any interest can stand such
interests, with all others, must follow ; and withdrawal of protection, it is that interest.
what becomes of our navigation laws and Look at the superior position of the manureciprocity treaties ? WTiere the sweeping facturer as compared with the agricultorrent is to stop, when the barriers are turist.
How much better adapted for ecoonce broken, I cannot say.
But I feel nomising labour is the mill than the farm !
convinced that if justice is to be done to One roof covers his throng of people ; all are
all,
no protection can continue.
If the to be observed at one glance ; each has
noble Lord (Lord J. Russell) comes into his allotted place
each his appointed task ;
office, he must outbid the right hon. Bathe energies of aU are taxed to the utmost,
ronet; and if he do not, I should like to for the revolution of the wheel allows no
hear what he would propose.
What cares the
Then, may cessation of attention.
I ask the League also, what they will do ?
manufacturer about the weather ?
What
Will they dissolve and retire into private matters it to him whether the sun shines
life ?
Even if the leaders were so disposed, or the shower falls ? Can all this be said
may we not apprehend that others will rise of the farmer ?
Can he look over his
up and agitate some other questions? I farm at one glance? Is he subjected to no
think that when such opinions are once vicissitudes of weather ?
Can he be sure
broached, you will find others go far be- of reaping what he has sown ? Can his layond them
and that you will find bourers work their twelve hours throughout
that the right hon. Baronet has only the year as the manufacturer's ? Is not the
fanned the flame of agitation without ex- position of the manufacturer infinitely more
tinguishing it.
are to have, it would favourable than his ?
Yet the manufacseem, "free trade."
But it appears to turer is afraid to reduce the hours of lame to be a •* one-sided " free trade, for, if bour, for fear of foreign competition. I
I understand it rightly, it means this, that much doubt if manufactures and agriculall foreign nations are to have the power of ture, though dependent on each other, are
inundating our shores with their products, governed by the same rules, or the same
but we shall have no corresponding advan- principles. But this I know, that the agritage in return.
The manufacturers of the culturist, in the race for competition which
country will find it difficult to compete he will have to enter upon, must, if prowith foreigners, unless they reduce wages. tection be withdrawn, tax his labourers'
Already we are successfully competed energy to the utmost. But if I carry the
with in foreign markets by the Germans, comparison still further, what an advantage
Swiss, and French, in cottons, silks, ho- does the manufacturer possess over the
siery, cutlery, and many other trades ; and agriculturist in respect to their burdens ?
imless we reduce wages here, I do not see I hold in my hand a return from one of
how Ave can compete with the foreigners, the largest cotton manufactories, in which
when they have the great advantage of I find that the work turned off in one
this proposed measure, and our home mar- year amounts to no less than 170,000/.,
ket opened to them in addition.
are the wages paid thereon being upwards of

the House to regulate the trade in corn. I
believe they will induce the great capitalists of Europe improperly to speculate in
corn, and that it will be of far greater
advantage to the foreigner than to our
own country. I do not pretend to say it
will lead to the utter ruin of the agricultural interests.
But I think that it will assuredly cause severe agricultural distress,
and that it will inevitably tend to lower the
wages of this country, and that the working classes will certainly feel its effects before the higher orders.
If these measures
pass, we may henceforth consider free trade
to be the ruling principle of Her Majesty's
Government, and that sooner or later every
interest must bow before it.
When you

—

;

We

We
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30,000?., and the burdens amount to
only about 530?. ; too trifling to be talked
of.
How trifling also appears tbe alleged
compensation proposed by the right hon.
Baronet in favour of the agricultural interests

The

!

consolidation of the high-

ways, and the payment of medical oflSicers,
are too trivial to be mentioned.
And as
to a miserable sum of 300,000?.
or
400,000?. spread over the country, I really
believe that the agriculturists would have
been -much better pleased if the right
hon. Baronet had given them nothing at
all.
There is one article which comes
not strictly into the discussion of this
question, but is closely connected with it
I mean sugar. A very short time since, in
1844 and 1845, the Government held out

West

India Colonies a protection of
1 Os. over free-labour sugar ; and the West
Indians were credulous enough to beUeve
that it would be continued them for four or
to the

LAWS.

manufacturers must no longer have a monopoly of the Colonies.
You must allow
them to have free trade also. You must
get rid of their difi'erential duties.
You
must allow your Colonies to be independent
of you, and to form commercial connexions
elsewhere, and you must suff'er them to
burst asunder the ties which a union of interests would otherwise have tended to cement. The free-trade measure of the right
hon. Baronet has been called a *' system

of equivalents."

We

are told that it is
stimulate oiu" commercial prosperity,
and that it is to set an example to the

to

world of what

is

called patriotic disinter-

Whether the
what are anticipated by its
estedness.

results

will

be

author, I doubt.

fear the manufacturing activity of the
country has been stimulated already too
I

much. The increase of factories, according to Mr. Horner, is sufficiently alarming.
The progress of events will prove whether
five years but before that experiment was the measures now introduced are wise or
tried
before any of the free-labour sugar not ; but I fully believe that they will prove
had been introduced into the country, from to us that we are justified in the stand
causes which can be sufficiently explained, we are now making against them as I feel
but which I will not now enter upon
certain that we are contending for the best
the Government tell us that the colonists interests of the country for the benefit
can stand little more competition.
Will of the commercial, the colonial, and espenot the experiment be repeated next year ? cially the working interests of the Empire,
Shall we not most likely be told, in 1848, in advocating protection for every branch
that the West Indian colonists woidd derive of British industry.
a direct benefit from competition with the
Amendment having been proposed.
sugars of Cuba and Brazil ? If you ask the
Sir W.
Sir, in asking
agriculturist, indeed, to sell his corn at the permission to second the Amendment which
cheapest rate, with what justice can you has just been moved by my hon. Friend
compel him to buy his sugar at the dearest ? the Member for Bristol, I trust I shall be
But when we have carried out the free- allowed to approach the subject under distrade principles of the Government, of cussion without allusion to any topics of an
what use will be our Colonies ? Why exciting character. I wish to avoid such
not have tried the experiment of free trade topics at all times, but more particularly
with them first of all ?
Treat them in aU now, when there are not wanting many
respects as integral parts of the Empire. persons to style the authorship of the proExtend to them the principle of your Cana- posed measures an act of political dishodian Corn Bill
permit them to import nesty.
I ask the House, and I ask my
their corn, grain, meal, and maize, and aU right hon. Friend, to believe I disclaim
other produce, and I will vote with you. the use of such weapons. It is true that I
Give them some greater benefit than you think the project visionary and illusory;
now propose, and you will di-aw the bonds that I think the right hon. Baronet has
of union closer, and knit them more firmly based its present necessity on grounds into the mother country.
But if you give sufficient when taken separately, and inthe foreigner a decided preference over consistent and destructive of each other
them for the contiguity of situation eff'ects when combined and moreover, that in his
this
you make your Colonies at once a anxiety to produce great, and, he supposes,
burden upon you, and you not only furnish valuable results, he has overlooked the evil
hon. Members opposite, who wish to repu- of disturbing a settlement which appeared
diate them altogether, with a strong argu- to be fixed upon the good faith
at least
ment, but you give them a direct interest on the deliberate opinion of the present
to free themselves. But if these principles House of Commons, led by himself
and
are to be carried out in this country, the that he has not sufficiently appreciated the

—

;

;

—

HEATHCOTE

:

;

—
—

;

—

—

;
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shock to which confidence in public men is
exposed when their course of action is
suddenly changed, with no apparent change
of circumstances, in matters concerning
which the public mind has long been exercised, and opinions have been unequivocally
But to suppose tlmt the right
expressed.
hon. Baronet at the head of the Government pretended, at any former period, to
entertain a conviction he did not feel, or
that ho has now any other view but to
promote what he deems the best interests
of his country, appears to me to be a gratuitous assumption, of which I cannot avail

must give to the supporters of
the Government measure all the advantage
which is implied in conceding to them the
integrity and good intentions of its propounder but I must oppose that measure
as being mischievous in itself, and without
justification in reason, or from experience.
The plan of the Government professes to
be a large, comprehensive, and impartial
scheme of what is called free trade. If it
really were so, if it were not only large and
myself.

I

;
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are able to undersell the foreigner in
These want no protecThere are others which will be extion.
posed to ruinous competition if left without greater protection than you propose to
his

own markets.

give to them ; and finally, there is agriculture, which, needing it more than any manufacture, is to be left by you without any
protection at all. But, Sir, this unfairness

appears to me to be the key to the right
understanding of the whole. Disguise it as
you will with large words, call it a great
and comprehensive review of the whole
still the
commercial poHcy of England
simple fact remains, that it has originated
in deference to a cry against agricultural
;

protection alone, and that the

main feature
sedulous care to make the
destruction of that protection complete.
Whether it ought to be so destroyed, is, as
of the plan

the

right

is

hon Baronet

said,

a question

partly of justice and partly of policy.

Now,

in considering the justice of the measure,

we must

contrast the condition of the Bri-

farmer with that of his countrymen encomprehensive, but also perfectly impartial, gaged in other pursuits, and also with the
You find him Hving
I should still object to it as a step in a foreign agriculturists.
downward path, and one that must im- in a country where money is plentiful, and
I am not afraid its circulation rapid, and where, consedoubtedly lead to evil.
to avow that, in my opinion, the legislation quently, the money price of every thing he
of the last twenty years, in a similar direc- wants is extravagantly high. You find him
tion, has produced evils far beyond what subject to a direct taxation of pecuhar and
have been observed, the amount of which unequal severity for the numerous heads
has been hidden, and the poison neutralized of local assessment which in other countries
only by the enormous growth of your colo- are defrayed from the general stock of
which has continued as yet to the State. You find him subject to the
nial trade
be governed on the antagonist principle ; Income Tax, which is now fixed for three
but which you are now seeking to under- years on the basis which the measures now
But the scheme has not even the under discussion propose so materially to
mine.
it is not impartial
merit of impartiality
affect.
You find him embarrassed in his
even in appearance, because it does not pro- deahngs by the operation of the Stamp
fess to take from all branches of our native Laws, and subject to all the indirect taxaindustry the same amount of protection; it tion of the Excise and Customs; and, finally,
is still less so in reality, because while difyou find that the very nature of his busiferent branches would be so differently af- ness is such, that the labour of man, entish

—

:

fected

by the

abstraction

of an

amount hanced

in price

of protection nominally equal, as to justify

considerations,

some

portion

discrimination,

such discrimination

by nearly

all the previous
necessary to it in a proto manufactures
that re-

is

unknown

—

has, in fact, been made, sometimes without

turns for capital invested in

meeting the necessity, and sometimes in an inverse ratio to its magnitude.
The withdrawal of protection from our native industry will affect its different departments in proportion to the necessity of manual labour in their respective operations ;
and to that department in which manual
labour is most necessary, and machinery is
least available, no protection at all is to be
There are manufactures into
awarded.
which macliiuery enters so largely, that

be slow, and yielding, not as

sufficiently

it

must always
in

manufac-

tures a greater comparative profit on every

enlargement of the amount employed, but

But at this part of the case
enough to glance at present, and to
show how difficult it will be to adjust any
measure of compensation. If it is ever to

the contrary.
it is

be considered as a question of compensation, no one can say
the right hon. Baronet has never pretended to say that his
proposed changes will be adequate in that

—

—
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whetlier an

enlarged view of national policy does not
require us to stimulate national, in wliicli I
include colonial production ?
It woiUd be
easy to maintain the affirmative by a reference to the lucid statements, the cogent arguments, the glowing language with which
it has heretofore been maintained in this
House by those who now oppose it. I will
not avail myself of this resource. I do not
desire to produce effect by contrast, nor am
I willing to suppose that those powerful
speeches are forgotten by those who heard
them. I am sure that I cannot efface from
my own mind the effect which they produced.
I cannot treat lightly the prospect
of dependence on foreigners, which was
once thought so dangerous nor can I set
at nought thfe experience which has taught
us that the provision for our own people
has been abundant, cheap, and regular in
proportion to the encouragement which has
been given to the growth of corn at home
—that at this present moment the British
farmer, subject to treble the taxation of
fifty years ago, is enabled, under a system
of encouragement, to supply nearly double
the popidation at a price somewhat lower
than at that day ; and, finally, that at the
very moment of the supposed emergency
which drove the right hon. Gentleman to
his present course, he has himself shown
us that England alone, of all the countries
of Europe, was well supplied; and that had
she been otherwise, all those countries were
prepared to close their ports. But, Sir, if
doubts for the future were really pressing
on the Government, they might have opened a door for supplies, which could not have
been closed by the jealousy or apprehensions of foreign Governments. They might
have depended upon our own Colonies.
When the Canadian Corn Bill was introduced, I felt no difficulty in supporting it.
I should feel no difficulty now in supporting a similar measure with respect to the
Colonies of Austraha.
But it is not in this
scheme that boons to the Colonies are to be
found.
On the contrary, you withdraw or
diminish all that you have already given.
For the first time in our history you avow,
or at least you act upon, an anticolonial
You disregard those mighty foundpohcy.
ations of your maritime power which Napoleon would have thought cheaply purchased at the price of half the Continent
which he had conquered
and by the
withdrawal of the substantial advantages
which bind them to your distant authority, you will yourselves take the first step
;

;

towards severing the connexion.
With
these views of the general scope and bearing of the measure, I cannot consent to
forego the opportunity of voting against
it as a whole, nor enter into the terms on
which this or that interest may be expected
to capitulate.

There remains one consider-

ation of a practical character, and apart

from the merits of the case, which I have
no doubt has weight with some Gentlemen
on this side of the House, in inducing them
to support this measure, although they may
wish that it had never been introduced
mean the doubt whether the existence of
the Ministry may not be compromised by

—

the division
I

among

their supporters.

Sir,

have no disposition to underrate the im-

portance of this consideration ; I am not
one of those, if such there be, who are careless whether the right hon. Baronet and his
Colleagues are replaced on that bench by
the noble Lord and the Friends who surround him. I have hitherto given to my
right hon. Friend my support founded upon
a general agreement in his course of government ; and it is not because I now differ from him, even on an important point,
that I shall be led away into a transference
of my support to those with whom on other
subjects I have little in common, and who,
on the very point concerning which I differ
from my right hon. Friend, are found to
But, Sir, I see no
coincide with him.
reason, and I recognise no right by which
I should be withheld, from combining with
this view a vote against the present meaMy right hon.
sures of the Government.
Friend, at the beginning of the Session,
justly claimed for himself the credit of having resumed power, not for personal objects,
but for the sake of carrying out measures
which he considered to be great and patriotic.
But he must concede to his supporters the right to scrutinize those measures,
and to satisfy themselves whether they deand if he refuses
serve such a character
them that freedom if, on their disagreement with him, he determines to abandon
the reins of government, which they do not
on him, and
seek to take out of his hands
not on them, be the responsibility of any
I thank the
mischief Avhich may follow.
House for the patience with which they
have heard me, and will detain them no
longer than to say, that I cordially second
the Motion of my hon. Friend the Member

—

;

—

for Bristol.

Mr. W.

LASCELLES

said,

the hon.

Gentleman who had just concluded his
address seemed to think that the country
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was the

amount

had attained the prosperity which had been

Now,

consequence of the restrictions on trade which had been so long
imposed upon it. lie owned that the hon.
Gentleman seemed to him to have read
very incorrectly the history of the Empire.

charge which could in fairness be brought

its lot, entirely in

In his view, ever since the commencement
of the time when restrictive policy began
to be applied, they were visited with a series
of fluctuations in the price of food which
could not be otherwise than detrimental to
Previous to the passing of
the country.
the Reform Bill the principles of free trade
were not considered as belonging exclusively
to any party. Mr. Iluskisson was in a Tory
Cabinet supported in his measures by the
Whigs ; and he must deny that upon the
reconstruction of the Conservative party,

Reform Bill, its commercial prinwere those founded on a restrictive
He, for one, had never considered
policy.
such a policy as the test of the Conservative
after the
ciples

On

party.

the eve of the general election

he had considered it necessary to assert
that no such principles as those of restriction were necessarily those entertained by
the Conservative party and with this view
he had voted with the noble Lord opposite in
1821, when he brought forward his Budget,
and he would have supported him had he
been able lately to form a Cabinet. He
had Avatched the course which Government
had taken with respect to this matter very
and when hon. Gentlemen spoke
closely
of the danger which would accrue from the
Government proposition, he replied that the
very first act of the Government implied
and involved the very principles now on the
He had thought
eve of being carried out.
;

;

it

impossible to listen to the speeches with

which the Tariif had been prefaced, and
not have seen that they inculcated the full
And there was
principles of free trade.
proof that these speeches were so understood by hon. Gentlemen on his side the
House or why, in every successive Session
of Parliament, were so many questions put
;

to the right hon. Baronet, implying that,

that

full

of the

He was
against the right hon. Baronet.
willing to do both the Mover and Seconder
of the Amendment the justice to acknowledge, that they had not followed the course
which had been taken with respect to this
They had rather
address themselves to the actual merits
of the case, than the personal topics mixed
up with it. The hon. Seconder of the
Amendment had told them that the country
had prospered in consequence of the Com
Laws. Now, let them look at Avhat had
subject out of doors.

been the immediate effects of relaxation,
wherever the principle had been carried
He did not merely rely on the result
out.
of the measures of the right hon. Baronet,
but he would take as instances of the good
effect of commercial relaxation, the cases
of silk, of sugar, of wool

—

in short, with
the articles which they could
possibly bring to mind and the fact which
the advocates of a protective policy would
have to refute was this that the result of
all experience, without one single exception,
had confirmed every theory which the wisest
men had uttered upon the subject. To this
rule, he repeated, there was no exception.
He did not believe that when it was applied
to agriculture, there would be an exception
in that case any more than in others.

respect to

all

;

—

There might be some

and distress
was established

suflfering

before the sound system

but that constituted no reason why the
change to it should any longer be deferred.
He had a very strong feeling on this subPainful as it was to do anything to
ject.
break those party ties which so often cemented private friendship, he could not
help expressing the satisfaction that he felt
in reflecting that he had laboured to place
the right hon. Baronet in the position in
Avhicli he stood, in the full confidence that
he would apply his great knowledge, his
undoubted powers, to the satisfactory settlement of the question before them. That
right hon. Gentleman had acted as he anticipated and without wishing for a moment
to diminish the merits of those hon. Gentle-

from the principles which he had asserted,
the questioners believed that he was about
to alter the Corn Laws, and requesting to men opposite who had so long, so ably, and
know whether or not he actually and really so consistently argued against commercial
meant that. An answer was given, which restriction, still he did think that, practithey were obhged to deem satisfactory. cally speaking, the right hon. Baronet had
The right hon. Baronet told them that done more than any one else for the to
he had no intention of repealing the Corn his mind satisfactory adjustment of this
Laws at the time but that he did not re- great question.
gard the Corn question as one on which a
Lord NORREYS said, having been a
Minister, responsible for the welfare of the supporter of the right hon. Baronet, from
nation, was for ever to idedge himself. 1830 to the present period ; having giveu
;

—

;

—
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a steady support to all the measures of the one before them.
He was ready to admit
present Government, agricultural and finan- the difficulty of the position of the right
hon. Baronet, when he had once made up
cial, and to the whole of their Irish policy
his mind to make any alteration.
it was with no inconsiderable regret that
He was
he felt himself compelled, not only to op- free also to admit, that whatever had been
pose the measure now before them, but to the proposal, it would have been met Avith
state also that he could place no further probably equal opposition from many, and
confidence in the right hon. Gentleman's even from most, of the agricultural MemBut he thought the right hon. BaAdministration. He had waited to hear the bers.
right hon. Gentleman's explanation, aodhe ronet might have obviated that difficulty in
had waited to learn the measures proposed a great measure if he had taken a course
by him before he had deserted his ranks. which would have opened the eyes of the

Rethought the course which had been taken

agriculturists to their real position

out of the House, in condemning the right
hon. Baronet behind his back, and without
He
a hearing, was unfair and unmanly.
thought it was an unconstitutional course,

which, until such a course was taken, they
would not be aware of.
If the right hon.
Baronet had declined to retm-n to power
until the Government had been offered to
the Duke of Richmond
and every one
knew what must have been the result
that would have brought matters to a crisis
at once, the agriculturists would have seen

that attempts should have been made to
pledge Members of Parliament before the

measure was known

;

and

if

he had sub-

mitted to such a demand, he should have
felt himself degraded in his own eyes and
those of the constituency he represented.
He would further say, that he considered

;

and

—

aud some measure more

their difficulty,

fa-

vourable might have been carried by the
right hon. Baronet. As it was, it appeared
to him the course that had been taken had
it unconstitutional that an association, sitting in London, should be issuing their been the one to drive the right hon. Baronet
But could he (Sir
circulars and mandates to the counties to to an extensive measure.
send up delegates to interfere with the R, Peel) be surprised that the agricultuFor rists had taken the line of no alteration in
functions of Members of that House.
himself he would only say, that no course the Corn Laws they were only following
of that sort would ever influence his con- the advice given them formerly by the right
He thought the course which had hon. Baronet himself, who, in 1839, when
duct.
been taken of attempting to pledge Mem- the noble Lord (Lord J. Russell) was in
bers to consent to no alteration in the Corn office, advised them to make their stand on
Laws, was also an unwise one, because, the principle of no change in the then law.
however strong his own opinion might be, On the faith of these declarations the Table
that no such necessity existed, after the of the House was loaded with petitions for
Was there, he
letter of the noble Lord (Lord J. Russell) no change in the then law.
and the resignation of the right hon. Baro- would ask, less scarcity in 1839 than now?
net (Sir R. Peel), it must have been clear He could not hav6 expected that the right
to any one who knew anything of public hon. Baronet, who in 1839 had advised
affairs, that they stood in an entirely altered them to stand by the existing law ; who in
and a course which might have 1841 had so damaged the fixed duty, as
position
been taken previously with a fair prospect they had been told by a noble Marquess in
of success, could not after that be pursued. another place, that they were forced to
Would any one in either House of Parlia- abandon that system of protection; and
ment stand up, after what had occurred, who in 1842 professed to propose an adand say that they were prepared to form a justment of the question he did not expect
Government on the principle of no altera- that the right hon. Baronet could have come
^he who had objected to an
tion whatever in the present Corn Laws? to Parliament
:

;

:

—

—

Yet that was the test which had been submitted to Members at the county meetings.
He had thought the only thing to be done
was to wait and hear what the measure
was, to see Avhether it was worthy of their
acceptance and to do the best they could,

duty which was to be permanent to
propose a 4s. duty, which was to end in
total repeal, accompanied, too, by such a
miserable compensation.
What was the
inference Avhicli he drew from all this ? He
would not accuse the right hon. Baronet of

under the altered circumstances of the case,
But he had
for the agricultural interests.
not expected that the right hon. Baronet
could have proposed such a measure as the

a want of political integrity: he did not
^he believed
he had been actuated by no dishonest
or dishonourable motives ; but he would

;

85.

believe such to be the case

—
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say, that, looking

sion should arise, then the right hon.

stances, ho

ronet,

back to all these circumhad shown himself to bo devoid

of that political foresight which entitled a
public man to the conhdenco of his party.
What the right hon. Baronet had formerly

Member
Macaulay), was now

who had

Ba-

risked and brought about

that confusion without justification, and not

they who opposed him, must be responsible.

He had

treated his supporters unfairly, as

whom he had

turned

said to the right hon.

for Edin-

well as his opponents,

burgh (Mr.

applicable

out in 1841, when they offered far better
terms to the agriculturists than the right
hon. Baronet was now disposed to give.

He had said

to himself.

to that right hon.

Member
" Out of oflSco you declared yourself in favour
of those measures in office you repeated the assurance that you were faithful to your principles.
Will it suffice to answer, when your constituents
I gave
require the fulfilment of your promises,

—

'

—

declarations in abundance 1 adThey will
mit, but pledges I utterly disclaim V
remind you that they lifted you, through their faIf their navour, to the councils of the Empire.

you no pledges

you liave taught them,
by reminding me of former reproaches, where they

tive tongue will not suffice,

may
the

the passionate exclamation of Dido,
expression of their sorrow

find, in

fit

Nusquam
You remain deaf to their
'

tuta

fides.'

entreaties

—you have no-

thing but the miserable answer of iEneas after
his coquetting in the cavern
•

*

I

Non

all

hsoc in foedera voni.'

gave you no pledges.'

wisdom

Members on

or necessity

;

that side of their

but because they saw

the thing was inevitable, and they would
rather see it carried by the right hon. Baronet than by the noble Lord (Lord J. Russell) ; he (Lord Norreys) differed with them.
If the proposal of Ministers had been
in favour of any protection whatever, he
might have been of that opinion; but so
little difference was there between the two,
that he was not sure whether they might
not obtain better terms from the noble Lord
(Lord J. Russell), in the shape of a relief
from burdens nothing could be worse than
the proposal of the right hon. Baronet.
He regretted much the destruction of con:

fidence in public

COCHRANE

was com-

by some hon. Gentlemen

at recent meet-

ings of the agricultural societies, and he
could not agree with them that the Corn
Laws involved a Christian and religious

On the contrary, looking through
the whole history of the Corn Laws, he
could not discover any principle at all, a
principle being something immutable, not
taking its colour from the impulse of the
moment, and beyond the influence of the

principle.

circumstance and the hour.
So far from a
fixed principle, he found that for five centuries posterior to the Conquest importation was free
but agricultural protection,
which dated from Henry. VI., gradually
increased until the Revolution, when a
bounty of 5s. was given to exportation, and
importation
totally forbidden until the
price of wheat was 545.
was subject to a
duty of 85. between that price and 8O5.
This, with occasional variations, remained
in operation until Lord North's Act, in
1773, reduced the protection to 44s. but
in 1791 the agricultural was again the predominant interest, and greatly favoured
until 1815, when the duty amounted to a
Then foUowed the Act of
prohibition.
1822, and afterwards Mr. Grant's Resolutions in 1828 in 1842 the present measure
was passed, which he for one supported,
and which it was now proposed entirely to
overthrow.
Where then was the lurkingplace of this principle, if it did exist ?
Through what strange scenes and changes
had it passed I If there was a Corn Law
faith, it admitted of every diversity of
heresy.
If he might be permitted the opinion, he thought the agriculturists were
saying too much, when they asserted a
Corn Law principle.
He would rather
adopt the language of the hon. Member
for Shrewsbury, and term the Corn Laws
an accident or an expedient, subject, as all
expedients must be, to the influence of time
and circumstances.
There was another
point on which he (Mr. Cochrane) diffBred
from the agriculturists, in the opinion which
;

"

This was something like the language of
the right hon. Gentleman to his supporters
If these measures were
the other night.
carried, they would be carried, not by the
conviction of

Mr. bailie

pelled to differ from the opinion expressed

men which must

follow if

Members changed their opinions because the
Minister had changed his views.
Would
the right hon. Baronet, who had talked of
reconcihng an ancient monarchy and aristocracy with a reformed House of Commons, midertake that there should be no
collision beween the reformed House and
the aristrocratic branch of the Legislature ?
If this state of things occurred, and a small
majority in favour of protection should be
returned to the next Parhament, in what
a position would the right hon. Baronet have placed the Crown?
If confu-

—

—

;

;

they expressed that this Parhament ought
not to meddle with the present Cora Law
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without making an appeal to the people.
On this very point Mr. Pitt, in 1798, on
the question of the Legislative Union, expressed himself in the following terms
:

" If this principle of the incompetency of Parliament be admitted, or if it be contended that
Parliament has no authority to discuss or decide
upon this measure, you will be driven to the necessity of recognizing a principle the most dangerous ever adopted in a State the principle that
Parliament cannot adopt any new measure of great
importance without an appeal to the constituent
body. This idea may be traced to that gross perversion of the principles of all political society,
which supposes that there rests continually a sovereignty in abeyance, on the part of the people,
to be called forth whenever it suits the interest of
party or of faction."

—

Why, when a ParHament elected for three
years passed the Septennial BiU, and another., the great majority of whose members
were elected on the cry of opposition to
Catholic Emancipation, passed the Emancipation Bill by a majority of 178, it would
be difficult to define the limit of Parhamentary competency.
To adopt such a
principle as that laid down by the hon. Gentleman would be to turn the House into an
assembly of delegates.
This being a deliand

Assembly, it is
presumed that hon. Gentlemen are in some
measure influenced by arguments and deliberation and he could not think that its
character would be raised if hon. Members
were never to give an opinion without a
The right hon. Genrecorded permission.
tleman at the head of the Government had
been accused of gross inconsistency. But
when he looked back to the histories of
other public men, he did not find any greater
Hon. Gentlemen quoted from
consistency.
Hansard, but Hansard was an arsenal from
which all sides might select their arms.
One hon. Gentleman would quote Mr.
Huskisson in 1814, another, Mr. Huskisson in 1827 or 1828.
Mr. Canning, when
in 1827 he proposed his Corn Law Resolutions, stated that if he had been in the
House in 1815, he should have suggested
that measure.
Why, Lord Ashburton, the
now protector of protection, in 1820 presented a petition from the merchants and
traders of the city of London, praying for
total free trade.
Fades non omnibus una.
There was scarcely one pubHc man who had
devoted his attention to the Corn Laws who
had not been compelled to change his opinand what did this prove ? That all
ion
public men were dishonest, and that public
virtue had no existence ? This he thought,
on whichever side of the argument, would
be an unfair assumption it rather proved

•berative

legislative

;

;

;

CORN LAWS.

that the question Avas one full of diflficulties,
ever varying with the seasons and the
times
that there might be some truth in
Mr. Sydney Smith's dictum, *' whoever
talks of an unalterable law, is an unalterable fool ;" that events in pohtics were not
like equal quantities in mathematics,
always the same, or hke the great abstract
truths of moraHty, eternal and invariable
;

He was one of those who
did lament those harsh necessities which

in their nature.

men on from change to change ;
but to lament was not to prevent, and for
God's sake let them look at the state of
the world as it is and was, not as it should
be.
Let them look at the movements
which had taken place within the last sixteen years the development of industries,
the progress of invention, the extended inhurried

;

—

tercourse
America within the last six
years brought within twelve days, China
within two months, goods conveyed forty
miles an hour, letters sent from Penzance
to Caithness for one penny.
With all this

movement, could the mind of the Legislator
alone remain unchanged?
And then let

them regard the great fact of the population doubled within forty years, and increasing half a million annually
increasing

—

through the expansion of that trade which
broke the alliance between Napoleon and
Alexander, and which had extended our
colonial intercourse to the farther quarters
of the globe.
Above all, could they ever

Reform Bill had passed?
That reform which the hon. Baronet the

forget that the

Member for Cornwall truly styled a revoluThe consequences of that measure
never coidd die and who were the Ministers who passed it ?
Why, among others,
the noble Duke at the head of the agricultural societies, a noble Lord who had
tion.

—

seceded, and a noble Earl who, it was supposed, would secede from Her Majesty's

Government.

These were the Ministers
the Crown and the aristocracy to yield to clamour
and these

who compelled

;

noble Lords, who threatened *' to swamp"
the House of Peers, now stand up in defence of the landed interests of this nation.
In the present state of the coimtry, he
(Mr. Cochrane) thought that the best security for its tranquilHty and the general
happiness Avould be found in a strong Go-

vernment

—a

Government strong in the
nation, and respected
He believed that the country had

confidence
abroad.

confidence

of the
in

the

present

This was proved by the

Government.

during
the three davs' reign of the noble Lord
fact, that
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Member for the city of London, not the
English funds alone but the French and
and that there shoidd
Austrian funds fell
be no question of the cause of this declension, they rose again as soon as the
right hon. Gentleman reassumed office.
Now, if not England alone, but Europe
generally, had, by the financial thermometer, proved the confidence reposed in
Her Majesty's Government, might not the
opinions of hon. Gentlemen be coloured by
this circimistance ? Might they not be disposed to place greater confidence in the
right hon. Gentleman than in the noble
Lord ? But above all, might they not mistrust the noble Lord, when he mistrusted
himself, and returned back to Edinburgh,
adding one other to the Chronicles of the
€anongate ? In every constitutional country he thought a responsible Government
was essential, and that a party not strong
enough to form a Government should disband itself, as not carrying with it the
The question
sympathies of the nation.
in politics must at all times be, What can
you do ? The speech of the noble Lord the
Member for Oxfordshire (Lord Norreys) hit
this mark, and it was the best he had heard
he plainly said,
on the protection side
*' What are
you able to accomplish ? You
but the noble
talk of
no surrender
Duke at the head of the Agricultural Association, with his military experience, will
no master ;'
tell you the reply to that is
•and the flag which you talk of nailing to
the mast will only serve to show the porIf the right hon. Gention of the wreck. "
tleman had come down to the House and
had proposed to sacrifice the Corn Law to
popular clamour, he, whatever change had

tlic

;

;

*

;

'

*

been effected in his own feelings, might
or
have declined to support the measure
even had he, remembering that the Roman
;

sibyl demanded a greater price for her
volumes the longer the purchase was delayed, talked about concession, and endeavoured to anticipate future necessities by a
partial sacrifice of conviction, he would
^tave protested against the motives
but
the right hon. Gentleman, on the contrary,
openly avowed the change in his opinions,
and founded his present measures on the
success of his former policy.
And let hon.
Members imagine any person, if such could
be found, unshackled by prejudices of party
feelings, shown, as from an eminence, the
vast resources, the commercial enterprise,
the extended industries of this great country
let him be told that all this greatness
had grown up with free institutions, which.
;

;
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which roll around our shores,
separate us from Continental Powers
institutions, the admiration of every country,
and which no country had yet successfully
let him be told, that of the Miimitated

like the waters

—

;

who achieved

this greatness, the
majority had been in favour of relaxation

nisters

that this had
of commercial restrictions
been the Tory policy it was that of Lord
North, of Mr. Pitt, Mr. Huskisson, Mr.
Canning the language of Mr. Pitt, when
he proposed a commercial treaty with
France in 1787, might have been used by
the right hon. Gentleman on introducing
let this same
his measure the other night
person be told that every step taken towards the relaxation of protecting duties
had been accompanied by a correspond-

—

;

—

;

ing increase in the welfare, the morality,
and the general happiness of the country, and that this same statesman who
had achieved these great ends promised
results still greater, a still increasing
prosperity, by continuing the same course
should they accuse such a perof policy
son of a too sanguine credulity, and an
overwrought imagination, if he believed
that free commerce claimed kindred with
When the measure of
free institutions?
1842 was passed, he said that he thought
a total repeal was preferable to a state of
uncertainty, and that the farmers suffered
more from constant doubt than they could
do from a sacrifice of protection.
Well, he
would appeal to any agricidturist whether,
since that period, there had been any confidence in the present law ?
On all sides
it was heard that the Corn Laws were doomMen dififered as to the period of their
ed.
continuance; some said two, somefive, others
ten years but that they must sooner or later
go, all men were agreed.
Now was this a
state of things which should have continued ?
Hon. Gentlemen might say that this was
because the country had no confidence in
the Government but the truth was, there
was a great change of opinion in the country. All the meetings which had been held
were meetings of landlords and, in spite
of this agitation, the price of land was rising.
In Scotland, the farmers told him
they cared nothing for the Corn Laws. It
was very true they had nineteen-year
leases ; but he believed that if leases were
more general in England, it would aff'ect
English farmers as little.
At all events,
that was his conviction.
He knew that he
was liable to miscontruction ; but he
thought, if it was a base act to make a sacrifice of opinion, it was an act of still

—

;

;

;
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greater cowardice not to follow conviction
through the fear of miscontruction. In
party feeling there was rarely any juste
milieu; the people were generally in extremes, and in times of excitement a Minister was always declared to be either the
^

So in
father of his country or a traitor.
ancient Rome, the Senate debated whether
to pronounce Adi-ian a god or a tyrant. He
did not beheve the right hon. Baronet
either one or the other ; but he did beheve
to do his best for the country
in very difficult emergencies ; and, inspired
with this behef, he would recall to hon.

him anxious

Gentlemen on that side of the House the
occurrences of 1830, when they turned the
right hon. Gentleman out of office by a coalition with the Opposition, and the consequences were eleven years of Whig rule.
Sir (said the hon. Gentleman) I vote for
this measure, because I have confidence in
the financial pohcy of the right hon. GenIt is precisely the principle of the
tleman.
hon. Member for Wolverhampton, who votes
against the measure, because he has no
He
confidence in the right hon. Baronet.
is following at an humble, and at how far
humbler distance, the opinion of Mr. Canning, who said, in 1802

" Away with the cant of measures not men, of
the idle supposition that it is the harness and not
the horses which drag the chariot along."
I vote for this measure, because I prefer

moreover, because
advocate for protection.
Yes, Sir, for protection not to one class, to
one interest, however important, but pro-

legislation to agitation

;

—CORN

LAWS.

portant a subject, and at so early a period
of the debate, he was laying himself open
to the charge of great presumption ; but
when that importance was duly considered,

not with reference only to his constituents,
but with regard to all classes of Her Majesty's subjects, he could assure the House
that nothing but an imperative sense of duty
compelled him to offer himself to the notice
of the House, a portion of whose Hberal indulgence he hoped to share such as they
were wont to bestow on those who, like
himself, laboured under the disadvantage
He
of addressing them for the first time.
was much tempted on the night when the
right hon. Baronet propounded his measures to the House to have offered his sentiments on the subject but he was restrained from so doing, partly because it appeared to him that the merits of the subject
should ngt be entered into, but principally
because he was desirous of removing from
himself the imputation of being supposed
to have formed a hasty and premature
judgment on a most important question,
and to have arrived at conclusions which
maturer consideration would not have warHe was glad now
ranted him in doing.
that he had abstained upon that occasion,
because he had since an opportunity (and
a most gratifying one it was to him) of
meeting in his own coAty a very large
body of his constituents, and of hearing
their opinions upon this important subject.

—

;

Although his own individual opinion might
not of itself be of any weight, yet when it
was fortified by the unanimous opinion of a
tection to all classes, to all interests, fo- large body of practical men, met together
reign and domestic
protection in hours of for the purpose of forming a deliberate
darkness and trouble, which, I pray God, judgment upon a question with which they
may be far from us, but which, we cannot were amply quahfied to deal; he hoped
conceal from ourselves, may depend on the that the opinion which he was now, in their
life of one man in France, or on party cry
name and in his own, about to express,
in America
protection when another nor- would be received more favourably than if
thern confederacy may threaten our shores, he were to speak it only for himself.
He
and hostile fleets threaten our colonial em- would take this opportunity of assuring the
pire
the protection of a strong and vigor- hon. Member for Finsbury (Mr. Wakley),
ous Administration but, above all, I vote who was kind enough upon a former evenfor this measure because, in the beautiful ing to give a caution to those who sat on
language of the prayer which we hear each the Ministerial side of the House, as to the
day, I would set aside aU private interests, mode in which they intended to employ the
prejudices, and partial affections, and lend intervening time before this debate commy humble but most sincere endeavours to menced ; and to take care how they stirred
any settlement which those whose peculiar up the angry passions of the people, and
province it is to rule the destinies of this had recourse to agitation he could assure
great country may judge conducive to the that hon. Gentleman that at the meeting
comfort and welfare of the poorer but not to which he had alluded, those warnings
less loyal classes of my fellow subjects.
had been most carefully regarded; and
Mr.
was perfectly aware, that that if the hon. Gentleman himself had been
in rising to address the House on so im- present, he would have seen that his friendly
I

am

a sincere

—

—

—

;

;
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advice had been followed to the utmost. No
conduct could be more decorous ; no angryfeeling was allowed to be embarked in the
consideration of the great question which
engaged the attention o'f the meeting. The
same hon. Member told the House that he
had not been in the habit of attending the

meetings of the League, and ho took shame

With
to himself for not having done so.
the feeling regarding agitation which the
hon. Gentleman then expressed, he could
not but regret that the hon. Gentleman had
not more frequently attended those meetings, because he thought that the exam-
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the last hundred years nothing had been
done but that now, circumstances had so
changed, as to call for and justify an entire revolution with respect to these laws.
No one would think it possible that, only
in 1842, these measures were revised, and
received the deliberate sanction of both
Houses of Parliament, and that at that
time the principle of protection was avowed
and acknowledged. What might be said
;

by those who should hereafter search the

pages of history, to account for this change,
when they found that the Gentlemen who,
in 1842, sanctioned the laws which were now
ple of the hon. Gentleman might have found upon the Statute Book, were the same
had influence enough to have suppressed Gentlemen who, in 1846, were desirous to
much of that angry and violent language strike them out of the Statute Book, he
which had been used there, and which, could not tell. It would be for those who
while it aroused the passions of the peo- advised that measure to justify the change;
ple, did not tend to ehcit the truth con- and as he believed they acted honestly, he
nected with the subject under discussion. doubted not, in their own convictions, they
He had described that subject to be one of were doing what they believed to be right,
He was the
great and paramount importance and he and what they could justify.
ventured to believe that the hon. Gentle- last man to oppose the doctrine that public
man opposite (Mr. Cobden), who was one men were not to be allowed to change their
of the strongest opponents of the Corn opinions upon great and pubhc matters ;
Laws, would consider that it was so. Why, but it must be done with care and caution
it must be done in such a manner as not
the question involved nothing more nor less
than whether they should wipe from the to shake pubhc confidence in them. Either
Statute Book those legislative enactments on this or any other pubhc subject, he
for the protection of native industry, which desired to avoid imputing motives to any
He woidd assure the right hon.
the wisdom of their forefathers originally man.
placed there, and which had been continued Baronet, that, on this as well as on every
by the united wisdom of men of different other occasion, whether in public or in
political opinions, all equally anxious, no private, he had never believed that he had
one could doubt, for the welfare of this been actuated, in any course of policy he
And let it not be forgot- might have adopted, by other than congreat country.
ten that, under the operation of these very scientious motives.
In early life, he had
laws, this country had arrived at that emi- always been in the habit of looking up to
nence in the scale of nations which had so the right hon. Baronet as his political
It appeared to have leader ; but he had never hesitated to
long been her glory.
been reserved for those who guided the oppose the measures brought forward by
councils of the nation at the present mo- the right hon. Baronet of which he could
ment to have made the discovery that those not approve. So long ago as the Emancilaws, which we had been in the habit of pation Bill, in 1829, he, as a member of
considering right, and wise, and prudent, Convocation, not being able to approve of
and safe, were quite the reverse ; that they the course which the right hon. Baronet
ought to be expunged from the Statute then took, had felt it his painful duty,
Book and that, on the contrary, we were along with others, to resist the right hon.
bound only to legislate in such a manner as Baronet's return as one of the Members
should open the door to foreigners, and for the University of Oxford.
In the last
enable them to compete -svith us in our Session of Parliament he opposed, most remarkets, and di-ive the corn of this country luctantly, his measure with reference to
out of that market.
If the extent of the Maynooth
and he mentioned this only to
change which the House was now called take the opportunity of saying that, though
upon to make was considered, it might be he differed from the right hon. Baronet on
supposed that, for some reason or other, these great pubhc questions, he had never
laws of this description were only to be doubted for one moment that the right hon.
revised and altered once in a hundred years Baronet was actuated by honest and proper
at least.
It might be supposed that within motives. On the first night of the Session,
;

—

;

;
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danger to aU classes of Her Majesty's subhoii. Baronet had stated the fears
which he entertained, together with the jects supported as it might be by arguirresistible from all sides
rest of Her Majesty's Ministers, on the ments said to be
still he would not yield his
.subject of the failure of the potato crop. of the House,
He made the utmost possible allowance for judgment, and give way where he believed
He
the feehngs that actuated the right hon. there was danger to be anticipated.
Baronet at that time. He much feared could not but fear that, if the measure the
that we did not now know nearly the half right hon. Baronet now proposed became
the suffering that was impending upon the the law of the land, the day was not far
He quite be- distant when this country must be deunfortunate poor in Ireland.
lieved it and he, for one, should have been pendent upon foreign produce for a supply
He should
ready and wiUing to have assented to any of the first necessary of life.
measure that might have removed, for a deprecate exceedingly the possibility of such
and the very argument
time, the restrictions on foreign com, if it a contingency
had been considered necessary for the re- which the right hon. Baronet had used on
the right

—

;

;

lief of their suffering fellow subjects in Ire-

land.

And he

member
ciety
tions

believed there

was not a

of any agricultural protection so-

—^however much abused those
might be—who would not

institu-

cheerfully

have joined in that measure, to have rendered
such meed of relief as he was able to do, towards those who suffered so severely. But
he could not go further with the right hon.
Baronet. Giving him credit for those feelings, he did not think it necessarily followed that the Corn Law of 1842 was
therefore to be altered. That measure had
exceeded the most sanguine expectations
under that measure, the
of its framers
producer had received no more than a fair
profit for the article he brought to market,
and the consumer had not been called on
to pay an extravagant price. The right hon.
Baronet had Instanced, also, the thriving
state of the country during the last three
But it must not be forgotten, that
years.
;

during those three years the country had
been under the operation of that amended
and revised law of 1842, which was brought
in by the right hon. Baronet himself. And
yet the right hon. Baronet called upon
them to expunge that law. He could see
no reasons for doing so and therefore,
anxious as he might be to support the right
hon. Baronet on general questions, he could
not give a vote in favour of the proposed
alteration, contrary to the best judgment
he was able to form. The right hon. Baronet had expressed a hope that our manufactures would be taken in exchange for
but the right hon. Baronet
foreign corn
had admitted, at the same time, that, up
to the present moment, the reverse had
been the case. He asked, then, with the
greatest confidence, was not this measure
of the right hon. Baronet an experiment to
be tried upon the native industry of his
And if it was so fraught as he
country ?
believed such an experiment to be with
;

;

—

night of the Session with reference
be obtained
from abroad, served to strengthen the conclusion at which he (Mr. Deedes) had arrived.
For he had said that in looking
round to see whence could be had a supply
of potatoes, to replace the extensive failure
in Ireland, he had found that Belgium,
Sweden, and other potato-growing countries had placed restrictions upon the exportation of the article, and would not allow it to come in aid of our faihng crops.
the

first

to the supply of potatoes to

Could it be doubted that, under similar circumstances, foreign nations would, for their
own sakes, adopt a similar course ? He required no fm'ther argument than that to
induce him to withhold his support from the
right hon. Baronet.
He was aware the
right hon. Baronet had said he did not believe there would be a material diminution
in the price of corn.
But he asked if the
gentlemen of the League held that doctrine
did they intend that there should be
no reduction in the price of corn? Did
not they say, we want cheap corn because
we expect the people of this country, when
they can buy their food at a httle cost, to
lay out the sm-plus in the purchase of our
manufactures ?
There was one point connected with this subject which had been so
often alluded to, especially at meetings
of the League, that he was desirous to address a few words to the House upon it ;
but he had better, perhaps, read an extract
from a letter which he had received from a
friend on the subject, because that would
better explain his views
he referred to
the consideration of the measm*e before the
House as a landlord's question. The ex;

:

tract

was as follows

:

" Argument for free trade in corn will be urged
on the ground that, whatever necessity there may
be for purposes of revenue to continue duties on
less important commodities, articles of subsistence
are the last that sliould be taxed. Granted. Give
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the cultivator fair play.
tion,

and

lie

will readily

Exempt him from taxameet the world in his own

field of industry.
The bounty of Providence, the
principle of fertility will always ensure an ample

profit to his industry and skill.
But the question
before the country is not whether articles of subsistence ought to be t;vxed.
They are taxed, and
that to an enormous amount.
The question is,
whether this taxation shall bear entirely on tho
producer, or whether it shall be partly distributed
among the consumers by the operation of the present system of Corn Law? The price of every
other article comprises not only the cost of production, and a profit on that cost, but also whatever tax or duty may have been imposed on it by
the State. Why should the produce of land be
an exception to this rule? The answer will bo
that, so long as the producer obtains a price sufficient to give him a profit, he is not prejudiced by
the alleged taxation he may fairly bear it and
the weight cannot justly be transferred to the consumer, especially with respect to an article which
is the first necessary of life, and the price of which
so materially aflfects the poorest classes.
Land,
however highly taxed, yields this profit, as is proved
by the existence of a further surplus namely,
rent.
A Corn Law, therefore, makes the consumer pay the landlord's rent and the whole question is a landlord's question, and nothing else.
Rejoinder
Rent is not a direct object in this
question it is incidental to it, and nothing beyond
that. The relation of landlord and tenant is that of
joint capitalists in the production of corn, &c.
The occupier finds moveable capital, labour, seed,
horses, implements ; the owner finds fixed capital,
dwelling-house, barns, stables, dairies, granaries,
cart and waggon-sheds, cattle-lodges, piggeries,
fences, gates, &c.
On the poorest soils which pay
for cultivation, the landlord receives little if anything more than his proportion of profit on his
fixed capital, deducting land-tax, quit rents, &c.
Are these less fertile soils to be cultivated ? Can
the nation afford to lose them ? That is the question.
If they are to be retained by adequate
jirices, then those prices will give an increased
profit to land of superior quality, through all the
degrees from the lowest to the highest.
Houserent is an incident to the great and main question
whether the vast breadth of inferior and highlytaxed soils is to be abandoned, under the discouragement of inadequate price occasioned by foreign
competition of comparatively untaxed corn raised
on superior soils abroad at a far less cost."

—

;

—

;

:

—

Now, lie

entirely coincided in that view which

had taken of this question. He
thought the proposition of the right hon.
Baronet might have the effect of throwing
the poorer soils of this country out of cultiHe had detained the House, pervation.
haps, too long
and he woidd not now pass
those measures in strict review which
might be called an off-set to the measure
which the right hon. Baronet had proposed.
Whenever they were introduced, he would
give them his best attention and he thought
many of them were very good, but he did
not consider that they ought to have been
added to a revision of the Corn Laws,
;

;

lintertaining these views generally

—dread-
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ing, above all things, to sec this country at

any time dependent

on foreign nations

during the scarcity of so important an article as the bread by which we lived
fearing, also, that if we had to purchase corn
from foreign countries, the specie of this
country must go out to pay for it, and,
consequently, there would be a reduction
of that specie in the Bank of England
which enabled other banks to have a larger
issue
and dreading the consequences of
such a paper restriction on the country—-i
looking at this, and bearing in mind the
language of the right hon. Baronet and his
Colleagues in 1842 on this question, he
could not allow himself, against his own
convictions, to follow him and vote for the
measure before the House. He should sit
down with a fervent prayer that it would
please Divine Providence, who had hitherto
exalted this nation, still to guide its destiny
so as to make it an example of good go-

—

—

vernment at home, and
ration, and justice in

and modedeahngs with

fairness,
its

foreign nations.

;

his friend

9,

Sir J.

Members

WALSH

observed,

that

the

must naturally be desirous of addressing the House
on this subject
they had every motive
which could urge them to do so, and they
had every claim which justice could give
them upon the patient and forbearing attention of the House.
It must be allowed
that they were the representatives of a
great and important interest.
It must,
for agricultural counties

:

be admitted that they are the organs
and if those opinions had lost some of their weight in the
minds of the right hon. Baronet and his
Colleagues, they were still the opinions of
a large and influential portion of the community.
They were further entitled to a
hearing, because, on the present occasion,
they appeared to defend themselves from
charges and imputations of a personal
character, which had been recklessly and
unjustifiably levelled at them, through the
length and breadth of the land, and that,
too, by hon. Gentlemen who had hitherto
refrained from taking part in this discustoo,

of wide-spread opinions

sion.

;

Those who had so studiously pre-

served a stubborn silence, as to excite a
remark the other evening, had held up
the landed proprietors, in all parts of the
country, as the corrupt and sordid advocates of an odious and selfish monopoly.
They had been represented by those hon.
Gentlemen as actuated by no other motive,

and impelled by no other aim, tlian that of
maintaining and upholding their rents as

M
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landlords, in opposition to tlie best interests of the great masses of the community.
They had, moreover, to present themselves
to the House, on that occasion, under the
great disadvantage of being deprived of

those upon whose assistance they had hitherto calculated, and under whose leaderThey
ship they had hitherto marched.
certainly had, by the sudden change of the
right hon. Baronet, lost the most powerful

advocate of their cause, and upon whom
on former occasions they were accustomed
The right hon. Baronet
entirely to rely.
had accompanied this measure with others
that were termed measures of compensaHe had forgotten, however, iti the
enumeration, to allude to one, which appeared to him (Sir J. Walsh) of far more
tion.

It
importance than any he had stated.
was this that by his pohcy he had imposed

—

upon the agricultural Members the duty,
and taught them the lesson of self-reHance.
Hereafter they must be prepared to fight
their

own

ions,

and

own opinown charac^

battles, to defend their

to vindicate their

He begged

he denied
in the strongest and most emphatic terms
ters.

to say, that

that the landed proprietors considered this

as a question of rent-— of rent only.

But

before he addressed himself to that part of
the question, he would say, that if they

were to argue this question on that ground,
and consider it merely on the narrow basis
of rent, he would even in that case assert
that the question was one of the very greatest importance, not

solely to those interested in rent, but to the community at
large, and deserving the most careful con-

sideration of the House.

was the amount
country

What, he asked,

of the landed rental of this

appeared by a Return which
had been made on the Motion of the hon.
Member for Wolverhampton, in 1843, that
?

It

the amount assessed for Income Tax was
45,750,000?. as the rental of Great Britain
alone,

exclusive of the rental of Ireland,

from which no retm-n was made. He was
unable to state precisely what was the
rental of Ireland
but he could not be in
error in assuming that it must be from
;

15,000,000?. to 20,000,000?. Taking this,
then, as a narrow question of rent, and admitting that the preservation of rent was
the motive which solely actuated the landed
proprietors, it must also be admitted that
a question involving no less a sum than
60,000,000?. a year a large integral portion of the wealth of the nation
more than
double the amount of the interest of the
national debt, exceeding the amount of the

—

—
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whole export trade of the country derespect and consideration as deeply

manded

the prosperity of the nation.
that wealth distributed ? When
hon. Gentlemen used the words "landlords"
and "rent " in their addresses throughout
the country, nothing else was suggested
to the minds of their hearers but the ownaffecting

How was

ers of great territorial possessions, such as
the Duke of Northumberland, or the Duke
of Devonshire, or the Duke of Bedford
noblemen who had half a county unor feome of the great
der their sway
landed gentry, who by the antiquity of

—

—

and the extent of their esmight be regarded as the rivals of
the highest and greatest of the Peerage.
Those who presented such portraitures to
the public, entertained most mistaken views
on this question. There were whole counties in England in which there was scarcely
one large mass of property collected together Worthy to be called an estate, but in
which, on the contrary, the property was
subdivided in every way
in which property was owned by every class of individuals
^in great part by yeomen, who had
inherited the land from their forefathers,
owned small plots of land, and cultivated
the farms on which they lived.
Another
most numerous class of landlords were small
retired tradesmen, who, with that love of
rural life which was almost a natural instinct with Englishmen, had invested all
the savings of a life of industry and successful enterprise in land. Mr. M'Culloch,
an authority of great weight, estimated the
their families,

tates,

—

—

number

of landed proprietors in this coun-

try at 200,000.

landed

There were then 200,000

without considering
dependents, who were
directly interested in the question of rent.
He said, that even on that ground this
question was not to be considered as one
concerning the interest of a smaU and narproprietors,

their families

or

row class. If it were a class interest, it
involved the fortunes of a great portion of
the population of this country.
But when
they considered the pecuniary amount involved in it ^its collateral bearings, and
wide ramifications
the property that by

—

—

by marriage and
bound up in it it
was a question not to be separated from
that of the national prosperity itself.
But
then this Was considering the question as
one of rent, and rent alone.
That was
the view to which hon. Gentlemen opposite assumed that they restricted it, and
to which the agricidturists refused to
various engagements,
other settlements, was

—
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They

was a question
which, from its nature, must involve the
interests of the tenant farmers and the
restrict

It.

agricultural

said this

labourers.

The

right

hon.

Gentleman who brought forward this measure introduced and supported it, on the
ground that the general impulse which the
relaxation of protecting duties would give
to the industry of the country, and the

greater facilities which it would afford to
the farmers in purchasing articles which
they made use of in their occupations
that the greater cheapness of all these

would be an equivalent for the loss
by the withdrawal of protection.
That was the argument of the right hon.
Gentleman, and he wished he could be as

articles

sustained

well convinced that the right hon. Gentle-

9,
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—

Torrens, of Ricardo, and M'CuHoch that
political economy was, in fact, a scaled
book to the agriculturists ; but he humbly
said to those hon. Gentlemen, that the
theory of rent, was one of the best-grounded
theories in political economy, on which the
hon. Gentleman who had just sat down
had given, in the letter that he read, a
practical commentary. That theory, which
was simple and plain, assumed very justly
that the most fertile land was the first
taken into cultivation, and as the wants
of the community increased the less fertile
land was cultivated.
Rent, therefore, was
only the difference of value between the
best and worst land in cultivation, and
its amount was at once an index to the
general welfare and to the continual na-

man was

correct, as he was assured that tional improvement.
It was an important
he was sincere in making that statement. corollary from this doctrine, that the apBut the right hon. Gentleman assumed plication of additional capital to raise addithat the profits of the agicidturists would tional produce from old land, was in prinnot be diminished.
If the profits of agri- ciple and results the same. Whether they
culture were not diminished, then neither applied 1,000?. in extracting additional
would rents, nor the wages of the laboiirer j produce from the land already enclosed,
for rents depended not upon any particu- or in enclosing inferior land to have that
lar price of corn, but upon the amount of amount of produce, the consequence was
the profits of agriculture.
The agricul- exactly similar. What then must be the
turists took a less cheering view of the result of pouring foreign corn into the marsubject.
They considered that the com- ket ? If it lessened the profit of the agriculpetition to which the farmer would be ex- turist, this process would be reversed. The
posed from foreigners would beat down his advantage that was gained by the profits
profits
that he would have no chance of from the superior land was an encouragecontending successfully against that com- ment to the application of capital to inferior
petition
and that a great reduction of the land an inducement to the employment of
profits of agriculture would be the residt.
industry by the taking of the less fertile
The necessary consequences must be, that soils into cultivation and the contrary
the tenant farmers and agricultural labour- operation would be the necessary conseers would all suffer.
Either of these re- quence of ponring foreign corn into the
sults was possible.
Let it be granted that markets would be to diminish the profits
the right hon. Gentleman's hopes and pro- of those engaged in agriculture to dimimises might be fulfilled, or that what he, nish employment for the labourer, by inon the contrary, feared might come to pass terfering with the tenant farmer, who, no
either was a possible result
but that longer able to employ capital with profit,
which he contended was an impossible must withdraw it from the cidtivation of
result
that which was an absurdity
The whole of the agricultural
that the land.
which was in contradiction to every sound interest would thus participate in the dedoctrine of pohtical economy and to the pression that would be caused.
Nothing
dictates of common sense, was, that the could be more plain or nothing a more legititenant farmers and agricultural labourers mate deduction from the theory of rent than
were not to suffer, and that the whole loss this that where, supposing in theLothians,
of those changes would fall on the land- the rent of land was reduced from 4?. to
lord's head.
That, he said, was what he 2i. an acre, that which reduced the rent so
considered as utterly impossible.
Hon. much would absorb the whole profits of the
Gentlemen opposite were extremely fond rent in a less cultivated district, where the
of arrogating to themselves the sole know- rent, perhaps, was only \l. an acre, and in
ledge of the doctrines and principles of doing so would deprive the labourer of empolitical economy, and of assuming that ployment, and the farmer of his income. But
they alone were acquainted with th6 writ- then it hadbecn assumed that the Legislature
ings of Adam Smith, of Chahners, of had been guilty of a gross fraud upon the
;

—

;

—
—

—

;

—

—

—

;

—
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fanner ^that when tliere was a protecting
duty of 80s., the farmers also calculated on

—

receiving the price of 8O5.
that when the
protecting duty was reduced to 70s., they

again calculated upon receiving that price
that the farmer had made his calculation
upon the acts of the Legislatm-e, and in
doing so had heen pei'petually deceived.
He totally denied that that was a true
representation of the case.
The farmers
were much too intelligent persons to have
ever made such calculations.
They knew
that the introduction of foreign corn was
not the only cause of fluctuations in price
that the trade in corn was in its very
nature fluctuating that the natural variety

—

—

—

—that
—and
that
the world could
the
not make
regular and unchanging—that

CORN LAWS.

In reviewing that
of the last three years.
great question they might be permitted to
take rather a wider scope, to go further
back, and ask what had been the results of
the protective system during the last thirty
Since 1815, although no doubt
years?
the Corn Law had been subjected to several changes and modifications, yet upon the
whole the principle had been one of a high
valid protective duty. And what had been
accomplished under that system of protection?
From 1815 to 1845 the population
of this country had increased from somewhere about 13,000,000 to something over
19,000,000 ; and with this augmentation
of 6,000,000 of people, what had been the

commerce and manufactures
Hon. Gentlemen opposite
were constantly telling them that protective
all
legislation in
laws had the effbct of restricting commerce
it
that it was thereby confined and fettered,
the prjce of corn must he aff'ected hy the
that it was prevented from expanding as it
alterations in the circulating medium
that it must he dependent upon changes would otherwise have done, and that it had
in the atmosphere
on the condition of not attained its natural development. But
manufacturers on the state of the com- if they looked at the facts, they would see
munity
aU these constituted ingredients that in no country in the world, and at no
in the calculations of the farmer, and period in the world's history, had commerce
hy these he knew at all times that the and manufactures been developed with such
price of the article he produced must he extraordinary and surprising rapidity, as
aff'ected.
All these were causes which had all our great staple manufactures in the
Whether
the farmer calculated upon
hut what course of the last thirty years.
he said was this " In consequence of they turned to the cotton, the woollen, or
and

diversity of seasons

Providence

had

itself

made

it

so

so ordained

it

history of our

in that period?

—

—

—

:

—

all

these causes, I

;

know

in the nature of things,

that

my

trade,

must always he

a fluctuating trade. I know that I may
he exposed to loss, perhaps to ruin, from
the variation of the seasons, and other
causes which no human foresight could
have averted or changed. But when my
liahle to such great
ask you to protect me
against that additional cause of fluctuation
that competition with the foreigner, which
I shall he totally unahle to support, and
which, with other causes, must inevitahly

trade

is

in

itself

fluctuations, I do

—

sink my trade to the lowest possible point
There was another very
of depression."
important consideration for this House to
deal with in passing this measure, and it
was this what were the evils which it was
What was the
called upon to remedy ?

—

state of things

now

subsisting,

and which

for a long time had subsisted in this country,

which called

an exmust own

for the apphcation of

periment that

its

best advocates

some degree at least, a hazardous
and perilous one? The right hon. Baronet

to be, in

(Sir R. Peel) relied on the experience

the short and limited, and as he (Sir J.
Walsh) thought, the inconclusive experience

the iron manufacture, they would discover
that whilst there were different rates of
progress, there was an immense advance in

In the face of, and in addition to, all
they found that our great additional
population was maintained and supported,
with an occasional contribution of grain,
indeed, from foreign countries, but stiU to
no great extent; and the price of corn was
considerably reduced from the price it bore
It
at the commencement of this period.
was impossible to deny these great results.
It was impossible to deny that they spoke
strongly in favour of a system which had
produced a state of prosperity and of progressive advance, imparalleled in the annals
all.

this,

Hon. Gentlemen opposite
your agriculture has
been extremely progressive.
You have
made great advances you have been enaof the world.
*'

said,

It is true that

;

bled to nourish those six additional miUions
of people; but you have now arrived at the
extreme verge ; you cannot improve any
more we must now look to other soiu'ces
for the nourishment of the population, for
;

you cannot add any more quarters of Avheat
to the quarters of wheat you have already
raised,"
Why, so far from this being the
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was a period in which tend that it was an * exclusive bm-den,
was more ready to take a great but we say it is a burden which falls with
stride in advance, than at the present mo- pecuhar weight upon the agricultural inment.
There never was a period in which terest. It presses us down more than it
capital was more ready to seek investment presses down manufacturers and people
His noble Friend
in agriculture, if it received security, than engaged in trade."
The great im- the Member for South Lancashire (Lord
at the present moment.
provements which had of late been effected, Francis Egerton), in moving the Address
the discoveries of Mr. Smith, of Deanston, in reply to the Speech from the Throne,
the improvements in the methods of tillage remarked very justly that agriculture was
and drainage, the various information re- itself a manufacture that it was a manuNow in this
specting agriculture which had been circu- facture of the raw produce.
lated by means of that most useful society, manufacture of raw produce we must comthe Royal Agricultural Society of England, pare ourselves with the producers of other
in the most distant parts of the country, saleable commodities.
Houses were not
and in places where improvement had hi- producing commodities but land was, as
therto been unknown, had created a spirit his noble Friend said, a producing machine.
and desire for further improvement which They must, therefore, compare it with trade
only required the security which legislation and manufactm-es and in comparison with
could give, to make the most rapid strides. trade and manufactures he contended that
So far from agriculture in this country agriculture did bear a very heavy burden,
having reached its utmost hmit, and being from which trade and manufactures were
unable to provide for the wants of an altogether exempt.
Let them take an iladditional population, he believed from lustration. Let them suppose the metropothe bottom of his soul that it was now htan police rate was estimated at 100,000?.
only in its infancy, and that we should a year, and that by some very unjust dissee the greatest improvement if we did but tribution the shoemakers only paid the
persevere in that course which experience whole expense of the police.
The shoeshowed had already effected so much good. makers would naturally turn to the tailors,
One subject which had been very much dis- cabinet-makers, and other trades, and say,
cussed in that House, and upon which the '* We labour under a very great disadvanagricultural interest were wont formerly to tage.
The metropoUtan police force is for
rest a considerable portion of the strength the benefit of the whole town, and you tax
"
of their case, was the " peculiar burdens
us with the whole maintenance and support
which affected land. Now, for some time of it. Moreover, we find that the shoepast hon. Gentlemen opposite had taken makers of Reading, Northampton, Birmingupon themselves to controvert altogether ham, and other places, who are not subject
that position. They had taken upon them- to this tax, can therefore make their shoes
selves to deny that there were any peculiar cheaper than we can, and send them to
burdens affecting land.
The hon. Member London and undersell us."
Now that
for Montrose (Mr. Hume) had endeavoured would be very nearly the case of the agricase, there never

'

agriculture

—

;

;

to estabhsh that as a fact at least twelve

culturists,

years ago; and he had been followed by
the hon. Member for Sheffield (Mr. Ward).
Now he was of opinion that both those hon.
Gentlemen had been led into very considerable errors in reference to this subject.

and manufactures of this country. The
repeal of the Corn Law appeared to be advocated by two great parties by those who,
like the right hon. Baronet at the head of
the Government, contended that, whilst repeal would be beneficial to commerce and
manufactures, it would not be injurious to
the profits of agriculture; and by those
who were prepared to embrace it as a positive good, even though it might be purchased by the sacrifice of the whole agriNow he conceived that
cultural interest.
it was impossible that either of the leaders
of the two great, parties in this House
would be prepared to advocate total repeal
of the Corn Law upon this principle. They
must both be prepared to advocate it upon
the principle that it might be adopted with-

Their argument he conceived to be this:

They said, " You state that the local taxation falls entirely on the agricultm-ists ;
but when we look into the statistical accounts and examine the official documents
which bear upon this question, we find that
so far from this being the case, a great
deal of this taxation falls upon other species
upon houses, upon mines,
of real property

—

and other descriptions of property, besides
Therefore yours is not that excluburden which you pretend it is." The

land.
sive

agriculturists replied,

*'

We

never did pre-

as regarded

the

:

other trades
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out injury to agriculture ; for he was sui'e quarter. Now these facts he gave merely
tbat no statesman who had heen raided to as the result of the information he acquired
He would not undertake to
the position of dii'ecting the councils of the on the spot.
country, could possibly adopt so reckless a guarantee then* accm-acy ; but he believed
and if they should be
principle as that the law should be repealed, them to be correct
though ruin might be the result.
The borne out, he behoved that a much greater
question was, then, what were the grounds depression in the price of corn would take
of their belief that this measure might be place in this country in consequence of the
adopted without injury to the agricultural right hon. Baronet's measure, than had
interest ?
It was upon this that the real ever yet been experienced. The right hon.
merits of the question rested and he could Gentleman said he considered the state of
not but come to the conclusion that the pre- Ireland as the primary cause at least of the
sent was a 'leap in the dark'; that, notwith- sudden resolution he had come to with re;

;

standing

all the investigation of this subexamination of reports from Mr.
Jacob, or returns from our consuls abroad,

ject, the

and the information which had been supwas in itself one of such vast extent, and its result
so problematical, that it was impossible to
come to any other conclusion than that it
was a hazardous and perilous experiment,
the results of which must be necessarily
unknown. If such a great customer as
England went into the market, how many
quarters of the world would corn come from
that had never yet supplied us with any ?
There was Spain, for instance, the agriculture of which had of late years partaken
plied to this House, the subject

of that depression which, in consequence
of the unfortunate state of affairs there,
had become general ; but it was most pro-

The state of Irespect to the Corn Law.
land was one which he was not disposed to
treat with anything that approached to levity.
He was too well acquainted with
that country not to be aware of the appalHng consequences which would flow from a
great failure in the potato crop ; and he was
perfectly ready to admit tliat there was no
practicable measure which ought not to be
adopted to alleviate or guard against such
a calamity ; but he could not understand
why a calamity which, however fearful,
must be of a temporary nature, should be
made the ground for passing such a measure as that now under consideration.
He
did not think, even if the consequences
which the right hon. Baronet apprehended

were inevitable, that an entire change in
the system of Corn Law would necessarily
bable that, if Spain again enjoyed a settled follow any precautionary measures that
government, there would be a very great might be taken. He did not consider that
importation of wheat from that country. the present state of Ireland afforded a jusThen there was all that portion of the north tification for any permanent alteration of
of Africa which once supphed the Roman the law ; on the contrary, he was sure that
empire with grain. He had great hesita- the general state of Ireland was the strongtion in mentioning any personal observation est argument in favour of the maintenance
Every arguof his own ; but he could not help stating of the present Corn Law.
the result of some inquiries which he made ment by which the Corn Law was dewhen at Hamburgh in 1843. He took a fended applied with added force to Ireland.
good deal of trouble in inquiring into this Ireland was a country purely agricultural.
subject among merchants on whose inform- It was a country, the vast population of
a denser population in proportion
ation he thought he might rely ; and they which
assured him that it was perfectly practi- to the square mile than the population of
this country
was entirely dependent upon
cable to purchase a very large quantity
The trade in agricultural proindeed any quantity—of wheat at 365. a agricultm'e.
He also made particular inquiries duce between England and Ireland was
quarter.
respecting the amount of freight, having one of the great hnks and bonds of union
There were
observed that in all the returns of Mr. between the two countries.
Jacob and others the freight was gene- two hnks and bonds of union ; one was the
rally estimated at about 4^. or 5s. a, quar- trade in agricultural produce, the other the
They were
ter; and he was assured that from the Protestant Church of Ireland.
port of Hamburgh at that time, when going to destroy the one let them take
The
there was a great competition going on care that they defended the other.
between the shipping of the State of Ham- right hon. Baronet based the adoption of
burgh, Denmark, and Hanover, it was his measure upon his experience of the last
He Avas sui'e, however, that
possible to send corn to London or Hull in three years.
the Dutch galliots at so low a rate as Is, per public opinion, and that posterity, whose

—

—

:
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suffrages the right hon.

Gentleman was so

nobly desirous of obtaining, would consider
that there was another cause which had
been in operation in England for some
years past, which had the most powerful
effect in producing this result. He thought
that to the organization, the efforts, and
the funds of the Anti-Corn-Law League,
the public would be induced to ascribe in a
great measure the commercial revolution

which

this

sanction.

House was now called upon to
During the last twenty years

that was the second of those associations
the second of those great joint-stock

—

companies in agitation, which had produced
such important effects on the policy and
destiny of this country.
Let them read
the history of the first, and then solve him
this problem: how many more of those
associations would it take to crush the independence of Parliament to subvert the
stability of the Government, or to effect the

—

dismemberment of the Empire ? That was
the evil which some day or other, by some
Minister or other, must be grappled with.
It was a system which could not long coexist with stable, regular government
which in its nature must be destructive of
the independence and utility of representative government.
He was opposed to
this measure, then, because he believed it
a dangerous experiment on the resources of
the country he was opposed to it doubly
because he believed it had been very much
brought about through the influence of that
association which he considered every lover
of order and regular government was bound
to oppose.
He did not oppose it upon any
;

ground of what was called mere class interest, nor because he thought it a question
of rent, or that the rents of landlords were
particularly concerned in it but he opposed
it because he was convinced that if they
;

—

made a mistake in this matter if the right
hon. Gentleman's calculations should prove
erroneous, the result of that mistake would
not be a sacrifice of the interests of a class,
but the destruction of the prosperity of the
Empire.
Mr. a. J. B. HOPE wished to say a
few words upon the measure, not in reference to its being a question of the Corn
Laws, or a question of free trade; but simply
on the ground of whether or not the present
Parliament was morally, as well as legally,
capable of dealing with it.
Under what
circumstances had the present Parliament
been elected five years ago ? The right
hon. Baronet had been at that period
in the year 1841— at the '* head of Her
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Majesty's Opposition."
He had led the
struggle against free trade, rightly or
wrongly, at the time when the noble Lord
the Member for London (Lord J. Russell),
as a last effort of the Whig GoveiTiment,
(that Government which had then ruled
England since 1830, and had in the natural course of events become effete,) had
brought forward his free-trade scheme;
the right hon. Baronet had opposed him
on that occasion, and compelled the noble
Lord to appeal to the country. The country had responded to that appeal, and returned them, the House of Commons of
1841, as a protectionist Parliament to
crush free trade ; and the House of Commons had chosen the right hon. Baronet as
the leader of that party.
And now, in
1846, they were called upon to pass the
very same measure nay, a far stronger
and more sweeping measure than that
which their constituents had returned them
to oppose and put down.
Rightly or
wrongly, that had taken place; and by
what measure of poUtical expediency could
such a change be justified?
To be sure,
the right hon. Baronet had been elected by
the party as their leader in 1841, and he
ptiU continued their leader
but he should
remember that neither he himself, nor the
noble Member for London, nor the hon.
Member for Stockport (Mr, Cobden), nor
any other leader of party, was such by
divine hereditary right.
JHe was leader of
his party simply and solely as being in
the minds of his followers the best exponent of their principles and if his principles and theirs remained the same, he retained his position ; if not, it should be no
matter of surprise to the right hon. Baronet, or any other, if the members of his
party, finding that their leader had deserted
the principles on which they had elected
him, should retire from his side and choose
each his own leader, or take each a line
for himself
and let him remember that
the evils, all the misgovernment that must
result from such a course, would fall upon
himself, and not upon those who had been
compelled to trust solely to themselves.
That was the real state of the case. The
right hon. Baronet now came forward in
this Parliament, and with the same glowing eloquence, to advocate those very principles which he had trampled under foot
in the last Parliament, in 1841, and in the
early debates in the same year in the jireOn last Tuesday week,
sent Parliament.
they had been all present there to know the
changes to be proposed by the right hon.

—

;

;

;
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Baronet, and what tlie grounds were which
him to those changes. And what had
been the argument by which the right hon.
Baronet supported his measures of free
trade ?
It was forsooth, that it was consistent with the principles of true Conservative policy.
But what did the right hon.
Baronet mean by true Conservative pohcy?
Toryism was a tangible thing Whiggism
protection was a
was a tangible thing
tangible thing
free trade was a tangible
thing in all those things there was meaning but what meaning in the world was
there in that strange new word, " Conservled

;

;

;

;

;

—
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what the measure was
be brought under the con-

slight intimation of

that

was

to

It was not so
sideration of Parliament.
long since such courtesy had been observed
He himself was one of
towards them.
those Members who, in 1841, had known
something about what was to take place
But a total change
before the Address.
in the whole commercial system of the
Empire, as though it was a mere bubble
was brought forward
a mere fleabite
without their having received any previous
notice or inkling of what they were to
Such was true Conservative poexpect.
licy
pohcy which would have been rather
strange in the new Parhament, but which
was now carried safely into execution.
Thus this great revolution in that commer-

—

—

that word which had arisen since
1832, at the time when the old Tory party,
spht up in divisions, had found a difficulty
in coming together under one banner?
What was this " Conservatism, " which was cial system by which England had been
not animated by the spirit of Toryism, nor sustained, was to be brought forward in the
of Whiggism no, but by "true Conserv- last moment of an almost effete Parliament,
ative policy? "
It was no more than an which had existed now nearly five years.
empty sound the last departing ghost of Perhaps that revolution, aflecting as it
Conservatism, which should long ago have would the entire modern state of society,
been sent to the catacombs of all departed the commerce, trade, and manufactures,
hoaxes.
So stood the case with the Con- by which not only the greatness of Engservative Government
that Government land but of the whole world was acquired,
which was composed of men from the bro- would be more serious in its results than
ken ranks of the old Tory party, and which any revolution of the Constitution or of the
now came down to the House, in 1846, to Government could be. A revolution of
advocate utter free trade because it was that sort was to be brought forward in that
consistent with *' the principles of true Con- way, and hon. Members were expected unservative Government."
That might be der such circumstances to support it. Nottrue Conservative policy, but it was a policy withstanding the philosophical views which
which would not conserve the affections of had been put forward in his speech by the
the right hon. Baronet's own party. There hon. Member forBridport (Mr. B. Cochrane),
was a Minister once very powerful it was he must say, that protectionist pohcy had
in the days before the House of Commons been the pohcy of England for centm*ies.
had become what it now was when the If the measure now under consideration
power of England was exercised by the were to pass that House, it would be sent
Crown, and that Minister swayed the Crown in the natural process of legislation to the
as the Ministers in these days swayed House of Lords
and the question for its
Parliament.
One httle expression which adoption in that august assemblage would
had escaped that Minister had caused his be put by the Lord Chancellor from the
fall.
The power of Wolsey had not long Woolsack yes, from the Woolsack, that
survived his expression. Ego et rex mens
mute but immemorial emblem of the atand the right hon. Baronet's influence, tachment of England to the principle of
perhaps, might not long survive the use protection. The Woolsack had been placed
of his favourite phrase, " I and my party." in the House of Lords in the reign of EdThe hon. Gentlemen who had been ward III., and there it had remained for
elected to seats in that House on strong ages to remind the Members of that branch
protectionist principles were
so
much of the Legislature of the highest and most
expected to follow their leader, that they important of their functions, and to serve
had been brought down to the House of as a memento (so to speak) of what deCommons, as they had been on last Tues- scription of policy the people of England
day week, without even the common cour- were desirous that they, their hereditary
tesy being accorded them which they had Legislators, should pursue.
But whatever
received formerly, when measures of com- difference of opinion might exist as to the
paratively minor importance were to be strange change which had come over the
namely, of giving them some pohcy of om- rulers in the 19th century.
proposed

atism"

—
—

—

;

;

;

—

—
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he could not understand how there could
he any diversity of sentiment with respect
to this fact, that those who were the great
movers in these strange revolutions had
pursued towards their party, and indeed
he would say towards the House in general, a rather contemptuous and most
This
assuredly unprecedented course.
measure of 1846 formed a just crowning
point to that strange heterogeneous mass
of legislation, the Maynooth grant, the
Irish Colleges, and those other measures
which constituted the political life of the
Parliament of 1841.
But the right hon.
Baronet might say there was no other
course open to him.
He thought, however, that the right hon. Baronet might
have said, as upon former occasions, that
there were three courses open to him. The
right hon. Baronet might have treated the
question as he had done he might have dissolved Parliament
or, hotter than either,
he might have come boldly forward at the
time the noble Member for London had,
;

;

with great gallantry, advocated free trade.
If the right hon. Baronet had then come
forward, and said to the noble Lord, " For
a long time I have supported protection,
you have supported free trade.
I am satisfied now, that all my Hfe I was wrong
;

you who are right, I give up
the Government of the country, and tender
you my warmest and hearty support."
That would have been honest, and whatever their private views might have been,
they could not have helped praising such a
course as heroic and magnanimous on the
part of the right hon. Baronet, and he
would have won golden opinions for himself
even on that (the Ministerial) side.
But
still he would have done better if he had
let hon. Gentlemen opposite, as he had a
therefore, to

right to do, bring forward those measures,

and reap the honour and credit of their
own policy. Hon. Gentlemen on the other
side had a right to demand that those
measures of legislation, which for many
years they had toiled after and spent their
lives in procuring, should be passed by
them that they should have the honour
and credit of carrying them. That would
have been but common justice to them.
But another course had been adopted by
the Conservative protectionist Government
of 1841.
A free trade was proposed by
them, and was to be carried through the
House by the cry of cheap bread.
His
vote therefore would be given as a protest
against a course of policy which could add
;
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no lustre to the very best system of abstract legislation.

Viscount SANDON felt himself called
upon to explain and vindicate the course
which he was about to take with reference
to the question then before the House.

was

in a position different

He

from that of any

Member who had yet spoken. He disapproved of the measure proposed, and yet
he intended to support it by his vote. He
could not honestly say that he was convinced by the arguments and facts which
had convinced the right hon. Baronet, and
induced him to give up his former opinions.
The

basis of induction

seemed

to

him too

broad a superstructure. The
facts themselves were not very conclusive
they were, many of them, to be explained

narrow

for so

by

special causes peculiar to themselves,
independent of general principles
and
whatever they were, he could not think
that, if all the a priori arguments of poli;

tical economists, and all the inductions
from previous observations, had for thirty
years failed to make an impression on the
mind of the right hon. Baronet, the narrow
experience of the last three years, on a few
small experiments, was a very intelligible or
satisfactory ground for so sudden and so
great a change of opinion. He was not one
who had ever rested his defence of the Com
Laws, nor did he think it had ever been
mainly rested, upon the hypothesis that
the rate of wages depended upon the
price of corn
and, therefore, any facts
which tended to contradict it could not
weigh much with him in his opinion upon
;

the general question.
He did not mean
to assert, that the price of all labour depended upon the price of corn still less
that it varied up and down in exact accordance with all its fluctuations.
In
;

labour, no doubt, that element
entered but slightly into the question of
wages the small number in possession of
it facilitated combination, and limited the
skilled

:

supply, so that wages were artificially kept

up

but it would be difficult to persuade
him, that in unskilled labour, whether at
the hand-loom or in the field, where compe;

tition

was unlimited, and wages were driven

down

to the lowest point, the price of sub-

most largely into the
and he would appeal to

sistence did not enter

question of wages

;

any man, whether, in his own experience,
such was not the case.
The correspondence was not always immediate, nor mathematically exact
but such a sympathy,
as it were, did exist, and in the long run, in
;
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such cases, was sure to show itself. Why, than a bigger loaf? He could not, thereevery political economist acknowledged it, fore, pretend conversion
he could not
and every fact proved it. Why, else, close his eyes to the fact, that in rewere the wages of the worse-paid labourers moving all protection from domestic agriin England, higher than those of the same culture, they were about to make a
labourers upon the Continent ? There could most
hazardous,
an almost unprecenot be less competition for their services dented experiment.
Let them look to
than there was in some parts of E ngland and commercial Holland, to monarchical France
yet Mr. Senior, in his Report to the Poor and Belgium, with their mixed interests, or
Law Commissioners, acknowledged most to republican America, they would find no
distinctly, and proved, the fact.
The pro- country which had yet been rash enough
portion between the demand and supply of to leave her agriculture exposed to the unany kind of labour, might for a time obstruct mitigated effect of occasional glut from
the operation of that tendency, and in skill- foreign import, from which it especially suf;

;

ed labour, as he said before,

its effect

was

not so visible but no experience of three
years could justify the denialof its existence.
While, however, he felt it was impossible to
admit the validity of the right hon. Baronet's observations upon that point, as warranting his change of opinion, he fairly acknowledged that he thought some of his
friends, in their defence of the Corn Laws,
had rested too much upon it. It was good,
as diminishing the importance to the labourer of cheaper bread; it was not good,
as proving that it would be an evil to hira.
Again, he could not think with the right
hon. Baronet, that the high prices of certain articles, on the importation of which
the duties had been lowered in the last
three years, were so conclusive an evidence
of the effect of relaxation of protection, as
he had stated it, sufficient to create a revolution in opinions so long matured.
They
had undoubtedly been contemporaneous
with certain relaxations in the Tariff but
he could not think that those relaxations
were the main causes of high price, or that
they were evidence of the permanent effect.
There were many circumstances to
explain the fact.
The very ebbs and flows
to which, as it were by a law, all mercan;

;

tile prosperity seemed to be subject, were
almost sufficient of themselves. Good harvests, return of confidence,- accumulation
of capital, railroad enterprise, occurred at
once to the mind of every man.
These
were all special causes, giving an unusual
value to all kinds of produce, raising the
price of every article, and defeating the

fered,

and from which

to protect itself.

it

had

so little

He was now

power

thinking of

the case of the tenant farmer.
Although
he was not indifferent to the importance of
the considerations which had been so well
pressed upon the House by the hon. Baronet who sat near him, to the importance of the expenditure of 45,000,000/.,
which might be considered as constituting
the landed rental of the country, and
which might be seriously affected by the
removal of all protection yet still, as far
as the landlords themselves were concerned,
he would not plead for them. They might
suffer some inconvenience but they would
survive the change, and their propertymight
ultimately recover, and rapidly improve its
value.
But the farmer was in a situation
peculiarly exposed and helpless.
Whether he had a lease or not, he was prac;

;

much tied to the soil.
buried his capital in the soil, or
he could not remove it without tremendous sacrifice.
Unhke the merchant or
the manufacturer, he could not divert, or
expand, or contract his operations.
He
was, as it were, tied to the stake, and must
abide the issue of evils, without the power
of adapting himself to their changing character. He must raise in the main the same
kind of products, and in the same quantity,
only striving to increase it.
He could not
cut off in one year a part of his expenses,
tically nearly as

He had

or hmit his cultivation.
He must cultivate
the same fields, and always as well as he

could.
If he neglected any part of his
farm, the burden would be heavier upon
natural effect of increased competition. him the following year. He had no option.
Surely the right hon. Baronet did not From the nature of his occupation, he was
mean to assert, that the natural effect of not in general the man to have any money
the permanent result of in- lying idle, available for his outgoings, indecompetition
Was pendent of the produce of his fann. What
creased supply, was to raise prices
this the new reading of pohtical economy ? then v/as his case under a depreciation of
AVas it the object of the clamourer upon the price of his produce ? Landlords might
They might, in their liberality.
the Corn Laws to have a smaller rather help him.

—

!
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make an abatement

or an adjustment

;

but

did not every one know, that in spite of
such liberahty (and Hberality of course was
not miiversal) such abatements always limp-

ed slowly after the necessity for them ?
Was not that the case in all engagements
of a shnilar nature

On

?

the

tion did not the landlord doubt

not knowing

how much

first

appUca-

and hesitate,

of lowered prices

was to be attributed to permanent causes,
and how much to such fluctuations as
every tenant was expected to bo prepared
for ?
When he did make abatements, was
he not apt to say, " I cannot bear the
whole

though I will share it with
you ? " and meanwhile, was not the farmer's capital wasting away, and did he
not attempt to economize by spending less
in labour, less in every way upon his farm;
and did not every such economy diminish
his chance of recovering his condition; and
had he before him, in many cases, any
other prospect under falling prices than
total ruin ?
In this process the labourer
goes along with him ; for, with declining
loss,
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ple of protection; he felt that the principle
of protection, however sound, as he thought

and defensive by argument, yet could
not stand when unsupported by the authority of great names, and by those who were
looked to as the representatives of enhghtened opinion; and, under these circumstances, ho could not blind himself to the
fact, that the principle of protection was
doomed that, in fact, repeal of the Corn
Laws was what the French call
un fait
accompli/* and the only question was one
of time, of a few days, a few weeks, or
it,

—

*

'

possibly a few months—months of bitterr
ness, of struggle, of convulsion, of danger,

and injury to every interest, including that
which protection is designed specially to
serve.

man

Why, is it not the fact, that every
who has ever sat in Her Majes-

living,

ty's Councils, with the exception of two
noble Dukes, has either sanctioned or acquiesced in the abandonment of the protec-

system? Was it possible, then, for
any reasonable man to doubt of its fate ?
Let Gentlemen, let his Friends, argue, and
prosperity, unfortunately, the number of vote, and agitate, as they pleased, the conlabourers is generally the first article to be clusion must be the same.
The only quesdiminished, though with accelerated ruin tion was, in fact, when and how it was to
to the employer.
Such, Ayhatever the be ?
Such being his view of the facts, ho
theory might be however it might appear could not hesitate as to his course.
He
plausible enough to assert in abstract rea- believed the experiment to be hazardsoning, that the question of a Corn Law ous
he believed it could not bo tried
was a matter of no interest to the farmer, without severe distress to many but being
but only concerned the landlord such was fully convinced, under the circumstances,
the practical effect.
It might be theoreti- it was inevitable, he believed acquiescence
cally true
it was practically false.
AU in it at once to be the least evil of the
experience proved it. The decline of prices two.
While he thought it perilous, while
since the war had left the landlords com- he found it was unprecedented, he did not
paratively untouched
he did not believe look upon it, he must admit, with all the
many estates had changed hands in conse- apprehensions, with all the despondence,
quence
but farmer after farmer, genera- which possessed some of his hon. Friends.
tion after generation of tenants, had given He was not of those who anticipated that
way before it, and the labouring classes had millions of acres would be thrown out of
largely suffered with them.
This had been cultivation, or millions of labourers out of
the practical residt of declining prices before, employment.
lie had seen the price of
and such must it be again.
Seeing, then, corn decline, since the war, from 1 lOs. and
that the reasons which had been assigned 120s. to 55$.
He remembered when it
by his right hon. Friend for this great was held by high authorities that little
change in his long-nurtured opinions, had short of the former prices would keep land
failed to convince him, and that he yet in cultivation and ho now heard the latter,
retained his opinions in favour of protection a reduction of full 50 per cent, considered
to agriculture, and looked upon the experi' a tolerably remmierating price.
He had
ment of a perfectly open trade in corn as not seen the ultimate effect of this large
in itself inexpedient, and full of hazard, ho reduction of price in diminished or deteriohad yet to explain why still he was pre- rated cultivation. On the contrary, large
tive

—

:

;

—

;

:

;

;

pared to give his vote in favour of the
measure proposed. He would frankly state
his reason.
He felt that the country must
be governed; he saw that all those who
could govern it, had abandoned the princi-

during that period, taken
place the land was now, on the whole, better cultivated than it was, and more hands
emplo^^ed.
He could not, therefore, share
in all the apprehensions of his hon. Friends
inclosures had,
:
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as to the result of a further reduction of

some

would be the
probable average result of the measure now
IO5.

or

125.,

wliicli

With these

before them.

feeliugs, there-

fore, not sharing in all the

apprehensions

of the opponents of the measure, though
not convinced of its safety and expedience
by the arguments and three years' experience of the right hon. Baronet conceiving
that it was only a question of time, and
that a short one, and that further delay
;

and struggle would only be injurious to
every interest that he was bound to prohaving
without altering the result
great confidence in the elasticity of British
industry and capital under every trial and
feeling that the question of protection, being
one not of faith or morals, was one in
which he was perfectly at hberty to take
any course which he thought most expedient for the welfare of the country, under
its varying circumstances
he shoidd feel
no hesitation, though he had not disguised
his reluctance, in giving his vote iu favour
of the measure proposed.
tect,

;

;

—

Lord
that I

on

—

J.

am

RUSSELL

the

first

:

I

believe,

Member who has

Sir,

risen

House on the important
the very important
question now bethis side of the

—

and, while I shall give my vote
on the same side with the noble Lord who
has just adch-essed the House, I can say
that I shall do it with better heart and
fore us

;

hope than that noble Lord has exhibited as

we are about to undertake. I
not attempt to underrate the import-

to the task
Avill

ance of this question.
Hon, Gentlemen
have heard speak on the opposite side of the House, and who object to

whom we

the propositions

made

jesty's Ministers,

seem

have said what

is

to us

by Her Ma-

to consider that they

quite conclusive

when

they say that for centuries a system of protection has been the system of legislation
I am not at
adopted in our public policy.

by that

annunciation.
know that for centuries the system of
religious disabihties was the system of leall

terrified,

Sir,

We

gislation adopted in this country

;

we know

that for centuries the want of security for
the liberty of the person was the legislative
system adopted in this country; but happily Ave have lived to acknowledge the great
benefits which have flowed from the destruction of those systems ; and I hope that we

arc

now

at the

commencement

of the de-

struction of another system which has been

most injurious to the country. We shall
hereafter all feel proud that we have participated in laying the foundation for a

new

—CORN LAWS.

and a better order of things.

It appears.
with respect to the
Corn Laws, which in former years was
almost exclusively confined to the particular
question of corn, has of late
especially in
meetings and discussions in the country
been widened to the whole principle of protection ; and those who defend the present
Corn Laws, and who wish to maintain them
avoiding all appearance of selfishness or
legislation for a particular class
have said
that they wish all native industry to be
protected
but the hon. Gentleman who
seconded the Amendment this night, seemed
to confess, at least he was sensible, that
protection to all native industry was a mere
plausible word
that it rested on no sohd
foundation, because, he asked, how could
protection be found for many great interests in the country ?
The great cotton
manufactures of this country, the great
woollen manufactures, the great hnen manufactures of this country, are sent abroad
to compete in markets at a great distance
from us they are sent to the markets of
America and of Asia, to compete with the
fabrics of other countries we therefore want
Sir, that the question

—

—

—

;

—

:

;

no protection for them in Sussex or in
Lincolnshire.
If that be the case, and if
the great branches of our industry want no
protection, they are not benefited by the
trifling and the trumpery protection which
remains on your Statute Book, and they
are not benefited by that protection which
seems to give to one particular class of
industry an advantage. The great general
argument of aU writers on pohtical economy
with regard to protection, applies to each
particular industry.
In the first place, it
interferes with the due current of trade on
behalf of one particular class ; in the next
place, it lays a tax upon the rest of the

community
cular class

for the benefit
;

and

of that parti-

in the third place, this

is not attained, and the
very classes it seeks to benefit lose by
this pretended protection.
Indeed, these
propositions have now been so clearly
proved, that they have become axioms in
political science.
I was induced the other
day, in consequence of the praise bestowed

particular object

it by the hon. Member for Norfolk,
read a pamphlet, in answer to another pamphlet, published by Messrs. Malton and Trimmer, written by Mr. Halesworth, who says that every quarter of corn

upon

to

is

in price by the protection
by the Corn Laws. If this be so

raised 17s.

afiforded

—though

I

beheve

exaggeration

—

if

it in fact to be a great
corn and bread be thus
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an enormous amount of
protection is given to agriculture.
Suppose the fact were so, if 20,000,000 quarters were raised 17s. a quarter, a tax of no
less than 17,000,000^. a year would be
paid by the people of this country for this
raised

in price,

protection to agriculture.

I

believe that

statement is much exaggerated, but
still the great principle is correct
it does
raise the price ; and while we give protection, as it is afforded by the present law,
we give, what I will not call an advantage,
but an apparent advantage, to a particular
class, which is injurious to the whole community. The hon. Gentleman the Member
for Hampshire, who seconded the Amendment in terms which were so temperate
and so unobjectionable, stated that a difference ought to be made between those in
whose occupations more manual labour is
employed, and those in whose occupations
there is less manual labour, and in which
machinery is more employed. Now I do
not see the foundation for any such disthis

:

Suppose 5,000,000 are employed
which machinery is used, and
others are employed in a trade where
there is httle machinery, that is not a good
ground why one should receive the protection of the Legislature, and why the other
tinction.

in a trade in

should not enjoy that protection.
Well,
then, Sir, if it be the case that the system
of protection be in itself an evil, as the
great writers have laid it down, the question

comes

to

be,

"What

course ought

we to take to get rid of this protection ? "
And here I must say, that the writers who
have

—

most ably on this subject
refer to Adam Smith and to Ricardo, and
to Lord Grenville and Mr. Huskisson as
Avritten

—

statesmen all speak of using caution but
they have not pointed out in what way we
are to get rid of this protection, how we
are to eradicate this vice from our system.
On this subject they have thrown little
light, possibly because there was little
which a theoretical writer could throw upon
it.
I confess that I agree with the noble
Lord who last spoke, that a great transition cannot be made without incurring the

trisk

at

;

of

least

Circumstances

considerable suffering.

may be

so prosperous that
but I do not wish to risk
the prediction that if we get rid of protection, though we promote eventually the
welfare of the country, we shall not for a
time incur a considerable sacrifice. I think
that this admission has been made by all
who have thought upon the subject. Some
may speak of a panic others, as landlords,

•we

may

avoid

it

;

;
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of the difficulties of making arrangements
as far as different classes are concerned ;
but all will admit that there is a material,

a considerable, danger of some loss of capiI
tal, and of some diminution of profits.
come then to the mode in which tlie right
hon. Gentleman opposite, the First Minister
of the Crown, proposes to treat this quesI agree with the noble Lord, that I
tion.
do not think he has laid his grounds
broadly and extensively enough in point of
It appears to me that there are
time.
measures to which the right hon. Gentleman might have alluded. He could have
had no difficulty in referring to them, because I believe he was a Member of the
Cabinet by which those measures were inI allude to the measures of
troduced.
Mr. Huskisson, which in many cases substituted a moderate for a high duty, and
did away generally with prohibitory duties.
I will not make any statement of figures,
but I will say, generally, that I think the
duty on silk having been made a moderate
duty from prohibition in 1825 or 1826, in
1837 and 1838 we found the import of
raw silk had increased more than 100 per
with respect to French gloves, with
cent.
regard to which there was a great alarm,
the increase in the articles of hides and
skins necessary to make gloves, was 57
per cent, in the course of about ten years
with reafter those duties were reduced
gard to wool, the reduction to Id. a pound
produced a great increase in the price of
the article, an article the produce of the
the French wool
British agriculturists
being introduced at that low duty, the exports increased to a very great extent
and I think the tod of wool rose from 255.
I think these are instances
to nearly 40^.
among many that may be quoted from the
history of the last and the present centuries, showing the benefit of at least reducing duties. But, then, the right hon.
Gentleman has proposed a plan which goes
beyond the mere reduction of duties to a
moderate amount, thereby increasing the
import he has proposed, with regard to
the duties on corn, that after three years
they shall altogether cease. Now, I am
of opinion, that if the right hon. Gentleman had undertaken this task in 1842 in
a diff'erent spirit, and had made a far
greater reduction in the duties on corn
than he then made, it would have been
better for the agriculturists as a body, and
but as
better for the country in general
matters stand now, I am ready to say,
seeing
seeing the contest that is going on
;

;

;

;

;

—
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struggle that would go on if you your previous legislation.
In the next
attempted any intermediate step eitlier of place, I have always thought, that if there
a sliding scale over a few shillings or a be a danger of competition to the English
small fixed duty
I am prepared to say, as farmer, the danger will be far greater after
indeed I have already said in pubHc, that the lapse of two or three years, than it is
I think the abolition of the duty is the at the present moment.
It so happens,
most expedient course for Government to that, in the present year, we know, owing
Considering the to the bad harvest in some of the countries
propose to Parliament.
plan of the right hon. Gentleman as a great in Europe, there is very little stock of corn
measure, as a measure that is to lay the remaining at Dantzic or Hamburgh, or
foundation of a completely new principle those parts of the Continent from which
with regard to our commercial legislation, corn is usually introduced and there is lio
that principle being neither to foster one reason to suppose that there is any great
trade nor the other, neither to attempt to stock in the United States there is, therepromote agricidture nor manufactures, but fore, no apprehension on the part of the
I think the way in which the
to leave them " to flourish or to fade" ac- farmer.
cording to the energies and skill of the immediate prospect of the duty being reand believing that duced to 4s. has been encountered in the
people of this country
market for, I believe, the price of corn
is the sound principle, I am prepared to
give every support I can to the plan brought has generally rather risen than otherwise
forward by the right hon. Gentleman. is a proof that there is no great danger at
But, Sir, I think it incumbent upon me to the present moment.
If there be any dansay, with regard to the mode in which the ger to encounter, it is when, both on the
Continent of Europe and in the United
right, hon. Gentleman has introduced it,
that of having a new system of Corn Duties States, preparations are made, the ground
for three years, that the opinion I had has been cultivated, and the seed has been
formed in December has been more and sown, with a view to send in large supplies
more strengthened by everything I have to the English market, and then at that
heard since the right hon. Gentleman made very moment the duty is to cease.
It is
I hear from as if the right hon. Gentleman were to
his plan public in this House.
furnish the farmer with a great coat, proall parts, from Devonshire, from Roxburghshire, from various parts of Scotland, and vided he wore it only in the summer, and
from various of the midland counties of were to make it a condition that he should
England, that the farmers who have been take it ofi" when Christmas arrived. The
considted upon this subject say every- provision, I think, may expose the agriwhere '•* If we are to have the system of cultural interest of this country to a danfree trade instead of the system of protec- ger which it would not otherwise encountion, let us know at once what that system ter.
But I would put it to the right hon.
is to be
we would rather have the duties Baronet whether he will not reconsider that
immediately repealed, than take the chance part of his plan ? The right hon. Baronet
of this new Corn Law which you propose, has frequently alleged, when bringing foras breaking our fall, and as intended for ward subjects of this importance, that it
our benefit."
Sir, I think there is great was almost impossible to know the exact
reason in that.
In the first place, I think effect of the duties proposed, until they
the tenant farmer will be better able to had been by himself stated in this House,
arrange with his landlord as to the parti- and the opinions of those who would be
cular sums that he will have to pay, if he most affected by them taken and collected.
knows at once what the state of the law It does appear to me, as far as I have
heai-d, that with respect to this, which the
is, and has not to wait till February, 1849,
to take the chance of what may then hap- right hon. Baronet intended, no doubt, as
In the next place, I think there is an advantage to the cultivator of the soil,
pen.
some danger to the farmer but it is ac- the general opinion is, that it would not be

tbo

—

;

:

;

—

—

;

—

cording, of course, to

may be— that

what the seasons

in 1848, if the price is low,

there ma}^ be a very considerable accumulation of corn ; and that a glut which would
not happen if trade wei'e then free, may
happen if there is a sudden reduction from
10s. to 1$. in the beginning of 1849, not

owing to the price of corn, but owing to

that advantage.
I hope, therefore, that
the right hon. Gentleman will reconsider
this part of his plan.
But, as I have already said, I wish the plan of the right
hon. Gentleman to succeed
I wish to see
;

measure with respect to corn successful
in this and the other House of ParHament
and no vote of mine shall tend in the least
his

;
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If,

endanger a measure of such a cbaracter.
therefore,

when we come

mittee, the right hon.

into

Gentleman

Com-

tells

mo

that he has considered the representations
made from various parts of the country,

but that, upon the whole, he considers the
delay of three years, and the duty to ho
imposed in the mean time, an essential
part of his plan, I, for my part, shall go
out with the right hon. Gentleman upon it.
I have stated thus much with regard to the
it is not necessary
plan as it aifects corn
that I should say much with regard to other
parts of the plan which the right hon. GenWith retleman explained to the House.
gard to sugar, it will not he necessary for
me at this time to make any observation
whatever.
With regard to manufactures,
I should say, generally, that if the corn
duties are to be abolished, the taking away
protection from manufactures, utiless where
there is an impost which gives a considerable revenue, is a clear duty to the agricultural body.
I think you are bound to
;

show them that you abandon protection
altogether

as a principle-^as a principle

and injurious to the country
and not that you are about to subject
them to any pecuhar experiment, which is
so hazardous that you will not subject other
parties to the same experiment.
I own I
doubt if, in some other instances, the right
hon. Gentleman has acted upon that principle
but, however, that will be matter of
vicious in itself,

—

;

detail

when we come

to consider the vari-

ous duties.
But there is another part of
the subject which I certainly cannot approach with any great satisfaction, from the
The right hon.
difficulty of treating it.
Gentleman has proposed to give certain
relief with respect to local burdens, and
especially with respect to the expense of
prisons and of prosecutions.
I think those
amendments in the law are, upon their own
grounds, just ; I think they are improvements in the existing law. I did not hear
the right hon. Gentleman say that they
were offered as compensation ; and I do
not think any compensation of that kind
could properly be offered.
But I confess I
do not feel sure, that with respect to the
general burdens of the country, the landed
interest, the owners and the occupiers of
land, may not have more than the share
that properly belongs to them.
It is a
point upon which I feel difficulty ; because,
although my opinion certainly was, that
they were thus unduly burdened, I found
that whenever a proposition was made
when my hon. Friend the Member for Shef-
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(Mr. Ward), making a statement adverse to that opinion, asked for a Committee, none were so ready as the agricultural
field

and to dewould not submit the question to investigation.
An hon. Gentleman,
the Member for Radnorshire, gave us rather
he said,
a long comparison or analogy
that if the shoemakers of this metropolis
were ordered alone to pay the poHce rate,
they might well state that they could not
sell their shoes so cheap as other persons
could sell the different articles they proand they might complain of the
duced
unjust burdens imposed upon them, and
but if the shoemakers
that might be so
happened to form a majority in this House,
and if the shoemakers wet-e to say, *' We
will not have this subject inquired into, we
will not let you know whether we do pay
more than you or not for the police," I
own I should very much suspect those
shoemakers of thinking that their case
would not prove so right when it came to
be sifted as it was plausible in appearance.
Gentlemen

to oppose inquiry,

clare that they

;

;

;

But there
tion.

is

another difficulty in this ques-

When, about a year and a

half or

two years ago, there was a very large surplus of about 3,500,000?. in the Exchequer,
(or indeed more, for there were increased
estimates afterwards,) I suggested that it
might be worth the while of the agricultural interest, if they could at all perceive

what was coming

on, to

have their case

as to burdens investigated, with a view
to obtaining relief with regard to some

taxes^I mentioned the malt

tax, for in-

which I thought pressed heavily
upon them but they would not hear
of such a proposition; they said, *'Pro^
tection must be kept just as it is." When
the right hon. Baronet came to distribute
those 3,500,000?., he distributed them
no doubt advantageously to many interests
stance,

—

of the country, very advantageously to the
trade of the country, but with no peculiar

regard to the agricultural interest and I
for one felt no sympathy for them. I could
not vote that they ought to have even the
250,000?. which the hon. Member for Somersetshire proposed they should have
granted to them, because I thought, as long
as they clung to this protection, and insisted upon what I considered an unfair
advantage against their fellow countrymen,
they had no claim for having a pecuhar
relaxation of burdens.
But, as the right
hon. Baronet now proposes the matter, he
really would have little more surplus to
give.
I do not know that he has fairly so
;
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as the 500,000^. or 600,000?. which

he estimates.

had had

I confess freely that if

I

When Mr. Huskisson
domain of party.
brought forward his plan, many of those
who sat on his own side of the House were
opposed to him many of us who sat opposite to him gave him our support.
Plans
of moderating duties, and introducing a
tendency towards free trade, are not properly Wliig plans; they are not exclusively

scheme upon the subhave differed from the right
hon. Baronet's scheme, hut that there
•would not have been any more very material relief.
For the right hon. Baronet has
this alternative
to take what there is of
The right hon. Gentleman
surplus in the Exchequer, to endeavour to Tory plans.
lay burdens more equally which are now opposite, when Home Secretary, as I have
unequal, or to propose an increase of tax- always understood, and as he himself has
ation for the purpose of taking off burdens stated, acted most cordially with Mr. Huswhich press more severely on the landed kisson in the promotion of those measures.
interest.
Now, that increase of taxation, But when the Whig party were in power,
and Lord Althorp attempted a reduction of
I think, would be a most inexpedient course;
I believe it would expose the landed inter- the timber duties, he was met by a party
In 1830, when we all of us
I believe opposition.
est to very great impopularity
nothing they could gain in point of money who were then in office, two Secretaries of
would be equal to the odium which would State, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the
attach to them, if it was to be said that Presidents of the Board of Trade and the
the taxes of the country were to be in- Board of Control, voted with the hon.
creased in order to provide a compensation Member for Wolverhampton (Mr. Vilhers)
For for going into Committee to consider the
for the abolition of the Corn Laws.
these reasons, therefore, I say at once that Corn Laws, with a view, as we all stated,
I concur in the general scheme of the right of proposing a moderate duty, we were
I wish that the repeal met by a party opposition, which prevented
hon. Gentleman.
had been immediate instead of deferred; us going into Committee. In 1841, when
but in the present state of affairs, seeing we came forward as a Government to prothe attachment that there is on the part of pose reductions with regard to corn, and
a large portion of the community to this sugar, and timber, we were met by a united
protective system, I think the advantage party, containing many members who remany who,
so great of getting rid of that system, as presented commercial places
respects corn, in three years, and of almost I believe, if they had not been bound by a
every other protection giving way imme- party tie, would have acted according to
diately afterwards, unless it be really some their convictions that it would be for the
case which will bear argument, that I am benefit of their constituents that more free
unwilling to disturb in any way the settle- principles of commerce should be adopted.
ment of this question. But I cannot for- The hon. Member for Wakefield is an honbear taking notice of one remark, which ourable exception to that remark. He voted,
I believe
^he frequently has
fell from the hon. Member for Wakefield
with my hon.
(Mr. Lascelles), with regard to these plans Friend the Member for Wolverhampton,
proposed by the First Minister of the when he proposed those Motions for the
Crown. The hon. Member said, that with- repeal of the Corn Laws, of which he is
out meaning anything (I am sure he did now about to see the triumph and I connot) discourteous to those who sit here, he gratulate my hon. Friend on that prospect.
thought the right hon. Gentleman more But I think it is to be lamented that the
able to carry these measures successfully right hon. Gentleman opposite, and those
than Ave were likely to be. Now, that is who with him had learned sound principles
an observation which compels me to state of commercial freedom who had been colthat I do think that measures of the same leagues and friends of Mr. Pluskisson who
kind would have been successfully carried, could not be ignorant of those principles by
which the trade of nations ought to be goif the right hon. Gentleman and those who
verned who did not share in those prinsit with him had supported plans brought
forward by those who are his political ciples which I think totally unsound and
opponents in the manner in which we sup- erroneous which have been expressed by the
This Opposition to-night it is to be lamented
port plans brought forward by ours.
matter of free trade and protection, as it that they did unite in party votes in order
had been very justly stated, I think, by the to defeat plans founded on those sound
My opinion is, that if that had
hon. Member himself, is not properly one principles.
of those questions which come within the not been the ground of opposition, if the
to propose a

ject, it miglit

;

—

;

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

—
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Oovcrmnciit of that day had been defeated
In any otlier manner, and those measures
had been allowed to pass, much of the sufferings of 1842 and 1843 would have been
avoided; the right hon. Gentleman would
have avoided for himself much of the invective and the reproach now cast upon him,
as having betrayed somebody or other when
he has been, if not consistent with the
course which he took in 1841, true to the
But, Sir, when
the Member for
that the right hon.

interests of his country.

the

hon.

Wakefield

Gentleman
tells

me

be more successful
than we should, I
say again that it is by our aid, and in consequence of the conduct that we shall pur-

Gentleman opposite

will

in carrying these plans

sue, that the

measure

will attain its success.
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His noble Friend had at length come to the
He hoped that he should not be
tempted, in the course of the few obseiTations he should make, to say anything unkind, or provoke any angry feeling in a
debate which, up to the present time, had
been conducted with a singular disregard of
all party or personal acrimony; but yet
he could not help repeating that he thought
his noble Friend must have felt some pleasure when he found a party so divided
against itself.
The noble Lord began by
announcing three distinct propositions, on
which he. said all political economists were
agreed the noble Lord did no more than
merely enunciate them ^he trusted to the
ready faith of the House in receiving them
on his authority he did not attempt, in his
rescue.

—

;

—

—

myself bound to say so in justice speech, to prove them ^he left them to stand
And if the on their own intrinsic merit and truth they
to those who act with me.
right hon. Gentleman has the glory of were not, he repeated, enforced by any aradopting plans of commercial freedom which gument of the noble Lord. The noble Lord,
will benefit his country, which will enable also, referred to the statement made in the
the poor man to get a better reward for his able, eloquent, and temperate speech of his
labour, which will increase the demand for hon. Friend the Member for Hampshire
(Sir W. Heathcote).
all the productions of this country, and
The noble Lord rewhich, after these questions are settled, ferred to that speech indeed, but did not
wiU, I hope, open the way to the moral im- attempt to controvert it.
He alluded to
provement of the people of this country, that part of his hon. Friend's speech on
hitherto prevented by their want of ade- the special disadvantages of the employquate means of comfort if the right hon. ment of capital in agricultural pursuits as
Gentleman has the glory of carrying a compared with its employment in manufacmeasure fraught with such large and bene- tures the one, dependent on men and seaficial results, let ours be the solid satisfacsons the other, on a steam-engine. Now,
tion that, out of office, we have associated the noble Lord had left this statement imtogether for the purpose of aiding and as- touched, denying only the claims of agrisisting the triumph of the Minister of the cultural labour to any special consideration.
Grown.
It was, therefore, opinion against opinion.
Sir R. H. INGLIS said, that nine Gen- He had heard the speech of his noble
tlemen in succession had risen on the same Friend the Member for Liverpool
he
side of the House, and almost in the same had heard his noble Friend say he would
quarter of it; and notwithstanding the vote against the Amendment but he should
kindhness of his noble Friend's nature certainly never have been able to discover
(Lord J. Russell) who had just sat down, a clue, from his speech, as to his vote, if
he probably felt some pleasure at seeing he had not announced the side upon which
them firing into each other's vessels, with he intended to give his vote. For, in fact,
an occasional broadside into their Admiral. that declaration was a direct contradiction
Till the noble Lord rose, he could not help to the whole of his speech.
He had not
asking himself, what had become of all the heard a more conclusive speech in favour of
Members on the opposite side ? Where Avas his (Sir R. Inglis's) views, and could hardly
the wild Quixotism of the hon. Member wish a single word or sentiment altered in
for Durham (Mr. Bright)
the erratic chi- it, but that one declaration of the vote. He
valry of the hon. Member for Stockport had stated, that he woiUd not promote any
(Mr. Cobden) and the calmer gallantry of bad feeling
he would keep his word, and
the hon. Member for Wolverhampton (Mr. would enter upon that more quiet part of
Villiers) ? He was, perhaps, reclining under the subject to which, with the permission of
his laurels but why was it, he asked, that it the House, he would draw their attention
had been left exclusively to hon. Members for a few minutes. His view of the prinsitting on that side of the House, to take so ciple upon which a Legislature should proprominent a part in the present debate? ceed in treating such subjects as these, was
I think

:

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

N
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to endeavour to procure the best supply of
the food of man at the most moderate and

equable price.
He repeated the expression, most equable as well as moderate.
It should not be forgotten in all these discussions, that the general system of protection had prevailed, and was recognised
by Parhament for a generation. Now, the
question he would put was, whether there
were any country in Europe in which production had been maintained at prices so
nearly equable ? He would not deny, that
in this country there had been great variation in the price of production but what he
said was, that, proportionately to other countries, the variations in the price of food had
been considerably less in this. It ought to
be remembered that the supply of corn in
a great measure depended on the providential arrangement of the seasons, in wet
weather and in dry, not exclusively on the
force of a steam-engine there must therefore be necessarily a great variation in the
produce, and a great variation in the price.
The proposition which he wished to set forth
was, that in no country in Europe had the
variation in the price of produce been so
small. The largest variation that occurred
in the price of produce in England had
been 140 per cent.
a very large amount
he admitted ; but the amount was the
largest taken on an average of twenty-four
years between 1815 and 1838, as he found
it in a Paper laid before that House in
1840. But what was the variation in other
countries ?
Take two great sea-ports
;

;

—

Bourdeaux and Rotterdam

for

instance.

In Bourdeaux, the variation was nearly
twice as great as in England ; in Bourdeaux, the variation of price, instead of 140
per cent,, as in England, was 260; and in

Rotterdam, more than double that of
England, or 295 per cent.
But what
had been the variations in producing countries ?
In Prussia Proper, it was 212
per cent. ; in Brandenburgh, 248
in
Saxony, 269
in WestphaHa, 334, more
than double the variation of England
and in the Rhenish provinces also the
variation was double that of England.
Surely, when called upon to disturb a system by which corn was obtained at such
;

;

comparatively equable prices, the advocates
of the change ought to have a basis of calculation more sohd and extensive than
the calculation of the three last years.
They should* advance some argument much
more conclusive than the apprehension of
the famine now alleged to be impending,
grievous as that apprehension might be,

there were a prospect of its being realThe famine, or apprehension of it,
was, however, limited to an insufficient
if

ized.

supply of one article of food, and which
article of food could, if not supplied

from

other parts of the world, be very weU dispensed with by the substitution of another
and higher description of product. He remembered some years ago reading a very
able article in a paper called the Scotsman^
respecting the evil of bringing up the people of any country to Hve on the cheapest
possible food, because, in that case, the

writer argued, the population had nothing

on which they could fall back. He admitted that, having brought up the people of
Ireland 4,000,000 of them at least
on
potatoes, they could not supply them with
anything cheaper as the fruit of their
own labour. But he thought that such a
crisis
a great crisis, as the right hon. Baronet at the head of the Government called
it
might be met by extraordinary energy
and exertion of the supreme Government.
It was not by the introduction of potatoes
they could be reheved ; because, as the
right hon. Baronet himself said, in the remarkable speech which he delivered to the

—

—

—

—

House, aU the countries which produced
potatoes had prohibited their exportation.
In Sweden, Belgium, and Holland, the distress was so great, that no potatoes could
be obtained from those places. But did
that apply to the inferior kinds of grain, or
He
did it apply to the superior kinds ?

thought the right hon. Baronet had told
them that both Turkey and Egypt had refused to permit any exportation of the
higher kinds of grain from those countries.
But the Irish people might have the supply they wanted by the importation of the
inferior kinds of grain, and which would
It
yet be superior to their ordinary food.
has been said that a sort of remuneration
or compensation, to the amount of some
500,000?., in about twenty items, was to
be made to the agricultural interest. Now,
without denying the expediency of some of
the changes thus proposed, he felt that
they were altogether inadequate as compensation for the protection to be withdrawn. On every account, and irrespective
of the present question, he (Sir. R. Inglis)
would have been much better pleased
had the scheme given to the landed interest the real compensation of shifting a
portion, perhaps 2,000,000?. of the poor
rates, which now pressed so heavily on that
That
interest, on the Consohdated Fund.
woidd have gone far to realize the original

'
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the LegiHlature, that men
should contribute to the poor rates according to their ability. At present, the larc^er
proportion of the income of the country did
intention

of

not contribute to the payment of the poor
rates.
All lands were taxed to a very con-
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who knew anything

of the character of

his noble Friend, would accuse him of
having been influenced in such changes by
any low or sordid motives he thought it
as needless to say that he did not accuse
his right hon. Friend at the head of the
Government of being actuated or influenced by any low or sordid motives
he was as convinced as he could be of

—

amount indeed.
He had been
he agreed to a Committee
to inquire into the burdens upon land,
the contrary would be proved
but it was the principles of any man, that his right
a well-known fact, beyond all dispute, hon. Friend had been influenced in his
that the landed property did contribute change by motives of the most pm*e and
largely to the poor, and that funded pro- honourable kind. Ho said this, not merely
perty did not pay one sixpence towards the from his knowledge of the character of his
poor rates.
And if that were so, would right hon. Friend, but from what must
not the transfer of the payment of a cer- strike any man who admitted that such
tain proportion of the poor's rates to changes could not take place without a mothe Consolidated Fund be an equitable tive.
Any man must see that his right
transfer?
But when they talked of the hon. Friend, so far from being influenced
landed proprietors as exclusively interested by any conceivable motive except that
in the change now proposed, he could which arose from conviction, had almost
siderable

told that, if

;

not help

adverting

to

another

interest

which appeared to have been disregarded
in the proposal now imder the consideration of the House
he meant the interest
of the owners of rent-charge in lieu of
tithe, which had been established, much
against his wishes, some years ago.
He
would admit, for the sake of argument,
though he denied it in fact, that the amount
of home produce might in future be the
same under the new system as it was under
the existing protections
and he would

—

;

take, for the sake of illustration only, such
quantities and such prices as might most
easily be calculated in debate.
Take, for
example, fifty quarters of corn at 505.
that gave at that moment 125?. a year.

—
—

every conceivable motive for continuing
which he had previously pur-

in the course

had deflected. He
head of the largest majority

sued, and from which he

was

at the

which had sat in that House since 1834.
It was a party which, he ventured to say,
he might have looked upon with some
satisfaction
a party which certainly looked up to him with entire confidence. He
only regretted that that party had not been

—

earlier made acquainted with his right hon.
Friend's intentions. \^Hearl^ He understood
the cheer of his hon. and gallant Friend behind him (Col. Sibthorp), and must say,
that it was his humble but sincere conviction
that nothing but the strongest and most
imperious sense of duty could have induced
his right hon. Friend at the head of the
Government to come forward with the pro-

If the proposal were carried into effect
if
the price of corn should fall here again
he took an imaginary case to 25s., it position which had now been laid on the
was obvious that the amount of tithe- Table of the House. He hoped his right
rent paid in that case would be just half, hon. Friend would forgive him when he
or 75?.
In reference to the solemn con- said, that exactly in proportion as they

—
—

tract

single

made

justice of
rent.

seven years ago, not a
said, though the inaltering the law was appa-

six or

word had been

now

He was

quite aware that

woidd
be easy to prove from Hansard, or from
it

country newspapers, instances of inconsistency in those who now advocated the measure ; but that would be utterly superfluous, since many advocates of the measure
admitted in the strongest terms such inconsistency

—

" Habemus confitenies reos.''
would not reproach his noble Friend
(Lord John Russell) with having changed
the opinions which he entertained in his
youth.
He changed those opinions in his
manhood ; and he was sure that no one

He

had reposed confidence in his former opinions, they were entitled to discuss his claims
to

statesmanship in his present conduct.

If the proposal which he

—

now advanced were

the true proposal if his right hon. Friend
were a great statesman now, all his former
proposals must have been invahd, and
all his past conduct must be considered
unstatesmanlike ; and in all his former
policy he was insensible to the real wants
and necessities of the country. He only

expressed his

when he used

own

deliberate convictions

He

this language.

hoped he

should not give offence; but it was impossible
to give credit to any man for such an entire
change of opinion, without in some degree

N
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impeaching the coiTectuess and fitness of com-se than that which the Government
the right hon. Baronet to guide the des- had adopted.
In their sudden change of
tinies of this great country.
It was not opinion, principle, and policy, the judgment
merely that his conduct to-night was incon- of the country ought again to be taken.
sistent with that of preceding years; hut An alteration in the whole system of Engthe suddenness of the change from one line land, grounded upon an experience of three
of conduct to another had heen so great years, was accompanied by a fatal subverand striking, that they could not feel sure sion of confidence in some of its chief pubThe noble Lord's opinions, on
but there might he another change. If the lic men.
noble Lord opposite supported the proposi- the contrary, were at least four years old ;
tion of the hon Member for Sheffield on in truth, much more, and were known to
In 1 839, the noble Lord voted for
the Irish Church, he well knew that noble all men.
Lord would endeavour to carry out that a Committee, and on the 10th of last June
proposal to the fuU extent which the hon. he voted on the proposition of the hon.
Member for Sheffield could desire. But Member for Wolverhampton. At that time
if his noble Friend were to say, on the he gave all the world reason to believe,
other hand, that he would support the that if by any circimistances the destinies
national Church, and a national Church of this coimtry were placed in his hands,
system of education, he had as little doubt, he would do his utmost to carry out those
as it was possible for any man to have, principles.
For his part, he could only dethat his noble Friend would be induced by plore the course that had been taken by
no consideration to swerve from that pledge. the Government, and endeavour to give it
He felt bound to express his full confidence in all the resistance in his power. He asked
the honour and integrity of his noble Friend; himself when, and on what ground, and by
more particularly because he knew that whom, was the present question brought
some of those with whom he (Sir R. Inghs) forward? The answer was in a time of
generally acted, in and out of this House, profound peace and universal prosperity.
regarded the noble Lord as something like Look to Ireland Ireland not as in 1798
an ogre. Some of the party to which he with a secret organization of 300,000 armed
not as three years
(Sir R. Inglis) belonged, thought there was men ready for rebelUon
nothing so bad as might not be appre- since, when overrun with monster meetings.
hended from him. All that he coidd say Look at England in a state of prosperity
was, that he would much rather trust an unexampled; and advancing in this proenemy who told him at once what he sperity under the very system of protection
meant to do, than ^lie was afraid he must which was repudiated by the authors of the
^lie stopped for his
say [a pause]
own present measure. There never was a year
sake [Laughter].
He heard that laugh, in which every branch of industry flourished
and well knew with what pleasm-e hon. so vigorously as in J 845. The old maxim
Gentlemen opposite must regard the break- Quieta non movere might be paralleled in
ing up of the once great and once united English, *' Let weU alone " why should
party on this side of the House.
His hon. we take physic and die ? Then again, on
Friend the Member for Wakefield had, in what ground was this great change enthe earlier part of the evening, made some forced ? Why, that in one division of the
observations upon the conduct of an hon. Empire, there had been a great failure in
Member on that side of the House, and one main article of food, the potato crop of
upon the conduct of hon. Gentlemen oppo- Ireland. But, in the first place, all men
site, in the justice of which he (Sir R.
admitted that other crops had been abundInghs) could not concur.
If the measure ant there and here; and, as to this parwere carried at all, let it be carried by those ticular crop, in a document laid on the
who were for years its advocates, and not Table of the House, which he now took up
by those who, till the last three months, in his hand, it appeared, that there was in
had been, aU. their lives, its opponents. the district to which the return apphed,
a large increase in the crop of last year
[ Hear ! ] His right hon. Friend ( Sir R. Peel)
cheered that observation.
He understood over the preceding year. In the whole

—

—

;

—

—
—

'

:

that cheer.

It

meant that

his right hon.

Friend had so wished, and had so desired
but had failed, and liad accordingly
to act
resumed the Government only when no
one else would take it. He (Sir R. H. Inglis)
would not admit that there was no other
:

—

—

consisting of twelve paproduce in each parish was, as
contrasted with that of the preceding year,
In one parish, 16 bushels
as follows
in another, 18 inthis year instead of 10
stead of 10; 14 instead of 10; 14 instead

of the

district,

rishes, the

:

—

;
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of 10; 18 instead

of 10; 18 instead of
10; 14 instead of 10; 14 instead of 10;
and 14 instead of 10. In every instance,
in short, the produce had been much greater
this year than last.
private account
which he had received, confirmed the conclusion.
While, then, he admitted that

A

the destruction by disease was indeed great;
he concluded, that the produce had been
so large, that the proportion of loss to the
average crop was far less than at first sight
Influenced by these and by
appeared.
the considerations he had mentioned, under
circumstances of the case, and
all the
considering when and on what grounds the
measure was brought forward, in which
there was certainly no just reason for the
change, he announced his determination of
voting now as he had hitherto done, against
the principle of this measure, and would
give his cordial support to the Amendment of his hon. Friend.

9,
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and if the proposed measure proved satisfactory to the country, he thought there
was no situation which the country could
off'er too high for the services of that hon.
In what manner was the Motion

Member.

of the hon. Member for Wolverhampton
and the speech of the hon. Member for
Stockport met, in 1844, by the right hon.

Baronet at the head of the Government.
That right hon. Baronet then said that it
might be very pleasing to indulge in the

modern philosophy and political
economy; but when they had endangered
and destroyed the happiness of a nation,
they had then obtained but a very sorry
return for their pains. He, indeed, feared
that they now would have but a sorry return.
It appeared to him that a most beneficial change might have been made in
the Coni Law by the trifling alteration of
taking the averages by weight instead of
by measure. They would then have had
Major FITZMAURICE said, that un- bread and wheat of corresponding prices;
der the tree of British protection every whereas now the case was quite the respecies of industry had flourished in this
country, and the result of free trade Avould
be, that it would throw a large mass of
land out of cultivation in exact proportion
to the quantity of foreign corn imported
from abroad, which was grown there at a

cheaper rate than in this country. Taking
the case of Poland, for instance, he had
the authority of a person who had resided
there for twelve years, for saying that
wheat grown in Poland might be landed in
the London market under 305. a quarter.
They were told that America would afford
a great market for British manufacturers,
and he sincerely hoped it would prove so;
but suppose America did not choose to take
British manufactures in exchange for corn,
but should insist on having gold, in what a
condition would this countrybe then placed
He would ask the right hon. Baronet at
the head of the Government whether he
did not know that nearly three-fourths of
the whole shipping which came into the
port of London laden with corn during the
last quarter, returned in ballast, or, in
other words, they returned with gold for
their corn?
The right hon. Baronet took
great credit to himself for the measure
which he had brought forward; but that
merit was entirely due to the Members for
Stockport and Wolverhampton, and their
friends. Though no one was more opposed
than himself to the policy of the hon. Member for Stockport, yet no man was more
wiUing to give credit where it was due;

theories of

verse.

The

effect of this alteration, too,

would have been to destroy the grfeat monoNothing could be
pohsts in Mark-lane.
worse than these eternal changes; they
not only interfered with the regular process
of farming, but also with the regulation of
How could
labour throughout the year.
they expect the farmer to lay out his capital
in cultivation and improvement, when they
were changing the law every six months ?
What would be the use for him to go down
to Buckinghamshire, and to tell the farmers,
*'
The alteration in the Corn Law will not
of itself ruin you, nor the changes in the
Tariff will not in themselves destroy you,"
if there should be a variety of measures
all tending to and uniting in one point of
What mattered it to
ruin to the farmer ?
a man whether he was stung to death by a
thousand needles, or kiUed by one thrust of
And, for his part he preferred
a sword.
the bold, manly system of the hon. Member
for Stockport, to the mincemeat, ladylike
interference of the right hon. Baronet.
When the farmer found himself deserted
by those who once pretended to be his
friends
when he found himself handed
over to the tender mercies of the hon.
Gentleman on the Opposition side by the
right hon. Baronet, who was placed in the
situation in which he now stood mainly by
the farmer's exertions, could they feel surprised that under these circumstances the
farmer should turn round, and in the bitterness of his disappohitment exclaim :

—

—
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Blow, blow, thou wintry wind,
Thou art not so unkind
As man's ingratitude ?"
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ion that upon the whole the potato crop
was a very large one, said

this year

If I were called

cite authority in confirmation

of

and in favour of the expediency and ^stice of the course which Her
opinions,

Majesty's Ministers are prepared to adopt,
I think, of all the speeches I have heard
this evening, I should select the two last
speeches of my two hon. Friends as those
"which furnish the strongest arguments
against the conclusions which they announce as their convictions, and against
the course which they intend to take on
the present question.
An attempt has
been made to show, in a speech mixed up
ynih much hostile feeling and prejudice
against the conduct of Her Majesty's Government, that there are no circumstances
existing in this country which call for legislative interference
stiU less that there
are grounds for interference to stop the
usual course of law that nothing has occurred either in this country or in Ireland
which could have justified aU parties in
stepping out of their previous course, and
announcing a great change of opinions

We

"
regret to add, that we have been unable
to obtain any proof of this ; on the contrary, we
have seen that the crop was small, and we liave it
in evidence that it is below the average ; but we
have also seen it to be heavy, and we therefore
conclude that it may, perhaps, be an average
crop."

From first to last I must say, that the reports which the Government has received
from the constabulary and from the stipendiary magistrates were most creditable
to their

judgment

in this respect

;

that as

they never gave in to the panic at first, they
never give in to the fool's paradise at last.
They never gave in to the statement that
there were no sound potatoes left.
They
never misinfomied the Government in that
respect, and they never in that reaction of
the public mind to which perhaps they are
more subject in Ireland than in other parts
of the Empire
fled to the other extreme,
and told the Government that no danger
was to be apprehended. So far as the failure of the crop in Ireland is concerned, I
wish I stood here in the position of being
obliged to state that the reports by which
change of opinions forced upon them by we have been guided arc fallacious, our
difierent circumstances, which no man by judgment erroneous, our precautions unpossibility could have contemplated. I wish necessary.
On the contrary, I fear that
I could agree with my hon. Friend that any inquiry you may institute will give a
there was not in Ireland any such cause for fearful and melancholy corroboration of the
interference
that there was no cause for facts on which we have acted, and that our
anxiety, none to justify any extreme step judgment will be proved tme in a manner
taken by the Government, none to justify and to an extent which none, I am sure,
Ministers in proposing to change the laws wiU regret more sincerely than the very
which regulate the importation of food. Gentlemen who now deny the fact. But
The hon. Gentleman tells us and he se- the evil exists here also. In England and
lects one electoral district in illustration
in Scotland, potatoes are a staple article
that there was a larger crop than the of food.
In the west of England, their
average sowed in Ireland; and therefore use has increased almost as much as in
the loss was not so great as the increase Ireland.
No man has put more strongly
which the unusual fertifity of the fields than the noble Lord the Member for Lonproduced.
[A Voice: Those are pota- don, the paradoxes of a scarcity of food
toes.]
Yes, but potatoes are a prime with cheapness, owing to the inferiority of
article of food in Ireland
and it is impos- what is produced. Potatoes, in the face of

—
—

—
—

—

—

—

;

sible to disconnect the failure of the potato

crop from this question of food.
It is not
necessary for me to expatiate upon the
misery of a population depending upon that
kind of food exclusively.
have this
year a signal instance of the state to which
a population may be reduced when it depends for subsistence on food which is not
susceptible of keeping from one harvest to
another but is it the case, that there is
this year an unusual fertility in Ireland ?
The Commissioners, referring to the opin-

We

;

scarcity, are sold cheap, the holders fearing their loss through decay.
So the
averages of corn were depressed last season by the inferior quality of the grain.
I do not stand on a point of consistency
when I frankly avow that I think the law
of 1842 has failed; that the first time it
was tested by adverse circumstances it
failed, and signally failed.
have dear
bread and low averages dear bread and
a high duty.
We have bread as dear as
in 1830 under the old law, the duty higher

—

We
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than under the old law.
The prices of the University of Oxford, I also may lay
wheat in November ranged as high as in claim, because I think it proves the ac1839 but the mass of the wheat being of curacy of our anticipations of the reinferior quality, sold at the lower prices, sults of free trade) expressed with some
and depressed the averages. Bad wheat earnestness his regret that this measure
should have been proposed by the Godoes not make bad bread, but less bread
you must buy more wheat to get farina to vernment of tho right hon. Baronet (Sir
make the same quantity of bread. But R. Peel). I have no hesitation in saywe had bread at 9^d. and lOd. a fixed ing, that I held tho same opinion, and
duty of 14i\
For short harvests the that I strongly advocated tho necessity of
law of 1842 would have worked
for this measure being entrusted to other
it
was a mitigation of the principle of hands than ours. The noble Lord opposite
protection.
Hon. Gentlemen forget that (Lord J. Russell) has spoken in terms of
the whole object of the Corn Law enacted some bitterness of past difierences on this
But those differences did not rein 1815 was to effect the transition from subject.
the high prices of war to the low prices of late to the question of protection or no propeace.
How did every statesman who ever tection, but to the relative advantages of a
The noble
touched the question deal with it ? Was fixed duty and a sliding scale.
;

;

;

;

to increase protection ?
No ; but to
diminish it
to carry out the principle
in the same spirit in which it originated.
Seeing the existing state of matters, seeing the law had failed of its purpose
that food was deficient in quantity and
inferior in quality
that the deficiency
was common to the whole of Europe
that in consequence of that deficiency
other countries had opened their ports
for importations of grain
while Turkey, Egypt, and others, had closed theirs
against exportations of grain
that other
it

;

—

—

—

—

—

countries on which
supplies

we had depended

for

had become competitors against

us for the purchase of grain
under these
circumstances I thought, with others in
Her Majesty's Government, that it was
necessary to take steps for meeting the
difiiculties under which the country was
labouring.
I am glad to hear from the
lion. Member for Somerset that he was not
one who was adverse to opening the ports
that he was not prepared to oppose such
;

—

a measm'c
shown.
I

if its

necessity were absolutely

even now, that the
course we then contemplated was not
adopted.
I think that in cases of public
emergency, promptness and vigour ought
to be exercised.
I thought, imdcr these
circumstances, that if the Government at
once took upon itself the responsibility of
these measures, the battle woidd have been
half won.
I knew this, moreover, and say
regret,

what Gentlemen may

in this House, they
persuade me to the contrary that
the gentry and the agriculturists of England were not men to set up their pecuniary
will not

—

or other interests in opposition to the public
advantage.
My noble Friend the Member
for Liverpool (to whose speech, though it
has been claimed by the lion. Member for

Lord, too, is a recent convert to entire free
trade ; but I think that as latterly he has,

from his party connexions, been so much
mixed up with the cause, he had a better
right than we had to bring forward this measure, and I, for one, should have been heartily
glad if he had undertaken its conduct.
I
regretted to hear the noble Lord (Lord J.
Russell) use an expression
whether inad-

—

vertently or not I

am

—

uncertain
intimating that if we had offered to support him,
as he is about to support us, he should have
been able to carry this measure. I observed that the expression to which I refer
was received with a cheer by hon. Gentlemen on the other side, as if they thought
there was a wide difiorence between the

conduct of the two great parties in this
House on the question now under discussion
and I must say that I think no distinction could be made more unfair than
that which is thus attempted to be drawn.
The noble Lord said, in allusion to the
speech of the hon. Member for Wakefield,
who questioned the power of the right hon.
Baronet (Sir R. Peel) to carry this mea;

sure, that if we had offered liim the same
support that he is prepared to give us, he
should have been as well able as we are to
pass this proposition.
[Lord J. Russell ;
I alluded to the year 1841, not to anything that has occurred recently. ] Then I
have misunderstood the noble Lord for I
must still maintain, that in 1841 there
was no question between us, but only a
but I must say, that
question of degree
the support we volunteered to him in December last was spontaneously and cordially
We stated to the noble Lord
tendered.
the grounds on which we felt that a private
concert between the leaders of parties
would have been resented by the House of
;

;
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Commons as an infringement of their right
of free dehberation.
The noble Lord admitted the truth and soundness of those
arguments ; but I will say, for my right hon.
Friend and myself, that no support could
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course you may,

if you wish to get rid of
and to take that which I believe
is the course you ought to take for the
country's welfare, you must incur some
temporary sacrifice. This is an admission
have been more frankly offered, or would made by aU parties who have considered
But do not oven-ate the
have been more cordially and heartily the subject.
given, than that which we tendered to him. amount. You wiU find it impossible that any
But I return, Sir, to the subject. When greatly increased quantity of com can be
I hear assertions as to the effect the mea- brought here from Dantzic or Odessa to comsure suggested by Her Majesty's Govern- pete successfully with our home produce
ment is to produce upon the agricultural and those are the two great continental
interest in this country, I wish hon. Mem- ports from which importations are expectSpain, where corn can be produced
bers would show us how we are to be ruined ed.
by a more extended commerce, and tell us cheaper perhaps than in any other country,
from what countries the abundant supplies receives larger importations from America.
of wheat they anticipate are to be imported. From there, again, great apprehensions are
I heard an hon. Gentleman say, a short time also entertained of extensive importations
but how does the case stand ?
I
since, that wheat could be imported into of corn
London from Poland at 305. per quarter. find that in Ohio, the largest and most fertile

protection,

;

;

Such a thing

certainly has not yet hap-

State in the Union, the population increases

you go to Dantzic you may buy
Pohsh wheat; but I doubt whether you
would get it at anything Hke so cheap a

much more rapidly than the production.
The popidation has increased from 45,000

pened.

If

rate as the hon.

Member

anticipates.

I

am afraid, if he enters into any contract of
that description, that ruin will fall upon
himself rather than upon the agricultural
In Dantzic, which is practically
the cheapest market in Europe, the prices
of wheat are now as high as they are in
London ; and whenever there is, in that
place, the slightest demand for wheat, the
And when the hon.
price rises rapidly.
Member for the University of Oxford talks
of the fluctuations of price, it must be
remembered that in these producing countries, the fluctuations in price arise from
two different causes : from the nature of
One
their harvests, and from our demand.
place from which a very large supply of
corn is expected, which might, as I once
supposed, interfere materially with our own
produce, is Odessa.
I have made inquiries
as to the state of the markets there, and
I find that the average price in 1838,
1839, and 1840, (for it is faUacious to
quote single years,) was 345. a quarter:
that was with a demand for wheat here.
At Malta, which is supphed with Odessa
wheat, the average price over a large number of years is about 325. or 335. ; and the
cost of the transit of that wheat to this
country would bring it to a price at which
it could scarcely enter into competition
interest.

with our own, especially when you recolhow inferior it is in quahty. I con-

lect

fess, with the noble Lord who last spoke,
that I do not think the transition can be
made without risk or sacrifiqe. Take what

in 1800, to nearly

For the

time.

2,000,000 at the present

last fifty years, the total

exports of flour and wheat from the United
States have been gradually diminishing ;
for the last four years, the diminution has
Gentlemen opposite
been still greater.
have given up the clap-trap cry of cheap
bread ; and on our side, it is time that

we

should allay the apprehensions which
on this subject ; that we should
prevent the agriculturists of this country
from being scared from their propriety by
exist

I
alarms which are founded in delusion.
found, in considering the present circumstances of the country, that a state of
things existed which promised a succession
of high prices for one, two, or more years.
I saw that a great change of opinion had

taken place in the public mind on this
question.
I found that a great change
had taken place even in the opinions of
and that
the agriculturists themselves
among the tenant farmers there was an
impression, which I have heard them express* in strong language, that this is a
;

landlord's question.

who has spoken
siders that

An

hon. Gentleman

to-night, has said he con-

any depreciation

in the value of

produce must be divided between the land-

—

and the tenants that it must affect
the rent of the one as well as the profits of
the other.
But is that the case ? What
is rent, but the difference between the net
return and the net profit of the farmer? It
is the surplus after the farm is reimbursed.
That, at any rate, is the ophiion of the telords

nants

;

they say that they have taken leases

HOUSE OF COMMONS, FEBRUARY
on what was called Act of Parliament prices,
but that, somehow or other, the market price
was below the Act of Parliament price, and
the landlord got the benefit of the difference.

were

Sir,

I felt that if

these opinions

among farmers holding

prevalent

large quantities of land, it would be impossible to maintain the existing system. The
supporters of that system said, '* Let us

be quit of that which is so uncertain
which depends on Parliamentary majorithe caprices of Members of Parliament, the turns of public affairs ; let us
trust to our own skill, capital, and industies,

and then we

have nothing to complain of.
At all events, it will be better
than a state of uncertainty." These were
the opinions of the occupying tenants and
try,

shall

;

as to the feelings of the labourers, I appeal
to every agricultural Gentleman whether

they are firm supporters of the Corn Laws.
Sir, a meeting took place at a village
called Goatacre in my county
a meeting
which has been alluded to in a different

—

sense by different parties in this House.
I am not prepared to deny
indeed,
I think on the face of the resolutions agreed
to at that meeting, it is obvious
that those

—

Now,

—

resolutions were not

drawn up by working

men, that the proceedings were preorganized and contrived by others.
But this I

am bound to state, that the statements of
those working men as to the difficulties
they labour under were correct.
I live in
the midst of a population as to whom I
scarcely know how they exist.
That is a
question which has disturbed more men's
minds than mine.

hon. Gentlemen,
my Colleagues in the representation of my
county, have thought, and thought painfully, on these things.
The labourers say,
*'
don't care what change you make, we
defy you to make our condition worse."
Sir,

We

I am not one of those who would say, as
hon. Gentlemen opposite would, that this
state of things is the effect of the protective system.
But, at the same time, although that system may not have been the
cause of these things, it does not follow
that its removal may not help to better

them.

read to the House a letter I
man of great intelligence, who farms upon what is called
*' the system of high farming," who
manures his land highly, and is thoroughly
master of the subject
I will

received to-day from a

:

" I am quite sure that if the Wiltshire hills were
farmed as they ought to he, and as under the proposed measure I hope they will he, you would not
find a labourer unemployed in the whole county.
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Light-land farmers attach too much importance to
wheat-crops; they grow corn on too hirgc a
propoi-tion of their farm, and do not consume half
enough on their land by stock viz., they ought to
produce more beef, mutton, and pork, and less
grain.
I can. Sir, give you an exiimple how far
good and high farming permanently improves tho
soil.
There was a common field in Berkshire
which was occupied by several persons, one of
whom was a baker, who had three acres in different parts of the field.
He used to fatten a great
many pigs, which made much very rich manure ;
tliis he applied very liberally to his land
and although it is ten years since the field was divided, yet the baker's acres may be discovered at
this day by the most casual observer, from their
increased and surpassing fertility thus proving
not only the advantages of this high system of cultivation, but the necessity of a long tenure to enable the farmer to obtain such a full return as his
energy and capital so well merit. By compliance
with the conditions I have above mentioned, tho
landlords' rentals will not be decreased, but their
tenants will be prosperous and their labourers cmployed at good wages. Another argument which
is used by the opponents of free trade, is,
the reduction which it will cause in the wages of the
agricultural labourer '
founding this opinion on.
the fallacy that the price of labour varies with tho
price of wheat.
Now, my own experience fully
controverts this statement ; for, since I have been
in Wiltshire, I have sold wheat as high as ^8s. and as
low as 40*. per quarter, and have only paid two rates
of wages, i. e. 9s. and 8x. per week, a variation by
no means commensurate with that of the proposed
standard; and I cannot but think, if the condition I
have spoken of before were complied with, that the
increased demand for labour arising from the safer
employment of more capital on our farms, and the
general better cultivation of them, will more than
counterbalance the slight difference in wages which
so large a variation in the price of wheat may
have caused."
tlieir

—

;

—

'

—

There has been much misapprehension on
wages, because hon. Gentlemen will draw deductions from what
falls under their own eye, rather than
from a general view. It is incontestable,
in the manufacturing districts, and we have
lately had additional proofs of it, that so
far from wages fluctuating with the price
of food, the price of food rises while wages
fall.
In some parts of the agricultural
this subject of

districts, again,

when

a

fall in

the price of

wheat takes place, wages will fall, though
not to the same extent; and when the price
of wheat rises, wages do not rise in proporWell, Sir, seeing these changes of
opinion among the very class who profess
tion.

to support those laws, I first thought that

they were not maintainable; but, still more,
I considered that these laws ought not to be
maintained, because, being no longer willingly accepted by the community, they became in their eyes most unjust. That this
was a time for making the change with the
least prospect of the infliction of suffering,
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was an additional reason why it should ground I wish to touch upon, and wliich I
take place. But I confess other reasons frankly avow to you is with me a stronger
more cogent than these, than a desire for motive than all why we should set ourselves
the extension of commerce, or the tempo- free from the continuance of this law. The
rary necessity for meeting scarcity I felt public mind is not in the state it was in in
At that time these matters were
that it was more consistent with honour
1815.
["Oh, oh! "] Hon. Gentlemen may have little understood; the heads of the party
a difference of opinion from myself on who brought forward this question. Lord
Liverpool and the men of that time, were
I was speaking not of the
these suhjects.
honour of the Government, nor of my own in advance of the public mind, and they
I hold that, as far as brought it forward as an exception to a repersonal honour.
my personal honour is concerned, I did cognised principle. It has been so dealt
That is now acknowthat which was consistent with the conduct with ever since.
After much doubt on ledged.
In 1841, when the noble Lord
of an honest man.
this question, reluctantly, slowly, I changed opposite brought forward his Budget, I
my opinions. I did not make light of party frankly avowed my complete adhesion to
engagements; I saw the^e evils; I knew the principles of free trade but I objected
to the mode of their appUcation to corn.
I
of the intimidation that would arise
knew of the threats that would he held I objected to the machinery, as well as the
out of the punishment by which I should rapidity with which they would be applied;
be visited by my constituents, because but the soundness of the principles we
But now the public mind is
I had chosen, in the exercise of my never denied.
duty, to follow the dictates of my con- enlarged upon the subject. You have men
science, rather than of personal interest. of all classes, of all shades, and of all cofor if lours, and engaged in all domestic pursuits,
I speak in no tone of bravado
such a punishment were to be inflicted on beginning to think that one part of the
me, it would be to me a matter of the community has a benefit over another, and
Then, if we
deepest mortification; but I counted the cost at the expense of another.
I knew that my duty to are to stand upon such ground as that, we
of these things.
the country required that I should not stand stand upon a mine, upon a rotten footing,
here as the delegate of a mere local interest, and we cannot maintain it. Talk of party
the hon. Gentleman says that the party
to make a scramble with other delegates to
I do not admit that this
get as much as I could from the general is broken up.
pickings ; I thought that such a position it party, Conservative party or Tory party
would be disgraceful in me to hold, and one call it by what name you will is bound
which my constituents never dreamt of im- together by no greater object than a Cusposing on me, and thereupon I acted as I toms' duty upon the importation of foreign
have done. So much. Sir, for my personal corn. Look at the history of these laws.
The honour I spoke of was that Was it party intention ? We have had
honour.
I say, now Corn Laws ever since the reign of Charles
of the landed interest only.
II.; and since that time they have been
is the time to concede with honour, when
there is no appearance that your concession constantly changed, and constantly susThere is no danger pended.
I could show you cases when
is extorted by violence.
from agitation at your doors. Arguments the duty was no higher than 6d. a quarter
when the laws were suspended, and the
you have had which I confess have great
weight in my mind ; but the amount of ports were opened, was party therefore in
the agitation of the League, led, though it each case weakened, broken up, dissolved?
has been, by men of the greatest ability, But it has been said, that Corn Laws are
Sir, if I am
has been much overrated. Like the armies part of our Constitution.
we see paraded on the stage, the same right in thinking that they impose a burmen come round and round many times den on one part of the community for the
The agitation of the League has benefit of another, then I say they are
over.
not been that of masses, such as we have contrary to the whole spirit of our ConstiIt tution.
I am not one of those who wish
seen in the case of former agitations.
has been an agitation not of force, but of to see the Constitution of this country renI canreason. If you do not now yield to reason, dered more democratic than it is.
to that agitation, some day, force may be not think that the public mind wishes it to
added ; and then you will yield, not as be more democratic than it is. I think late
now, with honour, but v/ith loss of station, events have rather shown that the mantles
of despotic kings who disgraced the world,
I now come to a
influence, and character.
;

;

;

;

;

—

—

—
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have fallen upon democratic rather than
upon temperate and mixed Governments.
I have no faith in Governments guided
hy uncontrolled popular passions. I have
no wish to see the aristocratic element
weakened in our Constitution and it is
npon that account I say, do not peril it on
a question in which your motives may he
impugned, when once you are convinced,
as I am, that these laws are not for the
good of the community. I say that, with
that opinion, no earthly power can induce
me to rise from this hench to defend them.
They may say that the country Gentlemen
are a party having great power and influence; that that power and influence have
heen given to us to be exercised for the
puhhc good; hut that we have used it for
;

I do not say
the increase of our incomes.
that these laws were passed for that purpose, I am sure that they were not ; hut
at the same time I cannot deny that they
have had that efl'ect ; and I should sit
with shame upon my face were I to hear
such an accusation made, and were I un-

Hon. Members must
ahle to refute it.
recollect that great changes have taken
place in the last fifty years in the social
constitution of this country ; that the
manufacturing power has increased to an
You may disHke the
enormous degree.
you may think it congreeffect of it

—

gates together great masses of

men

— that

you have less security for their morality
and welfare; but depend upon it, it is a
power you cannot check nor control it
has become a permanent element in our
it has great wealth, and offers
society
great employment; it is a source of that
commerce which has maintained our colonial empire, and given us the dominion we
;

;

possess throughout the world; it is now, as
it has always been, the great source of our

maritime power, and you must also recolyou intend to maintain this great
Empire, and think, as I do, that it is possible to carry its free institutions, and temperate liberties, and reformed faith to other

lect that if

parts of the globe, it is by these humble
means, these manufactures, these woollens,

and

under Providence you are
enabled to do it it is by extending your
linens, that

;

commerce that you are able

to penetrate

into every part of the world, to civilize,

and

to teach.

You must

recollect,

too,

men who

give you these benefits
who contribute so largely to our prosperity
arc entitled also to a full share of the
advantages of the State. My noble Friend

that

—

who opened the

discussion at the meeting
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of Parliament, in one of those eloquent
and graceful speeches so characteristic of
him, pointed out how much it is the interest of commerce and manufacture to have
peace, security, and the maintenance of
those institutions, by which they arc most
hkely to be secured. You must recollect
that those gentlemen whose pursuits depend so much upon public tranquillity,
are the best auxiliaries you can have for
maintaining those things under which this
those
Empire has so long flourished
institutions which do not depend upon
Customs duties, which have grown with
the growth of this country, which require to be constantly amended, but with
I wish to
a tender and reverential hand.
see the two interests of agriculture and
If they have heen
manufacture united.
separated, it has been by the fault of legislation, it is not a fault of their own ;
but I wish to see those two knitted to-

—

gether.

believe the proposals of the

I

Government have a tendency

to

cement

the two.
I believe that the proposals of
the Government, being involved in a large

and comprehensive scheme, will produce a
change in such a way as to produce little
loss or suffering to the interests affected

and

I believe further, that

when the coun-

try shall have maturely considered them,

and when the constituencies more exclusively agricultural shall have calmly considered them, they will think that those
offer a means of throwing off
that protection which they no longer re-

proposals
quire

;

that they have the

means of

attach-

themselves lar^e masses of men
who have been taught by circumstances to
be almost hostile to them ; that they may
follow then- pursuits without doubt and
uncertainty, and the loss attendant npon
them from which they have hitherto suffered.
I should lament, moreover, to see
the class to which you and I belong ; to
ino;

to

which by
you will,

birth,

consider

to

I

am

by

habit,

attached

have

one

by prejudice
and which
;

of

the

if

I

noblest

spheres of usefulness that exists in private
in any country in the world
I mean
the class of English country gentlemen

—

life

debased in any way, or lose its natural inand I know no way in which that
influence can be so weakened as by your
maintenance of a law, from which, in my
conscience, I believe you derive no advantage whatsoever, but which I consider to
be unjust and impolitic, and which must
lower you in public estimation, by giving
to those who watch your proceedings false.
fluence

;
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most injurious notions as to that his noble Friend the Member for Plymotives by which you are actuated. mouth (Viscount Ebrington) had just preYou have now an opportunity of repairing sented some petitions Avhich brouo'ht to his
the greatest error ever committed by any recollection a part of the speech delivered
body of men. I may assert that the gen- last night by the noble Lord the Member
His noble Friend had pretry of this country have been distinguished for London.
from those of all other countries in the sented petitions praying that the repeal of
world as having never been the advocates the Corn Laws might be immediate.
The
While other noble Lord had stated last night that it had
of disgraceful immunities.
aristocracies have been the sycophants of been the custom of Her Majesty's Miniscourts, they have borne the chief burdens ters not to make up their minds as to the
they have given to the State details of their measures before consulting
of the State
their service and their blood and their trea- those interests which might be chiefly afsure, and from them have sprung some of fected ; and the noble Lord had called upon
the most eminent men in the field, the the Ministers to take the question of immeChurch, and the walks of science, this diate repeal into their consideration as
I am anxious their proposed measure had been laid becountry has ever produced.
that this character should be maintained. fore the farmers, and, according to the
Hon. Gentlemen laughed just now but I noble Lord, the farmers had expressed a
do think that the law of 1815 was in general opinion in favour of immediate reIt peal.
Whether there had been such an
principle, at any rate, a great error.
may have been necessary as an expe- opinion expressed by the farmers with
as such only was it enacted. whom the noble Lord had conversed, he
dient
We oflFer you the means of repairing would not take upon himself to say and
For my- neither would he pronounce any opinion of
it.
I trust you will accept it.
his own as to the feelings of the farmers
self, my own mind has for some time
been firmly made up to it. I believe the upon the point. But he would remark that,
measures we propose will be for the in- as regarded the Government, they had not
I taken the opinion of the agriculturists at
terest of all classes of the community.
And however
have confidence in their success in this all upon the question.
House I have confidence in the results much, therefore, other interests might feel
and I leave obliged to the right hon. Baronet for the
that will follow from them
them in your hands, with the earnest and communications into w^hich he had entered
sincere prayer to you that without previous with them on the subject of his commercial
bias, without party or resentful feeling, and measures, after they had been announced
and there were obvious reabelieving that they are for the interest of to the House
yourselves as well as of the community at sons why such communications should not
large, you will not acquit the Government, be entered into until after these announcebut sanction the measures which they have ments had been made he was not aware,
proposed to you for the public good, and during his Parliamentary experience, that
the right hon. Gentleman had ever exfor the public good alone.
Debate adjourned. House adjourned at tended a similar courtesy to the agriculturists.
In entering on the discussion of
one o'clock.
this great question, he had little hope of
engaging the attention of the House by
any novelty of argument. As far as he
himself was personally concerned, he had
little to say.
He had nothing to regret
Tuesday, February 10, 1846.
nothing to explain nothing to retract.
COMMERCIAL POLICY— CUSTOMS— CORN Whatever might have been the change of
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Pie woidd say now what, perhaps, he had
The Order of the Day having been read often said before and, if he had not had
for resuming the Adjourned Debate on the the advantage of consulting those tariffs
w^hich the hon. Member for Bolton thought
Customs and Corn Importation Acts,
Viscount EBRINGTON presented seve- so useful, he had, at any rate, the same
ral petitions from places in Devonshire, prejudice and the same bigotry, as it would
His
praying for an immediate repeal of the be called, which he had ever had.
right hon. Friend who spoke last night
Corn Laws.
Mr. a. STAFFORD O'BRIEN said. (Mr. Sidney Herbert) had not only felt it
but, I admit,
tlic

'

;

;

;

:

;

—

;

—

—
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his duty to

announce an alteration

in his

opinions, in reference to the present great
question, hut also to deliver himself of a

sentence upon which, as it formed the salient point of his right hon. Friend's speech,
he hoped to he pennitted to comment.
The purport of the sentence was, that the
law of 1815 was the greatest error which
That
the landlords had ever committed.
might he the case hut he turned to that
side of the House, and begged to ask who
the parties were that urged the landed
interest of the country not to explain or
retract that error, hut to persevere in and
If the right hon.
maintain that law?
Baronet at the head of the Government
said, that he had now given an opportunity
to hon. Members to retract their opinions
as regarded that measure, he must say that
although he felt much obliged to the right
hon. Gentleman, yet he must add, that opportunities had not been previously wanting.
;

hon. Member for Wolverhampton had
given them ample opportunity year after
year; but they always refused to avail themselves of the opportunity; and the most able
and eloquent reasons for continuing the error
of 1815 had proceeded from the bench upon
which the right hon. Gentleman was seated.
This brought him to a question which

The

over, but on which he
should feel himself called upon to make
some remarks, which, he feared, would be
extremely distasteful to his right hon.
Priend (Mr. Sidney Herbert). His right
hon. Friend said that if he had changed
his opinions, he should be ashamed of himself if he did not rise and declare that
He should have been ashamed
change.
also if his right hon. Friend had not made

might be slurred
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those principles, and a rigid adherence to
them, formed, on the whole, notwithstanding all the imperfections of the system, and
all its anomalies, the best mode of eliciting
truth, and the best process for conducing to
sound legislation. But not only had the
Government changed the principles upon
it came into office ; it had taught
the lesson that, henceforth, practically, no
principles were to bind a party together.
He had not been long in the House before
the present Government came into office ;
the first vote which he ever gave was to
place them in their present position.
But
he could undertake to say that, if ever an
Opposition was conducted upon party principles, marshalled by party tactics, and
led wi:h party views, that Opposition was
that which was marshalled, headed, and
led by the right hon. Baronet at the head
of the Government.
The disappointment
had been too bitter too great, and too
general, at his change, to permit any feelings of personal friendship, any fears of
giving offence, preventing him from giving
a distinct reprobation of such conduct.
His right hon. Friend (Mr. S. Herbert)
had said and that was the main substance of his speech
that as the law of
1842 had failed, he was, therefore, prepared to abandon the protection principles
on which the Government had been formed.
His right hon. Friend had said that
the law of 1842 had failed ; but that word

which

—

—

—

was

to be understood in two
he remembered what his
right hon. Friend had been in 1845, when
he solicited and obtained the suffrages of
the fanners of Wiltshire, and what he was in
1846, when he had become a convert to free
But what he wanted to trade, he wished to know whether the law
that declaration.
know was, upon what principles parties in of 1842 had failed to the Sidney Herbert
this country were in future to be kept to- of last year, or to the Sidney Herbert of
You might say, that all this was this? He was quite sure that his right
gether ?
and that here they were at- hon. Friend did not suppose that the inthe old story
tacking the right hon. Gentleman (Sir R. genuity of man could frame a law agreePeel), in support of a bad case, by person- able to the wishes and opinions of both
alities.
He (Mr. S. O'Brien) distinctly those Gentlemen. His right hon. Friend
-denied that retort.
It was not the case. in 1845 would have found the measure a
He was as far as any man from imputing failure if it had admitted corn too freely.
to the occupants of that bench where the His right hon. Friend in 1846 would have
Gabinet Ministers sat, any other than the found the measure a failure if it did not let
pm*est and most patriotic motives.
But it corn in as freely as possible. Highly as
was notorious that this country had been he thought of the legislative powers of the
governed by party. It might be an obso- right hon. Baronet, and sincerely as he
Eete prejudice
but he was not ashamed to might beheve him capable of effecting anyown himself a party man. It had been thing and the House had seen how much
hitherto the custom in this country to be- he was capable of effecting
still he could
lieve that discussions of questions on party not conceive that the right hon. Gentleman
principles-ir-that distinct enunciations of could ever succeed in satisfying Gentlemen
*'failiu-e"

When

ways.

;

;

—

—
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of such variable tempers and opinions.
He conld see nothing in what had been
stated beyond an argument, perhaps, for
the re-adjustment of the law.
But it appeared that the question of the averages
had been all that had disappointed his

were so, it
would be competent to him to open again
that question, for then the dispute would
right hon.

still

tion,

Friend.

If this

be, not as to the principle of protecbut as to the law by which that prin-

ciple

should be carried out.

right hon. Friend thought

fit

the shding scale, there was

And

if

his

to give

up

a fixed
duty left for him he might still have
that haltingrested upon a fixed duty
place between a shding scale and a free

—

trade.

still

—

But, in his opinion, his right hon.

Friend had judged too quickly of a law
which had been only three years in existence, answered two years, and failed
Two years' success and one year's
one.
failure, was surely a bad reason to induce
him, not only to give up the measure, but
even to abandon the principles of his whole
life. His right hon. Friend had also stated,
that this was not a question of pickings, or
a question of delegates ; but these words

NIGHT.

them say so fairly and manfully and those
who had not participated in that change
;

would, while differing from them, respect
though they might feel their
confidence impaired.
But let them not

their motives,

make

it an insignificant question
let them
not say that the Gentlemen opposite, who
had worked so long to bring about the
consummation now about to be achieved,
had done this on a mere question of import, and by phraseology like that attempt
to disguise the magnitude of the question.
The change might be for good, or for evil
strong and antagonist opinions were entertained concerning it
but he had never
heard until now, and he was sorry to hear
it at all, that this was a light and unimportant question.
His right hon. Friend
;

;

had mentioned

Ireland,

his hon. Friend the

and he had charged

Member

for the Uni-

versity of Oxford with saying that there

was no ground for the present measure
from the potato rot, in a particular parish
in Ireland.
He did not, he could assure
the House, undervalue the imminent danger to which that country was exposed,
and he was glad to find that the hon. and
learned Member for the county of Cork inseemed contrary to the tenor and meaning tended to bring the whole question before
Surely the House to-morrow.
But he had alof his right hon. Friend's speech.
his right hon. Friend did not mean to most said, that his right hon. Friend had
charge any of those on the same side of (though he knew it would be impossible
the House, whatever their opinions on con- for his right hon. Friend to do so) untroverted questions might be, with being fairly represented his hon. Friend the
more desirous of pickings, or of becoming Member for the University of Oxford.
delegates, than was his right hon. Friend His hon. Friend had said, as he understood,
himself.
But if he said that this was a that for a particular evil there should be
they were the last
question of pickings, or of delegates, or a particular remedy
that the great Conservative party ought not persons who would hesitate to open the
to be bound together, or split asunder, by a ports in time of national distress to prevent
mere question of imports, he would remind the supply of food to starving people. But
his right hon. Friend that that was not the what his hon. Friend had said was, that a
way to talk of a great question like this. sufficient case had not been made out to
If it was merely a question as to the im- alter the whole commercial legislation of
port duty on one article, why were such the country to introduce a new principle
changes of opinion manifested such pro- for a disaster they hoped would be casual,
such points raised and and withal, to announce that new principle
positions agitated
discussed ? It was not merely a question of without in the least tracing out how the
import duty when they put out the Govern- Corn Laws had contributed to the famine
ment of the noble Lord opposite. It was of Ireland, or how the total abrogation of
not merely a question of an import duty those laws was likely to alleviate that counon one article of produce which sent that try's distress. And he would remark, that
House, at the last dissolution, to the con- while the Government was bringing forward
;

—

—

—

was not

this question of free trade as a benefit to

merely a question of the duty on one article when the country returned a triumphant majority, nor when that majority
placed the present Government on the
Treasury bench below him. Whatever they
did, if they had changed theii* opinions, let

Ireland as well as to England, all the letters
which he had received from Ireland— and
the hon. Member for Limerick also, who in
Ireland was only second in influence to the
hon. and learned Member for Cork had
pronounced strongly against »* repeal of

stituencies of the country.

It

—
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They all asked for employThey wished to have the railways
ment.
forwarded, and they tiioui^ht there would
be great difficiUty in obtaining seed for potatoes next year ; but they said, if you
wish to eouiplete our ruin, destroy our
agriculture.
And he must remark, with
those laws.

reference to the potato disease, that his
right hon. Friend (Mr. S. Herbert) had
praised the Commissioners for not having
given way to the panic in the first instance ;
and then, subsequently, for not having fallen into what he called the fool's paradise.
In his opinion, neither course was correct.
He had just arrived in England from Ireland, when he was called back by the
frightful accounts which reached him of the
failure of the potato crop
and if the dis;

ease had continued at the same rate of
progress tiU the present time, he did not
believe that a single vegetable would have
been left. Anxious to ascertain the real
extent of the evil, he carefully examined
every field in the district around him, and
found the disease rather diminishing than
on the increase. He took all the precautions in his power for the protection of the
poor in his neighbourhood, and went away
in a fool's paradise, as they might call it,
thinking that no great cause existed for
alarm.
Unfortunately, however, the rot
had again set in owing either to the continuance of the wet weather, or to some
mysterious dispensation which it was not
given them to understand
and he believed that there never was a country

—

;
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conduct of those who owned the soil ; and
rural districts possessed this great advantage over manufacturing parts that whenever you saw a parish destitute, cottages
wretched, and families half starved and half

—

you could inquire the name of the
man, whether landlord or farmer, who was

clothed,

responsible for this state of things.

He

had conversed with some Wiltshire farmers
that very morning, who bore most honourable testimony to the conduct of his right
hon. Friend, and did him the justice to say
that no part of the distress to be found in
that county was attributable to him, or
But on the
those who belonged to him.
other hand, if the right hon. Gentleman
had succeeded in proving the existence of
distress in Wiltshire, he had totally failed
as in the case in Ireland, to show how the

repeal of the Corn

The

Laws would remedy

right hon. Gentleman

had read a

it.

let-

ter from a Wiltshire farmer, the deduction
from which was no more than this, that employment and the wages of employment
tended to the happiness and morality of
the labourer but he should have followed
up his argument, and have shown how the
repeal of the Corn Laws would have secured this object, and he would then not
only have made his reasoning complete, but
would have offered an argument in favour
of the abohtion of the Corn Lav/s not yet
given.
But if the right hon. Gentleman
was at hberty to select Wiltshire as an example, he might be permitted to refer to
Northamptonshire, where the wages of labour were from I2s. to 14^. a week, and
where he should be glad to show his right
hon. Friend, if he would do him the favour
;

wliich called for more lu-gent measures
upon the part of a Government than Ireland, and that there had never been a Government more anxious for the welfare of of visiting that part of the country, specithat country than was the existing Govern- mens of cheerful cottages, comfort, and
ment. But it was only fair to the hon. agricidtural prosperity, which he was sure
Baronet, the Member for Oxford, to say would gratify his benevolent heart, and
that the case of the Irish faraier would not show him that, at any rate, agricultural
be met by this proposed change in our prosperity was consistent with the continucommercial system. He did not believe, ance of the present Corn Laws. But, in
if they passed the Government Bill tothe course of their ramble, he should also
morrow, that one more quarter of corn, or have to show his right hon. Friend some
one more hundi-ed- weight of meat, would be bad, heavy, clay land clay land which the
placed within the reach of the poor of Ire- noble Lord the Member for the city of
land, unless it were accompanied by other London might describe as of so adhesive a

—

measures.

His right hon.

Friend

said,

nature as to affect the intellect of those

when he looked round Wiltshire, he who cultivated it. And as the noble Lord
wondered how the poor could live and this must be supposed to be well acquainted
he said after advising them not to allow with the soil of the Bedford purheus, he
that

;

their attention to be directed to particular
spots, but to extend their view over the

whole country. All he could say was, that
he had always found the misery of agricultural districts greatly attributable to the

had no doubt alluded to its Representatives
in Parliament, though the noble Lord had
looked at the Member for Northamptonshire.
But the noble Lord last night had
laid doAvn three propositions, the long and
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of wliicli were, that protection

was

no longer any benefit to those upon whom
it was conferred, and that in the end it
would he the -wiser pohcy to leave the manufacturers or the

agriculturists

kingdom

or to fade, according

to flourish

of the

to the energies they themselves possessed,

or the skill they employed.

Now, he thought

Lord opand the right hon. Gentleman at
the head of the Grovernment, unfairly, if
he assumed that that was the course of legislation which they intended to carry out
But he, for himself, notfor the future.
that

it

w^as not quoting the noble

posite,

LAWS.

—SECOND

NIGHT.

here he might be permitted to remark to
those hon. Members who were in the habit
of throwing darts upon the Protection Societies, that he would be willing upon a future occasion to enter into their history, to
explain their origin, and to defend their
proceedings. He was in nowise ashamed of
his connexion with them.
But it was said,
that "labour was the property of the poor
man." Now, he did not know that it was
quite correct or convenient to call diflPerent
things by the same name. The noble Lord
the Member for Lancashire, on the first
night of the Session, had called the farmers manufacturers ; but this mode of
reasoning appeared to his mind too easy

withstanding the imputations of bigotry, of
prejudice, or of clayey intellect, which
might be thrown out against him, would and showy to be logical or accurate. But
venture boldly and unequivocally to dissent he would take the proposition as it was
from the propositions of the noble Lord laid down, that *' labour was the property
and from the course of legislation thereon of the poor man." That was the dogma
And he would add, that if given out by the political economists, and
to be founded.
even he admitted the truth of all the doc- supported by the right hon. Baronet and
trines upon which political economists were Her Majesty's Government. But, addressagreed they must prove far more before ing such language to the poor laboiu'ers of
he could assent to the proposed measure of England, unless he sadly misunderstood
Hon. Gentlemen oppo- the consequences of such teaching, they
the Government.
nay, indeed, the litera- must not stop there.
They must not tell
site were too apt
ture of the day, and the habits of thought the poor man that his property was not to
If they did tell the poor
which prevailed among them all were too be protected.
apt to confound political economy with the man so, would he not consider this that
He had always un- whilst they were blessed with leisure, posscience of legislation.
derstood political economy to be the science sessed of wealth, and armed with power,
which treated of the amassing and of the the property of the poor man must protect
Now, if the accu- itself ? He would not say that such would
distribution of wealth.
mulation and the distribution of wealth be the reflection or consideration of all ;
constituted the whole science of legislation, but that would be the effect upon the
This question of prothe terms would be ^^and might be fairly country at large.
used as synonymous. But the accumu- tection, too, came most unfortunately from
lation and distribution of wealth w^as one a country which boasted of employing the
amongst the many elements of which the labour of children from seven or eight
And if years old. Having found, however, that
science of legislation consisted.
hon. Gentlemen opposite, or the Govern- interference with labour was difficult, were
ment, could prove that wealth in the mo- they prepared to abandon their labouring
dern sense of the word, in which it meant fellow countrymen, and watch in passive
money not in the old sense, in which it silence whether the Enghshman or the
meant prosperity would surely follow from foreigner triumphed ? He did not speak
a certain course, they would have estab- of the shopkeeper or the person who did
His interest was,
lished, not the whole, but not even a half possess some property.
He soon to become a convert to that favourite
of the case they were now setting up.
would take the case of protection to British maxim of buying in the cheapest and sellThe noble Lord oppo- ing in the dearest market but he would
industry generally.
site had last night said that the cause of take the case of certain of the duties proBritish industry, as a whole, had recently posed to be reduced by the measure of the
been interwoven with the cause of agricul- right hon. Baronet. They would not betThis was not the case. ter illustrate his argument than any other
tural protection.
The cause of British industry had always case of a similar character, but they would
been allied with the cause of agricultural be fresh in the remembrance of the House.
protection, and the farmers of England had Supposing, then, that acting upon that
always been desirous of protecting their axiom of buying in the cheapest and sellAnd ing in the dearest market, he, a wealthy
manufacturing fellow countrymen.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;
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inan in England, furnished his house with
Supposing
paper-hangino:s from Paris.
that

travelled in a continental carriage,

lie

that he purchased

Germany

;

his

all

supposing

all

hardware from
when he

this,

looked out of the window of his gaudy
house, or his foreign-built carriage, what
vast multitude of unemwoidd he see ?
And what
ployed starving Englishmen.
would they say to him ? " We are poor
we are BirmingEnglish paper-stainers
ham hardwaremen our trade has been
taken away from us what are we to do ?"
And what could be his reply ? *' My good
fcUows, I have done the best I could to
make you idle to take all employment
out of your hands
to leave you starving ;
but, believe me, I did it not from a bad
motive." What consolation would it afford
them to be told, that all this happened,
because, on the 27th of January, 1846,
Sir R. Peel propounded a doctrine, in
which all political economists were agreed,
that labour might protect itself, and that
we must buy in the cheapest market, and
sell in the dearest
and that the Legislature in abolishing protection was actuated
by no consideration of self-interest, but
solely with a desire that the great truths
of political economy should have fair play ?
Would any one venture to say, that the
feelings in the hearts of these poor people
would be the feelings of love, reverence,
or attachment to our institutions, or that
they could feel that they were living under
But it was not
a paternal Government ?
only the wide-spread poverty which such
a measure would produce which they had
Let them not forget the
to consider.

A

;

;

—

—
—

;

amount

and disaffection which
would be the result. Equal neglect was
not impartial kindness and instead of propounding this hard clumsy dogma that the
property of the poor might be left to protect itself, there never was a time when it
behoved them more to reflect on the course
pursued by their ancestors, sometimes
wisely and sometimes unwisely, but always
of alienation

;

with the view of doing their best to protect
the property of the poor from foreign competition, from domestic tyranny, from the
oppression of the rich, and from their own
madness.
Sir (continued the hon. Gentleman), in this House, we are all rich men.

More

or less so,

qualification.

all

at least

assume that

Members who have not got

it

laugh at the notion of having
[General Icmghter.] But, compara-

will of course
it.

tively,

we

are

all

rich.

We

had a good

breakfast this morninor, and intend to have

a good dinner
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this

evening

;

and

that, Sir,

the eyes of millions of our fellow countrymen, that is the distinction between rich
and poor. For really, in the frightful contrasts which present themselves in the
situation of those around us, to be able to
get two good meals a day, is to be comparatively rich. Well, then, I assume that,
in a degree, we are all of us rich.
have announced a doctrine which, whatever may be its ultimate effect, directly
tends to our own benefit.
It is assuredly
the most selfish doctrine that could possibly
It is not a question now
be enunciated.
between cotton and corn, or corn against
On that question we can tear each
cotton.
other to pieces, and the poor can understand us ; but upon the great question of
*'
buying in the cheapest market, and selling in the dearest," how can we be conBegin with the Poor Law. How
sistent ?
can you explain upon that principle the
taxing my industry for the relief of another
person ?
I am not arguing against a Poor
Law, but against the enunciation of a
clumsy, a harsh, an impracticable dogma,
which you can never act upon which you
dare not act upon
which to attempt to act
upon would be to alienate the affections of
the people, and to increase y^our danger in
proportion to the extent of your riches ;
because it is an odious and selfish doctrine
in the eyes of your poorer fellow countrySir, I have never been for excessive
men.
nor have I ever contended that a
duties
Corn Law should be perpetual. I acknowledge the whole force of the arguments
based upon the perpetual increase of population
in this and in foreign countries
and of that also which has not been so
much adverted to the extreme facihty of
transit in our ovvn.
But this is not the
subject nor the season for enunciating stubborn dogmas.
The poor have enough to
bear already and it were greatly better
that we sliould set ourselves to inquire how
best we can ameliorate the condition of our
fellow countrymen, than advocate real
selfishness (which all can understand) imder
the guise of so-called political economy,
which few can appreciate for such appears
to be the effect of the doctrine to which I
Sir, we should all of us rehave alluded.
collect that we cannot be called here the representatives of the poor man.
You chose
to do away with the particular constituencies
whereby he might have acquired direct rebut if you had not by your
presentation
Reform Bill swept tliem away, I believe that
by the action of public opinion and the comin

We

—

—

;

—

—

;

;

;
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filiation of public bodies,

But

ples should be abhorred, btit

duties so sudden

I respect,)

proposed to us
and I feel disposed to concur with the noble Lord opposite (J Russell)
in thinking that if such a change were to
be carried out so suddenly, it would hate
been far better that the duties in 1842
should have been lower, that the transition
might hate been more easy, and the shock
less abrupt.
I have been no inattentive
student on this subject during the last four
years, and I cannot concur with those who

House

(men whose princiwhose feelings
we should have found in this

representatives of the feieling^ of the

Because, however, you have chosen
to do this
because your legislation has beGri
hitherto, while you talk of your *' respect
for the rights of the people," practically
directed to the destruction of those rights
taking away their commons abridging
their hours of amusement
^prohibitihgthem
from making their poverty known all this
should induce you to be careful how you,
the Representatives of the people, whoi have
property, announce that you are unable to
protect the only property which millions
can ever hope to possess in this world.
Adam Smith even has made two exceptions,
people.

—

—

—

;

where other considerations, in his opinion,
may fenter, beyond those of mere political
economy. And so many othef exceptions
ought to be made, so many other considerations should be embraced
so many qua-

—

introduced in the subject of free
trade; that we ought to be careful how we
propound that which it is dangerous evet*
to try to act upon.
Eveti in this House,
you cannot propound this principle of free
trade without qualifications and exceptions ;
and will it not be unwisfe to announce it
absolutely to those who have jUst intelHgeilce enough to understand, but who have
not education enough to appreciate, the
exceptions and qualifications it is essential
to introduce, and who wiU only comprehend
it in its results as pressing hardly, harshly,
and fiercely on them ?
Sir, one of the
exceptions certainly is Agriculture.
I am
not goin^ into the question of the Corn
Laws.
It is unnecessary.
My opinions
are well known, and are unalterable oil that
subject. But if a nation chooses to protect
a particular occupation considering its salubrity
its moral and social tendencies
and if the nation do not object to pay
something towards the attainment of these
great objects, surely such a policy is supportable in the case of agriculture.
In reference to this, let us recdllect the question
of the amount of these duties is not a queslifications

—

tion of principle.

—

When it is

said the

Corn

Laws have

constantly been tampered with,
no proof that they have not all along
attained their object.
That which was
protection ten years ago, may be a degree

it is

of protection at the present period neither
requisite for the producer, nor justifiable for

the consumer.
I lay down no rule on this
subject, except the absurdity of seeking to
lay down rules in cases as complex as these.

protest against any change in these
and so sweeping as is now

I

;

.

consider the present protection excessive. I
may say, however, that there is one change
produced in tny opinions on this subject. 1

my consideration of it believing it a
landlords' question.
I did beheve that the
began

effect would be so great of a sudden aiid
immediate repeal, that vast quantities of
land would come into the market at once,
and its value be greatly deteriorated. But,
Sir, I greatly doubt if this can be called a
** landlords'
question ;" or if so, it is certainly a question for small landed proprie-

tors.
It is not a question for the great
landed proprietors they who would be
able to " weather the storm."
It liiay be
a questioti for the small landowner, who,
on the faith of ParHament, even if in some
sense indiscreetly, majr have charged his
estate to nearly its full value, and who

—

may,

therefore, find

it

meet a
But the more
the more am I

diflScult to

sudden and severe shock.

consider this question,
a tenant farmers' question.
And, far from thinking that a reason for
underrating its importance, it is on that
I

satisfied it is

very account I resolve to make iny stand
against the measure.
Apply the precepts
of your new philosophy to the tenant
farmer. Suppose prices fall in consequence
^partly, perhaps, of an inundation of
foreign corn
the tenant famier says to his
landlord, " I hope. Sir, yoU will allow me
a small abatement in my rent ? I may not
know so much about draining as Mr. Smith
of Beanston
I may not have iall the
patent implements, nor show the fattest
pig
but my family has held under yours
for many a generation
we have weathered
hard years together
I have worn your
colours
and I should be sorry to go else-

—

—
;

;

;

;

—

where." The landlord may reply, " My
good fellow, I am very sorry for you.
You have iiivested your capital in these
drainings and these soils
but so have I
mine.
You have invested the tnoney—as
I have
on the faith of the Legislatm-e.
But we are told now by the Prime Minister
;

—

that

we

are

*

to

buy

in the cheapest market,
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sell in the dearest.
There is a gentleman from the mannfactUnng districts
with more capital than you, ready to invest
in your farm.
I really must look to my
own family arrangements.
You talk of
feudal times and days long gone by, but it
is idle to conjure up old exploded notions
and as for 'colours,* God bless you, my good
Yes!
fellow, there is no trjie blue' now "
unless the landlord acts towards his tenant
a better part and with kindlier feeling than
you are now prepared to act towards the
whole agricultural body, the tenant farmer
must leave his farm. The manufactm-er
whoever he may be with large capital and
more "energy" (if you will), comes in,
and the product is perhaps more per acre
and that is called '* improvement of agriculture :" but the only men who will suffer
'

!

'

—

—mark! —

are the men whose misfortune
was to have been poor comparatively,
and whose fatal fault was that they trusted

it

who now
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see ruin staring

them

in the face-

—
adversity— and whose misfortune amidst
men moderate

their virtues

is

in

prosperity

patient in

that they trusted you

!

all

You

may now prepare to conquer them (I can
give it no milder name) in strange coalition
with men who, true to their principles, can
neither welcome you as friends, nor respect
you as opponents and of whom, I must
say, in conclusion, that the best and most
patriotic among them, will the least rejoice
in the ruin and the downfall of a great constitutional party, and will most deplore
the loss of public confidence in public

—

men.

Mr. S. CRAWFORD opposed the
Amendment. He did not see how the
agriculturists could raise the price of food
unless they also raised the rate of wages.
It was inhumanity to the poor if the one
were done and not the other. By the old
Poor Law, wages were raised so as to bo
in proportion to the price of food.
Now,
the election of 1841 turned on two points
first, the principle of protection ;
and,
secondly, the restoration of the old Poor

A short simple story, Sir, sometimes
does better to illustrate an argument than
more formal reasoning. Some months ago
a farmer told me, *' I have had a fortune
" Well, then," replied I, ** you Law. The attempt had been made to keep
left me."
had better leave these cold clays' take a up the prices of food but had the other
settle down to it, and pledge been fulfilled ?
better sort of land
He was not a parmake your fortune double." *' Sir,'* re- ticular friend to the system of the old Poor
plied he, '* there are the gravestones of Law but if the one pledge had been carfour generations of my family in this parish. ried out, it was the duty of the party which
My father, grandfather, and great-grand- entered Parliament for the double purpose
father worked this farm
I will not go any- he had described to carry out the other, and
where else. I will try what I can do at declare their intention to do so. But he
home. I will stick to the old farm till the wished more particularly to touch on the
plough breaks in the furrows. Sir, the heart question as it affected Ireland. He difof that man was worth volumes of political fered from the hon. Gentleman who had
economy. And it is hundreds and thou- just spoken, as well as from the majority of
sands of men like him, without the same Irish landlords.
Instead of wishing profortune indeed in their pockets
but with tective duties on corn for the sake of Irethe same sort of heart in their bosoms
land, he thought dear corn and dear food
whom you arc driving forth by your legis- the greatest curse that could be inflicted
lation with broken hearts and ruined for- upon that country.
It had been said,
tunes and I am sorry to be obliged to add, England was prosperous, why meddle with
that when thus driven forth, their keenest this law ?
But when applied to Ireland,
associations, their bitterest recollections of the argument fell to the ground.
Ireland
ruined fortunes, blighted hopes, and broken had long enjoyed protection had it prohearts, will not be coupled with the name moted her prosperity ?
On the contrary,
of Cobden
will not aid you in your the greatest wretchedness prevailed; and,
triumph over these poor men.
We do not referring to landlords, tenants, and labourenvy you the victory you seek to achieve ers alike, he would ask whether any of
over them.
In that triumph we refuse to them had benefited from the system of
participate.
We may be small in number protection ? The Report of the Landlords
and uninfluential in debate, but we will and Tenants Commission, and also a recent
raise our voices against the injustice which Report of the Irish Poor Law Commissionwe may be unable to avert. You may now ers, showed that the agricultural populaprepai-e your measures against those poor tion, or cottiers, Avere badly clothed, badly
men who petition in vain at your table, and fed, and subjected to the most severe pri-

you!

—

—

'

—

;

;

—

*

'

—

;

—

!
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food in many districts
being potatoes, their only drink water, Europe have to sustain."
while a bed or a blanket was a rare luxury, Again, at page 35, referring to the condiThe Report of the Land Commissioners also tion of the labourers, they said
bore testimony to the misery of the tenants.
" We noticed, with deep regret, the state of the
In that report reference was made to sub- cottiers and labourers in most parts of the counIt
letting and middlemen. It was stated, that try, from the want of certain employment.
the war with France had greatly raised would be impossible to describe adequately the
privations which they and their families habitually
farming profits, and consequently rents.
endure. It will be seen in evidence, that in many
Many middlemen, who during the long districts their only food is the potato their only
believe, than the people of

.vations, their only

war had amassed much wealth, had become proprietors in fee others, who had
not been so successful, struggled in after
;

years to maintain a position in society
which their faUing resources could not
support their sub-tenants were imable to
pay *' war-rents " the middleman himself,
who had come under rent during the same
period, could not meet his engagements
all became impoverished ; the middleman
parted with his interest, or under-let the
little land he had hitherto retained in his
own hands ^himself and family were inThe landlord was,
volved rapidly in ruin.
in many instances, obliged to look to the
occupier for his rent, or at the expiration
of the lease found the farm covered with a
pauper, and in many cases superabundant,
Hence the clearing system
population.
and other evils. The condition of the
landlords was referred to by the Commissioners of Poor Law Inquiry in Ireland.
Referring to the embarrassments of landlords, they stated they had reason to believe
that the landed property of Ireland was so
deeply encumbered, that a rate of any
great extent would absorb the whole income of some of the nominal proprietors if
it were to bear the entire charge ; and they
stated that, from a reference to the Masters
in Chancery, they had ascertained that the
average rent of land in Ireland was under
125. 6d. per Irish acre (about 145. 2d.
English)
that the gross landed rental was
less than 10,000,000Z.
that the expenses
and losses were not less than 10 per cent.,
and the annuities and charges not less than
3,000,000?. per annum so that the net income was less than 6,000,000Z. per annum.
The condition of the agricultural labourer
was shown in the Report of the Commis-

—

;

—

—

—

;

;

sioners of

Land

Inquiry.

They

said

" A reference to the evidence of most of the
witnesses will show that the agricultural labourer
of Ireland continues to suffer the greatest privations and hardships that he continues to depend
upon casual and precarious employment for subsistence that he is still badly housed, badly fed,
badly clothed, and badly paid for his labour. The
labouring classes live under sufferings greater, we
;

;

any other counti^ in

—

beverage, water ; that their cabins are seldom a
protection against the weather
that a bed or a
blanket is a rare luxury ; and that, nearly in all,
their pig and their manure-heap constitute their
only property."
;

The Commissioners

of Poor Inquiry in
1836 described the condition of the agri-

cultural labourers as follows
"

:

A

great portion of them are insuflBciently provided with the commonest necessaries of life.
Several
Their habitations are vrretched hovels.
of the family sleep together upon straw, or upon
the bare ground, sometimes with a blanket, sometimes without so much to cover them. Their food
commonly consists of dry potatoes ; and even with
these they are obliged often to stint themselves to
one spare meal in the day. There are even instances of persons being driven by hunger to seek
sustenance in wild herbs."

Under such circumstances he would ask,
could they say that the country was benefited by this principle of protection ? There
was one part of Ireland which, however,
was not altogether dependent upon agricula part where the manufacturing inture
terest was united to that of the agricultural.

—

In this portion of the country the condition
he reof the people was very prosperous
ferred to that part of Ireland in the neighbourhood of Belfast. The union of both
interests made the people there both pro-

—

sperous and happy, and every class was comHe dreaded not the faU of prices.
He was convinced that the increase of wages
and employment would tend equally to the
prosperity of the people and the landlords.

fortable.

Why

should Ireland be solely an agriculHe wished it to cease to
be so, and not to depend solely upon the
tural country ?

profits arising

from agriculture.

He wished

to see the landlords there encouraging

ma-

nufactures, and there would be less of poIt
verty and discontent in the country.
was said, that if the Corn Laws were repealed, Ireland would lose the benefit of the
English markets. What were those beHe admitted that there were vast
nefits ?
quantities of provisions sent from Ireland
to England, and that there were millions of
English money paid for them ; but did Ire-

land benefit by this circumstance?

No,
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The export of provisions from Ireland, instead of being a test of her wealth or prosperity, Avas, on the contrary, a test of her
These
abject wretchedness and misery.
provisions were not exports of her super-

10,

state of things ?
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Why

by no other means

than that of so cheapening corn that the
people would then be able to substitute it
They would not then be
for the other.
subject to such dreadful periodical famines
as had been witnessed by the failure of the
potato crop of late years.
If the landlords
looked for compensation for such a change
in the law, they would soon find it in the
improved system of cultivation that would
then be practised, and in the increased incomes consequent thereupon. He was certain that even in the most agricultural

fluities, but exports of the very means of
her existence, which the people required for
themselves to support existence, and to
lead a comfortable life.
The Irish people
were suffering, therefore, beyond any perThe exports were even reson's behef.
cently going out of the country as largely
Was not this a
as at any former period.
proof that the protective system did not parts of Ireland there were portions of
show any prosperity in that country, but land which did not yield half what they
absolute wretchedness, in the abstraction might be made to do if there was an imof these provisions from the actual wants proved system of cultivation introduced,
The means of supporting and if the tenantry were enabled to enrich
of the people ?
life were thus taken from them.
If they their farms.
Such lands might be made
considered the number of acres there were to produce at least double what they yieldin Ireland, and the amount of population ed now.
He should, therefore, wish to see
that was to be fed, the quantity of land them thus induced to improve their culti-

was much

less in proportion to the number
of people there was in England, and yet the
land of England was found insufficient to
support them.
Why then should there be
such exports of these provisions from Ireland, when the people were supposed to
exist almost wholly by the labour connectThe fact, however,
ed with agriculture ?
was, that the people there were not generally employed, and had not the means of
procuring food for themselves, although
they assisted in producing plenty for export-

vation

by the

abolition of the present pro-

He

tective system.

would not be answerhe felt he should

able for the responsibility

be incurring by affording his assistance to
increasing the price of food in Ireland. He
would not now recur to the extraordinary
circumstances attending the present season
in that country
he would but generally
remark that there was no year or season of
the year when there was not a great number of the population forced to subsist upon
;

wretched and insufficient food, and were
however, they literally without the means of procuring the
went to the north of Ireland, they found the common necessaries of life. With regard
people there happy and obedient to the to the present state of Ireland, and as to
laws the landlords living amongst their the scarcity of food there, he had no hesitatenantry, and diffusing happiness and com- tion in saying that it was most alarming.
This state of things, He had only that day received a communifort around them.
which was produced by the happy union of cation from that part of the country with
the manufacturing and agricultural inter- which he was connected by property, conests, presented a strong contrast to the veying the dreadful information that there
other parts of Ireland, where no such ad- was not now one potato left, and the people
vantages existed.
Then he said they were consequently obliged to recur to oatshould give up their system of agricul- meal and other means of supporting hfe.
tural protection
they should abolish all He should feel it his bounden duty to give
laws having a tendency to make food dear his cordial support to the proposition of the
and to produce high rents. Let landlords right hon. Baronet opposite.
submit at once to the consequences cheerMr. II. J. BAILLIE said, it was unfully employ the people, and confer a be- doubtedly to be lamented that this question,
nefit on Ireland.
For the sake of Ireland, in which the interests of the people Avere
he Avished to see every such tax abolished, so deeply involved, should have been made
that had a tendency to abridge the prin- the war-cry of a party ; that such industriciple Avhich he had advocated.
One of the ous efforts should have been made to excite
greatest misfortunes of Ireland was the popular feeling upon the subject, so that
obligation they lay under to subsist upon they could scarcely now approach the disthe potato
the lowest article of food. cussion without that acrimony and bitterImmense evils had followed from this cir- ness so inseparable from party feeling, and
cumstance but how were they to alter this Avhich Avas little calculated to lead them to
ation to this country.

If,

—

—

;

—
;
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a sound and dispassionate judgment upon
one of the most difficult questions of political economy.
If it were true, however,

manufactures, had become desolate and deThe most ruthless conqueror
populated.
of India had not inflicted greater misery,
that upon the success and prosperity of the or caused a greater destruction of human
agriculture of this country the prosperity of life, than we had done by the introduction
all the other great branches of our national
of our cotton manufactures into that counindustry depended, we must all have an try.
These are notorious facts.
We
equal interest in arriving at a sound and may boast of having established an ensatisfactory decision upon the subject.
It lightened Government in India, a Goseemed to be now generally assumed as an vernment which gives protection to life
axiom, that free trade must, under any and property, which encourages educacircumstances, prove beneficial to a nation
tion, and seeks to elevate the condition of
imdoubtedly we had never been able to the people, but we cannot deny that from
convince foreign nations of this truth, or the date of our rule in India must also
to induce them to adopt the proposition. date the decline of the internal prosperity
Foreign nations arc well aware that Eng- and material wealth amongst the mass of
land possesses peculiar advantages for the the people gradually their condition deteproduction of manufactures.
They know riorated, as gradually we succeeded in dethat we possess in a greater abundance stroying their domestic manufactures. Such
than any other country the two great ele- had been the residt of free trade to India.
ments of manufactures, viz., coal and iron ; Can we be surprised that foreign Governthat the country abounds in fine harbours, ments hesitate to allow their people to be
rivers, canals, and railroads, by which the submitted to chances of a similar fate?
raw produce is brought to the doors of our Having failed, therefore, in our endeavours
manufacturers; that, possessed of those to induce foreign nations to adopt the prinadvantages, together with great mechanical ciples of free trade, the question is,
enabled to produce our shall we try the experiment upon our own
skill, we are
goods at a cheaper rate than they can be people ? We have only to refer to the ocproduced in any other country. It is for currences of the last few years, in order to
this reason that they have erected barriers be convinced of the intimate connexion and
in every country of Europe against the in- relation which exists between our agricultroduction of our manufactures, in the shape ture and our commerce, and how much the
and it is well known success and prosperity of the one depends
of protective duties
that, fostered and encouraged by these pro- upon that of the other.
Indeed, we need
tecting duties, the cotton manufactures of go no further back than to the year 1841.
France and Germany have risen into great We all remember what was the state and
importance, and have become the source of condition of the country at that period the
great wealth and prosperity to those coun- trade and commerce of the country were
tries.
But, could any one doubt, if these stagnant, the manufacturing interest in the
protecting duties were withdrawn, that deepest state of depression
thousands of
France and Gennany would soon be inun- our operatives were out of employment,
dated with British goods, and that their subsisting upon public charity and the reown manufactures would be undersold and venue had fallen far below the expenditm-e
supplanted in their own markets ?
If any of the country.
To what was this state of
one doubted that, let him only refer to the things attributed? for, be it remembered,
liistory of the cotton manufactures of three years previously we were in a state
When first we arrived in that of great prosperity. This disastrous state
India.
country, we found the population of that of things was attributed to four notoriously
vast empire, consisting of not less than bad and deficient harvests in the four pre160,000,000 of inhabitants, whoUy and ceding years. In Hke manner, when we
entirely clothed in their own beautiful do- look at the prosperous state of the country
mestic manufactures by the great cheap- at the present moment, when we know that
ness of our own, we had succeeded in sup- every branch of our national industry is
Hundreds flourishing, that our operatives are in fuU
planting and destroying them.
of thousands of people were, by these employment upon good and sufficient wages,
means, thrown out of employment, and re- that our manufacturers have been making
duced to misery and starvation. They had greater profits during the two last years
They pe- than at any fomier period upon record to
no one to fight their battle.
lished by famine and disease; the great what is this altered state of things to be
and flouiishing cities, the seats of these attributed, imless to the three fine aiid
;

;

;

;

;

:

;
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abundant harvests of the years 1842, 1843,
and 1844? But, if this were true, how
clearly does it demonstrate to us the vast
importance of oui* agriculture how clearly

—

does it point out to us that we should devote
our attention to promote its prosperity and
success!
Well, the question is, then,
which is the best way to promote the
prosperity and success of agriculture?
whether by giving a nuoderate protection
to the produce of our own country, or by
leaving it to free and unrestricted competition with those foreign countries who
])ossess as great and superior advantages
over us for the production of wheat as we
possess over them for the production of
manufactures?
It is not my intention
upon the present occasion to enter into the
discussion as to wliethcr there are or not
peculiar burdens upon land in this country
which are not equally shared by ^W the
other great branches of our national industry.
I certainly believe that there
are; but I will not enter into that discussion at present, because I think I
shall be able to show that the agriculturists of this country labour under a much
greater disadvantage in their competition
with foreigners, than any that can be
attributed to peculiar or exclusive burdens upon the land to a disadvantage
which certainly has never been sufficiently
appreciated in these discussions, and one

—

which no labour, or science, or
their part can ever enable

mount

—

I

mean

them

skill

on

to sur-

the disadvantage of the

inferiority of the climate of this country,

as

compared with that of most foreign

countries, for the production of the finest
I do not know
reason to believe that the
farmers of this country are more slulful
than those of other countries, especially in
Belgium, and some parts of Germany. At
all events, the general diffusion of knowledge and education will soon place them

descriptions

that

of grain.

we have any

upon an equality

in this respect.

But

I

suppose, for the sake of ai-gumen^t,
that the wages of labour are not greater
will

in this country
I will also

than they are in Poland.

assume that the land

in this

country is of equal fertility with the land
in Poland.
The wheat produced in the
latter country will nevertheless sell at
from IO5. to 20s. per quarter more than
the wheat produced in this country.
I
know that particular samples may be
produced from Kent and Essex, and some
of the southern counties of England, equal
in quality to the finest Polish Avheat
but
;

10,
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that which constitutes the
great bulk of the produce of this country,
wjiich is of inferior quality.
It,
of
I

speak of

course, depends very much upon the season ; this year I believe the difference
is equal to 20s., but upon an average it
may be calculated at 10s. per quarter:
this difference arises from the greater heat
of the climate, which brings the grain to
a finer state of maturity ; the skin of the
grain is not so thick, and the produce of
flour is consequently much greater than
from that of our own.
Here then is an
advantage in favour of the foreign grower
of not less than 20 per cent. ; and I confess that I am somewhat alarmed at tho
prospect of a competition under such circumstances.
It seems natural to conclude that a portion at least of our wheat
lands will gradually be thrown jout of
cultivation, in proportion to the increased
cultivation of the article that may take
place upon the continent of Europe ; and
the question is, will that be a desirable consummation?
It may be at once
admitted that the climate of this .country
is better suited to the growth of pasture than to the production of wheat; and
if this were simply a question of political
economy if it were simply a question of
pounds, shillings, and pence it might bo
at once admitted that it would be more
advantageous for the people of this country to turn a portion of their wheat lands
into pasture, and to purchase a greater
quantity of grain from foreign countries.
Bu.t this is not simply a question of
political economy:
is
it
a question of
high national importance; it involves our
depemience upon foreign countries, not as
heretofore for a smaU portion of that which
we may require, but for a lurge portion
of that which constitutes the food of the
people of this comitry.
It may be at
once assumed that om- chief supply would
come from Poland and the north of Germany ; in the event of a free trade being
established, those are the countries the
best suited, both from position as well as
the fertility of their soils, to supply the
markets of this country. Can it be denied that those Governments would have
it in their power to inflict great injury
upon us, by closing their ports and stopping our supplies of food?
had an
example even in the present year to a

—

—

We

limited extent.

In consequence of deficient
Poland have been

harvests, tlie ports

m

closed agaiiist the exportation of the inferior descriptions of grain

which consti-
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the food of the people of that coimtiy.
From Belgium they have prohibited
the exportation of wheat ; and we knew
very well, if the Government had thought
it necessary three months ago to open our
ports by an Order in Council, that France
and other countries woidd have immedi-

tiite

ately closed theirs, and that not out of

any

feeling of ill-wiU to^vards us, but simply

as a matter of precaution, in order to save
their own people from the consequences
that would ensue were a great demand to
be made upon their resources by the peoForeign nations Avould
ple of this country.
doubtless give us of their superfluities in
abundant seasons; but their Governments
are far too wise to allow their people to
suffer inconvenience or privation, in order
that the people of tliis country might obtain their provisions at a cheaper rate ;
and we should also calculate that the natural operation of free trade would be to
increase our population on the one hand,
and to decrease the national and natural
means of subsistence upon the other. But
if I am not one of those who indulge
in golden dreams of universal prosperity
as the result of these measures, so neither,
on the other hand, do I entertain exaggerated fears of the evil consequences that
will ensue from them.
Unfortunately,
the question can now no longer be decided upon its real merits.
Before we
come to a decision upon a question of this
magnitude and importance, it is necessary that we should take into consideration
all the circumstances of the country, and,
above aU, that we should take into consideration the evil consequences that would
ensue, shoidd a long and protracted struggle and agitation be maintained upon a
question in which the interests of the great
mass of the people, at least, appear to
be opposed to that of the landed gentry
and aristocracy of the country.
must
also take into consideration the actual
position which this question has assumed,
not only in the country, but also in this
In the country we find the
House.
community divided into two great classes,
in determined hostility to each other; the
one class resolved to have a total and immediate repeal of all protective laws the
other class equally resolved to admit of no
compromise, but to maintain the existing
Such is the position of the queslaw.
tion in the country; and what is the
position of the question in this House?
Here we find all tlie great and leading
statesmen on both sides, men of all par-
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;
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united in opinion that some great
in the existing law is necessary; and those who are anxious to maintain protection on its present footing,
avowedly, have not the materials amongst
them wherewith to form an Administration
that will be likely to receive either the
support or the confidence of the country.
That being the case, it appears that we

ties,

alteration

have but a choice of two alternatives, either
to give our support to the measure that
has been brought forward by Her Majesty's Government
or, by opposing that
measure, to throw out the Government
and to make way for the Administration
of the noble Lord opposite and his friends,
who are equally pledged to a total and
immediate repeal of all protective laws.
And what are we to gain by such a
change?
Under these circumstances, I
shall give my support to the Motion now
and I feel persuaded
before the House
that in so doing I am pursuing a course
better calculated to promote the interests of
the country than those who, either from a
sense of duty, or from a feeling of con;

;

sistency, think

it

necessary to give every

opposition and resistance in their power to
these measures; knowing, at the same time,

they well must know, that, although
may possibly delay these
measures for a time, though it may possibly throw the country into confusion,
and bring still greater evils upon us, yet
that ultimately, and under existing circumstances, it cannot prove successful.
as

this opposition

Mr.

LEFROY,

after referring to

the

advocacy of the measure by the hon Member for Rochdale (Mr. S. Crawford), on the
ground of the benefit it would confer upon
Irqland, said, he was anxious to ask that
hon. Gentleman in what way the support
of such a measure would improve the condition of the lower orders in that country,
or raise the circumstances of the Irish

landlords?
For his own part, though he
was grateful to the Government for some

measures which they had adopted in reference to that country, yet he could not
give

them

his support in reference to the

measure before the House. And he would
state why he was opposed to this project of
the Ministry, and particularly as he considered that it became every county Member from that part of the empire to state
his reasons for opposing this measure, and
not to let it go forth that he was led to do
so under any influence of private feelings.
He did feel, then, that at this moment,

when

all

the greater statesmen

in

that
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House had but oue opinion upon the sub-

in

and wlien those wlio were of equal

if

ject,

weight, but not of equal official consequence,

were compelled by the 'force of circumstances, and though opposed to the mea-

—

when men
in favour of it
the noble Lord the late Member for
Dorsetshire (Lord Ashley), had rather relinquish their seat in that House than vote
against the measure
under all these important circumstances, he did still feel
sure, to vote

like

—

tliat

it

vote

in

was utterly impossible

Government.
every

for

support of the proposal

man

It

him
of

to

the

was time, indeed,

for

to put to himself the question

was

it for the advantage of this country
that the Corn Laws should be repealed?
All those evils and dangerous consequences
Avhich his hon. Friend had argued would

attend this measm'e in reference to this
country, would of necessity fall with greater

upon Ireland. What would naturally
be the consequence of such a measure?
If the exports of Ireland, which were very
great, were to be diminished, must not the
landlords of that country be seriously affected?
Could rents be paid? And must

force

not the agriculturists of Ireland turn those
lands, which now gave employment to the
people, into pasture lands, which would not
afford the same extent of employment?
And suppose that the results which were
anticipated from this measure, by those who
brought it forward, should fail of being realized, that those lands should be turned into
grass, and the people deprived of employment, would not Ireland, let him ask the
House, become, under such terrible circumstances, a land of trouble, sorrow, and
destitution, beyond all that was ever heard
or conceived?
With respect to the merits
of the measure itself, he considered it was
a most hazardous and dangerous experiment. And why was he asked to give it
his support ?
Was he appealed to for his
support by the Gentlemen opposite, who
had consistently supported measures of this
character, and

who had

conscientiously pur-

sued a free-trade policy ?
No he was
called upon by the right hon. Baronet, who,
during the greater portion of his own poli;

and for the whole of his (Mr.
Lefroy's) had been leading him into error,
except for the last two or three years. He

tical life,

must

say, that he thought there were
questions which it particularly belonged
to a man's own conscience and understand-

ing to judge of; and, for his

own

he
trusted he might truly say, that he had
never followed a Minister, and given up.
part,
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doing so, his conscientious feeling.
But
party was to be admitted to be for the
benefit of the country
and he believed it
was he did believe that there were several great and important questions, beyond
his own comprehension, perhaps, and for
the consideration of which he had neither
talent, nor time, nor opportunity, in regard
to which it was the best course to look

—

—

among public men, and to follow him
whose course of policy appeared the most
It was on grounds such as this
salutary.
that he had given his humble support to
But he must say,
the right hon. Baronet.
at the same time, that he should consider
he resembled a bird ensnared by a whistle,
if he allowed himself to be drawn into a
support of the measure before the House,
merely because the right hon. Gentleman
had changed his opinion upon a question
of such great importance, and without giv-

about

ing one solid reason for such change. The
hon. Member then said that, if he were
hereafter to be expected to follow a different line of policy from that which he had
hitherto adopted on questions of this nature,
it would be well to
consider whether it
would not be wiser to follow, on such measures, those as leaders, who had recommended such a course of policy as these
questions involved, for the whole of their

That, however, was not
case.
In reference to
the right hon. Baronet, he still hoped that
he would be found bringing forward measures in regard to Ireland which would tend
to the benefit of Ireland, and in those meapolitical

lives.

likely to be his

own

sures he woidd give him his support.
had been said, that those who voted

It

for

free-trade measures should support those

men who had

honestly entertained freetrade principles, and who had hitherto advocated them with zeal, straightforwardness,

and abihty.

He

should, however,

had
measure should turn
out to be for the benefit of the country, he
should be subjecting himself to some censure by having obstinately resisted it
but
if it should prove dangerous and destructive
to the interests of the country, he should
have, at least, the satisfaction that, as an
humble individual, he had entered his protest against the measure.
But, however
good it might turn out, the experiment
must be admitted to be of a most perilous
act in accordance with the views he

now

stated.

If the

;

character.

Viscount

CLEMENTS

said,

it

had been

alleged that the proposed measure would
be most injurious to the landlords of Ire-
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he bad not the least objection, as an
Member, to meet that assertion; he trusted he should not for so doing
be considered less the farmer's friend than
any hon. Gentleman opposite. For the
last six years he had earnestly endeavoured
to improve the agriculture of his neighbourhood, and he had made himself intimately acquainted with the wants and conditions of the farmers and the labouring
classes of the county he had the honour to
land

;

Irish county

He must own

some of the
arguments of the hon. Member for North
Northamptonshire had a little startled him:
he had heard him state that ruin to agriculture would not only be the consequence
represent.

that

of the policy of free trade; but also that
the artisan, the coachmaker, and paperstainer, would be found standing idle in the
market-place, seeking employment and
finding none.
To this picture of distress

and difficulty which he had di-awn, he might
have added the present state of the farmer
and agricultural labourer in Ireland. He
might there have found the market-places
crowded with labourers, able and willing to
work, seeking employment, but unable to
find it, and he might there have found
that corn was grown at the cheapest rate,
and sold in the dearest market ; yet did
that produce happiness or advantage to that
He believed it would be found
country ?

from every inquiry into the state of Ireland, that nothing could be more melancholy, nothing

more

destitute or deplorable,

than the condition of the labouring popuTheir state was such that it was
lation.
impossible for any one to imagine it, unless
he had been an eye-witness of it, and cognizant himself of that misery and total

That destitution had lately
destitution.
been most fully and usefully laid before
the pubhc by the enterprise of a leading

The gentlepublication in this country.
man intrusted with the inquiry had depicted in strong and forcible language the
total destitution of the poor in certain loand he (Lord Clements) was precalities
;

pared to admit, that in no one single syllable written by the Commissioner employed
by that publication had he in the slightest
He believed,
degree overstated the case.
indeed, that if it were possible for language

—CORN

LAWS.

—SECOND

gentleman who had charge of

dical

fever hospital at Mohill
"

NIGHT.

What

trict ?

—

is

the

:

the gcyicral description of the dis-

It is principally tillage.

" Can you state the population of the district ?
very great I do not know the exact numIn the district which I am acquainted with
ber.
there are nearly 40,000 persons, and there is
scarcely a resident gentleman within twelve or
thirteen miles in one way and twenty-five miles in

—

-It is

:

the other direction.
" AVhat are the most usual crops ?
crops latterly are potatoes and oats:

— The only

flax very
to what it used to be.
" "VMiat quantity of oats does the SOs. land produce ? Six sacks of twenty-eight stones are considered a fair produce by a farmer, because it soon
runs out the land with them, and it does not produce as much as it would with me.
" How many sacks would you grow upon the
same description of ground? I should average
two or three more than those who are around
little

—

—

me.
is

—

" What is the produce of the potatoes ? That
very different indeed.
" What has your own produce averaged ?

Thii*ty barrels, of eight stones, is considered a good
crop for the best land, but the people have not half
that.
If they had a mode of tilling it properly,
w^ith sufi&cient manure, they could have as much
as the best description of farmers but they have
not manure, and they generally till it very late in
the season.
Does the subletting or subdivision of ferms
still continue ?
To a great extent.
" Is it permitted by the landlords ? The two
*
landlords in the immediate neighbourhood, *
do not permit
it ; but it is carried on in the parish of Cloone,
where there is no resident landlord or agent to
prevent it.
It is a common practice; where a
man has five acres he will subdivide it with three
;

—

—

******

sons.

" With respect to the condition of the farming
population, are the large farmers improving in
their means ?
There are very few large fiixmers
in this countiy.
" Are the small tenantry improring in their
They are 50 per cent,
condition, or otherwise ?
worse than they were twenty years ago.
" Ai'e the labourers improving ? Q,uite the reverse nothing can be more wretched.
" What is the cause of their being so wretched ?
The value of the commodity (labour) is so reduced in price they are not able to pay their rents,
and they are lying naked aad in such a state that
it would hardly be believed.
I am obliged to visit
the people, being a medical man, and go in where
no gentleman would go in. They have no bedstead they are lying on a small quantity of straw
sometimes rushes they have no covering over
them, or one blanket among six. When te\er sets
in, in any particular case, the whole family gene*
*
* has got up
rally take it.
Latterly *
a fever hospital, and now they arc brought into it
immediately, and that saves the rest of the family
but it is not so extensive a thing, from want of
funds, as would be dcsii-able."

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

;

to draw the picture more forcibly, it might
have been done without in the least deviatHe would turn to the
ing from the truth.
evidence taken before Lord Devon's Commission, which appeared to him particu- He could confirm every statement conIt was tained in this extract from the Report. He
larly relative to tlie present case.
the evidence given by Mr. J. Duke, a me- had seen as many individuals as a mother
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10,

and four children lying on the earthen floor those who go out to America to send back the
money. Females generally do so they are more
without anything but a rug to cover them,
frugal and more affectionate to relatives at homo.
all in the fever, the neighbours afraid to go
The males may get married and leave the bail to
the
at
near them, and the iilth so piled up
pay."
door that it was with the greatest difficulty
Now, this was a lamentable state of
he was able to get in. lie hatl witnessed
things, but he felt perfectly satisfied of the
scenes of wretchedness and distress in that
truth of every syllable of the statement.
neighbourhood which required the strongHe could say even more than this gentleeviThe
est nerves to be able to examine.
He had hardly ever known a
maia stateddence thus continued
;

:

"

—

classes
**

—

?

—Yes,

it is.

With respect

to food,

what

is

their condition

?

never better than potatoes and milk in summer, and in winter tliey have not the milk. Sometimes they get a herring, or stirabout is considered
wholesome food ; but latterly they have not been
able to get that.
" If they get a halfpenny they buy a quart of
butter-milk, or sometimes in charity the farmer
But in speaking of the wretched
gives it them.
condition of the people, I speak of cottiers who
work a certain number of days for the farmers.
" Is the condition of a farmer holding a farm of
two or three acres better than you have described ?
Yes, where he derives from the head landlord at
It is

—

a

fair rent.

" Have farmers of that description usually bedr
The two-acre men I frestead and blankets?
quently find without bedsteads, but I generally see
one for the old couple, and the rest of the family
It is lamentable to
generally lie on the ground.
see their state, to which, above all other things,
I attribute the fever that prevails to a frightful
extent in this country.
" How many days' work in a week do they
Generusually give for their house and garden ?
ally in this locality three days in a week, and some
of the farmers give them w^^ork every day in the

—

—

week.
" At what rate do thjey pay them ; what are
they paid when not working up their rent?
Generally 6^., when fed; but it is a common thing
for a man to offer himself without any price,
merely to be fed at this season of the year. Some
means should be devised to prevent the people
lying on the ground with no more straw than you
could put in your hand. In many cases of fever
they are not able to get a pint of milk to make
the gruel, and I liave been round to the priests to
get them to beg a few pounds of gentlemen to save
lives in that way."

—

There was one more answer, which was so
who gave it,
that, though a littiie beside the subject, he
would read it
" You have referred to the destitute state of the
labouring population do you conceive that many

creditable to the poor people
:

summer

pass without the occurrence
last summer the
people were on the point of suffering a famine froni the failure of the potato crop.
Had that faihu'c been as extensive In tho
neighbouring counties as in Leitrim, they
would have had a most awful visitation.
single

you have mentioned of the poor
people here a general description of the lower
Is the state

of a scarcity.

This year additional quantities of ground

had been broken up

it was difficult exactly to ascertain the quantity of ground
so brought into cultivation ; it was also

—

;

difficult to make any calculation as to tho
increase of produce in consequence of it,
and equally so to estimate the quantity of
potatoes which would be found jp. a state
of disease and unfit to be used as food.

But

—

he must say the Comniissiou reby the Governijient to inquire into the state of that disease had at
least had this beneficial effect
it had forewarned the people^ and had shown them
that their neighboui's were as badly off as
themselves, and told them that they had
nothing to depend upon but their own exerthis

cently appointed

—

They could

tions.

apply to

not, as

dming

last siun-

neighbouring coimties for
assistance.
In many instances, persons
had already laid in a large stock of oatmeal
but how many thousands were there who
could not so provide means of subsistence
in advance
Many in his neighbourhood
had not yet paid for the food they were
mei',

tlie

!

obliged to

buy

summer: how could

last

they get credit during the next ? He might
now inquire, had protection been of the
slightest service to the farmers of Ireland?
Had it fed the people, or prevented the
agricultural labourers from *' standing idle
in the market-place," as the hon. Member
for North Northamptonshire anticipated
they would be compelled to do ? But a
clearer

;

of them would be disposed to emigrate, if means
were afforded ? Yes ; those that are married, and
those that are not married, would be glad to go.
"We have encouraged that to a certain extent by
the loan funds, by parties getting bail from their
relations ; and if wo had funds Ave could send out
thousands, and particularly females, who invariably send back the money to those who have become bail for them, that they should not be processed by us. Wg give twelve months to enable

During the

idea of the state of the people

might be gained from a report of the
" The Reproductive Loan
trustees of
Fund" in the county of Leitrim, in which
they state as follows

We

:

are of opinion that

it would be advisable
that the accumulated interest of the capital in our
care might now be very fairly and very properly
laid out in a manner beneficial to those poor persons through whose means it has been so accumu*'
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whose solo benefit the capital placed
in our care was originally intended.
" In arriving at this opinion, we are led to examine the actual state of the neighbourhood, and
the condition of the people
and we find that
l.atcd,

for

;

the portion of the parish of Mohill within the
county of Leitrim, comprises an area of 26,786
statute acres, including bog and water, which are
very abundant, but of which we have no official
record to enable us to deduct such parts as are
unproductive, and do not assist in supporting the
population, which consists of 16,581 individuals ;
or, 2,983 families, living in 2,810 houses.
The
annual valuation of those houses, including a market town but deducting one-third for repairs

—

amounts to

736/. 16*.

" In this parish there is one loan fund, one dispensary and fever hospital the latter containing
only three wards for fever patients.
" In the adjoining parish (Cloone) there is an
area, including bog and water, of 41,516 statute
acres, with a population of 21,225 individuals or,
3,818 families, living in 3,669 houses. The annual valuation of which houses, including a market
town
but deducting one-third for repairs
amounts to the sum of 22U. 18*.
" In this parish there is a loan fund ; but there
is no dispensary, or any charitable institution of
any kind."

—

;

—

—

The returns given

of the

MohiU Union were

of a remarkable character, and showed the
extensive subdivision of land there.
The

occupiers who did not pay rates, or rather
those whose holdings were valued at 4:1. and
imder, amounted to 6,169, and the land in
their possession was no less than 24,346
statute acres
in the Carrick Union
a fact
no less extraordinary while the number
of those paying rates was 4,522
those
not paying rates were 5,730
and, from
those returns it would be seen, as regarded
the latter locahty, that 27,109 acres were
altogether in the occupation of persons
who did not pay rates, the rates in such
cases being chargeable on the immediate
With reference to that portion of
lessor.
the measure introduced by the right hon.

—

—

—

;

:

Baronet relating to an alteration in the
System of paying the police and the public
county officers in Ireland, he desired some
further information.
His own comdction
was, that nothing could be more necessary
than that each county should pay for
its own police, although the Commission
of which Lord Devon had been the head,

number

in

any particular

NIGHT.

locality,

on ac-

count of disturbances, the cliarge for sucli
extra police should be placed on the partirequiring their immediate
and that the payments should be
enforced as a punishment for such disorders.
cular

locality

services,

Some alteration was also absolutely necessary in the appointment of officers to conduct the Crown business at assizes ; at present, nothing could be worse than the
system so long existing; and until steps
were taken by the Administration to insure fit and proper persons taking charge
of this important business, neither justice nor order would be thoroughly introduced. Nor could there be any security for
life and property ; and he regretted to say
that under the present system, the Crown
gave very little protection to either. He
was anxious that, before any great length
of time elapsed, the right hon. Baronet at
the head of the Government would turn
his attention to this matter, with a view
not only of relieving the counties of the
burden of paying the salaries of public
officers, but also for the purpose of putting
the whole on a better footing, and placing
men of talent and experience in the several
offices. The general supposition in England
was that Ireland was a lightly taxed
country : the fact was that there was
local taxation to an extent from 6 to 23
per cent. ; and this, at all times a serious
burden, was at this moment altogether
insupportable, in consequence of the universal failure in the article of food having
deprived the poorer part of the population
of their usual means of meeting such
taxation.
He likewise trusted that in devising measures to allay that wide-spread
evil, the right hon. Gentleman would not
be unmindful of the many other funds from
might be derived, in addition
which had already been mentioned
There were large availon another night.

which

relief

to those

able resources in the guardianship of the
Loan Society a sum

Irish Reproductive

—

amounting, he believed, to upwards of
6,000?., but at present in hand and lying
useless
and in seeing that such funds
appointed to inquire into the relations were properly applied and diverted into the
between landlord and tenant in Ireland, channels for which, by charitable persons,
had recommended a very different plan
they were originally intended, the Governone similar to that now proposed by the ment would be doing a very essential serTo this, however, he vice. The original amount of these funds
right lion. Baronet.
would not object, provided that there should was about 54,000?. they were now upwards
be an annual vote of the House for their of 64,000?., and they might be made of
payment the number of police in each infinitely greater service to the poor than
There
county determined on, and in the event of in receiving them solely for loans.
were, it would be known, numerous other
its being found necessary to increase that
;

;

;

;
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societies

and

associations

formed

with

praiseworthy objects, and similarly, for want of proper inspection, failing
and in order to secure
in their end
to the unfortunate people so lamentably
similar

;

with famine all the relief which
could possibly be obtained from such quarters, he hoped that a Committee of Inquiry
would be formed, and that every faciUty
would be ^iven to carry out whatever reThe
commendation might be adopted.

visited

noble Lord, in conclusion, stated that he
would give his support, with great pleasure,
to the measure of the right lion. Baronet,
and with still greater pleasure, if the suggestion of the noble Lord the Member for
the city of London induced the right hon.
Baronet to propose an immediate, in place
of a gradual, repeal of the Corn Laws.
said, that
The Marquess of
he rose under circumstances of very great

GRANBY

.

and grave embarrassment, because he felt
to be his duty to oppose the course of
those with whom he had generally acted.
He must at the outset declare that he considered the question before them was one
on which every one had a perfect right to
change his opinion and he would moreover
say this, that he was sure that in the present course that was adopted by the right
hon. Baronet he was actuated by the purest
and most conscientious motives but, at
the same time, he must be allowed to say,
that if the right hon. Gentleman had entertained these opinions in 1841, he did
believe that though under such circumstances the right hon. Gentleman might
have proposed the same measures which he
now submitted to the House, with all the authority that his great talents gave him, still
he would not have had the opportunity of
proposing them with all the authority and
influence of the Crown. Now, however, the
right hon. Baronet felt it to be his duty to
press these measures upon the House. He
regretted that the right hon. Gentleman
had done so and he regretted it the more

it

;

;

;

because, as far as they knew the opinions of
the people of this country, their feelings and
their wishes were against these measures.
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ment should be encountered, and which
There was one arfallacy first exposed.
gument which had lately prevailed very
much, and seemed to have produced considerable

and

effect

throughout the country,
if true in every re-

was one which,

it

spect, would,

he admitted, have consider-

able effect upon

himself.

It

was

stances the labourer could get his bread
and his subsistence cheaper, the Corn Laws
could not be maintained. He thought, however, that this was not the question which
a statesman should ask. The proper question was, would the labourer receive more
bread and more of subsistence if the Corn
Laws were repealed, than he had now ? He
thought that all experience and all sound
argument told them it would not be so.
He referred to the statistics of all the
nations of the world, and he thought from
these that it was self-evident that, when
subsistence was very cheap, the labourer
was not well paid, and the condition of the
people was worse than in those places Avhere
the price of provisions was high. The right
hon. Gentleman the Secretary at War had
last night told Members on that (the Ministerial) side of the House, that they deceived
themselves on this question, because they
alone judged of it from the inquiries that
they made in their own neighbourhoods.
In his mind, on the contrary, it appeared
that this was the very best manner of obtaining an accurate estimate of public opinion and of the general judgment respecting
them for the agricultural Members came
from all parts of the country, and it seemed
a strange argument to say that the opinions
thus collected by them were not to be relied
upon.
They were, however, told, that all
the experience they had had of the system
:

of protection was to be set aside, and that
the last three years' experience of the right
hon. Gentleman's Tariff was that alone

upon which they were to decide this great
question.
Three years' experience of the
Why, the Tariff was not a freeMeasures were proposed to them, and they Tariff
were called upon to meet the arguments trade measure. As he understood that
by which such measures were supported. measure, its principle was to take off the
There was some difficulty in doing so, be- duty on raw produce, for the purpose. of
cause they would find the propositions be- benefiting our manufacturers, whilst it
fore the House sustained by the most con- kept a moderate duty on all manufactured
tradictory arguments.
The arguments articles. He admitted there were two or
themselves were as various as the persons three exceptions to this rule
but lie
arid there thought the House would agree with him,
to whom they were addressed
was some difficulty in knowing which argu- that there were other causes in these
!

,

this

that if the Corn Laws were repealed the
labourer could buy bread cheaper than he
Now, this he did say, that
did at present.
if it were true that imder such circum-

;

;
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cases operating to prevent a fall ifl the
wages of labour than the right hon. Baronet's Tariff ; and amongst them they
could not hut take into consideration the
that

fact,

the

extension of the railroad

system had very much widened the labour
market.
With regard to the rise in the
price of meat, that, he was of opinion, was
more to be attributed to the disease in sheep
than to the new Tariff and he confessed he
was somewhat surprised, after having heard
the right hon. Baronet say that his Tariff
proved that low prices and high wages
were concomitant, that the right hon.
;

Gentleman

should

friends in this

tell

his

agricultural

House that they had no

oc-

casion to be alarmed at the Tariff, inasmuch as prices, instead of being lowered
were actually higher. He did not believe
that "cheap bread" would confer the
benefit on the labouring part of the com-

munity that was anticipated^ It seemed
to him that the arguments of the free
traders

came

to this

—we wish

to put a shil-

man's pocket, and in order
we propose to take two shillings

ling into every
to do so

out of the pockets of half the population.
let them mark who would be the suf-

But

LAWS.

—SECOND NIGHT.

a great relief to his mind if he thought
that such would be the case but he was
sorry to observe that the right hon. Gentleman seemed to hold out very faint hopes
that foreign nations would reduce their
tariffs.
But even if they did, what would
be the effect ? We might, perhaps, increase our exports abroad but in the sanie
ratio as we admitted foreign corn, wonld
our own soil go out of cultivation, and our
home market be contracted.
Then he
would ask whether the habits, tastes, or
means of the foreign agriculturist would
enable him to consume so large a quantity
of our manufactures ?
The annual value
of our home manufactures was computed
to be 150,000,000/., whereas the exports
amounted to only 50,000,000/. Were they
prepared to extend our foreign trade at the
risk of destroying the home market? They
had last year spent 1,000,000/. on om* fortifications, and it was considered necessary,
and they would this year be asked, to grant
;

;

increased estimates for the public service

and he (the Marquess of Granby) wished to
if it was prudent or wise at this
particular juncture, when clouds were rising
on all sides, to put ourselves in the power

know

ferers.
The sufferers would be the hard- of foreign nations, so far as the supply
working, industrious, producing classes of of food for our population was concm-ned?
the community ; whereas those who would It was no answer to say that if one
gain, would be the rich, idle, unproducing nation refused to send in the requisite
consumers. Even supposing that the cheap supply, other nations would be ready to
loaf would be of the advantage it was meet our demands.
He believed that we
represented, still he would ask if there should derive most of the supply from
were any probability, when the Corn Law one particular part of the Continent but
was repealed, that the low price would even if that were not so, we all knew how
continue ? Having admitted foreign grain easy it was for those who were jealous
into competition, the Englidi agricul- of our greatness to combine against us. It
turist would be driven from the market
was upon the ground, then, that he felt it
and, that accomplished, supposing that fo^ to be his duty to support those principles
reign Governments pennitted the exporta- which he thought had mainly conduced to
tion to this country, which was unlikely, the greatness, the happiness, the welfare,
would the foreign grower allow the price to and the independence of England, that he
Railways had not been so should give his most strenuous opposition
continue low ?
long in use in this country but that he re- to the measure of Her Majesty's Ministers.
membered what continually took place on Before he sat down he was anxious to say a
the old roads. He could recollect the high few words to those hon. Members who
fares which were charged for travelling by might be doubtful as to the course they
the old stage coaches, and the reduction should pursue on this occasion.
If there
which ensued upon starting rival convey- were any hon. Members who had their conances but the moment that one compelled fidence in the truth of the protective prinanother to stop running, that moment did ciple shaken by the conversion of their
the cheap fares cease. They were also told friends, he would beg of them to pause
that the greatest benefit would be conferred before they were drawn into the vortex of
If they did not see their
On the manufacturers of the country by the this revolution.
adoption of the right hon. Baronet's mea- way clearly before them, he would entreat
sure that we should thereby be enabled to of them to give the benefit of the doubt in
exchange our manufacturing produce for their minds to a system which had existed
It would be for the last 200 years
he would beg of
the corn of other countries.
;

;

;

;

:
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it in favour of a system under
nation had risen to its present
If he was tokl that
greatness and renown.
he was too hite, and that protection was
doortied, his answer Was, that he believed

them

to give

which

this

and although tathe protection was just
lent, and eloquence, and agitation, and
money had heOn expended to delude them,
the people of this Country would only pity
the men who had so had an opinion of them
as to suppose that the principles which
their arguments had not changed, would
Let the result
yield to such corruption.
he what it would, of this he was sure, that
posterity would regard them (the protectionists) with gratitude, and thank them
for having struggled for protection, and
would at all events ackhowledge that they
had not hetl-ayed the trust which the nation
had confided to them.
Mr.
Would give his support
to the measure of the right hon. Baronet,
which a very remarkable expression utteted
some time previously by one high in authority had convinced him Could not long
be delayed.
In the yeai' 1843, it was asserted on the bench below him, that the
principles of free trade were the principles
of common sense. At that assertion, which
conveyed to him a, deep import, some hon.
Gentlemen had shaken their hands, while
others believed that the right hon. Secretary's wdrds were to h6 taken in the words
of Oxford theologians, in a non-natural
;

lOy
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lie regretted the Bill did
trade in corn,
not originally pass the same year aS the
Canada Corn Bill, as, in addition to its
being a concession to our colonists, (not a
very important one, it was true,) the right
hon. Baronet might have quoted the effects
of the rtieasuro along with the other calculations he employed to quiet the apprehen-

He certainly
sions of the agriculturists.
did not doneeire in those days that a free
trade in corn was so near, and coticeived
that a small fixed duty, for the sake of reVenue if not of protection, would have been
the transition stdte, a proposition to which

he would have lent a willing concurrence,

being a believer that corn, as well as other
articles of consumption, should be subject
As, however, from
to a slight taxation.
the harbbur of the sliding scale, we had at
once put forth into the open sea of free
trade, he saw no Other inconvenience than
GREGORY
the nausea which came upon the protection
party at once, who would have had tilore
time to prepare themselves for the sickness
they considered inevitable, during a more
gradual progress down the river.
He expected, however that they would find themselves better sailors than they imagined,
and that their apprehensions, as in former
instances of the Tariff and the Canada
Corn Bill, would be their only source of
suffering,
lie trusted it Would not be
imagined that, for an instant, he wished to
employ the language of ridicule, which
sense.
Common sense, howevejh, appeared would be highly unbecoming, towards what
to him an ingredient that entered so largely he must consider to be the most honest
He believed that the situainto the reasoning of all the affairs of life, convictions.
so mixed up and bound up with our slightest tion of the labourer and the tenant farmer,
actions, as well as with our loftiest duties, just as much as the rent, and what they
so inseparable from what was just and conceived to be the honour of Parliament,
right, that it became to him a subject of entered deeply into the consideration of the
deep consideration, what could those causes opponents of this Bill and how often had
be that prevented the principles of common he been led to exclaim, was there not one
sense from being fully carried out
and Menenius Agrippa in the land to rebuke
the more he examined the reasonings oh the angry and senseless recriminations that
either side of the question, the more satis- attended this discussion?
Was there no
fied and convinced was he that the right friend of the manufacturer to speak to him
hon. Secretary was right in his assertion, of the English as well as of the foreign
and that those principles of free trade were, purchaser of the home as well as of the
like common sense, no principle in the ab- foreign market
when he launched into instract, but principles which might and vectives against the landed interest ? And
should be made applicable to immediate could no one in return remind the orators
circumstances.
Impressed with this con- of protection meetiligs and agricultural soviction, he considered it his duty to Vote cieties, that commerce and manufactures had
with the hon. Member for Gateshead (Mr. done more for agriculture, than agriculture
Hutt) in his Motion for the free importation for commerce and manufactures
and that
of Australian corn
a Motion which had England did not take her position among nafor its object the free importation of grain tions from her proficiency in subsoil draining
from all British dominions, and which would and rotation crops, but from the wealth and
certainly have opened the door to a freer greatness commerce and manufactures had
j

;

;

—

—

;

;
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conferred upon her, which liad enlarged portant, which showed that even under the
her borders to the very corners of the earth, vigorous rule of Bonaparte, in the most desand preserved her integrity and independ- perate war that the nation was ever plunged
ence when every hand was raised in hos- in, so large an importation of corn was reHe was anxious to de- ceived from France and he might add to
tiUty against her?
but that statement, that during the war, which
tain the House as shortly as possible
he thought it necessary, representing so was mainly concluded by the victories of
large a constituency, to state briefly the the British navy, we were almost entirely
reasons which induced him to give his sup- dependent on the foreigner for the ropes
port to the Government measure, and to and cordage of our vessels, for the hemp,
show them that he was not merely in- in short, of Poland and of Russia, two
It was said, again, that
fluenced by the example of those with hostile countries.
whom he had hitherto acted, or by any this was, and should not be, a concession
Now, he contended, that if
romantic notions of self-sacrifice or self-de- to agitation.
Seeing the daily and hourly con- ever there was a concession to reason, and
votion.
versions of men whose motives no insinua- not to agitation, this was of that nature.
tions could impugn, the more amply and Look at the majority of the right hon.
dispassionately this question was discussed, Baronet in Parliament, and what a position
the more clear would its necessity become, he might have continued to hold had he, at
and it was most important for the efficiency the coming dissolution, placed himself at
of the measure and the honour of the the head of prejudice, and appealed to the
House, that these Resolutions should ap- country on protection principles. Much as
pear in the eyes of the people of England the hon. Member for Stockport and the
a concession, not to clamour, but to reason. League had done, they could not have carThe grounds on which he gave his support ried this measure for several years without
that he be- the intervention of external circumstances;
to this measure were these
lieved that agriculture had hitherto flou- yet how fearful those external circumstances
The right hon. Baronet
rished, not through protection, but in spite might have been
He believed that with low might have held on for several years, blessof protection.
prices there might be ample and equal re- ed by his supporters, the farmer's joy, his
He believed that the present portrait adorning the viUage inn, and lightmuneration.
protective duties were an unjust tax upon ed up annually, bright and ruddy, by the
the whole nation, a bounty on a particular flames of the village bonfire which consumed
manufacture, operating, as all bounties did, the letter and effigy of Lord John. Instead
most perniciously to the interests of those of that, he had chosen a time of all others
for whom they were intended^ creating and the most fitted for this measure
a time of
fostering supineness, and diverting capital general prosperity, when no great quantity
from its legitimate channel by unnatural of corn was hoarded up abroad, and likely
He believed it to be a libel on to inundate the country and all he hoped
stimulus.
the activity, intelligence, and skill of the was, that such might be the case in 1849.
British farmer to suppose him unable to On the other side of the water, however,
compete with the foreigner in this particular much alarm was felt by the intention of the
He believed the manufac- hon. Member for Cork (Mr. O'Connell) to
manufacture.
It was quite clear,
turing and agricultural interests to be iden- support the measure.
said many of his (Mr. Gregory's) supporttical, and that restrictive laws on food
were prejudicial to both. He believed that ers, that Mr. O'Connell's object was to
virtue and morality went hand in hand destroy the tie that connected Ireland with
with plenty and prosperity but that the England, and thereby advance his great
Now, considering that
attendants on scarcity were ignorance and object of Repeal.
These were the positive reasons were this to be the efi'ect of the measure,
crime.
that induced him to support the measure, which presupposed the destruction of the
and he was not deterred by the arguments Irish trade much poverty must ensue, in
*
brought against it. He did not fear any fact, that country would be on the verge of
did they consider that hon.
more that England would be dependent on pauperism
Foreign Powers for her food than she had Gentleman so devoid of all sagacity as not
hitherto been in years of scarcity, or that a to perceive that the contributions of a
general league would be made any more to grateful people to him vrho carried Emanstarve her out, than that a general league cipation would be diminished altogether,
would be formed for her invasion. He thought and that, probably, the Repeal rent would
Would that tally
the aro-ument of his noble Friend most im- be shortly prorsus nil?
;

;

—

!

—

;

;

—

—
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Member's views? But he proved that low prices had not thrown land
gave that hon. and learned Gentleman and out of cultivation, but instead, had given
those who acted with him, credit for voting rise to increased care, activity, and science.
on this occasion from humane and enhght- But he (Mr. Gregory) would not even allow
ened considerations. Let them see what a that they had any right to make use of
position that hon. Gentleman could at once such an argument, even supposing it to be
have occupied had he chosen to oppose the true. If the inferior lands were not remumeasure.
Could anything be easier than nerative, it was wrong thus to call on the
to persuade nine-tenths of the inhabitants community at large to pay a heavy tax for
of Ireland, that they were on the verge of this direction of capital into an improper
ruin ?
See what an effect a few sophis- channel, any more than that they should
tries and adroit calculations would have had pay annually a large sum of money to
on every class of the population shoe- breeders of silk worms, or manufacturers
makers, hatters, tabinet weavers, hand- of British brandy in short, to undertakloom linen weavers, and farmers, above all. ings repugnant to the climate and natural
Why, hardly five Representatives through- resources of the country. Such a system
out Ireland would have been able to with- as this was wrong, and opposed to the first
stand the storm, and the fate of the mea- principles of political economy.
Let them
sure would be easily conceived.
It would look at France, and the wine trade of that
have gained to the cause of Repeal, such a country, for an example of the injurious
movement as this, more than half of Ireland; effects of such a system of unnaturally diand not only that, but the ready and will- verting capital. Look at the enormous tax
witli the hon.

—

—

the free-traders in that country annually paid for her restrictonly ive duties on hardware, iron, cotton, yarn,
too glad to have got rid, on any terms, of <fec.
Were she disposed to receive these
so many advocates of prejudice and protec- articles from foreign countries, instead
tion.
But it was said the present Bill was of unnaturally stimulating a dear and
to displace capital, and throw land out of inferior home production, what a market
cultivation; let them, for one moment, deal would she at once open for her unrivalled
with experience, and with those very stubborn wines, the cultivation of which annually
things called facts.
Let them see how the occupied three millions of human beings,
relaxation of protection in 1842 had affected and might be correspondingly increased
land.
Look at the prices of wheat for five He gave that as one instance out of a thouyears preceding the half year of 1842. sand to show the pernicious effects of stiWhat was the average ? 65s. 2d. since mulating that which was by nature unre1842 to 1845, 525. 8c?.; and what had munerative. Now, he would again appeal
been the result ? You have been calculat- to experience on another point which had
ing at various times the remunerating price excited very considerable alarm.
He alof corn to meet agricultural distress
in luded to the impossibiUty of the English
1815, you placed it at SOs.
in 1827, Mr. farmer being able to contend with foreign
Canning put it at 65s.
in 1842, Sir countries where taxation was light and laRobert Peel placed it at 56s. ; and we find, bour cheap.
On a very memorable occasince that period, 52s. Sd. the average sion similar language was employed, and

ing co-operation of
country,

this

all

who would have been

;

;

;

;

price
scale

and no general

This was the

ruin.

:

5.

d.

s.

1838. ..64
1839. ..70
1840. ..66
1841. ..64

7
8
4
4
1842... 60 2 half year.

d.

1842... 57 3 half year.
1843.. .50 1

1844. ..51 4
1845. ..52

And what was the quantity of corn sold in
the country markets ?
Year.

«.

1839 wheat at 70
1842
57
„
1845
62
„

.

Quarters.
3 174 680

tricts

.

.

4,091,'234

would be

.

.

6,470,469

capital to Ireland.

And
you

In the year
it been justified ?
1785, Mr. Pitt brought forward his noble
and enlightened measure for commercial
The same class
intercourse with Ireland.
of minds who now maintained that the
English farmer could not contend against
Danish boors and Polish serfs, maintained
that English manufacturers would never be
able to contend against Irish cheapness.
Alarm rose high in the manufacturing dis-

.

d.

8
3

how had

yet, with constantly decreasing prices,
find your increase of corn more than

double within six years.
He was aware
they had been abundant years
but it
;

;

it

was confidently asserted that
literally

a transfer of

it

EngUsh

The manufacturers

of

Manchester remonstrated, but in vain
and we see how true was the quotation
of the right hon. Baronet from Adam
Smith, that the manufacturers had no
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Mr. Wedgeand reConyngham got

objection even to monopoly.

wood came from the

Potteries,

also.
Sir W.
that House, and stated that ruin
Btared Scotland in the face for that the
Irish would export their grain to the western parts of Scotland, undersell the Scotch
farmer, and overthrow the landlord and,
not satisfied with ruining them on the land,
the Irish fishermen would obtain dominion
of the sea, by being allowed participation
in the Scotch fishing trade.
The Bill was
defeated in the Irish House of Commons
but the Union was accomphshed five years
subsequently. The cheapness still remains,

monstrated

up

in

;

—

taxation was stiU comparatively light
had one of these anticipations been
fied?
Had not skill, energy, and
prevailed over cheap labour and cheap
And was it not only a few days

they were told that, in spite of Sir

nyngham 's
fish

but

;

veri-

order
food?
since

W.

Co-

predictions, quantities of dried

from Scotland were annually sent to
was literally teeming with

Ireland, wliich

that gift of Providence.
difficulties

in

the

way

One

of the great

of understanding

this was the word *' cheapness."
Either
the farmer must sell at low prices, and be
ruined through cheap corn; or else, if corn
was to remain high, why unsettle the question ?
Now with cheapness there might
be equal remuneration. It should be recollected that the farmer and the landed
interest were themselves paying a heavy
price for these protective duties, the bread

SECOND NIGHT.

farmer than the present uncertain state
of things, which at one moment buoyed
him up into undertakings beyond his
means at another, reduced him to apathy and despair.
Farming ought surely
to be conducted on fixed principles of
;

trade, instead of in the irregular

manner
was now characterized. His
beUef, however, was, that prices would not
be so very materially lowered, but that
a more general knowledge would prevail
abroad of the quantity that would be required for the English market, and that
there would not be, as now, a glut, one
year forcing ruinous and compulsory sales,
at another time scarcity and high prices.
On the whole, therefore, he looked on this
by which

it

measure, as far as man could effect, as calculated to produce a greater steadiness of
price and cheapness of food, yet with equal
remuneration to the producer.
The case
was now altered, since the farmer, to use
the words of the right hon. Baronet, might
complain that every article he wore, from
the sole of his shoe to the crown of his
hat, was heavily taxed for the purposes
of

protection

;

that

gloves, handkerchief

—

his

hat,

buttons,

in short, everything

required for domestic use, was taxed for
the pui-pose of protection and manufactures.
The manufacturer, having given
so much of his protection, might fairly
ask the farmer for a similar concession:
And now a few words with respect to the
apprehensions prevailing in Ireland. They
all recollected the panic of 1842, and the

up

they daily consumed, provisions for their
farm servants, grain for their cattle, oats terrible influx of foreign provisions that was
for their horses.
It was easy to perceive to swamp the Irish producer.
As usual,
that not more than half the profit went apprehension was the worst that happened.
into the pocket of the farmer.
He was Never was a fairer demand for our produce,
taxing himself heavily for that produce of or the producer more amply remunerated
which he was a great consumer.
And than he had been since that fatal measure.
as for the tenant farmer, of smaU capital,

He

(Mr. Gregory) entirely coincided with

whose ruin was confidently predicted, he the right hon. Baronet, that the prosperity
believed the steadiness of price and of or depression of trade in the manufactui'ing
demand would be more beneficial to him, districts was the main cause of the rise or
than the present uncertain state of things. fall of the price of provisions and he was
As these duties were now, he of all persons confident that the same pulsation existed
was least benefited by them. From want in Ireland as in Manchester and Liverpool.
of capital he was obliged to sell his crops If there were a brisk demand there for
;

immediately on their being threshed out,
whatever glut there might be in the market,
while the real profits went into the pocket
of the corn factor, and those who had the
means to await the probable rise of prices
in the fall of the year.
Surely a fall of
price, accompanied with greater steadiness
of demand, and a more general cheapness
of the articles of raiment, food, and luxury, would be more advantageous to the

English manufactured goods, there would
be a brisk demand and steady price here
for Irish agricultiu-al produce and were he
(Mr. Gregory) an Irish peasant, he would,
pray rather for fresh openings for our commerce and manufactures, and for measures
likely to promote these objects, than for all
the prohibitory enactments that the utmost
stretch of monopoHzing fancy could suggest,
which might indeed keep foreign provisions
;
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at the same time render our produce unmarketable and valueless.
He should now look at the several causes
for apprehension
oats, bacon, salt pork,
butter, live cattle, linen, were, as they
heard, to be so depreciated in value, that
the producers had but one year, if so much,
to survive impending ruin.
To begin with
oats he had taken some pains to arrive at
correct conclusions upon the subject.
He
had gone through the consular reports, the
accounts of trade and navigation, and the
more closely he had investigated the matter, the more satisfied was he, that with a
little more activity, and a little less slovenliness, we could throw down the gauntlet to
the foreigner on the score of price.
Now
he would take, as a remunerative price for
oats in Ireland, ds. 6d. per barrel, the barrel containing 14 stone of 14 lbs., or 196 lbs.
According to the calculation, through the
medium of the bushel, the quarter was one
barrel and a half: that would render the
price of oats remunerative at 14s. 3c?.
Now, even with the charge of carriage
added to that, he denied that the foreigner
could undersell the Irish farmer. He took
the price abroad of oats from the consular
returns, looking only at the chief places
from which any considerable importation
might be expected these were St. Petersburgh, Dantzic, Hamburgh, and Elsinore.
These consular returns were corroborated
by Mr. Meek, and by the subsequent statements of Mr. M'Culloch.
This was the

from our shores, but

:

:

;

table
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likely that oats could

be conveyed from

the interior to that port, and shipped free
on board, at 2s. or 3s. a quarter, with remuneration to the producer ? Now he was

what would be said to him
If all these calculations of grain be

quite aware of

—

'*

correct, how comes it that oats have been
imported into England, paying an average
duty for the last three years of Qs.V That
was the very point at which he was anxious
to arrive, as it would show the fallacies
that were employed to raise apprehensions,
and how easily they might be met. He
did not deny but that oats might be imported by return vessels at almost nominal
freights, such as in coal vessels from Denmark, as instanced by his right hon. Friend
the Recorder for Dubhn, in the debate of
1842, or that some extraordinary cheap

ship loads of

wheat might occasionally

ar-

one or two cases in 1837 from
Odessa
but these very instances told
against the general argument, proving that
these low prices were extraordinary, and
that the arrivals were so small as not in the
slightest degree to afibct the general market. Now, what had been the total amount
of foreign oats imported at this average
duty of 6s. ?
He would take the returns
since April 29, 1842, to January o, 1845,
and he found this return
Since the 29th
of April, 1842, to the 5th of January,
1846, he found 578,462 quarters of foreign
oats introduced, 2,875 quarters of colonial
rive, as in
;

:

—581,387

oats

lonial oats in

:

10,

—

quarters of foreign and coOut of this, 348 quar-

all.

ters of colonial oats inundated the market,
Places.

Price of Oats
per quarter.

.

Elsinore
Dantzic

s.

s.

d.

2
3
3
4

6
6
6
5

St.

Petersburgh

s.

d.

to 5

" 5
" 4
" 5

Now he was aware that the freight of oats
was somewhat less than this scale of freightage but there was to be added to all this
;

msurance,
sale, and,

could

it

This was the total
had come into England during this period; and what had Ireland sent in the same time
5,322,637
quarters.
So much for figures; and he
really thought such figures as these, and
the returns of men whose reports were
above suspicion, and who had passed their

paying

quarter.

11 to 16
12 " 15
12
12 " 15

s.

Hamburgh

Freight per

granary rent, commission on
above all, merchant's profit; and
be conceived, that unless some

extraordinary change took place, which
change, however, was not hkely to verge
towards cheapness of price, presuming increase of demand, that there was any chance
of Ireland being swamped by the foreign

producer?
One word, and only one, for
Odessa, which had long been a sad bugbear.
The freight from that port amounted to from 10s. to 15s. per quarter. Was

Is.

6d. duty.

amount of

oats that

;

—

lives in continual intercourse with those
best informed on the subject, ought to overbalance the statements of anonymous gentlemen who had lived in Poland.
These

anonymous gentlemen ought

to reflect be-

fore they excited apprehensions, of which

and experience were daily showing
the utter groundlessness.
Now, he would
ask, was the foreigner, with these figures
before him, hkely to enter into what must
be to him a most ruinous competition ?
facts

Was it likely that he would at all, in

any mabe able to send in such a quanof oats as would swamp the Irish pro-

terial degree,
tity

—CORN
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ducer, when he was quite able to send in a home consumption had decreased.
He
more valuable and not more bulky commo- would take the first seven months of the
Salt pork entered for
dity, far more remunerative, at nearly the last three years
same freightage and general expenses? home consumption in 1843, 3,000 cwt.;
he found, that from in 1844, 600 cwt.; in 1845, 1,100 cwt.;
Now for live stock
:

:

—

—

the 9th of January, 1842, to the 5th of
January, 1845, the introduction of cattle

showing that

in spite of

high prices there

was no advantage taken of the relaxation.
Hon. Members should also recollect what
was all-impertant in the consideration of

amounted to 7,980 oxen and bulls, 3,645
So much for the
sheep, and 1,042 pigs.
threatened invasion of 300,000,000 of this subject, that the remaining quantity
He was perfectly was taken out of bond for our shipping
swine from one country.
aware that of late the importation was much duty free, and that in that respect there
greater of oxen; but they should look at could not and would not be the slightest
We had had, as far as shipping
the really most unfair price change.
the immense
The prices at Balin- was concerned, where salt meat was so
of meat at present.
asloe fair were unprecedented, and the de- largely required, a free trade for several
mand far greater than the supply. He years; and what a fraction of the whole
might be told that this arose not from in- quantity thus used was the produce of the
Next were bacon and hams
creased consumption, but from the great foreigner
but that from 11. Ss. per cwt., the duty was remortality of late among cattle
told aU the stronger in favour of his argu- duced by the Tariff of 1842 to 3^. Qd.
ment.
If with these immense prices you from British possessions, other parts 14^.
ransack Europe to find cattle for the Eng- Just half was the immediate increase.
lish market, and the quantity imported was Bacon and hams imported in 1841, 5,000
a mere nothing in that market, what chance cwt.; 1842, 8,000 cwt.; 1843, 7,000 cwt.
was there that, with a decreased price of Bacon imported in the seven months endmeat, there would not be, as ever, the same ing the 5th of August, 1843, 354 cwt.;
Hams im1844, 20 cwt.; 1845, 18 cwt.
call upon the Irish grazier ? Could any remark be more rational than that of the ported in the seven months ending the

—

—

!

:

5th of August, 1843, 4,313 cwt.; 1844,
4,212 cwt.; 1845, 3,363 cwt. This looked
as if the pig would still pay the rent. The
is responsible for the addition
of 3,000 head to the supply, (this was published in fact was, as long as the manufacturer had
March, 1845,) but commercial distress, affecting, the money to pay, he would prefer a good
perhaps, immediately 4,000,000 or 5,000,000 of
and wholesome to. an inferior article, which
people, nearly all of whom were consumers of animal food, is responsible for not extending the de- foreign salt meat had proved itself to be.
mand to an amount nearer 300,000 head than Foreign beef Seven months ending Au3,000."
gust 5:— Imported, 1843, 19,621 cwt.
These were very true words, and he wished 1844, 63,950 cwt.; 1845, 53,759 cwt.
1843,
Irish Members who opposed this measure Entered for home consumption
right hon. Secretary for the Colonies, in his

pamphlet on the
" The new Tariff

Tariff,

when he

said

—

—

would weigh them weU; but
mained, he would refer them

if

any fear

re-

to the price of

meat in the different countries abroad visited
by Mr. Meek, and ask if we could successfidly compete with such prices. Now, for salt
pork.

By

the Tariff of 1842, from being

125. per cwt.,

it

was admitted from British

possessions at 2s. per cwt.

;

other parts 8s.

He had

looked over the amount
of this article imported during the last five

per cwt.

years, and found, in spite of the relaxation
of duty, and the greater consumption of
animal food, a most insignificant increase.

527 cwt.; 1,845, 679
cwt.
Now there was only butter remaining
and any one who had read Mr.
Meek's statement, must see that the price
of that commodity in exporting countries
nearly equalled that which was considered
a most remunerative price in Ireland; and
that it was impossible that any quantities
were likely to be imported calculated in
any other way to affect the Irish dairy
farmer than to encourage him to greater
cleanliness and attention, the want of
541 cwt.;

1844,

;

months ending August 5; in 1845, 27,000
ewt. for seven months ending August 5;

which at present deteriorated materially
from the value of that article. And here
he was glad to remark that the dairy
farmer, instead of being ruined since the
Tariff, had been able to increase his exports.
He (Mr. Gregory) found ex-

cut of this portion the quantity entered for

ported

Salt pork imported in 1841, 45,000 cwt.;
in 1842, 54,000 cwt.; in 1843, 27,000
cwt.; in 1844, 11,000 cwt. for seven
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on one
Years.

Butter and Cheese.

Value.

1841
1842
1843

Cwt.
55,000
61,000
71,000

223,000
229,000
253,000

side, without entering into the
question of the propriety or the impropriety
of the right hon. Baronet being the Minister who introduced this measure, they
were, at all events, in one sense, bound to

listen with respect to his appeal to pos-

Had the concluding day of the last
Session of Parliament been his last, what
would have been the verdict of posterity?
That he had found his country in a financial crisis
he had left her unembarrassed that he had found a disaffected and
almost pauper manufacturing population
he had left them loyal and employed. Could
terity.

Portugal and Brazil.
Now,
with all these accumulations of facts and
figures, should he not be most unwise in
joining in the general cry of apprehension?
He knew he had trespassed sadly on the
indulgence of the House
but it was a
matter of such moment to let reason take
the place of groundless fear, that he was
confident he should not be blamed.
Feeling then deeply that this was a highly beneficial measure, adding stimulus to commerce and to trade, having gone through
every calculation most fairly to prove the
groundlessness of agricultural apprehension
in Ireland, should he be justified, as a
Member for a great city a city that should
be a great commercial city in withholding his support to a measure calculated, as
he believed, eminently to increase the mercantile activity of Dublin?
What a painful
sight it was to him, crossing from Liverpool
Chiefly

to

;

—

—

to Dublin, to see the contrast of the scene!

On one side all energy and life moving on
the waters; wealth pouring in by 10,000
arteries into the great "heart of England.
On the other, the most noble bay in our
possessions, free from shifting sands and
natural obstructions, and yet only dotted
by the sail of the fisherman or the pleasure
boat.
He confessed that, in addition to
the reasons he had adduced, the'character
which the right hon. Baronet had hitherto
maintained for great knowledge and abilities in financial and commeroial matters,
had had no small share, he would not say
in bringing him to these opinions, but, at
all events, in confirming them.
There
might be all the difference in the world as
to his present measures
there could be no
difference of opinion as to the success that
had marked his previous schemes.
Apprehensions of an untried future would not
warrant their kicking down that edifice his
past career had raised.
They were bound
to give him the credit he had received
from an hon. Member most hostile to his
measures, and consider him in his (Mr.
Colquhoun's) words, " up to this time, as
a Minister of Finance eminently deserving
of public confidence, whose plans had been
:

marked by

indisputable success, the result
sagacious and prudent.'*
all considerations of honour

of a conduct
Putting, then,

—

;

any

man, however hostile to the
however indignant
measure imagine that, in order

reflecting

right

hon.

Baronet,

—

with his
to avoid a temporary inconvenience, in
order to put down a clamorous association,
or even to hold the reins of government
some short space longer, the right hon. Baronet could find it in his heart to throw to
the winds aU the debt his country owed
him, and, by plunging her into a crude
and dangerous scheme, forfeit all his credit
as a statesman ?
But the right hon. Baronet was taunted with resisting these
opinions for many years, and with at once
yielding to them when there was the least
apparent necessity for concession.
It was
perfectly true that, as far as argument
went, there was nothing to prevent this
measure from being carried in 1842. The
a priori reasonings of the hon. Member
for Stockport were even then, in his mind,
perfectly irresistible ; and he never heard
or read a speech of that hon. Gentleman
which received a satisfactory reply within
the House or out of it. But they had then
derived no benefit from experience : the
great experiments of the last three years
were then untried ; the signal success that

crowned them was undreamed

of.

The

hon. Member for Stockport had unquestionably reaped imperishable fame from the
talent and energy he had displayed in this
controversy ; but would it have been wise
or right to yield to a priori arguments
interested a priori arguments
until
those arguments had had their foundation
based upon experience ? The House well
knew that a priori arguments were far
from infallible they might remember when
arguments of that nature had been employed to prove the impossibility of steam
traffic with America ; and if those arguments and deductions of the mathematician were disproved by experience, how
much less reUance could be placed on those

—

—

;

employed by the

politician,

whose subject-
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so infinitely more uncertain,
by various and complex considerations ?
But they should look to the state
of parties, and see how opinions were

matter was
80 biassed

In the terms of
balanced on this subject.
the advocates of this measure they had a
guarantee for its wisdom and necessity.
Look what names on that side of the

House had declared

The

against

protection.

right hon. Baronet, the introducer of

the Secretary of State for
the measure
the Home Department, himself no mean
political economist, and who on the present
occasion remarkably confirmed the old saying, that first thoughts were best ; the
Look also to
Secretary for the Colonies.
the other side the noble Lord the Member for London the Member for Edinburgh
all advocates for free trade.
Look to
the Upper House, where they found Lord
Grey on one side Lord Talbot, essentially
Conservative, and the largest practical
farmer in England, adopting the same conLook out of doors, and they had
clusions.
the concurrence of the greatest thinkers
and writers on the subject. They could not
resist such arguments as that. Even if the
right hon. Baronet (Sir R. Peel) stood single and solitary, his opinion on a commercial and financial measure of that nature
would be deserving of the deepest consi;

—

—

;

;

deration.

The

opinions of

men who had

applied their minds to the study of these
intricate questions should be listened
to with even more than deference.
They
were not so much questions of conscience,
on which all should have a right of private judgment, but questions determinable

most

by intellect and inquiry. Long habit gave
men, in questions of that nature, almost
an intuitive knowledge.
That was the
language of Gahleo to the inquisitors who
visited him in his prison, to reason with
him on his adoption of a planetary system
**
so repugnant to conceived notions.
You
can see nothing," said he, "in this dark
ceU, while my eyes, accustomed to the
gloom, can perceive the smallest object.
Even so your minds cannot yet receive
those great truths which, though veiled in
darkness to you, are to me, from long and
painful thought,

clear as the

daylight."

by such authorities, backed and
strengthened by the greatest thinkers of
Fortified

mankind, seeing fresh recruits daily pouring into the camp of liberty of commerce,
which had, as yet, not to lament one solitary desertion, he confessed he was not
terrified by the prophecy of a daily journal, that, before many years, the name of
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a free trader would be a byword and a
shame, so disastrous would be the efi'ects
of the Government policy.
He did think,
without ascribing a long span of life to
any then present, that the advocates of
the Bill would outlive popular, ay, and
even agricultural execration.
He did not
think they would hereafter wander to and fro
in lone places, saying each man to himself
" Throughout all Troy I see no friendly eye,
And Trojans shudder as they pass me by."

And

now,

let

us look for one

moment

at

from considerations of
mere pounds, shillings, and pence. Look
at the state of Ireland at this moment
on
The inhabitants
the very brink of famine
of that country had ever manifested a most
extraordinary and happy contrast between
the manner in which they received the ordinances of man, and the visitations of
Meek, patient, and resigned,
Providence.
they had shared with one another their last
handful of oatmeal, and then bowed themselves humbly beneath the chastisement of
Heaven. What had happened to the Irish
might any day happen to them. But would
this question apart

—

!

the population of England preserve the
same deportment ? Remember 1842. Put
no impossible or even improbable case
picture to themselves great commercial
depression and great scarcity, arising at
There might be
one and the same time.
•
far worse times in store for them than
They might come as suddenly
1842.
upon them as that plague that had invaded Ireland. What position would those
be in who were in those days the Government of the country ? Could the starving
all that a wise, enhghtened, and humane Legislature could
Pass this measure
effect had been done ?
and they might say that to him. Preserve

operative be told that

upon the people's food,
and then preach resignation, if they dared,
They
to an angry and terrified nation.
might lecture them from blue books and
overwhelm them with figures they might
tell them undeniable truth, that corn-growing countries lay between the 45th and
55th degree of latitude, and that, subject
as they were to the same variations of
weather, the same scarcity prevailed elsewhere, and that Corn Laws added nothing to their hunger. That would not do.
They would never drive it from them,
but that, smitten as they were by the
heavy hand of God, they had, in addition, crushed them with the iron hand of
man. Do not imagine that because the
machinery of Government now works easily.
their restriction

;
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nothing can arise to jar or clog its move- he was willing to give credit to the right
ment.
The mechanism might still run hon. Baronet, as well as to those who supsmooth, and all go well hut such smooth- ported him, yet he felt that many of those
ness was sometimes the smoothness of that supporters could not lay claim to the same
which was worn out. As for himself, his straightforward course of action which he
humhle hut hearty support should he given was willing to concede to the right hon. Bato that measure in all its stages.
He well ronet himself. The right hon. 13aronet had
knew the price he had to pay hy so doing. been for some few years changing his prinHe knew that he should alienate the con- ciples but he had taken care to keep from
fidence of many with whom he had hitherto the House and from his own party a knowbeen long and happily connected.
He ledge of that change. Those, however,
would not say ho was regardless of who had followed him in this course had
these considerations
but he was fortified altered most suddenly, he might almost
by the conviction that he was acting ho- say miraculously and the House might
nestly and for the best he thought he was have been at a loss to account for that
doing what he ought to do
and he was change, had they not heard the speech last
not without hopes that the confidence of night of the noble Lord the Member for
such friends as he might have ahenated by Liverpool.
There, indeed, they could find
his vote, would not be entirely and for the reasons which had induced the right
ever lost but though at present cast upon hon. Baronet's party to support him. They
the waters, the results of this measure, found that his supporters did not approve
being the increased happiness, prosperity, of the measure now before Parliament
and virtue of the nation, might bring back but they feared they should lose his great
that confidence to him again before the talents and his high genius for conducting
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

lapse of

Lord

many

days.

BROOKE

said, that, in rising to

address a few words to the House upon
he might be permitted to

this question,

ask for, and hope to obtain, that indulgence which the House was always ready
to concede to any Member who addressed
it for the first time.
Still he could not but
feel great

diffidence

in offering his

own

opinion in opposition to that of men so
vastly his superiors in talent and experience. He had formed, however, an honest

and unbiassed opinion, which, as the Representative of a great and important constituency, he trusted, might have some
weight in the House. He did not rise for
the purpose of entering deeply into this
great question
he would glance only at
the general features of the discussion, and
:

would

briefly state the reasons

which had

influenced his vote upon the present occasion,

and he would therefore pass over the

by the hon. Member for
confessed that he felt great
regret, on entering Parhament, to find
himself compelled to vote contrary to the
right hon. Baronet at the head of Her
Majesty's Ministers.
Nothing would have
given him greater satisfaction and pleasure
details referred to

Dublin.

He

than to have tendered to that right hon.
Baronet his hearty support
but the
change which had taken place in the right
hon. Gentleman's opinion
and an honest
change, he admitted it to be would not
permit him to follow the right hon. Gentleman,inthe-cours«. now adopted. AJthough
;

—

—

the Government of this country. But if any
convinced that those measures
were injurious to the interests of this country, no personal considerations ought to
induce lum to vote for those measures
contrary to the pledges he had made to
his constituents
contrary to the pledges

man were

—

he ought to have made to himself. The
only excuse he could himself find for the
right hon. Gentleman's followers was, that
the present Parliament was near its dissolution.

They

all

knew

that

when a

man

arrived at a great age he lost hia
faculties, and that his memory failed him.

Here they had a sad example of the memory faihng, and of the present Parliament
forgetting the pledges of its youth and
manhood, amidst the decrepitude of old age.
Members were called upon by the right
hon. Baronet to make their wills, to assign
away their property and possessions, to
give them to aliens and to foreigners, and
so

to

defraud their rightful heirs.

He

would not say, that they were passing this
measure with any good will, but they were
forced on by the right hon. Baronet, who
was thus dealing with an antiquated Parliament, because he knew that he could
not so deal with a Parhament fresh from
He would
its pledges to the country.
vote with the right hon. Baronet, if ho
thought that famine was overhanging the
land, or if there was any great impending evil which this measure might avert
but he felt that there was no such threatening danger, and that the present enact-
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ment, instead of
to the people.

relieving:,

The most

would do injury

that they saw, were

the evils arising from the state of the potato
crop ; but those evils might have been removed by opening the ports, instead of the
sweeping measures now before them. They
had heard of the great reductions which had
been made in the import duties, and they
had been told, that notwithstanding these
reductions, there was no deficiency in the
This of itself proved that an
revenue.
enormous increase of imports must have
come into this land and though they were
told that the exports had been increasing,
yet the change must have been injurious
to native industry, unless the exports had
increased in an equal or greater proportion
than the imports. But even were this
proved to be the case, he could conceive
that great and important interests might
;

LAWS.

SECOND NIGHT.

of remuneration he could find, was in the
speech of the noble Lord who moved the
Address (Lord F. Egerton). That noble

Lord said, that the agriculturists would
reap such advantages from the adjustment of this great question, whatever it
might be, that their remuneration would
be ample; and this was the only compensation he could see in the present
proposal.

He and

his friends

were ac-

cused of being parties to the continuance
of this agitation.
He denied the charge
which placed him on the same footing
with the agitation of the Anti-Corn-Law
League.
His object was to preseiTc:
theirs to pull

down and

destroy.

If

any

one woidd look at tlie actions of the League,
and saw how they carried on their proceedings, he could not but be struck with the
chicanery, the bribery, and the perjury by
which their designs were carried out. He
would not enter into particulars upon these
points: but he woidd say that, although
these charges were strong, they could be

for it by no means folstiU be injured
lowed that the same classes which were
injured by the imports would be benefited
by the exports. Another subject had been
brought forward connected with this ques-

proved.

tion, relative to the cultivation of the land

also unduly interfered with the franchise of

;

The Anti-Corn-Law League had

and the hon. Member who seconded the the people. The vote of an honest man
Address saw no hmits to the resources of (as good as that of any Member of that
He knew that in many parts House) might be objected to by men paid
this country.
of the country the produce, and the quan- for that purpose, and unless he came fortity of land cultivated, had increased, and ward and defended his vote before the
might still increase; but not enough to revising barrister, he wovdd be struck
enable us to cope with nations unprotected. off.
The man so objected to had to leave
The right hon. Member the Secretary at his home, and to travel, perhaps, a great
War had asked, " Where was the nation distance to defend his vote and if the
that could contend with us?"
He could objection were of no avail, the compennot believe that there were no countries sation given by the barrister was so
to send us large supplies.
If they crossed small, that it was no remuneration to
from the north of Europe into Spain, they the voter for his trouble and loss of
would see countries on all sides who would time.
The actions of the Anti- Cornbe ready, if this measure were passed, to Law League could not, in his opinion,
enter into a competition with us
and he be supported. There was only one more
must look on such competition with dread, point to which he wished to refer beas this was a system of free import, not fore he sat down.
It was to that part of
free trade, and the right hon. Baronet had the Address of the noble Lord the Member
DO guarantee from foreign nations of their for London, which stated that the present
co-operation.
He also foresaw great dan- system carried with it fever, disease, and
ger hkely to accrue to this country in mortahty throughout the land; and in
time of war he could conceive a position which he spoke of the rate of mortality
By
in which we might be placed, which, even increasing with the price of corn.
if we were assisted by our enemies, would
taking the years from 1780 to 1830, and
We ought not to ascertaining the average deaths in every
be most degrading.
be left to the generosity of an enemy million of the population, he found a very
to feed a starving population
that was a difi"erent result.
By dividing that half
situation in which, as he conceived, no Eng- century into periods of ten years, he found
lishman would wish to see his country placed. that in the first ten years, when the price
The right hon. Baronet had said, that the of corn was low, there was an increase of
burdens on land were a matter of justice, 152 deaths above the average when corn
and not of policy, and might be settled by was moderate. In the second period of
gome compensation but the only promise ten years there were the same results, an
;

;

;

:

;

(
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when corn posed that, from
was moder- late Government

increased mortality of 375 more

low price, than when it
In the third period there were 1,678
more deaths when corn was low in price,
than when it was moderate
in the fourth
period the number of deaths was 501
more when corn was low and in the fifth
period there were 109 deaths more when
corn was low so that during all that period of half a century there were 2,815
more deaths on the average with a low
price of wheat, than with a moderate price.
He would not longer detain the House

was

at

ate.

;

;

;

;

he had only to thank them for the kindness with which they had heard him, and
to apologize for the very inefficient

way

in

which he had performed his duty.
He
entertained honest and conscientious feelings upon this subject; he could not as
the Member for a large constituency consent to give a silent vote,
without expressing those feelings.
Lord
could assure the noble Lord who last spoke that he did not
intentionally stand in his way when the
noble Lord rose to address the House, as
he was not aware, at the time, that he was
a new Member; for, if he had been, he
would instantly have given way. He was
anxious to address the House on this question
for, although it had frequently engaged the attention of the House, it had
never before assumed its present shape ;
for it was no longer to be treated as an
abstract question, but as one brought forward by the Govermnent on the ground of
expediency, and not by them because they
thought it right and just, but because,
under the peculiar circumstances of the
country, they thought it necessary.
He
would state shortly, with the permission of
the House, why he thought they were wrong
in the course which they had taken, and
also what he believed to be the opinion of
the agricultural districts,- which had been
induced to look to the present Government

—

WORSLEY

;

as composed of their friends.
He thought
that it could not be denied, that if one pla-

card was seen more than another dm-ing
the last election, it was, "Peel, the farmer's friend." If he mentioned this, he
must be excused on the ground that, because he would not join in a vote of want of
confidence directed against the last Admin-

which proposed a fixed duty of 85.
on foreign wheat, a strong opposition was
raised against him in the county which
he represented, and his late Colleague
(Mr. Handley) was ousted from his seat
in congjequeiice of its having' been supistration,
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his having supported the

—

although he had opposed
measures respecting corn that be
prevented the right hon. Baronet coming
into power, who was regarded as the protector of the farmers.
This was the opi-

—

their

nion of a large portion of the constituency
of the country, and he was not surprised at
it, after the speeches made by the right
hon. Baronet before he came into office.
He was rather surprised at one part of the
speech of his right hon. Friend (Mr. Sidney Herbert) last night. His right hon.

Friend said
" lie thought the practical agriculturists of this
country were not to be frightened from their propriety by alarms founded upon delusion and fear.
Fear, he must say, was scarcely creditable to those
who had the means of looking into this question,
and who knew that with our spirit, skill, and capital, no country could compete with us."

Now, when they were

told that

it

was not

creditable to fear that the skill and capital
of the country could not successfully compete

with other countries, his right hon. Friend
should recollect that they had been excited
to entertain these fears by the language of
men of much greater experience than themselves in that House.
What, he would ask,
so lately as 1839, was the language which
the right hon. Baronet at the head of the
Government made use of, on a motion being
made in that House for a total repeal of
the Corn Laws ?
The right hon. Baronet
said
" Could you prove to us that the true principles
of mercantile dealing reqviired us to purchase corn
in the cheapest market, and to withdraw the capital which has fertilised the inferior soils of this
country, for the purpose of applying it to the rich
but unprofitable wastes of Poland still we should
hesitate.
We should remember with pain the
cheerful smiling prospects which were thus to
be obscured. We should view with regret cultivation receding from the hill top, which it has
climbed under the influence of protection, and
from which it surveys with joy the progress of
successful toil.
If you convinced us that your
most sanguine hopes would be realized that this
country would become the workshop of the world
would blight, through the cheapness of food, and
the demand for foreign corn, the manufacturing
industry of every other country would present
the dull succession of enormous manufacturing
towns connected by railways, intersecting the
abandoned tracts which it was no longer profitable
to cultivate
we should not forget, amid <ill these
presages of complete happiness, that it has been
under the influence of protection to agriculture,
condnued for two hundred years, that the fen has
been drained, the wild heath reclaimed, the health
of a whole people improved, their life prolonged,
and all this not at the expense of manufacturing
prosperity, but concurrently with its wonderful advancement. If you had called on us to abandon
this protection with all the authority of an united

—

—

—

—

;
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Administration

with the exhibition of superior
sagacity and triumphant reasoning, we should
have been deaf to your appeal but when, inviting
us to follow you, you present nothing but distracted
councils, conflicting colleagues, statements of facts
not to be reconciled, and argument^ leading to opposite conclusions then we peremptorily reftise to
surrender our judgments to your guidance, and
to tlirow the protection secured to agriculture by
the existing law into the lottery of legislation, in
the faint hope that we might by chance draw the
prize of a better Corn Bill."
;

This was the language of the right hon.
Gentleman now at the head of a united
Administration, and who asked them to
support him for that very object.
The
right hon. Secretary for the Home Depart
ment stated also opinions which showed, to
- -"
"'
quote
the language of" my right^hon. -Friend,
that " those fears, which were not creditable to us," were not confined to a small
body, but that not long ago they were entertained by men of great experience, and
who used such language as this, by which
the people of this country were taught that
there was something to fear.
The right
hon. Baronet on that occasion said
'

"

Oh

•

1

•

the House well reflect before they
took any step which directly or indirectly tended
to these displacements of labour.
Little did they
know the suffering and the sorrow which lay hid beneath these quietly flowing waters. Little could
they estimate the wretchedness which sprang from
change of habit, of house, of manners, of the mode of
life itself. What change more cruel could despotism
itself inflict than a change fi-om
the breezy call
of incense-breathing morn to a painful and grievous obedience to the sad sound of the factory bell
^the relinquishment of the thatched cottage, the
blooming garden, and the village green, for the
foul garret, or the dark cellar of the crowded city
the enjoyment of the rural walk of the innocent
rustic Sabbath, for the debauchery, the temptations, the pestilence, the sorrows, and the sins of a
congregated multitude ? Where were their moralists, that their voices were not raised against
the fearful consequences which the proposed change
brought in its train ? Talk to him of sending the
Poles to Siberia, or the Hill Coolies from the Coromandel to the Mauritius the authors of the intended change contemplated the perpetration, within the limits of their native land, of a cruelty far
more atrocious.
It was the first step towards
making England, the workshop of the world, dependent for its daily food upon continental supplies.
He hoped that the proposition would not be sucWere it to succeed, he should say, with
cessful.
his Friend Lord Ashburton, that this was the last
country which he should wish to inhabit. The
evil itself was of the most fearful character
but
the next worse thing to its actual infliction, was
the apprehension of its advent the fear of. the
change was almost as distressing as the actual
change itself; he, therefore, could not hesitate to
give his cordial and decided opposition to the
!

let

'

'

—

—

;

;

—

Motion."
[

The reading of

tinued cheers

this passage produced con-

and great laughter through-
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Perhaps

out.]

it miffht be said, that it
^^^^ ^^ was
"
_^x \'.
r-^
f
^^J
'1'''*? ^'''^ *« *^^^ expressions uttered
J^*
*^^^ ^^ ^^^ years ago, when it was understood that the opinion of the right hon.
Baronet at the head of the Government on
this subject had not undergone
»u^ciguue cuauge
change uniu
until
^^.
When, however,
\^^"* *^^^® J^^^^ ^^0^^ey were told of this change of opinion
three years ago, they should recollect, that
about that period it was thought right by
the right hon. Gentleman at the head of
the Government to bring forward a measure,
which he said was for the adjustment of the
corn question.
He brought forward his
measure, which took the country by sur.

.'

,

A

^^^^ ^^^^ i* was
ParHament had been

P^^^^

5

to settle the question.

dissolved, and it was
supposed that a majority of that House was
composed of those who would resist all
further change in the Corn Laws.
Some
of those who gained seats in the House did
so, not perhaps by a positive pledge on the
subject
but it was doubtless understood
by those who returned them that they
would resist all change but they were so
convinced by the arguments of the right
hon Baronet and his Colleagues that some
;

;

modification of the Corn Laws should take
so as to put a stop to the cry for
total repeal, that they supported him, and
ran the risk of disobhging their constituents.
place,

The measure was successful but what was
?
Why, it became an encou;

the result

ragement

to the right hon.

The

Baronet to pro-

Gentleman said the
other day, that he thought it right to go on
in the same direction; and he (Lord Worsley)
understood him to say, in the speech which
he made at the opening of the Session, that
ceed.

right hon.

one of his reasons for doing so was, the
encouragement he had met with before.
He understood the right hon. Baronet, by
this expression, to mean, that the support
he had received in that House had worked
upon him in such a manner as to encourage
him to propose fmlher changes. He understood the right hon. Gentleman, on the
first day of the Session, to state, that three
years ago his opinion on this subject was
very much shaken and he also understood
his noble Friend (Lord Lincoln) to say, in
his letter to the electors of Nottinghamshire,
that about three years ago his opinion had
o
r
_.
^
been shaken. But, then, the speeches made
induced Members to oppose any proposition
for repeal and he could not do better than
ask the House to allow him to read extracts
from the arguments used just three years
ago, which would show that then it was not
thought discreditable io entertain fears of;

'^

;

.

_
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said, that compensation was proThe right hon.
posed for total repeal.
might he
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Government in the debate of February,
1842 ? When the right hon. Baronet in-

troduced his plan for an adjustment of the
Gentleman had said, that the arrangement Corn Laws in that month, he expressed
which he proposed would give certain relief himself as follows
:

but ho did not understand
the right hon. Baronet to say that he proposed it in the shape of compensation, but
that he proposed the change in consequence
of the inequality of the taxation on the land
he therefore might have proposed it without having made any reference to a repeal
And he would beg to
of the Corn Laws.
remark, that the alteration which they now
proposed was not by any means hkely to
They
be a settlement of the question.
might say, that at the end of three years
the present measm-e would produce a settlement of this question; but he would,
with due submission, argue that such was
not likely to be the case, because before
delay it as long
three years came round
there must be a general
as they wished
election; and did they believe that the
farmers of England, whom they told three
years ago that it was not discreditable to
fear the result of a total repeal of the Corn
Laws, would not, from one end of the
country to the other, ask those whom they
selected to be their Representatives, not
only to resist a total repeal of the Corn
Laws in 1849, but to endeavour to get
such relief from unequal taxation, independently of the question of Corn Laws
altogether, and also to re-establish the protection which they had heretofore enjoyed
under the Corn Law ? The farmers would
not, therefore, be likely to look upon the
present measure as being at all a final setHe thought it
tlement of the question.
very unfortunate that Her Majesty's Ministers should have chosen the period which
they had selected, for that very reason.
If Parliament were required to alter the
Corn Laws, let it be done in such a way as
would not keep the country in this perpetual warfare.
Let the House decide, ay

to agriculture

;

—

—

"

The hon. and learned Gentleman would

find it

seems, to apply the great principle of frco
trade to this question but I am compelled to look
to the weighty interests that have grown up under
You the hon. and
the system of restriction.
learned Member give me an estimate of the corn
grown in this country you tell me of 22,000,000
quarters of wheat, and in all 46,000,000 quarters
Now, think of the amount of capital enof grain.
gaged in the production of that enormous quanThink what
tity of 45,000,000 quarters of grain.
pecuniary interests must be involved in the proThink, too,
duction of such an amount of grain.
of the amount of social interests, connected with
those pecuniary interests, which are also inhow many families are depending for
volved
their subsistence and their comforts upon the
means of giving employment to thousands, before you hastily disturb the laws which determine the application of capital. All these considerations you may disregard or overlook in
your haste to apply the principles of free trade ;
but let me tell you, if you do so, you are the real
enemies of the application of those principles. If
you disregard those pecuniary and social interests
which have grown up under that protection which
has long been continued by law, then a sense of
injustice will be aroused, which will revolt at your
scheme of improvement, however conformable it
may be to rigid principle. How many leases have
been formed under the existing system under the
Take the case, even of the
faith of these laws ?

easy,

it

;

;

;

—

tenant-at-will,

and how can you

instil

into

him

the idea that it is a landlord's question, and not a
His capital is embarked in
tenant's question ?
agriculture.
Do you think it possible not strongly
to affect that capital by pouring in millions of
quarters of corn duty-free, diminishing his means in
the same degree that you diminish the price of corn
in the home market ? Do you think you can safely disregard the position in which the tenant-at-will even
would be placed by the adoption of your free-trade
But, in the case of the farmer who is
principles ?
under a lease on the faith of the endurance of
your Acts of Parliament, what would you do ? If
the laws have been defective, that is not his fault.
Kfor 140 years you have continued the protection
to agriculture, is it possible lightly to regard the
interests

which have grown up under

it ?

"

When such language as that had been
used so lately by a person of the high
when
standing of the right hon. Baronet
the matter in the state in which it would it was given out by the Prime Minister of
be placed by this measure, with a proba- this country, that there was such danger
bility of having it again discussed in three in free trade, and that the farmers of
years, they would keep up a hope on the England would be so seriously injured
part of the farmers, that before that time by it, was it, he would ask, surprising
arrived a differently constituted Parhament that they shoidd find his noble Friend the
might be elected, which would be disposed Member for Sussex, who moved the Adto do them justice.
And was it unreason- dress in that House when the right hon.
able that the tenant farmers should recol- Baronet first took office, and who then
lect the language used by the right hon.
stated that it was his wish that the duty
Baronet at the head of Her Majesty's of setthng the Corn Law should devolve oa
or no, for an alteration, or else let them
settle the question finally ; but by leaving

;

^
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the right hon. Baronet, and not on the
nohle Lord the Memher for the city of
London, declaring as he had done a fewnights ago, that he would give his most
persevering opposition to the measure of
Was it surpristhe right hon. Baronet ?
ing that they should find hon. Members on
that (the Ministerial) side of the House,
declaring that they considered the right
hon. Gentleman had betrayed them ? Now,
there was no person in that House who had
felt it to be his duty to oppose the measures of the right hon. Baronet more strenuously than he opposed them ; but he
trusted that he had always opposed them
in a manner becoming the position w^hich
he occupied as a Member of that House.
He had never made use of violent expressions, and he had never joined with those
who were in the habit of using them ; T)ut
this he must, notwithstanding, be allowed
to say, that he thought it to be a most
serious matter to see a person occupying
the position of the right hon. Gentleman in
that House, after using such language when
he proposed a measure for the adjustment
of the Corn Laws three years ago, now
coming down and stating that, because there
an evil, the exexisted a temporary evil
istence of which nobody could deny, and
which no one could deplore more sincerely
than he did, but which was still one merely
that they were to
of a temporary nature
have a free trade in corn for ever, because
they happened to have a scarcity of potatoes
in the country now. He believed that other
measures might have been brought forward
that other remedies for the existing evil
might have been proposed and carried,
without resorting to such a sweeping alteraThey might be able to carry this
tion.
measure but, as he had before said, it
could not be considered as a final settlement of the question. There would exist,
until 1849, an expectation on the part of
one party in the country, that they might
alter the law, and an anxiety among the
other party to get rid of it altogether. In
the year 1842, the right hon. Baronet the
Secretary of State for the Home Department took another line of argument with
regard to the advantages of the Corn LaAv.
He then declared that there w^as an advantage in the plan of having bonded corn
that it was a most advantageous system
for this country to have public granaries in

—

—

—

;

—

There would be
the hands of individuals.
no such system under the proposed law ;
and he was at a loss to know how the right
hon. Baronet would attempt to reconcile his
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argument then with the cause which he now
advocated. He knew of no person who had
spoken more strongly against the total repeal of the Corn Laws, in the debate of
1842, than the hon. Member for Canterbury (Mr. Smythe), who had, notwithstanding, lately taken office under the right hon.
Baronet.
The hon. Gentleman, in the
year 1842, stated
" He had no doubt, as was alleged by some, that
free trade in corn

and consumer.

would benefit both the revenue
on the same

If they put corn

—

footing as tobacco
if they discouraged or prohibited its culture in England, the consumer would
benefit greatly, and so would the revenue.
But
what in that case would become of the agricultu-

Were they prepared to sacrifice one-third
?
of the population he was taking Mr. Babbage's
calculation
to the other two-thirds? Such might
be the scheme of a Minister of a party; such ought
not to be the scheme of a Minister of a nation;
such was not the plan of the right hon. Baronet."
rists

—

It

—

appeared, however,

that

three

years

language had been used, the
right hon. Baronet did actually propose the
very measure which the hon. Gentleman
then considered so injurious, and that the
hon. Gentleman, notwithstanding, did not
hesitate to take office under him.
Several
hon. Gentlemen had urged upon the right
hon. Gentleman the propriety of having a
dissolution of Parliament before the repeal
that the
of the Corn Law was proposed
present ought not to be the Parliament to
judge of the matter. That proposition
might be said to involve a constitutional
question.
They would, it was true, be
justified on ordinary occasions in saying
when a Parliament was elected for seven
years that, therefore, any subject coming
before it ought to be considered by the
Members of that Parliament on its merits
but in the present instance, there was, he
thought, some distinction to be made from
The present Parliament
ordinary cases.
had been elected under the influence of the
agitation of the Corn Law and though the
question immediately pending was as to the
enactment of an 85. duty on corn, still the
view taken by the country at the time was,
that the real question at issue was one of a
Corn Law or no Corn Law. There could
be no doubt whatever but that the opinion
of the constituencies when taken at the
last election was, that there ought to be no
alteration of the then existing Corn Law.
The electors who sent to Parliament the
hon. Members now constituting that House,
would be disappointed if their Representafter that

—

;

;

atives did not vote in the

same manner as

they would have voted immediately after
their retui'n. The farmers believed if there
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trere a dissolution of Parliament now, their

their

next Representatives would entertain different opinions on the suhject of the Corn
Laws, from those now advocated by hon.
Gentlemen who supported Tier Majesty's

noble Friend the

Government. He did not know if right
Gentlemen opposite recollected the
language used in '42 by a right hon. Gentleman who was then Vice-President of the
Board of Trade, but who now filled the
hon.

Secretary of State for the Colonies,
and who, for some reason not known to the
House, did not sit among the Members of
Her Majesty's Government in Parhament.
That right hon. Gentleman Mr. Gladstated in 1842, that this Parliastone
He
ment was pledged to protection.

office of

—

—

said

" But he did fervently trust and believe that
the House, indicating and adhering to its wise and
practical character, would adopt, and by a large
majority, the measures which had been recommended by the Government as a great practical
improvement, as a change considerable and beneficial to the entire community, while maintaining
that great principle which the House was pledged
to maintain, a reasonable protection to the agricul-

supporters.
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The noble Lord (his
Member for the city of

to the Members of
House that such a change might be
He held in his hand the answer
expected.
of his noble Friend to an Address that was
voted to him at Plymouth, in the year
1841, and in that answer his noble Friend

London) gave warning

that

said
" If the people are united, prohibition, or prohibitory duties, will share the fate of civil disabilities on religious grounds, the slavery of our negro fellow subjects, and other works of darkness.
Nor is it necessary for this purpose that the late
Ministry should be restored to power the men

—

who surrendered what they deemed

the essential
bulwarks of the Church and the Constitution to
the menaces of the Roman Catholic Association
of Ireland, will be sure to yield the fortresses of
commercial restriction when they shall be summoned to do so, by the peaceful but powerful
voice of the people of England and Scotland."

His noble Friend gave that warning to hon.
Members opposite in 1841 but they would
On the contrary, they
not profit by it.
went on supporting Her Majesty's Government under the belief, perhaps, that they
would be able, when the danger approached,
tural interests of this country, and to that large,
It appeared, however, that
he would even say, that decidedly pi'eponderating of averting it.
proportion of the population, which was, directly such was not the case, and that they now
or indirectly, but essentially, connected with and found out their mistake. He could not supdependent upon those interests."
pose that if the case were different, the
The right hon. Gentleman then believed right hon. Baronet would refuse to listen
that this Parliament was pledged to main- to the advice of some of his supporters, in
tain protection, and such was still the opin- taking the sense of the country. His noble
ion of agriculturists out of doors.
They Friend the Member for the coimty of
said to their Representatives, ''Because you Leitrim (Lord Clements) had stated that
have altered your opinions you may per- in his part of Ireland corn was produced as
haps persuade yourselves that some of your cheaply as it possibly could, and that the
supporters have done so also but we wish people had the advantage of a good market;
you, before you come to any such conclu- and he then asked of what use was protecsion, to give us an opportunity of showing tion to the farmers of Ireland ?
But it
whether we have done so or not." He had struck him that while there was protection,
himself presented some fifty or sixty peti- while there existed a duty to prevent the
tions that day to the eff'ect that the pro- free importation of foreign corn into this
posed alterations in the Customs Duties country, whenever there was no great need
ought not to be made, and also praying of a supply from abroad, or at all events
that the House would place no confidence in when the prices here were not extravaHer Majesty's Ministers. These petitions gantly high, an opportunity was afforded to
had been got up, he would beg leave to state, the Irish producers to send over to this
without any effort of his, and he never felt country their surplus corn. Whereas, if no
more surprised than when, on reading them such duty on foreign-grown corn existed,
over before attaching his signature to them, they would clearly he unable to make so
he found that second prayer set forth, be- much of the produce of their land as
cause he recognised among the signatures they were now enabled to do.
His right
those of many gentlemen who at the last hon. Friend the Member for Wiltshire (Mr.
election had declined to support hira be- Sidney Herbert) had stated on the precause he refused to express any confidence ceding night, that if the landlords took the
in the right hon. Gentleman (Sir R. Peel).
view which he (Lord Worsley) supported
It was to him extraordinary that the change on this question, they would subject themnow proposed by Her Majesty's Govern- selves to the charge of doing so for their
ment had not been anticipated by some of own gain. He trusted that such was not
;

;
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measure

;

and

he did not know that he could give a better
proof of the absence of all personal motive
in adopting the course which he had taken,
than to state that it was his intention to
support the right hon. Baronet in his intended alteration of the timber duties. It

might be said that these latter duties did
not affect the landlords but he could tell
the House that such was not the case
that a reduction of the timber duties would
affect the landlords, but would not in the
same way affect the tenants. The farmers
would not suffer, but, on the contrary,
might gain considerable benefit by a reduction in the timber duties, because they
;

would then be able to obtain good timIf he
ber from abroad at a cheap rate.
looked to his own individual interest, he
should be anxious to keep up the high
duty on timber but he beheved a reduction
in these duties would be for the benefit of
the country generally, and for that reason
he was determined that the proposition of
the right hon. Baronet should have his warm
support.
He feared he had wearied the
House by reading such lengthened extracts,
as they were, no doubt, not very palatable
but he thought he was justo the House
tified in showing that the right hon. Gentleman opposite did not, a short time ago,
consider it necessary to entertain resolutions
He
for a total repeal of the Com Laws.
had stated elsewhere that he believed it
would be for the interest of the country to
have the question of the Corn Laws finally
There were only two ways of
settled.
doing so either by a vote against any
alteration whatever in the Corn Laws, or
by a measure which would settle them altogether.
Settle them they would not by
their present plan, because he felt quite
satisfied the farmers would still entertain a
hope that there might be some means of
again getting the protection of the Corn
;

;

—

Law

;

jesty's
sider,

he trusted, therefore, that Her MaGovernment would seriously conthough they might now refuse to

consent to a dissolution, the consequences
likely to result from a want of confidence
among the agriculturists in the present Parhament. By persevering with their present
measure in this Parhament, Her Majesty's
Government would keep themselves in
pretty much the same position in which
they formerly accused the noble Lord the
Member for the city of London of being
in when he was sitting on the other side of
the House—namely, with being dependent
He did
on his opponents for support.

—CORN
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strongly or ef-

urged against the Whig Government by means of the constant and persevering cry sent out from the Carlton Club through the country, that Lord
Melbourne and his noble Friend the noble
Lord the Member for the city of London,
were kept in power by the support of the
hon. and learned Member then representing
the city of Dubhn (Mr. O'ConneU). They
might, perhaps, hve to see the day when
Her Majesty's present Government woidd
have to thank the same hon. and learned
Member, and other Irish Members who
fectively

usually acted with him, for preventing

them

from being beaten on their own measure

by

their

Sir J.

own

supporters.

GRAHAM

Sir, in rising to address the House, I beg leave to say that I
have not forgotten the powerful speech of
:

the hon. Member for Northamptonshire,
nor the advice which he gave that Her
Majesty's Ministers should not allow this
question to degenerate into a mere fiscal
question.
The hon. Member stated, that
when a great party was dissolved, or on
the point of being dissolved, the question

—

broke up, however insignificant

on which

it

in itself,

became a great national

question.

agree with the hon. Gentleman.
I
think that no leader of a party, such as
that which has for so many years placed
confidence in my right hon. Friend at the
head of the Government, can be justified
for one moment in treating this question
except as one of immense national importance, and one which calls for frank
explanations.
But, Sir, if it is not to
be treated as a mere fiscal question, I
hope it is not to be treated as a question
I cannot blame my
of mere personality.
noble Friend who has just sat down for
the references and quotations which he
has made.
I say, I do not blame him.
I
fully admit that past declarations of opinions, made even by Members of the House
who have subsequently arrived at power,
or who aspire to power, much more the declarations made by the First Minister of
the Crown, if at all at variance with the
course which he has subsequently pursued,
Sir,

I

are subjects worthy of reference, and which
for explanation.
The hon. Member

caU

Northamptonshire made a direct appeal
Government, and challenged us, if we
had changed our opinions, manfully to own
it.
I answer that challenge.
I do frankly
avow my change of opinion, and by that
avowal I dispose of whole volumes of Hansard, and of all the speeches which have
for

to the
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been made on the charge of inconsistency.
Acting on the advice given by the hon.
Member for Northampton, I now make
the avowal, and I only ask the House to
exercise patience, and extend its indulgence
to me, while I point out the reasons of that
change of opinion. And before I do so,
that

I

may

stand in the position of a

man

worthy of confidence, I will only glance
at a few considerations in defence of my
conduct, instead of leaving the matter to
rest on the individual honour of the person
Now what are
who makes the avowal.
the tests by which a change of opinion
on the part of a particular Member must
be tried. The first test which shoidd be
does the change of opinapplied is this
Perion promote his personal interest?
haps, under the circumstances, I may be

—

allowed to refer to my personal position.
All that I possess is as a landlord. I have
nothing to hope or to obtain except from
I have
the possession of landed property.
inherited that property, and, I may add,
that it is a large tract of land of inferior
quahty and I congratulate myself that,
by my position as a landlord, if the proposed change be dangerous, it exposes
me to as great risks as any landed proSo much
prietor in the three kingdoms.
with respect to my personal position. Now,
as a Minister of the Crown, allow me to
ask you to apply a test equally conclusive.
Does a change of opinion on the part of a
Minister of the Crown increase his strength,
Can there be
or consolidate his power ?
a doubt, after the unhappy scene which we
have witnessed during the last two evenings
in the conduct of the debate on this side of
the House, that my right hon. Friend, before the commencement of this Session,
being (as is allowed) a leader of great
talent, possessing the confidence of a great
party, and immense influence out of the
House, has lost that confidence has, as
it is now said, almost dissolved that party,
by the conduct which he, from a sense of
public duty, has pursued ? I will try another
test, and it shall be the last.
Has the
Minister, by a change of opinion, acted unfairly towards his political adversaries, and
availed himself of that change of opinion to
exclude them from office ? I think it is not
;

—

expedient, at this time, to touch further on
the subject I am about to mention ; but

my

right hon. Friend, with my entire concurrence, frankly tendered to Her Majesty

the

which he held as the head
Administration.
I concurred in
that resignation ; and I can truly and sinoffice

of the

cerely say,

10,

was

it
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my

earnest desire that

measure should have been brought forward by the noble Lord opposite, in whose
hands I think it would have been more

this

I state this opinion, unproperly placed.
I thought, after all
feignedly and frankly
that has occurred, it would have been better
for the public, better for public men, if what
has been proposed, as it has become our
duty now to propose it, had been brought
forward by the noble Lord opposite ; and
I may say, and I am sure the noble Lord
will bear testimony to the truth of what I
am saying, that, both in writing and verbally, I assured the noble Lord, that if he,
;

as a Minister, brought forward a measure
such as was indicated in his letter to his
constituents of London, I, as a private

Member
measure

of Parliament, would give to that
my frank and cordial support.

Now, having disposed of that part of the
subject which more personally relates to
myself, I

may

perhaps be permitted to re-

upon by the
hon. Member for Northamptonshire (Mr. S.
O'Brien) and the noble Lord (Lord Worsley).
The noble Lord asks me is this measure
brought forward merely because we think
fer to

some

of the points touched

—

expedient ?
He appeared to doubt wheI say that we
ther we thought it right.
bring forward this measure, not only because
we think it expedient, but because we think
it right, and because we think it absolutely
it

Then

the noble Lord proceedhad arrived when
I perfectly
this question must be settled.
agree with him, and I join in the alternative

necessary.

ed

to state, that the time

he put he said it could only be settled in one
of two ways: either by peremptorily refusing
to go into Committee upon this question,
and to entertain any further proposition in
;

relation to agricidtm-al protection

;

or else

must proceed as the Government
now advises you to proceed, to the total
that you

abolition of protection to agriculture.

An

Member has put

the question, as I
think, shortly and faii'ly; he said, the
question to be decided is, is the abohtion
of protective duties adverse to the real
The noble Lord
interests of the poor?

hon.

the Member for Stamford (the Marquess
of Granby), who addressed the House
also with great abihty, put it in terms
equally distinct he said, the question is
will this alteration in the Corn Laws not
only give cheap bread, but -give a greater
quantity of cheap bread, to the working
classes ?
I must say that this is the issue
which I think we have to try this is the
;

—

great question

we have

to determine.

The
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bon. Member forNortbamptonsbire addressed the House witb so mucb ability, tbat I
really was surprised to bear bim, even in a
passing sentence, speak contemptuously of
be said tbat tbe object
political economy
of political economy in bis opinion, was tbe
I had always unaccumulation of wealtb.
derstood tbat the great object of pobtical
economy was tbe distribution of wealtb.
[Mr. S. O'Brien: I said tbe distribution
Will tbe bon. Member allow
of wealth.]
me ? In my bumble view, tbe great object
of political economy is not tbe accumulation, but tbe distribution of wealtb, and tbe
appbcation of capital to industry on principles which science and experience shall
have proved to be conducive to the happiness and welfare of the greatest number.
:

The

question, then, which

—

we have

to de-

termine is is the maintenance of the existing Corn Laws conducive to the interests
of the greatest number of the community ?
Will it insure them an ample supply of food
of the cheapest and best kind ? The noble
Lord who has just sat down, rather apologized for reading extracts from speeches,
because be thought they were not very
palatable to tbe

House

;

I

must

say, tbat

me by

no
Will
be allow me also, in perfect fairness, to read
just two extracts ? The noble Lord imputed
to my right bon. Friend that not intentionally, but accidentally, what bad fallen from
bim on former occasions bad by no means
prepared the House or the public for tbe
course which be now takes and be referred
particularly to a speech made by my right
Allow me to read a
bon. Friend in 1839.
My
short extract from tbat very speech.
right bon. Friend, then a leader in Opposition, and a candidate for power, said
the extracts be read appeared to

means

distasteful in certain quarters.

;

"

I consider this statement, that the condition
of the labourer has been rendered worse by the
operation of the Corn Law, a most important one;
and I have no hesitation in saying, that unless the
existence of the Corn Law can be shown to be consistent, not only with the prosperity of agriculture
and the maintenance of the landlord's interest, but
also with the maintenance of the general interests
of the country, and especially with the improvement of the condition of the labouring class, the
Corn Law is practically at an end."

That was tbe declaration of my right bon.
It may
Friend, as early as tbe year 1839.
seem presumptuous

in

me

to refer, in ad-

dressing the House, to what has fallen
from myself in a former debate but after
what my noble Friend has stated, perhaps
in fairness tbe House will not refuse me
On tbe occasion
permission to do so.
;
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when

the bon. Member for Wolverhampton
(Mr. Villiers) moved for going into Committee on tbe Corn Laws in June last, I
said
" It is decidedly my opinion that the prosperity
of agriculture must always depend on the prosperity of the other branches of the native industry of
this country, and that the public prosperity is, on
the whole, best promoted by giving a fair and uninterrupted current to the natural flow of national
industry.
I will go fuither and say, that it is my
opinion that, by safe, gradual, and cautious measures, it is expedient to bring our laws, with reference to the trade in corn, into a nearer relation
with the sound principles which regulate our commercial policy with respect to every other branch
of industry. I will go still further, and say I am
not satisfied with the plan, and can be no party to
it, of setting up a separate interest for the landlord
and the farmer of this country I believe that their
prosperity will, in the main, be found to depend on
the wealth, the comfort, and the ease of the great
body of the people of this country."
;

Those were the principles which I avowed
upon tbat occasion. Tbe House, I think,
will also remember the memorable Motion
of tbe noble Lord opposite, on the condition
of tbe working classes.
I then stated to
the House many facts which bad come before me, which were, in my opinion, quite
conclusive to prove tbat the comfort and
well-being of the working classes in this
country were mainly dependent upon abundance and cheapness, and their misery and
distress were mainly occasioned by scarcity
and high prices. I frankly avow, tbat if
the course of events bad not been interrupted by circumstances which it was impossible to foresee, I should very gladly

have adhered to the policy of gradually
and progressively diminishing the protection to agriculture, but steadily keeping
in view tbat desirable period when tbe
protection might altogether be removed.

But this brings me to the point of tbe utmost importance in tbe consideration of this
case, namely, the unforeseen circumstances

which did occur after tbe termination of the
Frist, witb respect to tbe
Session.
It was a harvest,
harvest of this country.
as was truly stated by my right bon. Friend
the Secretary at War, of a peculiar character.
In point of quantity, it was not a
deficient harvest; in point of quabty, I
believe, in the experience of the oldest
farmers, there never was so great a variety;
and tbe effect of tbat has been to point out
and to establish the great imperfection of
tbe averages under tbe existing law.
I
will not press this further.
It was distinctly stated last night, by my right bon.
Friend, tbat in /lo former year, I believe,
last

has there been such a variety of quality in
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the price
tlie corn brought to market,
varying from 405. for the worst, I heHeve,

up

An

alter-

law ia 1842,

in re-

to 70a*. or 75s. for the best.

ation

was made

gard

to the averages,

in the

wliich

decisive effect in one respect

:

had a very
it

altogether

prevented fraud. By extending the period,
and multiplying the towns, in respect to
the taking of the averages, fraud was prevented but as relates to the interest of the
consumer, this change had a very adverse
for fraud, whenever it had been exeffect
ercised, was always in favour of the consumer, and for the purpose of opemng the
ports; and, in my opinion, the general
effect of the measure of 1842, though it
was not so intended, was, that it rendered
protection more stringent, and the law
;

;

more favourable

to the producer, and more
adverse to the consumer, than before. This
was demonstrated, I must say, by the operation of the scale refrulatino; the duties in the
course of last autumn.
Prices were rising;
the price of the quartern loaf in this metropolis was 9^0?., and approaching to the
war price. When the quartern loaf had so
risen, the duty indicated by the sliding
scale was 14s. or 15s. per quarter.
In
point of fact, the sliding scale would neither slide nor move.
And that was its
condemnation.
I do not wish to go into an
historical statement respecting the Corn

Laws, or I might mention that from 1773
1792 the importation of corn was, in
point of fact, free in this country
and it
was a remarkable coincidence, which Adam
Smith points out when, without marking
the cause, he mentions this period as a
time when there was a great start in our
manufacturing and commercial prosperity
exactly that period, from 1773 to 1792,
when the importation of corn was free. I
will also observe that a change in our policy
to

;

—

with respect to the importation of corn is
not a change of any fundamental principle.
The Corn Law has been changed and altered five or six times, and yet the avowed
object of the framers and founders of the
law had never been obtained. I will now return to the point from which I digressed.
I was speaking of the imperfect operation
of the sliding scale
and I may add that,
together with this deficient harvest, there
;

did arise that which human foresight could
Bot anticipate, the general failure of the
potato crop throughout the United King-

dom. This failure was by no means limited to Ireland.
The destruction of the
potato crop began in the south of England,
and I believe that it was more fatal in the
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southern part of England than in any part
In many parts of the southern
counties of England the working population, though not altogether subsisting on
potatoes, yet are, in a great measure, deof Ireland.

pendent on that

article for their daily food.

we have the most
accurate information and from the parochial returns we know positively, that in
the south of Scotland one-third of the
potato crop was destroyed as early as the
month of November last. I will not go
through all the precise details as to the
extent of the failure of the crop in Ireland.
Suffice it to say, that, in November, the
Government received the Report of Messrs.
Lindley and Playfair, by which it appeared
that one-half of the whole crop, though not
greater than an average, had been destroyed
that one-eighth of that crop must be preserved for seed; and that, consequently,
not more than three-eighths of the whole
crop remamed at that time for the consumption of the year in Ireland.
I had
been at that time resident in the north of
England, and had almost daily communications in writing, with my right hon.
Friend at the head of the Government ;
and it did appear to me, that this matter
of coming scarcity, if not of famine, to be
With respect

to Scotland
;

apprehended in Ireland, had an immediate
and indissoluble connexion with this question of the Corn Laws
and I stated. this
opinion very early and decidedly to my
right hon. Friend.
The noble Lord the
;

Member for Liverpool said, last night,
that he could not see that connexion ; and
the hon. Member for Northamptonshire,
following the same track, has also said
that he did not see the intimate connexion
between the two questions. Will the House,
then, allow

me

what was the efby this inevit-

to state

produced upon

fect

my mind

able coming scarcity in Ireland ?
saw and I am afraid rightly

—

I

fore-

—that

it

woidd be indispensably necessary to give
to the suffering community in Ireland aid
from the public purse of this country to
meet this great calamity. Already some
advance of the public money has been asked
for
and I am afraid that further advances
;

may

Then this great
still be necessary.
question presents itself can in fairness
any Minister of the Crown propose to the
people of Great Britain to take out of the
taxes of Great Britain public money to aid
in the sustenance of their fellow countrymen in Ireland, while artificially, by laws
so designed, the price of the food of the
people of Great Britain

—

is

enhanced

Q

?

Othef
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persons may be bold enough to make such
but I confess that no power
a proposition
on earth could have induced me to be responsible for such advice.
told my
I
right hon. Friend that, if such aid should
be necessary, I strongly advised the suspension of the existing Corn Law, and
that suspension I find is naw generally
approved of on this side of the House.
The humane, the generous feelings of the
landlords of England could not tolerate
for a moment that distress, such as that
likely to visit Ireland, should not be met
by a liberal assistance from the public purse.
But to give this aid to the Irish people,
and at the same time to enhance the
price of the food of the great community
who contribute towards the taxes of England, and who by their hard industry are
only able to pay those taxes, living themis a
selves, in some instances, on potatoes
proposition which I never could have mainBut it has been intained as a Minister.
timated that, under these circumstances,
hon. Members generally on this side of
the House woidd have readily assented
Then arises
to the opening of the ports.
if you once suspend the
the question
present law, what is the proposition
which, at the termination of that suspen;

—

—

be made

I
have told you
even when scarcity
has arisen, when the price of the quartern
loaf was high, and when high prices ought
to have been counteracted by the self-ope-

sion,

is

to

am

that 1

?

satisfied, that

ration of the scale, that scale does not opeI have told you that I think the
rate.

present an unsatisfactory law and according to my present experience, I could not,
after its suspension, have supported its
reimposition. I have always stated that my
objection to a fixed duty as a permanent
fiscal measure is insuperable
because I
think that if the duty should be high, it
;

;

would be impossible, when prices rose, to exand whenever prices fell, if the duty
act it
should be low, it would fail for the purposes of protection, and the agricultural
interest would then incur all the obloquy
;

of maintaining protection without deriving

any advantage from it. We might have
proposed some small remnant of the sliding
scale, with a reduction of protection, which
it would have been unworthy of the agricultural interest to accept, and
unworthy of the Government to

still

offer.

more
Un-

der these circumstances, the early abolition
of the Corn Laws, as it appeared to me,

would be inevitable on its suspension. It
was, in my judgment, absolutely necessary
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to suspend the operation of the law
and I
foresaw the necessity, if we suspended the
law, of abolishing it; and I again repeat that,
in my humble view, our duty was, charged
as we were with the responsibility of office,
;

this immediate necessity and to
Nothing could have
on suspension.
more gratified me than to see the general arrangements of this question respecting the
Corn Law conducted by the noble Lord
opposite.
The question has been asked,
" Have you had any reason since 1842 for
changing your opinion ? " I say, that since

to

meet

insist

1842, those who were charged with the
administration of affairs, and who watched
the various circumstances which have occurred, have had experience, nat to be mistaken, leading to conclusive consequences.
had, first of all, the painful and lamentable experience of 1842 itself a year
of the greatest distress, and, now that it
is passed, I may say, of the utmost danger.
What were the circumstances of
1842 ? Allow me just to glance at them.
had in this metropolis, at midnight,
Chartist meetings assembled in Lincoln's
Inn Fields. Almost for nearly three weeks
there were assembled in all the environs of
this metropolis, immense masses of people,
greatly discontented, and acting in a spirit
What was
dangerous to the public peace.
the condition of Lancashire, the seat of our

We

—

We

great staple manufacture, depending for its
prosperity on uninterrupted tranquillity and
labour ? Such was the madness of the people
on that occasion, that a great combination
existed to stop machinery, and to put an end
to the means of employment on which they
depended for their daily bread. What was
the duty of the Government under these
circumstances ?
It was my painful duty
consult with the Horse Guards almost
daily as to the precautions that were necessary for the maintenance of the public

to

a large force of infantry and artilwas despatched to Manchester by railway and for some time the troops were

peace

;

lery

;

continually called on, in different parts of
the manufacturing districts, to maintain
public tranquillity.
I can safely say that,
for three months, the anxiety which I and

my

Colleagues experienced with reference
was greater than we
ever felt before with reference to public
affairs.
Those were days of high prices
and scarcity, of low wages and diminished
to the public peace,

employment. I am certain, from what I
have since observed, that that turbulent disposition, that dangerous disposition, mainly
arose from the want of adequate suste-
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Cheshire the commitments were 1 ,042, 943,
1,086, 1,018, 777, 688, a decrease of
In Staffordshire the num19.1 percent.
bers were 923, 1,059, 1,485, 1,175, 885.
exhibit717, a decrease of 19.9 per cent.
sures may, or may not, have conduced to ing an aggregate decrease of 17 per cent.
that great end; but by the lw)unty of Provi- Upon the whole of these six counties, comdence, we have had abundant harvests; with paring the years 1842 and 1845, there is
abundant harvests we have had cheapness a diminution on the aggregate of 18 per
and full employment ; and what has oc- cent. I am convinced, with the right hon.
curred ? I can safely say, that for the last Baronet the head of the Government, that
twelve months I have not had a single in- it is a fallacy to contend that wages fall
terview with one of the Commissioners of with falling prices, and rise with rising
Police with respect to the maintenance of prices.
It was my noble Friend the Memthe peace of this metropolis
ber for Liverpool, I think, who last night
I do not believe that for the last twelve months I have contended that it was true in the agriculhad one interview with the Horse Guards tural districts that wages did rise with
with respect to the movement of troops rising prices but he admitted that the proin aid of the civil power in any part of portion was not always equal.
Now, I beg
the country. Perfect tranquillity and com- you will observe, that to the labouring man
parative happiness have prevailed, and very the equal proportion between the price of
different indeed has been the condition of food and the rise of wages is a matter of
the country from what it was in 1842. Never life and death.
But it is also necessary, I
was the contrast between scarcity with dis- must observe, that the proportion should
content, and plenty with social comfort, be concurrent as well as equal. If the rise
more striking than that we have witnessed in wages should lag behind the rise of
in these two periods.
I will not trouble prices, life itself might be in danger.
But
you with many statistics. The document I have the experience of Sir John Walsham,
I am about to read is short, but still, as
who had long the charge of the districts of
an analysis with reference to crime, it is Noi-folk and Suffolk, as Assistant Poor
pregnant with instruction.
I have taken
Law Commissioner who is himself an exthe six counties which may be said to tensive landed pi^opriotor in the county of
be the seat of our manufacturing industry
Hereford, and who, in the West Riding of
I have taken the county of York, the Yorkshire, assisted the Poor Law Comcounty of Lancaster, the county of Warwick, mission and he tells me that he has
the county of Gloucester, Cheshire, and never known wages to have risen beyond
Staffordshire, and have compared the com- from 85. to 10s. and lis. in certain counties,
mitments for trial in these counties in and from 9^. to 13^. in other counties the
1840, 1841, and 1842, when the prices of utmost rise being 25 per cent.
while he
wheat were 66s. id., 6is. 6d., 57s. 3d., has seen at the same tin^je the price of corn
with those which took place in 1843, '44, rise from 455. to 905. It is unnecessary to
and '45, when the price of wheat was about say, in i*eference to this point, that the rise
50.9.
Now, observe, in Yorkshire the com- of wages in those districts is not at all
mittals were, in 1840, 1,867; 1841, 1,895; commensurate with the rise in the price of
1842, 2,598.
The scarcity then ceased, articles of the first necessity. But, as truly
abundance with low prices begins and there stated by my right hon. Friend the Secrewas committed for trial in 1843, 2,304; tary at War, whatever may be the case in
1844, 1,691
1845, 1,417; showingade- the agricultural districts, the converse of
crease of commitments in the last as com- the assertion is true with respect to the
pared with the previous period of these manufacturing districts.
Invariably in the
years of 14.9 per cent.
In Lancashire the manufacturing districts you will find low
commitments in those years were respect- prices accompanied by high wages, and
ively 3,506, 3,987, 4,497, 3,677, 2,893, high prices by low wages.
I mentioned
2,852, exhibiting a diminution of 21.4 per some circumstances which occurred in the
cent.
In Warwickshire the commitments month of November last with reference to
were 1,001, 1,046, 1,003, 1,045, 894, 769, Ireland but I have not stated the whole
a decrease of 11.2 per cent. In Gloucester- of the case with respect to that time.
shire, including Bristol, the numbers were From a Report which I have received from
1,045, 1,236, 1,252, 1,186, 1,071,929, Mr. Sanders with respect to the West
showing a decrease of 9.8 per cent. In Riding of Yorkshire, I find that at that
nance, in consequence of tlie high price of
food and low wages.
What has heen my
experience for the last two years ? I don't
take credit to Iler Majesty's Government
for the altered circumstances.
Our mea-

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

;
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time there was not merely a rise in prices,
but a strong apprehension of still higher
prices in several parts of the West Riding,
particularly in Bradford, and that several
works were put on short time. In several
of the cotton districts, also, I had reason
to apprehend that the mills were about to
be put on short time.
When, therefore,
we looked to the circumstances of the whole
country in the months of November and
December, we had no option left, as the
general guardians of the condition of the
great body of the community, but to adopt
We
the course which we have pursued.
have been told of the danger of being dependent on foreign States for the supply
of food
but when we consider tliat the
population of Great Britain in 1815 was
16,000,000, and that at the present moment it is 23,000,000^ it seems to me that
the time has arrived when it may well become a question, not whether Great Britain
can alone supply the amount of food necessary for the population, but whether it will
not be difficult at a moderate price to secure
food for the whole of that population even
For mywith the aid of foreign countries.
self, I have no apprehension of any great
fall of prices from the abohtion of the Corn
Laws. I think that both the hopes and
fears on the subject are greatly exaggerated.
I do not believe that the abohtion of protection, as matters now stand,
will materially lower the price of corn; but
I consider that to the great body of consumers it will be a security of inestimable
value against the recurrence of high prices.
That is my view with regard to supply.
With regard to the commercial principle,
there can be no doubt whatever.
The hon.
Member for Northamptonshire described a
state of things when there shall be a brisk
demand for French paper-hangings, for
German hardware, and for Brussels carriages, while workmen are crowding the
market with nobody to hire them. How
does the hon. Gentleman think that this
;

foreign furniture and those carriages are
Whatever may be the
to be obtained ?
form of the transaction by which they are
obtained, the transaction of necessity reDirectly or indisolves itself into barter.
rectly there must be an exchange of commodities, and you must in the long run
export some of your home productions to
pay for what you have got from abroad.
I am quite satisfied, if you extend the
sphere of your commerce, and import
foreign corn into the country steadily and
uniformly, not by fits and starts, that you
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extend the amount of
your exports and the sphere of your general
commerce, promoting the prosperity of all
classes.
The hon. Member for Northwill proportionably

ampton (Mr.

S. O'Brien) referred to the
case of a farmer about to be expelled from
the farm his family had cultivated for ages,

whose fate he described in the most pathetic
terms, for the purpose of illustrating the
consequences which the hon. Gentleman
presumes will flow from the measures of
Her Majesty's Ministers.
But another
picture was given last night by the noble
Lord the Member for Liverpool (Lord
Sandon).
The hon. Gentleman represented the farmer as petitioning his landlord in vain for a reduction of rent, when
protection shall have been abolished.
The
noble Lord considered the condition of
the farmer as peculiarly helpless and exposed, while protection was still maintained.
He said this unhappy man had constantly
held out to him the expectation of prices
which were never realized prices which
were made the basis of calculation, when
he agreed to pay a fixed rent then he
comes to the landlord with *' bated breath"
and most humble demeanour, seeking an
abatement of rent. The landlord grants
somewhat less than the farmer requires ;
an abatement of 10 per cent., which is found
quite inadequate.
The following year a
further disappointment takes place
and
the result, as described most accurately by
my noble Friend, is, that under this system
of protection and of constant disappointment, over-cropping of the farm takes
and the
place ; ruin is the Consequence
rent is not paid
so that protection and
fixed rents lead to the most unfavourable
results.
[Marks of dissent from the agriI do not wish to state
cultural Members.]
anything unfairly ; but I think that that
was the statement made last night by my
noble Friend from the spot which the hon.

—

;

;

;

;

Member for Northamptonshire now occupies.
I do not, however, mean to pursue that part
of the question further. I am satisfied that
a fallacy to say that wages follow the
and unless they foUow the
prices of corn, I feel convinced that the
great bulk of the community must be
deeply injured by this law.
Then, again,
1 say I have no apprehension Avhatever
that the abolition of this law wiU render
this country dangerously dependent on
But I
foreigners for its supplies of corn.
say as a landlord, that I am certain of this
and upon that point I agree with the noble
it is

prices of corn

;

—

Lord the Member

for Lincolnshire (Lord

i
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—

I

am

certain that a settlement

with reference to the
interests of the landlords, of paramount importance. Well, then, how can we have a
settlement of the question ? With the present feeling of the bulk of the community
upon this subject, there is but one settlement possible. Are there no new features
observable with reference to this question ?
I say that there are several. I will not dwell
of this question

is,

upon the meeting in Wiltshire, which may
have been spontaneous, or may have been
but the fact of that meeting
suggested
having been held is remarkable, and one
But I pass from that,
not to be neglected.
and I challenge any Gentleman from the
;

manufacturing

when

I

opinion

districts to

contradict

me

assert that until very lately the

of the

operative

was,

that

low

prices would infallibly lead to low wages.

But I say that they have departed from
that belief.
I say they have changed their
opinions.
The experience of the last three
years has not been thrown away upon
them and if that be so if the masters
and the men are quite of one mind on this
point, they will settle
and I may tell the
hon. Member for Knaresborough so
they
will easily and amicably settle those questions with respect to the hours of labour
which have hitherto divided them. I can
very well understand how those working
men should overtax their industry, and even
call on their wives and daughters to work
to excess, that they may obtain subsistence.
Necessity might drive them to such resources.
But if they can understand that
by a change of your law they may be able,
without working so long themselves, without requiring their wives or daughters to
work as they do now, to live in greater
comfort than they have ever known, I have
not the smallest doubt that arrangements

—

;

—

will

—

be made between masters and

men

as to the period of labour, and so every
ground or pretext for legislative interference on this point will be taken away.
It will, I should say,

be one of the most
in England,
when, on account of an alteration in your
corn and provision laws rendering a shorter

happy days that ever dawned

time necessary to procure wages adequate
to purchase the comforts of life, the masters
and the men shall, without legislative interference,

come

to

an agreement as to the

hours of labour.
I was rejoiced to learn
that the noble Lord the Member for the
West Riding of Yorkshire (Lord Morpeth),
with whom I have often differed, but whose
ttbsence from this House I have never

ceased to regret
of

its
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—

for it deprived us of one
brightest ornaments
I was rejoiced

—

to learn that the noble

Lord on the hustings

West Riding, in the presence of the
operatives, expressed sentiments similar to
those which, in less perfect language, I have
of the

I say with referendeavoured to convey.
ence to the interests of the country gentlemen of England, let us have certainty in
You can,
regard to the value of our land.
however, only obtain that certainty by a
change of this law and that certainty will
compensate you for many disadvantages.
But in addition to certainty, I say you will
You will have
have peaceful enjoyment.
enjoyment without the jealousy of your
poorer neighbours you will have the inestimable blessings of their good will without any abatement of their hereditary respect.
And, Sir, if I may be allowed to
;

;

refer to the sentiments of so humble a Member of the landed gentry as I am myself, I
must say that I do not think the landlords
will have to make any great pecuniary sacrifice
but entertaining the Opinions which I
now entertain, founded on my present experience, I say that if the sacrifice were ten
times greater than, I believe, it will be, I,
for one, sooner than it should be said of
;

myself, or of any Member of that class to
which I belong, that we had wrung from
the sufi'erings of the poor a small increase
of rent, or that our present position was
inconsistent with the welfare and the happiness of the great body of the community
speaking for myself, I should rather de-

—

scend to a low estate, and abrogate my
inheritance, than submit patiently to such
a charge, and he unable to say in my conscience that there was no truth in it.
Sir,
it has been said that a great party is broken
up it has been said that pohtical ties are
severed
it has been said that social relations are disturbed by this proposal
and
it has been anticipated, and it is possible,
that our Administration will, in consequence, be dissolved.
But, Sir, although
I should regi'et the former portion of these
consequences, I have the cpnsolation of
believing in my conscience that this proposal will rescue a great and powerful nation from anarchy, from misery, and from
;

;

;

ruin.

Viscount CLIVE said, that he was of
opinion that, whatever might be the abstract merits of the proposition before the
House, it was one which ought not to pass
without an appeal to the country. Wlien he
first entered Parliament, the present Corn
Law was in full operation ; and though he
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free and unfettered and unpledged, yet he considered that there was
an honourable understanding between him
and the constituency with respect to certain
There were certain limits and
measures.

was returned

landmarks by which he thought they were
He confessed he
to guide their course.
did not anticipate the change which had
taken place iu the opinions of Her Majesty's Government.
In 1841, the constituencies were the jury who tried the
issue which was left to them, and the present Parhament was returned by their
verdict, and now they were going to upset
their decision without even asking for a
new trial. The right hon. Gentleman the
Secretary at War stated in his speech, in
w^hich he so fully and successfully vindi-

1840, used to the right hon. Gentleman
Member for Edinburgh, namely, "that
he deserved that his classical constituents
should say to him
Nusquam tuta fides.' "
the

*

Debate adjourned
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FOREIGN GRAIN IN BOND.
Lord GEORGE BENTINCK rose to
move for a Return giving the numbers and
names of the holders of Foreign Grain now

in bond in the Queen's Warehouses in
cated the course which he felt it his duty Great Britain and Ireland. He understood
to pursue, his full conviction that if it were there was some technical difficulty about
shown to the gentry of the agricultural giving the names of the holders that, in
districts in England that by the abolition fact, it was nat easy to tell who the holders
of the Corn LaAvs and by sui-rendering were
and therefore, he had agreed with
protection, they would administer to the his right hon. Friend the Chancellor of
necessities and wants of their fellow coun- the Exchequer, to change the name 'holdtrymen, they would cheerfully and wil- ers to importers,' and there would be
lingly abolish them.
That was the very no difficulty, he believed, in giving the
ground on which he stood. If the Govern- names of the importers. It would be thus
ment would show them, as they said they shown that it was a very limited number
could, so galling and so overwhelming a of persons to whom a boon would be given
necessity, if they (the Government) had to the amount of something like half a
confidence in their own conviction if they million sterling by the measure before
did not think that their new faith was as Parliament for the immediate reduction of
faithless and as hollow as the old, at the duty on foreign corn, and on wheat
least let the Government give them, the especially, to 45. a quarter when it was at
agriculturists of England, an opportunity a certain price.
It appeared that there
of enjoying, to use the words of the noble was in bond 944,548 quarters of wheat,
Lord the Member for London, the solid and 451,464 cwt. of flour. It appeared,
satisfaction of beUeving "that they conceded also, that in the course of the month of
this question to the wants and the necessi- December last there was no less a quantity
ties of their fellow subjects, and not to than 8,097 quarters of wheat and 2,177
what had been forced on them by the dex- cwt. of flom- paid duty at about the rate of
terity of two discordant Cabinets.
The operation of the
The 145. per quarter.
course taken by the Government, he be- present measure woidd be to reduce the
lieved, would cause great excitement, great duty immediately from 16s., at which it
party conflict, and great struggling be- now stood, to 45. per quarter, and the
tween parties, if a dissolution were the whole of this wheat Avould consequently be
consequence but they would be temporary entered for home consumption at a duty,
these evils would pass away; they would not of I65., but at a duty of 45.
As soon
be less formidable than the total disloca- as the measure passed, the whole of this
tion of political confidence.
Such a course quantity of wheat, exceeding one million of
would, in his opinion, be pregnant with quarters, would come into consumption at a
evil
and he would therefore give his hearty duty of 45., and the difl^rence would not
support to the Amendment of the hon. be gained by the consumers, but by the
Member for Bristol. He should, he felt, have corn dealers and the practical result of the
at least this satisfaction, that when he measure of the Government clearly would
should appear before his constituents, they be to make a present to some two hundred,
could not upbraid him with those words three hundred, or it might be four hundred
which the right hon. Baronet at the head individuals, of upwards of half a million
of Her Majesty's Government in the year sterling.
It was, therefore, most desirable
;

;

'

'

;

;

—

;

;
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the country should know wliat would be
the effect of this measure, and who the
persons would be to profit by its operation.
lie would have liked, he confessed, to
know tlie names of the persons who were
thus holders of grain
but he understood
there was an objection to disclose the names
of such persons, on the principle that such
a proceeding might interfere with private
trade and speculation. It might be thought
tliat because he had brought forward this
Motion he suspected Her Majesty's Government of some sort of jobbing but he
could assure his right hon. Friend the
Chancellor of the Exchequer that he could
not for a moment entertain the shghtest
opinion of that kind of him and he believed, if the truth were known, his right
hon. Friend as cordially disapproved of the
measure as he (Lord George Bentinck)
did.
It was well, however, the public
should know that the Exchequer was to be
robbed of half a million sterling to be put
into the pockets of some 200 or 300 corn
merchants.
This was most objectionable,
and it was particularly so when they recollected the amount of relief wliich the right
hon. Baronet the Secretary for the Home
Department said they were about to offer
to Ireland in the way of advancing loans.
They proposed to give 50,000?. in one way,
and 30,000?. in another way, and 80,000?.
in another way.
The whole amount of
relief was only 260,000?.
and surely they
should pause before they made a present
of half a million sterling to 200 or 300
corn merchants, which might be belter disposed of in affording reUef to the distressed
people of Ireland.
He (Lord George Bentinck) would alter his Motion to suit the
views of his right hon. Friend the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and move for a Return, giving the number of the Importers of
Foreign Corn now in bond in the Queen's
Warehouses in Great Britain and Ireland.
Mr. ESCOTT would suggest to the
noble Lord that he might make an addition
to his Motion, which he thought would
help to effect the object he had in view.
;

;

;

;

He said his object was to ascertain what
individuals would profit by this measure,
and therefore he suggested to the noble
Lord to include in the return the number
of individuals who were to eat the bread

made out of this corn.
The CHANCELLOR of the

QUER

EXCHE-

that so far from wishing to
withhold any information upon this important subject, he readily acquiesced in the
said,

Motion made for the presentation of those
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He should have contented himwith merely notifying his assent to the
Motion, were it not for some observations
which fell from the noble Lord, and with
reference to which he thought it necessary
The noble Lord
to give some explanation.
appeared to be greatly alarmed at the imreturns.
self

mense

benefit

which individuals who were

the holders of bonded corn would receive
by the alteration of the law ; but his hon.
Friend (Mr. S. O'Brien), near the noble
Lord, who spoke from the same side of the
House on the preceding night, had said
that to the opening of the ports for the admission of corn, he had no objection. Now,
if they adopted the suggestion of his hon.
Friend, by opening the ports, they would
have given to the holders of foreign corn
not the difference between 145. and 45,,
but the difference between 145. and nothing,
so that in that case the loss of the revenue
would be greater. But he could not admit
his noble Friend's argument, that because
the duty on foreign corn was 145., the
corn now in bond would be brought into
market at that duty. If his noble Friend
would look to the returns on the Table of
the House, and would look to the periods
at which corn was imported, and the periods
at which it came into the market, he would
find there was a great deal of importation
under the sliding scale, not for the purpose
of bringing in the corn at the high duty
which existed when it was imported, but
for the purpose of bringing it in at a shilling
duty when the prices would admit of the
importation of corn at that duty. That was
the complaint made of the operation of the
law by hon. Gentlemen interested in agriculture.
It was one of the complaints to
which the law was liable ; and he had no
reason to suppose unless they believed
that those individuals were not capable of
taking advantage of the fall in the duty
that because they imported corn when the
duty was I85. or 195., they did not mean
to bring it in on terms more favourable to
themselves.
He (the Chancellor of the
Exchequer) did not rise for the purpose of
entering at length into the question ; but he
wished to state that when his noble Friend
said that he was supporting a measure of
which he did not approve, his noble Friend
made a statement which had no foundation
in fact. If he gave his support to a measure
of which he did not approve, it would be

—

—

unworthy of him as a Gentleman, and discreditable to him as a Minister of the
Crown.

Mr.

NEWDEGATE

believed that the
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object of Government, as it was the object
of all, was to relieve the particular distress

Her Majesty's dominions,
a distress which all equally deIreland
plored ; for he could answer for the agi-icultural Members, that they were ready to
meet that distress by greater sacrifices than
had been yet proposed, if it were necesBut they held that the revenue
sary.
would be better expended in meeting the
particular evils which pressed on one portion of Her Majesty's dominions, than sa-

in one portion of

—

crificing

it

in

such a

way

as to let

it

go

into the general consumption, where it would
produce no relative depreciation in the price

of grain. They maintained that relief was
not needed by the whole -community, but
that it was required in Ireland, and they
would rather see the revenue given to the
people than thus sacrificed in the way
No one
pointed out by the noble Lord.
prized more than he did the whole system
of bonding corn, but ,with free trade he
should like to know how the bonding sys-

When he heard
carried out.
such an answer as that given by the hon.
Member (Mr. Escott), that his noble Friend
should ask for a return of the persons who
would eat the corn now in bond, he woidd
recommend the hon. Member to undertake
so vain a task himself.
tem could be

Mr. WODEHOUSE begged to confii-ra
what had fallen from the hon. Member for
Warwickshire. He assured the House, that
there was no measure either in the way of
precaution or relief of any sort or kind with
respect to Ireland which they (the protectionists) were not ready to give their assent
He had expressed this opinion before
to.
Parliament met, and he repeated it now;
and he therefore thought his right hon.
Friend the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
whose integrity no man had ever doubted
yet, ought to have been a little more sensible of the views by which they had been
guided, both with respect to the Government of which he was a Member, and to
the general interests of the country.
Mr. S. O'BRIEN said, that as he was
the individual to whom the Chancellor of
the Exchequer had referred, he begged to
say that his remarks last night related en-

and if he had extended
England he should have been conceding what he deemed an important part
He begged to add, that
of his argument.
it was to the protective system that they
owed the fact that they had hitherto been
tirely to Ireland,

them

to

independent of the supplies from foreign
Countries.

He

believed that this was the

kingdom

in Europe best protected against
the horrors of famine.
The right hon.
Gentleman (the Chancellor of the Exchequer) had referred to the fact of the noble
Lord the Member for Lynn sitting next
him, as if that were any reason for his
agreeing with him. He certainly did agree
with him ; but the right hon. Gentleman's
experience during the last few days might

have shown him that it was quite possible
for Gentlemen to sit next to each other,
and yet to totally disagree in reference to
commercial policy.
The CHANCELLOR of the EXCHEQUER I understood my hon. Friend
:

(Mr. S. O'Brien) to say distinctly that if
we had thrown open the ports the measure
should have had his approbation.
LordGEORGE BENTINCK explained,
that his argument was that the price of
wheat had arrived at that point when it
was perfectly compatible with the profits of
trade to pay a duty of 14^. on wheat, inasmuch as in the eourse of December the
duty had fallen to such a point as that
nearly 9,000 quarters of wheat had been
released from bond at a lis. dut3% and
therefore, as his right hon. Friend (the
Chancellor of the Exchequer) was going
immediately to reduce the duty to 4s., he
thought he had a right to assume that at
least 10s. of the duty remitted would go,
not to the advantage of the consumer, but
to the advantage of the corn merchant.
That was the argument he had used. His
right hon. Friend had repudiated the allegation he had made, that so far from approving of the measures lately propounded
by the head of Her Majesty's Government,
his right hon. Friend as cordially disapHe certainly
proved of tliem as he did.
understood the First Minister of the Crown
to say that there were only three Cabinet
Ministers who agreed in opinion 'with him.
He begged to ask his right hon. Friend
whether he was one of the three who agreed
with the first Minister of the Crown?
Public rumour had stated that the three
were the right hon. Baronet the Secretary for the Heme Department (Sir James
Graham), Lord Aberdeen, and the right
hon. the Secretary at War (Mr. Herbert).
He had, therefore, assumed that his right
hon. Friend did not concur with the principle of the measure now before the country.
With regard to the observations
which had been made by his hon. and
learned Friend the Member for Winchester
(Mr. Escott), really they appeared to him
quite as incomprehensible as the conduct
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of the lion, and learned Gentleman in sitting there and supporting the measure for
the ahoHtion of the Corn Laws, seeing that
the hon. and k'arned Gentleman was returned for the city of Winchester in opposition to two opponents who were the conscientious and honest supporters of a repeal
He thought that the
of the Corn Laws.
hon. and leanied Gentleman's suggestion

that he (Lord G. Bentinck) should move
an Amendment on his own Motion, and
have a return of the consumers of wheaten
hread, or of those who might be consumers
he
of wheaten hread not yet out of bond
thought that suggestion as incomprehensible as the conduct of the hon. and learned Gentleman, who thought it consistent
with his public duty and with his personal
honour to have stood for the city of Winchester, when the price of wheat was some-

—
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just given of his information, he must say,
that the noble Lord was totally ignorant
of the facts of the case.
House adjourned at a quarter to two
o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
Thursday, February 12, 1846.

COMMERCIAL POLICY— CUSTOMS— CORN
LAWS.— ADJOURNED DEBATE (THIRD
NIGHT).

On the Order of the
the Adjourned Debate,
Mr.

COLQUHOUN

Day
said,

to ask the permission of the

for

he was going
House to make

a personal explanation, painful at

but which

resuming

all

times,

was incumbent on him

it

to

where about 625. the quarter, and when make after the observations of the right
hon. Baronet at the head of the Governthe price of the four-pound loaf was 1 Od.
in opposition to two gentlemen whose ban- ment, who, he was ready to admit, had no
for wish to misrepresent his opinions, although
ner was a large loaf and cheap bread
the hon. and learned Gentleman was pro- the right hon. Gentleman had greatly misIt would be in the reposed for the city of Winchester by gen- understood them.
tlemen who, in their speeches, as mover and collection of the House that the right hon.
seconder, told the electors that the ques- Baronet had stated that he had once held
tion for them to decide was whether or not opinions similar to those entertained, and,
they would elect two gentlemen who were he believed, most conscientiously enterdetermined to maintain the then existing tained, by the hon. Member for Wolversystem of the Corn Laws, and to protect hampton namely, that he wished for a
the agricultural interests of the coun- total repeal of the Corn Laws, and that he
try, or those who advocated an entire re- had passed from that opinion to those in
peal of those laws.
He repeated, that favour of high protective duties, which he
when the public conduct of the hon. Gen- at present entertained. He could assure
tleman was as incomprehensible as he the right hon. Baronet that he was mishad described it, he (Lord G. Bentinck) taken both as to the opinions he (Mr. Colwould be mad to follow such a leader, or quhoun) had formerly held, and those he at
With regard to his former
allow himself to be guided in anything by the present held.
opinions, no doubt the hon. Member for
example or advice of the hon. Gentleman.
Mil. ESCOTT hoped the noble Lord Durham would think him very ignorant,
was more comfortable after that explana- when he frankly avowed that with regard
tion.
He (Mr. Escott) did not presume to to the question of the Corn Laws he had
dictate to the noble Lord what course he ever felt it to be one of extreme difiiculty.
should pursue
but he had thought it not It was of all questions of political economy
unparliamentary to suggest an alteration that which was so mixed up with many
in his Motion.
The noble Lord had stated great interests of the country, that he felt
that his object was to ascertain who were perplexed in his decision, and he was unthe individuals who would profit by the able by the exercise of his own judgment
measure; and, as he (Mr. Escott) thought to arrive at a satisfactory knowledge of all
that the public would reap the profit, he its bearings
on the contrary, he conhad thought it a not unimportant addition fessed he had regarded it for many years
to the Motion of the noble Lord to have with great doubt and anxiety.
In 1841,
the names of the consumers.
With re- when he was excluded from Parliament,
spect to what the noble Lord had said the question of the Corn Laws came proabout him and his constituents, he had no minently before that House, and assumed
objection, if the noble Lord thought it a very important position.
He had then
worth while, to discuss that question with given the question a careful consideration,
him, either there or elsewhere but, from and whatever opinions he had arrived at,
the specimen which the noble Lord had he was perfectly prepared now to defend
,

;

—

;

;

;
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them, reviewing, as he had then done, all
the hearings of the question, and fixing decisively the conclusions at which he had
now arrived. But as to his having held
at a former period opinions similar to
those of the lion. Memher for Wolver-

hampton, this was incorrect; though it was
said somewhat ingeniously hy the right hon.
Baronet that he had found his name in the
division in 1838 with the hon. Memher for
Wolverhampton; and as he (Mr. Colquhoun) had voted for the Committee, he
must have entertained these opinions.
Now, did the right hon. Baronet forget
that the hon. Memher for Wolverhampton,
in his concluding speech,

had stated that

he moved for the Committee, in order to
sweep into the division persons who did not
agree w^ith him, and Avho thought that a
fixed duty was the hest mode of settling
the question?
The same motion was renewed in 1839; and with regard to the
Motion of 1838 he would observe that he
found in the same division with himself the
hon. Member for SheflSeld,
the advocate of a fixed duty.
But in 1839 they had precisely the same
Motion made hy the hon. Member for
W^olverhampton, for which he (Mr. Colquhoun) had voted; but he would add that
the noble Lord the Member for London,
the avowed and most resolute champion for
a fixed duty, voted for it; the right hon.
Gentleman the Member for Taunton, whose
sincerity in the opinions he entertained
in favour of a fixed duty, no one would
and so did also
question, voted for it
.the right hon. Gentleman the Member for

name of the
who was also

;

Portsmouth, whose integrity and straightHe (Mr.
forwardness no one could deny.
Colquhoun) therefore certainly could not
be charged as entertaining the opinions
of the hon. Member for Wolverhampton,
because, being the advocate of a fixed
duty, he had voted for the Committee,
lie happened lately to find a newspaper,

CORN LAWS.
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the total and

support

immediate repeal
" and his (Mr. Colquhoun's) reply was, " that he was not
prepared to do so that he had no objection
to see a reduced duty imposed upon corn
but he was quite sure that it was not for
the interests of the manufacturing classes,
or any class of the community, that confusion should be thrown into the agricultural
class
that both classes should go together,
and he was not disposed to advocate a meaof the Corn

Laws

?

—

;

sure detrimental to the interests of both,
as he thought the total repeal of the Corn

Laws would be. "

True, he had then added

that upon so difficult and perplexing a question the application of a fixed duty would
be the most desirable way of settling the
question and his motive for holding that
opinion was, that protection was necessary
for the >velfare of agriculture.
That was
his deliberate opinion; and he believed they
never could continue protection in that
country unless they obtained for it not only
the support of the agricultural class, great
and influential as it w^as, but unless they carried with them the sympathy and judgment
of a large portion of the manufacturing and
mercantile classes; and he founded that on
his experience of that class with whom
chiefly he had been connected since his entrance into public life.
And when he
heard the right hon. Baronet the Secretary
of State dispose of the sliding scale so
easily
when his right hon. Friend told
them that the sliding scale W'Ould not
slide even before they had had the experience of a bad harvest, he could not help
thinking that perhaps his (Mr. Colquhoun's)
earlier views of a fixed duty were better
than those views which he had entertained
subsequently, and which he had derived
chiefly from the able speeches of his right
hon. Friend and the right hon. Baronet at
the head of the Government.
So much
for his past experience.
The right hon.
Baronet had thrown out a hint that it might
be convenient to raise the question now
before the House, by a proposition that
protection was absolutely required for all
the industry in this country.
If that
;

—

in which his opinions were stated as he
had delivered them to the constituents
he then represented in that House —-the
borough of Kilmarnock. Now, the hon.
Member for Kilmarnock, whom he saw in Motion were made, it was one which with
his place, would bear him out, that on the his commercial views he frankly confessed
ffe believed that
question of free trade that constituency was he could not support,
Mr. Huskisson on that
sufficiently liberal; and as he was then the views of
asking their votes, it was obvious that, point were those of a wise and practical
knowing their opinions, he must have been statesman. His views were, that they
anxious to express opinions as liberal as were bound to relax commercial restriche possibly could. That was the common tions so far as was possible consistently
In July, 1837, he with the safety of the other interests of the
tactique of an election.
was on that occasion asked by an elector country. In every possible mode in which
of Kutherglen, "Are you prepared to they could remove commercial restrictions
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and extend the trade of the country, that
and he still
to he adopted

mode ought

;

maintained liis opinions formerly avowed,
that the right hon. Baronet, in following
tlie steps of Mr. lluskisson, had acted
rightly, and deserved, as he had secured,

had not changed those
opinions.
When the nohle Lord the
Meniher for London referred to the authority of Mr. lluskisson, and had stated
that he was rather surprised the right
hon. Baronet had not cited the authority of Mr. Huskisson, the nohle Lord
would permit him to say that he thought in
that the right hon. Baronet had shown the
adniirahle logic he always used.
That authority, great as it undoubtedly was, would

his support,

lie

not have availed him, because the opinions
of Mr. Huskisson were not on his side.
The system of Mr. lluskisson was this
he found that in this country they had for a
long series of years levied heavy protecting
and prohibitory duties upon foreign goods;
and perceiving what branches of manufacture there were which could especially
dispense with that protection, nay, which
were rather embarrassed by it, Mr. Huskisson withdrew it from these branches; and in
this respect, following his example, the right
:

hon Baronet now proposed

to

withdraw

wholly from these branches the protection
which they at present enjoyed. But Mr. Huskisson never applied these principles to agricidture.
Perhaps he might be told, that if
he had lived at the present day he would
have done so.
They might say so, but
there was no proof of this: the authority of Mr. Huskisson did not apply to
those articles which were connected with
the cultivation of the soil, and which
he had studiously omitted. He confessed
that he saw a reason in policy both
for the forbearance of Mr. Huskisson in
the one case, and for the steps which
he adopted in the other.
That reason had
been glanced at by the hon. Member for
Hampshire, who had touched the argument
for the removal of protection on certain
manufactures, and retaining it on the products of the soil.
And he appealed to the
noble Lord's judgment, whether there was
not a distinction at once palpable and un-

The noble Lord had quoted Adam
Smith; but the doctrine of that great economist was, that it was not only the right
but the policy of States to impose duties
on foreign commodities equivalent to the
taxes which were laid upon their own.
That was a principle which the noble Lord
jvould not contest.
How did that dictum
deniable?

12,
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apply to the present case?

There was an
enormous amount of taxation imposed on
the people of this country, which was peculiar, because it arose from a great national debt.
There was a further amount

They w^ere in the habit
of local taxation.
of levying duties on foreign products as

Why had they
equivalent to those taxes.
removed some branches of their manufactures from that category of protection ?
Because these manufactures had, in the
very nature of their industry, a natural
and adequate protection. No man could
look at Lancashire, Warwickshire, or Staffordshire, without being struck by perceiving, that in the mineral treasures of those
counties we had natural advantages against
which few other countries in the world could
successfully contend. Under your very feet,
over the soil on which they stood, the coal
and iron with which these districts abounded, gave our manufactures a large protection
without the imposition of duties on foreign
articles.
The textile fabrics of this country need not, therefore, in many of their
branches, fear competition with the foreigner
but agriculture stood on a different
footing.
The farmers of England had to
contend with seasons more variable and
more severe than those of any other country in Europe
and not only had they
no corresponding advantages as compared
with the manufacturers, but they were also
subjected to great disadvantages.
The
right hon. Baronet was, therefore, right in
abstaining from quoting the authority of
Mr. Huskisson.
The right hon. Gentleman referred the House to the experience
of the last three years, and he rested his
case on that experience.
The noble Lord
the Member for Liverpool (Lord Sandon)
said, and said very truly, that he thought
three years too narrow a basis for such a
superstructure.
lie (Mr. Colquhoun) went
farther, and maintained that not only was
the basis too narrow, but that no superstructure could be raised on it at all.
It
might be right to take away protection
from agriculture, but not upon grounds
which were not tenable in argument. Look
at the argument with regard to the price
of produce.
The right hon. Baronet said,
that he had removed the duties on the importation of animal food and live stock
three years ago, and the consequence had
been a great increase in the price of meat.
Now, if that argument were good for anything, it would be an argument against
the reduction of duty because the avowed
;

;

;

object of the right hon. Baronet was to
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cheapen food, and the result had been to hon. Member was a free trader, and he had
again and again urged upon the House the
enhance the price. But the truth was
and he appealed to the observation of necessity of inteifering with the employthe right hon. Baronet
Avhen they ex- ment of capital in making railways.
That
amined how it was that the price of food House had, he thought, Avisely, abstained
had risen during the last three years, the from such interference, and had their reHouse would perceive that it arose from ward in the development of industry and
causes which were not applicable to the prosperity which prevailed.
If there were
argument, and Avhich, so far as they one individual more than any other, to
could be appealed to, rather told against whom the country was indebted for this
One state of things, that individual was a Genthe right hon. Baronet's views.
cause of the enhanced price was the agri- tleman not to be found upon the Treasury
cultural panic which ensued upon the pro- benches. The hon. Member for Sunderland
position of the right hon. Baronet's Tariff. (Mr. Hudson), had not only been the arThe farmers believed that they were going chitect of his own fortune he could also
claim the honour of having developed the
to be flooded with oxen, sheep, and pigs
and they thought they would never find a industry of the country, by the application
market again in this country for their of his own great talents and skill to this
They, therefore, sold their stock subject. It was this cause above all others,
cattle.
at very low prices, and the effect of that which had in these three years enhanced
was, naturally, for years afterwards, to the price of food. The argument of prices,
There were also some therefore, was not one to which the right
limit the supply.
In hon. Baronet could justly refer.
He now
natural causes to be added to these.
one year there was a failure of the green turned to another point in his statement.
crops, and in the year 1844 there was a The right hon. Gentleman had dwelt upon
failure of the hay and grass crops, and the subject of wages, and he argued that
also the murrain, all of which tended to there was no connexion between wages
The right
raise and exaggerate the price of animal and the price of provisions.
But there was another cause of hon. Baronet the Secretary of State, when
food.
he addressed the House the other night,
high price more satisfactory than these
one which, without disparaging the right had thought proper to allude to the speech
hon. Gentleman's efi^orts, or depreciating of the First Lord of the Treasury which
That speech
the effect of his Tariff, was much more he had delivered in 1839.
It was a cause more powerful referred to the question as to how labour
beneficial.
in its action than the Tariff, which, by was to be affected by a repeal of the Corn
He must say to his right hon.
stimulatfng employment, enabled the la- Laws.

—

;

;

;

bouring classes to command more butchers'
meat, and raised its price. ["Hear!"] He
He must
perfectly understood that cheer.
remark, however, that the Tariff, or commercial changes which had already taken
place, had no connexion at all with these
No one could argue that
circumstances.
the great development of railways, and the

enormous employment that had been afforded to the labouring population by the
capital embarked in these speculations,
depended upon commercial legislation here.
The causes that led to these results were
the spontaneous exertions of the industry
of the country, aided by the course pursued by the Government in leaving these
matters alone, and permitting the capital
of the country to develop its own resources.
But this course was contrary to the opinions of a great free trade Member of this
The hon. Member for Inverness
House.
(Mr. Morrison) had frequently told them
that they ought to interfere in railway
speculation,

and

limit

its

profits.

The

Friend,

with

all

respect

for

his

talents, his allusion to the speech

great

made by

the First Minister of the Crown in 1839
was not discreet, because in that same
speech the right hon. Gentleman argued, in
his forcible and eloquent language, that
if they repealed the Corn Laws it would
bring such injury upon the agriculture
of the country as would unquestionably
shake the stability of all the capital engaged in agriculture that it would limit
the employment of labour, and injure

—

agricultural capital, as well as manufacturing industry.
He might remark here,
that his right hon. Friend the Secretary
of State for the Home Department disposed very shortly of all these and other

arguments which he had previously used
He said, " I have
changed my opinion, and there is an end
of it."
But there was not an end of it.
His right hon. Friend must not forget the
laws by which the words of men of genius
are bound
whether orators or poets
in favour of protection.

—

—

I
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His right hon. Friend's words
They were
not thus pass away.
winged shafts which pierced many minds.
They remained after the occasion which

were cheapened, and the

Ilis right
produced them passed away.
hon. Friend must rememher that the
words which he liad used adhered to the
memory, moulded men's sentiments, guided
lie must recollect that
puhHc opinion.
the armour of proof which he had laid
aside, and the lance which he had wielded,
and with which he had pierced many an
incumhered opponent, remained weighty
and entire. Greatly did he wish that his
right hon. Friend were again on this side
that he were here to lead
to wield them
their ranks, and guide them by his prowess.
But if not, they retained at least his arms
these lay at their feet, strewed all around
them, an arsenal of power.

hampton (Mr. Villiers) that he had made
the same admission himself for he recollected the hon. Member telhng the House
that the effect of the Corn Laws was to
keep in cultivation some soils which other-

effect would certainly prove anything but advantageous to
He could not help rethe labourers.

with them.
could

minding the

!"

to return to the connexion of the price
His right hon.
of provisions with wages.
Friend had said, and with truth, that

But

wages followed the

Wolver-

wise would have been thrown out of culture.
if they were by
If that position were sound
this change about to curtail the sources of
labour, and to glut the labour market, then,
great as might be the fall of prices in provisions, greater still would be the fall of
wages, and, as a natural consequence, great
suffering would be inflicted upon the agricultural as well as the manufacturing inHe would now
dustry of the country.
adopt the views expressed by the hon.
Member for Durham. He would proceed
to admit the statement of the free traders.
They said that agriculture would not be
injured, and that trade would be augmentthey
ed by a repeal of the Corn Laws
told him that he ought to infer from this
that the wages and the condition of the labouring classes would be improved. He admitted their premises, but he said it was
impossible that he could assent to their
He did not think that any
conclusions.
one, however sanguine, would say that he
expected so great a development of trade
in consequence of repeal as had arisen
during the last century in this country
and yet with all
from various causes
these developments of trade, he would ask,
had wages risen ? That was a question
which he should wish to have carefully
He saw the hon. Member for
considered.
Birmingham opposite, and he trusted he
might be allowed to quote his authority
upon the subject. That hon. Member (Mr.
Muntz) had informed him of the rate of
wages of those in his own employment. It
appeared that formerly he used to sell an
;

price of provisions at

He gave his right hon.
slow intervals.
Friend the full benefit of that argument.
Undoubtedly, if they could maintain wages
at the same rate whilst there was a reduction in the price of food by a repeal of the
Corn Laws, the labouring classes of this
country would, for a few years, be greatly
advantaged by the change but whilst he
admitted that fact, he appealed to his opponents to admit with him the converse of
If by any repeal of the
this argument.
Corn Law, they limited suddenly the employment of the people in this country, and
that the market for labour became glutted
by the number of labourers thrown upon
it, then, however they might reduce the
;

price

for

—

;

tuis armis, nos te poteremur, Achille

Member
;

—

" Tuque

hon.

of provisions, wages would fall as
and the condition of the popula-

rapidly,

;

would not be improved, but deterioLet them look to the case of Ireland, where there was cheap food, but article for 365. which he now sold for 65.
with deficient employment, low wages, and The labourer received one-fifth of the price.
a truly wretched population.
If the argu- The labour for performing this work used
ments which had been urged year after to cost 7s. and 125. it now only cost I5. 2d.
year in that House by his right hon. As his right hon. Friend had spoken of the
Friend were good if it were true that improvement of the labouring classes, he
some of the land would be thrown out of could not help referring to Mr. Horner's
cultivation by a repeal of the Corn Laws,
The extract
Report, published in 1841.
the eff"ect of that change would be, un- he was referring to was taken from the
doubtedly, a fall in the price of provisions
statements of manufacturers, culled from
but they might rest assured that wages their own books, and given upon their own
would fall also, and become still lower authority. In fine yarns' spinning the fall
than they were then.
The population that took place from the year 1838 to
woidd suffer deeply even while provisions 1841 was 31 per cent., and the reduction
tion

rated.

;

—

;
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wages of the spinner was 29 per
cent., and in those of other workers 13 per
cent.
He would also quote the words of
Mr. Wilson, a gentleman who was a great
in the

ironmaster

in

Scotland

:

—

**

Iron has fallen

from 1841 25 per cent., and wages are
only reduced 15 per cent., and cannot be
lowered further in consequence of the duty
that exists upon the importation of foreign

CORN LAWS.

—

^THIRD NIGHT.

value of manufactures in reference to his'
own property, he could look at them in no
other light, and must at once admit that
agriculture and manufactures '* waxed and
waned " together, and were mutually dependent and if the effect of these measures should be to draw the landlords of
this country and the manufacturing capitalists into kinder views in regard to each
other's acts, thus far they would unquestionably confer a great benefit, in which he
should sincerely rejoice.
He believed that
they did not understand each other correctly.
He believed that among many
manufacturers there existed a most kind
;

Was it not obvious, then, that
corn."
Mr. Wilson expected, when the Corn Laws
were repealed, that he would be able in the
iron trade to lower his wages ?
Mr. Greg,
who at one time represented Manchester,
said, " By better education and more sober
habits, together with cheaper food, the and generous feeling towards those whom
people will, no doubt, be enabled to live in they employed
he only wished them to
greater comfort, and from considerably believe it equally true that the agricultusmaller earnings. "
So that it could not be rists had similar dispositions for the imdoubted for one moment that even the free provement of the condition of the labouring
traders themselves must believe that if this population. But the power of both parties
BiU were carried, the wages of labour would was limited limited by causes over which
He did not blame the manu- they had little control. Whatever they
be reduced.
facturers, under the circumstances in which could do in that House, he did not believe
they were placed for they were pressed by that they would be able to raise the wages,
competition, and driven to economise and or greatly to improve the financial condiabridge their own expenses. Supported by tion, of the people.
He regretted to have
the power of their machinery, they would be heard the noble Lord the Member for Lonnecessarily able to hmit the wages of labour. don (Lord J. Russell) announce to the laMost assuredly, if the sole effect of the re- bouring classes, that he had every hope
peal of the Corn Laws were to reduce the that this commercial measure would imif he did not see counteractprove their condition.
It might do someprice of food
it might have
ing evils to spring from it he should con- thing to stimulate trade
sider the measure to be one of great good. the effect of developing the manufacturing
it might add
But, he said, if they told the working capabilities of the country
classes of this country that after the Corn to the number of their factories, and to
Laws were repealed, they would have the the range of manufacturing capital but
same wages as before, they met those he was greatly afraid that the pressure
classes with delusions, the effects of which on the one hand from competition from
would be found by bitter experience, and abroad, and on the other, the pressure
the results of which would react upon them- from the labouring people at home, loaded
selves. The hon. Member for North North- by their own numbers, would have the
amptonshire (Mr. S. O'Brien), in his elo- effect of depressing their wages far below
quent and able speech the other night, had the amount which humanity would award,
touched upon this point. That hon. Mem- to a standard scanty and sinking, and inber had been commented on as indulging volving the operative in still heavier sufferHe thought that the meaning of the
in incendiary language, and as exciting the ings.
working classes by incendiary appeals. He appeal of the hon. Member for Northampdid not think that his statement was of tonshire, who said, very ably and truly,
he was certain that it was that the science of national wealth was very
that character
not the intention of the hon. Gentleman so different from that statesmanship which
He would, however, be secured the national weal, was obvious
to express himself.
careful to say nothing that could bear such that they might have great wealth and
So far from attacking affluence among the upper and middle
an interpretation.
the manufacturers by branding them as classes, but that the condition of the lacruel men, who were grinding the faces of bourer might be lowered instead of raised,
not
the poor, he looked at them as one great unless they took some direct steps
source of the wealth and the prosperity of through their commercial code, but by the
England. Living, as he did, near to a large adoption of specific measures for the amemanufacturing town, and knowing the lioration of the people. Yet when they
;

—

;

—

—

;

;

;

—

—

—
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economy

any of these measures
when the noble Lord the late Member for
to join

them

in

Dorsetshire (Lord Ashley) sought to limit
the hours of labour for the poorer classes,
they reviled and scoffed at his Motion. When
the hon. Member for the University of
Oxford asked them to apply sound religious
to tend tliem by
instruction to the people

—

the appointment of men who would watch
over their moral good, and thus ensure, by
the only effectual remedy, their social com-

—

who would visit their homes, and
endeavour to raise them in their own
moral opinion, and in the habits of purer
thought, he was met on the part of these
same Gentlemen by an instant refusal. He
greatly feared, that even if by the application of this commercial change they
were to confer a brief advantage on manufactures, they would still continue in the
same condition which had been described
by the right hon. Baronet in 1842, of
which he now ventured to say to them,
that beneath their feet was a volcano of
passion, ignorance, and misery, which they
might look on with unconcern, but which,
if they did not assuage in time, would shake
the security upon which the capital of the
country was built that security without
which credit was but a name. Free traders
told them that in a year of deficient harvest the labourer could not purchase manufactures, and that manufactures in such
They imagined that
seasons declined.
these evils would cease after the Corn
Laws were repealed. They were in error.
After this measure was passed, they would
still be as dependent on the seasons as
Ayhen the harvest
they were at present
was abundant, trade would be brisk and
when it was defective, trade would languish.
He held in his hand a circular
of Messrs. Ferguson and Taylor, commission merchants in Manchester, in which
the same opinions were contained.
The
hon. Gentletfian said that he would bring
in corn from abroad to remove the difficulty.
But if he looked at the working
of the system, he would find a more

fort

—

12,
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the exchangeable produce of the soil failed to the extent of from 8,000,000?. to
16,000,000?. in each of those years.
But
if tliere were a deficiency to the extent of
8,000,000?. or 16,000,000?., it was ck'ar
that the foi'eign demand
great as they
might choose to reckon it could not make
up for the failure that liad occurred in
their own produce.
Rate their foreign demand as high as they pleased assume that,
after the j-epeal of the Corn Laws, they
gained as much by the development of
trade as they expected, still the manufacturers would apportion their supply to the
aggregate demand of the home and foreign
market
and if there was a failure in
either of these, they would have the same
languor of trade, the same dulness of
prices, and the same difficulties among the
labouring population.
deficient harvest
would still, as now, produce a deficient
demand, and a deficient demand would entail difficulties on the manufacturers, and
depression on the labourers. He therefore
frankly confessed he could not join with
those who anticipated from commercial
relaxation a great development of the
prosperity of this country.
On the one
hand, while he did not think it possible
to escape the difficulties which pressed
on them whenever there was a deficient
harvest, on the other hand, the change
proposed might bring on the country serious difficulties of another kind.
What
would be the eff'ect on their colonial markets?
At present the foreign trade of
the country varied from 50,000,000?. to
What amount of that went
60,000,000?.

——

—

;

A

to their colonial

market

?

It

had risen now

but did not every Gentleman see that the protection of sugar and
other colonial produce was not likely
long to survive the repeal of the protection on wheat?
Did not hon. Gentlemen proclaim that that was the hope
which they entertained? And did they
not look to those benches to assist them in
the measure ?
If they were to remove all
those protections which benefited their Colonies, could they keep the colonial marcorrect explanation.
The hon. Member ket as a preserve for their manufactures ?
for Stockport had correctly stated the Would the West Indians and the East
amount of exchangeable produce drawn Indians endure that they should be
from English soil
the some calculation obliged to take the English manufachad been made by Mr. M'Culloch. Put tures, when they could get manufactures
it at 200,000,000?., or at 250,000,000/.:
cheaper from America ?
Did not the
now a bad harvest, such as that of 1838, House remember the argument of the right
took 4 1 per cent, from the produce of hon. Member for Taunton, when he said
England.
In 1839, the deficiency was that, in relaxing the colonial duties, tlioy
calculated at 8J per cent.
That is to say, must take care they did not lose the colonial
;

;

;

to 15,000,000?.

;
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But there was another and a
heavier hlow which must be inflicted, because if the effect of this measure was to
limit agriculture, then it would limit the
demand in the home market, and the measure would produce precisely what was produced in the years 1838 and 1839, when
with a deficient harvest from natural
causes they had a diminished trade. They
might produce he feared they would produce like results from the measures which
they now proposed. But there was a part
of that measure which struck him as above
all others untenable and unsound.
He
would ask the lion. Member for Wolvermarket?

—

—

hampton, whether he would go down to his
constituents, and take that commercial code
in his hand, and say
"Here is the law
which we passed in 1846, and which I offer
you as a complete, admirable, finished law
Would the hon. Gentleof free trade?"
man do that ? He would not because he
found protection staring him in the face
throughout various parts of this code. He
found protection upon lace, upon hats, upon
silks, upon china, upon earthenware, and
upon metals. Then, if they left protection
on these articles, on what principle did they
do it? The right hon. Baronet must have
a reason there was no pressure upon him
from that side of the House he must suppose that there was none upon the other
from the agriculturists there could be no
demand for keeping up the protection on
silk, or upon hats, or lace, or metals, or
china and earthenware.
The right hon.
Baronet must have preserved this, because
he thought those branches of manufacture
not strong^ enouo-h to stand witliout some
protection.
But if they left protection at
all, why take it away from that article
which had been called a manufacture, but
which was certainly the most delicate in

—

;

;

;

the processes of its production of any.
If they were about to leave protection on
the hardier article, why take it off the
weaker? The hon. Members for Durham
and Stockport had stated at public meetings that they should like to go down
to Buckinghamshire, and show how they
could cultivate a farm, after the repeal
of the Corn Laws, on the most approved
perfect freedom of trade.
wished the hon. Gentlemen
would make the experiment. He would
engiage that some of his hon. Friends
connected with Buckinghamshire should
give them one of the best farms in that
county on a lease, a lease that should be
as long as they
as long as they pleased

principles,

He

in

heartily

—

CORN LAWS.— THIRD NIGHT.

were

in Scotland, for nineteen years, at
the lowest rent and most moderate charge ;
but on one condition, that they should
show their ledgers at the end of their lease
then, if there was a break, a power of terminating the lease at the end of seven years,
he strongly suspected the hon. Gentlemen
would avail themselves of it. He believed
the hon. Member for Durham would then
be inchned to adopt the quotation made by
the noble Lord the Member for South
Lancashire on a former evening, and give
it a free, though, as he would find to his
cost, a very hteral translation
" Claudite

jam

rivos, pueri: sat prata biberunt;"

which, according to the hon. Gentleman's
translation, would be, " Close your purses,
men of Manchester, for the fields of Buckingham have drained mine." He suspected
the hon. Gentleman would find, by his practical experience, the difference between the
manufacture of the soil and that of the
loom that capital applied to the cultivation
of the land differed widely in its results
;

from capital applied to textile fabrics. The
hon. Gentleman in his factory could take
his

own

time,

by

make

his

own temperature,

thermometer to 100 degrees, sink it at pleasure to 60 defy all
changes of the weather calculate with certainty on his returns with perfect accuracy
superintend his workmen, and apply machinery to their assistance.
But in cultivating the soil, the hon. Gentleman
would find that, with the best possible management, an ungenial spring might blight
his hopes, a tardy summer, or, as they had
had this year, a wet summer and a rainy
autumn he might have the murrain among
raise

it

his

;

;

;

;

his

cattle, or

potatoes

rot in his

;

these

were natural causes from which the farmers
suffered, from which the manufacturers were
exempt, which would teach the hon. Gentleman, in his capacity of a farmer, how
different a thing it was to be engaged in
the cultivation of the soil and that if any
men looked for quick and large returns
on their capital, they must engage, not in
farming, but in factories.
He, therefore,
;

asked the House, in common justice, if
they left a protection upon some of the
fabrics of the country, not to take it away
from that manufacture which was the most

and the most uncerBefore he sat down,
he was anxious to answer an appeal that
had been made to him by the right hon.
Baronet.
The right hon. Baronet had
appealed to him (Mr. Colquhoun) to say
diflScult in its

process,

tain in its results.

iHI
^||
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whether his opposition was founded solely
upon the present measure, or whether it
proceeded from a distrust of his pohcy upon
lie would answer in all
other grounds,
lie had no hesifrankness that appeal,
tation in saying, that though he opposed
the measure on the grouiuls he alleged,
there were parts of the plan to which he
gave his cordial assent. But he had also
no hesitation in saying, that he did en-

He might be wrong in
est of the nation.
his view of the question of protection to
agriculture he held that it could be justi-

tertain a general distrust of the policy purlie
sued by the right hon. Gentleman,

no later than 1844, had taunted them
with this he said the speech of the right
hon. Baronet on that occasion was a dexterous evasion of the question, and that they had
better take care, lest after such dexterous
evasions the question would be surrendered.
This was the fault he had to find with the
right hon. Baronet, that he did not sustain the argument, he did not meet the
question; nor did the right hon. Baronet
meet other questions, or maintain other institutions, by an open avowal of the principles upon which he rested them, or by

did not mean to assert that it might have
been possible for any one to have maintained, in the difficult circumstances of

the country, and against very plausible
arguments, urged from the other side of
the House, a high rate of protection to
That rate, like everything
agriculture.
else, would probably have been restricted
to the most moderate amount, to that which
was proved to be sufficient for the protection
But he confessed he
of domestic industry.
should have liked to have seen, on a great
question such as this, a continuation, on the
part of the right hon. Baronet, of those able
arguments which, with all the weight of
authority, station, and talent, he could
Lave urged against the views of those opHe spoke in the absence
posed to him.
which,
of the hon. Member for Stockport
if he rightly learned the cause, he sincerely
deplored but he should say nothing that
he would not equally say in his presence
in the hon. Member for Stockport the
right hon. Baronet had found, since his
accession to power, a most able, earnest,
and eloquent opponent of the Corn Laws.

—

—

A

reference was made by the hon. Member
for Bridport (Mr. B. Cochrane) to the Re-

he did not take the same views
Member. But
great as their difference might be on this
subject, he did not believe, never had be-

form

Bill

;

of that measure as the hon.

that the difficulties of the country would have been lightened, if they had

lieved,

excluded from political power the great
section of the mercantile and manufacturing classes.
But while he held this view,
he equally contended, that in acquiescing
in the principle of the Reform Bill, they
must meet it in the spirit in which alone it
could be dealt with.
It was obvious to
every one that they could maintain no institution now, unless they could support
it on a principle that would bear discussion; unless they could maintain it by
open, constant, rational argument unless
they could appeal in its support, not to
sectional interests, but to the general inter;

;

by plain argument, and a regard for
the national interests but every body must
have seen, that since the right hon. Baronet had sat upon that bench, the principle
of agricultural protection had never received from him an open or earnest de-

fied

;

fence.

The hon. Member for Wolverhamp-

ton,

;

that strong, sustained, and vigorous defence necessary in the present day, if he
would support those institutions of which
he was the professed champion. It was
in default of such a defence that this ques-

—

carried through a
tion had been carried
large section of the public mind ; carried
^by
for there was no denying the fact

—

the hon.

Member

for Stockport,

by open

discussion, by strong, earnest, and able appeals to popular opinion. But if he wished
to see defended the great institutions of

—

institutions more vital even
the country
than the law which they were then discussing ^liow, he would ask, were they to
They must be maintainbe maintained?
ed, if at all, in the face of an inquiring,
thinking, judging community, by earnest
and unequivocal avowals of the principles
on which their support was based. But he
found no such course taken on any one of
those great questions then pending, by the
On no one of the
right hon. Baronet.
great institutions now endangered did he
find the right hon. Baronet adopt that
He had no personal anline of defence.

—

tipathy to the right hon. Baronet he entertained towards Members of his Cabinet
the sincerest regard a regard won on their
side by acts of friendship and years of kindness; met on his, by the only return which
he could offer them a grateful and undi;

—

—

It was not from
minished attachment.
inclination that he opposed Her Majesty's
Government; but he frankly avowed that the
course taken by the right hon. Baronet did
meet his opposition an opposition which

—

R
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he could see no prospect of being abated
or removed.

As

long as the right hon.
Baronet remained at the head of the Government with his talent, vv^ith his skill
^but with his evasion of discussion, his
declining to meet the principles upon which
their institutions were either attacked or
defended
so long as he remained the
master spirit and presiding genius of the
Cabinet, so long he could tender the Government no adhesion, he could offer them
no confidence. The vote that he should
give, therefore, on the Motion before the
House, was not given wholly on commercial
grounds, strong though these appeared to
him to be, but on grounds of general policy.
He wished to see the institutions of this
great country preserved; and, confident that
they could not be maintained in the face of
the public, and on the principles of the
Reform Bill, except by that discussion from
which the right hon. Baronet shrank, and
which the hon. Member for Stockport had
on this question wisely sought; on these
diff'erent but concurrent grounds he should
give his decided and unhesitating vote for
the Amendment of his hon. Friend.

—

—

;

WYNN

Mr. WILLIAMS
said, that in
voting with those whom he had been
in the habit of supporting, he felt himself
separated upon this question, which had very
much divided men's opinions, from several
of those whom he most esteemed and regarded; and he had to lament that he had
differed in opinion from a most respectable
meeting of a part of his constituents; but this
was a misfortune to which any man who intended to act independently and conscien-

CORN LAWS.

—THIRD

NIGHT.

respected the institutions and legislation
of our forefathers, there was one point upon
which he paid them very little respect, and
that was, the point of commercial regulations.
If he looked at the Statute Book,
what did he see ?
spirit of meddling
with every detail, founded on the supposition that those things which were best
managed by the individuals concerned,
could be better provided for by the Legislature.
Looking at the regulations rela-

A

tive to agriculture,

he found them limiting

the quantity of land which should be deand in
voted to pasture or to tillage
reference to articles, he found, amongst
other things, that the prices of wine were
to be limited by the Lord Treasurer, the
;

Lord Chancellor, and the two Chief JusIf this practice were revived, he
doubted not that a Committee would be

tices.

appointed to sit for that purpose at the
Cabinet dinners which were held every
Wednesday. It was also enacted, that
every vessel which engaged in the wine
trade, should, upon every voyage, bring

number of bow staves.
required that for every tun of
wine which was imported, there should be
Thus the
brought over ten bow staves.
law did not leave the supply to be regulated by the demand, but laid down a comover

a

certain

The law

Many
pulsory interference with trade.
hon. Gentlemen would remember the discussion after discussion which took place
before a free trade was allowed even between the different portions of our own
Many discussions were had in
Empire.
that House, at different periods, before an
importation of Irish cattle was allowed into
England; which, it was declared in debate,

was at all times liable. He had had
the good fortune, for nearly half a century,
uniformly to experience a generous confi- no man could support unless he had an Irish
dence from his constituents, although they interest or an Irish understanding. The
might differ on particular questions and House would also bear in recollection that
in acting as he did on this occasion, he it was not till towards the close of the
believed that he was consulting what he reign of James I. that the assumed power
deemed the interests of the country, rather of the Crown to grant monopolies was put
than those of a particular body. His own an end to it was not till then that an Act
inclinations would have led him to support of Parliament was passed to put a stop to
any measure calculated for the protection that practice but the principle was not
of agriculture; but manufactures and agri- fairly acted upon until the time of Mr. Pitt,
culture were inseparable, and you could who introduced a more generous policy.
not act for the one without at the same time Look at the propositions relative to Ireland
propositions, in
affecting the other. He had early learnt to which he brought forward
consider the benefit of leaving questions of drawing up which he was assisted by one of
this kind to the Government, rather than to whom he could never speak but with the utindividuals.
He was aware that it had been most affection and reverence: he alluded to
the policy of this country to pass laws for the late Lord Grenville. The measure was
the protection of agriculture and manufac- strongly opposed, and it failed upon its
tures but this was not an argument which first introduction; but afterwards it suc-

tiously

;

:

;

—

;

had much weight with him.

Much

as he

ceeded, and the policy was carried further
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at the time of the Union, when, most wisely,
our shores were completely thrown open to
the produce of Ireland. On the same principle, Mr. Pitt concluded his commercial
Treaty with France, in the year 1787; and
of both these great measures the good policy
was now generally admitted; and he knew
that the eiforts then made by Mr. Pitt and
Lord Grenville, were by Lord Grenville regarded to the last moments of his life as
that part of his policy which he dwelt and
reflected upon with the greatest pride and
The only principle on which
satisfaction.
legislation on the subject should proceed,
was contained in the short answer which
had been given by the French merchants,
when asked by Colbert what best could be
done to advance their trade and to serve
Their answer (and it
their commerce.
ought never to be forgotten by statesmen)
When the
was, " Pray, let us alone."
Corn Law of 1815 was in progress through
the House, he (Mr. Wynn) had voted
against it in every stage; and since that time
he had ever been happy to support every
relaxation of the prohibitory system when

introduced.

He

regretted that the relaxing

principle

had not been carried further;

he had

felt

still

the weight of the objection
urged, that protection ought not to be taken
from the agricultural interest at the mo-

ment they were maintaining

it

to the

He

manu-

admitted that that argument
had considerable weight; for unfairness must
always produce discontent.
He thought
that much relief had been given to the merchant and manufacturer by the establishment of the warehousing system in conjunction with which, however, the sliding
scale of corn duties had existed.
There
was one part of that scale to which he
had ever felt very considerable objection
that was, that it was based on the system of striking average prices. There
never was any foundation for the averages
which had guided the duty upon corn.
In
every article, and especially in corn, there
facturer.

;

—

on

this

12,

principle,
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ought any duties what-

Why is ten per cent, to
ever to be paid ?
be levied at all, if this principle be good? '*
The answer was obvious. Duties were necessary for other purposes than protection;
they were necessary for the purposes of
revenue to carry on the service of the State.
It had been said that, the principle of this
measure being good, it ought to have been
carried further, and carried to a greater
degree of freedom in our commercial legislation.
He should himself have been better pleased if it had been carried further
but he was willing to believe that it was
not at present practicable.
He believed
that it was carried as far as it could be
carried safely at present, and they must
wait to see the effect it would produce.
The hon. Member who spoke last had said
that the question wa& different with respect
to the taking off duty on corn, and abolishing protection on manufactures and trade ;
that these two modes of employing capital
rested upon a different basis ; that while
corn rested upon the seasons, trade and
manufactures rested upon the constant
produce of the soil peculiar to England,
which afforded a greater supply of iron and
Now, his opinion was, that both
of coal.
these branches of production rested upon
our possessing a greater supply of that
which was the main support, not of particular trades and particular manufactures, but
of agriculture also, namely, of capital and
of enterprise which did not exist elsewhere.
It was said, that agriculture could not be
assisted in the same degree by means of
machinery as manufactures were.
He
could only say that, as far as his own
observation extended, he differed entirely
from that opinion. He believed that the
application of capital by the employment
of machinery was daily taking place for the

improvement of agriculture.
What had
been done in the great article of draining ?
The principal proprietors were manufacturing on their estates tiles for the purpose of
were different qualities at different prices
draining, which they sold to their tenants
and a man might as well talk of the aver- and others in their neighbourhood at prime
age price of wine as of the average price of cost, not with a view to any immediate gain,
corn in short, an average price might as but for the ultimate improvement of their
well be formed from "imperial Tokay" property.
That was a course which he
as from "humble port."
But how was believed was not likely to stop his hope
the question of protection now brought was, that the application of capital in such
forward? It was not now brought for- a direction would proceed until it had deward as an insulated measure, bearing veloped the agricultural resources of the
upon one interest; but as part of a com- country to their greatest extent. But then
prehensive system which extended to every it was said, that it was humihating to, and
point, to every trade, and to every manu- might be unsafe for, this country to be
facture.
But it had been said, " Why, dependent for subsistence upon foreign.
R 2

—

;
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countries, which

it

was affirmed would be

the consequence of abolishing protection to
That, however, was an appreagriculture.
He
hension which he did not entertain.
believed that so long as it answered the
interest of foreign countries to supply this
country with the superabundance of their
corn, they would be as anxious to encourage our buying it as we should be to obtain
He remembered, during the
it from them.
war between Holland and Spain, the Dutch
merchants were blamed for supplying the
Spaniards, who were their great enemies,
and when one of
with their commodities
those merchants was reproached for his
want of loyalty, and asked why he acted
thus, his answer was, "It is my trade;"
and he added, " Let me be told that there
is a want of sulphur in the regions below,
I should be ready to take my ship to the
mouth of Acheron itself to convey a cargo
of it, provided I had sufficient insurance
to cover the hazard of singeing my sails."
;

This was the principle which governed men
and nations in their intercourse with each
There were many hon. Gentlemen
other.
present who, perhaps, would remember that
during the French war, even the highest
antijacobins of them all never objected to
take a glass or a bottle of French claret,
from the fear that by consuming that

LAWS.

—THIRD

consistencies of others
to maintain his

own

NIGHT.

—

only appeared
consistency
but in
^lie

;

might be said upon that
in spite of the levity and indifsubject
ference with which some appeared to treat
the question, he trusted that an adherence
spite of all that

—

to professions, a plain straightforward at-

tachment

to principles,

had

some value

still

in the eyes of the people of this country.

When

the noble Lord the Member for
London brought forward measures which
he (Mr. Heathcote) behoved would work

great injury to agriculturists, although he
was a general supporter of the noble Lord,
he gave those measures his most decided
opposition
and when measures more extensive, and ten thousand times more mischievous, were introduced by right hon.
Gentlemen, he would give them every opposition in his power.
In adverting to the
question, would the House permit him to
recall their attention back to what was the
state of things at the end of last autumn ?
There never before was a time when there
was such an appearance of well-being and
prosperity in the country.
Manufactures
of all kinds were in a most flourishing con;

and even agriculture was beginning
from the deep wound which the
policy of the right hon. Baronet in 1842
had inflicted. Well, at that time the Goarticle they should be affording assistance vernment came forward with a measure
to the revenue of their national enemies. which he denounced as one of the most
To encourage trade and the intercourse of rash and most hazardous experiments which
nation with nation, must be the policy of had ever been tried in any age or any
and could anybody believe country; and it had been accompanied with
every country
that an extensive coast, whether of the the greatest change of opinion which had
continent of Europe or America, could be ever been known in the annals of pohtical
There they had a Governshut against our claims if we wanted the tergiversation.
articles of those countries, and had the ment placed in power for the express purwealth to get them ? He was convinced pose of maintaining the Corn Laws, proHe hoped to see the fessing their strong determination to do so,
that it could not.
policy which was at present directed to making speeches and declarations, such as
further measures of this description, carried had been read by his noble Friend the
dition,

to recover

;

still greater extent; and, persuaded of
the wisdom of that policy, and with a view
to advance it, he should give the present
measure of Her Majesty's Government his

to a

most hearty support.
Mr. G. J. HEATHCOTE hoped the
House would allow him to say a very few
words upon the very important question
which was before them, and as he promised
to occupy but a very Httle of their time,
he trusted he would be favoured with their
In addressing himindulgent attention.
self to the question, he hoped he would, as
much as possible, look at measures, and
only treat of

He

men

in their public capacity.

did not appear there to attack the in-

Member
House

for Lincolnshire last night, in a

elected upon the Corn

and pledged

Law

question,

maintenance, coming
forward with a plan for the almost immediate extinction of those laws
a Government, which turned their pohtical opponents
out of power because they came forward
with a proposal of an 8s. duty, now came
forward with virtually a 4^. duty, which
was to cease and determine in three years.
And they were told this was an equitable
adjustment of the question. But how stood
the case ?
They proposed to take from
agriculture the whole protection it enjoyed
at the end of three years
but when they
turned to manufactures, they foimd a geneto its

;

:
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sperity,

;

—
—

A

:

;

—

;

;

;

•
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than to the Com Law measure of
the right hon. Baronet of 1842.
There
had been manufacturing prosperity, and
the right hon. Baronet had ascribed it to
low prices.
He said that prosperity had
to sell his corn at free-trade prices, yet existed with both high and low prices.
In
when he went into the market for any 1839, they were told by the then hon.
article of clothing, he was to find the price Member for Kendal, who was also Chairenhanced upon him by a protecting duty of man of the Manchester Chamber of Com10 per cent, retained on behalf of the merce, that the country was in a state of
manufacturing interest.
There was a still prosperity, but which statement threw him
stronger contrast in the compensations, as up to the chin in hot water; and every one
they were called, that were to be proposed. would recollect the prices were then above
For some time past they had heard noble- SOs. What had been the state of the agrimen and gentlemen crying out, " Oh, we cultural interest during the last year ? The
must withhold our opinion until we hear the right hon. Baronet would remember that a
proposition
some comprehensive scheme of deputation consisting of farmers from nearly
compensation to the landed interest will be half the counties in England waited upon
proposed we must listen before we con- him complaining of distress ; also, what
demn." And what was the case now? took place in 1842 and 1843, immediately
more miserable compensation never was upon the Tariff, which created great alarm,
oifered for a great injury.
He would not and certainly great distress existed. Meat
go into the question of the Law of Settle- fell very considerably, and wheat was rement, nor do more than merely allude to the duced 20s. a quarter he had never known
amalgamation of the roads setting them greater distress and difficulty than prevailed
aside, what was the compensation offered ? throughout the farming interest at that
Why, Government would lend the landed period. But was there nothing else to be
interest money on good security.
He be- considered besides the pecuniary loss which
lieved that that interest, or any other, had been sustained ? Were the feelings of
would find no difficulty in getting money men to be thrown out of all consideration ?
if they had security to offer.
And what Was it nothing that feelings of distrust
was the next great compensation ofi'ered should be raised that a want of confidence
them ? Why, a reduction upon clover and in all public men should be created ? He
on onion seed, and some trifles, on which would tell the right hon. Baronet that there
he could not speak with anything like would yet be a fearful reaction in consegravity.
But look at the risk of the rash quence of the feelings created by his meaexperiment to which they were to be sub- sures. He said that that which it was now
jected, and compare it with the wholly il- proposed to do was contrary to the expelusory compensation with which it was rience of all times
nay, it was even conaccompanied.
He believed that such an trary to the practice of all nations similarly
experiment had never before been tried in situated with themselves.
The right hon.
an}"^ country
it was contrary to the expeMember for Wiltshire (Mr. S. Herbert)
rience of all time in this country or in any had alluded the other night to what had
other country similarly situated. The right taken place in the year 1815, as if that
hon. Baronet had told them to throw not was the first time that there had ever been
only their consistency but their experience a Corn Bill in this country; why, they had
to the winds
but he demurred to all that, had a Corn Law for two hundred years in
and would join issue with him, and ask England. But then when the right hon.
him whether the three years which he had Gentleman said that that Corn Bill was an
chosen to rely upon would bear him out ? error then he agreed with the right hon.
He {Mr. Heathcote) admitted that those Gentleman, and he said also, that [he
years had been years of prosperity, and thought it was an error, because it forced
that crime had decreased.
But all that up the prices until they became an absoprosperity and decrease of crime arose in lute prohibition.
That was a great error.
consequence of the increased employment He thought, with the right hon. Gentleafforded to the nation by the new roads man, that it was a great error; but a much
required for locomotive travelling
and he greater error than that committed in 1815,
believed they were indebted a hundred by forcing up the prices too high, would
times more to his hon. Friend the Member be, in 1846, to seek to abohsh them altofor Sunderland (Mr. Hudson) for that pro- gether.
As to foreign countries, they all
per cent, retained upon
ral protection of 1
They had
nearly every species of article.
heard from a very high authority, that they
should buy in the cheapest, and sell in the
dearest market
but the agriculturist was

—

;
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they were to be found
Europe and republican AmeThe experiment had, indeed, been
:

traders,

he

—

You have

**

said,

^TBIRD NIGHT.
not succeeded

you have failed in Birrica.
mingham, in Wigan, in Sunderland you
once tried in Holland of doing without a had not even the show of hands in your
Corn Law; and political economists were favour." His noble Friend the Member for
fond of pointing out a country in which a London had alluded to, and admitted, these
good system prevailed.
There, however, facts in his address to the city of London.
the experiment which had been tried had What then was the state of things that
failed
it had failed for some years, and
existed at present ?
There could be no
they had in Holland been obliged to re- doubt but that a large portion of the peoenact a Corn Law
and that, too, a Corn ple made the demand for an appeal being
Law with a sliding scale. That was the made to the constituency and was there
only analogous case they could discover, not, he asked, great reason and great jusand there it was admitted to be a total tice in that demand ? In 1841 they had an
failure.
Was there, then, a strong case election; and then the cause to be decided
of pubhc necessity to justify the measure ? was between free trade and protection.
Was there such a state of feeling as pre- The electors decided for protection, and
vailed at the time of passing the Reform now the Parliament that they had elected
Even,
Bill
or at the period when the Catholic was going to decide for free trade.
measure was in agitation ? Was there any he said, if that were the case, they must,
such strong demonstrations of public feel- in the course of a short time, go back to
in monarchical

towns

in the great

;

;

;

;

;

;

such thing.
And then as to
they would not hear of
they would have no reciprocal treaty
this
As England relaxed, they
with England.
became more stringent as England took
off its armour, they covered themselves
with the panoply of protection
and they
too seized upon the vantage ground which
this country so unwisely abandoned. Then
look at home, and derive experience from
the events that had occurred, and of which
they must be apprised.
He did not desire
to refer to what might cause the slightest
irritation in the mind of any one
but let
them, he said, look to the history of the
last five or six years in this country, with
reference to the elections that had taken
place in this country
and he said that
whether they looked to the general election
in 1841, or to the elections subsequent to
it, they would see in these, in each and in
all, a complete history of the triumph of
protection
and with this the unexpected
and in some cases the extraordinary failures of some gentlemen who came forward
as supporters of free trade.
[An hon.
There was the election for
Member
As to
the West Riding of Yorkshire.]
the West Riding of Yorkshire, he said that
the excellences of his noble Friend (Lord
Morpeth) as a candidate, made that an exHe said,
ception to the general rule.
moreover, that there it was the effect rather
than the cause; besides, when it took place
the right hon. Baronet had made his declarations on this subject; and after that declaration had divided the party of the protectionists it was not likely that they would
come forward in his support. To the free
ing

?

No

foreign nations,
:

;

;

;

;

;

:

their constituents

or two

was

this

then, that

:

year

in the course of a

inevitable.

He

did say,

when he looked to the whole
he must come to the con-

state of the case,

—

whether he regarded that which
took place abroad amongst foreigners, or
whether he turned his views to home,
and considered the state of public opinion
that upon no one principle could he be
led to believe that free trade would be useful to them
nor could he consider the
question itself as finally settled until they
clusion

—

;

found foreign nations altering their tariffs,
or that they had made three-fifths of the

England

constituents of

As

must say that

alter their opinions.

or the alleged famine, he

to famine,
it

appeared to him to be ra-

ther a pretext than a reason for the present
Upon this point he
course of proceeding.
wished to state his opinions particularly.
He should be most happy, in case it was
necessary, to relieve or alleviate the dishe should be
tress existing in Ireland
most happy in that case to give his assent
;

to

any measure calculated to effect that
That was a sentiment, he was

object.

sure, that not only prevailed generally in
that House, but he could say, it was that

by his constituents for,
meeting of them which was
held a few days ago, and at which were
present as steady protectionists as were to
be found in any part of the country, he
had told them that if any measure were
also entertained

;

at a very large

proposed, calculated to relieve the distress
in Ireland, he should be happy to give it
his support; and so far was that declaration
from being ill received, that it was greeted

with cheers and applause.

He

said, then,

*
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measures were to be brought

that

if

the

relief of Ireland,

measures that
Hunger would
not pause for
pan^s to he
Nothing could

why

would ^ive
not wait

—

not

in for

brinp^

relief at

in

once

?

starvation could

nor were its
discussion
soothed hy long debates.
be more (Iclusive than that
the distress of Ireland now was to be mitigated by a repeal of the Corn Bill, which
was not to come into operation for three
If there were local distress, provide
years.
;

it a local remedy; but let them not,
because there was local distress let them
not, because there was a temporary evil,
alter a general law which regulated a great
and mighty Empire.
If they would not
continue their Corn Laws for England,
then, he said, maintain them for Ireland.
England had many sources of wealth Ireland had but two, her agricultural produce
and her linen trade, both hitherto highly
protected.
Continue, he said, both, for the
sake of Ireland and do not buy corn from
Denmark, and linen from Germany, instead
of purchasing both, as they ought to do,
from their fellow citizens in Ireland. As
to the mooted question of there being a
famine in England at this moment, he said

for

—

—

;

was contradicted by the price of food.
asked any man if he could call 56s. a
famine price ?
When the right hon. Baronet introduced his Bill in 1842, he said,
that the object of it was to keep the prices
between 54*. and 58*., and on the very
day he brought forward these measures
Immediately after harthe price was oQs.
vest corn sold at a low price, and (as we
understood the honourable Gentleman) his
answer to the objection that the averages
were affected by the low prices, was, that
light grain was sold both by weight and
measure a fact that must diminish the
effect, if it did not destroy the argument of
the right hon. Baronet.
They had, he
knew, famine in the newspapers they had
it

He

—

—

famine in the speeches of Cabinet Ministers;
but they found abundance in the markets.
The cry of famine was a pretext but it
was not the reason for these changes. He
wished now to he permitted, for a few moments, to address himself to the abstract
question.
He thought before that House
determined upon abolishing the Com Laws,
they should see whether the present Com
Law did not furnish every check that they
could desire
whether it had not aided in
maintaining a steady, equable price; in preventing the extreme either of low price,
which would ruin the agriculturists, and
also preventing the scarcity of famine,
;

—

12,
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which they must incur

they trusted enNow, if they
took off all restrictions, they would always
have too much corn or too little.
In bad
years, at home and abroad, they would find
to

tirely

foreign

if

nations.

foreign nations keep their surplus to themselves.
The English people would then
have to go without the corn of foreigners,
and they would be exposed to scarcity and
famine.
On the other hand, if there were
good harvests at home and abroad, there
would be a surplus and a glut.
In point of
fact the surplus would be different from
that which had taken place hitherto, be-

cause foreign nations did not grow for the
English market in consequence of the extreme uncertainty of the sliding scale.
That was his argument. [Cheers from
Members on the Opposition benches.] Ho
agreed with hon. Members who cheered
him, that there was uncertainty attached
to it.
The foreigner did not know what
the duty might be, for instead of 20s. duty
it might be Is.
but the moment that there
was a certainty, then they would grow
much more largely for our markets. Then
also they should be the only nation without
a Corn Law; and as all other nations would
have one, then all the com in the world
would come to this country. Hon. Gentlemen said that would bo ** abundance."
He was, he could tell them, for "abundance and plenty;" but he was not for
**
superfluity" and a "glut."
What ho
called "agricultural distress" was with
them a cheap price of food. What they
called a " manufacturing distress," he
might term a " cheap price of clothing."
Did they mean that both were good ?
[" Hear, hear !"/rom Members on the Opposition benches.]
Then the distress of
the two halves was, according to them,
a great benefit for the whole.
He had
now to observe upon the speeches made
by the right hon. Baronet the Member for
Dorchester, and the hon. Member for Wiltshire (Sir J. Graham and Mr. S. Herbert)
the one said the prices would not
be lower than they were at present ; and
the other, that he did not know where the
foreign corn was to come from. He would
tell them where it would come from.
Ho
did not now go into the question of America,
but he could tell them that corn would
come from the north of Europe.
They
could procure corn just as easily from
Hamburgh as from Boston from Denmark
The
as from Lincolnshire or Yorkshire.
hon. Member for Boston said, that it could
be brought much cheaper from Hamburgh
;

;

;
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than from Boston for let them remember
that they had a monopoly of their coasting
trade.
Let them, he said, recollect, too,
that the nations in the north of Europe
took but a small portion of their manufactures that they could undersell the United
States
and then they would be placed in
this situation, that they would be buying
corn from nations that did not want to take
their manufactures, and sending their manufactures to nations whose com would be
Now, when
undersold by other parties.
they were about to make a great experi;

;

;

CORN LAWS.

—

^THIRD NIGHT.

was 25s. They
he made at
present was, that when they had a good
harvest at home they would have a glut
and a superfluity. Now, he found that for

for the last seven years

would

recollect that the point

seven consecutive years the price of corn
18s.
the lowest price in these tables
16s.
but for seven years in Denmark
the price was only 18s.
But then hon.
Gentlemen might say that Denmark was a
small country, and that they could not send
any great quantity of corn from it. He
believed that the price that prevailed in

was
was

—
;

Denmark was the same as that which would
what were the prices that existed be found to prevail in the whole of the
in the north of Europe. He might be here north of Europe.
By a Parliamentary
permitted to allude to a table of prices Paper laid before that House, he found a
which had been referred to by him four return given of the lowest prices and highyears ago, and that could not be contra- est prices in the north of Europe
and to
That was a table of prices of corn this point he begged to draw the attention
dicted.
in Denmark
they were not picked out a of the Vice-President of the Board of Trade.
single year, they were kept in Denmark, and He found there the lowest prices stated to
not made up for a particular purpose. That be, in Prussia Proper, 16s.; in Holland,
table he did not bring forward at any pro- Brandenburgh, and Pomerania, 17*.
in
tection meeting, because he wished to state Silesia, 18s.; in Saxony, 22s.; in Dresden
it in the presence of those who could conand St. Petersburgh, 22s.; in Riga, 20s.
tradict it, if it were possible to be contra- He asked them whether they were predicted.
That was a table of the prices of pared to look at the state of things that
Danish corn for twenty-five years that would arise when an immensity of foreign
was from 1815 to 1840*. That table gave corn would be brought in and sold at these
an average price of 285. and the average prices ? They had been told that when the
times were bad a corn law was of no use.
It was not correct to say that, for when
* The following is the table referred to by the
they referred to the year 1822
a year of
hon. Member.
ment
them

in this great agricultural country, let

see

;

;

;

—

;

An Account

of the Price of Wheat in Denmark
and in England, compiled from the Consular
Returns presented to Parliament in 1841.
Ordered to be printed April 7, 1843

—
—when the

price

20s.

England was 44s., in Denmark
it was 19s.
If they were then badly off,
how much worse might they have been if
Again, in
it were not for the Corn Laws?
1835, when the price here was 39s., it was
If they had not a
in Denmark only 19s.
Corn Law, and prices fell from 57s. and
58s. to 34s. or 35s., he asked them how
they were to arrange with the farmers as
to the payment of rents, or what rents were
they to determine upon? He felt, however, that he had too long trespassed upon
the attention of the House.
He thanked
them for the very kind manner in which
they had listened to him but, looking to
the measures now before them, he said that
those who proposed them had taken upon
themselves a very great and very grave
responsibility, and little less would be the

.

18s.

responsibility of those

.

.

19s.

.

.

.

25s.

Whatever they did, he should continue in
the same course he had ever pursued.

.

.

.

;

DENMARK.

ENGLAND.

1815
65s.
1816
78s.
1817
96s.
1818
86s.
1819
74s.
1820
67s.
1821
56s. ^
1822 .
44s.
1823
53s.
1824
63s.
1825
68s.
1826
58s.
58s.
1827
1828
60s.
1829
66s.
64s.
1830
66s.
1831 .
1832
58s.
52s.
1833
.
46s.
1834
.
.
39s.
1835
1836
48s.
55s.
1837
64s.
1838
1839
70s.
* Average, 5 75.
^ Average,
.

.

.

.

.

36s.

.

.

.

.

.

36s.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

57s.
43s.
33s.
26s.
18s.

.

.

.

.

.

.

19s.

.

.

.

.
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of wheat in

;

who suggested

it.

If he succeeded in throwing out the BiU,
he should consider that he had done the
country good service. And if he could not
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do that, then he had the consolation of reflecting that he had acted upon principle ;
that he
that he had broken no pledges
had kept to the professions he had made
and acted in accordance with the wishes of
his constituents, and for the best interests
;

;

of his country.

WYKEHAM MARTIN:

After
hon.
Friend who has just sat down made, both

Mr.

the

pointed observations which

in the

commencement and

in

my

the close of

his speech, with respect to tergiversation, I
it necessary, as one of those who have
hitherto supported protection, both in this
House and elsewhere, and who now am

feel

about to support Her Majesty's Government, to trouble the House with a few
words of explanation. I feel, however, that
I have a much smaller amount of explanation to make than most of those who are
similarly circumstanced, because it has been
as a temporary system, and not as a permanent one, that I have supported it. It has
always been my opinion that a time would
come, when, by a gradual subsidence of
prices here, and by a rise of prices abroad,
we should arrive at a point at which the
transition from a system of protection to
one of free importation, could be safely
made.
I have always maintained, that
when that time should come, the transition
I will freely avow,
ought to take place.
that that time has come sooner than I exand this avowal is all that is nepected
cessary to reconcile the whole of my political conduct
to account for my supporting
protection formerly, and for my not supporting it now.
Sir, I am glad that I caught
your eye at this moment, for it happens
that the few materials I have prepared to
lay before the House have reference to the
subject of this concluding part of the
speech of my hon. Friend who has just sat
down.
He has mentioned very low prices
of grain as prevailing in the ports of the
north of Europe, from which we derive
our supplies. But in the very figures with
which he accompanied his statement, he
has given indications of the reason of those
low prices.
He has given the parallel
prices in the English market, and it will at
once be seen, by those very prices, that
there was no demand from this country.
He stated that those countries did not grow
corn for the English market but, if I am
at all correctly informed, the very reverse
;

—

;

They are not eaters of wheat
hve upon rye and it is for the
English market that they grow wheat.
When there is no demand from us, there is

is

the case.

—they

—
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and it is not uncomno demand at all
mon, under those circumstances, for wheat
to be sold for little more than half the cost
price. The remunerating price at Warsaw
is stated by Mr. Jacob to be 28^. a quarter
and he was informed by one of the Ministers of Poland, that it was sometimes sold
for 14s. 9d., being very little more than
I think it of the utmost imhalf its cost.
portance that we should form an accurate
estimate of the price at which com is
likely to be brought into the country.
I
think it is the very point upon which the
whole of this discussion turns
and therefore I have occupied the whole of my leisure, in the interval which has been allowed
;

;

us, in refreshing my memory as to the information which was laid before us in 1842,
and in obtaining the best fresh information
In estimating the
to which I had access.
probable price of corn, we shall not arrive
at a correct conclusion by taking the average of a long series of years, because in
this will be included the years in which
there is no demand from this country.
Neither shall we do so by taking an average of the different ports from which the
importation is made, as I have usually
seen the calculation made in the treatises
I have met with on the corn trade.
It is
the last bushel we have to buy that regulates the price of the whole quantity.
It
is the price of the most expensive market
to which we are driven for the supply of
our necessities.
And this will probably be
Dantzic; for I think my hon. Friend (Mr.
Heathcote) was right when he said that
America would be undersold by the North
of Europe.
It was calculated, in the discussions of 1842, that American corn was,
on the average, dearer than European by
at least 25. a quarter.
Now, the remunerating price of wheat at Warsaw is stated

by Mr. Jacob

to be 28s. a quarter;

the charges of bringing
states to be 205. more,

485. a quarter.

And

it

and
he

to England,

making together

this estimate is re-

markably confirmed by the experience of
the Channel Islands.
It will be in the recollection of the House that the Channel
Islands have the privilege of exporting their
own produce to this country duty free, and
of importing from foreign countries corn
for their own consumption without payment
of duty.
I have referred to a return of the
prices for the last four years; and I find
that the price has been, on the average of
those four years, 485. at Guernsey, and
50s. at Jersey; in the one case, the very

sum named by Mr. Jacob, and

in

the
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other 2s. more.
Now, the natural tendency of an increased demand is to raise
the price, and I do not believe that we
shall ever see >>4ieat sold in this country,
on an average of ten years, at a price
much, if at all, below oOs. a quarter.
have an effective demand for all the corn
which we grow, and for all that we have hitherto procured from all parts of the world,
ait a price which may be called 55s. or 56s.
Nothing can knock down that price but a
very large and a very sudden increase of
the quantity.
It is not because a man

We

buys a quarter of corn in Denmark for 26s.
that he will sell it, if the price be 56s. in
Mark -lane, for anything short of that sum.
It, therefore, becomes of the last importance that we should form an accurate j udgment upon this point, whether it is or not
probable that foreigners will be able to inundate the market with a large quantity of
cheap corn in a short time. Now hon.
Members must not be led away by the supposition that they have to compete with a
set of intelligent farmers on the other side of

the water,

who

intelligent

and industrious labourers

set to

work by

their capital
:

such

is not the state of society in the north of

Europe, from whence we derive our supplies.
The mode in which the cidtivation of the soil
is carried on in Russia, Poland, Prussia,

and the north of Germany, is accurately described by Mr. Jones, the Tithe Commissioner, in his valuable work on rent, and
also, by Mr. Jacob, in his two reports of
1826 and 1827. The system is that which
is termed by Mr. Jones that of labourthe landowner retains in his own
rents
hand the bulk of his estate
the remainder he gives out to his semi-barbarous serfs,
:

—

;

in quantities of forty or fifty acres, on con-
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vonia and Esthonia, and part of Prussia,
the measure was so unpopular with them,
from the fear that they would no longer be

maintained in sickness and old age, by
their former lords, that they rose tumultuously against the edict, and freedom was
absolutely forced upon them at the point
of the bayonet.
Then again we are told
of the unlimited fertility of the country.

The account given by Mr. Jacob

is this:

" With that description of persons [those qualified to judge], including the chiefs of several
departments of the Government, the prevailing
opinion was, that the average produce of wheat
was not more than 14 bushels; of rye, 10; of
barley, 14
of oats and of buckwheat, from 8 to
10 to the acre. Although the southern parts of
Sandomir and Cracow yielded rather more, yet
their corn, being celebrated for its excellent quality rather than for its much greater produce, and
extending to but a small proportion of the whole
corn of these provinces, it was not calculated that
it would have the eflfect of raising the average of
the whole kingdom in any sensible degree above
the rate here stated."
;

Of Sandomir, Mr. Jacob says
The wheat grown here is that which is known
London by the name of Dantzic white wheat
it is of the most excellent quality
very white and
heavy. I did not learn that the average growth
was much beyond, if it reached, 20 bushels to
•'

in

—

the acre though I heard individual instances of
a greater quantity being yielded in good years.
The district is about sixty miles in length, but
" This tract of country, which apnot broad."
peared to me so fertile
does not,
including the territory of the republic, in extent
amount to one-sixtieth of the present kingdom of
;

....

Poland."

But wheat cannot be grown continually
without manure to renovate the soil. Now
there are no cattle in the country to furnish manure.
Mr. Jacob gives this table
of the proportion of acres to the cattle, for
we cannot say of cattle to the acre:

work three days in the
week for him, and the other for themselves.
dition that they

which anything
be expected? Mr. Jacob

Prussian Maritime
Provinces.

Is this a state of things in
like energy

is

to

gives this description of the population of

Poland:
"

The labouring

Acres.

Horses and colts
Oxen, cows, and calves
Sheep and lambs
Swine
.

.

classes too, being assured of

a supply of the bare necessaries of life, are little
disposed to any great changes in their mode of
work, or any exertion of strength or skill beyond
They
that to which they have been accustomed.
have been, and perhaps not without some reason,
always represented as indolent, unskilful, filthy,
and drunken, and averse to the improvement
which their wiser and better superiors have attempted to introduce."

In fact they are so brutalized,

and

in so

low a moral and intellectual state, that
when they were released from the condition
adstricti glehWy and made free men in Li-

He

.

.

Polish Province
of Plock.
Acres.

1

to 42

1

to 106

1

to 18

1

to 10
1 to 35

1

to
to
to

1

1

24
24
62

on an estate
in the province of Lublin, which is said to
be one of the best managed in the kingdom
also gives the quantities

of Poland:
1
1

I
1

cow or ox
sheep or lamb

.

horse
pig
.

...

.

.

.

to
to
to
to

26 1 acres.
19
156
146

And

as to capital, a statement is given of a
plan that was arranged with a view to reliev-

ing the embarrassment which generally prevailed amongst the proprietors, by what was
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But

said all these

termed a land bank.
Now, it must
things will come by degrees.
be remembered that the progress of agriculIt is
tural improvement is extremely slow.
it is

not with the agriculturists as it is with the
They live at a distance
manufacturers.
from each other, and have few opportunities
It is a long time before
of communication.
it can be ascertained whether an experiment is really successful. If it appears to
succeed, it may owe its success to a favourIf it appears to fail, it may
able season.
be an unfavourable season that has caused
The manufacturers are colits failure.
Every new invention
lected in one spot.
is at once known to all; and it is known
immediately and certainly whether an exThe
periment has succeeded or failed.
spirit of rivalry is constantly in operation,
and improvement proceeds with great rapidThe inhabitants of the country disity.
tricts are also very averse to change; they
like to go on in the old ways; and even in
this country it often takes a generation be-
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And by a return which has just been
don.
placed in our hands, it appears that the
price at New York was 40s. a quarter on
the first of last November.
It has also
been stated that corn can be grown in Mi-

chigan for 1 5s., and even 14s. a quarter,
and conveyed from thence to this country at
I have been informed by
a very low rate.
a gentleman of eminence who is connected
with Canada, and upon whose information
I can implicitly rely, that there was a large
crop last year, and that the price for which
it was actually sold in Michigan was 24s. a
quarter.
It was also observed by Lord
Ashburton very recently at a protection
meeting in Hampshire, that American corn
can at this time come here through Canada
at a duty of 4s., and yet with a price of
perhaps 70s. for corn of good quality, none
is coming.
remarkable fact was also
mentioned the other night in the able statement of the Secretary at War namely,
that the export of corn from the United
States has been decreasing for the last 50
Now I would ask, if it be true that
fore an improvement is fully introduced. years.
How much more slow is the progress likely corn can be grown so cheaply in the back
to be in a semi-barbarous state, like that settlements of America, and conveyed so
which I have been attemping to describe? cheaply to this country, how is it that it
We were once in the same condition our- can bear so high a price at New York and
selves; and I believe that it will take those the more populous districts of the Union ?
nations at least as long as it has taken our- Surely the American dollar is as effective a
and it stimulus to exertion as the English soveselves to emerge from that state
reign
and if they could really supply us so
will be in the knowledge of many hon.
Members that a man was adjudged in our cheaply, they could supply at the same rate
courts to be a serf or villein so late as the their own countrymen. I am more disposed

A

—

—

;

As to the probability of
reign of James I.
an increased supply from those nations,
taking them in the state in which they are
at present, there are Returns before the
House which were furnished by the consuls
at the different ports for the debates of
1842, by which it appears that the whole
quantity likely to be furnished by them,
including probable increase, is 2,225,000
quarters.
Now, it will be seen, that our
annual average importation, for the last
four years, has been a fraction more than
1,900,000 quarters; and this quantity is
within very Httle more than 300,000
quarters of the greatest amount at which
the probable yearly supply from all quarters
had been estimated. There are some persons who urge against the proposition of
the Government the apprehension of a large
influx of corn from America; but I cannot
see any ground for such an opinion. By the
Consul's returns for 1842, it happened that,
taking a series of ten years, the price of
wheat was for either three or four years of
the ten, higher at New York than in Lon-

—

my judgment and I think that this
House ought also to base its decision upon

to rest

—

established facts such as I have brought
forward, and the reasonings deduced from

them, than upon the estimates of mercantile men, however eminent they may be.
There is nothing so little to be trusted as
an estimate.
However carefully it may be
made, there are a thousand lets and hindrances which prevent the accomplishment of that which seems most plausible
on paper, and upon these grounds I feel as
disposed to anticipate a ruinous influx
of cheap corn from America, as I do from
the north of Europe.
Sir, it is also said

little

that, even if we adopt the measure which
has been proposed, wisely as I think unwisely as is thought by many of my Friends
by Her Majesty's Government there will
be no reciprocity foreigners will not follow
our example.
I believe that it is for the
interest of our agriculture, now that the
transition can be made with safety, that it
should be placed on a natural, instead of an

—

—

artificial basis.

—

;

I believe that it is also

the
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so soon as the

change can be made without a ruinous derangement of existing interests, hut more
particularly of the labour market, that

it

should be placed on a sound and healthy
footing, whether foreign nations choose to
And if this
follow our example or not.
country, which is confessedly at the head
of the commerce of the world, shall lead

way in

the adoption of sound principles
having done so she shall flourish, as I
believe she will, with a vigour which she
then at length
has never yet known

the

—

if,

;

will foreign nations, seeing that this is the

way

to commercial greatness, imitate our
It is
example, and follow in our steps.
true that this will not take place immeit may be twenty, or it may be
diately
and many of us who are here
thirty years
may not see the day. But what are twenty
or thirty years in the march of a nation ?
We are not legislatirtg for ourselves, but
for our children, and our children's children.
And I for one shall not grudge
any reasonable
shall not shrink from
amount of temporary sacrifice to lay the
foundation of a great and an enduring
:

;

—

—

prosperity.

Mr. T. baring said, upon the subject
under discussion, and upon some others,
he regretted to say he had the misfortune
of differing from friends upon whose sound
judg-ment he had the greatest reliance, and
for whose integrity and purity of motive he
had the strongest

respect.

He

also

had

the misfortune, on the present occasion, to
differ from the Members of a Government

whose policy he had hitherto followed, and
for whose talents, knowledge, and administrative powers, he had the highest admiration
and in whose patriotism and stern
sense of duty, even in the course which
they were now following a course which
appeared to him mistaken and inconsistent
^he was anxious to express his firm belief.
It was, therefore, with pain that he should
give the vote which he meant to give on
But feeling, and allowing
this question.
the sincerity of the Government, he could
not change his mind to give a different
vote, unless he saw strong grounds for
changing his opinion and with every de;

—

—

;

ference for the authority of the right hon.
Baronet, whose change had carried to his
(Mr. Baring's) mind motives for deliberate
consideration, he must say that the grounds
upon which the right hon. Baronet had
rested his change of opinion and policy ap-

Had
peared to him totally inconclusive.
they been called upon to change their po-
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upon the general reasons hitherto
given, he should have found, he thought, an
answer to them in the views which the right
hon. Baronet formerly had so strongly and

licy

clearly expressed on the propriety of cauand discretion in introducing great

tion

changes of the nature of that now propounded.
But when that change rested
upon two such grounds as the success that
had attended the modification of the commercial system during the last three years,
and the danger which must result from the
total failure of the harvest
he must say,
that having examined both these grounds
to the best of his judgment, though he saw

—

them many reasons for the continuance
of a system of gradual relaxation of commercial restriction, and grounds founded
in

upon the necessities of the country for a
temporary measure, yet he must say they
all appeared to him inadequate to justify
those who had believed in the soundness
'

of the right hon. Baronet's previous policy,
in deserting that policy.

Even

if

he could

believe that the prosperity of the last three

years could be atrributed to the relaxation
of the Tariff, still this would be an argument for a cautious, deliberate, and gradual relaxation, and not for so great a
change as was now proposed. The very
argument made use of by the right hon.
Baronet, with respect to the introduction
of foreign cattle, showed the danger which
would result from apprehensions that might

And when a
arise, however ill-founded.
reason for the present change was sought
in the increased consumption of articles the
duty on which was lowered by the Tariff,
he must be permitted to say that there had
been an equal increase in articles the duty
on which had not been changed by the
Tariff. He did not object to those changes
in the Tariff
he approved of the great
majority
but they were carrying the argument in a wrong direction when it was
said that the prosperity of the last three
years mainly depended on those changes.
They were told that the great cheapness
of bread had been the cause of this prosperity but he thought that the prosperity
would have been much lessened if there
were a less demand for labour; as he
thought the increased prosperity had arisen
from the greater demand for labour caused
by internal improvements, and from the
activity of trade.
He behoved that the
rate of wages was regulated by the supply
and demand for labour. There was a high
remuneration for labour in America, where
food was cheap, and a low remuneration in
;

;

;
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It
Poland, where food was also cheap.
appeared, then, that there was no positive
but if they
connexion between the two
diminished the demand for labour with an
increasing population, the result would be,
that the rate of wages, with the increased
competition of labour, must be regulated
by the prices of food. He could not bow,
therefore, to the opinion that the last three
years of prosperity, gratifying as it had
been, creditable as it was to Her Majesty's
;
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The noble Lord
the city of London had
last Session moved for a return of the
quantity of corn in bond, and it was shown
to be only 450,000 quarters
but though
the stock of bonded corn might be small,
our real supply rested on our stacks and
granaries
and even if there were alarm
because the quantity in bond did not exParliament to back him.

the

Member

for

;

;

ceed 450,000

there was this
had now increased to
a million. When, however, alarm was excited, every party was anxious to exaggesatisfaction,

quarters,

that

it

Government, and satisfactory as it had
been to the country, could justify this
great experiment in an agricultural country, which shook the confidence of all in-

rate the evil arising from the smallness of
He believed that the crop of
the supply.

terested in the agriculture of the country
and opened a future which no one could

barley and oats was peculiarly abundant ;
the right hon. Baronet the Secretary of

The next ground given for the
define.
intended change was the result of the harNo
vest in this country and in Ireland.
one could view the possible calamity in
It
Ireland without sympathy and alarm.
appeared, however, to him that the reports
as to the disease in the potato crop might
the growth of potatoes
be exaggerated
and oats was unusually large, and he had
hoped that the supply would be large also
Majesty's Government
but when Her
stated their apprehensions that such a supply could not be relied on, he was sure that
they did not overstate the case when they
said that they looked to Ireland with apprehension.
Still this was a special case,
requiring a special remedy it was not from
such accidental circumstances that they
ought to make a total change in their
system.
By this measure, the property
and the income of the persons to whom
the distressed parties ought to look for
employment and benevolence would be
reduced.
He did regret to hear the right
hon. Gentleman the Secretary of State
for the Home Department say he thought
no Minister of the Crown would be justified
in afi'ording relief to the starving population of Ireland unless he acceded to a
repeal of the Corn Laws.
When had this
country ever shown itself backward in affording relief?
He had heard calumnies
against a Saxon Parliament and a Saxon
nation; but he had never heard such a
calumny as that they would suspend all
relief till a great commercial change should
be perfected. The right hon. Baronet had
said it would require a bold man to do it
it would require only a patriotic Minister.
If he had made a proposal for relief, without accompanying it with an alteration of
the Corn Laws, he would have found a

State for the Home Department made that
a crime in the present shding scale which
its proposer looked upon as its great merit
and because the
it prevented fraud
present sliding scale did prevent fraud, he
believed that the speculators said they
must resort to another sliding scale to
the sliding scale of Ministerial nerve and
Ministerial consistency.
Th«n they were
told that the ports of England would be
swept to supply foreign Stfttes but imder

;

:

;

—

;

—

;

100,000 quarters had been sent to Belgium and Holland, whilst there had been
a great addition to our store here.
Then
they were told also that there would not
be a sound potato by Christmas
and
that the supply of corn would be diverted
to Belgium and Holland, which had been
wholly erroneous.
It was said also that
the whole of the rice was purchased at
Liverpool at a high price
and the right
hon. Gentleman would be happy to hear
that there had now been a fall of 25 to 30
per cent. No one, however, had attempted
to allay the fears that had been excited,
and which all had set in motion. That
portion of the public press which was
;

;

against

Laws

the Government

and

—against everybody and

the Corn
everything,

had declared that starvation was at their
doors.
The gentlemen of the Anti-CornLaw League made it their theme and the
noble Lord the Member for London had
;

given a sanction to the alarm, because on
the ground of that alarm he had written his
letter, to make at once a clean conscience
and a united party by confessing his
previous errors.
Yet, on reviewing what
had taken place, he must think the great
want of the country had been the want of
a Ministry, and that the most appalling
scarcity had been the scarcity of states-
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men ready to sit at the same Council table. open the ports,
He was the more inclined to that opinion, with which would
when he

recollected that the right hon.

Baronet,
changes,

in

had

introducing
said, that

his

commercial
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state of the manufacturing districts,
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sudden compliance
unquestionably have led
to great embarrassment.
With respect to
the policy of the Corn Laws, they said
"

the

The apprehension of a present

scarcity pre-

pared the minds of all men for it, and our position
prosperity which had lasted during the first with regard to food imperatively demands that
nine months of the year was liable to provision, to the utmost possible extent, should be
sudden and immediate change and when made against a calamity which has often come
upon us, and may again, when the ports of Europe
also he had referred to a circular which
may be closed against us. To the United States,
seemed to have made a great impression in such contingencies, we must mainly look for
upon the right hon. Baronet's mind, and our supply. But while we admit this, we do not
which had made a similar impression upon advocate the total and immediate repeal of the
Corn Laws. To such a measure is opposed the
his (Mr. Baring's) mind, the right hon.
conviction that it would be unjust towards the
extract
which
read
an
showed
Baronet had
landed interest, and produce such a revolution in
that there had been great anxiety at the our monetary and commercial affairs as would be
end of last year through fear of a depression most pernicious to the industry of the country.
He (Mr. But we recommend a moderate fixed duty, with a
in the trade of Manchester.
gradual reduction until it is entirely abrogated."
Baring) need not read the paragraph, bethe
When he quoted this document, proceeding
from
right
hon.
fell
Baronet
what
cause
must be fresh in the memory of all but from parties who were opposed to the prethe tendency of it was to show that there sent Corn Laws, and preferred a fixed
was great alarm lest the prosperity which duty who stated that the aspect of afi'airs
had prevailed should experience a check. was much exaggerated, and there was no
The right hon. Baronet had only wished cause for opening the ports, it should be
to state that there was great anxiety on remembered that he quoted a document to
but when he (Mr. Baring) which the right hon. Gentleman himself
the subject
wished to account for that anxiety he had given the stamp of his approbation
might be allowed to read an extract also. perhaps, also, it was one which offered
It was from the circular of Messrs. Gibson some explanation, though none other had
and Ord, most respectable merchants of been given, of the opposition of the right
Manchester, dated the 22nd of January. hon. Gentleman's Colleagues to his proThe circular stated that the alarming ac- posal for opening the ports. In his humble
counts respecting the failure and disease opinion nothing could have been more inIf the
of the potato crop had caused such ex- jurious than opening the ports.
citement that meetings were held all over previous apprehensions were such that
the three kingdoms to devise means for everything in our ports that could be
mitigating the impending evil, and to peti- bought was eagerly purchased, the further
that alarm of such a measure must have had the
tion Government to open the ports
this excitement acted upon the money efi'ect of shutting foreign ports against us.
market and that circumstance, together In his opinion, therefore, nothing could be
He
with the railway crisis, which all prudent more ill-timed than such a measure.
men had looked upon as inevitable, had confessed, therefore, he saw no ground,
deranged the general trade of the country, either on account of the efi'ect of our prethe evil being completed by the unexpected vious legislation, nor of the existing cirannouncement of the resignation of Mi- cumstances of the country, to call for such
that experience had shown that sudden and sweeping measures as the one
nisters
He must, therethe first cause of alarm was greatly exag- now before the House.
gerated that subsequent returns proved fore, look at the measure by itself, and
He
that the average yield of the corn crops judge of it by present circumstances.
was not much deficient, while there was at feared the right hon. Gentleman did not.
the same time a supply from the surplus of entertain so strongly as formerly his opinthe preceding year; and that though there ions of the great importance of a surplus
had been extensive loss in the potato crop, revenue over the expenditure. It seemed
the public mind was relieved from great to him, without going into the financial
anxiety on that point, which result they at- statements which were not yet before them,
tributed to the wisdom of the advisers of the that when the right hon. Baronet was proCrown, who had withstood the overpowering posing an argumented charge on the Consodemands that had been made to them to lidated Fund of half a million, and making.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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additions to the military and

naval service,

while at the same time he was diminishing
the revenue hy the remission of taxation,
unless he calculated upon a greatly increased revenue from corn, he was risking,
by a calculation on the continuance of the
great prosperity which had existed for the
last few years, that permanent surplus
revenue which he believed to be essential
to the credit and welfare of the country.
He was anxious to state that he was not
one of those who thought that protection
ought to be indiscriminately applied to all
articles,

or permanently maintained upon

any.
It was the necessity of the case,
which, in his opinion, alone justified proprotective duty, like a revenue
tection.
duty, was, per se, an evil, which necessity
alone could justify.
At the same time he
could not agree that protection should be
regulated by one uniform system
that because free trade was desirable in one case,
Each
it should be applied to every one.
interest must be looked at upon its own
special case, and with reference to the
capital invested, and the labour employed

A

;

it.
He believed that where by legislative
authority protection had been enjoyed for
a long time, the principle of Adam Smith,
which was applied by Lord John Russell,
some time ago, to land as well as to manufactures, was the one which should be
adopted, namely, that the advance towards

in
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hon. Baronet should have had his cordial
support.
But he could not understand
why the improvement now going on in the
cultivation of land to so great an extent,
should be checked by the uncertainty that
would be the result of it. It was impossible to say what would be the result of it.
No one could state what the price of corn
would be. In his humble opinion, therefore, there was great danger in this sudden

change, for it was to affect an interest
without their knowing how it would affect
it
to shake confidence without substituting
anything more suitable, and to put everything in motion without their knowing
where or when the motion was to cease.
And what were the advantages ? He
believed it would be found that our supply
had kept pace with our increasing popu-

—

and that the price of wheat had
our population had increased.
In fact, it was inevitably the case that
where there was a fertile soil and room for
expansion, food was produced in greater

lation,

fallen

as

proportion

than

the

population.

The

Western States of America proved this.
The Secretary at War had quoted the
large increase of population in Ohio, as a
proof that that increase precluded the
power of supply of food for other parts ;
but he had not added, that, notwithstanding
this increase of population, the exports from

Ohio of agricultural produce were greater
freedom of trade required slow gradations last year than in any previous year. But
and a great deal of circumspection. That he should go a little further, and let him
was his own opinion. As regarded the Corn look to Illinois and Indiana. He always
Law of 1842, he did not look upon it as a regarded with doubt statistical data as to
final measure
he did not look for finality the production of the soil, knowing the
in any legislation, and least of all in com- difficulty of obtaining exact information
mercial legislation, which must be changed upon the subject
but he held in his hand
with the change of circumstances.
But a statement of the relative increase of
there was an understanding that if that population and agricultural production in
law worked well with regard to the objects Illinois and Indiana in the years 1844 and
it was proposed for, and according to the
1845.
In lUinois the population was esticalculations then made, it was not to be mated in 1844 at about 600,000, and in
changed by its authors. He would not go 1845, at 700,000 whilst the produce of
into details of the working of the system. wheat was in 1844, 3,380,000 bushels ;
He adhered to the opinion expressed last and in 1845, 6,500,000 bushels. In InJune by the right hon. Baronet, and diana the population was in 1844, 750,000,
which was quoted the other night, when and in 1845, 850,000
whilst the produche said
tion of wheat was estimated in 1844 at
and in 1845 at
" I shall go further, and say, that in my opinion 5,419,000 bushels,
it is expedient, by safe, gradual, and cautious
8,000,000 bushels and the estimate, in
measures, to base our laws relating to the trade both States, of other articles of agricultural
in corn on the sound principles which regulate
produce, such as oats and Indian corn,
our commercial policy in respect of every other
also proved a great increase. Thus it would
branch of industry."
be seen that the increase of produce was
In that he entirely concurred and if the greater than the increase of population.
right hon. Baronet had adopted these safe, While, therefore, he thought that in abundgradual, and cautious measures, the right ant harvests we should have wheat cheaper
;

;

;

;

;

;
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here, he thought that

if
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we depended

for

our supply on foreign countries we should
be liable to those fluctuations which would
produce a great rise in prices.
It seemed
to him that equality of prices of corn was
best maintained when, relying mainly on
our own internal production, the supply
was spread over the great surface of our
territory,

nels

to

came through a variety of chana number of markets, and was

beyond the

control

of

speculation

and

combination, or the monopoly of capital.

—CORN

THIRD NIGHT.
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House for occupying so much time; but
they were aware, without going into further details, that the question stood in a
different position now than last year. There
were now three opinions upon the subject
first, the opinion of those who approved of
the continuance of the present protection
the agriculturists
secondly, the opinions of those who wished for entire free
trade in corn, and a total abolition of
:

—
all

;

duties

;

and,

—shared

thirdly,

a very strong

by a considerable number of persons connected with the commercial and trading circles
favourable to
the principle of a small fixed duty.
It was
not for him to offer an opinion upon the
various claims to consideration which these
opinions required
but he would say, that
if ever there was a time when a compromise was desirable, it was at the present
feeling

in

And it might be shown that in articles in
which the trade was free, the fluctuations
in price had been as great or greater than
Take, for instance, an article
in wheat.
which, next to food, was of the greatest
importance in this country, though it came
from all quarters of the globe, though the
cultivation of it spread over such an immense extent of territory, and enjoyed free- time. If ever there could be a satisfactory
dom of trade he meant cotton it was not settlement made by compromise, it was
exempt from these fluctuations of prices. He now. His interest and his wish was to see
would take three years, 1836, 1837, 1838, tranquillity pervade the Empire by a final
to show the great and rapid fluctuations in settlement of a question involving such imlabour on which the duty had been almost portant interests.
He believed public chanominal, and with the trade in which racter would receive a great shock by many
neither monopoly nor protection interfered. of the votes about to be recorded in that
He found that at the commencement of House and he believed that confidence in
1836, the price of fair upland cotton in the wisdom, sagacity, and political consistLiverpool was d^d., at the end of March it ency of its leaders would also be matehad risen to llf(^., after various fluctua- rially shaken.
That confidence, without
tions it fell in December of that year to which no Ministry could long exist nor
lO^d.
In the course of 1837, it fell from party prevail, and without which the House
lO^d. to 5|c?., and again at the close of would lose public esteem and respect, would,
the year had risen to Sd., and in the course he believed, suff'er but though so great a
of 1838 it fell to Q^d., and recovered to national blessing as the final and satisfacabout 7^d., thus exhibiting a series of tory adjustment of the Corn Law question
violent fluctuations, and in one single year was to be purchased at such a cost, it
a variation in the value of the article of would be ^ consolation to him if a settlenearly 50 per cent. It was sometimes said ment was really obtained. But then no setthe rate of freight would serve as a suffi- tlement could be satisfactory that was not
cient protection to the home grower. Now, founded upon conciliation and concession.
what was the case in this respect ? He It must not be the triumph of one party,
It must not be
believed there would be no permanent rise and the defeat of another.
in freight on account of the alteration. The the carrying out of the extreme views of
It must be an amicable arrangeusual rate of freight was, from Odessa, either.
Hamburgh, 2s. the Baltic, 4s. New ment, or, if not, it must, on the contrary,
95.
York, 65. and varying in the territories be a victory so complete as to deprive of
of the United States, between New York all power the opposite contending party.
and New Orleans, from 6s. to IO5. and Then, he would ask, was it a wise, a politic,
a statesman-like thing, that a great interest
lis., and the additional charge to London,
over Liverpool, from the United States like the landed interest should be left in
was about 2s. But that which came from that House without confidence in any Gothat they should feel their inthe home producers had also to pay freight. vernment
terests injured, and their existence jeoparThe freight from Norfolk was Is. 6c?.
from Lynn, Is. 9d.', from Boston, 2s.,<fcc.; dized that they were betrayed by one
so the British grower at Boston had to party, and trampled upon by another ?
pay the same freight as the shipper at Was this the statesman-like settlement for
Hamburgh. He had to apologize to the which the right hon. Gentleman and the

—

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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never let alone.
The hon. Member has
told us that the great want in the preceding
upon tbe circumstances conautumn
nected with wbieh much of the Ministerial
proposition is sustained and has been founded
was the want of a Ministry.
Now, I
with the aid of otbcrs, by some chan<(e in
our system of taxation or of currency, which certainly think that want is most sensibly
would be inconsistent with the intec^rity of felt by that great and important party in
our Empire, with national credit or with the State and in the country of which the
public faith.
lie believed that if an hon. Gentleman himself is an ornament.
arbiter could come into that House, un- We hear of their being backed by the voice
we hear of their contesting
affected by party feeling, and neither at- of the country
but still it
tached to the protectionists nor to the successfully every vacant seat
League, he would say the question ought seems to be as lamentable as it is unacto be settled by mutual concession.
This countable, that they are without leaders and
was what he desired to see but if it could witliout a head. If this be not the case
not be so, he should feel it his duty to when they have displayed the full force of
vote for the Amendment
not to mark his their numbers, when they have made the
dissatisfaction with the general policy of echo of their own opinions heard throughout
th© Government, nor to put himself in the country
I suppose we may expect to
general opposition to them, but because, see a successful and stable Government
as one who was in favour of all safe formed upon the principle of undiminished
and gradual concessions to free trade, he protection to agriculture ? Indeed the hon.
thought it necessary and politic to main- Member for Huntingdon (Mr. Baring) has
tain adequate protection for our native told us that the present time would be eminently suitable for a compromise.
agriculture.
I don't
Viscount
If the question know whether he came here entrusted with
had been a less important one, and the mo- any message I don't know whether he
ment less critical, I might perhaps have hesi- came here the bearer of any overture to protated, at so short a period after I had resumed pose a Ministry founded on the principle of
my seat within this House, to present myself compromise. If his compromise, indeed,
again to its notice, especially when I rise were founded upon the commercial circular
for the purpose of taking that view of the he read himself, I tlynk he would find tliat
question, which, in my humble judgment, he would depart very little from the actual
at least, has received almost all the illus- line of conduct of the right hon. Gentleman
tration of which it is capable, from every (Sir R. Peel).
But I apprehend that it is
thing that the most consummate ability, now universally felt, both in the country
the most industrious research, and the most and in this House, that the time for
protracted discussion could bring to bear compromise is gone by.
A compromise,
upon it, not to mention the still more useful indeed, was once offered by the party, and
assistance it has lately received from official by the leaders of the party with whom
countenance, and from many illustrious I have the pride and satisfaction of actadhesions.
The hon. Member who has ing. And the hon. Member cannot forget
just sat down was, we know, the friend of that the party which is now so glad to hail
free trade in the abstract
but after his him and to cheer him as an honourable
speech of to-night, it would be difficult to auxiliary, summarily and immediately rediscover that he is a friend to it either in jected all notions of the kind.
I feel. Sir,
abstract or detail.
He professes himself, that the best atonement I can have for
indeed, to be favourably disposed to some offering myself to the attention of the
gradual and cautious relaxation of restrict- House, on this long-discussed and wideive duties, but he has not told us how far stretching question
which, as I before
he would go, or where he would stop and said, has already received almost all the
I imagine that, with reference to the great illustration of which it is capable
will be,
interest which has been specially brought first, to compress what I have to offer into
forward in the course of this debate, the a very moderate compass
and next, to
noble Lord had been throwing the Government from one to the other ? Was it wise
that the landed interest should be allowed
to brood over its discontent, and seek relief,
not perhaps by a renewal of protection, but

—

—

;

;

;

—

—

MORPETH

:

—

;

—

;

—

;

large agricultural interest of this country,
if there be any one course more than another
to which they profess to object, it is to make
it the subject of constant, gradual experi-

ments, being for

confine

my remarks to

what may seem more

and peculiar in my own opportuniand position with respect to this subSince I had the honour of occupying
ject.
ever tampered with, and a seat in this House, I have been a traveller
special

ties

S
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on the North American Continent

;

I

have,

for an uninterrupted period of two years,

lived in the heart of a purely agi-icultural
district

and

;

I

have

lost

and regained

my

seat as the Representative of the West
Riding of Yorkshire.
That last circum-

stance

is

naturally the freshest and the

in my own mind, as well as far
the weightiest in itself but I feel that it
speaks sufficiently and intelligibly enough
for itself that, brought about as it has been,
circumstanced as it has been, timed as it
has been, it tells its own moral, and conveys
its own meaning.
If my predecessor in the
seat I have now recovered, in the opening
debate of the present Parliament, justly
adduced his own return as a most significant reply to the inquiry submitted to the
country with respect to the Budget of 1841,
I feel that I may still more triumphantly
appeal to my own recovery of that seat as
the most significant and signal verdict that
could be given upon the measm-e which now,
under happier auspices, has been submitted
to the country in the year 1846.
There is
only one further circumstance which seems
to me to require a remark with reference to
the bearing of the late election in Yorkshire
upon the question now before the House.
As we all know, the project of the right
hon. Baronet concerns an infinite variety of
articles besides corn and provisions.
The
scheme has justly earned the title of
"comprehensive;" and it meddles almost
as much with manufactures as it does with

uppermost

:

;

agriculture.
["No, no!"] It certainly
meddles quite as much with many leadingbranches of manufacture as with agricul-

ture

—

at least as

much

lition of protection

as it can. The abowith regard to manufac-

tures is, like that upon corn, entire, but,
unlike that on corn, it is immediate. I was
about to say, that the constituency by
whose choice and approval I have been honoured, represents, as is well known, a great
variety both of manufacturing and agricul-

comprises the largest
woollen, the largest worsted, and the largest
steel manufacture in the Empire; and it
embraces, I believe, the largest linen manufacture in England.
It comprises, besides, very extensive iron and cotton manutural pursuits.

It

factures.
Now, as I have just said, the
withdrawal of protection from the articles
manufactured by these individuals is immeand with respect to
diate and complete
some of them it is by no means clear that
the withdrawal of protection will be merely
nominal. I may mention, for instance, that
;

the cutlery of Sheffield

—the

knives, the
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scissors, and the razors, for the manufacture of which that town has acquired such
just celebrity
has been frequently imitated

—

on the continent of Europe that the Sheffield mark has been forged upon the articles, and that, having been introduced into
this country, they have been able to undersell the genuine Sheffield manufacture.
;

So

also with respect to the article of woollen

manufacture called "low cloths." I am
told that this manufacture, which prevails
very extensively in the West Riding of
Yorkshire, will probably encounter formidable competition from the low cloths of
Belgium. But, however, that may be, not
one of those interests, all of them directly
afiPected,

some

of

them

liable to real risk

—

from the withdrawal of protection not one
of those interests, during the interval of a
fortnight which was specially exacted for
the consideration of the measure by the
friends of protection, nor even under the
excitement of some rather vehement appeals
which were made in the principal cities of
the district, nor when the representatives of
these manufacturing interests were assembled in great numbers before the hustings
at Wakefield
not one of them uttered a
single murmur, or a whisper of disapproval,
or a wish for the continuance of protection.
" Competition may come," they said, " but
we are prepared to meet it ;" and, as I was
expressly told, "all wcAvish for is a fair field,
and no favour." Let me ask, then, Avhy
that interest which so often plumes itself
on being the most important, the most
noble, the most English in the country,
does not take a leaf out of the book of
these begrudged manufacturers, and consent to be no longer the only department of
our national industry which does not scorn

—

unfair odds, and strive to keep its own ?
I may now refer to my residence in the
agricultural districts,

made upon my mind.

and the impression it
I have not to learn,

for the first time, that the

landowners pro-

test for themselves

in

am

—

—and

most cases

I

willing to beheve persuade themselves

that they do not take the course they
have taken on this question with any exclusive regard to their

own

interests.

They

may feel it

a comfortable reserve that those
but there
interests would not be injured
they consider themselves on a par with the
manufacturers and Leaguers, to whom
and not unfairly they impute some regard
;

—

to their

own

engage

in the

them to
now waging

interest as inducing

warfare they are

The landowner,
against the Corn Laws.
however, persuades himself that he is not
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induced to take so strenuous a part in favour
of maintaining the Corn Laws for his own
interest exclusively, but for the interest of
his tenants, his dependents, of the agricultural labourers especially.
It is through
their breast that he is aimed at, and it
is through their wounds that he himself
Now, valuable as I admit
shall bleed.
the services of the labourers in agriculture

and immense as I think the obligaboth upon the part of individuals
and of the State to cherish them, yet in a
community to which trade and manufactures are contributing so amply and so constantly, that it is entirely false to say of any
one of the great interests into which it is

to be,
tion

is

divided that in

it

exclusively, or even prin-

cipally, resides the spring of our national

wealth,

or

—

the

muscle of our national

I think it neither more nor less
strength
than an act of positive injustice to all of
them, to select any one as a special object
to be fostered and favoured, or, as they are
not ashamed to term it, " protected." But
and! rely on this ground
in the next place
with the greater hope and the greater confidence, because I know the great influence
and the wide ramifications of the agricultural interest, and because I respect, tliough
I cannot recommend even an excess of sympathy for the agricultural labourer, for his

—

disposition to look

wear

up

their colours, as

to his superiors, to

we were

told

by the

—

for his
hon. Member for Northamptonshire
proneness to be led, and for his actual wants
and privations, yet I question whether the
**

protection" which you wish to preserve
for him is not miscalled and misplaced, and
whether among the many victims of a mistaken system there are any more deeply or

permanently injured than the tenant farmer

and the agricultural labourer. The hon.
Member for Northamptonshire presented
us with a picturesque and pathetic picture
of an interview between a landlord and his
farmer, whom he represented as suddenly
turned out of his holding because he could
not afford to give an equal rent with some
enterprising and intelligent member of the
Anti-Corn-Law League. [Mr. S. O'Brien
:

Oh,

think the hon. Member
represented a person with more capital,
more energy, more intelligence than a
tenant farmer.
[Mr. S. O'Brien: Not
necessarily a Leaguer.] I should be very
sorry to misrepresent the hon. Member;
but I am sure either he or some one else
[Mr. S. O'Brien: That may be]
referred to the hon. Member for Stockport

no

!

]

I

—

in relation to

some

special operations

in

agriculture

;

and
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may have combined

that

allusion with the graphic sketch of the hon.
Member for Northamptonshire, which he

cannot wonder made a deep impression on
my mind. But the concurrence which the
hon. Member described is nothing which
might not happen any day in the week in
any past year of protection with a landlord
who did not give a lease, and who did not
feel any scruple or compunction at dealing
summarily with his tenant at all events the
only novelty which the hon. Member represented as likely to ensue from the abolition
of protection was, that the acre would bear
;

wheat where it had hitherto
But I will put out of cona moment, in looking at the

six quarters of

borne three.
sideration for

effect which the abolition of protection
would have upon the agricultural labourer,
that truth which is now universally and not

less justly recognised, that the interests of
all

classes

must

really be identical

for this,

;

may only come to

a sort of begging
the question, when every one may say,
*'
This is for my interest, therefore it is for
yours, so let it be done." Still it will hardly
be disputed that the real interests of agriculture must depend upon the general wellbeing of the community, and upon the effective demand of the working classes.
Now, has not that effective demand always
existed in a far greater degree in years when
corn was cheap than when corn was dear? The
hon. Member for Huntingdon says, cheapness of bread will do no good unless you
have a good demand for labour
that if
you have a small demand for labour you
will be worse off, whatever may be the
cheapness of bread.
But has it not been
universally found to be the fact, as far as
any of our living memories can bear us out,
that with cheapness of bread there has come
increasing demand for labour ? ["No, no!"]
Hon. Gentlemen on the opposite side, in
talking of the "three years' experience"
of the right hon. Baronet at the head of
the Government, are apt to say, that the
prosperity and the activity of those years
are not to be imputed to the working of
his Tariff, but to various other causes, and
especially to the activity displayed upon railways.
But when was the activity displayafter

all,

;

ed,

and so advantageously displayed, upon

railways called forth? Was it in cheap years,
or was it in dear years ? The hon. Member
for Rutland, in his speech to-night, said,
that the year 1839 was a year of great
and he
prosperity to the manufacturers
quoted, I believe, a speech made in this
House by the late lamented Member for
;

S 2
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Kendal, bearing witness to the then existing
prosperity of many branches of manufactures
but it must be remembered that
the year 1839 was the beginning of that
cycle of dear years which was accompanied
with such disastrous effects almost to every
branch of employment and industry. What
do I find in a statistical report drawn up

CORN LAWS.
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wages varied with the price of probut it was proved by the right

visions

;

hon. Baronet the Home Secretary, that
they never varied in anything like the
same proportion, and never rose or fell in
proportion to the price of provisions?
In
my own neighbourhood and district, in the
memory of the living race, wages have
upon the state of the woollen districts of never varied at all they have always, as
Yorkshire in that very year, 1839, which in Northamptonshire, I am happy to say,
we are now told was one of prosperity to been as high as 125. a week, and more in
It is harvest.
Then, if the agricultural labourer
the manufacturers of this country?
receives fixed wages of 12^. a week, withsaid
" On a careful comparison of the wages in the out their ever varying according to the
price of corn, does it not follow that when,
district in the respective periods of 1833 to 1835,
and 1839 to 1841, from the testimony of mill- instead of paying Is. 8d. for his stone of
owners and the information of weavers and spin- flour, he has to pay, as he does now,
ners, the amount of employment was at least two2s. 6d., then his weekly earnings, his yearly
fifths less than in the average of the preceding
cheap period and combining the two elements of income, his command over the comforts
a depreciated rate of wages and diminished amount and necessaries of life, must be very maof employment, it would appear that, estimating terially abridged?
At the rate of 12s. a
the fall of wages at 20 per cent., and the diminu- week,
he earns 3H. a year; and a differtion of employment at 33, the real deduction in the
ence of lOd. in the stone of flour, taking
wages of the operatives is about nine-twentieths,
or nearly one-half a fact which, coupled with the his family at six in number, and their averenormous rise in the price of flour and butchers' age consumption at half a stone per head,
meat, painfully indicates the privations which the makes a difference to him of 2^. Qd. a week,
operative class is now enduring."
a difference of 61. 10s. a year a whole
Why, it is as plain as testimony and ex- fifth of his income. Now, I put it to the
perience can make it, that when corn is House, whether we, the rich men, the Gendear, the effective demand of the working tlemen of two meals, whom the hon. Memclasses
even of the agricultural classes ber for Northamptonshire instanced, should
themselves must be proportionably dimin- not think a whole fifth of our income a very
ished.
It
I want you to put this in the most
grievous addition to the Income Tax ?
selfish, most exclusive light you can, and must be more so in proportion to the man
imagine the farmer or the miller saying, who, by the sweat of his brow, only earns
"Never mind, let them buy fewer coats, 311. a year. I have had access to a
fewer stockings, fewer shoes let them table though I fear the time has almost
get fewer bales of wool from Australia or come in the discussion of this question,
Saxony, fewer bags of cotton from Ala- when we should have done with the probama, even fewer hides from my brother duction of tables and papers but I have
grazier but to me, the farmer and the mil- had access to a paper, drawn up, not with
ler, they must come for their daily bread
a view to the discussion of the Corn Laws,
they must bring grist to my mill;" why, but for statistical inquiry in the small
and this table
then, I say, that not only does it appear, town near which I reside
that in dear years the active demand of shows the proportionate expenditure in the
the working classes generally must be di- article of food in three families in a tradesminished not only will they be able to buy man's family, in a professional man's faless, which will tell upon the landowner mily, and in a working man's family. I find
and the farmer and the miller, but also to that six persons being allowed for in each,
which will tell upon themselves ; and when flour of the second quality was
eat less
but what is the result of this "protection" 2s. 6d. a stone, the yearly bill of the
to the agricultural labourer himself ? How tradesman's family for flour was 121 13s.,
is he benefited by the bolstering up of being 15 per cent, of his whole expenditure
What share has he in the for food on the year. The annual bill of
agriculture ?
spolia opima of legislative protection ? the professional man's family for flour was
The noble Lord who spoke so creditably 18?. 8s., being 10 per cent, of his whole
on the last evening of this debate, advised expenditure for food while the expenditure
us to look into our own neighbourhoods if of the working man's family, conducted
we would judge of the effect of protection. with the greatest regard to economy, was
The noble Member for Liverpool told us 131. 4s., being a per centage, not of 15
;

;

;

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

;

—

;

—

;
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per cent., as in the tradesman's family not
of 10 per cent., as in the case of the
professional man, but of 48 per cent, of
Now, is it not
his total charge for food.
apparent how much more heavily and
sorely such a deduction from the amount
he has to lay out on his food must press on
the labouring man than on the classes immediately above him, and if on the classes
immediately above him, of course in a far
greater degree than on the wealthier classes
But, again, I tind that the
of society.
professional man, living in an economical
manner, spends upon all the articles of food
he consumes, taking his whole bill for food
in the year, about one-third of his total
income the food of the tradesman takes
about one-half of his total income while,
in the
case of the working man, it
takes three-fourths of his total income.
What he actually spends in food is 73
per cent., and there only remains to him
27 per cent, of his earnings for the
rent of his house, for schooling for his
children, and for procuring shoes and those
necessary articles of clothing which he
;

;

and

his family

require.

And,

therefore,

the House, does not the increase of 2s. 6d. upon his weekly bill for
flour strip him, in a most extensive sense,
of the command of other necessaries and
luxuries of life, of the means of bettering
his own and his family's condition, and
of giving education to his children ? I have
I

put

it

to
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ter, yet I maintain that if they cannot
detect a flaw in this broad chain of facts
the large supply of mouths in this coun-

try, the

corresponding deficiency of native-

grown wheat, and the importance of getting all we can at the cheapest rate from
abroad

—

say, if they cannot upset this

I

brief deduction, then in spite of their natural impulses

and

in spite

of their early

they cannot persevere in
this system of restriction without infatuation, and I may almost say without cruelty.
I do not agree with those who impute it as
blame to Her Majesty's Government that
the operation of the sliding scale powerfully
affected the Ministerial nerves, or that they
were appalled by the events of last autumn.
An hon. Gentleman has said, "How preposterous it is to grant a fuU remission of
the Corn Laws, under the necessity of giving
an additional supply of food to Ireland ;"
and he asks, "Has the House ever shown
any reluctance to grant relief to Ireland ?

prepossessions,

Whatever

its

Saxon

disposition

may

be,

ever shown reluctance to grant the
people of Ireland relief?"
No, it has

has

it

ask is it fair to put an addiupon the generosity of England
because she shows a readiness to fly to
not

;

but

I

tional tax

This I hold to
the relief of Ireland ?
be a flagrant contravention of the maxim
"Be just before you are generous." Be
generous, I say, to the people of Ireland
but be just to the collective community of
The hon. Member for HuntingEngland.
don says, "You are not to apply a permanent remedy to a temporary evil;" but I
say the mischief and the evil that have
arisen, may arise every year
and are we
always to be mocked with this delusion of
sliding scales that do not slide, and of restrictive laws that, according to the recurring caprice of the seasons, must be constantly modified or repealed.
It is no
reproach to the right hon. Baronet (Sir R.
Peel) that he has been influenced in the
course he has adopted by the state of the

sometimes thought, that the whole logic of
compendious in its form,
and so self-evident in its bearings, that it
has only to be stated, and that a simple
syllogism might do the work of a speech,
viz., there is not more than a sufficient
quantity of food grown in this country for
our present supply
I think he will be
a hardy man who denies that
there
is an addition, it is computed, of 1,000
children a day, or 365,000 a year, to
our present population
then I also make
bold to assert that there is not, year by
year, an addition of 365,000 quarters of seasons.
If he did find that his anticipawheat to our native-grown produce
then tions were deceived, and his calculations
does it not result that it is most import- baffled by circumstances over which he had
ant to procure an additional supply from control, he might have been ashamed for
abroad, and, as many purchasers are very changing his mind
but can any one be
poor, that this ought to be obtained at the reproached with being baffled with that
cheapest rate possible?
I should like to which he could neither counteract nor conknow where is the fallacy in this syllogism
I can see no disparagement of free
trol ?
for while I will not impute to the agricul- trade
it is rather a confirmation of the
tural body that they have a less conscien- truth and justice of the principles on which
this question is so

;

—

—

;

;

;

—

tious

sense of duty, or are less accessible

humanity than those that I think take
the side of humanity and duty in this mat*

to

—

that it does follow the laws of
rests
nature, and bends to the rules that guide
You might
the seasons in their course.

it
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just apply, without exaggeration, to free
trade those striking lines that the poet ap-

Roman Emperor who was hefriended in the hattle-field hy the tempest.
I shall endeavour to quote my Latin hotter
than the hon. Memher for Newcastle and
plied to the

—

an argument in favour of free trade
that it should he enforced hy the hlight,
the scarcity, and the pestilence
it

is

!

" Tibi mittit ab antris
-^olus armatas hyenies tibi militat ajther,
Et conjurati veniunt ad classica venti."
;

It is

no disparagement to free trade, hut

rather a confirmation of all that is just in
it, that the stars in their courses do not act
With r^pect
against it, hut in its favour.
to this argument of the weather, I helieve
it has hecH found hy all those who have
given their special attention to its variations, that the same circumstances of cold
or hot, wet or dry seasons, will he found to

prevail very generally over a large portion

—

of the world for instance, over most of
Europe at the same time, and to affect the
produce of such portions accordingly ; hut,
on the other hand, seasons of such a marked nature will generally be compensated
by seasons of an opposite character in the
remaining parts of the globe, probably
on the North American continent. Hon.
Members will remember that the summer
of 1842 was distinguished by a warm and
even temperature.
I was on the continent
of North America at that time, when we
enjoyed a succession of the most favourable
weather ; and much as I had heard of the
hot summers of America, I rarely felt what
could be called a hot day.
also recollect
that last summer we had very damp and
variable weather, and we might have read
in the papers every day of the constant
heat and fine weather in America, and we

We

even heard of persons that actually died of
the heat
and what is the inference from
all this ?
That the variations of the weather seem almost to obey the same laws of
balance as the returns of light and darkness, so that when any season of a markedly
unfavourable character occurs here, when
we are assailed with unseasonable cold, and
when we are drenched with summer rain,
we may derive comfort from the reflection
that if w^e do but repeal our Corn Laws,
if we do but open our ports, the rays which
have been denied to us are ripening their
distant harvests
and just at the very mo;

;

ment when we want

it,

the superfluity of

—CORN
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to the continent of

America, I do not wish
to allude so much to any statistical deductions which my residence there may
have enabled me to make, because they
have been the subject of frequent discussion, and may be calculated as easily and
appreciated almost as easily at any distance
as on the spot
but I confess I have felt
sometimes that the real sight, the actual
;

presence, the faithful eyes, do drive a truth
nearer to one's conviction than can
be done by a laborious process of calcula-

home

tion.
I have felt this when in the actual
view of those wide prairies which show
by their unfenced solitudes that they are
without an inhabitant, but by their even
surface and waving grass, that they invite
the plough over every inch of them
of
those endless forests which show by the
evidence of all that is going on upon their
fringes, that as soon as the axe shall ring
among them as soon as the log cutter shall
have his house, and the thin column of
smoke shall ascend among the trees, future
crops of wheat and maize wiU speedily
spring up and follow each other in due
succession
of that Valley of the Mississippi, which the accomplished traveller' De
Tocqueville has described as the most magnificent abode ever formed by nature for
the race of man
of the basin of our own
St. Lawrence, which, I believe, contains
more fresh water than all the rest of the
world besides I have felt that, while I
knew the distance of transit would prevent
those extraordinary imports which the panics of the protectionists have sometimes
conjured up before their eyes that as it
must still be a long time before this same
Valley of the Mississippi will contain the
2,000,000,000 of inhabitants for which
as it must be
it is said to be adapted
some time before the powers of production
in that country are reached by the spread
of population, it is a pity that we should

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

not

make

cilities

for

available these unparalleled fa-

the growth and transport

provisions for the supply of our

own

of

isle,

which is calculated to produce a glut of almost every article except that not unimportant one of food and provisions.
But, as 1
it is not so much the statistics as
the social and political impressions which I
derived from my visit which I wish for one

intimated,

moment to mention to the House before I
cease to trespass on their attention. Much
that I witnessed there
much that I heard

—

and more that has reached

me

their crops

there,

will

has certainly not tended to give me a very
favourable impression of the orderly work-

and the stores of their garners
be wafted to us to atone for and to

adjust our deficiencies.

But with reference

since,

HOUSE OF COMMONS, FEBRUARY
ing, of the pacific

and moderate tendency,

or of the scrupulous adherence to good faith,
to he derived from a constitution of pure

and unchecked democracy and I did not
return home with any increased repugnance
[•' Hear! "]
I mean to say, any diminislied
attachment to the aristocratical and monarchical element in our own Constitution. But
both then and since, there and here, I have
;

—

the perfect conviction that we could not
confront the example of general ease, comfort, and abundance which pervades the
The
whole bulk of the American people.
hon. Member for Northamptonshire talked
felt

This reminds me
of a man of two meals.
of the story which is well known, at least on
the other side of the water, of an Irishman
refused to write home that he had
meat three times a day, because nobody
would beheve him but I say we cannot
confront the American example, we cannot

who

;

confront the growing convictions, aspirings,
and reasoning of our own people we cannot confront the master tendencies of the
age, the country, and the world at large in
which we live, if we do not consent to

—
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ourselves are likely to be outnumbered, and
are liable to be assailed
in these circum-

—

stances, even
its

monopoly

-downfall, although

as it neara
not entitled to

itself,

it is

the attribute of self-sacrifice, will be invested with the grace of martyrdom just
as in the case of a scene on the stage, we
are apt to feel sympathy with a culprit who
is detected, and who stands at bay.
But it
cannot promote the general interests of the
country, or a healthy tone in a system, to
indulge in practice, at least, any such misplaced and morbid sympathy.
It is the
part of true patriotism, no less than of
sound philosophy, to put the universal in
preference to the particular
to raise yourself above a clique, and be for the people.
I would therefore conjure those who belong
to the real aristocracy of the country, who
are connected with it either by hereditary
associations or landed possessions, to raise
themselves above any of their special in;

—

terests,

and bear their part

in

sideration of this great question.

the conI

grudge

the other side the adherence of the names
of the Marquess of Granby and Viscount

administer and work out our aristocratic Clive, for I feel that our aristocracy have
more of a democratic hitherto marched with our whole progress,
spirit.
[A laugh.] Notwithstanding that and identified themselves with the sucimplied dissent, I contend that no aristo- cessive glories of our national history.
Let them not refuse to bear their part in
cracy resting upon exclusive privileges
which happily ours does not can now be a settlement which, if not adjusted with
tolerated for an instant. I contend, further, them, must be adjusted in spite of them.
that no aristocracy which props itself upon Let them remember that they are but a
if they will,
a distinguished and
special interests will escape their certain part
I believe they may make
downfall that no aristocracy, not even one prominent part.
80 long descended and so highly illustrated it continue what it has for the most part
as our own, can consist with Corn Laws, been, a respected and honoured part, in our
which when the pressure of famine comes system of national polity but this system
shoidd prove prohibitory.
This will be too comprehends, besides themselves, the mulhard a strain upon any title-deeds and tiplied energies of trade and industry
parchments no matter what is their date the sober-thinking and staid determination
of the large middle class
or their antiquity.
the hard-working
I do not impute to
the aristocratic body, or agricultural body, industry and urgent privations of the imor to any of their members, that they have mense working class
the powerful agency
any disposition to promote aay interest of an active and enlightened press, and all
that may atfect them individually, or to the busy stir and progress of an inquiring,
espouse measures merely for selfish benefit, pushing, advancing age.
Let them throw
at the expense of the rest of the com- in their lot together ; let them consider
munity still they are interests and asso- this and other kindred subjects as a great
ciations, not of individuals, but of a class whole, and make it as much their pride as
which they have been in the habit of keep- it is their safety to be the leaders, and not
ing prominently in their mind and view ; the laggers, in the onward march of the
there are sympathies and feelings which united British people.
belong to what is termed the esprit de
Mr. MILNE S
said, he rose,
corps ; there is a concealed and even a re- in the performance of a most painful duty,
fined degree of selfishness which almost to oppose a Government which he had long
merges into generosity, and which easily cordially followed and although the office
mistakes itself for it, when we think that a he had lately held was not one that gave
body with whom we have long identified him any claim to explain the grounds on
institutions in rather

—

—

;

;

—

—

;

—

;

GASKELL
;
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to make.
There was no Member
House of Commons, however humble might be his position, who had not a
public duty to discharge, which must be
paramount to all other considerations

he had
of the

—

—
—

public

character to maintain
a constituency to represent and serve and the interests of this great Empire to promote to
the best of his judgment and ability. During the fourteen years that he (Mr. Gaskell)
had had the honour of a seat in Parliament,
he had given a constant support to the
right hon. Baronet at the head of the Government.
He might now, perhaps, without presumption, call him his right hon.
Friend, as his official connexion with him
had ceased. [Sir R. Peel Hear, hear!]
During those fourteen years, he had been
proud to follow the right hon. Baronet.
:

He had

been proud to follow him in Opposition
he had been proud of his connexion
with his Government and he would gladly
have made many and painful sacrifices to
have been enabled to support him noAv
but he had felt, when this proposition had
been first brought forward, that without
some overwhelming proof of its necessity,
it would be impossible for him (Mr. Gaskell) to run counter to implied engagements and recorded votes. And, notwithstanding the speech of his right hon. Friend
the Secretary at War, and the speech of
the right hon. Gentleman the Secretary of
State, he must say, that he had still to

—

—

;

*

learn what

what

new circumstances had

sufficient

to justify

that

arisen,

reasons had been alleged,

House,

which had

been

elected to maintain agricultural protection,
in consenting, not to a suspension of the

Corn Law, but to a total departure from
the principles by which it had hitherto been
guided. He was not about to enter into the
general question.
There were many other
Gentlemen who were far more conversant
with the subject than he could be ; and he
was at that moment in a state of indisposition which would be an effectual security
to the House that he should not long detain
it.
He was only desirous to explain, as
shortly and clearly as he could, the grounds
on which he had himself acted. He could not
forget, that during the last four Parhaments
he had uniformly opposed every proposition
which had been made by the noble Lord
the Member for London, by the hon. Member for Wolverhampton, and by others, for
the repeal of the Corn Laws. He had done

—THIRD

NIGHT.

under the guidance of those public men
whom his confidence had been placed.
He had never been one of those who had

which he had quitted
lie

it, he felt sure that
should receive the indulgence of the
House during the few ohservations which

LAWS.

entertained extreme opinions upon this subHe had been favourable to a moderate protection
he had always been of
opinion that the Legislature of this country

ject.

:

was bound

moderate protection
and that the
agricultural interest had a right to claim
it.
He retained this opinion still he had
been confirmed in it by the authority, at
one time or another of their career, (for it
was very difficult to follow changes of opinion upon the Corn Laws,) of almost every
public man of eminence in our time
by
that of Mr. Canning, of Mr. Huskisson,
and of the late Lord Grey by that of the
right hon. Baronet (Sir R. Peel) and the
noble Lord opposite (Lord J. Russell), till
within a very recent period by that of
Lord Stanley and Lord Ashburton now
and he (Mr. Gaskell) must be forgiven if
he said, that the arguments which he had
heard advanced in former years by the
right hon. Baronet at the head of the Government had left too deep an impression
upon his mind to be outweighed by those
which he had now adduced. He, for one,
to afford a

to the agricultural interest,

:

—

—

—

;

was not

able, like the Secretary of State,

arguments and of speeches
which had so long carried conviction to his
mind, in one single sentence.
But he (Mr.
to dispose of

Gaskell) had other objections to the measure besides objections to the abrogation
of protection.

He was

strongly of opinion

that the Gentlemen upon those (the Minis-

benches ought not to be its proposers,
and that the present House of Commons
ought not to sanction it. He knew, indeed,
that the right hon. Baronet at the head of
the Government had been actuated by the
best and highest motives in the course
which he had pursued. It was impossible
that he could be actuated by any other.
Why, look at the sacrifice that he had
The right hon. Baronet had made
made
two great sacrifices one in 1829, and the
other now.
But this sacrifice was much
greater than the first.
In 1829, he had

terial)

!

:

lost the representation of the University of

Oxford, and the confidence of a portion of
which had been afterwards so
cordially restored to him. But now, he had

his party,

broken up

this noble party

;

he had

ficed this party to his convictions

sacri-

—the great

party which he had draAvn around him, and
which had been once his pride. But it was
not so much the course taken by the right
hon. Gentleman, as the coincidence of so

HOUSE OF
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a change of opinion on
other Members of that
House, which had produced the feehngs of
distrust and of irritation wliich pervaded
the pubUc mind.
CouUl any man doubt
that the majority of the present House of
Commons had been returned to maintain
the principle of protection ?
He was not
speaking of individual exceptions like his
hon. Friend whom he saw opposite, the
Member for Wakefield (Mr. W. Lascelles),
but he spoke of the great majority of those
and he owned it appeared to
around him
him to be impossible for those Gentlemen,
without the strongest, the most cogent, and
the most conclusive reasons, to concur in
the proposition of Her Majesty's Government.
He was convinced that, even supposing this measure to be in itself desirable, the injury which would accrue to public interests from its being passed under
such circumstances, would more than countervail any advantage that could be derived
from it. It was true, they might have
given no formal pledges to their constituents; but why had they not done so? Why
was it that the gentlemen of England had
been always preferred to delegates ? Because as yet they had been always trusted.
For himself, he could most truly say that,
highly as he valued the privilege of being
a Representative of the people, deeply as
he prized the confidence of his constituents
and he rejoiced to think that by no
act of his was he ever likely to forfeit
it
he would far rather resign his seat in
Parliament to-morrow, than be fettered by
any distinct or positive pledges as to the
course that he should pursue.
Yes, but
there were implied engagements which
ought not to be lightly broken and they
were bound to represent the sentiments of
their constituents, not on mere isolated
questions of policy that might arise, but
on the great principles upon which they
were founded.
Such, at least, was his
reading of the Constitution; and he thought
a laxer view of representative responsibihty

sudden and

total

the part of so

many

;

—

—

;

was

ill

calculated to inspire confidence in

their proceedings.

His right hon. Friend
the Member for Wiltshire (Mr. S. Herbert)
had told them, the other night, that they
were not to stand in that House as the
ambassadors or the delegates of local parties.
Let his right hon. Friend take care
that, by the course which he was now pursuing, and by the manner in which he was
pursuing it, he and those who thought with
him, were not doing more to establish and
to extend the principle of delegation than

FEBRUARY
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had ever before been done by public men
in the history of this country.
There was
another doctrine, too, by which it had been
sought to justify this course

in

another place,

and which, considering the quarter from
which it came a quarter commanding respect and deference on the part of nine-tenths
appeared to him
of the people of England

—

—

(Mr. Gaskell) to be fraught with still greater
danger he meant the doctrine, that if the
:

head of a Government proposed measures
from which his Colleagues in the service of
the Crown dissented, those measures must
be acquiesced in, lest the Government
He had never heard
should be broken up.
any doctrine broached either in that House
or elsewhere, which had filled him with
greater apprehension and alarm.
He had
with the deepest pain to the
speech of his noble Friend the Member for
Liverpool, and to that of another hon. Gentleman, the Member for Inverness.
He
owned it appeared to him that such a doctrine was utterly fatal to the independence
of public men, utterly inconsistent with
the functions of a deliberative assembly;
that it tended to merge the citizen of a
free State in a mere passive and unre-

listened

sisting agent, and that it was at total variance with the spririt of English institu-

One other point ho wished to press
on the attention of the House.
If the
Representatives of agricultural districts, if
Gentlemen who had been returned to Parliament to vote against the 85. duty of the
noble Lord (Lord J. Russell), showed so little sympathy with their constituents; if they
showed a disposition to surrender at the
tions.

summons

first

that was

made

to

them

—

disposition to barter the social blessings of

which they had formerly heard so much,
for considerations of political convenience

—he

(Mr. Gaskell) ventured to predict
that the agricultural body would soon be
called upon to struggle against other
changes changes more fatal to the Con-

—

though

injurious to

them-

And was it not in human
those men should respond to

nature
such a

stitution,

selves.

that

less

with far less alacrity, with far less inmaintenance of their country's
institutions, than they had hitherto evinced?
It was no liffht thinff to shake the confidence of the people in their Representatives
it was no light thing to reverse
great systems of policy without notice and
without appeal it was no light thing to
proclaim to the people of England that
their Representatives thought enlisting under one banner at the hustings, and then
call

terest in the

—

—
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act of injustice to the

stituency.
The phrase might be unfortunate, but he did represent a large consti-

constituent body, and no act of discredit to
themselves.
He (Mr. Gaskell) had given
this subject a long, an anxious, and a most
painful consideration.
He had taken into
account the calls of his own personal con-

tuency, which, on many occasions and
within the last few years, had had opportunities and reasons for disputing many of
the votes he had given.
But had he
yielded to the pressure
had he yielded

and the too obvious
consequences of party- .-disunion on the
other.
He had not been unmindful of
party obligations of the deference which
men were naturally disposed to pay towards those whom they had long followed;
but though it was with deep and undissembled pain that he felt compelled to
differ from the right hon. Baronet (Sir R.
Peel), it was without the least hesitation,
and with a clear and undoubting conscience, that he should support the Amendment of the hon. Gentleman.

cry on the other side
" You are no longer a
a delegate."
He had
departures from that
House of late, and still more strange
fillings up.
In plain simple language, he
had seen that Gentlemen had resigned, not
at the command of what was properly
called a constituency, but in conformity
with what used to be the practice under
the close borough system.
[•' Name!"]
He hoped hon. Gentlemen would not compel
him to name names for it did so happen,
that he could name not only the constituencies, but the constituents.
On this occasion he thought he should best consult
good taste by not doing so. They who
spoke of the independence of Parhament,
should not provoke the scrutiny of those
who could put their finger upon what he
ventured to call the sore place of the Constitution.
One remark he should make,
but not in any spirit of animosity, either to
the right hon. Gentleman opposite (Sir R.
Peel), or to the noble Lord on that side

fighting under anotlier in

Commons, was no

tlie

House

of

viction on the one hand,

—

Mr.

roebuck

said, that considering

the various emotions to which this question

had given rise, he naturally approached it
although
with some degree of anxiety
;

feeling in his heart that

when the present

passions and animosities should have passed
aAvay, posterity would wonder at the extraordinary sensation which the present proposition of the Government had produced.

He approached the consideration of this
question without having any personal feeling he had no opinion to explain away
he had no peculiar reasons to assign, for in

—

his present convictions

he had nothing

to

defend, but he found everything to assail.
remark made by the hon. Gentleman

A

who had

just sat down, certainly appeared

him to call for some observations by
those who entertained some feelings for
to

his seat

—

—then

the
would have been,
representative, but
seen some strange

;

(Lord J. Russell). But he thought it a
matter of great importance for those who
should hereafter wield the destinies of this
country to remember that their opinions
were to be formed from close and painful
considerations of that philosophy (the word
had been used) upon which the science of

It might legislation rested, and which was too often
the independence of Parliament.
be a very proper thing for Gentlemen who sneered at by those who called themselves
had given pledges to their constituents no practical statesmen. The right hon. Genmatter how few these might be in obe- tleman opposite (Sir R. Peel), with all his
dience to those commands, which were great capacity and long experience, had
sometimes intimated through those consti- waited till the year 1845 before he anbut it was nounced his change of opinion on the subtuents, to give up their seats
It was equally
for Parliament to consider whether or not ject before the House.
those things which they had seen of late wonderful that the noble Lord on that side
showed much improvement on former prac- of the House (Lord J. Russell) should
tices, either as regarded the morality of have waited for precisely the same year to
public men, or as regarded the credit of announce, under the same circumstances,
He re- his change of opinion. He (Mr. Roebuck)
that House in public estimation.
collected hon. Gentlemen saying they gave could not suppose that the noble Lord had
no pledge that they w^ere not delegates. been actuated by any but the purest
He should like to know what was the motives. He gave the right hon. Gentlemeaning of not being a delegate, but a re- man credit for the same. But while he
presentative, but that during the term of thus freed their honour from imputations,
service in Parliament one must be guided he must be pardoned for saying that their
by his own personal convictions ? He, in proceedings were a satire on their underThey had changed upon a
his own person, represented a large con- standings.

—

;

—

—
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atForded one of the most important elements
for the determination of the question.

change of seasons, the

The
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corn in the world will come into England, and
the difference in the price of corn under a nonprotective and under a protective system will be
the diflference between 19«. and 57«."

vicissitudes of tem-

perature, the event of a had harvest, were
considerations pressed upon practical statesmen hy those philosophers who had pre-

ceded the practical statesman in taking a
just view of the matter, hy about half a
The reason assigned hy the procentury.
poser of the measure for changing the law
was a good one hut it was a reason which,
when he first made up his mind on the subject, ought to have entered into his calcula;

It was the political sagacity of the
Gentlemen opposite he was disparaging,
But because
not their personal honour.
those right hon. Gentlemen had changed
their opinions, was that House to be frightened from its propriety by threats of a
The quesgreat party being broken up ?
tion was not whether a great party was
about to be broken up, but what did the
tion.

Now,

let it

be understood: was

it meant
by the passing of a law to

to be said that,

prevent the importation of corn, the price
was raised from 19s. to 575., and that the
community at large were compelled to pay
If so, the difference
that increased price ?
between 19s. and 57s. on every quarter of
corn consumed in the country, was the
price paid for protection, and was, in fact,
an addition by so much to the expense of
providing food for the people. That, then,

was the meaning of protection
ture

to agricul-

— that the food of the people should be

produced at a higher price and the more
they exaggerated the danger to the agricultural population from non-protection, the
larger they made the sum paid for the protection granted to that pecuhar class.
Now, he said not that that sum, though
exigencies of the country require ? And in admittedly a large one, was a reason why
But he
that spirit he approached this subject, care- protection should not be granted.
less alike of the party opposite, or that on was anxious to know, not only why they
Was anything about to hap- should protect, but whom they should prohis own side.
pen which was likely to do injury to the tect ? The agricultural class, it was said.
people of England, to the labourer or the But he wanted to know who were the agriDo cultural class. It might be said, the laIf so, put an end to it.
capitalist ?
not come here, night after night, uselessly
venting abuse on the right hon. Gentleman
abuse which, though wrapped in
opposite
phrases expressive of passionate emotion,
could be considered as no other than the
To
ebullition of party disappointment.

—

come then
that the

to the question

Amendment put

right ground.

we

or shall

It

we not

it

:

he was glad
on the

at once

was not simply, '* shall
alter the Corn Laws ?"

It was a declaration, that those who supported the Amendment were against entering at all into the question of the fitness
That was the
of continuing protection.
Parliamentary meaning of the Amendment.
He readily met the hon. Member on that
ground, and would take up the question
" Are we to have, or are we not to have
protection
in what way are we to have it

—

—and whom

are

we

to

protect

?

"

Now, what was protection ? He
was extremely anxious this question should
be reduced to the narrowest compass for,
by indulging in plausible generalities, the
question was apt to escape them.
He
would take the illustration of the hon.
culture.

;

for Rutland,

who

bourer, the tenant farmer, and the landlord.
All these had different interests ;
and though they were united in one name

—

the agricultural interest

depended upon

—

their interests

circumAll of a sudden, the Gentlemen
opposite, and particularly the noble Member for Northamptonshire, had become the
friends of the labouring class.
They professed extreme anxiety that wages should
not fall. They were not speaking of the
landlords.
Oh, they did not care at all
about the rent
They were not speaking
as tenant farmers; but they were most
peculiarly and sensitively alive to the interest of the labourers, and dreaded nothing so much in the world as that wages
should fall. And the wages of labour they
totally

different

stances.

!

contended would be seriously affected by
the poor man to obtain his quarter
of corn for 19s. instead of 59s.
But the
wages of labour were not dependent on the
quantity of produce in the country it depended on entirely different circumstances
namely, the demand for the labour, or

The enabling

party opposite claimed protection to agri-

Member

;

said

" If you withdraw protection from agriculture,
the necessary consequence will be that all the

;

—

the amount of the capital invested in its
employment, and the number of labourers
that could be brought into the market.
The amount of food in the country could
not be increased without increasing the
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purchasing power of the labourer, and enablino; him to obtain, by his wages, a larger
quantity of the means of life.
To prove
that the introduction of cheap corn would
the agricultural interest, meaning
thereby the labourers in agriculture, they
must show that it would do one of two
ruin

— either

would increase the
number of labourers, or that it would diminish the fund which gave employment
for their labour.
But nothing had yet
been shown to make it probable that this
interference would produce any such effect.
He had not heard it contended, either her«
or elsewhere, that the contemplated change
would either diminish the fund for the
employment of labour, or that the number
of labourers would be thereby increased.
Such being the case, it was evident that
the money rate of wages would not be
diminished and if the quantity of provisions was augmented, the purchasing power
of those who were receiving wages would
How, then, could it be said,
be increased.
that the labouring classes would be injured
by the proposed change ? But, said the
hon. Member for Northamptonshire (Mr.
S. O'Brien), this was pecidiarly a tenant
farmer's question, and was not a question
things

that

it

;

the landlords.
Now, they all
the tenant farmer acted like

affecting

knew

that

and employed

his ca-

pital to obtain a profitable return.

The

any other

moment

capitalist,

were reduced below
the current amount of profits, he naturally
his

profits

transferred his capital to other

modes of

employment, in which he might obtain the
ordinary return.

The

hon.

Member

for

LAWS.

—THIRD

NIGHT.

and that the land would produce six quarwhere it now only produced three. He

ters,

could not understand how the agriculturists
could anticipate as an evil that the price of
corn would be lowered, and yet maintain
that this was not a poor man's question.

The noble Lord who had

just spoken, had
shown that almost the whole of the poor
man's earnings was absorbed in the purchase of food, and that very little remained
to him beyond what he paid for his subsistence.
The agricultural labourer was not
a person who had two meals a day.
He
had very seldom one good one. Such a
blessing was unknown to him.
But that
was not so much the case with the manufacturing labourer.
He was well fed, well
clothed, and well housed; and by the protection of that House, his health was taken
care of in the houses where he worked.

On the other hand, the agricultural labourer was exposed to all the inclemencies
of the climate
he was ill-clothed and illIn the same breath that the hon.
lodged.
Member for Northamptonshire talked of
the sufferings of the poor, he was keeping
cheap food from them.
Let it go forth to
the country, that protection meant the
keeping up the price of food from 195. to
59s. the quarter. If it did not mean that,
what, he should like to know did it mean?
The landed interests had raised the price
For what purpose had they done
of food.
In order to put money into their
so?
own pockets at the expense of the people.
One of the methods resorted to was, by
setting the labourers and the tenant farmers at variance with each other.
[ColoThe hon. and galnel Sibthorp: No!]
but the hon. Memlant Member said no
ber for Rutlandshire had expressed his apprehension that corn would sink from 575.
to 195. a quarter; that England would, as
and that
it were, be flooded with corn
all the miseries consequent upon a depraved
and degraded population would be entailed
The advocates for protection
upon her.
might depend on it, that the people would
see their object was personal and private.
Notwithstanding, however, all the fears
;

Northamptonshire sympathized very greatly
with the tenant farmer, and pathetically
lamented that, by the oppression of the
law, a man should be compelled to leave
the home of his fathers, and quit the hamlet where the graves of his sires for generations were to be found; but no such sympathy was evinced for the poor labourer
when vast schemes of emigration were
planned, or when destitution compelled him
to emigrate from his home, and wander
forth from his native village to seek a livelihood in a foreign land. Though it might that had been expressed, he did not believe
be a painful thing for the tenant farmer not any great diminution in the price of wheat
to be able to retain his farm, still it was would follow upon the abolition of the duty,
matter of paramount importance that there nor did he anticipate any sudden improveshould be ample freedom given for the ap- ment in the condition of the labouring
He agreed classes. What he did expect was, that
plication of capital to land.
with the noble Lord the Member for the by abolishing protective duties they gave a
West Riding of Yorkshire, that if this Bill chance to the people of improving their
should pass, it would give increased energy, condition, by increasing the market for the
productions of EngUsh manufacturing skill
increased capital, and increased returns
;

;

;
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and industry.
So far from agreeing with represented one of the largest commercial
he had prethe hon Member for Huntingdon that in- constituencies in the kingdom
creased fluctuation wouhl he the result of sented himself on five or six different occamultiplying the sources of supply, it struck sions on the hustings before that constituhim that one great national advantage of ency, to advocate the cause of protection
the change would be greater steadiness of to native industry, not only as connected
price.
At present they were subject to with agriculture, but with all other classes.
the vicissitudes of a single spot; under the He felt himself in this position, that though
new law they would go all over the globe, his constituency was a purely commercial
If Europe had a bad one, his own sole connexion was with the
for their supply.
In these cirharvest, Providence might give a good one agriculture of the country.
cumstances he would not have felt himself
if the harvest of America
to America
failed, Australia might supply the defi- justified in giving a vote for the continuance
ciency; and thus the monies and rate of of protection to agriculture, if he had not
fluctuation would diminish as the field from felt the firm conviction that that protection
which they derived a supply was extended. was just, not to the agricultural classes
He had been most anxious to guard him- alone, but to all classes of the community.
He would in a few words endeavour to conself against exaggerations on the one side,
He did not expect all fine himself to the commercial view of the
or on the other.
The question which they had
the benefits which some anticipated from question.
and he was far from thinking heard repeated, usque ad nauseam, was
the change
that to the Corn Law were to be ascribed this, that they ought to buy in the cheapest,
He thought and sell in the dearest market. That was
famine, disease, and death.
the passing of the measure ought to be said to be the maxim of common sense.
accompanied with some great scheme of With some qualifications he would admit
Unless they took ad- that to be true
but if it were to be taken
national ed^ication.
vantage of the opportunity, they might without qualification, he would say that it
depend upon it, that however immediately was the nostrum of unqualified nonsense.
benefited by the change, the population Unless they were sure of a certain and
as it went on increasing would deteriorate constant supply of food, its cheapness at
He one time would only aggravate the distress
until it reached its present condition.
congratulated them, in conclusion, that the which the country would feel if, from any
leaders in that House appeared to be now circumstances, its price should be enhanced
The true policy of this, as
given stedfastly to the performance of an at another.
act of justice; and he felt that he should well as of every other country, was to make
not be doing an act of justice to his coun- their supply of food as free from the chances
try, if he did not charge that House to of uncertainty as possible
to increase as
take advantage of the great opportunity much as possible the home supply of food.
which they were now enabled to grasp, But he noticed that when the right hon.
and when they had done something for the Gentleman brought forward his measure,
physical condition of the great body of the when he stated and combated the many
labouring classes, to make an effort to im- arguments in favour of protection, that he
prove their moral and social condition, omitted the very material argument which
and thereby to regain that character which he had often before urged, the necessity of
they had lately lost the character of true our being independent for our supply of
and honest reformers
food of foreign nations.
It was true that
Sir H. DOUGLAS moved the adjourn- the noble Lord who moved the Address to
ment of the debate amid loud cries of " Ad- the Throne did notice this argument, and
journ," and "Go on."
On the question he seemed to think that he had disposed of
of Adjournment being put,
it by stating, that when we were at war
Mr. H. HINDE said he was anxious, with all Europe we never had a deficient
on the first night of the debate, to have supply of food. But did the noble Lord
expressed his opinion upon the measures forget, that though we never had a defibrought forward by the right hon. Baronet. cient supply, still the prices were often exHe would now take advantage of the ques- cessive! For himself he was satisfied that
tion of adjournment which was before the if similar events were again to arrive, the
House to speak on the main question, which price would again rise to IOO5. the quarter.
he believed was perfectly in order. He He believed that the immediate effect of
had for a number of years enjoyed the the repeal of the Corn Laws would be to
honour of a seat in that House he had reduce the price of corn much lower than

—

;

;

;

—

—

—
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many hon. Gentlemen anticipated. The
hon. Member for Radnorshire had stated,
on the first night of the Session, that the
freight of corn from Hamburgh to Hull was
He could state that the
Is. a quarter.
freight from the various ports of Europe to
the port which he had the honour to repreIt might appear
sent was almost nominal.
paradoxical, but it was true that ships
coming from the various ports of Europe to
Newcastle would bring corn over for no
It
freight at all, and yet make a profit.
was well known that the principal trade of
that port was an export trade in coals. Ships
came there almost invariably loaded with
ballast, and if they brought over corn, even
if they carried it for notliing, they would
save the dues which were imposed upon the
discharging of ballast, and every sixpence
of freight they got was so much clear profit,
besides the saving on the ballast dues. He
might be told, that at any rate this was a
gain to the shipowner but he would assure the House that they would now see all
their ports crowded with foreign shipping,
and that our ships would in vain maintain
He did not wish
the struggle with them.
to limit the food of the country, but he believed that the plan of the right hon. Baronet was not the measure which ought to
He had supported
have been proposed.

—CORN

LAWS.

—THIRD

NIGHT.

measure in far more eloquent language
than he could pretend to but they concluded by saying, that they would rather
;

than damage the
it,
Her Majesty's Government.

support
of

would not yield to

existence

Now, he

a^ny of those hon.

Mem-

bers in personal respect both for the head
of the Government, and for its other MemBut he could not take the same view
bers.
which other hon. Gentlemen did of his
duty, in respect of this question. He could
not do so, even if his vote Avould be available for the purpose of supporting the Government. But was the noble Lord so blind,
could he lend himself to so palpable a fallacy,
as to suppose that any support which might
now be given to the right hon. Gentleman,
could long support that Gentleman in office,
after they were separated from the party
which had so long supported them. He
would not cast such discredit upon the
foresight of the right hon. Gentleman
himself, as to suppose that he had the
slightest idea of its being possible, after
the present Session, for the present Government to continue in office. When this
measure Avas carried, for carry it he would,
he knew that by an inevitable necessity he
must hand over his Government to those
who had been the earliest promoters of
the measure.
He, for one, would rather
He was prepared see the Government of the country in the
the Canada Corn Bill.
to go farther, and to extend the benefit of hands of the right hon. Baronet, than in
that measure to all our Colonies. By doing the hands of the noble Lord and the right
that they would have secured cheap prices hon. Gentlemen to whom he had so longthey would have encouraged been opposed; but he must do justice to
to the people
their OAvn shipping, and they would have their honour, as he had done justice to the
On the honour of the right hon. Baronet. He begiven prosperity to their Colonies.
other hand, by the plan they had proposed, lieved that their interest in the welfare of
they would not only fail in their objects, the country was equally sincere; but he
but they were about to strike a severe blow believed they were equally mistaken with
;

—

at a trade which

was beginning

to increase.

noble Lord the Member for the West
Riding of Yorkshire had stated as one of
the benefits to be derived from this measure, that when the seasons were unfortunate in one atmosphere, they would in all
But
probability be favourable in another.
did not that condition apply to the Colonies

The

of this country, which extended through
every quarter of the globe? so that this in-

estimable blessing might be secured to them,
without displacing their native industry, or
trusting to the caprice of foreigners. There
was one topic in connexion with this question, which had already been commented on
by several Members, which he also would
The noble Lord
not refrain from noticing.
the Member for Liverpool, and several hon.

Members, had stated

their objection to this

Of this he was
the right hon. Baronet.
convinced, that in voting against the proposition of the right hon. Gentleman, in
forming one of a minority against him,
though a minority of his usual supporters,
he was not hastening the destined and inevitable destruction of the present Government.
The right hon. Gentleman, he believed, owed no allegiance to his party
more than his party owed to him; but
without the assistance of that party he
would never have been in power, and he
ought not to use the power which they had
given him in order to ensure their defeat.
The right hon. Baronet had recently stated, on the first night of the Session, that it
was his intention to have called his party
together, to have stated his views, if possible to have relieved himself from the cares
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of Government, and then left it to those to
bring in the measures to wlioni tliey legitiHad the right hon.
mately belonged.

Gentleman done this, no blame would have
But he stated that a
attached to him.
great calamity had befallen this country,
and that in Ireland there had been an
Now,
alarming failure in the potato crop.
he believed there was no natural connexion between the remedies proposed and the
They were doing
famine apprehended.
in Ireland, whose potaby bringing in cheap corn.
The only remedy would have been to vote
a grant of money to supply them with the

nothing for the poor

toes

had

means

failed,

of subsistence.

Gentleman had proposed

If the right hon.
this,

he was sure

the country would have
But what concheerfully responded to it.
nexion was there between the failure of the

the House and

potatoes and the remedy proposed by the
He did not wish
right hon. Gentleman?
to speak lightly of the calamities that were
said to be hanging over the sister country,
or of the measures of the Government;
but he must say that that calamity, if it
were to happen at all, would happen very
the remedy would not take effect
What was there at all
extraordinary in the condition of the counIt
try to call for such a measure as this?
was an error, a great error on the part of
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not attempt to express, but which I am
sure my right hon. Friend believes and
understands, to make a few observations
on the momentous subject which he has
brought forward ; and to explain and declare the vote which it is my intention to
give, against withdrawing protection from
British agriculture, and against the extinction of the protective principle.
I was
brought forward for the representation of
Liverpool on the colonial, and consequently
on the protective principle. I connect significantly these expressions, because I shall
have occasion to revert to them hereafter.

Although perfectly
pledged,

yet

I

and

unfettered,

distinctly

and

un-

explicitly

avowed myself the advocate of that prinmy election, and I have supported
it accordingly with my voice and vote in
this House.
I have opposed all the Motions that have been made for the repeal
of the Corn Laws.
I took part in the
discussion, and opposed the Motion of the
ciple at

hon. Member for Stoke-on-Trent for the
repeal of all Import Duties.
I have carefully revised

said in this

and reconsidered all I have
House and elsewhere upon

soon;

these important subjects.

I find

nothing

for three years.

to regret, excepting the imperfect

manner

the present Government, that they had not
that wisdom which was so essential to
statesmen that they had not, to use the
language already quoted in the House, the
sound discretion which consisted in know-

—

They all knew
ing when to let well alone.
the inscription on the tomb of the Italian

—

in

which

rate,

I

expressed myself and at any
find nothing to retract.
I have
I

;

bestowed the most calm and dispassionate
consideration on this momentous question.
I have listened with profound attention to
all that has been said on both sides, in
this protracted debate
and, far from
being shaken, I find my opinions confirmed.
I am very sensible of the difficulties
;

of the present time, of the sad crisis to

wished to be better, and
here I am
and he much feared that this
sentence would form the epitaph of the
present Government.
Debate then adjourned.
House adjourned at a quarter to two

which this question has been precipitated,
and of the changes which have taken place
in others. But I am unchanged
my opinions have undergone no alteration, and my
vote must conform with my opinion.
I

o'clock.

House

**

I

was

;

well, I
'

'
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the Order of the Day for the resumption of the Adjourned Debate on the Corn

Sir

request the indulgence of the
a few observations upon
the commercial part of the question.
I
shall then offer a few, and but a verv few,
arguments, on the agricultural part of
the question ; for ably and manfully has
that interest been defended. I shall lastly
beg leave to make a few practical observations as to the effects of this measure on
those great remote interests, the colonial
shall first

to

make

which are not represented, and
appears to me are not altogether
rightly understood in this House. I concur
in the accuracy of the figures referred to
by the right hon. Baronet, though I think
they are not carried far enough back
interests,

On

HOWARD DOUGLAS

rise with

:

said :
I
a degree of pain which I shall

which

it

;
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but I cannot admit the conclusions wliicli tures and commerce of this country, until
the right hon. Baronet draws from the the Corn Laws shall have been repealed.'*
The But prosperity has returned, and yet the
prosperity of the last three years.
period was not of sufficient duration ; the Corn Laws do exist.
I admit that the recircumstances were peculiar, and did not laxations in the Tarifi" of 1842 have, in
altogether form a criterion by which it many respects, and upon the whole, been
would be safe to make so mighty a change beneficial and I voted for them, with that
in the commercial, fiscal, and financial impression.
But I am not disposed to adIt is true that mit that the success of a moderate and exsystem of this country.
the value of British and Irish produce and perimental alteration in the degrees of promanufactures exported to all parts of the tection, warrants the utter repudiation of the
world, rose from 47,381,000^. in 1842, to principles on which this Empire has been
58,584,000Z. in 1844, showing an increase constructed, and by which it yet holds toBut 1842 was a year of gether. I have compiled, with a good deal
of 11,200,000?.
the greatest depression, and that depres- of care, a table of the declared value of
sion was not occasioned by the Corn British and Irish produce and manufactures
Laws, nor has the restored prosperity exported, from a late period of the last cenbeen unaccompanied by the Corn Laws. tury to the present time, showing separately
The distress of 1842 was attributed to the exports to Foreign States and to British
a concurrence of causes sufficient to possessions abroad. I have inserted the
facilities of quantity of foreign wheat, and wheat flour,
account for that depression
credit ; increase of manufacturing estab- imported, and the price of corn, in corand 1 find many imlishments ; improvements in mechanical responding columns
power ; excitement and stimulus to pro- portant deductions and proofs in support
of my opinions, are obtained from this
depression in the United States
duction
falling off in our exports to the United table. With respect to the increase in the
States ; derangement in the monetary value of exports in 1844, it appears that
the China 2,611,797/. was to British possessions,
affairs of the United States
war stagnation of general commerce dur- namely, to British India and British North
and I America whilst, with few exceptions, the
ing the then recent alarm of war
believe I am correct in stating that the right exports to foreign countries were in some
hon. Baronet said " he could not excite cases not so great, and in others not greater
a hope that any alteration in the Corn than they had been at some previous time.
Laws would be a remedy for evils which, The exports to Russia in 1844 were nearly
as
1837 to Portugal less than in 182/
in a great manufacturing country hke this
seem inseparable from that system." Now to Spain less than in 1829 ; to the United ^^
taking the year (1839) next before that States about what it was in 1838, and^^
Even^
depression commenced, the exports were 4,000,000/. less than in 1836.
53,233,580/., so that the exports of 1844 to France the exports of British and
were only 5,351,342/. above what they Irish productions in 1844 (2,656,259/.),
had been before that depression took place. were less than in 1841 and 1842, which
If the recent, and still existing prosper- were 2,902,002/. and 3,193,939/. ; and in
ity had been consequent to the repeal the year 1844 we exported to France no
of protection, or to an experimental sus- less than 65,714,490 francs * to pay in hard
pension of the Corn Laws, this question money {numeraire) for her productions, in
would stand on very different grounds. exchange for which, France does not coexBut the preceding distress was not attri- tensively take ours and this is the way in
these which we shall have to pay for French carbuted generally to the Corn Laws
have accompanied the restoration of pro- riages, silks, gloves, shoes, &c., which are
and whilst it cannot be denied to be let in upon our unprotected artisans
sperity
that this has been with the Corn Laws, and the whole table shows that the colonial
many are of opinion that it is by the pro- trade is less subject to vicissitude than the
tecting policy and by the Corn Laws, that foreign trade, and that it increases, though
and I with some fluctuations, steadily. I have
this restoration has been produced
am of that opinion. The Gentlemen oppo- never argued this question in terms of agricultural protection, in the abstract
I
site denied that this would ever be so, un**Do always took the enlarged and general quesless the Corn Laws were repealed.
what you hke," did they oftentimes say,
** prosperity will never more revisit these
* Tableau General du Commerce de la France,
;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

m

;

;

:

;

;

;

shores, will never

more attend the manufac-

1844, Administration des Douanes.
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tion

it

involves, that the repeal of protec-

tion on agriculture

must he followed hy the

repeal of protection on

But

all

other interests.

did I think that they were to come
smUknly and unexpectedly to hurst
Uke a clap of thunder. My advo-

little

The

13,
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was a minimum ; it
and the price was 48s. 9c?. Were
1840, 1841, and 1842 prosperous years?

ters,

The

upon

clined to 51,406,430?.

cacy of protection

is for

the interests of no

particular class, and least of
terests of that class which

I

all for

the in-

have the ho-

My advocacy of protection

nour to address.

is for the interests of all classes of artisans,
mechanics, and operatives, employed in the
several branches of British native industry.
I shall not now discuss the difficult subject
of the relation between the price of labour
and that of food. Probably, no fixed relation subsists but however this may be, the
price of labour greatly depends on the state
of the labour market.
This, however, I
am prepared to assert, that when labour is
not in demand, when it is redundant, seeking employment, labour is incapable of
competing with capital, even in internal
;

competition.

The extreme

conditions in

the social state of this country, abundantly
estabUsh this fact capital accumulated at
one end, depression and privation occasionally at the other. But when, moreover, the
sphere of competition is extended, and unprotected British labour is made to run
against protected foreign labour, foreign
competition must further beat down the
efficacy and value of British industry, and
of British labour its main element, in
relation to foreign labour, not only to,
but beneath, that level.
The repeal of
the Com Laws would displace productions of British agriculture, in British
markets, by the free importation of foreign
corn
whilst the exporting countries would
not admit British manufactured produc-

—

;

tions freely to displace foreign productions,

markets and thus British agriculture and the home market would be greatly
injured and deadened.
I shall not repeat

in their

;

what

I have heretofore said on this part of
the subject, further than to assert that the
past depression, and the restoration of prosperity, abundantly show, and I am prepared
to prove this, that an increased importation of
foreign corn does not produce a corresponding exportation of British manufactures.

I refer

now

to the figures I

have compiled
to make a few observations upon that maxim
of the economists, which affirms that the
importation of foreign corn produces a contemporaneous and coextensive exportation
of British manufactm*ed productions. Was
the year 1836 a prosperous year?
The
exports of that year were 53,368,572J!.

Ad

wheat flour
was 861,156 quar-

together;
us,

2T3

importation of wheat

exports

of

British

47,381,a23?. in 1842

;

productions de-

1840, and to
but the importation
in

of foreign wheat and wheat flour in those
namely, 2,526,645
years was a maximum
quarters in 1840 ; 2,910,263 quarters in
1841 ; and 3,11 1,290 qrs. in 1842; and the
prices 6^35. 3d., 64s. 3d., and 70s. 3d. respectively ; and by a maximum price, I
mean, greater than the importation of foreign wheat had ever been since 1697.
Were the years. 1843 and 1844 unprosperous years ? The wheat imported was
843,419 in the former year, and 1,145,833
qrs. in 1844, and the prices 50s. Id. and
51s. 3d. Now, according to the theory of
the economists, the prosperous years ought
to have been unpro&perous ; and the years
of depression the reverse. This establishes,
I think, the truth of what I had the honour
of saying in this House on a former occasion ; that there is a great difierence between that plenty and low price which are
produced by abundance of home production, and that which is produced by unlimited foreign importation
that the one
quickens, the other deadens the home market that England is England's best customer and that the contemporaneous exportation from England in return for foreign
cern, would be chiefly in British gold. Perfect free trade consists iiL the absence of
restriction on both sides.
In this case
there is a coextensive and contemporaneous
exchange of the productions of each other.
To the truth of this proposition, in the abstract, I entirely agree and could we only
prevail upon foreign nations to meet us
fairly on such terms, I should not be here
But unreto oppose such an intercourse.
ciprocated free trade consists in freedom at
one hand, and prohibition at the other ;
liberality here, and the reverse there
an
absence of import duties in the United
Kingdom, an increase of them everywhere
else, to countervail what we may do to get
down the cost of protection. We cannot

—

—

—

—

;

;

combat

rival Tariffs, directly or indirectly,

without subjecting British industry to severe depressions in relation to foreign
Now, this
industry and foreign labour.
is the disadvantageous condition of trade
The
into which we are about to rush.
right hon. Baronet admits this disadvantage, but says he entertains the most
confident belief that foreign nations will

T
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meet us fairly cally whether these be called revenue dutieM,
on the basis of free trade. I wish my and reported to the committee of ways and
but I means, or denominated protective duties,
right hon. Friend may he right
feel very confident that such will not be and reported to the committee of manufacWhat Mr. Polk denominates rethe case. There may be a modification, or tures.
relaxation in the degrees of protection, but venue duties, is that amount of duty which
and produces a maximum of revenue on that
it will be chiefly on the raw articles
Probably the amount of duties
unless foreign nations repeal altogether, article.
not only the denomination, but extinguish may not be pushed so high, but however
the principle of protection, as we are about this may be, they will be essentially and
and I do think it
to do, we shall still be subject to the dis- effectually, protective
advantage which I endeavour to represent. would be well that we should wait to asWe have for many years been setting the certain positively, what foreign nations geexample of relaxing our protective system, nerally or severally will do, before we rush
into this rash and, as it appears to me, gami n hopes that other nations would follow our
We made these indications to bling speculation. Import duties imposed
example.
France many years ago, by considerable upon one side, deprive the country against
reductions of duties on her productions and which they are adopted, of the increased
the only alteration she has made, is to lower market, and consequently of the increased
the duties on raw and wrought materials, productive industry, which international
that she may compete the better with our intercourse would create, if fairly recipmanufactured articles. No nation deserves rocated; and the due equilibrium can
less than France, any further relaxation on only be restored by imposing retaliatory
Smith expressly says, book iv.
for although our exports have duties.
our part
imitate our Example, and

;

;

;

;

:

greatly increased to that country since 1827,
(but they have fallen off considerably since

1842,) yet this has rather been in articles necessary to her industry, than in British manufactured articles; and we exported in money
to

France

in

1844, no less than 65,714,490

francs value, to pay for articles which

we

take from her, and for which she does not
take payment in British productions and
this is the way in which French carriages,
silks, shoes, miUinery, gloves, &>c., with
which unprotected British artisans are to be
inundated, will be paid.
Neither the German's Union, nor Belgium, nor any other
;

foreign nation, will extinguish the principle,
or so relax the degrees of protection, as to

meet us

chap. 11
" To impose duties upon foreign, for the encouragement of native industry, when burdens are
laid upon it by foreign nations," (and what foreign
nation does not lay burdens upon our industry ?)
'•
is one of the cases in which it is advantageous to
protect in this

way the home

productions."

upon the produclays burdens
upon yours, does not give the monopoly of
the home market to the home producer, nor
turn towards any particular employment
more capital and labour than would natuIt only hinders that
rally go there.
amount of those actually engaged, from

For

to lay suitable duties

tions of the foreigner,

who

being turned away into a less natural direc-

and whatever tion, and leaves the competition between
may be said of or expected from the United foreign and domestic industry upon the
States of America, I feel entirely confident same footing as before the protecting duty
that, do what we may, they will never fol- so laid and retahated.
And I shall show
low our example to this extent, nor to any hereafter that Huskisson seriously intended
fairly in free trade ;

extent that will withdraw substantial protection from their own interests
their native
I have shown this to be the
industry.
settled policy of the United States, from

—

the time of Washington downwards; and
even Mr. Polk, the present President, has distinctly recommended, that a just and reasonable ,protection should be given to all interests, agricultural, manufacturing, commerThere may be some recial, and maritime.
ductions of duties on imports, some revision
of the Tariff; the new duties may be denominated revenue duties, but they wiU
nevertheless be efiicient protective and restrictive duties. It matters not to us practi-

this with

respect to the

United States'

Tariff of 1824, if the propositions held out
to foreign nations by his Trade Acts of 1 826

had not been

fairly met.

Adam

Smith's ob-

servation is obviously true. Protecting duties
on one side, destroy the equivalent expres-

expunging a value from one
an equation, without compensating
for it on the other.
There cannot be two
prices for the same article in the same market.
The foreign consumer will not pay
more for a British than for a domestic article
of equal quality. The exporter cannot pay
the rival duty, for, if so, he would sell at a
loss, or be undersold by the foreign rival
sion; it is like

side of
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and, therefore, to compete with foreign protected market8, British articles must be
produced so much cheaper as to enter into
The cost of production
this competition.

This is most
immediately and readily done by reducing
the wages of labour, and it is most important

must therefore be reduced.

to

remark that

pressure,

when

it

is

precisely in times of

profits are

most bare, and

labour most in want of employment, that
this takes place, and that mechanical labour is most extended: this not only displaces manual labour in times of pressure,
but, by so much, precludes it from particiIn all these
pating in future prosperity.
transactions in which the foreign exporter
of goods, which we take from him, (corn
to wit,) does not take payment in the
productions of the United Kingdom, a
direct loss is inflicted on the British shipowner, and that almost without compensation; for whatever be the efl*ect of the circuitous transaction, in producing, through
other countries, (third markets,) indirect
demands for British productions, the benefit
of the freight will go chiefly to the foreign
It is difficult to trace the varishipowner.
ous uses of the money produced by the bills
drawn on Great Britain, by the exporters of
foreign productions, for which they will not
take British produce in return. The economists say truly that foreigners do not send
us theirs gratuitously, and that they must be
paid for : but those who assert that the indirect transaction is, in the long run^
equally beneficial with the contemporaneous exchange, very imperfectly understand
the nature of the indirect transaction, and
incorrectly trace it. That part of the remittance which is applied to pay for the productions of the United Kingdom, comes
direct to this country, by bills, and the employment of that part is easily traced to
that purpose.
But a great number of the
bills drawn by foreign exporters are negotiated abroad, not to pay for the export
of British productions, but for that, say,
of foreign and foreign colonial productions
which may be imported into the United
Kingdom from any place not being a British
possession, in foreign ships, of any country,
to be

warehoused for exportation.

With-

out attempting here to trace the particular
investment in which the proceeds of these
bills for the extension of foreign industry
may be made, and without denying that a
great part of the foreign production, so
transiting

to

foreign

countries,

through

the United Kingdom, are paid for in British
productions exported in return for the fo-
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reign productions, yet it is clear that this
circuitous trade is chiefly carried on in
foreign vessels. Observe, also, that a great
part of the money produced by the bills
drawn by the foreign exporter (of the bullion, for instance, remitted to pay for grain)
is absorbed into tho active and productive
capital of the exporting countries, and laid
out in extending that industry which thus
competes so successfully with ours, and
rather in promoting commercial intercourse
between foreign nations, than with the
Thus whatever be the
United Kingdom.
end of the circuitous transactions, the money
payments made by us must first aff'ord
profitable investment
est of foreign

to

nations,

the

rival

inter-

and employment

of foreign labour, to the disadvantage of
British productions and British labour;
and the indirect transaction originating

and of
shown
The noble Lord the
to end in advantage.
Member for the West Riding observed for-

in a disadvantageous state of trade,

navigation, can,

by no

sophistry, be

cibly, the increase of population requires

additional

means and sources

of subsistence.

appears to me, that by maintaining the
Corn Laws we shall best provide for this, by
extending and improving the cultivation of
It

Great Britain and Ireland. It seems a
strange proposition; and one contrary to all
experience, that the way to encourage the
production of articles of any kind, is, to expose that branch of industry to unequal comBut can we not find, do we not
petition.
possess, in our Colonies, unbounded sources
rich fields of virgin fertility, such as

•

—

the noble Lord has depicted in the United
States, from which we may derive unlimited supplies of British produced food?
I had imagined a species of free trade

among

ourselves,

by which

we

might

the agricultural productions, as well as others, of our Colonies, if
we were really to treat them as if counThere was a right
ties of the country.
move made in that direction in the passing
of the Canada Corn Bill, for which I voted
but this admirable
with great pleasure
acquire,

freely,

;

very imperfectly carried ouf.
I heard with great pleasure the other night
the hon. Members for Montrose, Stockport,
and Cockermouth express their wish to see
this great principle extended to other Colonies; and their belief, or hope, that the
time was now come when the Colonies,
principle

is

generally, were really to be incorporated
with the United Kingdom as integral parts
thereof, and that thus a new era of colonial

was about to commence. Why,
management
^
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from the moment that the protective United Kingdom, and in those their sister
principle shall unhappily be extinguished, Colonies in the west. I represented that no
not only will the Canada Corn Bill, though distress can be so severe as that which must
at present subsisting in the form of a so- result from a population extending itself
lemn compact between the Imperial Par- over unbounded fields of virgin fertility,
liament, which originated, and the Cana- peopled by emigrants from the mother coundian Parliament which re-enacted that mea- try as a measure of relief to ourselves from
sure
not only from that moment will this the occasional pressure of unemployed lacompact be absolutely annulled, but the co- bour, if at any time we should fail in enlonial system itself will be virtually dis- suring them markets for the productions of
solved.
For the Canada Corn Bill wiU their industry. And it does now become
become wholly inoperative, absolutely nul- a matter of the very greatest importance
lified.
How much of grain do those hon. to consider, what is to become of the CaMembers think will come from Canada, nadas, if we now fail in this duty to them
Prince Edward's Island, and Australia, by withdrawing protection from the interwhen the ports of the United Kingdom shall ests we have created, and the industry we
have been opened to foreign corn? Not a have cherished. The United States wiU
particle of the United States' bread stuffs not free trade with British North Amewill transit through Canada, by the costly rica
and if so, and we withdraw protecinland communications which are now open- tion from the productions of the Canadas,
ing for that purpose, to be taken down as, by the extinction of the protective printhe St. Lawrence to Quebec to give the ciple, and the repeal of the differential
British shipowner the benefit of the freight duties, we are asked to do, it is quite obhome, and the British merchant the ad- vious what the tendency must be. I have
vantage of the transaction; and should this often imagined and it was for this that
measure pass, the United States may well I moved for, and obtained the order of
desist from the measures they have adopt- this House for, the extensive returns which
ed (the recent Transit Act) to counter- are now preparing, namely, the various covail and defeat the important advantages lonial tariffs and commercial relations at
which the Canada Corn Acts were in- present subsisting between all the Colonies
tended to confer. What becomes then of of the Empire and the mother country,
the agricultural prosperity of Canada ? and between the Colonies themselves that
Canada is, essentially, an agricultural it might really be possible to treat ColoSir,

—

—

;

—

—

remember that

1826,

nies like counties of the country, not only

government of one of
the British North American provinces,
under a distinguished and justly celebrated statesman, Mr. Huskisson, at a
time when emigration to Canada was becoming brisk, and Canada corn was only
admitted to the United Kingdom in hmited
quantity, and at a considerable duty
I think 5s., to have written to Mr. Huskisson, a Despatch* in which, referring
to his Trade Acts and to the measures
proposed by His Majesty's then Government to promote the permanent interests

United Kingdom,
commercial intercourse with each
other, by free trade among ourselves, under
a reasonable moderate degree of protection
from without, and so resolve the United
Kingdom, and all her Colonies and possessions, into a commercial union such as
might defy all rivalry, and defeat all combiThen might colonization proceed
nations.
on a gigantic scale then might British capital animate British labour, on British
soil, for British objects, throughout the extended dominions of the British Empire.
Such a union is the United States of Ame-

Colony.

I well

when holding

in

the

of the British possessions abroad, I endea-

voured to represent the rapid progress
then making in British North America
in

agricultural

operations,

and

the

ne-

improving inland communications and navigation throughout British
North America, and to adopt a steady
course of policy which should ensure to
the Canadas, at all times, external markets for the consumption of their agricultural productions, in the markets of the
cessity

of

• Despatch, No. 8, 1st Feb. 1828.

in direct trade with the

but in

—

—

a confederation of sovereign States,
rica
leagued together for commercial and political purposes, with the most perfect free
trade within, and a stringent protection
from without
and signally, surely, has
that commercial league succeeded and
flourished.
Such a union, too, is the
German Customs' League; and it has succeeded to an extent that really is, in so
But free trade
short a time, miraculous.
;

—
—

the extinction of the protective principle
the repeal of the

differential

duties

—
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a
would at once convert all our
commercial sense, into as many independent
States.
The colonial consumer of British
productions would then be released from his
part of the compact
that of dealing, in preference, with the British producer; and the
British consumer of such articles as the
Colonies produce,
absolved from his
each party Avould be free to buy in the
cheapest, and sell in the dearest market.
I defy any hon. Member opposite to say,
that this would not be a virtual dissolution
Colonics, in

—

;
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our manufacturing power, we have effectually destroyed their cotton manufacturing

The steam power of England has
superseded the low rate of wages in India,
triumphed over the workmen of that coundeprived them, by so much, of their
try
industry.

;

of subsistence
and whilst we have
thus superseded their industry in manufacturing their own raw article, we, for many

means

;

years, imposed heavy duties on

it,

and have

recently again favoured the importation of
that article from a foreign country, which

takes not our manufactures in return.
This is not free trade. In like manner, the
policy had raised it, in every part of the manufacturing industry of India in woollens
world.
The colonists would regard it still has been greatly injured. The difficulty
with the veneration to which it is entitled. now is, to find goods in India to be taken by
Our navies might still guard their coasts and us, in exchange for what she wants. But if
waters, and our troops hold military posses- the resources of India, and her capacities
sion of their lands ; but then would come to consume British goods, were properly
the question of the economists, in debates cultivated and developed, it would be enorbut this cannot be, by the exon the Navy, Army, and Ordnance Esti- mous
That
mates, what is the use of Colonies ? They tinction of the protective principle.
consume not, as of old, the productions of the manufactures of India should have
the United Kingdom in any greater degree fallen into decay, was inevitable
the dear
than if they were Foreign States we no goods of India could not compete with the
longer consider and treat the Colonies as cheaper and better productions of England;
domestic sources essential for the supply this has necessarily converted the manuof the materials of our manufacturing in- facturing industry of the Hindoo, into
dustry, and the elements of our maritime that of the agriculturist.
But this imposes
power
and it will be difiicult to answer upon us the obligation of protecting that
that economical argument, when, moreover, industry.
The whole amount of manuwe shall have discarded our Colonies, for factures exported to India does not at
considerations of a wretched pecuniary eco- present
exceed 8,000,000?. (in 1844,
nomy, and sacrificed national objects, and 7,695,666?. including Ceylon.)
If we
high destinies, to the minor, and the com- were to encourage as we might the naparatively mean, calculations of speculative tural productions of British India, to enwealth. I have said what the efi'ect of free able her the better to pay for British goods,
trade must be on the Canada Corn Bill. there is scarcely any assignable limit to
What will be the effect of the extinction of the increase of that vast market of conprotection, when fully carried out, on the sumption for the productions of British inBritish North American timber trade ?
The demand for British cotdustry.
I
am not speaking of the terms proposed in ton goods alone, if the population took
this new Tariff, but of the total abolition of but at the rate of 2d. per head, would
all differential duties, which must be the reamount to 50,000,000?. sterling and the
sult of this measure.
When this is carried demand for woollens, silks, pottery, glass,
out with respect to sugars, what is to be- plated wares, cutlery, iron, brass and copcome of the British West Indies ? How per implements, and an infinity of articles
will they be affected by free trade in for domestic use, would be prodigiously insugar? for the perfect extinction of pro- creased. I fear, Sir, I have trespassed at
tection must be carried out to the extent unreasonable length on the indulgence of
even of admitting slave-produced sugar, as the House indulgence which I have often
already demanded, and as we have already experienced, and never more required than
done slave-produced cotton. What is to on this occasion, on which I could not
become of the coffees of Ceylon and what give a silent vote. But before I sit down
of British India
that boundless space, in I request permission of the House to read
which, in the Valley of the Ganges alone, a few extracts from the speeches of Mr.
sugar sufficient for the supply of the whole Huskisson, for the purpose of showing how
world might be produced ? And how have incorrectly he has either been read or rewe treated British India ? By the force of presented, by those who cite him as favourof the colonial system.

might

still fly

for a time,

The

British flag

where sound British

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

—
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able to perfect free trade, and to withdrawing protection from agriculture and from the
Colonies. Previous to the year 1 825, the colonial trade

remained

siderable monopoly.

in a state of very con-

The acts of 1 826 open-
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Not only did
the principle of

a protection, but he moreover intended seriously to retaliate, by imposing countervaihng duties, unless the United States altered their Tariff of 1824.
In the debate
of May, 1825, (I think on Bonded Corn,)
Mr. Huskisson said

ed the commerce of the Colonies to all friendly States
^free intercourse between them
and Foreign States, either in British ships or
" Do not let us be in a hurry let us look at all
theirs
allowing them to import all articles
the growth, produce, or manufacture of the the bearings of the case. We are willing to throw
foreign country to which the ship belonged, open the trade of our Colonies to the United States,
provided they meet fairly the propositions held out
and to export from such Colonies all articles in our Acts. But if after such deliberation it were
the growth, produce, or manufacture either deemed necessary, or we should be forced, to reto the country from wliich the foreign ves- taliate, he would enjoin the House to adhere to it
sel came, or to any other part of the world with firmness."
except the United Kingdom but all inter- And Canning practised in 1826 what Huscourse between the mother country and the kisson menaced, which obhged the United
Colonies, direct or circuitous, was reserved States to reduce their Tariff.
The first
But British extract I shall, with the permission of the
strictly as a coasting trade.
productions were protected in the colo- House, read, is that in which Mr. Huskisson
nial markets, by duties varying from 7J avows his opinion and policy with respect
Thus, Mr. Huskisson's po- to free trade generally. In the debate of
to 30 per cent.
licy approximated to free trade between the the 8th April, 1826, he said—
" Before I sit down, Sir, I must say, that some
Colonies; but retained an efficient protection
of the colonial trade. Thus he provided con- of the doctrines of my hon. Friend on the subject

—

—

;

—

siderable revenue duties for the Colonies,
under Imperial Acts of Parhament, with-

of our trade are not quite just or well founded.
At least, they are not doctrines which I have ever
entertained; certainly, they are very different from
those which I have expressed in this House, and
they are equally distinct from the principles upon
which His Majesty's Government have been guided in their recent measures with reference to our
foreign policy.
My hon. Friend has argued the
question of fi-ee trade, as if it were the absolute
removal of all restrictions thrown in the way of
the supply of foreign productions to the people of
this country.
Now, Sir, this is not my view of
the question."

out violating the Declaratory Act of the
18th George III., by paying over the gross
proceeds to be appropriated by the loThese protecting duties
cal Legislatures.
have been greatly reduced by subsequent
Acts of the Imperial Parliament differential duties greatly relaxed, the colonial
Legislatures prohibited from making any
discrimination on importations whether from
Poreign States, British possessions, or the The next extract I shall ask the House to
United Kingdom. Hence revenue neces- let me read, is that on agricultural protection.
It has been partially quoted, but I
sities compel the local Legislatures to impose duties on the productions and manu- entreat the attention of the House to the
factures of the United Kingdom, equally whole passage
" The history of this country," says Huskisson,
with foreign productions, and even on the
productions of each other.
The Canadas in his letter to his constituents at Chichester,
" proves that cheapness produced by foreign imimpose a duty of 6 per cent, on the proport is the sure forerunner of scarcity; and a steady
ductions and manufactures of the United home supply is the only safe foundation of steady
Kingdom ; Nova Scotia 4 or 5 per cent. moderate prices. During upwards of one hundred
^ew Brunswick the like. Whilst we have years to 1 765, when the import of foreign corn was
been taking off the duties on foreign timber, restrained by very high duties, our own growth of
com was ample for our own consumption in ordiNew Brunswick, for a revenue necessity, nary seasons, redundant
in abundant seasons, and
in
Mauriduty
so
has imposed an export
in bad seasons occasioned no apprehension of, or
actual want.
The price of corn seldom varied
tius there is an export duty on sugar.
The British North American provinces, as more than a few shillings per quarter if there
was no inordinate gain to the farmer, there was
a class, impose duties on the productions no
starvation to the consumer prices, instead of
the rising from year to year,
of their sister Colonies in the west
diminished
;

;

:

;

—

British

West

Indies

;

whilst these, as a

;

gradually
whereas since 1765, the supply has been unsteady

by the United States of and precarious, our dependence on foreign supplies
America, free, or at trifling duties with gradually increasing till the war came, when, by
the foreign supply being interrupted, the country
just such articles as those in which British became dependent
on its rivals and its enemies for
North America abounds but which are the food of its people. In the first eighteen years
-by so much shut out from the markets of of this war, we were forced to pay sixty millions
class, are supplied

—

;
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of money to nations every one of which has in the
course of that war been our enemy, for a scanty
and inadequate supply of foreign corn and when,
for this purpose, we parted with all our gold and
even our silver currency, combined Europe shut
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vigation, will suffer,

and the great

pillars

of our maritime supremacy, and the elements of our naval power subverted ;

—

;

its

give a wilHng, confident, conscientious, and
consistent vote, however painful and reluc-

first laid

tant in

ports against us, and America co-operating,
an embargo, and then went to war. Shall
" be deterred from
I then," continued Iluskisson,
using my honest endeavours in Parliament to pre-

some

respects, against this perilous

appears to me, unnecessary experiment an experiment from which there
admit
I
vent the recurrence of such sufferings ?
retreat; a movement in which there
that if unlimited foreign import, which the war had is no
suspended, were now again allowed, bread might is no receding; an experiment, the success
be a little, though a very little, cheaper than it now of which can scarcely add to the general
but what would follow ? The
is, for a year or two
well-being, the prosperity, the greatness
small farmers would be ruined; improvement would
but any
and the glory of this country
stand still inferior lands now producing corn would
return to a state of waste the home consumption failure in which must prove ruinous to
and brisk demands for all the various articles of Imperial Britain
the retail dealer would rapidly decline, to the great
Viscount VILLIERS regretted that,
injury of our towns, especially those which are not
in voting on the present occasion with the
connected with manufactures or commerce farmlie should differ from many of
ing servants, and all the trades which depend on Government,
agriculture, would be thrown out of work, and those friends with whom in political conwages would fall even more rapidly than the price nexions he had so long been associated.
of corn. The great farmers and large capitalists In the course he was taking, however, he
might for a time bear up against foreign import,
was actuated only by a desire to see such
and, should they do so, will command extravagant
speedily
prices to repay themselves but in the mean time, a policy adopted as would most
the poorer, but not less industrious, small farmers, conduce to the general welfare of the comwill have been ruined. To protect the small farmWhen recently the consideration
munity.
ers is ultimately to protect the people."
of the subject had been brought before the
Lastly, Sir, I appeal to as splendid a pas
House, he had confessed himself in favour
sage as can be quoted from the speeches of of protection but it had been in favour of
any British statesman:
a protection which should be placed upon
" It is the first and paramount law of every such a basis as would give no partiality,
would enable capital to flow in its legitiState to provide for its own safety and defence
we will never listen to a theory which, by with- mate channels, and effect those improvedrawing protection from the colonial trade, would ^^^^^ ^^ agricultural processes which, on
'^
render insecure those possessions on which essen,,
i
+^ "u^ „« desirable,
^ i to
ii
be SO ^^oJ-ol^l^
aU hands, were allowed
tially depends the power of Great Britain, to retain
that high station in the rank of nations which she But he now wished to ask any Gentleman
owes to her commercial and colonial ascendancy
in the House, whether it could be pretendand least of all shall we listen to the representation ed that protection was placed upon those
of States which evince boundless jealousy of our
terms ? Were not all aware that the existnavigation in peace, and of our maritime ascendthe object
ancy in case of war and who tell us distinctly, ing protection must always be
that they are steadily looking to the ulterior object, of contention and the cause of mischief?
and, as

it

—

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

•,

;

of one day disputing with us the dominion of the
seas."

And

now.

Sir, in conclusion

I hope, that, if this

:

fervently do

measure pass, the

in-

and expectations of my right hon.
Friend, honestly and faithfully devoted, to
the best of his judgment, to promote the
real interest of his country, by this exteii
sive measure, may be realized to the fullest

tentions

Nor could he now seek, conscientiously, to
maintain the assertion that such a state of
things was favourable to those for
protection

was demanded,

either

whom
to

the

farmer or to the agricultural labourer.
He felt himself also bound to say that,
whatever opinions he had entertained, the
experience of the last three or four years

had made him acquainted with facts beyond
One fact was, that
controversy or denial.

extent
sincerely do I wish that my opinious may prove to have been erroneous, the reductions of the duties on agricultural
But, produce had not produced low prices ; and
and my apprehensions groundless.
under a strong conviction that such will a second fact was, that a reduction in other
not be the workings of this measure ; be- duties did not imply any falling-off in the
The result had
lieving that the value of British industry revenue of the country.
will be depressed ; that the physical and been the reverse for, by such a pohcy, the
social condition of the people will not be nation, from a gloomy and depressed state,
raised ; that British agriculture will be had, in five years, recovered, nay, added
checked and injured ; and that conse- to all its former prosperity, and in porpor:

;

quently manufactures, commerce, and na-

tion to the reduction of duties,

it

had beeu
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found, was the increase in the revenue.
Witli these considerations before his eyes
with the knowledge of what had hap-

—

—

pened and with the anticipations, derived
from that experience, of what was to come
from a further development of the like legislation
was he justified in risking the
welfare of the people on the issue of a
struggle entered into in the hope of main-

—

He

taining agricultural protection?
sidered that he

con-

was best discharging

duty, and best defending his

own

his

consist-

ency, in doing what he believed best
by voting with the Government and he
trusted that from the final settlement of
;

now about to take place, the
whole Empire and the whole world would

the question

derive advantage.

he should be able to afibrd it a cordial
Whenever he had addressed the
House, he had always most readily given

tha-t

support.

and vote

in support of the

mea-

sures of the right hon. Baronet, and he

need not now state the pain and regret
with which he took an opposite course.

He

felt

—FOURTH

NIGHT.

hon. Baronet, as to intelligence and as to
sagacity, yet that no man was to be the
guide of what was his moral duty ; and
when he stated that he acted from his own
convictions, the right hon. Baronet would
give him credit for sincerity.
He felt,
likewise, that it was impossible for him in
three days, or even three week-a, to take
such a retrospect of three years, as to in-

duce him to

efi'ace

that had passed,

from his memory

all

that he had observed,
and all that he had read during thirty
years.
He should not enter into Hansard, that thick jungle of disappointed
promises and violated pledges.
He would
suppose a case.
gentleman of his acquaintance was possessed of a large estate,
say, in the south of England
he had also
large possessions in Scotland, and, withal,
was largely engaged in a manufacturing
business.
He had very extensive dealings
with a mercantile house on the Continent,
and with that house he had a dispute ;
they claimed, inasmuch as they had already shared largely in the profits of the
dealing, that they should become partners
in the house in this country
but the plea
was considered altogether untenable. The
question was to be argued in the country
court, before a common jury ; it was to be
further argued in Westminster, before a
and finally, it was to have a
special jury
The genhearing in the House of Lords.
tleman went on a visit to his estate in the
south, where, possibly, he found it not so
he
well managed, but still prosperous
then proceeded to his possessions in Scotland, where he found them better cultivated, and still more prosperous ; he also
visited his manufactories, and fotmd them
The case
in a state of great prosperity.
was set down for a special hearing, which
On his arrival,
brought him up to town.
he found, to his surprise, that the leading
counsel who had been retained to conduct
his ease had, during his absence, returned
the brief but on going into court, and
seeing that same leading counsel pleading
the cause of his opponent, his surprise
knew no bounds, and he very naturally
" God bless me ! what does this
said,
all

A

;

Mr. F. SCOTT said, that when the
measure was brought forward ten days ago,
he came down to the House in the hope

his voice

LAWS.

that his previous course of conduct,

both in the country and in the House, although he had given no distinct pledges,
had been such as to induce the House to
believe that the course which he would take
in this year, 1846, would be that which he
had taken in the year 1837, when as an
unsuccessful candidate he addressed a large
and independent constituency, composed of
both agriculturists and manufacturers and
again, in 1841, when, with more success,
he addressed them and obtained their support.
Upon later occasions he had maintained the same course, both from conviction, and from a feeling that he could not
act more safely than follow the right hon.
Baronet, whose opinions, from his youth
upwards, he had observed with respect.
;

With these feelings

of

what was of import-

;

;

;

;

ance to the country, and with these feelings
of respect and admiration for the right hon.
Baronet, what must be the stunning efl'ect
of the suddenness with which he had turned
round upon all his former opinions, desei-t- mean ? You are mistaken you were reing those who placed him upon that bench. tained for me, and were to lead on my
He regretted to say that he had felt it his side." But when the counsel said, '* Oh,
conscientious duty to change his course, to no, no mistake at all
I was engaged on
hoist another flag, and to trade under dif- your side, but I cannot argue it, I find it a
He felt that it was not rotten case, and I advise you to give it up.
ferent colours.
necessary for him to deliberate as to what I have deliberated upon it during your abI have looked into the state of the
his course should be he felt that, although sence
he was miserable in comparison to the right case as regards the food of the people, and
;

;

;

;
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the Corn Laws as no longer tenable.
On
the 27th of January, five days after, in
no longer, and now counsel you to abandon replying to the noble Lord the Member for
it at once."
He goes to the junior coun- Lincolnshire, he stated that he was not
shall follow our prepared to assume that there would bo
sel, and they said,
leader.
And, after all, it is but a mere any fall in the price df corn by the abolition
What are you making of protection. The right hon. Gentleman
fiscal regulation.
this fuss about ?
You may consider it of the Secretary at War, on the 9th of Febvast importance, but we do not consider it ruary, confirmed this statement by declaring
of any importance, and you may, therefore, that the claptrap of cheap bread had commake the best you can of the affair but pletely exploded. " I tear up these docuwe shall not advocate it any longer." This, ments," said the hon. Member, suiting the
and perhaps he action to the word, " for what could be
perhaps, was trifling
I find that a great part of the potatoes are

rotten, therefore I could maintain your ease

"We

;

;

owed an apology

to the

House

for

it.

He

should not ransack Hansard for the purpose of bringing forward charges of inconsistency against public men ; but he
should take the opinions uttered during the
last three weeks on this subject by men of
the greatest talent in the country, for the
purpose of showing the shifts to which they
were driven in order to justify a measure
brought forward without necessity, and unOn the 27th of
supported by reason.
January, the right hon. Baronet at the
head of Her Majesty's Government spoke
of the increased comfort and contentment
that resulted from the relaxation that took
place in 1842 ; the right hon. the Secretary at War, in the following week, stated
that the Corn Law of 1842 was a signal
failure.
The right hon. the Secretary of
State for the Home Department, at halfpast ten o'clock on the evening of the 10th

"
deduced from this series of contradictions?
It merely showed the great difficulty in
which public men were placed, when they
adopted what he would not call a crooked
course, but a tortuous line of policy.
He
considered that, of

all

things, character in

pubhc men was that which was of most
importance.
Changes of policy might be

necessary ; but they should always be made
in accordance with the times, and they
must depend, too, upon the men, and the
mode, and the manner in which the changes
were made ; for, if they were made by some
men, and in some manner, they might lead
to the most ruinous and disastrous consequences.
In 1842, he had supported most
cordially the measure of the right hon.
Baronet. There was great anxiety throughout the country at that time as to the result
['* Hear, hear!"]
of that measure
not
only in the county represented by the hon.
Member who had cheered, but in the county
of February
Mr. E.
rose to order.
He which he had the honour to represent, and
thought it was an understood rule of the he had done all he could to alleviate the
House that no Member was at liberty to alarm. He had satisfied himself that there
refer to the speech of another hon. Member was not such great cause for alarm, and
on a preceding night's debate.
he had given his cordial support to the
Mr. SCOTT resumed. He should be measure of the right hon. Baronet. If the
sorry to contravene the rules of the House
measure now brought forward in 1846 had
but if he were out of order the right hon. been in accordance with that of 1842, as
Gentleman in the Chair would set him right. well as with the Speech from the Throne,
At half-past ten at night on the lOth of and with the declaration made by the right
February, the right hon. Baronet (Sir J. hon. Baronet, that his measure would not
Graham) asked, "whether any Minister of injuriously affect agricultural interests
the Crown could in fairness propose to the that it would afford adequate protection to
people of Great Britam to take out of the those interests, and deal tenderly with
taxes of Great Britain public money to aid them, he should have again supported him.
in the sustenance of their fellow country- The present measure was a wide one
but
men in Ireland, while artificially, by laws he doubted whether it was as wise as it
so designed, the price of the food of the was wide.
There was this difference bepeople of Great Britain was enhanced ? " tween the measures of 1842 and 1846 :
The same right hon. Baronet, the same both were reductions of duty, both were
night, at ten o'clock, said, " I do not be- removals of restrictions, and both were relieve that the abolition of protection will peals of prohibitions
with this difference,
materially lower the price of corn."
On that in 1842 the reductions and remissions
the 22nd of January, the right hon. Baro- were made upon articles of raw produce,
net (Sir 11. Feel) gave up the defence of productions of other lands and climes ;

—

—

BULLER

;

;

—
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now were upon arready manufactured articles which
were also manufactured in this very country, and which therefore came into immediate competition with the industry of this
land.
He had always felt that it was right
to take away restrictions upon articles of
puhhc consumption, that they ought not
to desire to acquire the title of encouragers
wliereas the reductions

—

ticles

—

of monopoly or class legislation

^benefit-

ing one interest at the expense of another.
Entertaining this opinion, it appeared to
him that the amount of the tax upon foreign grain, the food of the people, ought
to be merely so much as would give the
greatest encouragement to the growth of
grain to the greatest extent in this counLiving as he did in a country where
try.
the cultivation of grain was as well understood as in any part of the Empire, and that
during the last ten years improvements
had been made, notwithstanding the low
prices, and especially during the last two
years notwithstanding, he repeated, the
low prices which had prevailed, notwithstanding the distance of lime and manure,
and notwithstanding hilly roads notwithstanding this, not only had prices continued
remunerative, but, during the last twenty
he gave hon.
years, rents had advanced
Gentlemen the benefit of that fact and,
notwithstanding this, wages had continued
high, and remunerative employment had

—

;

—

—

been afforded to labourers so he had felt
prepared to go with the right hon. Baronet
;

in reducing the

amount of the

He

tection to agriculture.

existing profelt,

that in

consequence of the improvements which
had been made in the cultivation of the
soil, in consequence of the facilities of access to markets, in consequence of the improvements in husbandry, and the application of science and chemistry, the expense
of farming wolild be so much reduced that
grain might be raised at a cheaper rate.
Entertaining these opinions, and considering that the only object of protection was
to cause an increased amount of grain to be
grown in this country [Sir R. Peel:
"If
Eor whom are you counsel?]
the right hon. Baronet has any question
to put to me, I am ready to answer it.
I am the advocate of my own opinions
I am free to speak
I am no delegate

—

—
my own sentiments— am counsel
no
no man—
no party—
a
no party— no
the Conthe party
belong
a
hon. Ba—the party the

—

did

to

stitution

ronet;

I

party,

of

NIGHT.

would continue to serve under his banner
now, if he continued to hoist it. But I
speak too warmly perhaps I misunderstood
;

the question

understood the right hon.
Baronet to put it to me whether I was a
retained advocate.
[Sir R. Peel: No,
no ] I am not. I admit that the illustration I used in a preceding part of my
speech may have suggested the question."
He was going to say (the hon. Member
continued), that his feehng was, that agriculture was to be protected only for the
benefit of the consumers.
He had hoped
that the right hon. Baronet would have introduced a measure which would not have
afforded to the foreigner such an advantage
as the present did, and which threatened
ruin, he feared, to the cultivators of this
;

I

!

How opposite to what he (Mr.
had expected was the measure of
the right hon. Baronet, one which would
most assuredly inflict ** a heavy blow and
great discouragement" upon agriculture
one which would drive money out of the
country to purchase foreign grain, and
which must assuredly increase seriously the
country.
Scott)

;

fluctuations in prices, tend to diminish the

food of the population, and grievously aflabouring
class.
As to the first, he had the high
authority of Lord Melbourne and Mr. Van

fect, at all events for a time, the

Buren, who had spoken of this subject in
terms which must be too deeply impressed
upon the minds of those who heard him to
render it necessary for him to refer to
them.
As to the tendency of the measure
to diminish the necessaries of life, he would
refer to the words of the hon. Member for
Bolton in 1842.
He said—
" The command over the necessaries of life
is

smaller in foreign countries than in England.

The consumption of sugar in France is 5 lbs. per
head, in the German League 2 lbs. per head, and
The consumption
in England 17 lbs. per head.
of woollen cloth throughout the German League,
was 2 1-6 ells per head, and in England 54."

Baron Du Pin said the Frenchman would
have to give four days' labour for the quantity of meat that the Englishman could obtain for three days' labour; and the bread
that would require eight days' labour on
the part of the Frenchman, the Englishman could purchase for seven days' labour.

With

respect to the

amount

of

money

that

sect.

I

party.

I

hon.

for

for

leader of

follow

—FOURTH

would be driven out of the country by the
adoption of this measure, some idea might
be formed from what had fallen from the

I

for

LAWS.

of

right

served under his banner, and I

Member

for Liverpool,

who

said that

30,000,000^. had left this country to purchase food during the war.
But the fluctuation in price was the most material sub-

HOUSE OF COMMONS, FEBRUARY
and one which would be found to
affect this country most grievously. During

ject,

twenty-five years' peace, in no country,
save Sweden, was the price of grain so
In times of
steady as in Great Britain.

war, two-thirds of the countries represented in the book of tables of the Board of
Trade experienced greater fluctuations
He need not refer to
than Great Britain.
a higher authority than that of the noble
Lord the Member for London, as to the
immediate suffering which would be conse-

13,
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in favour of high prohibitory duties.

He was

favourable to a removal of duties from the
raw material, because he thought such removal would give a buoyancy to commerce,

But it was absolutely impossible to adopt free trade in

and increase the revenue.

burdened as it was with an
amount of debt not less than 800,000,000?.,
to pay the interest of which it required

this country,

How could this
30,000,000?. of taxation.
country, with such a burden on it, enter
into competition with foreigners ? As well
The right might you expect a man with one hundred
quent on passing this measure.
hon. Baronet had alluded to a Gentleman weight on his back to enter the lists with
on that (the Ministerial) side of the House, a man carrying no weight whatever. But
as being in a ferment on a measure for this was not the only important part of the
mere Customs regulation on a mere fiscal question. The maintenance of the pubhc
Why, it was little more than a faith was of the greatest importance. It
affair.
mere fiscal affair that lost us the United should be remembered, too, that we had an
He (Mr. Scott) knew not what extensive colonial empire. How were we
States.
could be more important than this measure to maintain our engagements with our Coin fact, he considered it no less than a lonies consistently with the poUcy of the
The right hon. Gentleman ? Mr. M'CuUoch
serious breach in the Constitution.
right hon. Baronet admitted that he had said, our intercourse with the Colonies ought
become a convert to the doctrine of free to be conducted on the principle of the
Far otherwise was the potrade in the abstract. The noble Duke, in coasting trade.
the other House, said he should be glad to licy of Her Majesty's Government.
They
know what any person meant by a free- were for levying taxes on the produce of
trade Government ?
He should like to our Colonies, while they admitted foreign
ask the same question.
He understood productions duty free. The agriculturist
very well what was meant by free trade in in this country was told that he was not
the abstract.
That was perfectly intelh- deserving of protection. Would the Gogible.
All travellers from the time of vernment say the same to the Colonies ?
Mentor and Telemachus down to the pre- He would call upon hon. Gentlemen
sent day were in favour of free trade in the to consider the hazard of causing a disabstract.
He was in favour of free trade memberment of our colonial empire, when
in the abstract.
But he was not for ap- we had established nearly fifty Colonies in
plying that principle to this country alone every part of the globe.
He must admit
while a different principle was acted upon that those Colonies engaged very little of
all over the globe.
The trade of this coun- the attention of that House. There never
try was in such a complex and artificial was an allusion made to them in Speeches
state, that he would defy any man to in- from the Throne.
Bills relating to their
troduce absolute free trade here with suc- Colonies met with less attention than those
cess.
Free trade meant the abolition of all relating to their canals.
They had nearly
Customs duties^ of all duties on imports fifty settlements, with an extent of surface
and exports. Would the nation then aban- of 2,000,000 square miles, and a populadon all those duties ? Were we prepared tion of more than 100,000,000 and were
to give up 22,000,000?. per annum of taxes, those interests, he asked, to be gambled
and 13,000,000?. of excise to carry out free- with in a measure like the present ? Then,
trade principles ?
How was the interest with regard to the maintenance of those
on the national debt to be paid if those Colonies, it was stated, in Mr. Montgomery
33,000,000?. were to be given up ? Could Martin's work, that 456,000 troops, of
that amount be replaced "by direct taxa- whom 56,000 were Europeans, were retion ?
Could it be done by a capitation quired for that purpose.
They required
tax, or by a property tax ? By what means besides a large and increasing naval arcould that amount of taxation be levied ? mament, and a civil establishment costing
To talk, then, of absolute free trade as ap- 2,000,000?., and in the face of those facts
plicable to this country, was nothing else it was dangerous to do anything which
than nonsense. Li making this statement, might alienate their feelings with regard to
he did not wish to have it supposed he was this country, or the feelings of the mother

—

—

—

;
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country with regard to them. You continue
your protection on sugar, on coffee, on
rum, and on various articles of colonial produce, and yet you tell the home producer
that it is for his interest that he should not
he protected. If we imposed on the English
grower in this country a disadvantage when
he came to sell, surely he should not also
he met with a disadvantage when he came
We ought not, when he came to
to huy.
dispose of his grain, to tell him that he
should sell it at the lowest possible price, but
when he required to buy, that he should buy
at the highest.

Would

it

not be, then, un-

meet his purchases with a high duty ?
And this was practically done by reducing
the value of the produce he offered for sale.
But the matter should not be confined to
England the subject regarded the ColoAs to the Englishman, when he
nies also.
came to buy his sugar, for the pound you
make him pay 5d: instead of 2|c?. for
coffee 9d. instead of Sd. and also for colofair to

—

;

;

nial spirits 20s. instead of 5s. the gallon.
It was true the whole of this was not to be
looked upon as a protection duty, but still
it was a duty which was paid by the poor
man. Look, then, at the feelings which
that would create in the breast of Englishmen, as regarded the Colonies. Then they
would begin to think of the impropriety of
protecting colonial produce, when you did
not protect them, while at the same time
they were made to pay for colonial protecBut then there was another considertion.

—CORN

LAWS.

—FOURTH

NIGHT.

not counsel for the mercantile interest
nor exclusively for the agricultural interest
but he was sent there to represent the interests of Great Britain.
Much had been
said about free trade.
He admitted that
the abstract theory of free trade was an
admirable theory.
He admired it as he
would a cobweb, which in the morn sparkled
with dew-drops in the sun.
Some thought
he had been premature in criticising the
measures which the right hon. Baronet had
introduced, and in having pronounced his
declaration that it was impossible to support the present measure
but the more
he considered the subject, the more he was
convinced of its dangerous consequences,
both as affecting their own immediate interests, and the interests of the Colonies.
The measure, he had no hesitation in saying, was one of hazard and alarm, which
would shake the social relations of the
country to their foundation
and, however
dangerous and oppressive to the country, it
would be ruinous to the character of public
men. His firm opinion was, that the measure would lead to hazardous results in our
;

;

colonial possessions

:

it

was well calculated

to excite disaffection, particularly at a time

when they were likely to be engaged in a
hazardous strife with a warhke nation to
say the least, it was unfortunate to enter at
that time upon the consideration of a question which would affect our colonial interests.
Her Majesty, in Her Speech from
the Throne, referred to what was at prethe Colonists would say, " Why, sent a great question between England and
ation
when you admit the corn of foreign coun- the United States, the possession of the
north-west coast.
He would then ask
tries free, why should you tax our produce ?
You may say you do it for the purpose of was this a time to enter upon a question
raising the revenue but that is contrary to which might render the solution of that proHe would caU the
you have no blem more difficult ?
the principles of free trade
right to deny us a free entrance to our pro- attention of the House to an extract from a
duce into your ports, when you admit the paper drawn up by Mr. Isaac Buchanan,
If we President of the Board of Trade in Canada,
produce of foreign countries free.
a paper which
are to have justice, let it be even-handed." and Member for Toronto
Such would be, and justly, the argument excited the most anxious attention. Mr.
of the colonist, and a very proper argument Buchanan says
to those who would come with the profes" Take, for instance, the case of Canada.
Can
sion of free trade on their lips, but who had
any one for a moment doubt that, as soon as it is
not the principles of free trade in their known on the other side of the Atlantic, that Cawho would come with the profes- nadian wheat has no longer any protection in
hearts
a po- England, the Canadians will at once insist on the
sion of a pohcy totally inconsistent
repeal of Mr. Gladstone's Act, which gives proteclicy not only inconsistent, but which, if
tion in the Colonies to British manufactures ?
persevered in by the present Government, Isine-tenths of the Canada trade will thereupon go
;

:

;

;

—

—

—

must eventually lead
of the Empire.

to the

The

dismemberment

question had been

asked of him, whose counsel was he ? His
reply was, that he was an independent
Member of that House. He was not counhe was
sel for the manufacturing interest

—

The
to the markets of New York and Boston.
overburdened people of England will in their turn
begin to feel that they are going to the expense of
defending a Colony which has ceased to be of any
use to the Empire, as consuming its manufactures,
or employing its sailors and shipping. And any
hint from England of a desire for separation will
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trader that he was willing to abandon the
whole of these vast and important Colonies?

responded to by the people of Canada,
be writhing under the feeling that England has dishonourably broken the promises of
protection to Canadian wheat and timber made by
every Ministry from the timber panic of 1808
downwards, and will have got their eyes open to
the fact that, as there remains no longer any, the

,be cheerfully

who

13,

will

Though
free

slightest, bond of interest between Canada and
the mother country, no reason can be given why
the Canadians should risk their lives and properor should allow Canada
ties in defending nothing
to be any longer used as the battle-field of monarchy and republicanism, or of Euroi)ean and AmeThe Canadians will moreover
rican squabbles.
see, that as their wheat is practically excluded
from the English markets, their only chance is
to get it introduced into the markets of the United
States. That republic, however, will not have free
;

Gentleman was a
"in the abstract," he (Mr.

that right hon.

trader

Scott) doubted if he were so much a free
trader " in practice," as to adopt to that
extent the principles promulgated by Mr.

M'Gregor and Mr. M'CuUoch, whom of late
he had followed so closely. The noble
Lord who was recently called to the Upper
House he alluded to Earl Grey was a
consistent politician in this matter he was
entirely for the abandonment of the Colonies, which he considered to be a great
burden and charge to this country. If the
right hon. Baronet were also of that opin-

—

—

:

trade with Canada, and a political connexion will
have to be consummated between them to give
ion, let him avow it, but avow it in time.
Canada the American protection of 8s. sterling
per quarter against British or other European Don't let him go with his party up to a
corn. Whether, therefore, England wishes it or certain point, and then throw over the
not, Canada will certainly cut her connexion imIn the summer of 1845 the
Colonies.
mediately. The Canadians, by joining the United
right hon. Baronet opposed with success
States, will continue to enjoy all the English privinot only the measure of the hon. Member
leges which England's Colonies enjoy under a freetrade system, and, into the bargain, secure a better for Wolverhampton (Mr. C. Villiers), but
market for their wheat than that of England
also the measure of the hon. Member for
for instead of removing their protection to native
Gateshead, for the introduction of corn
wheat of 8s. sterling per quarter, the Americans
from a Colony sixteen thousand miles off";
will be prepared to increase the duty if found inyet in six months afterwards the right hon.
sufficient by their great western interest. America
Gentleman himself proposed a measure
will be the more ready to do this when the result
is shown, that English free trade will reduce the
which had for its object the introduction of
Liverpool below the New York grain market our
corn into this country from places not 160
wheat being drawn from countries where there is
But for what purpose was
no credit or banking system to inflate the price miles distant.
above the specie standard, for England will get all this ? It was to introduce the products
little or no grain in return for her manufactures,
whenever we had
of Foreign Powers.
although the free traders delude the public with lowered the duty on foreign produce, Foreign
In losing the British
asserting that she will.
Powers had always raised the duty upon
American Colonies England will lose employment
ours.
In 1837 and 1838 Prussia sent us
for 30,000 sailors, and the finest naval nursery in
the world, the amount of tonnage in the trade one-half of the whole quantity of corn we
being greater than that of the trade to all India imported, and in 1 840 about one-third
and China. But it is not a simple loss to England;
whilst the exports of British manufactures
the command of the St. Lawrence will give a gain
to Prussia, in return, amounted to but a
loss,
thereby
our
in
extent
to
America
equal
to
trebling her naval power, while it leaves her with hundred and twenty-fifth part of the total
no rival or enemy in the north."
exports from this country.
Did the right
;

;

Why

He

called attention to this testimony, because he knew that it had had much influence on the minds of those who felt deeply
Now, if one
for their colonial interests.
result of this system of legislation were the
loss of Canada, for instance, did any hon.
Gentleman suppose that our loss would
stop there ?
It appeared that there was a
large party in that Colony ready ** at a
hint to separate from them other country
and it was not likely that the many loyal
inhabitants would be disposed to stand by
us after we had abandoned them.
The
West Indies would soon follow their example, as well as the Austrahan Colonies,
and all our extensive possessions in the
eastern part of the world.
Now, was the
right hon. Baronet so much of the free
'

'

hon. Baronet expect any reciprocity on the
part of other countries ? Did he anticipate
that they would lower their duties on our
manufactures ? No such thing.
On the
contrary, he stated that he did not expect

any

immediate

reciprocal

benefit

from

Prussia in taking the duties ofi" our goods.
But he said, by diminishing protection we
diminished the inducement to smuggHng,

encouraged la^vful enterprise, and produced
a considerable moral influence.
The right
hon. Gentleman also said that his object
and expectations were by this measure to
strengthen the bonds of amity with Foreign
Powers.
But if he did not anticipate any
reciprocity, or that our manufactures would
be introduced into those countries by fair

means, he wished to know by what means
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they would be admitted ? Why, it coidd
only be by carrying on a wide and compreThat was
hensive scheme of smuggling.
the Prime Minister's avowed object.
He
happened to know that our exports to Gibraltar were to the extent of 1,200,000?. a
year.
Now, Gibraltar had a popidation,
including its garrison, of not more than
What, then, became of all our
4,000.
goods ?
At gun-fire on a summer's morning, he had often seen boats steering under
the batteries, and along the coast, and,
despite the vigilance of the guarda costds,
distributing our goods to the population on
We were able to carry on the
the shores.
extensive contraband

traffic in

consequence

of the weakness of the Peninsular Governments but did the right hon. Baronet sup;

pose that it would strengthen our influence
with Continental Powers to introduce and
extend such an immoral influence as he
avowed it his design to introduce ? He held,
therefore, that this measure of the Government, which was described as a stimulus to
British industry, would prove, in fact, an
irritating blister, creating a fever at home,
and weakening the whole system of our
There was
commercial relations abroad.
another point to which he would advert
the manner in which the great interests of
Capital may
this country were dealt with.
be invested to a large amount in a way
which may be productive, but removable at
pleasure, while capital may be invested and
be irremovable for instance, when sunk in
land but while the manufacturer was protected to the amount of 10 per cent., in
common fairness the agricultural interest
should at least be protected to a similar
amount but intead of that, there was the
mockery of protection in the shape of compensation, which only added insult to injury.
As to his own district, with which
he was best acquainted, the tenants were
intelligent and wealthy, and would not
;

;

;

sufi'er

as

much

as those tenants

who

resided

on clayey lands, who, while equally honest
and wealthy, but perhaps less intelligent,
would be either swept off the face of the
earth, or left to pine in misery. That would
be the effect of the grand experiment which
had been discovered within the last two or

—

that, the bone-crushing expethree years
riment, which would drive multitudes of the
honest and the industrious to beggary.
While he was willing to give much credit
to the right hon. Baronet for the success of
many of his measures, he could not give
him entire credit as regarded the prosperity

of the country.

There was an hon. Mem-
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ber lately introduced to the House, the
Member for Sunderland, who, though not a
Minister of the Crown, was the representative of a great system which contributed
more to promote a prosperity for which the
right hon. Baronet had taken some credit.
That great system had circulated 23 millions of money throughout the country,

and was the means
to a vast

number

employment
and it
that employment

to give

of the population

was a well-established fact
always diminished crime

—

;

so that those

were attributable to the
vast amount of money which was put
into circulation in consequence of railway
works. But the right hon. Baronet alluded
to the success of late years, by comparing
the tidal wave (the flood-tide) which had
taken place since his accession to power
with that of former years
in allusion to
that fact, he stated that while the exports
in 1842 were 47,000,000?. and wheat 52s.,
in 1844 they were 58,000,000?. and wheat
53s.
He would not, however, enter into a
comparison with former years except in
one instance, and that was the year 1837,
when wheat was at 55s. lOd. the quarter,
and the exports numbered 42,000,000?.
but in two years after, the exports were
53,000,000?.,
showing an increase of
11,000,000?. between 1837 and 1839-^
and the price of wheat was 70^. Sd. He
would not argue for wheat being 55s. a
quarter let it be as cheap as possible but
whatever its price, let it be of English produce and he would also say, as regarded
beneficial effects

:

;

;

;

protection to agriculture,

when

the state of

would admit of a certain reduction,
let it be extended, but to the produce of this
country.
It had been stated by a noble
Lord last night, that the time was arrived
to admit foreign corn, because the population outstripped the produce of the country;
but so far from that being the case, it
would be found that at the commencement
affairs

when the populapresent amount, 970
out of every 1,000 were fed on home-grown
corn, and not more than thirty out of every
1,000 on foreign. And to take the last
five years, or any series of years, it would
be found that the production of the soil
advanced with the increase of the population.
Most cordially did he trust that the
right hon. Baronet was right, and he (Mr.
Scott) in the wrong. He was quite unable,
however, at present, to bring himself to
that conviction.
He could not go with the
right hon. Baronet at this sort of atmospheric railway speed in legislation, and in
of the present century,

tion

was not half

its
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abandonment of

^
p

former declarations.

all

He believed

that the present measure would
give an impetus to the spirit of revolution,
and that it would be so considered by those

whom we might

foreign Powers with

to strengthen the bonds

of amity.

seek

The

Member for Finsbury, in speaking of
measure, said, that he valued less the
abolition of the Corn Law on its own account, than as leading to ulterior results.
And he was right. What reason was there
that we should not next see a league against
hon.
this

primogeniture, or against the Church ?
Why not a league against the Protestant
succession ?
He lamented the measure of
Her Majesty's Government on account of
the consequences that would ensue from
it, both at home and abroad, in our Co-

and among Foreign Powers. He
lamented it because of the effects it would
be attended with in Ireland, and also because of the permanent, the irretrievable
damage it would cause to the public chalonies

An emionce observed that the
faults of public men had a double effect
they were committed not only against their
own times, but against posterity for when
the evil consequences of their measures had
ceased, the consequence of their example
still remained.
On all these grounds he
lamented the measure of the right hon.
Gentleman, and felt himself bound by paramount considerations of duty to oppose it.
Mr. H. G.
said, the hon. Member who had just addressed the House was
an exceedingly difficult man to follow. [A
laugh. ] " Oh, I don't mean difficult in your
sense
but in another sense."
The hon.
Member had declared himself (Mr. Ward
continued) counsel for the British Empire,
and had taken the whole world within his
wanderings but for argument, one half of
the hon. Member's speech might be safely
left to dispose of the other.
Not a single
position had the hon. Gentleman taken up,
which he had not effectually demolished in a
subsequent sentence not a single proposition had he announced which he had not con.
tradicted live minutes afterwards. [" No "]
Why, had hon. Members attended to the
speech? Had they marked, in the first
place, the reproaches with which the hon.
racter of our leading statesmen.

ment

individual

;

ward

;

;

;

!

Gentlemen had assailed the right hon. Baronet for errors, as the hon. Member had
called them, which, up to a recent date,
he had entirely concurred in? Did hon.
Members who sat on the other side agree
with the hon. Member in his approbation of
the Canada Corn Bill?
Why, last year

13,
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that Bill was to be the inevitable destruction of British agriculture, yet the hon.
Member had supported it. The hon. Member had supported every modification contained in the Tariff
and now he talked of
;

the results, of the miserable wretched results, to the hardware and cutlery dealers,
and other branches of British industry, of
what he called the bone-crushing experiment of the last three years, which, up to
the last three months, he had himself concurred in. The hon. Member said he did not
contradict himself. Why, in one breath ho
said there was simply a question of degree in
this matter of free trade and in the next,
he declared that free trade was a breach of
the Constitution.
And after that tedious
comparison with which he favoured the
House, between the right hon. Baronet and
a Counsel retained for a party, what right
had he to take offence when the term was
retorted upon him, and the right hon Baronet, with an eye "to his inexplicable contradictions, asked him for what party he
was engaged ? The hon. Gentleman had
talked of the devious course of the right
hon. Baronet but it appeared to him (Mr.
Ward) that, for the last three years, the
course of the Government had been remarkably direct; for no one could doubt
the conclusion it would arrive at and those
who supported the measure of 1842 had no
sort of right to turn round upon the right
hon. Baronet, and complain of a result
which they themselves had rendered inevitable.
For what had they done in 1842 ?
They had the Government. They were
a great party.
They had an unassailable
majority in that House. They had the game
in their own hands. They had appealed to the
country in favour of Protection. They beat
their opponents. But what then happened ?
What was the very first step ? Why, they
admitted the absolute necessity of concession to what the right hon. Baronet now
called the voice of truth and reason
and
with every concession made, the necessity
for their concessions became apparent.
It
became a mere question of degree as to what
point they should stop at. Recollect, too, how
the minor interests had been treated in the
;

;

;

;

Tariff.

They had been sacrificed. It would
when defeat was staring hon.

not do now,

—

Gentlemen opposite in the face
[Mr.
No, no ] Why, what had the
hon. Member done in the West Riding of

Ferrand

:

!

Yorkshire after all ? After the opening
speech of the right hon. Baronet, it was notorious that some Gentlemen were found in
that

House

foolish or liberal

enough

to sub-
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two or three thousand pounds, to
West Riding with the noble
Lord who had just taken his seat. The hon.
Member opposite went into the Riding, and
he certainly succeeded in that which appeared to be his peculiar mission exciting
the most hostile feelings between master
and workman, and between capital and labour but his own friends, the Tory manufacturers in the Riding, were so frightened
at the doctrines of the hon. Gentleman,

bours.

that they refused to take part in the con-

of the hon. and gallant

NIGHT.

scribe their

supply

contest the

New York ourselves
against all competitors ?
What amount of
the English export trade went to the English

—

;

York, seeing that we now sup-

plied the markets of

Colonies ?
He did not believe that they
took one-fourth of the whole exports of
this country.

Where were

the rest con-

sumed ? In the neutral ports, where we
had not any advantage, and not the slightest preference over our continental neigh-

He must

next go back to the speech

Member

for Liver-

That is not true!] pool, who, he regretted to find, had left the
[Mr. Ferrand
If that were intended as a personal contra- House, though having made a very elabodiction, it was not exactly the language rate speech, he must have expected that
which ought to be used in that House. some remarks would have been made upon
No, no !]
[Mr. Ferrand
He had the what he had stated. The hon. and gallant
best authority for what he said but how- Gentleman was peculiarly happy in his poever that might be, hon. Gentlemen oppo- sition, for he said that he had nothing to
site found themselves now in this position,
regret, and nothing to retract, since he had
that they were denouncing, as absolute come into Parliament.
Few Members in
treachery on the part of the Government, that House could make such a declaration.
a step which was the inevitable result of The town of Liverpool, however, was not
their own acts
and their own advocates so peculiarly happy in her Members at the
were forced to admit that they only differed present moment; for one, the noble Lord
from the right hon. Baronet, because he (Lord Sandon) found it utterly impossible
went further than they wished. Even the to make his vote and his speech agree upon
hon. Member, who had just spoken, ad- this occasion; and the other hon. and galmitted that legislation must be progressive, lant Member had connected with the cause
that the laws of England were not immu- of the narrowest and blindest monopoly the
table; but then he would rather have them greatest commercial town in the Empire.
altered at the desire of the landlords, than The hon. and gallant Gentleman wished for
at the demand of the public.
The public protection to all he would give protection
had waited long enough for the landlords to aU and he would give it above all to
to move on, and it was now time for the labour, because, it was exposed to the compeople to have something to say in the petition of capital at home
but he seemed
The hon. Gentleman said, a tax not to see the reply to his doctrine, in the
matter.
upon corn was liable to be called a tax on question '* What would labour do without
bread.
How was it possible to make a dis- capital ? They hadheard of the competition
He had said he of flesh and blood with machinery. That
tinction between them?
would protect corn in moderation but he had been made the most of in the West
had proved that protection was not called Riding by the hon. Member for Knaresfor by any bodies or interests which he borough, who had some extraordinary nobut the working
professed to represent
for he said that in tions upon this subject
they
Scotland, where agriculture was well un- men now scouted such a doctrine
derstood, protection was not valued
and outstripped their leaders, and went beyond
but he (Mr. Ward) confessed that
that in spite of the hilly and barren soil, them
the want of roads, of manure, of mar- he was indeed surprised to hear an hon.
kets, and of those other facilities which Member for Liverpool complain of the comexisted in other parts of the country
in petition between English labour and EngHsh
spite of the demoralizing measures of the capital, and ask Parhament to protect labour
Then the hon. Member
right hon. Baronet, cultivation was still against capital.
test.

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

—
'

'

;

;

;

—

—

;

—

profitably carried on.

As

to

the

trash

said that reciprocity

was hopeless

;

that

it

which the hon. Member had quoted in relation to the Colonies, it needed no answer,
nor would it be necessary to reply to the
absurd circular of Mr. Buchanan but he
would ask how it was possible that we could

very well to talk about free trade
here, but that we could not communicate it

incur the risk of nine-tenths of the Canada
trade being taken from us and going to

not our trade with France quintupled, notwithstanding the most rigorous and severe

;

was

all

to other countries.

We

had tried negotiawas it not then

and we had

failed

advisable to try the

efi"ect

tions,

;

of example

?

Had
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imposed upon our imports ?
was asked, what would become of
our Colonies, and what would be the effect
on British interests in India ? The hon. and
restrictions

Then,

it

Member himself admitted that, if
Indian cotton manufacture had been
interfered with, the people of India were
supplied with cottons from this country,
better and cheaper than they could be procured at home and yet he said that this
measure would be the ruin of India. He
asked also how the people on the banks
of the Ganges could enter into competition
with those of other favoured countries ?
What did the people of the Brazils inherit
by way of advantage over those who inhabited the same clime, and had the assistance
gallant

the

13,
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exercising his right to change his opinion,
than the Corn Laws.
It had never been
a party question. Many had lived to learn
and to benefit by experience. Every day
new lights and new facts broke in upon
them, and warranted any man in changing
his opinion.
Mr. Huskisson had changed
his opinion.

The

for the city of

noble Lord the Member
London had manfully come

forward and declared, •' What I did twenty
years ago, when I was a young and inexperienced man, was erroneous, and I have
seen good reason to change my opinions."
He (Mr. Ward) himself admitted that the
first vote he had given was with the right
hon. Baronet the Secretary for the Home
Department, in favour of the Corn Laws,
of British science and British capital ?
He and he had only altered his views since
always thought it had been assumed, during he had brought his mind to bear upon
the discussions on the Slavery Emancipa- the subject, and since he had done what
tion BiU, that free labour was better and few, perhaps, did, looked honestly and
cheaper than slave labour.
IIow was it, fairly into the question, divested from
then, that India could not enter into com- all class
^lie
would not say interests,
petition with any other country ?
The for they had not so much effect upon an
hon. and gallant Gentleman then appealed honest mind, but class prejudices and party
to the opinions of Mr. Huskisson.
No ties, which were more difficult to shake off
man entertained a greater respect for the than considerations of personal interests.
name of Mr. Huskisson no man had a Men got hampered with party connexions,
warmer appreciation of the great services or they had made some hasty and ill-conhe had rendered to his country than him- sidered speech at a county meeting, and
self
but Mr. Huskisson, like the right they thought it only consistent with their
hon. Baronet opposite, was obliged during honour to adhere to their opinions, till the
his long career often to make sacrifices to whole country was united against the obparty requirements ; and if an appeal were stinate and blundering pursuit of a policy,
made to the opinions of Mr. Huskisson in which was as ruinous to their own interests
1825, it would be right that an appeal as it was to those of the Empire.
In
should also be made to his opinions towards the course of this debate there had been
the close of his career, when he was free delivered many very able speeches.
from the trammels of party, and ventured speech had been dehvered by the hon.
to speak his real sentiments. What did he Member for Northamptonshire, which he
say towards the close?
On the 25th of (Mr. Ward) had cheered as loudly and
March, 1830, two years after his sliding heard as attentively as any of the hon.
scale had been in operation, and he had Gentlemen on the opposite benches.
Ho
seen its defects, he said
had never listened to a speech which
" It was his unalterable conviction that we pleased him more in point of delivery,
could not uphold the Corn Laws now in existence, tone, and feehng, in fact in everything
together with the taxation, and increase the naexcepting only the principle upon which it
tional prosperity, or preserve public contentment.
And yet, take that speech
That these laws could be repealed without affect- was founded.
ing the landed interest, whilst the people would be for what it was worth, strip it of its glare
relieved from their distress, he never had any
and glitter, and what was it? Insignificant
doubt whatever."
beyond the power of language to depict.
It was easy to complain of bad faith and From first to last it was a petitio principii
of the betrayal of constituencies ; but the
from beginning to end a begging of the
first thing a public man had to do, was to
question.
The whole fabric of its argu;

—

—

—

;

A

—

be right;

and if he found that he was
not right, he ought at once to return to
what reason and experience showed to be
most conducive to the real interests of the
country.
There was no question on which
a pubHc

man had

greater justification in

ment was constructed upon the absurd assumption, that not only could they, by means
of an Act of Parliament, protect one class
of men without injuring another, but that
they could, through the same magical in
strumentality, make every member of the
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community richer, better, and happier than
ho was before; and all this withont injuring any other created being.
If there
could be any pretext of common sense or

—

reason for this assumption if it were indeed true that by an Act of Parliament
that House could make men richer, more
prosperous, or happier than at present,
without working evil to any one all he
could say was, that the Members of that
House were the blindest of men, and of all
mortals the most neglectful of their high
and sacred duties, since instead of wasting
night after night in irksome discussion,
they had not long ago introduced some
such enactment as would have relieved
themselves of an infinity of trouble, and
put the whole human race in the enjoyment of unbounded felicity. But he denied
that there was the sUghtest foundation in
truth for any such assumption.
He differed toto coelo from the hon. Member.
He denied that such results could ever
flow from the protective system.
That

—

system was intolerable and indefensible,
unless it could be shown that it was capable
of universal apphcation. It would not do to

say that beneficial results would be the consequence to a certain class, if the protective
system were apphed in a particular quarter.
Unless it was capable of universal adaptation, it was a nuisance.
Small and minute
interests must be attended to under that
system, as well as great and important
ones.
If they apphed the principle to
great interests, they were bound to bring
it down to the smallest branches of the
most unimportant manufactures.
If this
could not be done, away with the protective system
It was an absolute nuisance
And who was there
to the community.
would say this could be done ?
great
injustice had been done to the farming
interest when protection was taken off
!

A

tares

and clover-seed, at

least

so

some
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— and that with equally bene— every branch commerce
and
was a mockery— a
Their great
was a great
humbug— a specious high-sounding
system

too

ficial effect

of

to

agriculture,

delu-

it

principle

sion.

thing,

very well to make eloquent speeches about, but which, in point
of fact, could never be worked out, never
carried into practical operation.
noble
Friend of his he did not know whether
the privilege of calling him friend might
still be accorded to him, but he once had
the honour of calling him his friend
Lord
Dacre, had, at a meeting which was recently
held in Herefordshire, ceded so much to
free-trade principles as to advocate the introduction of a description of cattle-food
for the benefit of certain feeders
but he
(Mr. Ward) would wish to know how that
could be done without injury to those who
raised that same description of food in Ireland, Scotland, and the north of England?
If the measure which the hon. Gentleman
the Member for Winchester (Mr. B. Escott)

which

it

was

all

A

—

—

;

had originated, had been carried, and if
maize had been introduced into this country duty free, there would, as a necessary

consequence, be a lessened demand for
oats and barley and the farmers of Scotland and of the fens of Lincolnshire would
be the sufferers. All other interests might
be benefited, but one would receive a
great injury.
The truth was, they could
not work out the principle practically
and any attempt to do it would involve
them in a labyrinth from which they would
not be able to extricate themselves, even
if hon. Members opposite had a Ministry
Were they then to sacrifice
of their own.
to this principle the great interests connected with a large and cheap supply of
It was said, howfood for this country ?
ever, that we could not compete with foreigners, because we were so heavily taxed.
This was a question which ought to be approached with peculiar delicacy by hon.
For six years this
Gentlemen opposite.
had been constantly put forward as the
reason for refusing a change ; and he was
now dehghted to find, by the votes of
another House, that a noble Lord had
taken up the subject, and had adopted almost
the exact words of his own rejected Motion.
corresponding notice he had given in that
House, and for three years successively he
had endeavoured to procure an inquiry. If
the agricultural interests had any pecidiar
burdens, they ought to be ashamed if they
could not prove them ; yet for three years
;

hon. Gentlemen opposite were heard to
say (though, indeed, much work had not
been made about the matter) ; but the
farmers themselves appeared to be of
a very different opinion ; and if he was
not very much mistaken, the hon. Baronet
opposite (Sir John Tyrell) was himself present at a meeting in Essex, at which the
farmers declared it to be their opinion that
the protective duty on seed was, in fact,
anything at all but a measure of protection,
for that there were ninety-nine farmers
who were ready to purchase the seed, for
one who was ready to grow it. Unless,
therefore, they could adapt their protective he had given them the opportunity, which

A
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He had begged them
they had declined.
he had
to nominate their own Committee
told them that they might even have the
hon. and gallant Member for Lineohi
(Colonel Sibthorp) as their Chairman, if
they so pleased and that they might examine his witnesses, or he Avould examine
theirs, so that they should arrive at a fair
conclusion
but they had dechned, and for
They had no case
the best of reasons.
which they could prove before twelve intelligent men, and they would have nothing to
do with it. [Sir J. Tyrell: Hear, hear !]
The hon. Baronet who cheered had not
voted for it, and he well recollected the
last time the subject was discussed the
hon. Baronet did him the honour of sleeping
through the whole of his speech in the
gallery.
There was not the least blame in
that
it was the best use the hon. Gentleman could make of his time, for it was a
very disagreeable subject he did not know
what to say, and so he thought it best to
sleep through the whole of it.
However,
the party disagreed to the appointment of
a Committee they shuffled about, and as a
great party they did not do themselves
justice
there was much talking and bragging out of the House, but they did nothing
in it there never was a party that so shrunk
from a fair inquiry.
[Sir J. Tyrell:
Hear, hear ] He supposed by that cheer
there was some mystery behind, and
that by the hon. Baronet the mystery
would be cleared up. The hon. Baronet
had at Chelmsford cleared away many mys;

;

;

—

;

:

;

;

!

their

own
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interest.

They had made

the

mistakes whenever they had
been enabled by courtesy or circumstances
to try their hand in the Statute Book.
He would not enter into details, but let
them take the case of wool. [Mr. W.
Miles: Hear!] Would the hon. Member
meet him on that ground ? [Mr. Miles :
Well, if the hon. Member would
I will.]
meet him, he would state the case of wool.
In 1817, he believed the agricultural
interest, by way of raising the price of
English wool, were induced to lay a duty
of 6c?. per pound on foreign wool.
Would
the hon. Member for Somerset deny, that
at the end of five years from that time, the
price of wool was lower in England than it
had been for 200 years before ? Would he
deny, that when in 1825 the duty was
lowered to Id., the price instantly rose?
Would the hon. Member deny, that now
that the duty on foreign wool was taken off
altogether, and that during the last year
alone sixty-nine millions of pounds of foreign
wool had been imported, the price of wool
here was as high as it had been since the
beginning of the present century?
How
would he meet that case ? He should say,
that the hon. Gentleman and his Friends
were saved by Mr. Huskisson and the right
hon. Baronet from the consequences of
strangest

their

own

blindness.

The

agricultural in-

imagined that they could monopolize this branch of the market ; but they
now saw their mistake, and they at last
found that their only remedy, their only
teries.
He had cleared up the mystery of source of safety, was to throw themselves
the breaking up of the Cabinet, and had into the arms of that monster of free trade,
told his friends how all the Ministers voted
in their denunciations of which they were
and if he could clear up the mystery that now so vehement. The hon. Member for
night, he trusted the opportunity would not Northamptonshire had declared that the
be allowed to pass by. He had certainly repeal of the Corn Laws would destroy the
assumed that as hon. Gentlemen never tenants of the country. This might be the
had proved their case or attempted it, so hon. Member's feehng, and it might be
they never could. Were they, however, to the feeling of many Gentlemen inside that
shrink on grounds such as he had alluded House
but it was not the feeling of the
to
grounds so contradictory and so incon- tenant class in this country.
That class
sistent
from entertaining and favourably viewed the question in a different light, and
entertaining he trusted the House would, did not apprehend any frightful calamities
and as the country had done the pro- as the consequence of the measure, propositions brought forward by Her Ma- vided only the landlords would discharge
jesty's Government.
He would give to their duty towards them conscientiously,
those propositions his most cordial sup- and meet them in a fair spirit.
On the
port as the salvation of the agricultural in- contrary, the tenants were most anxious
terest, because he behevcd the worst thing that this question should be set at rest at
that could be done Avould be to leave those once.
They knew that they would not be
Gentlemen to themselves. Nothing could be able to do anything with their land until
more fatal than any attempt on their part this question was settled
and they also
to go without leading-strings.
They never knew that it could be only settled in one
had known they did not then know
Hon. Gentlemen in *' the agricidway.
terests

;

— —

—

—

;

—

\J
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him

tiiral interest," as tlie phrase went, might
perhaps bj a vexatious opposition delay the

that man, and take care that they did
And could any one
no injustice.

consummation of this great question for a
few months perhaps for twelve months

heard the speech of the right hon. Gentleman the Member for Wilts, the other
night, when he said that on his own estates
and in his own neighbourhood, whilst wheat
was varying from 7 is. to 405., in the last
ten years, the wages he paid during that
time and they all knew that the right
hon. Gentleman was a man of a kind and
liberal heart
were but 85. or 9s. could
any one who heard that, say that the
labourer did not sufter the most from the
system of protection ? Talk of wages equalizing themselves to the price of privisions
why, when they saw the labourer exposed
to the keenest privations under the system
of protection, could they turn round and
invoke that House to continue those laws,
not for the sake of the landlords, but for
the sake of the labourers and the tenants ?
He recollected a passage in the writings
of a gentleman who wrote in language
peculiarly expressive, in which he called
all those fallacies in which public men
were in the habit of indulging, ** political
lies " and he said that '* there never was
a lie yet, which was not brought, sooner
or later, to Nature's bank for payment."
So, too, was it with the he respecting the
You might "pass it
protective system.
on," as Mr. Carlyle termed it, from rank
to rank, so long as you had to deal only
with the rich and the powerful but you

—
the long run they

;

Avere sure to arrive
but in
at a final settlement of the Corn Laws,
and that could be only effected by the total
and unqualified abrogation of the protective
Let the tenants be met in a fair
duties.
spirit by their landlords, and no evil consequences would be felt. Let the tillage of
the land be put on a more rational and
let the leases be reequitable basis
modelled, expunging the obsolete terms
and, above all, let not the tenants be
obliged to support the game of their landlords, (that was one of the burdens upon
land,) and all would eventually go on prosperously and smoothly. Two or three years
of difficulty might perhaps have to be encountered but had there been no difficulties during the existence of the protective system ? Surely it must be admitted

—

;

by

all

that difficulties numerous and dishad resulted from the fluctuation

tressing

of prices.

In the years 1833 and 1835 the

agricultural interests were in no very

palmy

At

those periods wheat was 39^.
a quarter, notwithstanding that under the
law of 1815, SOs. was promised to be insured to the tenant.
No doubt it was, as
condition.

the Member for Northampton had pictured,
a sad thing to remove a man from a spot
of land to which he and his family were
attached.
To be sure it was. It was a
hard thing for any man to sunder himself from old habits
but was legislation
;

to be carried
this feeling ?

on under the influence of

Would they

feel equally so-

who

—

—

;

!

;

;

come

at last to the

which,

with

"dumb,

lowest class,

spade and mattock on

its

shoulder, stands face to face with reality,
and can pass the he on no farther." The

people

now thoroughly understood the

pro-

and equally tender about the shop- tective system
and that they were thokeeper ? it was the general good of the roughly sick of it was attested by the
entire community that should be regarded. meetings which had been recently held in
Eventually, however, it would be found Wiltshire and elsewhere.
The landed
that the farmer would, under the new sys- Gentlemen had one resource
let them
tem, be as prosperous as ever.
Let a take the path now opened to them let
proper relation be established between them look to the great development of the
landlord and tenant; and let no tenant interests of this country, and the consehold more land than he had capital to quent increase of employment, as the only
till, and stock it with, and all would be
thing that would permanently improve the
well.
It was a false humanity to permit situation of all classes of the population
a feeling of sickly sentimentality of this and when they had ascertained what was
kind to warp them in the consideration the right course to pursue, he hoped that
of a great national question, in which the no small or selfish interests would, upon
best interests of the Empire Avere involved. calm consideration, have an influence on
Should not some feeling be evinced for the great body of the English gentry now
the labouring man, three-fourths of whose arrayed against these measures.
It was
yearly income, as had been calculated by a difficult task that they had undertaken,
the noble Lord the Member for the West and he was sorry to see them committed
Riding of Yorkshire, were absorbed in the to it for never had an aristocracy stood
licitous

;

:

;

;

;

purchase of food?

Thej should

loot to

higher than that of England, in public ea-
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timation, and he sliouUl be grieved to see

them forfeit one particle of their position.
But when a class, however numerous, however powerful, raised themselves against
the interests of a whole community, de-

pend upon
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the majority with which
the measure of the Government would be
sanctioned in that House, might be large
enough to insure to it such a reception
elsewhere, as he was certain it would meet
therefore, that

command

with from the country.
Mr. miles rose as one of that class
people.
It was a question involving their which, the hon. Gentleman who had just
personal interests
spoken had said, sat there to promote their
lie said that with reference to himself, for every interest he own interests
he thought that expression
had was in land hut he gave his support harsh, for as he had always done full justice
to the policy of his friends behind him, be- to the opinions of hon. Gentlemen opposite,
cause he saw that it was the irresistible and thought that they had acted from zealclaim of justice.
Already some of the ous but mistaken motives, for the good of
brightest ornaments of that House had their country, so did he expect the same
been driven from it by the honest admis- consideration in return. This was a great
sion of their altered convictions upon that question ; and although the hon. Member
subject, and others were upon the point of said that the hon. Member for Roxburghfollowing their example.
noble Lord shire had wandered over the world in this
opposite had told them that his convic- discussion, yet when the magnitude of the
tion was with them, though he did not subject was considered, they could not, in
think himself at liberty to act up to it. his opinion, look too far afield, or meditate
He felt sure, however, that the noble too much upon the injuries likely to be inLord would free himself from the tram- flicted, not only upon our home produce,
mels that embarrassed him, and would but also upon that of our Colonies, and of
soon bring his vote and his opinions into every place now dependent on us.
This
unison.
Could they honestly maintain a was not an agricultural debate, though it
law which, as he thought, had been based had a good deal merged into one ; but it
upon false principles upon grounds which was a debate involving every question, and
they could not work out in detail when those interests that were most dear to the
they came to try it, and which was utterly whole population of the country. Scarcely
at variance with the just demands of the an interest was left untouched ; and it
country? He did not believe that they would ill become hon. Members to take up
could.
The hon. Member for Huntingdon this as an agricultural question, and to
had spoken of a compromise he appeared contend for what the hon. Member oppoto have in his mind some Ministry which site had called their class interest ; although
was to qualify protection, and adjust this he thought that the party opposed to the
question by some new modification of the right hon. Baronet had the good wishes of
tax on food.
Perhaps the hon. Member the great body of the people of England
was himself to be a member of this juste with them. He knew not that the debate
milieu Government
but he assured the could have commenced better than with
hon. Member that, so far as the sense of the speech of the hon. Baronet the Member
the country went, they thought that the for Liverpool, followed, as it was, by that
only fault of this great scheme was, that it of the hon. Member for Roxburghshire,
did not work out its principles far enough. because both touched upon a point of much
There was no conceivable reason why the vital importance, viz., the efi'ect the produty upon butter and cheese should be re- posed measures would have on the Coloduced one-half, and the duty upon corn nies
and although they found that the
taken off altogether ; and as to any idea of hon. Member for Roxburghshire had supa compromise, he could assure the hon. ported the right hon. Baronet in his change
Gentleman that the attempt would only of the Tarift' in 1842, yet he was strenuserve to protract the struggle, and involve ously opposed to any further change ; and,
all the interests connected with agriculture
in his opinion, the longer this question was
it

could not long

it

either the respect or the

sympathy of the

:

;

;

A

—

;

;

;

in inextricable confusion.

There was a very
small quantity of wheat now to come in,
and delay would deprive them of the opportunity, which perhaps they might never
have again, of admitting foreign corn without any check to the agricultural industry
of the country.
He sincerely trusted,

delayed, the longer time that might elapse
before these minor interests which were
aff'ected

were brought under discussion,

the more would it appear necessary to
oppose the measure as far as they were
He thought the hon. Gentleconcerned.
man who had just spoken had put this
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either

must be defended as a

as applicable to

all
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classes

protec-

principle,

and

or if they

;

abandoned it and took it away from one,
then all protection must be withdrawn
from every branch of our domestic industry.
That was the best ground upon which this
subject could be debated. The hon. Member for Huntingdon had talked of a compromise,
This he (Mr. Miles) could never
defend.
He thought they must either
stand precisely as they did, or must adopt
the measure proposed by the right hon.
Baronet or the hon. Gentleman opposite. He
conceived that the measures now proposed
were brought forward against the expe-

and he had now to
ask whether the successful experiment of
rience of centuries

;

the short period of the last three years
could be taken as an argument for the
withdrawal of all protection, against the
experience indeed of ages, during which
this country had risen to a height of pro-
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done everything he could to procure returns,
and had not been satisfied with his own
But it would be in
individual research.
the recollection of the House that on the
first night of the debate, when he thought
reflections were cast upon the agricultural
body by the noble Lord for not caring for
the distress of the poor, he then told him,
that, so far from it, very early in November
a very large body of agriculturists, at a
meeting in London, declared that if famine
prevailed in Ireland, they were perfectly willing to throw open the ports.
He thought,
however, that that was too good an opportunity to lose to endeavour to obtain the very
best statistical information in his power; and
although he could not eftect that in Ireland,
he was enabled to do it in England, by
means of those societies which were now
established throughout the country in connexion Avitli agriculture.
ing certain queries which

have

Forms containwas advisable

it

up were sent to each of these
and the consequence was that reyet attained.
He would ask those hon. turns were made from twenty-six counties.
Gentlemen whether we were singidar in These returns were signed, in many inthe adoption of the principle of protec- stances, by the churchwardens and overtion, or whether it was not of universal seers of the parishes, and in other cases by
application ?
and whether it would not individuals competent to supply the rebe an act of insanity to withdraw it, quired information.
Though the returns
and to hope to maintain the artisan were not so fully given as they might be,
and labourer of this country in direct still he was able from them to give such evicompetition with the foreigner?
They dence as would dissipate all ideas and fears
had indeed but slender hopes that foreign of a coming scarcity. He had only that
countries would follow the example
since morning seen a friend of his, from the
the effect of the Tariff of 1842 had caused county which he had the honom- to resperity which no other country

had ever

to

filled

societies,

;

several foreign States, instead of lowering, to increase their duties upon our pro-

But he would ask them to look
at the period at which this question was
duce.

Was it not one of most
extraordinary prosperity ?
Look at the
state of the pubhc funds
of the labour
market of manufactures, and of the vast
appHcation of capital to commercial enbrought forward.

—

—

terprise.

These at once showed the im-

mense prosperity

of

the

present

time,

and he thought held up a warning to them
not to tamper with their old commercial
pohcy, but to leave well alone, and to be
satisfied with that happiness which was
now showered upon this country. What,
then, was the reason why this measure was
undertaken ? It appeared to him extraordinary that an affection in one crop should
have led to such a change in the minds of
pubhc men for it seemed to him and he
had taken much trouble on the subject
that the fears about the potato crop had
been very greatly exaggerated.
He had
;

—

present

had

—a

called

large

upon

potato grower, who
extensive
potato

an

salesman in the city, as he wished to dispose of his stock. That gentleman found,
to his (Mr. Miles 's) delight, that potatoes
were now decreasing in price, and the
salesman told him that if he wished to sell
them, he should do so now, for his conviction was that in spring they would be
cheaper.
That was a statement which he
was sure the House Avould be pleased to
hear, as being the opinion of an eminent
potato merchant.
He would now refer to
the returns in the shortest possible manner, and confine himself to as few of the
details as was consistent with a fair statement of the case, omitting aU allusion to
the articles of grass, hay, and clover.

The

return, he

might

state,

had reference

to a breadth of land extending to
acres, and in quoting from it

1,292,000
he would

confine himself to wheat, barley, oats, and
potatoes.

Relating to potatoes, his wish

was that the information should have been
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as full as possible.

Observations were de-

manded from each

district as to the actual

state of the potato crop; and, although the

were of course various, some stating
the loss to be one-third, some one-half, and
others having a full crop ; yet all concurred, that, though there was disease, the
crop was large, in consequence of there
replies

having been a greater breadth of land
planted with potatoes than usual ; and
that though this increased breadth planted,
did not make up entirely for the failure,
yet, that

it

did so in a great measure, and

much

would

the pressure that
must otherwise have fallen upon the lower
classes.
lie found, that as to the wheat
crop of this year, there was in favour of its
being at or above an average crop 3,092
returns.

As

alleviate

to barley, the returns for its

now grown
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and why? The flax
England was now
cultivated there, because the soil was
equally propitious for its culture, and the
wages of labour were much smaller. He
had in his hand a return from four parishes
in the county of Somerset, which showed
the amount lost by the labouring popidaHe would merely
tion from this measure.
take the averages, pointing out what the
amount of cultivation in flax was before the
diminution of the duty, and what it was at
the present time
what was the amount of
labour which it called forth, and what tho
loss had been to the agricultural population by throwing this trade open.
These
parishes were Chiselborough, Odecomb, and
East and West Coker, and the returns were
in Ireland;

that used to be

grown

in

—

The number

to this effect.

of acres an-

being at or above an average crop, were nually laid down in the cultivation of flax,
2,750 below an average, 337 for oats, previous to the withdrawal of protection, and
at or above an average, 2,634
below an since that occm*rence, were as follows
average, 260
for beans and peas, at or
Before.
Since.
above an average crop, 2,273 below an
.100
Chiselborough
.10
Odecomb
.100
average, 466
turnips,
<kc., above an
East Coker
.150
.12
average, 2,750
below an average, 333
West Coker
.360
.20
potatoes at or above an average, 1,898
below an average, 1,660.
He trusted that
710
46
so far as they could they had done every- The expense of cultivating an acre of flax,
thing in their power to disabuse the coun- dressing and preparing it for the market,
try of the idea that there was any danger was 51.
and the cultivation of it afibrded
of famine
for though the potatoes might full labour for a large portion of the year
have failed to some extent, yet in other to the whole of the industrial population of
kinds of produce there was abundance; and these parishes.
Since the withdrawal of
they ought to thank Providence for thus protection and the abandonment of cultiremedying the loss of one article of food, by vation, the loss to these parishes each year
the abundance of another.
But, in look- in labour was respectively—
ing at this question, he should like as
Chiselborough
£1350
much as possible to follow the two different
1440
Odecomb
statements made by the right hon. Gentle2070
East Coker
man at the head of the Government and
6100
West Coker
he would make allusion first of all to his
Total
9960
speech on the Address, because, with that
admirable Parliamentary tact which the And all this by the operation of the prinright hon. Gentleman knew so well how to ciple of free trade.
He (Mr. Miles) would
follow, he made that speech just the com- next come to the subject of meat, remencement of the one that afterwards fol- garding which the Member for Newcastle
lowed, and which now formed the subject had left out one statement that he wished
of the present debate.
He
In that speech the he had brought before the House.
right hon. Baronet stated that since taxes attributed the high price of meat at tho
had been withdrawn from flax, meat, wool, present time to various causes, chiefly to
and lard, the prices of those articles had the murrain that had arisen of late years,
greatly advanced. He would take the case and to the scarcity of provender and the
of flax in the first instance.
That was an failure of the green crops that had been
article at one time much cultivated in the experienced in the southern and western
county he had the honour to represent; but counties in 1844 and 1845. Now it was
;

;

:

;

—

;

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.4

;

;

;

;

;

.

.

.

;

since the repeal of the duty, the cultivation
of flax was almost entirely given over; and

such was the case in many other counties
of England.
It was true that flax was

.

.

perfectly true that all those causes led to
but the hon.
the high prices of meat
Member did not follow up the matter sufficiently; he did not state the decrease
;
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that had taken place in the supply of
Smithiield market
a decrease during the
last six months of 1845, as compared with
a similar period for the last three weeks of
Nor did he state that
1844, of 250,000.
there was a weekly decrease in sheep to the

—
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right hon. Baronet of a similar description ;
and it was natural that some degree of un-

easiness should be experienced. The right
hon. Baronet seemed to treat the home
market as nothing : he had allied himself

to the manufacturing interest, and would
extent of 16,000, as compared with last year. sacrifice our own manufactm-es to the foHe seemed to have thrown overAll this would account for the high price of reign.
meat at the present time. The right hon. board the industrious energies of the nation,
Baronet should also recollect that the ani- and left them to competition with the
mals brought into market in 1845 were lightly taxed and low paid people of the
not half so fat as those produced this year. Continent of Europe, and with the capiThe want of proper feeding in that and the talists of the illimitable territory and lightly
Were we
preceding year lessened the animals in taxed Continent of America.
So were they. Were we
weight from seven to ten stones, and conse- manufacturers ?
So were they. Our
quently there was a greater consumption of producers of food ?
animals without the same quantity of meat manufacturers were in the greatest state of
He prosperity, and had reached the highest
as usual having been obtained.
point of perfection. The skill of our people,
would next come to the subject of wool
but before he did so he would take it was said, w^as infinite ; but the ingenuity
the liberty of suggesting to Gentlemen on of the mechanic was completely superseding
the other side of the House that this article the skill and labour of the artisan. Capital
was a proof that the agriculturists could they would find always flowing into any
not be fairly charged with opposition to all kind of trade in which there was a chance
abolition, even in matters affecting directly of gain
so that, with capital abundant,
theii' own interests.
The manufacturers and manufacturing ingenuity and skill great,
wished the duty repealed, and the agri- the country might surely become, but for
culturists, seeing that the import of the the restrictive policy of other nations,
short wool from the Continent was advan- manufacturers for the world. But he would
tageous to them, to mix with their own ask them to look at the commercial policy
Southdown wool, at once acceded to their of France, of Russia, and of America. He
demand. The consequence had been a was sorry to detain the House, but he felt
great increase in the amount of wool used it necessary to trouble them at some length
by the manufacturers, and the price of the by referring to statistical documents rather
article, from the goodness of trade, necesthan to assertions of his own, in order to
sarily rose.
In this case, as he believed it make out his case fairly before the House.
was in all others, the interests of manufac- He begged, in the first place, to call their
ture and agriculture went together ; when attention to the commercial policy of
the one prospered, the other must
when France; and he did not think that he
one fell, the other would fall also. As to could do better than quote from a book
the subject of lard, it was impossible to which was laid on the Table some time ago
state, from the information they possessed,
he meant the Report on the Commercial
what was the state of the trade ; but he Tarifi's and Regulations of the several
beheved that when the proper return was States of Europe and America, which the
before them it would be found that one hon. Member for Bolton conceived that no
great reason why the price of lard was so one but a free trader ever looked into but
high, was the deficiency in the supply of he, for one, had certainly perused it, he
oil.
He felt strongly, and so must the trusted with some advantage. He found
House, that it was the duty of every Minis- that Mr. Macgregor, in his statement on
ter to promote the welfare, and to ensure the commercial policy of France, said
the confidence, of all classes
agricultural,
" The soil and climnte of France are adapted to
commercial, and manufacturing, in this the growth in perfection of almost every agriculgreat country
but he would ask if, not- tural protection. All descriptions of corn, vegewithstanding the prosperity which had tables, and most fruits are grown. Flax, hemp,
oleaginous seeds, beetroot, various grasses, and
existed during the last three years, there
plants yielding dyes, are cultivated extensively.
was not a feeling in men's minds that they The olive, the mulberry-tree, the rice, maize,
were not safe in the hands of the right hon. wheat, and the potato, all find a natural soil, and
Baronet. The changes in the Tarift'of 1842 flourish in this universally favoured country."
were of such a character that they could France, of all countries in Europe, should
not but look for further measures from the produce so cheaply as to have no pretence
;

;

—

;

—

;
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for restricting the importation of forelo^n

Notwithstandino^ this undoubted fact,
a Committee of the Deputies reported, in
corn.
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imcultivated, without capital, and the serfs
in the most abject condition, meanly clothed

and badly fed ; and here was a measure
the effect of which was to encourage those
" If wo admitted the food and raiment and countries to compete with us in our own
victuals, and colonial and other objects, which
markets, and to enrich them, and in the
strangers would bring to our ports, we might, prosame proportion to impoverish us.
Let
bably, gain some hundreds of millions. Should we
them look, however, to what was laid down
be the richer in consequence ? For the riches of
an authora State are in the elements of labour, and when by Adam Smith on the subject
labour fails to find employment, misery is repro- ity always quoted on the other side when
duced. And it is not only a question of comfort, it served their purpose, but which when it
but one of existence for if wheat were introduced did not was treated as an old almanac.
without duty from the Baltic or Black Sea, our
He begged, therefore, to press that authorMauritius shores would remain uncultivated, and
1842,

that—

—

;

the effect of a ruinous comi)etition would affect
more and more nearly the whole of our agricultural population."

Again, Mr. Macgregor says with respect
to Russia
" Russia may be said to prohibit the importation of every material like those which can be

drawn by the labour of her serfs from her mines
and forests and of every foreign manufactured
;

in order that the labour of their serfs,
with the aid of machinery either imported or made
in tho country, and directed by skilful foreign
artisans, shall be made to produce articles either
similar to, or that may be substituted for, those
of foreign manufacture."
article,

But what is the case with regard to manufactured goods?
Is it not notorious that,
in common cotton goods, foreigners can
successfully compete with us in neutral
markets and what then would be the result were they to be fully admitted into the
home market ? It should be remembered
also that these foreign nations produce
food as well as we do.
But what was the
difference between them and this country ?
Our territory was limited, while the whole
world, which was proposed to be thrown
open to compete with it, was illimitable.
He requested the House to bear in mind
also the industrial skill which was daily developing itself in the agricultural districts,
and wliich was going on to such an extent
as to show that the remark of the right lion.
Baronet Sir R. Peel, on the first night of
the Session, viz.
that agriculture was yet
in its infancy, was not borne out by facts
for to a casual observer it must be apparent
that in the north, south, east, and west,
within the last few years, a better system
of husbandry had been gradually introduced;
science and capital had been brought to bear
upon the soil, which was now bringing forth
fruits which showed that, with the increase
of the population, increased crops had been
produced to keep pace with it. But let
them look at foreign nations, and what
was their state ? If they looked at Poland
and Russia, they would find them almost
;

—

;

ity into his service, at

any rate

in this ar-

gument

home

as to the relative position of the
and foreign market, and the advan-

tages to be derived from the former.
But
before reading the extract, he begged to
express his astonishment at the remarks

from the right hon. Baronet the
Secretary, in reply to the admirable
speech of the hon. Memljer for Northamptonshire, who stated the difficulties in which

which

fell

Home

the coachmakers, the papermakers, the
shoemakers, and other traders, would be
placed by the general importation of Brussels coaches, Parisian boots and shoes, and
Saxon cloths ; and he stated, that inasmuch as we did this, we should naturally
throw the labour of our own people out of
the market, unless the population was so
great, or the demand so great, as to consume not only the produce of our own
manufactures, but likewise that of other
countries, with which we should be deluged.
The right hon. Baronet talked of exchange;
no doubt there would be exchange, but it
was an exchange which was not equally beneficial for English capital as for foreign
goods ; for if the transaction took place

between an English gentleman and an
English coachmaker, two capitals were reproduced, and the whole benefit accrued to
England. But to revert to the quotation
he was about to make from Adam Smith.
That eminent authority says
•'
The capital employed in the home trade of
any country will generally give encouragement
and support to a greater quantity of productive
labour in that country, and increase the value of
its annual produce, more than an equal capital
employed in the foreign trade of consumption
and the capital employed in this latter trade has

still greater .advantage
over an equal capital employed in the can-ying

in both these res])ects a

trade."

If he wanted any argument to support the

cause which he advocated, he thought the
statement made by Adam Smith was sufficient.
He would now quote from memory
the language of Mr. Greg, of Manchester,
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who

lie

believed,

was a member of the

League, as to the competition of foreign
goods with our own in neutral markets. That
gentleman said, that the coarse cottons of
Switzerland, the hardware of some parts of
Germany, and the woollens of Saxony, were
preferred to English produce in several
foreign markets.
He said also that Saxon
hosiery, on which there was a duty of 20
per cent., successfully competed in our
home market with the produce of our manufacturers.
But if this duty was reduced
10 per cent, as proposed, he would just
ask how our manufacturers could meet the
competition ?
It could only be met in two
ways first, either by the improvement of
machinery superseding manual labour
which improvements, Saxony, in the course
of two or three years, would get possession
of, and then by the aid of her lower wages
be enabled to drive the manufacturer here
out of his own market or, in the second
:

;

place,

British

by the eventual reduction
labourers' wages.

any other way

to

of the

If there

meet the

was
he
had

difficulty,

should be glad to have it shown.
He
yet to learn there was any other way.
He would ask them to look at the contests
between master manufacturers and the labourers continually going on
the trades'
unions, the strikes for wages
and then to
say, if manufacturers desired to keep their
profits, must they not do it by lowering
the wages of the labourer ?
It was the
determination on the part of the workmen
not to submit to lower wages, that caused
the contests and the strikes which occurred.
constant contest was waging between
labourers and employers and he must say,
that he found the price of labour eventually
feU in these contests.
He would now beg
to direct the attention of the House to
the arguments of the right hon. Baronet,
founded on the amount of exports, taking
three years of very great plenty, and then
the three preceding years, which were
adverse years
and founding thereupon an
advantageous comparison. It struck him,
however, that if he went back a little
further than did the right hon. Baronet,
when he made his statement and if he
adopted, with the triennial calculations of
the right hon. Baronet, a cycle of twelve
years divided into triennial averages, it
would be found that the price of corn had
nothing whatever to do with the amount of
He found, that though there was,
exports.
on the whole period of twelve jenrs, an increase in trade, yet that particular years
exhibited a decrease as compared with each

—
—

A

;

;

;

LAWS.
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He did not find that the price of
other.
corn was affected in a simultaneous way.
But, with the leave of the House, he would
take the triennial calculations, and he
In 1834, the
would begin with 1834.
average price of wheat was 46^., the
exports were 41,000,000?. in 1835, wheat
was 39s., the exports 47,000,000?.; in
1836, wheat was 485. 9d., and the exports
47,000,000?.: so that he found the average
price of wheat was 445. Sd., while he
found the triennial average of exports to be
45,000,000?.
And then, going into the
next years, they would perceive, in 1837,
that the average price of corn was 455. 9d.,
the exports being 53,000,000?.
in the
next year the average price of corn
was 455. Id.f the exports then being
42,000,000?. in 1839, the average price
of corn was 705. 5d., and the exports were
50,000,000?., which made the average
price of corn during that triennial period
635. 96?., and the average amount of exThen, going further
ports 48,000,000?.
in
into the years, 1840, 1841, and 1842
the first year, the average price of corn
was 66s. Sd., whereas the exports were
only 53,000,000?.
in the next year, the
average price of corn was 645. 3d., while
in 1842,
the exports were 51,000,000?.
the price of corn was 6O5. 3d., the average
;

;

;

;

;

;

amount of exports being 47,000,000?.; and
they would from this see, that during this
other triennial period the average exports
were 50,000,000?., the average price of
And, taking
corn appearing at 625. 7c?.
the last years according to the figures furnished by the right hon. Baronet himself
in 1843, the average price of corn was
5O5. Id., and the average amount of exin 1844, corn was at
ports 52,000,000?.
51 5. 3c?., while the average exports were
in 1845, for which year
58,000,000?.
there was an absence of any authentic
calculations, they had wheat at 525.,
and they had no falling-oft', according
to the right hon Baronet's calculations,
for the exports were 58,000,000?.: so that
for this period the exports appeared as
56,000,000?., with an average price of
They, therefore, found
corn of about 51 5.
the exports gradually but progressively in;

;

creasing

;

while they, in the same ratio,

found the price of corn decreasing they
would find that the price of corn had no
relative affinity whatever to the amount of
exports
and they could not but come to
;

;

the conclusion, so far as their exports in
the foreign trade were concerned, that
these naturally depend on the demand
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the works were standing, the colUers getting
ingredient.
From the consideration of 2s. per day, and having only in the week
this subject, he was led into the inquiry as three days' work; in 1846 the colliers had
to what was in reality the cause of our 3s. Qd. a day, daily, for ten hours' work;
prosperity
an inquiry which had been in 1842, the miners' wages were 5s. 6c?.
already alluded to by several hon. Mem- per ton, and in 1846 they were 10s. (jd.
There would have been less diffi- per ton. In the latter period all the works
bers.
culty in answering the question if the right were in full work, new works were being
hon. Baronet had been good enough to erected on all sides, shafts being sunk for
workmen not to be
give to the country his speech on the coal and iron stone
second, instead of, as had been the case, had, and, for that reason, the masters at
on the first night of the Session the peo- their mercy so that if it were necessary
ple of the country would then have been to increase the supply it would be sinews
able to distinguish what the prosperity rather than money which would be found
consisted of.
On the second night, as to be wanting consequently, it would not
would be in the recollection of the House, be possible to find iron for foreign demand.
the right hon. Baronet brought forward The masters were full of engagements,
the question of railways
he then gave which would last for three years, with
to them the number of Bills that were prices varying from 101. to 131. 10s. a ton,
passed, the estimated expenses for the form- while in 1842 they made and sold at 51. 58.,
ation and completion of those railways ; the delivery costing 10s. per ton.
These
and he then made an assertion, which were facts which would at once show the
could not be controverted, that, computing activity created by the capital alluded to
each line to take three years in completing, being thus thrown into the labour market,
during that period ui)wards of 23,000,000?. and the benefit derived was strictly a home
sterling, which had been before locked up, benefit, for it was known seven-eighths of
would be thrown directly into the labour the iron trade came into the British market.
market.
Now, he (Mr. Miles) would leave And how that activity had told upon the
it to a discerning public to judge which
diff'erent articles of food and the different
had been the greatest benefit to the coun- articles of consumption was shown by the
try
the foreign trade so much upheld by circulars emanating from parties engaged
the right hon. Baronet, or the expenditure in the several trades, and particularly by a
of that immense mass of capital thus set circular relative to the fruit trade, and
afloat in the country and into the market, which he now held in his hand.
It reby railway construction. It was, therefore, ferred to the peculiar prosperity so often
palpable that that extraordinary prosperity spoken of, experienced in the fruit as in
made so much of by the right hon. Baronet, every other trade, and stated that, although
was to be attributed in a great measure, if a continuance of prosperity to manufactures
not entirely, to the capital let loose in the would not alone secure such a result, a
Avay he had mentioned.
Under such cir- valuable and numerous class of consumers
cumstances, not only was there a greater had presented themselves in the persons
demand, and a greater stimulus given to employed, in various ways, in the conthe supply of the common necessaries of structing of railways
these were a new
Ufe, but likewise a greatly increased con- class of consumers, having hberal wages,
sumption of what were termed common by those wages being enabled to indulge
luxuries.
In connexion with the railways in luxuries beyond the reach of the agribeing formed, an unprecedented prosperity, cultural labourer and the ordinary artisan,
sudden in its origin, but lasting in its effects, and at all times uninfluenced by the fluctuhad taken place in the iron trade. He held ations to which these others were exposed
in his hand a document which showed, by of trade and of the seasons.
He trusted
the convincing aid of figures, the extra- that he had succeeded by evidence in
ordinary depression in that trade in 1842
proving his assertion as to the original
and showed further, the still more remark- cause of the recent progress in every branch
able progress in prosperity and profits, not of industry and of the country, and he
only with the ironmasters, but in the wages would, therefore, now ask the public to
and the condition of the miners. In 1842 pause before they gave in their support to
common bar iron was quoted at from U. lOs. the new measures of the right hon. Baronet,
to 51. per ton
in 1845 the same iron was if, unaware of the truth, they deemed that
quoted at dl to m. lOs.
In 1842 the their past fortunes were to be ascribed to
workmen were but half employed, and half the adoption of his similar preceding

and supply, the prices of corn being no

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

:

;

;
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also ask whether the
markets was in so

represented ?
He would ask whether China was not overstocked, and all English manufactures
there selling at below prime cost ? And he
would further ask if the Indian market
was not in precisely the same situation ?
And it appeared to him, that if, forgetting
the experience of the past, they went on in
England manufacturing in the same ratio,
there would come about one of those cycles
favourable

a

condition

as

commerce which gradually,
and more or less intensely,

in the history of

progressively,

had, at certain times, overtaken, and, in
overtaking, had ruined many manufacturers.
It was an inevitable consequence, for overproduction in the present manufacturing
system necessarily followed on an insane
and uncalculating competition depending
as the manufacturers did on the action of

—CORN LAWS.
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another instance of this fact he would

beg to refer
vember last.

Nomonth

to the prices current in

On

the

first

of that

the price of wheat was 62s. , according to
the averages
that was the sum claimed
by the farmer; but at that very time the
loaf of bread was, he was sorry to say,
charged to the consumer at 1 Od. He had
gone through a vast number of calculations,
and he could assure the House that it was
not only his own opinion, but the opinion
of other persons competent to judge, that
when the price of wheat averaged 62s.,
the price of bread, allowing a fair profit
both to the miller and the baker, and also
allowing fertile chance of bad debts, ought to

—

be no more than 7d.
Therefore any blame
matter should not rest with the
farmer or the Corn Laws. His hon. Friend
the Member for Warwickshire had put a
question to the right hon. Baronet at the
machinery so scientifically applied, and so head of Her Majesty's Government, which
With the per- he certainly thought had been answered in
extraordinary in its result.
The quesmission of the House he would now, as a most extraordinary manner.
briefly as he possibly could, make some tion was whether he had calculated what
allusions to the case of the agriculturists. the price of corn would be under the freeIn the first place, glancing at the Corn Law trade system; and the right hon. Baronet
of 1842, he would ask, of what had they to replied that that would depend on the seacomplain ? He had supported the right hon. sons.
That, indeed, would be the case, if
Baronet in that measure, because he beheved they had only the climate of their own
country to depend on. But when they recolit to have been an improvement, with respect
to the manner of taking the corn averages, lected that they were hereafter to raise their
Under the existing supply of corn from the whole world, and
on the law of 1828.
law, the return of consumption had been when they bore in mind the various atmoincreased, because 130 additional towns had spheric peculiarities of difl'erent continents,
been added to the list from which the aver- it was evident that that answer was absurd.
age was computed. A much greater quan- He trusted that the right hon. Baronet,
tity of corn would thus appear to be con- who had proved himself to be so good a
sumed; and the averages were consequently calculator with regard to the Corn Law of
kept in a more just and regular way.
The 1842, would endeavour to inform them of
right hon. Baronet the Secretary of State the probable prices, at least for the years
for the Home Department founded his 1849 and 1850.
So true had been his calopinion in reference to the relative prices culations in 1842, that, ever since, prices
of bread and wheat on the state of the Lon- had literally ranged between the two points
don market. He had on more than one upon which he had fixed; and, therefore,
occasion endeavoured to draw the attention he thought they had a right to demand a
of the House to that subject, and to show similar prophecy from the right hon. Bathat in the metropolis the prices of bread ronet on the present occasion.
The proand flour bore no relative proportion what- posed measure would seem to unite the
and that if difl'erent plans of both the right hon. Baroever to the price of wheat
blame were to be attached to any indivi- net and the noble Lord the Member for
duals for enhancing the price of food it was London
and, considering all they had
not to the farmer, but to the baker and heard about letters and interviews between
He recollected deducing a proof these distinguished individuals on a late
miller.
[An hon. Member There were
in support of this proposition from the com- occasion
He might have been wrong in
parative prices of bread and wheat in Paris. no letters.]
He showed that the prices of bread and mentioning letters he should have said,
flour in the Parisian market were much communications; but, considering all that
more nearly allied to the price of wheat had passed on that occasion, it was not too
than was the case in the British metropoHs, much to suppose that a sort of compromise
in this

;

;

;

—

:

:
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into, and that one party
expressed a willin^*ness, if half the sliding
scale were continued, to adopt half of the
Thus it was that
noble Lord's fixed duty.
they were to have a lOs. duty when corn
averaged a certain amount; and that the
scale was then to descend to 4s., or to half
the former proposition of the noble Lord,

had been entered

and wretchedness
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—

still,

as

it

was

his con-

misery and less suffering would result from the proposition
of the noble Lord, than must emanate
from the measure of the right hon. Baronet.
He would not go into the questions
viction

that

less

of local burdens.
The returns moved for
by the hon. Member for Sheffield, would,
from which, at the end of three years, it it was said, be of the fullest possible nawas to sink down to Is., or a mere nominal ture; and all he would say on the subject
Now, on the part of the agricul- was, that he was ready to become a Memduty.
ho was not ber of any Committee that might be apturists, he would say this
going to desert his principles; he would pointed to investigate those returns. With
oppose the plan of the right lion. Baronet, regard to the poor rates, they might
and he would also oppose that of the noble not appear so hard when the Bill of the
Lord that is, if the noble Lord showed right hon. Baronet the Secretary of State
fight, and persevered in pressing his view for the Home Department would come into
of the question but from what had occurred operation; because, under that Bill, what
some nights ago, when the noble Lord made was refused as an act of justice, was prohis speech on the subject, he (Mr. Miles) posed to be done as ah act of compensation.
very much doubted whether it was the He alluded to the proposal for giving a
noble Lord's intention to bring forward any claim for relief to every person having an
Amendment for an immediate repeal of the industrial residence of five years. But
Corn Laws. If, however, the question to would not the other local charges be still
be decided were between the proposition severely felt? He would take the instance
for immediate repeal and that of the right of an acre of land cultivated under the

—

—

;

hon. Baronet, he would himself, and so, he
had no doubt, would a larger number of his

hon. Friends behind him, feel it a duty to
But at the same
oppose both propositions.
time he should say, on the part of the farmers, that in their mind the proposition of
the noble Lord would be infinitely the betAnd he would tell them
ter of the two.
why. There was no chance whatever of
any large access of corn into this market
for the present year, neither was there any
probability of any great surplus being available after the next harvest; because spring
wheat was not grown in Germany, nor in
most parts of the Continent, and the usual
crop had been sown in autumn last, which

would come into consumption early in 1847.
Therefore, no preparation was made for any
unusual supply of the British market in foreign countries, because the plan of the
right hon. Baronet was not known when
the crop had been put into the ground. As
far as 1 847 was concerned, there would thus
be no fresh land put into cultivation; neither
could there be any extensive system of wareliousing,both of which imdoubtedly would be

A

four-course system.
farm consisting of
three-fourths arable, and one-fourth pasture
land, would require, to be cultivated ac-

cording to this system, an average of from
To that
were to be added poor rates, highway rate,
and church rate, making together from 4s.
to 4s. 6d. per acre, which, added to the
cost for labour, would give an average of
37s. an acre; and to what extent was it proposed that this charge was to be reduced ?
He had been astonished to hear the argument of the right hon. Gentleman the Secretary at War, and confessed he could not
understand his reasoning. That right hon.
30s. to 35s. an acre for labour.

Gentleman had said we could not get a
large quantity of corn from America, because the population there was large. This

was one reason why they could send us
large quantities
and as the population of
America increased, they would be enabled
to ship to this country such enormous masses
of corn as would entirely overwhelm the
production of Great Britain.
But there
was one part of the speech of the right
;

hon. Baronet to which he wished particuattempted by capitalists prior to the removal larly to refer, and more especially because
of all duty in 1849.
Therefore, though they had been so many years his assistants
much misery and wretchedness would inevit- in political life. He had said that this was
ably be the lot of the agricultural popula- a time for the agriculturists to lay aside all
tion in this country, as the consequence of fears from foreign competition. Now, when
the transition
and in fact, the noble Lord he read an extract from Avhat he held in

—

the Member for the city of London had
himself admitted that a transition could not
take place without producing that misery

his

hand of the

agricultural capabilities of

America, he thought that would fully show
that their alarm was not without some just
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by a population of 5,500,000 persons. He
would ask any man who had been in Ame-

It was not alone to the quantity of
cause.
corn now grown in that country that they
The cultivation of the teemshould look.
ing and fruitful land of the United States
was rapidly advancing the population was
increasing at the most extraordinary rate,

these facts, whether the
were not justified in looking with alarm to the immense
import of corn which might be expected
from that quarter. Then there was Russia, too
a country whose capabilities were
not well known, from which the competition
with the agriculture of this country would
be very great. He would trouble the House
with a few statistical documents which he

and that population, active and industrious,

—

occupied a vast and houndless territory,
containing some of the richest land in the
They only wanted a profitable
world.
market for the excess of their produce to
raise an infinitely greater quantity of grain

than they had hitherto grown; and he had
no doubt but that in a few years they would
be found to throw a mass of corn into
this country which would completely overwhelm the British farmer. Passing aside
all the corn that would come by the lakes
and canals, and find its way to New York
and other ports, he would instance the case

had prepared on

and its tributary streams to that
and some idea of the vast quantities
of grain that might be expected from thence
could be formed from the fact, that while
sissippi

whole area of the British islands
amounted to 119,000 square miles, the
superficies of those States which looked to
New Orleans as an outport, contained no
less than 450,000 square miles, inhabited
the

this subject,

showing the
em-

agricultural capacities of that great
pire :

" Tliat part of Russia," said the Report compiled
from the consular returns, "which lies west of the
Ural Mountains, presents an immense plain, declining westward by an easy descent.
This vast
plain has a great variety of climates, soils, and
products.
Its northern part, which declines towards the White and Frozen Seas, is covered with
forests and marshes, and is but little fit for culti-

The products of
down by the Mis-

port,

who knew

rica, or

agriculturists of this country

—

of New Orleans alone.
nine vast States all went

NIGHT.

vation.
The more southerly portion of this great
plain includes the whole region along the Wolga,
as far as the steppes or deserts between the Caspian and the Sea of Azof, and constitutes the most
fertile part of Russia
generally, it has a productive soil, the arable and meadow lands exceeding
the woods, marshes, and heaths."
;

[The

Member also read and referred
document placed below*. ] He would

lion.

to the

state to the

House the

capabilities of

Tam-

AGRICULTURE AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIONS OF THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE.
Name

Area in Acres. Population.

of Province.

Soil.

Arable.

Pasture.

9,000,000

4,000,000

Russia.

Northern Provinces.
Vologda (1)
Pskof (2)
Smolensko (3)
Viatka (4)
.

.

747,500
705,300

Fertile.

1,064,200
1.511.600

Fertile.

.

93,312,000
14,180,000
13,494,000
28.080.000

...

16,400,000

Not given 4

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Not described Not described
Not described Not described

Poor.
Goodjgenerallyfertile.

6,500,000

6,600,000

Baltic Provinces.

Esthonia (5)

Not adapted for
growth of corn.

Not described.

Polish Provinces.
( E xclusi ve ofthe Kingdom

Grodno (6)
Minsk (7)
Mohilef(8)

.

.

Witepsk(9)

.

Tchernigoff(lO)
Bialystock(ll)

Volhynia(12)
Poltawa (13)
Kief (14)
Kharkeff(16)
Podolia (16)

.

.

....
....

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...
.

.

,

.

.

.

8,788,000
26,280,000
11,136,000
10,560,000
17,920,000
2,199,040
14,348,000
14,200,000
12,800,000
11,136,000
7,680,000

600,000
1,304,800

846,000
717,000
1,300,000

260,000
1,314,000
1,622,000

460,000
1,334,000
1,548,000

Alluvial

and sandy.

Poor.
Fertile.

Medium

fertility.

Fertile.

Medium

fertility.

Fertile.

Excellent.
Fertile.

Very

fertile.

Generally very

fertile.

Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not

described.
described.
described.
described.
described.
described.
described.
described.
described.
described.
described.

Central Russia.

....

Toula(17)
Voroneje or Woronetz (18)
Koui-sk(19)
.

.

.

7,680,000
19,840,000
9,900,000

1,040,000
1,507,200
1,700,000

Fertile.
Fertile.

Remarkably

fertile.

Not described.
Not described.
Not described.
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He had

[Laughter.]

no desire or

in-

tention to exaggerate the resources of Tamboif, and he could most sincerely state
that hia solo object was to j)ut the
in possession of the best informa-

House

Tamboff, which embraced twenty[Laughfive milUons of square miles.
Ho did not at all wonder at the
ter.]
laughter of the House, because it almost
Ho meant to
seemed an impossibility.
say, not twenty-five millions of square
That,
miles, but twenty-five thousand.
and even at the
then, was the area
estimate of Mr. Macgregor the produce of
it might be taken at twelve millions of
These were no quotations of his.
bushels.
They were put before the country in a
statistical work of authority to which all
tion.

;

might refer and if the hon. Member for
Northamptonshire had found that in it even
addition and subtraction were not understood, he could not be responsible for the
;
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he could say was, that there was an
in those provinces
they
were known for their fine loamy rich soil,
and for their vast production. Ho would

immense acreage

;

now proceed to another district. The hon.
Member referred to the capabilities of
Novogorod and other Russian provinces,
and said that the progress of Russia in
agricultural production had been more extraordinary than that of North America.
He would now mention the area of these
Upon' a small comdifferent provinces.
putation, they produced quantities of corn
a great deal too large for their own con-

and he found that their feran area of 911,186
He had thought it necessquare miles.
sary to give as full an answer as possible

sumption
tile

;

lands

included

to the assertion of the right hon. Gentle-

Russian and Polish provinces. [Laughter.]

the Secretary at War (Mr. Sidney
Herbert) of the needless alarm which he
said was spreading through the agricultural ranks.
He thought he had shown that
immediately the markets of this country
were thrown open to the different nations
of the Continent, in that instant would all
these vast and productive lands be culti-

(1) 10,000,000 acres more are computed as reclaimable for agriculture and pasture.

(10) All sorts of corn are produced, but principally rye, barley, and oats.

(2) More grain, chiefly rye, barley, and oats, is
raised than is sufficient for this thinly peopled
The annual produce is about 3,500,000
province.
chetwerts, of which upwards of 1,000,000 may bo
exported.
(3) Produces more corn, chiefly rj^e, than is sufIlcmp, flax, toficient for home consumption.
bacco, and hops, are cultivated.
(4) Agriculture the principal occupation of the
people, especially along the banks of the large and

(11) Agriculture is almost the only employment
of the people, and considerable quantities of com
(especially 170 and wheat), with linseed, hops, and
timber, are sent to Dantzic and Elbing.
(12) Produces, on an average, a considerable
surplus of corn above the consumption.
(13) This and the surrounding governments
constitute what may be called the granary of Russia.
It is one of the best cultivated districts of the
empire. The return of the corn crops is said to be
as six to one, the total produce being about
6,506,000 chetwerts, of which about 1,500,000 are

information in these statistics not being
comprehended. Ho had merely given the
as

results

He had

he had found them

stated.

stated the actual produce of the

navigable rivers. Average crops of corn are more
than the usual consumption of the people,
(6) Agriculture is, however, the chief employment of the people, and they raise more corn tlian
is sufficient for their own consumption.
(6) Principal agricultural product is rye, about
6,825,000 hectolitres are said to be produced annually a third part of which is exported.
Flax,
hemp, and hops are grown in considerable quan:

tities

;

exports consist of corn, flour, cattle, and

wool.
(7) Though one of the poorest and worst cultivated parts of the empire, Minsk produces more

required for home
and flax are important pro-

corn, principally rye, than

consumption.

Hemp

ducts, as are potash

and

is

tar.

Though

agriculture is extremely backward,
nearly 4,000,000 quarters of corn are annually
grown, a quantity considerably exceeding the
home demand. Rye, barley, oats, hemp, and flax,
principal products ; and in the gardens, hops,
(8)

man

exported.

Though agriculture be very indifferent, the
described as so fertile that the return in
most sorts of grain is said to be 6 to 1.
(15) All sorts of corn are raised, produce in ordinary years amounting to about 5,000,000 chetwerts, of which 1,000,000 are exported.
Hops
and potatoes also grown.
healthy,
and
mild
enough
for
the
(16) Climate
vine and mulberry to flourish in the open air.
Corn is produced in abundance the produce of
wheat in 1820 was estimated at 6,000,000 chetwerts, a quantity exceeding the home consumption
(14)

soil is

;

by one-third.
(17) Produces a surplus of rye and some good
wheat over the consumption of the inhabitants.
(18) Probably the most productive government
in Russia.
It is stated that a good crop of corn

Notwithstanding the soil is of medium fertiland agriculture in a very backward state,
more corn is produced than is required for con-

of all kinds will yield about 1,000,000 quarters
over the consumption of the inhabitants. Wheat,
rye, barley, peas, beans, poppies, tobacco, hemp,
flax, apples, cherries, melons, are all grown.
(19) Agriculture is in a barbarous state yet

sumption.

Hassel states that wheat and rye yield 9 to

pulse, &c.
(9)

ity,

;
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vated; and by just so much as they were
cultivated, would the fair lands of our own
country he neglected.
He could not conceive a prospect more dismal.
He could
not conceive anything more disheartening.
Yet they were still told "cultivate, cultivate." " Spend your capital," it was said;
**
bring out more produce." But what was
When they had perilto be the result ?
when they had employed
led their capital
their labourers, and when the industrious
peasantry had done everything to insure
abundant crops, then would rush in all
those millions of quarters from abroad,
our markets would be immediately paralysed, and it would be found that our
farms had been cultivated at a ruinous
price. These were his reasons, on the part
of the agricultural interest, for opposing
the measures of Her Majesty's Ministers.
It had been held as sound doctrine by political economists, and by the President of
the United States, even with the bound-

—

less territory of that country, that it

was

of the utmost importance to obtain your
own supplies of food from your own fields.

He believed that by the proposed measure
they would so alarm the country that not
only would they paralyse the efforts of the
farmer, but, as he had often before stated
in that House, they would bring irremediable distress on a large portion of the labouring population.
Distress among the
agricultural classes spread in exactly the
inverse ratio of that which might be desired
for, instead of the lancUord being
the first to sufi'er, the tenant next, and
the labourer last, the labourer, in times
;

of adversity, was

sure to feel the first
access of an unfavourable change, the
smaller tenant next, and the landlord
last.

And

let

them

recollect

how numer-

ous were the small tenants at present in
this country.
Let them recollect that they
were much more numerous than farmers
and that the position of the
of capital
small tenant was a stepping-stone for the
industrious labourer to more prosperous
circumstances. That they would, by adopting the Government proposal, destroy that
class, he could not entertain the slightest
;

doubt.
They might also depend upon it,
that as they reduced the profits of the farmer, so would they reduce the wages of
the labourer.
The Avages of the labourer

were paid every Saturday night

;

and

if

they diminished the profits of the farmer,
the wages paid by the farmer would of
necessity be proportionably depressed
so
that the very persons who were the least
;

FOURTH NIGHT.

able to bear the evil woidd feel the first
He would not trespass
shock of distress.
much longer on their time he should have
;

other opportunities of stating his views
upon the question but he could not help
then adding, that he hoped and tnisted
that although the agricultural party were
deprived of a leader, there existed among
;

them

sufficient talent to

defend their

own

might have become
somewhat rusted from want of use. He

cause,

although

it

not only the farmers, but
the operatives and the smaller
tradesmen, were beginning to feel that in
the maintenance of the protective system
their best interests were involved.
He
would himself have to present a petition
from the spirit-dealers of Scotland in reprobation of the right hon. Baronet's measure.
There would be plenty of time and opportunity for him to say more on the subject
and after having so long detained the House,
he would no longer trespass upon its attention; but he would say that this was a
believed that

likewise

melancholy issue of all their battles, from
1835 up to the time when the right hon.
Baronet had gained a majority. He was
the last man in the world to accuse the
right hon. Baronet of changing his opinions.
Every man had a right to change for good
and sufficient reasons but he (Mr. Miles)
had dared the right hon. Baronet to the
issue of an appeal to the country.
What;

ever right hon. and hon. Members might
he was convinced the country was not
prepared for these changes.
He told the
right hon. Baronet, moreover, that instead
of gaining adherents, he was losing supporters.
He told him, besides, that many of
our trades were beginning to look with some
degree of apprehension how their interests
would be affected by these free-trade measures and it was not impossible that petitions against the proposed Tariff* would be
laid upon the table, long before it was
carried through that House.
Of this he
was sure, that the operatives and the labourers, if they understood their own interests, would one and all rise against the
proposition of the right hon. Baronet
for
if any measure was likely to reduce their
wages, that propounded by the right hon.
Baronet was the very scheme. It might
not, indeed, have that eff'ect at first, nor
for a time, but that would be the result.
The right hon. Baronet, with his comprehensive mind, must surely have looked a
little into the future as to the issues of his
measure ; and was it likely there would be
a cessation of competition on the part of
do,

;

;
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What

then would become of the chisses he had spoken of at
the end of two or three years, when every
duty was taken off, because he held there
must be free trade in every thing, or in
nothing ? As to the manufacturers retaining a protection of 10 per cent, upon their
products after the Corn Laws were repealed,
the idea was ridiculous.
Iler Majesty's
Ministers might rely upon it they would
eventually see not only the body of the
people, the great consumers, but the great
producers, rising up against them, and with
foreign countries

?

curses execrating the time when a free-trade
Minister first sat upon the Ministerial bench.

He, for one, was ready, and had always
been willing, to take his share in obtaining
all reductions of duty
and he would never
endeavour, should the present measure be
;

passed, to excite discontent in the people
against the right hon. Baronet, because he
believed him to be actuated by conscientious
motives.
He believed that the right hon.

Baronet acted from conscientious and honest
motives but he, nevertheless, believed that
the course of policy which he had adopted
was perilous to the kingdom, and if he
;

wanted a proof of the correctness of that
opinion, he could refer to the speech of the
noble Lord the Member for Liverpool. He
had no doubt that if the people spoke out
on this subject, and if there were a majority
of fifty in the House of Commons, he had
yet to learn that a Ministry
and a capable
Ministry might not be formed on the
principles of protection.
He had always
noticed the minds of politicians so framed,
that when the people decidedly took any particular side, there was an efiicient Ministry
always to be found to support that view; and
he therefore thought that if the people ex-

—

—

pressed themselves on this point so as to secure a proper majority in the House of Commons, a Ministry such as he had described,
might be formed without that truckling between Ministers and Opposition, and that
worst of all subterfuges, opposing a measure
in terms, and supporting it by votes. Whatever might eventually become of that question, there was one fact of which every one
must now be convinced namely, that all
those who wished their interests to be protected or defended, might look up for cooperation and assistance to those who were
arrayed in opposition to the right hon.
Baronet at the head of the Government.
They would, he could assure those parties,
stand by the protection of native industry
so long as they continued in that House
they would while they retained their seats,
;
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maintain in that House, by their votes, the
principles of protection to agriculture,

and

not to agriculture alone, but to every other

branch of native industrial exertion. He
he had said on that occasion,
the county constituencies perfectly agreed
with him they had returned a majority to
Parliament against the free-trade measures
of the noble Lord the Member for the city
and they now saw in the same
of London
Parliament a measure brought forward to
abolish the protection which agriculture
felt that in all

—
;

enjoyed, whilst they had it intimated that
the changes were not to stop there, but
that the duties on sugar and timber were
also to be obliterated.
Could they, after
such statements, ever again give their confidence to the right hon. Baronet, who had

betrayed their interests, or at any rate the
of a majority of that House ?
Should they not always look in future with
suspicion on those who, from their intelligence, and capacity, and power of debating
in Parliament, ought to stand at the head
of that party ?
He could not conclude
without stating that he admired the bold,
the manly, and the upright bearing of the
noble Lord the Member for London, and
would much rather give such conduct his
approbation, than blindly follow the steps
of a cautious and temporizing Minister.
Mr. H. BAILLIE said, the hon. Member for Somersetshire (Mr. W. Miles) had
wholly misrepresented what fell from him
What he had said
on a former evening.
on the occasion referred to, was, that he
would support the right hon. Baronet's
measure, because it would be most injurious to the best interests of the country
to protract a struggle in which the interests of the people Avere opposed to those
of the landed gentry.
Mr. W. miles expressed his regret
that he had put an erroneous construction
on the lion. Gentleman's observations.
interests

The Earl

of

MARCH

moved the Ad-

journment of the Debate.
On the Speaker putting the Question of
Adjournment,

Lord

NORTHLAND
" Adjourn."

rose amidst loud

He wished

to offer a
few observations to the House, and though
the question was not likely to come to an
issue that night, he felt it his imperative
duty to address them, in consequence of the
few observations he felt it his duty to make
on the first night of the Session; and he felt
that he was not likely to find a more convenient opportunity than the present in order
to state the reasons for the course which he

cries of

X
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His opinions were unhe still thought that the measures proposed by the right hon. Baronet
were unnecessary but he agreed with his
hon. Friend the Member for Inverness-shire,
and the noble Lord the Member for Liver-

intended to pursue.

changed

;

;

pool, that

it

was necessary for them
It must be evident

before them.

House and

to look

to the

Corn
day might,
but if it was, he
perhaps, be postponed
feared that the agricultural interest might
not be able to find at a future period so
satisfactory an adjustment as was now
offered to them. A crisis had arrived, and
he felt that it was for the interests of the
farmers of England, as well as for the interests of the landowners of England, that this
momentous question should now be finally
He had not
settled as speedily as possible.
come to this conclusion without due consideration.
He had been led somewhat hastily
to give an opinion on the first night of the
He would not say his opinions
Session.
were changed but he wished to state his
reason for the vote he was about to give.
If it came to this, if the question was whether the right hon. Gentleman the First
Minister of the Crown, or the Noble Lord
the Member for London, was to settle this
question, then he must say that he had no
to the country, that the

Laws were doomed

—the

fatal

;

;

confidence in the noble Lord.
He said it,
with the greatest respect for the noble
Lord, that he had no confidence in him.
He hoped he was understood to mean nothing personal but on the other hand, he
had the greatest confidence in the right
hon. Gentleman the First Minister of the
Crown. He said it, and he repeated it,
that the right hon. Gentleman who proposed this measure did so most conscientiously, in his opinion.
Taking all these
considerations into mind
knowing that the
question must be settled foreseeing that
it would be settled by the right hon. Gentleman feeling that the Corn Laws must
necessarily be settled, he felt constrained
to vote for the proposition.
[The Noble
Lord was constantly interrupted when
speaking, and ivas only imperfectly heard. 1
Mr. FERRAND: I beg to ask the
noble Lord what confidence he had in the
right hon. Baronet, when he was dragged
out of '* the Coal-hole" to vote for him on
a late occasion ?
rose to reply, but
Lord
was prevented from proceeding.
said, he had exColonel T.
pressed, on the first night of the Session, his entire confidence and approbation
;

—
—

—

NORTHLAND

WOOD

CORN LAWS.

—FOURTH

NIGHT.

of the measures of Her Majesty's Government, and he would now explain, as
shortly as he could, the grounds of that
confidence, and his reason for supporting
the measures which were now before the
He gave his support to these
country.
measures on the broad ground that they
were based on the principle of free trade,
which he beHeved to be a principle that
was not only beneficial and founded in justice, but the application of which, in the
various measures that came before them,
would not only contribute to the general
prosperity of the country, but which was
absolutely and essentially necessary to the
preservation of the manufacturing interest,
and to the maintenance of that degree of
prosperity to which they had now arrived.
The hon. Member for Somersetshire, at
the conclusion of his speech, had appealed
to the operatives of this country to come
forward and aid him and the landed interest in the maintenance of protection.
But

he believed that the operatives of this
country, though many of their trades would
be aff'ected by the measure before the
House, yet, when they saw that the application of the principle of free trade was
based upon a large and general view of the
good of the whole, would believe that the
same measure of justice was meted out to
them which was meted out to the great and
governing interests of the country; and
that, in consequence of this, they would
acquiesce in any temporary injuries which
the diff"erent trades might be subjected to.
On former alterations of the Tariff he had
accompanied different deputations to the
Board of Trade, requesting that their interests might be protected
and he found
that they all said, " Let us all be treated
alike, give us an open and a free competition, and we shall not fear."
Unquestionably there was justice in this statement.
The market gardeners of the neighbourhood of the metropolis had not suffered by
the reduction in the duties on fruit, as they
anticipated, and more potatoes were grown
now than before, though the duty had been
reduced from 2s. to Is. per cwt. The noble
Lord the Member for the city of London
had said, that if Members on his side of the
House, had given him the same candid and
open support which he and his party were
now prepared to give to the right hon. Baronet, the question might have been easUy
settled before this time.
Now he certainly
regretted the course which he took when
in Opposition, and that he did oppose the
measures which were brought forward by
;
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the noble

Lord.

He

certainly regretted

he regretted it still less than the
course he took on the subject of Ireland,
because he felt that the course he and his
party took when in Opposition, they were
unable to maintain now that another Government was in power. The hon. Member for North Northamptonshire, in the
that, but
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it would prove to be beneficial to the
agricultural classes themselves.
The real
danger to be apprehended was in the creation of a panic in the mind of the fanners,

run

was sure hon. Gentlemen on the
other side of the question would deprecate
as much as he did. He begged pardon for
having detained the House so long but ho
course of his speech, said, that protection felt convinced that the adoption of free
was intended to extend not only over the trade would materially tend to the happiindustry but over the labour of the country. ness and prosperity of this country.
If the hon. Gentleman travelled into the
Mr. S. O'BRIEN rose, not for the purvillages of the land, or even into his own pose of answering the hon. Member, but to
neighbourhood, he must be aware that the protest against the extreme inconvenieuco
agricultural labourers were at present sub- of speaking, which had been done a second
ject to an intense and increasing competi- time on the main question, while professing
Was it not the case that, in the to speak to the question of adjournment.
tion.
neighbourhood in which he resided, there He put it to Members of all sides of the
was an increasing population ? Was he House, whether this was not a most inable to employ them ?
Could he explain convenient practice ? Mark what the conthe reason why wages in Lincolnshire were sequence might be.
The hon. Gentleman
145. a week, while in Buckinghamshire alluded to him
and he, though he had
It thus apthey were only 8s. a week ?
spoken already on the Corn Laws, might
peared that, in certain districts of the coun- speak again on the question of adjourntry, there was a superabundance of popu- ment, occupying the House for hours with
lation, and no employment for them ; and,
confuting his statements, and replying to
unless they could increase the manufactur- all his arguments.
But he would not do
ing prosperity of the country, what chance so
he rose only to protest against the inhad they of employment ? It seemed to convenience of this course
the consehim that the main question before the quence of which was, that three Irish
House was as to the time and the manner Bills, all of great importance, were now to
of making the change.
Were the exigen- be brought before the House, when it was
cies of the country so great in November ah'eady twenty minutes past twelve o'clock.
last, or now, as to demand a change in
Debate adjourned till Monday.
their commercial policy ?
Every Member
Avho had addressed the House admitted
that the scarcity was intense, and that
being intense, they were ready to consent to the Government taking the step
Monday f February 16, 1846.
of opening the ports.
That, he maintained, was the whole question for if that COMMERCIAL POLICY— CUSTOMS— CORN
LAWS.— ADJOURNED DEBATE (FIFTH
step had been taken, and Ministers had
NIGHT).
come before Parliament asking for an
The Order of the Day having been read
indemnity, the indemnity would certainly
have been granted? but would the Parlia- for resuming the Adjourned Debate,
The Earl of
ment have done their duty unless they had
rose and said
at the same time taken this security against
Sir, in addressing the House on this occafuture contingencies ? Even if the Govern- sion, I can assure you it is not my intenment had been deceived, if the scarcity tion to enter upon the subject at any great
was not so intense as had been appre- length, or to weary the House by going
hended, they knew that in the course of into any statistical details.
That I con3'ears this country was subject to deficient ceive was most fully and unanswerably
crops, and that then an emergency would done by my hon. Friend the Member for
arise.
His impression w^as, that the sup- Somersetshire (Mr. Miles) on Friday night.
ply of food in this country was not ade- I feel it would be presumptuous in me
quate to the demand, and on this ground to attempt to add to arguments which
he advocated the policy of their realizing I consider totally unanswerable. In the
supplies from abroad.
He felt no appre- course of the debate of Friday night, the
hension from adopting the measm-es of noble Lord the Member for Dungannon
free trade ; he believed that in the long (Lord Nortliland), I must say, astonished
w^hich he

;

:

:

;
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between maintaining the return of Members for Gatton and Old Sarum, and main-

recent conver-

have noticed, I do not think
we ought to be very much surprised at
the conversion of the noble Lord, though
it has taken place at a somewhat more
hasty notice than most of the other conversions.
The right hon. Gentleman at
the head of Her Majesty's Government assured us that a period of three years
elapsed before he Avas quite cured of his
former protective notions.
And the right
hon. Gentleman the Secretary at War
informed us that he was convinced of his
error at the late harvest
but the noble
Lord the Member for Dungannon, dm-ing
a period of one month, has made two
speeches in this House one on one side
of the question, and one on the other.
It
sions that

CORN LAWS.

taining protection to agriculture.
I conceive it is perfectly consistent with the
advocacy of protection, at the same time to

say that such places as Manchester and
Birmingham ought to be represented in the
House of Commons, in preference to such
boroughs as Gatton and Old Sarum. The
hon.

Member

for Bridport also said (as I

have just stated) that the same noble
Duke was a Member of the Administrathe possibility of
I wish the
right hon. Baronet the Secretary for the
tion

that

threatened

swamping the House

of Lords.

Home Department

were now in his place,
would have appealed to him whether
that noble Duke, on the proposition being
for I

made in the Cabinet, did not immediately
is not for me to say in what private cell
He resigned his office
that noble Lord immured himself for ma- resign his office ?
turing his ideas.
But this I must say, distinctly, on the ground that he woidd not
that the noble Lord does not appear to belong to an Administration that could enhave attended much to this debate for tertain a proposition for swamping the
most certainly the arguments have been House of Lords and he expressly declared
hitherto totally on one side only, and all that he would oppose any such measure
in favour of protection.
In the course of even if he stood alone in the Cabinet.
If
this debate, the hon. Member for Brid- the right hon. Secretary were here, he
port made a statement in this House which would bear me out in this statement.
I
requires some little notice from me.
I believe the noble Lord the Member for the
could wish most humbly, but at the same city of London (Lord John Russell) would
time most strongly, to impress it upon the also bear me out in that statement.
I
mind of that hon. Member (and I am sure come now to the question more immedithere is no man of honour w^ho can make ately under the consideration of the House,
any objection to my observation) that hon. and that is, whether the principle of proGentlemen should not make any statement tection to native industry shall be entirely
in this House without first ascertaining that and totally done away with ?
I conceive
that statement is totally and entirely true. that such a measure would bring utter
The hon. Member for Bridport stated, that ruin upon this country. One of the reasons
a noble Duke (the Duke of Richmond), one put forward by the Government for their
who is a strong advocate for protection, was a converson to the principle of doing away
Member of the Administration that passed with protection is, that a famine is likely
the Reform Bill
and that he was one of to take place in Ireland. No one can dethe Administration which, in order to carry plore such a calamity more than I do ; at
that measure, threatened to swamp the the same time I think it most strange, if
House of Lords. Now, although it is very free trade be such an advantage to Ireland,
true and perfectly correct that the noble and be a remedy for the many evils which
Duke alluded to by the hon. Member was a that country labours under I say I think
Member of the Administration that passed it most strange and extraordinary, that so
the Reform Bill, yet may I not ask, was many nights of this debate should have
not Earl Grey the Prime Minister of that passed by without the hon. and learned
Administration, and was Earl Grey an Member for Cork (Mr. O'Connell) getting
advocate of free trade ?
Not at all he up in his place, and in the name and on
was directly adverse to it. The hon. Mem- the part of his country declaring it to be his
ber seemed to imply that it was impossible persuasion that this measure was at last to
for that noble Duke to have been a Mem- give them some rehef, and that the Gober of the Administration which passed vernment were going to render justice,
the Reform Bill, and, consistently with though tardily, to that country.
In the
;

;

;

—

;

such opinions, to be now an advocate for
I cannot for a
protection to agriculture.

it

momeut

and that the landed proprietors are nothing

conceive what connexion there

is

course of the present debate we have heard
said that the earth is only a machine,
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Chichester?]
The hon. Member for
Bolton mentions Chichester rather with a
and if the landlords are master manu- sneer. Now, I can tell him, with regard
facturers, then, I ask, why not protect to the city of Chichester, that during the
them in the same way as you protect the five days' canvass which my brother made
master manufacturers? If you protect the in that town, he certainly did not find above
twenty electors who were advocates of
I
one, you ought to protect the other.
Now, if the hon. Member
maintain that protection is necessary to both. free trade.
The right hon. Gentleman the First Lord of thinks there were others in that town, adand on this oc- vocates of free trade, I ask him why they
the Treasury lias stated
casion I am not going to quote Hansard did not come forward when they had the
further than the volume for the present opportunity aftbrded them, when the show
Session he has stated that the landlords of hands was in favour of the Gentleman
and farmers would lay out more capital who advocated free trade and my brother
that required a poll ? It was for the best of all
upon their land than they do now
we do not know the great benefits that possible reasons they knew that they
In the speech which the
agriculture would derive from the applica- should be beaten.
tion of science and chemistry in the prepa- right hon. Gentleman the Secretary at
that we shall have the War made the other evening, he gave us
ration of manure
land better cultivated and that agriculture what he called his ** cogent reasons," and
Now, if the right he seemed to lay great stress upon them
is still in its infancy.
hon. Baronet admits this, then I want to and one of them was the settlement of the
know how he can come to this House and question. But certainly his way of settling
state that we do not require the same pro- the question was, to my mind, as clumsy
it was by
tection as was given to the master manu- a way as anybody coidd devise
facturers, when they were in a state of in- throwino; the Corn Laws over altoo:ether.
fancy ? I maintain that the capitahsts en- The Chancellor of the Exchequer and the
gaged in the production of corn are entitled noble Lord the Chancellor of the Duch}^ of
to at least the same amount of protection as Lancaster have not as yet given us their
No doubt they have equally cothe capitalists engaged in the production of opinions.
manufactures. If the capitalists engaged in gent and strong reasons for inducing them
the production of manufactures are entitled to support the measure brought in by Her
but I must say, I
to protection on account of the capital Majesty's Government
engaged, and the number of workmen and am one of those who should very much like
operatives employed, this, to say the least to hear what are the opinions of the Chana great authorof it, applies with equal force to agricul- cellor of the Exchequer
The right hon. Gentleman, the Se- ity upon all these questions and I should
ture.
cretary for the Home Department, in a like to hear the Chancellor of the Duchy
speech which he delivered the other night, of Lancaster upon this measure, and whealluding to the settlement of the question, ther the two right hon. Gentlemen have
gave it as his opinion, that with the exactly the same views of the question as
feeling of the great bulk of the commu- those entertained by the right hon. BaroThe
nity on the subject, as it was at present, net at the head of the Government.
there was but one settlement of the ques- right hon. Gentleman the Secretary at
tion possible.
Now in that opinion I en- War laid great stress in his speech on the
great inconvenience of Members being made
tirely agree.
I maintain that the great

Now,
more than master manufacturers.
if this be true, if the earth is a machine,

for

—

—

—

;

—

;

;

:

;

—

;

community, at present, is decidedly in favour of protection. I maintain
that the feeling of the country is opposed
to the proposition brought in by the right
hon. Gentleman at the head of Iler Majes-

feeling of the

Government. And if the right hon.
Gentleman wants any proof of this, I have
nothing to do but to refer him to the election

ty's

(though

it is not yet over, but I understand
no doubt about the result) for Gloucestershire, the election for East Sussex,
the election for Dorsetshire, besides many

there

other

Why

is

recent

elections.

don't you refer

him

[Dr. Bowring:
to the election

delegates in this House. '* It is contrary,'*
I think he said, '* to the Constitution of the
House; the Members are not delegates;
they are free in this House, representing,
it is true, the feelings of their constituents,
but they are not delegates." The noble

Lord the

late

Member

for

Nottingham-

here the other day,
** Neither they nor I were sent to
stated
Parliament, either as agents or delegates
to advocate one set of measures in preference to others, but, as Members of a deli-

shire, in his address

—

berative assembly, to legislate for the good
of all, for the welfare of the nation. " Antl
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in this part of hia address I entirely agree

tobacco

but does the noble Lord forget that when
he was returned in 1841, he was elected
Bepurely on principles of protection ?
cause, what his pledges were, or whether he
pledged himself or not, to his constituency
but he was
in 1841, I have no idea
sent to Parhament for the purpose of
being a Member of a party of which the
right hon. Baronet was supposed to be
That party, certainly, was opthe head.
posed to the proposition of the noble
and that
Lord the Member for London
party did advocate strong protective prinI do not blame or
ciples at that time.
impute any impure motives to the noble
Lord and others who have altered their
but if they have
opinions along with him
changed their opinions so decidedly, I do
not think it is any extraordinary thing on
the part of their constituents to request
them to give back the trust which was reposed in them when they were sent to ParAnd the noble Lord and the
liament.
other hon. Members who have changed
along with him would have an excellent
precedent for complying with such a request, in the right hon. Baronet now at the
head of affairs, who, some time back, when
he had seen reason to alter the views he
had entertained on the Cathohc question,

my own

;

;

;

resigned his post to the Members of the
University of Oxford.
Now, what did
the noble Lord the late Member for Nottinghamshire say to his constituents at

Newark

in

remarkable.

men,

first let

1841?

Now,

this

is

rather

He said, ** Fellow countryme congratulate you that the

country has refused to be cajoled by the
latest fabrication from the workshop of
Whig trickery and delusion. The cry of
cheap bread is scouted from one end of
England to the other. Even the boroughs
have scorned to be caught by this party
clap-trap, this fugitive humbug of a dying
pohtical faction."
Now, I venture to say,
that the noble Lord will not hold that language when he addresses his constituents
*

'

;

me

let

malt.

—from the

NIGHT.

manufacture and consume

Look

at every article I

wear

my

shoe to the crown
everything is taxed, and taxed
of my hat
for the purpose of protection to manufacsole of

—

—

tures
my shoes, my buttons, my hat,
gloves, my silk handkerchief, my
watch, and every article of manufactured

my

"VMiatever I require for domestic

linen.

use

is

taxed.

Gold and

silver plate, paper,

clocks, thread, pots, wax, wire

china,

every letter of the alphabet presents some
article of domestic manufacture protected

by taxation from foreign competition. If
it be right to buy corn in the cheapest
market, it is right to buy everything else
and if the article I sell is to be exempt
from protection, let the article I buy be
exempt also." But you leave it on manufactures.
[**No, no!"] Yes, you do.

What

you take it off one, take
more, suppose the farmer
asks you to begin with the manufacturer
before you visit him, will his request be an
But the right hon. Genirrational one?
tleman begins with the farmer before the
Suppose he says, ** I am
manufacturer.
it

I

say

off all.

is, if

Nay

a man of little education, of limited views,
not a man of business, little versed in the
principles of pohtical economy, and not
very clearly understanding the doctrines of
free trade."
I think very few people do.
**
Spare me for the present, and make the
first experiment on my neighbour the manufacturer.
He is educated, intelHgent, a
man of business, not attached to localities,
sees all the evils of restrictive duties, and
is ready to wave the advantage of protection.
I the more earnestly implore you to
deal first with the manufacturer, for I
greatly fear, if you begin with me, that
you will discover hereafter that the prinfree trade, though applicable to
corn, are not applicable to manufactures ;
that there are insurmountable difficulties in
ciples of

says the farmer, extend the same principle
to everything else as well as to corn.
Don't make me the sole victim of this ex-

discriminating between duties for protecand duties for revenue, and that you
will finally tell me, that the welfare of
manufactures and of agriculture is inseparably united, and that it will be for the
manifest advantage of agriculture, that the
protecting duties on domestic manufactures
should not be hastily withdrawn." Now, I
have quoted this part of the right hon.
Baronet's speech, not to taunt him with
having altered his opinions, but because it
is put forward in language far better than
I could use, and in advocacy of the cause
which I now maintain.
It is not my wish

me grow my own

to sacrifice the interests of any class in

The hon. Member for Dublin, the
other night, quoted part of the right hon.
Baronet's speech in 1839, as if it forwarded his views of the question, now that he,
again.

like

many

others, has

for free trade.

the

quote a portion of
speech.
The right hon.
that occasion said:
"But,

very same

Baronet on

become an advocate

I shall

cellent doctrine.

—

Let

tion
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country
nor do I think that this
question should be advocated as arraying
one class against another.
I think that
the interests of agriculture and manufactures are inseparably united ; I think that
what is injurious to the one is injurious to
the other and, in the words of the right
hon. Gentleman the Secretary for the Home
Department for I find that it is impossible
better to back our arguments, and that to
assist us in making our speeches we cannot
have better text-books than the speeches
made by that right hon. Gentleman, and
now that the right hon. Gentleman has
discarded them all, he can have no objection to our making use of them
I say, I
cannot give my assent to this proposal,
because I conceive it to be founded on
a principle neither just, necessary, nor
true.
I cannot, in my conscience, advocate a measure whi6li I think so detrimental
to all classes of the people.
Mr. B.
explained.
He
this

;

;

—

—

COCHRANE

claimed credit for never having made offensive personal allusions
and when he spoke
of the noble Duke in conjunction with the
Reform Bill, he had treated it as a mere
matter of public history, not pretending to
be acquainted with the secrets of the Cabinet.
It was now stated that the noble
Duke haxi resigned rather than consent to
swamp the House of Lords and he (Mr."
B. Cochrane) gave him full credit for his
conduct.
No man had a greater respect
for the personal character of the noble
Duke than he had, and he never meant to
make an attack upon it.
Mr. M. GIBSON intended to make only
a comparatively few observations on a question in Avhich he had taken much interest,
and which importantly affected the prosperity and comfort of his constituents. To
one part of the speech of the noble Lord
who had just resumed his seat, he gave a
most cordial concurrence: he referred to the
passage where he stated that, if protection
were not good for corn, it was not good
for manufactures.
He admitted that the
noble Lord and his friends had a perfect
and indisputable right to claim at the hands
of Parhament, that if there were no legislative encouragement to the growth of corn,
there ought to be no legislative encouragement to the progress of manufactures.
Those with whom he acted had invariably
;

;

in their petitions

one principle

;

and resolutions, enounced
and that was, the abolition

of all protective duties, not only as applied
to corn, but as affecting the manufactures
in

which they were engaged.

He

denied

16,
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that the great portion of those who had been
engaged in this free-trade movement had
been animated by any peculiar animosity
against any peculiarly protected class. Their
object was, the abolition of

all

protection

;

and in that resi)ect he should be happy to
go with the noble Lord and his friends
around him. But, after all, these were exThe immediate question
trinsic topics.
before them was that of the Corn Laws.
Anything that Ministers might have said
upon former occasions, was but of small
moment as compared to the question of
whether it were right to abolish the Com
Law. He was told that this Parliament
was elected to maintain protection, and
that it could not, therefore, deal with the
He mainquestion of protection.
?
tained that it was because protection was
the main question in 1841, and that Parliament was, of all others, the best fitted to
decide upon that proposition.
To say that
because certain Gentlemen found it inconvenient to give particular votes, that, therefore, the Parliament was uicapable of deciding on a great national question, was a
proposition which could not be maintained
for a moment.
He doubted, indeed, whether, if they were to appeal to the country,
the electors would return a more respectable set of Gentlemen than those he saw

Why

around him, or

men upon whom

safely place greater reliance.

they could

The country

certainly would not have a better guarantee for the fidelity of those it might return,
than it ah-eady possessed for the good

whom it had already sent to
Parliament. Why, what was the language
of a Gentleman now a candidate for the
He said, ho
representation of Suffolk ?
left himself open to vote on the corn and
on all other questions as he should deem
This
best for the interest of the country.
was one of the new protectionist candidates.
How did they know but that he
might be open to argument determined to
examine carefully, and to decide conscienBut how did the case, as to the
tiously ?
Parliament being elected to support the
right hon. Baronet and protection really
He knew that appeals had been
stand
made to constituencies on behalf of the
but it
right hon. Baronet on that ground
faith of those

—

!

;

manufacturing districts,
that the right hon. Gentleman and his party
would and could do more for free trade than
the noble Lord and his friends on that
Indeed, it was brought
side of the House.
as a reproach against him (Mr. M. Gibson),
that he belonged to a party incapable of

had been urged

in
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advancing the cause of free trade so much
as lay in the power of the right hon. BaroThe supporters of Sir George Murnet.
ray in Manchester took that course and the
same thing was done in various other manufacturing towns.
The fact was this, Gentlemen in the agricultural districts made a
great mistake in taking ** protection " for
;

a party cry at the last election. And if
there were any charge of deceiving and misleading persons out of that House, it rested
on the Representatives of the agricultural
interest.
They it was who induced the
tenant farmers to believe that statesmen of
reputation could he found who would undertake to all time the defence of agricultural monopoly ; they allowed and encouraged the tenant farmers to believe that
Parliament would maintain those laws, although they had received repeated cautions
that such a course was inconsistent with
the statements made by the leaders of Parliament in that House.
But lion. Gentlemen persevered in telling the farmers
that there would be legislation to increase
the value of corn.
They made that mistake, and they were now suffering the consequences.
In point of fact, the position
imder which Government took office was
this
the right hon. Baronet had said,
:

*'

me

Call

had

and
him in

in,

I will

prescribe."

They

he had prescribed, and
they were now labouring under the effect
of the dose which he had given them. It
was a searching dose a drastic purge, no
doubt but hon. Gentlemen must be prepared for those strong and searching medicalled

;

—

;

when we had great national evils to
deal with.
But it was wasting time to
dwell on those questions of Ministerial and
personal consistency.
He would, therecines

refer, with the view of replying to
those statistical statements which had been
adduced the other night by the hon. Gentleman the Member for Somersetshire. That
hon. Gentleman had informed the House
that the British farmer was unable to compete with the American and Polish agricul-

fore,

because he had certain expenses in
the cultivation of the soil to bear, which
turist,

did not oppress those foreign agriculturists;

and the hon. Gentleman went on

to give an
instance of a fai-m in which the four-course
system of husbandry was carried on, three
parts being arable, and the fourth devoted
He stated that the labour emto pasture.
ployed on that farm cost from 30^. to 355.,
and that the local taxes amounted to 4^.
or 4:S. 6d. per acre
both taken together

—

amounting

to 37^. per acre.

Then they

—CORN

LAWS.
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were told that the average quantity grown
was about four quarters per acre and by
this amount, were they to divide the 37s.,
they would get a product of a very little
more than 95. as the expenses of labour
and local taxation on each quarter of
;

The cost of production for lawheat.
bour and local taxes was then 95. per
Very well. What was the item
quarter.
which they complained of as constituting
their disability to compete with foreigners ?

Was it rent ? It must be. All other items
were borne both by foreign and English
farmers.
Yet they said it was not rent
rent was out of the question
they repelled

—

the idea of legislating to raise rent.
The
burdens borne, then, were simply the 85.
for labour and the I5. for local taxation per
Was it not so ? Well, the right
quarter.
lion. Baronet, in his scheme, by leaving a
permanent duty of I5. per quarter, had
clearly left them a protecting duty equal to
the whole amount of their local taxation.

Now, with regard to wages, he would ask
them how much less than 85. per quarter
did labour cost in America ?
Why, it was
notorious that labour was much more exIn America, the
pensive there than here.
labourer had nearly double the amount of
wages.
How, then, came it that this item
of 95. could be pleaded as a burden which
disabled them from competing with the
foreign agricidturists ?
Consider that the
average freight of 85. or 95. per quarter
from the United States more than covered
aU their expenses, labour and local taxation
put together.
Thus they were protected
by the natural course of things to the full
extent of the disability which they pleaded.
But he contended that the foreign corn trade
has as much right to be favoured as the pursuit of growing corn at home. It was no answer to their arguments to say, that the price
of bread was enhanced by the avarice of millers and bakers
for that plea was clearly
inconsistent with the one used by the same
hon. Gentleman, that even supposing the
;

to fall, wages would fall
then it followed that bakers
and millers, in enhancing the prices of
bread, did really no harm to the consumer.
The fact seemed, however, to be, that the
lion. Gentleman wished for one law to

price of bread

with

it

;

if so,

keep down the

profits of the bakers, and
another to increase the profits of the farmers.
He contended that such was not a
case upon which the protectionists could
come down to the House, and claim restriction upon the foreign corn trade. But
why was it that this extraordinary timidity
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existed on the subject of Corn Law repeal ?
If the Corn Laws were sucli an important element in tlie value of land, how
was it that that value remained undis-

the possession of land gave the greatest
legislative advantages; that the landed
gentry had a monopoly of the Cabinet, and
the principal offices and emoluments of the
turbed now that these laws were about to State that it was the boast of their leaders
be repealed? The conduct of capitalists that they could make and unmake Minisand the party that had such power
in dealing with a commodity with respect tries
to which a great change was expected, could select for itself all the advantages of
was the best of all guides as to the effect the State. The hon. Member for Shrewson the- value of that commodity which that bury told them, and told them truly, that
and he believed their aristocracy was a territorial aristocracy.
change would produce
and if the
that capitalists were as ready as ever to There was no doubt it was so
embark their money in land. lie had Corn Laws were repealed to-morrow there
been informed that in the county of Suf- would be only an increased competition
folk, since the period of the rumours of for that property which conferred such
Corn Law repeal, no fewer than sixty- immense boons on its possessors. If this
three farmers (and they had all been change were long resisted, the inference
communicated with by a friend of his, would be irresistible, that the landed gentry
whose tenants they were) had made agree- wished to retain their functions for their
ments to renew their leases for long periods, private. and political interests, and for their
without one having asked for a reduc- advancement in political power. *' There is
Twenty of the number a portion of the question" (said the hon.
tion of rent.
stated, that in the opinion of farmers a Gentleman) "to which I wish particularly
repeal of the Corn Laws would not in- to allude.
As the Corn Laws are to be
volve the necessity of a reduction in rent. totally abolished, I wish to ask why the
What, then, was the meaning of the alarm change should not now take place ? Why
he heard on all sides expressed ? Did the defer to a future day what justice requires,
protectionists wish to cripple the advance and what the emergencies of the country
Were they jealous of at the present moment Qspecially call for ?
of manufactures ?
the progress of trade and commerce ? He If there be any force of argument in the
but their failure of the potato crop, and the defidid not believe that they were
conduct would lead many to believe that ciency of corn in the north of Europe
they wished to raise themselves by depress- and that therefore it would be difficult to
He believed, that that un- procure supplies of food for our population
ing others.
worthy feeling did enter into many minds.
if there be any force in that argument,
He believed, that there was a jealousy of it calls on the Legislature seriously to conthe advance of the mercantile and trading sider whether the emergencies of the councommunity. Why, let them look to their try do not require an immediate measure
Had they not attached to of relief, and not one that is to have effect
social system.
the possession of land social advantages at a future time.
I, for one, think the
and estimation, which they did not attach agricultural interest would be benefited
to trading and commercial pursuits ?
Had by an immediate, rather than by a deferred
it not been their system to make the posrepeal of this law.
I believe, that if you
session of land the test of fitness for the are to enter into competition with foreign
administration of the national affairs
the agricidture, you had better take your comtest of fitness for admission into the other petitors by surprise, than give them warnHouse ? for, though he admitted that Gen- ing. The two courses are otherwise intlemen who had acquired great wealth and consistejit.
The present emergency is not
power by commercial pursuits had been an argument for doing something three
raised to the peerage, still they were not years hence
for, if you admit the evil,
admitted to the upper legislative assembly you should at once apply the remedy.
until the possession of a landed estate had The right hon. Secretary at War said, he
rendered them, in the estimation of the was of opinion that the ports should have
privileged classes, fit to be trusted.
Was it been opened two months ago. Well, then,
not laid down, even on the passing of the the necessities of the country, as well as
Eeform Bill, that one of the objects of the the interests of agriculture, urge the Gomeasure, so far as the distribution of the vernment to take the step now at all events.
representation was concerned, was to give You can never bring about a complete and
a predominant influence to the possessors pacific arrangement of the present quesHe contended, at any rate, that tion short of total and immediate aboliof land ?
;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;
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While any part of the law is left
on the Statute Book, you will have some
agriculturists rallying round it in its deThat will render necessary an
fence.
army of observation on the other side;
tion.

the prospect of carrying great practical

measures of reform. I do caution, from
the bottom of my heart, the hon. Gentle-

men

opposite against prolonging this conwith the manufacturing and labouring
and in this way the conflict you depre- classes. They have taken a position which
they cannot defend with credit, and which
I am as anxcate will be pei'petuated.
ious as any man that the agitation should they will be compelled to abandon with
ay, and it may be with more
So strong is disgrace
be got rid of to-morrow.
Have a dissolution if you
the conviction out of doors, among those than disgrace.
who support a repeal of the Corn Laws, will. The only efi'ect will be the postponeI do not object to
that the question should be at once set at ment of this measure.
a dissolution on any other ground than
rest, that those who represent their opinions in this House will be bound to take that I think it behoves Members who are
The now entrusted with the care of the naits sense on this part of the questionCorn Law question has found its way into tional interests to deal with the present
this House in the face of unprecedented emergencies before an appeal is made to
I think we are not dischargIt has found its way in the the people.
obstacles.
It is here ing our duties if we suffer any time to
teeth of an adverse majority.
now, and it never would have been had it elapse before we provide for that awful denot been backed by the public opinion of ficiency which is staring us in the face,
I believe that no course that and from which the right hon. Secretary
the country.
any individual Member can take, can en- for the Home Department apprehends the
I once more
danger the passing of this Bill. If it can most serious consequences.
be endangered by a Motion here, the other call on you to consider that you have no
House would throw it out. The measure right to lay down the conditions on which
has not been brought to its present posi- manufacturers and merchants shall carry
it will
on their trade.
The merchants who imtion by politicians in this House
be carried, if at |ill, by the voice of the port foreign corn should be as free from
country and imless it rests on that sub- let or hindrance as you to cultivate yoiu*
stantial basis it will fail.
I do not wish estates.
I implore you not to press your
any measure to be carried on any other antiquated feudal pretension, that you are
And let me tell the hon Gentle- entitled to say on what terms the trade
ground.
men opposite, they cannot have a better of the country should be carried on. I
barometer of public opinion than the right call upon you to be satisfied with the quiet
hon. Gentleman at the head of the Go- and peaceable enjoyment of your estates,
Yes, if you want to know and let trade and commerce flourish in
vernment.
what the great mass of the people are freedom."
thinking about, see what the right hon.
If I could agree
said
Mr.
Gentleman is doing. He is moving with with the right hon. Member for Wilts that
public opinion he has measured and justly this was a mere fiscal question, involving
appreciated public opinion
and when you only the consideration of Customs' Duties,
talk of confidence in public men, you I should have been well content to leave
should remember that the only confidence the discussion of the policy implicated in
worth having in statesmen is, that they it, to those whose longer experience, whose
will not set public opinion at defiance,
greater talents, and more lucid eloquence,
or resist changes which inquiry has shown give them a better claim to the attention
to be safe, and which are founded on a of this House; but as it is not on mere
sound and true economy. Public confi- fiscal grounds that I shall oppose this meadence is not to be acquired by mere party sure as imputations of legislating for a
The bulk of the commu- class have been thrown out against those
manoeuvring.
nity is every day becoming more prac- who advocate the system of protection, I
The great meetings held at diifer- trust this House will hold me excused if I
tical.
ent parts of the country have not been en- do not give a silent vote.
Some hon.
gaged in discussing the merits of particu- Members on this side of the House, who
They have not said have signified their intention of supporting
lar party leaders.
that some men are not better to administer the right hon. Baronet, have done so, not
public afiairs than others
but the public because their views are changed, or their
of late years have not so much looked to opinions altered, but because they think it
the distinctions of Whig and Tory as to necessary that Her Majesty should have a
flict

;

;

;

HALSEY

;

;

;

:
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strong Government, and because they have
more confidence in tlie right hon. Baronet
than in the noble Lord opposite.
This
might be a valid argument, if the strength
of a Government depended merely on the
number of its followers, without any reference to that which alone can give it energy
or independence
I mean the free confidence of the public, a confidence which
will never be bestowed where consistency
is wanting.
I do not stand here to impugn
the motives of the right hon. Baronet but
I do say, that with all his high talents,
with all his persuasive eloquence, it will be
impossible for him to persuade the public
that he has played a consistent part ; and I
look upon it as one of the worst of the

—

;

many

evil

consequences which

will follow

the introduction of this measure, that there
must be hereafter in the public mind such
a total want of confidence in the professions
of public men, as will not only lower the
tone of public morality, but will, for years
to come, deprive any future Administration
of that which ought to constitute the main
element of their strength.
have been
often told, in the course of this debate,
that hon. Members do not sit in this House
as mere delegates of their constituents
but neither do they sit here as delegates
of a Minister
and I do think that if anything could justify electors iit demanding
pledges of their Representatives, it would
be what is now taking place in this House.
Some hon. Members on this side of the
House, who support the right hon. Baronet,
have given some account of the considerations which led to their conversion
a conversion which a noble Lord has well characterized as miraculous.
Will it be presuming too far, if I express a hope that the
rest of these extempore proselytes will follow their example ?
I think they might
give some instruction to the House, and a
useful lesson, perhaps, to their constituents.
The right hon. Baronet has told us, that
his change of opinion was caused principally by the anticipation of a famine in
Ireland, consequent upoii the partial failure
of the potato crop. I would not speak with
levity, as, God knows, I do not think with
indifference, of what may concern the lives
of thousands of my fellow countrymen; but
I do not hesitate to say
and some of the
right hon. Baronet's late Colleagues have
held the same opinion that I do not
share the right hon. Baronet's apprehensions to the same extent ; but even if
the evil is as serious as the right hon.
Baronet supposes, I maintain tha't, if wc

We

;

—

—
—
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consider the general prosperity of the counthe great and growing demand for
try
and the unprecedentedly largo
labour
quantity of food in our storehouses
a
quantity unexampled at this season of the
year we may well be grateful that we
are so well prepared to bear up against
such a calamity. If the right hon. Baronet,
under these apprehensions, had applied a
temporary remedy to a mere temporary evil,
and then had demanded of this House to be
released from the responsibility he had thus
incurred though I might not have shared his
apprehensions though I might have doubted the wisdom of his remedy yet I feel
such a high sense of the great responsibility which attaches itself to his high office, that I should have come here prepared
to support him, as I am now to oppose
him.
I will now advert in a few words to
what has certainly some bearing on the
the proceedings of a
present question
body of men calling themselves the AntiCorn-Law League. Although the right hon.

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

Baronet has complacently informed this
House that he has put an end to agitation,
yet it
these

is

not the less a notorious fact, that

men have

collect, large

collected, or pretended to

sums of money.

They have

sent agents into every county and borough
in England; they have held large meetings, and made seditious speeches; they
have tampered with the registrations, and
interfered with the elections; and it is a
w^ell-known fact, that they posted no less

than 25,000 letters at Manchester in one
day, containing objections to the votes of
They were
electors in several counties.
signed by men of straw, and were abandoned on the appearance of defence;
but the consequence was, that some thou-

sands of honest Englishmen were comto incur a great expenditure of
time and money, or else to submit to
be robbed of the dearest, the most conpelled

I
stitutional privilege of an Englishman.
do not hesitate to say that these proceedings are not honest— they are not constitutional; and if they are legal, I trust that
the Government will provide that they shall
no longer be so. It has been the avowed in-

tention of these proceedings to influence the
decisions of the House; and though I will
not believe that they could have had such
an efl?"ect, I must say that, at least, the

measures of Her Majesty's Goveniment
are introduced at a most inopportune moment, because it leaves them open to the
suspicion of being acted upon by such unat
I will not enter
worthy influence.
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length into the discussion on the policy of Would he double or treble the Income
Would he make that tax avowedly
this motley measure
a measure which Tax ?
acknowledges free trade as its principle, permanent? These are questions of some
and does not carry it out Avhicli repudi- importance to the country. I shall now
ates protection, and leaves it existing. content myself by saying that I believe that
There are, however, two or three articles this measure will be injurious to all, and
upon which I will say a few words; the ruinous to some, especially to the labourer
I believe it will subvert
It is well known and the artisan.
first of these is tohacco.
that tobacco could be cultivated with great the whole system of society, and thus endanger our most valued institutions.
I
profit in most parts of the kingdom. Why,
then, is the cultivation of it prohibited? think the time and circumstances unsuitaAre we to throw open our barns to com- ble, and I think the proposer more unsuitable
pete with the world, and to cultivate our still; and I am sure that it does not even
But carry out the principles it professes. Upon
land with our hands tied behind us ?
we are told that the revenue derived from these grounds, therefore, I shall give it an
And
tobacco cannot be spared will the right humble, but an honest opposition.
hon. Baronet inform the House what is now, like the Macedonian of old, who apthe lowest amount of revenue which he pealed from Philip drunk to Philip sober, I
considers sufficient to warrant a departure would make my humble appeal from the
from principle, and to justify injustice ? right hon. Baronet at the head of Her
The right hon. Baronet proposes to reduce Majesty's Councils, to the right hon. Bathe duty on foreign hops by one-half; but ronet the consistent leader of Her MajesI have looked in vain for a reduction in the ty's Opposition; and could I obtain an anDoes not the swer as candid as that which the Grecian
Excise upon English hops.
right hon. Baronet suppose that English courtier received, I should look to the remalt, free from duty, would fatten our sult with equal confidence.
Mr. DICKINSON said, that he thought
cattle as well and as cheaply as American
maize? Then as to books we could im- that the hon. Member who had just spoken
port English books printed abroad much would scarcely contend that tobacco could
cheaper than we can print them here but be profitably grown in this country, if the
there is a direct prohibition, which I confess ports were open for the introduction of that
I did not expect to find in a free-trade article from all foreign countries, and yet
Now, this is not a case of re- he had blamed the right hon. Baronet for
Tariff.
venue, but a clear bond fide protection. not permitting its cultivation on the freeHow do you accomit for this? Can it trade principle. It was his opinion, that
be that the right hon. Baronet fears to carry had the measure been introduced as a temthat he dreads porary means of relief, that the ports could
out his own principles
to disturb that hive of stinging bees, the never have been shut again, and then tlie
*' genus
irritabile V)atumV^
I do not right hon. Baronet would have been accused
stand here to advocate free trade but if of taking advantage of a temporary want to
we are to have free trade, it must be free remove those protective duties which he
trade in reality, and not in name only
knew could never be restored. He, for one,
and I say that, if protection is swept from believed the present proposal just and right,
the agricidturist, the manufacturer cannot considering the difficulty of coming to any
The right hon. Baro- decision on the question which alone agiexpect to retain it.
net has told us that he cannot calculate tated the country; he feared it would be
what the price of wheat will be but if it torn to pieces between the two great parshould fall very considerably, as I believe ties and combinations which pervaded it,
and saw great danger to its best interests
it will, upon what basis does the right hon.
Baronet propose to resettle the tithe com- had the right hon. Baronet followed the
The right hon. Baronet has advice tendered to him, and appealed to
mutation?
Although the question
informed this House that he does not con- the constituency.
sider that the Revenue will be affected by before them was certainly of importance,
his proposed changes. Now, without doubt- he did not consider it of such paramount
As
ing his political sagacity, I think that he greatness as it had been represented.
may be compelled to carry out his own one of those persons who had been returned
that he may be forced to per- last year, on the interest of persons holding
principles
form one or two embarrassing acts of jus- strong opinions with respect to free trade
How, and the Corn Laws, he felt it his duty to
tice, which may affect the Revenue ?
then, would he supply that deficiency? state his present opinions; and how far they

—

—

:

—

;

—

;

;

—
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had been changed since that period. Several speeches had been made respecting this
point, which he thought contained attacks
on the heads of Her Majesty's Government
not at
play.

all

consistent with generosity or fair
the last election he made no

At

statement as to his opinions on the Corn
Laws, lie thought that if possible such
laws shoidd be of a permanent nature, and
that they involved too great a question to
be allowed to remain in a state of continual
disturbance.
At the last election he perceived that changes must be made; but at

the same time was opposed to any measure
which would have the effect of leaving this
country dependent on foreign nations for a
That reason had
regular supply of food.
lost much of its weight with him since that
period; for he now thought that it was of
importance that our supply should come
from as many countries as possible, and
that it little mattered whether it came from

America or Prussia.

He had changed

his

views on the subject, and fairly confessed
it; but he could not fear that very great
injury would accrue to the labouring or
middle classes of the country from the present measure, and was rather of opinion
that it would tend to give an impetus to
that supply of produce whereby oiu- poorer
With
classes were kept in employment.
reference to the opinions expressed by
hon. Members in that House, as well as
by correspondents of his own, respecting
the time in which the Corn Laws should
cease, the hon. Gentleman concluded by
expressing his opinion that he, for one, believed that they should be removed at once,
and thought such an immediate removal
Avould be a very great improvement on the
proposed measure, inasmuch as he believed,
in that case, there would be less danger of
unfair competition and speculation.
Lord C. CHURCHILL bcheved the
country would be reduced to a state of
penury, and altogether coincided with the
opinions which had been delivered on this
question by one of the ablest men that ruled
this country, and one of those opinions was
based on thirty years' experience of the
right hon. Baronet (Sir R. Peel), and the
other on the experience of but a few
months.
The early opinions of the right
hon. Baronet were certainly more in accordance with his own views, and therefore
he was determined to oppose the measure.
Sir W. clay said, the noble Lord the
Member for West Sussex (the Earl of
March) had described the present debate
as one-side J.
He thought tliis had partly
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arisen from the circumstance that, up to a"
recent period, the speeches of hon. Gentlemen on the other side consisted rather of
attacks on the right hon. Gentleman and
his Colleagues, than of

arguments relating

In watching the course
of this debate, he had been more than once
reminded of the well-known anecdote of the
country attorney, who, having no case,
endorsed on the brief of the leading counabuse the plaintiff's atsel, ** No merits
Hon. Gentlemen seemed to fortorney."
get that they were about to try an issue of
importance, not only to this country, but to
for it really appeared that they
the world
thought they had done enough if they could
show that the right hon. Gentleman's course
was inconsistent with the policy he had
once professed, and contradicted the principles which he had formerly advocated.
Nothing, it seemed, was more amusing than
personahties that might be human nature,
and assuredly it was the nature of the House
If in the library one chanced
of Commons.
to hear a cheer unusually vehement and
prolonged, one was sure to find on inquiry
that some hon. Gentleman had said something unpleasant of some other hon. Gentleman. That might be all very amusing and
very proper, but perhaps they had too much
They might be satisfied with the
of it.
manner in which that debate had been conducted; but the world at large was not
quite satisfied with it.
People out of dooi*s
did not much admire that perpetual personal recrimination and he ventured to say,
that one single argument which would bear
the shock of discussion
one solitary fact

to their measure.

—

;

:

;

—

showing that the right hon. Gentleman
ought not to take the course which he had
taken would have been worth, in the opin-

—

ion of the public,

all

the torrents of invec-

which had been showered on his head.
The fact was, that hon. Gentlemen had

tive

overdone the matter; they overstated their
case, and proved too much against the right
hon. Gentleman.
For precisely in the degree they proved that he had broken up a
noble party, and damaged himself irretrievably in the opinion of the public, precisely in that degree did they show that
the right hon. Gentleman could have been

actuated by no personal motive, and that
he had yielded only to an overwhelming
The hon.
sense of justice and necessity.
Member for Somerset (Mr. W. Miles),
however, had on Friday night descended
fairly into the arena of discussion, and
applied himself to the question before the
House. He declared that the Amendment
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asserted the principle of protection, and
tlie principle of protection to native industry by statistics, arguments, and references to blue books.
The hon. Gentleman said, he would not
defend protection to agriculture alone :
he felt, probably, that to claim protection
for agriculture, when protection on all the

undertook to defend

other great interests was given up, would
be invidious; therefore, the lion. Gentleman
said he would defend protection generally.
It was quite true that the great interests
would repudiate his assistance they did
However, the hon.
not ask for protection.
Gentleman, in a spirit of chivalrous selfdevotion, had declared that he would retain
In
protection for all the great interests.
the perfonnance of that task he had not
been very successful but he had failed
only where the greatest reasoning powers
and the highest eloquence would equally
have failed. He only proved himself unable to defend that which was incapable of
The hon. Gentleman began by
defence.
drawing a very vivid picture of the prosperity of the whole country: blessings, he
said, were showered down upon every memThe hon. Gentleber of the community.
man argued that all these blessings had
arisen under a system of protection
that
this country had reached a height of greatness never before attained by any other,
under that very system of protection which
they were now about to abandon.
It appeared to him that there was one important
;

;

;

consideration absolutely fatal to the arguIt was true
of the hon. Gentleman.

ment
that
that

we were
we were

prosperous

it

;

was not true

under a system of protection.
So far from living under a system
of uniform protection, nothing on earth
could be more unequal. On some products,
and those the most important, there was
no protection at aU on others, a slight
amount of protection was retained
on
living

;

;

But what was still
others a great deal.
more important, for the last thirty years
we had been abandoning the system; every
measure, from the days of Huskisson, or
even previously, for the last twenty or
thirty years, had been an infraction of the
The system which
principle of protection.
Why, we had
we were about to abandon
!

Gentleman were
he ought to tell us that we
could not stop where we were, but that we
must retrace our steps, and undo that
which we had been doing. He should like
to know which of all the great measm-es of
the last thirty years the lion. Gentleman
abandoned
consistent,

it.

If the hon.

LAWS.
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was prepared

to advise us to repeal.
the hon. Gentleman go back to the
Corn Law of 1815? Would he restore
the East India Company's monopoly
one
great stronghold of protection ? Would he

Would

—

alter

Mr. Huskisson 's measures relating to

the shipping interest ?
Would he call upon
us to retrace om* steps with regard to the
silk trade
to wool
to sugar
with respect
even to that small matter which used greatly
to interest a right hon. Gentleman, now no
longer a Member of that House the duty
on apples, and restore protection to the
market gardeners ? Lastly, would the hon.
Gentleman abrogate the Tariff measure of
the right hon. Gentleman ?
If the hon.

—

—

—

—

Gentleman were prepared to abrogate none
if he meant to say that
they were good, and if he were not prepared to support their repeal, he must
allow that they were good, he (Sir W.
Clay) wished to know with what shoAv of
consistency
with what shadow of reason,
he called on the House to proceed no
further ?
Did the hon. Gentleman really
think he would be obeyed in saying to the
advancing tide of public opinion, " Thus
far shalt thou go, and no further?"
All
a priori and inductive reasoning was in
favour of the course which the right hon.
Gentleman had proposed for their adoption.
On what was the opinion, that we should
of those measures

—

—

proceed no further in a course already
proved to be successful, grounded?
Was
it grounded on the abstract excellence of
the principle of protection?
What was
that principle, stated shortly?
It was,
everybody assisting everybody to pay a
Httle more for everything than it was
worth everybody assisting everybody to
misapply their time, capital, and skill
every one assisting every one else to do
something that they could not do so weU
as some other persons.
If that were not a
fair statement of the principle, what was
the meaning of protection ?
If the individual sellers of manufactures could make
an article as cheap and good, or cheaper
and better, than their foreign rivals, they
needed no protection. Protection, therefore, meant nothing more than the several
classes of the community protecting each
other to misapply their time, capital, and

—

skill.

ciple,

But if that was the abstract prinwhat was the inference to be di-awn

experience ?
He looked in vain
the speeches of hon. Gentlemen
opposite for the mention of a single instance in which measm*es of relaxation had

from

all

among

failed of their beneficial results

;

he looked
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any great interest have been constructed and no doubt disbeing injured by measures of a nature appointment and loss would attend many of
similar to the present; all the great in- those persons who had embarked their
in vain for a statement of

;

terests of the country, such as the cotton,

money

wool, and iron manufactures; all the interests on which the power and wealth of
England Avere based, were essentially un-

measure of the right hon. Gentleman would
come as a valuable resource to fill up that
void, and to furnish additional employment
for the capital and labour of the country.
The hon. Gentleman said, if this principle
were to be carried out, it must be extended
to om- Colonies; and he (Sir W. Clay) believed that one of the best consequences of
adopting the principle would be its extenNothing could be
sion to our Colonies.
more to be deprecated than that we

lie believed that the principles

protected,

in railroad speculation.

Then

the

had taken a strong hold of the
popular mind, and that the cry of protection
to native industry was one that would have
The time
very little effect for the future.
was passed when a mere shuffling of the
a robbing of Peter to pay Paul
cards
putting the hand in one breeches pocket
losing should attempt to continue our connexfor the purpose of filling the other
a little by the way woidd avail to content ion with the Colonies by a system of inIt had flicting on each other mutual injury, comthe intelligence of the community.
come to be generally understood that there pelling them to buy from us what they could
was no other process by which classes obtain much more cheaply from other counwould be prosperous than by the exercise tries, and ourselves taking from them what
of those qualities by which individuals we could obtain on more advantageous
prospered industry ingenuity frugality terms elsewhere. He wished to see an end
perseverance. Adopt, then, more widely put to this system, and would confide in
the principles of free trade, and afford to ties created by community of origin, lanour manufacturers the means of competing guage, and character, to produce commerwith others.
It was utterly impossible to cial intercourse and an interchange of capiall the great branches of tal which would unite the mother country
protect them
manufacture exported a considerable por- with its Colonies, without having recourse
tion of their produce; that portion could to a precarious system of monopoly. With
only bear such a price as would enable it to respect to our magnificent empire in India,
compete with the goods of our rivals and there was nothing he should more regret
the price of the portion exported absolutely than to see a new monopoly created there
governed the price in the home market. in the production of sugar
he believed
If competition became so urgent that the it moreover to be unnecessary, for he had
price fell, and the fund from which the great faith in the results that would be
profits of the manufacturer and the wages produced by the apphcation of British
of labour were furnished should be dimin- capital and labour to the cultivation of
ished if it was absolutely inevitable that sugar in the vast and fertile Valley
wages should fall, in order that the manu- of the Ganges. Was it true that the
facturers might meet their foreign rivals
landed interest would be injured by the
how was the necessity of lower wages to measure of the right hon. Baronet ?
be met, but by a decrease in the price of He had said more than once, and now
provisions ?
The hon. Gentleman opposite upon perhaps the last occasion when
had stated the main cause of the present the subject would be discussed in that
prosperity to be the diffusion of money House, he would repeat his solemn conamong the manufacturing interest, by the viction, that if there were a single inemployment of capital in the construction terest in the country more deeply conof railroads.
He wondered the hon. Gen- cerned in the abrogation of the Corn Laws
tleman did not discover that the real than another, it was the landed interest,
value of railroads was their opening a for the reason, that there was no class
fresh field for the profitable employment so deeply interested in the permanent wellof capital, which was the precise object of being of the Empire.
The manufacturer,
the measure of the right hon. Baronet. at some sacrifice of capital, might take
The great difficulty under which England his wealth and skill to other countries
had laboured of late years was, to find a the skilful artisan might quit our shores;
field for the employment of capital.
time but the landowner must of necessity remain,
was coming when all the field opened by and abide the fortunes of his country. It
railroads would be exhausted
when all the was because he thought the Corn Laws
lines promishig a profitable return would injurious to the prosperity of the country
of free trade

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

:

;

;

;

;

A

—
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injurious to that manufacturing

CUSTOMS
and com-

mercial prosperity which gave the chief
value to the land, that he said the landed
interest had a deeper and greater concern
Would there he even
in their abolition.
temporary inconvenience to that interest ?
He believed that no more chimerical idea
had ever invaded the minds of men than
the imagination that the soil of England
would be thrown out of cultivation that
there would be a serious depreciation in the
It was said, there would be
value of land.
a competition by foreign countries which
they could not meet but from what foreign
Not from
countries would it proceed ?
France, Belgium, Spain, or Italy; but from
a small portion of the north of Germany,
and from Russia. Was it possible they
could be seriously afraid of the competition
The
of the serfs of Russia and Poland ?
English farmer had the best markets in the
world close to the very fields he ploughed,
not for his corn alone, but markets for his
green crop, for his hay and straw he had
abundant capital, and unlimited command
of manure for he had high prices for stock,
which enabled him to obtain the manure
and was it to be supposed that, with all
these advantages, the cultivator of the
British soil could not meet the serfs of
Russia and Poland, who had none of these
advantages, and were exposed also to the
disadvantage of having to bring their corn
hundreds of miles from the interior to the
mouths of the rivers ? Mr. Jacobs stated,
that to bring wheat from the interior "to
Dantzic, cost from 6s. to 12s.
from the
interior to Hamburgh, 3s. to 10s.
But the
chief supply would come from the Baltic
ports
and from these ports the costs of
transit to this country would be from 6s.
to 8s.
The total cost of transit of Polish
corn, therefore, from the place of growth
to this country, would on an average be
little under 20s. the quarter.
He (Sir W.
Clay) had never contended that an exceedhigly low price of corn would be a
consequence of repealing the present law.
The advantages he anticipated were of a
different kind
greater steadiness of price,

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

more employment for theindustriousclasses,
a more stable connexion between this and
all other countries, a much more safe state
of our monetary system. As regarded price

—CORN
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Members opposite must be sensible that
they were fighting this battle without heart
and without hope. ["Oh, oh!" "No!"]
Why, he did not believe that one of them
seriously thought they would be successful
It would be wise in them to
in the contest.
meet

free trxide manfully, and act as public
opinion required; and he believed that, in a
pecuniary point of view, they had nothing to
apprehend. Let the landlords lay out capital
judiciously, or give leases, enabling those

of years,

:

—

who held land under them

to do so
let
the tenant farmers employ skill, industry,
frugality, perseverance, science
and the
agricultural interest had nothing to fear
from the competition to which they were
about to be subjected.
He and those who
thought with him might, perhaps, have
been forgiven if they had indulged in a not
unnatural, and, he trusted, not unworthy,
exultation at seeing the measure they had
so long advocated brought forward under
auspices which ensured its triumphant success, by the very men by whom it had been
so pertinaciously opposed but the question
was far too momentous to afford a fitting
opportunity for personal or party triumph;
and he would give his hearty support to a
measure which he believed was calculated
to confer great benefits upon the entire
community, and to open to this country a
prospect of greater prosperity than she had
^
ever yet enjoyed.
Mr. L. W. buck, as the Representative of one of the most influential agriculturatcounties in the kingdom, was deteimined
to give his decided vote against a measure
which was well calculated to spread alarm
and dismay in every agricultural district.
He did not merely consider the proposed
measure of the right hon. Baronet as one

—

;

which would

in its evil effects

be solely

confined to the agricidtural interests, as it
would also affect the industrious of every
class in the country.
It was unfortunately
no longer a question with the country whether they were to have a fixed duty or the
sliding scale, as what was now being proposed would ultimate in total repeal , and
which he Avas most firmly convinced would
seriously affect the native industry of all
classes, particularly of the agricultural
classes.
How could English agricidtural
labourers stand in competition with Poland
or Russia ?
How could they compete with
the cheaper countries of Europe ?
It was
out of the question. The enormous amount
of capital now expending in the construction
of railways might meet the present exigency,

he did not believe that, taking a series
it would be under 45s. He believed
that the landed interest might rest perfectly
they were already in possession of
secure
a great natural monopoly; and they needed
not a factitious and a legislative one. Hon. and prevent depression
only,

FIFTH NIGHT.

;

but subsequently
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want and ruin ?
had been stated the measure would
benefit the poorer classes
but he had the
most indubitable evidence to show that
whenever wheat was high, poverty was
low; but that when wheat was low, poverty
was great. Let those who lived in the
country, and who knew the practical workwliat could tlicy expect but
It

;

ing of agricultural pursuits, who knew
what concerned the interests of the people,
and who knew the thoughts of the people
on the subject let them fearlessly give
their opinion; and it must be an opinion in
opposition to the policy of the right hon.
Baronet as regarded the Corn Laws because it was a measure which, if carried
out, would be to the injury of the labouring
classes
and being persuaded of this, it
was no wonder that the agricultural interests were alarmed.
Were they to contrast the joy which had been depicted on
every countenance when the late dissolution
of the Ministry was known, with the gloom
which now overspread them because of the
present aspect of affairs
such a view
would afford some criterion as to those internal feelings which were at work in contemplating a measure which was to annihilate those Acts of Parliament which had

—

;

;

;

existed for hundreds of years, and which
produced sucli prosperity by the protection
they afforded to the landed interests.
It
was well known that the majorities which
the right hon. Baronet had in former Sessions, were majorities founded upon one
given principle; namely, that of protection.
He did not hesitate to say that from the
year 1829 until the year 1835, the right
lion. Baronet had not the confidence of the
Conservative party.
In 1835, however, he
appealed to the Conservative Associations
in the country; he identified himself with
them; he told them that they were to work
out their cause at the registrations
that
there was the ground on which their battle
should be fought
but although the right
hon. Baronet had identified himself with
those associations as closely and as strongly
as possible, and when they secured to him
the large majority of ninety, when they
thought they had in him a great leader in
which they could place the utmost, the most

—

;

implicit confidence, wlio could have imagined that the right hon. Baronet would

have deserted the very interest which fixed
him in power who could have imagined
that he would now become the supporter of
principles even more liberal than those
which were brought forward by a noble
Lord? Or was it to be supposed that hs^d it

—
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been known by the country that the right
hon. Baronet would have proposed those
liberal measures, such a large majority
would have been returned to that House ?
Contrast the language of the right hon.
Baronet in 1842 on the subject of grain,
with his conduct now, when he came forward with this measure of free trade
measure which he would venture to affirm,
did it pass, would be the ruin of the renting
farmers in the kingdom. Numbers reposed
confidence in the statements of the right
hon. Baronet in 1842, when he told the
country that he did not wish wheat to be
above 60*. or below 54*., and agriculturists
acted on that intimation but in the face of
such declarations now the measure of free
trade was propounded, and which, if it suc-

—

;

in that House, would greatly affect
the amount of capital that had been sunk
Look at the moment the right
in land.
hon. Baronet had taken to bring forward

ceeded

his free-trade

measures

—when Russia had
—

at a time when
shut her ports against us
there did not exist on the Continent one
feeling of reciprocity towards this country.
Such was the time taken to introduce a
measure which he ventured to state would
throw out of cultivation thousands of acres
of land, and which would deprive of employment numbers of the labouring classes.
That morning he had a conversation with a
most respectable farmer, who resided in the
neighbourhood of Exeter he rented a farm
of 500 acres of land, for which he paid
He asked that farmer,
700?. a year.
**What would be his position on the newarrangement ?" His answer was very significant, "He would lose about a pound,
;

and get about a shiUing." He was asked
another question, **What was the average
expense in labour?" His reply was, "About
780?. a year." "And what do you intend
to do, if the free-trade measure pass?"
"Depend upon it," said the farmer, "the
result will be that we shall be obliged to
and
convert the arable land into pasture
thus give up that most expensive part of
He (Mr.
farming, which was labour."
Buck) was quite certain that would be too
generally the result; and, therefore, he
would ask what was to be done with
that mass of people who would be thus
thrown out of employment? He did not
think the Government should leave the
country so much in the dark, and the Government should state precisely what they
were about to do; and he did hope the
right hon. Baronet would give the House
some precise explanation about a measure
;
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he (Mr. Buck) was convinced would
if it were allowed
which he hoped it would not and
to pass
if its fate depended on his vote, it certainly
He was told that they were
should not.
no longer to have protection. If that were
to he so, then he would call on the Government to remove those hurdens wliich were
acknowledged, over and over again, to press
on the land. As every possihle assistance
and facility were afforded to the manufactui-ing interests, he would call on the Government to pursue the same com-se towards
Let the product of
the landed interest.
Avliicli

inflict

a serious injury

—

—

;

the land he, at least, as well protected as
the other for, depend upon it, one thing
was certain, that the Government would
not allay that spirit which at present existed
in the country, unless they conceded every
act of justice which was fairly due to the
It was his opinion that
landed proprietors.
no Government should have yielded to the
clamour of one of thomost unconstitutional
associations that ever existed
which had
its emissaries traveUing through the country, exciting the feehngs of the people hy
drawing the most appalling pictures of famine and distress and that at a moment
when Providence had blessed all with abundance from one extremity of the country
to the other
with the exception of what
occurred in Ireland as regarded the potato
disease.
The measure should have his decided negative.
He believed it to be an
unjust and injurious measm-e and he hoped
every Member at all connected with the
landed interest would reflect well before he
would give his support to Her Majesty's
Government, on a question of such vital
importance to the country.
;

;

;

—

LAWS.—FIFTH

to the extent

NIGHT.

which some Gentlemen

anti-

He had

thought, also, that a
greater deterioration of the value of land
would be occasioned by such a measure
than he now considered likely to occur.
He was, however, even now, of opinion
that a low fixed duty would be a wise
arrangement if the circumstances of the
country admitted of it.
He believed that
a low fixed duty woidd be equally advantageous to all the great interests of the
country commercial, manufacturing, and
agricultural
that it would have served as
cipated.

—

;

a temporary compromise, would have allayed discontent, and removed fears which
might be imfounded, but wliich certainly
were very extensively felt and he again
confessed that he regretted the abandonment of a fixed duty. He admitted that
there were burdens which pressed heavily
;

land.
He coidd not help thinking that the Poor Law pressed more heavily upon the land than upon other interests.
Nor was he singular in that opinion
for it was one entertained by some of the
most eminent pohtical writers the country

upon the

;

had produced.

Mr.

M'CuUoch was

de-

cidedly of that opinion and therefore, in
order to meet these peciihar burdens, he
;

(Lord H. Vane) should have abandoned a
if the circumstances of the country admitted of its
maintenance.
He believed, however, that
the time for compromise was now gone by.
He did not believe that a settlement of the
question could now be arrived at but by
the adoption of such a measure as the
He
right hon. Baronet now proposed.
thought the measure not without its imperHe did not anticipate from it
fections.
started that he had
Lord H.
neither, on
all the good that was promised
invariably
given his adhesion to the the other hand, did he apprehend all the
general principles of commercial pohcy evil that was threatened.
With regard to
proposed by the right hon. Baronet at cheapness of food for the labouring classes,
the head of the Government, and had no doubt that was a primary object, and
supported some of his recent measures, there was no Gentleman in that House who
in accordance with those principles.
He would not approve of that object, whatever
did not wish to deny that the measure might be his opinions of the merits in other
now proposed by the Government was very respects of the measure by which it was
different from anything he had anticipated to be accomplished.
With regard to the
in 1841.
He fairly confessed that, al- artisan and the manufacturer, it would be
though he was convinced at that time of difficult to maintain and he did not beheve
the necessity of some reduction of the that any one did maintain
that this meaduties on agricultm-al produce, in common sure would not be beneficial to them. With
with other articles, he did not then think respect to the agricultural labourer, he adof advocating a total repeal of the protect- mitted the question was different; but,
He thought then, that there after the statements made by the right hon.
ive duties.
would be great danger of agricultural la- the Secretary at War, as to the state of a
bourers being thrown out of employment, great portion of the agricultural population
which, however, he did not now apprehend in that important agTicidtural county, Wilt-

—

fixed duty with greater regret

;

VANE

;

—

—
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shire, his opinion was, that their condition

He

coukl not anticipate much amelioration in their circumstances but ho certainly did not look forward to much deterioration. If the agriwoiihl bo Httle altered.

;

culturist,

by greater attention

to tillage,

that this

16,
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measure would have

to dissipate

many

prejudices

;

for its effect

to bring to-

gether hostile classes, and blend them into
a united people and that it would thereby conduce to the peace, the contentment,
the happiness, and the glory of this great
;

brought his lands into a higher state of Empire.
Sir J. TYRELL could assure the
cultivation, there would be a greater demand for labour, and the pecuniary wages House that, feeling as he did that this
of labour would, to a certain extent, be raised question had been debated to death by both
An hon. Member had sides of the House, and by the country, it
in consequence.
described in eloquent terms the melancholy was >vith the greatest reluctance that ho
case of the tenant farmer who had been so ventured to trespass upon it for its indullong attached to the soil, and who, at last, gence; but he congratulated the House that
was to be driven from the profitable occu- at the expiration of the fifth night of the
lie did not debate, the Anti-Corn-Law League should
pation of it by this measure.
SCO why the tenant farmer should not avail have thought proper to come to the rescue
himself of the same resources which the of their friends and it was also a matter
manufacturer had adopted with so much of congratulation to him that they had not
success, and improve his land by the appli- been able, so far as he could ascertain, to
cation of skill and industry, and the use of add any new argument, or to state any new
those natural means of improvement from case that had not over and over again been
which he would derive greater benefit than brought forward in Covent Garden and the
They added no arguments to
from any artificial aid which legislation country.
He had heard with great those which had already made such an imcould afford.
pleasure a sentiment uttered by the right pression on the right hon. Baronet sitting
Ho would allude to what had
hon. Baronet at the head of the Go- near him.
vernment, which, although in perfect dis- been stated by the hon. Member for Managreement with arguments used by him on chester, with respect to his friend and his
other occasions, he had, in the course of sixty-two farmers; and would state that
these discussions, pronounced emphatically, they Avere not able to make a very satisfacgiving the weight of his sanction to the tory arrangement with their landlords, until
authority from which it was borrowed. the hon. Member for Manchester dared to
The sentiment was, ** Take care of the assure them that the prices of com would
imports, and the exports will take care of not be materially affected by the new arthemselves." If we adopted a wholesome rangement. He rose, principally, to notice
system of commercial policy, we need fear a statement of the noble Lord the Member
no hostile tariffs wc should thereby throw for London, made in the early part of the
down all the barriers that might have been debate namely, in gloating over the fallen
raised against us, and our goods would find fortune of the great party that sat near
their way to other countries all over the him, the noble Lord was pleased to impute
globe, notwithstanding tlie obstacles which the most unfair motives to hon. Gentlemen
other nations mi^rht heretofore have thoucrht who had resisted the Motion of the Member
fit to present to the admission of our manufor Sheffield, for an inquiry into the peculiar
factures.
He would put it to his hon. burdens on land. He understood the noble
Friends on the other side whether they Lord to say, that we doubted our own stacould hope successfully to resist the combi- tistics, and sheltered ourselves under cases
nation of parties and of statesmen opposed the most plausible.
He thought it right
to them.
For his part, he believed that that the House and the country should be
that protection which agriculture at pre- aware of the real history of that case and
sent enjoyed, could not by any possibility in those days of confession, of explanation,
be maintained. Ho confessed that his and of political tergiversation, that he also
opinions on the subject had undergone a should be permitted to offer his confession
change. But he behoved that it would be and his explanation.
It was perfectly well
unworthy of him to attempt to maintain his understood in that House, that the Motion
consistency when his views upon a subject of the hon. Member for Sheffield was what
of such great importance were altered, and is called a clap-trap Motion.
The right
especially in the present circumstances of hon. Baronet who then had the confidence
the country.
Entertaining these opinions, of the party to which he alluded, felt the
he would conclude by expressing a hope force of the Motion, adopted a com-se on
;

;

;

;

Y
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that occasion, by calling* thirty or forty
Members of the agricultural interest together for the purpose of ascertaining what
their views were with reference to the Motion to which he alluded.
He thought it
would be an act of bare justice in the right
lion. Baronet at that side of the House
fairly to state the case as it

The

agricultural

took place.

Members expressed

their

willingness to accede to the Motion, and
said that there was nothing in it that they

dit for the

LAWS.

—FIFTH

NIGHT.

most sincere and conscientious

As

convictions.

ward a deserter

in the

army they put

for-

in the front rank, so

he

could quite understand the policy of putting forward the right hon. Gentleman the
Member for Wiltshire (Mr. S. Herbert) to
lecture them.
It was said that this measure was offered as a great settlement; but
without going into its details, it was quite
unreasonable, on the face of it, to expect
that they should be content to accept of

ought to shrink from, and that they were worse terms than had been offered to them
prepared for the most searching investiga- repeatedly by the hon. Member for Stockand they were highly comphmented port. He regretted he did not see the hon.
tion
by the right hon. Baronet on their readi- Gentleman in his place, and he regretted
ness to accede to the Motion. And then the the supposed cause of his absence. So far
House might fairly ask, *' why not grant from the present measure being a settleit?"
The right hon. Baronet said he saw ment of the question, many moons would
no advantage in assenting to it; that it was not pass over before the noble Lord opposite
a clap-trap Motion, and would be only pro- would come forward on the question of the
ductive of wrangling about principles that differential duties on sugar ; and on what
the interests of the country would be dis- ground was it expected that he could be reHe thought it was a matter to be
turbed; and that expectations would be held sisted ?
out that were not likely to be realized and deplored that the noble Lord, who had so
on that ground he should meet it by a direct much credit with the House and the counnegative. It was under these circumstances try, and the hon. Member for Stockport,
that the Motion was resisted by the right should be seized with a kind of delirium
hon. Baronet, who had been represented tremens at the right hon. Baronet.
The
now as inflicting the greatest disadvantage noble Lord, who took such high ground in
on them by permitting them to state their Scotland, was obliged to get upon a moleown case which case he (Sir J. TyreU) hill when he came to London, and shrunk
was not ashamed of. And the House and from forming his Administration and it
the country must admit that the case had was a matter of surprise and regret that
been stated with the greatest ability by the hon. Member for Stockport, who acted
many hon. Members at his side of the as a kind of crutch for the great leaders
House.
The calculation of the right hon. to lean upon, had shrunk from accepting
Baronet and the rest of Her Majesty's office when an opportunity occurred for
Government was, that they might infuse him to carry out his views.
He regretopinion into the minds of their followers, ted that the hon. Gentleman had lost that
and that the measure would pass through opportunity of carrying out his views, bethe House without any great disturbance of cause they were more comprehensive than
party. In entering on the arguments used the views of the right hon. Gentleman, and
in this case, it was impossible to avoid per- were worthy of the strong mind which he
sonal attacks and personal considerations, possessed. He had prophesied that the subecause the right hon. Baronet so far iden- gar duties Avould fall. He was now about
tified himself with the Government, that to enter into a grave subject, and would
scarcely any other Member of the Cabinet make another prophecy. Anything falling
was permitted to address the House. One from him might perhaps have little force
would have thought that they were ready still it was a most extraordinary prophecy.
to offer explanations as well; but instead This prophecy Avas made ten years ago, by
of that they had to complain that the right one of the most able and learned divines of
lion. Member for Wiltshire (Mr. S. Her- this country
it was made by a doctor of
bert) had thought fit, on two occasions, divinity
by a man who had the respect
to lecture the country Gentlemen as to the and esteem and admiration of the right
course they ought to take.
He could well hon. Baronet who sat on that bench ; he
understand the policy of putting forward meant the late Dr. Arnold. He was sure
that intelligent statesman. It was true the that, though they might smile at anything
right hon. Member Avas always ready on which fell from him
that however unworsuch occasions, and he believed the House thy he might be to occupy the attention of
always gave the Member for Wiltshire cre- the House they would Hsten with respect
;

;

;

;

;

—

—

—

—

—
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the opinion of Dr. Arnold.
In tliat
work of his lately published, there was
an extraordinary prophecy with regard to
the rio;ht lion. Baronet, and if the House
to

would permit him, especially as he selread quotations, ho would read this
prophecy; and he regretted to say, there

dom

was too much reason

to fear that the re-

maining portion of it would he fultilled.
Dr. Arnold, in November, 1836, says

—

"

pray for stroni^th of mind, for strength of
mind for my children, for this reason, that thoy
niay bo ahlo at k»a»t to appreciate truth keenly.
When a man does that honestly, thinj^'s hecomo
comparatively easy, as, for instance, I'cel has a
strong idea about the currency and a distinct
impression about it, and therefore uj)on that ground
I would trust him that ho would not yield to
clamour but upon most other matters, the Church
more especially, he seems to have no idea therefore I would not trust him tliat he would not give
up all to-morrow il' the clamour were loud enough."
I

—

;

;

The right hon. Baronet laid claim the
other night to the approbation of posterity.
Now, he wished the right lion. Baronet no
harm; but he thought the sooner he had
an opportunity, the sooner posterity had
an opportunity, of forming an opinion of
the merits of the right hon. Baronet, the
better.
He was of course speaking polilie had no doubt posterity would
do the right hon. Gentleman the most
ample justice. But when the noble Lord
tically,

opposite explained to them that the right
hon. Baronet was conspiring with him to
give over the agricultural interest and that

great party into the hands of the noble
Lord and the Anti-Corn-Law League, he
was reminded of a passage in ancient history which he would take the liberty of
citing.
When Cassius contemplated the
betrayal of Cajsar, he did not dare to do
so till he had first gained over " the noble
Brutus " to the cause ; and so the right
hon. Baronet would not have dared to propose this measure for the consideration of
the House, till he had first gained the
opinion of that great warrior, the Duke of
Wellington.
Be that as it might, it was
his sincere conviction, that if the House
of Commons proceeded to abolish the Corn
Law, and if the House of Lords proceeded
to register the verdict, in these times of
democratic tendencies and waning authority, the ties between the lower, the middle, and the higher classes would be broken,
and not that alone, but throughout that
great portion of the British community,
which had hitherto spread traditional barriers between democratic lawlessness and
affectionate loyalty,

would spread a fear

for

16,
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and hierwhich the steadiest trade in corn,
and the happiest commercial relations between this country and America, would not
be able to dispel.
Hit. JAMES was now, as he had always
been, a supporter of the repeal of the
Corn Laws. An attempt had been made
to connect the question of the sugar duties
with the question before the House, both
by the hon. Member for the Tower Hamlets, and the hon. Member who had last
spoken.
It seemed to him to be the more
convenient course to keep those questions
separate; but he would say, he did not
think there was any inconsistency in being
a free trader in corn, and not being a free
aristocracies

archies,

He did not assert that
trader in sugar.
that of Mr. M'Gregor,
without authority
who said, that the sugar question was so
mixed up with slavery and the Slave Trade,
that it ought to be taken out of the category of free-trade measures.
He did not
hope to offer any new arguments on the
question. He thought the arguments upon
this question were worn threadbare.
In
the early part of the debate, many hon.
Gentlemen treated the question with a sort
of funeral oration upon the Corn Laws,
and stated the fearful and direfid forebodings which they entertained as to the consequences likely to result from their abolition
in which apprehensions he for one
If the House would
could not participate.
allow him, he would refer briefly to the
progress of public opinion upon this subject
within the last few years, showing that in
a good cause it was never necessary to
despair
but that measures founded upon
just, sound, and comprehensive principles
were sure, sooner or later, to succeed. In
1831, he had the honour to second the
Motion in his place in that House for a
He then
total repeal of the Corn Laws.
had the honour to make use of several of
the arguments which had been of late so
much employed, and were so deservedly
popular at Manchester and other parts of
The Motion, in 1831, M-as
the country.
proposed by the lion. Member for Preston,
Mr. Hunt and what was the opinion of
Only one
the House upon that occasion ?
solitary hon. Member, Colonel Torrens,
then Member for Bolton, was found to supand upon diviport the Motion in debate
sion the Motion was lost by a majority of
194 to 6. And who did they suppose

—

;

;

;

;

moved the previous

question.

Wliy

his

hon. Friend the Member for Montrose ;
and he was supported, among others, by
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the right hon. the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Sir Robert Peel, the nohle Lord
the Member for London, and every other
Member now present in the House who
was then in it, except the hon. Member for
East Somersetshire (Colonel Gore Langton).
The hon. Member for Finsbmy happened, from some cause or other, to be abThe hon. Memsent upon the occasion.
ber did not oppose the Motion upon its
merits, but merely that he thought the

—

time had not arrived for it and that if
persevered in, it would interfere with the
Reform Bill and because he thought public opinion was not then ripe enough for it.
But seeing what had since passed in the
political world, was he not justified in congratulating the House and the country
upon the extraordinary change that had
come over the spirit of the dream, in the
minds of almost all the most distinguished
of public men on this most momentous

—

question

?

and more

He

rejoiced at their conversion,

particularly at the conversion of

LAWS.

—

^FIFTH NIGHT.

—

Mr. Speaker, Two matters of
foUows
great importance have occupied the attention of the House during this protracted
debate the one, the manner in which a
the other, the
party should be conducted
measures by Avhich an imminent public calamity shall be mitigated, and the principles by which the commercial policy of a
great Empire shall for the future be go:

—

;

verned.

On

the

first point,

the

manner

in

which a party should be conducted, by far
the greater part of this debate has turned.
I do not undervalue its importance
but,
;

great as it is, surely it is subordinate in
the eyes of a people to that other question
to which I have referred
the precautions
to be taken against impending scarcity,
and the principles by which your commercial pohcy shall hereafter be governed. On
the party question I have Httle defence to
make. Yes, Sir, these are I admit at once,
the worst measures for party interests that
could have been brought forward. I admit
also that it is unfortunate tliat the conduct

—

Sir R. Peel.
He could not for one mo- of this measure, so far as the Corn Laws
ment imagine that the right hon. Baronet are concerned, should be committed to my
was actuated by any but the most sincere hands. It would, no doubt, have been far

conviction that the interests of the country
required that the question should be set-

For his own part he entertained the
same opinions as he had advocated ever
since he entered that House twenty-six
tled.

have the crean adjustment of
the Corn Laws, who have been unifoiin
and consistent opponents of those laws.
That which prevented myself and those
who concurred with me from committing it
pi-eferable, that those should
dit, if

credit there be, for

years since, and he thought the general
interests of the country demanded that at once to other hands, was the firm conthe Corn La-ws should be repealed. He did viction under which we labom*ed, that a
not think it would be acting unfair to the part of this Empire was threatened with a
agricidtural interest to repeal them, or that great calamity.
I did firmly beheve, I do
they would do that injustice to the agri- firmly believe, that there is impending
culturist which some hon. Member seemed ovei- you a calamity that all will deplore.
to imagine.
This, however, he would say, I did think that while there was that danthat the abolition of the Corn Laws, and ger, and while I had the hopes of avertingthe admission of foreign corn, without re- it, it would not be consistent with my duty
striction, would be essentially conducive to
to my Sovereign, or with the honour of a
the well-being, contentment and happiness public man, to take that opportunity of
of the struggling masses of this densely shrinking from the heavy responsibilities
peopled country.
lie hoped the Govern- whiqh it imposed.
While I retained the
ment proposition would be met with such a hope of acting Avith a united Administralarge majority in that House, as woidd tion, while I thought there was a prospect
secure the passing of the measure trium- of bringing this question to a settlement,
phantly in another place, which the strict I determined to retain office and incur its
rules of that House forbade him from nam- responsibihties.
When I was compelled
ing.
In conclusion, he expressed his de- to abandon that hope, (my sense of the
termination that no vote of his should be coming evil remaining the same,)
I took
given to any Amendment brought forward the earhest opportunity, consistent
with a
by any party, with a view to endanger sense of duty and of pubhc honour, of
the safety of the measure before the tendering my resignation
to the Queen,
House, but should give his warmest sup- and leaving Her Majesty the full opporport to the proposition of Her Majesty's tunity of consulting other
advisers.
I of-

Government.
Sir R. PEEL then rose and spoke as

fered no opinion as to the choice of a successor.

That

is

ahnost the only act which
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is

solved, therefore, to give the noble

for

such assurances of support as it was in
my power to give. In the explanation
which I offered the other night, I limited
myself to a detail of the facts which had
preceded my retirement from office.
The
noble Lord's explanation commenced from
Of that explanation I have
that period.
It was
no complaint whatever to make.
perfectly fair and candid on the part of

the personal act of the Sovereign ; it is
the Sovereign to determine in whom
Her confidence shall be ])laced. It was,
indeed, my duty to ascertain, by the command of the Queen, whether those of my

Colleagues who had dissented from me
were either themselves prepared to form a
Government, or to advise Her Majesty, if
they themselves were not prepared, to
commit to other hands the formation of
But there are additions
a Government a Government, I mean, to the noble Lord.
be composed of public men favourable to to it which I am desirous of supplying, in
the hope of being enabled to demonstrate
tlie maintenance of the existing Corn Law.
Tliose from whom I ditfered, who had not that I had no wish to defraud others of
concurred with me either as to the full ex- the credit of adjusting the Corn Laws.
tent of the danger to be apprehended, or My resignation of office was accepted by
as to the policy of altering the law, signi- Her Majesty on the 6th of December last.
On the 8th December, I addressed to Her
fied their opinion that it would not be for
the public interests that they should form Majesty the following communication, for
a Government
nor could they advise Her the express purpose of enabling Her MaMajesty to resort to others for the forma- jesty, by the knowledge of my views and
tion of a Government founded on the intentions with regard to the Corn Laws,
maintenance of the existing Corn Law. to diminish the difficulties of my succesHer Majesty determined to call upon the sor
"Whitehall, Dec. 8, 1845.
noble Lord (Lord J. Russell) to undertake
" Sir Robert Peel presents his humble duty to
the duty of forming an Administration.
Your Majesty, and, influenced by no other motive
My firm behef was, that the noble Lord than the desire to contribute, if possible, to the
would have undertaken that duty
my relief of Your Majesty from embarrassment, and
firm persuasion was
the noble Lord will to the protection of the public interests from inexcuse me for saying so that he would jury, is induced to make to Your Majesty this
confidential communication explanatory of Sir Rohave succeeded if he had undertaken it. bert Peel's position
and intentions with regard to
During the long course of my opposition the great question wliich is now agitating the
to the noble Lord, I cannot charge myself public mind.
" Your Majesty can, if you think fit, make this
with having ever said anything disrespectful
communication known to the Minister who, .as
of him. We have acted against each other
successor to Sir Robert Peel, may be honoured
for many years, and I don't recollect anyby Your Majesty's confidence.
tliiug that ever passed between us likely
" On the 1st of November last, Sir Robert Peel
advised his Colleagues, on account of the alarming
to engender hostile or acrimonious feelings.
But I must say, the noble Lord did dis- accounts from Ireland, and many districts in this

—

;

:

—

;

—

appoint me when he did not at once undertake the formation of a Government on
the principle of adjusting this question.

When my

tender of resignation had been
accepted, and when the noble Lord had
been sent for by the Queen, I considered

myself at perfect liberty to act in a private
capacity on my own personal sense of the
public interests,
public duty.
I

and

my own

knew

all

feelings of
the difficulties

with which any man would have to contend
who undertook the conduct of the Government.
I knew there must be a great dislocation of parties.

In the firm persuasion
that the noble Lord would accept the office of First Minister, I felt it incumbent

upon me, under the special circumstances
under which he would have undertaken
office, to

diminish the

he might have

difficulties

with which

to contend in attempting a

final settlement of the

Corn Laws.

I re-

country, as to the failure of the potato crop from
disease, and for the purpose of guarding against
contingencies, which in his opinion were not improbable, humbly to recommend to Your Majesty
that the duties on the import of foreign grain
should be suspended for a limited period, cither
by Order in Council or by Legislative Enactment
Parliament, in either case, being summoned without delay.
" Sir Robert Peel foresaw that this suspension,
fiilly justified by the tenor of the report to which
he has referred, would compel, during the interval
of suspension, the reconsideration of the Corn

Laws.
**
If the opinions of his Colleagues had then
been in concurrence with his own, he was fully
prepared to take the responsibility of suspension
and of the necessary consequence of suspension,
a comprehensive review of the laws imposing restrictions on the import of foreign grain and other
articles of food, with a view to their gradual diminution and ultimate removal.
" He was disposed to recommend that any new
laws to be enacted should contain within themselves the principle of gradual reduction and final

—

repeal.
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" Sir Robert Peel is prepared to support, in a
private capacity, measures which may be in general conformity with those which he advised as a
Minister.
" It would be unbecoming in Sir Robert Peel
to make any reference to the details of such measures.
" Your Majesty has been good enough to inform
Sir Robert Peel that it is your intention to propose to Lord John Russell to undertake the formation of a Government.
" The principle on which Sir Robert Peel was
prepared to recommend the reconsideration of the
laws affecting the import of the main articles of
food was in general accordance with that referred
to in the concluding paragraph of Lord John Russell's letter to the electors of the city of London.
" Sir Robert Peel wished to accompany the removal of restriction on the admission of such articles with relief to the land fi-om any charges that
may be unduly onerous, and with such other provisions as, in the terms of Lord John Russell's
letter, 'caution and even scrupulous forbearance

may

suggest.'

" Sir Robert Peel will support measures founded

on that general
influence he
cess."

and will exercise any
possess to promote their suc-

principle,

may

That was the assurance

I

conveyed to Her

Majesty of my perfect readiness to support,
proposed by others, those measures which
I had myself deemed necessary.
I could
not but foresee that, in addition to all
the other difficulties with which the noble
Lord or any other Minister would have to
contend, there would be some connected
with the state of our revenue and expendiif

ture.
At the close of the present financial
year there will probably be, as there has
been in the years preceding, a considerable
surplus of revenue after providing for the
wants of the public sei-vice. In the coming
year there must be increased estimates,
reducing the future surplus, and I thought

right that my successor should not be
exposed to the risk of an unfavourable
contrast for which he could not be responit

sible.

I

added, therefore, to

my

assur-

ance of support with respect to the Corn

Laws,

this further assurance.

points of great delicacy, but
to

It refers to
it

is

better

" Sir Robert Peel

feels it to

any degree of responsibility, present
or retrospective, which can fairly attach to him."
in question,

Now, when

it is

charged on me, that

be his duty to add

that, should Your Majesty's future advisers,
after
consideration of the heavy demands made
upon
the army of tliis country for colonial service,
of
our relations with the United States, and of
the

bearing which steam navigation may have
upon
maritime warfare and the defence of the country,
deem it advisable to propose an addition to the
army and increased naval and military estimates.
Sir Robert Peel will support the proposal
will
do all that he can to prevent it from being considered as indicative of hostile or altered feelino-s
towards France, and will assume, for the increase

—

I

am

robbing others of the credit which is justly
due to them, I hope that this explanation
of the course I pursued, when I was acting
under the firmest persuasion that the adjustment of this question would be committed to others, may tend to prove that
I was not desirous of robbing others of
the credit of settling this question, or of
trying to embarrass their course.
There

were further communications made, and
communications it
was proposed to put me in possession of
the particular mode in which the noble
Lord intended to arrange this question.
I thought that it would be better that I
should not be made acquainted with such
details.
I thought that my knowledge of
them, or any appearance of concert between the noble Lord and myself, would
have had the tendency rather to prejudice than promote the adjustment of this
in the course of those

question.
I, therefore, declined to receive
the communication of those details ; but I
think that the noble Lord must have been
satisfied that, though I declined to concert
particular measures with him, yet it was

my

intention to give to the noble Lord, in
his attempt to adjust this question according to his own views of public policy, that

same cordial support which it is his boast
he now intends to give me. I believe that
must have been the impression of the noble
Lord [Lord J. Russell Hear, hear !]
because, after the communications with me,
the noble Lord undertook the formation of
a Government
and I am sure that the
noble Lord will admit that no act of mine
caused the failure of the noble Lord's attempt, and that I was in no way concerned
in the reasons which induced the noble
Lord finally to abandon it. I made no

—

:

;

inquiry as to the persons who should constitute the new government ; I had no
personal objections of any kind.
con-

My

viction was, that this question

have no concealment or reserve.

NIGHT.

ought to be

adjusted.
I was prepared to facilitate its
adjustment by others by my vote, and by
the exercise of whatever influence I could

command.
So much for my conduct
towards political opponents better entitled than myself to undertake
the repeal

—

of the Corn Laws.

Now,
which

Sir,

with respect to the course

have pursued towards those who
so long have given me
their support.
I
admit to them that it is but natural that
they should withhold from me their conI

HOUSE OF COMMONS, FEBRUARY
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What were the
which came under the cognizance
of my right hon. Friend the Secretary of
State for the Home Department, charged

fiJence.

to the quarter of wheat.

am

facts

I admit that the course which I
pursuing is at variance with the principles on whicli party is ordinarily conducted.
But I do ask of them, Avliether
it be probable that I would sacrifice their
favourable opinion and their support unless
I was influenced by urgent considerations
unless I was deeply imof public duty
pressed with the necessity of taking these
precautions and advising these measures?
Notwithstanding that which may have
passed in this debate notwithstanding the
asperity with which some have spoken, I
will do that party (which has hitherto
supported me) the justice they deserve.
No person can fill the situation I fill without being aware of the motives by which
I must have
a great party is influenced.
an opportunity of knowing what are the
personal objects of those around me
and
this I will say, notwithstanding the threat-

—

—

;

ened forfeiture of their confidence, that I
do not believe (speaking generally of the
great body of the party) that there ever
existed a party influenced by more honourable and disinterested feelings.
While I admit that a natural consequence of the course I have pursued, is to
ofi'end, probably to alienate, a great party,
I am not the less convinced that any other
course would have been ultimately injurious even to party interests.
I know what
would have conciliated temporary confidence.
It would have been to underrate
the danger in Ireland, to invite a united
combination for the maintenance of the
existing Corn Law, to talk about hoisting
the flag of protection for native industry,
to insist that agricultural protection should
be maintained in all its integrity by such
a course I should have been sure to animate and please a party, and to gain for a
time their cordial approbation.
But the
month of May will not arrive without demonstrating that I should thereby have
abandoned my duty to my country to my
Sovereign ay, and to the Conservative
party.
I had, and have, the firm persuasion that the present temper of the
public mind
the state of public feeling,
and of pubhc opinion, with respect to the
Corn Laws independent of all adventitious
circumstances, make the defence of the
Corn Laws a very difficult task. But with
such a calamity as that which is impending

—

—

—

—
—

in

it was utterly irreconcileable
feelings to urge the landed inter-

Ireland,

with

my

est to commit themselves to a conflict for
the maintenance inviolate of a law which
attaches at the present tune a duty of 17 s.
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with the responsibility of providing for the
public peace, and rescuing millions from
were asthe calamity of starvation ?
sured in one part of this Empire there are
4,000,000 of the Queen's subjects dependent on a certain article of food for subWe knew that on that article of
sistence.
It was
food no reliance could be placed.
difficult to say what was the extent of the
danger what would be the progress of the
disease, and what the amount of deficiency
But,
in the supply of that article of food.
surely, you will make allowances for those
who were charged with the heaviest responsibility, if their worst anticipations
saw,
should be realized by the event.
in the distance, the gaunt forms of famine,
and of disease following in the train of faWas it not our duty to the country,
mine.
ay, our duty to the party that supported
us, to avert the odious charge of indifl*erence and neglect of timely precautions ?
It is absolutely necessary, before you come
to a final decision on this question, that
you should understand this Irish case.
You must do so. The reading of letters
may be distasteful to you but you shall
have no ground for imputing it to me that
I left you in ignorance of a danger which
I may have
I beheve to be imminent.
I will not try to relost your confidence
I can
gain it at the expense of truth.
conciliate no favour by the expression of
regret for the course I have taken.
So far
from it, I declare, in the face of this House,
that the day of my pubUc life Avhich I
look back on with the greatest satisfaction
and pride, is that 1st of November last,
when I offered to take the responsibility of
issuing an Order in Council to open the
ports, and to trust to you for approval and
indemnity.
I wished then, that by the
first packet which sailed after the 1st of
November, the news might have gone forth
that the ports were open.
The primary
object of such a measure, of course, would
have been to increase the supply of food,
and to take precautions against famine,
although other collateral advantages might
have flowed from it.
Had we opened the
ports, and had our anticipations proved to
be incorrect had the result shown that we
had formed a false estimate of this danger
I believe that the generosity of Parliament would have protected us from cen-

We

—

We

;

—

—

—

!

sure.

[*'

Hear, hear "]

That would have

NIGHT.
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been the case had our anticipations proved
but what is the fact ? Durto be wrong
ing the latter part of December and January, there was a temporary suspension
of alarm, after the opinions we had reI
ceived from men eminent in science.
never shared in the sanguine hopes that
there would be abundance of food, that the
potato disease was exaggerated, and that
;

safely trust to existing suppUes.
I felt that the time would arrive when the
opinions of those individuals would be jus-

we might

And what is the fact ? I wiU read
you some communications, not so much
for the vindication of the Government as
tified.

to

and

cattle, to

save the owners from total loss.

The Catholic clergy of several parishes have made
my own expethis painful communication to me
rience as a landed proprietor and a practical for;

mer, holding in my possession large animal farms
in thi-ee different parts of this county, and also in
the county Clare, entirely corresponds with their
I don't think by the 1st of May next,
statements.
that out of one hundred acres of potatoes on my
land, sound seed will be left me for next year's
crop.

" If the case is so bad with me, and it is nearly
the same in the four districts I allude to, how
much worse must it be with the poor, who have
not the convenience and aid that large farming
establishments, with substantial buildings, can
command ? In short, as one rides through the

country, rotten potatoes are to be seen everywhere
pits,
in large quantities by the side of the roads
lately turned, in most cases much smaller than the
heaps of rotten potatoes alongside them and those
in the pits are certain, if not quickly consumed, to
share in the general decay.
'*
Such, Sir, is the state I may say of the entire
country. No doubt for six or seven weeks, while
the remains of the potatoes last, destitution will
not be general but I pray you. Sir, look to it in
;

for the guidance of your own future course.
It is not right that I should leave you in
ignorance of the real facts of the case.
[•* Hear, hear! "]
It is true that the pre-

not a suspension of the
It
a virtual suspension.
comprehends the removal of the duty on
maize and rice, and the reduction of the
sent jiroposition

duties, but

it

is

is

duty to a nominal amount on barley and
oats, and the reduction of the duty on
wheat from 1 Is. to 4^. Before you decide
on rejecting or delaying this measure, hear
and consider the reports which the last few
You
days have brought from Ireland.
seemed to discredit the reports of official
authorities; and some, I regret to say,
countenanced the notion that public men
were base enough to act in concert for the
I will now read,
purpose of exaggeration.
therefore, no reports from the Lord LieuI will read letters which the last
tenant.
two mails have brought from Ireland, from
men from whose statements you cannot
have the pretence of withholding confidence.
I will first read a communication from Sir
David Roche, who was for some time Member for the city of Limerick.
He was one
of those who at first thought the apprehension of famine to be greatly exaggerated,
and that extraordinary precautions were unThis day has brought me this
necessary.
letter from him, dated Carass, near Limerick, Feb. 11 :—
"

No

pereon was more disposed than I was to
look with hoi>e to that part of the potato crop in
this country that appeared sound hofore Christmas. I thought it was quite safe and certain to
keep in the uaunl way, and in my answer to the
Lord Lieutenant's circular I stated that hope with
great confidence, addin;^ that the crop was so
large, the sound portion would nearly feed the
(This, then, is a disinterested authorpeople."
*'
But I grieve to say, that every day conity.)
vinces me of the error I was under the potatoes
that were apparently sound then, had more or
less the disease in an incipient state, and the
greater part is now obliged to be given to pigs
;

;

;

time."

There were some of us who did look to it
and I wish that our advice had
been acted on. That is the Report from
in time,

I now come to
the county of Limerick.
The following is a
the Queen's County.
copy of a Report, received February 12,

1846

:—

" Queen's County, Stradbally, Feb. 11, 1846.

" With reference to the potato disease, I beg to
was requested by Sir Edward Walsh
and Sir A. Weldon, two magistrates of this district, to make a more searching inquiry into the
state of the potatoes in the neighbourhood of the
The incollieries than had hitherto been made.
structions were, to make the examination by properties, and ruled forms were supplied by Sir A.
Weldon, with such headings as he considered apstate that I

plicable to the case.
•'

On Monday morning,

the 9th, I proceeded to

Wolfhill, accompanied by the Rev. Mr. Emerson,
the clergyman of the parish, and commenced with

Mr. Hovenden
the property of Mr. Hovenden.
himself being with us, we examined every house
on the property, took down the number of each
family, the quantity of potatoes planted, and the
quantity (from actual inspection) now remaining
on hands, with the quantity of oats or other grain

now in the possession of the family. On Tuesday,
we went over the property of Sir Charles Coote,
adjoining Mr. Hovenden's, and also over Mr. Carter's, and, so far as time would admit, examined a
few families on the property of Mrs. Kavanagh, of
Gracefield.
Our inquiries extended to about 190
families altogether, and enable me with the most
perfect accuracy to state the friglitful extent to
wliich the destruction of the potato crop has pro-

Many

fami-

and who had planted

suffi-

ceeded in that part of the country.
lies

whom we

visited,

cient for their ordinary wants, including the seed

necessary for the ensuing season, have not had a
potato of any kind for the last month.

Observe, this

is

in the

month

of February,

i

I
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months at least before there can be statements I beheve are entitled to tho
any supply from the natural bounty of highest respect Mr. Thomas Dillon
five

—

Providence.
" Others have lost nearly all and the few that
remain are totally unfit for human food. In
every instance where wo saw potatoes in pits in
the fields wo had them examined, and, with
scarcely an exception, we found them to be a
mass of putrefaction, perfectly disgusting, even
Wo ex;imiued a few houses on tho
to look at.
property of Sir Thomas Esmonde, where the land
is of much better quality, but the result was in
every ease the same. There are literally no potatoes remaining in that part of the country.
" I understand the magistrates intend to meet
;

still

on an early day, and make some representation,
tlu-ough the lieutenant of the county, on the above
subject.
"

W. W. IIemswortu,
" Sub-Inspector, Ist llato."

I

pass on to Waterford.

ters received witliin the last

There are lettwo days one

—

;

authority.

He

says

" His Excellency will find in these statements
an announcement of tho alarming fact, that in

two districts alone of tho Union in question there
are even at tliis early period of the year, no less
than 300 persons whose stores of provisions are
upon the point of becoming exhausted. In the
meanwhile the rot is represented as making daily
progress amongst the potatoes, which until lately
it was hoped might have been preserved in a state
of partial soundness for some time longer and
there is every reason, therefore, to anticipate that
the distress now prevailing in certain localities
will very speedily cause its pressure to be felt by
the labouring classes throughout the Union. With
this prospect in view, the probability is, that a
rise in the price of all kinds of grain may be expected to take place in the course of the ensuing
spring and summer months, although foreign supplies were to be admitted immediately duty free,
and thus the facilities of providing food for the
people in exchange for their labour be removed
beyond the means which landed proprietors have
at the present moment within their reach for this
purpose. It is in these circumstances that I would
venture respectfully to submit, as far as the interests of the county of Watei'ford are involved,
that much good might be effected in keeping down
prices by the establishment of Government corn
.stores from which grain might be purchased at
first cost price in such towns as Youghal, Dungarvan, Waterford, Carrick, Clonmel, and, perhaps, Lismore.
In all but the last mentioned of
these towns there is an adequate military force
for the protection of such granaries, if established,
and no part of the county would then be beyond
twelve or fourteen miles distance from a depot,
Avhence food on moderate terms might be drawn
to those localities which stood in need of a sup;

ply."

The next

read is from Kerry, dated the
9th of February, from a gentleman whose
I

;

Such

is

the report of Mr. Dillon, of Cahir-

civeen, resident magistrate.

The House

is

aware that there has been sitting for some
time past in Dublin a Commission, one of
whose duties it has been to collect accurate

;

from the Lord Lieutenant of that coimty
Lord Stuart de Decies. It is dated the
I entreat the attention
10th of February
of the House to it. Lord Stuart de Decies
is a person whoso opinions must carry with

them great

:

" I regret to have to report, for the information
of Government, that serious ravages have been
made latterly on the potatoes by the disease which,
for the last two months, was supposed at least not
to be progressive. Having gone round my district
within the last ten days, I have had opportunities
not only of hearing, but of witnessing the destruction which has been committed, and which is gaining ground rapidly, contrary to the hopes which
have been for some time cherished, as to excite
and for my
the utmost alarm among all classes
own part I feel almost confounded at the difficulty
that must exist in procuring a suflSciency of good
seed for the ensuing crop."

information with respect to the extent of
the deficiency in different localities.
That
Commission has lately made a report, which
refers, I fear, to a period antecedent to that
in which this disease has reappeared.
I
have here an oflticial statement, from the
highest authority, embracing almost every
part of Ireland, every electoral district,
with the exception of ninety-nine, having
sent returns
and these are the facts reported by the Commissioners :
;

" That in four electoral divisions the loss of potatoes has been nearly nine-tenths of the whole
crop ; in 93, between seven-tenths and eight-tenths;
in 125, the loss approaches to seven-tenths of the
whole crop in 16, it approaches to six-tenths in
;

;

696, nearly one-half of the crop is entirely destroyed and in 582 divisions, nearly four-tenths
of the crop are entirely destroyed."
;

Here are

requisitions

made

to us,

and we

are acting upon them, to establish stores
of corn for the people, to be retailed at
cost prices, or given in

remuneration for

[An hon. Member
It will be
wanted for seed.] Yes
to get potatoes

labour.

:

;

from foreign countries for the ensuing
year is next to impossible.
An eighth of
the whole crop is required for seed
each
;

acre

of potatoes

requires

nearly a

ton,

three-fourths of a ton, at least, for seed

;

take the tonnage which it would require to
bring in 10,000 tons of potatoes from any
part of Europe where potatoes may still
abound ; it is impossible to supply the deficiency by foreign import.
You must look
for seed from the domestic supply
by
making savings from the existing crop.
And here is the danger, that when the
pressure of famine is severe, the immediate
craving of hunger will be supplied the
necessities of next year will be forgotten
tho Government must interfere for the pur-

—

—
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Government took upon

itself

the re-

pose of encouraging the saving of potatoes
in sufficient quantities, in order to secure a

tive

How are we
supply of seed for next year.
By the substitution, I suppose,
?
of some other articles .'of provision, to be
given under wise regulations, for the purSuppose, now,
pose of preventing abuse.

description of provisions. The Government
of Holland exercised the power which it
had to do this by ordinance. Belgium is

to do this

sponsibility of

opening the ports to every

an agricultural country; the Chambers (the
Lords and Commons of a neighbouring
that in April or May next, we shall be State) assembled; the Government asked
under the necessity of proposing votes of for indemnity, and for the continuance of
Without a moment's hesitapublic money to cover past or future expen- open ports.
will there be a cheerful acquies- tion, by acclamation as it were, without
diture
cence in those votes, if the Corn Law is to one dissentient voice, the representatives
remain imaltered ? We are now encourag- of the landed interest in Belgium gave the
ing the resident proprietors, the clergy of Government indemnity, and continued the
the Established Church, and the clergy of permission freely to import every article of
What, under similar circumstances,
the Roman Catholic persuasion, to make food.
great exertions we are telling them, ** In- has been the course taken by the Parliament
What has been the course
dividual charity in your localities must sup- of this country?
ply more than the Government can supply; taken by Parliaments as deeply interested
you must give corn in exchange for seed as we can be in the welfare of agriculture?
potatoes, or for the sustenance of human There have been times before the present
life. "
Is it quite reasonable to make these when there has been the apprehension of
demands on the private charity of those scarcity in this country; what has been the
whose straitened means leave little disposa- remedy? What has been the remedy that
What
ble for charity, and at the same time to levy the heart of every man suggested?
175. duty on the quarter of foreign wheat? has been the remedy that legislative wisWhy, in every case, without
Is the State to show no charity? For what dom took?
is the duty to be levied ?
For Revenue ? exception, the removal for a time of the
But we may have to spend public money in duties upon foreign corn. [Cheers.] [An
*'
the purchase of corn we may have to raise hon. Member
What was done at the end
its price to the consumer by our unusual
of the time ? "]
I will come to that immeintervention.
Surely it is a more becoming diately.
I rejoice in the cheer which I recourse to remit duty, than to buy heavily ceived from that quarter [looking to the Protaxed corn
Shall we levy the 1 7s. for pro- tection benches] what is it but an assent
tection to domestic corn ? What
when in apparently a unanimous assent [** No "]
600 electoral divisions in Ireland only half at any rate, a very general assent that at
the crop of potatoes has been saved, and a period of impending famine, the proper
in 600 more only three-fifths, while in some, precaution to be taken is to encourage the
nearly eight-tenths are gone ?
Do you be- free importation of food? I have a right
lieve that it would be for the credit and to infer, that if that had been the proposal,
honour of the landed aristocracy of this namely, that existing duties upon corn and
country to say, " We throw upon the Go- other articles of provision should be susvernment the responsibility of averting the pended for a time, that proposal would
evils of famine, but not one letter of the have met with general assent.
Then, if
existing Corn Law shall be altered?" that be so, I ask you to expedite the passWould it be fidelity to the landed interest ing of this Bill either do that, or move
were I to counsel this ? No I beheve that, as an amendment that the duties upon all
whatever might have been the outward articles of provision shall forthwith be susshow of consistency, such a proposal would pended.
be the real ** treachery " which you impute
I will not omit the other consideration
to me, because I have thought it for your the course
to be taken after you have susinterest, and the interests of all, to reheve pended the
law; I am trying now to conourselves from the odium of stipulating for vince you that
I should have been unfaiththese restrictions on food in such a moment ful and treacherous
to the landed interest,
of pressure.
What would have been said ? and to the party that protect the landed
Wliy, the pressure in Holland and in Bel- interest, if I had
concealed the real presgium is not half so severe as it will be in sure of this Irish case, and had called
Ireland; and see what the Government in forth party cheers
by talking about *' hoistthose two countries did at an early period ing the flag of
protection"
or '* rousing
of the autumn.
In Belgium, the Execu- the British lion " or " adhering to the true

—

;

—

:

!

—

;

——

!

:

;

—

,

—

—
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or steadfast maintenance of
blue colour"
the Corn Laws ** in all their integrity." I
am trying to convince you, hy fair reasoning, that that is a course which would not
have heen consistent either with the public
interest, or with the credit of the landed
That is all I am asking you
aristocracy.
to admit.

will

readily consent to suspend

If

'*

We

this

law

you answer me,

now

until next harvest," I

am

rejoiced to have

that admission from three-fourths of those
by whom I shall be opposed, that it would
not be wise to stipulate that for the present

no alteration should be made in the Corn
Law, that no maize should be admitted,
that no rice should be admitted, that no
oats should be admitted, at a reduced rate
of duty, and that the duty upon wheat
should be maintained at 17 s.; I am rejoiced
that I have established, to the satisfaction
of the great majority, that that would not
have been a prudent or a defensible course.
I say it would not, because at all periods of
our history the natural precaution that has
been taken has been the admission, free of
duty, of foreign corn in times of scarcity.
In
I must quote some of those instances.
1756, there was the apprehension of famine; Parliament was assembled : the first
step taken was to prohibit, unwisely, in my
opinion, the exportation of corn; the se-

cond was, to permit importation duty free.
In 1767, you -were again threatened with
the first act of the Parliament
scarcity
was, to admit provisions duty free.
In
1791, Parliament altered the Corn Laws
they established a noAv Corn Law; in 1793,
:

there was

16,
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maintaining the existing law, my firm belief
is, that that law would have been encumbered with a degree of odium which would
have made the defence of it impossible.
It was upon these grounds that I acted.
Seeing what had been done in neighbouring countries, and what had been uniformly done by your own Parliament, not
Avhen corn was at IOO5. or 80«., but in periods when it was under 60s.
seeing that
the acknowledged remedy for scarcity was
opening the ports for the admission of foreign corn, I advised the suspension of the
Corn Laws. Do not answer me by saying,
*• There Avas at the period to
which you
refer, a difterent Corn Law
there was no
there was no admission of
sliding ^ale
foreign corn at a low duty when the price
was high." It was exactly the reverse of
during the whole of that period, when
this
corn was above 54^. in price, it was admitted at a duty of 6d.
the law made
provision for the free importation of corn
with even moderate prices.
And why did
Parliament interfere ? It was in order that
the high duty should not attach on a reduction of price.
When corn was below 545.,
there was a duty of from 2^. 6c?. to 245. 3d. ;
when it was above 545. the duty was 6c?.;

—

—

—

;

;

,

by the natural operation of the law, therefore, corn was admitted when prices were
high but there was a fear that,, from a sud;

den importation from neighbouring ports,
corn might fall below 545., and the higli
duty might attach.
To prevent that, and
to give a guarantee to the foreign importer
that he should be certain for a period of
six months to have his corn admitted at a
duty of 6d.f Parliament interposed, and
gave him that guarantee. If, then, we had
refused to interfere, what a contrast might
have been drawn between us and those
Parliaments
Would refusal have been,
or would it now be, for the credit either of
Parliament or of Government ?
I think

the apprehension of scarcity
notwithstanding the new Corn Law, one of
the very first Acts upon the Statute Book
of 1793 is to remove, for a time, all duties
upon the importation of foreign corn. In
1795, there was an apprehension, not of
famine, but of scarcity, severely pressing
upon some classes of the community; and
in that year, and again in 1796, the same not.
We advised, therefore at least I
remedy was adopted the removal of all advised, and three of my colleagues conduty upon foreign corn. In 1799, the same curred with me the immediate suspension
course was pursued, and free importation of the law. The question is, what shall wo
allowed.
Why then, I ask, with all these do now ? The law is not suspended Parprecedents when the danger, in the case liament is sitting.
It would be disrespectof some at least, was less than it is at pre- ful towards Parliament for the Executive
sent
would it have been wise for a Go- to take any step it is impossible for the
vernment to counsel that we should pursue Executive, by an Order of Council, to do
a dilFerent course, refuse faciUties for im- that Avhich might have been done by an
portation, and determine upon maintaining extreme exercise of authority, when Parthe existing law ?
Sir,
I believe that
liament was not sitting
it would not be
course would have involved the Govern- constitutional to do it.
It may be true
ment and the Parliament in the greatest that the best time has passed away that
discredit
and so far from assisting: us in the 1st of November was a better period for
!

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

;
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Yes, hut addoing this than the present.
mitting that, the necessity for acting with
decision on the 16th Fehruary is only increased. True, the supplies of foreign corn
might have heen more ample, had the
ports heen opened on the 1st Novemher;
hut you have six months yet hefore you
and what course do you suggest ? If any one
dissents from that course which we propose,

him propose another. You must make
You must either maintain
the existing law, or make some proposal

let

your choice.

for increasing

the

facilities of

procm-ing

foreign articles of food.

And now I come to that second consideration from which I said I would not
shrink.
After the suspension of the existing law, and the admission of foreign importation for a period of several months,

how do you propose to deal with the existThat is the question
ing Corn Laws?
which a Minister was hound to consider
who advised the suspension of the Corn
Laws. Now, my conviction is so strong
that it would he utterly impossihle, after
establishing perfect freedom of trade in corn
for a period of seven or eight months, to
give a guarantee that the existing Corn Law
should come into operation at the end of
that period, that I could not encourage the
delusive hope of such a result.
I know it
may he said, that after a temporary suspension of the law, the law itself would revive
by its own operation, that there would he
no necessity for any special enactment to
restore its vigour.
But I think it is an
utter misapprehension of the state of public opinion to suppose it possible that after
this country, for eight months, should have
tasted of freedom in the trade in corn, you
could revive, either by the tacit operation
of the law itself, or by new and special

enactment, the existing Corn Law. Surely,
the fact of suspension would be a condemnation of the law.
It would demonstrate
that the law, which professed by the total
reduction of duty on com when it had

reached a certain price to provide security
against scarcity, had failed in one of its
essential parts.
Yet you insist on the re-

Now let me ask, would
you revive the existing Com Law in all its
provisions ?
Would you refuse the admission of maize at loAvcr duties ?
at present
the duty on maize is almost prohibitory.
vival of this law.

—

Do not suppose that those who advised suspension overlooked the consideration of the
consequences of suspension of the bearing

—

would have upon the state of the Corn
Laws, and the question of future protec-

it

At

tion.

the expiration of suspension will

you revive the existing law, or will you propose a new and modified Corn Law ? If the
existing law, every manifest defect must be
preserved. By that law, the duty on maize
varies inversely not with the price of maize,

We want
but with the price of barley.
maize the price of barley is falling, but we
can get no maize, because there is a prohibitory duty on maize in consequence of the
Oh, say some, we will
low price of barley.
have a little alteration of the law, we will
provide for the case of maize. Now, do not
disregard public feeling in matters of this
It is not right that mere feeling
kind.
should overbear the deliberate conviction
but depend upon it, that when
of reason
questions of food are concerned, public
In
feeling cannot safely be disregarded.
the course of last Session notice was given
that maize should be irfported duty free,
because it was for the interest of the farmer to have maize for food for cattle. Do
you think it possible to devise a new Corn
Law, the leading principles of which should
be that maize should come in duty free,
because the admission of that article would
enable the farmer to feed his cattle and
pigs with it, but that there are certain
other articles used for consumption by human beings and in respect to them the
law shall be maintained in all its force ?

—

;

—

advise me to commit you to fight
that battle ?
I am assuming now that the
necessity for the suspension of the law

Do you

has been estabhshed that suspension having taken place, would you deliberately
advise the Government, for the sake of the
public interests, or for the sake of party interests, to give a pledge either that the ex:

Corn Law, at the expiration of that
suspension, should be revived unaltered
or that there should be some trumpery mo-

isting

dification of it, for the special benefit of
the feeders of pigs and cattle ?
Are you
insensible to the real state of public opinion
on this question ? Are you insensible to
the altered convictions of many of your
own party ? Could I safely rely upon your
cordial and unanimous support, as a party,
for the redempton of that pledge ?
Look
to the change of opinion, not among politicians, which you are apt to attribute to
some interested or corrupt motives ; but
look to the opinions that have been expressed to the sincerity of which conclusive proofs have been given by some of the
most honourable men that ever sat upon
these benches.
Did my noble Friend Lord

—

Ashley vacate his seat for the county of
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Dorset from any interested or corrupt motive ? Did Mr. Sturt, or Mr. W. Patten,
avow their change of opinion from any interested or corrupt motives ? Did Mr. Tatton Egerton offer to vacate his seat for
Cheshire, or Lord Ilenniker his scat for
Suffolk, from any other than a real change
from a conviction that the time
of opinion
was come for the adjustment of the quesDid Mr. Dawnay
tion of the Corn Laws V
Did a
vacate his seat from such motive ?
young Member of this House, Mr. Charteris, glowing with as high and honourable
a spirit as ever animated the breast of an
English gentleman distinguished for great
great intelhgence great proacuteness

—

—

—

mise of future eminence

—did—he abandon

and withdraw
from any inter-

his seat for Gloucestershire,

from

this stirring conflict

Surely these
ested or corrupt motive?
are proofs that that Minister who should
suspend the law, and give a guarantee of
the revival of it when the period of suspension expired, would have enormous dif-

contend with.
But let us observe the course of the
present debate, the admissions and expressions of opinion of those who haVe been
loudest in their condemnation of the GoThe first I notice is the hon.
vernment.
Member for Huntingdon. Well, I confess
I was surprised to hear from a gentleman
of the name of Baring, some of the opinions introduced by him in regard to commerce and the Corn Laws. Would that
hon. Gentleman follow me in the maintenance of the existing Corn LaAv after the
suspension of it ? So far from it, the hon.
Gentleman thinks that this is just the time
for a compromise on the subject. He then
Avould abandon me, if, after the suspension,
I had undertaken a guarantee to revive the
existing law. He says this is just the time
for a compromise.
If ever there was an
unfortunate moment for a compromise, it is
the present.
What is the meaning of a
compromise ? Clearly, a new Corn LaAv.
Now, what would be the security for the
permanence of that new Corn Law ?
[ Cheers from the Protection benches. ] You
cheer
but what says every hon. Gentleman who has appeared on the part of the
ficulties to

;

tectionists

—

16,
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of the enemies of the measures

of the Government, and I am attempting
to prove out of their own mouths, that it is

hopeless to undertake to re-establish the
present Corn Law, after its suspension. I
confine myself to the stoutest advocates for
There is the Member for Roxprotection.
burghshire : he was amongst the loudest in
condemning the measure of the Govern-

ment. The Member for Roxburghshire, by
the way, has a curious notion of the relation between a country and its Minister,
and between the Sovereign and the Minister

of

that

The hon. GenSovereign.
me to a hired advocate in

tleman likened

He said I had thrown up
Perhaps the hon. Gentleman is
not aware that a Minister takes an oath
in the presence of the Sovereign to this
cfi*ect, '* that in all matters to be treated
and debated in Council, he will, faithfully,
openly, and truly, declare his mind and
opinion according to his heart and conscience " I apprehend that an obligation
of this kind constitutes a material difference between the relation of a Minister to
his Sovereign and a counsel to his client.
The hon. Gentleman said I had been sent
here to defend the old Corn Laws that I
had made a terrible breach in them in
1842 but that I was bound, at any rate,
by every consideration of consistency and
honour, to maintain the Corn Law of 1842.
Now what reliance can I place on his supBefore he
port in maintaining that law ?
closed his speech he admitted that in his

a suit at law.

my brief.

!

;

;

own county, within the last three years,
there have been such improvements in
roads, such introduction of science into
agriculture, such increased facilities for
producing cheap corn, that in his opinion
the time is come when the present Corn
Laws must be

altered.

On hearing

this, I

For

whom

said to the hon. Gentleman,

'*

arc you counsel?" meaning that if any
obligation was imposed on me to maintain
the Corn Law of 1842, I could not quite

how

understand

the hon. Gentleman could
it. The hon. Gentleman

so readily abandon

was indignant at being supposed to be a
** I
counsel for any particular interest.
counsel " said he *' that is an imputation
!

;

my honour. I am counsel for the agriculturists
I am counsel for the commercial

That what the agriculturist
chiefly wishes for is, permanence as to the
Corn Law. Would a modified Corn Law
give that assm-ance of permanence?
Is
there, in truth, any choice between maintenance of the existing Corn Law and its

on

repeal?

Convention, claims to be Attorney General
Now I do not desire
to the human race.

agriculturists

I

am

?

reviewing the statements of Pro-

—
—

am counsel for the whole councounsel for the interests of humanity." The hon. Gentleman, like Anacharsis Cloots, at the bar of the French
interests

try

—

I

I

am
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I ask
functions quite so comprehensive.
only to be counsel for all the great interests
of this country, regarding them as superior

the
to party engagements, and to have
privilege in times of great public difficulty
** in my heart
of giving that advice which,

and

conscience," I believe to

for the

be the best

pubhc good.

next at the Member for Newcastle-under-Lyme. The hon. Member inI arrive

forms me that hereafter, and for ever, he
withdraws his confidence from me. He
withdraws it upon this ground that I have
established no great principle in respect to
If there ever was a man
the Corn Laws.

—

who had

little

reason to distrust a Minis-

ter for not establishing a principle, it is
the hon. Gentleman himself. He has voted

with the Member for Wolverhampton (Mr.
C. P. Vilhers), and he has voted against
He is an advocate for a fixed duty,
liim.
and he has done all he could to maintain
I do not know whether
the sliding scale.
the hon. Gentleman has shared in my misfortune, and read the pamphlets of John
Colquhoun, Esquire, of KiUermont. I must

say that his writings, as far as I can
understand them, lean to the repeal of the
If, then, the hon. GentleCorn Laws.
man has voted with the Member for Wolverhampton, and has voted against him
if he is a determined supporter of a fixed
duty, and yet ever since 1842 has done
all in his power to maintain the sliding
scale ; and if my construction of his pamphlets be correct, and that he has been an
advocate of repeal, I wonder how I should
have fared with him if I had laid down
a great principle. I wonder what the hon.

Gentleman would have

said

if,

after

having

carried suspension, I should have subsequently declared that at the end of that
suspension the Government would stake

on the revival of the exCorn Law? I venture to say there
would not have been a more strenuous opponent of such a course than the hon.
there never, at least, was a
Gentleman
Gentleman so clamorous for the announce-

its

existence

isting

;

of a principle who left himself so
completely at single anchor, ready to vote
for or against any proposal that might be

ment

made.
I shall refer now to the opinions of a
noble Lord who has not yet taken part in
the noble Lord the
the ])rescnt debate

—

Member

Newark (Lord

J. Manners).
has addressed a letter to his constituWould it be posents on this subject.

for

noble Lord's support, if they had taken
the course I have mentioned, that of advising a renewal of the present Corn Law
This is the noble
after its suspension?
Lord's opinion on the question of the Corn

Laws

:

" The conclusion to which I have come is that
sanctioned by the authority of the late Lord Spencer and other practical agriculturists, and may be
stated in the emphatic words of the Agricultural
* Upon the best of our unbiassed judgGazette:
ment, we humbly express a firm belief that both
the advantages and the evils in fact, the whole
of the expected change which the political
effect
journalists have bruited of late in our ears, has
been absurdly magnified, as much by the ignorance as by the feelings and wishes of the comand that of all the panic
batants on both sides
dreams that ever sat like a nightmare upon the
energies of human enterprise, or cramped the
sinews of a noble pursuit, the idea, in a densely
inhabited country, where population is rapidly increasing, trade and commerce extending, industry
and skill unequalled, and true science dawning,
that human food is likely to become too cheap,
and its production unprofitable, is the most unaccountable, and will be eventually found the most
illusoiy and groundless."

—

—

—

;

do not know what course the noble Lord
to take with respect to the present
measure.
He calls fear of the repeal of
the Corn Laws a panic dream, sitting like
a nightmare on the energies of human
enterprise
and yet he thinks the present
Parliament ought not to enact, nor the
I

means

;

present Minister to propose, their repeal.
Well, but that personal objection is no
satisfactory answer to the country why this
panic dream slioidd not be disturbed.
The hon. Member for Maidstone (Mr. A.
Hope) said, '* I will not inquire whether
the measure is right or wrong, but I will
look to your conduct.
I will give extracts
from your speeches, and I will show that
you ought not to propose a repeal of the
Corn Laws."
But, surely, the question
which the hon. Gentleman will not ask, is
the tery question which the country asks,
namely, is the measure right or is it
wrong? Is it advisable that the Corn
Laws should be suspended, and that after
such suspension they should revive?
If
it be right, vote for such a proposal;
if
your objection is not to the measure, but
to the Government that advises it, withdraw, if you please, your confidence from
that Government; but surely you cannot
justify voting against a measure which concerns such mighty interests, and which you

He

believe to be right.
NoAv, Sir, I come to the

sible for the

Somersetshire (Mr. W. Miles) who made
no such admissions as those which fell from

Government

to rely

upon that

Member

for
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Member for Roxburghshire, and the
Member for Huntingdon. I infer from his

the

S37

1846.

16,

state the real cause of this increase

—that

had overlooked the fact that, during the
speech, that he is for the maintenance of last six months, the number of sheep
[Mr. brought into Smithfield market had dethe existing law in all its integrity.
W. Miles: Hear, hear!] That lion. Gen- creased by 250,000, as compared with a
tleman gave me notice, that from hence- former period of six months that there
forth 1 must not expect to possess his had been an average weekly falling-off" in
confidence.
Of course I heard that state- the London market of 16,000 sheep; that
ment with regret, though without surprise. the cattle had decreased in weight from
The hon. Gentleman must excuse me for ten to seven stone, and, therefore, meat
observing that, in closing his connexion was higher in price. Be it so. Now, does
with me, he has underrated his own import- the hon. Gentleman, after making such a
ance.
He has not always been a follower statement, really exult in having opposed
of mine.
On more than one occasion he the Tariff of 1842 ? Does he think it a
has been himself a leader.
On the great public misfortune that when our own cattle
question of ** protection to native grease," have been half-starved for want of green
he set up for himself, and was my deter- food when the supply of sheep in Smithmined opponent. I will rob him of none of field market has fallen off, according to
his laurels
not one. I proposed, last year, his own showing, to the extent of 250,000
I

;

—

—

that the then existing duty on foreign
grease, an article extensively used in manufactures, should be remitted, and the hon.

in

one half year

—when there

is

a deficiency

weekly supply of sheep
when "thekine are lean-fleshed and illGentleman rose and said, emphatically, favoured," does he think it a public mis*• There
must be a stop to these attacks fortune that we have imported in twelve
on native produce. I take my stand on months a few healthy cattle, and some
grease
sheep from the Continent to the extent of
a week's deficiency ?
Hence avaunt 'tis holy ground.*
Mr. W. miles said, he had suggested
"Grease," said the hon. Gentleman, "you that the duty on cattle should be regushall not touch. " And why ? *' Because,
lated by weight, and not by numbers.
said he, " although the admission of grease
Sir R. peel continued: I now refer
might be beneficial to the manufacturers, to the hon. Member's remarks relative to
I doubt the vigilance of the Custom-house
the article of flax.
When a duty of 101.
officers, and I think some people would eat
a ton was imposed upon foreign flax, it
the grease, intended for manufacturers, and seems that certain parishes in the county
diminish the demand for butter." Now, I of Somerset grew flax.
In the parish of
must say the hon. Gentleman, in taking his Chisselburgh 1 00 acres were devoted to the
stand upon grease, did more injury to the culture of that article, but now grow flax
cause of protection than has been done by no longer.
Now, I should wish to know
any decided enemy to that cause.
what were the circumstances under which
Mr. W. miles was understood to say that cultivation was abandoned ? Was it in
that he had merely stopped the discussion consequence of the withdrawal of the duty ?
at a late hour in order to obtain its ad- and at what period did Chisselburgh abanjournment, and was absent the next day.
don the cultivation of flax ?
Sir R. peel
Then I admit at once
Mr. W. miles After the last removal
to the hon. Gentleman that on that occasion of the duty on flax.
he exhibited his qualifications for a leader,
Sir R. peel The last removal why
by his discretion in absenting himself from the last removal of duty was in 1842. And
the discussion on grease.
what was the amount of that duty ? It was
The hon. Gentleman must permit me one penny on the hundred weight of foreign
to advert, with perfect good humour, to two flax.
Surely, that was no protection to the
or three of his arguments.
I Hstened to
domestic produce of Chisselburgh and Aidhis speech with great attention
but I cock, and the two Cokers.
If these pafeared that he was handling edge-tools. rishes have very recently ceased to cultiI had previously stated that the price of vate flax, it has been for some better reacattle and meat had not been diminished son than the removal of the duty on foby the Tariff that the navy contracts for reign flax. That removal took place, not
the present year had been entered into on in 1842, but in 1824. Previously to 1824,
higher terms than those of preceding years. there was a duty on foreign flax of 10^.
The hon. Gentleman said I had omitted to per ton; and it was then reduced to a
'

!

of 16,000 in the

!

:

:

:

!

;

;

Z
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—

nominal duty recently repealed altoge**
See," says the hon. Gentleman,
ther.
"what injury free trade has inflicted on
1,000?. have been annually
Chisselburgh
withdrawn from the encouragement of naIt is
tive industry in one parish alone "
pretty clear that free trade has had nothing
!

!

duty

the

lOl.

will

you do

on foreign flax ? And
under the pretence of

this

protecting native industry ?
This debate. Sir, has chiefly turned on
but it is not necessarily
the Corn Laws
I propose a Coma Corn Law debate.

—

mittee of the whole House to consider
had, are the principles of our commercial policy.
there no interests in the world hut those No doubt the question of the Com Laws
of the parish of Chisselburgh, and the two will come before that Committee ; but it is
Would the loss of 1,000?. in quite open to you to reject my proposal
Cokers?
Chisselburgh, be decisive against the free on the subject of the Corn Laws, and to
So
admission of foreign flax ? Let us see what agree to all or some of the others.
has taken place in other important parts of much, however, has been said on the subthe Empire, since the withdrawal of the ject of the Corn Laws, in the course of
You will this debate, that I cannot avoid advertprotection to native industry.
Sir, Her Majesty's Ministers
find that in Ireland no culture is at this ing to it.
to do with the matter.

But

moment more

than that of flax
has become

you

profitable

if it

will find that this trade

remnant of prowas withdrawn. It appears from
the Report of Lord Devon's Commission,
that the culture of flax in Ireland is more
profitable than that of wheat that flax, withflourishing since the last
tection

;

out protection, gives a better return than
wheat with it. And what has been the
efi*ect upon the manufacture of linen ? What
was the state of the linen manufacture in

this measure in the belief
the one most likely to ensure
They have proposed that, at the
success.
end of three years, the duties on corn shall
be repealed, or at least reduced to a nominal
amount.
I proposed that measure, on the
part of Her Majesty's Goverimient, in the
sincere behef that it was likely to be more
acceptable than immediate repeal to the
I proposed it in the
agricultural interest.

have proposed
that

it

is

be more
would be
more advantageous than immediate repeal.
We accompanied our proposal with respect
bric handkerchiefs
say 1,000 dozens
to the Corn Laws, with another for enhas been imported into London annually. couraging the improvement of land, by adBefore the removal of the duty, the manu- vancing public money for the purpose of
facture of Irish, as compared with French drainage.
I certainly thought that, as to
cambrics, was as 100 to 1,000 dozens. In many lands in this country, we should be
the next four years, from 1830 to 1834, the in a better position to compete with the
Irish manufacture was in the proportion of foreigner, if absolute repeal of the Corn
300 to 1,000 dozens; from 1834 to 1838, Laws were postponed to the end of three
as 900 to 1,000; from 1838 to 1842, as years; that th«re would be a better op4,000 to 1,000; and from 1844 to 1846, portunity for making arrangements, if neas 16,000 to 1,000. Since the withdrawal cessary, between landlord and tenant that,
of protection, a great manufacture has considering that Canada has now an adarisen in the north of Ireland.
I was as- vantage as to the admission of her corn,
sured the other day, by dealers in linen of compared with the corn of foreigners, it
the highest respectability, that whereas ten would be more acceptable to Canada, and
years ago, three-fourths of the cambrics more for the interest of that colony, that
and cambric handkerchiefs came from some time should elapse before Canada
France, and one-fourth only from Ireland, corn came into direct competition with that
in the last year the proportion was just re- of the United States.
It was on this acversed; one-fourth coming from France, count, believing that the arrangement we
and three-fourths from Ireland. So that it proposed was more likely to prevent panic,
may be true that Chisselburgh has suffered; and on the whole better for the agriculbut coincident with that sufi'ering, the cul- turists, that on the part of the Government
ture of flax in Ireland, and the linen manu- I made the
Believing it to be
proposal.
facture of Ireland, have prospered to an the best, it
is my intention to adhere to it
extent exceeding the expectations of the
that is to say, I shall propose it, and
most sanguine friend to Ireland. Well use all the legitimate means I can to give
now, in order to restore prosperity to the efi*ect to it.
But, Sir, it was intimated
parish of Chisselburgh, wiU you replace the other night by
the Member for SomerIreland before the removal of protection ?
I will assume, for the calculation, that a
fixed amount of French cambrics and cam-

belief that not

merely would

acceptable to them, but that

it

it

—

;

—
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speaking on the part of the agriculturists, that he would greatly prefer iramediate repeal to the proposal of the Government and that sentiment of his, as
he turned round to his friends behind hhn,
received apparently a very general consetshire,

;

Now, as I stated before, it is
the intention of Her Majesty's Government
to adhere to their proposal.
But at the
same time I feel it to be my duty distinctly to give notice that if the agricultural body are of opinion that it will be for
their advantage that there should be immediate instead of deferred repeal
if, by a
union with hon. Gentlemen opposite, they
should place me in a minority, then the
only consideration which I shall bear in
mind will be this What course can I take
best calculated to give effect to the law
so amended at your instance ?
I will do
all I can to carry the proposition of the
Government. I prefer it
I proposed it
believing it to be favourable to the agricultural interest. I do not say what course,
speaking for myself, individually, I may
pursue.
I don't say what effect the substitution of immediate for postponed repeal here might have in another place,
for which I have less means of answering
than I have had heretofore
but this I
will say, that my own opinion as to the
policy of a final adjustment of the Corn
Laws will remain unaltered and that I
shall decidedly prefer immediate repeal,
currence.

—

—

—

;

;

even though carried against my own proposal, to throwing the country into confusion by the rejection of this measure.
Observe, it will be quite open for me to consider what course of personal conduct will
be most conducive to the result I should
have in view but the final adjustment of
this question will be with me a consideration paramount to all others.
In the course of this debate, I have
been asked more than once to specify the
price at which corn will sell after the pass-

Member

;

ation of seasons and other considerations
and I, therefore, could not offer nor, indeed, would past experience encourage me

—

;
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Somersetshire talked of the
boundless wilds from which corn would
come, and is oppressed with the fear of
enormous production. I would ask him to
consider that the island of Jersey has, for
many years, enjoyed free trade in corn,
and to look at the result as to price in
Corn may be introduced into
that island.
Malta from Egypt and Odessa.
The price
of it delivered at Malta has been, on an
average of years, about 305. per quarter
but that com bears a price of lOs. less in
the English markets, on account of its
It is impossible to
decided inferiority.
draw a just inference from the nominal
price at which corn may sell, without, at
the same time taking into account, among
other elements of price, the quality of the
for

I doubt, certainly, whether there will
be any such great reduction in the price of
wheat, in consequence of more extended

corn.

importation, as seriously to injure the agricultural interest.
is this

—that

But what

1

want

to

show

agricultural prosperity has no

necessary connexion with a high price of
wheat.
It has been frequently admitted
that there never was a time when science
was so successfully applied to agriculture,
when such reductions had been made in
the cost of production, as in the last three
Yet the price of wheat
or four years.
The price of wheat
has been declining.
seems to have a necessary tendency to dedine in this country, apart altogether from
I will take decennial peall legislation.
riods, commencing with the ten years endThe average price of wheat
ing in 1805,
for the ten years ending
«•

"^^^

JglS
i825
i835
1845

;

ing of the new law.
I observed, that it
was very difficult for me to give a positive answer to that question
that I
thought the price must be affected by vari-

IG,

"
"

"*'
..!!.!!..].]...!!]!.!!..!!!!!.

„

^

^6^
97
78 8
56 7
67 11

Now, what has been the average

of the
period during which the
improvements are admitted to

last four years

greatest

—a

have been made in the science of agriculThe average of the last four years
ture ?
The average of
has been 5ls. lOd. only.
fifty years, from 1791 to 1841, was 685. 7d.
The price of wheat has fallen, between
1825 and 1845, taking the average of four
or five preceding years, from 97^. 6d. to

ofter— any guarantee, or to give any positive opinion, as to the probable future price
of corn.
But this I must say, that nothing

51 5.

can be more erroneous than to suppose that
the interests of agriculture are necessarily
interwoven with the price of wheat.
I
will attempt to demonstrate this.
The

And, therefore, if
improvements made.
there should be still a continued fall in the
price of wheat, I must ask you, in the first
place, not to impute it, as a necessary eonZ 2

to

And

yet it is admitted that
prosperity was never more
marked, and that at no period were greater
10c?.

agricultural
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operation of the new law,
for I have shown you that there is a natural tendency to a decUne in the price
and in the second place, not
of wheat

sequence, to

tlie

;

diminished price of wheat

to consider a
indicative of the ruin of agriculture.
remarkable series of facts presents itself in

A

land with the
comparing the rental
The gross rental of land
price of wheat.
in 1815, as taken from the Property Tax
The average
Return, was 32,502,000L
price of wheat for the five years ending
For the five years
in 1815 was 102s. 5d.
of

ending with 1842, the price of wheat was
645. 7d., while the gross rental of land
in England had increased to 37,794,000^.
Thus, coincident with a fall in the price
of corn, there was an increase in the rental
I admit that there was a change
of land.
in the currency as comparing 1815 with
1842, hut then you must recollect, if on
that account you take 10 percent, off the
nominal price of corn, in the one case, you

must take 10 per

cent, off the gross rental

also; so that the result, as far as the argu-

If you
is concerned, is the same.
deduct 10 per cent, from the price of the
first five years, on account of depreciated
hut
currency, the price will he 92^. 2d.
you must also deduct 10 per cent, from
the gross rental of the first five years,
which will reduce it to 29,250,000?. Take
it as you will, there has been increased
rental coincident with an immense reduction
No doubt the proin the price of wheat.
ductive powers of the land have been increased no doubt great improvements
but surely this is a
have been made
proof that with dechning prices of wheat
there has been a profitable application of
capital to the improvement of the soil.
Sir, a speech was made during this debate of great ability I allude to that of the
hon. Gentleman the Member for Northamptonshire (Mr. Stafford O'Brien).
However
I may regret some of the expressions in

ment

;

—

—

—

my fortune in another country." And the
hon. Gentleman (making a great impression
on this House, from the pathetic tone in
which his speech was delivered) proposed
that the landlord should make a speech in
Addressing the tenant, he was to
reply.
" My good fellow " [Laughter]
say
" My good fellow
it is true that your
forefathers lived in this parish, and that
there has been an intimate relation between
your ancestors and mine but the principles
I can
of free trade are prevailing now.
pm'chase aU the articles of my consumption
I
at a cheaper rate in foreign markets.
must deal with you on the same principle.
The land you occupy produces only three
With the apquarters of wheat per acre.
plication of capital and skill, it may be
made to produce five quarters; and there
is a gentleman connected with the AntiCorn-Law League" [Mr. S. O'Brien: No,
no ] Well, then, '* a gentleman connected
with the manufacturing districts (not the
Anti-Corn-Law League), is ready to come
and take your farm at an increased rent."
This was the speech which the hon. Gentleman put into the mouth of his landlord.
Now, Sir, I can suggest another, and I
think a better, speech to be made by this
I would
landlord to his desponding tenant.
have him say, "My good fellow!"
[Laughter.]
(Let us have for each speech
the same advantage of the pathetic tone.)
" My good fellow our forefathers have, it is
true, been buried in the churchyard of this
parish.
The fortunes of your family have
long been connected with the fortunes of
mine.
This protection to agriculture has
been a bad business for both of us. Under
these protective laws your farm, which
ought to produce five quarters of wheat per
acre, only produces three; and public opin-

—

—

!

!

;

—

!

!

ion will hardly tolerate

this,

that

there

be at the same time restrictions on
the import of foreign corn, and that our
own soil shaU produce two-fifths less than
that speech, or dissent from its conclusions, it ought to produce.
We must take some
I cannot do otherwise than acknowledge measures, therefore, to increase the proits abihty.
But what was the argument of duce of your farm. I have the advantage
the hon. Gentleman ?
He told us that, of the new Tariff, I am able to purchase
after this law was passed, the tenant my luxuries and comforts at a Ipwer rate,
farmer would come to his landlord, and and I intend to apply the whole amount of
would address him somewhat after this the saving to your assistance, and to the
manner '• I cannot afford to pay the rent improvement of your land. I won't, thereI have hitherto paid.
The bones of my fore, turn you out of your farm; I won't
family have been deposited for many gene- let this manufacturer outbid you in the
rations in the churchyard of this ancient rent; but, my
good fellow, it is for your
It is most painful to me to quit interest and
parish.
mine that the land should bear
this, the residence of my ancestors, the five quarters
of wheat instead of three.
rude forefathers of this hamlet, and to seek You have not the capital and science which

—

shall
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are necessary for this; I will assist you by
the advance of capital, by scientific advice
I will contribute
in improving your land
towards the education of your son, and
enable him to assist you in your old age,
;

and

to succeed

down the

I will cut

your

you

in the fanii hereafter.

trees which

Let you and

fields.

—

I

encumber

this manufacturer
out this foreign invader
You have the
to supplant you.
industry, I have the capital; let us improve

farm

let it

;

be handed down to your

son and to mine in an improved state;
there shall be five quarters of wheat where
That will be for the
there are three now.
and
benefit of both landlord and tenant
the bones of your sons, and the bones of
mine for generations to come shall lie together in the old churchyard with those of
our forefathers." Now that is the speech
which I would put into the mouth of the
landlord, and I think it the better speech
Well, but suppose the tenant
of the two.
should rejoin, ** Ah, Sir, this is not a landthis is a lalord's
this is not a tenant's
should answer,
I
bourer's question."
;

—

—

*•

Then,

my

good

fellow, if

we make

this

land which now produces three quarters of
wheat produce five, we shall employ more
labourers. There will be a greater demand
Thus all parties will be benefor labour.
fited
the estate will be benefited, the seyour
curity for your rent will be increased
comfort will be increased there will be

—

—

whether the principles on which we have acted
not with advantage be yet more extensively
applied, and whether it may not be in our power,
after a careful review of the existing duties upon
many articles, the produce or manufactures of
tion

may

other countries, to

make such

further reductions

and remissions as may tend to ensure the continuance of the great benefits to which Her Majesty
has adverted."

unite to keep

who wants
this
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—

more labour employed and aU this good
will be done by the liberal application of
that sa\dng which the hon. Gentleman says
the rich are to derive from free trade and
the new Tariff."
This, however, is no mere Corn Law
question.
Her Majesty made surely no
unreasonable demand when She thus addressed you in the Speech from the

IIow do you fulfil that assurance ? Will
you refuse to go into Committee at all ?
What is the Amendment ? Does it embody
any great principle, as I expected it would,
from the early notice that was given by the
hon. Member for Newcastle-under-Lyme ?
I expected he would have moved either

Government was not entitled to
the confidence of Parliament, or that native
industry is entitled to protection but what
Motion is made now ? Why, that no reduction of Customs Duties shall be consithat the

;

dered for six months to come.
After a positive assurance given to Her Majesty that
you will take these matters into consideration, you determine not only that there
shall be no change, but no inquiry
no
consideration.
Is it possible you can re-

—

fuse to go into the Committee

?

Do you

decide at once against the admission of
foreign brandy, for instance ? Do you decide
at once against the admission of foreign
silk ?
This Amendment absolutely precludes the consideration in Committee of
any one of these questions. In point of
fact, this is not a question of corn at all.
There is a great principle at issue ; the

question
will
is,

is

The

licy.

with respect to commercial poquestion

you recede

indeed, to stand

come

will

is,

you advance or

The immediate proposal

?

still

— for six months to

And you promised you would do this. The
Address was purposely worded not to give
a pledge as to the adoption of particular
measures
but it gave this assurance to

With reference to
the commercial policy of this great country,
to stand still is to retrograde.
The carrying of this Amendment is a reflection on
the past course of the House of Commons.
Every year you have been relaxing protection ; you say you will relax it no more
you will not listen to any proposals
the Speaker shall not leave the Chair.
Well, I do hope this House, which has
been party to all the former proposals of
reduction, which simplified the commercial
code, which consented to the Tariff of
1842, which passed the Canada Corn Bill,
which passed the amended Tariff of 1845
I do hope this House will not pass such
a reflection on itself as to vote that the consideration of these measures be postponed

the Sovereign, that

for six

" In compliance with Iler Majesty's recommendatien we wilt take into Our eariy considera-

question at issue is, whether you
will advance in the relaxation of dtities and

Throne—
" I recommend you to take into your early consideration whether the principles on which you
have acted may not with advantage be yet more
extensively applied, and whether it may not be

your power, after a careful review of the existing duties upon many articles, the produce or manufactures of other countries, to make such further reductions and remissions as may tend to ensure the continuance of the great benefits to which
I have adverted."
in

;

to do nothing

!

—

The

months

to

come.
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the removal of prohibitions, or restore produties and increase protective
duties.
I never said that it was on the experience of the Tariff for the last three
years, that the measures of the Governhibitory

ment were founded.

I said this

—that dur-

CORN LAWS.

trade

Has

?

FIFTH NIGHT.

that rash experiment been

destructive of the welfare of shipowners ?
You reduced the duty on Canada timber to

nothing on Baltic timber you reduced the
duty from 45^. to 25s. the load. What has
been the result ? At the port of Liverpool
the average tonnage in the British North
American trade for eleven years preceding
the reduction of duty was 153,000 tons
since you removed the duty, since you made
the rash experiments of 1842, the average
tonnage has been 194,000 tons.
On the
average of seven years before the reduction of duty 5,749,000 cubic feet of pine,
of all sorts, were brought into home con««mption in 1844, the quantity amounted
;

ing three years there have been, coincident
with abundance and low prices of food,
great contentment the diminution of crime
;
the abatement of aU social disorders
increased commerce.
improved health
This is the experience of three years to
which I referred which tends to prove
that cheapness and plenty are the foundaI did not take the
tion of your prosperity.
credit of this to the Tariff: aD I claimed
;
that, concurrently to 6,211,000 cubic feet; and in 1845 to
for the Tariff was this
with these great blessings, there have been 6,807,000 cubic feet. Yet the shipowners
constant relaxations of duties protective and call on you to refuse a reduction of the
prohibitory ; and that, if they have not duty on IBaltic timber to 15s. the load, as
caused, they have not, at any rate, ob- they called on you to refuse a reduction
structed our advance in the course of im- formerly from 45s. to 25s.
I presume Liprovement. But I will offer this challenge, verpool is interested in the prosperity of
not connected with the Tariff of the last the Canada trade, and in the building of
three years alone, but with respect to the ships.
Allow me to read the following exwhole series of your relaxations of prohibi- tract from a Liverpool circular with refershow me, in the case of any ence to the supply of timber for building
tory duties
important protected interest, one relaxation, ships of the first class
one removal of prohibition, which has not
" There is one branch of the timber trade which
contributed to the advantage of the great has this year been very scantily supplied with
body of the consumers of this country. those woods adapted for the construction of ships
Nay, I go further. Again, speaking of of the first class. So trifling has been the supply,
that at the present moment this, one of the greataU great interests, show me any removal
est maritime ports in the world, is in the anoma-

—
—
—

—

—

;

:

of prohibition, or extreme protection, which
has not, at an early period, contributed to

the welfare of the producer.
I have been ashamed to read some of
the petitions which have been presented on

this

subject

of

protection.

A

petition

was presented the other night from

certain shipowners of the port of London.
The petitioners represent that they are

deeply interested in the prosperity of the
shipping interest ; and, in conclusion, they

—" invoke the wisdom of Parliament to check

all

further rash experiments on British navigation,
and, as an earnest of its sympathy with a branch
of commerce indissolubly connected with national
defence, they implore your Honourable House to
reject the proposition for reducing the duty on the
importation of foreign timber fi-om 25s. to los.,
a« proposed by Her Majesty's Government."

And

from shipowners

from the buildthey conclude with a
prayer to you to check all further rash
experiments on British navigation
What
has been the issue of the rash experithis

ers of ships

!

!

And

!

ment you made

in 1 842 ?
You found,
then, a discriminating duty of 45^. in favour of Canada Timber, which you reduced

to 25$.

Have you destroyed

the

Canada

lous position of not having in stock a single log
of foreign wood suitable for a twelve years' ship.
There can be no question, therefore, of the policy
which, by removal of duties, would encourage the
supply of such woods from all parts of the world,
and, at all events, admit, free of duty, all oaks,
hard-woods, masts, spars, treenails, pitch, pine,
and such, woods as enter largely and almost exclusively into the construction of ships.
As the
Colonial timber trade, formei-ly encouraged by
bounty, has at length arrived at its present
enlarged st-ate, it is surely not unreasonable now
that the shipwright should have all restrictions
removed, so as to receive from all parts of the
world, at least in the unsawn state, whatever material he employs in the construction of ships, the
great source of this country's wealth and power,
and absolutely necessary for her national defence.
The removal of all restrictions, and an economical mode of storing, would cause this to be one of
the largest depots in the kingdoms."

Not a

single log of foreign wood in the
of Liverpool suitable for a twelve
years' ship
Can this be true ? and if it

port

!

what think you of a petition from shipowners and shipbuilders to reject the rash

is,

experiment of permitting a freer access to
the timber required for shipbuilding ? and
will that free access destroy the Canada
trade ?
On the contrary, as the import
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of foreign wool increased the demand for
domestic wool, so will the import of Baltic
timber increase the demand for that sort
of Canada timber for which the former is
not a substitute.
I cannot pass unnoticed the speech of
my gallant Friend the Member for Liverpool (Sir Howard Douglas).
It was a

condemnation of the principles of free
trade, and an argument that such prinwholly at variance with the
of our revenue, and our
colonial system.
My gallant Friend assumes that free trade means the removal
of duties levied on articles of consumption
for revenue purposes.
I make no such
proposition, and defend no such doctrine.
Nay, I do not advise, even with reference
to purely commercial considerations, the
ciples

are

maintenance

sudden and violent application of principles
true.
I do not abolish all
protective duties
on the contrary, the
theoretically

;

amended

Tariff maintains

many

duties that

are purely protective, as distinguished from
revenue duties.
But though duties levied
for revenue may operate as protection to
branches of domestic industry, there is a

between the objects for
and duties purely proare levied and it is a wholly erro-

clear distinction

which such
tective,

duties,
;

neous assumption, that those who advise
that the principles of free trade should be
the ruling principles to which our commercial policy should gradually conform, either
do contend, or are bound by any logical
necessity to contend, that bond fide revenue
duties on foreign products ought to be
abolished.

Then

as to the colonial system.

Any

one who heard my gallant Friend's
speech would infer, that the measures of
the Government involve a total subversion
of that system.
If they pass, there will
still be left discriminating duties considerable in amount in favour of almost all
articles the produce of the
Colonies

—

sugar, coffee, timber, butter, cheese, and
various articles of colonial manufacture.

But this I cannot deny, that for many
years past you have applied to your colonial system the same general principle you
have applied to your commercial policy,
foreign and domestic. Your rule has been
(a wise rule, I think) to relax cautiously
and gradually the rigour of the colonial system.
All the measures of Mr. Huskisson
had that tendency. The relaxation was
not a one-sided one, favouring the mother
country at the expense of the Colonies.
You have reduced the discriminating duties

on

coffee, to a limited extent

on sugar,

16,
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and on other articles of colonial produce
but you have consented, at the same time,
to forego the protection which the produce
of the mother country had in the colonial
You have permitted the Colonies
market.
to supply themselves from the United States
with articles of the first necessity; you
have reduced the protecting duties in favour of British, as compared with articles
of foreign manufacture, from 30 to 20,
The ruling spirit
to 15, to 7^ per cent.
which has prevailed for a long series of
years in your colonial legislation has been
the reciprocal
the relaxation of protection
relaxation of it as regards British and CoAnd has either party been
lonial produce.
It is a mistake to suppose
injured by it?
that our colonial system, and the attachment of the Colonies to the mother country, are based upon a system of exclusion
and prohibition. Some of your Colonies
the Australian Colonies, for instance
derive little benefit from the colonial system,
if that system implies exclusive favour to
But, surely, speaking
colonial produce.
generally, your colonial relations are perfectly compatible with the just and cautious
application of a liberal policy in the commercial intercourse between the mother
country and its dependencies.
Now, as to the protection to native industry.
The advocates of the Corn Law
seek to enlist in the defence of that law all
branches of manufactures threatened with
the loss or diminution of protection.
The
warmest sympathy is expressed with the
working classes employed in manufactures
which are to be ruined by foreign competi-

—

—

tion.

The hon. Gentleman the Member for
Nottingham was particularly severe upon
the removal of protective duties on paperhangings.
I really don't know why there
should be such a complaint.
There is an
Excise duty of ^d. per square yard on
papers fabricated in this country
and I
propose that there shall be a duty on foreign paper about 700 per cent, above the
I propose, that while Bridomestic duty.
tish pays ^d., foreign should pay 2d. per
yard.
I know it is said our patterns are
But depend upon
inferior to the foreign.
it, there is nothing in the physical constitution of Englishmen to prevent them
from drawing as good patterns as French;

men, if you wiU stimulate them to exertion
by competition. The hon. Gentleman described himself looking out of his window,
and mourning over the sight of a vast number of paper-makers, carriage-makers, and
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others, all crying out that they are ruined

Why, there has not been
free trade.
a single alteration made in prohibitory or
protective duties where the same prophecy
It was the constant
has not been made.
warning when the Tariff was altered in
We proposed to admit foreign po1842.
The
tatoes at a moderate rate of duty.
potato growers of Yorkshire said, ** We
In 1842, there was
shall be ruined."
a reduction of the duty on hops from SI.
The hop-growers of Kent
lis. to 4:1. 10s.
and Sussex said, " We shall be ruined
where are those employed in the culture
of hops to find subsistence ? " What quantity of foreign hops have come in at the
Two hundred weight. I
reduced duty ?
have now proposed that there shall be a
A depureduction of the duty to 2?. 5s.
tation of hop-growers were with me the
other day, and said they would be ruined.
I referred to the prophecy they had made
in 1842, and showed them that the whole
quantity introduced was no more than those
two hundred weight. When Mr. Huskisson proposed an alteration of the Silk
Duties, about twenty years since, how
gloomy were the forebodings of ruin
That great authority, Mr. Baring (Lord
Ashburton) resisted the reduction of protection, and said
by

:

" There were hundreds of thousands of poor
men who knew nothing in the world of political economy, but who, because some very wise
men had sprung up of late, were to be robbed
of the earnings of their patient labours. There was
to be only a duty of 30 per cent, protection against
foreign competition. Would the House consent to
a measure which must have the eflPect of driving
all the workmen connected with it to the poor
rates for subsistence ? When the French manufacturer maintained as he (Mr. Baring) contended

honest

—

—

he would his superiority, what would become of
his (Mr. Huskisson's) principles then ?
How was
he to reconcile himself to the operation of a system
which would drive to utter ruin and starvation the
hundreds of thousands engaged in the silk trade
throughout the United Kingdom ?"

One Gentleman improved upon Mr. Baring's
As for unbending,

denunciation, and said, "

—

hard-hearted metaphysicians"
(his language reminds me of some attacks which

—FIFTH

LAWS.
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must have a heart of stone who can witness without
sympathy and pain the distress which now exists
among our manufacturers.
I hope I am not
wanting in the duties and feelings of a man. I

—

have also a duty to perform as a Minister to
trace the causes of the present calamities, and to
prevent, if possible, their recurrence."

He therefore persevered he removed the
duty; and what has been the result ? Were
hundreds of thousands of silk manufacturers thrown out of employment?
Have
the poor rates been bm-dened for their
subsistence ?
Have we been unable to
:

compete with foreigners? In the decenending in 1823, the quantity
of raw and thrown silk entered for home
consumption was
19,409,023 lbs.
For the ten years ending
1 833, immediately after
nial period

.

.

the

reduction

duty

of

the

39,681,248 „
For the ten years ending
1843
52,007,118 „
.

.

.

.

.

.

The aggregate annual consumption of the successive decennial

periods

was
For the ten years ending
1823
For the ten years ending
1833
For the ten years ending
1843

A

.

.

.

.

.

.

further

reduction
took place

.

1,940,000 „

.

3,968,124 „

.

5,200,711 „

of

duty
in
1842.
The consumption, which for the ten
years ending in 1823
was on the annual average
For the single year 1844
.

Who
the

.

1,940,902 „
6,208,021 „

.

was the true philanthropist ?

man who

Was

it

cried out against the admis-

sion of French silks, and denounced the
Minister as being equal to the devil himself
in point of malignity and contempt for the
happiness of mankind?
Or, was it that
Minister who said " Good God! don't suppose I do not sympathize with distress.

Don't load me with the reproach of causing
ruin to thousands when I am endeavouring
have been made of late upon another Mito benefit them ?
I have seen Spitalfields
nister)— " they exceeded the devil himself
under the system of protection at the point
in point of malignity and contempt for the
of starvation. I have seen constantly recurhappiness of mankind." Mr. Huskisson
ring periods of severe distress; let me
repHed in these memorable and affecting
trace the causes of such calamities, and
terms
try whether by bringing in the free air
"
:

have been assailed and distressed by ungenerous appeals to my feelings calling upon me
I

to

of competition, I cannot diminish or

my conscience and my God, move the sources of such
whether I am under no visitations of have you been unable

commune

with

and to say
compunction and remorse.

Good God

I

that

man

France?

calamities. "
to

Why, you have

re-

And

compete with

sent silk

manu-
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goods and yarn into that very
country which has Lyons at the head of
the silk trade you sent as great an amount
of silk manufactures into France last year
as you exported to all Europe in the year
1826.
I could go through the details of
1 could go through timher,
other articles.
through wool, through flax, through infebut let me take only one, the
rior articles
It seems a
article of foreign feathers.
small article, but trade consists of an
In the year
aggregate of small articles.
1842 we reduced the duty on foreign
feathers; at that time a manufacturer of
those articles in which feathers are used,
said that this was the most hard-hearted
measure that was ever introduced; that
he had a house in England, and another
in Ireland
that he dealt with English
farmers for feathers, and found them carethat the Irish
less with respect to them
were more provident, though not very
humane, as they plucked the birds alive.
But he said he took almost all his feathers
from Ireland, and he brought thence every
year 100 tons of feathers, and that he paid
There would be
for them 20^. a stone.
an end of the feather trade, he said, with
the Irish and Enghsh farmer if this measure
Well, it did pass, and
should be passed.
this year the same person, admits his
error in having opposed the reduction of
I have very reduty on foreign feathers.
cently received this statement, founded, I
believe, on his own assurances

factures,

;

;
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policy of continued

relaxation of restric-

tion, or the return to restraint
tion.

This night you

and prohibithe motto

will select

which is to indicate the commercial policy
Shall it be '* advance" or
of England.
**
Which is the fitter motto for
recede ? "

Empire ? Survey our position?
consider the advantage which God and nature have given us, and the destiny for
which we are intended.
stand on the
confines of Western Europe, the chief
connecting link between the old world and
The discoveries of science, the
the new.
improvement of navigation, have brought

this great

We

us within ten days of St. Petersburgh, and
will soon bring us within ten days of New
We have an extent of coast greater
York.
in proportion to our population and the
area of our land than any other great nation, securing to us maritime strength and
superiority.
Iron and coal, the sinews of
manufacture, give us advantages over every
rival in the great competition of industry.
Our capital far exceeds that which they
In ingenuity in skill in
can command.
energy we are inferior to none.
Our national character, the free institutions under
which w^e live, the liberty of thought and
action, an unshackled press, spreading the
knowledge of every discovery and of every
advance in science combine with our natural and physical advantages to place us
at the head of those nations which profit
by the free interchange of their products.
And is this the country to shrink from
" He has imported in one year 1845' from St. competition ?
Is this the country to adopt
Petersburgh above 250 tons of feathers, and over a retrograde policy ?
Is this the country
50 tons more from other places, Dantzic, Riga, which can only flourish in the sickly
artiMemel, and the Mediterranean and, strange to say,
ficial atmosphere of prohibition ?
Is this
so great has the demand become for feather beds,
the country to stand shivering on the brink
since they became cheap, that he purchased 150
tons also, in 1845, in Ireland, the growth of Ire- of exposure to the healthful breezes of
land; and he is paying now 22s. lOd. per stone,
competition ?
showing an increased growth of 60 tons, and of
**
Choose your motto.
Advance " or
price for the same article, while the great de**
Recede." Many countries are watching
mand has enabled him to extend his concern and
with anxiety the selection you may make.
lessen his charges.
lie added that when provi-

—

—

—

—

—

—

:

'

(

;

sions were cheap in Cornwall, the miners purchased
a great deal of feathers."

This is a small matter, but it reads us an
important lesson.
The cheapness of the
article has multiplied the demand for it;
with increased foreign import, there has

been an increased demand for the domestic produce.
The Cornish miners,
earning high wages and buying at a low
price the articles of food, apply their savings to the purchase of manufactured ar-

and of that particular article which
enables them to recruit by night the se-

ticles,

vere

toil

of the day.

Determine for

Advance," and

*'

it

will

be

the watchword which will animate and encourage in every state the friends of liberal

commercial policy.
Sardinia has taken
the lead.
Naples is relaxing her protective duties and favouring British produce.
Prussia is shaken in her adherence to restriction.
The Government of France will
be strengthened and, backed by the intelligence of the reflecting, and by con;

viction

of the real welfare of the great

body of the community, will perhaps ultimately prevail over the self-interest of the
commercial and manufacturing aristocracy
lYJl^ich

npw .predominates iu

hei*

Chamberal^
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Can you doubt that the United States will
soon relax her hostile Tariff, and that the
friends of a freer commercial intercourse
the friends of peace between the two counwill hail with satisfaction the extries

—

LAWS.

SIXTH NIGHT.

be no satisfaction to you to
act, you have
been reheved from the grievous responsibihty of regulating the supply of food ?
Will you not then cherish with delight the
exist

Will

?

reflect,

that

It

by your own

reflection that, in this the present hour
?
This night, then if on this night the of comparative prosperity, yielding to no
debate shall close you will have to decide clamour, impelled by no fear except, inwhat are the principles by which your deed, that provident fear, which is the
commercial policy is to be regulated. Most mother of safety you had anticipated the
earnestly, from a deep conviction, founded evil day, and, long before its advent, had
not upon the limited experience of three trampled on every impediment to the free
years alone, but upon the experience of the circulation of the Creator's bounty ?
When you are again exhorting a sufferresults of every relaxation of restriction
and prohibition, I counsel you to set the ing people to fortitude under their privaexample of liberality to other countries. tions, when you are telling them, ** These
Act thus, and it will be in perfect con- are the chastenings of an all- wise and mersistency with the course you have hitherto ciful Providence, sent for some inscrutable
taken.
Act thus, and you will provide an but just and beneficent purpose it may
additional guarantee for the continued con- be, to humble om- pride, or to punish our
tentment, and happiness, and well-being of unfaithfulness, or to impress us with the
the great body of the people.
Act thus, sense of our own nothingness and dependand you will have done whatever human ence on His mercy ;" when you are thus
sagacity can do for the promotion of com- addressing your suffering fellow subjects,
and encouraging them to bear ^vithout remercial prosperity.
You may fail. Your precautions may pining the dispensations of Providence,
be unavailing. They may give no certain may God grant that by your decision of
assurance that mercantile and manufac- this night you may have laid in store for
turing prosperity will continue without in- yourselves the consolation of reflecting that
terruption.
It seems to be incident to such calamities are, in truth, the dispensagreat prosperity that there shall be a re- tions of Providence
that they have not
verse
that the time of depression shall been caused, they have not been aggrafollow the season of excitement and suc- vated by laws of man restricting, in the
cess.
That time of depression must per- hour of scarcity, the supply of food
haps return and its return may be coinciDebate again adjourned.
dent with scarcity caused by unfavourable
House adjourned at a quarter to two

ample of England

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

!

;

seasons.

Gloomy

winters, like

those of

1841 and 1842, may again set in. Are
those winters effaced from your memory ?
From mine they never can be.
Surely
you cannot have forgotten with what earnestness and sincerity you re-echoed the
deep feelings of a gracious Queen, when
at the opening and at the close of each
Session, She expressed the warmest sympathy with the sufferings of Her people,
and the warmest admiration of their heroic
fortitude.
•'
These sad times may recur.
The
years of plenteousness may have ended,"
and *' the years of dearth may have come ;"
and again you may have to offer the unavailing expressions of sympathy, and the

urgent exhortations to patient resignation.
Commune with your own hearts and

answer me this question will your assurances of sympathy be less consolatory
will your exhortations to patience be less
impressive
if, with your willing
consent,
the Corn Laws shall have then ceased to
:

—

o'clock.
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On

Day for the resumpAdjourned Debate on the Corn

the Order of the

tion of the

Laws,

Lord J. MANNERS
I know, Sir,
under what a disadvantage a Gentleman
rises to take a part in this momentous
discussion, who cannot enhst heartily under
either the blue banner of my hon.
Friend
the Member for Northamptonshire,
or that
:

Her Majesty's Ministers and the hon.
Member for Stockport but who, regard-

of

mg

;

both as EngHshmen, and both as really
anxious to promote the best
interests of
the country, strives to the
best of his abihty
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to reconcile the contending forces,

unite in one league of

and to

harmony and con-
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neither are the seasons always equal, nor are
always heroic."

men

cord the conflicting elements of trade and Well, then, I am justified on such authority
Knowing then that I cannot in considering this question apart from the
I will
appeal to the excited feehngs and animo- doctrines of political economy.
own. Sir, without giving in my adhesion to
sities that prevail within as well as without
these M'alls, and that my appeal must be to that most melancholy theory of my noble
a theory
the calmer judgment of some less troublous Friend the Member for Liverpool
time, I shall confine within the narrowest which if carried into general practice,
limits that which I have to say. Before en- would place the charter of the poor man,
tering into the main question, let me correct the mitre of the prelate, and the crown of
a misapprehension into which the noble Lord the monarch alike at the mercy of that
the Member for Lincolnshire fell the other most odious of all despotisms, the oligarchy
without acceding to that
night with respect to my hon. Friend the of red tape
Under Secretary of State for Foreign theory, I will own that when I heard nearly
Affairs
quoting an isolated passage from all the statesmen of the country had come
a speech of my hon. Friend's on the Corn to the conclusion that the Corn Laws
Law of 1842, the noble Lord placed him should be abolished, I thought it was the
duty of that great party who still believed
in the category of Ministerial converts
but my hon. Friend's speech was altoge- protection to be essential to the welfare of
ther a free-trade speech, in which he ac- the country, to carefully reconsider the
cepted that amended Corn Law as only an whole subject, and, maturely weighing all
** instalment
the evidence that has of late years been
of justice."
Sir, I have been
much struck, in approaching the consider- submitted to the public, counting the cost
ation of the question, with the very general of a protraction of the struggle, and estiinclination on both sides of the House to mating the chances of success
then, and
view the problem how a country is to be then only, after that anxious deliberation, to
supplied with food, as one exclusively of come to a determinate resolution. For mypolitical economy.
Now I entertain great self, being of opinion, on grounds with
doubts whether such a question should be which I need not trouble the House, that the
so argued; and, without referring to those eff'ects of a free trade in corn have been
English political economists of whose opin- greatly exaggerated on the one side and
ions the House must be satiated, I will on the other, I .was prepared to consider
take leave to cite the language of one who carefully and favourably any proposition
in Italian literature occupies the same rank that might have been legitimately submitas Adam Smith occupies in English. ted to the country either by the noble Lord
Count Carli, the President of a Supreme the Member for London, or by the right
Council of Public Economy at Milan to- hon. Gentleman the First Lord of the
wards the close of the last century, in a Treasury, that should have for its object
remarkable treatise on the Corn Law, ex- the settlement of this long agitated quespressly separates the question of supplying tion, and the extinction of those flames of
a country w4th food from the category of civil discord which were then, and are now,
so fiercely raging.
commerce he says
But I was persuaded
then, and am so now, that any such pro" The matter of corn is an affair of administraposition, to be permanently successful, must
tion, and not of commerce, contrary to the other
productions of the soil, such as wine, oil, &c. be- be made not on narrow, temporary, evanagriculture.

—

—

:

;

—

;

;

cause without these
case with bread ;"

and

man can

live,

which

is

not the

when Engmuch from a constant defihome harvests, he says

after referring to a period

land suifered
ciency of the

escent,

self-contradictory,

and suspicious

grounds, but on broad general principles ;
not hurried as the expedient of a terrified
Cabinet, through a mystified Parliament,
into a premature law, but submitted to that

and free discussion, and verdict of the
people, without which I am convinced no such mighty change can be beneficial now, or satisfactory hereafter.
I
can easily conceive such a course being
adopted and indeed, after the speech last
night of the right hon. Gentleman, were it
full

" In

these

circumstances, with that wisdom

which is worthy of a people free and thoughtful,
the Government set about considering whence
they might animate internal agriculture, and step
by step diminish the need of foreign corn, in proportion as they augmented the produce of their

own

soil.
It is sufficient for me to observe, that
the material of which we are treating is an affair
of administration, and not of commerce, and that

no prudent Government

will

renomico

it,

because

EngHsh

;

not for the indisputable evidence of eyes
and ears to the contrary, I should deny the
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an adverse policy being atSir, would be
different,

to the decision of the country; and even
now, late as it is, far later than if that much-

the position of Her Majesty's advisers ; what other and far better feelings
would now prevail in the various counties of
England, had the right hon. Baronet opened in the autumn of 1845 the ports, and on
the meeting of Parliament announced that
convictions were changed that, to use

derided Protection Government had been
formed at Christmas, even now, if the right
if he behon. Baronet is really in earnest
lieves the danger to be so imminent, the
necessity so pressing, and the remedy so
easy the shortest way would be, before the
end of this week, with the assent of every
Gentleman in this House, to suspend the
Corn Laws, open the ports, and leave it to
the good sense of the English people to
decide whether they should be closed again,
and this Corn Law, or any other, or none
But if you persevere
at aU, be adopted.
in your present lumbering course of action,
let me ask how soon do you expect to pass
your measures into law, without your Committee to inquire into the burdens on land,
and, for aught I know, your Committees to
inquire into the operation of free trade on
the Colonies and on the finances of the Empire
No, Sir, if you believe present Irish
distress is to be remedied by these measures, open the ports now, and leave your
great schemes to the decision of another
Parliament.
I trust. Sir, I have shown
how unfairly the right hon. Gentleman has
urged that plea and as in urging it he
taunted needlessly many Gentlemen around
me, I will take leave to assure him, that so
far from expecting from him a guarantee to

possibility of

tempted.

How

now

his

;

own metaphor, he could no longer steer
the vessel the same course and that after
those measures which the exigencies of
the time required had been passed, he
should appeal to the people to know whehis

;

ther they had faith in his wisdom, skill and
integrity, and would sanction his new comI have lismercial and industrial policy
tened, Sir, to all these long debates, in
order to hear what reasons could be assigned by Her Majesty's servants for purand the main
suing an opposite course
plea of the right hon. Gentleman I take to be
*
Most people, said he, agree that,
this :
!

;

'

*

'

'

'

following the example of foreign countries,
and the precedents of our own Parliaments,
we ought, being satisfied of the reality of

the danger in Ireland, to have suspended,
autumn of 1845, the laws regulating
Yes, Sir, I
the importation of grain."
for one, agree with the right hon. Gentlein the

man, the ports ought then to have been
opened but what can we, what can the
country think of a Government who, not
doing then what it affirms it ought to have
done, turns round now to its old supporters,
and calls on them to remedy its own laches,
by adopting a course fatal, as they believe,
;

to the best interests of their country ? Nor,
Sir, will it do for the right hon. Gentleman
to say that the opposition he met with from
his Cabinet was so strong, that he could
not carry his proposal ; for there is not, I

—

—

!

;

close the ports again, I don't believe there

a man, woman, or child in England who
the future, ask him to guarantee
the Corn Laws, or anything else. No, Sir,
the right hon. Gentleman may rely on it,
that those who think protection to native
industry as inseparably connected with the
welfare of the country as it is deeply
rooted in the affections of the people, will

is

will, for

depend for the future on the good sense,
venture to say, a man in England who be- courage, and determination of the Englieves that those Members of the Cabinet lish people, not on the pledges or guaranwho, returning to power at the invitation of tees of statesmen aiid politicians. Throughthe right hon. Gentleman, acceded to this out the speech of the right hon. Gentleman,
far greater revolution, would have offered I have to complain of the same want of
any very resolute or determined resistance candour and fair dealing with the arguto the minor step of opening the ports, ments of his opponents.
Now, it is exsanctioned as it had been in the interim by tremely pleasant at the time, though I
the Central Protection Society of England. don't think much of it, afterwards to hear
"But if I had done so," says the right hon. the way in which the right hon. GentleGentleman, " the country party would have man disposes of the particular course of
expected a guarantee from me that I would action, or line of argument, his opponent
close the ports again, and that I was not may chance to adopt.
Thus, last night,
prepared to give." Now, Sir, I have not the right hon. Gentleman said, if the hon.
heard any one Gentleman on this side of Member for Bristol had proposed a vote of
the House say he looked for any guarantee want of confidence in Ministers, or a deon the contrary, the universal claration in favour of protection ; or, if in
of the sort
langu^e has been,, let that question be left short, he had done anything except that:
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he had done, then the riglit hon. bable results, more especially after the
Gentleman could have understood, and statements we have lately been Hstening to
of the hon. and learned Member for the
perhaps have been induced to support him
and Members are rather caught by that county of Cork, I wish to speak in deep
sort of reasoning. I was myself at first but sympathy; perhaps I cannot evince that
sympathy better than by not needlessly
it is my firm conviction that whatever course
the hon. Gentleman had adopted, he would parading it. But, Sir, I must be allowed to
have been met by a simihir opposition from say that when the right hon. Gentleman
But to return argues from the failure of the Irish potato
the right hon. Gentleman.
to the right hon. Gentleman's main line of crop, in the autumn of 1845, to a total reHe is horrified that the hon. peal of the Corn Laws in 1849, my reason is
argument.
Member for Bristol proposes the question not so much convinced as my sympathy is
"to stand affected. The right hon. Gentleman inaushall stand over for six months
gurated with solemn and melancholy pomp
still for six months in a country hke this is
We used to hear very the laying of that great corner-stone on
to retrograde."
which the new social edifice of free trade
different language not only from right hon.
Conservatives, but even from that eminent was to be raised but the very first stroke
champion of progress, the noble Lord the of the argumentative trowel he applied to it,
Member for the city of London. He used shivered that stone to pieces, and now it
to tell us that the country could not stand lies there a shapeless mass of jarring and
a yearly revolution but now the right hon. self-contradictory atoms for the right hon.
Gentleman's specific for all the evils of the Gentleman himself told us that he did not
country is a revolution every half year! expect his measures would reduce the price
Truly, Sir, after such a declaration from of agricultural produce and the right hon.
the First Minister, I think my hon. Friend Gentleman the Secretary at War, imthe hon. Member for Newcastle-under- proving on that text, delivered a most eloLyne, and others who think with him that quent homily to show that not only prices
there are still institutions and things worth could not fall, but that there were no fofighting for left in England, are justified in reign provisions that could come in. Well,
withholding their confidence from so revolu- then. Sir, if this be so, how can present
Well, Sir, I now Irish distress be remedied by these meationary a Government.
come to the right hon. Gentleman's esti- sures ? I say, therefore, that apart from
mate of the effect to be produced on fo- the merits of free trade or protection, no
reign countries by this great commercial case has been made out by Her Majesty's
*' Prussia,"
servants for proposing to this Parliament a
and industrial revolution.
and I am
said he, "is shaken;" but no evidence has total repeal of the Corn Laws
been submitted to us to show that Prussia consequently justified in voting with my
wliich

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

noble Friend the Member for Salop (Lord
Clive) in favour of an appeal to the country
nor am I answered if told that I can
prised if Prussia, after the passing of these appeal to my own constituents, for it is
measures, does alter her present policy, for not an appeal to the electors of Newark
she will then have got all that she can ask alone that I seek for, but an appeal to all
or wish for from us, without making any the constituencies of England.
But now,
equivalent to us.
But passing from Prus- Sir, let me say that I do not regard the
sia to France, the right hon. Gentleman proposal of the Minister as the best that
said, that although the commercial aristocould be made.
I concur in many of the
cracy of France was opposed to free trade, objections that have been urged against it.
yet intelligent public opinion was in favour It is not a fair measure
it is not a freeof it. Let me ask. Sir, who are the leaders trade measure
it is hardly a measure of
of this intelhgent pubHc opinion of France? free imports
it leaves on the one hand a
I suspect Arago, and Thiers, and Berryer,
10 per cent, protection on manufactures ;
and Louis Blanc, are the leaders of that pub- and a burden of 5,000,000Z. in the shape of
lic opinion
and so far from being advocates a Malt Tax, and a prohibition of the cultiof free trade, they are strenuous main- vation of tobacco, on the other.
It is of

shaken: on the contrary, every public
is in the oppoand I shall be very much sursite direction

is

sign that Prussia has given
;

;

—

—

;

;

tainors of protection to

come now.

French industry.

I

the main plea on which
this Parliament is asked to consent to these
sweeping changes the failure of the Irish
Of that failure, and the propotato crop.
Sir, to

—

course in vain for a person in my position
to offer any opinion to the country on so
great a question but I am anxious to leave
on record what that opinion is, and I think
that a scheme which would admit the pro;
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English farmer a
titor.

Were

his

this, Sir,

my

;

—

ner satisfactory and honourable to all
classes
I shall give a most hearty vote in
favour of an appeal to the country
and
oppose a resolute, though it may be an ineffectual, negative to the proposition that
this House of Commons do resolve itself
into a Committee for the purpose of considering the Corn Laws, with a view to

—

the

foreign compeopinion alone, it

;

would be worthless but it is the opinion of
many able and experienced men in the city
of London and in Manchester; and I entreat the attention of the House to the following extract from the last circular of
Messrs. Ferguson and Taylor, of Man;

chester

their repeal.

LAYARD

.

:

" We are not," say they, " insensible to the advantages of providing the benefit of cheap food for
the population of these countries and we think the
safest means of doing this is by affording every
facility for developing the resources of our soil and
malung its yield abundant by the encouragement
of those engaged in its cultivation, A low fixed
duty of about 5s. or 6*. would uphold British agriculture, whilst the protection would not be so great
as to place the native corn-grower beyond the risk
;

of competition."

Non mens

hie sermo : this is not the language of the Central Protection Society,
nor of any of the old-fashioned supporters
of the landed interest it comes from those
most deeply interested in the welfare of
Manchester and English manufactures
and I say that opinions and authorities
such as these cannot be pooh poolied away
in a single sentence, or got rid of by a contemptuous sneer and, with all respect for
the right hon. Gentleman the Home Secre;

;

;

— nor look in vain

For
courage, and unswerving fidelity.
these reasons, while I neither fear nor hope
much from a free trade in com while I
am anxious to see a settlement of this great
and long-agitated question but in a man-

to the

fair security against

undue competition of

NIGHT.

for ready obedience to the laws, dauntless

basis satisfactory to the great mercantile
interests of this country, would bind the
various Members of our vast colonial empire by the closest ties of common interest

mother country, and afford

— SIXTH

ever been wont to look

duce of our own Colonies and Indian corn
duty free, and foreign grain at a moderate
fixed duty, would place the corn trade on a

to the

LAWS.

Captain
observed, that whatever might be the opinion formed by some
hon. Gentlemen on the other side of the
House, concerning the great question proposed to their consideration by the right
hon. Baronet at the head of Her Majesty's
Government, looking upon it, as he did, as
a question of vital importance
as a question by which the great principles of free
trade were at once to be established
or,
should the measure be rejected, for some
time delayed, (for he was one of those who
never had the smallest doubt that free

—

;

trade must ultimately succeed,) it was his
intention to give his warmest support to
this great

and

earnestly

trusted

beneficial

that

measure and he
hon. Gentlemen
;

woidd well and deeply consider the fearresponsibility that would attach to
them if they any longer banded themselves together, and, under the cry of protection to native industry, tried to maintain a monopoly, which was nothing more
nor less than a. restriction on the food
of the people.
No cause that had ever
been brought before Parliament had proful

it will not now do for him to say that
a fixed duty cannot now be thought of because some time ago he said he never would
vote for a revenue duty on com.
Enter- gressed so rapidly as that of free trade
taining, then, these opinions, not fearing within the last few months.
Those who
free trade, and hoping that a future Parlia- had been the most skilful and strenuous
ment may sanction some such scheme as defenders of monopoly had thrown down
that I have presumed to sketch, I yet de- their arms, and said they could no longer
precate any rash and hasty interference defend so weak and hollow a cause
and
with that system of protection under which what argument had the protectionists
trade and manufactures have risen to so brought forward that had not been refuted
marvellous a prosperity under which agri- over and over again?
They had stated
culture has made such gigantic strides
that a quantity of land would get out of
and above all do I deprecate this House, at cultivation
but let them remember the
the dictation of the right hon. Baronet, so meeting at Goatacre, among the Wiltshire
acting as to ahenate from itself, and from labourers, where the protectionists petithose rulers whose edicts it seems prepared tioned against protection, and where it
to register, the sympathies, the affections, was stated that when the labourer reand the confidence of that great rural po- quested to be allowed to rent patches of
pulation to which, in times of danger and ground, he was told by the farmer he must
distress, the Sovereigns of England have pay SI. for that for which the farmer paid

tary

;

—

;

HOUSE OF COMMONS, FEBRUARY
but 21. For his part he believed that with
Buch an increasing population that with
such an impetus as would be given to
that so
trade were this measure carried
far from any land going out of cultivation, in places where now there was only

—
—

a wilderness and a game preserve, we
should shortly see extensive and flourishing gardens. In every experiment made by
the right hon. Baronet, approaching free
trade, he had been eminently successful
and the last alteration in the Tariff had
more than realized his most sanguine hopes.
What was the use of experience? Were
Were they
they to shut their eyes to it?
However that might
to be for ever blind?
be the case with some Gentlemen, he believed a far different feeling began to pervade the country, and he believed a better
proof could not be adduced to support the
truth of the assertion, than the wise, the
judicious choice made the other day by the
West Riding of Yorkshire; a choice, in his
mind, equally honourable to the electors
and the elected. What could be a more
ample proof of the alteration which had
come over the feelings of the people, than
that a few years ago the noble Lord was
beaten because he was not a sufficient pro-

voice at

Some

all.
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one, patronised by the

genius of poetry, though in a very inferior
degree to the hon. Member for Pomfret,
put the story into rhyme, and it ran thus
:

—

A singing man and cannot sing
to thank your patron's bounty:'*
" Excuse me, sir, if I can't sing,
My voice is in another county."

"

I

No need

was with the noble Lord the Member
who had made a right good
speech for protection, as far as was possible

So

it

for Liverpool,

in such a cause

Then

was

;

but his voice, like the

a different direction.
the noble Lord the Member for New-

chorister's,

in

ark wrote a letter to his constituents, and
said, if ever he was returned again, he
would not vote in favour of protection.
What the noble Lord would now do it was
impossible to say.

He

any Mem-

defied

ber who had listened to the noble Lord's
speech to say what the noble Lord's actual
He
views on the question now were.
could not help thinking it would have
been just as well if the two noble Lords
had paired off, and said nothing at all
When he heard the
on the matter.
right hon. Gentleman, then Secretary
at

War,

state in his free-trade

speech—

—

which he congratulated him upon when
tectionist, and now he stood in the proud he said in that speech that the Corn Law
position of their Representative as a free of 1815 was, in his mind, a great mistake,
trader or the course about to be taken by he agreed with him in that opinion nay,
the noble Lords on the other side of the for his part, he went further, and not only
House ?
He alluded to the noble Lord thought it a great mistake, but a great
By that mistake or crime, which(Viscount Sandon) the Member for Liver- crime.
pool, and the noble Lord the Member for ever they chose to call it, commerce had
Newark.
The first noble Lord made a been crippled, agriculture had been injured,
It had
speech in favour of protection, which was crime and misery had increased.
claimed, and justly so, by the hon. Ba- given rise to difference of feeling greatly to
ronet the Member for Oxford.
The right be deplored. But like other crimes, it had
hon. Gentleman the Secretary at War brought its own punishment.
It had for
had also put in his claim but, in his years kept the agriculturists in hot water
opinion, it was about as just a one as the and uncertainty
and at last received its
American claim to Oregon, and seemed to just retribution and condemnation by the
show that right hon. Gentleman to be of a very hand that millions had been spent to
very avaricious disposition, as the noble raise in its defence.
They were told by
Lord had, in the division he had made of the protectionists, that it was by this law
himself, given his old friends (the Govern- that great and glorious England had taken
ment) what they no doubt, considered upon her stand as one of the greatest nations of
this occasion the better half
He would
namely, his the earth. But what a fallacy
vote.
Now, the line thus pursued by the give them an illustration. He supposed no
noble Lord put him in mind of a circum- one, either in the House or out of it, woidd
stance that happened a few years ago.
A doubt for a moment that the right hon.
person at Huntingdon having give a vote Baronet at the head of Her Majesty's Goto a successful candidate, the Member, vernment was a free trader.
Now, did any
from those pure motives of gratitude which one suppose for a moment, that because
actuated so many politicians, procured for the right hon. Gentleman had Hved with
the man the place of chorister at Canter- the protectionist party, had spoken with
bury.
But when he was required to per- them, and had acted with them, that
form the duties, he was found to have no that was the reason he was a free
;

;

;

;

—

!
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These had been
all these he
was a free trader, from honest and sin-

farmer and the agricultural labourer were
considerable losers by this so-called "protection." By that pamphlet the tnith was

And who could doubt that

proved of the declaration of the hon. Member for Stockport, Mr. Cobden, that the
system of protecting duties was a system
of mutual plunder between the growers of
the diff'erent descriptions of agricultural
He would have been delighted
produce.
had the right hon. Baronet proposed to do
away at once with all duty upon the importation of corn, because he beheved the only
real danger attending the agriculturists was
the uncertainty with which they had to contend at present, and which must continue
for the ensuing three years
an uncertainty which prevented that self-rehance, that
outlay of capital and industry, which could
alone raise them to that independence which
they ought to aspire to, but which was unattainable as long as they relied on artificial prices and a bolstering system.
He,
for one, had the greatest rehance on the
ability and judgment of the noble Lord
the Member for London that reliance was,
if possible, increased when the noble Lord
made the assertion, which to him seemed
so wise, but to many so startling, that
protection was the bane of agriculture.
For his part, he looked on this measure
as a great and beneficial one
one not only
advantageous to this country, but which
set a bright example to the world at large,

trader

?

Certainly not.

his hindrances

—

cere conviction.

in spite of

he would have been a free trader long ago,
if it had not been for these unhappy connexions?
So it was with England. It
was not on account of these Corn Laws
she had become great and glorious, but in
spite of them; and she would no doubt
have arrived at a higher pitch of grandeur
if she had not suffered from the ill effects

He could not help
of these baneful laws.
expressing his surprise (though certainly
there were times when a wise man ought
to be surprised at nothing), though on the
last occasion that he (Captain Layard) had
the honour of addressing the House upon
this subject, he had foretold that the hon.

Baronet at the head of Her Majesty's Government, and the present Secretary for
the Colonies (Mr. Gladstone) would become
He was delighted
ere long free traders.
to find that his prediction had been correct,
though at that time he was not sanguine
enough to hope that the change would have

been made so quickly and completely. But
he congratulated them on having acted in
a manner worthy of the high station in
which their talents had placed them. They
had been undismayed by the thunders of
the Caucasus, unscared by the virulent attack of the hon. Member for Shrewsbury
though indeed, they were manifestly guilty
of the charge brought against them by that
Gentleman the charge of sacrificing that

—

—

;

—

and an example worthy of all imitation.
He would vote for this measure, believing
that it would prove one great link to assist

which was supposed to be the benefit of in binding together the nations of the earth
their party, to the welfare and happiness in unity and peace.
of their country.
They had been told by
Mr. R. palmer rose for the purpose
the hon. Members for Shrewsbury and New- of expressing the opinions of the constitucastle-under-Lyme, that rotten potatoes ency he had the honour to represent, and
had given rise to rotten argument that with whom he entirely concurred on this
the fear of scarcity had been exaggerated
question.
His constituents were awaiting
but the deplorable accounts received from with the most intense anxiety the result of
Ireland, unhappily, too surely proved that their deliberations, beheving that upon it
the prudent measures taken by the Govern- would depend either their future prosperity
ment were only those which were absolutely or permanent distress. It was, however,
necessary and he, for one, believed most unnecessary for him to state the feeling
men would agree with him in thinking that of the public on this subject since a numthose who prepared for a scarcity acted ber of meetings had been held in various
more wisely, ay, and more conscientiously, parts of the country since these measures
than those who, with the fact staring them had been announced, and, almost without
in the face, of the fearful loss which had exception, they
had been unanimous in
happened to the potato crop, endeavoured condemning the measure.
Persons conto argue that no scarcity need be feared at nected with the
agricultural interest had
**
all.
In that able pamphlet entitled
An never calculated that the right hon. BaroAttempt to estimate the Effect of Protect- net, so long the advocate of protection,
ing Duties on the Profits of Agriculture," would, almost at a moment's notice, have
by Mr. Morton and Mr. Trimmer, it was turned round and advocated a precisely
proved to demonstration that the tenant contrary course.
He thought they were

—

;

;

;
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by the speeches
the right hon. Baronet had delivered in
lie was not going to quote
that House.
Hansard at any length, yet he thought he
should be justified in referring to a specoh

justified in that opinion
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the question which naturally arose on hearwhether the measure
ing them was this
the right hon. Baronet now proposed could

—

remedy that particular evil ?
could perfectly understand, that if the
delivered by the right hon. Baronet (Sir right hon. Baronet had proposed to open the
R. Peel) in' 1844, on a Motion by the hon. ports for a time, it might be the means of
Member for Wolverhampton (Mr. Villiers). giving greater facilities for the purchase of
food to relieve a starving population but it
The right hon. Baronet then said
him that opening the
" I think tho agriculture of this country is enti- did not appear to
ports, whether temporarily or permanently,
tled to protection, and that it is so entitled to procould have any eff'ect, unless the unfortutection from considerations of justice as well as
I do consider that there are special and
policy.
nate individuals who were the subjects of
peculiar hurdens on agriculture. I do helieve that
that calamity had the wherewithal to purthat portion of the Act which imposes hurdens for
The right hon. Baronet said
chase corn ?
the relief of the poor, and subjects the profits of
trade to those burdens, as well as the profits of that he had proposed to the Cabinet to
agriculture, has not, so far as tho profits on trade
open the ports at once, but that they reare concerned, been acted on, whilst it has been jected that suggestion.
Now, he, for one,
agriculture.
on
acted on with respect to the profits
did not think that in such a measure there
speare
think
there
I say, on that ground, that I
by

possibility

He

;

I think
cial burdens applicable to agriculture.
also that there are restrictions on the application
of capital as concerns agriculture. I think, therefore, that considerations of justice do entitle agriI think that considerations
culture to protection.

of policy, so far as the general interest of
classes is concerned, justify this protection."

all

And the right hon. Baronet concluded his
speech on that occasion by saying
" I repeat the declaration I made at the commencement of the Session on the part of the Government, that we do not intend, and have not intended, to diminish the protection which the existing Corn Laws give to agriculture."

It was on a statement of this kind that the
and nothing
country had placed reliance
could have caused more surprise than the
recent change of opinions avowed by the
He had been present
right hon. Baronet.
at several meetings in the county he represented, and he must say he never saw such
Neither
unanimity of feeling in his life.
was it confined to the cultivators of tlie
land for many respectable tradesmen he
had conversed with w^ere all convinced of
the alarming consequences which would
ensue from these measures.
The question
was universally asked in the country, what
grounds are there for these great changes?
He had listened with the greatest possible
attention to the greater part of the debate,
and especially to the eloquent speech of
the right hon. Gentleman last evening
but he had not heard any one substantial
reason
nor, indeed, v/as there any reason
brought prominently forward, either by the
right hon. Baronet or the Secretary for
the Home Department, or the Secretary at
War, except the failure of the potato crop
in Ireland.
Now, he heard with great
regret the statements made on this subject
last night by the right hon. Baronet.
But
;

;

;

—

He
would have been much difiiculty.
thought the right hon. Baronet might have
taken upon himself the responsibility of
suspending the law, and opening the ports
for a time
for he, for one, after hearing
the statements of the right hon. Baronet
respecting the distress in consequence of the
failure of the potato crop, would never, for
a moment, have objected to any Bill of Indemnity which it might have been necessary
to bring in in consequence of such a measure.
:

He did not believe that any persons, however they might advocate the existing law,
would oppose any Government which considered it absolutely necessary, for the security of any part of Her Majesty's subjects, that such a temporary suspension of
But the right
the law should be adopted.
hon. Baronet argued that, in his opinion, it
was impossible to open the ports as a temporary measure, without involving the reconsideration and repeal of the Corn Law
itself.
He was not sufficiently versed in
political affairs to say whether that was a
but he did not see
correct opinion or not
that the one was at all the necessary conThe right hon.
sequence of the other.
Baronet alluded last night to several occa;

which the Corn Law had been temby Orders in Council.
He recollected also that in August, 1827,
Mr. Canning obtained an Order in Council
for the admission of 500,000 quarters of
corn, in consequence of the rise in price
No
occasioned by a deficient harvest.
doubt, in so doing, Mr. Canning did right
and he recollected that a Bill of Indemnity
sions on

porarily suspended

But
in the next Parliament.
Mr. Canning, having done this, never
thought of coming to that House and saying
the Corn Law itself must be abandoned.
was passed

A A
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and he (Mr.
could he see, at the present moment, That was high authority
any good reason why, if the temporary sus- Palmer) fully concurred in the views of that
pension of the law had been again adopted right hon. Gentleman, because he had never
reason to suppose them erroneous.
to meet this temporary difficulty, the law seen any
might not again have come into operation. The noble Lord the Member for London
equally strong language in favour
It would require no Act of Parliament to had held
The noble
for it of protection in former days.
bring back the law into operation
would come into operation of its own ac- Lord had since changed his mind on that
but he only wished to show how the
cord when the necessity for its suspension point
had ceased. A great deal had been said principle of protection had been at all times
as to protection, not alone to agriculture, maintained by men of the greatest ability
and that, therefore, those
but also to all other products of native in- in that House

Nor

;

;

;

;

dustry ; but he should confine himself to the
That
protection afi'orded to agriculture.
had been abandoned by Her Majesty's Government, who stated that they had good
reasons for changing their mind on the sub-

who clung

though they had not adduced any sahim for its abandonProtection to agriculture was, howment.
ever, no new part of the pohtical wisdom
it had been the policy of
of this country

in his opinion,

In Lord Campbell's ''Lives of the Chancellors," reference was made to it in the first year of the
reign of Henry VII. when the Lord Chancellor of the day, Morton, the ancestor of a
noble Lord connected with the Anti-CornLaw League, addressing Parliament, which
was then the practice, instead of a Speech
from the Throne as at present, cautioned
the people of this country against allowing
British gold to be sent out of the country
for the purchase of foreign produce.
That

tained at every hazard
if it was, on the
contrary, wrong, and unjust, and unfair,
then those who enjoyed it had no right to

was the earliest instance of protection he
had seen recorded ; but he believed that it
had existed from a period still earlier in the

whom he had

ject,

tisfactory reason to

;

England

for centuries.

;

history of this country.

The

hon.

Mem-

ber for Sheffield had quoted Mr. Huskisson
on a former evening in support of free trade
in com but he remembered that right hon.
Gentleman's speech on the silk trade, in
;

which the principle of free trade was enunciated, as well as another speech in which
a contrary principle was maintained on the
subject of corn.
And whatever Mr. Huskisson 's opinions might be on other points,
one thing was clear, if his own words were
to be trusted
namely, that he was in favour of protection to agriculture.
These
were the words of Mr. Huskisson on that

—

subject

:

" Let bread," he said, " be the produce of your
soil.
I care not how cheap it is
it is cheap
and the cheaper it is the better. But let us
have a sufficiency of our own growth for our own
purposes, as far as possible.
And, in order that
we may ensure the continuance of that cheapness
and sufficiency, we must ensure to the home
grower that protection which has contributed to

own
now

;

;

produce them."

had, at least, high augood deal had also
been said on the subject of compensation
He (Mr. Palmer)
to the landed interest.
had never contemplated compensation ; and
to

it still

A

thority for so doing.

it was
not an argument
which ought to be put forward in a debate
upon the principle of protection.
The

was either right or

principle of protection

wrong

:

if it

was

right,

it

ought

to

be main-

;

ask for compensation on its removal. But
as the right hon. Baronet had alluded to it

more properly speaking,
had referred to the equivalent advantages which his proposition would confer upon the agriculturist, as a counterbalance to the removal of protection, he
could only say that, as far as he was able
in his speech, or,

as he

to collect them, the opinions of all those

consulted on the subject, or
conversed with, were opposed to the plans
of the right hon. Baronet, which they considered in the light of so much waste paper,
and as forming no equivalent whatever for
the direct loss they would sustain.
The
right hon. Baronet had stated that the effects of the former alterations made by
him in the Com Law and in the Tariff of
duty on provisions, had been productive of
no injury, but, on the contrary, had been
productive of great benefit to all parties ;
and the right hon. Baronet had instanced
the great rise that had taken place in the
prices of cattle, of meat, and of other commodities, as a proof of that position, notwithstanding the anticipations of many to
the contrary.
The hon. Member for Somerset, however, had stated many reasons
W'hy that rise in prices should have occurred,
and therefore he should not touch on that
part of the subject
but he certainly did
think that the right hon. Baronet could
not take credit for that rise on the ground
of removing protection, because when the
right hon. Baronet had introduced the Ta;
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he stated it to be for tlie express purThe alterations,
pose of reducing prices.
therefore, made by the right hon. Gentleman would appear to have been of no
great advantage to the farmer or to the
consumer.
But, even admitting that the
facts were as the right hou. Baronet inferred, and that the circumstances had
actually occurred which he took credit for,
did not that furnish an exceedingly good
riff,

and

argument for leaving things
and not meddling with them any

sufficient

alone,

further

He

?

believed that the constant

meddling with the Corn Law had caused
more difficulty and distress to the agricultural party than any badness of seasons or
other circumstance whatever.
After the
alterations of 1842, the farmer had just
now begun to recover strength he was
getting remunerating prices for his produce the labourers were better paid and
a general prosperit}* commenced to prevail
in the country.
But the right hon. Baronet, by the proposition he had made, had
done much to turn the scale the other way,
and reverse the balance. The effect of the
agitation which had succeeded upon the
question raised by his proposition, was a
complete stagnation in the market for agricultural produce. No miller bought now, except for present purposes, as it were '* from
hand to mouth." No business had been
done in the market of the county which he
represented, the market of Reading, since
;

;

;

the period of the proposition of the right
hon. Baronet and though prices, perhaps,
were quoted as high as on any previous
occasion, and though it might be, also, that
a few parcels of very good wheat were sold
at these prices, still there was no actual
deaUng, no actual sales, in tlie great majority of instances.
That stagnation was a
most material disadvantage to the farmer,
;

especially at this time of the year

;

and

it

created a difficulty in making up his rent,
fully equal to a diiference of 7^. or 85. a
quarter in the price of his produce.
The
time, as well as the circumstances, were

each most unfortunate for the farmer in
regard to the plan of the right hon. Baronet.
It had been said by the noble Lord, whose
sentiments had been quoted by the last
speaker on the subject, that protection was
the bane of agriculture but he (Mr. Pahner)
would put it to any person acquainted with
the face of the country during the last
twenty years, whether a more scientific
system of cultivation did not now prevail in
aU places whether more capital was not
employed upon land ; and whether the pro;

;
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duce was not much greater now than at
that period

?

Yet

had occurred

all this

under what the noble Lord had termed
•'the bane of agriculture"
a system of
protection.
He (Mr. Palmer) believed protection not to be the bane of agriculture,
for it was his opinion
but the contrary
that the farmers were induced to lay out
their capital upon the land on the strength
of the home market being ensured to them,
a consequence of protection
an argunient
which had been often used in that House ;
and he liked it none the worse for being
old, although old arguments as well as old
principles were now going fast out of

—

;

—

fashion

—that argument was,

that protec-

was given with

tion to British agriculture

make

the view to

this country independent,
could possibly be made, of the
This argument had been
foreign supply.
supported with great ability in that House
upon several occasions by various hon.
Members, but by no hon. Member with
greater ability than by the right hon. Baronet the Home Secretary.
These were
the sentiments of the right hon. Baronet
expressed upon that occasion :—

as far as

it

" It appeared to him that for a State of the
power and the magnitude of Great Britain, deliberately and voluntarily to place itself in a state
of dependence on foreign Powers for its daily food,
was the most foolish thing that could be imagined.
It was like placing the country in a state of siege
all the supplies were to be drawn from without,
and if they were stopped there would be a state of
dearth which would lead to absolute desperation,
and there would be this destruction if our supplies
could be cut off by any foreign Power.
If we
placed ourselves in that position, there were enemies so jealous of us, that they would readily cut
otf the supplies, and reduce us to the greatest extremity; and when he heard such a proposition
pressed, he could not but consider it most dangerous
After all it was not in the
and most unwise.
power of any human legislation to prevent occasionally a deficient harvest.
Neither was it possible for any legislation to prevent a deficient harvest from being a national calamity."

—

That was the opinion of the right hon. Baronet in 1839; and the opinions of the
right hon. Baronet at the head of the Government were analogous, as expressed on
In that debate the
the same occasion.
right hon. Baronet spoke as follows
"

Now,

if

:

you are right in maintaining that the

shores of the Baltic will afford oiu* chief supply,
if in reliance on that supply we diminish materially the production of corn at home, the misfortune of a generally deficient harvest may involve us in the greatest peril. In ordinary seasons we may safely trust to a regular supply from
abroad, and the discouragement of home production may not be seriously felt but if the common
calamity should arrive, (and Mr. Tooke and the

and

;

highest authorities show that

it

ought to be fore-
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we may have cause hitterly to repent
enour loss of independence, and to find that the
couragement we gave to home production, by re-

seen,) then

against
strictive duties, was a provident insurance
the dangers of famine."

These were no small

authorities in support

and he should
of that view of the case
leave them to the House to weigh at their
good deal had been said in the
leisure.
;

A

course of the debate about the question
under discussion being a labourers' question
and a landlords' question. The strongest
proof, however, that it was not altogether

a landlords' question was furnished by the
in which it had been taken up by
the tenant farmers at the meetings which
had taken place in all parts of the country.
Go where one would, very few of the landlords were to be found at these meetings ;

manner

they were all, or mostly all, composed of
The tenant farmers felt
tenant farmers.
that their interests were materially involved
in

the question

at

issue,

and therefore

The
they displayed unwonted activity.
landlord was, in most cases, an opulent
man, to whom it was not perhaps important
if his rental was reduced some 20 or 25
but the tenant farmer had inper cent.
every
vested all his capital in his farm
thing he had in the world was at stake and
consequently he felt himself to be in a very
And when people said
difi'erent position.
that the landlord had but to reduce the
rent to place the tenant in a safe position,
they spoke without a knowledge of the real
facts of the case in question, as regarded
the farmer. Rent, in point of fact, was by
no means the heaviest charge upon the land
;

;

;

Ten shillings a quarter difference in the price of corn would not
make more than half the difi'erence in the
amount of rent.
An inteUigent tenant
of the tenant.

farmer had informed him, that if wheat
was reduced 10s. below the average of 545.
it would make to him half the difference
of the rent he paid his landlord; and he

had argued,

that the question
importance to him. If the
price of corn was low, because of the
largeness of the produce, no man could
reasonably complain but when the remunerative price of that article was beaten
down still lower by foreign competition,
then indeed he considered that the farmer
had a good right to complain of the system
which led to such ruinous results. With
respect to the question being a labourers'
question, it was a common observation,
that it was to the advantage of the labourer
That
to have bread as cheap as possible.
Avas

one of

therefore,

vital

;

no doubt, and it was true in
incomes were conTo the man with a fixed income
cerned.
meat,
it was most desirable that bread and
and every other article of consumption,
should be obtained at as cheap a rate as
possible but that rule did not apply to the
sounded

fact,

well,

so far as fixed

;

daily labourer,

who had

to subsist

upon

the wages he earned from day to day. The
rio-ht hon. Baronet at the head of the Government, and the right hon. Baronet the
Home Secretary, had both come to the
conclusion that the wages of labour were
not dependent upon the prices of provisions;
and he did not deny that to a certain
extent they were right ; that the price of
wages and the price of provisions did
alternate buckets in
however, that in the
agricultural districts the price of corn was
the basis on which wages were founded.
When there was a considerable addition to
the price of corn, there was always a rise
in wages, and when there was a great fall
in the price of corn, wages, in like manner,
When farmers were unable to get
fell.
good prices, and when matters went unfavourably for them, he had always found
He
that the labourers were the worst off.
recollected when corn was much lower than
in 1822, and again in 1835,
at present
which was a remarkably low year that
there was the greatest distress among the
labouring classes, because the farmers were
unable to obtain remunerating prices for
The right hon. Baronet
their produce.
the Secretary of State for the Home Department did not always entertain the same
opinion on this subject which he now professed.
He did riot find fault with him for
but he wished to quote the
the change

not rise and

a well.

fall like

He

said,

—

—

;

opinion expressed

by the right hon. Gen-

tleman in 1839 on this question. At that
time, in addressing, he presumed, the advocates of a repeal of the Corn Laws, the
right hon. Baronet said
If they desired a low price of corn, let them
•'

declare their intention, and he would tell them that
their object was to reduce the rate of wages for
low wages would certainly be the result of the low
price of corn."
;

That was the right hon. Baronet's opinion
1839 on this subject, and, as it would

in

appear, in direct opposition to the sentiments which the right hon. Baronet ap-

peared now to entertain.
He was aware
that the whole subject had been so long,
so ably, and so successfully debated, that
he had to apologize for trespassing on the
attention of the

House

at such length.

He
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was not one of those who would cast blame
or throw any imputation on any man or set
of gentlemen

on a great political
necessary to change
their opinions
but when he saw a statesman like the right hon. Baronet at the

who,

question, should find

it

;

17,
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debate, they would no doubt, follow out
the same course of invective in which they
had hitherto indulged against the right hon.
Baronet, in the vain hope of inducing the
right hon. Baronet to alter his mind, and

adopt another course.
He was glad that
head of Iler Majesty's Government, who the hon. Gentleman who had last addressed
was certainly no novice in the conduct of the House, had not spoken in the same
public affairs, and who must have made bitter tone of feeling as the other hon.
such subjects the study of his life when Members who had spoken on the same
he saw a Gentleman of such ability and side. The great complaint that hon. Genexperience throw overboard all his former tlemen had made against the right hon.
arguments, and abandon all his former Baronet was, that he had proposed a new
principles
when he heard him admit that Corn Law in consequence of the state of
the potato crop in Ireland, and the depresall his former views, founded on some exand when he sion and distress which were soon to follow
perience, were erroneous
But he did not see why the right hon.
heard the complimentary language which it.
The
he used towards the heads of the party Baronet was to be blamed alone.
that went by the name of the Anti-Corn- right hon. Baronet at the head of the Home
Law League when he recollected all this, Department had changed his mind as well
however he might admire the boldness of as the right hon. Baronet the First Lord
The right hon. Gentlethe Minister, it was not surprising if his of the Treasury.
confidence in him as a statesman was very man the Secretary at War had followed
materially shaken.
For his own part, en- in their wake and he believed that the
tertaining a strong opinion on the expe- Chancellor of the Exchequer was of the
diency of protection, not alone to agricul- same opinion as the right hon. Baronets.
ture, but also to other branches of native The rest of the Cabinet had also followed
industry, and seeing no sufficient reasons the right hon. Baronet in adopting the just
for the contemplated change, the right and popular view which he had taken.
hon. Baronet would excuse him if he de- Why, then, was the censure of hon. Genclined following him into the path through tlemen reserved for the right hon. Baronet?
which he would wish to lead them. The lie wondered that they had not blamed
right hon. Gentleman the Secretary at hon. Gentlemen on the Opposition side of
War told them the other night that this the House, who, having formerly been adwas a fine opportunity for the display of vocates for a fixed duty, now agreed in
their honour and disinterestedness; but he opinion with the noble Lord the Member
for one could not see how he was to main- for London, and thought that the time was
tain his honour at the expense of his poli- come for a total repeal of the Corn Laws.
tical honesty.
He had never given any He was surprised that this change had
pledge, and had never been asked for one, called forth no expressions of astonishment
but still he thought there was an implied or indignation from those hon. Gentlemen
agreement between him and his constitu- who ploughed with the same horses which
ents that he would endeavour to maintain they had yoked together twenty or thirty
the protection for which he had hitherto years ago.
Had not the right hon. Bastruggled
and, therefore, so long as he ronet told the House over and over again,
had the honour of having a seat in that that on the 1st of November he proposed
House, it should never be said that he had to his Colleagues to open the ports, and
betrayed the trust that had been reposed that he was only supported by three of his
in him, or the interests that had been com- Colleagues ?
The right hon. Baronet,
mitted to his charge.
seeing that his Colleagues would not agree
Sir C. NAPIER had hoped that after with him, gave his resignation into Her
the able, brilliant, heart-stirring, and im- Majesty's hands.
The noble Lord the
answerable speech of the right hon. Ba- Member for London then attempted to
ronet the First Lord of the Treasury, the form an Administration, but failed in the
hon. Members opposite would have allowed attempt; and he (Sir C. Napier) for one
the debate to come to a conclusion that rejoiced that the noble Lord did fail, beevening.
He feared, however, from what cause when he saw the numbers who had
had fallen from the noble Lord the Member deserted the standard of the right hon.
for Newark, that if it was still the inten- Baronet, he could not but think that the

—

—

—

—

;

;

tion of hon.

Members

to

proceed with that

hostile array pre36nted on the other side
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of the House, would have been much more
formidable than it was now likely to prove.
The noble Lord the Member for Newark
had asked why the right hon. Baronet did
The noble Lord
not now open the ports ?
blamed the right hon. Baronet for not

opening the ports, because in November
he had expressed his opinion of the necessity for opening them; but he (Sir
Charles Napier) believed that if the right
hon. Baronet had proposed to open them
now, hon. Members opposite would have
opposed the project just as much as they
did the present measure. He thought that
the right hon. Baronet Was perfectly correct
Hon.
when he wished to open them.

Members

opposite

now

told the right hon.

Baronet that they would much rather have
an immediate repeal of the Corn Laws than
a repeal at the end of three years; but he
(Sir C. Napier) was not going to fall into
that trap.

He believed

that the right hon.

Baronet had gone just as far as he could
Hon. Gentlemen opposite hoped, by
go.
inducing the right hon. Baronet to agree
to this alteration, that the measure would
be defeated in the House of Lords; but he
trusted that it was a settled thing on that
(the Opposition) side of the House, that
they would not take the bait which hon.
Gentlemen were so ready to offer them.
The noble Lord the Member for Newark
had said that there ought to be an appeal
to the country on this question.
But was
this the time,

of stai-vation

when

—and

Ireland was in a state
hon. Gentlemen must

know that Ireland was
tion when they did not

in a state of starva-

contradict what the
right hon. Baronet said on the subject
to

—

make

matters still worse than they were
by an appeal to the country ? The noble
Lord was the most extraordinary man
whom he had ever heard speak on this
subject.

He changed

stantly.

The noble Lord, who had always,

his

arguments con-

he beheved, been a sliding-scale nobleman
was now ready, it seemed, to accept a fixed
duty.
The noble Lord had changed his
mind, just as the right hon. Baronet had
changed his, with this difference, however,
that the right hon. Baronet changed his
because he was convinced that he had been
wrong; while the noble Lord changed his
in order to keep up his rents. [" Oh, oh "]
!

Hon. Gentlemen opposite did not hke to
hear the truth; but he would tell them
very plainly what his opinion was on the
subject, namely, that if they did not think

would fall in consequence of the
measure, there would be no opposition to it.
their rents

[

!

*
'
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He knew that plain speaking

was not in fashion in that House but he
must remind hon. Members that when interest swayed the human heart the mental
vision was not always perfectly clear. The
right hon. Baronet had adverted to what
had fallen from the hon. Member for North;

amptonshire (Mr. S. O'Brien), in relating
a conversation which had taken place between the hon. Member and his good friend
the tenant farmer. Now he (Sir C. Napier)
would take the liberty of giving a little
advice to the hon. Members opposite.
He
would recommend them, instead of making
long speeches, to grant long leases to their
tenants, and then they would gain much
more than they would get by protracting
this debate.
Let them go to Scotland,
and see how the land was farmed there.
That country had an adverse climate, three
weeks behind that of England, yet let
Members look at the manner in which

—

turnips were cultivated
let them look at
the mode in which wheat was drilled, and
the crops were thrashed out by machinery,
instead of employing men and horses.
If

would imitate the example of ScotEngland would become an exporting
instead of an importing country.
"It
may seem. Sir," said the hon. and gallant
the}'

land,

Officer,

me

'*

very ridiculous in a sailor like

to give advice to hon.

Gentlemen op-

on the subject of agriculture; but
I myself am a farmer.
True, I am not
a farmer of very long standing, having
only been a farmer four years.
Four
years ago I took a farm of forty acres.
[Laughter.] Hon. Gentlemen may laugh,
but what is good for forty acres, is good
for four hundred.
I took, I say, a farm
of forty acres, and I wish I could have
afforded to have taken more land.
The
land was very bad; what is called in
Hampshire * forest land, Avhich had been
under the plough fourteen or fifteen years.
The land was very foul, and those who had
it before me used to plough it with four
horses, and two or three men conducting
them.
As might be expected, they lost
money by farming it.
One man gave it
up another took it no one could do anything with it, and they all went away
ruined.
I hope I am not fatiguing the
House? I began farming much in the
posite,

'

;

;

same way as my predecessors had done,
and the consequence was that in the first
year I lost 200Z.
Sir, I began to think
this was very bad farming. I looked about
Tne, and I saw a poor man, a neighbour of
mine, who ha4 a piece of land of ten acres,
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who had always good

crops,

trived to keep his land dry.

and

said,

you,

who have no

'

Well, old boy,
capital at

and who conI went to him

how
all,

it

that

you,

who

is

your wife, and
have such good crops
as you do ?
In reply to my question he
said,
If you will follow my advice you
will have good crops too.
Cleanse your
ditches, level your banks, and drain your
land well.'
I acted under his directions
and the next year,
in managing my land

have only a
yourself,

little

manage

i»ony,

to

'

*

;

in place of four or five quarters of oats,

which was the utmost which the land had
ever borne before, I had eleven quarters
of oats to the acre.
I went on under his
advice
and now, instead of the land belonging to me lying fallow during the
;

is the ease with nearly all my
neighbours, all my land, with the exception of three acres, has crops upon it.
If
hon. Gentlemen will do the same as I have
done, they will, I doubt not, succeed
equally well.
Mr. Speaker," continued
the hon. and gallant Member, ** I have

winter, as

taken up arguments different from those
used by others, because the question before
the House was so completely worn out,
that I thought it necessary to get up
something fresh, and to enlighten the agricultural mind."

Mr.

SHAW

said,

that unaffectedly,

if

he were to consult only his own feelings,
he would much rather have taken no part
in that debate.
In every view that he
could regard the subject to which it related,
and the circumstances under which it had
been brought forward, they were painful and
repulsive
they brought personal friendships and party predilections into direct
collision with public duty, and left him but

—

the alternative of perfect silence, or a condemnation of those men, whom, for the sixteen years that he had then been in public

he had followed and esteemed.
The
however, that not only the
measure itself, but, above all, the means
by which it was about to be carried, Avould
more injuriously affect Ireland than any
part of the United Kingdom
as well as

life,

conviction,

—

the peculiar course the debate had taken,
constrained him to trespass for a short
time upon the attention of the House. The
hon. and gallant Member (Sir C. Napier)

would excuse him for not thinking it necessary to attempt an answer to the gallant
Officer's speech.
With few exceptions,
the discussion had been kept up on that
side of the House, between the former supporter* of the Government aud the Mem-
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bers of the Government, aided by the select number of independent men who, "few

—

and far between" had risen to say they
would vote for the Government, while generally they had made their speeches
them.
Amongst those, indeed,
throughout the whole debate, there had
been no speech with the reasoning of which
he more entirely concurred, than that of
his noble Friend thfe Member for Liverpool.
His noble Friend described the course taken
against

by the Government as unwise, impolitic,
and unjust and the reasons which they
liad adduced to sustain their sudden change
of opinion as inconclusive and unsatisfactory
and although his noble Friend expressed a strong hope, in which he cordially joined, that if the measure did pass, it
would disappoint both the hopes and the
fears that were then entertained respect;

;

—

ing it
a most
ment.

^yet

his noble Friend regarded

He

it

as

and uncalled-for experi-

perilous

only regretted that his noble

Friend and he had come to different conelusions with respect to their votes.
And
when the right hon. Baronet (Sir R. Peel)
alluded to Lord Ashley and those other
hon.

Members who had

resigned

their

than repudiate their implied
engagements to their constituents, the
right hon. Baronet had no right to claim
them as approving of the conrse he (Sir R.
Peel) had taken
but, like his noble
Friend (Lord Sandon), they probably considered that when the leader of the Conservative party had taken that course, and
proposed a sweeping measure of free trade,
that that was entirely a new element in the
question that it rendered the result inevitand that a protracted contest would
able
That, more or
be injurious to all parties.
less, every thinking man must admit.
But,
with all the esteem which he sincerely entertained for his noble Friend and those
honourable men, he felt it to be the duty of
every independent Member of that House
to oppose what he thought wrong, and supseats, rather

;

—

port

—

what was

in itself right, irrespective

and of consequences
which he could not fairly be held re-

of the acts of others,
for

sponsible.
True it was that they must
reckon on defeat but was that surprising ?
A comparatively little band suddenly separated from what had been a powerful and
The
commanding body in that House.
noble Lord (Lord Morpeth) taunted them
that they were without leaders or a head.
Yes, their leaders had not only abandoned
They
them, but gone over to the enemy.
were necessarily io soDfl^ amazement and
;
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without concert, ill-arranged
confusion
and unorganized, undisciplined, unofficered;
and believing the
but yet undismayed
cause in which they had enHsted to be just,

the possible calamity of famine, and would
gladly support every measure for employing the labouring population, and alleviating the suiferings of the destitute poor in

they at least would not be deserters from
But whether victory or defeat awaited
them, they were resolved, with God's help,
The
to be true and faithful to the end.
subject of the potato failure, on which the

What he deprecated was, the
attempt to turn the potato failure in Ireland to a purpose which neither the facts
of the case nor sound reason could justify.

—

it.

Ireland.

hon. and learned Gentleman (Mr. O'Connell).
He (Mr. Shaw) on that occasion had
stated his opinion, that although there
would be in Ireland a considerable aggravation of the usual periodical distress at the
close of the present season, still that he
thought very exaggerated statements had
been put forth, and undue alarm excited on

But, assuming that the potato failure had
been as general and entire as some persons
had represented, could that for one moment
be seriously urged as a sufficient reason
for the sudden change of the Government
on the subject of the Corn Laws ? Were
they to be told that a man of the ability,
the knowledge, the information, and practical mind of his right hon. Friend at the
head of the Government (Sir Robert Peel),
could, for thirty years of .public life, have
recommended and advocated the system of

the subject.

His desire was to be most
guarded and cautious on a question involv-

protection as applicable to all the varied
wants and circumstances of that great

poor in
But, while he would not for a moment check the sympathies of the House,
nor discourage the efforts of the Government, he could not avoid deprecating exaggeration of the evil.
He liad taken great
pains, and had considerable opportunity of
making personal inquiries on the subject.
He had communicated with contractors for
large establishments, such as gaols and
v/orkhouses, and had watched the state of
the market since the panic had ceased he
had visited and made personal inquiries
during the autumn and winter in the counties of Cork, Tipperary, Carlow, Wicklow,
besides the county of Dublin, in which he
resided
he had held correspondence with
various other parts of Ireland
and the
result he came to was, that although there
had been in the digging out season a general apprehension of failure, that that

country, without taking into calculation
the liability to partial failures, deficient
crops, and bad seasons, to an extent far

right hon. Baronet (Sir R. Peel) had laid
such peculiar stress, had been already that
night debated on a separate Motion by the

ing the

vital interests of the suffering

Ireland,

;

;

;

had since been greatly allayed, and that
there was at present, in most parts of Ireland, the reasonable expectation of a fair
average crop.
In some parts he feared it

beyond what it could for one moment be
contended the potato failure could affect
the present controversy ?
It was only
within the last few days that he had heard
the right hon. Baronet (Sir J. Graham),
in answer to the hon. Member for Rochdale (Mr. Sharman Crawford), when proposing outdoor relief under the Poor Law
in Ireland as a remedy for the potato
failure, ridicule the notion that a temporary emergency shoidd be met by altering the principle of an established system.
With reference to the diminution of the
committals for crime during the last three
years, quoted by- the right hon. Baronet,
he, or any one acquainted Avith criminal
statistics, could have told the right hon.
Baronet that such was always the case
when the demand for labour and the employment of the poor increased and he
thought the stimulus given in that respect
by the railway works of the last three
years had been rather unfairly kept back
;

would be very deficient, and that the evil
had been increased by a waste of the po- by the Government speakers.
He was
tato, and a glutting of the market under not there
to deny that there was not only
the influence of an early panic. He should much that was
plausible, but much abstract
also observe that there was, that year, a truth in
the principles of free trade, and
more than ordinary supply of grain and the maxims of political economy.
They
other food in Ireland, as a substitute for were not, at
that side of the House,. so igthe potato, and he trusted, likewise, better

means of purchasing food, from a more
than ordinary employment of labour.
He
was, however, far from blaming the Government on the contrary, he commended
them for taking active means for averting
;

norant as their opponents
of the Avritings of Adam

think
Smith, of Malthus, M'Culloch, Ricardo, and other eminent men of that class
they had read
them, but they also knew a little more
and that while those doctrines might be
aff'ected to

;

;
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present Government, with all the force of
very sound as regarded a new country, or
and it would be nauof sincerity and truth
if you could persuade all the nations
and the country were
House
the
to
seous
and
reciprocity,
the
with
the earth to act
he to attempt to reproduce them then,
simplicity of a single community, ruled
when, night after night, the process was
came
you
when
that
yet
authority,
one
by
going on of the words in which they had
Engas
country
to apply them to such a
been spoken being eaten at that very table,
land, you could only do so having a full
the very men by whom, they
of her artificial condition, where, and by
;

consideration
the national debt, and consequent heavy
taxation, under which she laboured, as

well as all the peculiar cir^Hunstances and
complicated interests upon which essentially depended the welfare, prosperity,

and happiness of that mighty Empire.
"

A thousand years scarce serve to form
An hour may hiy it in the dust."

a State,

they so frequently and
profitably learned these lessons of practical wisdom as from those very men who

From whom had

would now have them untaught them all ?
The speech of the right lion. Baronet (Sir
Robert Peel) on the previous night, had
been, from first to last, an absolute freetrade speech, unqualified by any one of the
doctrines of caution or practical experience
of which he had not only been the disciple
but the teacher for the last thirty years
the new convert had almost surpassed the
;

The right
so recently been uttered.
hon. Baronet the Secretary for the Home

had

Department (Sir
gulp

all

Graham) had tried to
But that was

J.

his at one swallow.

too much even for the stomach of the right
hon. Baronet, and it quite overcame the
No, it
nerves and gravity of the House.
would not do for the right hon. Baronet
now to talk of " abrogating his inherit-

ance," rather than wring his wealth from
Was that,
the poverty of the poor man.
then, what the right hon. Baronet had been
doing for the last thirty years of his life ?
That assumption was really the begging, of
Did the right hon.
the whole question.
Baronet think that even the poor rustic labourer was so simple as to be taken by
that appeal, recollecting who it was that,
it were only the other day, so poetically

as

described
"

The breezy

call of incense-breathing

morn,"

compared with the sad sound of the
"
and drew the pathetic confactory bell
trast between "the blooming garden and
"
the " innocent walk of
the foul garret
the theories of the free-trade philosophy the country Sabbath, and the debauchery,
were to be applied in their full latitudi- the sorrows, and the sins of the crowded
narianism, or cautiously adopted with the manufactory;" who spoke of "sinking
careful discrimination and matured wisdom hearts and rebelling hands ;" and asked,
which the existing circumstances of an " where were the moralists that they did
ancient and highly artificial country sug- not lift their voices against those fearful
The onus lay upon the right hon. consequences?" Ay, but where was the
gested.
Baronet to convince those whose opinions moralist now, when the right hon. Baronet
had been formed under his own teaching was himself proposing to perpetrate a cruelty which he then described as " far more
for the last thirty years, that he (Sir R.
Peel) had been wTong all the rest of his atrocious than sending the Poles to Siberia?" and declaring that that very syslife, and was only right since the 1st of
and that, either by the tem would make this " the last country
last November
proof of altered facts or circumstances, not he would wish to inhabit," which he now
or by a new said was to render it prosperous, peaceful
temporary emergencies
course of reasoning, not by the trite and contented ? Depend upon it, this sudtruisms borrowed from the school of the den change in six months from the opinmore consistent free traders, nor plagiar- ions of a whole life would much more
isms from the speeches of hon. Gentlemen afi'ect the public character of the men than
opposite, or the Anti-Corn-Law Leaguers the soundness of their former opinions
all which had been a thousand times
and, unless that change could be sujjexplained or refuted by the right hon. ported by facts and reasoning very difi'erBaronet himself. His vocabulary or pow- cnt from any that had been adduced
ers of reasoning could add nothing to in the present debate, their former opinthose able arguments and eloquent state- ions and arguments would remain untouchments made at former times by the right ed, and bear all the impress of their inhon. Baronet and the Members of the trinsic worth.
But, passing from the six

and the right hon. Baronet's
whole argument was a petitio principii, in
regard to that which was the real gist of
namely, whether
the question in dispute
old professors,

—

as

'

—

'

—

;

—

—

;
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months' converts to those whose conversion appeared, as far as the pubhc was
informed, to have been brought about in
not many more than six days, he came to
what did appear to him the most inexpHcable, what certainly had been the wholly
he
unexplained part of the entire case

LAWS.

—SIXTH

NIGHT.

by his firmness and
strengthening their Government, and consohdating their power and
ours, weakening and dissolving both by
the exhibition of the very opposite quali-

Crown

in that country,

consistency

—

ties ? Was that a moment that America,
however you might attempt to bribe her
meant the conduct of those Colleagues of to peace by a repeal of the Corn Laws,
the right hon. Baronet who had resigned should see the public men of England
their offices and raised the first alarm wanting in that true English spirit which
throughout the country because they dis- refused to succumb to blustering and claand mour ? He was persuaded the Members
approved of his proposed measure
yet in not a great many days resumed of the Government were all men of pertheir offices again for the purpose of sup- sonal courage, who would not hesitate to
It was no risk their lives in the discharge of their
porting, those same measures.
answer to say, that they were all honour- duty but he maintained that they would
able and upright men, who could not be be handed down to posterity as the greatest political cowards that ever wielded the
influenced by dishonest or corrupt motives
;

;

;

he had the pleasure of a personal acquaintance with most of them, and he could say
with the most unaffected sincerity that he
knew all that to be true there was one
of them whom the whole civilized world
:

knew

to

be incapable of trickery or double

dealing.

as
But that was not enough
had a right to de:

destinies of that great country.
The
right hon. Baronet (Sir J. Graham) not

only seemed to speak with

all

the incau-

be
ready to act with all the desperation of
a political coward.
He made it the substance of his speech
the very point of his
tious zeal of a political apostate, but to

—

He

did not see

how

public men, the public

peroration.

mand

bear any other construction than that the
right hon. Baronet, for the sake of peace
and good order, discarded that great party
which had always been the friends of
order
Avhich comprised an immense proportion of the rank, the property, and,
let what would be said to the contrary,
the intelligence of the country and who
at all events inherited the principles as
well as the blood of those who for centuries
had been distinguished as the supporters
of good order, the laws, and the Constitution. And, forsooth, to prevent revolution,
anarchy, and ruin, the right hon. Baronet
(Sir James Graham) would throw himself
and the Government bodily into the hands
of the Anti-Corn-Law League in England,

It
a public explanation of them.
was not for this country only, but that the
conduct of their Government might be inIt was
telligible to all other countries.
not for the present time so much as for
It had been justly observed by
history.

Lord Mansfield, if he rightly recollected,
or some other eminent man, that the worst
precedents had often been established from
the best motives, and that when a sound
principle was departed from, in order to
meet the exigencies of a particular case,
that which was in itself well intentioned,
and in the particular instance just, could
easily be turned by designing men, and
from bad motives, to the purposes of injustice. The right hon. Baronet seemed to
think that the personal conduct of the
Members of the Government was a matter
of little moment ; but he protested against
that doctrine and while he did not attribute to the Members of the Cabinet
the slightest taint of personal corruption
or dishonesty of motive, yet if their conduct continued unexplained, he believed
that the discriminating public of that and
;

other countries would consider that it
evinced an infirmity of mind
an instability of purpose
a political tergiversation
a species of Cabinet juggle unprecedented in the annals of English statesmen.
Would their powerful neighbour, France,

—

—

—

could

it

—

—

and of the Repeal Association of Ireland
He had been much struck the other day
by the speech of a tenant farmer, he be!

who told the
anecdote of a manufacturer's remark to
him, *' Why you farmers are fools
why
don't you agitate and annoy the present
Government, for that is the only way of
obtaining anything from them ?" The lesson had not been lost in Ireland
he observed that an hon. Friend of his, and
one for whom he had much personal regard, widely as he differed from him in

lieved in Northamptonshire,

;

;

(he meant Mr. Smith O'Brien,)
had hailed the present concession as an
fail to draw the striking contrast between
harbinger of a Repeal of the Union
and
the eminent man the First Minister of the his hon. Friend was an enthusiastic and
politics,

;

I
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who would not fail to proand he himself protested ho

earnest man,
fit

by

it

;

should not be so much astonislied, if, in
hence, he found his right
hon. Friend (Sir R. Peel) under the pressure of sufficient agitation, and in deference to popidar clamour in Irehmd, proposing some modified plan of a Repeal of
the Union, as he would have been two
years ago, had any one then predicted that
he (Sir R. Peel) would, at the present
time, have proposed the measure that the
House was then discussing. As regarded
Ireland, the measure would, in a twofold
point of view, be unfavourable to the Union ;
first, it would take from the friends of
that measure the argument of the great
advantage Ireland derived from the certain
demand of the English market for her
agricultural produce, almost her sole staple
commodity and her imports of corn to
Great Britain were yearly and rapidly increasing.
Next, it would furnish to the
repealers the strongest inducement to persevere, seeing, that while protection was
abolished, and all bounties taken from
other trades, a great encouragement and a
monster bounty was offered to the trade of
a£:itation.
And when the right hon. Baronet (Sir R. Peel) had last night used a
threat to the agricultural interest, which
he thought was not very worthy of the
right hon. Baronet, nor could much alarm
them that if annoyed he would not be very
unwilling to yield the total and immediate
surely that was
repeal of the Corn Laws
but a further proof of the instability of mind
of the right hon. Baronet, as a public man,
and of his besetting infirmity to adopt the
counsel of his opponents, and to yield that
to pressure and to blamour which he refused to reason and to justice.
The noble
Lord (Lord J. Russell), in concluding his
speech the other night, spoke of the "glory"
to be reaped by the present Government,
and the solid satisfaction by the noble Lord
and his party from their coalition for the
carrying of the measure then before the
House. When he heard the noble Lord apply the term "glory" to the present Government as their share, he could not but think
that the noble Lord was speaking bitter
irony.
If glory at all, it must be the
glory of martyrdom.
For let success or
failure be the result, let that measure bring
weal or wo to the great interests of the
country, surely glory, or honour, or credit,'
could never attach to the means by which
the present Government would have carried it.
No the noble Lord, and men of

two years

;

—

—

;
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and out of the House, well
that the conduct of the Government
in that regard would have given a shock
all parties, in

knew

public feeling, which would vibrate
through every portion of the Queen's Empire, and shake throughout the world all
to

confidence in their public men. But
that the noble Lord and Gentlemen oppoand he was one of
site, as party men
those who thought that the country must

])ublic

—

—

he governed by parties he did not wonder that they as party men should feel
great satisfaction.

They saw on
ranks broken

It

was only natural.
House their

this side of the

— their

strength scattered ;
R. Peel) having*
committed suicide on his own party with
the very weapon by which he had formerly
overthrown the noble Lord and his party :
the man who, at the head of a united and
overpowering phalanx of that House, had
triumphantly driven the noble Lord from
his position, now supplicating the noble
Lord to spare the existence of his Government— [" No, no "] Well, if they objected to that expression, he would correct it
then, at all events, existing as a Government upon the sufferance of the noble
Lord ; a Government obviously in extremis; Cabinet Ministers, without seats in
Parliament, offices vacant, and which could
not be conveniently filled up.
For whether the popularity of the Government was
tested by appeals to a Conservative or freetrade constituency
to an agricultural or
metropolitan district
failure was equally
likely to be the result.
For his part, he
his right hon. Friend (Sir

!

—
—

—
—

said
and he said it in the sincerity of his
heart
that when he recalled what the
party led by the right hon. Baronet was
three years ago, and what it had become,
he was sorry his political life had lasted
until he saw that day, and was impelled by
an imperative sense of duty to renounce
the leadership of the man with whom he
had been associated throughout his (Mr.

whom, however, he
be permitted to call
his right hon. Friend.
Mistaken, and
greatly mistaken, as he thought his right
hon. Friend, he was satisfied that his right
hon. Friend was influenced by a sense
of what he deemed his public duty.
He
Shaw's) pohtical
he could

trusted,

life,

still

claimed for himself the same just construction of his motives, in opposing the measures of his right hon. F'riend and it was
very painful to him (Mr. Shaw) personally.
He would conclude by addressing to
his right hon. Friend on his own behalf,
and that of those who felt with him, the
;
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words which not very long before, and on
a similar occasion, his right hon. Friend
had addressed to the noble Lord oppo'' While
site, the Member for London
you invite us to follow you, you present to
:

us only distracted councils, conflicting Colleagues, statements of facts not to be reto oppothen peremptorily
refuse to surrender our judgment to your
guidance, and to throw the protection secured to agriculture, under the existing
law, into the lottery of legislation, in the
vain hope that we might by chance di-aw

conciled,
site

and arguments leading

conclusions.

We

LAWS.— SIXTH

NIGHT.

there were any industry to which the Governdid not now afford protection, that the

ment

protection which it extended to agriculture
must be unjust to the class pursuing the un-

protected branch of trade. He supposed they
Well, he was then,
would not deny that.
in some sense, the respresentative of one of
the largest trades carried on in this country;

a trade to which no Gentleman on the ophad ever proposed to extend the
protection of legislative enactments. Since
he had entered the House a proposition had

posite side

been made to remove restrictions on the
export of machinery much of it used in

—

the trade referred to. Every hon. Member
connected with that trade had voted for it.

the prize of a better.

Mr. bright said, that he had hoped
when the hon. Member for Bristol moved Last year it was proposed to sweep away
his Amendment, that they were to have the protective duty of 10 per cent, from
Every hon. Member conthe question of protection discussed that cotton yarn.
when the right hon. Baronet moved that nected with the trade voted for the propoAnd there was now not a person in
proposition which had been so often and sition.
so ably brought forward by his hon. any way interested in the business, who did
Friend the Member for Wolverhampton, not regret that the right hon. Baronet had
they were to have the whole question fairly not swept away every vestige of protection.
;

gone into, as being that about which the
country really cared for he would assure
hon. Gentlemen opposite, that they never
committed a greater mistake than in imagining that the great body of the people
cared one farthing about the quarrel in
He had
the great Conservative party.
been an attentive listener during the debate,
and had endeavoured to find out any reasons which might be alleged in favour of
The hon. Member
agricultural protection.
for the University of Dublin would forgive
him if he did not attempt any answer to
as, if he was not mistaken,
his arguments
this was a discussion on the merits of protection, and on these merits the hon. Gentleman had said not one syllable.
He
passed, then, to the speeches of those Members who had at all grappled with the question.
The hon. Member for Bristol said,
that the farmers of England would not
consent to sell cheap corn, and buy dear
sugar ; and the hon. Member for Lincoln;

;

shire had stated that the Colonies of England
had been protected at a heavy expense to
the English farmer. From this he gathered
it to be the opinion of hon. Gentlemen opposite, that it was not fair to give protection

But he would not talk of the cotton and
woollen trades he would come to that
great branch of industry of which hon.
Members opposite talked so much, and appeared to know so little.
He had passed
by the door of the Central Office of the Protection Society the other day, and certainly
the place did look what was generally called
" seedy," and very forlorn. There was not
the least appearance of business ; but he
observed a handsome brass plate on the
door, marked " Central Society for the
Protection of Agriculture and Native Industry." Now, what was this native industry that they were so anxious to protect ?
Did they recollect that in 1842 his hon.
Friend the Member -for Stockport (Mr.
Cobden), proposed that before they proceeded to make a law to raise the price of
bread, that it was becoming to ascertain
whether it was possible to make a law to
raise the rate of wages ?
What, on that
occasion, was their answer ? That spinners
and weavers did not understand political
economy that it had long ago been settled
that wages could not be raised by Act of
Parhament. They had said so, and within
an hour of the declaration they proceeded
to make a law for the express purpose of
raising the price of the wheat which they
had to sell the produce of their own es-

—

—

to the colonial sugar grower if protection
were withdrawn from the British grower of
He admitted it most freely. If this
corn.
great inroad were to be made upon protec- tates. They would impose prohibition, and
tion, the principle must be extended to all raise the value of the article to a certain
manufacturers, agriculturists, and colo- pitch.
They did not mind the starving of
If, then, it were unfair to protect
nists.
an operative in Lancashire, or a labourer in
sugar and not corn, it must be clear that if Wiltshire. To a certain point they seemed

—

—
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The pocompetition
for food increasiiifr, and, therefore, they
hoped, as they said, that there would be an
a hope
increase of profits to their farmers
which the puldic was ill-natured enouii^h to
translate into a hearty aspiration for an inBut now,
crease of rents to themselves.
where was this protection to the labourer ?
Pie had heard a clcr<jjyman of the Church
of En<^land say that the protection of the
labourer was the Poor Law.
But it was
as much the protection of the landlord.
If the latter became poor he would betake
himself to the Union.
But what protection had the labourer akin to the protection
which the Corn Laws f^ave the landowner?
That House, within the memory of the oldest of those who now sat in it, had passed
no law for the purpose of giving employment to the labourer, or raising the rate of
his wages.
The hon. Member, the senior
Member, he believed, for Wiltshire (Mr.
Benett), at a meeting held the other day
in his county, made a long speech to the
farmers. He reviewed the condition of the
agriculturists in this happy land
and concluded by stating that, had he to come into
the world again had his life to be lived
over again he knew no condition which
he would choose with so much contentment
with such pleasure
as the humble lot of
an agricultural labourer. He (Mr. Bright)
determined

to carry prohibition.

pulation was increasing

— the

—

;
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labourer of Wiltshire; but he told his auditory, *' I be protected, and I be starving."
And it was not in Wiltshire alone that
Since he had
such scenes were passing.
come into the House a paper had been
put into his hand, drawn up by a most
respectable person at Tiverton, and containing accounts of the circumstances of
the number of each
twenty-eight families

—

family, and the

wages earned by

And how much

its

mem-

wages
amount to? Why 7^. a week. These men
with wives, and five, and six, and seven
lived in miserable huts, and
children each

bers.

—

did these

—

The hon. Member for
earned 7s. a week.
Northamptonshire said that the labourers
He asked him
there had 12^. a week.
whether it was protection that had given
the labourer in Wiltshire 7s. a week, and
whether the peasant there had protection
commensurate with that which Parliament
had accorded to the owners of the soil ?
The hon. Member for Northampton was
very pathetic on the subject of the coachmakers, who, he contended, were to be
thrown out of employment by the change
in the Tariff
but if the hon. Member
;

would go to Southampton, and interrogate
Mr. Andrews, the coachbuilder there, he
would be told that at this moment he was
constructing carriages to go to almost every
part of Europe. Why, he would not insult
his countrymen as some hon. Gentlemen
He would not beheve that they were
really felt some delicacy in saying anything did.
which could imply a doubt of the sincerity of so inferior in skill and enterprise that they
the man
the hon. Gentleman. The hon. Gentleman could be beaten on all hands
was older than himself, he had lived among of taste by the Frenchman the English
But hon.
agricultural labourers all his days, and he farmer by the serf of Poland.
ought to know something of their condition. Members persisted in expressing great
However, after all, he would take the horror at the consequences of the repeal
They were continually
opinion of the agricultural labourers them- of the Corn Laws.
selves upon the point, rather than that of talking of an inundation of wheat.
Now,
the hon. Member, landowner in Wiltshire we had different sorts of inundations.
though he was.
Now, it happened that There were actual inundations of water
there was a meeting of peasantry, at which there were talked-of inundations of wheat
the matter was debated the other night, but it was the remark of a wise and acute
at Goatacre.
He was aware that some writer on the subject, that rivers of wheat
hon. Members had stated that that meet- were as rare as rivers of gold.
No couning was got up by the League.
And he try produced more corn than was necesmust say that the omnipresence of the sary for its own wants, and there was noLeague had been so impressed upon hon. thing in the circumstances of any foreign
Gentlemen, that if he stated that the nation which would make it a formidable
League had nothing to do with the Goat- rival in agriculture to this country. They
acre meeting, he believed that some of drew from every acre in England a larger
them would go away with the impression quantity of corn than was grown on a corthat, nevertheless, it had.
But there had responding space in any country in the
been a second meeting at a plaoe called world.
There could be no doulit of the
Bremhill, at which the chair was taken by fact, and as httle of another fact, that
a labourer named Job Gringell.
Ho knew of the produce of the land the English lanot whether this poor fellow was a pattern bourer got less for his share than fell to

—

—

—

—

—

—
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of the actual tiller of the soil in

any other country whatever. Why, if their
prices were so much higher, as they said
they were, and the wages they gave but
grew
7s. a week, and if each of their acres
nearly twice as much as any other acre
in the world, how could any conclusion be
come to other than that the labourers of
England received a smaller share of the

CORN
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Such a system would never be found pracand as it would work infinitely
greater injustice than service, he advised
ticable,

the hon. Member for Berkshire to say no[Mr. Palmer: I
thing more about it.
only quoted Sir Robert Peel's speech
Yes, but you used the
on that topic]
right hon. Gentleman's argument as unanswerable at the present time.
There
was another burden on land about which
they heard nothing in that debate, and
that was the burden of game.
Two
sons of the Duke of Rutland had spoken
in that debate, and were about to vote
against the proposition of Government.
Now in 1844 that noble Duke paid 9151.

produce of their toil than the peasantry of
any country in the world. Then look to
the advantages by which the landowners
were assisted. They possessed more manure, they could hire better and cheaper
agricultural labour, they had superior implements, they had better roads, and markets more valuable beyond comparison, and for damage done by game on 389 acres of
Now he asked hon. Gentlemen how
yet they complained of not being able to land.
It was protection which had they could sanction a law which prevented
get on.
damaged them they had protected their a foreign supply of food being furnished to
and a starving people, and at the same time
farmers into a state of decrepitude
now, when a stimulus was to be applied, destroy quantities of food solely for their

—

;

they trembled for the consequences. How
Take the
did matters at present stand?
county of Chester. There they found a high
land of
aristocracy and a poor tenantry

—

fair quality

most wretchedly cultivated

own

gratification

?

I

believe, in reality

the hon. Gentleman), you are not
afraid of a repeal of the Corn Laws.
You
are angry with the Government, but you
are not afraid of protection being abolished.
(said

In this House and out of it you have said
if the Corn Laws were
abolished the land would be neglected, and
in
no rent paid by the tenants (an assurance
it not been for the proximity of Lancashire.
It was not that the people of Cheshire some of you will be reminded of before
were inferior to their Lancashire neigh- twelve months elapse) the labourer would
bours but that an unfortunate system of starve, the national debt not be paid that
legislation had destroyed the vitality of there would be no revenue
that a proud
An lion. Member complained aristocracy would be lowered that the
agriculture.
of the burden of poor rates on the land. Church, and therefore Christianity, would
He contended that the tenant farmers paid be endangered that the CroAvn itself would
no poor i-ate whatever according to the scale be insecure and that the sun of England,
which the hon. Gentleman would lay down, whatever that means, would set for ever.'*
and that their capital w^as whoUy exempt This is a short list of the calamities that
from local taxation. Those opposite com- were to come upon the country. Now do
plained that he did not pay poor rate on the you adhere to the statement, or are you
machinery in his mill, and on his stock in anxious to repudiate it? Why, you exhibit
Well, they could not wish to mete no alarm, you show no resistance.
trade.
You
out another measure to the manufacturers say that seven-ninths of the population are
from that which they applied to themselves. connected with agriculture, and nearly all
Let them see how this plan of taxation are in favour of protection; and yet, though
would work. The hon. Member might have all the calamities I have enumerated have
a tenant who had some thousands where- been predicted by you, their leaders and
with to cultivate his land that tenant paid guides, there is not the smallest prospect of
no poor rate on his household furniture, insurrection and the right hon. Secretaiy
on his stock, or his growing crops, or his for the Home Department assures us, that
Not a farthing poor for the last twelvemonths not even the sound
cattle, or his horses.
rate did he pay on aU these things until of sedition has been heard within the prea permanent improvement in the land ren- cincts of the Home Office. But you don't
Was that true or not? believe that any such dread calamities are
dered him liable.
Now if he (Mr. Bright) was obliged to pay at hand. Where, if you do, are your public
on his machinery, it was quite clear the meetings ? There was a meeting in Dorsettenant farmers must pay on their stock. shire of 1,500 persons- I myself addressed
in fact all the

elements for the production

mass of pauperism as great as that
the southern and western counties, had

of a

repeatedly, " that

—

;

—

—

;

;

—

—

—
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3,000 in that county, and presented their
petition for total abolition. But where else
have you held meetings? Did you see the
Lancashire petition with 300,000 signatures ?
Did you see the petitions presented
by the Metropolitan Members, signed by
400,000? and hon. Gentlemen opposite
coming down with their 150 petitions, with
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League," there are men in your ranks
and I defy them who will take that
bench (the Treasury) pledged to a mainThe right hon. Batenance of this law.

—

—

ronet took the only honourable course. He
He told you by that act, *' I
resigned.
can't any longer do what you want
The right hon.
can't defend your cause."
twelve or eighteen signatures to each ? Baronet, no longer your Minister, came
Where is public opinion in your favour? back the Minister of the Sovereign and
Look to the public press. All the newspa- of the people, and not the advocate of a
pers which have the widest circulation are, class who placed him at their head for
almost without exception, in favour of the their own special and private objects. Why,
have all heard of the right hon. Gentleman has not used you
Government proposal.
men going merrily to battle with a chance badly. He offered no obstruction to your
The right hon. Gentleman
of losing their heads, or gaining that glory taking office.
which they look on as a sufficient reward stated distinctly that he had not advised
have even heard of the Sovereign to send for Lord John Rusfor every peril.
sell, but that he left it to the Sovereign to
fiorae reckless and daring criminals who
joked upon the scaffold; but never could use Her own discretion as to the party to
we imagine men sliding into the unfathom- be selected for Her Minister. It would be
able abyss of ruin M'ith faces so jovial presumptuous in me to assume what were
and complacent as those of the hon. pro- the considerations that swayed the decision
tectionists opposite.
You say the right of the Sovereign but I doubt not there enIt would ill be- tered into Her mind the question, " Shall I
hon. Baronet is a traitor.
come me to attempt his defence after the select for office men pledged to uphold the
speech which he delivered last night
present Corn Laws? " and if she had done
speech, I will venture to say, more power- so, she would thereby do that which woidd
ful and more to be admired than any speech jeopardize the aristocracy, and do a thouwhich has been delivered within the me- sand times more damage to your institumory of any man in this House. I watched tions than the instantaneous sweeping away
the right hon. Baronet as he went home of every vestige of the system of proteclast night, and, for the first time, I envied tion.
Why, what sort of Government
him his feelings. That speech has circu- would you have made? There is a prolated by scores of thousands throughout gramme of your Administration printed
the kingdom and throughout the world; this morning in the Times,
There is the
and wherever a man is to be found who hon. Member for Somersetsliii-e at the
loves justice, and wherever there is a Board of Trade.
I don't say that all the
labourer whom you have trampled under mills of Lancashire would shut up at the
foot, that speech will bring joy to the
announcement, but irrepressible laughter
heart of the one, and hope to the breast or the utmost consternation must have
of the other.
You chose the right hon. spread in all the trading districts. Lord
Baronet
why?
Because he was the Stanley was to have been a leading man in

—

We

We

;

—

—

ablest

man

said so,

Why
great

of your

and you

was he the

party.

You always your Government. Kow,

deny it now.
Because he had

will not

ablest

?

profound attainments,
and an honest regard for the good of
the country.
You placed him in office.
When a man is in office he is not the same
expeiien-ce,

man

as when in opposition.
The present
generation, or posterity, does not deal as
mildly with men in Government as with
those in Opposition.
There are such
things as the responsibihties of office.

Look

at the population of Lancashire and
Yorkshire, and ask yourselves whether,
with all your valour, and although you talk
of raising the standard of protection, and
crying, " Down with the Anti-Corn-Law

recollect tlie noble
Lord's geography as to a Russian province.
The hon. Member for Norfolk, w^ho sits at
the Table, challenged my hon. Friend the
Member for Stockport to a discussion, at
St. Andrew's Hall, Norwich, and, in the
courtly language of the Central Society,
he predicted there would be a " shindy."
Well, the hon. Gentleman told the assembly
that certain resolutions were advocated by
Henry Clay, once President of the United
Well, if one Member of your CaStates.
binet does not learn better geography, and
another more correct history, I am afraid
your rule over the destinies of this Empire
You were, too,
will not be very brilliant.

to

have the Duke of Richmond.

That
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Duke said, last week, that my hon.
Friend the Member for Stockport got
thirty thousand pounds a week by his
business, and that one of his own tenants paid a larger amount of poor rates
than all the Leaguers put together. That
maybe true; but if it is it speaks badly for
protection, when one tenant of its greatest
advocate is obliged to pay so much to the
But what sort of
poor rate of his parish.
Government would Lord Stanley, the hon.
Member for Norfolk, and the Duke of
Richmond have formed ? I am quite sure
of one thing, that in all my pubhc speaking,
of which so much has been said elsewhere,
I never did anything so disastrous to the
noble

LAWS.
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quaintance with books; united to the profoundest ignorance of men.
Now, as to
the measure before the House, I hesitate
not to say that it is a great measure, and
does great credit to the Government. But
great measures, like great pictures, are
sometimes tarnished by defects and I believe it is a serious defect in this measure,
that it does not propose an immediate abolition.
I know that the tenant farmers in
;

many

immediate to gradual
not only because there is
no alarm in this country, and men are
giving higher prices for their farms, but on
this ground, that we have always advocated
the repeal of the Corn Laws, because they
aristocracy, and especially to the order of were unjust, in defiance of the laws of God,
Dukes, as the noble Duke of Richmond and an odious abuse of the laws of man. If
the emergency has been so great as to jusYes
has done for the last four months.
for exaggerated statements, for charges tify the Government in going so far, it
districts prefer

repeal.

I

ask

it,

;

against men from whom he differed, for
such statements as he is said to have made
last night,

" that

it

would be easy to send

itinerant agitators into the manufacturing
districts to

show that cotton would burn

And yet for men capable of such things, you profess yourselves
anxious to remove the statesmen who now
occupy the Treasury benches
You know
the country would not tolerate such a Government a week. I do not believe that
even you are anxious to place the protectionists in office
but you wish to be
avenged on those who have forsaken the
obligations of party, in order to obey the
call of a great country, imploring them
to work out its commercial deliverance.
I
was going to make an observation to the
Member for Oxford, if he had not left the
House I fear the hon. Baronet has forsaken his usual associates in politics, the
bishops. [« Oh "] I understand all the
bishops are to vote with the Government
as well as stacks."

!

;

:

!

be true, the orthodoxy of the hon.
Baronet will at least be doubted. Why,
would any Gentleman dare to say that
if this

when

there

is

the

intensest

suffering

in

your counties, and when famine is at hand
in Ireland, one dignitary of a Christian
church would dare to give a vote for
preventing the opening of the ports and
allowing a supply of food to a starving
people?
Though the hon. Baronet may
not truly convey on this occasion the sentiments of the bench of bishops, he is certainly the fitting representative of that Oxford which, from its celebrated decree in

1683 down to the present time, has done
more than any other city to prove that
there

may be

the greatest

possible

ac-

pronounces their condemnation if they stop
where they are. If there be suffering
throughout England, and a pending famine in Ireland (and no man is insane
enough to deny it), the Government can
never defend the duty of from 4^. to 10.?.
for three years on the importation of food.

Hon. Gentlemen say, the emergency is
not great
but as some will not believe
in a flood while it drowns only those in
;

cellars,
others will not give credit to
the existence of famine until it reaches
Belgrave-square.
The Hon. Members for

Hertford and Warwick made an attack on
the League, because they were said to purchase votes in the counties.
I recommend
them to read the decision of the Chief Justice of the Common Pleas.
He says it

was a course not only legal but laudable.
If there be any Member of this House who
fears that the incompleteness of the Rerorm

Bill

may

give cause for agitation,

must be a matter of rejoicing

it

him that
a mode has been discovered by which
to

tens of thousands of honest, industrious,
meritorious artisans have brought

and

themselves within the pale of the Constitution.
But not a farthing have the AntiCorn-Law League given for qualifications.
We merely ask those who are of free-trade
principles to qualify for counties if they
have the means of doing so.
A noble
Lord elsewhere has called on the Government to put down that proceeding.

The League is expressly framed for the
purpose of procuring the abohtion of the
Corn Laws; and when that abolition is eforganization will be instantaneously dissolved
and not till then. I
doubt not that the class of men, who.
fected, its

—
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through

its

instrumentality

may

obtain

their franchise, will use it at least as
independently as the tenant farmers, and
as much for the (rood of their country.
I ask the hon. Members opposite, representing^ pocket boroughs, and nomination boroughs, what they imagine their
countrymen will think of the course they
have pursued when, if there were truth
in the Minister
in
if there were truth
the statements of the hon. Member for
Cork, and of all those who had any opportunity of being acquainted with the facts,
there was a terrible calamity impending
over the country, for which somebody must
;

—

be responsible? The Government say
they will not take that responsibility upon
their shoulders, and sooner than do so, they
risk everything to remove it, and ask this
House to do that which common justice
makes imperative. I ask you if you think
that the execution of your vengeance
against the Minister will be held as any
excuse for the course you are now pursuing,
by your country and by posterity ?
Do
you believe it will ? What a glorious recompense will it be to you, if, after that
you have turned the Minister out of office,
and have appealed to the country, you
should see famine and distress stalking
throughout the land, and recollect that you
have been, through your factious proceedings in this House, the means of aggravating want and suffering among your
fellow creatures.

Mr. G.

HUDSON:

In rising.

Sir, to

which

I entertain

on this

state the views

important question, I think I may fairly
bespeak the indulgence of the House, for
though I am in the habit of addressing
public meetings, I am now about to
speak on a question of great importance
in an assembly with the forms of which I

am

imperfectly acquainted.

Sir,

say, in the first instance, that I

I

must

have not
been returned for a pocket borough and
that I came here on as independent grounds
as the hon. Gentleman who last addressed
the House.
I will go further, and say
that to the constituency who elected me, I
can go back with as much confidence, and
as much honesty of purpose, as that hon.
Gentleman can revisit those whom he represents.
Sir, this is a subject to which I
have given the deepest consideration.
Before I had the honour of being a Member of this House, I read with the greatest
interest the speeches of the right hon. Baronet, and thought upon them as an individual who had a right to feel deeply in the

—
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welfare of his fellow men.
I have listened
with the closest attention to the speeches
of the right hon. Baronet since I entered

Parliament and I confess that, having apmost anxious consideration to his
arguments, I am confirmed in the belief
that those opinions which I entertained
when I addressed the electors of Sunderland,
were both sound and constitutional. While
I deplore most deeply the calamity which
it is anticipated may take place in Ireland,
in consequence of the unfortunate train of
events that has arisen there, and many
comments upon which have been introduced
into this debate
while I am prepared to
sympathize with the sufferings which may
;

plied the

;

grow out of those unfortunate occurrences in the sister country
I nevertheless contend that this calamity, sudden
in its effect, and which can easily be met
by special measures of relief, should not be
made the basis of a call upon this House
to pass a measure of legislation which may
injuriously affect the great interests of the
country.
I think that the right hon. Baronet has not treated his party with the
fairness which they have a right to expect
from him.
I confess that I cannot coincide with the view which the right hon.
Baronet has thought fit to adopt.
In common with him, I entertain a strong sense
of the emergency of the occasion; but, with
the conviction pressing on his mind that it
was necessary to do something at once, why,
I ask, did he not come down to Parliament
prepared to propose a measure, the object
of which would be the immediate alleviation, if not removal, of the great misery,
sickness, and distress, which are said to
exist in Ireland ?
I regret that, not being
provided with any such measure, and not
intending to propose one, he should have
dwelt with such harrowing effect on that
subject; and entertaining, as I do, the
deepest commiseration for the wretchedness which has been described to us as
likely to ensue in Ireland, in consequence
of the failure of the usual supply of food
there, I call on the right hon. Baronet at
once to provide for that emergency. I am
sure that every one not divested of right
feeling will give his cordial support to any
such measure.
I freely give mine
but I
object to be called on to assist in passing a measure of general legislation to
meet a merely special emergency. Having fairly stated to the House my views
upon this branch presented to us for consideration, I come to the question itself
the policy of a repeal of the Corn Laws ;
possibly

;

;
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my opinion, is a question of the
of too much importgravest importance
ance to be embarrassed with the extraneous
matters which the right hon. Baronet has
The right
introduced into its discussion.
hon. Baronet certainly grounded the appeal
which he made to the House chiefly on the
Last night he found
success of his Tariff.

and

that, in

—

that ground untenable, and went back to
the state of tilings in the year 1825 but,
Sir, for my part, I believe that there were
other measures which contributed to the
;

prosperity of the country rather than the
action of the Tarift' of 1842, even though
that Tariff included the Premier's all-important repeal of the duty upon grease.
Let us examine what was the condition of

the country

right hon. Baronet

when the

the " helm of public
I recollect that my first interaffairs."
view with any Member of Her Majesty's
present Government had reference to the
construction of a railway of some import-

assumed what he

calls

At
ance between England and Scotland.
that time the depression was so great, and
the foreign exchanges were so much against
us in consequence, be it observed, of the
at that time, I say,
importation of corn
the balance of trade was so much against
us, that it was impossible to raise funds for
any railway purpose whatever and in order
to carry out a system which will, I believe,
confer greater benefits on the country than

—

—

;

any of the Prime Minister's measures
I was obliged to go from company to
company, to beg that, with respect to the
sum of about 500,000?., they would consent to guarantee some 6 per cent, to the

—

proprietary of the line in question.
Now,
from 1842 a change came over the state of
pubUc affairs.
were then blessed with
abundant harvests and I must say that,

We
;

when the

right hon.

Baronet spoke last

night, I think that, in his exultation at our
recent prosperity, he should not have for-

gotten that it was to those harvests, and
to the success of railway speculations,
that we were indebted for our national
prosperity. [Sir R. Peel: " Hear, hear
"]
It is well for the right hon. Baronet to
say "Hear, hear;" and had the prosperity I refer to been produced during a
!

period

when there was a large importa-

tion of corn, I perhaps
in his

might have joined
But such was
The prosperity was coin-

"Hear, hear,"

not the case.
cident with
portation.

also.

home production, not with imThe right hon. Baronet spoke
trade, and, said he, "See how

of the silk
the silk trade has increased."

SIXTH NIGHT.
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admit

it;

but that trade has flourished under a system of protection. There has been a duty
upon foreign silks and what we want with
respect to foreign corn is a similar duty for
a similar purpose a protection not immoderately large, but adequate to enable
us to meet the burden of poor's rates,
highway rates, land tax, and the other
charges to which the agriculturists are peThe right hon. Baronet
culiarly liable.
proposes to reduce the duty on shoes,
paper, and other articles of manufacture.
Why, Sir, I would ask him is this not a
The whole question
question of labour ?
If it were merely
resolves itself into that.
a question of machinery, I know we might
contend, and contend successfully, with the
whole world ; but when it comes to be a
question of labour, the burdens and the
heavy taxation which the labourers of this
country are subjected to, makes all the
The right hon. Baronet calls
difference.
upon the poor man the artisan, to exert
himself and enter into competition with the
labour of the world but he seems to forget there are charges imposed upon the
poor man here, which shackle his exertions
and impair his energies, from which the
;

—

—
;

and the labourer of other countries
The shoemaker of France who
contends against him, has to pay no poor
rate, highway rate, or other burdens, and
1
has a great advantage in the contest.
have, however, no fear of the competition
of the labour of France, or any other
artisan

are free.

country, against the labour of this,

are placed upon

tlie

same

if

footing.

both

We

have been talking about the price of corn
and it is a question for serious consideration
and to this I would invite the special atwhat is the protention of the House
bable price at which we shall be able to
purchase corn in this country, under the
measure of the right hon. Baronet ? I
have taken some pains to ascertain what
will be the probable price of wheat when
the Government Bill shall have passed
mean in the year 1849, when that measure will be in fidl operation.
I have had
large dealings in corn, and speak as a
practical man and I have not felt justified
in offering any opinion to the House, until
I consulted with men of practice and experience on the subject.
This is a question which I think important, and which
the House ought to weigh weU before it
decides on the proposition which has been
submitted to it.
In the year 1837 I had a
corn transaction, in which I was enabled
to deliver wheat at a port in this country
;

—

—

—

;
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—

charges paid, at 25s. a quarter. [An
Member: In what year?] In the
year 1837 I was enabled to deliver wheat
in a port of this country at 25.v. a quarter,
Now, I
each bushel weighinoj Gl^lbs.
ask, what will be the case in 1849, supAnd 1 say,
posing this measure to pass ?
before you legislate on a matter of such
importance a measure affecting such vital
interests
a measure that must tend to the
weal or ill of the country before you
come to a decision repealing the Corn
Laws altogether, you ought to have an account of the probable price at which corn
can be sold, when this change shall have
all

hon.

—

been

—

—

effected.

Why,

if I

were to add lOs.

per quarter as the probable effect of free
trade in corn to the 25s. I have stated, I
do not think I should be taking an unfair
view of the matter, or a view that is not
borne out by the information I have derived from the average prices of corn under
the new Bill.
I shall rejoice if it should
be otherwise but at the same time I cannot refuse to give to the House information obtained from sources of the highest
;

authority, and from

perience.

The

my own

right hon.

practical ex-

Gentleman the

Secretary at War spoke the other night
of the distress which prevailed amongst
the fanners and agricultural labourers of
the county of Wilts.
I heard the right
hon. Gentleman's statement with considerable dismay
but I should like to ask
him, when he said that protection was of
no benefit to the farmer, whether he
thought that 35s. or 405. per quarter will
make the farmer better off than he would
be with 405. or 505. ? To state this, it
seems to me, is a mockery and an attempt
to deceive.
I listened with much attention to the speech of the right hon.
Gentleman (Mr. S. Herbert), and to his
statements as to existing distress in Wiltshire.
The hon. Member for Northamptonshire (Mr. S. O'Brien) has invited the
right hon. Gentleman to visit that county.
I invite the right hon. Gentleman to visit
Yorkshire, and I promise him he will not
find distress, or anything like distress,
there
but I will not answer for what may
ensue if the present Bill pass into a law.
As to the question being a matter of rent,
I believe firmly and honestly that it is no
such thing
for if land were let without
rent, the farmer would be unable, under
the new law, to cultivate it and obtain prices
that would remunerate him. The right hon.
Baronet at the head of the Government believes that the farmers will be as they were
;

;

;

17,
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and that

before,

make any

it will not be necessary to
relaxation from the charges of in-

come

tax, which, under the present law,
the right hon. Baronet will take care that
the farmer shall pay, whether he realizes it
Now, I have got a paper here, to
or not.
which I beg the attention of the House,
and from which I shall take the liberty of
quoting the language of those gentlemen
who advocate the measures of free trade,
which it seems the right hon. Baronet is
to be the great instrument to carry out.
It is a paper which I do not know whether or not the right hon. Baronet has
called the '* League"
it is
ever seen
and that paper has ventured an opinion as to what will be the result of the
operation of the proposed Bill in the year
Having stated that it was pro1849.
hable the Bill would work well, they go on
to state that it is equally probable that the
" 1st of February, 1849, may be the commencement of a period of unexampled dis-

—

—

tress to the whole class of farmers, a dis-

and ruin reacting in the most fearful
entire community."
That is
the opinion expressed by those persons who
tress

way on the

are the great agitators of this measure. I
am not prepared, in the excitement
of a moment, or under temporary pressure
to recant the opinions which I have enter-

for one

tained for

many

years.

I

am

not prepared,

because the right hon. Baronet has thought
proper to change his opinions, for reasons
which I believe are most unsatisfactory to
every person who has heard them
I am
not prepared, I say, to overthrow in a moment those principles under the influence
of which this country has been brought to
a state of prosperity unexampled in the

—

What was the state
which the right hon. Baronet found this
country when he thought right to agitate
the question which he has now brought beI believe it is admitted
fore the House ?
on all hands that it exhibited every feature
Agriculture was
of returning prosperity.
rising from its previous depression, and
looking as prosperous as its most sanguine
The commercial infriends could wish.
terests were equally prosperous, the exchanges constantly running in favour of
But, Sir, I will acknowledge
this country.
that the effect of all this prosperity was to
history of the world.
in

create a rise in prices.
to ask this

Still I

House and the

should like

public,

why,

the interests of the country are
prosperous, should not agriculture be prosperous among the rest ? When bricklayers

when

all

are getting 285. a week, stonemasons 30s.,

BB
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ISs. to 2l5., why should
not the agricultural interests enjoy that
prosperity which extends to all other interests ? But it seems as if a bane were to

and labourers from

be put upon this interest, which I believe
I
to be the great interest of the country.
am aware that it is utterly impossible in a
country like this to contend for anything
like an excessive protective duty, or anyBut the right hon.
thing like monopoly.
Baronet does not carry out his own principles he still leaves 10 per cent, on manuThe shoemakers, for infactured goods.
I know
stance, are most hardly treated.
several of that industrious class, and I know
well that they will not be able to contend
with the overwhelming flood of foreign competition which is preparing for them. Then
It may be
there are the paper-stainers.
known that York has long been famous for
I know a gentleman in
paper-hangings.
that trade who employs great numbers of
persons at wages varying from eighteen
He has a most
shiUings to a guinea.
extended trade in all the large towns of the
But, no sooner did the right hon.
country.
Baronet bring forward his Bill, than my
:

friend received several letters stating that

LAWS.

home customers

—SIXTH

NIGHT.

—and then comes the time

of a bad harvest, and a sudden change from
What would
low prices to high prices.
the right hon. Baronet then do ? If he continued to rule the destinies of this nation,

the right hon. Gentleman would have to
come down and propose some extraordinary
measure for the sustenance and maintenance of the people. What would be the
It withdraws capital
effect of low prices ?
from the cultivation of the land the skill
and industry of the people are applied to
other purposes and pursuits, and ultimately
the country is thrown entirely upon a foreign
supply of food, that supply being dependent
upon circumstances over which this country
never has any control.
I believe that the
effect of this measure will be to paralyse
;

the industry of the country.
Indeed, I
fear its effect has ah*eady been very seriThe right
ously felt throughout the land.
hon. Baronet has referred to what occurred
in October
namely, the alarm of a deficient harvest.
He feared that we should
have to send out our gold to buy foreign
corn.
The consequence would be, that
the bankers, as they always did when they
saw any prospect of our being obliged

—

of the measure

would be to to buy foreign corn, would immediately
paper of shut up their coffers, and would show an
French manufacture, this paper having unwillingness to afford that accommodation
previously been subject to a very large which they are ever ready to do under more
duty.
My friend immediately reduced his favourable circumstances. The right hon.
works, and was obliged to discharge seve- Baronet says, that this was rather the
ral men from his employment.
I know
effect of other causes than of the price of
that these are not interests in which the provisions
but I can only express my
the

effect

introduce

large

quantities

of

;

great bulk of the nation are concerned
and that they may not, therefore, engage
the attention of the House
but the real
question is, '* Are the real interests of the
country concerned in the measure of the
right hon. Gentleman ? " I believe that the
;

effect of this

measure

will

be to throw a

large tract of land out of cultivation.
I
believe that similar results will take place

which occurred in the years 183536, when the average price of wheat was
At that period large tracts of land
395.
were thrown out of cultivation, and applied
to other purposes.
If the proposition of
the right hon. Baronet should be adopted,
the consequences will be that the land will
to those

be uncultivated. No doubt for a short time
there would be great cheapness we should
revel in low prices, and in the meanwhile
have an abundance of supply.
But my
;

humble opinion is, that the right hon. Baronet will not derive that benefit from this
circumstance which he anticipates.
He
will lose the best of all

customers

— the

entire conviction that

we

thing happen whenever
harvest.

In short.

Sir,

shall see the

same

we have a

short

my

belief

is,

that

we agree to the measure of the right hon.
Baronet, we shall throw a vast quantity of

if

land out of cultivation, and the effects cannot but be most ruinous. But I understood
the right hon. Baronet, when he brought
forward his plan, to state to the House
that he had a number of equivalents to
offer to the landed interest as a comBut
pensation for the loss of protection.
on looking very carefully through the

whole of his scheme, I must say "that I
cannot discover those equivalents.
I ask
the right hon. Baronet why he did not
deal with the poor rates
why a man who
is in the receipt of 3,000?. a year from the

—

funds should not contribute in the same
proportion to the poor rate as the man
who derives 3,000?. a year from land. Why
should you cast the burden of supporting
the poor wholly upon the land ?
If the
right hon. Baronet is determined to pass
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measure, then let him charge the support of the poor upon the Consolidated
Fund. I, as a practical man, assert that
there is no difficulty whatever in doing this.
I have had to do many things quite as difficult as tliat.
Why, I ask again, should
the fundholder, receiving his 3,000?. a year,
contribute nothing whatever to the maintenance of the poor ? It is monstrous that
such an exemption should be made in his
favour.
The whole country is bound to
provide for its poor by the highest command that can emanate to man. There are
other burdens which are peculiarly oppressive to the landed interest.
I recollect
a deputation waiting on the right hon. Baronet respecting the malt tax.
He said
then that there were certain burdens which
the land must necessarily support, and that
they had, therefore, better be quiet and say
nothing about it.
But I again repeat, I
do not see why the land should bear the
principal burden of the poor rates, and the
fundholder entirely escape. If the poor rate
were charged on the Consolidated Fund,
the poor would be provided for wherever
they might be found and there would, in
that case, be no necessity for their removal
from place to place, as the present law of
settlement now renders necessary. Nor do
I see why the land should be exclusively
burdened with the county rates. I think
it is extremely unfair to the agriculturists.
What we want is justice. If you tax malt
for the benefit of the revenue, why should
you not likewise tax the manufactures of
the country ?
Why not say to the manuthis

;

facturers,

''You

into gowns, before

shall

not

make

cotton

has paid a tax for
the benefit of the State."
You say to the
farmers, that they shall not make their
barley into malt without paying a tax to
the State.
Why should you not say the
same to the cotton manufacturer, if such
be necessary to the State ?
Then, I say,
it

this is really a labourers' question; it

comes
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than that of other countries.
For the
farmer of this country is bound to pay
more
he is charged with many other
things, which are no charge upon the labourer or the grower of corn in any other
;

country.
And, therefore, I say, if you call
upon us to contend with these things, put
us upon an equal ground.
Why should we
be called upon to contend with other countries, when we have not the same advantages ?
I admit there is the protection, as
is called, of the freight
but is it not
notorious that the freights from Hamburgh

it

;

and Dantzic are extremely small ?
But
this is not a measure which ought to be
passed hastily it ought not to be forced
upon the country without giving it the op;

portunity fairly to express its opinion.
It
is impossible to deny that the present Parliament, either by implication, or by direct

was returned upon the question
whether an eight shillings' fixed duty should
be adopted, or whether the protective principles of the right hon. Baronet should be
predominant.
Let an appeal to the country be made, and let the country decide as to this great and important measure.
You have already once had a Parliament that abused the confidence of this
declaration,

great country.
At that time, I did not
take a deep interest in politics
but I recollect the passing of the Catholic Relief
Bill, and I recollect, as a consequence of
the course then pursued by Parliament, the
passing of a great measure of Reform
reform which, in my opinion, never would
have passed, had it not been that Parliament had abandoned the great principles on
which it was elected. Though the right
hon. Baronet may be able, by the force of
his majority, to carry this measure through
Parliament, I do trust that he will have
some regard for the feelings of the country
that he will appeal to the people, and let
the country determine whether the Bill
shall pass or not.
If the relief of Ireland
be the object of Her Majesty's Government, let them bring in any measure they
think wise and expedient for the immediate
relief of that important country, and I am
satisfied there is no Member of this House
who will not readily assent to any such
;

—

—

down, after all, to the poor labourer, whether a manufacturing operative or an agricultural labourer.
Why not cheapen to
him his tea and his coffee, before you call
upon him in this way, and thus tax his
industry and his exertions ?
Why not give
him a boon along with that, if he must, in temporary measure. I am perfectly satisthe end, pay the tax ?
For it is absurd to fied, from my intercourse with my fellow
suppose that the effect of this alteration countrymen and it is pretty extensive
must not fall upon the labourer. Fall upon that however they may advocate this meahim it will fall upon him it must, because sure or the other in Parhament, they are,
the very thing which we have to contend for the most part, decidedly hostile to the
with, as an agricultural country, against passing of this Bill in the present Parother States, is, that our labour is dearer liament.
If you pass this measure, you

—

—
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my constituents,
will make it objectionable to the country.
hon. Baronet has referred to
the parties who have been obliged to
It was only their duty
resign their seats.
and I think it is not a subject of
to do so

The

right

;

regret, but

been found

of rejoicing,
in this

that there have

House some hon. Mem-

who are not forgetful of the solemn
pledges which they gave, either by implicawho are not forgettion or direct promise
ful of those engagements which bind man
to man in this great commercial country
and who are actuated by feelings so honourable as to induce them to vacate their
seats, rather than sacrifice their honour.

bers,

—

I know, Sir, that the observations which I
have addressed to this House are unworthy
of the acceptance of the House and of the
Government ; but I can assure the Govern-

ment
this

that

when

House,

I first

aspired to a seat in
object was to sup-

my principal

port the Government and the right hon.
Baronet.
I went to the hustings, and I
stand here, with the honest purpose of

promoting the interests of my country
but I do not stand here to vote for a measure the oifspring of a divided Government, and which has not been the subject
of that mature reflection which the mea;

sures of that

Government have hitherto

re-

hope the country will not suffer
by the abandonment of this measure at present; and I think the Government will best
ceived.

I

interest in

which

—SEVENTH
and
I

am

NIGHT.

to that commercial
so deeply

and so

in-

The right hon. Baterestedly concerned.
ronet stated that he was quite ready, when
it would seem fit, to throw aside the three
I shall
years that he gave to agriculture.
give my vote, behoving that protection
is a benefit to the agricultural interest.
But as between the immediate repeal, and
the extension of protection, I am, of course,
If the right hon.
in favour of the latter.
Baronet had made out a case that the protection to agriculture should be less than
hitherto, I should be prepared, perhaps, to
go along with him. It may be charged
against me that I am deeply interested in
but though I am largely interested
land
in commercial pursuits also, I beheve that
I am as incapable as the right hon. Baronet of shaping my course by any reasons
but a regard to the good of the country.
This measure is favourably received by the
;

Anti-Corn-Law

League,

though

it

may

end, as they state, in an unexampled state
of distress, spread over the whole of the
community. I will conclude by expressing my intention to give my vote against

the measure of the right hon. Baronet.

Debate adjourned to Thursday.

House adjourned

at a quarter past

Two

o'clock.

consult the interests and feelings of the
country, by, as I said before, giving their

HOUSE OF COMMONS,

immediate attention to the condition of
Ireland
by allowing this measure, perhaps, to pass through a division, and then
appeahng to the country to see whether
there shall be protection or no protection
to see, Sir, whether the labourer of this
country shall be called on to compete with
the labourers of Poland and Prussia
the
former receiving 125. and 14s. a week, and

Thursday, February 19, 1846.

;

—

—

COMMERCIAL POLICY— CUSTOMS— CORN
LAWS.— ADJOURNED DEBATE (SEVENTH
NIGHT).

On

Day for the resumpAdjourned Debate on the Corn

the Order of the

tion of the

Laws,
YiscorNT

DUNCAN

spoke as follows:
the foreign labourer getting only 4s. or 5s. If, Sir, I, who have always been a firm and
a week.
I say let the constituencies of
consistent supporter of free-trade principles
this country decide the question.
The since I have had the honour of a seat in
hon. Gentleman the Secretary at War said this House
if I have hitherto abstained
that the labourers of Wiltshire were only from taking
an active part in this debate,
earning 8s. a week.
I would recommend
I can assure the House that it was not
him, then, to give his serious attention to from any
fear of any new arguments that
the alleviation of the pitiable condition of have
been brought forward by the native
the labouring classes in his district, and talent
arrayed on the protection benchea
he will then confer a vast benefit on his opposite. But, Sir, if I have hitherto abcounty.
I can only say that if such a
stained from mixing in this debate, it waa
state of things had existed in my neighbour- from
the firm conviction that our arguhood, I should have been ashamed to ments on
this side of the House were unacknowledge it, and should have tried to answered, and had
proved unanswerable ;
remove it. I feel that in opposing this and because I felt they
had been triumphant
measure, I shall he performing my duty to out of doors
^ti'iumphant in and over tha

—

—
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Cabinet and I also hope I may add, that
they arc Hkely soon to be triumphant within
the walla of this House.
I have listened
as patiently as I could during the six nights
of this protracted debate, and I have not
heard one new argunu'ut in favour of protection.
I have heard much of personal
attack; some lugubrious orations about
the breaking up of a great party j some
rery curious statistics and last, not least,
some very newfangled doctrines touching
:

;

political

honour and

political consistency,

beg to assure my hon. Friend the
Member for Northampton (Mr. S. O'Brien)

which

I

are not to be found in Adam Smith, nor in
any dictionary of political economy ; and

19,

find that the hon.
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Member for Somersetshire

was then, as now, the great

agricultural

prophet of the day. This hon. Gentleman,
who in this debate lias indulged us with
some Russian statistics, stated at that time
that a correspondent of his in New Orleans
had Avritten to inform him that there was
a district in America containing a population of 5,500,000 persons exclusively
devoted to agriculture, with an area of
460,000 squaBC miles of exquisite fertiUty
and that great preparations were being

made by

the agricultural inhabitants of
those fertile regions to inundate England,
as soon as the duty was taken off foreign
cattle, with bulls, cows, sheep, oxen, and
Now, Sir, it does so happen that
pigs.
my attention was recently recalled to this
prophecy of my hon. Friend's by the following circumstance.
Happening to go

not being so to be found, appear to me to
little to do with this great
question. I heard, Sir, several noble Lords,
and several hon. Gentlemen, who had been
constantly brought down to swell Minis- down into Warwickshire in May, 1842,
terial majorities for the last three years,
the day after that ever-memorable hornedand who had assisted the right hon. Baronet cattle debate, I met a very worthy friend
(Sir R. Peel) on more than one occasion in of mine
a great grazier and proprietor of
his gradual abstraction of protection, quite horned cattle in that part of the country.
alarmed and astonished at the success of I met this agricultural gentleman, who is
their own etforts in favour of free trade. I not by any means a light weight, coming
heard one Member for Liverpool (Sir H. galloping down a lane at a pace that was
**
Douglas) denounce the right hon. Baronet truly awful.
My good fellow," said I,
" what is the matter? " " Get out of the
I heard a noble Lord (Lord
as a wolf.
Sandon) the other Member for Liverpool way," said my friend; "you, and Sir
say, it was very true the Minister was a Robert Peel, and the rest of you, you
wolf, but he should vote for the wolf be- have been and done it up in London
you
cause he was a wolf in sheep's clothing. have ruinated the farmers with your feeloThis drew down on him a rebuke from my sophy that you have, quite entirely, my
hon. Friend the Member for Somersetshire Lord: we be all ruined."
"Well," said
(Mr. Miles) ^he who is the farmer's friend, I, " my good fellow, but where are you
who has always been a pattern of con- galloping so fast?"
"Oh," said the
sistency, and who flatters himself he has grazier, " I be off to Shipton market.
ever been the consistent advocate of the old I sey you docs'nt understand agricultural
Corn Law in all its ancient splendour since statistics.
Ha' ant you read what our
he has had the honour of a seat in this great oracle, Mr. Miles, the farmers'
House.
It is true, that when the right friend, said t'other night ?
He never inhon. Baronet altered the old Corn Law in dulges in no exaggerations, like Mr. Cob1842, the Member for Somerset was the den.
I always believes him ; and Mr.
first person who rose in this House and
Miles has said as hoAV 5,500,000 Yankees
pronounced a panegyric on the right hon. be a building and a loading of a Noah's
Baronet for having diminished protection. Ark, in a place called Ohio, with millions
It is true, that in the horned- cattle debate of bulls, cows, sheep, oxen, and pigs
and
in May 1842, my hon. Friend (Mr. Miles) they be a going to bring this here ark over
expressed his firm conviction, that owing to to Bristol, to swamp us poor English farscience having been applied to agriculture, mers.
They be going to give away the
he felt that the English farmer, even with meat
and by this day six weeks, Mr.
diminished protection, woidd be a match Miles has said that American mess pork
for his foreign competitor. My hon. Friend will be sold at o\d., and prime pork at
has quoted Hansard.
Well might the 2^d., a pound in the Bristol market:"
right hon. Baronet warn his former sup- and having said this my poor friend rode
porter, that in referring to former discus- off full speed, and before night had sold
sions, ho was playing with edge-tools
for off half his stock at a very reduced price.
on turning to the horned-cattle debate, I Now, Sir, it was my fortune to meet this

have but very

—

;

—

—

;

;

—
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same Warwickshire grazier last Saturday, That is not what I stated.] Well, I beg
to be allowed to read the following extract
market place at Shipton-upon-Stour
and I asked him if he had come there to from the speech delivered by the hon.
'*
No, my Lord," says he, Member for Sunderland on Tuesday evensell his corn?

in tlie

•*
I heen't come here for no such purpose." ing:—
*'What! " said I, "have you not read
" He (Mr. Hudson) conceived, that in dealing
what your great agricultural oracle, Mr. with the Corn Laws, they had nothing whatever^
Miles, said ahout Tamboif last night in to do with the calamity that threatened the counit with regret and anxiety
h©i
the House of Commons how we are aU try. He viewed
"

—

—

going to be swamped with foreign corn ?
•'
No, Sir," said the grazier,, '* I have had

enough of that 'ere agricultural agitator
He do always, I oband his speeches.

we farmers

serve, advise
prices

;

but

I

to

low

sell at

have found out he does'nt

a panic of his own making.
I be determined not to sell my corn this
time, till I hear that the stack-yard at
Legh Court be empty. He be a downsell hisself in

was anxious to aid in alleviating it. It ought, ia
his opinion, to be met by the temporary expedient
of a public subscription."

Such were the hon. Gentleman's own
words on Tuesday evening. And now I
beg

was not a dison the part of the hon. Gen-

to ask, w^hether that

tinct proposal

tleman to the head of the Government to
be allowed to descend on Ireland in the
golden shower of a public subscription ? I
he be a make no question of the hon. Gentleman's
right bad fellow, that Mr. Miles
sincerity, in proposing such an expedient :
I was gammoned
trying of it on again.
out of a hundred pounds by him about but I doubt excessively the wisdom of
The hon. Gentleman had
cattle
but I be come to the determina- adopting it.
tion not to believe none o' his gammon come forth in a new character as the
And, Sir, after this painful champion of the agricultural interest he
about corn."
and instructing story, can it be wondered who had often so cruelly invaded those
at that I have come to a similar conclu- turnpike trusts and rural solitudes which
sion?
And as on this occasion I am com- ^vere once the pride and the boast of the
**
pelled to choose between two great pro- country gentlemen of England.
I will
phets, I am free to confess I am rather show you," said the hon. Gentleman, ** that
inclined to place my confidence in the pre- cheap corn has been the ruin of the coundictions of the right hon. Baronet the First try ;" and he referred at once to the peLord of the Treasury, who proved a true riod of 1841 a period of dear corn and of
prophet about the Tariff, rather than in great distress not a penny could be raised
those of the hon. Member for Somerset- then even for a railway.
But the hon.
shire, who showed himself to be but a very
Gentleman admitted that in 1 842 "a change
indiiferent prophet about the probable price came over them."
He appeared to be a
of meat in England when the duty was little jealous of the right hon. Baronet
lowered on foreign cattle.
The same ex- the First Lord of the Treasury. He took
;

;

—

—
—

pectations as to the abolition of protection
being followed by ruin, do not, however,

seem

to prevail universally

tion

benches.

on the protecsooner did the hon.
Member for Somersetshire sit down, leaving the House in a state of panic, than, at
the sound of that magic word, up jumped
the Member for Sunderland (Mr. Hudson).
The hon. Member was not in a panic he
was a man of iron nerves he was not to

the trouble to explain that the prosperity
1842 was not caused by the Tariff, but
by low prices, owing to an overproduction of
in

No

English corn.
The hon. Member abominated foreign corn. He especially warned
us all against those long-headed merchants
who import foreign corn to lower the prices
and I was not a little surprised to hear,
in the very next sentence, that the hon.
Member for Sunderland took credit to himbe easily frightened. He rose to express self for importing foreign corn at 25s. a
his surprise at hearing right hon Gentle- quarter.
The hon. Gentleman was more
men on the Treasury bench making mole- discreet than the hon. Member for Somerhills into mountains.
The hon. Gentleman set (Mr. Miles) he would not disclose to
admitted the potato disease.
Well, what the House where the supplies to cure the
of that?
it was a mere temporary accistarvation in Ireland might be had at so low
dent a mere matter of small moment. a rate as 25s. a quarter.
Of one thing I
To be sure, 4,000,000 of unfortunate per- am sure, that the hon. Gentleman has consons in Ireland were starving
that is no- victed himself of being a good political ecothing, said the hon. Gentleman
I could
nomist, who knew how to buy in the cheapest
cure that in a moment.
[Mr. Hudson
and sell in the dearest market he could find.

—

;

;

;

—

—

:

—

:
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keep down but to keep up the price of that
which remained in the home market. In
1770, England began and has since continued to be an importing country, and
We
those Acts became a dead letter.
As the
testimony from the hon. Memher it proved right hon. Baronet (Sir J. Graham) at the
what was always denied hy Gentlemen op- head of the Home Department had so well
posite, that the working classes were better explained to the House the other evening,
the period between 1770 and 1790, was a
off in the manufacturing than in the purely
<*

And

if," said the hon.

Gentleman,

**

peo-

ple are starving in Wiltshire on 8s. a week,
take a special train and come down with
are all well fed
me into Yorkshire.
and prospering there. " This was valuahle
:

I can assure the
agricultural districts.
hon. Gentleman I have a great respect for
him, and I hope even yet to see so respectable a name as that of Hudson withdrawn from the provisional committee
the greatest bubble of the day, '* ProWhat is the
tection to Native Industry."

meaning of that word protection

?

It

means

the laying a tax on the many for the beneon the poor for the benefit
fit of the few
on the poor consumer for the
of the rich
Protecbenefit of the wealthy producer.
tion in England means the attempt to keep

—
—

We

then came to
period of free trade.
the war ; and at the conclusion of the war
there existed, as at present, a panic amongst
They expected
the agricultural interest.
to be swamped by foreign corn, and an Act
was passed in 1815 of complete prohibition
an Act which he had frequently heard
alluded to, in the course of the debate, as
the Act which conferred the promise of
those artificially high prices of which
the right hon. Baronet at the head of the
Government is now charged with attempt-

—

ing

to

rob his late agricultural friends.

by artificial
means. As a landlord, I am no enemy to
high rents fairly obtained but I am an

But was this the intention of the Act of
1815 ? Was it the intention of those who
promoted it to hold out any such promise

enemy

artificially

of keeping up high prices at the expense of

to raise the price of the articles of produce,

I conclude, and I think
the community ?
I can prove, that nothing could be farther
from the intention of the original promoters
for, on referring to the
of that measure
speech of Mr. Robinson, who introduced
the new Corn Bill, on the 17th February,
1815, I find that he made use of the following remarkable expressions:—

up high

prices and high rents

;

to

one class endeavouring

at the expense of the rest of the community.
Have extremely high prices be?
I think not, and I
a farmer myself. Extremely high prices
are prices of years of scarcity ; the very
years in which the farmer pays most for
the cost of his production
most for the
and probably the
cost of his consumption
highest corn rent, at the very time when
he can least aiFord it. Has the high price of
potatoes been of advantage to the farmers

nefited the farmer

am

—

—

Have high prices
labourer ?
The la-

Avho have lost their crops ?

been a benefit to the
bourer's wages are not regulated by the
price of corn, but by the laws of supply and
demand and if the present demand for labour continues, I doubt excessively whether
the right hon. Baronet's measure will have
the slightest effect on the price which is
paid for labour in England. However much
;

it

may

—

or

may not reduce the price of com
am certain, that high profits

of this I

only can afibrd high wages and if profits
be reduced, wages must fall, and an efflux
;

of capital take place, which, to quote the
words of Adam Smith, " is worse than the
natural inclemency of the heavens, or than
the barrenness of the soil."
For nearly
two centuries in England, the landed in-

been endeavouring to keep up
means.
In 1670, and
again in 1690, Acts were passed to promote
the exportation of corn by bounties, not to
terest has

prices

by

artificial

;

'*

It

was not now supposed that the object sought

to be accomplished by this alteration of the Corn
Law, was the mean, base, and paltry one of getting
for a particular class of society a certain profit, at
the expense of the rest. For his part, he declared
before his God, if he thought this was the motive
which actuated any individual who supported the
alteration, and, above all, if he conceived that such
would be the effect of the measure, no consideration on earth would have tempted him to bring it
forward."

Such were the words of Mr. Robinson in
1815 and are they, the proud aristocracy
of England, to debase themselves now by
grappling to the last for this mean, base,
and paltry object of attempting to gain for
;

themselves a certain profit at the expense
I always
of the rest of the community ?
conceived that it was the duty of the aristocracy to lead, and not to follow, public
opinion.
[Cheers.]
Yes, I always conceived it was their duty to direct, but not
Their
to attempt to coerce public opinion.
ancestors had never shrunk from leading
the way in many a well-fought field
and when a generous people are asking
to lead the way and set an example, is the
;
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proud aristocracy of England now, for the
first time, to fall back, and begin to count
numbers, to calculate odds, and to fall on
their knees to beg that generous people
to protect

them against foreign competiSuch may be the
expense?

tion, at their

and the practice of landlords and
tenants in Somersetshire or Sussex; but
such, I am happy to assure the House, is
not the opinion of either landlords or tenants in the northern parts of the island. In
the county of Forfar, in which I was born
and bred, a very different feeling prevails.
They are not afraid of Tamboff there. My
countrymen are buckling on their armour,
and preparing themselves to compete, and,
I trust, to compete successfully, not only
with foreign corn and foreign cattle, but
for the first fruits of this measure has been
whether they cannot
to raise the question
also compete with the foreign growers of
hemp and flax. The cultivation of these
articles, which are the raw material of
their staple manufactures, they have cause
to believe has been too much overlooked.
Be that, however, as it may, the Scotch
farmer fears neither the Russian nor the
Belgian.
The Scotch farmer has no exprinciples

—

clusive burdens to complain of.

could say as

much

I

wish

I

for the tenant farmers

They, I must confess, have
an exclusive burden on
the agricultural population, which has
not been alluded to
I mean the want of
education.
The Scotch farmer has a parochial school to send his child to. So also
have the farmers in Prussia and America.
But the Enghsh farmer has not the facility
in England.

to struggle with

—

him of readily educating his son.
Let the Government remove this exclusive
burden from the farmers in England, and
let them trust the rest to British energy
and to British skill. In conclusion, I beg to
afforded

state that I stand here as the independent
representative of a large constituency and
;

I did not rise to explain

away a

single sen-

I have ever uttered about the Corn
Laws, either in the House of Commons or
elsewhere.
I never entertained more than
one opinion onthe subject, and I am prepared
to act up to every pledge I have ever given.
One pledge I have certainly given which I
trust I have redeemed, in common with
many Gentlemen on both sides of the
House a pledge to vote for any and
every measure which I consider will be beneficial to the country at large
and with

tence

—

:

the sincere belief that the right hon. Baronet opposite is incapable of being actuated
by unworthy motives, and that he has in-

LAWS.

—SEVENTH

NIGHT.

troduced a measure fraught with benefit to
the commercial and working classes of this
country, and with sincere belief, also, that
the prosperity of the class to which I myself belong, is entirely dependent upon the
prosperity of the rest of the community, I
shall not hesitate to declare that the Go-

vernment, on this occasion, shall receive
my humble though hearty and honest support.

Mr.

HUDSON,

in explanation,

strongest

begged,

manner

the
forms of the House would allow, to contradict the assertion of the noble Lord,
that in the observations he had had the
honour of addressing to the House, he
ever meant, or did treat lightly the distresses of Ireland.
He appealed to every
Gentleman M^ho had heard him to say whether any expression of his warranted the
construction put upon it by the noble Lord.
[" No, no!"] What he stated was, that it
was the duty of the Government immein

the

diately to

possible

provide

for

the

distresses

of

and that he would be ready to
give his support to any measures the Government might bring forward tending to
afford immediate relief to the Irish people.
This, he believed, was the substance of
what he had said. He did not know whether
the right hon. Baronet(SirR. Peel) who had
Ireland,

said " Hear, hear," to the expression of the
noble Lord (Lord Duncan), had understood
him but he begged most distinctly to say
that he did not, upon that occasion, and he
hoped never would, treat lightly the distresses of the sister country.
Viscount
apologized, if he
had overstated the meaning of the hon.
Gentleman, and was delighted to hear his
expressions of sympathy with the Irish
people.
Mr. Alderman
said, that
although he was aware that the subjectmatter of the debate was exhausted by the
hon. Members who had preceded him, still
;

DUNCAN

THOMPSON

he trusted that he might be permitted to
state the grounds on which he intended to
give his vote.

He

claimed their indulgence,

particularly from this circumstance, that

he had held a seat

in that

House

for six-

and-twenty years,
and had witnessed
changes from time to time made in their
fiscal laws.
He had seen reductions in
duties made, and the revenue sacrificed,
without a corresponding benefit.
He
wished this House to remember that it had
hmited the issues of the Bank of England
to 14,000, OOOZ. on securities
and whenever the issue exceeded that amount, it
;
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must be in gold. They had limited the
issues of the country bankers and he could
;

aay, tliat

men

of great experience doubted

whether the working of that measure were
Hitherto no inconvenience had
but then they were to
been sustained
bear in mind, that the times had been
very favourable, and they had not been
subjected to any very severe pressure of
beneficial.

;

He should like to know if
circumstances.
any man could conceive a greater injury to
the important interests of Uiis country than
would arise if foreign countries refused to
follow the example of England ? Was there
not cause of alarm if that should be the
And the right hon. Baronet had
case ?
candidly and fairly stated that he could not
hold out any expectation that foreign nations would immediately pursue a more
liberal system of commercial policy towards

10,
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Parliament for the purpose of giving employment to the people of Ireland ? And,
if that were insufficient, he felt confident
tliat any claim which
the Government
might make upon the liberality of the
House, with that object in view, would
Before the assembling
be fully accorded.
of Parliament there was a great outcry
raised by certain partitas that a famine
Happily that cry had
was impending.
we had heard nothing of it for
ceased
:

weeks past ; and if hon. Gentlemen took the trouble of reading any
country paper, they would find that the
price of agricultural produce was falKng
that potatoes, wheat, flour, and meal were
cheaper thus showing that the cry of *' famine " was utterly without foundation.
But, supposing there had been ground for
alarm, then, he would ask, why did not
us.
That was one reason, amongst others, Her Majesty's Government at onee take
which had induced him to pause in adopt- upon themselves the responsibiUty of opening further measures of this sort ; and, al- ing the ports ?
The right hon. Baronet
though he did approve of the measure of (Sir R. Peel) alluded to certain precedents
1842, yet he could not but think that the established towards the close of the last
right hon. Baronet had much overrated century, where the Government of the day
the advantages which had flowed from that had opened the ports
but, to his utter
measure.
The House would bear in mind astonishment, he altogether omitted the
that several years antecedent to 1 842 were case of the year 1826, though he behered
years of great depression and distress and the right hon. Gentleman was himself a
that alternations of times of prosperity and Minister of the Cro^vn at that time.
In
adversity were inseparable from the state 1826, the ports were thrown open for oats,
of society in this country.
Periods of de- barley, peas, and some other articles, but
pression had before now occurred, and no not for wheat.
No difficulty whatever was
doubt would again take place. When we experienced by the Government of that
considered the immense capital employed day in procuring from that House an Act
in manufactures and commerce, and the of Indemnity
neither was there any diffienergy and enterprise which were charac- culty in maintaining the Com Law, although
teristic of our countrymen, we must admit the protection was much higher than at
that in prosperous times they were very present.
There was this dift'erence, howapt to produce more than the home or ever, between the two periods and a most
foreign markets could consume. The right important difference it was
that in the
hon. Baronet had claimed the support of year 1826 we had no Anti-Corn-Law
the House to the measure under consider- League.
But, in 1846, that unconstituation, in consequence of the partial failure tionaJ body was in existence ; and he beof the potato crop, and the bad quality of lieved it had been the great moving power
the produce of last harvest.
There could to induce tlie right hon. Baronet to adopt
be no question that the potato crop of Ire- these measures, though that body did not
land had failed to a very great extent and represent pubhe feeling to any great exhe was sure that as the utmost sympathy tent. It was said, that there was now a
had been expressed, so every relief would perfect understanding between the master
be aflbrded which it was in the power of manufactiu-er and the labourer that low
that House to affonl, in order to paUiate prices were not necessarily the cause of
that distress.
Could any stronger proof low wages but he begged to remind the
be advanced in support of that assertion House of the great alteration which had
than the fact stated by the right hon. Se- taken place in the tone and language of
eretai-y for the Home Department, that the League upon this question.
He recolBills for granting nearly half a million of lected that, some three or four years ago,
maiiey were now in course of passing through the manufacturers of Yorkshire and Lanseveral

;

;

;

;

—
—

;

;
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cashire were loud against the Corn Law,
upon the ground that they found it impossible to compete with the cotton manufacturers of Switzerland ; they were in the

Sums

Towns.
Blackburn

...

habit of making contrasts between the rates
of wages in Switzerland, and those paid in

Bolton
Burnley

Yorkshire and Lancashire and some leading manufacturers went further and stated,
that unless wages could be reduced in this
country, they should be compelled to re-

Lancaster ...
Manchester...
Preston
Warrington...

;

move

their stock

tries.

He,

and

capital to other coun-

therefore,

contended that

it

delusion to hold out, as the AntiCorn- Law League had held out, that they
could maintain wages at the present rate,

was a

though they reduced the price of food.
He believed there never was a period in
the history of this country in which the
master manufactm-er had reahzed such
large profits, or the labouring classes had
been better off than at present. Could it,
be matter of surprise that so
Guards obtained furloughs for the purpose of visiting their
Could it be matrelatives at a distance ?
ter of surprise that the communications
between the right hon. Baronet the Home
Secretary and the Horse Guards and PoCould
lice Commissioners had ceased?
anything be more strongly indicative of
the increased comfort and happiness of the
great bulk of the people than such facts as
But the House would permit him
these ?
to refer to another important fact in order

Bury

Wigan

Coming

soldiers of the

to show the state of the labouring classes
he alluded to the country savings banks,

—

an account of which had been published
by Mr. Tidd Pratt within the last few
By this Paper it appeared that, on
days.
the 25th of November, 1841, there were
in the United Kingdom 841 ,204 depositors,
representing a capital of 24,471,085?. ;
and that three years afterwards namely,
on the 20th of November, 1844, the depositors had increased to 1 ,012,047, and the

—

The average sum
deposited by each person in the United
capital to 31,275,636?.

Kingdom appeared to be 27?. 18s. Looking at the savings banks in Yorkshire and
Lancashire, the principal seats of our manufactures, the result of his examination of
the Tables was that, on the 20th of November, 1841, the number of depositors in
Lancashire was 49,948, and the capital deposited 1,665,171?.; whilst on the 20th
of November, 1844, the depositors numbered 67,159, and the capital amounted to
In the towns of Lancashire,
2,159,766?.
the Tables showed the following results:-—

Sums

deposited

in 1844.

£41,661

£54,298

69,836
31,356
35,174
63,890
397,592
88,350
112,355
66,105

97,657
41,550
54,039
77,953
568,313
121,565
126,236
79,789

to Yorkshire,

he found

that,

on

the 20th of November, 1841, the number
of depositors was 59,434, representing a
capital of 1,965,731?. ; whilst, on the 20th
of November, 1844, the depositors had increased to 71,114, and the capital to
The Tables exhibited the fol2,256,843?.
lowing results with regard to the towns in

Yorkshire

:

therefore,

many

deposited

in 1841.

Sums

Towns.

deposited

in 1841.

Barnslev ...
Bradford ...
Halifax
...
Huddersfield
Leeds
Sheffield

...

Wakefield

...

Sums

deposited

in 1844.

£27,395

£35,979

59,167
49,963
51,690
233,780
161,969
50,363

91,399
73,339
66,067
262,908
182,838
57,596

Then, while the average of each depositor
throughout the United Kingdom amounted
to 27?. 18s. in the manufacturing districts
of Yorkshire and Lancashire, the average
amounted to 30?., showing an excess of deposit in those counties of 2?. 2s. He thought
this was a pretty good indication of the

He believed it could
state of the country.
not be denied that the labouring classes,
especially those who were connected with
manufactures, had possessed many of the
comforts and enjoyments of life in a much
greater degree during the last three or four
years than for a long period antecedently.
They had been more comfortable in their
circumstances ; and it was clear, from the
returns he had referred to, that they had
been enabled to accumulate very considersums of money. In this state of things,
then, he asked why was it that these great
changes were proposed ? The right hon.
able

Baronet stated that his object was to improve the moral and social condition of the
labouring classes
but he would find that
the agricultural interest was the best cus;

tomer to the manufacturers, after all, and
that his measures, instead of improving the
moral and social condition of the labouring
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by injuring the home marTo buy
in the cheapest market was undoubtedly a
very beautiful theory but it was totally
inapplicable to this country, where it was
classes, would,

ket, have quite the contrary effect.
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London.] He was ready to admit that he
himself had signed that petition.
But his
question was, " Where was the statesman,

uphold the establishments of the country.
The right hon. Gentleman the Secretary at

Europe or America, who was the
advocate of perfect free trade?" Certainly
not Mr. Webster, than whom no man could
stand higher in the estimation of the public.
With the liberty of the House, he would
read an extract from a speech of Mr. Webster, to the people of Boston, on the loth

War

of

;

necessary, in order to maintain the public
credit, to raise a revenue of 30,000,000^.
annually, and nearly half as

much more

to

either in

November last. But first he would remind the House that in 1842 the Americans
increased their Tariff upon many articles
20, 30, 40, 50, and even 100 per cent.
Colleagues in the Government, submitted a and from communications he had had with
purer and more perfect piece of free trade merchants in that country, he behoved that
than that now proposed ? Did the right it had never advanced in prosperity with
hon. Gentleman mean to say that the Corn- such rapid strides as under the present
system of protection. He was quite aware
ish miner, the man who worked the deep,
and comparatively poor, copper mines of that there was a strong party formed there
Cornwall, would be much better off if he for the relaxation of the Tariff; but he aphad less protection, and entered into com- prehended that that party would not sucstated the other night that protection

was a bad system, and that all classes had
Now, if that were true,
suffered under it.
why had he not, in conjunction with his

and shallow mines of
Plata ?
Did he wish to see protection
altogether abolished in that case ?
Did he
wish the repeal of the navigation laws ? If
we were to have free trade in corn, he wanted to know if the farmers had not a right to
bring their produce to market by that ship
which would convey it at the cheapest rate?
He wanted to know if they had not a right
to demand the abolition of the monopoly
possessed by the shipowner in the coasting
and colonial trades ? ["Hear, hear!"] Hon.
Gentlemen opposite might say "hear!"
but he apprehended that if a proposition
to that effect were made, it would be met
by right hon. Gentlemen on that side of
the House telling them
"Oh, the national safety and the national honour alike
deter us, and demand that we should not
have our coasting trade or colonial trade
destroyed.
He said that common justice,

petition with the rich

La

—

'

'

as well as national honour and national
policy, required that protection should be

extended to the agricultural interest.
By
the law as at present existing, an English

merchant might invest his capital to any
extent that he thought fit in foreign funds,
or in foreign manufactures, yet he was not
allowed to embark 1001. in a foreign ship,
and exercise the rights of an owner over
that ship. Was the House, then, prepared
to repeal the navigation laws ?
He could
not bring his mind to go along with the
right hon. Baronet in those extreme measures. He wanted to know what statesman,
either in Europe or America, had advocated
free trade?
[Sir R. Peel: It is advocated in the petition of the merchants of

;

in accomplishing their object.
On
the 15th of November last Mr. Webster

ceed

" Among many other great questions upon which
the election of next Monday must have some bearing, is that system of laws which we call the Tariff,
which has received the general support of the
State. Every man expects a ferocious att.ick upon
the whole system.
Every man expects that, since
the Government now in power was established by
the general voice of the Anti-Tariff States, an
attempt will be made to destroy that whole policy.
How far they will succeed I know not. There
are circumstances of encouragement circumstances of an opposite character. But my question
is with the people of Massachusetts.
What have
the people of Massachusetts to expect from any
change ? Taking the Act of 1842 as a general law,
of general operation, what have the good people
of Massachusetts to exi)ect from any change?
The question is, whether the Tariff is conducive
to the prosperity of Massachusetts ? What is the
criterion ? I put it upon one ground only I put it
upon this one ground. I do not inquire what
profits are made by the rich capitalists, or whether or not a few individuals grow rich under its
influence; but I put this question
are the labouring classes well off ? Are their wages high ? Is
labour in demand ? (And these questions comprise
the prosperity of five-sixths of the community.)
Are they in good condition ? I ask these questions and, if you give me a country where labour
is in demand, and the labouring classes well off,
I call that a happy country, tariff or no tariff. One
thing more, gentlemen. There has always been
an attempt, for the last twenty years or more, to
show that this protective policy helps the rich
only, building up such establishments only as
Lowell and Springfield, and other places where
large operations are carried on.
This is not the
foundation of the system, and never was. If you
go b.ack to the adoption of the Constitution, or if
you look at the state of things amongst us, as it
is now, the fact is that it is in the manufactures
of a more individual character the shop manu-

—

;

—

;

—
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factures, those of the workers in iron, in brass ; of
the artisans working in their own shops, with the

—

these are
assistance of their wives and children
the interests for the benefit of which the system
was foimded in Washington's time, and is now.
And let every man think of this and when he is
told of the aggrandizement of the great capitalists
at Lowell, and Dover, and Providence, and elsewhere, let him look at the many hmidreds of thousands of small capitalists, hammering over their
;

anvils, making hats in their own shops, obtaining by those processes of manufactm-e support
and education for theii* families; and then let him
remember that, without the duties at the Customs, there is not one of those manufacturers that

own

coidd survive twelve months."

would not trouble tlie House any furBut
ther with extracts on that matter.
the right hon. Gentleman at the head of
the Government, the other night, in the
course of his speech, had asked hon. Gentlemen who sat around him, whether they
were prepared to retrace their steps on our

He

—

commercial policy to stand still, or to go
He, as an humble individual,
forward ?
could only speak his own opinions, and he
certainly was not disposed to stand still.
He was disposed to go forward but, at
the same time, he could not go along with
the right hon. Baronet in the road which

ference he thought the right hon. Baronet
had meant to be drawn was, that rents had
advanced between the years 1815 and 1842,
which it was the puipose of his argument to
demonstrate was a fallacy. Whether he
succeeded or not, let the House decide. The
right hon. Baronet had a&ked whether the
British merchant should be shackled and
restrained in his operations, because of
certain opinions held on that side of th«
House. Why, there was no objection to

the merchant being left free to prosecute
Bchemes of commerce in this respect.
The corn trade was more free than the
It had
tea trade and the tobacco trade.

his

always been as open to British enterprise
The right hon. Baas tea and tobacco.
ronet had asked if land did not let at a
He had
higher price now than formerly.
made inquiry in quarters the most likely
to be best informed on the subject; and he
had been told that, since those measures of
the right hon. Baronet had been proposed,

no large estates had been sold, and no
buyers had been found. [Ironical cheers.]
Perhaps hon. Gentlemen opposite would be
kind enough to give an instance, if they
were in a position to state differently. AlHe would presently state though he could not support the measures
he had taken.
what road he should like to follo^v in pre- of the right hon. Baronet, he was free to
ference to that of the right hon. Baronet. confess that all his predilections were in
The right hon. Baronet had stated that the favour of manufacturing interests. At a
rental of the land of this country in the very early period of his life, accident had
year 1815 was estimated at 32,000,000Z., placed him at the head of a large manuAnd in the year 1842 at 37,000,000L; and facturing estabHshment, where a vast numhe thought the right hon. Gentleman had ber of persons were employed, and, theremeant the House to infer that the rental was fore, he had no dislike to manufactiu'es
higher in the year 1842 than it had been quite the contrary; all his predilections, as
in 1815 by five millions.
But it should be he had said, were in favour of them. But,
remembea-ed that much land which had at the same time, he wished to do justice
been in a state of waste at the former pe- to the community at large.
The right
riod had been brought into a state of culti- hon. Gentleman had a right to expect to
vation, and had corn grown upon it
so hear from him, as he had said he was not
that there was an increase upon the an- prepared to stand still, how he was disposed
•eient cultivation of the land of about 15
to proceed. He conceived he could advance
per cent. [Sir R. Peel
With a falling in the course the right hon. Baronet had
price of wheat.]
But let the right hon. in view viz., the improvement of the soBaronet put against that the immense in- cial condition of the labourer in a way
•crease in the capital which had been emsomewhat different. The right hon. Baroployed in the cultivation of the soil since net had been most successful in his finanthat period.
Did the right hon. Baronet cial measures. He had got now a surplus
mean to say that, if twenty or thirty mil- of between 3,000,000?. and 4,O00,O00Z.,
lions had been thus employed between the and he
should have advised him to reduce
years 1815 and 1842, there was to be no the duty upon an article of very general
interest upon that capital ? Be the amount consumption
He knew,
he meant tea.
ten or twenty millions, it was included in from obsei-vation,
that a very large propor;

;

:

—

—

—

the increase.
It did not, therefore, appear
to Mm, that the right hon. Baronet had
made out the case in his comparison between the years 1815 and 1842. The in-

tion of the labom-ing classes, especiaUy
those engaged in manufactures, were consumers of tea and sugar and if the right
ton. Baronet had reduced the duty upon
;
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19,

tea to Qd. per lb., and that upon sugar to gretted than he did, that a sense of duty
Id. per lb., it would have been the greatest compelled him to take a course opposed to
boon that any Minister could have con- the right hon. Baronet on the present occaFor what sion. He had, during the long period he
fen*ed on the labourinji; classes.
was the ease with regard to tea ? That had sat in that House, given the right hon.
Humble he
article paid from 150 per cent, to 250 per Baronet liis general support.
cent, duty; costing dd. per lb., it paid a duty knew it had been, but most disinterested
of 25. 2d. per lb. ; and thus the consumers certainly it had also been ; and therefore he
of tea in this country paid 9,000,000/. of deeply regretted that he could not continue
money annually for that article; 4,000,000/. to give him that sup])ort, because of a sense
for duty, about 2,500,000/. for freight and of duty, for he was under no engagement
To his constituother charges, and 2,500,000/. to the Chi- whatever in the matter.
What was the case in ents in 1841 he had told on the hustings
nese merchant.
America with respect to that article ? Into that for more than twenty years he had
England there were 30,000,000 of lbs. an- given a general support to the right hon.
nually imported, and into America, which
was the next great importer of tea, there
had been imported last year 20,000,000 of
lbs., upon which not one farthing of duty
had been paid. Now, what answer could

we

give to the Chinese should they say,
won't allow you to send your goods
into our country upon payment of a duty of
5 per cent., when you tax our chief article
of export at the rate of 150 per cent.,
whilst the Americans allow that, our staple
*'

We

article, into their

country without payment

No satisfactory
of one single farthing."
answer whatever could be given and, in
;

China was in a
most difficult and dangerous position at the
present time, and required the most anxious, serious, and immediate consideration.
The right hon. Gentleman, was prepared to
reduce the duty on French brandy and
his opinion, our trade with

with a view to abolishing smuggling.
tea was smuggled to a great extent;
but, with respect to tobacco, which the right
hon. Gentleman had not touched at all, according to a return made for the year 1841,
and laid before the House, there had been
silks,

Why,

555 convictions
that year.

for

Many

smuggling that

article in

of those convictions were

smuggling such quantities as one to
lbs. of tobacco, the value of which was
about Sd. per lb., and the parties convicted
had been committed to prison for periods
varying from one to three months.
The
drawback upon soap allowed to the manufacturers of woollens, silk, flax, and cotton,
for the year ending January 5, 1845,
amounted to 81,128/. 17s. 6d. the licensed
soapmakers in England and Scotland numbered 183, and the convictions for smuggling soap in that year amounted to 16,

for

two

or 1 in 10.

He

his observations,

hoped, in the course of

he had said nothing

cal-

culated to give offence to the right hon.
Baronet.
He could assm-e that right hon.
Gentlemaai that no man more deeply re-

Baronet and it was his full intention to
have continued that support, because of his
;

admiration of the right hon. Baronet's great
talents as a statesman, and integrity as a
Minister of the Crown.
I will not
MOLES
trespass upon your patience, Sir, by discussing the general principles of free trade.
I will content myself with replying to some
objections which have been urged against
this measure by hon. Gentlemen opposite.
They have repeatedly asserted that it would
be injurious to the labouring classes; that
free trade would cause low prices; and that
low prices would be followed by low wages.
The right hon. Baronet, on the first night of
the Session, stated his conviction that there
was no connexion between low prices and
He has been repeatedly and
low wages.
violently assailed, both for this opinion, and
for having arrived at such a conclusion from
an experience of only three years.
I think,
however, if it were necessary, it would be
easy to confirm that position by a much
wider experience.
Just before the dissolution of the last Parliament, I gave notice
of a Motion for a Committee to inquire if
any connexion could be traced between the
amount of the wages of labour and the
If I had been able to bring
price of food.
that Motion before the House, I think I
could have shown, from a series of Parliamentary Returns embracing a period of
more than thirty years, that there was no
connexion between high wages and high
prices, and low wages and low prices
on
the contrary, it appeared to me, from a
c»areful examination of those Returns, that
generally speaking, the wages of labour,
especially of manufacturing and skilled labour, were higher when the price of foo<l
was low, than they were when the price of
And the reason appeared
food was high.
when the price of food is
to me to be this
low, the labouring classes und they fotrm

WORTH:

SmW.

;

:

—
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—

the great bulk of the community can expend a larger portion of their earnings on
the purchase of articles of clothing, dress,
and other the staple manufactures of the
Consequently, when food is
country.
cheap, there is a greater demand for those

and a greater trade in them.
There is, therefore, increased activity
amongst the manufacturers; increased employment for their workmen; and, as a
necessary consequence, the wages of labour,
especially of manufacturing and skilled laarticles,

On the other hand,
bour, tend to rise.
when food is dear, as the labouring classes
must first and before all things obtain the
means of subsistence, they are compelled
to expend a greater portion of their earnings on the purchase of food; consequently,
they are compelled to diminish their con-

sumption of articles of clothing, dress, and
There is, therefore, a dimimanufacture.
nution in the demand for those articles;
stocks of them accumulate in the hands of
the dealers; trade becomes dull and stagnant; the manufacturers employ fewer workmen; and, as a necessary consequence, the
wages of labour, especially of manufacturing and skilled labour, tend to fall.
Thus reason and experience show, not only
that there is no connexion between high
prices and high wages, and low prices and
low wages, but that, generally speaking,
the wages of labour are higher when food
cheap, than when it is dear.
In fact, the
amount of the wages of labour depends
upon the relation which exists between the
supply of labour and the means of employis

ing it.
If there be no alteration in the
supply of labour, wages rise or fall according as there is more or less employment
for labour.
Now, the means of employing
labour are in proportion to the capital of a
country; to the extent of its trade, commerce, manufactures, and other industrial
occupations of its inhabitants.
But it can
hardly be doubted that free trade would
augment the commerce, manufactures, and
capital of this country.

It follows, there-

fore, that with free trade, the

means

emthe wages
of

ploying labour would increase ;
of labour would rise and the condition of
the labouring class would be improved.
Some hon. Members are apprehensive lest
a large number of agricultural labourers
should be thrown out of employment by a
repeal of the Com Laws.
It cannot be
denied that if the repeal of the Corn Laws
;

thrown out of cultivation, there would be a
diminution in the demand for labour for
Now, this might
agricultural purposes.
prove, under other circumstances than the
present ones, a serious though temporary
Fortunately, however, if the Corn
evil.
Laws were immediately repealed, there are
causes at work which would fully counteract
The railthe effects of any such panic.
roads which are now making, or about to
be made, will create a great demand for
that very description of labour which it is
supposed the repeal of the Corn Laws would
throw out of employment and long before
those railroads are completed, the apprehensions of the agricultural classes would
;

be dispelled.

As

therefore, as the
concerned, it would
be difficult to find a better opportunity than
the present one for repealing the Corn
Laws. Most of the hon. Gentlemen who
have spoken against this measure, have
expressed their opinion that the repeal of
the Corn Laws would chiefly affect the
far,

agricultural labourer

is

and not the landlord. I cannot
agree with them.
It appears to me, that
if free trade makes any alteration in the
value of land, or of agricultural produce,
the chief gainer, or the chief loser, must
be the landed proprietor.
The hon. Gentlemen possess landed property. They have
let estates.
What, I ask them, does a
farmer do before he offers to take an estate ?
Why, he considers the nature of
the soil
the vicinity of the estate to markets and the general value of agricultural
produce and, according to these particulars, he offers a greater or less rent for the
estate.
The landlord, or his agent, does
precisely the same thing
he takes into
account precisely the same particulars, and
demands a rent accordingly.
Thus a
bargain is struck between landlord and
tenant, for a definite or indefinite number
of years.
Now, suppose any event occurs which alters the value of the estate ;
as, for instance, if its fertility be improved
by drainage or other means if it be rendered more accessible to markets by new
roads or railways or if the general vatenant,

;

;

;

:

;

;

lue of agricultural produce be altered
legislative

by

enactments, or other causes;
then, at the expiration of the period for
which the original bargain was made, either
the landlord demands a higher rent, or the
tenant offers a lower one, according to the
circumstances of the case.
Thus a new
were to produce a panic amongst the agri- bargain is struck, in
which the landlord
cultural classes
that if, in consequence of generally takes good
care to obtain the full
that panic, a large quantity of land were value of his estate,
and the tenant is equally
;

•
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has been discovered that,
Thus it appears to me certain that, if free in agriculture, as in every other branch of
trade diminish the value of land, rents will industry, by the combination of capital and
fall
skill, production can be carried on more
if, on the contrary, as 1 expect and
believe, free trade will increase the value of cheaply and profitably than in any other
land, then we shall have the pleasant task manner.
Of late years, agriculture has
of raising our rents
it has
in either case, it will ceased to be a mere empiric routine
be the landlord, not the tenant, who will become an art founded upon chemistry,
ultimately lose or gain.
In one point of vegetable physiology, and other kindred
view, however, the fanner will be a gainer sciences.
For the successful cultivation of
by a repeal of the Corn Laws for a re- this art, much capital and skill are repeal of the Corn Laws will be a final settle- quired.
By these means, the agricultural
ment of the corn question. During the produce of certain portions of England has
last half century, there have been I know been greatly augmented, and the produce
not how many Corn Laws, with the pro- of the remainder might be equally increased.
fessed object of regulating the price of corn. Indeed, it appears to me, that some of the
Now, I may assert, without fear of contra- hon. Gentlemen opposite have scarcely been
diction, that under each Corn Law, the guilty of exaggeration when they asserted,
price of corn has been much less than was that if the whole of England were culticalculated upon or intended by the framers vated in the best manner, we might raise
of those laws. If farmers, therefore, acted an amount of food sufficient for a larger
upon those expectations of the higher price population than the present one, and at as
in their bargains with their landlords, they low a price as it can be imported.
But to
must have been repeatedly and grievously do this, the land must be cultivated by
disappointed.
A repeal of the Corn Laws farmers who possess sufficient capital and
will dispel all doubt and anxiety on the skill.
And what then would be the fate of
subject.
The farmer will soon know what the small farmers without capital or skill ?
he is about, and what bargain he ought to Sir, the large farmer, with abundant capimake with his landlord. I must acknow- tal, and acquainted with the best methods
ledge, however, that these observations of agriculture, can produce more cheaply,
chiefly apply to those farmers who possess can aff'ord to pay a higher rent, and, at the
sufficient capital and skill to cultivate their same time, can obtain a better profit, than
estates in the best manner.
For only such the small farmer without capital. The
farmers are really independent, and can former can and does undersell the latter in
make an equal bargain with their land- the market. He can and does outbid him
lords.
There is, however, another class with the landlord and he prospers, whilst
cautious not to offer

more than that

value.

and of

skill.

It

;

:

:

;

;

of farmers,
less

skill,

who

possess little capital and
the tenants of small estates,

which they cultivate in the worst possible
manner, many of which estates have been

same family

in the

for successive generaof this class of farmers the hon.
Gentleman the Member for North North-

tions

:

amptonshire gave a pathetic description the
other evening.
He portrayed in forcible
terms their impending ruin, and attributed
that ruin to the free-trade measures of the
right hon. Baronet.
It cannot be denied
that the class of farmers in question will
cease to exist. In many parts of England,
especially in the west, with which I am
well acquainted, they work harder and fare
worse than the agricultural labourer.
It
is a mistake, however, on
the part of the

hon. Gentleman to attribute their present
condition or future fate to free trade. Whether the Corn Law be repealed, or its provisions be rendered

doom
it ?

is

I

inevitable.

answer,

it is

more

nor skill, becomes more and more certain
more and more imminent. They are the
handloom weavers of agriculture, and their
is the necessary consequence of the
competition between capital and skill on the
one hand, poverty and ignorance on the
may sincerely deplore the suff'erother.
ings of the individuals, but neither as

fate

We

individuals nor as legislators can

we

pre-

vent the result for, in order to prevent it,
we should have to stop the accumulation of
capital, to check the advancement of knowledge, and stem back the tide of human
Though most of the hon. Genprogress.
;

tlemen who have spoken from the opposite
side have declared their belief that the
the cause of repeal of the Corn Laws is only a farmers'

stringent, their

What
their

the condition of the other daily becomes
In proportion, thereworse and worse.
fore, as agriculture improves, in proportion
as more capital and more skill are required
in the cultivation of the soil, the doom of
the small farmers, who have neither capital

is

want of capital

question, yet I

know

that

many who
C C

sit
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on that side of the House firmly believe
that free trade will diminish the value of

and that the landowners of England
As an owner of land, and
will be ruined.
of no other description of property, I do
not entertain any such apprehensions. For
some years the principles of free trade
have evidently been gaining ground, and
every year the repeal of the Corn Laws has
become more and more probable yet has

land,

;

the value of land decreased in this country ?
Land sells better now, and
Certainly not.
for a greater number of years' purchase,
than it ever did before. Upon what, I ask,
does the value of the land of a country

depend ? It does not depend entirely, or
even mainly, upon its fertility; for in
some places a few acres of inferior soil are
much more valuable and fetch a higher
price in the market, than thousands of acres

The
of the richest soil in other places.
value of land depends mainly upon the
wealth and numbers of the surrounding
population, and upon its vicinity to

markets.

Now, when

I

reflect

good

on the

enormous population, the vast trade, and

—

when I
the great wealth of this country
calculate the stimulus which will be given
to population, the additions made to commerce and wealth, by a system of free
when, on the other hand, I consider
trade
the narrow extent of the land of England,
and the increasing demand for it which
must arise from any increase of wealth and

—

population, I laugh at the notion that the

landlords of

England can be permanently

injured by a repeal of the Corn Laws.
It
is my firm belief that the value of our land

augmenting, and will augment; and I
contend that we owe that augmentation to
the accumulation of the manufacturing and
commercial classes. For example, a great
revolution seems to be about to take place
in our means of internal communication.
If this country continue prosperous
if
commerce and manufactures thrive, before
long England will be covered with railroads
railways will exist between every town of
any importance, and extend into every district possessing either mineral or agricultural wealth.
Great Britain will become
like one vast city our remotest agricultural
districts will be brought, as it were, into
the vicinity of the metropolis
and a few
hours will convey their productions, their
corn and cattle, uninjured to the best maris

—

—

:

;

kets of the world.
To whom shall we be
indebted for these railroads, which, in many
cases, will double the value of our land ?
Not to the capital of the landowner, but to

the accumulations of the commercial and

More than any
manufacturing classes.
other set of men, the landowners of England are interested in fostering the commerce, augmenting the wealth, and increasing the population of this country ;
for in proportion to that commerce, wealth,
and population, will be the demand for
our land; and in proportion to that demand will be its value in the market, and
Therefore, Sir, if I
we shall be rich.
were not actuated by nobler or better motives, self-interest alone would induce me,
as a landowner, to give my cordial support to the measure of the right hon.
Baronet.
Mr. BENETT, in opposing the present measures, was not influenced by ill will
or animosity either against the right hon.
Baronet at the head of Her Majesty's Government, or against those who now supported him. As for himself, he never gave
any support as a party man to any Minister,
nor to any party in that House. He would,
however, tell those who originated the measure which produced the present juncture,
and those who supported it, that as there
was, as they avowed, a change in their sentiments, they acted most honourably in having changed their conduct.
The present
was a question of very great importance
it was a question on which he entertained

many years very strong opinions. He
heard with great pleasure the position which
was laid down by the right hon. Baronet
the Home Secretary, when he said that the
object of all political economy should be to
afibrd the greatest amount of happiness to
the largest number of people and the right
hon. Baronet at the head of Her Majesty's
Government expressed a similar opinion.
It certainly was the duty of the Government and of the Legislature to do everyfor

;

thing in their power to afi'ord the greatest
amount of happiness to the greatest mass
of the people
but then the question was,
whether the measure now before the House
was the one most hkely to accomplish that
object
the question was, whether they
would enjoy more happiness with it or without it.
It was affirmed that cheapness of
food would afibrd a great amount of happiness to the population: he agreed with
the sentiment that cheapness of food was
most desirable ; but still care should be
taken, lest in endeavouring to produce
cheapness of food, an error might be committed which would rather injure than serve
the people.
He admitted that cheapness
of food produced by home labour was most
;

—
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desirable, because in proportion to the ex-

tent of that production, there was a demand
and the increase of wages was
in proportion to the demand and the supply
for wages,

but care should be taken lest,
in promoting cheapness of food, we may
not lessen the demand for labour, while we
It was a fact,
did not diminish the supply.
which he could establish on the clearest
evidence, that every quarter of wheat which
would be brought to this country would
displace an amount of labour which would
be equivalent to 25s. so that care should
be taken not to reduce the demand for
of labour

So that the hon. Member for Manchester
had fallen into an error when he stated the

;

;

quarter at 9s., the cost being 25s.
He
made from his own books a calculation of a farm of 260 acres of arable land
which he would submit to the attention
also

—

of the House.
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and it would appear from a calculation he made, that the importation which
might take place would produce a defalcation in labour to a very large amount, probably to the amount of five millions. Some
gentlemen who represented the sentiments
of free traders, had told the people that
wages would not be reduced by a reduction
in the price of food.
But that was not
possible to suppose, as the amount of foreign
corn which would be imported must eventuate in the destruction of the English
labourer
and would not the want of the
demand as regarded the English labourer
tend to the reduction of wages ? Most assuredly it would, for that there would be a

Per acre.

Acres.

260 Arable

32*.

...

416

8

...

104

.8

...

104

2

...

26

.16

...

80

8

...

40

4

...

20

...

10

Cost of beer equal to 2s. per
.
week each man
Blacksmith, wheelwright, collar maker, and extra labour
equal to one week's labour
.
per acre, at 8s.
Cost of beer equal to 2s. per
week each man

;

.

100 Meadow

—

.

,

.

Common

labour,
equal to two weeks' labour,
one man on each acre at 8s.

per week
Blacksmith, wheelwright, collar
maker, and extra labour
equal to one week's labour of
one man per acre, at 8s. per
.

.

;

week

.

.

Beer, cost

.

.

equal to 2s. per

of,

week, each man, in common
labour two weeks
.
Beer, blacksmith, wheelwright,
collar makers, and extra labour, one week of one man
per acre
.
Common labour
200 Pasture
equal to one week's labour,
one man at 8s. per week
.

considerable reduction in the price of labour
he would contend and that reduction w^ould
be to the amount of 255. the quarter. The
hon. Member for Manchester made a calculation that the amount of labour for a quar;

wheat was only 9s. but he had drawn
up a document, which would show what
really was the amount of labour expended
on a quarter of wheat and the accuracy
of the document was beyond all contradicter of

;

—

tion.

The hon. Member read the

.

Beer, ditto ditto

.

,

.

2

.

8

...

.

.

2

...

following do-

80
20

560

Labour on Pyt-house

&rm

.

Poor's-rate average 6s. per acre
Tithe average 6s. per acre
Capital employed at 10/. per acre,
5,600/. should give 10 per cent.

.

£900

.

198

.198
.

560

:

PYT-HOUSE LABOUR ON ARABLE LAND.

Common labour, equal to four weeks'
labour of one man, at 8s. per
week, on each acre
.
32s. per acre.
.
Cost of beer, equal to 2s. per week
each man
8
Blacksmith,
wheelwright, collar
maker, and extra labour, equal to
one week's labour per acre, one
.

man

—

.

cxmient

£.

— Common labour equal

to four weeks' labour of one
man per acre at Ss. per week

by importation or by any

labour, either

means
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19,

to average four quarters, the cost
of labour on each quarter of wheat
will be
26«. per acre.

at 8».

.

.

,

.

,

.

.8
.2

Cost of beer to ditto, equal to 2s.
per week to one man
,

Cost of labour and beer per acre
50s.
In the Four-field system, the wheat
crop should bear two years' cost
of labour, or 100s.
Supposing
the above calculations to be correct, allowing the crop of wheat
.

—

—
—

that statement, which was incontrO'
vertibly true, every quarter of wheat else-

From

where produced and imported here would
deprive the British labourer of earnings to
He would, therefore,
the amount of 25s.
ask those Gentlemen those free traders
who proceeded through the country telling
strange tales, to seduce the people to their
views, and for whose information he prepared those documents could they deny
He was as anxious as any
their veracity ?
man could be, that the people should have
every fair privilege, and that they should
have cheap food but he would remind the
House his desire would be, that it should

—

—

;

be the produce of this country.

CC

2

That

it
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should not be the produce of foreign counthat it should he grown at home.
tries
His wish was, that the English labourer
should neither suffer, nor be reduced to
distress; and which would be the case

—

unless that grain on which he was fed was
grown in this country. As to low wages,

He
the old argument was abandoned.
remembered many years ago the argument
used by manufacturers was, that they
wanted to effect low wages in order to
compete with the foreign manufacturer,
and which, they said, they could only do
They had
by the reduction of wages.
the honesty pubhcly to declare what was
the fact they were not so prudent then as
a new generation had
they are now

—

;

that that argument
would not do that it would be unsafe and
but that
unpopular to talk of low wages
they should talk of the exchange of comThe Anti-Corn-Law League
modities.
therefore say, that they do not want to
reduce the wages, but to extend their
the old argument being superseded
traffic
by one more congenial to the times. But
to bring about low wages was the object
and the design was to accomplish it by
the measure of the right hon. Baronet
a measure which would be the ruin of the
started up,

who saw

—

;

—

;

Enghsh

farmer.

But

if

the advocates of

free trade be anxious to serve the poorer

those

them?

why

not advocate the reduction of
taxes which press so heavily on
Why not advocate the repeal of

classes,

the malt tax, the tobacco tax, and those
other taxes which the labom-ing classes
feel?

He

would denounce the

men who,

having themselves made large fortunes,
who purchased large properties, and were
anxious to exempt those properties from
every burden, while they professed to
sympathize with the labourer, and yet
would not advocate the removal of any tax
which would prove to him a real relief
not even the removal of an impost on tobacco, which is to him a luxury, when, at
four o'clock in the morning, he proceeds
to his business with his pipe in his mouth.
lie was a very old man, and thanked God
that he had once more the power of speaking honestly his sentiments, as it might
be the last time he should have an opportunity to do so
and he should be rejoiced
hereafter to reflect that he had taken that
opportunity of requesting and urging upon
the rich and great of the country to relieve
the poorer classes of the people of those
heavy taxes, and to take the burden upon
;

themselves.

He had

repeatedly, and re-

peatedly again, heard the members of the
Anti-Corn-Law League informing the people that the result of the repeal of the
Corn Laws would be, that they would have
Now, he
cheap bread and dear labour.
asserted that those two things could not
exist together; and if they should have
cheap bread, they would have cheap labour
and those who stated the contrary,
also
would not only deceive themselves, but
would also deceive others. He remembered on one occasion, some time ago,
that at an agricultural meeting, when he
;

had distributed some premiums amongst
the small farmers and labourers, in his part
of the country, for employing implements
in farming, he had occasion to address
them, in the course of which he had told
them that he respected them as friends
and if
for he looked upon them as such
he had to be born again, he would rather
be born an honest labourer like one of
them, than in any other class of society.
He had made that statement in the excitement of the moment, it was true, but
and he would
yet he felt it most sincerely
wish to know if any of those Gentlemen
opposite, who were connected with the
manufacturing interest would address the
He was sure they
labourers as friends ?
would not, for there was no sympathy existing between them
they looked upon
the labourers as mere machines.
He con;

;

;

:

sidered those persons who resided on his
and therefore there
land as his friends
could be no impropriety in addressing
them as such.
great many allusions
had been made to the meeting that had
been held at Goatacre and he wished to
make a few observations respecting it, as
he knew the place well. The persons who
attended that meeting, were not the labourers of the place, but strangers, who
were collected together in the night time.
The League pretend that they do not pay
emissaries, but he knew that they did
and an hon. Member had said, previous to
that meeting being held, that before longthere would be a " flare up " in Wiltshire.
At that meeting, a Mr. Pedlar, who had
been taken out of the workhouse a short
time previously, was put into the chair.
He had read the speech which it was alleged that person had deHvered on the occasion, and also the speech of a Mr. Edwards, who addressed those assembled.
They had both been sent to him, and he
had therefore read them attentively. He
would wish that hon. Gentlemen would
read those speeches, and give their opin;

A

;

;
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whether they b3lieved them to be
the production of those two persons.
For
ion as to
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could get.
He knew a very extensive
farmer, who had 4,000 sacks of wheat,
and he being in independent circumstances,
kept his stock back until he was enabled
to realize 725. a quarter.
These were
facts which no one could deny ; and he
would be glad if hon. Gentlemen on the
opposite side of the House would take
the trouble of inquiring into them, and
they would find that it was as he stated,
and that it would be the Httle and not the
large farmers, that would be crushed by

he would say without hesitation,
manufacture of the
League.
There was one person who liad
admitted that he received a guinea a day
for going ^about the country to get up these
meetings.
The people of Wiltshire were
respectable men, and had nothing to do
with that meeting for, with the exception
of some half-dozen lazy fellows, such as
always were found in every locality, and
who were an annoyance to the place, with it. He was a landowner himself, and was
these exceptions, they were as respectable not speaking for the benefit of his own
a body of labourers as had ever been met class, but of that of the small farmers, as
with anywhere.
He remembered the la- he felt quite satisfied that the land would
bourers of Wiltshire a great many years. not be injured, but merely the class of
He was old enough to remember when the persons he had mentioned. At all events,
property tax of 10 per cent, was in exist- the loss that landlords might sustain must
ence.
At that time he was young and eventually fall on labourers
first, they
aspiring, and could not bear to see the would lose what was allowed them for
deception that was used towards the peo- beer, and then they would have a reducple.
He remembered attending a meeting tion in their wages; and, therefore, he
at Salisbury, when Mr. Cobbett and Mr. protested against the measure for the sake
Hunt were making speeches, and mislead- of the poor labourers, and the small but
ing those who were present, for the pur- industrious farmers.
He considered that
pose of running down the property tax
they would have to suffer greatly from the
and he remarked to an old gentleman, a decrease that must necessarily take place
Mr. Burton, who was with him, " Was in the demand for their produce, and for
it not disgraceful to
allow those fellows which they would be without a remedy
to deceive those men ?" ** Oh " said his but if the manufacturers had no demand
friend in reply, «*you talk foolishly; those for their goods, they had only to put out
fellows have no property, but we have
their fires and dismiss their workmen
let them alone, they are doing us a ser- but, demand or no demand, the farmer was
vice." The consequence was, that the pro- still obliged to go on.
It seemed to him,
perty tax was run down, and by those very under these circumstances, that passing
persons too, who were injured by its re- the present measure was as if the landed
moval for since then tax upon tax had interest was to be fattened for slaughter.
been levied on the people, from which they The manufacturers, whose movements he
had been free previously.
At Goatacre had watched for fifty years, appeared to
and other places the people were induced think that their interests were safe, that
to cry out for a free trade in corn, and the state of things might continue as prosubdivision of land, which he could assure sperous as they appeared to be sufficiently
them would prove to be the ruin of small long to enable them to amass 100,000/.
farmers, who would be obliged, from want or 150,000/. He had seen such periods when
of sufficient capital, to sell their produce produce was high, and labour low.
But
at any price they could obtain
as it were there came a day of retribution, and then
from hand to mouth— not like the large came with it the misery which fell most
landholders, who could keep their corn heavily upon the poor labourers.
He was
until such times as prices would prove suf- a sort of self-elected prophet, and he would
ficiently remunerative.
It was the small tell hon. Gentlemen that, after the passing
farmers who would be ruined, as the little of that measure, the sooner they made
fish were eaten up by the big ones,
and up their books they would find it to be so
the little manufacturers destroyed by the much the better
and the sooner they left
large and extensive ones.
He did not their tall chimneys it would be so much
complain of that, but merely stated it as the better as he firmly believed that the
a fact. Last year the price of wheat was day of trial was coming, and that they
4is. a quarter; and the small farmers, were manufacturing more than the world
who could not afford to keep it back, sold could consume. Foreigners were beginat that price, which was the most thev ning to rival them, and he was afraid that
his part,

that they were the

;

:

;

;

!

;

;

—

—

—
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manufacturers would soon meet with a day
With respect to wages he did
of distress.
but the Anti-Corn
not wish to say much
;

Law League

told

them that labourers had

He would wish to ask
very low wages.
those free traders if it were not one of the
principles which they advocated themselves,
to buy in the cheapest market, and sell in
the dearest ? If it were so, why not allow
farmers to act upon their own principle ?
He could tell them, however, that wages
were not governed by the farmers, but by
the demand for labour. When those Gentlemen connected with the manufacturing
interests speak of the rate of wages in
their respective districts, he considered
that they should also add whether at the
time quoted it was one of prosperity or the
the average should be given, and
reverse
not a particular instance advanced as a
;

general principle. He was much surprised,
it was generally admitted that everything was in a thriving condition in the
country when the farmers were satisfied
with the prices they were receiving for
their produce
in short, when everything
was in a state to be let alone, he was surprised that at such a time every interest
in the country was interfered with.
They
had two great parties in the country and

when

—

—

in that

House

;

and when he looked

to the

respective advocates of each party, he admitted that he had great respect for the
talents of those hon.

Gentlemen who sat
on the same side of the House as he
did, and he had an equal respect for
the talents of those Gentlemen who sat
opposite
and he could not believe that
any sinister or unworthy motive had actuated hon. Gentlemen in the course thev
had resolved to pursue yet he could not
;

—

conceal his astonishment at the very sudden and extraordinary change that had
taken place in the opinions of many of

them.
Though his feelings had hitherto
been in unison with the party on that (the
Ministerial) side of the House, yet when he
saw them join in the measures and principles of those who were universally opposed to them, it somewhat alarmed him.
He could scarcely understand hon. Gentlemen stating that there must be a Government, and that one of two right hon.

and learned Gentlemen in that House must
be the leader that they had to decide between them, and them only. What a mi-

—

serable state of things was that, that they
must either follow the right hon. Baronet
on that side of the House, or the noble
Lord on the other, and that, without them,
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they could not form a Government
That
appeared to him to be very extraordinary
and he thought that greater mischief could
not be created by any party, than was
about to be effected by the introduction of
that measure based on such a principle.
He had observed that when one great political leader had passed away, there was
always another ready to start up and take
and he, therefore, denied the
his place
proposition that a Government could not
be formed without the aid of either of
those two right hon. Gentlemen, who were
looked upon as the leaders of the two
great parties in that House.
He had witnessed many important events in his
time; but he confessed that he had not
seen any more important than that would
be the passing of the measure under dis!

;

—

cussion.

Mr. HENRY BERKELEY: I might
have been unwilling to obtrude myself
upon the House in this protracted debate,
had it not been for the prominent position
in which my hon. Colleague has placed
himself by moving the Amendment.
I
find myself called upon to make some remarks on the subject, and I intend to confine myself as much as possible to the line
of argument adopted by my hon. Colleague.
My hon. Colleague has thrust himself into
the front of the protectionist army.
Whether he has achieved this greatness willingly, or it is greatness thrust upon him,
we have no right to inquire but there I
find him, pleading the cause of protection
sternly and stiffly.
My hon. Colleague
argues, " There was no special necessity
;

measure." My hon. Colleague ob" Even the hon. Member for Wolverhampton miist be astonished at the miraculous conversion of some of his new coadjutors, who were now prepared to substi-

for the
serves,

tute for their own the opinions of the Member for Stockport ;" and my hon. Colleague
winds up his determined protectionist speech
in these words
" He believed that he was
acting for the benefit of the country and
the Colonies also, by advocating protection
for every branch of British industry."
Now, Sir, the astonishment my hon. Colleague evinces for the conduct of others,
may be somewhat abated if my hon. Colleague will only take the trouble to scan his
own.
On Monday, the 9th, my hon. Colleague made the speech from which I have
quoted extracts and on Tuesday, the 10th,
having been asked by a most respectable

—

;

constituent to support the prayer of a petition, signed by 18,000 of his constituents.
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approving of the Ministerial plan, but preferring immediate abolition, my hon. Colever having voted against the anleague
nual Motion of my hon. Friend the Member for Wolverhampton ever having been
a sturdy protectionist having, on the 9th,
made a protectionist speech, thus writes on
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tion of the constituency

which sent him to

19,

Parliament.
I believe most decidedly this
The petition which I preto be the case.
sented contains 18,000 signatures, and
those the signatures of
Conservatives
Now, if my hon.
equally with Liberals.
Colleague spoke more than his opinion
if he claims the weight which a Member
the 10th:—
deserves who speaks the voice of a power" London, Feb. 10, 1846.
where were his petitions ?
" Dear Sir I received your letter this morning, ful constituency
and regret that I cannot give my vote in favour of Not a single one did he, or could he, prothe immediate reiKjal of the Corn Laws, as I am
The opinions of the hon. Member
duce.
opposed to the measure introduced by Sir R. Peel,
on this question are the opinions of a mere
when considered as a whole but though I cannot
Bristol has suffered too much from
clique.
give my vote in favour of the immediate repeal, I
do not hesitate to say that I think that it would the principle of monopoly not to feel disbe better for all parties that the repeal should be gust at the very name. Monopoly has been
immediate and, entert.aining this view of the ques- the evil genius of the city.
Whatever
tion, if the Motion should be made, I shall not
strength protectionists may have in other
oppose it.
" My speech of last night will, I hope, suflSciently parts of England, it exists not in Bristol.
explain to you my reasons for not being able to
I have heard loud boasts from hon. Gentlecome round to a sudden change of opinions. Be- men opposite, of an appeal to the people.
lieve me, dear Sir, yours truly,
An appeal to Bristol, I most decidedly be" PHILIP W. S. MILES.
lieve, would prove that the constituency
" G. Thomas, Esq.
fully recognise the principles of free trade;
and I fear my hon. Friend would find that
Now, this is consistency with a vengeance
Why, if the hon. Member for Wolverhampton his supporters in that city would not sancbe astonished at the conversion of any one, tion a secession on his part from Her Mahe may well be astonished at the conversion jesty's present Minister. In short, since
of the hon. Member for Bristol. lias the pro- my hon. Colleague cannot understand the
cannot read the writposition of the right hon. Baronet to deal signs of the times
with the Corn Laws had the wonderful effect ing on the wall the people of Bristol will
They will discriminate
of disarming the hon. Member's objection read it for him.
to total abolition ?
But no, he will not now between obstinacy and consistency ; and
oppose the instant abolition of the Corn if my hon. Colleague stands still, his
Laws. Then, if not, why not ? Because constituency will follow the right hon. Bathe right hon. Baronet has brought for- ronet in his onward course.
And why
ward a scheme for a sort of modified aboli- should they not feel and yield to the prestion of the Corn Laws, can that be a pre- sure of the times, and, following the examtence for the hon. Member for Bristol ple of the two first statesmen of the age,
giving up all defence of protection ; and give up foregone conclusions
abjure byhow are we to reconcile his speech of the gone errors and, uniting heart and hand,
9th with his letter of the 10th ?
Really, do that tardy justice to their country, the
when Gentlemen opposite talk of incon- necessity for which has forced itself on
sistency, it would be better to remove the their reason ?
beam from their own eye, before they look
Mr.
said, that surely
after the mote in the eye of their neigh- the speech of the hon. Member who had
bour; and I would just ask my hon. Col- just sat down was more suited to the Brisleague if the Conservatives of Bristol are tol huBlings than the House of Commons.
likely to be hypercritical
whether they He could assure the House that he had
might not think that his determined oppo- no intention of encouraging it by a repetisition to his own political loader might tion of replies to arguments which, in his
savour of faction, coupled as it was with opinion, had already been satisfactorily anthe surrender of his opinions to those of a swered, and which would, no doubt, be
political opponent?
I now turn to that
again satisfactorily answered in the course
great commercial city which we have unit- of that debate but as the hon. Member
edly the honour to represent, and I tell for Durham, after whom he had risen to
my hon. Colleague that he does not speak speak, but in vain, the last night of the
the opinions of the majority of the inhabit- debate, gave vent pretty freely to the exants of the county and city of Bristol
pression of his opinion on the subject of
nor of the constituency, nor of that por- farming in Cheshire, perhaps he might be

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

TOLLEMACHE

—

,

;
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Members for that
county, to express his belief that if the
hon. Gentleman had had the same experience in the cultivation of the soil that he
had in the manufacture of cotton goods,
not only would he have arrived at a very
different conclusion with respect to the

allowed, as one of the

state of farming in the county of Chester,
hut he would also have been thoroughly
satisfied that so pressed down was the
landed interest by local and general taxa-

make it utterly impossible for
the British farmer to compete with the
foreign farmer ; and, therefore, the hon.
Gentleman, instead of being, as he then
tion as to

was, a thorough-going and an ultra free
trader, would, at this moment, have been
a most determined and rigid protectionist.
It was not to an agriculturist that the hon.
Gentleman would go for an opinion when
carrying on manufacturing operations consequently he must excuse him for declining, as he did decline, to acknowledge him
as any great authority, or, indeed, as any
authority at all, on matters relating to
agriculture.
However, as the hon. Gentleman had favoured them with his observations, he should state that,' although he
had the honour of being one of the Members for South Cheshire, he was connected,
both as a landed proprietor and as a resident, with another county, which was acknowledged to be one of the best cultivated
in the kingdom; and, from all he had
seen in that and other comities, he did not
;

hesitate to declare that, in

many

parts of
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ing given to it on a recent occasion by the
right hon. Baronet, viz., that pride in
which the most exalted and worthy might
justly indulge, he had only to thank him
for such a compliment to a portion of his
constituents. Without regard to the great
question before the House, the opinions he
had always held respecting protection to
all interests

remained unchanged

;

and he

should certainly feel it his duty to act up
to those opinions, by voting against the
measure introduced by the Government.
If the present or any other Government
had reason to apprehend a scarcity of
food,

either

in

England or Ireland,

he

should be most anxious for an immediate
and effectual remedy being applied to
meet so fearful a calamity ; and one of
those remedies should be, perhaps, the
opening of the ports for a limited period.
At the end of that period, he Avas well
aware that if the Ministers pursued an undecided, vacillating course, they would be
unable to maintain the Corn Laws, or indeed anything else but if their course, on
the contrary, were bold and decided, the
Corn Laws would be maintained, and withHe did not attribute
out great difiiculty.
the present prosperous state of the country
to the relaxations that had been made in
the Tariff^, but to markets which had so
providentially opened
to the great
increase of wealth to the country consequent on a succession of good harvests to
the confidence given to capitalists, by
making, as the income tax had done, the
revenue of the country exceed its expenditure
to the encouragement that confidence had given to the construction of
railways and other public works, and there;

—

—

improvement was
progressing as rapidly as in any other part
of the country.
It was true that improvement had been seriously checked and the
confidence of the fanners much shaken by by the employment of labour, which had
the agitation carried on against the Corn added so immensely to the consuming
Laws by the Anti-Corn-Law League
Had no relaxapowers of the country.
league that, if it did not owe its existence, tion in the Tariff taken place, there would,
at all events owed its importance and in- in his judgment, have been an equally
fluence, to the vacillating and tampering prosperous state of things, and a much
conduct of Her Majesty's Ministers, during larger revenue.
It was his belief that as
the last two or three years, with respect long as the prosperity of trade could be
Cheshire,

agricultural

—

—

to

protection

generally.

Gentleman appeared

As

the

hon.

to take so great

an

interest in Cheshire landlords

and Cheshire
farmers, he strongly recommended the
hon. Gentleman, as some amends for the
mischief he and his brother leaguers had
done, to vote as he should vote, against
the free-trade scheme of Her Majesty's

Oovernment.
The hon. Gentleman had
also spoken of the ''proud aristocracy"
of Cheshire.
Now, as he concluded he
meant that expression to imply the mean-

forced up to its present height, and the
railway mania lasted,
the consuming
powers of the country would be such that,
even under a free-trade system, it might
be possible to obtain remunerating prices
for agricultural produce
but when the
season of depression in the manufacturing
districts arrived
and arrive it occasionally
would there would be nothing to fall back
or rest upon, and the most feai-ful consequences would be the result to every class
and every interest in the kingdom. After
;

—

—

I
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tlie

course adopted by Her Majesty's

ad-

with respect to the Dissenters'
Chapels, the College of Maynooth, and

visers

Academical Education in Ireland, in previous Sessions, and in this Session with
regard to the Corn Laws, it was his painful duty to declare that he could no longer
incur the responsibility of being
their supporters in Parliament.

He

one of
should,

19,
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the answer be received with greater pleasure and satisfaction
by no one would it

—

—

be more heartily cheered than by himself.
He was well aware that, brought forward
as this measure was by a nominally Conservative Government, it would be carried
with triumph through that, and he feared
through the Upper House of Parliament
but a thousand times would he rather fall,
as he knew he would fall, with the agricultural Members with honour, than join in a
triumph which he could not but fear would
be attended with disgrace.

of course, support them on questions on
which he might consider them right, and
vote against them when he might consider
them wrong. He felt the greatest regard
Mr. T. DUNCOMBE said, that corand respect for them as individuals, but he
could no longer have confidence in them dially concurring in the measure, and beThe power of the leaders of lieving it to be one which not only did hoas Ministers.
a Government professing to be Conserva- nour to the Ministry that introduced it, but
would reflect credit upon the Parliament
tive, in carrying measures that would be
believing also, after the
acceptable to Gentlemen opposite, holding that adopted it
avowedly Radical opinions, was unbounded: statement made by tlie right hon. Baronet
for they could always command a certain opposite, that through the influence of pubnumber of votes on their own side, which, lic opinion alone could he overcome the
together with support from the Opposi- difficulties with which he was sun-ounded,
tion, would at any time ensure to them a or be sustained against the obloquy with
majority.
But he could not continue his which bigotry and ignorance had assailed
confidence to any set of men, were they him
he thought it behoved those who did
ever so respectable or talented, when it not owe their seats to the nomination of
was proved that their adherence to any peers, and were not removable at their
one great principle could not be depended })leasure, but owed them to the free and
upon.
Deeply, however, as he deplored independent choice of the people, to stand
the change that had taken place in the up for the measure, and not give to it a
opinions of Her Majesty's Ministers, extra- silent, a lukewarm, or a jealous support.
ordinary as it was that so many conver- Far be it from him to let hon. Gentlemen
sions should have occurred in so short a opposite suppose him insensible to the painspace of time, he was thoroughly satisfied ful and false position in which they were
that that change had been the result of placed
he could make every allowance
the most earnest and conscientious convic- for those whose powers of change could not
tion
and under such circumstances it was, keep pace with the conversions they saw
no doubt, their duty, as honourable men
going on around them far be it from him
it was a duty they owed to their Sovereign
to deny that a great, a very extraordinary,
and their country, openly to avow that a peculiar, a simultaneous change of opinchange of opinion.
But although they ion had taken place in the breasts of diswere unquestionably right in that, they tinguished men on both sides of the House,
were, in his judgment, decidedly wrong in concurrently with the advice tendered by the
continuing in power without first making right hon. Baronet to his Cabinet in Noan appeal to the country
but it did not become hon.
for he feared vember last
they had laid themselves open to the serious Members on his {Mr. Duncombe's) side of
charge of making use of the power they the House to cavil at the change, or quarpossessed as a Government to overturn rel with it
it was for them to feel grateful
the very principles,
by the profession for it, and to admire the ability with which
of which, and for the defence of which, it was carried out.
But he must say, that
that power had been obtained.
That those hon. Gentlemen for whom he had
charge, compared to which that of incon- just expressed some sympathy, because
sistency (important as it was that public they could not in conversion go the pace
men should on great questions maintain of those who sat near them, did not seem
their consistency) was trifling indeed
that to be taking the right course to extricate
serious charge had yet to be met and themselves from their false position. Why
satisfactorily answered by one of the Mi- indulge in every sort of personal abuse and
nisters of the Crown.
When it had been reproach towards the right hon. Baronet
satisfactorily answered, by no one would and his Colleagues, with every now and
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
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then a sort of hypocritical canting exclam" We give you every credit for conation
scientious motives; we are sure you do not do
we are sure
it from any corrupt motives
you are quite honest and sincere in your
changes but still we have no confidence in
you as Ministers ? " [Mr. Shaw Hear,
The hon. and learned Recorder
hear!]
went farther than any he called the Ministers, with whom up to that hour he was
in the habit of associating both as friends
and Ministers, political cowards he told
the right hon. Baronet he had no confidence in such poHtical cowardice as his.
Well, if that were so, why not come forward at once with a vote of want of confidence in the Ministry, a vote of censure
upon the Treasury bench? Such a course
would be manly, intelligible, and ParliaIt would be Parhamentary for
mentary.
hon. Gentlemen opposite took that course
It was proposed
in 1841 on the Address.
to meddle with exactly the same questions
as now, namely, the commercial interests
and what was the Amendof the country
ment then moved and carried? That a
Government which meddled Avith such questions as corn and commerce ought not
to have the confidence of that House.
Thus it ran
" We assure your Majesty that we are deeply

—

:

;

;

;

;

:

sensible of the importance of those considerations
to which your Majesty has been graciously pleased
to direct our attention, in reference to the commerce and revenue of the country, and to the laws

which regulate the trade in corn that in deciding
the course which it may be advisable to pursue
:

with reference to such matters,

will be our earnest desire to consult the interest and promote
the welfare of all classes of your Majesty's subjects
that we teel it, however, to be our duty
humbly to submit to your Majesty that it is essential to the satisfactory results of our deliberations
upon these and other matters of public concern
that your Majesty's Government should possess
the confidence of this House and of the country
and respectfully to represent to your Majesty that
confidence is not reposed in the present advisers
of your Majesty."
it

;

That was the manly, straightforward course
taken

men

in

Why

1841.

did not hon. Gentle-

same thing now ?
[Sir J. Tyrell
Because you would not
support us.] "I won't support you!" (said
the hon. Member)
how do you know I
would not support you ? I never told you
I should or I should not
and what right
have you to assume that I should not ?
Why not try it hke honest men, and leave
opposite do

the

:

;

;

the country to judge between us ? [Sir J.
I meant that your party would
Tyrell
I have no party but that
not support us.]
The fact was (the hon.
of the country.
:

'

NIGHT.

Member continued), that hon. Gentlemen
opposite dared not face the opinion of the
But what did they do ? They
country.

—

;
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went on casting all sorts of abuse and obloquy on the Government
they charged
them with perfidy and treason. Treason
What would they have had the
to whom ?
right hon. Baronet do under the circumthe peculiar circumstances
stances
in
which he was placed in November last ?
The right hon. Baronet had told the House
he had explained to them in the estimation of the public honourably to himself
the course he had thought proper to pursue
on that occasion.
He resigned. Were
hon. Gentlemen opposite prepared to take
the Government ?
Mr. Gladstone, in his
address to the electors of Newark, told
them that those who were against the relaxation of protection Avere not prepared to
form a Government.
The noble Lord the
;

—

—

•

—

—

Member

for

London was empowered

an Administration

;

but he

to

form

some
wanted

failed, for

reason or other. The Protectionists
courage
the Whigs wanted concord
what was the right hon. Baronet to do ?
They would, of course, admit that there
must be some Government in the country.
If that was so, how was the country to be
governed, except in the way that the right
hon. Baronet proposed ?
He was prepared,
even if there had been no one to follow him,
so to act that Her Majesty should be able
to meet Her Parhament.
He wished the
noble Lord had done the same. He wished
the noble Lord had come to that House, if
even he had had only ten men to follow
him.
Public opinion would have carried
him through, as it would the right hon.
Baronet at the head of the Government.
Treason! to whom? To the Queen? To
the people ?
To his own honour ? -No
Treason, perhaps, to Toryism
But, what
:

;

—

!

!

did that mean ?
Why, that he had preferred the interests of a great nation to the

ignorant prejudices of a party. There Avas
but one treason of which the right hon. Baronet could now be guilty
that was, treason to the people and the country, by vacil-

—

lating in the course he had marked out for
himself.
That was the only treason of
Avhich the right hon. Baronet could now be
guilty.

Hon. Gentlemen opposite might

say the country was with them but where
was the proof? Where was protection in
the West Riding of Yorkshire ?
Its voice
;

Avas still there.

at

Westminster?

Where was

Was any

it

yesterday

protection can-

didate put forth in Westminster?
For
himself, he did not think it signified one
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straw which of the hon. Gentlemen was
successful in that contest. Where was the

Why

did he not
protection candidate ?
hoist the flag of protection at Covent Gar-

den ? If they had, the candidate might
have stood up to his knees in native cahhages and talked of protection. They were
told, however, that the tenants-at-will and
the clergy were up in arms, and the hon.
Baronet the Memher for the University of
Oxford told them that the clergy and the
Church were dreadfully alarmed. He said
that the tithe interest was not taken care
of in the measure, and that the interest of
the Church was not taken care of. But he
had not told them why. He did not give any
reason why those interests were in danger.
It was singular that, whenever anything
was going to be done for the good of the
people, some Gentlemen always got up in
that House, and cried out, ** You don't
remember the Church! " Why, the clergy
were no more necessarily associated with
tithe than the Church meant religion. Why?
Because one-half of the Church belonged to
Still it was said that
lay impropriators.
the clergy were up in arms against the
As for the tenant farmers, he
measure.
did not think they cared a straw about it
if they could vote by ballot they would vote
for the measure. But under the 501. tenantat-will clause they were compelled to vote
Talking of
at the will of their landlords.
tithe, he had an authority on the subject
which he thought would dispense with some
of the alarm which was said to exist among
He contended
the clergy on that account.
that the titheowner, whether clerical or
lay, had no right to complain
and the authority on which he said this was one to
which the hon. Baronet (Sir R. Inglis),
would, he was sure, pay the greatest attention.
It was a charge of the Bishop of
Rochester in 1837; immediately after the
Tithe Commutation Bill passed.
If he
rightly understood the argument of the
hon. Baronet (Sir R. Inghs), it was that
the Legislature had by that Act entered
into a compact with the Church to the
;

effect, that tithe should not be thereafter
prejudiced by any act of the Legislature
but that this measure for the repeal of the
Corn Laws would so prejudice tithe. He
had sometimes voted with the hon. Baronet,
though on very different principles. He
did so on the occasion of that Bill, and he
did so against the Maynooth Bill but on
the voluntary principle, while the hon. Baronet voted on the high church principle.
;

The same was

the case on the Tithe Bill.

19,
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In opposing that Bill, he (Mr. Buncombe)
then argued that it was most unjust to the
landlord, if changes were to be made, especially in the Corn Laws, to fix him by
the enactments of the Tithe Bill.
He also
argued, that if the Corn Laws were repealed, certain light lands must be thrown
out of cultivation, while the landlords would
be saddled with a rent-charge out of all
He also argued that the
just proportion.
Bill gave tithe a right and claim on land
which it had never had before.
It gave
tithe a prior claim to all other charges on
Previously the titheowner had no
land.
lien on land, but only a personal claim, if
the party owing the tithe refused to pay it.
But the Tithe Commutation Bill made the
tithe a positive rent-charge, and one which
the light lands, under the repeal of the
Corn Laws, would be unable to pay. Now,
what was the opinion of the Bishop of Rochester ?
He referred not merely to the
Tithe Bill, but also to that for the registration of births, deaths,

He

said

and marriages.

:

" Taking into account the state of political parTithe Bill may be considered to be as favourable an arrangement towards
the clergy of a very difficult question as could have
been expected. Happily for the Church, a powerful and influential body of the laity were also
holders of tithe property to a very large amount,
and were as much interested in a fair settlement
of the question as we were
the clergy, therefore,
in this instance, have experienced a greater degree
of justice than has been extended towards them in
the discussion of other subjects connected with
their temporal affairs."

ties in the country, the

;

Now, generally, it was not considered ParHamentary to impute motives. If he had
said what was here said, it would have been
called a Radical opinion

;

but, as

it

came

from a bishop, of course it was quite orthodox.
Yet it imported that, self-interest
being mixed up in the question, a better
arrangement had been obtained than would
have been got if there had been no such
interest.
The bishop went on to say
" The criterion which has been fixed upon
to determine the future value of the tithes is also considered by some persons, whose opinions are entitled to great weight, as a dangerous and delusive
arrangement, which will hereafter lead to great
diminution in the property of the Church; and it
said that any considerable decrease in the value
or quantity of the articles which may have been
fixed upon to regulate the future relative value of
the tithes, would produce the evils here anticipated ;
but it must be remembered, that as the incomes
of the clergy were derived under the old system
from the articles of produce, they would equally
have been affected by, under any circumstances,
a diminution in their quantity or value, I am not,
therefore, disposed to think that any just cause for
'
is

alarm exists on

this point."

'
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authority ought to be satisfacIt was the
the hon. Baronet.
charge of the Bishop of Rochester in 1837,
and was reported in The Times newspaper;
and unless the hon. Baronet was prepared
to state that the sliding scale, like tithe,
was of divine origin, he thought that the
clergy, or the titheowners, had no reason

Surely

tory

tliat

to

to complain of the repeal of the Corn Laws.
The only argument used by the hon. Gen-

tleman opposite in defence of this measure,
which had given him pain, was that which
in the reference to the occurHe did think
rences of the year 1842.
that those occurrences ought to have been
kept completely out of sight on the present
He could easily understand hon.
occasion.
Gentlemen opposite, the right hon. Baronet,
for instance, despairing and desponding as
to making any impression on the reason of
some of the hon. Gentlemen who sat on the
same side, and, therefore, thinking it ne-

was involved

But he
cessary to appeal to their fears.
conceived, that when they did so appeal to
their fears, they ought, at the same time,
have done justice to the other side of the
They ought to have recollected,
House.
that in 1842, when those dreadful occurrences took place, and when there was
every symptom and appearance of considerable tumult and confusion in the country
they ought to have recollected that, previous to that, continual Motions were made
on that (the Opposition) side of the House,
to

—

involving exactly the

those

same

principles

as

now advanced by Her Majesty's Mi-

and that those Ministers were told,
over and over again, that if they could but
give effect to those sound principles of commercial policy, more particularly as regarded the food of the people, they would
thereby put an end to all the confusion and
distress in the country.
He had himself,
at the end of July, on that occasion,
moved an Address to the Crown, which
was, after all, looking to the force of the
party opposite, negatived but by a slight
majority, praying Her Majesty, if the measure then resorted to did not remove the
distress, to call Parliament together, and
give greater effect to the principles which
had been entered on. That Motion was rejected but now they were told that those
were measures which hereafter would prevent such distress and confusion as then
If such measures would now preexisted.
vent the recurrence of such distress, he had
a right to say that they would have prenisters;

;

vented

it

on that occasion, and would have

relieved the right hon. Baronet opposite

LAWS.
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from the necessity of then vindicating the
measure which the right hon. Baronet
seemed ^he would not say to glory in,
of sending down a regiment of Guards
and a park of artillery to the manufacturIf a measure like that now
ing districts.
proposed had been then brought forward,
there would have been no necessity for the
guards and artillery, but contentment and
peace would have been restored to the ma-

—

—

nufacturing districts. It was impossible to
say, by such a measure, what misery and
what sufferings might not have been spared,
and what crime might not have been preBut, thank God, whoever might
vented
be the rulers of this country, they ruled
over a loyal, peaceable, honest, and forgiving people.
The people did forget and
forgive the errors then perpetrated
and
all that Parliament could do now was to
pass this measure as quickly and as sincerely as they could, giving the people no
cause to look back to those days which were
gone.
There was a certain question put
that evening to the right hon. Baronet by
the hon. Member for Norfolk, and also another by a noble Lord, with respect to the
total and immediate repeal of the Corn Laws;
and the right hon. Baronet had been told,
that if he thought it necessary for the safe
carrying of the measure, no Gentleman on
that (the Opposition) side of the House
would support any measure for the total
and immediate repeal of the Corn Laws.
The right hon. Baronet had stated that
he thought the provision as proposed by
himself with respect to the Corn Laws, to
be the most desirable, but that, if it were
the sincere wish of the hon. Gentlemen sitting on the (protection) benches near him
that protection should altogether cease, he
and the rest of the House would be but too
happy to accommodate them. But there
was another part of this measure to which
he wished to call the attention of the right
hon. Baronet, in connexion with the question put by the hon. Member for Norfolk.
When this measure was proposed, they
were told to take it as a whole.
Now,
he would tell the House that part of the
!

;

measure which, after all, was and would
prove the most valuable to the operative
classes in the manufacturing districts, was
that part which made the great and important change in the law of settlement.

He declared, that if they struck out that
part of the measure, and if the Ministers
did not pledge themselves as much to that
portion as they did to that part relating to
the Corn Laws, the measure would be va-
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The right
manufacturing districts.
hon. Baronet had said that evening, that

them

he did not intend
which he was now

to press that part to
alluding, until the part

relating to articles of food and clothing
was concluded in that House but there

—he mention-

it might not prove
some of these great manufacturing towns it was intended by certain
parties to otfer a very strong and powerful
opposition to that portion of the measure
and that the Ianto which he adverted
guage used was, '* Let us get the Corn
Law part of the question settled, and then

ed

it,

true

though he hoped

—

that in

;

we

with the law of settlement."
the House, that if they did not
pass this part of the measure, there would
be an agitation in the country which would
will deal

He warned

render the measure completely valueless
and he called on the Ministers to give an
assurance that they did consider that portion as part and parcel of the measure.
The proposed provision to which he alluded was, that which, having a retrospective
effect, made a five years' industrial residence give a settlement in the towns where
the operatives resided.
[Sir R. Peel:
Well, a right to relief,
right to relief. ]
What he contended for was, that those
towns should be saddled with the expense
Supposing that such a law
of that relief.
had existed in 1842, did they suppose that
there would have been half or quarter of
the crime, misery, and distress that then
prevailed? What occurred at Stockport at
that time?
It was notorious that 3,000
houses there were vacant and empty at
that time, which had been occupied by
men paying 2s. ^d. a week rent. What
became of all those unfortunate persons?
They were obliged to tramp and travel
through all parts of the country. A great
number were Irish, and they were cruelly
and with the greatest inhumanity sent
back to Ireland by those capitalists whose
property they had helped to create.
He
understood that at the present moment
nearly two-tliirds of the operative population of Manchester were not entitled to
relief from those persons whose fortunes
they had made.
What was the result ?
These poor persons, with their wives and
children, were sent back to their country
parishes, and when they arrived there, what
happened? They were disowned by their
;

A

a small sum was off"ered to them
go away, and seek employment elsewhere; and they were sent tramping about

parish
to

;

—

—

;

;

;

was an idea getting abroad
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the whole world scorning
country
no one having regard for them as
Was
if they were only worthy to starve.
it then to be wondered at that these perThey might declaim
sons commit crime ?
about discontent, disaffection, and sedition,
but who would
if they chose so to call it
not be disaffected under such circumWas it surprising that crime
stances ?
was committed by persons hungry and
tramping throughout the country, when
the only prospect for the termination of
the misery of those unfortunate victims of
the detestable system of the law of settleHe did
ment was death or the hulks ?
hope, therefore, to hear from Ministers,
that they considered that portion of their
measure relating to the law of settlement
He did not ask it as a
to be essential.
compensation to the agricultural interest,
although it would be a boon to them but
it would also be a great act of justice to
the operatives in the manufacturing disFor these reasons it would be netricts.
cessary to look after this part of the measure with a very jealous eye; but he be-

lueless in the eyes of the operative classes
in the

19,

;

Ministers were sincerely
desirous of carrying every part of the measure. Having said so much, he would conelude by giving his cordial support, both in

lieved that the

House and out of it, to the Ministerial
measure believing, as he did, that it was
calculated not only to extend our commerce,
and to benefit agriculture, but also to improve the social and political condition of
that

;

the people and, above all things, to enlist
in favour of our common country the good
will, friendly feehng, and respect of all the
With respect to that porcivilized world.
tion of the House commonly called the
agricultural interest, he really did believe
that as soon as this protection, so degrading to and unworthy of them, should have
been removed, they would be the first
to acknowledge that their apprehensions
were unfounded ; and when they saw trade
;

flourishing,

employment

plentiful,

prices

ranging high and steady, rates reduced,

and the value of their estates not depreciated, he did hope that they would readily
admit that all their alarm had been without
just cause, and would regret the error in
which they had so long and pertinaciously
persevered.
Sir T.
was very glad, as a
Member of that body which was the subject of the hon. Gentleman's remarks, to
have an opportunity of responding, as he
hoped many others could, with the utmost
sincerity, to the last appeal which that

ACLAND
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hon. Gentleman had

made

to the agricul-

If they found they were

tural interest.

the advocates of error, though it was an
error which they had shared in common
with many others much their superiors in
ability, and which had been received as
if they found that
truth for generations

—

a course contrary to that hitherto pursued
was really fraught with blessings, he did
believe that, one and all, they would not
only acknowledge their error, but cheerfully acquiesce in the decision of Parlia-

ment ; and whether the measure of the
right hon. Baronet proved to be for the
immediate advantage of the country or not

—whether they were

called

upon

to

meet

that measure as a benefit or as a misfortune, they would, above all, do their duty
to their country and to the interest with
which they were connected, so that the

now in prospect might not be
But when
turned to the injury of either.
the hon. Gentleman used the epithets
"ignorant and bigoted," in speaking of
the agriculturists, he begged to remind the
hon. Gentleman, of what indeed the hon.
Gentleman had unconsciously shown he recollected, that they had an excuse for their
legislation

The hon. Gentleman had reminded
error.
them that they were merely continuing in
the behef which had been propagated, and
persevering in the advocacy of that law
which had been passed in 1842, by the
very persons who now proposed its repeal,
whom the hon. Gentleman described as
being the first to discern the new light,
and who now, for the first time, propounded in that House those great truths which
he charitably allowed that the party he
had attacked were yet incapable of seeing.

For one, he acknowledged that such was
his unhappy fate and he hoped the House
would give him credit for sincerity when he
assured them that never, since he first took
;

his seat in Parliament, that

more than

thirty years ago,

is,

in

1812,

had he endea-

voured with greater anxiety to ascertain the
course which it was right he should take. He
had never been a supporter of extreme proHe had welcomed the measure
tection.
proposed in 1842 by his right hon. Friend
(Sir R. Peel), which presented itself to
the agricultural interest as a great reduction on the protection they had long enNeither had he made any difiijoyed.
culty about the Tariff", nor as to the appendix in the shape of the Bill for admitting Canadian graih, or any of the other
In
sequences of the Corn Bill of 1842.
every respect in which he found his right

— CORN
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hon. Friend fairly carrying out the principles of that measure, he gave him the most
But there was a diff"ercordial support.
ence between the conduct of Government
He supported them at
then and now.
that time, because they pursued a policy
which was necessary to the due fulfilment
of their duty in securing a constant supply
There was no
of grain for the country.
free

trader

then so

mad

as to maintain

that he should secure that constant supply
principally by importation.
It was by

means

of a moderate protection that such
such was
a supply could alone be secured
the purpose for which it had been maintained, and certainly it was not intended to
secure high prices of grain for the benefit
The Corn Law had not for its
of a class.
object, directly or indirectly, the raising
In 1815, that great authority.
of prices.
Sir H. Parnell, directed attention to the
difficulties which would attend the transition
from a state of war to peace.
The matter
was taken up by the Government. The price
of wheat had been as high as 120*. It was
necessary for the security of agriculture, in
reference to the security of the consumer,
that some means should be taken to obviate
the difficulties which had been suggested ;
and it was then determined to secure agriculture from competition up to the price of
SOs.
The principle on which protection
was kept up was fully recognised in the
modifications which the law subsequently
underwent.
The first form of protection
was found inconvenient, and the plan of
The
a sliding scale was adopted in 1828.
duties were made to range so that the
foreigner should not be able to compete on
;

the average with the home-grower at a
price below 645.
In 1842 the right hon.
Baronet lowered the pivot price, so that
the competition should commence between
545. and 58^.
Prices which were maintained at 8O5. in 1815, gradually dropped
to 56s., as was shown by the average
taken under the Tithe Commutation Act,
namely, 75. a bushel.
It was their domestic agriculture which had brought prices
His
down from IO5. to 75. a bushel.
right hon. Friend, in his admirable displays of eloquence, which he was sorry
to say had not brought entire conviction
to his mind, did not explain, as he thought,
what were the large grounds on which the
decisions of the Government were said to
rest.
The whole country was in expectation of the disclosure of those indisputable
reasons which had influenced a man who
had shown greater judgment in the admi-
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nistration of public affairs than any Minister
The right hon. Genhe had ever known.

of 85. the principle of protection. The agriculturists did not wish for high prices ; how-

tleman did nothing to show that he was
right, but had made some of his ablest
That
efforts to put others in the wrong.

could they wish to see their countrymeQ

was not assigning reasons. That was not
what Mr. Iluskisson would have done.
The rig]\t hon. Baronet had said that
there were three reasons of policy and one
of justice on which the general system of

protection was maintained, and had argued
ably, though not in all j)oints quite fairly,

against them ; but he had not attempted to
grapple with or even discuss the dictum
of Mr. Iluskisson, which was the only basis
of justification on which the course so long
pursued by the Legislature in dealing with
that it
this question could be rested
was absolutely necessary for such a country as this not to be dependent for the existence of her people upon foreign countries. Mr. Huskisson said, *' Let corn be as
cheap as you please, provided only it be of
That was the rule
domestic growth."
laid down in every speech of Mr. Iluskisson, of Mr. Canning, and of the right hon.
Baronet.
The basis of every law since
1815 had been, that there should be as
much protection to domestic agriculture as
should enable them, not exclusively, but
fully, to raise their supply from their own
This they would command, when,
soil.
in many cases, as, for instance, war, they
could not command the produce of foreign
countries. In scanty harvests, also, on the
Continent, foreign Governments would find,
as they frequently had found it, their duty
even during the present year to secuie
a supply to their own subjects first, and
prohibit the export to this country.
In
all this debate it was remarkable that
this, the essential and mainspring of the
whole argument, had not been touched ;
it had not been touched in either of the
speeches of the right hon. Gentleman.
Thus the House was left to discover as it
might what were the ample grounds which
had arisen in the last three years for
reversing the legislation of thirty years
preceding, a legislation more or less maintained by every Government and every
loading statesman of the country up to the

—

—

—

November, 1845, as well as by each
successive Government and Parliament.
Even the noble Lord opposite (Lord J. Russell), when he made his fatal proposition
in
the celebrated budget of 1841, had acknow1st of

ledged the principle of protection
that proposition his

thrown

;

still it

upon
Government was over;

contained in the fixed duty

from scarcity and famine ? They
were not like the manufacturers, who, employing large masses of men, could tell them
on a Saturday niglit that they did not require them. They had to keep their labourand, in the course
ers all the year round
of twenty or thirty years, connexions of common interest and humanity were formed.
The agriculturist did not want high duties
at a period of
at the time of high prices
high price a fixed duty of Ss. could not be
but at a time of lo\^ prices a glut
held
might come under the system of free trade,
prices would be too much depressed, and a
great degree of agricultural distress would
That was the plain fact, and
be created.
sufi'ering

;

;

;

if

the agriculturists did not receive a re-

muneration for the investment of their capital, it was impossible they could continue
He wished
to furnish an adequate supply.

draw attention

to

to the

tions of the manufacturer

condi-

difi^erent

compared with

farmer, in another point of view.
the manufacturers had established
their mills and machinery, and made a
successful venture, it was not impossible
they might be repaid their outlay in a

the

When

if their returns were hazardous, they
were also good and when a period of depression came, if their credit was sound,
they
their machinery was always ready

year

;

;

;

could quickly command labourers, should
large orders come in from abroad, to start
again at a week's notice, and before a
year was out they reaped their harvest.
But with the agriculturist it was otherwise he required a much longer period
his capital and lato ensure his returns
bour must lie in the ground for years, be-

—

—

would yield back her abundhe must then stand the risk of the
and with any continuance of adharvests
fore the soil

ance

;

;

verse circumstances, it must require a long
period for him to recover the original cost
of his outlay and if to effect this he should
abate his exertions, and rack and impoverish the ground, any one knew that a
fresh tenant must begin the same long and
;

and that it would
require three or four years even to get the
This was a reason as
ground in heart.
much for the public interest as for justice
to the agriculturist, why, if they were considering the apportionment of protection,

patient course again,

as they were unfortunately considering its
total abandonment, agriculture should have

a

fair protection.

If a scanty harvest

and
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scanty supply tempted a large quantity of of the right hon. Baronet, and who was evicorn from abroad at the moment when dently an advocate of free trade, in which a
estates were gomg back both in value comparison was made between the exports
and cultivation, they would find themselves and imports in the three years, 1822, 1823,
in the unhappy situation which it had and 1824, and the three years 1842, 1843,
been the object of all the legislation of and 1844. The oflScial value of the imports
the last thirty years to guard against. in the former period was about 35,000,000/.
The farmers, however, had believed that while in the latter period it was 70,000,000?.
the settlement made in 1842 was a perma- The exports during the same period had
nent one, and had made increased efforts increased in a similar proportion and the
in a reliance upon that law had spent more number and tonnage of our shipping in a
These statistics showed
capital, and introduced more skill, in the still greater.
Now that the trafiSc of the mercantile comcultivation of the soil than before.
had doubled during the period
his right hon. Friend had himself alluded munity
to this happy state of agriculture at the he had mentioned, while the price of corn
Every one who
present moment, and told them that its had diminished one-half.
prosperity did not depend on the price of heard or read these statements must admit
that the Corn Law had worked wett for the
it depended on
assuredly not
wheat
It had worked well for
plenty as well as price, and plenty was the whole population.
;

;

—

:

far better source of prosperity of the two.
His right hon. Friend gave as the fall of

prices for the last forty years the followIn the ten years ending statement.

1815, the price of wheat was
and they would
per quarter
also find that for the five years ending in
1814 the prices averaged between 1055.
and IO65. Since then prices had gradually
and in the ten years ending 1 825
fallen

ing in
97*.

6d.

;

;

the average price of wheat was 56s. Id. ; in
the ten years ending 1835 it was 575. 4(i.
and for the last four years it had been
5I5.
In thirty years, therefore, the price
of wheat had been reduced one-half. Then,
said his right hon. Friend, how can you

who were satisfied with
who were thankful for it, and who de-

the agriculturists,
it,

sired its continuance; and it had worked
equally well for the exporters and consumers. What more could they desire? He
like to know what circumstances had
occurred since the adoption of the law of
1842 to justify the measure now proposed
by the right hon. Baronet ?
He must

would

say, that

he saw none which ought to

induce him to resign his judgment to
that of any other person
but he would
continue to support the law of 1842, until
he was convinced that an alteration was
necessary.
He asked, then, what circumstances had occurred between 1842 and
1846 to justify the proposed change ? As
one reason for his present proposition, the
right, hon. Baronet had told them, with a
warmth of feeling which such a subject
woidd naturally excite in the heart either
of a man or a Minister, that a lament;

your prosperity depends on price ?
(Sir T. Acland) was disposed to
ask rather, how can you say the efi"ect of
protection has been to inflict and keep up
a high price of corn as against the conThis was his answer to those
sumer ?
who charged the landlords with maintain- able scarcity of provisions was anticipated
ing a law which made the food of the in Ireland.
He thought he could dispose
say

But he

people dear, in order to serve their own
interests ; and instead of rendering railing
for railing, this should be his answer to
the speech of the hon. Member for Durham, and all other such speeches which
he or others might make in that House,
He was, however, happy
or elsewhere.
to acknowledge the much improved tone
of the last speech of that hon. Member,
bereft as it was of much of the vituperative language which had too long charac-

—

he hoped that it was an
terized them
indication of the benefit they might derive
from his acuteness and talent on a better

But further. A printed paper
was sent to him by post the other morning,
by a gentleman who approved the measure
occasion.

by repeating what had been
by several hon. Members on Tues-

of that point

stated

day night, that if the right hon. Baronet
had come down on the first day of the
Session, and had proposed a suspension of
the Corn Law for the temporary exigency,
Parliament would have passed the measure
within a week, had it been requisite.
Had
the right hon. Baronet or his Colleagues
thought fit, on the Ist of November, on
their own responsibility, to suspend the
law, he was convinced not a single voice

would have been raised against such a
proceeding but that it would have been
approved and sanctioned by Parliament.
But the right hon. Baronet had not taken
this course.
He was grieved to say that
;
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the right hon. Gentleman had united to a
proposal, which might have been clear and
simple, the most litigated question of the

present day.
occasion, the

He remembered

that,

on one

Government of the noble
Lord opposite (Lord J. Russell) was in-

volved in a similar difficulty, but did not
get out of it.
They attached to the settlement of the Tithe question in Ireland,
which many hon. Gentlemen among their
opponents would have assisted them to
arrange on fair terms, a most indefensible
condition,

consent

to

—he

which the House would not
alluded to the Appropriation

Clause.
This was just the course which
the right hon. Baronet had taken in the
present instance.
The right hon. Gentle-

man had
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of this question, at least in point of time;
and acting upon his own discretion, with the

concurrence of the Cabinet, adopt at once
some prompt measures to relieve pressing
distress, leaving it to the good sense of
Parliament to determine afterwards whether the time had arrived for an alteration
Admitting the great
of the Corn Law.
evils which might result from the failure of
the potato crop, he thought the right 'hon.
Baronet had done them injustice in preventing them from sanctioning with one
heart and one voice, as he believed they
would have done, such measures as might
have been deemed advisable for alleviating
the anticipated distress.
But, indeed, the
proposed law was not the most direct and
effectual relief of that distress.
In the

frankly told them that on the 1st
November he proposed to his Colleagues first place, several months had been lost
to open the ports, in order to meet the in point of time
and whatever difference
fearful evil which was anticipated, and that there might be between entirely open ports
he still wished he had done so. He and and the reduced duty to be enacted under
many of his hon. Friends entertained the the new law, that difference there would
same wish. But the right hon. Baronet be against the right hon. Baronet's plan,
of

;

also said, ** I told my Colleagues fairly
that the step of opening the ports would
involve a reconsideration of the existing

Corn Law."

*'

By

said the right hon.

such a
Baronet,

measure,"

"we

shall

adopt the principle of free trade.
I believe that if you once open the ports you
never can shut them again. Therefore, when
I make to you the proposition of opening
the ports, as a means of remedying or
preventing the dreadful evil of a famine,
you are to understand that it involves if
it be in my hands
the contemporaneous
change of our former policy." Could the
right hon. Baronet be surprised that, under
such circumstances, he found but three
Members of the Cabinet supporting him ?
Could he be surprised that he (Sir T. Acland) and those who entertained similar
opinions on this question, should think now
that, with a sincere determination to do his
duty to the suffering people of Ireland, the

—

—

right hon. Baronet found the occasion too
tempting to be suffered to pass without en-

deavouring to carry out at the same time a
foregone conclusion ?
The right hon. Baronet had not told them when the change
in his opinions took place
;
but he did not
think that so great an alteration could
have
taken place in the opinions of the right

immediate and temOr, again, why might
porary suspension.
they not have released from bond the large
quantity of corn now in the ports ?
The
hon. Member for Huntingdon (Mr. T.
Baring) had told them that it was above a
Why, on the assumpmillion of quarters.
tion that one quarter is consumed by each
individual in a year, (though it does not, in
fact, amount to that,) the corn now in bond
would, if let out, supply the whole four millions whom the right hon. Baronet had described to be in danger of starvation for the
next four months before harvest, for at least
in comparison with the

three out of those four months and was
not this a high tribute to the principle of
a law which, at a remarkable period, when
some scarcity and high prices prevailed
over the greater part of Europe, had provided such a resource as this at our disposal ; and that, even with the general
prices of the home market, exceedingly
The truth was, that under the
moderate.
present law relative to corn and provisions,
the agriculturists had been induced to make
exertions such as were made in no other
country; and now, by the sudden and unlooked for, unjust, and unnecessary alteration, they would be forced to run the risk
;

prudence and sagacity— within a recent
period.
What he complained of was, that
the right hon. Baronet, even
when warned
by the differences which existed in the

If,
of great disappointment and injury.
however, the law should be repealed, he
would not give way to alarm, or encourage
On the contrary, he would do
discontent.
his best to keep up the hearts of his agriHe had already told
cultural friends.

Cabinet, did not separate the two
branches

them

hon.

Gentleman— a man remarkable

for

in his

own county,

that the best

D D
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advantage of a good law was to November, the majority was still against
improve their estates to the greatest possible him, and so the Government was broken
It was resumed, indeed, nobly, and
and, on the same principle, he up.
degree
deemed the wisest way of meeting a bad in a most praiseworthy manner, that Her
law was bj redoubling their exertions. Majesty and the country might not be left
Such was his general view of the merits of without a Government. But that only
the scheme, and he was not prepared to proved that the previous majority of the
accept it at the hands of the right hon. Cabinet felt the absence of a Government
He could not in three short a greater evil than the repeal of the Corn
Baronet.
weeks read backwards the lesson which the Laws. He (Sir T. Acland), therefore,
right hon. Baronet and he had together could not add to the weight of the force
learned in the same school for the last thirty against him the authority of an unbiassed
and he,
years, the one indeed as the teacher, and united Cabinet on the question
he himself as the humble follower. His therefore, would not surrender his judgadherence to his principles might be deemed ment upon it, notwithstanding the great
bigotry; but as he acted on conviction he difficulty and improbability of efi'ectively
He had had serious comacted confidently, and should continue to maintaining it.
do so till he was convinced that the main- munication with many agriculturists in his
tenance of such a course was hopeless. county on the subject of the anticipated
What, indeed, was the reason for the changes, previous to the meeting of Parchange that had come over them what liament, and had always told them that he
Why, first, the Anti-Corn- should think it his duty, when he knew what
the cause ?
Law League, and its quarter of a million the measure was to be, to view it most dis-

to take

;

;

—

But by the first subscription of
fund.
100,000Z., and by the second of 250,0001,
had not the League shown that if those
engaged in manufactures could in so short
a time collect together so large a sum to be
spent in such a political game or conflict as
this, they had very little need to complain
of the existing state of things ?
And, for
his part, he thought that that agitation
alone would have been easily put down by
firm and resolute men, unless, indeed, they
had some misgivings about the real merits
of the case.
The noble Lord the Member
for London had been the next to move
overtly in the matter; and, to tell the truth,
he had the best right to do so, for he had
only to make one step forward, while the
right hon. Baronet had to make an entire
change in his poHcy. But it appeared to
him, that even his noble Friend the Member
for London, with the support of the Opposition and the League imited, should not
have been strong enough to thwart or
terrify a Minister, with a strong party at
his back, who had been able four years
before, with smaller numbers, to defeat his
noble Friend and his principles, and to
keep them on the Opposition side of the

and to consider it over and
over again, in all its bearings, and with a
view to all its consequences, before he came
to any conclusion as to his own course.
passionately,

He had

done so most anxiously, and also
danger which might arise
from sending such a question as this back
He did not complain of
to the country.
those who, similarly circumstanced, came
to a different conclusion from his own, as
did his noble Friend the Member for Liverpool; for he fully believed that, when a
reflected on the

had continued
demand any parti-

large portion of the people
for a length of time to

cular

measure, and the Minister of the

Crown had once pledged the Government
to grant

it,

that measure, sooner or later,
to be carried, and therefore

was pretty sure

he could well understand the

difficulty felt

by many persons as

wisdom and

to the

He
propriety of a protracted resistance.
all
should, however, hold his own course
the responsibilities were with his right hon.
Friend.
But he would join in no vexatious
;

—

opposition
^he would be no party to worrying the measure.
He would not, indeed,
yield to the League, as the noble Lord or
the Minister himself but if the House of
House ever since.
If that Minister had Commons should sanction, by a full mabeen firm, that party would have been suf- jority, the measure proposed by the Crown,
ficient for his support.
But, unfortunately, he (Sir T. Acland) would give his right
they had now the opinion of the Minister hon. Friend no unnecessary trouble.
If,
himself also against them
but not the indeed, the very first division should be
authority of the united opinion of his Go- what is called a close one, then no one
vernment.
His first proposition had been knew better than his hon. Friend, that he
supported by only three Members of his could have no hope of getting his bill
Cabinet ; and, on its repetition on the 26th through the present Parliament, and the
;

;
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sooner he sent them all to the right-about
but
the better a great evil, no doubt
that, like the other responsibilities, must
but he
rest with his right hon. Friend
must not expect other men to lend him
their shoulders to get him out of his false
position.
He (Sir T. Acland), for one, as
an old Member of Parliament, did not
think his right hon. Friend had a right to
call on him to submit to a necessity entirely of his own creation.
Lord A.
had listened with a
good deal of attention to the debate as it
had gone on, and he confessed he thought
that a good many Gentlemen had been
rather hard upon the right hon. Gentleman. He was convinced that nothing but
a sense of public duty could have induced
the right hon Baronet to have brought forward the present measure. He had been
at the head of a large and a united party ;

—

;

—

PAGET

now, whether he went

east, west, north, or

south, nothing but the renegade Minister

was talked about.

He

thought that the

was one of the greatest
instances of sacrifices of self that had ever
right hon. Baronet

been made from conscientious motives. He
quite agreed that the noble Lord the Member for London would have been the proper
person to have brought forward this Motion.
He had had the honour of supporting the noble Lord since he had been in
Parliament, and he hoped that he should
long have that pleasure
his undoubted
bravery and manly straightforward con;

duct entitled him to their highest regards.
He should give the right hon. Gentleman's

measure

most cordial support.

his

He had

belonged for several years to that forlorn
hope which went out annually with his hon.
Friend the Member for Wolverhampton
(Mr. Vilhers)
but now he was glad to say
that their position was altered.
He had al;

ways agreed that no law could regulate the
price of wages
admitting that axiom, he
;

said also that no law should regulate the
price of food.
The Corn Laws were near
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wished the question to be agitated ?
Did
he remember the Reform Bill? Did he
know that if it had been settled betimes,
they would never have had the heartburnDid he reings which had followed it ?

member

the Catholic

Relief Bill?

The

measure of Emancipation began under Pitt
but at last it
as a party squabble
into a national quarrel, and God only
;

grew

knew

And did
where that quarrel would end
he wish that this subject, which at present
was a mere topic disputed in clubs did he
wish that it should sink into men's hearts,
and become a contest of classes classes of
property and of intelligence, each appealing
to the passions and the prejudices of the
Let them look at the history of
people ?
He would not go back to
the Corn Laws.
those times when the Corn Laws were
rather intended to regulate exports than
!

—

—

—

imports when they prevented the producer from selling in the dearest market,
rather than the consumer from buying in
but he would go at once to
the cheapest
Previous to that, in the period of
1815.
war, prices had risen, and a difficulty was
The
found to provide food for the people.
landed interest was encouraged by all
classes to invest their money in extending
When
the cultivation of the poor lands.
peace came, and with it an influx of foreign
corn, the nation, acting freely, and with the
consent of all the leading statesmen of the
day the nation willingly consented to take
upon itself the burden of the Corn Laws
and with a view to prevent the land going
out of cultivation, and the labourer being
thrown out of employment, these laws had
been continued to the present day. But
could they still be justified on that plea ?
That was the question. Could it be proved
that it was now impossible to dispense with
He denied that it could. He
protection ?
thought he could prove that they might
now dispense with protection and if he
could prove that, he was certain that the
highminded gentry of England would not
In 1836,
insist upon its being continued.
they had a Committee upon agricultural
At that time, they had some of
distress.
the ablest and most intelligent tenant
The
farmers before them giving evidence.
Scotch farmers admitted that they might
;

—

;

;

their end.
His family derived their income
from corn, and he knew that the head of
it apprehended no danger from
the repeal
of the law
therefore, though he should
support the measure of the right hon. Baronet, yet he must express a hope that
it
would not be long ere they should have a meet foreign competition.
The English
complete repeal of the Corn Laws.
in the
farmers thought they could not
Mr. BINGHAM BARING said, the first place, on account of the burden of
hon. Member for Devonshire had expressed tithes and at that time, the House would
the opinion that, sooner or later, this ques- recollect, tithes had not been commuted
;
tion would be carried.
He should like to but whatever capital was expended on land,
ftsk the hon. Baronet how much
longer he one-tenth of the profits were paid over to
;

:

;

D D
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How, then was

the titheowner.

it

possi-

ble for the English farmer to compete with
the foreigner on fair grounds, when that

by which alone he could succeed

— the
—

power and influence of his capital was
thus swamped.
But since that period the
tithes had been commuted.
Then there
was another objection.
They said they
could easily cultivate the good lands, but
the wet sour clay lands required protection and, besides, they were in many cases
without good access to markets. But what
had since taken place ? The railways that
were now extending over the country afforded every facility for the farmer bringing his produce to market chemical and
;

;

LAWS.

—EIGHTH

NIGHT.

Now, certainly if the
the interests and the
opinions of one important class of the
community to the demands of another class,
could be designated a settlement of the
question, then indeed he was wiUing to

upon the

subject.

sacrifice of

entire

assent to the suggestion of the right hon.
Gentleman for if he thought that by acceding to the Motion he should succeed in
putting an end to the agitation that was
now prevailing, he confessed that many of
his objections to the measure would be obviated.
But he could not so persuade
himself.
He could not but apprehend
that if this measure should be carried
through Parliament, an agitation of a
much more difficult description would ensue.
He could not, therefore, look to the
promised cessation of agitation as a reason
to induce him to acquiesce in the measure
;

manures might be distributed
through the country by the same means
while the drainage, which was now carried
on to so great an extent, brought the wet
lands into good condition
We could never expect to
so that all the now proposed.
objections of the tenant farmers were now be long without seasons of great distress,
removed, and the landed gentry found that whereby the masses of the people would be
their crops were doubled.
The present affected and he feared, if this cause of
measure must be looked upon in the light agitation were removed, there would not
of an appeal to the justice of the landed be wanting those who would soon find
interest, and no doubt it would be consi- other subjects for agitation, and other aldered satisfactory.
ledged causes for distress.
There were
Debate again adjourned.
other of our most valued institutions which
House adjourned at a quarter past Twelve might, in such a case, be exposed to the
o'clock.
same danorer from aofitation. The existartificial

;

;

;

ence of

tithe,

the existence of the Estab-

lished Church, the existence of a powerful
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The Order

Day having been read
Committee upon the Cus-

of the

for going into

toms and Corn Importation Act,

GUMMING

Mr.
BRUCE said the right
hon. Gentleman the Paymaster General of
the Forces, in his address to the House
last night, appealed to his (Mr. C. Bruce 's)
hon. Friend the Member for the county of
Devon, and to other hon. Gentlemen who
were opposed to Her Majesty's Government on this question, not to protract the
present discussion; pointing out to them
the great danger of keeping the country in
a continual state of agitation upon so important a subject as that of a repeal of the
Corn Laws.

The

right hon.

Gentleman
measure of Government were at once acquiesced in, an
end would at once be put to all agitation
also intimated that if the

and honourable aristocracy, the existence
of great masses of property in the hands
of a few, the law of primogeniture, the be-

coming splendour of the Court, the necessary expenses of the monarchy, might all
be made use of by designing persons as
objects against which to direct an agitation as violent as that with which they
had now to contend. But they would not
have much to fear from such agitation if
they had a strong and steady Government
because popular agitation always
derived its principal force, as it had done
in this instance, from the Government declaring in favour of the measure sought.
;

He therefore could not attach such importance to the promised cessation of the
Anti-Corn-Law agitation as to induce him
to agree to the withdrawal of this protection.

Frequent allusion had been made to

experience in the course of this debate.
Now, he should like to ask, what had been
the experience of his right hon. Friend at
the head of the Government, in past Sessions, as to putting an end to popular agitation ?
He would not refer to any particular

measure; but surely the experience
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economist
and had his hon.
Friend spoken as in his own character, he
would have used language quite as sensible
and kind as that which the right hon. Baronet had imagined that he would have
spoken in such a conversation. The noble
cede things to that agitation when the Lord the Member for the city of London,
reason and judgment were not convinced had announced the other night a great
He had ventured to prophesy that
of the policy of the concession, was a sure truth.
means to create still further agitation. the measure of the Government, if carried
And it woidd generally he found that the at all, would be carried not by the votes
advantage to he derived from any measure of those who had usually supported the Mifor which agitation was got up, was in an nisters, but by those of the noble Lord and
He was not
inverse ratio to the violence and strength others who voted with him.
of the agitation hy which it was sought to prepared to offer a contradiction to that prohe attained. He would not now detain phecy and he must say that the speech of
the House hy going into the question of his right hon. Friend the Secretary of State
the Corn Laws, or hy following hon. Gen- for the Home Department was not likely to
tlemen who had taken part in the discus- impair the certainty of its fulfilment. After
sion
hecause, if the debate went on at its that speech, very few Members on his (the
present pace, the probability was, they Ministerial) side of the House, would be
would arrive at the real question of the disposed to follow the example of the noble
Corn Laws somewhere about Easter and Lord the Member for Liverpool, who, after
he should then be prepared to state his proving, by a course of irresistible arguopinions on that question.
He did not ment, the danger and inexpediency of the
blame those hon. Gentlemen who had gone measures of Government, had turned round
into a discussion of the Corn Laws
no- and declared his intention of giving his vote
thing was more natural than that they in direct opposition to his judgment.
The
should do so.
He meant not to assert noble Lord had alleged as the reason, or
that Gentlemen, who were swallowed up rather consideration, which induced him to
in the study of political economy, were take that course, that the position of those
very liable to have their cogitations dis- who were desirous of maintaining the proturbed by the events that were passing tection of native industry was so greatly
around them those who were so absorb- weakened by the declared change of opiningly occupied in advancing the greatest ion in the Government, as to be now very
possible happiness of the greatest possible difficult to maintain
that the noble Lord
number, and in taking an enlarged view the Member for London having failed in
of the destinies of nations, might be ex- his attempt to form a Government, and it
cused for overlooking the happiness of appearing to him (Lord Sandon) extremely
some few millions of their own fellow difficult he believed impossible to form a
countrymen and they might be pardoned Government on the principles of protection;
for neglecting the happiness of the exist- and seeing that the country must be going population, because their hearts were verned, and not seeing that there was any
disposed to beat with a more extended phi- other practical Government than the one
lanthropism. But it was not so with Gentle- now existing, the noble Lord had deemed
men on his (the Ministerial) side of the that he should best consult his duty to his
House. They were engaged in serious country by not giving his vote in such a
consideration of the interests of their con- way as might weaken or tend to displace
stituencies and of their countrymen
and that Government, thinking that thereby
these feelings had found eloquent and im- great danger and inconvenience might
passioned advocacy in the speech of the arise to the country.
The hon. Member
hon. Member for Northamptonshire (Mr. S. for Inverness-shire, on the other hand,
O'Brien), on whose description of the ima- had expressed his apprehension of the imginary conversation with some " good fel- possibility of opposing what the hon. Memlow" of a farmer, the right hon. Baronet ber conceived to have now become the
(Sir R. Peel) had the other night committed Anti-Corn-Law opinions of the masses of
of the right hon. Baronet and of every

political

;

Gentleman in that House, must prove to
him that, enjoying free institutions as we
did, and the country teeming with an active
and energetic population, occasions of poand to conpular agitation would arise
;

;

;

:

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

the great unfairness of attributing the sentiments then expressed by the hon. Gentleman as if they had been his own, whereas
they had been uttered in the character of a

With neither
Members was he disposed

the people.

was not

of these hon.
to agree.

He

at all prepared to think so poorly

of his country as to imagine that it con-
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tained only some ten or twenty Gentlemen
capable of conducting its affairs.
That
would be reducing it to the state of the
Scottish Sovereign at the battle of Chevy
Chase, when, upon the death of Douglas,
he at once gave up the fight whereas the
;

LAWS.
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NIGHT.

imagined that the existence of leases made
the difference the other way for surely
had, on the faith of a lease by
which he was bound, invested capital,
would regard a change in the law affecting
the price of grain with more apprehension
all

a

;

man who

King, when he heard Earl than one who was not bound to the farm in
Percy was slain, said, that though he re- such a manner, and had not invested capigretted the Earl's death, " he had five tal. It should be remembered that a large
Now it part of the lands of Scotland was under
hundred men as good as he."
might be said, perhaps, that the people of family provisions, in the hands of trustees,
England had not exactly so many as five who could not alter the arrangements to
hundred men capable of carrying on their meet altered circumstances, so that it
There were certainly some might be imagined, as the fact was, that
Government.
five or six as well capable of so doing as the farmers in Scotland were the reverse of
those who were at present in office. Then, favourable to the Ministerial scheme.
Inas to the opinion of the majority of the deed he had recently received a letter from
people having turned towards free trade, it Scotland stating that the farmers had heard
should be remembered that aU the machi- of the measure with great gloom and denery of agitation had been long at work on pression, and deprecated any material intheir minds, and, by means of gratuitous terference with the Corn Laws, as certain
publications and hired lecturers, they had to be detrimental to the best interests of
been deluded and deceived; while the agri- the country. The statement of the hon.
cultural party, relying on their leaders, Member, therefore, was exceedingly incorhad been tame and quiescent, but had now rect. One reason alone would render the
discovered their fatal mistake, and perhaps recent speech of the right hon. the Secrebefore the projected measure had passed tary for the Home Department a great arlong
supposing it should pass
there gument against adopting the Government
would be an agitation against it as strong measures that reason being, that the
as that now excited in its favour. It might right hon. Baronet had positively adopted
be that some honourable men should be to the full extent the letter of the noble
sincerely influenced by the apparent hope- Lord the Member for the city of London.
lessness of the protection cause and the He would not, like the hon. Member for
imagined opposition of the people
but Montrose, designate that letter as an adthere ought to exist an equal sense of the vertisement for office
but certainly the
importance of the morality and principle of gravity of its assumptions was only equalled
public men.
For his own part, though he by their monstrous extravagance, and the
had not been pledged to protection, know- enormously erroneous inferences with which
ing that he had been elected on the under- they were associated. " The blight of agristanding that his opinions were in favour culture," " the bane of commerce," "the
of protection, he could not but feel the im- cause of misery, disease, and death;" such
plied promise arising from that tacit under- were the phrases applied to the Corn Laws
standing as all the more binding, on ac- in the letter adopted by the right hon. Bacount of the absence of pledges
and he ronet (Sir James Graham). Why, if the
could not face his constituents after turning Corn Laws were all this, how was it that
round upon opinions on which he thus had the noble Lord had not discovered it when
been elected. It was, in fact, extremely in office, and at a time when wheat was at
difficult to explain such sudden changes of 70s. ?
Whereas more recently it had been
opinion to common capacities and ordinary no higher than 585.
And how was such a
ideas of honesty; and he had always endea- representation to be reconciled with the
voured to avoid occasion for such unplea- fact that in the last three or four years,
sant explanations.
He had succeeded in under a policy preserving the Corn Laws,
avoiding them hitherto, and he was not the commercial and manufacturing pronow about to expose himself to the awk- sperity of the country had greatly inward dilemma to which he alluded. The creased ?
As to calling the Corn Laws
hon. Member for Bridport had spoken of " the cause of famine, disease, and death,"
the opinion of the farming tenantry of Scot- such language was arrant nonsense, and
land as favourable to the Ministerial mea- nothing else.
The simple fact was, that
sure, and had attributed this to leases. though the population of Great Britain had
Now, he (Mr. Bruce) should certainly have increased by ten millions during the last
jolly English

—

—

—

;

;

;
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had heen
above the continental level, and importations had not been at all extensive. In
1833, 1834, and 1835, the price of wheat
had averaged between 34s. or 40s. Surely,
fifteen years, the price of corn

little

we could raise the corn for ourselves, we
had better do so than take it from foreignif

ers !
Without protection, so great an
extent of production could never have been
And if agriculture were but
attained.
allowed to go on undisturbed by alarm
about the removal of protection, the Corn
Laws though always necessary to provide against contingencies
would soon
become a dead letter, and practically inoperative, through the extent of our agricultural productiveness.
Reduced prices,
consequent on a plentiful han^est at home,

—

were

—

different

from reduced prices produced

by importations from abroad.

The

right

Baronet at the head of the Home
Department had omitted to attempt to
reconcile his present doctrines with his
speech of 1839, from an admiring perusal
of which he (Mr. Bruce) had just come,
and which he well remembered he had
cheered till he was hoarse, and certainly it
had left upon his mind an impression not
effaced by the right hon. Baronet's last
speech on the subject.
But there were
other Gentlemen in the Cabinet whom the
House would be anxious to hear such as
the Chancellor of the Exchequer, in whose
hon.

—

A

province this question certainly was.
very important question, too, remained to
be elucidated whether those Members of
the Cabinet who had originally dissented
from the opinions of the Premier, had objected to the proposition of a suspension of
the Corn Laws, per se, or as coupled with

—

a proposition for repeal.

Perhaps some of
the Cabinet had followed the example of
the noble Duke (Wellington) in yielding
rather to their feelings than to their opin-

and had been influenced in their ultimate agreement with their Colleague, more
by the desire to avoid embarrassment to

ions,

Her Majesty's Administration, than by any
conviction of their own.
It was to be
deeply lamented that the noble Duke, in
whom loyalty and readiness to sacrifice
personal predilections were such illustrious
traits of character, should on this occasion
have surrendered what seemed to have

been his better judgment,, and been content to follow where he best might have
led.
The right hon. Baronet at the head
of the Government, in his speech the other
night, had proved that manufacturing
duties

might, in

many cases, be advantageously

20,
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reduced, but had failed to show thai the
same principles would equally apply to corn,
and had not attempted to establish the
connexion which in argument the right
hon. Baronet had assumed
between a
suspension and a repeal of the Corn Laws.
The right hon. Baronet had not endeavoured to show that all practical purposes
could not have been effected by some modification of the law, and had utterly failed
to educe any reason for the proposition of
a measure which reduced all his supporters to a position of such unexpected and

—

—

such undeserved difliculty, and which insuch a deep wound on public confiThe right hon.
dence, on public men.
Baronet should recollect that he had not
more honoured his party by his ability, than
they had honoured him by their fidehty.
He did not pretend to be a party man he
was willing to give all due weight to the
obligations of conscience; but he considered
when a leader was bound to a party, he
lay under a certain obligation to those who
had been accustomed to guide their actions
flicted

;

by

judgments from
Holding
this belief, he was bound to say, he could
not recognise the power of the right hon.
Baronet (Sir Robert Peel) to demand the
his,

and to mature

their

a careful study of his opinions.

sacrifice of opinions conscientiously adopt-

The Minister who changed his opinmight be called upon to resign and
the right hon. Baronet had resigned under
such circumstances but he could not bring
against the right hon. Baronet the shadow
of a shade of want of perfect integrity of
purpose when he changed his opinions with
respect to the repeal of the Corn Laws.
This being his conviction, he would abstain
from using any expression at variance with
it.
But looking to the measures proposed
by the right hon. Baronet, he could see no
justification for the crisis into which he had
precipitated the Government, or for any
ed.

—

ions

—

the
circumstances
under which the right hon. Baronet had
changed his opinions ? Had it pleased the
great Disposer of events to visit Ireland
with a calamity endangering the lives of
four or five millions of the people ? There
were, he believed, statements made somewhat to that effect, and he considered to
an extent exaggerated but those representations, coming as they did from the
alteration in the protective policy of

country.

What were

the

;

Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, it obviously became the duty of the Government to receive
If the corn harthem at their full value.
vest in Ireland had likewise been deficient,
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the circumstance might have justified the
suspension of the Corn Laws
and he, for
one, in common with many of the Gentlemen whom he saw around him, would have
been most willing to concur in any measure which might have been brought forward by Her Majesty's advisers to suspend
those laws. But he confessed he could see
no connexion between the potato famine
and the repeal of the Corn Laws. If the
ports had been thrown open, potatoes
would not have been brought in nothing
;

—

but a supply of corn would have resulted
from such a proceeding. If corn had been
deficient

in

Ireland,

the

natural

opera-

Corn Laws would have brought

tion of the

in cheap, because, when the price of
home-grown corn reached a certain amount,
the trade in the foreign article became a
The true remedy for the disfree trade.

it

tresses of Ireland would be to find employ-

ment for the people, and thus afibrd them
the means of either purchasing the food
already

the

in

country,

which might be sent

to

it.

or buying that

What he com-

plained of was, that the right hon. Baronet
had not given his own law a fair trial.

A
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Baronet had never said he would get into
the trade winds, and run before the wind to
the very shoal his supporters had wished
to guard them against.
What was
argument against the Corn Laws ?
Why, that the country had prospered for
centuries under them, and that consequently
they ought to be abohshed.
And what had
been his argument against protection ?
Why, because the consumption and price
of all articles from which he had removed
protecting duties protection had increased.
If such was the case, why would not the
rule hold good in the case of corn itself ?

him
his

With respect to the success of the right
hon. Baronet's late measures, whereby he
had proved that

prices had risen, he did
not think his conclusions had been formed
upon satisfactory grounds. Had no other
circiunstances conspired to make this prosperity ?
The imposition of the Income

Tax, freely granted by an agricultural
Parliament, restored the revenue to a prosperous condition, and had a tendency to
give an impetus to speculation and trade.
The mania for railways also caused a great
demand for labour, and improved the prices
of all commodities. To those causes he, in
a great degree, attributed the flattering
appearances of the Customs returns. But
admitting that prices had risen and the
consumption had increased, what guarantee
was there that such a state of things would
endure ? And he would ask, was the probability of endurance such as to justify a

and interested party, seeking for
a reduction of wages by the insti'umentality
of "cheap bread," had taken advantage
of a failure in the potato crop, to renew an
agitation which had almost vanished, and
the right hon. Baronet had yielded, and
proposed to reverse, at the bidding of the
League, the verdict of the Empire, which
had been pronounced at the only legitimate total change in that protective pohcy under
tribunal, the hustings, on the occasion of which this country had risen to be a Queen
the last general election.
Was this the among the nations ? He feared not; and
way the Reform Bill was to work ? or was he would not sacrifice his opinion, nor
it to be supposed that a parcel of disconconsent to embark with the right hon.
tented individuals had only to assemble Baronet on the boundless ocean of Free
together, hire theatres, dehver lectures, Trade, which no
British trader
had
hold a Parliament of their own, raise money ever yet explored, and from which no
by unconstitutional means, (he would not British pilot had ever yet returned. He
say unlawful, though he would hope that should hesitate to do so even if the breath
shortly such measures might be made un- of public approval promised to waft him
lawful,) in order to make the First Minister to smooth waters, or woo with happy omen
of the Crown yield to their importunities, his extended canvas.
They were told in
and obey their dictates. It could not be glowing terms that their vessels would
denied for a moment, that the question at return laden with the rich produce of other
the last election was " Protection or no climes
but those who supported Free
Protection.
The majority of the national Trade principles had failed to show that
constituency had called upon the right hon. they might not return laden with impure
Baronet and his Colleagues to take the helm exhalations under which the English Conof afiiiirs, and to make it traverse freely stitution could not exist.
Instead of a
for the benefit of all
and they did so, rely- smooth sea, he saw the breakers of selfing upon the belief that he would steer the interest, of severed political ties, of conship to the port to which he himself had fidence impaired,
and political respect
taught them to look as a port of refuge. shaken, and therefore it was he felt comHad that been the case ? The right hon. pelled .to forbid the firing of that gun
factious

;

'

'

;

||
i"
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which booming over those turhid waters
Ilis vote upon
give the signal for saiHng.
the present occasion would be given against

Her Majesty's Ministers.
Mr. POULETT SCROPE said
the hon. Member for Berkshire, the

:

Sir,

other

night, with a candour and honesty which
did him honour, put this question on its

right issue
tection

is

when he
right, or

—

said
it

is

:

—

'*

Either pro-

wrong;

if

right,

maintain it if wrong, abolish it without
This,
delay and without compensation."
Sir, seems to me the only true view of the
question, and it disposes at once of almost
all the endless speeches we have heard
from the other side upon the conduct of
the two right hon. Baronets opposite, and
the contrast between their present and
Upon this
their past sayings and doings.
point I have nothing to remark but this,
that whatever I may think of the resistance heretofore offered by those right hon.
Baronets to the freedom of trade when
proposed on this side of the House, I admire
and respect the noble courage with which
they now avow and act upon their present
convictions of its immense importance to
Nor shall I say
the national interests.
anything on the question of the potato rot,
This,
or the impending famine in Ireland.
too, is a matter only relating to the justification of the

Government

for repealing the
sooner rather than a
little later, and has no bearing on the real
question whether those laws are in themselves wrong or right.
Neither, Sir, shall
I attempt any addition to the body of facts
already brought forward to prove that every
relaxation of the restriction on commerce
has hitherto been productive of benefit, not
only to consumers generally, but to the
producers themselves of the very articles
which were before protected by high duties.
But I must, in passing, protest against the
undue weight that I think has been attached by the right hon. Baronet, and
especially in his introductory speech, to
the experience of the last three years as
decisive of the question at issue.
I protest against its being supposed that our
decision is to be determined by that limited
experience.
Because, if so, it is very possible that the experience of the next three
years may be brought forward to reverse
that decision, in case any combination of
unfavourable circumstances, produced by
the chapters of accidents, such as a series

Corn

Law

a

little
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who have

attributed the prosperity of those
years to other causes than the Tariff. No,
Sir, the real arguments for free trade were
as strong in 1841 as they are now.
They
were as strong ten, twenty, nay, thirty
years ago, when the Corn Law of 1815
was first imposed. Nay, I will venture to
say, that no arguments have been or will

be produced in

favour, in the course of

its

more cogent

or more complete
than those contained in the celebrated petition of the merchants of London, presented
by the present Lord Ashburton, in 1820
or than those which were vainly urged upon
the House, exactly twenty years ago, by a
lamented relative of my own.
Therefore,
Sir, I intend to confine my remarks to the
narrow issue stated by the hon. Member

this debate,

—

for Berkshire, viz.
is it

wrong

—

And

?

is

protection right, or

do earnestly request

I

the attention of hon. Members opposite
of them especially to a very brief form of
the argument, which alone is quite con-

—

my

mind, and which I defy them
Either the Corn Laws do raise
the price of corn, or they do not.
This
every one will concede.
If they do not,
then they cannot benefit the agriculturists,
or any one
and they are a gratuitous interference with the freedom of trade
preventing the free exchange of our surplus
manufactured produce, of which we so
easily can produce more than we want, for
the food of which we have too little by

clusive to
to refute.

;

—

universal acknowledgment.

But it is triumphantly said by some, if the repeal of
the Corn Laws does not lower the price of
bread, the manufacturers cannot profit by
What
it.
Is there no benefit in an increased supply, even though it may not
cheapen the article ? Is our entire popu!

lation so well fed, so well supplied with the

best wheaten bread, that it is not to be
wished they should get more ?
Suppose
the repeal of the Corn Laws had the eflPect
of setting to work a portion of our population
all,

who

are

now

or get very

too poor to get bread at
(the millions who re-

little,

joice on potatoes,) to

work

for the foreigner,
him, he feeding
Might not this take place

to produce clothing for

them with corn.
without any fall

in prices; and if it did,
would it not be a great benefit and blessing
to them, which your law now prevents
and prohibits? Then, under this supposition, the Corn Law is an unmitigated evil
and injustice. Well, now, take the other
of bad harvests, war, or panic, should give alternative
and one or other cannot but
rise to a cycle of unprosperous years.
I be true.
Suppose the Corn Laws do raise
very much agree, too, with hon. Members the price
of corn.
How will you justify

—
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Primd facie it is a grievous wrong.
Cheapness and abundance of the first necessary of life ought to be the first object
this ?

of legislation to create, not to prevent,

can do

legislation

either.

if

" Why," say
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during the war, the gentlemen of England
ofi*ered their fortunes to their country to
defend it from invasion and a foreign foe,
did they mean to indemnify themselves by
a slice out of every poor man's loaf?
to
pay the debt they then incurred by a
bread tax ? Was this in their bond ? Is

—

the protectionists, ** we are a highly taxed
people, we have a debt of 800,000,000?.;
we cannot compete with untaxed Poles and this right, or is it wrong ? Look at the
The manufacturing and
Russians; we must have high prices to matter in detail.
This commercial population pay high taxes on
enable us to pay our high taxes."
would be all very well, if by your protective the beer they consume, in the malt tax;
system you could make the Poles and on their tea, their c 05*60, their sugar,
Russians pay your high taxes for you. their tobacco, and so on, towards the
Can it
But is it so ? You must have high prices payment of the national debt.
Then those make these burdens more easy in any
to pay your high taxes with.
who pay your high prices are intentionally way to them to make them pay you a
made to pay your high taxes. Who are heavy tax on their bread into the barReally I ask hon. Members no
The Poles and the Russians ? gain.
these ?
The British consumers. All you longer to disgrace themselves by such arOh, no
!

guments as these. It reminds me of a
story told by Dr. M'Culloch, (not the political economist, but the
geologist and
traveller,) of his meeting in the Western
Highlands a farmer who lived some miles
wrong ? ** Oh, but," you say again, " we inland, and was building a house. He
will not protect agriculture alone, but all had to fetch deals for the purpose from the
All shall have high seacoast, and having but one pony and no
classes of producers.
prices to enable them to pay their high cart, there being no road but a mountain
taxes."
Say you so ? But how will you track, Dr. M'Culloch met him driving his
manage this ? Can you raise the price of pony along with a heavy deal slung on one
the great staple manufactures of the coun- side, and an equally heavy stone slung on
try by any system of protective duties ? the other, the only purpose of the stone
No for they are already at the European being to balance the deal. But even the
Well, then, with respect stupid Highland farmer, though he forgot
or natural level.
can do by your system of protection,

if it

make some

other classes
of this country, other subjects of Her MaBut is
jesty, pay your share of taxation.
this right ? or is it not
is
this just ?
succeeds,

is

to

—

!

to this large proportion of the productive
classes, comprehending a third, perhaps,
of the whole, you can't raise the prices of
their goods; and you therefore not only
do not indemnify them for the high tax-

that the addition of the stone doubled the

higher price for their bread. Is this right,
But, moreover, there is
or is it wrong ?
another large class of persons
the monied

burden of his poor animal, did not imagine
that he thereby lightened the weight of the
Why, the protecdeal on the other side.
tionists really argue as if by adding a breadtax to the other taxes borne by this country,
they can lighten their weight to aU classes.
Sir, the plea of the weight of national taxation for a Corn Law appears to me not
By no
only a false, but a dishonest one.

who

possible contrivance or juggle of protection

are not engaged in production at all, and
whom, therefore, your protective system

can you fix the debt on the foreigner it
must still be paid by British subjects of
some kind and if you relieve yourselves
from your share of it by any trickery of this
kind, you can only do it by shifting the
burden upon the rest of the community.
You have chosen to place it on the most

ation, but you actually impose on them the
burden of your own share of taxation in a

—

interest, fundholders, annuitants, &lc.,

by any rise of prices, but
contrary, you compel to pay
your share of the taxes in an enhanced

•cannot benefit

whom, on the

price of the food they consume, without
compensation either for their proper share

of the taxes, or for the added amount you

upon them. Is this right ? Sir, I
am ashamed to hear this argument of our
national debt repeated by men who should

inflict

better, like the hon. Member for
Berkshire, the hon. Member for Sunderland, the hon. Member for Wiltshire, and

know

the hon.

Member

for

Devon.

What! when,

;

;

—the

helpless of all the masses
bread who, by your law,

—

eaters of

must buy at
prices, and so

your shop, at your artificial
pay the debt for you or starve. Is this
right, or is it wrong ?
No, Sir, I repeat,
if the Corn Laws do not raise the price of
corn, they at least diminish its supply to a
half-fed people.
If they do, they can only
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benefit one class at the expense of every
other. Sir, I have listened most attentively
to this debate, in which the Corn Laws are

put upon, I hope, their last trial, to discover whether their advocates in this, their
extreme urgency, could produce any one
argument, anything worthy of the name of
Certainly I have
a reason, in their favour.
I take the speech of the
listened in vain.
hon. Member for Northamptonshire, who
may be considered to represent the pure

from whom, therefore, if
from any one, as the ablest speaker of that
class, we might expect to hear the best
defence that can be urged of the principle
protectionists,

Now what was the real arguof the law.
ment contained in that speech, imder cover,
own, of very able and feeling oratory?
appeal to the recollection of the House if
the main point of that speech was not an
attack on what the hon. Member called a
stern dogma of a cold and hard political
economy, viz., that "we should buy as
cheap and sell as dear as we can" a maxim
which I would venture to call, not a dogma
of political economy, but the very first
principle of all commerce, the
B C of
trade
But perhaps the hon. Member despises trade and its shopkeeping maxims.
Perhaps he thinks a trading community
should act on the opposite principle of selling cheap and buying dear.
But I am
I
I

—

silks

20,
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and paper-hangings to those of British

manufacture. E very picture has its reverse
and to the hon. Member's picture of an
ideal scene resulting from the operation of
our mercantile principle, I will oppose a
picture of the result of his protective principle, not drawn from the imagination, but
one of the real scenes which did occur, in
hundreds of instances, but a few years ago,
in Paisley, in Stockport, in Manchester,
and other places. Let the hon. Member
imagine a manufacturer at that time, his
Avarehouses choked with goods which he
could not dispose of, his foreign correspondents writing to him that the foreign market was equally glutted
imagine that,
after putting his workpeople first on low
wages, next on half work, he finally finds
himself obliged to discharge them altogether, and to shut up his mill. They crowd
in hundreds round him
a melancholy
men, women, and children, imspectacle
;

—

—

ploring
his

him

answer

for you.

?

I

for

work and

"My

friends,

What

food.

employed you so long as

means of doing

is

my heart bleeds
I pos-

but those
A
means can only be furnished by the sale of
the produce of your labour. All my capital
lies locked up in yonder warehouses, and I
have exhausted my credit likewise. The
foreigner can buy no more of the goods you
make, because our laws prohibit his paying
much mistaken if his friends and clients, for them in the only thing he has to sell
the tenant farmers, act on any other than his corn, the very food you want
nay, at
this vulgar and cruel mercantile principle this moment, while you are starving, there
themselves. I have always understood that lie hundreds of thousands of quarters of
they were tolerably hard bargainers, at fair corn in the Queen's warehouses a few miles
and market, for a profit, if any could be off, consignments from foreign merchants,
made, on their sales and purchases. They who would be glad to take any goods in
would not like to be compelled to act on exchange for it if the law did not interfere.
the opposite principle of buying dear and This law, enacted by landowners for their
selling cheap.
No what they really mean, own supposed interest, prevents your
and the hon. Member, too, in railing against feeding on corn that you do not buy of
the principle of buying cheap and selling them.
Therefore you must starve, and I
dear, is, that the manufacturers should must be ruined by this unjust landlords'
sell cheap to them, the farmers, while they
law." I ask the hon. Member what does
sell dear to the manufacturers
and vice he think would be, nay, what are the feelversd, that the manufacturers should buy ings of crowds of starving men, to whom
dear of the farmers, and the farmers buy this language that of truth, be it observed
cheap of the manufacturers and this is in
is necessarily addressed ?
The hon.
fact the object aimed at by the Corn Laws.
Member does not seem to be aware of the
But the hon. Member illustrated the cru- fact that to buy anything from the foreigner
elty of this flagitious dogma of a cold politi- we must sell to him something of equal vacal economy by pathetic pictures, which lue
that for every quarter of foreign corn,
were not without their effect on the feel- or every piece of foreign silk imported, we
ings of the House.
The first was that of must expect to pay for it an equal value of
a crowd of paper-stainers and silk-weavers, goods the produce of our own manufactures,
thrown out of employment by the unpaand that British or native industry is just
triotic and anti-national preference of French
as much employed in the one case as in the
sessed the

so

;

.

—

;

;

;

;

—

—

—

—
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other
the only difference being (and a dition very unfitted for an assembly like
great difference it is) that by the free ex- this, and much more fitted for that state of
change we get more of what we want, or society to which his principles, if acted on,
of a better quality, in return for our native would reduce us
industry, than if we attempted to produce
" When wild in woods the naked savage ran."
it at home.
And this is just the benefit
which commerce confers. The hon. Mem- And as for the hon. Member for Knaresber does not seem to be aware that the borough, if he were really consistent and
principle he declaims against as a cold faithful to his abhorrence of machinery and
dogma of a stern political economy is the its results, he ought to come down here
one sole vivifying principle of all commerce dressed in skins, he should live by the chase
;

—

—

the
the stimulus to all improvement
mainspring of civilization the principle,
namely, of obtaining the largest and the

—

—

in other words,
best result at the least cost
to get the most you can of what you want

knocking down his prey with a club,
fists, (for I doubt if a club be
not an instrument for shortening labour,)
he should tear it with his teeth alone, and
grub up the earth for roots with his finger
nails.
Will hon. Gentlemen but reflect
seriously on the extremities to which their
principles would lead them, if carried out
fully and universally, as they ought to be
by their own admission ? Take our foreign
alone,

or rather his

But I can
for your money or your labour.
hardly wonder at the opinions held by the
hon. Member, when I see him sitting on
the same bench with the hon. Member for
Knaresborough, who abhors machinery as
suppose our exports to amount
It is a fitting alliance commerce
the root of aU evil.
in fact, it is the same fallacy in a dif- to a round fifty millions on the average of
In fact, the notion that it is years these must be paid for in imports of
ferent form.
Now, the principle
better to buy dear than to buy cheap is the at least an equal value.
same as that it is better to spend much la- of the hon. Member for Northamptonshire,
bour than little, to produce the same result. and the hon. Member for Somersetshire,
The idea is, that the more of labour and and the protectionists generally, is, that in
capital anything costs to obtain it the better. purchasing any foreign article we expend
So stated, it seems incredible that any men 'so much of British capital which might be
And yet this is better laid out at home in the employment
should entertain the idea.
the notion which lies at the bottom of all of British industry that it abstracts so
the declamations against machinery, for much from what would otherwise be laid
If consistent,
economising labour and against the mer- out on our home trade.
cantile principle, for economising capital. therefore, they would think it desirable to
In both cases an increase of produce is ob- stop all our imports, and of course all our
tained at a less cost, the very circumstance exports, for they would not have us send
which alone raised the condition of the them away for no return. Well then, here
civiHzed man above that of the savage. is an extinguisher put on all our foreign
But are hon. Members consistent? The trade (out and in), to the amount of 100
According to their
hon. Member who spoke the other night so millions and more.
pathetically of the wrong done to British principles we should be better off without
better if it had never existed
^better
industry by the use of French silks and it
German carriages, does he himself practi- if Berkeley's famous wall of brass surNot in rounded the island, instead of the sea
cally act upon his own principles ?
the least. I make no doubt that he himself better if Britain, instead of being queen of
that very morning breakfasted on Chinese the ocean, and making every corner of the
tea, sweetened with Indian sugar, probably globe tributary to her wants, had been
in a French tea-cup, and stirred it with a confined to her own narrow limits, and to
I dare say he
the consumption of what she can produce
spoon of silver from Peru.
drinks at dinner a moderate glass of wine within herself.
Now, not to speak of the
from Spain, or Portugal, or France, perhaps utter annihilation of the acknowledged
Nay, if we were to strip the source of Great Britain's wealth, power,
all three.
hon. Member at this moment of all he has and greatness
her foreign commerce
about him that is not exclusively the pro- ask only, do hon. Members seriously beduce of British industry if we took from lieve that her home trade, their pet busihim all that is made of German wool, of ness, would be improved by such a state
Russian flax, of ItaUan silk, and American of things that the ruin which would fall
cotton, I believe he would appear in a con- on the millions now employed in the fo-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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exchange a barren district, inhabited by
slovenly and poor farmers and starving idle
labourers, for one highly cultivated and
farmed by intelligent capitalists, raising
foreign trade, would equally put a stop to double the produce, and employing twice
an immense amount of the home trade, the number of well-paid and comfortable
which indirectly arises from the employ- labourers ? But this, though introduced
ment of our people in providing goods to by the hon. Member for Northamptonshire,
The home is, after all, beside the question. If the
meet the foreign demand ?
if he
trade and the foreign trade are by these landlord prefer bad tenants to good
reasoners supposed to be antagonist to persist in retaining on his farms the old
each other that one must lose as the race of farmers, who plough with six
other gains. As justly in the human body horses, waste half their manure, and let
might the arms grudge the nourishment the rains which heaven sends to fertilize
that goes to the legs, and desire that the their fields lie upon them for want of drainlatter should be cut off to strengthen age tiles, till their crops are rotted, and the
he
them. Our country, deprived of its foreign ground produces nothing but weeds
trade, would be as feeble and helpless as a can do so as well after the Corn Law is
human frame deprived of the means of repealed as before. All we ask is that
locomotion of the members which fetch we should not be compelled by law to pay
and carry for it everything beyond its im- for his indulgence of an amiable weakBut the hon. Member ness that if landlords and their tenants
mediate grasp.
drew another affecting picture. He exhi- will not make the most of the soil of this
bited another victim to the stern dogma country between them, so as to produce as
of a cold political economy, in a farmer much corn as we want, that we should be
In
whose forefathers, for generations back, permitted to buy it where we can.
had occupied the same farm, which he still truth, it is not by an appeal to the feelings
continued to cultivate in their antiquated that this question is to be determined, but
fashion, and who is now to be turned out by sound reasoning and solid argument.
of his farm by his landlord acting on the I have placed before the House one form
cruel and hard principle of making the of this argument, and to me a convincing
most of his property, in order to put in one, to show that whether Corn Laws raise
his place a capitalist of the Mechi school, the price of Corn or do not, they are an
who will raise five quarters of wheat where unjustifiable interference with the freedom
Nor has there been, in my
Sir, I do not under- of industry.
he only raises three.
value the feelings which link an ancient opinion, a single argument of the slightest
tenantry to an hereditary race of land- weight produced in the course of this debate to show that we can be warranted in
owners.
I am as sensible as any one can
be to the pain of dispossessing an old such interference by any considerations.
tenant of this class
but this, like all our The onus of proof, if proof there can be,
best feelings, must always be controlled rests upon you who would restrict and
by our reason. Let the hon. Member con- fetter the industry of the people. I call on
sider if, by the indulgence of a very amia- you then no longer to maintain these laws
ble feeling in this supposed case, he would
laws odious in character and questionnot be doing a very cruel instead of a kind able in motive.
I call on you no longer to
action.
Let him recollect that a poor, interfere between the people and their
unimproving race of farmers will always be spontaneous supplies of food no longer
surrounded by a wretched, ill-paid, discon- by unwise and unjust laws to prevent the
tented, and demorahzed peasantry
that industrious classes of this country from
the new farmer, who produces five quarters availing themselves of the ample means
of wheat where his predecessor produced which God and nature have placed at their
but three, will employ two labourers where disposal for obtaining, by the exercise of
the first employed but one, and pay them their unrivalled skill and energy, an abund-

reign traile could be compensated by the
employment of one more workman in the
home trade ? Do they not feel certain, on
the contrary, that to put a stop to our

to

—

—

—

—

;

;

—

—

;

half as

much again

of the hon.

in

wages.

By

the side

Member's picture of an ejected

farmer of the old unimprovable school, I
vnll place, as its necessary accompaniment,
the crowd of Goatacre or Bremhill labourers, but half-paid, half-employed, half-fed,
half aHve.

Would

it

be really a sad thing

ant supply of the

first

necessaries of

life.

Mr. NEWDEGATE said that, taking
the argument of the hon. Member for
Stroud against the " apparel " of the hon.
for Northamptonshire for what it
was worth, he had good right to defend
the hon. Member for Northamptonshire

Member
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from the charge of not adhering

own person

in

his

to the principle of protection.

While protection existed on the articles he
wore, he did not violate his principles in
using them.
The retaining of protection
had been alluded to as a bar to agricultural
improvement ; but all he (Mr. Newdegate)
could say was, that Northamptonshire was
a most unlucky specimen of an unimproved
county.
Hon. Members opposite, generally for the purposes of free-trade argument, and in order to prove their own case,
described the agriculturists as the advocates of prohibition, not of protection. His
understanding of their doctrine of free-

— CORN

LAWS.

EIGHTH NIGHT-

depending much upon foreigners, Hon.
Gentlemen said, that it was very hard upon
the manufacturers they should have the
Corn Law taxes in addition to the other
The manufacturers did not pay
taxes.
more taxes than the rest of the community.
This was a question of justice.
Could the
political economists assert that manufacturers were the majority of the population ?
The evidence before that House proved
the opposite to be the fact.
The laws
which they impugned gave protection to
the majority; and laws which protected
the interests of the majority were always
considered to be those which were most for
the benefit of the community.
Having
said thus much, he wished to address him-

"buying in the cheapest marand selling in the dearest." He acknowledged it as the true principle of self to the subject before the House a subtrade
but he denied it to be the true ject on which Her Majesty's Ministers had
It was not the abandoned their former principles, and forprinciple of government.
For himself,
function of a Government merely to in- saken their former opinions.
but its function was to he must say, that he was not so much surcrease wealth
secure the peace, happiness, and welfare prised at this change as others had been.
He could not understand His opinion had been that some such
of the people.
that a principle which was true when ap- change was likely to occur he had seen
pled to trade, must necessarily be true that such a change was impending since
when applied to government. If the Go- 1844 he then foresaw, and then foretold,
vernment were to proceed upon this prin- this lamentable change. He did so when
ciple of free trade, they would not be jus- he heard the arguments used
when he
tified in their mode of conducting their saw the anxiety manifested by the right
national defence.
In the case of their hon. Baronet to make this country dependarmy, were they to adopt the principle of ent in its monetary system upon foreign
buying in the cheapest market, there could exchanges.
The measures of the right
be no doubt but that they could hire men hon. Baronet the measure then, and that
to act as soldiers cheaper elsewhere than now before them
would make them doubly
in England
but then those soldiers would dependent upon foreigners the first would
not have the spirit nor the feelings of make them dependent upon foreigners for
Britons, and woidd be deficient in the qua- the wherewithal to buy food
and the
lities they required from them.
As to the second would make them dependent upon
arguments on the other side, with respect foreigners for Jt very great part of their
to whether a repeal of the Corn Laws must food.
Seeing this, he had looked forward
or must not reduce the price of corn hon. with the greatest apprehension to the meaGentlemen overlooked the consideration sures to be proposed this Session. Some
that these laws were enacted to ensure of the leading Members of Her Majesty's
steadiness of price.
Now, if they always Government had now repudiated the argutried to buy in the cheapest market, they ments, the speeches, and the writings for
must sometimes buy also very dearly for which the country had been indebted to
hunger would not wait for the political them during many years. They had, as
economists to feed it.
It was his opinion he conceived, committed poHtical suicide.
that 1842 was a most unlucky instance for Such was, such must be, the effect of this
the political economists
because, the de- measure
still he had not heard the right
rangement in their affairs was caused by hon. Baronet at the head of Her Majesty's
their relations Avith America, which pro- Government repudiate some of the sentiduced a reaction upon their monetary sys- ments to which he had given utterance
He begged of their political econo- last Session upon this subject, and to
tem.
of those who advocated an unlimit
mists
which he (Mr. Newdegate) had listened
trade was,
ket,

—

;

;

:

—

—

—

;

—

:

;

;

;

;

;

—

able extension of their foreign relations,
to bear these facts in mind
because the
;

years 1841 and 1842 afforded a frightful
instance of the consequence of this country

with deep attention last July. In referring
to that speech, he wished to show how
suddenly this change had come upon the
country
how perfectly unprepared the

—
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people must have been for any such change
as

that which

had now occurred.

The

speech of the right hon. Gentleman at the
head of the Government was an able argument for the maintenance of the Corn
Law, to show that its tendency was to
secure a steadiness of price ; and he also
proved that under it there had been a
great increase and activity in the manufacHe also proved that in
turing system.
September, 1844, the price of wheat was
45*. 2d. ; and he then appealed to the
manufacturing interest, whether that was
an unreasonable price whilst the law kept
a large stock in bond ready for consumption,

an immense advantage he now proposed
The right hon. Baronet
to abandon.
also then gave utterance to this sentiment, that " the landlords and proprietors
in this country, at least in great districts

of

it,

do not look on land

in the light of

a

mere commercial speculation," and that he
it would
be a great evil
He also added, that
so."
** though the
land may be so regarded,
yet in every thing but a purely commercial
sense, in a social and moral point of view,

beheved
if

**

that

they did
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wo, amidst the many principles he had
abandoned.
He was afraid it had much to
do with the right hon. Baronet's strict adherence to his monetary policy.
The right
hon. Baronet had restricted the currency
to the smallest amount possible ; and, perhaps, the right hon. Baronet, by establishing a kind of barter with foreign countries,

sought to compensate in some manner for
It seemed to him that
that restriction.
some vain scheme of that kind had been
entertained ; but if they established large
and wide relations with foreigners, on his

principle of barter,
ally find their level

still
;

things must eventu-

and

if

an emergency

—

occurred in either country an emergency
arising from the action of high prices in
this country upon foreign exchanges, when
our bullion would be exported or arising
from disturbances in those countries with
which we had commercial relations our
monetary embarrassment must recur with
this additional aggravation, that we, by
the present measure, shall have removed
the only barrier that stood between the
people and dire distress, whilst their commercial and monetary embarrassments
woidd remain the same. He trusted that
the House would excuse him whilst he attempted to explain the basis upon which

—

;

he should deeply regret it." How did the
expression of such a feeling accord with
How was the landthe present measure ?
It was painful
lord to confer such social benefits upon his he formed his opinions.
poorer neighbours and tenants if the entire and disagreeable to him to differ from the
relations between them were to be con- right hon. Baronet.
He was in some reducted upon purely commercial principles ? spects the representative of the right hon.
But the right hon. Gentleman went further Baronet, who possessed a very large prowhen he said, that "if those principles of perty in that county for which he was
free trade were adopted, they would be returned. He could, however, allow no conextended to all their colonial relations."
Now he must say that he had heard notliing from the right hon. Baronet to justify
a change in those opinions and he thought
the speech that had been made by the hon,
;

and gallant Member for Liverpool (Sir H.
Douglas) must have shown the evil effects
to be anticipated from free trade upon our
colonial system.

He

could

not,

for his

how it was possible that a
great statesman, unless forced by an overwhelming necessity, should have abandoned a policy to which he was pledged

part, conceive

siderations of friendship, or recollections of

former kindness, to stand between him and
his duty to his constituents, nearly the
whole of whom must suffer by the application to them of these measures. He had to

remember that many

of his

—

constituents

were engaged in agriculture many in the
ribbon and silk trade many in the hatting
trade, and many in hardware manufactures.

—

If,

then, they carried the present principles of

Her Majesty's Government

into effect, they
would expose the whole of his constituents
to a competition that must be deeply inby acts and professions for many years. jurious to them and he felt his first duty
He could not conceive how a policy was, to represent and protect their in80 adhered to could be at once shaken terests.
Could it, he asked, be just to
off and opposed.
This, he said, he could apply this principle of free trade to every
not conceive, though he feared there was class, because it happened to suit some
?
one principle which might be detected in Some trades did not need protection; in
all these proceedings
it was one to which
these the machinery had arrived to such
the right hon. Baronet would be found to perfection, that they could overbear the
tave adhered through weal and through competition of foreigners but in the great
;

—

;
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variety of trades carried on in
it would be found that a large

mass and

this country,

majority was to he injured by the applicaHon. Gentlemen admitted that they could not have a partial
and if they
application of the principle
began by withdrawing the Corn Law the
tion of this principle.

;

—
—

—

key-stone of protection they would find
that they would have to follow up the prinwhich they must
ciple until they produced
and would do a state of almost universal
If we escaped a convulsion under
distress.
such circumstances, it would only be by reverting to the pohcy under which this country had so long prospered. The right hon.
Gentleman the Home Secretary (Sir J.
Graham) said, in the course of last Session,

—

that the object of successive Governments
for the last twenty-five years had been,
first, to substitute protective for prohibitory

LAWS.—EIGHTH

NIGHT.

Mr. Ricardo, Avho was the advocate of that
measure of 1819, confessed, before he died,
that it had appreciated or raised the value
of the currency to the extent of 14 per cent.
The right hon. Gentleman the Home Secretary once thought, that the advantage
which money had gained over labour since
1819 was somewhere about 35 per cent.,
an opinion of which he (Mr. Newdegate)
could not divest himself.
Without forgetting these considerations, however, he
should not disturb the exposition he would
endeavour to give the House by any further reference to them suffice it then, that
on the average of the ten years previous
to 1820, the depreciation of the currency
amounted to about 10 per cent. According to the Property Tax Returns, the rental
of the land in England, Wales, and Scot;

and again, when protective duties
had been imposed gradually and progress-

was 39,405,705?.,
was 45,753,615?., showing an increase upon those thirty years

ively, to relax the extent of that

of 6,347,910?.

duties

;

protec-

land, in the year 1814,

and

in

1843

it

True: but

this increase

But he had now undertaken a new included 1,539,670?. of commuted tithes,
Mr. Huskisson was an advocate of and, therefore, the real increase was, in
step.
moderate protection, though not of prohibi- round numbers, about 4,813,945?. annual
Then what was the rental of
Hitherto, the right hon. Baronet rental.
tion.
also had been the advocate of moderate houses, which were a class of property
In
protection but now, alas he had changed that did not require protection ?
1814, the value of house property, includhis principles, and said, " nothing but extreme urgency shall justify the retention of ing factories, warehouses, and all other
protection
my principle is free trade, and buldings used for the purposes of trade,
was 16,259,399?. and, in 1843, it was
if I grant protection to the extreme necessity of some sufi'ering part of the popida- as much as 38,475,738?., showing an inWas this, he asked, crease in that period of 22,216,339?. Thus,
tion, it is a boon."
a just or wise principle for the paternal the fostered land this land which it was
Government of a great country, charged said had been so unduly fostered by prowith the care of every individual in it ? He tection, had increased in value 12 per cent,
thought it was scarcely deserving the name in the 30 years, whilst the value of house
He came now property had increased more than 140 per
of a paternal Government.
to consider whether prices had been excess- cent. or nearly twelve times the amount of
tion.

;

!

—

;

—

,

country under the system of
protection whether the relaxations which
had already taken place had not much depressed them; and whether we had not
gone as far in that direction as the circumstances of the country justified? First, let
them consider how stood the question with
the protected class, and whether the landowners had grown rich and fat at the expense of the people, as it was said, upon
Since the right
the system of protection.
hon. Baronet, in alluding to the years from
1815, had thought it necessary to make
allowance for the depreciation of the currency and the currency was depreciated on
the average of ten years preceding 1820
ive in this

;

—

—

about 10 per cent. ^how much, he desired
to know, had it been appreciated since ?

the former.
How, then, could it be said
that the landowners had fattened and grown
rich upon the distress of the country ? In
that period had the agricultural interest
been idle ? Had they not produced more ?
Had they not expended more capital in the
enclosure and improved cultivation of land ?
And what was the result of their labours ?
Why, that the increase in the production

Empire from
1841, amounted to 18,002,879
quarters
the increase in the population
being 10,861,779
showing that the production of the land of England, in the last
thirty years, had increased about 50 per
cent.
Was this a proof of sloth, of the
want of enterprise, or the non-application
of capital on the part of the agriculturists?
of grain, taking the United

1814 up

to

;

;
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to,

—

was something more than 50
he believed it was 57 per cent.

per cent.
but these unjust laws, forsooth, without
raising the price of corn to an inordinate
degree, had admitted 7^ per cent, on the
whole consumption of the country at a price
of about 5ijs. the quarter
that was leaving
the price at 56s. or 57s. the quarter.
Could they trace many periods of scarcity
in which great suffering had occurred ?
Could they find the same fluctuations in
price in this country that were to be found
abroad ?
And had they any right to say

—

the landlords had fattened upon the distresses of the country ?
Now, let the
House consider whether no strain had been

put upon the industry of the country. Let
them consider whether capital had gained
nothing in this period and by capital he
meant money in its exchangeable value.
The observation of the right hon. Baronet
as to the depreciation of 10 per cent, in
the currency previous to the year 1820,
appHed as much to commodities as to
house property and land, and to corn as
;
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that since the peace, with an abundance
in other coun-

increase in population, in the period

alluded

20,

which had been unknown

tries, whilst the rental of land had increased but four millions sterling, or only
12 per cent., the price of corn had fallen
34 per cent. And what had been the case
Let the House look to the
with trade ?
manufacturer, and by taking the official
value, which was a fixed value according to
an ancient standard, and therefore a fair
test, they could ascertain the depreciation
It was a sinon manufacturing industry.
gular fact that in the year 1819 the declared or real value, which had always,
previously to that year, been greater than

the

official

value, fell below

it,

and had

never since recovered, showing very remarkably how our currency system operWhat
ates to the depreciation of labour.
had been proved to be the amount of that
depreciation

?

Why,

that between

1819 and

Law had undergone alteration. In 1820
and 1821 the effects of the Bill of 1819, as
the right hon. Baronet admitted the other
night, were being experienced in the country.
That measure overbore the Corn
Laws the harvests were abundant, and
the result was that, with an average harvest, the price of wheat fell from 80s. id.
to 44s. 7c?. the quarter.
The Corn Lawwas then found to be inefficient, and in
1822 it was again altered.
The harvests
were average, and the price of wheat, which
for the two preceding years had been
61s.
lid. the quarter, was reduced again to
5Qs. 2d., which was the average of the
years from 1822 to 1827. The average of
the years from 1828 to 1841 was 58s. lie?,
the quarter, and for the last four years—
namely, from 1841 to 1845, it had been

1841, the official value exceeded the declared
or actual value by 96 per cent. that was to
say, money, the value of which was fixed by
law, had gained a command over manufactured produce, and all produce exported,
Had they
to the extent of 96 per cent.
not, in the same degree, taxed the industry and labour of the people of this country ?
He had now shown the House how
far the value of agricultural produce was
depressed how far, as proved by the test
he had applied, (which they could not deny
was a fair one,) the value of our exports
was depressed, and also to what extent the
monied man had gained by the depreciation
of labour.
It was under the cii'cumstances
he had described that it was proposed to
remove the protection which still remained
to the industry of the people, whilst the
currency was to be left in its present state.
What had been the characteristics of the
period to which his remarks had applied,
and which had deservedly been termed
It had been decidedly
non-protective "
a period marked by the miequal distribution
of property, and the merging of the trade
or profitable pursuits of those who employed their labour, joined with small capital, into the hands of those great capitahsts
who were urging the present changes. He
would now allude to another point, which
constituted a favourite argument of those
who were anxious to abolish the protection
It was the denial
enjoyed by agriculture.
of the existence of peculiar burdens on
land.
The hon. Member for Sheffield denied the existence of these burdens; whilst
the noble Lord (Lord J. Russell) declared

52s.

that,

much

as to either.

For the

five

years

from 1815, upon the cessation of war,
when the currency was recovering, the
Corn Law inefficient, and a short harvest, to the year 1819 inclusive, the average price of wheat was 80s. id. the imperial quarter.
The noble Lord the Member
for the city of London having dealt in the
argument that " protection was the bane
of agriculture,"

and that all the evils of
the country arose out of the existence of
the Corn Laws, he (Mr. Newdegate) had

deemed it proper to divide the period of
thirty years at those times when the Corn

;

Sd. imperial quarter.

This showed

;

;

*

'

!

because

the

agricultural

E E

interest
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would not consent to the Committee which
the hon. Member for Sheffield proposed,
therefore they were not entitled, forsooth,
to have those burdens considered in any adjustment of the corn question. So far from
agreeing with the hon. Member for Sheffield, it was his (Mr. Newdegate's) firm
belief that those burdens

amounted

to up-

wards of 12,000,000L annually, in which
sum he included tithes. It was commonly
argued that tithes were not a burden on
land but he would produce the opinion of
a competent authority, and one which the
free traders could not question, upon the
point.
Mr. Ricardo most decidedly numbered tithes among the burdens upon agriculture
and surely hon. Gentlemen opposite would not dispute his authority, if they
left any authority undisputed. He would then
take the instance selected by Mr. M'Cul;

;

loch, a strenuous advocate for free trade.

That gentleman quoted Dr. Paley, who, he
said, could not

be regarded as unfriendly

to the real interests of the Church,

and

— CORN

EIGHTH NIGHT.

LAWS.

tradesman who was forbidden '* to plead
no profits."
These various sums added
together gave a gross total of 12,339,064?.
He had laid these items before the House,
because he knew that if anything were left
unexplained, it was at once set down to the
disadvantage of the agricultural interest.
Hon. Members opposite might dispute the
pressure of every one of these items, and
he was ready to meet them on that point
but they must first disprove them.
The
onus of the case lay with them, and they had
not yet been able to show by any returns
they had procured, or by any arguments they
had adduced, that these were not burdens
borne by the land.
It might be supposed,
if he left his statement where it was, that he
would willingly see all those burdens commuted, and that he was ready to give up
protection, and take some money compensation for it.
Now, in the first place, his
opinion was, that compensation was impossible
and, in the next place, even if it
were possible, it would not be advantageous
to accept it.
But the following quotation
would express his sentiments upon this point
better than any language of his own
;

observed, " Of all institutions
which were adverse to cultivation and improvement, none was so obnoxious as that
of tithes." Yet this was represented to be
" All those who value genuine piety, the pure
no burden by some hon. Gentlemen.
Dr. oflfspring- of the Established Church, and who, unSmith said, " Tithe is always a great dis- prejudiced by the abuse of the Poor Laws, still
couragement, both to the improvements of venerate their human origin and appreciate their
utility, when cautiously administered
all these
the landlord and the cultivation of the far(and they

who had

:

;

mers.

They cannot venture

make

the
most important, which are generally the

most

expensive,

to

improvements."

Hon.

form the best part of the community)
any change of the security,
any transfer of the charge from land to fimda.
The clergy and the landowners, the poor and the
will strenuously resist

opposite would not, he hoped,
dispute these authorities.
Free traders
must admit that the authority of Mr. Ricardo, of Mr. M'Culloch, of Dr. Paley, and

proprietors, are copartners in the soil ; they must
stand or fall together on their existing tenure
they may fall, indeed, but religion, mercy, and
'
justice will fall with them
and they who are

Dr. Smith, who were all hkely to take different views of the subject, might justify
the agricultural interest in regarding tithes
as a burden.
If so, how were the various
burdens made up ? The tithe uncommuted

survive them.'

Members

1843 amounted to 1,960,338?. per annum, and the tithe commuted to 1 ,539,670/.

in

The

together, 3,500,000?.

land-tax, after

;

bui'ied in these ruins are happier

than they

"

who

Now, these were the words

of one of the
authors of the measure under discussion
they were the words of the right hon. Baronet the Home Secretary, written some
He had
years ago
repudiated last week
often heard the efi'ects of a relaxation in
the silk duties referred to as an argument
in favour of free trade.
But was it true

—

!

excluding for town property the sum of
550,000?., amounted in the same year to that the silk trade had not suff*ered from
1,308,924?. The county rate was 871,215?. the removal of protection ? and, he asked,
The excess of poor rate paid by the land, were the goods now produced more valuover and above that paid by house propertv, able than they were or were they as valuamounted to 1,000,000?.
The average able, in comparison with their bulk and
malt tax for three years, previous to 1844, quality ?
The Government must know
was 4,188,263?.
The highway rate in that they were not and he wished to be
1839 amounted to 1,169,891?.; and—let informed why it was that the refuse now
the House mark this item
the levy under worked up by our industrious operatives,
Schedule B for the property tax amounted which came under the head of husks of
in 1843 to 298,763?.
He included that silk, was included in the quantities imitem because the farmer was the only ported, upon which the right hon. Baronet
;

;

—

!
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founded lils statement of the effects of
relaxed protection as though the material
imported had been all of a nearly similar
quality, whereas the quality of a great part

liad

;

was known

to be incomparably inferior to
Before he sat down, he wished
to express what he understood by the term
protection.
By protraction, he understood
a principle which he upheld, not implying
j)rohibition, but the regulation of trade.
He considered the maintenance of protection as much a part of the functions and
duty of Government as protection of the
person
and he considered that the rule
by which it should be regulated should be
the good of the majority
that the limitation of it should be, that whilst the good
of the majority was to be first consulted,
the interests of the minority should not be
unduly sacrificed.
He considered the application of this principle was as much the
function of Government as the administration of justice.
He had endeavoured
to express the reasons upon which he
founded his opinions opinions which he
had not taken up lightly and he could
not conceive, if a vast majority of that
House had maintained those opinions for
years, that it was profitable, in a constitutional point of view, at the dictation of a
Minister, who had proved himself the master and dictator of his Cabinet, that they
should at once yield them up.
Although
the tone of the right hon. Baronet had
been somewhat altered of late, yet he confessed that, coupling it with his expressions
relating to the aristocracy and the monarchy, he could not, when he heard those
expressions, help looking at that ensign of
the authority of that House (the mace on
the Table,) and thinking that it was Well
that the Statute Books lay between the
right hon. Baronet and that ensign of our
authority: for he held that such conduct
as that of the right hon. Baronet, overbearing the opinion of his Colleagues
concealing his principles, to take the country by
surprise
working by force upon those who
had long followed him, until he had overborne their bettor judgment; and then going

real silk.

;

;

—

:

;

;

over to their adversaries and adopting their
policy— such conduct as that was not the
conduct of a constitutional Minister; it was
injurious to the freedom and liberties of
the subject
and until the right hon. Baronet had subjected his change of conduct
:

and principle to the decision of the constitutional tribunal, the constituency of the
country, he had a right to assert that the
right hon. Baronet was the Minister
of Her

4ld

1846.

20,

Her choice
indicated Her choice by
and he believed that he

Majesty's necessity, and not of

— Her Majesty had
calling in another

was

—

also the Minister of the necessity of the

country, and not of the people's choice.
Although the right hon. Baronet might be
the same man, he was not now the same

Minister

;

and he thought he held

his pre-

sent position by a tenure more than questionable in a constitutional point of view.
It was true, that of late the Govern-

ment had adopted a somewhat milder tone;
but he must say, it was unusual in that
House to hear a Member of the Government he alluded to the right hon. Gentle-

—

the Secretary of War (Mr. Sidney
say that if they (the protectionHerbert)
ists) did not yield now, they would have to
He was not surprised when
yield to force.
he heard such language as that used by
but when a Minister
leaders of agitation
of the Crown thus turned round upon those
who had faithfully supported him, it was
as though he said to them with a threat,
**
Give up your principles, or yield to
He really thought that phrase
force."
was, to say the least of it, an unwise exSuch language, he thought, ill
pression.
became an English Minister. It inclined
one to look round and ask, " Where are
He rethese men who will subdue us ? "
joiced to see the talent and determination
which had been evinced by that which was
now a broken party a party which had
been taken at a shameful disadvantage
but he told those hon. Gentlemen with
whorri he (Mr. Newdegate) acted, to persevere. They would yet need perseverance.
They were charged with a great and a
and, unless he was greatly
patriotic cause
mistaken, their country would hereafter
appreciate their conduct. He would allude
It had been said to
to one other subject.
them, they were raising dissensions among
the different classes of the community; and
he had a right to appeal to the previous
conduct of their party to ask whether such
a thing was probable. They had been told
that they were creating a War of the
that they were setting classes one
Roses
and the noble Lord the
against the other
proposer of the Address (Lord F. Egerton)
Now, he (Mf.
asked them not to do so.
Newdegate) asked whether the constitution
of their party gave ground for such ati
Had they not a Plantagenet
accusation ?
and a Baring amongst them ? Had they
not a Granby, a Miles, and an Arkwright
men derived from and connected with

man

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

various and different classes

Such an

?

E E
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still think that
hon. Members
there is nothing irrational or impractical
If there be, I wonder how
spoke an utter want of knowledge of in that belief.
their character, their hahits, and their they can support the Resolutions of the
Sir, on this ground
right hon. Baronet.
pursuits.
As one of those who I gave my vote last year against the MoMr.
have most recently obtained a seat in this tion of the hon. Member for WolverhampHouse, I shall have nothing to plead in ton ; on this ground, I must in candour adSession have voted
justification of a reference to the exciting mit, I should this
topics connected with the past history of against any similar proposition emanating
these discussions, which has formed the from the same quarter had circumstances
But, Sir, the case
chief staple of the speeches on this side. remained unchanged.
It is one of the few advantages which my assumes a different aspect in my eyes
inexperience in political life confers upon when the leader of the Conservative party,
me, that I am able to approach the con- at the head of a united Cabinet, brings forsideration of this question as calmly and ward not a lop-sided proposition for the
deliberately as that of any other of equal abohtion of protection to agriculture only,
magnitude and of equal importance to the like that of the hon. Member, but a comsocial and commercial interests of this prehensive scheme for the ultimate repeal
True, Sir, I belong to the pro- of almost all restrictions on foreign trade ;
country.
tected classes ; true, the constituents who and though I may still be of opinion, that
have done me the honour to send me here, had the circumstances of the country persuppose themselves to be interested in mitted, it would have been better to acmaintaining protection but this is only an complish so immense a revolution more
additional reason why I should be careful gradually than we are forced to do
though
not to allow my judgment to be biassed by I may regret, on party grounds, that the
self-interest or prejudice.
I consider the
task has devolved on the present House of
question, therefore, simply to be, whether Commons
I, for one, dare not assume,

accusation as that implied an utter want of
knowledge of those of whom their accusers

opposite, I

—

BARKLY

:

;

—

—

it

conduce more to the interests of the

will

Empire

for such trifling objections, the

tremendous

to carry into fuller effect

responsibility of declining to enter into a

those doctrines respecting freedom of commercial intercourse with foreign nations,
which have so materially influenced the
legislation of the last twenty years
or

fuU examination of the effect which these
protective duties have had upon the supply
of food and the demand for the labour of
the people of this country, while there is
yet time for a peaceable settlement of the
question.
I do not mean to say by this
that the change of one man's opinion,
however eminent he may be, or the change
of twenty men's opinions, should lead me
to support measures which I considered
wrong in principle; but looking at this
question as I have described it, as one
simply relating to our rate of progression
towards free trade, I do maintain that the
simultaneous advance in the views of the
leaders of the two great parties in this
House does materially affect both the feasibility and the poHcy of maintaining reThis fact
strictions on the trade in corn.
affords in itself prima facie evidence of an
overruling necessity for the immediate setIt is easy to astlement of the question.
sign unworthy motives for that advance in
the views
I will not call it a change in the
opinions
to ascribe it to
on either part
the influence of agitation is no solution of
the cause; for agitation, to be thus powerful and thus successful, it must surely be
based on some great principle of truth.
The real reason of that alteration of pohcy

British

;

whether

be wiser, once and for all,
to make our stand upon those principles
of protection to native industry, which
have been interwoven with the social system of this country for centuries. I am
not presumptuous enough to expect to
throw any new light on so wide and complex a theme one to be solved rather by
facts and figures in the closet of the statesman, than by eloquence or invective in the
arena of public debate.
My own opinion
has been, ever since I was entitled to have
it

will

;

one, that the leading doctrines of pohtical
economy with respect to trade, were as
true and as capable of demonstration as

the propositions of Euchd.

same time

I

But

have always held that

at the
it

was

necessary to apply those doctrines with
great caution and due consideration for the

comphcated

interests

which

have

been

created by a system of policy totally difand that protection to agriculture,
ferent
especially, was one of those points on
which it was incumbent that the return to
a sounder system should be made as graIn spite of the taunts of
dual as possible.
:

—
—

:
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was the alarm of a bad harvest, the dread
of an insufficient supply of food for the
That alarm may
people of this country.
Time
or may not have been well founded.
alone can prove that but it served as an
awful warninpf.
It brought conviction to
the minds not of Cabinet Ministers only,
but of thousands who had before satisfied
themselves with the belief that the distress
of 1839 to 1841 was to be accounted for
;

20,
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rious to the cause of truth, for the AntiCorn-Law League to plume themselves

upon their superior enlightenment, and to
boast an intelligence surpassing that of the
agriculturists, since it is evidently selfinterest alone that prompts their agitation.
Still,

even on this ground the manufac-

turers are entitled to a fair hearing,

and

to

impartial justice at the hands of this House.
They allege that the operation of the pre-

by the incapacity of the Ministry of sent Corn Law, is in the best of seasons,
manu- to limit the quantity of their manufactures
by a deranged system of cur- which foreigners can take in exchange
factures
rency; by any of those minor accessaries, and that when the harvest in this country
which in times of political excitement are so is deficient, they are either excluded from
easily magnified into all-sufla!cient causes.
competing in neutral markets by the comThis alarm, and the agitation which pre- paratively high wages necessitated by the
ceded and no doubt inflamed it, is founded high price of food, or that they are involved
on causes of no temporary nature; it is of in disputes with their workmen, because
no evanescent description. It can be traced they cannot afford to pay them enough to
home only to those awful monitors, our Po- maintain them in comfort. They allege
pulation Abstracts. When a stringent Corn further, that the example of Great Britain
Law was first imposed in 1791, we were in establishing prohibitory and protective
then chiefly an agricultural people: even duties, has led other countries to impose
at the commencement of the present cen- and to maintain similar duties on articles
tury, when our first census was taken, the of British manufacture
and that the denumber of persons in Great Britain de- mand for the produce of their skill and
pendent on agricultural employment, pro- labour is thereby materially limited.
Now,
pably exceeded two-fifths of the whole po- Sir, connected as I am, by interests and by
pulation; in 1821 it had diminished to sympathy, exclusively with the class which
one-third, or 33 per cent.
and in 1841 to demands the continuance of protection, I
22 per cent., or less than one-fourth of the can, nevertheless, not disguise from myself
community.
Meantime the skill of our that these allegations of our manufacturers
manufacturers and the natural advantages are founded in truth, and that however
they enjoy, have enabled them not only to exaggerated the expectations they maysupply the home market with goods of the entertain of the advantages which free
cheapest description, but to increase their trade in corn will confer upon them, they
exports from 22,000,000^. in 1792, to would be entitled, were it merely a question
58, 000,000?. in 1845; so that at least one- between themselves and the agricultural
fourth of their workmen are dependent on interest, to claim, in common justice, the
foreign markets for their livelihood. Hence restoration of trade to its natural and unthat protection, which in the infancy of restricted state.
Personally, from oiu*
the manufacturing system was so loudly tastes and habits, we may regret being acclamoured for by the manufacturers, is now cessary to the further extension which the
repudiated by them.
The right hon. Ba- removal of these restrictions must give to
solely

that day; by overproduction of our
;

;

;

ronet quoted the other night a well-known
passage from the Wealth of Nations, to
prove that the landed interest only followed

We

the example of the manufacturers in applying for protective duties for their com

the manufacturing system.
may view
its progress with alarm, because having no
similar example before us in history we
may well doubt whither it tends. But
such regrets are unavailing here our duty

and

is

any doubt were entertained
on the accuracy of Adam Smith in this ascattle, as if

sertion

:

it is

sufficient to look to the con-

duct of the manufacturers in the United
States, or in France, or within the precincts of the ZoUvercin.
In these countries it is the manufacturers who clamour
for monopoly
the producers of agricultural produce who are in favour of free

—

trade.

It is

absurd, therefore, and inju-

:

to legislate

on principles of justice for

the present as it is, not to arraign the
wisdom of Providence, because it is not
what we suppose it ought to be.
might as well propose to abandon agriculture, and become a nation of hunters or
shepherds, as attempt to check the onward
progress of our manufacturing system.
Nor ought we to desire to do so. Nations,
like individuals, are responsible for the due

We
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exercise of the advantages with which God
endowed them. When we are disposed

hj^s

to regret that

we

are no longer an agriculremember that the vast

tural people, let us

treasures of mineral wealth which this
coimtry possesses its coal and its iron
were not bestowed on it to lie idle; but
were entrusted to it with the glorious mis-

—

sion of diffusing

and

by

their

civilization to the

means commerce

ends of the earth.

Sir, I have stated that if this were merely
a question between the interests of the
manufacturers and the agriculturists, the
latter must in fairness give way; but I am

aware that these protective duties are defended by many on far higher grounds
that they are believed to be essential to the
prosperity and independence of the nation
This argument, as to national
at large.
independence, I must own has had great
weight on my mind though in proportion
as I have investigated the grounds on which
We
it rests, that weight has diminished.
are told that the British corn-grower, not
being able to stand the competition of the
foreigner, a great quantity of land in this
country will be thrown out of cultivation,
and we shall become dependent on foreign
nations for a great part of our supply of
This presumed inability on our part
food.
to compete in the production of corn is referred to the greater taxation to which our
farmers are subject.
The hon. Member
for Sunderland put the argument in the
popular form, when he said we owe eight
hundred millions; taxes to an enormous
amount must be annually raised to pay the
interest
and these taxes enhance the cost
of all articles on which they are levied.
I
suppose the hon. Member did not intend to
assert that other countries pay no taxes.
He put the case of an Enghsh shoemaker,
indeed, and asked how he could possibly
compete with the French shoemaker; as if
he thought that there were no taxes in
France.
Has he never heard of the octroi,
or dues levied at the entrance of every
town on provisions and fuel?
Has he
never heard of the foncier, that heavy tax
;

;

—CORN

LAWS.
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the annual taxation amounts to 26«. per
head, or 65, or 7s. less than our own, and
yet it suffers under so mitigated a form of
the sliding scale, that wheat is admitted
at a nominal duty of Is.

home price

is

3d.,

45s. per quarter.

when the

And what

the eftect of this ?
Is Holland thereby
rendered dependent on foreign countries
for its daily bread ?
On the contrary, it
grows nearly a quarter of wheat for every
inhabitant; while at the same time an immense import and export corn trade is carried on, which would inevitably secure a
steady price, were it not for the disturbing
influence of our sliding scale. I have aUuded
only to public taxation
the hon. Member
for Warwickshire complained, however, of
local taxation.
Sir, all I can say is, that
if that press, as is alleged, unfairly upon the
land, the sooner the subject is investigated
the better.
If it can be shown that any
excess of poor rate paid by laud, any assessments borne by it which ought to be
thrown on the Consolidated Fund, exceed
the corresponding exemptions from legacy
and probate duty, &c. if it can be proved
that the malt tax, the hop duty, the prohibition against growing tobacco
restrict
the demand for the use of the soil, more
than it is indemnified for b}'^ the diff'erential duties on foreign and colonial spirits,
by the exclusion of molasses from breweries
and distilleries, by the protection stiU given
these are very good
to butter and cheese
reasons indeed for a revision of our whole
fiscal system as soon as the Corn Laws are
at an end; but they are not reasons to
stand in the way of a change otherwise
desirable.
I see no reason, therefore, to
fear that our taxation, either pubHc or local,
will necessarily disable our farmers from
competing with the cheaply produced corn
is

:

;

—

—

But after all, where is
immense supply of cheap corn to come

of the foreigner.
this

?
The hon. Member for Smiderland
(Mr. Hudson) indeed told us, that he had
laid down wheat in 1837 at 25s. per quarter; but he did not tell us what quantity; he

from

did not tell us why with the enormous profit
upon the rent and profits of the farmer, he must have realized, he did not, following
which must of course ultimately fall on the the bent of his comprehensive mind, extend
consumer ? Why, Sir, a Committee of this his operations to half a million quarters,
House reported in 1821, that the taxation and thus make a fortune faster than at
of other countries, compared with their mere railway speed.
Why, is it not notoresources, was heavier than our own. rious, that however low the price may be
Without going this length, let us take the when there are no orders from this country,
case of Holland, the country most similarly the demand for a few hundred thousand

situated to ourselves in regard to density
of population and magnitude of debt.
In
that country, according to Mr, Macgregor,

quarters of wheat at Dantzic or Odessa,
raises the price at once to the level of our

own markets, and

causesj freights ^nd every
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thing else to rise in proportion ? And what
the probabihty of any great increase from
these countries ? Have we not the reports of
ourConsuls abroad of Mr.Jacoband others
is

—showing

—

that from their social condition,
and improbable. The
hon. Member for Newport (Mr. W. Martin)
went so fully into this branch of the subject
this is very distant

the other night, that I will not weary the
House with statistical details. I will only
say, that nothing that fell from the hon.
Member for Somersetshire (Mr. Miles) in

upon Poland
and Russia refuted that speech, and as to
his geograpliieal dissertation
his

glowing description of the Valley of the
wonder he should refer to the

Mississippi, I

imaginative De Tocqueville for his statements, when his hon. relative the Member
for Bristol (Mr. P. Miles), who visited it
about the same time as myself, could have
so easily relieved his fears as to its becoming a great wheat-producing country,
without millions of capital to drain and embank, and millions of population to cultivate
it.
Sir, if that authority were not enough,
the hon. Member might have derived comfort from his hon. ally the Member for
Roxburghshire (Mr. Scott), who stated that
the great danger of free trade was, that
Canada would dissolve her connexion with
this country, in order to secure for her
corn the better market of the United States.
On a review of the whole question I think
it is more to be apprehended, that we shall
not continue to get foreign corn in as great
quantities and as cheap as we now do, than
that we shall draw any larger proportion
of our supplies from abroad. For after all.
Sir, what reason have we to flatter ourselves that we are at present independent
of foreign supply.
Have we not in the last
five years
years generally of bountiful
harvests
imported nearly 10,000,000
quarters of wheat, and never less than a

At any rate
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only a question of degree
and, looking to the fact that we imported
it is

an annual average of 600,000 quartern
throughout the last war, and that, as the
noble Mover of the Address reminded you,
one and a half million quarters were imported in 1810, during the time when the
Berlin and Milan decrees were most enforced I think all experience justifies us in
concluding that the danger on this score m
much exaggerated. Besides, after all, a
general war in both hemispheres can hardly
and a year or
burst upon us all at once
two, at most, would enable us to break up
grass land, and to increase our production,
of wheat by other means even it were at
Sir,
the expense of a little cross cropping.
on these grounds I conclude that there is
no valid objection to a free trade in corn
in a national point of view
it is certain
that it must have a beneficial efi'ect in many
But, Sir, desirable as free trade
respects.
may be in a national point of view, I am
bound, as the representative of a constituency dependent on the prosperity of agriculture, to see that it be carried out in a
manner as little injurious as possible to the
interests of the three great classes engaged
in it
labourers, farmers, and landowners.
First, as to the efl^ect of a change in the
;

;

:

—

Corn Law upon the
cultural

labourer

:

interests of the agrithis

involves

minary inquiry as to what

is

a preli-

his present

condition after thu-ty years of uninterrupted

peace

—

thirty years of continued

tion to agriculture.

I

protec-

have no disposition

exaggerate the hardships of that consooner than be supposed to do so, I
will simply assert what I believe no one
will deny, that there is something altogether unsatisfactory in it, excepting, perhaps, in the neighbourhood of great towns
and manufactories. I do not contend that
it would necessarily have been otherwise
million quarters in any one year ? Are we if we had had a free trade in. corn
I look
not obliged to have recourse, whenever an for no permanent improvement from such
unfavourable season oecui-s, to foreign a cause, since, even if any fall in the
countries, for at least 2,000,000 quarters, price of food thus produced were not
or about 20 per cent, of the produce of eventually counterbalanced by a fall in
Great Britain ? Is not, therefore, in fact wages, nothing is more certain than that
a proportion of our population, varying from the irresistible tendency of population
a fifth to a tenth, always dependent on im- to press upon the means of subsistence,
ported food ? This supposed independence would in a very few years reduce the
of foreign supply, is really, after all, one of labourer to his former condition.
That
those political lies to which the hon. Mem- condition can only be permanently imber for Sheffield referred and I cannot see proved by his moral elevation and I do
that, in the event of the general war
which most fervently join in the hope expressed
is threatened, we should be
worse otf in by the hon. and learned Member for Bath,
respect of obtaining a foreign supply under that advantage will be taken of the oppora system of free trade, than we are now. tunity which a temporary cheapness of food
to

dition

:

——

;

;

;
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improve the physical conand to provide education for the
I do
poorer classes of this vast Empire.

will afford us to

dition

not, I repeat, attribute the present condi-

tion of the labourer to the
I allege

is,

Corn Laws

that that condition

is

:

all

not such
a ground

that I can conscientiously make it
for resisting the abohtion of the Corn Laws,
Bad, however, as
if otherwise desirable.

admit with thankfulness, that
superior to that of the peasantry of

it is, I still

it is

most

when

other
I

hear

countries
it

in

and
Europe
by throwing
;

asserted, that

these labourers into direct competition with
the Russian serf or the Pomeranian boor,
he will be inevitably reduced to the same
standard of subsistence, the assertion cer-

There is
deserves investigation.
something at first sight plausible enough
in the argument, that the rate of wages in
two countries competing with each other in
the produotion of similar articles must be
identical, and, cceteris paribus, they might
be so though even in this view it would
be difficult to say why, by opening the
corn trade, we have not at least as good a
chance of conferring on our labourers the
tainly

;

same command over the necessaries

of

life

though hon.
Gentlemen lose sight of it when they talk
about money wages) as is enjoyed by those
whose competition is so much dreaded on
the banks of the Ohio, as of lowering them
to the black bread which forms the common
food on the banks of the Vistula or the
Volga. But, in truth, the rate of wages
in any particular country does not depend
upon the amount paid for similar labour in
competing countries, but, as has frequently
been observed, upon the demand for labour
in that country; and the demand for labour
depends upon the wealth of that country in
(for that really is the point,

proportion to its population. If the surplus
income of a country goes on accumulating
faster than the population increases, the
rate of wages is in no danger whatever of

This

no newfangled theory of
political economy
we can appeal to every
day's experience for its truth.
In the
United States, the most thriving community in the world, because the progressive
faUing.

CORN LAWS.
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is

:

increase of national capital is greater than
in any other country, wages are 4s. or 5s.
per day, while the price of a bushel of wheat

EIGHTH NIGHT.

we have

sufficient proof under our very
eyes to show how groundless is this alarm
of lowering the condition of the peasantry
of Great Britain by competition ?
For the
last forty years they have been in unrestricted competition with a people as badly
housed, as miserably clad, as wretchedly

fed as any to be found in Europe, inhabiting a country, acre for acre, more fertile

than Great Britain
where in the words
of an eminent writer, the land now cultivated might be made to yield three times
;

the quantity it does, and where there exist
millions of acres perfectly well adapted for

but which have never yet supa morsel of food for man. I refer, of
course, to Ireland, which supplies us with
three or four million quarters of grain and

cultivation,

plied

pulse, although our annual average import-

ation of

wheat and

flour,

notwithstanding

these inducements to British capitalists,
stiU faUs short of half a million quarters.
Now, how has this wholesale competition
affected our labourers' wages ? I speak, not,
of course, of the influx of Irish labourers
into this country, which, no doubt has had
all

a lowering effect on the labour market
that is a separate question; but I ask,
has this competition with Ireland reduced
our labourer to the level of their Irish com-

—

and
wages ? Is. Sd. per day the rate of wages;
and do thousands of able-bodied men remain unemployed at that rate throughout

petitors in respect to food, clothing,

And if
the greater portion of the year?
this is not the effect of a competition between England and Ireland under a free
trade in corn, why should it be of that between England and Russia ? Even admitting that a somewhat larger proportion of
our food will be for a time grown abroad,
and a somewhat smaller proportion at home,
that would not necessarily influence wages
for if we import corn, we export manufactures to pay for it, so that the actual
;

quantity of employment, the actual demand
I
labour, will be unaltered thereby.
know that there is an objection to this proposition, because it involves the transfer of

for

labourers from agriculture to manufactures.
I admit the force of it to a certain extent
for though Dukes have, I believe, subscribed to help the emigration of labour

from Buckinghamshire to Lancashire, I am
is scarcely so much.
If America be ob- quite ready to allow that such an emigrajected to, as not a corn-importing country, tion would be attended with a snapping of
take Holland, to which I have already re- ties, and a change of habits, productive of
ferred, and you will find wages are Is. 3d.
a certain degree of inconvenience and even
to Is. Sd, per day, or very little below our suffering.
Political economy is charged
own currency. But why look abroad, when with estimating men as mere machines I,
;

HOUSE OF COMMONS, FEBRUARY
any rate, do not wish to do so ; and I
should certainly be averse to the transition
to a state of free trade unaccompanied with
greater precautions and safeguards on this
head, if it had not pleased Providence to
provide them ready to our hand at the present moment in the extension of the railway
Sir, that extension has not been
system.
taken into account by the opponents of

at

this

measure

in this point of view,

though

they have made the most of it as explaining the increased prosperity of the country
another induring the last three years
stance, it strikes me, of confusing cause
and effect together the construction of
railways being rather the effect of national
The
prosperity than the cause of it.
:

—
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England to suppose that they
not make every allowance which the
circumstances of their tenantry may reAt the same time it is a very
quire.
shortsighted view to suppose that a decrease in the price of corn is so much dead
of course, there must
loss to the farmer
be a consequent decrease in farming
charges ; and though that decrease may
have been exaggerated in the pamphlet of
Trimmer and Moreton, upon the effects of

landlords of
will

:

protecting duties on agriculture, there is
no doubt that the removal of the duty from
maize, and its diminution on clover and

other seeds, will be a very great boon to
the farmer who has capital to take advantage of these relaxations; and I believe

either arise

that the changes proposed on other points

from an increase of the surplus income of
the nation, which proves its previous prosperity, or it must be diverted from other
channels in which it would equally have
afforded employment to labour, and equally
therefore have increased the consumption
I turn, however,
of taxable commodities.
from this digression to consider how the
proposed changes will affect the farmer.
This is a point on which I do not feel
qualified to go into detail, as I have

by Her Majesty's Government, in the Law
of Settlement, and in the management of
the highway rate, will be of material ad-

capital invested in

little

them must

practical experience of agricidture.

Hon. Gentlemen opposite have attempted
to persuade the tenant farmer that this is

and no
not a question that affects him
doubt, in the abstract, looking upon him
as a mere manufacturer of food, the proposition is true
for, however much the
price of corn may be lowered, the farmer
must still get a remunerative return for
;

;

the capital he applies to the land, either by

giving a diminished proportion of its produce to the landlord, on the one hand, or
to the labourer, on the other.
The farprofit, as a mere agent in the cultivation of land, must be made up either from

mer's

rent or wages, or he will cease to apply
his capital to it.
This is all true in the
abstract but it will be many years before
it can become true in practice
and I am
so far from thinking this merely a question
;

;

—

I have already said I do not
a question of wages
that I believe
that, in fact, the farmer will have to bear
the brunt of the effects of the change,

of rent

think

it

—

whatever they may be. I beheve that these
effects will be worn off before the landlord's
turn comes to be affected by them.
I am
quite aware, however, that a temporary
drop of even a few shillings a quarter will
ho seriously felt by the farmers of England;
and I have too high an opinion of the

I say, the farmer who
vantage to him.
has capital, because the only anxiety I
have is for that class of farmers which unfortunately has sprung up under the present system, and who did not possess a suf-

ficient proportion of that requisite for

the
land which is entrusted to them
a class
which has been much, I fear, sustained by
the operation of the sliding scale, by enabling them just to save their rents in unfavourable seasons by the high price of
corn, and which, of course, without that
support, must be extinguished.
But, after
all, will it not be for the benefit of all
classes that such should be the case, and
that the land should not be entrusted to
men who, as the expression is, starve it.
The landlord will undoubtedly benefit he
will be able, by and by, to grant leases as
is done in Scotland, where we have a superior class of tenants possessing abundant
skill and capital.
The tenant farmer will
benefit, not only by these leases, but by
the competition for farms being confined to
those who are in a legitimate position to
compete. Even the poorer class of farmers
I cannot say the small farmers, for a
small farmer may be as able to do justice
to his land as the large farmer
will themselves benefit by being released from a
false position.
Finally, with regard to the
effect of the abolition of the Corn Laws on
the position of the landowner, it is asserted, and I fear truly, that a large portion of
the landed interest is deeply encumbered,
partly, no doubt, owing to the effects of
settlements made during the high prices of
war, and the subsequent resumption of a
sounder system of cm-rency and an appre-

—

:

—

—

;
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hension is entertained that, in the event of boroughs, nay, your heriditary peerage
any sudden change which should lower and law of primogeniture, may fall a sacriI know you do
rents, and thus diminish the saleable value fice before it is arrested.
of land, many mortgages would be fore- not apprehend this danger from what you
You look
closed, and many ancient families ruined. call an appeal to the country.
I have already stated why I expected that at the result of the last general election,
I look for no and flatter yourselves that the cause of
such will not be the case.
material alteration in the value of land; protection is still as strong as ever it was ;
I think that the settlement of this great but you deceive yourselves egregiously if
question, which has been so long impending, you imagine that it was to the agricultural
will cause a sufficient flow of capital to the interest alone that the majority on this
land to sustain its value, even if rents side of the House, at the commencement
should at first somewhat fall from the tem- of the present Parliament, was attributable.
You forget that the influence of the
I
porary abandonment of inferior soils.
think rents, however, more likely eventu- commercial class, which forms the connectally to rise than to fall, and I have no fears ing hnk between the manufacturers and
That
for the landed interest. Should it be other- the agriculturist, was on your side.
wise, no one would regret it more deeply influence turned the scale in many of your
The importance of an an- wealthiest counties Middlesex, Surrey,
than myself.
By it Conservative Members were
cient territorial aristocracy, as contributing Kent.
to maintain the balance of power in our returned in London, Liverpool, Bristol,
mixed Constitution, is, I beheve, under- and Hull the great commercial emporivalued by political writers, and they are ums and a tone thus given to the whole
The hon.
too apt to treat the transfer of property representation of the Empire.
from this class to those beneath as a mere Member for Huntingdon and the hon.
matter of debtor and creditor. I concur in Mover of the Amendment are of course
no such view I entertain no other feehngs fitter exponents of the views of that merthan those of respect and regard for the cantile body than I can pretend to be;
landed gentry of this country and I should but this I do think a tolerably extensive
look with aversion to the repeal of the acquaintance with the feelings of that
Corn Laws, if I thought there were any class warrants me in saying that their
risk of their ancestral mansions and vene- confidence in the right hon. Baronet is still
rable trees falling a prey to the money unshaken.
That confidence was placed ia
lender, or even being transferred by any him when they were yet scared at the
unnatural revolution, or to any undue ex- democratic excesses which attended the
tent, to the cotton lord or the railway po- passing of the Reform Bill
it united them
But, Sir, it is because I do to that great Conservative party which the
tentate.
value a landed aristocracy, that I will not right hon. Baronet created, in the belief
abet them in an encounter with the people that he would advocate a more tolerant
upon so exciting a point as the supply of pohcy in Church and State, than that
It is said, this is not a popular Avhich had proved the ruin of the old Tory
their food.
question.
True, it has not been made party.
That confidence grew stronger as
one but it is a question upon which the the financial incapacity of the Melbourne
middle classes are almost unanimous those Administration proved more and more apmiddle classes those tenpounders upon parent
and at the general election they
whom the Reform Bill conferred the power supported the right hon. Baronet, not bewhich it took partly from the higher classes, cause they supposed him to be the oppothe boroughholders, partly from the lower nent of free trade, but because they thought
classes, the scot and lot voters, and the he would never have proposed a sweeping
Depend upon it the measure of financial change with a bankpotwallopers, he.
middle class is in earnest on this subject
rupt Exchequer, and -without a majority
and if they once get angered and excited in either House of Parhament to support
by a contest, they will disregard the con- it. Sir, the commercial and mercantile
sequences, and call in the democracy to body have at any rate not been disaptheir aid, as they called it in to carry that pointed in the right hon. Baronet
and I
very Reform Bill by the prospect of politi- believe they will again rally round him in
cal privileges, which they afterwards took defence of national order and of national
Another time, how- credit. If you do now desert him ^if you
care not to secure.
ever, the fierce tide of democracy may not hesitate to follow the enlarged and enbe 80 easily cheeked, and your nomination hghtened policy he ha» chalked out ia

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

;

;

—

—
—

;

;

—

—
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Tain will you look to the mercantile class
In vain will you call on the cofor aid.
lonial interest to range itself with you in
defence of the protection which they still
They will remember the marvelreceive.
lous facility with which you rescinded your
They will
vote on the Sugar Duties.

reni«mher your suicidal refusal, year after

20,
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restrict the supply of their daily food,

and

the wages of their industry.
Mr. p. BENNET, JuxV., said, he took
that the first opportunity that presented
to offer a few brief observations to
the notice of the Uouse, and to advert ta
the astonishment and surprise caused in
the whole country at the sudden change

itself,

had taken place

in the opinions of

the

year, to put Austrahan corn on a footing
with Canadian and they will prefer to let

that

their special claims for a gradual application of free trade principles rest exclu-

Admitting the able manner in
vernment.
which the right hon. Grentleman had conducted the financial affairs of this country,
he could not help always feeling a degree
of distrust, because of the way in which the
right hon. Baronet had deserted his principles hkewise on a former occasion, in
respect to a much more important object
than that now under consideration, namely,
the integrity of the Protestant religion.
When he (Mr. Bennet) saw the right hon.
Gentleman repudiating all he had done, and
unsaying all he had said on that point, as
well as on the subject of protection to agriculture, he could not contemplate the next
step which the right hon. Baronet might
take without fear and apprehension, because of the danger with which such desertion of principle menaced the country at
large.
It grieved him to the heart to say
He
so, but such were hi« convictions.
entirely disagreed with the able speech of
his hon. Friend the Member for Leominster, who had in great measure used the

;

sively on the validity of the grounds they
Where then
can adduce in their defence.
There are many
will your majority he ?
among you who know all this who believe the cause of protection to be desperbut who fear that prompt concession
ate
will only lead to fm'ther and more democratic demands.
They dread the power of
they urge that the
the manufacturers
League is but an incarnation of upstart
democratic ambition
that it has ulterior
objects
and, with a spirit worthy of a better cause, they are determined to resist
this first inroad
and if they must fall, tofall, as the hon. Member for Cheshire expressed it, with honour.
I regret that
language should have been used by the
hon. Member for Durham, and others botli
in and out of this House, calculated to
give a colour to such fears.
But I do not
myself believe that any such spirit prevails among those who have upheld the
League dangerous as I think the permanent existence of such a body might become.
I do not think such a spirit can
exist in a country where the highest ranks
and the greatest emoluments are open to
all.
If it did exist, it would be powerless
for I am sure it would in vain appeal to
the lower orders against their natural protectors, the aristocracy, miless unhappily
they should be set against them on a ques-

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

;

tion of this exciting nature.
it be truo that such a spirit

But, Sir, if
lurking in
this movement ; that we are on the eve, as
some suppose, of a struggle between the
aristocratic and democratic elements of our
Constitution ; let me ask you whether the
chivalry of

cause to

is

England can find no better
than an inglorious struggle

fall in,

for the perpetuation of a bread tax ?
If
the contest is to come, let us join issue in
defence of our Church ; let us present an

unflinching front in support of our Throne
and our Peerage but do not, with divided
QQunsek and diaumted ranks, rush into a
contest with th« peapie- in an attempt to
;

right hon. Baronet at the

arguments of the Member

—

head of the Go-

for

Durham and

arguments which had been,
the League
in more able and more eloquent language,
repeated to the House by the right hon.
Having heard the speech of the
Baronet.
right hon. Baronet, and listened to it attentively, he could not forget those speeches,
eloquont in opposition to the principles the
right hon. Baronet

now contended

for,

and,

forgetting, forego the opinions formed un-

He (Mr. Bennet) repreder his tuition.
sented an agricultural county ; and seeing
that their best interests were assailed by
the course taken by the right hon. Baronet, he hoped the House would excuse him
if he expressed himself too warmly upon
He had constantly
the subject in debate.
resided in an agricultural district, and he
had the most opportunities of perceiving the
good feeling that subsisted between the
three great classes into which the agriculthe labourer,
tural population was divisible
The existthe yeoman, and the landlord.
ence: of this feeling to an extent which no
one who had not Hved am:Qng them for so

—
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long a period as he, could credit, he was
prepared to bear witness to and he could
also aver, from his own knowledge, that no
country gentleman with whom he was acquainted looked upon the question at issue
as a matter of rent, hut as a matter of
kindly feeling for the yeoman, the tenant
Moreover, he
farmer, and the labourer.
was perfectly satisfied that their whole wish
was to make the labourer as comfortable
as he coiUd be made by an increase of
wages, and that they looked much less to
their own interests in the question than to
;

the advantages of their tenants. There had
been a great competition latterly for labour,
in consequence of the demand caused by
railroad speculations, and the labourer consequently got more than he would for his
labour under ordinary circumstances ; but
the labourer who was attached to his cottage and his residence would scarcely go
the depraved associations which he
(Mr. Bennet) was sorry to say had been
the concomitant of the railway system in
Having been returned lately
this country.
for a part of the country where the excitement produced by the plan of the right
into

hon. Baronet had not spread to any great
extent, he behoved that when that excitement was at its full height, a most striking
result would be the consequence on a future

There had
appeal to the constituencies.
not been the least effort, however, on the part
nor
of the League, to prevent his return
had the adhesion of the Premier even to the
League prevented the return of five protection Members to fill up so many county
vacancies, without- the League even venwhich was significant
turing to interfere
as to the feeling of the agricultural districts.
Being interested in the county of
Cambridge, he was anxious to ask the Solicitor General, if he had been in his place,
whether they were to have his assistance
That hon. and
in maintaining protection ?
learned Gentleman, in his speech at Cambridge on his election for the borough his
return for which was greatly owing to the
country gentlemen of the neighbourhood
that hon. and learned Gentleman had stated
that it was the greatest folly to attempt to
introduce the principle of free trade into
and the hon. and learned
this country
Gentleman used upon that occasion the
strongest language possible in favour of
He should not refer to the
protection.
observations of the right hon. Baronet,
who had pronounced himself wrong upon
every former occasion, but he should con;

;

—

;
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tent himself with expressing his most decided opposition to the measures of the

Government.

MUNTZ

said, the House was in
Mr.
rather an unfortunate state, and that he
was the most fortunate man in it, except
that he was not the most fashionable.
He

had no change to make in the opinion he
had professed for the last thirty years. He
had no speeches to retract, no principles to
repudiate, and he had no cause of quarrel
with the right hon. Baronet at the head of
the Government.
He difi'ered with that
right hon. Gentleman on the question before the House
he difi'ered from the hon.
Gentlemen who sat around him
and he
difi'ered from the hon. Gentlemen who sat
on the other side of the House. But withal
there was no man amongst them more
anxious than he was for the passing of
the measure by a triumphant majority. Its
passing would be a national benefit, for it
would tear away the veil of delusion which
had obscured the common sense of the
country for so long a period, and would
remove for ever the perpetual excuse for
political wrong
"the Corn Law did this,
and the Corn Law did that, and the Corn
Law did everything." He (Mr. Muntz)
had repeatedly told the right hon. Baronet
that he would ultimately have to reduce the
;

;

—

price of everything to the continental level,

wages of labour
nominally higher than
The right hon. Baronet had
at present.
taken the former course on this occasion.
He thought it was the wrong course but
the right hon. Baronet having taken it, he
thought it was his duty to support him,
and enable him to carry out his views.
[ Laughter. ] Hon. Gentlemen might laugh
he was long enough in that House to know
that laughter decided no question submitted for discussion
but he thought they
would not laugh when they heard his reasons, which were, that any state of things
was better than the uncertainty of the last
thirty years.
Now, as to the question before the House.
Hon. Members on the
opposite side of the House had done well
to change their cry from
protection to
agriculture," to that of "protection to
native industry."
He contended that all
native industry ought to be protected
against the untaxed industry of other
countries. [ Cheers. ] He heard those cheers,
but he advised those who cheered not to
crow until they were out of the wood. Had
they, he begged to ask them, protected all

or keep up prices and the
in

this

country

;

;

'

'
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native Industry ? lie denied that they had
they had protected a portion, to a certain extent hut not all the native industry

—

;

The hon. Memher for
country.
Newcastle (Mr. Colquhoun), a few nights
ago, had referred to him, and stated that
for certain manufactures he was not now
paying the lahourcrs one-sixth of the wages

of the
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he would not vote for it it was be"
cause the repeal ought, must, and would'
reduce prices, that he should vote for it. If
wages of labour could not be protected,
then let all classes row in the same boat
let them swim together for their lives,
and, if they must sink, let them sink together.
Both sides of the House had lent
themselves to the right hon. Baronet in
all his monetary measures, which had necessarily reduced the value of all property,
they had, in fact,
produce and labour
sowed the wind, and they now reaped the
whirlwind.
Though the right hon. Ba-

tion,

;

—

he paid them some thirty years ago and
the hon. Memher had done him (Mr.
Muutz) the justice to say that he was the
supporter of the rights and interests of the
In and out of Parliament he had
poor.
Because
ever been the same, and why ?
the poor were unable to defend or protect ronet now said, to justify his cause, that
themselves. The remark made by the hon. famine in Ireland stared him and the counMember (Mr. Colquhoun) was correct, for try in the face, and therefore that further
at the present moment he was paying for progress in the removal of restrictions
one description of manufacture just one- affecting the importation of food must be
sixth of the wages he paid to his workmen made, and advances in the direction of
This, however, did not free trade must be kept up with other
in the year 1816.
apply to all his labourers to some he paid nations
still the real conviction of the
one-half to others one quarter of their right hon. Baronet was, that he must carry
;

:

:

—

;

former wages, according to the nature of the
work, and according also to the manufacture having to be brought by exportation
into competition with foreign manufactures.

out the principles of a reduction of prices
When
in support of his monetary system.
his commercial property had been reduced,

The

wages of labour de-

ruin and beggary, did they feel for their mi-

pended exactly upon the contiguity of the

series, or do anything to relieve them ? No,
the Members of Parliament had not hesitated

variations in the

competition with foreign manufactures. He
repeated, that only a portion of the labour
of this country had been protected by the
Legislature.
True, that protection had
been given to the home labourers, the carpenter, the blacksmith, the wheelwright, the
smith but they had not given protection
to the labourers who carried on such trades

and

his

men and

their families reduced to

to take care of themselves.
He spoke of
both sides. The Whigs had done the same.
They sneered at commercial distresses, but
now retribution was come both upon them
and the right hon. Baronet. It was im-

them to deny the fact which
them in the face, that for thirty
as the Manchester, Leeds, and Birmingham years they had protected themselves at the
trades, which came into competition with fo- expense of the people, and yet now they
reign manufacturers and that was the rea- turned round and said, '* We have been
son why he objected to the Corn Laws, which wrong all along we are now going to bewere put forward as the means of protec- come angels, for we are converted, contion to native industry.
But he must add vinced that, after all, honesty is the best
that he did not think the repeal of those policy."
He (Mr. Muntz) had very little
;

possible for

stared

;

—

laws would produce all the advantages
which, in and out of the House, had been
stated would be thereby achieved.

The

House had heard the speech of the right
hon. Baronet at the head of the Government they had heard the speech of the

—

right hon. Baronet the Secretary for the

Home Department

— and

they had also

.heard the speech of the right hon. Gentleman the Secretary at War (Mr. S. Herbert) but he submitted that those speeches
contradicted each other as to the positive
effects of the change which was contem;

What would be the use of repeal
did not produce a reduction of prices ?
if it would not be productive of a
reduc-

plated.
if it

—

confidence in such sudden convictions,
without any sufficient reasons being given.
But he must say, that if any conduct
was to be deprecated, it was that which
knocked down the right hon. Baronet
with one hand, and picked him up with
the other.
He himself could say hard
things, for he was not mealy-mouthed, but
he could not be fleecy on the one side, and
dirty on the other.
The right hon. Baronet had plainly said that he was convinced
that, during the last three years, the rate
of wages had nothing to do with the price
of corn; and several Members, in support of his position, had quoted Adam
Smith. Now he (Mr. Muntz) could not reject
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Adam Smith, because he had read him when
a school-boy

him

to

he had committed
and if his memory had

so often that

memory

;

not been grievously injured by a recent
fall, he remembered the writings of Adam
Smith still. The right hon. Baronet had
eaid that the rate of wages could not be
aifected by the price of com, for that
there had been three years of dear corn

and low wages, and three years of cheap
He would quote
corn and high wages.
a short extract from Adam Smith bearing
upon that point; and he Avas the more
anxious to do so because his constituents,
a large and inteUigent body, sometimes
said he spoke sometimes on one side,

and voted on the

other.

The

extract

was

this
" Though the variations in the price of labour
not only do not always correspond with those in
the price of provisions, but are fi-equently quite
opposite, we must not, upon this account, imagine
that the price of provisions has no influence upon
The money price of labour is nethat of labour.
the decessarily regulated by two circumstances
mand for labour and the price of the necessaries
The demand for laand conveniences of life.
bour, according as it happens to be increasing, sta:

—

tionary, or declining, or to require an increasing,
stationary, or declining population, determined the
quantity of the necessaries and conveniences of
life

which must be given to the labourer and the
price of labour is determined by what is
;

money

Though
requisite for purchasing this quantity.
the money price of labour, therefore, is sometimes
high where the price of provisions is low, it would
be
if

still higher, the demand continuing the same,
the price of provisions was high."

thing to be considered by the House
in reference to the question was, whether
the other circumstances for the last six
years had been the same as laid down by
Adam Smith, and whether these circumstances altered the condition of the case.
The right hon. Baronet claimed credit for
the whole of the improvements, and attri-

The

There
buted them entirely to his Tariff.
he (Mr. Muntz) differed altogether from
the right hon. Gentleman, although he
freely admitted that the reduction of duties had done some good.
The peculiar
circumstances which occurred in the years
from 1841 to 1845 ought to be considered.
Before 1841 no alteration in the Tariff ocThe year 1841
curred to relieve trade.
was the year of the lowest prices and the
year of the greatest pressure in trade,
like all prewithin the memory of man
vious similar times, much should be allowed
After this year it must
for the reaction.
be recollected that the revenue was increased by 4,000,000?. or 5,000,000Z. of
:

Property Tax, while a great amount of
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taxation was taken off the working classes.
The right hon. Baronet put his hand in
their pockets for 5,000,000/. of Income
Tax, and then said, *' Look at my increase
Then there was the termi*
of revenue."
nation of the Chinese and Indian wars—-*
and the settlement
the Chinese money

—

of the boundary question -— all of which
acted with more or less force in pro*
ducing a favourable state of things
and
next, there
was the circumstance of
the augmented circulation of the Bank
of England.
In 1841 the amount was
;

16,000,000?., in 1845 it was 22,000,000?.
these matters must be added the great
advantage and effect of railway enterprise,

To

which had had an immense effect upon
and wages. He came from a central part of the kingdom, where the working of railways was deeply considered, and
where a great part of the articles used in
and he would
railways were manufactured
undertake to say if railway speculation
were checked or destroyed, labour and iron
would be reduced 50 per cent, within
He knew from his own
six months.
experience that railways had produced
an enormous effect on the prices both of
It was, therefore, a
goods and of labour.
bad argument on the part of the right hon.
Baronet to attribute the prosperity which
the country enjoyed during the last few
years mainly to his measures, and to calculate and rely upon similar effects from
prices

;

the present proposed plans of proceeding.
Now, there was one point more in the
right hon. Baronet's speech to which he
wished to direct the attention of the
The
right hon. Baronet and the House.
right hon. Bai'onet said the other night
that the trade in no article on which the
duty had been altered, had been injured
There was one
since the alteration.
article

connected with his own manufac-

He
ture which would prove the contrary.
In 1815 the price of
referred to zinc.
but soon the duty
zinc was 75?. per ton
was reduced, and it feU to 45?. per ton in
1825 it was reduced again, and the price
and the present
fell from 45?. to 15?.
price per ton for zinc was 20?., which
;

:

;

The effect
afforded no profit in England.
of the last alteration in the duty had been
to destroy every manufactory in this country but one, which was continued for

some years, solely because the party was
under contract to take a mine of coal at a
very low rate, which must be paid for
whether raised or not. Previously to the
repeal of the duty, the whole of the zinc

H(5USE OF COMMONS,
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England was made

in

his

in the country,

lie did not say this to show that they
should not repeal the Corn Laws, because

he wished to see them repealed; but he
wished to show the rijo^ht hon. Baronet
how frail was the reed on which he leant.
Tlie article to which he had alluded could
not now be made in this country, because
the artisan here could not work at sixpence
a day like the artisan of Silesia or Poland.
In those countries they were obliored to
burn wood, while we had coal in abundance
but the price of labour was so different
;

we

could not manufacture it for less
than 20^. per ton, while the foreigner
This was one circould do it for 14^.
tliat

cumstance to show how easy

make

was

it

to

he had
not sought for this case, but there were
many other things which were perhaps
There was
in the same predicament.
In 1815 the price of corn
another point.
declarations in the gross

:

was 102*., in 1845 it was 52^. but the
change in the currency made it about the
same in real amount. The right hon. Baronet said that 10 per cent, should bo deducted from 102s. on account of the alteration in the value of the currency
but he
(Mr. Muntz) said that 50 per cent, should
be deducted, which brought the 1025. to
They were therefore at issue upon
51 s.
this point, and probably should continue so
but the right hon. Baronet must excuse
his now saying that his position was entirely altered. He had had the reputation of
being infallible ; but he could hold the re;

;

;

putation no longer, seeing that, according
to his own confession, he had, for forty
years, been wrong in toto upon a most important subject, the Com Laws. He would

ask the House whether it were not possible
that within the next two or three years
the right hon. Gentleman, having seen the
effects of his own recent proceedings, and
after having seen, as he would soon see,
the effects of the now proposed laws
was it not possible, he would ask,

—

that the right hon. Gentleman might
again change his mind upon one other
subject, and come down to the House and
declare that it was impossible for him to

some two or three years'
experience, as to the wisdom and expediency of a great and radical measure being
adopted to rectify the evnls springing from
a vicious monetary system?
There was

hesitate,

FEBRUARY

after

nothing unreasonable in expecting this step
on the part of the right hon. Gentleman,
who, at the same time, would not fail to
claim ci-edit for honesty in acknowledg-ing

own
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convictions.

would ask whe-

ther there was any improbability of such a
thing taking place, after what they had
already witnessed ? His object was to get
all

He made no seThe poor deserved pro-

parties into his boat.

cret of the matter.

and if he could
tection as well as the rich
but get the rich and the poor into one
boat, and when they were rowing for their
fortunes, and perhaps for their lives, he
would answer for their discovering a place
of safety to land upon at last.
Mr. DISRAELI I leave the right hon.
Baronet the First Minister to settle the
question of the currency with his new supporter, to whom we are indebted for a protection speech almost as effective as that
;

:

delivered

by the noble Lord the Member
The hon. Gentleman who

for Liverpool.

has just addressed us seems to think that
after the declaration of the

Government

all

but there is at least one point
Whatever
on which no doubt can rest.
may be the opinions of the two parties that
now have entered into this great controversy
on the main question before the House
however fervent may be our convictions
however
of the advantages of protection
sanguine may be the expectations of hon.
Gentlemen opposite of the consequences
of competition, there is one point on which
we are all agreed, and with respect to which
and it
there can be no misunderstanding
that Her Majesty's Ministers have
is this
changed their opinions. Whether the opinions they formerly pursued, or the opinions
which they are now about to follow, are
the right ones, the most expedient, and the
most calculated to benefit this country
this I apprehend to be the real question
This is the question
before the House.
which, with the indulgence of the House,
I shall endeavour to consider, and on which
I will offer some suggestions which I hope
may induce hon. Gentlemen to hesitate before they accede to the great change which
is proposed. I shall endeavour to show that
the system of protection is not that odious
system which it has been so long assumed
to be.
I pledge myself to meet the quesand though I may not
tion on its merits
be equal to the argument, I will not shrink
from it. But before I presume to offer any
considerations to the House in support of
that system, it will be more convenient to
notice the arguments offered by Her Majesty's Government in favour of the change
proposed.
have been addressed in
support of the measure of the Government
by three Cabinet Ministers. It is due to

is

doubtful

;

—

;

—

;
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in which it has been brought about, satisfactory to the community.
say, and
say with reason, that by the aid of that
great mass of pubhc opinion which we re-

the right hon. Gentleman the First Minister
due to his position and to the comprehensive statement which he made of the case of
the Ministers, that I should, perhaps, in the
first instance, notice what that right hon.
Gentleman said. He seemed to complain

into

that the greater part of this discussion had
been wasted by observations on the conduct
I have no wish myself to enter
of party.

has disregarded.

—

into that subject

;

nor should

I

have noticed

had not the right hon. Gentleman, by the
use which he made of the word ** party,"
then, as well as on other occasions, seemed
it

to entertain on that point ideas very dif-

ferent from those which animate and influence Gentlemen on these benches.

We

have, indeed, heard from these benches
many comments on the conduct of party ;
but we associate with that word very different ideas from those which the right

We

do
hon. Gentleman seems to entertain.
not understand that party is anything but
protest
public opinion embodied.
against the doctrine of the right hon. Gen-

We

tleman, that there is a distinction between
pohtical party and pubhc opinion.
maintain that party is public opinion embodied, whether it represent the opinion of
a majority or a minority ; it, at all events,
represents the opinion of a great section
of the community. In this country, where

We

the nation is divided into parties, and where
great results are brought about by public
discussion, and by the organization also,
no doubt, of material interests in this
country, by these two agencies, reason and
property, we arrive in times of change at
the solution of controversies the most diffiSuch are the beneficial consequences
cult.
of this system, that, however fierce the
however violent the
controversial strife
still you will alagitation of the nation
ways find that when a question is settled
by the legitimate influence of what the
right hon. Gentleman calls " party," but
which is in fact national organization, the
nation is content and satisfied with the
decision ; and you seldom see a question so
do not complain of
settled reopened.
the right hon. Baronet for having changed
opinion is not in the power of
his opinion
human will : but what we complain of is,
not that he has deferred too much to public
opinion, but that he has outraged pubhc
that he has prevented its legitiopinion
mate action in the settlement of questions

—

—

—

We

—

—

by the
opinion

aid of party,

or embodied public

—and that he has arrived

at a con-

and probably will achieve a result,
wliich will not be, on account of the mode
clusion,

We

present, the right hon. Baronet was raised
power; and that a Parhament was
elected to give efi'ect to that opinion which

we

represent,

and the right hon. Baronet
If the noble Lord oppo-

site, who represents another section of pubhc opinion, had succeeded and been made
Minister if his side had succeeded in be-

—

coming the majority, and had settled these
questions, we should then have yielded;
because we should have felt that the solution of these questions had been brought
about by constitutional means by the legitimate operation of public opinion.
But

—

we feel

that this question

is

not

now

settled,

and cannot be settled, in a constitutional
manner. It is not merely that we have
the sad spectacle of the right hon. Baronet
surrounded by a majority, who, while
they give him their votes, protest in their
speeches against his policy ['* No, no!"]
is not that the fact ?
I thought there
was no doubt about it and that the illustrious converts that we have heard of, are
converts to the policy and not to the principles of the right hon. Gentleman. There is
not only the flagrant scandal of a Minister
bringing forward under such circumstances
a great measure, with, as he has announced himself, the majority of his Cabinet
against him, but public opinion is not fairly
dealt with
and when we complain of the
right hon. Baronet not treating his party
fairly, we do not speak of the 300 Gentlemen on these benches, but we speak of the
great body of the community whose views
they represent, and of that public opinion

—

;

;

which is the result of their convictions. I
have now made the only observations I shall
ofi'er in answer to what has fallen, on this
head, from the right hon. Baronet.
The
right hon. Baronet then proceeded to indicate what he considered the proper subject
of discussion and I confess that he, in his
description of what should be the proper
subject of discussion, at once described and
indicated the fallacy of his own position, and
the fatal policy he would have us pursue.
The right hon. Gentleman said, " I call on
"
you not to discuss the party question, but
to do what?
" to meet an emergency,
and to construct a system." Now, if there
be any contrast more complete than another, it must be that between a system
which should be permanent, and an emergency which, however managed, must to a
;

—

—
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tled to the confidence of Parliament

would
recommend. We are prepared to do for
I think, at once, the blot of the position of
I do not say all that Ireland can
the right hon. Baronet in his very first step. Ireland
If we were considering the poUcy of the desire, but all that human judgment can
but we don't exactly understand
Minister of a foreign country, and if we devise
brought to that consideration calmer spirits the position of the right hon. Gentleman
It has been
than now animate us, wc should at once with respect to this subject.
The right
I say involved in great obscurity.
say that this Avas a great mistake.
that it would be a great mistake in the noble hon. Gentleman says, ** I was for opening
Lord opposite, in dealing with a national the ports;" the statement was met by a
emergency, were he to say, ** I have mea- cheer a response of sympathy from these
and then, taking a rapid view
sures to meet this emergency, but at the benches
same time I ask you to reconstruct your com- of the economical history of the country,
mercial policy in accordance with the policy proving that the ports had often been openwhich I have always advocated, and for ed, and beneficially opened, the right hon.
which, therefore, you are prepared." But Baronet turned round and said, " Yes, it
what would you say to a Minister who, with is very well for you to cheer me but alan emergency, asks you to reconstruct your though I was prepared to open the ports,
commercial system, and at the same time I was not prepared to shut them again."
Well, now, it seems from that, the diffitells you that you must do this in total opposition to all he has before taught you as wise culty of the right hon. Gentleman was not
and politic ? Now, Sir, as regards the emer- as to opening the ports that, under the
gency
namely, the state of Ireland
circumstances, he would have had no diffimust protest against any one in this House culty about but the difficulty lay at the
warning us not to speak of that country bottom of his pohcy the right hon. Baroin a tone of levity.
I am not conscious net had resolved that the present system
of ever having spoken of Ireland in a tone of corn and provision laws should cease.
of levity, though I may speak in a tone of Compare these facts with the declaration
levity of a feeble policy with reference to that has just been made by a Member of the
Ireland.
But before we touch upon this, Cabinet, not exactly on the hustings, but
there is one point which it would be well before a large body of his constituents in a
for some Member of the Cabinet to clear midland county
the extraordinary declarup.
I believe there are no more free- ation, which I dare say attracted the attrade Members of the Cabinet to speak
tention of many, made by the Chief Secrebut perhaps we may be favoured with the tary for Ireland. He tells them, "We had
opinion of a protection Member
for it is wished that this communication should have
a remarkable characteristic of the present been made to another Parliament ;" that is
anomalous state of affairs, that we have at to say, the present Parliament might have
the same time a protection Cabinet and a gone on
there might have been a renewal,
free-trade Ministry.
The right hon. Gen- another seven years' lease, of the Conservtleman told us that he feels the difficulty ative majority and when the general elecunder which he necessarily labours in him- tion had taken place, and we had just met,
self proposing these changes in our com- we should have received the announcement
mercial system
that he had wished these which, by peculiar circumstances, has been
changes should be proposed by others but made too soon.
Now I am making no
at the same time he informs us that he charge I am throwing out hints to the proproposed these identical measures in Cabi- tective Members of the Cabinet who probanet long before he meditated the rupture bly may rise in the course of this debate.
of that Cabinet, or perhaps anticipated the These are points on which we wish to have
opposition he received in it.
How, then, infomiation. We want to know whether
docs he reconcile the two statements ? it was a foregone conclusion, and whether
How does he reconcile the fact that he the Secretary for Ireland was authorized in
did propose these measures to the Cabi- saying that it was not intended to propose
net, which unexpected opposition to them these changes until a new Parliament had
ultimately broke up, with the statement, assembled ?
We want to know whether it
recently so often repeated, that he wished is a fact that, although the right hon. Genothers had brought them forward ?
1 pro- tleman has more than once said he deplores
ceed first to notice the emergency. I say, that the task has fallen on him, and Avished
then, we are ready, as regards the emer- it had fallen to others, the right hon. Gengency, to do all that any Minister enti- tleman^ before the idea could have been
certain degree, be temporary.

This was,

—

;

—

;

;

—

;

—

;

:

—

;

—

;

;

;

;
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conceived by any otlier liuman being, had
proposed these measures in Council, and
insisted on their adoption ?
These are
two circumstances that require elucidation.
When the right hon. Gentleman first
brought these measures before the notice
of the House, he seemed to found them
on the observation of the last three years ?
but in the last speech he made, he found
fault with that expression, and the position
ho then laid doAvn was this: " I don't
say that it was the experience of the last
three years that induced me to adopt the
measures I noAv recommend but, taking a

—
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gards the imports and exports, which
trates the

agency of

this pi'inciple.

illus-

If

you

look at the exports and imports this year,
you will find a very great increase in both
It is impossible,
in the instance of sugar.
to suppose that the Tariff, the alteration in

the sugar duties by the right hon. Gentleman, could have influenced to any extent
the consignments of sugar that we received,
particularly from the more distant ports,
from the Mauritius, for instance, and from
but there happened to
the East Indies
;

be an abundant crop both in the Mauritius and in the East Indies, and owing
general view of the commercial history of to that circimistance our imports of sugar
this country for a long period, I had seen, from those parts of the world were much
with gradual and sometimes considerable greater than usual, and will no doubt figure
relaxations of protective duties, and espe- in the table to be brought forward by the
cially during the last three years, under right hon. Baronet on some future day,
the influence of my Tariff, a great simul- in vindication of his commercial policy.
taneous increase of exports and imports." Now, it is a curious circumstance that
I believe that is a fair statement of what while there has been that abundant crop
the right hon. Gentleman said. Now, it is in the Mauritius and the East Indies, there
very agreeable to hear of a great increase has been a total deficiency of the crop at
and if the right the Havannah. Trace, then, the influence
of exports and imports
All the great
hon. Gentleman had been only opening his of the seasons upon trade.
annual Budget, I would not have been Russian refineries are entirely supplied by
But when a great social revo- the Havannah and what occurs ? Why,
captious.
lution is proposed and recommended to us, Russia imported sugar from England
and
and that great change recommended on the thus you see, at the same time, the infludata afforded by our exports and imports, it ence of a good season immensely increases
becomes the House to be very cautious in the import of sugar from the Mauritius and
their conduct, and analyse very severely the India into this country
and the influence
conclusions from those data.
Now, Sir, of a bad season in the Havannah produces
there is one cause, with which I dare say a great increase in the export of sugar from
the House, and particularly hon. Members England to Russia.
No one will pretend
opposite, are very familiar, but which has that that is the consequence of the Tariff.
never been mentioned in this debate, which I say it was the influence of the seasons
operates extremely, aryi has especially ope- and the same influence may probably be
rated upon the exports and imports of this traced in the exports and imports of all the
I am throwing overboard all conyear.
great raw commodities which mainly make
sideration of exuberant harvests and mag- up om* colonial transactions.
I know this
nificent public works
all those features of subject is dry and
unpalatable to the
nature and of art wliich the right hon. House
but I feel myself bound to enter
Baronet never referred to on the first occa- into it. I want to show the influence of the
I am not taking advantage of these seasons upon exports and imports. Suppose,
sion.
omissions
I believe it is universally ac- for example, you had had a very bad cotton
knowledged by all persons, whatever opin- crop in the United States, a crop as deficient
ion they may have upon the great question, as one I remember, to the extent of half a
that the basis of the right hon. Gentleman's million of bales do you mean to say that
argument was much too limited at first, putting an end to the paltry duty you levied
and the data on which he built it utterly upon cotton wool, would have led to the
I throw out of consideration great increase in the import this year ? An
fallacious.
all these circumstances, and I put my
exuberant crop has produced an immense
finger upon an important agency in this import.
If you will look into the wool
question, to which I call the attention of trade, you will find a great increase from
;

;

;

;

;

;

—
—

;

;

;

the House ; there is nothing that affects
imports especially so much as the state of
the seasons. Now, I will show you a case,

the same cause
and whether it be coftee,
or sugar, or wool, or cotton
those four
great staple articles— the influence of the

as a commercial transaction, both as re*

seasons on their import must never be over-

;

—
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Now, at the risk of wearying the
House, I must venture to notice another
statement of the right hon. Gentleman, one
of those that he sometimes makes with his
figures all ready, and with that felicitous
manner tliat seems to augur a favourahlc
result. The right hon. Gentleman has made

you a good reason why.

a l)attlehorse of the unfortunate silk trade.
the
1 really should have tliought that
memory of the haiuUoom weavers might
have prevented a Minister, although the
most ardent votary of free trade, from putting forward the case of the silk trade. My
hon. Friend the Memher for Warwickshire
has referred to that trade and, without
now alluding to details with which the
House is familiar throwing out of the calculation all that animal refuse which compared with real silk is in value as 2c?. to lOd.
I heg the
is to 145. to 25s. per pound
right hon. Gentleman to contrast the import
of raw silk in 1844, with the import of
what may he fairly considered the last year
In the last year of
of a protected trade.
protected trade, if my memory serves me
right, we imported 4,100,064 lbs. of raw
silk that is exactly twenty-two years ago
and in 1844, after twenty years of the
blessings of this relaxed protection, we imported 4,020,063 lbs. and yet it appeared
from the statement of the right hon. Baronet, unless he is misreported, that the con-

what

looked*

;

—

—

;

;

he drew was between 3,000,000 lbs.
and an import of
under protection,
6,000,000 lbs. under a relaxed system.
But suppose the increase had been such as
the right hon. Gentleman stated, I cannot
trast

believe for a

moment

that

you are

to ascribe

the progress in a country like England,
with the untiring energies of the English
nation, to the principle that may regulate
your commercial code. I know, that if the
country is prosperous, we are ready to allege
the advantage of protection
while hon.
Gentlemen opposite are equally prompt to
urge that the approximation we have
made to liberal commerce has benefited
the country.
I
beheve, whether we
had one system or the other, the country would to a certain degree flourish
all

;

though there may be much class suffering
and much individual misery the two
things we wish to prevent.
But the extra-

—

ordinary circumstance connected with the
silk trade is, that it has not thriven.
It
is the exception that is to prove the rule.
If hon. Gentlemen doubt my statement,

they
to

have ample opportunities to conme. The fact is not very material
argument, however, and I will give

will

tradict

my
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I

these ob-

them deseiTing of the attention of the House, and especially the effect of the seasons upon imservations, because I thought

ports

but

;

I

am

perfectly willing to admit

the principle which the right hon. Baronet
Now,
has established in his last speech.
that principle ?

is

The

right hon.

Baronet says, that we have been removing
prohibition
thirty years,

and relaxing protection for
and the country has been more

Now that is my
than ever.
say the country is flourishing because you have given to its trade a just, a
But
judicious, and a moderate protection.
the right hon. Gentleman having proved,
especially in his last exposition of the policy of Government, that by a just, judiflourishing
case.

I

and moderate protection, England has
round very calmly to us,
and says, " I am bound to acknowledge
that I have changed my opinion upon this
subject of protection
I am no longer in
His whole speech, after
favour of it."
all, only proved the advantage of protection.
It can prove nothing else but the
advantage of the principle of a moderate
[" Oh "] I am sorry. Sir,
protection.
to have excited that groan from a free
trader in distress.
I want to ask the right
hon. Gentleman a very important question
does he believe that he can fight hostile
tariffs with free imports ?
That is the
point. [ Hear " ] " Hear, hear,
from the
disciples of the school of Manchester!
most consistent cheer
They have always
maintained they can and if their principles are right, as they believe they are
as I believe they are not
I can easily understand, that their premises being assumed, they may arrive at that conclusion.
They believe they can fight hostile tariffs with free imports, and they
'*
tell us very justly,
Let us take care
of our imports, and everything else will
cious,

flourished, turns

;

!

—

!

'

* *

'

A

!

;

—

take care of itself."

But is that the conGentleman ? We

viction of the right hon.

want

know that
why all

because, if that be his
these elegies over defunct diplomatic negotiations to procure
commercial treaties ? Why does the right
hon. Gentleman speak with so much pity
and with so much pique upon the question
of his diplomatic intercourse on the subject
of relaxed commerce ?
If he believes that
we can meet hostile tariffs with free imports, he need not trouble himself about
commercial treaties.
But if the right hon.
to

;

conviction,

—

Gentleman does not believe that if he has
not the conviction of the school of Manches-

FF

2
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—

then he is not justified in offering this
ter
But how can I heheve that the
measure.
right hon. Gentleman has this conviction,
which he has never enunciated, when he
tells you, as one of the recommendations of
this measure, that he hopes great things
from a good example? If he believes in that
great principle to which I have just alluded,
a good example is of no importance whatever.

We must have

speak upon

a protection Minister
must have a

We

this subject.

clear declaration from the Cabinet

upon this

the question upon
I conclude from the
which all hinges.
language of the right hon. Gentleman that

important point

;

it

is

he is not quite satisfied on this head ; how
otherwise am I to explain his language?
He tells you that Prussia already shakes ;

— CORN

LAWS.

—EIGHTH

NIGHT.

the number of manufacthe United States?
In 1840, and since 1840, under this tariff,
there has been the greatest development of
manufacturing industry yet known in AmeIn 1840, the number of the manurica.
facturing operatives in the United States
was 800,000 a population exceeding, I
believe, the manufacturing population of
our four great staple manufactures in England.
The hon. Gentleman, who is the
Secretary of the Treasury there, says in
his report that the only interests concerned
are the interests of 10,000 manufacturers.
Now, the importance of an interest is to be
calculated from the amount of the popida-

do you suppose

is

turing operatives in

—

tion

employed and of the capital invested.
of the manufacturers may be

The number

you the report of an American

of very secondary importance; but there are

Minister in favour of what is really free
an equal interchange of the petrade
cuUar products of different countries; he
makes what I must consider very ex-

10,000 manufacturers in the United States,
and I want to know how many there are in
England? I know, if you look to the Population Returns, which were drawn up by
a pen not favourable to the agricultural

he reads

to

—

traordinary statements of opinions upon
the subject in France, and to which my
noble Friend the Member for Newark has
I cannot presume
very properly referred.
to offer an opinion upon these high subjects
of Cabinet secrets, after such declarations

interest, the nimiber of

manufacturers does
was not convenient
but I very much doubt
to mention it
whether there are 10,000. At any rate,
see the importance of the interest you
from the right hon. Gentleman. It may have to encounter. But that is not all.
be, because all things are possible, that the I need not dilate on the number of inAmericans are going to change their tariff dividuals in America, who are dependthat the ent upon these 800,000 operatives.
that Prussia already shakes
But
French are votaries of free trade but I there is no agricultural State in the vicinity
think it my duty, with peraiission of the of these manufacturing establishments that
House, to offer them some facts, from which is not in favour of protection and for this
I leave them to draw their own conclusion. reason
because protection gives them the
In the first place, we have been referred to benefit of a home market.
Now, you
the report of Mr. Walker, the Secretary have to encounter the best organized,
of the American Treasury.
Mr. Walker and, probably, the most numerous inis a very respectable man
I believe
and unless
terests in the United States
am so informed on authority that Mr. you are aware of the special circumstances
Walker is not interested in the protection in respect to the industry of the United
of native industry
and I am sorry to say States, it is impossible to comprehend what
that in America, for the last few years, the is going on in that country.
I will give an
question what your material interest is, is illustration of this.
The other day I met
almost the only line of demarcation between a noble Lord who Avas once a Minister of
parties.
But before you calculate upon the Crown, and a most distinguished man.
any modification in the tariff of America, He was in great trouble about the Oregon
it is just as well that the House should
question, and said, with an expression of
clearly understand what is the power of the surprise
" Here is the venerable Adams,
manufacturing interest the protected in- who was always the advocate of peace, who
terest
in America. I will not refer to that has made a furious war speech!"
The
enormous volume which has already been noble Lord was astonished at this but he
the subject of criticism but an American was not aware that in proportion as free
gentleman residing at Liverpool has sent me trade has become popular in England, has
the last census of the American population. the manufacturing or protected interest in
It was taken in 1840, and I heheve it is the United States become warlike.
They
have discovered that war
if there be a later one, it would
the last
and I am
be rather more in my favour. Now, what quoting the argument of a most respectable

—

not appear; probably

it

;

—

;

—

;

—

—

;

;

;

—

—

—

;

;

;
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organ of the party, which I only join the Zollvercin over and over again
read last night that, after all, war will he but they have not joined it in consequence
the only protection for the manufacturer. of the remonstrances of the English MinisNow, let me pray the House to remember ter, to their great injury and they say
"After all the sacrifices we have made, if
tlie arguments which have been employed
in favour of reducing the Taritf for the the Zollverein have free importation to EngAmerican markets. It has always been land, we have no advantage whatever, and
the the best thing we can now do is to join the
considered a principal peacemaker
proper way to remove the small cloud Zollverein, and see what measures can be
on the other side of the Atlantic. But best devised to advance the cause of native
Now, I come to France and I
remember that, in exact proportion as you industry.
conciliate the Western settlements, you will admit that I never in my life listened to
lose the affections of the great Northern anything with more astonishment than to
States; who are the most powerful part of the prospects which the right hon. Gentlethe American community.
I put this to man held out as to France.
Remember
the consideration of the noble Lord who these are prospects held out by the Minishas recently visited that country, and who ter, not by Gentlemen of the Manchester
so much interested us the other night with school, who beheve that the;^ may fight hosan account of it I mean the noble Lord tile tariffs with free imports. He holds
the Member for the West Riding of York- out these prospects; but I say without
shire
who, I must say, I rejoice to see hesitation what is my conviction and I
returned to us, even though it be as the speak with some knowledge of the public
Member for the West Riding. I listened men of France that, with the exception
to his speech with great interest his de- of an occasional statesman who attempts
scriptions of American landscape were ad- to humour and conciliate an English Minisall I wished was, that he would
ter, I do not believe there is a leading inmirable
have entered a httle more into certain social dividual in France who is not in favour of a
details, have given us, for instance, an high restrictive policy. It is a most curious
authentic revision of that celebrated trans- circumstance which the House should bear
atlantic melody which describes how states- in mind
and my hon. Friend the Member
men may jump from one set of opinions to for Newark has properly alluded to it that
another.
I have endeavoured to condense although there is no country in the world
my observations on this subject; but I where parties are so violent as in France
think they are worthy of calm considera- not looking merely to changes of Government, but pointing to changes that make
tion.
I cannot say a word when I am
oracularly told, that Prussia already an Englishman recoil
told
yet you find this
shakes.
I can only say that I read a curious circumstance, that not only what is
book, just published, within this month, called the Conservative party, that which
where there is no indication of this won- sways the Chambers the commercial feuand of course interested in all the
It is written by a man dality
derful shaking.
who, on the contrary, testifies to the most great protected interests but the repubobstinate determination on the part of lican party, the great object of whose strugPrussia that this free-trade system must gles is not merely to get rid of a Sovereign
be imcompromisingly resisted. With re- or a Minister, but entirely to change the
spect to the Manchester people, he says tenure of property
that party is opposed
that they can export at a loss; and he to what you call free trade as much as the
quotes the pamphlet of Mr. Baines, and commercial community. You have in France
a speech of the hon. Member for Dur- these two great interests, the politico-phiham, to that effect. He says they can losophical and the commercial, all working
go on exporting at a loss, and thus they together against what they call the fatal
will swamp our markets, so that these principle of competition.
There was but
dangerous measures of the English Go- one way of ever gaining any relaxation of
vernment render it necessary we should the mercantile system of France, and that
make our Tariff, if possible, more stringent. was by diplomacy. The French Cabinet
require a more detailed account of will do nothing without a treaty.
An opthe shaking of Prussia and till we receive portunity for some partial interchange once
it I, for one, shall be extremely sceptical.
offered itself, which might have benefited
I have indeed read a most mournful repre- the cutlery of Sheffield: but that is all
sentation from the little State of Mecklen- past.
You now propose to open your ports
bxu-gh they say they have been asked to without condition, and France has? no
literary
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longer an object to negotiate for.
I bring
it, then, to this point, that if the right hon.
Baronet is not prepared to meet hostile
tariffs with free imports, he has no ground
to stand upon. And now let us try fighting
hostile tariffs with free imports.
I will
suppose that we have a great increase of
importation from the shores of the Baltic
that, in addition to the commerce we have
already with those countries, we import a
great deal more.
Supposing you import
5,000,000?. more from Russia than you
ever did before, how will you make your
payments if they take no more additional
Will
goods from you than they do now ?
you pay in gold ? Can you ? I know hon.
Gentlemen opposite will reply, they manage
these things by means of bills, and so on
Supbut that will n6t improve the case.
pose, when you have got the 5,000,000?.
additional from Russia, you buy Russian
bills on Brazil or New York to the amount
of those 5,000,000?., and you thus complete

3^our

transaction.

But

you

have

already supplied the Brazihans and Americans with as much of your goods as they
care to take, and if you want to sell still

more

you must do so at a great
Supposing, for instance, you send
out to one of these countries 1,500,000?.
of goods, and they only require 1 ,000,000?.,
then it is clear you must sell the other
500,000?. at an immense sacrifice. Prices
fall, profits are reduced, wages are lowered.
But the system of the Government, it appears, is a comprehensive system; this process is going on at the same time in several
other markets.
Are you prepared to meet
the effect it will have on the general distribution of the precious metals ? Every year
and in every market, Enghsh labour will
to them,

sacrifice.

receive less in return of foreign articles.
But gold and silver are foreign articles ;

and

in every year, and in every market,
English labour will have less command of
gold and silver.
If the precious metals

LAWS.—EIGHTH

protection, I feel myself

bound

NIGHT.
in courtesy

to notice the speeches of two right hon.
Gentlemen who addressed the House dur-

The first is the speech
ing the debate.
of the right hon. Gentleman the Secretary
at War ; and I must say, the spirit of that
speech surprised me and it was I do not
use the term off'ensively a League speech
a speech, which, if made at the right
time, and by the proper person, and under
proper circumstances, might have been
received with much applause. I can easily
understand how some hon. Members, who
are sitting opposite to me at this moment,
who entered political life with a deep conviction of the truth of a great economical
;

—

—

—

—

who have traced, though in an
exaggerated spirit, the many evils which,
according to their view, have flowed from
the system to which they are opposed; I
can conceive how, acting under a profound
and passionate conviction of these, which I
beheve animates many Gentlemen of the
Anti-Corn-Law League I can easily conceive them using such language. But I must
say that the right hon. Gentleman the Secretary at War was not the person to addi-ess this House as a martyr, when he is
only a convert.
I was going to say a
recent convert forgetting that he has informed us that in 1841 he was in favour
of the principles of free trade he only objected then to the mode in which the printhe mode in which
ciples were applied
they were then applied was from the oppoprinciple

—

—

:

;

site side of

the Table.

The

right hon.

Gentleman the Secretary at War congratulated the House upon the fact that the
fallacy of cheap bread was discarded by aU
parties; while the Secretary of

State, in

his address on the following night, in an-

swer to an appeal from my noble Friend
the Member for Stamford, stated, that
unless the question before the House involved a cheaper and more abundant
supply of food to the people, there was
no question before them. How does the

become more valuable, prices must fall.
But let me ask how you are to meet your Secretary of State for the Home Departtaxation how are you to meet the fixed ment reconcile that with the speech of the
burdens of the country, if you bring on a Secretary at War ? I am not surprised that
general fall of prices in England ?
I con- there should be such distraction in their

—

fess I see little chance of assistance in the
Bill of the right hon. Baro-

counsels,

new Banking

their

That is a measure rather characterized by caution than security.
Now,

also, as respects

when

there

speeches.

is

such discordance in

The Secretary

at

War

a most important interest
in this comprehensive scheme, which I do
unless the right hon. Baronet is prepared not wish now more particularly to advert to,
to fight hostile tariffs with free imports, I except to say that it is, in my opinion, the
repeat that he is not justified in bringing most important interest
the right hon.
And now, Sir, be- Gentleman asks, what do you fear from
forward this measure.
fore addressing myself to the principle of free imports?
Where are they to come
net.

—
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from ? Now, I want to avoid making a
Corn Law speech I shall have other opportunities of doing so; hut at the same time,
when an ohservation of this kind is made,
I cannot allow it to pass unnoticed, for I

—

ohserve that there is a coolness of assertion
I read a
very prevalent on this subject.
speech to-day, from one whom we all respect, and who, I hcliovc, we may now
Adcall a noble Parliamentary victim.
*' What need
dressing the electors, he said
you care about imports ? Suppose there

—

is

an importation of

1,000,()()()

there will be a rise of

10*'. in

quarters,

the price."

Now, 1 beg to say that I have investigated
the subject as much as I could, and that I
have some personal experience of the corngrowing countries ; and I have not tho
slightest doubt that when this system shall
bo established, you will get any quantity
of corn from those countries that you like.
It is ridiculous to tell us that they have
no capital. The gentlemen of Manchester
will soon lend them some.
It is idle to
say they have no roads.
The Member for
Sunderland will soon make them some.
I will say, also, that there is no fallacy so
great as to suppose that prices will rise as
soon as there is an established market here,
This may
in proportion to tho demand.
be true in cases of an uncertain demand
hut the moment you have a settled market,
;

in exact proportion to the
will fall.

[" No, no

evitable rule.

House

This

["No, no!"]

pared to support
the

"]

!

demand
is

I

prices

the in-

am

pre-

my assertion

will allow

me.

with facts, if
Take the arti-

example.
The demand for
tea has increased year after year, and year
after year prices have fallen.
Take the
article of cotton as another example; for
there is a great analogy between cotton and corn.
I remember when there
cle of tea for

was the same discussion

in

America

re-

specting the supply of cotton, as we have
now respecting corn
and it was maintained in a pamphlet by a member of Con;

gress, that, under no circumstances, could
the price of cotton be less than twelve cents

per pound.
Well now, the fact has turned
out that ever since a regular trade in cotton
was established, with scarcely an interval,
the price of cotton has diminished, and
diminished, and diminished, till it has fallen
sometimes as low as three cents per pound.
You may reject my reasoning as regards
corn
but until you refute my examples
respecting tea and cotton, you htive no
right to do so. Well, now to return to the
speech of tho right hon. tho Secretary at
;

War

20,
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he asks

us, what is the use of all
about a mere question of the
repeal of a duty on one article of import ?
The right hon. Gentleman forgets that last
year the abolition of this article of import
was a "social revolution."
And then
follows the consistent Secretary of State,
and he tells us, that if we refuse to pass
this measure, wo shall bring upon England anarchy, misery, and ruin. The riglit
hon. Baronet the Secretary of State was,
appears, very much alarmed at tho
it
end of last year in consequence of a deficiency of potatoes in Ireland.
He told us
so
he told us that he was also alarmed in
consequence of an expected deficiency in
the wheat harvest of England and he also
told us that he was particularly alarmed because it might possibly bring about a state
of affairs such as we had in 1842, by which
he assured us he was much more alanned
than was imagined at the time. Now I
have observed that ever since the right hon.
Baronet has been a Minister of a Conservative Cabinet, he has annually brought
forward a very extensive measure, which
has as regularly produced great alarm and
excited great odium in the country
and
that the right hon. Gentleman, alanned at
his OAvn proceedings, has ended by withdrawing the measure. Bold in opposition
not too scrupulous
it seems a characteristic of the right hon. Gentleman, that
the responsibilities of office should bring to
him not prudence but panic. And these
are the Ministers who turn round and say,
*'
You are alarmed at our measure, but you
will not suffer at all except from your own
panic."
Why, they are the children of
panic
they are an alannist Cabinet.
I
know not from what cause, but fright is
stamped on their every forehead whether
it arises from a deficiency of food in Ireland, or a superabundance of suffrages in
Lancashire.
And now, if the House will
permit me, I will meet the question of protection.
I have not deviated from my engagement.
I was bound to answer the
main arguments that were offered by the
Government in favour of their new system
and now I would offer a few remarks in favour of that which they would abrogate.
Sir, the noble Lord the Member for London, in his address the other night,
the tone of which I am sure Qvery one
felt was alike equal to the occasion and
to himself, touched on the question of
protection in the abstract.
He expressed
in classic language the usual economical
theories on the subject
very valuable,
:

this agitation

;

;

;

—

—

;

—

;
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no doubt, in themselves, and very ac- cially for the country Gentlemen, on comcurate, but theories which never influenced mercial subjects, were far more docile and
human conduct, and which are incapable of enlightened) and give up your colonial
What did Mr. Pitt do? He
Therefore all we could ad- system.
ever doing so.
mire in the address of the noble Lord was brought forward a new Tariff, as the right
He came down to
the evidence it afi"orded of his well-read lion. Gentleman did.
mind. Now, Sir, I don't know what the this House and said, " Here is my new
;

—

noble Lord means, dealing as we are with
England, and with practically existing circumstances, I don't know what he means
by the protective system of this country.
I don't find that in England the protective
system as ever been what he described it to
be protective to every branch of native
industry.
I don't find that such a system
as that ever existed. There was. Sir, once
in England a commercial system, founded
on principle, definite in its details, and, in

Tariff; these are the terms of interchange
with Europe.
They are liberal terms. I
want to have a free intercourse and I
have entered into commercial treaties with
various Powers, and I have begun with
France." Then came your revolutionary
war, which upset all this system. But the
moment it was over you returned again to
the principles then laid down.
Mr. Huskisson and Lord Liverpool pursued the same
system further, and at last we again find
it recurred to by the right lion. Baronet.
a certain sense, beneficial in practice
No doubt For myself, I gave a conscientious vote for
I mean the colonial system.
the Tariff of the right hon. Baronet, as
it involved some degree of protection to
native industry, but it was always auxiliary embodying a system of moderate, just, and
I am not, I assure judicious protection, and which was in comto the colonial system.
the House, referring to these points as plete harmony with what I think are the
matters of historical curiosity, but in order true commercial principles of this country.
to see whether it is not possible that we We know what a contrary policy would
might come to some agreement as to what have effected. We are not without examNow we ples. We know what a system of absolute
the principle of protection is.
for we have
always had in England in those good old prohibition will accomphsh
days of which a noble Friend of mine has the example of Spain always before us;
spoken, a very liberal system of commerce and we know, also, there is another counThere were propo- try where there has been a complete appliwith the Continent.
sitions made at Utrecht, which were not cation, for a long term, of the system of
not, indeed, from
carried into effect, for a general system unmitigated competition
of commercial communication at a very any philosophical conviction of its policy,
moderate duty at 10 per cent.
That but rather from the haughty indifference
was really the principle of free trade. In with which a race of conquerors are too
the middle of the eighteenth century our apt to consider commerce. There has been
foreign trade was sacrificed to the up- free trade in Turkey for a long time, and
holding of our colonial system.
There what has it produced? It has destroyed
is no doubt whatever, that the range of
some of the finest manufactures in the
our transactions in commerce was thereby world.
As late as 1812 these manufaccurtailed
but the merchants of England tures had existed; but they have been
were compensated by more secure markets destroyed.
Now, that was the conseand larger profits.
But at length your quence of competition in Turkey, and its
colonial system deserted you.
You lost effects have been as pernicious as the effect
your principal Colonies, and then you had of the contrary principle in Spain. You
to lay down a new principle. It fell to the have had the same impossibility of aggrelot of Mr. Pitt to do that.
His speeches, gating capital the same impoverishment
at the end of the eighteenth century, of the people.
And one of the great causes
which you all have read, are a development of the financial difficulties of the Porte has
of the real principles of free trade
been, that there the effects of unbridled
large system of commercial intercourse on competition have been as pernicious as
the principle of reciprocal advantage. He those of excessive protection in Spain.
told the Members of this House, " You must When a great Minister has to deal with
no longer adhere to those old ideas derived the general arrangements of the commerfrom the colonial system, for we have no cial affairs of a country, he has two main
longer a colonial world to support that objects to attain first, how to employ the
You must come forward (he people and, secondly, to secure, them vasystem.
was speaking to the manufacturers espe- riety of employment, which, in case of the
;

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

—

—
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any particular branch, may preI
vent their hoini^ left without resource.
think the right lion. Baronet said that there
was a very great ditticulty in arguing against
the principles of free trade, because they
had a prima facie case in their favour.
Sir, I never care much about prima facie
cases.
It would be just as easy for me to
say that there was a prima facie case for
protection, as for the right hon. Baronet to
say that there was one in favour of free
To protect the industry of our feltrade.

failure of

low subjects is certainly, prima facie, deWell, now, the right hon. Baronet
sirable.
has announced, officially announced, that the
principle of protection is for ever relinWe think that
quished by his Cabinet.
Mind, I don't
principle a beneficial one.
We
say I am now proving it to be so.
might call on him to prove the contrary.
That onus prohandi lies on him. Nevertheless, on that ground, I will now meet the
Gentlemen of the Anti-Coru-Law League.
I heard the able speech of the hon. Member
I unfortunately lost the
for Manchester
speech of the hon. Member for Durham
but I have been careful to make myself
acquainted with it, as, indeed, I was bound
to do. I have considered those two speeches;
and I must say I cannot extract from either
of them a single principle which can guide
me in this maze, or a single reasonable obI adjection to the principle of protection.
mit, however, that as those hon. Gentlemen
have made so many other speeches, it is
not fair in me thus to single out an isolated
one.
Now, I declare that I wish to meet
their case in the fairest manner possible.
I confess I have great difficulty in doing
so, because I find that the arguments of
It
the League have perpetually changed.
is a curious fact, that although they have
been working now for seven years, they
commenced by promising cheap bread to
the labourer, and have ended by promising high rents to the landlord.
I am
not stating this as a charge against the
League.
I can understand that if I were
engaged in working out a great principle,
and placed it in every possible light, I might
constantly see contrary etfects produced
;

;

;

and

League
when we thought they were

I willingly believe

this time,

that the

all

Gentlemen of the League another reason

am

able to trace this ingenuous development of their mind. I have in my
possession a printed circular, a sort of maI

nifesto,

of the

Chamber

of

Commerce

Manchester, issued in 1839, which gives a
most melancholy account of the commercial
I exacondition of England at that time.
mined that document, and I found that the
panacea proposed for all these evils was a
change, not in the Corn Laws, but in the
But you say what is the Chamcurrency.
ber of Commerce at Manchester to the AntiCorn-Law League ? Now it so happens that
the gentlemen who drew up that circular
are the principal members of the League.
If you doubt it, look up-stairs, and you
will see in a book which contains the
evidence before your Committee on JointStock Banks in 1840 or 1841—1 forget
the year that of some of the most dissome
tinguished members of the League
of them holding seats in this House
and you will find that they then had not
an idea about repeal of the Corn Laws,
but that they were the sworn friends
[Mr.
of the Member for Birmingham.
McNTZ No, no ] Do you mean to say
that Mr. Richard Cobden, now the Mem-

—

:

—

!

ber for Stockport, did not give evidence
before that Committee ?
That he did not
then trace all the evils of the country to
the currency ?
[Mr. Muntz
I do not
mean to say that he never did, but I never
did.]
I always thought that the hon.
Member was one of the school of Gemini.
It seems, then, that the League have been
well considering all the great questions.
Having exhausted the currency, they then
turned round on the landlords.
Continue
the agitation, and perhaps the next person
they will attack will be the fundholder.
Perhaps we are only a link in the chain ;
it will want a new victim
I think, therefore, we should promote the agitation, because, if we promote the agitation, it may
attack a new interest. But now I am going
to state the case of the League against the
Protectionists ; and I take it from the
speeches delivered by Members of that
body.
They say, " Protection aims at two
objects
to feed the people, and to employ the people.
It has failed.
It does
not feed the people, because you are obliged
to import corn.
It does not employ the
people, because you are obliged to send
them to the towns, that they may earn their
bread.
Therefore, protection is a failure.
Now, we say we can feed the people and
employ the people.
You may doubt our
success
but though protection has failed,
you must at least admit that free trade is
:

;

—

'

in-

structing the people, have been only educating themselves.
And I will tell the

why

441
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;

untried.

There are

ancillary

arguments

;

but can you deny that such is yom* main
argument ? No. Well, silence is consent.
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Now, in the first place, have we failed in
have no agriculfeeding the people ?
tural statistics, which I deplore; hut we have
what are called some great facts to guide us.
know that fifty years ago the population

We

We

of this country was not half of what it is at
know that at that time we
present.
could not feed our people ; that we imported
as much as one-fifth part of the corn con-

We

sumed.
years,

We know that now, in average
we succeed in feeding the people,

though their numbers are double what
and that we now supply
they then were
them with food at a cheaper rate than we
That is a prima facie case in
did then.
It is said protection is the
our favour.
;

—CORN

LAWS.

—EIGHTH NIGHT.

soil, a fertile climate.
It labours
under none of the disadvantages which the
Gentlemen of the League are perpetually
reminding us agriculture is exposed to in
There is no primogeniture,
this country.
no hereditary peerage, no law of entail,
and no game.
I ask is the agricultm'e
of France to be compared with that of
England ? It seems then, that under the
system of protection, the agriculture of
England is not so very bad. Though the
population has doubled within 50 years, it
has contrived to feed the people at a lower
rate.
But you say there is no apphcation

rant

of capital to the land in this country.
I
deplore the want of agricultural statistics.
must make researches, and from a number of facts deduce our inference.
It is
quite impossible to travel over England
without being convinced that there is a
greater application of capital to land in this
country than in any other.
It is quite impossible that the fact should be otherwise.
There is not an Englishman working in
any of our Colonies there is not a resident
the great
at the court of an Indian prince
object of whose ambition is not to return

bane of agriculture. I don't see how pro- We
tection can be the bane of agriculture, unless you mean to assert that the agriculture of England is inferior to that of
any other country. Now, I want to know
where are superior systems of agriculture
to be found ? You will not tell me that there
is a superior system of agriculture in Russia.
The agriculture of that country has been
described by a graceful and graphic pen
and the passage must be so fresh in the
recollection of the House that I need not to England, purchase land, and become a
I believe the agriculture of Rus- justice of the peace, or deputy lieutenant.
repeat it.
sia remains much in the same state as it was Riding on elephants, surrounded by slaves,
WiU you he is always dreaming of quarter-sessions.
at the time of that description.
say that the agriculture of Germany is su- The land of England is not only supported
I admit you may go over the by the capitalist of England, but it is the
perior ?
world and take a small district, it may be land of that country which is the metroin Flanders, or Tuscany, or Styria, in the polis of the world.
It receives the tribute
south of Germany, where a system of agri- of the world.
You say there is a deficient
culture may be pursued superior to the ge- application of capital to the land of Engneral cultivation of this country. I beheve, land.
Why, inquiries have been made, and
however, that we have districts in Lincoln- statements, duly authenticated, are on reshire, in the Lothians, equal to any of cord, which show that the imports of guano
these favoured spots.
But what I want to during the last two years amount in value
know is, is there any breadth of land in the to a miUion sterling, or a million and a
world capable of sustaining the population quarter. No doubt, if you secured a merof a first-rate State, with an agriculture cantile profit, you might have a more orwhich can compare with that of Great Bri- ganized application of capital to land. But
tain ?
You won't take me to the nortli of the peculiarity is, that here, where wealth
Germany. Take a rural town there with its has so many channels of employment, land
one shop, perhaps that of an apothecary, gives no more than a return of 3 per cent.
who sells not onl;y drugs, but everything I have often been asked by foreigners what
Compare that rural town in the is the reason why, Avhen so many means
else.
north of Germany with the rural towns of are open for the employment of capital,
the smallest rural towns of people in this country should be so ready to
England
England, with their many great shops, invest their capital in land. It is what no
their six or seven large establishments foreigner can understand.
It is your terabounding in Manchester goods.
There ritorial Constitution that has invested the
you understand what is a home market. possession of land with an honour peculiar
I wiU take a country very near this, the
to itself, and, giving to the landlord a pocountry of our rival and our friend I will sition which is superior to that of any other
That is a country blessed class, will always secure the investment of
take France.
with great natural advantages— an exube- capital in the soil of England.
Now, let

—

;

—

—

—
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me assume two events, both of which I fear
are probable: I will assume in the first
place that the present Corn Laws will be
and in the second, that after the
repealed
lapse of a few years we may be involved in a
K uropean war. What will be our intention ?
The past may guide us. I want hon. Gen-
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when

absolute famine was impending over
England, the quartern loaf in 1812 selling
at Is. lid.

—remembering

all

these circum-

stances, which ought to

warn us against
being dependent on foreign supply, and seeing that still, with all our immense increase
of population, England has succeeded in
tlemen to consider the position of Eng- mainly supporting herself remembering all
land at the time of the rupture of the this, I want to know whether it would be
Treaty of Amiens. At the time of the politic again to incur such risks, and wherupture of the Treaty of Amiens we had a ther it can with truth be maintained that
virtual free trade in corn; we had long protection is the bane of agriculture, and
;

:

the habit of receiving a large porsujjply from the Continent,

been

in

tion

of our

that great war commenced which
What was
concluded with Waterloo.
You tell me now,
the consequence ?
what does it signify whether we are
independent or not of a foreign supply
we obtained a supply even from France
I behove in 1812 we
in time of war.
did receive some corn from Holland and
But if you base your theory
France.
upon that isolated fact, you not only
fall into error, but misapprehend the real

when

—

I affirm that you were
circumstances.
long prevented by that war from having
and it was
supplies from the Continent
only by gradually obtaining the dominion
of the seas that you were able to seFrom
But was that all?
cure any.
the absolute want of corn, England at the
time offered the greatest possible induce;

You had
investments in land.
those thousands of Enclosure Acts
of which we have so often heard. You had
an enormous rise of prices; wheat was
llOs. the quarter; you raised loans at
110^. per quarter, and you had to pay the

ment
til

en

to

all

has failed in

office of sustaining
the country ?
And
now I will meet the Gentlemen of the
League on the second point of their allegation. They say this system has failed to employ the population. The right hon. Gentle-man the Secretary at War has touched upon

the

its

population

first

of

He said, only cultivate the hills of Wiltshire, and there will be
sufficient employment for the whole population of that county. I ask the right hon.

this delicate subject.

Gentleman why the hills of Wiltshire are not
cultivated

It is a legitimate question to
?
ask of one whose proud boast it is that he is
the Representative of that county
still
more it is a legitimate question to ask of
one descended from an illustrious family
that has been long planted in its soil
on
;

;

him and his, among others, rests the responsibility of the want of cultivation in that
county.
You talk to me of Goatacre and
Bremhill, you tell me of the miserable condition of the peasantry

it is not here alone
that I have attempted, however weakly,
to call public attention to the condition of
;

excitement and subsequent depreswhich arose from your having neglect-

the people
but when you come here
with your cool assumptions and daring
*'
charges, when you say
Look at the
condition of the peasantry, and see what
protection has done for them;" why,
I call on you for facts and dates.
I ask

ed to secure a sufficient, or nearly suffiNow, I
cient,
home supply of corn.

you what was the condition of the peasantry of England before the influence of

to know, remembering all these cirremembering the state of
cumstances
England with respect to our means of subsistence, at the rupture of the Treaty of
Amiens remembering, at the commence-

this

when wheat was at
Such were the unna-

interest on those loans

DOS. per quarter.
tural
sion

want

—

—

ment

of that

terrific

struggle, that this

country did receive a great portion of its
supply from abroad remembering that the
importation of grain from foreign countries
during that struggle was never secured till
we had gained the dominion of the seas
a dominion which it would rather be a proof
of our patriotic spirit than our political saremembering
gacity again to count upon

—

—

that in this interval there were two occasions

;

—

system of protection ? I say, that,
even with this accumulated mass of population, it was worse then than at present,
I have read details of the condition
of the peasantry of England, especially in
the western counties, during the last years
of the revolutionary war, Avhen we had a
free importation of corn from France and
Holland I have seen descriptions of their
state at that time, and in nothing was it
less miserable than their present condition,
except that there was then a wild and indiscriminate assistance given by irresponsible persons in the name of poor rate,
which only sustained the wild and reckless.
;
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and the
hring forward your GoatThe right hon. Baronet,
acre meetings
the other night, compared an hon. Memher
on this side of the House to Anacharsis
to the injury of the industrious
orderly.

You

!

Cloots. That reminds me of a story I have
read of that distinguished personage, who
once announced to the French Convention
that a deputation had arrived from all the
nations of Europe, anxious to express their

gratitude to that illustrious hody for their
visions of philanthropy, and their efforts
in behalf of the human race. The Convention was impressed with awe at the solemnity of their position ; the deputation appeared, introduced by Anacharsis Cloots, in
appropriate costume, each one wearing the
the circumstance
dress of his own country
produced a great sensation throughout
Paris ; to the whole of Europe the wonand after the
derful event was announced
deputation had been received, they dined
together at the Cafe de Paris, and probably,
;

;

at night, danced at the hal costume in the
same carnival costumes. Now, I think the

deputation from Goatacre comes from the
same market. It is not because I advert
that
to these hacknied acts of faction
I wish to draw away your attention from
the condition of Wiltshire and the western
let them be as misercounties of England
able and wretched as you say ; paint the
wretch who lives in a hovel, badly fed and

—

—

—

badly clothed admit all but when you
turn round and say " Protection is the
cause of this," I ask, why do you not go
to the manufacturing districts ? Enter with
me into a factory at Stockport or Manches:

and I will show you human suffering
show you human degradation
I will bring you to a hovel where the exhausted slave cm-ses the life which lie canI might say, "Competition has
not quit.
done this." Can I, could I do this ? No;

ter,

I

will
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toil.
If you accept one
you must take the other. They

neration for his
ease,

prove that the misery

is

in spite of protec-

and infer therefore that its withdrawal might aggravate it. Well, then, we
find the people employed, though not so
tion,

well as

we

could wish

dition,

in

many

we find their con;
instances, bad, but superior generally to that of the other nations
of Europe ; and we cannot assent to your
bold assumption that you will improve their
condition by introducing foreign labour into
competition with theirs or to your second
proposition, that you will elevate their character by diminishing their wages. I know
;

how you will respond

to that ; that you will
that the wages of labour do not
depend on the price of corn: those are
axioms of which we have heard to weariness.
I am not going to enter into that
tell

me

["Hear, hear!"] Well, then, I
enter into it.
I
had taken into
consideration the hour of the night; but
as the hon. Member taunts me, I will
now.
will

with that question.
I will admit,
for the purpose of the argument,
that the wages of labour are not dependent on the price of corn, but that the
price of corn, as was said by the right hon.
Baronet, acts rather in an inverse ratio:
how then can the price of corn injure the
manufacturers ? It can't increase the price
of their article
the higher the price of
corn the cheaper ought to be their article,
because the lower are wages but if the
position which the right hon. Baronet takes
and yours, for he borrowed it from you
if that position be correct, and if it be true
that the wages of labour do not depend on
the price of corn suppose you have four millions of quarters imported from the Baltic,
but wages are not increased and remember,
they would not be increased, because the
wages of labour do not depend on the price
of corn
why should the consumption be
greater ?
And if not greater, what then
would be the effect of importing four
minions of quarters from the Baltic ?
If the consumption were not greater,
you must substitute the four millions of
deal

then,

;

;

—

—

;

—

—

am too well acquainted with the
noble industry of the manufacturing counties, to condescend to such a representaI could point to a factory, where I
tion.
believe you would find people in as wretched
a condition as any of those in the villages
to which you refer ; but I know that the quarters from the Baltic, for four millions
industry of Lancashire is a w^ell-ordered and of English quarters, and at the same time
a noble industry I know that this case, you must have a proportionate displacement
though not isolated, is in truth only one of of the wag^s of labour and then, the lathe exceptional cases of a great and bene- bour so displaced must go and mix with
manufacturing labour ; and then, accordficial system ; and I would not condescend
If protection ing to your own principle, that the rate
to such vile arts of faction.
have given the peasant of Wiltshire 7s. a of wages depends on the demand and supweek, protection has equally given the ply of labour, wages must be reduced
because I

—

;

peasant of Lincolnshire an ample remu-

—wages

must

fall.

That

is

the dilemma
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which I leave you. Another point of
importance with reference to this
question, is the cftcct of sudden importaI will
tions on our monetary system.
not at this late hour trace all the consequences of the contraction of our currency,
which are familiar to us all. You attriwe, on the
bute them to the Corn Laws
other hand, say that they arc owing to your
system of importing corn from abroad
and you rejoin, that if the trade were regiUar, the supply would be regular. I admit
I will admit that if the trade were reit
gidar, the supply would be regular. In discussing this question throughout, I have endeavoured to admit as axioms the assumption on which you rest, and I admit this one
in

great

;

;

but suppose there is a great deficiency in
England at any given time, you would still,
under your new system, have to import an
extra supply in addition to that ordinarily
imported you would require two or three
milUons of quarters more than was expected ; and for that you must pay in
gold, and your currency be subject to the
The only difi'erence
same derangement.
is,
that under the present system you
hold out a bonus to your granaries, while,
generally speaking, as soon as you have
a regular supply, it will never be more
than sufiicient for the average demand.
So that the very argument on which
you rest is fatal to your case. I have
now nearly concluded the observations
I
which I shall address to the House.
have omitted a great deal which I wished
and I sincerely
to urge upon the House
wish that Avhat I have said had been urged
with more ability but I have endeavoured
not to make a mere Corn Law speech;
I have only taken corn as an illustrabut I don't like my friends here to
tion
enter upon that Corn Law debate which I
suppose is impending, under a mistaken
notion of the position in which they stand.
I never did rest my defence of the Corn
Laws on the burdens to which the land is
subject.
I believe that there are burdens,
heavy burdens, on the land but the land
has great honours, and he who has great
honours must have great burdens.
But I
wish them to bear in mind that their cause
must be sustained by great principles. I
venture feebly and slightly to indicate those
principles, principles of high policy, on
Avhicli their system ought to be sustained.
First, Avithout reference to England, looking at all countries, I say that it is the first
duty of the Minister, and the first interest
of the State, to maintain a balance be-

—

;

;

;

;
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tween the two great branches of national
that is a principle which has
industry
been recognised by all great Ministers for
the last two hundred years and the reasons upon which it rests arc so obvious,
that it can hardly be necessary to mention
;

;

Why we should maintain that bathem.
lance between the two great branches of
national industry, involves political consisocial considerations, aflfecting
derations
the happiness, prosperity, and morality of
the people, as well as the stability of the

—

But I go further I say that in
State.
England we are bound to do more I repeat what I have repeated before, that in
;

—

country there are special reasons why
should not only maintain the balance
between the two branches of our national
industry, but why we should give a preponderance I do not say a predominance,
which was the word ascribed by the hon.
Member for Manchester to the noble Lord
the Member for London, but which he
never used why we should give a preponderance, for that is the proper and constitutional word, to the agricultural branch
and the reason is, because in England we
have a territorial Constitution.
have
thrown upon the land the revenues of the
Church, the administration of justice, and
the estate of the poor and this has been
done, not to gratify the pride, or pamper
the luxury of the proprietors of the land,
but because, in a territorial Constitution,
you, and those whom you have succeeded,
have found the only security for self-government the only barrier against that centhis

we

—

—

We

;

—

system which has taken root in
other countries. I have always maintained
these opinions my constituents are notlandlords
they are not aristocrats they are
tralizing

:

;

;

not great capitalists ; they are the children
of industry and toil ; and they believe, first,
that their material interests are involved in

a system which favours native industry, by
insuring at the same time real competition
but they beheve also that their social and
political interests are involved in a system
by which their rights and liberties have

been guaranteed and I agree with them
I have these old-fashioned notions.
I
know that we have been told, and by one
who on this subject should be the highest
authority, that we shall derive from this
great struggle, not merely the repeal of
the Corn Laws, but the transfer of power
from one class to another to one distinguished for its intelligence and wealth,
the manufacturers of England.
My conscience assures me that I have not been

—

;

—
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slow in doing justice to the intelligence of
certain I am, that I am not one
that class
of those who envy them their wide and
deserved prosperity; hut I must confess
my deep mortification, that in an age of political regeneration, when all social evils are
;

ascribed to the operation of class interests,
it should he suggested that we are to he
rescued from the alleged power of one class

oidy to sink under the avowed dominion
I, for one, if this is to he the
of another.
end of all our struggles if this is to he
I,
the great result of this enlightened age
for one, protest against the ignominious

—

catastrophe.

I

—

heheve that the monarchy

sovereignty mitigated by
the acknowledged authority of the estates
of the realm, has its root in the hearts of the
of England,

its

CORN LAWS.
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guments of that hon. Gentleman, however, were not new; they consisted mainly
of the old arguments which had been often
brought forward, and so often refuted.
The principal points adduced by the hon.

Member were, firstly, that free importation
without reciprocity drained the country of
specie

;

secondly, that

it

involved the for-

independence of this country
by an entire rehance upon the importation
feiture of the

of foreign grain; and, thirdly, that the imports of foreign grain depreciated the value
of labour, and lowered wages.
These were
the arguments of the hon. Member, and

they were by no means novel, though
brought forward by the hon. Member in a
new and briUiant light; if he might be

allowed to say so, the hon. Member had
capable of securing the hap- dressed his jackdaw in the splendid plumage
The hon. Member
piness of the nation and the power of the of an Indian aviary.
State. But, Sir, if this be a worn-out dream said, that as ours was a territorial Constitution, it was the duty of Government to
if, indeed, there is to be a change, I, for
one, anxious as I am to maintain the present maintain the preponderance of agriculture.
polity of this country, ready to make as many The hon. Member asked if we were prepared to fight hostile tariff's with free trade;
if there
sacrifices as any man for that object
and what was to become of diplomacy and
is to be this great change, I, for one, hope
He thought there
that the foundations of it may be deep, the commercial treaties ?
scheme comprehensive, and that instead of was no inconsistency in not regretting the
The hon. Memfalhng under such a thraldom, under the failure of this diplomacy.
thraldom of Capital under the thraldom of ber said that he trusted that other countries
those, who, while they boast of their intel- would follow our example; and he bid us
if look at America, where there was no party
ligence, are more proud of their wealth
we must find a new force to maintain the or any public man that would support free
ancient throne and immemorial monarchy of trade; in France, said the hon. Member,
England, I, for one, hope that we may find the conservative, revolutionist, and the
that novel power in the invigorating energies philosophic parties, were protectionists;
that Monsieur Arago, M. Thiers, and M.
of an educated and enfranchised people.
Debate again adjoUi*ned.
Guizot, were all protectionists; and yet the
House adjourned.
hon. Member recommended that this country should try diplomacy and treaties.
He
did not think much good would be gained
by the attempt. He remembered a speech
of the hon. Member, when the late Government was in office, when the hon. Member
Monday, Pebruary 23, 1846.
taunted the noble Lord the Member for
COMMERCIAL POLICY— CUSTOMS— CORN Tiverton with his abortive efforts to obtain
LAWS.— ADJOURNED DEBATE (NINTH commercial treaties. Since then, there
had been six years of a Conservative GoNIGHT).
vernment, in which the course of free trade
Mr. E.
said, that though he had not been advanced by diplomacy ?
rose under every disadvantage in following The only way to induce foreign nations to
the lion. Member for Shrewsbury, yet con- embrace free trade was by proving its adfidence in the cause which he advocated, vantages by om* own experience.
If a high
induced him to reply to some of the ob- fiscal protection were the true policy, at
servations of the hon. Gentleman.
He least it should be shown, that we who for
would at once dismiss all reference to the so many years had successively reduced our
remarks made by the hon. Gentleman with duties, while other nations raised theirs,
regard to party and party connexions, had suffered by our erroneous reductions.
and come at once to those arguments The imports of this country, which in 1820
The ar- amounted to 32,510,000^., in the year
which bore on the question.
people, and

is

—

—

—

—
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1843 amounted to 70,000,000?.; the exports, which wore 38,000,000Z., in 1843
had increased to 117,000,000/. The ex])orts had greatly increased in proportion
to tlie imports, for the former had been
trebled, while the latter were only doubled.
Frecpient reference had been made, in the

23,
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was unnecessarily introduced into these
commercial questions by viewing gold as
something different from any other commercial commodity. Gold was merely an article
of trade, having its price like other commerNo country could retain more
cial articles.
gold than was sufficient to carry on its
commercial relations.
If there was a su-

course of the debate, to our trade with
France. Since 1825 we had been gradually perabundance of gold, it would necessarily
pursuing a system of reduction of duties on be cheap, and of course it would be sent
im])orts, while France had adhered to the away to other countries where it was dear.
The result had The hon. Member for Shrewsbury next
high duties of her tariff.
been, that in the twelve years preceding drew the attention of the House to Turkey.
1825, when Mr. Huskisson first introduced ** That country," said the hon. Gentleman,
Ids commcrciel reforms, the average exports "had had a perfect free trade for a long
to France were 326,858/. ; the imports time, and the unchecked spirit of compe939,000/.; whereas, from 1833 to 1844, tition there had destroyed the whole of
rose
from 323,000/. to its manufactures." The hon. Gentleman
the imports
3,005,000/.; the exports to 3,003,400/. boasted of having an extensive correHe wished to show by these figures the spondence Avith all the eminent commercial
Of no such extensive coreftect which the liberal views of this Go- men in Europe.
vernment, though met Avith opposite ones respotidence could he boast
but he bein France^ produced on our exports and im- lieved there were certain practices in the
["Hear!"] He was obliged to Turkish empire which were very likely to
ports.
the right hon. Baronet (Sir R. Peel) for bo peculiarly unpleasant to gentlemen enthat cheer, for until now he thought he gaging in trade in that country, and which
was speaking only to the benches. might check the growth of commerce there,
Though Franco had not profited by our Avholly irrespective of any system of free
example, still our success had been tri- trade which that country might adopt.
umphant.
But the lion. Member for He would not quote the writings of genShrewsbury asked what would be the con- tlemen, who, after travelling in other
sequence of a large importation from countries, then returned and repaid the
foreign countries, while our exports were courtesies they had received with calmnThe document he would refer to
met by hostile tariffs of our importing nics.
five millions from Russia, Avhich had a was a hatti sheriff, issued by the Minister
hostile tariff, while wc must, as a conse- of Turkey, and by which he proposed that
quence, export more goods to New York the institutions of his country should be
and Brazil, in order to get bills upon regenerated. The proclamation set forth
Russia; but If we found no bills our goods the necessity of estabhshing three institumust come back. The lion. Gentleman, tions essential to the well-being of the emby introducing bills into the question^ had pire. The first was, to guarantee to the
The transaction subjects of the sovereign, their life, hoconfused the subject.
must bo of import from Russia, to be met nour, and fortunes the second was, to fix
by a correspondingly large export of British the rate of taxes and the regulation of imFrom ports, and to rescue the people from the
goods to Brazil and New York.
those places there must be exports to Russia, vexatious system of monopoly
and the
for which bills woidd be given, and those third institution was with reference to the
bills would necessarily be paid over to the
levying and maintenance of the army.
British merchant.
This promulgation of new institutions, and
It was, therefore, only
a roundabout way of carrying on trade this confession of old errors, were quite
with Russia.
Then, said the hon. Member sufficient to make him believe, that if the
for Shrewsbury, *' having shown you that trade and manufactures of Turkey had deyou cannot succeed in meeting a hostile clined, it might be from other causes than
tariff by free trade, I will now tell you the from free trade.
The next argument of
consequence of these large importations the hon. Member for Shrewsbury was that
from Russia, without any corresponding which more peculiarly affected the Corn
amount of exports from this country to Laws. He said that it was dangerous to
Russia; the consequence will be a great the independence of this country that its
drain of gold from this country."
Now he inhabitants should depend upon foreign
had always considered that a great difficulty countries for food, and that it would be
;

—

;

;
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a time

of war.
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four millions

of

money

But lie denied that this country was at would be available for the encouragement
any time independent of foreign resources. of manufactures and trade at home, and
In every year of deficiency the people of would to that extent advance the people in
The hon. Gentleman
were for two months obliged the social scale.
to depend upon the supply of corn from (Mr. Disraeli) [next claimed protection on
Should that supply be cut off, the ground of exclusive burdens on the
abroad.
land.
He (Mr. E. Buller) could not allow
what misery and destruction must ensue
If
But, supposing we were engaged in a fo- the claim on such narrow grounds.
reign war, what material difference would the landed aristocracy really sustained peIt was admitted by the cuhar burdens, they were amply compenthat occasion ?
sated by the exclusive honours which the
lion. Gentleman himself, that if we could
this country

!

maintain the command of the ocean, we
should then have the power of procuring a
supply from every quarter of the world.
But the time might come when this country might not be able to preserve that suour resources then would only
periority
be in the wisdom of that commercial policy
which in a time of peace, and in the height
Anof our power, we might establish.
other argument of the hon. Gentleman
(Mr. Disraeli) was, that the importation of
Suppose,
foreign corn must lower wages.
said the hon. Gentleman, you import four
miUions of quarters, and then, suppose
that the wages of labour should not be increased, why should there be any greater
consumption in the country ? And, if not,
:

**

territorial

Constitution" of this country-

bestowed upon them. The hon. Member
for Shrewsbury then proceeded to enunciate a new principle.
He called upon the
House to look up to him as the oracle
from whom they were to hear this great
principle, which was to govern the new
generation, and shed light and happiness
on the world. And what was this great
" Give preponderance to the
principle?
agricultural interest

!

'

'

The great

prin-

which he told Parliament to adopt,
was, *' Give power to one class in the
ciple

State by sacrificing the pecuniary interests
This might be all
well enough for those belonging to the
favoured class but suppose those belongthen the four millions of quarters of foreign ing to the labouring class were to be asked
corn must displace four miUions of quarters how they would like it, what did the hon.
of home-grown corn, and, as a consequence, Gentleman think would be their answer ?
displace the home labour which would have If distinct classes were to be supported in
been employed in the growing of those this country, then there must be jealousies,
This would increase the and heartburnings, and discontent and a
four millions.
amount of labour in the market, and there- feeling of alienation would govern the desby render labour cheaper, and so reduce tinies of a large portion of the people and
wages. He considered that argument of the Sovereign would become, not the
the hon. Gentleman to be totally desti- Queen of a nation, but only the Sovereign
He conceived it of a faction. The real question, however,
tute of foundation.
to be utterly impossible that such an for the House to consider was this
importation could take place without were they now to proceed in the course
causing a reduction in the price of corn, they had adoptedj or were they to retrace
and necessarily increasing the consump- their steps ? The great difiiculty in conof the other classes."

;

;

;

:

Suppose four millions of quarters
were imported at 30s. a quarter, what
would be the result ?
Why, the people
would be able to purchase these four mil-

sidering this question was that of finding
any two Gentlemen who were opposed to
the present system, agreeing what course
He, at
they really wished to be pursued.

of quarters of foreign corn for six
money, instead of purchasing

tion to the principle of conferring a benefit

tion.

lions

millions of

four millions of quarters of
corn for ten millions of money.

all

events, entertained the strongest objec-

home-grown
Thus they

on one class at the expense of another
class of the community.
You cannot prowould retain to themselves four millions of tect the export trade, and you cannot promoney to be expended for other purposes. tect the money interest. He believed that
Such a transaction could not by possibility to those two great interests the giving of
remove from British labour any portion of protection to the landed interest was a
The six millions of money great vexation.
that capital.
He knew there were
paid for the corn imported from abroad, many Gentlemen who thought the home
must and would be supplied by the export- industry and colonial poHcy ought to be
ation of British goods to an equal amount. supported by legislation
but when he
;

h
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looked at the working of the two systems
that of free trade, protection to domestic

—

and

—

colonial trade
and contrasted their
operations and their consequences, he
could not doubt which of the two the

country ought to he governed by.
This
once adopted, foreign nations

principle

would become valuable Colonies to us,
without imposing on us the responsibihty
of governing them
and we might then
;

look without jealousy at the rising prosperity of other countries.
He felt that he
had very inadequately discharged the duty

he had proposed to himself

;

but he would

down by

observing, that though there
were points in the measure of the right
hon. Baronet which he might cavil at, if so
sit

disposed, he felt that so great was the importance of passing it, that he should suggest no Amendment, but should give it his
earnest and cordial support, while he tendered to the Government his humble but
earnest tribute of praise for having, under
circumstances of peculiar difficulty, acted

manner which was, upon the whole,
the most consistent with their own prin-

in that

with their duty to their Sovereign,
and to the nation at large.
Captain BATE SON"': During this protracted debate only one Irish county Member has addressed the House.
I therefore feel it my duty, as one of the Representatives of a great, influential, and agriciples,

cidtural county, to state

my

reasons for
giving my decided opposition to the proposed measure of Her Majesty's Ministers.
In the first place. Sir, I shall take this opportunity briefly to allude to a speech delivered in this House on a former evening,
which was so replete with philanthropy
and the milk of human kindness I allude
to the hon. Member for Durham.
I hold
in my hand an extract from the halfyearly Report of Mr. Leonard Horner, Inspector of Factories, dated 26th of Novem-

—

ber, 1845, in which, after stating that

he

found the average of accidents occurring in
cotton mills to be forty-five weekly, that
Gentleman went on to say
" I saw that a great many arose from the cogwheels at the ends of certain spinning-machines
called throstle-frames, causing severe lacerations
of the hand, and making amputations of fingers
necessary in many instances.
1 ascertained from
the occupiers of some Victories, where the machinery is carefully fenced, that it is both necessary and practicable to guard these cog-wheels
and their opinions were confirmed by that of an eminent machine-maker in Manchester. 1 therefore
directed the warning notice to be left by the subinspectors at every factory where the cog-wheels
of the throstle-frames are not boxed, and they are
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now

leaving these notices in their present circuit
They inform me that, in general,
of inspection.
they meet with the most ready compliance with
the i*ecommendation. Mr. Davies, the sub-inspector at Ashton, in his last Report, says,
I have
not had an objection made by any mill-occupier to
fencing the throstle-frames.' Tlie 43rd Clause provides, that the mill-occupier, on receiving such a
notice, may call upon the inspector to have it submitted to the arbitration of persons skilled in the
construction of the kind of machinery to which
the notice refers,' whether the machinery alleged
Only one instance
to be dangerous is so or not.
has yet occurred of this. One firm required an
arbitration; they named Mr. Mason, of Rochdale,
on their side, and I prevailed on Mr. B. Fothergill,
machine-maker of Manchester, to be the arbitrator
on my side. I had the satisfaction of being told
afterwards, by a very competent judge, that I
1 recently recould not have selected a better.
ceived the award, which states, that the two arbitrators, not being able to agree, had chosen a
third abitrator, as the Act directs, and had called
in Mr. William Fairbairn, of Manchester, and that
the decision come to was, that it was both necessary and practicable to fence the machinery
alleged in the notice to be dangerous."
'

'

That firm was the Messrs. John Bright
Brothers, of Rochdale
Now I leave it to
this House and to the country to decide
whether the humanity of the hon. Member
!

for

Durham

is

genuine

?

Whether the

sympathy he expressed for the poor man
was not feigned ? Whether his liberality,
whether his philanthropy, is not spurious ?
One word more with respect to the hon.
Member, and I have done with him he re;

ferred to the state of the agricultural laThe hon. Member
bourer in Wiltshire.
foi"

Wilts replied to him, but omitted to

state one fact, viz., the average length of

compared with ManIn Wiltshire the average length
of life is thirty-three years in Manchester,
Having made these
only seventeen years.

life

in Wiltshire as

chester.

;

my

intention to confine

observations,

it is

my

chiefly to

remarks

my own

unhappy

country. No man more deeply laments the
failure of the potato crop in Ireland than I
do, and no man is more anxious than I am

any measure calculated
which wiU be caused
not a mockery to come for-

to assist in passing

to alleviate the distress

by it but is it
ward and tell us that Ireland will be benefited by a measure which must depreciate
the price of her agricultural produce, upon
;

the sale of which eleven-twelfths of her
population depend for their maintenance
and support. Bills have been introduced
into this House for the improvement of

waste lands and for drainage in Ireland.
There are at present in that country
nearly
of

four millions
reclaimed,

being

of

and

acres

capable

which would

G G
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have been gradually reelairaed and brought bonds of union between these two couninto cultivation under the fostering influence tries, one of which is the Irish Church,
Landlords would willingly the other the benefit Ireland derives from
of protection.
have laid out their capital, secure of a re- having a just advantage over the foreigner
And I cannot
turn for their money, and having, in addi- in the English market.
tion, the supreme satisfaction of knowing doubt but that this measure will have the
that they had contributed in no small de- effect of stimulating the advocates of the
gree to the amelioration of the condition of Repeal of the Union to increased exerand I am happy tions: they will say to the farmer, " Engtheir fellow countrymen
to say, there are many bright examples of land has deprived you of the benefit her
this growing spirit among Irish landlords. markets have hitherto afforded you for the
Employment has been acknowledged on all sale of your corn, your butter, yom- beef,
sides to be the most eflScacious, perhaps your pork;" to the handloom weaver they
the only means of relieving the distress will say, " Your occupation is gone, your
and misery which prevail in Ireland and linen trade is ruined, you are in no better
none of you
I had fondly looked forward to the im- position than the foreigner
provement in Ireland as a means of in- can now refuse to join us in the cry of
hurrah for the repeal " Again, let me
creasing employment, and in the same proportion diminishing wretchedness, and thus implore this House to pause before it places
elevating the position of the Irish peasant. such a powerful weapon in the hands of
But if this measure of the right hon. Baronet artful and designing agitators and I conbe carried, does anybody suppose or expect fess it is not without apprehension and
that landlords will lay out their capital with alarm that I look forward to the probathe certainty of loss staring them in the bility of this measure passing into a law,
Can the tenant, then, unassisted, the consequences of which it is impossible
face?
to forsee, and which may be but the forefirst reclaim the bog (even if he had it
rent free) and then grow corn upon it, shadowing of other revolutions, even of
so as to compete successfully with the more vital interests, which would lead to
foreigner, who has the advantage of cli- the destruction of our once much-prized
mate, and whose land is now in a high Constitution, and the dismemberment of
state of cultivation ?
No the bog will this great Empire. I will not take up the
still remain barren, the hill-side will grow
time of the House by alluding at any
nothing but heather, and one of the chan- length to the miscalled compensation which
I refer to the
nels of employment for our teeming popu- has been offered to Ireland
lation will be permanently blocked up, and proposed transfer of the charge for the
I
their moral and social improvement mate- police force to the Consolidated Fund.
rially retarded.
I feel strongly on this
shall merely state that, in the county Lonquestion, both for the Irish farmer and donderry, the charge to the county for this
the Irish manufacturer.
In the north of force has averaged for the last three years
Ireland the handloom weaver is frequently 2,278?. 10s. 5d. per annum, which is but
Had the
also a farmer and the farmer often devotes a fraction over Id. per acre.
the time he can spare from agriculture to Government proposed to relieve Ireland
the loom.
Why, under our present sys- from the repayment of the loan for the
tem of protection, in one small town in erection of the workhouses, no doubt it
the north of Ireland, upwards of eighteen would have been considered a boon
but
thousand pounds' worth of linen is sold at now, the only persons relieved by the prothe weekly market
But what will be the posed measure wiU be the midnight legiscase of Ireland, as compared with her pre- lators of the disturbed districts, who are
sent condition, should this measure be car- necessarily saddled with a large police
;

;

—

!

'

'

;

;

—

•

;

;

I

Why, at one full swoop, our exried ?
port trade will be destroyed, our agricultural produce will be shut out of the English market by foreign competition, and
As an advoour linen trade annihilated.
cate of protection to the farmer, as an
advocate of protection to the manufacturer, I protest against so unnecessary,
so hazardous, and so revolutionary a

force.

implore this House to
severs one of the two great

mons

scheme

;

pause ere

and
it

I

Is not this a

premium

to agitation?

And

now, with regard to certain speeches
which we have heard delivered during this
debate: I trust it will not be considered
presumption in me, if I ask this House
whether it will sanction the sentiments
they inculcate?
Whether this House, by
its

deliberate decision,

opinions

?

Whether

will

this

ratify those

House

of

Com-

solemnly declare that there is
to be a new faith in politics, a new ParUawill
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Members

mentary creed ? Wliethcr its
are to become mere weathercocks, veering
about with the breath of every popular

and serving only to point out the
quarter from whence the blast of agitation is strongest ?
I confess, for my part,
I am still sufficiently old-fashioned to admire consistency, and I still retain the
ancient motto of my county
" No Suroutcry,

—

And let me here give this warnrender."
ing to those advocates of free trade who
"you must go with the times"
say that
"that now-a-days there is no standing

—

—

still"

—

'*

that in this railroad age

move onward"

—

we must

would have them take
movement be onward,
it be not at the same time downward.
And now. Sir, in conclusion, permit me to
ask the right hon. Baronet supposing this
great scheme, this comprehensive measure,
shall have been proved by bitter and dearbought experience to have failed
supposing, I say, (for the right hon. Baronet
is bound to provide against every contingency,) there should be days of adversity
I

care lest while the

—

—

country— if, when thousands of acres which now grow corn, have
been thrown out of cultivation, want of
employment and consequent distress prevail in the manufacturing districts, and to
in store for this

be superadded all the horrors
ask the right hon. Baronet,
how will he then answer the cry of those
despairing multitudes ?
Let me ask how
are we to retrace our steps
how are we
to regain the footing we have lost ?
How
will he restore to this country the vantage
ground he is now so tamely giving up ?
this should

of

war

—

let

me

—

" Facilis descensus Averni
Sed revocare gradum

Hoc

opus, hie labor est."

Mr. MONTAGUE GORE said, the opinions he was about to express, and the vote he
intendedto give, were opinions, and would be
a vote, at variance with those of a large body
within that House, for whom he entertained
the highest esteem and the sincerest regard;
it would also be a vote at variance with the
sentiments of many without the House, for
whom also, as for the others, he felt the
highest regard moreover, the opinions he
;

then entertained on this subject were at
variance with the opinions he formerly
held; and, in justice to himself and the
pubUc, he felt bound to come forward man-

and openly, and state the reasons that
influenced him on the present occasion. In
so doing he agreed with the hon. Member
who had last spoken, that the consistency
which scorned to yield to popular agitation.

fully

23,
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or be lured from the path of duty,

was

in-

deed to be prized; but the consistency
which, when convinced that its course was
erroneous, still adhered to it
that did so
in despite of the evils that would be caused
by so doing that was a consistency which
he could neither admire nor follow. What
subject or question could be named on
which there had not been change, both in
Take the
that House and the country ?

—

—

—

the slavery question
Catholic question
take the present question of the Corn Laws
and what great discrepancies of opinion
would not be found to have existed upon
them? In 1814 or 1815 the advocates
of the Corn Laws thought SOs. or 905. a
quarter only a fair price for corn yet the
same Gentlemen afterwards allowed that
they had been in error on this subject,
and that between 50s. and 60.9. was a
Mr. Huskisson himself, one of
fair price.
the greatest names of that House, was,
both in 1815 and afterwards, a strong
advocate of the protection measures of that
day yet it was well known, that before
his death he was of opinion that the Corn
Laws could not be maintained. If it was
an error, therefore, though he could not
allow it to be an error to bend to the force
of reasoning, it was one of which that
House, and men on both sides of it, had

—

;

;

been repeatedly

own

guilty.

He

declared, for

he should think himself
unworthy of a seat in that House unworthy to take part in any public debate or
public discussion, if when convinced of an
error, he did not come forward and manAnd, in allusion
fully and firmly avow it.
to the debates of 1814 and 1815, perhaps he might be excused remarking that,
in looking at those debates, he found
that there was one venerable Member of
the House (Colonel Gore Langton) on
whom, at least, the charge of inconsistency could not be thrown; for in 1814
or 1815, the hon. Member had opposed
the Motion that the Speaker do leave the
chair in order to go into Committee, when
that was moved by Mr. Robinson (now
To those opinions the
Earl of Ripon).
and
hon. Member had always adhered
notwithstanding his advanced age and infirmities, he would come down and give
He
his vote in favour of the Government.
(Mr. Gore), on his own part, would at once
say, that he would rather have seen this
measure brought forward by the noble
Lord opposite and had it been brought
forward by him, he should have had his
cordial, strenuous, and decided support.
G G 2

his

part, that

—

;

;
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He

did not think that the mere desire for
a settlement of the question relative to the
Corn Laws, would alone justify him in
giving his vote
hut he was of opinion,
that there existed an absolute and pressing
necessity for such a settlement
and that,
taking into consideration the eifect which
a distraction in the councils of the nation
would have upon the many great interests
involved in the security of our vast colonial possessions and Indian Empire, they
;

;

were called upon to set aside all slighter
differences
and if they feared no evil re;

give their fullest support to the
Government.
He considered it of the
highest importance that the Minister of
sult,

to

LAWS.
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for the three years

price of
34s.

6d.

NIGHT.

ending in 1840, the

wheat there, on the
the quarter.

The

spot,

was

freight from

Odessa to London amounted to

8s. 6d., in-

surance to Is. id., and the other charges
to 5s., together 14s. lOc^.
making the
price in this country 49s. id. the quarter.
This statement had been confirmed by
highly respectable parties one gentleman
assured him that the freight and charges
would be 15s. a quarter ; and another, who
was largely connected with Odessa, and
that part of Europe, had informed him
that, taking an average of years, the corn
from thence was sold here at a price varying between 48s. and 50s. the quarter. If
;

;

this country, whatever be his party, should
be enabled to carry on the Government
with firmness and energy
and in addition

this were correct, he saw nothing to apprehend from the passing of the measure
before the House.
It might be said, that
to the reasons, furnished by that behef, an inducement being held out, the agriguiding him in the course he was pursuing, culture of these countries would undergo,
it was his most decided conviction that the
and was capable of undergoing, great imrepeal of the Corn Laws, in the manner provements
but it was forgotten that, to
proposed, would be attended with no detri- effect that end, there must be the necesment to the public. The right lion. Gen- sary capital, labour, and facilities of contleman the Secretary at War, in the re- veyance, all of which were wanting.
The
marks, which, on a previous night he had estates on which the corn was grown
made, had said that the agriculturists were were so embarrassed, that there were
labouring under a delusion.
Gentlemen great impediments, even if there was the
might quarrel with a term
it might, perinclination, to any material increase of
haps, have been said, that those Gentle- capital to be employed in the cultivation
men were mistaken and certainly he co- of land. The existence of feudal tenures,
incided in that opinion
and he did think too, was an efifectual bar to the concentrathat in the opposition offered by hon. Gen- tion of labour
the labourers were serfs
tlemen to the measure, they had been led and, in the great majority of instances
away by a very mistaken view of the facts. could not be removed from one estate to
;

;

:

;

;

;

He

it was altogether imanother.
And then, with respect to the
some had supposed, that the modes of conveyance it was known that
proposed changes could ever expose Eng- corn was conveyed to Dantzic by water
land to a deluge of foreign corn
and, on carriage, and on arriving there the boats
examination, such would be found to be were broken up, and sold for a mere trifle
the inevitable inference.
He had made when compared with the original cost. To
inquiries,
extensively, among merchants Odessa the corn w^as brought overland 400
and others engaged in the American and or 500 miles, by means of carts, drawn by
European corn trade, and the results he bullocks. Would not the knowledge of
would as briefly as possible lay before the these circumstances fully justify this con-

considered that

possible, as

;

;

House.

One highly respectable authority
had assured him, quite in ac-

in the City

cordance with the statement of Mr. Jacob,
that at Dantzic the ordinary price of wheat,
free on board, was 40s. the quarter, to

which were

be added, for freightage,
8d., insurance. Is. id., and loading
to

clusion,

that,

as far as the Continent of

Europe was concerned, no great increase
for a number of years could be anticipated
in the quantity of provisions to

into Great Britain.

be imported

The hon. Member

for

Somersetshire had alluded to America, and
4s.
had contended that it was out of the quesand landing, 6s. 9d. together 12s. 6d.
tion for the English agriculturists to exthus making the price of the quarter of pect any
successful, any but a ruinous,
wheat in this country 52s. Sd. Another competition with the corn growers on the
respectable gentleman put the charges of other side of
It should,
the Atlantic.
importation at 10s., in which he included a however, be borne in mind that in Amesmall sum for damage to cargo.
With rica capital was wanting, labour was exregard to Odessa, he had ascertained that cessively high, and that the yield per

—

;
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acre was very small in comparison with
what was found to be the case in England
and other countries in Europe. It was
quite true, as had been said by the hon.
Member, that the extent of land under
but was that
cultivation was considerable
;

the hon.
What did they
Member's argument ?
deduce from the reports of the agriculWhy, they
tural societies in America?

a circumstance

favourable

to

would see that the great subject of complaint with those desirous of promoting
improvements was, that the very extent of
land under tillage, caused a careless and
At an agriculimscientific cultivation.
tural meeting in Albany, in the winter of
1844, Mr. O'Reilly said—
" Such has been the depreciation of the wheat
crops, owing to the exhaustion of the soil, consequent on ill-judged farming, that the product of
the wheat lands, between the Seneca lake and
Virginia river, has not, for the last three or four
exceeded the low average of eleven or
twelve bushels per acre. Indeed, I have authority
for declaring that, in reference to a single county
(Seneca), the average yield is now not over ten
bushels per acre."

years,

Buckm'an, addressing the Dutchess
County Agricultural Society, said
" Where is the farm that will now upon the

Dr.

average yield forty bushels of wheat to the acre ?
If in this assemblage there is an individual who

owns that farm, and

realizes that result, I will

If not
stop no one speaks.
not thirty, then twenty."
:

Mr.

Van

cultural

foi*ty,

then thirty;

if

Ranselaer, president of the AgriSociety of Ranselaer county,

said
" One reason

why our

land has not advanced
more rapidly, grows out of the wide circle in which
new lands yield with but comit is expanded
parative little labour
and to produce a certain
amount, many acres are put into cultivation when
these fail to make a profitable return, the farmer,
instead of repairing the exhaustion of the soil,
often adopts, as he supposes, an easier method of
obtaining his purpose, by moving to one of the new
States, where a rich harvest may be reaped with
little trouble of sowing.
To cultivate less land,
and in a superior manner, is the point to be ascer-

—

;

:

tained."

Mr. Kirby, president of the Jefferson
County Society, speaking of the repeal of
our Corn Laws, said
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handed with the continent of Europe for the
wheat trade with England, unless we consent to a
general reduction of wages to the European
standard a thing quite out of the question."

—

Tooke says
" Barring any extraordinary difTerence in the
seasons, I should expect that the price here, with
the ports always open, would, in a scries of years
of some length, average about 4r)S. This country,
but more especially the port of London, will be the
in corn between Europe
and America. Thus, there will be a great increase
of trade, and we shall be sure of supply if our

emporium of the trade

crops are deficient."

Allusions had been made in the course of
the debate to what would be the remunerating price to the English farmer; and the
right hon. Baronet at the head of the Government had been asked to say what he
thought a fair price. But he must say, that
the difficult questions to be solved, this
It was a
to him the most difficult.
subject on which a great diversity of opin-

of

all

seemed

had prevailed, and still did prevail
and it was also a subject concerning which
an agreement would perhaps never be come
In 1814 and 1815, men of great exto.
perience and of high authority had endeavoured to show, and very generally con-

ions

vinced the public, that the agriculturist
could never cultivate with profit, if he
failed in obtaining the price of 80^. a
quarter.
In 1818 similar statements had
been made by individuals whose opinions
were entitled to the same respect, and yet
prices had declined and what had been the
consequence ? It was a consequence in
which the nation had rejoiced a great
On
increase in agricultural improvement.
;

—

this point

Mr. Tooke said

"

The averages of the six years following, when
there was no foreign wheat, or no proportion
worth mentioning in the market, were, 1832,
dSs.Sd.; 1833,52s. Ud.; 1834, 46s. 2d.; 1835,
1836, 48s. 6d.
1837, 55s. lOd. aver39s. id.
But if it be considered that by far
age, 50s. 3d.
the largest quantities sold were in the three years
viz., 1834, 46s. 2d.
of the lowest prices
1835,
;

;

;

;

;

average, 44s. Sj. and
1836, 48s. Qd.
that, during that period, although, as usual, on the
occurrence of low prices, there were loud complaints of agricultural distress, the country never
exhibited a greater extent nor a higher degree of
39s. id.

;

;

;

cultivation
it is perfectly fair to presume that,
at a price of 45s., there would be no reason to
apprehend that much, if any, land would be thrown
The general fact is in proof,
out of cultivation.
by results beyond controversy, that the agriculof
the kingdom were never, as
productions
tural
;

" It appears by an official report made to the
British Parliament, in 1841, that the average price
of wheat for the seven previous years, at the principal ports of the Baltic and the Black Sea was
T? cents per bushel while, during the same years,
the average price at Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore, was 1 dollar 40 cents.
The cost of fi-eight to England, from the European
ports referred to, was 13 cents per bushel.
The
freight from our ports to England was 17 to 18
cents per bushel. Thus it is apparent that our
;

mobt favoured wheat region cannot compete even-

on a larger scale than
1836 and 1837, notwithstanding the alleged
discouragement of the low prices of 1834 and

far as the seasons permitted,
in

1835."

For

his part,

he was inclined

to believe

that the principal aids to a rapid progress
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and to an increase
engaged in agriculbe found in the development

in agricultural science,
in the profits of those
ture,

were to
manufacturing

If they
interest.
looked to the periods when the greatest
improvements had taken place in agriculture, they would discover that those improvements were coincident with an extension of the capital and an addition to the
amount of labour engaged in manufactures.
If they took the history of this country at
the period immediately previous to the ac-

of our

cession of George III. to the throne, and
when manufactures in Great Britain were

NINTH NIGHT.

CORN LAWS.

neighbouring nations to the same state of sloth
and ignorance that prevails in Morocco and the
But what would be the consecoast of Barbary.
They could send us no commodities ;
quence?
our domestic
they could take none from us
commerce itself would languish for want of
example,
and
instruction
and we,
emulation,
ourselves, should soon fall into the same abject
condition to which we had reduced them. I shall,
therefore, venture to acknowledge, that not only
as a man, but as a British subject, I pray for the
;

;

commerce of Germany, Spain, Italy,
and even France itself, I am, at least, certain
that Great Britain and all those nations would
flourish more, did their Sovereigns and Ministers
adopt such enlarged and benevolent sentiments

flourishing

towards each other,"

A

in their infancy, that they would perceive
that agriculture at that time was stationary, and had undergone, for a considerable

great change like that proposed would
and
naturally create great apprehension

make the further progress, both
of agriculture and in manufactures, more
He had said becertain and more rapid.

past policy, proposed a total alteration in
the fiscal laws relating to the intercourse
between the mother country and her Colonies. All cried out against it, and loudly
In a short
predicted ruin and disaster.
time the new system was found to work
advantageously and in the end the merchants of Cadiz, who had been the most

;

remarks he (Mr. Gore) had to make,
number of years, scarcely any improve- he would carefully guard against saying
When, in 1760, manufactures one word that would convey anything but
ment.
improved, agriculture, it would be re- his respect for those Gentlemen with whom
Similar
marked, had made a corresponding ad- it was his misfortune he difi'ered.
vance, and since then the progress of the changes in the history of every country had
two interests, fostered by capital and skill, been attended with similar expressions of
had been in conjunction. And judging, doubt, dismay, and dissatisfaction. A retherefore, from the past, he felt perfectly markable instance of that nature occurred
assured that the measure, the adoption of at the time when Spain, in 1765, having at
which was now recommended, would, if last been convinced of the ill efi'ects of her
carried,

he was not advocating the propomerely because he concurred in think-

fore that
sition

it was necessary the Government should
be kept in office if he considered that that
end would be obtained at any material sacrifice of the agricultural interests, he would
give his most strenuous opposition to the
scheme of the right hon. Baronet but from
an increase in population there must result

ing

;

;

great increase in demand for agricultural
All experience and aU. reason
produce.
went to prove that a benefit to the manufacturing would be a benefit to the agricultural interest and among the many authorities who had dealt with the subject, none
had spoken more plainly or more convincingly on that point than Hume :
;

" When manufactures and mehanical arts are
not cultivated, the bulk of the people must apply
themselves to agriculture and if their skill and
;

industry increase, there must arise a great superfrom their labour, beyond what suffices to
maintain them. They have no temptation, therefore, to increase their skill and industry, since
they cannot exchange that superfluity for any
fluity

commodities which

may

pleasure or vanity.

A

sei've either to
their
habit of indolence naturThe greater part of the land lies
ally prevails.
What is cultivated yields not its
uncultivated.
utmost for want of skill and assiduity in the

farmers. Were our narrow and malignant politics
to meet with success, we should reduce all our

in the

;

strenuous in their previous opposition, were
the most prominent in their exultations on
train of events,
the new state of affairs.
identical in their character, marked the
extension of turnpike roads from London
to remoter counties the possessors of property round London declared they would

A

;

but when their entreaties were
neglected and the roads were made, the
benefits of the alteration were experienced,
and since had been fully acknowledged.
It was, none would deny, most important
to consider the way in which the new Bill
would afi'ect the poor
and the proportion
likely to exist between prices and wages.
In reference to that portion of the inquiry the hon. Gentleman read the following documents

be ruined

;

;

—

:

" Harvest of 1795 very deficient, price of wheat
six guineas per quarter.
Season of 1796 favourIn 1797
able, price fell to 5Gs. at end of year.
Harvest of
quality was bad, quantity deficient.
1798 only moderately abundant, consequently no
store of grain to bring in in aid of deficient harvest
of 1797
immediately after wliich the price rose
to 92s. 7d. per quarter.
In 1800 the quality was
;
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injured by excessive rains, and the quantity was
80 short that the average price of wheat, on the
Ist of January, 1801, had advanced to 139a. per
Before the harvest of 1801 was secured,
quarter.
the price of wheat in the London market reached
quarter,
and the quartern loaf was, for
180s. per
four weeks, as high as Is. lO^d."

It

was curious (continued Mr. Gore)

to ob-

serve how intimate a relation existed between the prices of food and the number of

marriages.
" The falling-oflF in the number of marriages obBcrvablo in 1705, 1800, and 1801, was in each year
very marked in its ciiaracter. Tlie harvest of 1801
was moderately abundant, and as, in addition to
the home produce, the importation of wheat, under
the stimulus of a bounty, had been very large, the
price fell, in the latter part of this year, to less
tlian half what it had been before the harvest. In
1802 the crops, although not very abundant,
yielded enough, with a small importation, for our
wants, and prices became still more moderate.
The number of marriages in these two years,
according to the registers, was 90,396 in 1802,
and 94,379 in 1803. In March, 1804, the average
price of wheat was as low as 49s. 6c?. per quarter ;
but the harvest in that year was far from being
good, and towards Christmas the price was double
what it had been nine months before. The price
continued high until the result of the harvest of
1805 could be known. This proving more favourable, and a considerable quantity of foreign grain
having been imported, prices again receded, but
not extensively. The number of marriages in
1804 and 1805 again showed the restraining
effect in this respect of high prices, having been
85,738 and 79,586 respectively."
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from 75*.

in 1831, till it got
the occurrence of the
first season following, of marked deficiency, in 1838, the public obtained no relief till the aggregate averages of the six
weeks had attained in September 73s. 2d.,

ive years,

down

to 365.

On

when

suddenly, in a single week, 1,513,113
quarters of wheat and wheat meal were
liberated, at the low duty of Is. per quarThe price, in consequence, declined
ter.
in four weeks from 77s. to 61s. lOd.,
so that whereas the previous rise was for
the benefit of the wealthier fanners who
had been enabled to hold their stocks of
the crop of 1837 to the last, the subsequent fall was to the detriment of the nu-

merous class of small farmers, who, having
by that time got in their crops in all the
divisions of the island south of the

were threshing

Hum-

and, as usual,
bringing the earliest supplies to market.
Therefore, he thought it was an error to
ber,

out,

correctness of that opinion.

suppose that the Corn Law had worked
the advantage of the small farmers.
What had been the eflfect of the Corn Law
upon other interests ? In years of scarcity,
there was a sudden demand for ships;
freights rose; shipowners got large profits;
but when the prices of corn fell, down went
The eff'ect
the profits of the shipowner.
of the law, and of a sudden demand for
corn, was mischievous upon capital, as well
He
as upon the interests of shipowners.
was inclined to agree with a remark of
the hon. and learned Member for Bath,
that the hopes on one side and the fears
on the other were equally exaggerated.
He had the authority in favour of free
trade, not only of Bishop Watson, Mr.
Horner, Lord Wallace, and Lord Wellesley, but of a statesman second to none
in experience, knowledge, and attachment

said of the right hon.

to the

All these facts and statistics went to show
that the country flourished in the greatest

degree when there was the greatest abundance, combined with cheapness of food.
He had supported the Corn Law as it then
existed, because he had looked upon it as
the law best suited to the circumstances
but he had since seen reason to doubt the
;

It had been
Gentleman the Member for South Wilts (Mr. S. Herbert), by
the hon. Member for Shrewsbury (Mr.
Disraeli), that he was responsible for the
labouring population of South Wilts.
He
(Mr. Gore) was bound to say that he did

not believe the agricultural interest or the
agricultural labourers had a better friend
than the right hon. Gentleman the Secretary at War
and he spoke from a
;

knowledge of the kind feeling shown by

him

to all on his property.
With regard
to the assertion that the Corn Law had

worked

well, it was for the advocates of
the law to reconcile this assertion with the
fact, that under its operation the farmer
had to sustain a progressive fall in the
price throughout not less than five success-

to

Constitution

;

he alluded to Lord
upon the East

Grenville, who, in the debate

India Charter, in 1813, said
" Those who understand, as your Lordships do,
the real nature of commerce, and the true principles of its wise administration, well know that all
all its branches inits interests are interwoven
It is the union, not of comseparably connected.
merce with Govei'nment, but of commerce with
commerce, that a provident legislation will respect.
Numerous are the commercial enterprises which
would be of small benefit if limited to the direct
intercourse of one country with another, but
which, by intermediate or subsequent transactions, in other markets and in distant regions, become highly advantageous both to private and to
For the encouragement of
national interests.
such hopes no moment was ever yet more favourable. The barrier of prejudices is shaken, the spirit
of monopoly is rapidly giving way to juster principles of commercial legislation, and the change of
;
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public opinion in this country is seconded by the
great revolutions of the world."*

These were the sentiments of Lord Grenthan whom no man was more sin-

ville,

cerely attached to the Constitution of this
if this question was to he
decided hj authority, there could he none
of greater weight. For the reasons he had
stated he should give his decided and cordial support to the measure of Her Majesty's Government.
He heUeved that the

land; so that,

•

measure was framed upon sound principles
he thought it calculated to promote all the
great interests of this great Empire.
It
was not hy swelling any one interest into
unnatural proportions, hut hy fostering the
general welfare of the State, that the lifeblood was best distributed to every mem-

CORN LAWS.

NINTH NIGHT.

He was
was with no small
gratification and pleasure that he had
listened to the speech of the right hon. Baronet the other night; and he (Mr. Fitztry from the horrors of famine.

happy

to

say,

that

it

gerald) could corroborate the accounts read

by the right hon. Baronet and the statements he had made.
He could not but
express

his

satisfaction

likewise

at

the

conduct of the right hon. Gentleman
the Secretary for the Home Department, in introducing measures for pro-

moting public works

in Ireland, so as to

means of buying what
He was not going to answer

give the poor the

they wanted.
the statements of the hon. Member opposite (Captain Bateson) respecting the manufactures of Ireland.

He acknowledged he

ber,

knew more about land than manufactures

but on the enterprise breathed into all interests by the spirit of freedom, and protected by equal laws; and if, looking beyond the narrow segment of their immediate
age and country, he contemplated the dis-

nor would he notice what he had stated
about the firm of Bright and Co.
he had
no doubt if the hon. Member for Durham
had been in his place he would have been
able to answer him.
With regard to the
measure of Her Majesty's Government, he
confessed that until he entered the House

and the symmetry and vigour of the
whole preserved.
The welfare of agriculture depended not on their protective laws,

;

;

was for pei-fect free trade; and although he had not altered his opinions,
extend
still he thought that the measure of Her
Majesty's Government was the best that
" The shoi'es watered by her wealthy tides ;"
could be brought forward at the present
when he viewed her, over this extensive moment. He thought that any sudden
space, shedding far and wide the beams of
change to free trade (though he was in facivilization, liberty, and pure religion, as a
vour of free trade) would do rather injury
man and as a Christian he rejoiced at the than good, and that it showed the wisdom
prospect
as an Englishman he exulted
and good sense of the right hon. Baronet
that this country was likely to be the innot to bring forward a measure of sudden
strument of dispensing such blessings to
free
afford such
time
tant regions to which British commerce,
free from restrictions, was destined to

his idea

when

;

the

human

race.

He

repeated, that he
would not yield this measure to intimidation
and he thought it would be unbecoming loyal English gentlemen to be swayed
by such a motive. But he hoped that they
would come to a decision " having their
hearts," in the beautiful and simple language of that prayer with which they auspicated their daily proceedings in that
;

House, ** free from partial interests, prejudice, and party affections;" and that, whatever vote they gave might be such as
would most conduce to the permanent and
durable welfare of Great Britain, and to
the happiness of the countless millions who
were subject to her sway, or dependent on
her destinies.

Mr. FITZGERALD wished to impress
upon Her Majesty's Ministers the urgent
necessity of relieving his unfortunate coun-

* Ilaniiard, vol. xxv, p. 744.

trade, but to
a
for
the measure to take effect as was usual in
agricultural operations and changes of
crops.
He acknowledged that when the

measure was first brought forward by the
Government great alarm was felt in Ireland
and as a Member of one of the largest
counties in Ireland, and ahnost entirely
agricultural, he had felt it to be his duty
hear the opinions of his constituents,
to see how far they accorded with his
own. The result was, that though alarmed
at first, coupled with the compensations
which he, however, considered no compenthey were disposed desations whatever
cidedly to support the measure of Her
Majesty's Government. Considering all the
other changes for the last few years, a
change in the commercial policy of this
We must go accountry must be made.
cording to the times, and go onward, not,
he hoped, as the hon. Member (Captain
Bateson) expected, downwards.
He was
to

and

—
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glad to hear the kind expressions which
had been used towards Ireland by hon.
but he could
Gentlemen in that House
;

not help saying, that the conduct of that
which was now the Ministerial party did
not practically carry out the kindness which

persons in that House were so anxious to
As to the vote which he intended
to give, he did believe that the prevailing
sentiments in the place which he represented would secure to him the gratitude
He should support the
of his constituents.

profess.

measure of the right hon. Baronet, for this
amongst other reasons, that he admired
the moral courage with which he brought
forward and sustained the policy which he
There
thought it his duty to pursue.
could be no doubt that a Government, with
the noble Lord the Member for London at
head, could do much for Ireland, because the people of that country regarded
the present Ministerial party as their enemies, and the Liberal party as their friends;
but no man could doubt that the measure
now under their consideration was one calcidated not to promote the interest of a
few, but to advance the prosperity of the
its

nation at large.

Mr.

LOCKHART

was

at all times re-

luctant to obtrude himself on the House,

but could not submit to give a silent vote
on that occasion.
He had a deep sense of
the services which Her Majesty's Ministers had rendered to their country.
He
had not forgotten the distress and the despondency which existed in it at the time
of their coming into office, or the many
difficulties from which they had extricated
it
he, therefore, most sincerely regretted
to find himself placed in opposition to them
on this question.
His regret was great in
proportion to the respect in which he held
them.
When the right hon. Baronet at
the head of Her Majesty's Government
proposed an alteration in the Corn Laws
in 1842, he had given him his humble and
willing support; he had reason to know
that the vote he then gave met with the
approbation of his constituents; and since
the present scheme was announced, he had
received a communication from a very influential body of them expressing the same
moderate views.
They contented themselves by saying, that as long as protection
was given to manufacturers of any description it was most unjust to deprive agriculture of it
and he believed they would be
satisfied were the three years of promised
protection, like the three years of the right
hon. Baronet's Income Tax, prolonged to
;

;

an
he desired
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For

his own part,
to see all their interests pro-

indefinite period.

tected moderately, and on equitable prinHe had no wish, he never had
ciples.

any wish,

for exclusive advantages to agribut he must say, that the cry of
class legislation came with a bad grace
from those who raised it. Few interests
had been more largely favoured than that
Up to 1819, if
of cotton manufactures.
he mistook not, foreign goods of that description were subject to a duty of 85 J per
cent., and till a more recent period to a
There was also, at
duty of 50 per cent.
one time, a bounty on the exportation of
printed calicoes of our own manufacture.
He had said, he desired no exclusive advantages to agriculture.
Accordingly, had
the proposal of the right hon. Baronet
been a diminution of the protection it now
enjoyed, he should not have hesitated to
but for the total
have voted with him
abandonment of protection he was not preHe remembered the often-quoted
pared.
caution of Montesquieu
" Beware of following the example of the savage, who,
to get at the bread fruit, cuts down the
tree on which it grows."
He hesitated to
give his assent to a measure long earnestly
desired by all who sought the overthrow of
our Constitution, and the dismemberment
He was returned, and
of the Empire.
that unanimously, to that House by a
numerous constituency on protective prin-

culture

;

;

—

and to these principles he was
honour to adhere for no new
circumstances had arisen, no new reasons
had been assigned, to induce him to change
He could not think we were
his opinions.

ciples,

bound

in

;

justified in
in order to

sweeping away all protection,
remedy a casual calamity or a

defect in the existing system, which could
be readily removed by a simple alteration.

The misfortunes which

now threatened

and which the right hon. Baronet
feared would be seriously felt in less than
three months, had nothing to do with this
question.
They must be met by other
means, and not by a measure which would
not come into operation till the end of three
Ireland,

years.
affected

With regard

to

othe;*

interests

by the Resolutions, the experience

of the Tariff of 1842, instead of being a
reason for abandoning protection to them,
was rather a reason why they should
adhere to it.
His hon. and gallant Friend
the Member for Liverpool had shown that
free trade would injure our Colonies, and
lead, probably, to their separation from us.

He

felt

the force of his observations.

He
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as respected ourselves, serious

must withdraw from our rapidly increasing

circumstances of this
country and of Europe.
One of the obstacles was the unwillingness of Foreign
Powers to enter into reciprocal engagements.
The orators of the League admitted this, by invariably assuming that
the whole world must follow the example
of Great Britain
but though the right
hon. Baronet seemed disposed to countenance their prophecies, he adduced no facts
that could lend them any distinct and convincing authority, except as to one or two
Another, and
very insignificant States.
even more serious objection, arose out of
the enormous debt with which we were
loaded, and from which other nations were,
in a great measure, exempted.
In whatever manner our taxes might be raised, it
was obvious they must press on all classes,
even on the very poorest
and therefore
this country eught to be one of the last

In regard to agriculture, he
apprehended a similar displacement of employment and for this reason, that the

saw,

also,

obstacles

in

the

;

population.

;

amount of labour required for the production of corn, was greater than that which
was required for the manufacture of those
articles which it was proposed to exchange
for the corn of the Continent.
It was well
known, that in every operation of husbandry the labour of man was largely em-

ployed; whereas in steam-woven cotton
goods, everything from first to last was
performed by machinery with comparatively little assistance from the operative
and the raw material was chiefly imported
from a foreign and not very friendly land.
We thus displaced our own industry, and
transferred it not only to the country from
which we imported our corn, but also to
America, from whence we imported our
cotton.
He held it to be utterly impossito abandon protection to its native industry. ble that the farmers of this country could
There was another disadvantage, certainly go on paying the wages they had been
not of the same important character, yet accustomed to pay, and compete with the
not altogether unworthy of consideration
farmers in more favourable climates, who
that this measure would tend to perpetuate paid their labourers from 3s. to is. a week.
the Income Tax, from which his constituents No one would seriously pretend that they
were anxious to be relieved, or prevent a could.
The hon. Member for Stroud said,
reduction of the duty on tea, which would we already competed with the cheap labour
be a great boon to all classes, and a great of Ireland but the supply from that part
benefit to our commerce.
It would also of the kingdom was limited
it did not
prevent the Chancellor of the Exchequer materially affect prices, and could not,
from dealing with taxes which afi'ected the therefore, affect wages. The hon. Member
industry of our people.
Some of the who had just addressed the House, stated
assessed taxes, for example, interfered that the speech of the right hon. Baronet
directly with their employment; and he at the head of Her Majesty's Government,
was at a loss to know on what grouud this had at first caused great alarm in the
could be justified, when we were about county he represented. He (Mr. Lockhart)
to allow untaxed foreigners to enter into thought that the speech of the hon. Baronet
competition with them in so many respects. the Member for Southwark was still more
He could not help fearing that the great calculated to excite uneasiness. He (Sir
difference between the value of labour here W. Molesworth) admitted that the class of
and on the Continent, must be attended small famjers must be swept aAvay. Now
by serious consequences. On account of he would ask was Ireland prepared for
the comparatively high rate of wages in that measure ?
He knew that in the
this country, our exports must be confined county he had the honour to represent,
to goods manufactured by means of ma- the effect would be strongly felt.
There
chinery, and to articles on which little la- were upwards of two thousand small farbour had been expended while we should mers in it, not, generally speaking, posreceive in return manufactures, the chief sessed of much capital, but deficient neivalue of which consisted in their workman- ther in skill nor industry.
Their most
ship.
Little attention had been paid to experienced and best-informed farmers,
this subject in the course of that debate.
were of opinion that their inferior lands
He hoped the House would not be led must go to ruin. He had seen the greatest
away by vague assertions, which had been part of them brought into cultivation and
made by several hon. Members, about in- if this measure passed, he was destined,
creased employment and better wages
probably, to see their return into the state
but look seriously into the means of em- from which they were reclaimed; for these
;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

ployment which

this description of traffic

lands,

when

left

in grass,

rapidly deteri-
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few years became valuewas a subject in regard to
which great misapprehension existed, he
orated,

less.

and

As

in a

this

would take the Hberty to read a single
sentence from a letter he had received from
a neio-hbour of his, a practical farmer, and
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As to the
of a new system of policy.
existence of the emergency, he believed
that that was a position which could not
be successfully contested, and which it
was

really unnecessary to debate at

length.

any

In discussing the other ground of

Member for Shrewsbury
them that the present measure went to
construction of a new system of com• If Sir R. Peel carries his intended Corn Bill, the
A great part mercial policy. Now he denied that altoit will ruin this part of the country.
The present proposition was nogether.
of our inferior land must go out of cultivation
and if allowed to remain in grass, it wiU get into thing more than a following out of that
a wild state in a very few years."
system which was introduced by his right
In short, the right hon. Baronet was put- hon. Friend in 1842, and a development of
ting the science and industry of our far- those measures supported by him in 1824,
mers to too severe a test, and many of when they were brought forward by Mr.
them must sink under it. *' Agriculture," Huskisson and Lord Ripon, then Chancellor
said the right hon. Baronet, '* even here is of the Exchequer. They had been told then
Be it so. Would not, that the Government and the Parliament
in its infancy."
then, any improvements that might be in- had run wild upon the subject of free trade.
troduced, tell with double effect in coun- The propositions of that day were so deand if
scribed, but they were carried out
tries that were immeasurably behind us ?
objection, the hon.

a great admirer of the right hon. Baronet.

It

was as follows

toid

:

;

;

And

our liberality did not stimulate
foreign farmers to greater exertions, were
there not among themselves those who
would take advantage of the lower rate of
if

Members would only view calmly the
measures now proposed, they would sec

hon.

that they went very

little beyond the prinwhich had been acted upon for the last
wages abroad, and set them an example ? twenty years, and that there was really no
for they had no want of speculators. Were intention of introducing a new system of
With regard to the
the price of labour equal, or nearly equal, commercial policy.
emergency, he wished he could consider it,
they need fear nothing from competition
and in the course of time it must become so; as some hon. Gentlemen did, temporary.
when the principle of buying in the cheapest In this debate they had looked too exclumarket had come fully into operation, as sively to the misery in Ireland which would

ciples

;

the price of every thing else fell, the price
This was a
of labour must sink also.
melancholy prospect for the industrious
classes; but it was, he feared, the inevitable consequence of a measure of this kind.
It was indeed a hazardous experiment;
but he sincerely hoped he might be mistaken, and that the policy which brought
ruin to ancient Rome, might bring proSuch he
sperity to the British Empire.
most devotedly believed were the anticipations of the Government.
Might it prove
that they were wiser than the majority of
their friends

Sir G.

!

CLERK

said,

that he very unupon the atten-

willingly obtruded himself

House

but he could not allow
considering the situation
which he had the honour to hold, to be
disposed of without saying a few words;
at the same time he did not presume to
think he could add much to what had

tion of the
this

;

question,

been already said. The hon. Member for
Shrewsbury had told the House that the
objections to the measures were twofold
one founded upon the non-existence of an
emergency, the other upon the construction

summer but
they must look further they must look
what the crop of potatoes, which he was
sole
food of
sorry to say was the
4,000,000 of the people there, would be in
the subsequent years of 1847 and 1848,
because they must bear in mind not only
that the crop of the present year was
destroyed, but that there would be the

prevail during the present

—

;

difficulty in obtaining sufficient
seed for future culture. [*' Hear, hear! "]
Did the hon. Member doubt that stateIf he did, perhaps he was not
ment?
in the House when a question was put
by the hon. Member for Cockermouth
(Mr. Horsman) to the right hon. Baronet near him (Sir R. Peel).
He (Sir
G. Clerk) had himself made some inquiries
among his own neighbours, and he had
been told by men of great intelligence,
though the disease did not exist to the
same extent last spring, yet that there had
been symptoms of it, and, as they had not
been sufficiently careful as to the potatoes
they had used for seed, there was reason to
believe that the seed sown did contain the
germ of the disease last year. He thought

greatest
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many

cargoes of disafter what Professor LincUey had somewhat
communicated to the right hon. Baronet, eased potatoes were brought to market,
and what had heen by him stated to the and of course sold at a low rate indeed,
House, there was reason to apprehend at the present moment, it depended on the
that the disease wouhl not be confined to state of the wind, and a prosperous pasthe present season; and that even suppos- sage from the Humber or the Tay, whether
ing they could procure seed to be sown for the cargo would arrive in a sound state or
Potatoes by this price had been
next year, the disease would prevail. But not.
placed beyond the reach of the lower
it was not only to Ireland they were to
look in considering the means of obtaining classes, who had consequently been obliged
lower, for

that,

;

a sufficient supply of food for the present
year: although the potato was not the
exclusive food, it did form a great part
of the food of the people of Scotland and
Now, the disease had been
of England.
found to prevail to a great extent in every

He knew
part of the United Kingdom.
that difi'erent parties did not agree on the
It varied in
precise extent of the injury.
different districts,

another, so

and on one farm from

that, according to the place

where the question was asked, very different ideas might be entertained of the
but
extent to which the disease prevailed
there was one test by which they might
In England
approximate to the truth.
the potato formed a great portion of the
;

it did so espefood of the lower orders
What did hon.
cially in the metropolis.
Members suppose the supply of potatoes
for London was this year compared with
the last?
From the 1st of October, 1844,
to the 14th of February, 1845, being a
period of four months and a half, the supply of potatoes to London was 770,000
sacks whilst the supply of London for the
same period from the Ist of October, 1845,
to the 14th of February instant, was only
540,000 sacks, showing a falling-off of
nearly one-third in the supply of the meHe believed he might take this
tropolis.
as a fair index of the failure throughout
England generally and if they contemplated the deficiency of supply of potatoes
in Manchester and Liverpool and a great
many other towns, where a large portion
of the population was Irish, they might
imagine the distress that would exist.
What effect had this defective supply of
London on the prices ?
At the end of
January, 1845, the price of potatoes in
Covent-garden market, by the ton, was
from 50s. to 8O5. ; and if they looked at
the price at the end of January, 1846,
they would find it ran from 80s. up to
I6O5. a ton ; so that the lowest price now
was equal to the highest price in the former
year, and the highest price now was double
what it was last year. He knew if they
took the water-side price it might be found
:

;

;

purchase bread to a greater extent
than they were used to do in former
years.
Those bakers who supplied the
poorer districts, who used to bake ten
sacks a week, were now baking eleven, so
that there was an increased consumption
When, thereof bread of 10 per cent.
fore, we had been importing corn during
the last six years to a great extent
when
they found that the food of 4,000,000
of the people in Ireland would be cut off
at the end of the next two months, and
that the consumption of bread had been
increased 10 per cent, already, even in the
metropolis
and when it was highly probable that this diminished supply of potatoes
to

—

—

came to the metropolis could not hold
out till the end of May, it was the duty of
the Government to look out and see that
there were no impediments to a sufficient
supply of food.
He must now advert to
another remarkable feature of this case.
known that although the
It was well
that

harvest of last year had not been deficient in bulk upon an average, it had been
deficient in weight ; and an additional quantity of wheat was now required to produce
a given quantity of flour. Now, at the same
time that the potato disease had not been
confined to Great Britain and Ireland, but
had extended itself to the whole of the
Continent, it was also known the harvest
in Germany and other parts of Europe had
Holland
failed to a great extent likewise.
and Belgium had at once removed all impediments to the admission of food in their
ports.
At that time, when corn was so
admitted into the ports of those countries
free, it had been found that though the
price of corn in the

exceedingly high

was remaining

London markets was
the best wheat

—though

stationary, or rather rising

—the averages were moving
direction.

That was

in the

in the opposite

month

of

No-

vember.
The attention of the Government
had been most anxiously directed to this
difficulty. From week to week the accounts
of the quantity of corn coming in were
compared with the accounts of the quantities which from week to week were re-ex-
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purpose in this respect, it would have been
the duty of Government, had they opened
would have been the bounden duty of Go- the ports, to do as Lord Liverpool had done
vernment to open the ports, as a means of in 1 827, when he asked for indemnity, namepreventing the corn from being taken away ly, to have been prepared to show how the
from this country to those which had re- existing law might be modified and altered
moved all impediments upon its importa- so as to prevent the recurrence of this evil.
An hon. Member had said that all that was
tion. Under such circumstances he thought
he might assume that there would have required was an alteration in the mode of
but upon this point
been but one feehng in the House that taking the averages
the Government would have been justified he would rather take the opinion of a rein taking upon itself the heavy and delicate presetative of the agricultural interest, the
responsibihty of opening the ports and ad- hon. Member for Somersetshire, who had
mitting corn. But if this point was admitted, said that there was no middle course, and
and if such was the opinion of the agricul- that he would rather have that proposed by
tural Members, that admission took away the Government, if the Corn Laws were to
from him the main and chief argument upon be touched. [" No. no!"] The hon. Memwhich he had ever been prepared to defend ber for Somersetshire was not now in his
the sliding scale, because the great argu- place, and it w^as possible he might be misment in favour of that scale had been that taken but he had a distinct recollection of
the hon. Member saying that there was no
it contained within itself a self-adjusting
that the duty should fall with a middle course.
The hon. Member had
principle
followed shortly after the hon. Member for
rise in price, until it vanished altogether.
If hon. Gentlemen would refer to the argu- Huntingdon, who thought there was a midments used in favour of the sliding scale in die course open, but received so little encou1827, and having regard to the circum- ragement from Gentlemen who had cheered
stances of the autumn of 1826, they would other parts of his speech, that he had not
find we had been nearly in a similar posi- been induced to state to the House what
The Govern- that middle term was. But the hon. Memtion in the autumn of 1845.
ment of Lord Liverpool had been obliged ber for Somerset had stated his opinion
to open the ports and suspend the law. that there was no middle course, but that
They had come to Parliament, and had if the existing Corn Law was to be disasked for a Bill of Indemnity and having turbed, it was far better that the measure
made out a sufficient case the Parliament of the Government should be adopted.
had passed their Bill. Lord Liverpool had Very few of the agricidtural Members had
then remarked that this power of opening entered into details to show the nature and
the ports was of so delicate a nature that it extent of the injury they apprehended; but
required to be exercised with the greatest the hon. Member for Somersetshire had
caution and care ; that it might occasion been an exception, for he had quoted some
loss and ruin to many unoffending and instatistics, and had expressed his alarm at
that it was a power which the quantity of corn likely to be brought
nocent persons
ought not to remain with the Government
from various parts of the world, and he parand that some alteration should be made to ticularized Russia; but it was well known
render it unnecessary.
Mr. Canning had that in reality a very small portion of the
also shown most forcibly that, under the crops in the southern provinces of that
Corn Law then in force, there was no se- empire consisted of wheat
they were
curity against a recurrence of similar cir- principally rye, hemp, and tobacco. During
cumstances, which might make it impera- ten years of deficient supply of corn at
tive on the Government to assume the home, we had been obliged to ransack the
power of dispensing with the laAv
and whole world and even then wheat could
that this objection was not only appli- only be had at a great price.
If hon. Memcable to the law of 1815, but to a fixed bers would look at the accounts on the
That had been the Table, they would see that 120,000 quarters
duty, however small.
great argument in favour of a sliding only was the average importation from
scale, for in a commercial point of view Russia during the last ten years
and even
it
was liable to many palpable objec- in 1840, 317,000 quarters were all that
but now, here was a case in 1845, could be had from that country.
tions
The Gowhen the sliding scale had failed in this vernment availed themselves of the best
respect of adjusting the duty in proportion information on this subject from our conThe law not answering its sular agents abroad. Returns had been
to the price.
ported.

The amount

so re-exported conit increased, it

but liad

tinued trifling;

—

;

;

—

;

;

:

;

;

;

;
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obtained from different individuals and at
and it
several different periods of time
was a very remarkable fact, that nearly all
of them concurred in the general result.
From that information it appeared that the
utmost quantity of wheat to be expected
;

from Russia was 670,000 quarters, which
was supposing that Great Britain obtained
for
the whole surplus of that country
some Gentlemen argued as if Great Britain was the only country wanting wheat
whereas they would find that in reality a
;

;

very small portion of the surplus of these
corn-growing countries came into England,
and that if we went into the market, other
countries would compete with us, the consequence of which would be, that the price
would be raised to the English level by such
competition, instead of the English price
reduced to the continental level. With
respect to America, there was no greater
mistake than to suppose that we were likely
beino-

to receive very large supplies of corn from
By a reference to the Pathat country.

pers on the Table of the House, it would
be seen that the United States exported
in 1790 and 1793, when the population
was four millions, a larger quantity of
corn than she had ever done since, except in 1840, when the preceding harvest
of 1839

But

had been remarkably abundant.
by America in

of the corn exported

that year a very small part found its way
into the English markets. The population
of America in 1840 was calculated at upwards of 17,000,000 the crop of wheat
;

was estimated at ten million
Of those ten millions America
quarters.
exported 215,000 quarters in the shape of
wheat, and 1,897,000 barrels of flour,
which, subtracted from the total quantity,
left only about four bushels per head for

in that year

the consumption of their own population.
Now, of that quantity exported from America only 620,000 barrels of flour came
into England in 1840, the year in which
there was the greatc^st importation. In the
next year, 1841, America exported only
108,000 quarters of wheat, and 1,500,000
barrels of flour ; and in 1842 her exports
were 140,000 quarters of wheat, and
The popula1,100,000 barrels of flour.
tion of America was now about 20,000,000,
and it was supposed that she could export
little more than half the wheat she had
sent out in 1840, still leaving a supply for
her own people not greater than four
With regard to the
bushels per head.
Eastern States of America, the fact was,
they scarcely produced a sufficient supply
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of corn for their own population
and tJiift
being true and that it was true was notorious to all who knew anything of the matter
it was clear that there could be nothing
more absurd or untenable than the apprehension that from that quarter of the world,
at all events, a supply of grain was to come
in such exorbitant profusion as to glut the
home market. Indeed, he believed that
the apprehension would be found to be
totally without foundation as regarded the
United States generally; for circumstanced
as those States were at present, and as they
were likely to continue, with respect to
their commercial relations, and the vast
;

—

—

which their own population made upon
home market, it was in the last degree improbable that they would ever be in
a position to export corn in sufficient quantities to injure the growers of any other
country whatsoever.
The United States
already supplied Brazil and the West India islands with flour
and as the demand
for the article had enormously increased,
and was still increasing in the latter councalls

their

;

tries since the emancipation of the slave
population
which, by the way, was a most
gratifying fact
the possibility of our receiving any very considerable supply of
corn from the other side of the Atlantic was
rendered more and more unhkely. In fact,
he regarded it as a contingency so extremely improbable, that it might fairly be
considered as almost entirely out of the

—

—

Nay, he viewed the matter in
another aspect altogether in an aspect
which, he must say, he considered as a much
more alarming one than that in which it
was viewed by the hon. Member for Somersetshire
for he could not help thinking
that the actual state of things being such
as he had described it to be, hon. Gentlemen, instead of indulging in an apprehension that our home market would be inundated with foreign corn, ought to apply
themselves to the consideration of this
question, whether, if our population were
to continue to progress at the ratio in
which it had of late years been advancing,
we should be enabled, even though the resources of Russia and some other countries
were to be developed to the very utmost, to
procure a sufficient supply of corn for our
own people. Within the last five years
there had been imported into this country
nearly ten milHons of corn, being an
average of two millions per annum and
surely there was no one who would venture to allege, that the people of this
country had in that period been over-fed.
question.

—

;

;
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luable fact, and one highly interesting for
tlic resources of Russia be developed
what extent they might, even thoucjh it the purpose of this discussion. The hon.
were to that extent the prospect of wliich Member for Sunderland, when expatiating
caused so much pain and alarm to the hon. on the probability of our being subjected
Member for Somersetshire and let it be to an inundation of foreign corn, had spoken

Lot

to

;

taken for granted, that during the ten
years preceding 1856, the importation of
foreign corn was to average 3,000,000
quarters per annum, instead of 2,000,000
it would still be found that
as heretofore
a larger supply had not been brought in
than was absolutely necessary for the supand, furthermore, it
port of the people
would be found (he ventured confidently to
predict it) that notwithstanding all this
vast importation, not one single acre of
land would be thrown out of cultivation
but that, on the contrary, agriculture would
receive a fresh impetus, and that the demand upon the home market would still be
This
very much greater than the supply.

—

;

his deliberate opinion ; and he had
not the slightest doubt but that the result
would show that he was a true prophet,
rather than those w^ho apprehended that
the agriculture of this country would be discouraged, and large tracts of land be thrown
out of cultivation if all restrictions on the
The experience
corn trade were removed.
of the last thirty years proved that the rate
of population advanced more rapidly than
and that this was
the rate of production
true was attested by the fact, that, for a
long series of years, we had every year
been compelled to increase our importations of foreign corn in proportion as we
approached more closely to the present
and bearing in mind this fact, the
time
truth of which was not to be contested, he
no matter how
could not help tliinking
vigorously, no matter how scientifically, the
arts of agriculture might be applied to the
enrichment of the soil that ten years
hence we would be compelled to import
3,000,000 of quarters of corn annually instead of two, which had been required for
the last five years. It was a favourite argument with hon. Gentlemen who were averse
to the repeal of the Corn Laws, that the
sliding scale had this merit at least, that it
prevented, or, at all events, materially
checked, the fluctuation of the market
but the fact was, it had not produced a
The fluctuation of the
steadiness of price.
market had been considerably greater under
the sliding scale than it was in the period
intervening between the years 1786 and
1792 the period when the corn trade of
this country was the least trammelled by
restrictions. This he considered a verj^ va-

was

;

;

—

—

—

of the facilities for speculating in that article, and had alluded to the circumstance
of his having himself, in the year 1837,
imported into this country a quantity of
foreign corn at so small a cost as 255. per
quarter.

He had

no doubt that the fact

Member had stated it,
was capable of a very easy and natuLook at the state of the
ral explanation.
corn trade at home and abroad in the year
'37.
During the years '34, '35, and '36,
we had a succession of good harvests, and

was

just as the hon.

but

it

consequently imported little or nothing.
In the month of August, '37, it was ascertained that the crop on the Continent was
an excellent one, and the crop in England
was likewise very abundant, for the summer had everywhere been warm and genial.
The consequence was, that all the markets
here and on the Continent were well
He held in his hand an authenstocked.
tic document, prepared at the period to
which he alluded (August, 1837), and by
a reference to it he found that at that time
the Hamburgh market was so low that
corn had fallen to a price varying from
225. id. to 29s. id. per quarter, and that
the rate of freight was only 2s. 6d.
Now
he could very well conceive that the hon.

Member,

if

inclined to

speculate at

all,

might have done so in this manner. He
might have purchased a small parcel of
corn, of a very inferior description indeed,
at 225. id. or thereabout, and after paying

nothing was more natuthan that he might have had the article
for the cost he specified; but would the

25. 6d. for freight,

ral

hon. Member tell the House that this was
a thing that could be done every, or indeed
to a very great extent in any, year ? Mark
what a revolution took place in the corn
market the very next year. The crop on
the Continent, in 1838, was an average
one but it was the reverse of abundant
in England, the summer having been cold
;

and moist. The fact that the English
people had not been blessed with a very
rich harvest soon became widely circulated,
and the consequence was that, in the month
of August, 1838, wheat rose at Hamburgh,
from 225. id. to 635. 9d., and freight from
2s. 6d. to 65. and 85.
The hon. Member for
Sunderland had not given the House to
understand that, in the year 1838, he imported any corn at 255. per quarter, or
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The hon.

Shrewsbury had argued that
the rule of commerce was, that in proportion as the demand for an article increased,
the price fell but he (Sir G. Clerk) contended that the history of commerce proved
that the contrary fact was usually realized.
The hon. Member for Shrewsbury quoted
for

CORN LAWS.
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should be received with caution.

He

be-

lieved that cotton of a very inferior quality
might be sold for that sum. He was given
to understand that in

New

Orleans cotton

might be had for three
cents per pound but the latest commercial
advices that we had received from New
Orleans showed that good cotton, so far
the price of tea in support of his novel from being sold there for that sum, fetched
theory, stating, that though a much larger so high a price as from six and a half to
That was the acquantity of tea was now imported, the price nine cents per pound.
The price had tual price of the article at the present time
in this country was lower.
It was very possible
since been reduced to the consumer; but in New Orleans.
the fact was not to be attributed to the that, owing to a stagnation of trade, or
Were there no some other of those unfortunate casualties
increase in the demand.
other reasons for a fall in the price of tea to which aU branches of commerce were
;

during the last ten or twelve years ? Could
the House forget, that during that period
the trade to China had been thrown open,
and that the restrictions under which the
East India Company were required to con-

While
duct that trade had been removed.
the monopoly of the Company existed, they
were obliged at all times to retain in store
in this country a stock equal to a whole
and the manner in
year's consumption
which their periodical sales of tea were
conducted, was frequently very inconvenient
Now, in
to the dealer in this country.
consequence of the opening of the trade,
freights from China had been greatly reThe importations of tea were not
duced.
now, as formerly, confined to the port of
London; the consequence of the removal
of these and other restrictions, had been to
reduce the price of tea to the consumers in
this country, while at the same time the
increased demand had had the efi'ect of
raising the price at Canton.
The prices in
1 844 had been so exorbitant, as materially
to check the purchase of tea and it was
not till the beginning of 1845, that large
purchases had been made and even then
at prices much above those which prevailed
in 1832, before the trade was thrown open.
There was reason, however, to hope, that a
trade in tea might be established in some of
the other ports of China, and that the
breaking up of the monopoly hitherto enjoyed by the merchants at Canton might
enable us to obtain tea at more moderate
prices than had been of late demanded. The
hon. Member for Shrewsbury had referred
to the cotton trade as also aifording an illustration of the truth of his doctrine, that,
according as the demand for an article, increased, the price fell and he had instanced
the fact that, in certain parts of the United
States, cotton might now be had for three
This statement, however,
cents a pound.
;

;

;

;

of that description
;

subject, a fall in the price of the article

might have taken place in 1837 but that
fall was only of a temporary character
and
the indisputable fact was, that, so far from
;

;

our manufacturers being able to purchase
cotton at three cents per pound, they were
obhged to pay a price for it ranging from
six and a half to nine cents per pound.

And there was no knowing what price it
might yet attain
for there could be no
doubt but that the merchants at New Orleans were narrowly watching the policy
England was now about to adopt, and
would model their own policy accordingly.
;

The

doctrines of the

hon.

Member

for

Shrewsbury, he had no hesitation in saying, were totally untenable, and would not
endure one moment's investigation.
The
mind of the hon. Member appeared to be
tortured by the most dreadful apprehensions of coming evil; but he (Sir G. Clerk)
confidently trusted that the event would
prove there was no ground whatever for
such apprehensions.
Alarm would always
be excited whenever it was proposed to
make any change, even the most trivial,
in the commercial policy of this country.
In the year 1787, when Mr. Pitt first
brought forward his proposition to regulate the importation of corn from Ireland, the Scotch agriculturists were in an
agony of alarm, and predicted that the
corn trade and the agricultural interests
generally of Scotland would be irretrievably ruined but he was proud and happy
;

to say that, notwithstanding this

gloomy

prophecy, in no part of the United Kingdom had the science of agriculture been
prosecuted with more signal success than
in Scotland, nor did he know of any portion of the Empire in which there had been
a greater increase of rents to landlords since
1787.
He ventured to predict that results
equally happy would follow from the adop-
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measures now in contemplation ;
but let not the House bo surprised at finding that apprehension and alarm existed in
many quarters with regard to the effect of
the measures of Her Majesty's Government, similar to what past experience had
sliown us had always taken place when any
change had been proposed. As far back as
the year 1820, a petition was presented to
that House from some of the most eminent
merchants in London, praying for the re-

challenge, then, remained unanswered.
At last, the hon. Member for
Birmingham took the field, and he referred
to the article of spelter or zinc.
He (Sir
G. Clerk) had heard with great astonishment the declaration of the hon. Member,
that the zinc trade had suffered from the
change that had taken place but he confessed he could not find out from his statement in what manner, or how, the manu-

moval of those protective restrictions which
cramped the energies of trade and comThe Government of Lord Livermerce.
pool, in the year 1824, acted on these
recommendations, and brought in various
measures with a view to the mitigation of
the prohibitory system but it was a notorious fact that, with respect to every one
of these mitigatory measures, the same
alarm was manifested, and the same
gloomy forebodings were indulged in. At

when the

tion of the

;

that time,

the amount of the protective

duty on linen was not very great, but a
bounty was given on the exportation of
and when it was
linens from this country
proposed to do away with this bounty, the
Irish Members rose with the utmost indigna;

and declared that the reduction would
be the absolute destruction of the Irish mation,

He well remembered that the
nufactures.
hon. Member for Londonderry expressly
declared, that if the contemplated reduction were to be carried into effect, the
linen and cambric trade of Ireland would
be irretrievably ruined. Such was the pre-

;

facturers of zinc

had been injured. He said,
was 751. a ton, the

price of zinc

duty was 4:51. a ton. [Mr. Muntz Oh, no
I beg your pardon. ] He would take it at 501.
a ton. the duty was as high as 501. a ton,
and the price of the article was 751. That
duty was gradually reduced, and last year
they took off the duty. He appealed to the
knowledge of every Member of the House,
whether the manufacture of zinc was not
one of the most recent origin and it was
only within a few years the means were
discovered of rendering zinc malleable, and
:

!

;

;

readily converting

to

it

any useful purpose.

Formerly, they were dependent exclusively
on the mines of this country for a supply of
that description of zinc that was used for the
mixing of copper as an alloy for making brass
The description of spelter or zinc found in
this country was so brittle, that it could not
be converted into those articles into which
It was the
zinc was now manufactured.
foreign zinc that was susceptible of being
made malleable. Large mines were discovered in the Prussian provinces, and

large quantities of that zinc had been
and by the admission
Londonderry; brought here
but had the House forgotten the statement of that zinc, an entirely new branch of
made by the right hon. Baronet at the manufactures was established. By that
head of the Government, in the course of means, employment was given to many
his masterly speech of that day week, by hundreds of persons whereas if the prohiwhich he showed, on the authority of some bitory duties had been maintained, the proof the most eminent linen manufacturers prietors of those inconsiderable mines from
residing in the neighbourhood of Belfast, which the inferior quality of zinc was prothat their prosperity dated from the year cured, might have retained the price of
1826, and that, notwithstanding the re- 751. per ton, and that zinc might have been
moval of protection, they had been able used for the manufacture of brass; but then
not only to compete with France, but to the country would have been deprived of
send their fabrics in enormous quantities to the means of manufacturing those zinc arThe hon. Member wound up his
the remotest countries of the world, and ticles.
especially to the United States ?
So much statement by this assertion he said zinc
His (Sir George was now 50^. per ton, and that it was
for the Hnen trade.
Clerk's) right hon. Friend (Sir R. Peel), not worth any man's while to work up

Member

diction of the

for

;

;

:

in the course of his speech,
all

up

in this

way

—

number

'•

We

is
it

—

I call

that zinc, for every particle of

it,

with

tri-

was brought from abroad.
Now, what was the fact ? They had last

fling exceptions,

we made further
now I call upon year a statement of the duties on every
upon any person who article the duty on manufactured spelter

of these things ;
reductions in 1842; and

any Member

had summed

reduced a great

—

connected with trade, to show us where
has suffered injury by the reduction."

:

cent., and the whole value of
the article brought in was 51., and the duty

was 10 per

H H
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Now, what had been the

10s. 6d.

zinc manufacture in this
need go back only a few
years, for the manufacture of zinc was but
In the years 1843
recently introduced.
and 1844, the quantity of zinc imported
was 10,000 tons, and of that between
5,000 and 6,000 tons were exported to
India and China, and 4,000 tons were retained to be worked up in manufactures in
In the last year, 12,000
this country.
tons were imported and of that 2,000 tons
only were exported, and 10,000 tons were
worked upon into manufactures. By means
of that manufacture, a very useful and valuable article could be obtained at a moderate price, and emplojonent was given to a
great number of persons. Neither had the
trade in British spelter been destroyed;
profits

country

of

the

?

He

;

what
making brass in this counthan 1500 tons of British

for the fact was, that in addition to

was required
try,

no

less

for

had been exported in 1844.
The
hon. Member for Birmingham ought, from
spelter

his position, to

be well acquainted with this

subject; but yet he said that the measures

of the Government were productive of injury.
He (Sir G. Clerk) would next refer to the

observations

of

the

hon.

Member

for

Shrewsbury. His right hon. Friend (Sir
R. Peel) had said, that so far from the silk
trade having been injured by the reduction
of duty, the quantity of raw silk imported
had more than doubled since the restriction
was taken of. No, said the hon. Member
for Shrewsbury, for the right hon.

Baronet
has taken into his calculation waste silk
and thrown silk. The hon. Member for
Shrewsbury said, that they had nothing to
do with them and he then stated, that
twenty years ago, in the last year of protection, the quantity of raw silk introduced
was 4,010,000 lbs.; and that in 1844 it
did not exceed 4,020,000.
Now, he found
that the silk imported in 1824 stood thus
;

:

^raw

silk

imported,

3,414,520
waste
silk,
133,257; thrown silk, 462,731;
making about 4,011,000 lbs., the quantity
quoted by the hon. Member and, therefore, the quantity of silk which was stated
by him to have been imported in 1824 included waste and thrown silks.
That was
the quantity imported in 1824; in 1844
the quantity of raw silk imported was
4,021,000; waste silk, 707,850; thrown
silk, 410,358; making above 6,000,000 lbs.
The hon. Member, when he made a statement of figures, was bound in both cases
to take the same items
for he came down
there to make a business speech, throwing
;

;

;
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with which he amused
aside all those
The hon.
the House on former occasions.
Member said he would take the year 1824,
He (Sir G.
the last year of protection.
Clerk) thought he might, with more propriety, claim 1829 as the first year of
In the month of February,
free trade.
in that year, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, announced to the House certain
plans, including a proposition for the reduction of duty on raw silk, and the removal of the prohibition on the manufacAn objection was taken to. the inture.
troduction of the silk manufacture
but
there was only one feeHng in the House
as to the propriety of immediately taking
the duty off raw silk.
On the 7th of
March the House agreed to the Resolution,
and on the 25th of March, in that year,
the duty was taken off.
Therefore, it was
perfectly clear that as the subject had engrossed the attention of both Houses of
Parhament in the former year, and a great
change was universally expected, the year
1824 was naturally a year of great excitement and speculation as far as the importation of raw silk was concerned
and, in
fact, in making any comparison of the past
and present state of the silk trade, it ought
to be left out of the account. The only true
criterion to be taken in a thing of that sort
was to take an average, and to see what was
the effect of free trade, and what was the effect of protection and high duty. Let them
compare the import of raw silk prior to 1824
with what it was subsequent to that period.
For ten years previous to 1824 the
average was 1,524,000 lbs. For ten years,
from 1825 to 1834 inclusive, the average
was 3,000,000 lbs. per annum, instead of
1,500,000 as before; and taking ten years,
sallies

;

;

from 1836 to 1845 inclusive, gave him an
average of 3,865,000 lbs., as compared with
1,500,000, presenting an increase of 150
per cent.
and in stating these figures, he
had confined himself to the quantities of
raw silk, excluding throughout the quantities of waste and thrown silk
though if
those had been included, the result in favour of the system of free trade would have
appeared greater.
The result, therefore,
was to increase the silk manufactures of this
country to the extent he had mentioned; and,
instead of throwing any persons out of employment, employment had been given to
a greater number of silk weavers and other
persons engaged in the silk trade by the
removal of that duty.
The hon. Member
said he was for free trade, as he understood
free trade.
He was for a free interchange
;

;
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of the commodities

of different countries,

He desired, he said, that they should interchange their commodities on the same
terms with France and America, as they
were willing to interchange with them;

ence

—would
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that the most efficient
of increasing the revenue would
see,

means
be by having a moderate duty
Tlie hon.

for prohibition.

substituted

Member had

said that without diplomacy they would
get nothing from France
that they might
reduce their duties as much as they pleased,
With reference but that it would not produce any advantariffs with free imports ?
to this observation, he (Sir G. Clerk) would tage for the manufactures of this country,
remind him that those changes were pro- Let them see what was the experience of
In 1826 the policy
posed to be made, not with reference to the last twenty years.
their effect upon foreign countries, but was to remove the prohibitory duties on
for the benefit of the community of French silks and gloves.
In 1828 the
England.
If they required those arti- duty on French wines was reduced from
135. 9d. to 7^. 7d., and in 1832 to 5s. Qd.
cles which were produced in other countries, were they to deprive the people of Madder, on which the duty was 125., was
this country of the use of them, because allowed to come in free.
The duty on flax
some foreign nations said they would not was altogether removed.
The duty on
take in exchange articles of British ma- cambrics was reduced from 11 5. Qd. to 5s.
nufacture? Russia, he said, had a pro- The duty on clover seed, of which we got
hibitory tariff, and would not take our a considerable quantity from France, was
articles
while facilities were given for the reduced one-half.
The duty on kid skins
introduction of Russian tallow into this and other dressed skins was removed,
country.
But the fact was, that the people The Government of France, it is true,
of this country would not buy the Russian had not during the same period relaxed
tallow except they wanted it.
The hon. any of their restrictions against British
Member for Shrewsbury said, as you have commerce but the demands of the people
no direct market for your productions with of France baffled the diplomatists and leRussia, the British manufacturer is obliged gislatures
and our exports, from the very
to have recourse to an indirect and circui- moment of the reduction of duties on our
tons course: he is obliged to send an extra part, had been progressively increasing,
quantity of goods to the Brazils and else- and now exceeded by six times the amount
where, to enable him to find returns for in 1824.
The declared value of the exthe Russia market and that consequently ports of British manufactures to France
a heavy loss is sustained.
That is in fact, was

—

but, said he, there are hostile tariffs against
us, and are we prepared to fight hostile

;

;

;

;

we had

to

pay

this

additional

the products of Russia.

price for

In 1830

But how was the

1831
^^^^

consumer benefited, if, in addienhanced cost above alluded to,
he had to pay a heavy tax m this country
before he could introduce the hemp, iron, or
tallow, which were required to enable the
British

tion to the

iij,

,

,«ii-

shipowner of this country to build or

475,000/.
620,000/.
674,000/.

^qoa
lo6i

1 ^^a(^(^f^f'
1,116,000/.
1 450 000/.

,

fit

? Those Members who entersame views as the Member for
Shrewsbury, and who at the same time

out his ships

tained the

professed to take a deep interest in the
prosperity of the shipping of this country,
would do well to consider, whether the
course of policy which they espoused would
not greatly increase the difficulties of the
shipping interest in meeting foreign com-

1835
1836
1^37

\f^^
jq^q
1841
1842
^^^^
^^^^

1,591,000/.
1,642,000/.

2'298'ooo/"
\

\

[

\

2378000/
2i902[ooo/.
3,193,000/.
2,534,000/.
2,650,000/.

The average of five years, from 1830, was
750,000?., and the average of the last five
years was 2,700,000?.
If he wanted then

to select an instance to show that we might
must be a matter satisfactorily fight a hostile tariff with free
of regret that the countries from which imports, he could not have a better one
they imported so largely so many arti- than that of France.
Judging then from
cles necessary for the interests of this past experience, there was every reason to

petition.

It

certainly

country, should persevere in having prohibitory tariffs.
They should hope, however, that those other countries
not only

believe that the changes

from their example, but also from experi-

which had taken place at former periods.
2

—

now proposed were

not likely to be attended with calamitous
consequences, any more than the changes

HH
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He had

endeavoured to grapple with the
Member for Shrewsbury,
and trusted he had satisfied the House that
they were incorrect in every particidar.

facts of the hon.

The hon. Member said that he was in
favour of free trade, provided it could be
got by diplomacy.
He said that it was
the duty of the Minister of this country to
see that he did not give any advantage to
a foreign country without an equivalent
and, above all, that nothing should be done
which would, in the shghest degree, lessen
the preponderance of the landed interest.
The hon. Member for Shrewsbury would
not admit foreign goods except some equivalent advantage were granted to the produce of this country; but, if any equiva-

made, then he was
would admit
our manufactures free of duty, then he
would be for the free admission of Prussian corn that is, if he could make a good
bargain for the admission of hnen and cotton goods into Prussia, he would throw
over protection to agriculture. Such being
the necessary inference from the premises
of the hon. Member, he doubted whether
the agricultural Members would select him
as their champion.
He was as anxious as
any one that the proper influence of the
landlords and the landed interest should
be upheld but if the hon. Member meant
by this, that it was to depend on the
maintenance and continuance of the present Corn Laws, he would only say, that
he could not agree to such a principle;
and he did not beheve that such an argument was for the advantage of the landed
interest.
He believed that it would be a
most dangerous argument to put forward,
that the Corn Laws must be kept up for
the purpose of keeping up the influence
of the landed interest.
A statement had
often been made to this eifect on the other
side, and it had been said that the Corn
Laws had been adhered to for the purpose
of benefiting the landlords.
This was an
argument or assertion which he had always
repudiated and he certainly conceived the
assumption of the hon. Member for Shrewsbury as objectionable, and the argument
which he had used, if adopted, would lead
to the most dangerous consequences. The
only meaning which he could attach to the
language of the hon. Member was, that
the Corn Laws were to be maintained as
absolutely necessary to keep up what he
termed our territorial Constitution or, in
lent concession were
for free trade.

If Prussia

;

;

;

;

other words, for the sake of the landlords
alone.
He (Sir G. Clerk), as a landed

NINTH NIGHT.

CORN LAWS.

proprietor, disclaimed such doctrine altoHe was of opinion that the arisgether.

tocracy and landed proprietors of this
country were not indebted to any system
of Corn Laws for that influence they possessed with all those who were in any way

They had acquired
dependent on them.
that influence long before the existence
and he trusted they
of any Corn Law
would for ever retain it, though these
laws were all swept away, while they continued, as they had always hitherto done,
;

to receive the respect

and

affection of their

poorer neighbours by ministering to their
comforts, supplying their wants, and imHe thought that
proving their condition.
the only just argument that coidd be used
by the landed interest in favour of the Corn
Laws, was, that the maintenance of these
laws was not exclusively for their interest,
but for the interests of all classes of the
community. He felt that he had already
trespassed too long on the attention of the
House.
In conclusion, he was ready to
admit that he did not entertain the same
opinions as to the effect of the repeal of
these laws which he formerly did.
He
would only ask hon. Members to bestow
the same pains to make themselves masters
of the subject as he had done
and that
they would disabuse their minds as to the
effect of these laws.
Hon. Gentlemen opposed to this measure were in the habit of
saying that the right hon. Baronet at the
head of the Government gave his opinion in
1839 and 1840 in favour of these laws, and
had given the best arguments that could
be used for their maintenance, and that
they intended to rely upon such arguments;
experience, however, had since convinced
his right hon. Friend that he could not depend upon these arguments. He, therefore, thought hon. Gentlemen shoiJd seek
for some new arguments.
He hoped that
those hon. Gentlemen who had formed
opinions on the subject would state them,
and give reasons for the conduct which
they intended to pursue.
He put it to
hon. Gentlemen whether they would not
best consult the interest of the parties they
represented in that House, by at once assenting to the settlement of the question
the settlement of which, it was admitted
on all hands, could not be long postponed.
He put it to them to agree to accept a
measure which was best adapted to promote the social, commercial, and political
relations of the country
and calculated to
promote the permanent well-being and best
;

;

interests of all classes of the

community.
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him add, much more judicious than that
Mr. MUNTZ said,
a few words in explanation. The fact was now proposed by Her Majesty's Governwhat but the three articles of corn,
that he had never found fault with the ment
importation of foreign spelter, or with the sugar, and timber? and if a change respectThe ing them was desirable, why was the noble
reduction or removal of the duty.
reason why he alluded to the subject was, Lord now sitting on the Opposition bench ?
that the right lion. Baronet at the head of Why was the noble Lord the Secretary for
the Government, in the course of his speech, Ireland now engaged in an election contest,
stated that in no instance had the reduction and in which he was likely to be rejected?
or removal of a tax on a foreign article Why had so many Members, from a conreduced the produce of the same article in scientious feeling, resigned their seats in
Now he was ready to show that House ? Anything more startling
this country.
that that was not always the case, and he than the assertion that by this measure
had mentioned spelter as an instance. He they were only pursuing the same line of
(Mr. Muntz) said, the other evening, that pohcy which had been followed for the last
even
the whole of the spelter used in this coun- twenty years, he had never heard
The second
try, up to the year 1816, was manufac- from the Treasury Bench.
that he wished to say

let

—

—

The price of the article at
tured here.
Shortly
that time was about 751. per ton.
afterwards, in consequence of the reduction
of the import duty on it, the price fell to
451. a ton ; and that, in consequence of
further reductions in the duty, the price
fell to 151. a ton.
He also said, that a
few years ago only one manufacturer of
spelter remained in this country, and that
person had peculiar advantages in carrying
on the trade, as he possessed the right of
digging coals in the neighbourhood of his
manufactory, and he therefore procured
them at half their usual price. This house
for many years was the only manufacturing zinc house in England, and that is now
no longer in existence.
He had never objected to the reduction in, or the removal
of the dut}^ on foreign zinc
on the contrary, he thought that it was a very proper proceeding.
He was far from even
having said he thought that such a course
was prejudicial to the general interests of
the country.
He yearly used 1,500 tons
of zinc himself, and, of course, he gained
by being enabled to purchase it cheaper.
All that he meant to say was, that the
reduction of the duty had had the effect
of making the manufacture of this article
in this country cease altogether.
Mr. LIDDELL observed that his right
hon. Friend, who had just concluded his
speech, made use of one of the boldest assertions which it had ever been his lot to
hear, even in that House.
The right hon.
Gentleman said in the commencement of
his speech that this measure was in fact no
change in the policy of the Government. If
that was the case, why did they go to the
country in 1841 and protest against the
policy of the noble Lord opposite ?
What
were the three articles upon which that
noble Lord proposed a change
a change,
;

—

proposition of the right hon. Baronet to

which he wished to refer was, that those
who were leading the opposition to these
measures, should adduce reasons for the
Ample reacourse they were pursuing.
sons were already provided for that purpose.
For that purpose they had nothing
,to do but to look to the speeches of the
the First Lord of
right hon. Gentlemen
the Treasury and the Secretary of State.
By doing this they would find the arguments
which would fully justify them in the course
they had taken.
The country had a right
to look to the right hon. Baronet and the
Government for reasons for the course they
had adopted, and to remove the alarm which
they had created to reconcile their former
policy with the measures which they now
recommended, and to show that the fears
of the agriculturists were unfounded, and
that they had little to fear from the change.
This he thought that they had a right to
ask from the Government but they had
When the right
hitherto asked it in vain.
hon. Baronet had asked why no new arguments had been adduced to prove their
case, he seemed to forget the speeches
made from the benches near him, and more
especially those by the hon. Members for
Somersetshire and Radnorshire.
His hon.
Friend the Member for Radnorshire had, as
carefully as possible, prepared documents
showing the prices at which wheat could be
obtained from the ports on the Baltic, and
the charge at which it could be brought to
this country, and also the quantity that could
be obtained from the several ports in that
sea.
Now this speech, and the statements
of his hon. Friend, induced him and many
of his Friends around him to regard the

—

;

;

establishment of a free trade in corn as
On the one
being pregnant with danger.
hand, it was said, that it would lead to the
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most ruinous reduction in the price of wheat;
on the other, it was stated hy the right
hon. Gentleman it would not lead to any

Now

important reduction.

if

the latter

was the case, what became of the argument
which had been so often used against the
agriculturists with the view of exciting a

— CORN

LAWS.

—NINTH

NIGHT.

It was not necessary for
to the silk trade.
him to go back to the former Acts of Parliament which ensured to the Spitalfields

weavers all sorts of privileges, and were
based on an actual prohibition of foreign
Such privileges could not be mainsilks.
and though the silk
tained in any trade
trade had greatly increased under them, it
could not be denied but that great distress
frequently existed among the silk weavers
But how was
during their continuance.
;

popular feeling, namely, that the Corn
Laws made dear to the poor man that corn
which Almighty God had provided for his
This argument was often adsustenance ?
It
dressed to public meetings with the view of that prohibition of foreign silks met?
exciting popular feeling but what became was met by the trade of the smuggler
by
He
of it if, as they were told by the right hon. the importation of contraband goods.
Baronet, the removal of the Corn Laws remembered when Mr. Huskisson stated in
would not cause any important reduction in that House some remarkable facts on this
With respect to the subject. That right hon. Gentleman said
the price of grain ?
present law, he never knew a similar period that he had devoted considerable attention
to that which it had been in force, in to the amount of foreign silks seized and
which there had been so trifling fluctuations confiscated in this country; and he found
in prices. When the right hon. Gentleman that during three years of the time that
complained that he could not get any new the importation of foreign silk was proarguments against the measure, he at any hibited bylaw, the annual value of silk seized
rate should have set the example, and ad- as contraband in this country, was not more
duced some new arguments in support of his than from 4,000Z. to 5,000^. He stated
new opinion. The speech, however, of the also thathehadmade inquiries, atthe foreign
right hon. Gentleman was merely a repe- custom houses, to ascertain the value of
tition of that of the right hon. Baronet at silk which paid duty there on exportation to
the head of the Government.
He there- this country, and that the annual value of
fore should proceed to refer to some of the silk exported from France, to be brought
points in that speech. No doubt the speech to England through illicit channels, as clearwas delivered with his characteristic power ed at the French custom houses, was from
and eloquence, and could not fail to make 100,000?. to 150,000?., and that, it should
a great impression on the House and the be recollected, was exclusive of the large
country.
Nevertheless, in that speech quantities of silk that had been brought
there were some fallacies and inaccuracies, here by other means, and without going
which he should endeavour to point out. through the Custom House at all. These
He thought that the speech might be di- facts only proved that, in articles such as
vided un^er three heads.
The first part silk and lace, it w^as impossible to maintain
pointed out the direct causes which had a total prohibition.
But the question with
led to a change of opinion on the part of the regard to these trades was not one between
Government on this subject. Under the se- prohibition and free trade, because the right
cond head he vindicated the course which the hon. Baronet proposed to retain protective
Government had pursued. Under the third duties in their favour to the amount, he
head he stated various facts, with the view believed, of 15 per cent, ad valorem, which
of showing that the reduction or change of was probably the exact rate that would
duties in other trades had had no injurious keep out contraband goods, and at the
effects on those trades, and that this cir- same time maintain protection to the home
cumstance had induced Her Majesty's Go- manufacturer.
The right hon. Baronet,
vernment to change their opinions as to the therefore, maintained protection in favour of
effect of the removal of the Corn Laws. these articles
and while he did so, he (Mr.
He would not go into the first two points, Liddell) could not see why he should object
as they had been so ably dealt with by other to continue protection in favour of other
hon. Members, and more especially by his articles also.
He could not understand
hon. Friend the Member for North Devon- why protection should be maintained in
shire.
In referring to the cases stated by some interests, and why the agricultural
the right hon. Baronet the First Lord of interest should be altogether deprived of
the Treasury, and restated that evening by it.
The right hon. Baronet next went into
the right hon. Baronet the Vice President the case of the timber trade, and took occaof the Board of Trade, he would first allude sion to allude to the petition which he

—

;

;
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(Mr. Liddell) had the honour to present
from the general society of shipowners of
tlie port of London, against the proposed
reduction of duties on foreign timber. The
right hon. Baronet said he could not look
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draw the attention of the House to the reexpenses of the British and foreign

lative

shipowners in navigating, in building, in

and fitting out their vessels.
woidd take the returns from the Report
at that petition without feeling ashamed of of the Committee of that House that sat
the petitioners, and their motives for pre- the year before last on the Shipping Intersenting it.
He was sure the right hon. ests. According to the evidence given
Baronet did not mean to give offence to before that Committee, it appeared that
any gentlemen who felt it necessary to the relative cost of navigating British and
approach the House in what they believed foreign ships on a three months' voyage
to be the defence of their rights, property, was, for the British ship, 169L 10s., and
and interests.
In reply to the right hon. for the Prussian ship, engaged in the same
Baronet, it was necessary for him to state, trade, Sll. 145., being a difference of
in a few words, the real case of the British 88?. 5s. 6d., or upwards of 100 per cent, in
shipowners.
The right hon. Baronet pro- favour of the Prussian shipowner. Again,
posed to reduce the duty on Baltic timber in the case of provisions.
The victualling
from 255. to 15s.; and, by doing so, he of the British ship amounted to 961., and
stated that he had no doubt of affording a of the Prussian ship only 311. 19s., being
better supply to the consumer at a dimin- a difference of 561., or 140 per cent, in
ished cost.
There could be no doubt but favour of the foreigner. Again, with rethat, partly from the judicious arrange- gard to the cost of shipbuilding, the same
ments made by the right hon. Baronet differences would be found to exist. Ever
in a former year, and partly from other since the framing of the navigation laws,
causes unconnected with those measures, the support of the British shipping trade
an immense stimulus had been given was considered to be of paramount importboth to the timber trade and other branches ance, and the public agreed to pay the ad-

The demand
had been considerable, and the
trade and commerce most gra-

victualling,

He

of industry in this country.

ditional price of increased protection, be-

for labour

cause they obtained security thereby. Even
Adam Smith, with all his predilections
for free trade, admitted that of all the restrictive policy adopted by this country, that
of the navigation laws was the most justifiable. Now, in the port of London the wages
of shipwrights had not varied for the last
twenty-five years
the workmen declaring
that they would rather starve than take
less wages than 65. a day. According to an
official report lately published by the French
Government, it appeared that the wages of
shipwrights at Toulon was only one and
a half francs a day; while in the dock-yards
in this country the present amount of
wages to shipwrights was 45. 6d. a day.
Foreign ships could under these circumstances be built from 51. to 61. per ton
while at Sunderland vessels built there
could not be got for less than 101. per ton;
and even these were not what were called

results to

The British shipowners, no doubt,
shared in this prosperity; but he would
best state their case in the words of their
tifying.

own petition. They stated that it was of
the last importance to the consumers of
timber, that no monopoly of the supply of
that indispensable article should be allowed;
but that from the great distance of the
Colonies,

cost

and from the consequent heavy
timber from thence,

of importing

beyond the expense of importing timber
from other countries, it was only by the
protection of duties equivalent to the in-

creased expense of importation from our
colonial possessions, that the

market

country

supplied with

could be

colonial timber

readily

in this

competition with that
brought from the Baltic.
They added,
that the interests of the whole British public were involved, as well as the interests of
the petitioners and still more from the inevitable certainty that the greater part, if
not the whole of tlie importation of timber
from the Baltic, would, under the proposed
duties, be ultimately thrown into the
hands of foreign shipowners. That subject
brought him to the consideration of the
alleged incapacity of the British shipowner
to compete with the shipowners of the
north of Europe.
On this point he should
;

in

—

;

first-class

British

ships.

British ships built on the

The first-class
Thames sold at

with all their fittings comper ton.
It was, therefore,
evident that the British shipowners could
not possibly contend against such unequal
competition if all protection were withdrawn
from them, and that the only mode by
which they could do so would be, by bringing down the rate of wages paid to their
workmen, and to all persons connected with
161. per ton, or

plete, at 211.
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right hon. Baronet
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had asked

were they to advance or to retrograde ? He
would answer by stating that if they were
to advance by reducing the wages of their
labourers and the condition of the people
if such were to be the results of free trade
then he thought the measure of the
right hon. Baronet would be one of retroBut to
gression and not of advancement.

—

By the
the timber question.
comparative returns of British and foreign
tonnage engaged in the Baltic trade from
1842 to 1844, it appeared that the total
tonnage entered inwards from Sweden,

return to

Denmark, Norway, and Russia,

mer year was 109,382

in the fortons British, and

In 1844, which
341,533 tons foreign.
was a year of great activity under the Tariff
duties of the right hon. Baronet, and when,
whether there were any duties or not, the
British shipping trade would no doubt mainsome degree of prosperity, the returns

tain

—

British,
trade were as follows
130,170 tons; foreign, 528,722 tons thus
showing that while the increase in British
shipping was 20,000 tons, or 19 per cent.,
the increase of foreign shipping was 187,189
Now, what was the
tons, or 54 per cent.
argument of the British shipowner on the

of this

:

;

subject of the Baltic timber trade

?

He

said that he could not contend permanently

with the owners of ships employed at so
much cheaper a rate than his were; that he
should be necessarily driven from the trade

LAWS.
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m

were built of
British oak, or African teak and the right
hon. Baronet was in error when he stated
that Baltic timber was used in their construction.

First-class ships

;

struction.

A

question

most

intimately

connected with that on which he had
been detaining the House, was the colo-

On this point he would not
necessary to offer more than a

nial trade.
feel

it

A

petition had
very few observations.
been presented last year by the hon. Member for Gateshead (Mr. Hutt) from parties connected with the Colony of South
Australia, praying that the import trade of
corn from that colony might be placed on a
similar footing with that from other Colonies.
The Motion which the hon. Member
founded on that petition was opposed by the
right hon. Baronet, though it was founded
on precisely the same arguments on which
the Government advocated the Canada Corn
BiU. He (Mr. Liddell) felt the force of those
arguments, and voted with the hon. Member for Gateshead.
In order to show the
present state of that Colony, he would
beg to call the attention of the right hon.
Baronet to a statement which had appeared
in the newspapers a few days since.
It
appeared that for the five years from 1 840
to 1844, the quantity of land under cultivation in South Australia had increased from
2,503 acres in 1840, to 26,900 in 1844.
In 1843, which was the most remarkable
season in that respect, the number of acres
under cultivation was no less than 28,600
acres.
Since that time shipments to
England from South Australia were very
much increased but if land were thrown
out of cultivation in Australia in consequence of the admission into England of
grain from other countries, the shipments
Again,
to England would decrease also.
if corn brought a lower price in England
than it did at present, a great deal of land
in England would also be thrown out of
cultivation.
It was hardly to be conceived
that prices in this country would not be reduced 5s. or 6s.
and if the colonists of
South Australia were not able to import
corn into this country when the average
duty on wheat was 5s., how were we to receive wheat from that Colony when there
was a free importation from foreign countries ?
Under such circumstances what
became of the argument by which hon.
Members were induced, and indeed successfully, to give their support to the Canada Corn Bill ? What would become of
the shipping trade, after the trade between

if obliged to enter into direct
competition with the foreigner; and that
the entire carrying trade from that quarter
must therefore, ex necessitate, be thrown
;
into the hands of the foreign trader. But it
was said in reply that the British shipowner
liad the advantage of a monopoly in the
coasting trade and the colonial trade. But
by destroying the colonial timber trade the
British shipowner would be driven altogether out of the market ; and the result
would be, that according as the supply of
colonial timber decreased, the price of Baltic timber would rise, so that the consumer
would, in the end, not benefit by the change.
The right hon. Baronet stated, in the next
place, that in the port of Liverpool there
was not a ton of Baltic timber fit for the
building of a first-class or a twelve years'
ship.
He could tell the right hon. Baronet
that no Baltic timber whatever was used
in the building of a twelve years' ship, so
indifferent was that timber considered to be;
the rule being to leave a ship on the first
class for a length of time, proportioned to
the quality of the timber used in her con- the Colonies and the mother country had

altogether,

;
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The Canadians must then resort more it was a boon to the country, and
ceased ?
He had seen, and
to the United States, and purchase from a boon to humanity.
them such goods as the Americans could seen with sorrow, in times of commercial
This was one of the evils connect- depression, miserable objects with their fasupply.
ed with the subject, from which it was im- milies wandering about on the highways,
He had heard nothing unable to ascertain where their settlement
possible to escape.
in that House to reconcile hira to the great was; and in all cases where they belonged to
change which must take place in respect to Scotland and Ireland, knowing that when
With regard to the they arrived in their own country they
our colonial trade.
general question, he had been on one point would be unable to claim anything in the
extremely anxious to learn what was the shape of parochial relief, they were obliged
real opinion of Her Majesty's Government to eke out a miserable subsistence by casual
as to the probable consequences of that charity, and perhaps die by the road side.
On that point he owned himself He trusted that no consideration would inmeasure.
Perhaps in the progress duce the right hon. Baronet to lay aside that
still unsatisfied.
of the present debate the right hon. Gen- important part of his scheme, and that he
tleman (Sir Robert Peel) would favour the would resolutely carry it through the
House with some sort of calculation of what House, since by so doing he would confer
might be the average amount of prices a great boon upon the people at large, and
which the farmers of this country might especially upon the working classes. He
expect to receive under the operation of did not mean to say that after the declarafree trade.
It was of the greatest import- tion of the noble Lord the Member for Lonance that, in coming to arrangements with don, and that of the right hon. Baronet, the
one's tenants, hon. Gentlemen should have present system of Corn Laws could be
some sort of guide given from high autho- looked forward to as one likely to be perrity.
He had heard, indeed, but he paid manent. So long, however, as he (Mr.
Liddell) had a seat in that House, he
little attention to the assertion, that the
trade in corn would in future be liable to would endeavour to maintain the principle
little fluctuation.
Now, the present Corn of protection, though in a modified form,
Law had certainly succeeded, whether by and he should therefore oppose, though
accident or design he knew not, in securing without bitterness and without acrimony,
steady prices for corn in the British market. the measures brought forward by the right
On that point there could be no dispute ; hon. Gentleman.
Mr.
regretted that his hon.
his behef was, that if we depended in
a greater degree on a foreign supply than Friend (Mr. Liddell) should have enhsted
we had done before, although in ordinary his talents on the side of protection, which
times and seasons there would be steadi- necessarily forced him to take the narness of price, yet that in extraordinary oc- rowest views of a question that ought to
casions, and in bad seasons, or in case of be contemplated in the broadest and most
war with a Foreign Power, there would be comprehensive manner. His hon. Friend
greater fluctuations in prices than had ever had dwelt at considerable length upon the
been known. He trusted that the noble contents of a petition which he had preLord the Member for London, would not sented from certain shipowners against the
abandon altogether the principle of protec- proposed reKiuction of duties on foreign
tion.
It was true that the noble Lord was timber.
He (Mr. Hutt) had presented pein some measure bound by the famous let- titions of a very different tendency from a
ter to his constituents
but if the noble large body of shipowners of the Tyne and
Lord could in any way get out of that diffi- Wear, who were convinced that the meaculty, he trusted that he would soon see sure proposed by the right hon. Baronet
reason to adhere to the principle of protec- was calculated to do them great benefit.
tion.
Adverting to another point, he ten- He would beg the House to notice what
dered his most hearty thanks to the hon. was the remedy suggested by his right hon.
Member for Finsbury, for the humane and Friend to remedy what he considered to be
wise recommendations which he made at a hardship on the British shipowners.
the end of his speech, notwithstanding the Why, to maintain high duties on Prussian
caustic, and he might say rather spicy, lan- timber.
That might be a satisfactory arguage in which they were conveyed. He gument to the shipowners signing the peadmitted that the proposed new law of tition which his hon. Friend presented
settlement would be a boon to the agri- but it would be far from satisfactory to the
cultural interest
but it was also much great body of the shipowners of this couu-

HUTT
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!
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The protective system had materially
try.
injured both the British and the colonial
Relying upon this protection,
shipping.
the North American Colonies selected the
worst description of timber for exportation
to this country, whilst they sent their best
The only
timber to the United States.
likehhood of the British shipowners getting
good timber was by facihtating the importHe did
ation of timber from the Baltic.

LAWS.—NINTH

NIGHT.

So, measure after
vourable to free trade.
measure, and step after step, had the propositions of the right hon. Baronet been in
the direction of free trade; and in all these

instances hon. Gentlemen opposite (on the
Ministerial benches) had given the right
hon. Baronet their unqualified and ready

They supported him in his Tariff
support.
of 1842, and they further supported him
in his alterations of that Tariff in 1845;

House would take a more but now, when the right hon. Baronet had
than his hon. brought forward a measure in perfect conFriend had done, and that they would sistency with the principles of all his foradopt the proposition of a diminished duty mer measures, hon. Gentlemen opposite
His hon. Friend had in- suddenly stopped short, opposed the right
on Baltic timber.
timated his intention to discuss this ques- hon. Gentleman, and talked of treachery
He hoped his hon. to his party. The hon. Gentlemen, the
tion in Committee.
Friend would do so, and then he should be Members of the Cabinet that was to be
extremely happy to meet his hon. Friend. hereafter, had, at their party dinners and
Now, approaching the more immediate protection meetings, maintained the docthat of the trine that, if free trade were adopted,
question before the House
Corn Laws he begged, in the first place, foreigners would give us their corn, but
This
to disclaim any wish to touch upon the take nothing in return but our gold.
question of the political consistency of the was always represented as a most alanning
It was said that by our purchasing
right hon. Baronet at the head of Her thing.
If the right hon. their corn we should give employment to
Majesty's Government.
Baronet deserved all the censure that had their labour, while they would ^ve no
been poured out upon him, those who employment to ours in return. But he

trust that the

liberal view of this question

—

—

thought so would do well to adopt the ad- (Mr. Hutt) denied in the first place that
Member for Finsbury (Mr. the foreigners would require us to give
Buncombe), and bring the question sub- gold in exchange for their corn; and furstantially before the House as a Motion of thermore, in the second place, he would
That would be far more regular, say, that even if they did, still the transcensure.
and more consonant with the practice of action would be advantageous to ns. Gold
To come to
Parliament, than to mix up with a ques- was only an article of trade.
tion of fundamental policy their party matter of fact, the only trade carried on by
What was us for many years with China was precisely
grievances and personalities.
We took China teas and
the worst charge that could be brought of that sort.
Only China silk, and we paid for them in gold.
against the right hon. Baronet?
A Committee was appointed in 1813 to inthis, that he was unwilling to retain those
laws which had been proved to have been quire into the circumstances of the East
so long injurious to the industrial interests India Company; and it appeared by the
The country had had evidence then given, that although at that
of the country.
ample warning that these measures would time their trade with India had been most
inevitably become the policy of the British unfortunate, still the Company had traded
Government. In 1 842 he attended a meet- with China with success. Gold did not
ing at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, where he told grow in England.
It was obtained from
those who were assembled, that if they ex- the people of South America in exchange
pected to maintain a system of exclusion, for our manufactures.
It was his intention
they would find themselves bitterly de- to give the measure of Her Majesty's GoThere was every indication that vernment his most hearty support.
ceived.
the mind of the right hon. Gentleman was
Captain HARRIS said, to his mind the
In question very naturally had arisen, to whom
inclining towards free-trade principles;
1841, when the discussion took place on was the present state of things to be attrithe sugar duties, the opinions dehvered by buted ?
Most assuredly to the unexpected
the right hon. Baronet were so tending in conduct of the right hon. Baronet at the
their nature to free trade, that the present head of Her Majesty's Government.
In
Earl Grey, in answering the speech of the June last there was a division of 254
right hon. Gentleman, hailed the declara- against 123, in opposition to the repeal of
tions then made by him as evidence i&- the Corn Laws; but then there was no in-

vice of the hon.
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dication of any change of opinion from the
The House rejected
right hon. Baronet.
the Motion of the hon. Member for Stockneither
port, by a majority of 213 to 121
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might be driven from power for conduct like
the present
whose great career might be

—

suddenly terminated, as the consequence of
not acting in accordance with the feehngs
was there then any indication of a change. of the people. He ruled the country for
The season passed on until August; but as some time with that spirit and with that
but
to any change on the subject of the Corn energy becoming a great statesman
Laws, there was not the shghtest symptom, the introduction of the measure before the
altliough there were serious apprehensions House would be a drawback to his great
celebrity.
He would look to the bearing of
tliat a bad harvest would follow, from two
of the summer months being extremely wet. this measure on the currency; and he beTwo months of dry weather having dissi- lieved its effects would be to neutralize the
pated aU serious apprehensions as regarded sound and able legislation of the right hon.
Their export
the harvest, matters proceeded in the usual Baronet on that subject.
way not the remotest intimation of either trade to Dantzic in 1.844 was 376,6511.;
a repeal or a modification of the Com Laws. and the value of wheat imported from
But the moment there was an alarm about Dantzic was 1,517,5121.; that was an exthe failure of the potato crop, then the cess of 1,100,000?. of bullion going out of
He did not the country would not that disarrange the
subject began to be agitated.
The right hon. Baronet had
mean to underrate the calamity with which currency ?
Ireland in particular was visited. He looked said, that his measure would restore comupon it as a visitation which demanded the merce to its natural and primitive state
But it being but the question was, would foreign nations
interference of Government.
only, as stated in the Speech from the return to that primitive state of commerce
Throne, a " temporary evil," it required because, if not, he apprehended that the
for its mitigation or removal but a tem- advantage would be all on their side.
It
But he would ask Whig, must be remembered that they gave up now
porary remedy.
Tory, and Radical and he believed they every chance of successful negotiation with
whether other countries
and he was afraid that
all felt an interest for Ireland
the proposed remedy would benefit that they were incurring a great risk of losing
Were the Corn Laws repealed their place in the scale of nations, for the
country ?
to-morrow, would it place the Irish pea- sake of becoming the workshop and waresantry in a better condition than they were house of the world.
The hon. Gentleman
His firm conviction was the Vice President of the Board of Trade
in at present ?
the results would be to them most injurious, had said, that the approach to free trade
It had given a great development to our
Ireland being an agricultural country.
would reduce the value of labour; it would commerce now, he took no ultra views on
throw numbers out of employment; and, this subject, and admitted that that might
consequently, place them in a worse condi- be the tendency of such measures, always
tion.
But suppose the failure in the potato reserving a fair degree of protection to
crop was more general than reported to be, native industry
but the hon. Baronet had
was that any argument for the sweeping made especial reference to France, and he
measure proposed by the right hon. Baronet begged to remind him that our trade with
was that a reason why there should be France had been increased by a wise deso great a change in the whole of that eco- velopment of the resources of that country.
nomy which governed the interests of the Above all things, the great injustice of this
country ? While he did not doubt the sin- measure struck him
for whilst with all
cerity of the right hon. Baronet
while he other things the right hon. Baronet prowas convinced on many occasions of his posed a reduction from twenty to ten, when
integrity and patriotism, yet he (Captain he came to corn, he repealed the duty alHarris) deprecated the manner in which together at the end of three years.
He
the right hon. Baronet dealt with the great was surprised that such a measure
so little
question before the House.
He did not in accordance with his usually cautious and
merely refer to the right hon. Baronet's prudent policy should have emanated from
conduct to those of that side of the House the right hon. Baronet.
Again, he hoped
who formerly supported him, but he also to have heard the right hon. Baronet rebuke
referred to what was due from him as a those who had conducted the agitation on
Minister of the Crown to a British Parlia- this subject, for their exciting language
ment.
He said so without one particle of and to have heard the noble Lord who inhostility to the right hon. Baronet, who troduced the Reform Bill into that House

—

;

:

:

;

;

—

—

;

:

;

—

—

;

—

—
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rebuke them for tampering with the reprebut now, on the contrary, he
sentation
saw the right hon. Baronet and the noble
Lord advance hand in hand with the hon.
Member for Stockport, dancing Hke the
witches in Macbeth round the precious mess
That
they had cooked for the country.
debate had proved that they had honest
and talented men on their side in that
House and their cause was graced by a
noble Lord in another place who had ever
acted upon the dictates of his conscience
and the impulse of a highly sensitive honour.
He spoke with perfect sincerity when, on
the hustings, in 1844, he declared his
he
opinion in favour of the Corn Laws
had not changed his opinion since and he
;

;

;

;

should, therefore, give his decided opposition to the measure of the Government.
said, that
Mr.

MONCKTON MILNES

was the second occasion, during a not
very long Parliamentary experience, on
which he had witnessed the great subject
of the Corn Laws come under discussion,
encumbered with all the difficulties and
dangers of a party question. It was, however, impossible to imagine two occasions
more different than those of 1841 and
In the one, this question was
1846.
agitated as the last hope of a falling
in the other, it was brought forparty
ward as the cause of the destruction of a
In the one
vigorous and a powerful one.
case, it was hardly possible to conceive any
other principle upon which a Government
in the other, it was hardly
could stand
possible to imagine a cause from which a
Government should fall. But the little experience he had had of Parliament, and of
public life, had been quite sufficient to convince him that it was very difficult effectively
to bring great questions before that House,
whether of a commercial or other nature,
without connecting them with some party
motives with which to influence the public
mind. We were a practical people, and not
given to examine into abstract theory or
truths by themselves we were more inclined
to give such matters a serious and earnest
attention (and it was of some consequence
this

;

;

;

set a value on this disposition) when
stimulated by the sense of party interests,
or when suffering from temporary difficulties.
It had been his object, on every
occasion since he entered Parliament, to
give hon. Gentlemen opposite the full benefit of his appreciation of their motives,

to

even when they brought forward measures
which he could not in themselves approve.
In no case had he suffered his poUtical feel-

LAWS.

ings to blind his

—NINTH

judgment

NIGHT.

in this respect.

Therefore it would not be unfair in him
to deny the same just estimate of the
motives of those with whom he had acted,

and

faithfully

trustfully,

He was not inclined

for

many

years.

to interpret the actions

Her Majesty's Government so harshly
some of his hon. Friends had done. He
was disposed to consider much as unconscious bias which they regarded as conmuch as accident which
certed treachery
they regarded as stratagem. And, indeed,
of

as

—

considering the peculiar crisis of the laws

under discussion, there was httle reason to
press hardly on any statesman for changing
or modifying his opinion on the subject.

Though the hon. Member for Cumberland
might maintain the same opinion he did in
1815, very few of those who had mingled
practically in political hfe had not in some
degree modified their opinions. When they
saw such singular instances as Lord FitzwiUiam supporting the high duty of 1815
and Lord Spencer, not content with Mr.
Ricardo's proposal of a 10s. fixed duty in
1822, insisting on its being raised to 20s.;
and Mr. Ricardo himself, who was thoroughly convinced, if any man in the country was, of the truth of the doctrines
of free trade, recommending a 10s. fixed
duty they ought not to judge statesmen
very hardly and harshly for modifying
;

;

But these peculiarities were
not confined to one side of the question.
He believed that the opinions of his hon.
Friend the Member for Newcastle-underLyme had undergone a modification in a
their opinions.

and he was quite sure
Friend the Member for
Shrewsbury, if he candidly declared the
real state of his mind, would admit he had
not always been so strong a protectionist
as he was at present. Thus, considering the
different direction

that

his

;

hon.

difficulties of

the question,

all

possible al-

lowance ought to be made for the

men

engaged in the government of the country.
It was hardly for one like himself, totally
inexperienced in such

difficulties,

to esti-

mate the amount and the gravity of the
considerations with which they had had to
grapple.
No one could have heard the
right hon. Gentleman's earnest mode of
describing his sense of responsibihty, without feeling that every allowance should be

made

for the change in his opinions, from
the purity of the motives which dictated it.
"

faciles

dare

summa

Deos, eademque tueri

Difficiles."

The House would decide whether, under
such circumstances as those under which

I
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the country was now placed, they were
to allow a statesman to modify his opinions,
or whether they would prefer to have the
Government constantly changed from the
liands of one party to those of another, and
leave the country exposed to the inconveHe was not,
nience of all those changes.
however, prepared to take the question in
the hght in which it had been placed before

them by the President of the Board of Trade,
lie was not prepared to look at the measure
the measure proposed by Her
before them
as a legitimate deMajesty's Government

—

—

duction from their former propositions.
He (Mr. Milnes) had always maintained,
while allowing the right hon. Baronet's
(Sir R. Peel's) helm to traverse as freely
as he could wish, there were two questions
which the present Government were nearly

.

One was the
precluded from deciding.
secularization of the Irish Church, and the
He
other the repeal of the Corn Laws.
thought those restrictions were imposed by
honourable engagements entered upon at
the time of the discussion of the Appropriation Clause, and at the election of 1841
and only within these limits Her Majesty's
Government could be allowed freely to act.
He felt this so deeply, that but for the
circumstance of the right hon. Baronet at
the head of the Government having resigned power, and of the noble Lord's
refusing to accept it, he could not in any
case have given his support to the Government, but would have preferred withdrawing from Parliament altogether. Nor could
he take the view of the question which
had been taken by the noble Lord the Member for Liverpool, and think that Members
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animosity, suppressing intolerance, and
leading to the greatest and most lasting

—

performing many of those
great services to the country which hon.
Gentlemen opposite were, perhaps, inclined
to perform, but which they wanted either
the power or the opportunity to accomplish.
He had seen the fabric destroyed
he had seen the opportunity lost, and he
deeply regretted it. Perhaps it was a vain
regret, but he should not have done justice
to his own feelings if he had not expressed
He could not say that it was because he
it.
had any longer confidence in the right hon.
Baronet that he intended to give him his
support on this occasion. He gave him his
support because it was the only course
which he could pursue, being desirous as
he was to pursue the most consistent course
practicable in the emergency; and however
he might regret to find himself separated
from many of those friends with whom he

improvements

—

had

so

often acted, and

who had

so dis-

tinguished themselves during this debate
unwilling as he might be to vote differently
from those friends with whom he was connected by such close ties of private friendship, yet he felt it necessary to support the
right hon. Baronet; for he believed that on
the conscientious vote of every man on this
division depended the settlement of the
question, whether or not we were to adhere
to the doctrine of protection, not as laid
down by the moderate and most prudent
advocates of protection, but as maintained
in all its integrity, by the Central Agricultural and other associations.
Now,
he had ever looked upon the Corn Law as

a temporary arrangement, and the best,
House were bound to follow, on perhaps, for the purpose of educating the
this question, any guidance other than agriculture of this country to such a degree
their own judgment.
With respect to the that it could compete with the foreigner
influence of party obligations, he would and when he saw how much had already
say that the present state of the party to been done
when he witnessed what he
which he once belonged was such, that he might call the miracles of physical agriculdid not see how these party obligations ture which had developed themselves, and
could any longer exist.
He looked upon which showed that it was not a deficiency
the Government of the right hon. Baronet in our soil that had retarded our agriculas a Government ad interim, to carry out ture, he could not think otherwise than he
the measure which had been proposed to did about a settlement of this question.
them. It was a Government which depended When he looked at the increasing cheapon the sufferance of its opponents which ness of drain tiles, and of other adjuncts to
hung upon their will and if any sentiment improvement, he thought it more just to
weighed heavily on his mind, it was, that suppose that the Corn Laws were apof that

—

—

;

the right hon. Baronet at the head of the
Government had thrown away the opportunities for doing good which Providence
had placed in his hands. He saw him at
one time the leader of a powerful party,

and he believed him capable of allaying

proaching a termination, than that they
should be permanently and in all their
rigour retained.
The principles which
he on former occasions advocated, he could
still maintain; and when the Bill was in
Committee, he would hold no other line of
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He

conduct.

participate in

did not

the

hopes which the warmest advocates of the
measure entertained, no more than in the
fears which were indulged in hj those who
No one had satisfactorily
opposed it.
shown him that abundance of corn on the
banks of the Ukraine, or in the Valley of
the Mississippi, necessarily involved abundance of food to the people of this counThere was surely an analogy betry.
tween the produce of corn and manuand they often saw that, while
factures
the warehouses of Manchester were stuff;

ed with goods, the people of Ireland went
He did not, therecold and naked.
fore, hope, from the proposed change, the
There
great relief that was expected.
would certainly be a loss somewhere in the
change and in his opinion it must be divided between the landlord, the farmer, and
It was maintained by hon.
the labourer.
;

Friends of
ers

;

his,

a

that

large proportion

on the labourbut he did not think that at all

that

of

loss

would

fall

proved. Hon. Gentlemen had often asserted
they were perfectly convinced that

that

wages would
in the

fall

in proportion

—the

fall

prices of which would be an injury

but in his opinion the lato the labourer
bourer in many parts of the country could
not be worse off than he was at present.
;

He

did not

know whether

it

was from

see-

the produce of labour in foreign
countries that he had imbibed the notion
that there was a far greater equality between the prices of labour in England and
on the Continent than was generally be-

ing

was

something in the
which political economy could hardly account for,
but which depended on the physical ca-

lieved.

There

remuneration of

labourers

pabilities of the labourers.

by gentlemen engaged

He was

in railroads

told

on the

Continent that they were ready to give
to the English labourer half as

much more

as they would give to the French labourer,

provided he would not get drunk.
When
he saw the Frenchman ploughing with his
nightcap, and stopping every five minutes
to talk to somebody, and singing if that
somebody was not there to talk to when
he compared that to the hard work of the
English ploughman, he did not see reason
for that great fear that was entertained by
his hon. Friends, with regard to the interThe labourer, he did
ests of the labourer.
believe, would not be the immediate sufferer

—

many

He was

sorry to say, that in
parts of England the labourer was

in this case.

already reduced to the

minimum

of subsist-

CORN LAWS.

ence,

and
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wages went below the

his

bility of reduction.

He

possi-

believed that

if the
hon. Member for Northampton looked to
the county of Northampton, he would find
not perhaps in those parts of it to which
he extended his benevolent influence
the labourer receiving from seven to nine

—

—

Here at least they
shiUings per week.
could not find it possible, under any
form of Corn Laws, to reduce such wages;
and when he came to the labourers in
the north of England, where he lived,
and where ten shillings was considered
very scanty remuneration for work, he
thought that the advantage of the labourers was derived, not from the benevolence of their employers, but from their
contiguity to the great manufacturing districts of this country.
He believed it to be
the tendency of the large manufactures already established, not only to improve the
immediate neighbourhood by raising wages,
but to affect a very large circle about them.
He thought that the hon. Member for
Knaresborough would find some diffiulty
in denying that the extension of manufactures in his neighbourhood, in the course of
the last twenty years, had trebled the wages
of labour in that district.

He was

of opin-

ion that the real gist and difficulty of this

question was, the effect which it would have
on the small and impoverished farmers
and for that reason he would have called
upon the right hon. Baronet to have been
more moderate and slow in his change.
They might tell him that that class was
already reduced to the class of labourers,
and even below it, by the consohdation
of large farms and improved agriculture.
That might be so ; but here, by
this
Bill, they were possibly inflicting
;

a very large amount of human misery,
all the benevolence and kindness
of the English landlords would not be
able to meet.
He had only to make one
remark more he alluded to the gross injustice done to the landlords by the leaders
of the manufacturing interest, who had

which

:

thrown in their teeth that this question was
one of rent forgetting that the rents of
;

the landlords was a means of usefulness,
and a means of supporting the poor around
them that rent, too, was the interest of
the landlord's capital, and was the same
thing to him as that for which those hon.

—

Gentlemen, members of the League, were
subscribing their half millions.
The land
England was well known to be generally
and considerably below its value
and he
of

;

thought that one of the worst parts of this

»
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measure was that

it

held out to the land-

lords a great teraptatiou to increase their
rental ; and this was one of the worst evils
it would lead to, and on which he
was sure that the right hon. Baronet had
not changed his opinions, which he expressed in such glowing terms some months

which

The landlords, though exposed to
hut
such a temptation, would overcome
it was one that should not have heen held
If they only hore this temout to them.
porary temptation with prudence, and showed themselves ready to employ that wealth
whichthcy were now spending iu amusements
and accomplishments, in the improvement
if they were ready to make
of their estates
the sacrifices which the present case demanded of them, he believed that all would
go well. Possibly, many an old hall would
ago.

;

—

—

he deserted possibly, many painful feelings might be excited ; but let them be only
true to themselves; let them maintain all
that was really good and useful, all that was
really advantageous in their position, and
although they might lose something as the
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haps be allowed to state his reasons for the
change his opinions had undergone. He
would first advert to the origin of the recent
and prevailing alarm in Ireland. In the
middle of October the disease in the potato
crop showed itself extensively, and in the
latter end of that month an expectation was
general that an opening of the ports and a
perfectly free importation of grain would
be ordered by the Queen in Council. It
was not, however, until Ministers met, and
the proposition of the right hon. Baronet
was unfortunately rejected, that a cry was
got up a cry of a most strange character.
That cry was that the threatened danger
had been exaggerated for party purposes
that the alarm of famine was, in fact, a

—

;

party alarm, in order to bring into office the
noble Lord the Member for London and his
adherents.
Even the high character and
moderate views of the Duke of Leinster did
not secure him and others of the Dublin
Mansion-house Committee from the imputation that they were anxious and unscrupulous partisans of the Whigs.
The efl*ect

was most disastrous, for many men who
he believed that they would maintain a until then were ready to press upon Gopowerful and prosperous condition in the vernment the necessity of taking steps to
community, and remain the chief element join in subscriptions for the importation of
of peace and permanence amid the fluc- foreign food, began honestly to doubt as
to the reality and extent of the evil.
tuating fortunes of this extending Empire.
He
must make one honourable exception the
Debate again adjourned.

ruling class, yet, notwithstanding that loss,

—

Protestant Clergy
they never doubted
they never joined in the cry on the contrary, they gave statements of the disease
in their districts which were unbiassed and
exaggerated, acting from that pure motive
of charity and benevolence which had raised
their character very much, even among
those who were opposed to them in faith.
What was the state of Ireland now ? De;

:
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Mr. M.

settling the question,

at least for

He now

many

frankly avowed that in his
opinion the best course for the agricultural
and all other interests was to enact the

years.

had been given on former nights
Minister of the Crown, confirmed by facts adduced by the hon. and
learned Member for Cork
nevertheless,
the right hon. the Recorder of Dublin had
scriptions

O'CONNELL

resumed the
Adjourned Debate, saying he was not
ashamed to acknowledge that his opinions
had undergone a considerable change within
the last few months.
On several occasions
he had supported propositions brought forward by the hon. Member for Wolverhampton (Mr. C. Villiers) with a view to
the adoption of a moderate fixed duty,
which then seemed to him the best mode of
J.

by the

first

;

maintained that a system of gross exaggeration on the subject prevailed.
If such
were the truth, why had the right hon.
Gentleman not, as his duty required, pointed out the exaggerations ? The right hon.
Gentleman had not brought forward a particle of evidence
and he (Mr. M. J. O'Con;

begged to tell the right hon. Gentleman and the House, that boldness of assertion would not pass for proof.
He hoped
speedy and total abolition of duties on the that the hon. and gallant Member who
import of food.
His individual opinions cheered the observation would also bear it
were of little importance but as he repre- in mind. The truth was, that the danger
sented a large constituency he might per- in Ireland was most imminent.
Some bail
;

nell)
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contended that it was only a temporary
emergency, and that a temporary emergency ought to be met by a temporary re-

But there was every reason to fear
that the emergency was not temporary
that the crop of next year would be infected ; and that the disease might be permanent. If, however, it were certain that
medy.

;

the crop and harvest next year would be
abundant, still it ought to be remembered
that there was no security against the reThat consideration
turn of the disorder.
had much tended to produce the change

CORN LAWS.

TENTH NIGHT.

Look at the destitution amon^
ers there ?
the working classes in Ireland.
The truth
was that the Corn Laws were of no value
It was admitted
to the labouring classes.
that improvements must be made in agriculture to meet the change ; and he defied
any man to show that such improvements
would not necessarily give additional employment to the working classes and the
;

consequence of additional employment would
be increased comfort and amelioration of
As to the tenant farmers, he
condition.
begged hon. Members to bear in mind that
for profit did not always depend upon price
that had taken place in his opinions
he had asked himself this question Why that the profits of the tenant farmer might
are the people of Ireland to be dependent be higher even if the price of corn were
Comparing the last three years
on an article of food so peculiarly liable to lower.
It was peculiarly with the three years preceding 1842, it was
disorder and failure ?
obvious that a comparatively low price was
liable, first, because it was a root, and it
was often impossible to know that it was more profitable. The tenant farmers had
infected and next, because the disease was been in a better condition during the last
a new one, and little, if at all, understood. three years, when corn was cheap, than in
The conclusion to which he came was, that the previous three years when corn was
Much, of course, depended upon
the sooner all laws restricting the importa- dear.
on the
tion of the food of the people were repealed, the prosperity of the consumers
the manuthe better for all classes of the community. prosperity of the home market
He wished, therefore, that the proposal of facturers. The very circumstances of the
the right hon. Baronet had been to do away increase of population in the Empire, which
and if he was most likely to continue, would of itself
with the Corn Laws at once
(Mr. M. J. O'Connell) supported the Mo- afford security against any considerable fall
The experience of the past had
tion as it stood, it was only because it seem- of price.
ed under all circumstances the most efi'ec- taught him to distrust the predictions of
tual and speedy means of putting an end ruin in w^hich alarmists dealt whenever a
Why, he would ask, had po- change of system was proposed and the
to an evil.
tatoes become the almost universal food of Vice President of the Board of Trade (Sir
the peasantry in Ireland, and the general G. Clerk) had alluded to some of those prefood of the lower orders in the south of dictions last night.
One of them respected
England ? The great, he did not say the the introduction of swine when the Tariff
sole cause was, the high price of bread- was reduced in 1842.
It had been calcuFifty or sixty years ago, the use of lated by some of the alarmists that no fewer
corn.
potatoes was by no means so common in than three milhons and a half of swine would
in some of the more remote dis- be imported but the number really brought
Ireland
tricts, oatmeal was nearly as much employinto the country had been ridiculously
ed for food as in Scotland. The high price small.
The prophecies of these gentlemen
of bread-corn had constantly tended to make reminded him of the prophecies of a certain
the great body of his fellow countrymen lady of old it was decreed that she should
dependent for subsistence on this most prophesy truly, and not be believed but of
He felt it his duty to the Corn Law alarmists it seemed to be
precarious article.
do all in his power to render a supply of determined that they should prophesy
more nutritious food accessible to the work- falsely, but find people foolish enough to
The House had, however, trust them. The hon. Member read an
ing classes.
been told that the repeal of the Corn Laws extract from a recent copy of the Dublin
would be injurious to the lower orders, es- Evening Mail respecting the number of
and it was urged that sheep sold and remaining unsold at Ballinaspecially in Ireland
the present system was mainly valuable to loe fair in 1842, 1843, and 1844, showing
That they a regular increase both in number and
labourers and tenant farmers.
were so valuable might, in his opinion, be price. He hoped, therefore, that farmers
answered in a single word and that word would be governed by experience, and not
was Ireland. Had the Corn Laws been allow themselves to become the victims of
of service to the labourers and tenant farm- a panic. The right hon. Member for Taun

—

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

:

;

:

;

;

—

;
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Labouchere), when in office in
1840, had brought in a Bill to allow the

ton (Mr.

introduction into Ireland of foreign flour
upon the same terms as into England. It
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what right had they to attack the right
hon. Baronet for his conduct upon this quesDid they wish to set the precedent
tion ?
There was no doubt that when
again ?
this debate was over, they would again become the humble servants of the right hon.

opposed by some Members of the preGovernment; and Sir J. E. Tennant,
in a speech crammed with statistics, proved Baronet.
In 1829 nusquam tuta fides was
to demonstration, as was thought and said the exclamation
yet they had restored to
by some, that the millers of Ireland would him all their confidence again nusquam
be ruined if the measure passed.
In 1842 tuta fides would be the cry, and again they
the right hon. Baronet altered the Corn would submit themselves to his mercy.
Laws, and among his alterations was one What could they do without him ? Whom
by which foreign flour might be introduced could they put in his place ? Lists of new
into Ireland exactly on the terms proposed sets of Ministers had been circulated, but
two years before by the right hon. Mem- they only seemed worthy of the satirical
ber for Taunton.
On this
It was, of course, sup- pages of the admirable Punch.
ported by the Opposition side of the House, point he might quote to the House a pasthough not without some taunts against sage from the posthumous pamphlet of the
Ministers for silently adopting in office a Rev. Sidney Smith
scheme they had resisted in opposition
u And let me beg of my dear Ultras not to
and what had been the result ? The re- imagine that they can survive for a single instant
suit was, that in spite of this Bill, which without Sir Robert that they could form an Ultra
was to ruin the millers of Ireland, the im- '^^''y Administration. Is there a Chartist in Great
Britain who would not upon the first intimation
portations of flour into this° wuuiinj
country from
iiwux
i
of such an attempt, order a new suit of clothes,
Avas

sent

;

:

:

;

—

«
»-

,

,

J
Ireland
hadJ constantly and most importantly augmented.

In 1842 had been imported
In 1843

1^1844

^

^^^^

Thus

•••••;

•

314.311 cwts.
773.463 "
839,567 "
1,422.379 «

this ruined interest in the course of

had quadrupled the amount of
importations of flour into England. How
had the arguments on this subject been
four years

its

met

Scraps from newspapers and centos
afi*orded no grounds for debating a great national question. The Re?

from Hansard

corder for Dublin, quoting Lord Mansfield,
said that the worst of precedents were
established from the best motives
but the

had

;

agricultural

interest, if

they could learn

anything, might have learnt since 1829 that
the right hon. Baronet at the head of the

Government would never consent

to sacri-

fice national objects to

party consistency,
They were, therefore, forewarned of the
present crisis
but, nevertheless, they had
placed him again at their head, knowing
;

under like circumstances, he would
act in the like way.
They had thus set a
bad precedent from the best motives, and
they must now expect to find it used against
themselves.
What had happened only last
year on the subject of the grant of Maynooth ?
Hon. Members on the other side
that,

and caU upon the milkman and baker
extended credit

^^

Z^l^
Constitution?

Z^""

?

Is there

^^"'^ ^"* ^^

for

an

a political reasoner

^'

^^^^ "^'^^ *

"^^

After reading the words of so eminent a
he was unwilling to add anything of
his own, since it must appear to vast disbut he would ask whether
advantage
there was a bear on the Stock Exchange
who would not realize large profits under
such a Minister, or a stockholder who would
not be a sufferer? If he (Mr. M. O'Connell)
wished to see great changes accomplished,
his earnest desire would be that the right
hon. Baronet should be thwarted, and that
his present adversaries should be compelled
In his
to form a Ministry of their own.
speech a few nights ago, the hon. Member
for Northamptonshire (Mr. S. O'Brien) had
had recourse to a fallacy, which run through
all he said
it was when he talked of projnan,

;

:

tection as valuable to the working classes,
He assumed that the existing laws afforded

them real protection but he supported the
present measure because he felt convinced
that that, and that only, would afford them
;

real

and

protect

effectual

protection.

It

would

them against extravagantly high

—

—

of the

against
against scarcity of food
against want of ema reduction of wages
ployment against, in short, all the evils
It was
incident to the present system.

Baronet, though they would have opposed
it had it been brought forward by
the noble
Lord the Member for London. After that,

very well for agriculturists'^to talk of their
anxiety for the welfare of the lower orders;
but true philanthropists were those who, by
unshackling commerce, gave industry em-

House supported the proposition,
because it was introduced by the right hon.

prices

—

—
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ployment.
It was far better that tlie industry and energy of our own country
should walk forth in its own strength, than
that they should be supported by legislation in an enfeebled and rickety existence.
He did not believe that the labouring
classes would ever again call for such protection as they had enjoyed under the Corn
Laws not even the stentorian voice of the
hon. Member for Knaresborough (Mr.
Ferrand) would be able to raise that cry
among them. If they did, it would be
in the same spirit that the graphic wit of a
former age described the ignorant crowd
exclaiming, " Give us back our eleven
days." If any man had eloquence to reverse in the nineteenth the folly of the
eighteenth century, it must be some such
overpowering orator as the individual to
whom he had alluded. For these reasons

—

he supported free trade and free imports,
which he behoved essentially the same; he
believed the cause he advocated just and
righteous, and that formed not the least of
the reasons which would induce him to
give the measure before the House, not a
lukewarm and a grudging, but a zealous
and a cordial support.
Colonel CONOLLY said, he entirely
agreed in the assertion of a right hon.
Friend of his (Mr. Shaw), that the evils
arising from the partial failure of the potato crop in Ireland had been infinitely
exaggerated.
Accounts from various parts
of the country, and his own acquaintance
with its condition, especially in those districts with which he was connected, enabled him to state this decidedly.
He
hoped that he need not declare how heartily

he desired that aU legitimate relief might
be afforded to the Irish people in their
present position
or that the whole course
;

of his hfe presented sufficient evidence of
his being utterly incapable of insensibihty

as to the miseries of his fellow countryBut he had Hstened attentively to
the debate, without being able to discern
the slightest connexion between the mea-

men.

sure before the House, and the potato deficiency.
The evils arising out of that
deficiency would, in the common course of
events, continue but four months
while
the measure of the Minister could not
;

come

fully into operation before the

piration

of three

years.

ex-

LAWS.
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tremely ill off if they waited for relief
until the consummation of the Ministerial
measures. The perilous experiments about
to be entered on by the Government,
would have most injmious effects, he
but
thought, upon the Empire at large
would peculiarly affect that part of it from
which he came, and he must consequently
give it the utmost opposition which it was
It was his
in his power to present to it.
opinion that it would immensely aggravate
that
all the evils that existed in Ireland
it would degrade and depress the condition
of the people lower than at present. There
could be no doubt that cheap bread and
The
low wages were synonymous terms.
measure was first put forward professedly
with the object of enabling the manufacturer to compete with the foreigner by
and though opinions had
lowering wages
changed in some quarters as to the measure, it was the same "wolf in sheep's
clothing " as had originally been detected
and exposed. The present Premier had,
on his first entrance into office in 1842,
proposed a measure which had alarmed
and injured the agricultural interest to a
certain extent; but of course the right
hon. Baronet had submitted it to the
;

—

;

House

in

its

fairest form,

the

brightest

and enforced

assurance that

the

colours
it

and

especially

agricultural

terest should retain an adequate

its

by
in-

amount of

Now Members opposite taunted
the agricultural Member with having supjjorted that measure of the new Tariff.
No doubt they had so supported it; and
he for one had frankly confessed that he
protection.

had gone as far as he could, and a good
deal against his inclination, for the pui'pose
of supporting the right hon. Baronet.

Of

course he was the more mortified with his
present position for now he found that he
had been induced thus to yield to a measure which had proved the precursor of
another, the effects of which could not be
but absolutely ruinous to the industrious
;

classes generally,

destructive not merely

home market in
and inconsistent with the welfare
of the whole Empire in all its relations at
home and abroad. The agricultural interest had behaved with manly generosity,
and had pursued a perfectly disinterested
to agriculture, but to our

general,

Thus the two course

affairs,

so anxiously attempted to be associated, were, in fact, entirely unconnected,

in taking the minimum of the protection they considered necessary for the
national welfare ; and they had effectually

lie could not understand what on earth
they had to do with the matter; and assuredly the Irish peasantry would be ex-

vindicated themselves from the charge of
a selfish regard for " class interest," and
all the other opprobrious accusations hurled
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tion ?
He should like to know what good
the projected measure could possibly do

opponents.
After the measure of
1842 came the Canada Com Bill, as to
which he could not help observing, that
the effects of the clandestine introduction
of American grain into Ireland had been
most injurious to the Irish millers. But
when that measure was introduced by the
able and statesmanlike arguments of the
then Secretary for the Colonies (Lord
Stanley), it was agreed to as designed to
extend the trade in corn merely with our
Colonies, which produced no more grain
than our increasing population required.
And it had been supported, indeed, with
the very view of preventing the influx of
corn from other parts of the world, and as
giving a just and proper preference to the
productions of our own colonists, and thus
extending the market for our manufactures.
And though the agriculturists
were accused of legislating for ** class interests," he could declare that a main
motive for agreeing to the Canada Corn
Bill was, the desire to promote our trade
with our Colonies and to keep the benefit
of our trade to them, instead of wildly,
rashly, extravagantly endeavouring to extend it indiscriminately with all the world
with friends and enemies
with the
States of liberal or of restrictive policy
with those who had and with those who
had not manifested any intention of reciprocating our advances to increased commercial intercourse
with all equally and
alike
even with such as had resisted all
diplomatic endeavours to promote the reception of our produce.
So entirely had
there been an absence of all disposition, on
the part of foreign nations, to reciprocate
our *' free trade," that many of them had

be as nothing compared with the
wretchedness and ruin likely to result from
It appeared that the recent
this measure.
imports of agricultural produce from Ireland into this country had quadrupled those
When it was asked then,
of former years.
what had protection done for agriculture,
it might be answered that here alone was
evidence of no inconsiderable result. What
was the origin of all capital but protection ?
What encouraged the accumulation of capital by means of energy and enterprise,
but protection to the investments of capital ?
Protection had promoted the growth
of capital, and had developed its resources
and its results and this was the real reason
why high w^ages had temporarily coexisted
with loAv prices an anomalous state of
However, the right hon. Baronet
things.
at the head of the Government had endeavoured to show that high wages and low
prices would exist concurrently: they might
but that they should do
for a short time
so permanently, was utterly inconceivable
and impossible. The right hon. Baronet
had most incorrectly attributed to the measures he had introduced, the prosperity of

actually increased their restrictions in proportion as we adopted a more liberal com-

recent years.
But it was incontestable
that the farmer, the artificer, the trades-

their

;

—

—

—

—

mercial policy.
The hon. Member (Mr.
Cayley), whose profound thought on this
question was so well known, had ably
argued that the manufacturing interests
were " standing in their own light " in

to that interest ?

The great evil

and remedied was,

deficient or

And

rating labour.

to be met
unremunethe present measure

would displace agricultural produce at least
to the extent of one-fourth.
Such must be
the result when the price of wheat was reduced from 5Qs. to 30s, per quarter. When
it was to be remembered, that the main
resource of Ireland was the sale of her
agricultural produce, it might be imagined
that whatever causes of distress or discontent

at

present existed in that country,

w^ould

;

—

;

man, each and

all,

were entitled to protec-

and
and were entitled to demand it of the State to which they paid
taxes, to which they ow^ed loyalty, and to
clamouring for a free trade
and that the resources of which they contributed so
cheap bread and low wages were inse- much. And to say that such a natural,
parable.
The home market must be the indefeasible claim to protection should be
main mart for our manufactures and it disregarded it was monstrous
" It is,"
was the most rash and inconsiderate thing exclaimed the gallant Gentleman, ** unchristion for their industry, their capital,
their enterprise

;

;

—

;

in the world to rush into a course ruinous
to that market, in the vain hope of secur-

ing markets in countries which had long
experienced the advantages of a restrictive
system for the fostering of their own manufactures. It was said on the other side,

what had agriculture received from protec-

tian

!

!

It is intolerable

!

My opinion may

be sneered at as 'sentiment,' or 'selfishness,' and may be overwhelmed with such
opprobrious epithets
but while I have a
;

soul in

my

body, I will not consent to in-

my

such frightful evils on so many of
fellow coimtrymen! " The measm*e would

flict
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not benefit the interests it peculiarly professed to profit. Protection was the natural
and bounden duty of the State, considered
in connexion with our fiscal as well as our
commercial system it was a source of revenue and means of enabling the nation to
bear its burdens it was intimately associated with all our financial relations and it
was the opinion of such able monetary authorities as Lord Ashburton, that the result of this measure would be to reduce the
resources of the nation by at least twentyThe burdens of Ireland in
five per cent.
;

;

;
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ginary farmer that the five quarters would
realize no more than the three had done
;

for five quarters at 30s.
much as three at 56s.

would not fetch so
It was a favourite

of expression on the other side to
urge, that the injuries arising from the Mi-

mode

nisterial

He

measure would be but temporary.

for one disputed the right of the Legis-

lature to inflict severe injury,

however tem-^—.

T^HI

porary, on large classes of the people.
do so was to corroborate the theories of^"'
those who agreed that the House did not

represent all classes of the community. He
had been recently increased, as hoped that it did, and that its sympathies
by poor rates, <fcc., and the present mea- and its care would be equally extended to
and for this reason he earnestly imsure would greatly diminish the ability of all
Could plored of the House to pause before they
the people to meet these burdens.
particular

;

Ireland
it be supposed that the evils of
would be assuaged or lightened by the
harsh grinding hand of a hard political economy? He was satisfied that the agriculture, both of Ireland and of England, would,
if justly protected, keep pace with the inThis
creasing demands of the population.
argument, as applied to Ireland, had a
strong analogy to the argument as apphed

by the hon. Member for Liverpool
H. Douglas), to the case of the ColoThe evil and the peril were equally
nies.
obvious in both cases, of alienating and esso ably

(Sir

tranging our fellow subjects in other parts
of the Empire. It was far wiser to conciliate
their aff"ections by a just and equitable protection, securing them our own markets in
preference to foreigners.
Whereas, the
policy of the present measure consisted in
throwing open our ports to all the world
and giving the benefit of our markets to
the subjects of every nation but our own.
The inevitable efi'ect of this suicidal course
was, the irretrievable injury of those invaluable interests, our shipping and our
commercial marine, on which our maritime supremacy so much depended.
The
former and the wiser policy of the country
had been, on the other hand, to foster these
important and sister interests of agriculture
and shipping the sources of our subsistence and our security.
The right hon.
Baronet at the head of the Government
had, in his amended version of the imaginary colloquy of the hon. Member for Northampton with the farmer, represented the
propriety of the landlord's telling his
*'
good fellow " of a tenant that his landlord would lend him money wherewith to
;

—

promote improvements in cultivation, and
increase the produce of the farm from three
quarters per acre to five.
But the right
hon. Baronet had omitted to tell his ima-

rushed on to such a perilous experiment as
certain to be
injurious to all classes, but especially to
those whom it must be the object of every

was now proposed, which was

sensible

man

to protect.

Viscount INGESTRE felt that an apology was due from him to the House for
venturing to trespass upon its attention
when a subject of such importance was
before it but its very importance must be
his apology.
He had also another excuse
for addressing it; for he found that the
parties with whom he had generally acted,
and whom he had always been proud to
follow, had gone over to the enemy, and
It was
that they were without a leader.
;

necessary, in these days of general apostacy, that each person should himself deThe right hon.
clare his own opinions.

Baronet the Secretary of State for the
Home Department, at the commencement
of that which he would allow him to call
his most extraordinary speech, some nights
ago, adduced two or three tests by which
he tried his own sincerity.
He (Lord
Ingestre) gave him full credit for his sincerity
and, as he was bound to do so, he
gave full credit to the sincerity of all who
sat upon that bench.
Still, he must be
allowed to say, though he had no abandonment of political opinions to account
his
for, he might adduce one test of
sincerity.
He believed he might say that
such test was to be found in a letter written by a noble relative of his (Earl Talbot)
by one of whom he must always speak
with that respect and affection which he
must ever bear to that noble Lord.
That
was a letter which had been made a great
deal of, because that noble Lord was one
whose opinions were of great importance
as those of an experienced agriculturist, and
whose opinions must therefore be entitled
;

—
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to

and consideration that
But

every weight

justly attached to his high character.

then he felt it due to that noble Lord, his
noble relative, to say, that his opinions
were not of recent date ; he had not, like
many of those in that House, changed his
The
opinions under a very short notice.
opinions which his noble relative now exbeen entertained for many

pressed, had

but, as he had referred to them, he
would state the exact extent to which those
opinions went.
He had often heard that
noble relative say that he thought the
energies of Englishmen were so indomitable, and their industry so persevering, that
they must come out of every difficulty, and
eventually sumiount every obstacle. That,
then, was the extent to which his opinions
went but then he had no doubt, with the

years

;

;

opinions

his noble relative entertained,
that he would give to Her Majesty's Go-
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at the fitting time, and the proper day,
express their opinions on such conduct.
They had also had manifestoes, or something very like them, from Ministers and
others having a connexion with the Cabinet,
lie had recently seen, as no doubt many
others had seen, a manifesto from the noble
Lord the Secretary for Ireland. Now, he
could only look upon that as something
like a declaration from the Government. In
the principles announced in that document
he could not coincide, and therefore could
not give them his support. They had then
had explanations from the free-trade CabiWhen this question of free trade was
net.
first agitated in the Cabinet last November, as they had been told by the right hon.
Baronet, he could not find many Members
Now,
in his Cabinet to agree with him.
he thought that this House had a right to
call upon the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
and upon the noble Lord the Member for
Monmouth, to explain to the House and to
this country, why they rejoined the Cabinet,
and were now ready to support measures,
which, in November last, they thought to
be so destructive to the interests of the
country as to oppose them, and resign their
posts into Her Majesty's hands. And now,
in allusion to the right hon. Gentleman the

verment his support with respect to the
measures they were now proposing.
In
the early part of this debate, he (Lord
Ingestre) was very much struck with the
observation of his right hon. Friend the
Secretary at War, that this was not a
question of principle
that it was ridiculous
that such a sensation should be made
throughout the country about that which
was purely a fiscal and commercial ques- Chancellor of the Exchequer, he would beg
tion.
He should like to know what ques- leave to ask him, if he recollected the
tion could be more a question of principle address that was sent by the right hon.
than this ? Why it was the very principle Baronet the Premier when he was very
on which this Parliament was elected. As much in a similar situation to that which
to his (Lord Ingestre 's) own individual the right hon. Gentleman now held ?
He
election, he was not aware that he had at would ask him (the Chancellor of the Exthe hustings uttered a single word on the chequer) if he recollected what that right
subject of protection or the Corn Laws; hon. Gentleman thought was consistent
but he had done so on the previous occa- with his duty to do ?
and no man who
sion, and, therefore, he should think it knew the right hon. Gentleman would not
highly dishonourable he could not give it believe that he at all times acted in accordanother name if he did not (like the noble ance with the convictions of his conscience.
Lord who had lately resigned his seat in But the right hon. Gentleman was now in
the House) consider that there was an un- a very similar position to that which the
derstanding between him and his constitu- right hon. Baronet occupied with regard
ents on the question of protection.
and how did
He to the Emancipation Bill
was favourable to protection, and had he the right hon. Baronet then act ? In an
been struck with any remarkable conver- address which he (Lord Ingestre) saw the
sion on that point, he should have felt it other day in the papers, and which he behis duty, as a man of honour, to have re- lieved to be true and genuine
an .address^
signed his seat.
There had been some from the right hon. Baronet to the electors
resignations of seats on that principle. of the University of Oxford, he thus exOther hon. Members had written to their pressed himself
constituents, half resigning their seats, and
" I cannot doubt that the resistance which I
then taking advantage of circumstances. have hitherto offered to the claims of the Roman
He could not, he must own, greatly ap- Catholics has been one of the main grounds upon
entitled to the confidence and
prove of this conduct.
Those who did it which I have been
support of a very large body of my constituents ;
might reconcile it to'their consciences and and, although I discontinue that resistance solely
their constituents, he had no doubt, would,
from the firm belief that perseverance in it would

—

—

—

—

;

—

*

:

;
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be not only unavailing, but would be injurious to
those interests wliich it is my special duty to uphold, yet I consider myself bound to surrender to
the University, without delay, the trust which they
have confided to me."

Of bonded

bonded wheat nothing done.

flour

ft

few hundi-ed barrels are reported at 27«. per barBarley almost unsaleable,"
rel.

—

Now, he asked that House ^he asked anybody who heard him, if this were like to
He (Lord Ingestre) did think that the right famine staring them in the face ? ^first, a
hon. Gentleman the Chancellor of the Ex- great quantity of corn was brought from

—

—and

chequer was in a similar position with the

Ireland

It seemed to him at
right hon. Baronet.
least that he (the Chancellor of the Exche-

substitute for the root that

was in a similar position, and he
should he very glad to hear from him why
he did not pursue a similar course of conduct. He had now, he must say, reason to
quarrel with this measure of the Government first, for the time at which it had
been thought proper to introduce it. What
were the circumstances of the country when
It was almost impossiit was introduced ?
ble, in a debate which had been maintained
for such a long time as the present, to say
quer)

;

then oatmeal,

the

natural

had perished,
only bearing a declining price. But he found

How, he
a similar decline in Mark Lane.
again asked, could they call that famine
when they saw food with a tendency to decline in the price? The right hon. Baronet,
in the course of the two or three powerful
speeches he had

made

made on

this

subject,

argument to go upon
this, that the measure now proposed by
him was to be a final adjustment. What
his principal

did the right hon. Baronet call a final adHe thought that the right
?

justment

not been said before,

anything which had
hon. Baronet, as a great many ladies had
and no doubt much better than he could a fancy for making matches, so had he a
hope to express it. Still, he must remark, fancy for making final adjustments. Where
that the period at which the measure had were these adjustments to end? Didlie fancy
been introduced was most infelicitous. Mi- that this adjustment, being once begun, he
nisters had found the country in a state of would not liave to go to a greater extent
there was full employment for
prosperity
with it.
He warned the right hon. Genlabourers, and labour was highly remune- tleman
he warned the Government, that
wer^
in
the
classes
the labouring
rated
if they gave way to alarms and to fears
enjoyment of more comforts of life than he that might be excited by the hon. Gentlehad ever known since he had known any men who composed the League, they would
He had no doubt that this be dragged from one point to another, until
thing at all.
prosperity had grown up and continued
nothing shoidd be left for them to guard,
They had, to be sure,
under protection.
and nothing more to yield. This he was
heard a great deal about famine and a dis- sure
of, that when the right hon. GentleHe hoped it was idle in man said that the day on which he anease in potatoes.
belonged
to
such
he
a
though
him, even
nounced that he abandoned protection was
maligned body as that of the agriculthe happiest day of his life, that if his life
turists, to say, that for distress of any
were spared, and the system now adopted
felt
he
the
deepest
portion of the people
carried out to its full extent, the right hon.
sympathy, and was ready to adopt any
Gentleman would yet say, that instead of
measures calculated to afford the most
its being the happiest it was the most mispeedy and certain relief. But in looking
serable in his life.
At this stage of the
at the Corn Market, as he found that of
debate he felt disinclined to enter into the

—

—

—

Liverpool described in the Mark Lane
Express, of February 17, he saw the following:
" A liberal supply of wheat and flour, and a moderate supply of oats and oatmeal, have arrived
here since this day week from Ireland, with several parcels of grain coastwise also 2000 quarters
of wheat, with 1100 quarters of Indian corn from
Trieste, and 200 quarters of beans from Egypt,
but no grain or flour fi'om America. The trade
has been generally flat to-day. Sales of wheat
have progressed slowly, and though choice quali;

ties are held at last week's rates, all lower descriptions are 2d. per 70 lb. cheaper than on this day
Oats are \d. per bushel, and meal 6rf.
ee'nnight.
per load cheaper. Beans, peas, and other articles,
slow of sale, and prices nominally the same as before. Flour also sells in retail at 1«. reduction. In

general commercial part of the subject.
They heard nothing then but of free trade.
Now, what was free trade? The right
hon. Baronet at the head of the Government said that free trade was to buy in
the cheapest and sell in the dearest market
that as different countries produced different articles, the true policy was to allow
every country to exchange its produce for
ours.
Now, he thought there was a palpable fallacy in that statement of what was
free trade ; and his opinion was, that if we
were to have free trade, it ought to be a
free trade of this nature
to exchange the

—

articles

which we produced, for the

articles
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which other countries could, and we could
not, produce, and to afford protection to
those articles which were equally produced
by both countries, or, at any rate, to give
such a protection as would allow both
That
countries to be on an equality.
was a real, genuine, and impartial sort
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ronet (Sir R. Peel) had stated that low

and high wages often went together.
Now, that might be very true but, at the
present moment, this state of things had
prices

;

arisen from extraordinary circumstances,
the chief of which was the construction of
railways, which had given quite a different
not the one-sided free complexion to the whole of the economical
of free trade
But experience
trade they would slip into if they adopted part of the question.
If proved, and all political writers agreed,
the right hon. Baronet's measure.
the hon. and gallant Gentleman the that, sooner or later, wages and the facihty
late Member for Westminster (Captain of getting food, were dependent upon each
His own opinion was, that the preRous) were now present, he (Lord Inges- other.
sent law had created great prosperity but
tre) would ask him, as he was a noto-^
riously good handicapper, to handicap the upon this point he observed a marked disdifferent nations, and let them all start crepancy in the speeches of two very high
fair then the agriculturists would be ready authorities: he alluded to the right hon.
In the Baronet at the head of the Government
to unite with him for free trade.
absence of that hon. Gentleman, perhaps and his right hon. Friend the Secretary at
liis noble Friend the Member for
Lynn War. The right hon. Baronet said, that
(Lord G. Bentinck) would undertake the one of his reasons for altering his former
opinions was the success of his measures
office but let them all start fairly, and then
he would agree with his noble relative that in 1842. He said, ** I have been wrong
all my life.
I think I have made a new
this country, with its indomitable energy,
and its numerous advantages, might suc- discovery, and that my measures of 1842
cessfully compete with the foreigner.
Hi- did so much good that I am encouraged to
therto, however, we had always been met by go on in the same course."
But what did
hostile tariffs on the part of other countries. the right hon. Gentleman the Secretary at
He would now refer to two periods of time, War (Mr. S. Herbert) say? He said he
which exhibited results of a very remark- had been a free trader in disguise for some
able character, in reference to the question years
ever since he had been in office ;
of free trade.
From the years 1832 to and notwithstanding the strong protective
;

;

:

;

—

1836

inclusive, the price of corn

riously cheap

;

was noto-

so cheap, indeed, that the

speech which he made upon his re-election,
he so

after being appointed to the office

duty was very high, and no, or next to no
corn was imported from abroad.
Practically speaking, these were years of pro-

worthily filled, he now said the Corn Law
of 1842 was a signal failure.
Now, he
(Lord Ingestre) should like to know which

hibition.

And what did he find ? Why,
that in these three years the exports and

of these right hon. Gentlemen was right.
Seeing that there had been greater steadi-

imports increased to a considerable extent.
But in the three succeeding years the price
of corn was very high, the duty on importation was low, and the direct opposite results ensued
for the exports and imports
were materially decreased. He had often
heard those who were the advocates of protection described as monopolists.
What
was meant by the application of this term ?
Did they mean to call that a monopoly
which was the means of employing fourfifths of the whole people ?
If foreign
corn were admitted free of duty, it must
have the effect of displacing British produce and, as a matter of course, a great
deal of the capital at present invested in
the cultivation of the soil.
This would
lead to the destruction, in a great measure,
of the home market, which Adam Smith
said, with great truth, was worth all the
others put together.
The right hon. Ba-

ness of price under the existing system of
Corn Law that fluctuations in the price
of corn had been less in this country since
the Act of 1842 was in force, and less than
in any other country; he could discover no
reason for running away from the principle,
however much they might think it necessary, as science advanced, gradually to re-

;

;

—

move

protection.
It had been said by the
advocates of free trade, that foreign wheat
could not be imported at so low a price as
was stated by the hon. Member for Sunderland (Mr. Hudson) the other night.
He
(Lord Ingestre) had heard it said that
the wheat imported by the hon. Member
was not of good quality. What was the
best test of that ?
Why the weight of the
bushel
and the hon. Member assured the
House that it weighed upwards of 61 lbs.,
which was a fair and proper weight for
good grain.
But upon this subject of the
;
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wheat could he im- into Ireland. When he saw that Ireland
hand a statement of was an exporting country in agricultural
of foreign corn in hond in produce, what did he deduce from this

prices at which foreign

ported, he held in his

the average prices
the port of London, in the years extending
from 1835 to 1845. In January, 1835,
wheat was imported into the port of London
(all charges being paid) at 22s. a quarter

state

of things

?

Simply,

that

if

they

wanted corn there, they should cease exand if it were sent them from
porting it
abroad, they would not have money to pay
In fact, he regarded the measures
[Anhon. for it.
in 1836, at 225.
1837, at 40^.
Member Where from ?] From all parts. as a real and substantial injustice to Irehis argument land, as well as to the Colonies, and more
It mattered not where from
It was only in 1843
In 1838 particularly Canada.
being that it came here cheap.
that the Canada Corn Bill was passed into
it was brought in at an average price of
a law; the argument of the noble Lord the
in 1843, at 29s.
in 1839, at 35s.
25s.
and in 1845, at 26s. a then Secretary for the Colonies (Lord
in 1844, at 42^.
quarter.
He contended, therefore, that Stanley), and of the right hon. Baronet at
foreign corn would come in at a lower rate the head of the Government himself, being
than was represented by hon. Gentlemen " You must confer this benefit on the
opposite, who said that the agricultm-ists Colony, because it is an integral part of
would stiU get a remunerative price, and the Empire." Well, having passed that
that they need not be alarmed at the effect measure, and opened the door for a most
Though he re- lucrative and important trade, they were
of the present measures.
garded the question as one that concerned now asked to place the Colony on the same
He gave the
the whole country, he would just for one footing as foreign countries.
moment advert to the case of the landlord. right hon. Baronet credit for being actubut when the
It had been often said, that the Corn Law ated by the pm-est motives
was peculiarly a landlord's question; but right hon. Gentleman said he was above
he had made a calculation which conclu- all party considerations, he begged to tell
sively showed that this assertion was alto- him that if he or any other man attempted
gether erroneous.
He took the average to govern this country without party, he
produce of an acre of wheat to be twenty- would signally fail.
Such exhibitions as
two bushels. Now, five bushels of wheat had been witnessed there of late were calwould give rather more than four bushels culated very much to destroy the faith of
of flour, and a bushel of flour would give the public in men who professed to be unineighteen quartern loaves.
So that an acre fluenced by party. He really felt distressed
of wheat would furnish nineteen bushels of the other night, when he saw the right
flour, or 340 loaves.
Taking the loaf at hon. Gentleman the Vice President of the
sixpence, the produce of an acre of wheat Board of Trade (Sir G. Clerk) stand at the
in money would amount to 170s.
He cal- red box, and heard him contradict all the
culated the rent upon an average of the opinions he had before adduced on the
whole kingdom at 25s. an acre, the highest other side of the question.
He begged
point at which it could be taken
and leave to ask the right hon. Gentleman,
what, then, if they abolished the whole and also those hon. Gentlemen who had
of the rent of the kingdom, would be the experienced these sudden and miraculous
result?
Why, that the consumers could conversions, if they could put their hands
not be benefited to a greater extent than on their hearts and say, that, if the right
one-sixth the price of the quartern loaf. hon. Baronet had proposed an increase,
Take the rents from the landlord, and how instead of a diminution and abolition of
were they to live ? How could they afford protection, they would not have followed
to expend money upon manufactures ? him in his course and given him their supAnd what would become of the home mar- port. The noble Lord the Member for the
;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

ket

?

He

objected to the measures under

consideration, not merely on the grounds
he had stated ; but because he thought they

would prove most injurious

to Ireland.

He

could not conceive a more suicidal course,
as far as that country was concerned,
than to deprive it of the best market
for its produce.
He desired to know
upon what ground Parliament was asked
to do this, and to introduce foreign corn

West Riding

of Yorkshire (Lord Morpjeth)

had given the aristocracy of the country
some advice
he alluded to his noble
Friends the Members for Stamford and
Shropshire, whose names the noble Lord
said he was sorry to see allied with pro:

tection; thus implying that the aristocracy
were setting their faces against the wishes

of the people. Now, the aristocracy of this
country were of so pecuhar a nature, so
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mixed up with every institution of the
country, and so mixed up with the affections
of the people, that he was sure wrong motives woidd not be imputed to them in the
course they felt it to be their duty to pursue.
In this country the aristocracy enjoyed no
immunities; but to all intents and purposes
were, as he had said, mixed up with the
people, to the benefit of both.
were needed in any quarter, he

If advice

would give
Without
the noble Leaguer his advice.
being chargeable with vanity, he might say
that though the noble blood of "all the

Howards" flowed in the noble Lord's veins,
yet he had sprung from as ancient a root
and he would venture to tell the noble
Lord and those who went with him, that if
they would join such unconstitutional and
Anti-Cornthey set an example which
ought to be a warning to all the members
One word with regard
of the aristocracy.

revolutionary societies as the

Law League,

to the disease of the potato before

he

re-

He

held in his hand some
specimens of young potatoes. [A laugh.]
Hon. Gentlemen might laugh, but it was
an important fact that these potatoes had
been produced from the eyes of diseased

sumed

his seat.

tical

24,

morality of a

Why,

the true course for the noble Lord
and the protectionists with whom

were one, was to be the
cause of the suffering of miUions of men.
it

to pursue,

he acted, though he did not agree with
them, would be to move an Amendment
that the operation of the Corn Law be immediately suspended.

candidly admit to be just, viz., that while
the League had been for years professing
to educate the masses, it had really been
educating itself. Yes; but it was educated
The hon. Member had said that
at last.
they had constantly been shifting their
True but so had the protecgrounds.
tionists.
Feeling that it would not do any
longer to fight under so exclusive a banner
as that of protection to agriculture, they
had chosen a new one in protection to native industry.
But how could native industry be protected in the case of articles
already competing, spite of heavy duties,
with foreign goods in foreign markets?
bounty on exports would be necessary if
;

A

fact was, the hon.

;

opposing the Government would
be because he agreed with it. He
believed the noble Lord to be a most benevolent person
he believed him possessed
of considerable ability; and yet his conduct
was difficult to reconcile with these qualities.
The noble Lord admitted the frightful state of famine and disease expected
to prevail in Ireland.
He admitted the
necessity of taking measures to dimison

seem

for
to

—

nish these dreadful visitations.

He went

even so far as to agree that the right hon.
Baronet ought to have opened the ports,
even in the autumn, when the danger was
far less imminent : and yet now he was
coolly going to vote that the consideration
of these pressing matters should be put off
till this day six months.
And why ? Because he had some objections to the poli-

The hon. Member

Shrewsbury had certainly made a clever speech. He made an observation which
the Members of the free-trade party must

for

encouraging those who possessed diseased
potatoes to turn them to a beneficial pur-

lawny

individual'

fault, if

protectionists

was surprised at the
Mr. T re
extraordinary contrast between the letter
of the noble Lord the Member for NewWhy, from
ark and his recent speech.
reading that letter, he concluded the noble
Lord would of course support the Government or that, if he did not, his only rea-

particular

whose

ones, and the grower was Mr. Chapman, a
He felt
market gardener at Isleworth.
bound to mention this circumstance for

pose.
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would be consistent.
Were
they prepared for that ?
And if all were

what good was protection? The
Member's argument failed, as he would do as a commercial Minister.
Having so thoroughly and so enviably succeeded in a different line, it was a pity to
see him frittering away his reputation in

protected,

aspiring to be a statesman.

The

protec-

party had argued this question
throughout as if it was simply a Corn Law
tionist

question,

and as

if it

ture would be injured.

was certain agriculNow he demurred

Supposing the agriculturists lost
something by the removal of the duty on
corn, would they gain nothing by reductions
on other articles ?
The right hon. Baronet's proposal was not a corn measure, but
a new Tariff. What was the use to farmers
of the duty on maize ?
How did they benefit from the duty on brandy
on manufactured goods
on sugar ? Again, different classes of farmers were protected to
each other's injury.
Of what use was the
wheat duty to the grass farmer ? Of what
use was protection on cheese, butter, and
cattle to the wheat farmer ?
He said that
hon. Members on the protectionist side of
the House were a little unfair towards the
Government on the subject of their change
to that.

—

—

of opinion.

mendous

They wholly

responsibility

forgot the tre-

which any body of
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men must be under who assumed

to feed
It was easy
twenty-four millions of men.
for those who were out of office, who had
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that they were retained by the
Indeed, so effectually had the
League
Dukes argued in favour of free trade in

opinion

!

its cares and anxieties, who were their sneeringly ironical defence of pronot responsible for the preservation of in- tection, that when he saw them, inflated
ternal peace, to talk loudly about principle, and floating about in the public gaze, over
and the obligation of a rigid adherence to the agricultural districts, he concluded as
Then, besides being a little unfair, a matter of course, that they were the
it.
they were rather more illogical, because, pilot-balloons which were testing the curafter all, what did the quotings from Han- rent of popular opinion in favour of free
sard and taunts of inconsistency mean? trade. But seriously, some friend to arisWhat was their real force and virtue? tocracies should warn those who stood
Why, simply this, that when a man had highest among the Peers of the ultimate
There was
taken up an opinion, he was bound to be effects of their recent conduct.
fanatical in maintaining it, although he more involved in this question than a mere
conscientiously believed it to be unsound. duty on a commodity. The successful mainHon. Members seemed to be indignant that tenance of a one-sided law by a one-sided
Government no longer assisted them in Parliament would involve a great constifinding plausible defences of an untenable tutional question, and new agitation would
or was it that they could not for- commence, even amongst the middle classes,
position
give the imphed reproach to themselves of for further measures of organic change. If
the earlier conformity of others to rational the existing form of government could be

none of

;

opinions?

If

Goverament were supposed

to have been guilty of deliberate falsehood
in respect to the time of their asserted

change of opinion, why did not some promanfully say what he really

tectionist

Was it like the characteristic
courage of the English gentleman to rest
If, when a
contented with insinuations ?
man at the head of a party deliberately
announced an opinion and subsequently
changed it, he was bound, according to
meant?

what hon. Members seemed

to imply, to

affect adherence to it for party purposes
then the moral of all this was, that he who
commenced by error should end in dissimulation the very thing with which proFor
tectionists reproached Government.
his part, he thought there had been very
adequate cause for the recent changes of
In the abstract, the question had
opinion.
long been settled, and a very narrow in:

—

duction was necessary, by way of experimental confirmation, when the abstract
conclusion was in accordance with the
practical.

Besides,

if

Government were

not convinced by any other evidence of the
soundness of free trade principles when
applied in practice, could they have had
higher grounds of conviction than were to
be found in the speeches of protectionists
speeches which
during the last few months
the Times had been malicious enough to
Could any sane man have
report in full ?

—

made permanently

subservient to the purpose of a class, a practical demonstration
would be afforded of an inherent vice in the
Constitution itself; and no great grievance in this country would long want its

League or Repeal Association, and,

in fact,

such bodies seemed necessary as indications
of symptoms not otherwise easily detected
in time.
It was a pity to see an ancient
aristocracy putting its power, its usefulness,
its very existence, on an issue of rent
If
it were to fall, one would have wished to
give it credit for a Roman wish to fall with
decency. Could the country afford to place
all its intellect on the shelf ?
at the present time, especially.
Were they so sure
of peace abroad ? Were their Oregon negotiations in so satisfactory a state?
Were
they not at war in India ? Could the country
afford to trust itself to ** all the talents " of
!

—

Dukes ? If Government had all along
deceived their party, how very innocent
must the party have been to be so easily
and so long taken in
or was it that they
were compelled to put up with the archdeceiver, because they had no men fit to
form a Cabinet ? Was it that they could
not pardon the head of the Government
that he had so long been a standing reproach to their incapacity?
They might
depend upon it, even now, that something
more was required to make a statesman
besides successful vituperation.
He could
have wished the change in the Corn Laws
all

!

—

remained protectionist who had carefully
waded through the heavy dig of the speeches had been immediate and final. He thought
Why, had they not it a pity that for three long years the duty
of England's Dukes?
been by fortune raised far above want, their
speeches could not but have raised the

should remain a monument reminding the
people of the melancholy infatuation of au
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ligricultural Parliament.

His constituents

held the same opinion, as they indicated in
a petition presented a few days since. Much
had heen said of unconstitutional practices.
Was it constitutional for a hody of men to

come into that House as the avowed deleAgricultural Gengates of one interest?
tlemen always talked (ay, and acted witness their resignations) as if representaas if
tion were particular, not general
they were returned to carry out a great
agricultural joh, instead of benefiting the

—
—

24,
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method of keeping com
law to keep it out ? This
kind of argument would no longer do in
towns, however it might go down with farmers' clubs and labourers' friend societies.
In conclusion, he should only add that he
should support the Government, only protesting against the incompleteness and
want of finality of the measure they pro-

lieve that the best

was

in

to pass a

posed.

Mr.

PACKE

fore the

said, the question

House was

now.be-

of such a nature that

They fell into this er- he could not content himself by giving a
when they accused Govern- silent vote. It was a measure which, if

nation as a whole.
ror particularly

ment

of betraying the landed interest.
ho could only say that if the

his part,

vernment ever pledged

itself to

For
Go-

support,

exclusively, the landed interest, such a
But it
pledge was void for its immorality.
was said the League was unconstitutional.
He flatly denied it, though he was not a
member of that body. In what respect did
it differ from other associations for bringing about elections, and which Conservatives in most counties belonged to, except

wealth, strength, numbers
and even, perhaps, intellect and to what
causes were its power and wealth due but

in superior

:

passed into a law, would be ruinous to
the best interests of the country
it
would be most destructive in its results. It
gave him great pain to be obliged to differ
from an Administration which he had sup^ported during his whole Parliamentary career.
He did not wish to impute improper
motives to the right hon. Baronet as to the
introduction of the measures before the
House, yet he could not help saying again,
that they would be ruinous to the general
;

interests of the country.

pally startled

him on the

But what princiday of the

first

Session was, to hear the right hon. Baronet affirm that his present poKcy was a
*'
Conservative policy."
How he could
address such language to the House, or how
he could describe that to be a Conservative
policy which principally originated in the
because county Members seemed avowedly continued agitation of the hon. Members
delegates of a class) might constitutionally for Durham and Stockport, he (Mr. Packe)
influence opinion at future elections. Was could not conceive ; an agitation which
went on increasing from year to year, until
it immoral to buy small estates in order to
Immoral it produced those effects which could not
obtain a stake in the country ?
His opinion
to indicate how the desire might be grati- be too strongly deprecated.
fied ?
Besides, did it not raise the price of of the word *' Conservative " was, that it
learned meant fixed principles
land, and benefit landlords ?
for surely no one
Judge was reported to have pronounced the could for a moment imagine that its meanprinciples ever varying, ever
He ing was
desire legitimate and commendable.
Conservative did not mean that
believed he was correct in stating that some changing.
of the leaders of the protectionists had
it did not mean either the change of
talked of fighting the League with its own principle or the sacrifice of party.
But it
weapons.
noble individual was reported was stated that, as the measure before the
to have talked of opposing the Government House had the support of public opinion,
factiously if necessary.
Let Peers take that was, quite sufficient; and it was wrong
counsel, before they set such examples.
It to ransack Hansard to ascertain what were
were wise in those whose hereditary duty the former views of those hon. and right
it was jealously to watch over the Constihon. Members who now supported free
tution, to beware how they impotently trade.
No doubt that would be a very debragged of their power to prostitute its sirable course for men who had no fixed
functions to pui-poses which could not but principles
they would deprecate those
seem suspicious to the uninstructed. He quotations which would not present a very
knew it was denied that rents were the ob- gratifying contrast. But, however unpajects of the Corn Law^
But if it were latable, he would refer to some statements
said that food for the people was its real made in that House by the right hon. Baend, then how could men be induced to be- ronet at the head of the Government.
On
the existence of a grievance of such
magnitude as to produce such results ?
The League did not buy votes. It merely
indicated in what way the unrepresented
intelligence of the country (unrepresented,
to

A

;

—

—

A

:
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the 18th of May, 1841, the right hon. Baronet said
" You ask me what I propose to do with reference to the Corn Laws. Sir, I will not shrink

from the expression of my opinion. If I saw reason for changing my course I would do so, and
frankly avow it. But I have not changed my opinion, notwithstanding the combination which has
been formed against the Corn Laws notwithstand;

ing the declaration that either the total repeal or
the substitution of a fixed duty for the present
scale, is the inevitable result of the agitation not
goi^ forward. Notwithstanding this declaration,
I do not hesitate to avow my adherence to the
opinion I expressed last year."

Owing- to that bold and honest declaration
important results followed. Again, on the
7th of June, the right hon. Baronet declared that
left entirely

he was not prepared to
tion in the way of
ing that course."

A

—TENTH

NIGHT.

stated "that there was as willing and as
cordial an assent given to it by the agricultural interest as could have been antici-

pated," was not that "willing and cordial
assent " given on the presumption and
on the expectation that that "fair adjustment" would not be disturbed? Was it
not on the assumption that the law would
not be altered, at least without good and
But while he could
sufficient reasons.
produce several other extracts from the
declarations of the right hon. Baronet, to
show his continued consistency on the subject of the Corn Laws, he would content
himself with one more.
On the 26th of
June, 1844, the right hon. Baronet said
*'
I defend protection to agi-iculture on the
principle and to the extent I am bound to say
that I have defended it before.
I am about to
pronounce no new opinions on this subject. I have
a strong feeling that, speaking generally and I
am not now speaking of the amount of protection ;
I shall come to that presently
^but speaking
generally, I think the agriculture of this country
is entitled to protection, and that it is so entitled
to protection from con'siderations of justice as
well as from considerations of policy. I do consider
.

with Her Majesty's Ministers all the responsibility of making an appeal
upon the subject of the Corn Laws to the sense of
the people, yet he must at the same time say that
" While he

LAWS.

offer the slightest obstruc-

Her Majesty's Government

dissolution took place,

tak-

and at the com-

—

—

Pariiament the
that there are special and peculiar burdens on
Baronet acceded to power as
agriculture
I ask you to look at the
Her Majesty's Minister, with a majority extent of capital employed in the cultivation of
of 91, which accession to power, by the aid the soil to look at the population of Ireland
of so large a majority, was to be mainly entirely depending on its agricultural produce
to see the amount of the supply of com obtained
attributed to his declaration on the subject
from domestic agriculture, at least nine-tenths of
And the right hon. the
of the Corn Laws.
whole quantity consumed and to look at the
Baronet, when about to propose some mo- condition of the population employed in its culture.
difications and alterations in the Corn I am not prepared to alter the amount of proLaws, thus declared himself on the 9th of tection determined upon two years ago, with the
general goodwill and concurrence of the agricrilFebruary, 1842—

mencement

of the next

right hon.

—

—

tural interest."

"

My

and the

my

Colleagues is,
that it is important for this country that it is of
welfare
of all classes
to
the
the highest importance
that you should take care that
in this country
the main sources of your supply of corn should be
derived from domestic agriculture."
belief

belief of

—

—

Such was his declaration and he laid it
down as a general principle. And on the
motion of the hon. Member for Wolverhampton, on the 12th of May, 1843,
the right hon. Baronet had thus expressed
;

After such a declaration, was it not totally
impossible that that House should be prepared to hear of those sweeping measures
which were for the first time developed on
How could
the 22nd of January last ?
the right hon. Baronet state that he, and
those who acted with him, could not be
charged with having acted at variance with
the " principles of a Conservative policy?"

Having disposed

of that subject, he would

a few of the reasons which
" I think that frequent alterations on laws of were offered for the introduction of the
proposed measure by the right hon. Barothis kind are in themselves to be deprecated.
I
think also that the existing law offered as a com- net
and the first and principal reason adpromise was a fair adjustment of the question. I
duced was the failure in Ireland of the pobelieve that there was as willing and as cordial an

himself

:

call attention to

;

it by the agricultural interest as
could have been anticipated. I think they gave
upon
the assumption and in the exassent
that
pectation that the law would not be again altered
without good and sufficient reason."

assent given to

Could words be stronger, and if the question were then adjusted, was it not then
Did not adjustment mean settlesettled ?
ment ? And when the right hon. Baronet

upon which there were arguments
abundance during the debate, that

tato crop,
in such

the subject became threadbare.
But why
should the failure of potatoes in Ireland
go to overturn a system go to overturn
those fixed principles which existed for
upwards of two hundred years principles
by the operation of which this country had
so greatly prospered.
It appeared to him

—

—
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—

he could hardly beperfectly impossible
lieve that such could be the reason of attempting to effect changes so strange, and
which must be ruinous in their conseBut, again, he was told with
quences.
what consistency he would leave others to

—

—

that the prosperity of the last
explain
three years justified further relaxation.
But if the country had made those wonderful advances of which the right hon. Ba-

day

Member for London, he
would recommend the Irish Members, of
House to look sharp about them as to
what the policy in embryo was to be in reregard to that country which they repreThe hon. Member concluded by
sented.
thanking the House for the attention with
which they had listened to the observations
he considered it his duty to make upon

that

own county (Leicester- the question under discussion.
The CHANCELLOR of the
came under his

in his

a different result

observation; and he was sure he
could also appeal to the knowledge of the
hon. Member for Lincoln, who would bear
him out in the assertion that the agricul-

own

in a great measure,
The
dependent on the price of the grain.

tural labourer was,

proposition

was

so

how

self-evident, that his

could be disputed.
Again, he was told that the design was to
reconcile differences, and to remove any
animosity which might exist between the
surprise was,

it

Her Majesty's subjects.
Whether he were to understand that the
sentiment had allusion to the Anti-CornLaw League he would not say but that

various classes of

;

the agitation which was kept up in different parts of the country by the League,
had its influence somewhere, there could
not be the shadow of a doubt: at all
events it brought the hon. Member for
Stockport under the notice of that borough, and he was elected as its representAs to the proposed measure of
ative.
something in the shape of compensation,
he had not the slightest hesitation in saying, that instead of advancing the agricultural interest

it

would rather impede

it.

The Loan Commissioners were to be allowed to lend the public money for draining.

He

did not consider that was a matter of
any consequence, as it was easy enough
for any gentleman to raise money upon
The
his property, if he were so inclined.
whole of the propositions of the right hon.

Baronet for the alleged benefit of the landholders, would not, if carried into effect,
give them relief to the amount of 3d. in
the pound.
He wished to allude, before
he sat down, to a circumstance that had

been mentioned

Not-

noble Lord the

should not that principle be made permanent, that had conduced to the country's
good ? He was told that the wages of the
labourer was not dependent on the price of
corn. His experience was contrary to that
:

in reference to the election for

;

—

statement
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tinghamshire, where it was stated that the
noble Lord the Secretary for Ireland had
avowed that it was the intention of the
Government to adopt a liberal policy towards Ireland and he wished to observe
that if it were likely that the noble Lord
(Lincoln) was about to adopt such measures as would prove satisfactory to the

ronet spoke, was not protection the cause ?
and protection being the cause, why
should not protection be continued ? Why

shire)

24,

in the public prints of the

QUER

EXCHE-

said: In addressing to the

House

the few observations which I think it necessary to make upon this occasion, I
find that I must begin, as most of the
hon. Members have begun who have latterly taken a part in the discussion of the
present question, by saying, that at this
period of so protracted a debate I cannot
expect to add anything to the facts and
reasonings which have been already laid
I shall therefore feel
before the House.
it my duty not to claim much of your atI shall endeavour to confine the
tention
observations which it will be necessary for
me to make within as narrow limits as it
As to
is possible for me to assign them.
the more prominent merits of the question, it appears to me quite unnecessary
that I should say much after the great
ability with which it has been opened by
my right hon. Friend at the head of the
Government, and after the manner in
which it was yesterday evening argued
by my right hon. Friend the Vice President of the Board of Trade, who, in the
course of his speech, left no part of the
subject untouched, nor any argument of
My right hon.
his opponents imrefuted.
Friend established beyond the possibility
of contradiction, that the progress which
we had made, and were making, towards
the removal of restrictions upon commerce must be regarded as successful
that all the relaxations which we had
adopted, had in every instance been
attended with benefits, and produced results favourable to the comfort and hapBut before I
piness of the community.
enter into the question itself, I should be
;

glad to respond to a call which has been
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made upon me to give some personal explanations, and to state distinctly the part
which I have taken in the transactions which
have led to placing the Government in the
It has
situation in which we now stand.
heen supposed that upon this question I
and it
differ from my Colleagues in office
has been openly communicated through the
;

ordinary channels of public information that
I do so differ; but this, I think, wiU be
proved to be as illusory as the arguments
which have been urged against the measure
The course which I took I shall beg
itself.
permission to state to the House as briefly
In the middle of October last
as possible.
an opinion began to prevail in the pubhc
mind that a disease affecting the potato
unfortunately extended itself
many parts of the country.
On the 1st of November, the responsible
advisers of the Crown were assembled for
the purpose of considering the circumcrop,

had

throughout

The House has
stances of the country.
been already informed by my right hon.
Friend at the head of the Government that
he then proposed to us two separate measures, either to open the ports by an Order
in Council, or to call Parliament together
for the purpose of immediately effecting
that object by means of a legislative enactUpon both those propositions I
ment.
differed from my right hon. Friend. I felt
then, as I do now, exceedingly averse from
any direct interference of the Government
It appears to me
with the existing law.
that in all cases an interference of the
Crown to suspend the operation of law
must be hazardous and dangerous, unless there be an immediate, evident, and
Conceiving, then, that
urgent necessity.
the state of Ireland did not come within
conceiving at that time
this description
that the case was not one which demanded an immediate course of action,
and that there was no actual urgency,
I certainly thought that it was not expedient by an Order in Council to open
the ports for the admission of foreign corn.
In forming that opinion, there was one
point which I could not put out of consideration, namely, that we were not called upon
to decide merely what should be the course
taken at the moment respecting the Corn
I could not conceal from myself
Laws.
the fact that the step which we were
called upon to take, was one which must
I
lead to a revision of the Corn Laws.
know it has been stated that a suspension
of the law does not necessarily lead to the
In
consequence to which I have referred.

—

TENTH NIGHT.

CORN LAWS.

earlier periods of the history of the

Com

Laws

the ports have been opened by an
Order in Council without those injurious
effects upon trade which had been anticipated or without a change of the general
;

am now

law, at the time to which I
ring.

refer-

But the circumstances of those times

were different the sliding scale of corn duhad not been established. It was the
recommendation of that scale, that it readily adapted itself to the necessities of the
:

ties

that in a period of plenty it rethe influx of foreign corn, and
in a time of scarcity furnished facility for
importation without interference on the part
of the Government
an interference which
had been on former occasions found most
inconvenient.
I felt that the sliding scale,
if good for anything, superseded the necessity of departing from principles, or of dispensing with the existing law for the purpose of letting in foreign grain.
I considered suspension as neither more nor less
than as an abrogation of the Corn Laws
and that circumstance was with me an additional argument for not effecting the
object in view by means of an Order in
Council.
I considered that it would not
be giving the corn question fair play to
prejudge, by premature suspension, the
continuance of the existing law.
Such a
step was calculated to excite the feelings
and passions of the great body of the community previous to the moment when Parliament would be called to decide for or
against those laws, and thus to prejudice
a fair discussion. For these reasons, therefore, I gave my opinion against the admission of foreign
corn into the country
through the medium of an Order in Council.
But my right hon. Friend at the head
of the Government proposed an alternative
the immediate assembling of Parliament for the purpose of effecting the
object of opening the ports by a legal enactment.
To that proposition I
equally offered an objection
but my objection rested on a different ground.
The
proposition was submitted on the 1st of
November.
At that period, no doubt,
the Members of the Cabinet had, from the
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, accounts of
widely-spread apprehensions as to an extensive failure in the potato crop of Ireland.
On the other hand, however, there
were opinions of others resting on what
was considered respectable authority, that
the failure of the crop had not reached that
extent which was calculated to give any colour of truth to the alarm which appeared

country

;

stricted

—

;

;
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undisputed evidence to concur in acknowledging the necessity which existed
it
been generally dug, and there was there- being in my view most desirable that the
fore no means of ascertaining by actual measures to be adopted should be sancexperiment, whether the apprehensions by tioned by a very large proportion of the
which the public mind was disquieted were Members of tliis House, and supported
hkely to lead to the extensive results which unequivocally by public opinion out of
some persons were inclined to believe would doors. I, therefore, preferred delay in the
commencement of our operations, in order
I felt that with this defectbe realized.
ive information as to the extent of the that, when they were commenced, they
calamity which appeared to be coming upon might be carried with a weight and an
Ireland, it was highly probable that there authority which would put an end to
might be so prevalent a doubt on the minds cavil and opposition. I may be told that,
of a very large class, both in and out of this in opposing the Order in Council, I disHouse, with respect to the actual extent played a want of that boldness which a
of the disaster, as to render exceedingly un- Minister ought to exhibit in deahng with
I may be told
likely that general concurrence to the pro- great pubhc emergencies.
posed measure of acting on the Corn Laws that I was wanting in that sagacity which
by the means of a legislative enactment ought to have enabled me to comprehend
which was so essentially necessary to the actual extent of the calamity long beI may be told,
I deemed
fore it had approached.
the securing successful results.
that time shoidd be also, that I was yet more deficient in a
it highly desirable
afforded for further investigation, with a knowledge of the feelings and opinions of
view to ascertain whether there were suffi- those Friends who sit at the same side of
cient grounds for the apprehensions by the House with me for that I .should have
which the country was beginning to be so known that they would at once have con*
I was anxious that it sented to the suspension of the Corn Laws
seriously alarmed.
should be distinctly ascertained whether if the question had been only put to them.
I may, I say, have been in error in all
it were hkely that these appprehensions
but the error, if it be
would be realized; for I felt that in the these respects
event of our being able to show that the an error, was only one of judgment.
extent of the misfortune which impended To my own conscience I stand acquitted
and I hesitate not
over Ireland was anything like w^hat we of any higher offence
have now ascertained it to be, by authority to assert, that after the lapse of the
which I regret to say, admits not of a period which has since intervened, and
shadow of doubt I say I felt that, in the after calmly reflecting on the course I have
event of our being able to lay that as the taken, and the advice I have given, I cantrue state of affairs before the public, there not, on review of the whole transaction,
could be little doubt of our securing a bring myself to believe, that if the case
more general concurrence in support of some were again to be presented to me in the
measure for the immediate suspension and shape in which it then stood, I should be
subsequent alteration of the Corn Laws, justified in pursuing a different course
than we could hope to command if we pro- from that which I then adopted.
After
ceeded at once to the discussion, provided these differences in the Government, it
ojily with information which, though unqueswas agreed to postpone the further consitionably of an alarming character, was, not- deration of the subject for a limited period,
withstanding, in many respects defective in order that more extensive information
and incomplete. For these reasons I gave might be obtained.
That further period
my voice against the immediate assembling did most unquestionably bring with it the
I may have been wrong, I
of Parliament.
strongest possible arguments for a change
may have committed an error of judgment, of opinion. Many days did not elapse bebut I have no hesitation in asserting that I fore we were in possession of the Report
acted throughout in conformity with what of the Commissioners who had been sent to
I beUeved to be the best. It appeared to me
Ii'eland, detailing their views of the extent of
that the danger with which we had to deal the potato disease, and the Hmited amount
was one which could not be experienced at of the crop on which it was possible to calall events until an early period in the spring;
culate with reference to next year. The
and I confess I felt great anxiety that as statement contained in the Report of these
large a number of hon. Gentlemen as pos- Commissioners was confirmed by actual
sible should be induced by the power of experience when the crop came to be dug
to be eutertaiiied.

At

over, the potato crop in Ireland

;

;

;

;

—
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was then put beyond all queshad the potato
plague spread, that in some districts of the
country one-half of the crop was lost, in

up

;

and

it

tion that to such an extent

others one-third, in others three-fourths.
Nor was this the full extent of the calamity;
for there was a general feeling, and one

CORN LAWS.

TENTH NIGHT.

contemplation. But when it was discovered
that the noble Lord the Member for London found it impossible to construct a

Cabinet with satisfaction to himself, the
question arose whether I should decline to
accept office in a Government of which my

right hon. Friend was again to be the
was completely warranted head. Sir, I know of no principle on
by the fact, that in some portions of Ire- which it would be possible to justify a reI had in the first instance doubted
land the preservation of any part of the fusal.
crop, however minute, depended altogether as to the exact time at which the great
upon the wetness or fairness of the weather move should be taken, and as to the partiafterwards. When these facts were known, cular measure which ought to be proposed;
but I had subsequently seen sufficient to
the case was relieved from its difficulties
and, although I was well aware, and felt convince me of the necessity of an alteramost deeply that the adoption by us of the tion in the Corn Laws, and I was perfectly
course which my right hon. Friend has now prepared, as a private Member, to give
proposed to you, would be attended by the the sanction of my vote to that course of
dissolution of party connexions, and that policy which, under all the circumstances
of the case, I considered most conducive
it would cause my separation from many of

which

I believe

those with

been

my

whom

for

many

pride to act, and

years

whom,

it

has

I trust,

I may still be permitted to call my hon.
I say, although I felt that this
Friends
must be the inevitable consequence of the
measure, I also felt that there were imposed upon me, by my position as Minister,
other and higher duties paramount to the
feehngs of party attachment; and being
convinced that the alteration of the Corn
Laws had now become a question of abso-

—

to the interests of the country.

Therefore,

being fully prepared to maintain in my
private capacity the opinions which I now
advocate as a Minister, I felt that there
was nothing against honour, or duty, in
my resumption of the situation which I at
present occupy.
That is, in a few words,
a brief history of the transaction as far as I

am

concerned.

I trust

this

my

explanation

Friend the hon. and gallant Member for Liverpool
and that he
lute necessity, I was of opinion that under will understand that, although I may have
had doubts at first as to the particular
all the circumstances of the case those laws
ought to undergo a change. At the same period at which, and the particular mode
time, however, I felt that the change ought in which, Her Majesty's Ministers ought to
to be effected by others than myself and have introduced the measures which they
my right hon. Friends with whom I was considered necessary, I have come at
associated in office and entertaining that length to the deliberate conclusion that I
opinion, I cordially concurred in the re- am best consulting the interests of the counsignation of our charge into the hands of try by adopting the course which I am
persons who, from their longer mainten- now pursuing.
A noble Lord, a friend of
ance of the opinions which we then en- mine, who has spoken in the course of this
tertained, were better fitted to discharge debate, charges me with acting in a manthe duty, and had perhaps a better ner inconsistent with my duty in not tendchance of carrying the contemplated mea- ering a resignation of my seat in ParliaAnd here permit me ment to my constituents and he calls on
sure into operation.
to assure the House, with the most un- me to make some explanation of the fact
affected sincerity, that when I tendered that I stiU remain here as Representative
to Her Majesty my resignation of office, I of the University of Cambridge.
Now,
had not the remotest conception that I Sir, I think it right to state that the views
should have ever to deal with this question I take of the duties of a representative
in any other capacity than as a private differ very materially from those which
Member of Parliament. If any hon. Gen- have been expressed by the noble Lord. I
tleman should be inclined to question this do not pretend to say that if hon. Gentleassertion, I am prepared to sustain it by men, at the period of their election, think
testimony which cannot be resisted. I am fit to pledge themselves, under all conprepared to prove, by evidence of the most ceivable circumstances, to maintain partiincontestable character, that when I re- cular laws, and to take particular views
signed my office, the resumption of it at a of certain specified questions, they may
subsequent period never entered into nay not take upon themselves an obligation
will satisfy

;

;

;

B
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which they are bound in all honour to re- is simply whether you will continue to
deem, and which renders it imperative on progress in the course which for some years
them to resign their seats if they see grounds past you have pursued in the relaxation of
for departing from those pledges; but protective duties, or whether you will be conI am not one of those who are in this tent, not merely to remain stationary where
position.
In offering myself as a repre- you are, but to retrograde on the path
sentative to my constituency, I gave no which, after full and mature consideration,
I am well aware, that
pledge as to the Corn Law I was asked for you have entered.
none. I may have stated to them in general in the course of this debate many hon.
terms my views on particular questions, if Members who have supported the Government up to this period in their relaxing
they happened to come under discussion
but I have ever reserved to myself, in the policy, maintain that we have now arrived
most unequivocal manner, the fullest right at that particular point in the withdrawal
to adopt, in reference to every question of protection from native industry at which
that may be deliberated upon in this it is essential that we should stop.
They
whatever it may contend that we ought not to advance
House, that course
be which in my conscience I believe to beyond it, because we cannot do so
be most conducive to the general interests without injuring interests which we ought
and however strongly to protect, and because they think that in
of the community
an opposite course may be sanctioned by remaining where we are, we are doing
some great examples, however conformable what they believe to be just to all parties.
But when I consider the arguments of some
it may be to the views of certain hon.
Gentlemen who have pledged themselves of my Friends at this side of the House
when I hear one hon. Member declare
at the hustings
I cannot admit that it is
the duty of a representative who happens that as regards the Corn Laws he thinks
to act in opposition to the feelings of they ought to be suspended at once, and
some portion of his constituents on a when I find that that sentiment is cheered
particular question, to make that difference in such a manner as would seem to show
the ground for tendering his resignation, that it met with very considerable apwhen I hear other Gentlemen
or even for acquiescing in a demand that proval
he should do so. I gave no pledges what- admitting that the Corn Laws may be
soever with respect to the Corn Laws on modified after a certain fashion
when
any of the occasions on which I addressed I see that some hon. Members advance
a step further, and some not quite so
myself to my constituents.
I never expressed that permanent and unqualified ad- far, on this question when, I say, I see
herence to existing laws which some hon. and hear all this, it appears to me that the
Members around me appear to have ex- great principle for which we are contending
pressed when they were elected; and is conceded upon all hands
and I cerupon these grounds I think that I should tainly think that those Gentlemen will find
be abdicating the character of a represent- it difficult to account for the reasons why,
ative altogether
that I should be depriv- with stch professions and admissions on
ing myself of the capacity of being useful their Ups, they resist, as they are resisting,
to any class in the community if I were, by the Motion now before the House, I could
my professions or my example, to give have understood them if they had proposed
countenance to the idea that it is the duty some modification of the Corn Laws, or if
of a representative, when he differs from they were prepared with some amendment
his constituents on any point, to give back after getting into Committee.
That would
into their hands the trust that has been have been a natural and rational course.
reposed in him.
Thus much. Sir, I have That would have been the proper time and
said on matters personal to myself.
mode to consider the measure. But they
I have
to apologize to the House for having tres- have adopted the course which precludes
passed at such length on their time and at- all consideration whatsoever of that kind.
tention by matters having reference to Whatever they may be in words, in actions
myself but I felt that I was called on they are against us.
They refuse as much
to say something in explanation, and to suspend as to abrogate the Corn Laws.
having done so I now proceed to address They have taken a step from which no
myself to the consideration of the question other results can come, but to remain just
more immediately before us. That question as we are, without remedy for the existing
is one which in my opinion can be comwithout
evil, which they admit to be great
prised within a very narrow compass.
possible future evil which
It a remedy
^ for a ^
;

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

KK
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TENTH NIGHT.

be yet more dreadful and without
the means of making that progress in the
course we have undertaken which is essential for the welfare of this country.
Sir,
in support of the views which the Government take in support of this question, we
have appealed, and I think in the opinion
of the country successfully appealed, to the
results of experience, as attesting the progress which the country has made in opulence and power since the protective system
has been relaxed. That progress has been
attempted to be denied by certain hon.
Members who are adverse to free trade.

benefit whatever from the relaxations that

They have

means

referred to figures

and

calcula-

tions in support of their position, that no

had already taken place, or were likely to
realize any from the reductions now in conI must say, Sir, as my hon.
templation.
Friend at the head of the Government has
already said, that this opposition to freedom
of commercial intercourse on the part of
the shipping interests, is one which greatly
I should have thought
excites my surprise.
that a system of commercial intercourse
which leads to a great increase of exports

and imports, would have suggested
to the

mind

calculated

of every thinking
to

increase

the

man

itself

as one

shipping

by

of which these imports and exports
were carried and that it would be as clear
;

have resulted from as Hght, that in proportion as commercial
intercourse extends, in the same prothe relaxation of the protective system
but I think I am warranted in saying, that portion would your shipping interest be
these figures and calculations have proved benefited; and that this additional benefit
[" No, no!"]
Well, I would also be realized that by abundant
an utter failure.
I
think they have commerce in the times of peace, we should
think they have.
been most triumphantly overthrown by provide ample means of defensive or offenmy Friend the Vice President of the sive hostility in the event of war. This
Board of Trade.
The statement made I ever regarded as the natural result of
by the right hon. Baronet at the head of free commercial intercourse, as far as the
the Government was this, that it could shipping interests were concerned; and I
not be shown that in the case of any confess that no one could be more surprised
one of all the articles afi'ected by the than I at finding opposition on the part of
beneficial consequences

—

recent reductions of the protective system,
anything had resulted from the relaxation
but increased activity to the trade and im-

the shipping interests to the propositions
of the Government.
But I deny that the
shipping interests have been injuriously

provement to the industry of the country.
This was the proposition that was advanced; and how was it refuted ?
After
some delay, one hon. Gentleman, the
Member for Birmingham, pointed to the

by the relaxation of protective
can prove the contrary to be the
fact.
In the year 1842 the tonnage of
British vessels entered inwards amounted
to 2,600,000 tons.
In the year 1845 it
was 3,669,000 tons, showing an increase

of spelter or zinc; but the Vice
President of the Board of Trade met the
assertions of the Member for Birmingham,
article

afi'ected

duties.

I

of mine (Mr. Liddell) yesterday evening
thought it necessary to complain of the
hardship which those free-trade measures
would inflict upon the shipping interests.
He told us that whatever might be its efi"ect

consequent on the relaxation of protection
duties of one million of tons in that period.
[An hon. Member: The Chinese trade.]
Making every allowance for the increase of
the Chinese trade, and every other circumstance, with every deduction, there wiU be
found to be a large increase in the tonnage.
Now my hon. Friend the Member for the
county of Durham insists that injurious
efi'ects are likely to result to the timber
trade from the proposed measures
and
that injury has resulted from the relaxations which have already taken place.
But let us come to figures. Let us consider what has been the quantity of shipping engaged in the Baltic trade within
the last few years.
In the year 1842 the

upon other

number

and settled spelter as everything else had
been settled; for he showed that though
the home producer of the article might
have had some diminution of profit, the
relaxation of the protective duty led to the
introduction of a foreign raw material, the
manufacture of which opened a new source
of industry, and aff'orded increased em-

ployment

to a vast

number

classes in this country.

of the poorer
hon. Friend

An

interests, the welfare of the
shipping interests was inseparably identified with the preservation of the protective
system and he did not seem willing to admit that the shipowners had derived any
;

;

of ships engaged in that trade was
3,519; their tonnage was six hundred and
thirteen thousand eight hundred and nine
in the year 1844 the number was 4,424, and
their tonnage eight hundred and eighteen

HOUSE OF COMMONS, FEBRUARY
thousand four hundred and forty tons;
showing an increase of nearly 1,000 ships,
and 200,000 tons. My hon. Friend has

tect.

I will

tell
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my

hon. Friend, that in

making that statement he

falls

into

an

not uncommon with those
said that the increase of British shipping who argue in favour of protection in respect
They think that
in the Baltic bears no proportion to the to commercial measures.
foreign ships that are engaged in the same an advantage on one side is sure to produce
trade, and, therefore, that the removal of a disadvantage on the other; whereas the
the duty would throw into the hands of converse of the proposition is more near
foreigners a greater extent of trade than the fact; for by increasing the import of
we derived ourselves from the same source. an article into a country, instead of inflicting an injury upon the home produce, you
I admit that it is the necessary consequence
I have already reof the navigation law itself, that the fo- confer a benefit on it.
reigner can introduce, if he pleases, the ferred to the state of our trade in the
produce of his country in the shipping of Baltic in 1842 and 1844; and now let us
his own nation.
But there is another rea- see what is the state of the shipping trade
son for the increase of foreign shipping in in those years in the British North American
In 1842, 1,550 ships were
the Baltic trade, which the measure before Colonies.
tlie House is calculated to remove
and if cleared out: in 1844, 2,844 ships were
my hon. Friend deems it expedient to give cleared out, with a tonnage, in the former
encouragement to British shipping in the case, of 540,000, and in the latter of
Baltic, there is no means by which he can 798,000.
Can there be any more condo it more effectually than by passing the clusive evidence than this affords, that the
measure now before the House.
Sir, if reduction of the duty on foreign commothe hon. Gentleman had looked to the pro- dities does not injuriously affect the coloportion of shipping employed in the convey- nial trade, or the interests of the British
But this
ance of corn under the system of the Corn shipowners connected with it ?
Laws when, the demand being sudden, it does not rest on my statement.
There
must come immediately from the country was a Committee last year in which this
where the produce is, in the ships that are very question incidentally arose ; and Mr.
to be had on the spot, and cannot Avait to Chapman, a gentleman of great knowledge
be introduced in ships which come from and of extensive interest in the trade of
this country, carrying out a cargo to bring shipping, then stated the benefits which
back a cargo in return if he looked to the the shipping interest had derived from the
disproportion in that particular branch of operation of the Tariff, of which the suctrade between the British and foreign cess was doubted at the time it passed.
shipping employed, he would see that he He was asked
could not give a better chance of em" Is it not the fact, that it is only since fi-eights
ployment to British shipowners, than by were not remunerative that the attention of shippassing the measure now before the House. owners has been directed to obtaining relief from
any quarter they could ?"
It appears by the returns of corn-laden
ships that pass through the Sound, that And he said
" The fjict is, that until Sir Robert Peel, by the
there are 1,138 foreign ships, and only 501
error which

is

;

—

—

—

British
a disproportion exceeding that new Tariff, allowed us to get foreign provisions
we had to maintain
which prevails in the ordinary course of out of bond, the competition
that made a
against foreigners was most unfair
trade, and only to be accounted for by
difference of 30 per cent, upon those provisions at
the circumstance I have stated.
Then, if once. Previously it was like a penalty hanging
my hon. Friend wishes to restore the em- over us, and a premium to the foreigner."
ployment of British shipping, let him join And yet, if there were one point upon
:

with us in doing that which, by giving
more freedom in commercial intercourse
with those particular ports, and in an
article which will not be suddenly sent for,
but in a regular article of trade let him
join us in passing that measure, and his
object will be accomplished.
But then,
said my hon. Friend, this diminution of
duty on Baltic timber will necessarily affect
the shipping interests as regards your
Canadian provinces, and tend to injure
those provinces which you ought to pro-

—

which more anxiety was expressed in particular quarters than another, it was the
admission of provisions which would be
brought into competition with your produce; but the exclusion of which had, as it
appeared, been in fact so unfavourable to
British trade as to give to the foreigner
Mr. Chapman
a premium of 30 per cent.

was then asked
" Has that relaxation of the law, by which vessels
going abroad can provision out of bond, been very
useful to the sliipping

?

— Of the greatest possible
KK
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consequence
it makes just the
difference, I
believe, between a loss or no loss upon sailing the
ship, as they are obliged to do, because they are
compelled to have apprentices, and the apprentices
must be maintained; and the real fact is, that
they often send ships to sea only to save themselves being out of pocket."
;

His evidence was further continued, and
he was asked
" Are
stated,

we to understand from what you have
and from the trade in guano, the shipping

have not suffered so much as they did the three
preceding years ?"

" Yes, because the freights are becoming better
There is one exception, I beover the world.
lieve.
In the Canada trade they got from 30s. to
38s. and 40s. ; that has been the rise since last
year."
all

says

" If you will give me 38s, a load for yellow pine
for ten years to come, I will contract to supply
you with any amount of tonnage."

When, therefore, my hon. Friend speaks of
those affected by the late change, and as
likely to be affected by the future change,
he proceeds only upon the statement of
individuals, who, embarking in the shipping trade when
at present, find

was more

costly than

difficult to

derive that

it
it

return from their capital which they have
a right to expect ; I admit that there
were shipowners at the time of the reduc-

upon Baltic timber upon whom
had an injurious effect.
Ships built before the reduction were built
at an enormously enhanced expense, in con-

tion of duty
it

necessarily

sequence of the duty on timber necessarily
imposed upon them and though my hon.
Friend said that that statement was erroneous, and that the Baltic timber was not
;

required for the

LAWS.

—TENTH

making

of ships,

my

hon.

Friend must recollect that the duty on
Baltic timber enhanced in precisely the

same proportion the value and price of
British oak, with which ships were built,
and did indirectly add to the price of building ships nearly or exactly to the same

NIGHT.

commit on Canada, whom jou patronized
two Sessions ago, and to whom you gave
the advantage of being considered on the
But
same footing as the mother country
has Canada any right to complain that you
are now going to admit foreign corn in comI will
petition with the corn of Canada ?
stand up as high as any man for the purpose of preserving our colonial connexion,
and of doing for the Colonies everything
'

!

'

is just, equitable, and right, and likely
conduce to their ultimate benefit but
if in dealing with the Colonies you place
their produce on the same footing as the
produce of your own country, they have no

that

to

His answer was

And he

—CORN

;

right to complain,

if,

for the general benefit,

you place in competition with them the
same foreign commodities which you place
competition with those of your own
country
and therefore, if they complain
that their advantages are diminished, my
answer is, *' You stand on the same footing
you share her adas the mother country
vantages, and you must also share the inbut
conveniences, if they exist, with her
you have no right to complain." Now, it
has been a favourite argument with hon.
Gentlemen, in discussing this question, and
it is always a favourite mode of dealing
with a subject when arguments cannot be
readily adduced against it, to draw a picture of the extravagant consequences likely
We have been told,
to result from it.
therefore, that if free trade be permitted
to one article, it must be the same to all
that there should be no duty on tea, tobacco, or other articles, because they say
that that interferes with the course of free
trade. But I beg to state that, in adopting
those principles which are promulgated by
the Government, I do not adopt extreme
opinions either on the one side or the other.
I admit that all duties, whether they be
raised for taxation or otherwise, are impediments to trade, and I admit that, in
many instances, they may indirectly opein

;

;

;

extent as if built from timber brought rate as protection
for it is impossible,
from the Baltic.
I think, therefore, it is
under any financial system, however careprobable that gentlemen who have built fully regulated, to avoid the eftect of a reships of those expensive materials find it venue duty in some instances being a duty
difficult to compete with those who have
of protection
and therefore, when I advobuilt ships since then of cheaper materials.
cate free trade, I put in my claim decidedly
But, if I may compare great things with to retain those duties which are essential
small, they stand precisely in the situation for revenue purposes ; to retain those reof those innkeepers on the north road, strictive duties which are essential for prewho are ruined because the turnpike roads serving public morals ; and to retain those
no longer bring customers to their houses, duties which may be necessary occasionally
the railways affording a better mode of for the public safety.
And in doing so, I
conveyance. But, says another hon. Friend, do not conceive that I am in the least de**
Why, what an injury you are about to gree departing from the legitimate appli;

;
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cation of the principles of free trade to a
I view freesociety constituted as ours is
dom of trade in the same light as I vievr
;

liberty.

civil

The

liberty of the subject

must necessarily be under some restraint
he continues to live in a state of society
but you are not to take any restrictions which may be imposed upon that
liberty as the law by which your conduct
It is an exception
is to be regulated.
from the general rule, which it may be desirable to adopt, and you may find it indispensably necessary to maintain it upon one
if

;

—

either for
of the grounds I have stated
revenue or national safety, or, what is more

than

the purpose of
national morality. The greater part of the
argument on the present question has
turned upon the probable effect the re-

important

all,

for

peal of the Corn Laws is likely to have
upon the agricultural interest. Hon. Gen-

tlemen have supposed that, by introducing
competition with the agriculture of this
country, we are likely to be overwhelmed
with foreign produce, and that the agriculturist is likely to lose his fair reward.
We have heard various points argued in
the course of this debate but I will content
myself merely with calling the attention of
;

the House to two cases in which we have
made a fair trial of what is the effect of
restriction

upon agriculture, and what

is

the effect of introducing competition with
respect to it and from the results of these
two experiments which history furnishes, I
think I can show in the strongest manner
the advantages which competition produces
to the country which fully admits it. It is,
perhaps, known to the House, that a considerable number of years since, as long ago
as the reign of Charles II., the agricultural
interest of this country entertained very
similar opinions to those which have been
professed by individuals connected with that
interest at the present moment, and thought
they were deeply affected by the importation of produce which came into competition with their own.
At that time the ob;

was Ireland. It was thought
that Ireland, where labour was cheap, the

ject of alarm

climate favourable, and
where there was every inducement to exertion, might by competition overwhelm the
industry of this country, and lead to the
ruin of the agriculturist here ; and the
Parliament of that day thought fit to pass
a law for preventing the importation of
soil

fertile,

the

from Ireland.
Now, it was curious
to observe what arguments were used at
cattle

that period

when

this disposition prevailed
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country the entire monopoly
History tells us, as to the pro-

to give to this

of cattle.

ceedings in the House of

Commons

" There was a great rumour, rather than a
complaint, of the great damage the kingdom sustained from the importation of Irish cattle, which
were bred there for nothing, and transported for
little, and might well undersell all the cattle here
and hence the breed of cattle would be totally
given over, and thereby the land yield no rent proportionably to what it ever had done, and that this
could only be remedied by a very strict Act of
Parliament to forbid the importation."

However, there were some Members of the

who did not concur in
those views, for Lord Clarendon tells us
agricultural interest

—

" Very many Members of several counties desired that their counties might not undergo any
damage for the benefit of other individual places.
Q'hey professed that their counties had no land
bad enough to breed, and that their great traflSc
consisted in buying the cattle, making them fat,

and upon

this

they paid their rent

;

and

this

appeared to be the case of
England."

many

But the

Gentlemen had

voices of those

counties in

weight in the House of Commons.
The Bill was carried with almost universal
assent, and taken up to the House of Lords,
and the House shall hear the reception it
met with in the Upper House

little

'

:

" In the Lords, a marvellous keen resolution
appeared to use all expedition in passing it, and
I must remark upon the singular coincidence, that
the Duke of Buckingham appeared at the head of
those who favoured the Bill with a marvellous
concernment and at the time appointed for the
debate of it, contraiy to his custom of coming to
the House, indeed of not rising till eleven o'clock,
and seldom staying above a quarter of an hour,
except upon some business he concerned himself
in, he was always present from the first thing in
the morning, and stayed till the last at night, for
the debate often held from the morning till four
o'clock in the afternoon, and sometimes till candles
were brought in. It was urged that, if the Bill
did not pass, all the rents in Ireland would rise
in a vast proportion, and those in England fall
as much."
;

In consequence of this statement two noble
Lords, one an English proprietor and the
other an Irish, fought a duel by way of
settling the question.
And seven years
afterwards a distinguished man in this
country an ancestor of the noble Lord

—

—

see opposite (Sir W. Temple)
in
writing a letter to the Lord Lieutenant of
Ireland in 1673, when this law, which had
been pressed forward so anxiously, had been
dn operation seven years, said

whom

"

I

When

open, land will be turned
shut, to sheep, as it is
at present
though I am of opinion it cannot last,
because this Act seems to have been carried on
rather by the interest of particular counties in

the passage

most to feed
;

cattle

;

is

when
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England than by that of the whole, which, in my
opinion, must evidently be a loser by it. For first,
the freight of all cattle that are brought over,
being in English vessels, was so much clear gain
to England. The trade of hides and tallow, or else
of leather, was mightily advanced in England,
Where the Irish sell, there they will be sure to buy
too and all the foreign merchandize which they
;

had before from

Chester, and London,

Bristol,

they will have in time from Rouen, Amsterdam,
As for the cause of the
Lisbon, and the Straits.
decay of rents in England, which was made the
occasion of that Act, that proceeded not fi'om the
Besides, the rents
importation of Irish cattle.
have been far from increasing since."

LAWS.

—^TENTH

NIGHT.

with a population of 11,000,000,
could sustain the admission to that extent
of corn from Ireland, not only without injury, but, as I will show you, to the great
improvement of its own agriculture what
fear have we now, when the population of the
land,

;

United Kingdom amounts to 27,000,000,
that any practicable importation from abroad
can exceed, in proportion to the population,
the quantity that we previously admitted

from Ireland, or can produce an

eifect

upon

the agriculture of this country more prejuI ought to say, less beneficial,
than that which the Irish importation has
produced? It is from the time of the Union
that we may date our improvements in agriculture, and the stimulus that has been
given to British industry. In the ten years
subsequent to the admission of Irish corn,
a greater number of Enclosure Bills were
introduced into this House than at any
The genprevious or subsequent period.
tlemen of England immediately paid great
dicial, or,

The

which was, by excluding the importation of cattle from Ireland,
to have kept up the rents of England, is
Bill, therefore,

proved, after seven years' experience, by
one most capable to judge by a man of the
most admirable judgment and most conversant with the affairs of England and Ireland,

—

and to have
caused rather a diminution than increase
to have failed in its object,

But there is a period in later
of rents.
times which shows, on the contrary, that
the admission of competition contributes to
the prosperity of agriculture. It is perfectly well known, that, up to the period of the
Union, Ireland was, as to the importation
of corn into this country, treated as a foreign country.
In 1800 and 1801, there
were 3,000 quarters of Irish corn imported
in the one year, and 2,500 in the other;
but after the Union, and after a free ti'ade
of corn was established between Ireland
and this country, the corn of Ireland was
at once admitted to the markets of this
country, in competition with com grown by
the agriculturists here and we must bear
in mind that at that particular period the
population of England amounted to something short of 11,000,000 souls, and the
quantity of corn raised in England was
proportionate to the population which at
that time existed in it.
Ireland rapidly
sent large and annually increasing quantities of corn for consumption of the people
here, and in the course of a few years
she imported at first 460,000 quarters per
annum and ultimately the corn sent annually to England from Ireland amount;

;

ed to between 3,000,000 and 4,000,000
Why, if there were any force
quarters.
in the arguments that agriculture would
be ruined by the importation of corn from
countries where labour is cheap, the land
fertile, and where there is great room for
improvement Avhy had they not weight,
as applied to the admission into England,
of corn from Ireland, which enjoyed all
those pecuhar advantages?
And if Eng-

—

attention to the extension of agriculture,
to the application of science to its im-

and

We

provement.
in

find that the price of corn

England was not reduced by the import-

ations that took place from Ireland; but
that agricultural prosperity was growing
from year to year. If, therefoi-e, as I said

upon the limited field into which
these large importations of Irish corn were
introduced, you find no sensible eff'ect to
the injury of the agriculture of this country
that competition led to industry and permanent improvement ^how can you argue
that a small introduction of corn from the
Continent more limited in amount in propor-

before,

—

—

tion to the present population, will produce

those disastrous effects which the hon. Gentlemen on my right are so fond of predicting?
Another circumstance with respect to the
agrieulture of the two countries strikes me
as of importance. I think no man present,
whatever his attachment to the sister country may be, will deny that the agriculture
of that country, as compared with the agriculture of this, is deficient in the extreme.
Yet, to which country has competition been

most stringently applied? England has received corn from Ireland
a country where
the soil is fertile, wages low, and taxation
trifling. Ireland has imported no corn, because her ports have been sealed against
importation and the consequence is, that
from the want of competition, agriculture
in Ireland has remained in much the same
state that it was in when permission was

—

;

obtained for the introduction of its corn
market while competi-

into the English

;
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denied to Ireland, has heen
My hon. Friend
England.
dreads the competition of any foreign
I think that what
country with Ireland.
I have said will satisfy him, that, by the
application of the same principles to the
sister country, the same effects might be
expected; and that, so far from reducing
the value of land and the amount of employment for the poor, a stimulus will be
created there by the increased demand
which an extended intercourse with foreign
tion,

thus

beneficial

to

I

know

24,
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of no public

man

for

many years

past, not excepting Mr. Huskisson,

Lord
Brougham, and Lord Liverpool, who has

not entertained different opinions at different times.
And now let me ask, are the
hon. Gentlemen on my right themselves
agreed upon the question? Are they prepared to maintain the principle that constancy and adherence to a particular line
are to be the rule by which the virtue of
public men is to be tested ? Why, even the
hon. Member for Northamptonshire says,

" I never imagined that these laws would
be permanent." He admits that the time
ment in agriculture, and the establishment may come when they may be changed. I
of manufactories to meet the wants of the would ask my hon. Friend, when is the
time at which he thinks it will not be inpeople.
It has been said, and said truly,
by my lion. Friend, that the home market consistent to change ? When are these
is the most valuable market.
But the very Corn Laws to be altered or abrogated, as
object and effect of the proposed change is he thinks they must be?
When a Gentleto enhance prices in that market; and, so man tells me that he does not imagine
far from the agriculturist being influenced certain duties are to be permanent, it is
by jealousy, he is, in my view of the ques- clear that he does contemplate a change
tion, of all nien the individual who should at some time or other.
I ask him, then,
most rejoice in that extension of commer- to show me the period when he will be precial intercourse which, adding to the wealth pared to advocate the repeal of the duty on
of the general body of the community, gives corn ?
Will he tell me the time when that
him the richest customer for the produce he repeal can be effected with less injury to
has to sell.
society at large, or with greater advantage
I will refer to one other topic
which has formed a larger proportion of to the general body of the community? Or
this debate than any other
I mean those will he show the time when resistance to
different arguments with respect to the the repeal of the Corn Law can be less efinconsistency of public men.
They have fectively maintained, or lead to less dangerformed the main staple of the arguments ous consequences? The question at issue
of hon. Gentlemen
and whenever the between us is merely a question of time.
word has been used, it has never failed I think the present the most important pecountries will necessarily give.

duce there, as

in

It will pro-

England, greater employ-

;

;

am

strong

riod for us to lay hold of for the purpose.

an advocate for consistency as any man.
But, Sir, shall I be told that consistency

have reached a period when there is
great distress from the failure of a particular crop we are arrived at a moment when
not only do we contemplate the effects of
the failure of the present potato crop, but
we look forward to the consequences of a
failure in future years, probably leading to
the substitution of a diet of corn instead of
potatoes. For although the noble Lord the
Member for Staffordshire has very kindly
advertised the potatoes grown by Mr. Chap-

to

elicit

their cheers.

I

consists in adhering to

upon a subject which

is

as

a particular line
subject to varia-

tion with the altered state of society

from

Am

time to time?
I to be told that if
I in one particular year adopt a measure
and give my assent to it, because at the
time I believe it to be a proper one, I
then am not at any subsequent period,

may take place in the
circumstances of the country, in the wants
of the population, in the deficiency of their
means of being fed, at liberty to depart
from the line which I have already supported?
I say that, in maintaining such
opinions, you place consistency on a ground
which is not tenable, and, so far from supporting the consistency of public men, you
do more, by placing it on a wrong basis, to
damage it than otherwise. Who is there
among hon. Gentlemen who has been, in

whatever alteration

their sense, consistent

upon the Corn

Law ?

We

;

man

in his garden at Isleworth, from diseased Irish potatoes, I must say that more
extensive experiments have been made by
gardeners, scientific men, and others, and
the results have been anything but satisfactory.
I have seen. Sir, accounts from
America, where this disease has prevailIt was
ed for three consecutive years.
observed in the first instance in a
In the second year it
slight degree.
In this
came with aggravated force.
year in which we are now speaking the
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destruction of the crop in North America
is equal to that in many parts of Ireland.

What has happened in other countries
may also happen in this and in the pro;

spect of the continuance of this disease, is it
not prudent and wise to take the earliest
opportunity for providing increased proIt
vision for the wants of the people ?

the disease prevails in
hut there is the
apprehension of a suhsequent prevalence
and if
of the disease in other countries
it should continue, there will be a demand
for corn in those conntries beyond that
of the present moment, and during the
same period that we shall have an increased
demand also and the probability will rather be that we shall not get that supply
which we shall necessarily require under
any circumstances, than that we shall have
the inundation of corn which some hon.
Gentlemen fear. Has the House ever considered the situation in which this coimtry
stands at this moment in regard to the
extent to which its population is growing
every day ? Have they calcidated that the
addition to the population made every year
requires no less than from 100,000 to
is

not

only that

England and

in Ireland,

;

;

120,000 additional acres of wheat to be
to meet their wants?
If we cannot add this extent of land (in

grown every year,
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not merely to the measure, but to the individuals by whom it is propounded.
I do
not presume or intend to retort upon any
hon. Gentleman the expressions used and

But my right hon. Friend
applied to us.
the Member for the University of Dublin,
in a speech which, he wiU permit me to
state, contains far more of eloquent declamation and attack upon my right hon.
Friend, than of argument upon the subject, stated that it was the duty of an independent Member of the House to maintain what he believed to be a right opinion,
independent of the men by whom any measure may be brought forward.
I allow, in
the fullest terms, the propriety of the right
hon. Gentleman retaining to himself that
right.
I only ask him to allow the Ministers of the Crown the same latitude of
acting upon the principles they believe to
be right, independently of those by whom
their measures may be opposed. I ask him
if he himself thinks that he is not Hable
to censure while acting upon principles
which he beheves to be right, that he will
not at least allow others to pui-sue the same
course without bestowing upon them those
opprobrious epithets he has applied to
them ? The right hon. Gentleman told us
that we were unstable in mind.
He says
that we are infirm of purpose; and calls us
political tergiversators.
My right hon.
Friend told us that we were " Cabinet jugglers," and made use of an observation
which was not very kind, courteous, or
just, and one which I regret the more, as
it affects the character and reputation of
my right hon. Friends, rather than that it
is applicable to any part I have had in the
proceedings of the Government.
The
House has had laid before them distinctly
the whole of the transactions of the Government in their resignation of office and
their return to it
and I believe, with the
exception of my right hon. Friend, there is
not a man in the House who would beheve
there was any but the utmost openness and

size equal to a county) every year, must we
not look abroad for aid; and do not circumstances loudly call upon us to make provision in time for the wants that are coming upon us ?
I ask hon. Gentlemen, will
they wait until the time of distress, famine,
and mortality arrives, before they make a
settlement of this question ? and will they
then be able to settle it satisfactorily to
their own minds, or in such a way as to
produce a good effect upon the minds of
those who require the change, in order to
be supplied with food? For myself, I
must say that this is the time at which
the repeal of the Corn Laws ought to be
eflFected, and
the question settled; by
doing it now we shall effectually provide sincerity in those transactions.
There was
for the happiness of the people, and excite no deception
none of that political juga spirit of emulation and enterprise which glery which the right hon. Gentleman immust result in general good. It is not putes to us.
My only regret is, that the
necessary for me to go into all the objec- public at large, viewing the hasty, incontions of the hon. Gentlemen who oppose siderate manner in which my right hon.
this measure.
I am surprised that so many
Friend has given judgment on this occaof my hon. Friends should express them- sion, may be misled into the belief that he
selves in terms of such strong disapproba- wants that candour and calm consideration
tion of the conduct of Her Majesty's Go- of evidence which I believe he is accusvernment.
I regret that some of those
tomed to display elsewhere, and which, cerfor whom I have
the greatest respect tainly, is most becoming in one filling his
should have expressed themselves hostile, high judicial office.
I may be called a
;

—
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ad-

coward or a political tergivcrsator.
rait that I was afraid to maintain party connexions in opposition to the public interest.
I was afraid to risk the subsistence of a nation in deference to the opinions of a party.
If that was cowardice, I am guilty of that
cowardice, and

may be

I

am

not

ashamed

to

avow

a political tergivcrBut if I have turned my back
sator.
upon my pohtical friends, it has been only
to protect them from the consequences of
Seeing that there
their want of foresight.
was famine in Ireland ahead, and fearing

it.

I

called

the effect of the reaction upon the interests
of this country, I was not ashamed to turn

a bold front to the threatening dangers,
though in doing so I may have turned my
back on some of those with whom I was
before associated.
I tell my hon. Friends,
that though I painfully feel the loss of
their

good opinion upon matters connected

with

politics,

satisfaction

I

shall ever

the

periods

formerly connected; and

judgment

their

—when
which

shall

they shall

this country is

I

remember with
when we were
trust that when

have had time to cool
see the dangers with
threatened, not merely

—

prospect, but in real operation
when
they shall be aware of the necessity that
existed of making provision for those dangers by the alteration of the laws affecting
the supply of food
I know enough of them
in

—

however inconsistent it may
appear to them now to change their opinions
upon a pubhc measure, there is not one of
them who will not then admit that he was
wrong in condemning this measure, which
has been proposed by Her Majesty's Government with the full belief that it is calculated to promote the best interests of the

to believe that,

country.

Mr. FERRAND I beheve. Sir, I am
now perfectly in order in alluding to those
:

were presented a few nights
ago by the noble Lord the Member for the
West Riding of Yorkshire (Lord Morpeth).
Hon. Gentlemen will remember, that, in
the year 1843, I produced evidence before
this House that the Anti-Corn-Law League
had purchased signatures in the West
Riding of Yorkshire at one shilling a hun-

petitions which
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to attach their signatures to these petitions, however strongly
they may be opposed to them in principle.
If those men dare refuse to attach their
signatures to such petitions, they know
perfectly well that they sacrifice their daily
I am indebted to the hon. Membread.
ber for Montrose (Mr. Hume) for having,
several years ago, exposed in this House
the odious intimidation and oppression
which was practised upon the working
men in the manufacturing districts if they
He said
dared to disobey their masters.
in this House, that " it was a regulation
entered into by the masters of Scotland,
that no person who quitted one factory
should be employed in another ; and that
object was effected by the masters sending
round to each other lists of the men who
from any cause whatever had quitted their
employment, so that no man who happened
to differ with his master could succeed in
Is not
obtaining employment elsewhere."
That
this "an odious combination?"
combination has been introduced into the
manufacturing districts of Yorkshire and
and I again repeat, that no
Lancashire
working man who is employed by an AntiCorn-Law League manufacturer dare refuse to attach his signature to any petition
But I
that may be presented to him.
have seen several petitions for the repeal
of the Corn Laws presented to this House
by hon. Gentlemen opposite ; and among
others one by the noble Lord the Member
I wiU ask those
for the city of London.
hon. Gentlemen, as well as the noble Lord,
whether they conscientiously believe that
the signatures to those petitions are genuine ?
I have never heard those petitions
If the hon.
alluded to during this debate.
Gentlemen who presented them had believed the signatures to them were genuine,
they would surely have pointed to them as
an evidence of public opinion upon this
Now, I tell the House that I am
question.
prepared to produce evidence at the bar of
this House, or before a Committee of the
House, that one man attached 14,000 signatures to one of these petitions without
ever having left his house or asked a single
person to write his name. That is the M'ay
in which the petitions of the Anti-ComLaw League have been got up, and then
So
placed upon the Table of this House.
;

I was well aware, when the noble
Lord presented those petitions, that, though
he might believe that the signatures to
them were genuine, and the unbiassed acts
of the parties who had attached their
names, such was not the fact; and I am much for your petitions. I may now be
here prepared to prove before a Committee allowed to allude to the speech of the hon.
of this House, if my statement is denied, Member for Sheffield (Mr. Ward) the other
that the working people are compelled by evenina:.
While the hon. Gentleman was

dred.
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delivering that speech, I contradicted
in rather a

round manner

him

but I assure
him I intended nothing in the slightest degree offensive.
But as the hon. Member
mentioned several circumstances in a most
positive, and, let me tell him, dictatorial
manner, I thought I had a right to give a
;

somewhat positive denial to his statements.
That hon. Gentleman said it was a " notorious fact that some hon. Members of
this House, with some foolishness and
much good nature, had subscribed 2,000^
to enable the hon.

West Riding

Member

election."

to fight the

That

fact

may

CORN LAWS.
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as I say he was bound to do, if he intends to head the party in that division of
or if Mr. Lane Fox had not
the county
been compelled, under the advice of his
physician, to relinquish the contest, which
he could only have undertaken at the risk
;

of his life. Lord Morpfeth would not now
occupy a seat in this House.
[" Hear,
hear!"]
You may say "Hear, hear;"
but what said your party in Yorkshire at
the time ?
The instant they found I was
going to make a fair stand-up fight, they
said, '* Not a moment is to be lost
if we
don't strain every nerve we are sure to be
beaten."
I think
the hon. Gentleman
;

be notorious, but I never heard of it beand if the hon. Gentleman will be so said in another part of his speech, that the
fore
obliging as to inform me where I can find working men repudiated my doctrines.
the money, I will cheerfully allow him 20 Now, if that was the case, how is it that.
The hon. Gentleman then went was so successful in exciting a bad feeling
per cent.
on to say that I had published a very able between the employer and employed ? I
think this is a contradiction
I begin to think this was the case,
but to show
letter.
for I have seen no answer to it from any that these working men did not repudiate
member of the Anti-Corn-Law League. my doctrines {and I am sorry the noble
The hon. Gentleman also said that I had Lord the Member for the West Riding is
completely succeeded in what he believed not in his place), I may tell the House what
was my peculiar mission in creating a happened on the day of election. A friend
hostile feehng between the masters and of the noble Lord's who stood near him
men, the employers and the workmen. on the hustings, proposed thrice during the
The proceedings to the 8,000 working men who
Now, I totally deny that charge.
hon. Member says he read my speeches. had been sent down by the League manuCan he deny any statements I made ? If facturers to hold up their hands for the nohe cannot, he will find that I merely ex- ble Lord, that they should give three groans
posed to the public gaze, and brought for Ferrand. Twice they refused not one
under his notice, cruelties and oppression man would respond to the call and, surely,
which have been for years practised by the if the working men had repudiated my docmasters towards their workmen, and which trines, they would have responded to the
have produced the bad feeling he charges request of their employers, and have given
me with exciting. He said that my friends three groans for Ferrand. But is the hon.
That as- Member for Sheflleld aware that when I
actually repudiated my efforts.
When I was in the West Riding of Yorkshire, I
sertion I most strongly deny.
arrived in the West Riding of Yorkshire, challenged any Member of the Anti-CornLaw League who was a Member of this
I don't mean the Conthe Tory party
servative party, for, thank God, there is House, to meet me in public and discuss
not now such a party in the country told the question of free trade before the workme that it was utterly useless to attempt ing men. I challenged them at Leeds, at
Bradford, and at Iluddersfield
They said
but they
to contest the election.
*'
The Anti-Corn-Law League have been refused to accept my challenge. Here, in
here, and by fraud and perjury have this House, I repeat that challenge and I
swamped the honest and constitutional dare you to accept it and appear before
They have placed 2,000 elect- the manufacturing operatives of the West
electors.
ors upon the register, and we don't think Riding of Yorkshire. If you wish it, I will
we have any chance." I advised them to read to you the challenge I published in
I told them they had the West Riding of Yorkshire
a challenge
fight the battle.
truth and honesty on their side, and that I that was refused there, and is refused here
How can you say, then,
believed the honest electors would rise up again to-night.
indignantly against this impudent attempt that the working men in the north of Engof a factious league to trample them under land are, to a man, in favour of free trade ?
I will prove to you to-night, before I conI have no hesitation in saying,
its feet.
that if Mr. Edwin Lascelles had fought clude, whether they are or not. With the
the battle as he ou^^ht to have done, and permission of the House, I will now allude
;

;

—

:

;

—

—

;

;

—
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what, without intemlinir anything offensive, I must call the disgraceful position in
which hon. Memhers on this side appear
I remember the noble
before the country.

iko

Lord the Member

for the city of

London

and asking the right hon.
Baronet (Sir R. Peel), after he had been
placed in power backed by a majority of
ninety-one in this House, how he intended
to conduct the affairs of this great country.
The right hon. Baronet replied, ** I am
asked by the noble Lord how I intend to
conduct the affairs of this nation." Then
turning round to the men who had placed
him in power, the right hon. Baronet said,
*'
I will walk in the direct path, and in the
rising in his place

light of the British Constitution."

I

be-

unison with the spirit of the
when a dissolution
of Parhament occurs, and a general election
takes place, the candidates for the suffrages
of the electors should appear before them,
and honestly and openly explain, without
reserve, their political principles. Not only
are they compelled to do this, but they have
to underofo a most searchins: examination
and the electors do not decide for whom
they will vote, or in whom they will place
confidence, till they have duly weighed the
political principles of the candidates who
may appear before them. When the last

lieve

it

is in

British Constitution that

God
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think it the wildest and maddest scheme
that ever entered into the mind of man."
I

—

But, what had Mr. B. Denison said the
Gentleman who was going to vote against
the Government, and to tell the House that
he had been deceived into seconding the
Sir, I think that noble Lords
Address ?
and hon. Gentlemen opposite once were
charged with thimblerig but, surely they
may retort in these days of general apostacy. Well, Mr. B. Denison said, ** I think
they are attempting to gull the people by
what I call the humbug of free trade."
Then the hon. Member for Leeds (Mr. W.
;

Beckett) had said
"

Some

people tell you to stick fast to English
and then go to foreign agriculture. I
say, stick fast to English agriculture ;" and ho
went on to ask, '* What does the English landlord
On the average, wheat
get from agriculture ?
land does not pay him more than 245. an acre,
when he can get it. That is about 3 per cent, for
Now, is there a manufacturer who
his money.
ever received so low a rate of interest on his
capital as 3 per cent. ?
Look to the tenant he
gets not more than 5 per cent, for his money and
as for the labourer, he gets no more than 12«. per

agriculture,

:

;

week."

;

Parliament was dissolved, I believe Her
Most Gracious Majesty declared in Her
Speech, that She was anxious to take the
sense of the nation upon those great ques-

which then agitated the public mind.
When I stood upon the hustings at Leeds
by the side of the noble Lord the Member
for the West Riding (Lord Morpeth), by
the side of my hon. Friend also Member
for the West Riding (Mr. E. Denison), and
tions

Now,

Sir, if the hon.

in this

House,

I will

Gentleman

is

say, I don't

present

mean

to

ask him how he means to vote, because I
know how he ought to vote. If he is an
Englishman, he will stick to English agriculture if he is an honourable man, he will
stick to his hustings' pledges
if he is an
honest man, and has changed his principles
;

;

and opinions upon this subject, let him resign his seat.
Let him remember that he
stood at the hustings at Leeds under a
banner having inscribed on it, "A Beckett

He has gained a
borough as *' honest William
Beckett ;" but if he changes on this occaby the side of the hon. Member for the bo- sion he will be ever after known, politically
rough of Leeds (Mr. W. Beckett), I heard speaking, as " dishonest William Beckett."
Sir, I now turn to the benches immediately
this language uttered by the noble Lord.
On the 2otli of June, 1841, the noble Lord behind the Treasury bench and I have no
doubt that several Members have already
said
**
Is it I he is
" The cause which I conceive is at the hottom begun to tremble, and say,
of the great struggle which I am about to com- going to attack ?" But it is the hon. Memmence is a war against monopolists, and it is not ber for Winchester (Mr. B. Escott) to whom
before such an assembly as this, or in the Cloth
I am about to allude.
Let me ask him how
Hall at Leeds, that I can despair of triumph,"
he obtained his seat ? Has he forgotten
Now, that I call a fair and manly way of the visit he paid to the Buckinghamshire
never failed us yet."

name

in that

;

laying

down the

principles of free trade.

Mr. S. Wortley (the present Lord Wharncliffe), to show his purpose of standing by
the Corn Laws, quoted the remark of Lord
Melbourne in the House of Lords
" When I hear my noble Friend (Earl Fitzwilliam) speak of leaving the agriculture of this
country wholly without protection, I declare before

farmers previous to the last election ? Has
he forgotten drinking their wine, patting
them on the back, and giving one cheer

more
into

for agriculture
and then marching
Winchester with the other hon. Mem;

ber, like himself, a supporter of protection ?
Sir, I like honesty in public men ; and if I

had been guilty of such conduct as the hon.
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Member

for Winchester,
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should scorn to

Sir,
on the floor of the House.
he came here reeking from the hustings,
pledged to stand by agriculture to the last
moment of his existence and what is his

tread

;

—TENTH

NIGHT.

people of England knew the treachery of
such conduct, and spurned it as an insult
on their understanding." Where is the
treachery now ?
Where is the insult to
the electors now ? especially to the elec-

now ? On the 22nd February, 1 842, tors of Winchester, who, having called
he made a splendid speech in this House. upon him to give up his seat, he refused
Sir, he stood there then [pointing to the to do so ? Then he referred to the soil, and
agricultural benches], among the friends of said
course

" The soil they cannot annihilate, nor destroy
and not behind the Treasury
and the next day he went to Mr. its perennial bounty. In spite of their foolish
projects it will still continue to feed their wrongs
OUivier, of Pall Mall, and got him to puband nourish their ingratitude while its possessors
lish his speech corrected from the short- and its cultivators are still the best
customers for
hand writer's notes. Sir, he was so kind their trade and manufactures, and maintain the
wealth and credit of the country against the subtle
and obliging as to present me with a copy
and I now, with the permission of the lucubrations of economists, or the rashness of disappointed politicians."
House, will for the first time make use of
He says, speaking of the hon. Mem- Sir, I want to know who are the disapit.
pointed politicians now ?
He goes on
ber for Wolverhampton
" Would a little party of them now ask leave to
" Before my hon. Friend the Member for Wol-

agriculture,

bench

;

—

:

verhampton (Mr.

Villiers) called

on

us, the repre«

sentatives of the people, to repeal and totally abjure the principle of the law for regulating the
importation of corn, it was necessary, in my apprehension, for him to pr6ve two propositions to
It was necessary
the satisfaction of this House.
for him to prove, first, that the distress of certain
portions of the people is caused by the principle

of the law for regulating the importation of foSecondly, that the repeal of all laws
reign corn.
founded on that principle, would not cause greater
evils to other portions of the community than
those which he assumes it would remove. Sir,
the hon. Member and his supporters not only do
not prove these propositions, they never attempt

them and yet, until these propositions
are not only argued, but proved, that man must
be, as was well said in another place, a madman,
or something worse, who would attack the principle of a law which has not only answered its purpose better than any other principle which has
ever been tried, but under which the owners and
occupiers of lands have been taught by this House
and the I>cgislature to believe themselves safe and
Six Parliaments have maintained this
secure.
Talk of public faith indeed here is
principle.
the faith of Parliament pledged to the landed property of England, pledged not indeed to particular
enactments, and clerical details of scales and
who could imagine such a folly? but
figures
pledged to the principle of protection protection
without prohibition but still protection to the
home grower. And under this solemn sanction
and security, and relying on this faith of Parliament, have they purchased, taken lea«?8, made
devises and settlementu, laid out vast sums in improvements and expensive systems married, made
plans in life, educated and provided for children
in business, and whom they fondly thought were
safe under the shelter of that protection beneath
which their fathers rested. Is the hon. Gentleman prepared for a system of treacherj' and conI know he is not; but I know also
fiscation?
that his Motion, if carried, would be equivalent
to argue

;

;

—

—

—

;

;

to such a system."

The noble Lord the Member
made a proposition for a 6*.
hon. Member for Winchester

overset the comer-stone of that commercial policy
by which they have grown so great ? Whence is
this .strange insanity

made them mad ?

for

London

said,

*•

The
The

Has too much prosperity

principles of the Constitution, and the honour
than the constitution of this House."

no

less

I tell
I tell

down

He

him this question affects his honour.
him that he is bound in honour to go
to

Winchester and resign hi»

seat.

says in his peroration

" Sir, I know not what the noble Lord will do
next but having no proof of natiomU benefits to
be derived from his changes, or those of his more
rational associates ; and seeing all around roe
much of the distress and mischief, the etfect of
ill-considered change, I am resolved, for the benefit of the country and the preservation of its liber*
ties, to stand by the landed interest which is only
another name for the English interest, and to
oppose by the best means in my power and now
by voting for the measure of Her Majesty's Minthe schemes of
isters (not the present measure)
those, who for yeafs past have shown by nothing
;

;

—

—

so

much

as their rashness in

hostility to English liberty

new

legislation, their

and their incapacity to

govern their country."

That, Sir,

the speech delivered by the

is

for Winchester, who now
behind the First Lord of the Treasury
There is an old
as one of his supporters.
saying in our part of England, and I think
it is a very true one, '* }3irds of a feather
I don't know whether
flock together."

hon.

Member

sits

the

hon.

Cripps)

is

Member

for

in his place.

Cirencester

He

is,

I

(Mr,

believe,

Treasury who was
high time, I tliink, that
On the
there were other two Members.
14th of August, 1845, he went down to
the last Lord

elected.

It

of the

is

his constituents
"

duty.

?

This question afiects the very

and said

thought that I was rendering myself
liable to the charge of supporting a man who
could Im! calU^, with any show of justice, a traitor
to hit party, I would have relinquished the highly

Had

I
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prized honour of being your representative, and
sheltered myself, as I could have done without
dishonour or loss of character, under that otfer of
permanent and lucrative employment referred to
by Mr. Mullings, but which I had no wish should
be made public here."

heard the right hon. Baronet the Vice
President of the Board of Trade stand
I

up

in this

House

last night,

and expound

the great hrass case with great ability,
as counsel for the First Lord of the Treasury, but certainly without convincing
the House of the truth of his argument.
But when I know that the right hon. Baronet, when he was attacking us for opposing Her Majesty's Government, had either
in his red box or in his pocket an address
from his constituents, demanding the resignation of his seat for having broken his
pledges, I did look him in the face and
thought ^but I wont't say what I thought
of him, though I know what his constituents
think of him.
I will now allude to the
right hon. Gentleman the Member for
Wiltshire, the Secretary at War (Mr. Sidney
Herbert).
I think his personal honour is
On the 15th
at stake at the present time.
of February, 1845, exactly one year from
this time, when accepting the office he now

—

occupies, he went

down

to his constituents,

asking them again for their confidence ;
and he said
"It is now twelve years since I first appeared
before you as a candidate.
I was then a young
man, just entering into public life, and I then
asked for your suffrages upon trust and credit,
undertaking to use such abilities as I possessed in
your service, and for the advancement of the public interest. During that time in my Parliamentary
but,
course I may have made many mistakes
gentlemen, we are all fallible, and in the various
questions which came before Parliament many
diflSculties have arisen in the progress of various
measures upon which I may have been in error
but, I believe that the course I have taken generally has been to conciliate your support, because
I believe my views have generally coincided with
those of my constituents."
;

of Dorchester
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him, too, that his

personal honour is at stake.
He may dispose of his changes of opinion by one fling
but he will not dispose of his
of his arm
constituents in that manner.
He is bound
to redeem his pledges on the hustings
and
if his political opinions have changed, I tell
;

;

is bound as a man of honour to
resign his place into their hands once more,
in order to enable them to be freely and
honourably represented.
I have read the

him that he

speech which the right hon. Baronet delivered to his constituents on that occasion,
and was delighted with its talent and ability;
and I think the best thing the protectionists
could do would be to print it in a cheap
form and circulate it through the country,
as the First Lord of the Treasury used t©
do with his speeches when in opposition to
the Whigs.
I was then one of the rank
and file of the Conservative party and I
used to receive large packages of Sir R.
Peel's speeches on the Corn Laws, which
were sold at one penny each. Who sent
them to me I never found out but I suspect that the right hon. Baronet had heard
that I was a warm and earnest supporter
of his principles, and, therefore, favoured
me with packages of his speeches, carriage
paid, which I circulated among the people
in my neighbourhood
and I rejoice to say
that they made many proselytes, and were
the chief cause of the return of Mr. Stuart
Wortley as a protectionist. But to return
to the right hon. Baronet the Secretary of
State for the Home Department he said
"A friend of mine said, 'And what about the
Corn Laws ?' I said, I would not avoid that sub;

;

;

:

ject ; nor will I.
I conceive the true principle to
be, that a protective duty should be substituted for
absolute prohibition and I think that, as a general
;

be the smallest amount which, on
a careful revision, would be found to give to native
industry fair play in its competition with foreign
countries, the circumstances attending our relation to those countries being duly considered."
rule, it should

He then went on to address his constituents
upon the Corn Laws, and he said that he
thought that protection was necessary for

Then he went on to quote what poor Lord
Melbourne said on the Corn Laws
" What did Lord Melbourne say in the House

agriculture:

of Lords,

—

" lie did not think that that protection was one
bit larger than it ought to be, looking to the burdens of agriculture ;" and he finished by saying,
that " he hoped and believed that there was
among the people of this country, as there certainly was by Her Majesty's Ministers, a determination to uphold that law,"

am

glad to see the right hon. Baronet
the Secretary of State for the Home Department in his place. He, too, went before
his constituents when he accepted office
and how stands he pledged to the electors
I

;

:

when the proposal to alter the Corn
Laws was mooted in that House? He declared

that

it

would be absolute madness

make such a

in

any one to

proposition."

The

right hon. Baronet then proceeded to
I never have and never will shrink
from public opinion." Then, why don't he

say

—"

go down to his constituents? I am dehghted to see the noble Lord (Lord J.
Russell) in his place.
The right hon. Baronet thus spoke of the noble Lord and his
party :—
" The late Government is Mien,

to rise no more.
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? Who pays the church rate ?
Who
pays the poor fate and the tithe ? I say, not altogether, but chiefly, the landed proprietor of this
country and if there be corn produced by other
land not subject to those burdens, it would be
clearly not just to the land of this country to admit the corn on equal terms."

highway rate

;

Let me ask the First Lord of the Treasury,
who have been his supporters of late?
Where has been the '* democratic Roe- Sir, there was a poll in the borough of
buck ?" Where has been the "democratic Tamworth'; and the electors, believing the
Warburton ?" Where has been the "de- pledges of the right hon. Baronet, that he
would protect agriculture, returned him to
mocratic O'Connell," who was only a short
He said the other night that
time ago a " convicted conspirator?" The the House.
right hon. Baronet continued his address
to his constituents as follows
"

My

;

that a further prevalence of the
democratic principle would prove most destructive
to the institutions and great interests of the country. Should that unfortunate day ever dawn upon
the political horizon when the principles of democracy will be paramount, degraded indeed will be

our
'

is,

The day when

But
*

opinion

fate

And
I

he thought he was wrong (on the occasion
of his violating his pledges to the University of Oxford) in resigning his seat
but,

:

thou, imperial

see thy warriors

will

fall,

Troy must bend

May I be cold before that dreadful day.
Pressed with a load of monumental clay.'

After this poetical fervour, the right hon.
Baronet concluded his speech thus
" It now only remains for you to decide whether
I shall return to the House of Commons as your
representative.
(The right hon. Baronet then sat

down amidst most vehement and long-continued
shouts of applause.) As no other candidate presented himself. Sir J. Graham was pronounced
duly elected, and was afterwards chaired through
the town, with the usual honours."

Two

extracts

I

will

prove to him now, that he

is

bound to resign his seat, and go down to
Tamworth, and place himself in the hands
of his constituents there.
After the last
election the right hon. Baronet told them

that—

I

thy glorious end.'

add—

and

Sir, I

more from an election speech,
have done with that part of my
subject.
I think these last will be the
severest and most tremendous cut of all.
The one is a quotation from the nomination
speech of the First Lord of the Treasury,
and the other from his speech after his
election
and I tell the right hon. Baronet
that his personal honour is also at stake.
On the 29th of June, 1841, Sir R. Peel,
on the occasion of his nomination for Tam-

" They had placed him in the proud position of
representing them in Parliament, and they might
depend upon it that he would be faithful to the
professions he had made and in adhering to those
Conservative principles which in the face of his
constituency he had professed he would, while at
the same time he paid due respect to the just
rights of those who might differ from him in religious opinions, do everything in his power to
maintain the fundamental institutions of the country in Church and State, and to advance the glory
and happiness of the country."
;

Now,

Sir, the right hon.

Baronet

is

pledged,

—he pledged
— stand by

in the face of his constituents

own

himself of his

free will

to

and the pledges he gave on
that occasion
and I call on him, not as
Prime Minister of this country, not as once
the leader of a great party, but as an
honest Member of this House, to resign
his seat and go down to his constituents
his principles

;

for their approval or disapproval.

I

said

;

worth, said
" I feel that confidence, because I have no reason to suppose that your political sentiments have
undergone a change and, if they have not, I am
conscious that I have faithfully adhered in public
life to every proft-ssion which I made ufKin these
hustings, and have kept every engagement into
;

which I entered. ... I now come, I repeat, to
a most imitortant question that of the introduce

—

tion of foreign

com.

.

.

1

prefer the principle

of the ascending and descending scale and I do
not consider, when I look to the burdens which
land in this country is subjected to, tluit a fixed duty
of 8«. per quarter on com brought here from Poland and the north of Kuro|H', will afford a suffi:

cient protection to the land of this country. I>ook
at the amount of poor rates levied from land in
this country, compared with the amount levied

from the

profits of

manu&ctures.

Who

pays the

be the last quotation
but perhaps you will allow me, as a make-weight,
to throw in a remark of his hon. Colleague
(Captain A'Court) when he contested the
borough of Tamworth.
His colleague
this should

;

said

"He was certain that the prosperity of Tain>
worth depended mainly on the prosperity of the
agriculturists; and if they were permanently depressed, every farmer, shopkeeper, and labourer
in it would be involved in one common ruin. With
tliat feeling he would never consent to take from
the British farmer such fair protection as would
enable him to compete on equal terms with the
foreign corn-grower, nor consent to reduce the
English labourer to the same condition as the
and ill-paid labourer of the Continent."

ill-

fed

What

a figure to cut before his constituCan you [pointing to the Treasury
bench] look these hon. Gentlemen honourable by the courtesy of this House,
ents!

—

HOUSE OF COMMONS, FEBRUARY
and honourable by character
can you look them in the
face at this present moment, and say you
tical principles

in their poli-

—

are conducting yourselves with common
honesty ? Do not tell me you were bound
to re-accept office, and carry those measures
I tell you you were not
in this House.
bound to do so but that the moment you
found yourselves unable to carry out the
principles of protection, you were bound as
honourable men at once to appeal to the
country, and ask the constituencies of England for their approval of your conduct.
Now I believe, if the right hon. Baronet
had pursued that course at first, he might
have rallied around him a great party in
but I must tell him that the
the country
people of Great Britain and Ireland view
with unmitigated disgust his contemptible
Let me ask
apostacy and tergiversation.
you, how has the right hon. Baronet been
supported during this discussion? I know
that hon. Gentlemen who are on terms of
personal friendship with right hon. Members sitting on the Treasury bench, have
almost wept for them when they heard
them addressing this House they felt so
much for their degraded position. And
;
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the country papers of Great Bri-

over

all

tain

and Ireland, and

will see

how Mem-

hers pledged themselves at the last election to stand by the principles of protection
and when the question again comes
before this House, I will be in my place to
show up the whole party who have deserted from the cause of protection. Even
the most democratic Gentlemen may have
to go to their constituents
even the Mem;

—

ber for Nottingham, though I know it is a
very expensive place; but he must take
care to fight the question on constitutional
grounds.
I have narrowly watched the
tone of this debate and it is a most extraordinary circumstance that, during the
whole of the discussion, the representatives
of the manufacturing body have scarcely
been heard. We are told by hon. Gentlemen that the population is increasing so
rapidly in this country that it is necessary
to extend our manufactures.
But before
we do that, it is our duty to inquire what
has already been done by this House for
the moral and social condition of the working classes.
I could go back for the last
sixty years, and bring before the House
some valuable information on this head
I could see hon. Gentlewell they might.
but I will only read one or two extracts
men who were also apostates from the prin- from a debate that took place on the 3rd
ciples they held at the last election, and of April, 1816.
On that occasion Mr. R.
who sat on the benches behind them, en- Gordon said
deavouring, night after night, to muster
" It appears that overseers of parishes in Loncourage enough to address the House; but don are in the habit of contracting with the manuup to this moment their courage, as well as facturers of the north for the disposal of their
The hon. children and these manufacturers agree to take
their consciences, have failed.
one idiot for every nineteen sane children. In
Member for Bath addressed the House; but this manner, waggon loads of these little creatures
he failed for the first time in this House, are sent down to be at the perfect disposal of their
and the hon. Member for Bolton said a new masters."
;

;

—

;

;

democrat was conand the Conservative was not.
Without following this subject any further, I must remark that no
man, whatever party he belongs to, in this
House, can contend that the House of Commons has any right whatever, either confew words

;

but the

sistent in his principles,

stitutionally or in

common

cide on this question.

possible that an Address
this

House

to

honesty, to de-

It is not at all im-

may be moved

Her Majesty,

in

that she will

be graciously pleased to send us where
we should have been long since ^before

—

our constituents.
If that is the case, I
now avow the course which I will then pursue.
So soon as this division is over, I
will obtain the list,

of every

who
sure.

man

and look out the name

on this side of the House

shall vote for the
I

shall

Government mea-

then go to

house, in Fleet-street

;

I

Peel's
will

coff"ee-

there look

This was what was called the apprenticeship system, and it has been introduced
again under the New Poor Law.
On the
19th of February, 1818, the late Sir R.
Peel thus expressed himself in the House
of

Commons

:

" About fifteen years ago, I brought in a Bill
for the regulation of apprentices in cotton manufactories. At that time they were the description
of persons most employed in these manufactories.
I myself had a thousand of them, and I felt the
necessity of some regulation with respect to them.
It was notorious that children of a
very tender age were dragged from their beds some
hours before daylight, and confined in the factories
not less than fifteen hours and it is also notoriously the opinion of the faculty, that no children
of eight or nine years of age can bear this degree
of hardship with impunity to their health and con.

.

.

.

;

stitution."

The present

Sir Robert Peel on the

same

day said
" It

is

proved that children are employed in
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Lancashire fifteen hours a day, and after any 8t<^)ppage, from five in the morning to ten in the evening, seventeen hours
and this often three weeks
at a time.
On a Sunday they are employed from
six in the morning to twelve in cleaning the ma-

confirais all that Mr. Gregg says; and he
adds that the people in Manchester are in
a state bordering on savage Ufe.
Dr.
Shuttleworth continues

chinery."

" The moral check has no influence in preventing the rapid increase of population. The existence of cheap and redundant labour in the market
has a tendency to reduce its general price."

;

employed
That
at as early an age as five years.
was the origin of the cotton trade in Lancashire; and what have been the results?
We are told by manufacturers in this
House that they are enjoying even comfort, and making great wages, and that it
It is in evidence that children are

is necessary for the agriculturists to send
their surplus population for the purpose of

That

is

what the League are aiming

They want

at.

down wages.
I have also another authority, Dr. Cooke
Taylor.
He says, speaking of the manuto be able to beat

facturing population

" I have seen misery in many forms I have
manufacturing dis- been in the huts and hovels of Ireland, when my
You will hear from the evidence of native land was visited with the scourge of the
tricts.
a manufacturer who was once a Member of cholera; I have visited the cellars of Liverpool,
where existence assumes an aspect that ceases to
this House what were the sufferings of the be human I have
penetrated into the wynds and
This gentle- vennels of GLisgow (localities that would try to the
manufacturing population.
utmost the hardest of hearts and the strongest of
man, in 1831, said
;

being employed

in the

;

" Domestic manufactures were almost extinct,
and the population, which was formerly scattered
through the country, was impressed with a distinct
character, besotting themselves, particularly on
Saturday evenings and 'Sunday, with ale, beer, and
gin.
The quantity of gin drunk was enormous,
and even children of tender age drank it. Many

took large quantities of opium, sometimes laudanum in pills, and sometimes an anodyne draught
They were also exposed to
of the same kind.
Their work was
severe and unremitting labour.
most laborious, only exceeded by mowing. They
worked twelve hours a day, whUe form labourers
worked only ten hours. The children did not receive that attention from their mothers which

was

necessary for their welfare."
[**

Question

Bath

'•

!

"]

The

Question."

hon.

Member

for

am

speakThe question is the
ing to the question.
increase of manufactures in this country,
cries

and the

sacrifice

Sir, I

of agriculture for that

purpose; and I am now showing what has
been the effect of the manufacturing system.
I do not wonder that the hon. and
learned Member for Bath feels uncomfortable under the circumstances.
[Mr. RoEOh, no!
I beg your pardon.]
«UCK
I
thought the hon. Member was a representI will now, with his
ative of the people.
leave, proceed with my quotation
:

:

" The quantity of opium they took was very
large, and a very considerable number of the
children

Now

fell

victims to diiieascs."

speak to Gentlemen of the
League) who is the gentleman I am
Why, no less a person than
quoting ?
Mr. R. Gregg, and one of that party who
call on the Legislature to give the deathblow to agriculture, in order that they may
be able the better to absorb in manufac(and

I

tures the surplus population of the agriDr. Kay Shuttleworth
cultural districts.

but nowhere have I seen misery which
my very soul, as that which I have
witnessed in the manufacturing districts of Lancashire.
And why ? Because the extreme of
wretchedness was there, and there only, combined with a high tone of moral dignity, and a
marked sense of propriety a decency, cleanliness,
and order, the elements which produced the vast
wealth I have described, and which do not merit
the intense sufiering I have witnessed.
I was beholding the gradual immoLition of the noblest and
most valuable population that ever existed in this
country, or any other under heaven."

stomachs)

;

so agonized

—

Yes, I say they are murdered by the factory system, in order that a few may grow
Are hon. Gentlemen aware that Mr.
rich.

Gregg has
House

stated before a Committee of

that the Saxon hosiers have
undersold the hosiers of the midland counties, who are in such a frightful state that
they have not, for fifteen years past,
averaged Is. a week for their labour ?
And all this, although there is a protecThe facts which I
tion of 20 per cent.
am able to bring before the House are
worth a thousand statements by three
this

months' converts.
Sir, in 1843 I presented a petition to this House, signed by
25,000 framework knitters of Nottingham, Leicester, and Derby, in which they
prayed the House to prohibit foreign hosiery

till

foreign States ceased to prohibit

English hosiery.

After I had presented
the right hon. Gentleman
the late President of the Board of Trade,
who cannot find a place in all England to
send him to Parliament, and whose absence
that petition,

from this House I deeply regret, though
not the cause of it, employed Mr. Muggeridge, as Commissionei, to go down and
ascertain the truth of the statements in the
petition;

and that gentleman made a report.

HOUSE OF COMMONS, FEBRUARY
some passages of which I will read to the
House. At page 103 of his Report, he says
" They labour fifteen and eighteen hours a day
week wages. Many women and children are employed. One-third of the women of
the manufacturing population are working in
trades.
The employment of women is reducing
wages."
for 3s. Id. a

Mr. Muggeridge examined Dr. Shaw, Leicester,
"

who says

The mortality of
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reason why he is absent
but if he had
been here I think he would have said that
nothing which was narrated at Goatacre
could be compared with tliis.
At page
109, a pawnbroker says
;

" They pawn their blankets in the momin|^,
and
them out at night, for a day's subsistence,
which costs each poor person 3d. a week."
fetch

Now hear what Mr.
geridge says:

Commissioner Mug-

children under five years of
•'
The social condition of the frame-work knitage is about 49 per cent, of the deaths ; that this
ters presents unvarying evidence of the distress
arises from the general neglect of the mothers.
They are in the stocking frames, and they, are not and depression almost inseparable from the low
rate of earnings to which the trade has been subin the habit of hiring their children out to the
same extent that they are in many of the manu- jected for many years past. This is especially
facturing districts.
The children of the poor are observable in the state of their dwellings, whicii
very much neglected. Dr. Shaw speaks of the are, every day, diminishing in comfort and respecttheir furniture becoming less and less, as
physical debility of the frame-work knitters, as ability
being greater than that of the manufacturers in time destroys or necessity compels them to part
the north, and says that it is caused from the de- with it piece by piece their clothing usually of
privation of the necessaries of life.
That their the worst kind, and the sacrifices they make to
support existence, often greatly aggravating the
food is bread, cheese, gruel, tea, and a proportion
evils attendant on their penury."
of meat, but to no great extent
that they got
better wages in former years, and had more reguadds
lar habits, and consequently they were enabled to
" So far as their moral condition may be judged
obtain good sustenance, working at a very fair
of by their attendance at places of public worship,
rate of remuneration with comparatively less
the evidence from all quarters tends to establish
labour."
an almost total disregard of this solemn duty."
,-

—

;

He

Now I am going to justify myself for having made the statement a short time ago,
that a wholesale system of murder is carried on in the manufacturing districts.

He

says
" Among the poorer classes it is a common
practice of mothers to administer Godfrey's cordial and laudanum to their infants
the object is
to keep them quiet while the mother is at work."
;

I ask the hon.

attention to

Member for Finsbury to pay
I am now quoting; this

what

proves the poor in such a
that they murdered
their children by wholesale.
An eminent
druggist is examined by Mr. Muggeridge
be says
horrible

is

;

it

state of starvation,

Such is the statement of the Commissioner
appointed by the Government to inquire
into the condition of the manufacturing
population in the midland counties.
If
the time of night had allowed me, I would
have produced before this House a startling
statement with regard to the manufacturing population of the county of Norfolk;
but here we have Lancashire, Yorkshire,
and the midland counties, pronounced by
incontrovertible evidence to be in a state
bordering upon savage life, and the working population reduced to such a state of
misery and want, that they do not hesitate
to

murder

their offspring.

Are we

to

be

with the manufacturing popuHe has known an infant killed with three
drops of laudanum that nothing was said about lation in such a frightful state as this,
it
infants go off quietly
they are not like grown we, the agricultural party in this House,
people."
are to consent to hand over the agriculAnother eminent druggist
tural labom-ers, who have looked up to us
" Had heard of four children in the same family and to our ancestors for centuries for sucwho had died in the same way the infants who cour and support, to your tender mercies,
die in a more insidious manner, become pale, and
and allow them, in the language of Dr.
emaciated, and tremulous, and at last seem to
Cooke Taylor, to be immolated, that a few
sink from emaciation or decline.
The system has
Sir, the right
considerably increased since witness has been in cotton lords may get rich ?
the business, which he attributes to the abject hon. Gentleman the Home Secretary, a few
poverty of the people."
nights ago, said that crime was greatlyI do ask the House of Commons to get reduced in this country.
I tell him that
this Report of Mr. Muggeridge 's, and to that is not the fact with regard to the
read it; I never in my life heard anything manufacturing districts.
I entreat his
more frightful than the whole of this evi- attention to this. Perhaps I may attract
dence.
Hear what a pawnbroker says; it when I tell him that the protectionists
and I am sorry the hon. Member for Dub- are 462 ahead in South Notts to-day
lin is not in his place.
I think I know the up to one o'clock.
Now, having attracted
told that,

"

;

;

;

;

L L
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England, and that the mean increase from
what Mr. Justice Coleridge declared in his 1781 to 1841 was from that quantity to
charge to the grand jury on the 29th of 528,000,000 lbs. the trade increased 101
November, 1844 a winter assize, mark, times, or, in other words, where we manufactured 1 lb. of cotton in 1781, we manuin a manufacturing district
This working
" Another cause for a winter assize, he lament- factured 101 lbs. in 1841.
ed to say, must be considered to be the steady in- man goes on to say
crease of crime throughout the country, and in
" We presume the Corn Law repealers could not
their own county; that increase, too, being not so expect a more rapid increase of trade than has
much observable in crimes of a petty nature, as in here taken place during the last sixty years, sup-

hi3

attention, let

state to the

House

;

—

:

those of a more serious character. Within the
last eight years the number of prisoners had nearly

doubled in their own county and though it was
true that the population had increased that the
and that
police were more efficient than formerly
capital puhishment had in a great measure been
removed, yet he did not think that it was possible,
by the application of those facts, satisfactorily to
explain away the great incubus which seemed to
hang over them."
;

—
—

That is the statement in relation to the
and, in
manufacturing county of York
contradiction to the statement of the right
hon. Baronet the Home Secretary, I tell
him that the West Riding gaol at Wakefield was never kriown so full of prisoners
;

When I was in the
as at this moment.
north of England attending the West Riding election, I came in contact with large
hodies of the working population, and they
instructed me to bring their case before
this House ; and they said that their battle
was the battle of labour against capital,
and that so far from an extension of trade

being of the slightest benefit to them, it had been the bitterest curse.
They produced statements of the greatest
importance to prove to me that this was
the fact which statements I have to thank
my hon. Friend the Member for East
Cornwall, for having at his expense published to the world
and let me tell this
House, that it would be well if hon. Members would purchase the book, and in a
few pages read the history of a working
man in the manufacturing districts of the
north of England during the last few
years it is written by a working man, but
a man who has shown ability far above his
order.
He traces all the sufferings which
the working classes have endured, not to a
restrictive policy in your manufactures and
commerce, but to overtrading, and the
glutting of the markets.
He proves in
these pages, that the more your manufactured goods have increased, the more dreadful have been the sufferings of the working
and with the permission of the
population
House I should just like to read some fifHe says that, in
teen or twenty lines.
1781, 5, 198.000 lbs. of cotton were used in
the manufactories of the cotton districta of

in this country

;

;

;

;

posing that

all restrictions

commerce

and surely

were removed from our

there were a shadow of
truth in the statements that
increased trade
would give increased prosperity to the working
classes,' they ought, indeed, to be supremely
;

if

'

happy."

Now, hear the

effect

upon the wages

"During the periods included

:

above table,
it will be seen, however, that the hand-loom weaver
was reduced from 33«. 3d. for weaving 20 yards of
a 60 reed, down to 3«. 9rf. for 24 yards.
Now, if
the hand-loom weaver of 1841 was paid for weaving 24 yards at the same rate as the weaver of
1790 for weaving 20 yards, he should receive
39«. 10|</., instead of which he only received
3«. 9d.
that is, he received Is. where he used to
in the

;

receive 10«."

Such

is

the

efi'ect

of your increased

manu-

factures upon the hand-loom weavers in the

cotton districts.

Can anything be more

which increased
trade has brought upon these poor people ?

frightful than the sufferings

But

this

working

man

the price of calico

amount

of

;

goes on and shows

and, speaking of the

money expended

for clothes,

he

says

"In 1815, when the weaver was paid 28s. for
the same work which he now performs for 6s., he
had to pay Is. per yard for calico in 1843, he
might purchase it for id."
;

And he shows that this, and the cheapening of silk, linen, and woollen, give him a
total saving of 51. in the year ; but then
*'
the loss in his wages amounts to oSl. 10«."
But the power-loom weavers have even
suffered more extensively in a shorter time,
than has been the lot of the hand-loom
The working man says that
weavers.
" In 1824, the power-loom weavers at SidebottAm's mill, Waterside, had for weaving 24 yards,
21 picks to the quarter-inch, 2s. they now receive
Is. for the same length, with one pick more to the
quarter, which ought to be Id. extra."
;

Another master paid 2«. Sd. in 1825 for
twenty-four yards, and in 1 836 only 1 s. 2d. ;
and the wages have fallen still lower since.
I
could quote many other statements
equally startling from this book ; and, late
it is, there is one statement made by
Mr. Muggeridge, the Commissioner for inquiring into the state of the manufacturing
population in the midland counties, which
I muat not overlook.
It shows that what

as
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brought 21. 35. in 1829, brought only 195.
in 1839, while the trade of Rochdale had
doubled.
A weaver of Bolton, who was
examined before the Select Committee of
the House, being asked whether he would
be as well off if the Corn Laws were repealed, replied that he should not if he got
all his food for nothing
and when further
asked why he thought so, his answer was,
because a reduction had taken place in his
wages amounting to more than the price
of all the food he needed, and the clothes
he wore. The same volume also contained
;

evidence of a startling character, as to the
which the introduction of machinery
to so large an extent in manufactures, had
produced on the condition of the labouring
classes.
The other evening I was accused
by the hou. Member for Stroud of being
opposed to all machinery.
That charge is
totally unfounded.
I am in favour of machinery so long as it is subservient to
manual labour but the moment it supersedes manual labour, I think with the late
Sir R. Peel, that it becomes the bitterest
curse of this country. It has been asserted
that the price of food does not regulate
wages.
Does the hon. Member for Bolton
(Dr. Bowring) assert that the price of food
does not regulate wages ? That hon. Gentleman, on the 26th of June, 1835, said in
effects

;

House

this
"

We

export 50,000,000/. sterling of manufacDoes anybody imagine that they are not
affected in foreign markets by the price of foreign
corn ? Does any one suppose that they have not
to suffer in value from the fact of their having to
meet, as rivals, with goods produced in countries
where the price of corn is lower, and the average
of wages less, than in England ?"
tures.
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with the foreign. Then he asked the other
party how men were to compete with the
foreign labourer ? He remarked that what
the working people of this country considered the necessaries of life were not considered so on the Continent
and that was
one reason why the price of food must be reduced.
He was asked, from his practical
;

knowledge of cotton-spinning, whether he
was a competent judge of the mills he had
seen on the Continent and his answer was,
**
Yes, I looked upon them with a somewhat uncomfortable eye." And, in answer
to a question relative to the machinery
used in the foreign mills, he said, " They
had all the newest inventions.
Even in
;

the remotest part of Germany they obtain
them as soon as we do in England." It
has been said that foreign manufactures
are equal or superior to ours. Why, it was
not so before the right hon. Gentleman
legalized the exportation of machinery.

We

have been committing a suicidal

act,

not only in allowing our working classes
to be starved to death under the system

which has been introduced, but in admitthig the foreigner to compete with us
by the exportation of our own machinery.
Another charge made by hon. Gentlemen
opposite is, that the proposition on the
part of the manufacturers of the north of
England to absorb and use up their labourers, originated with the agriculturists.
Will any hon. Gentleman opposite, connected with the Anti-Corn-Law League,
(and I see the hon. Member for Wolverhampton in his place,) dare to repeat that
statement now ?
He will not make that

statement he will not, because he has alDoes the hon. Gentleman admit that now ? ways conducted the Corn-Law question in
Then he admits that the price of food re- this House with the most gentlemanlike
gulates the rate of wages.
The hon. and feeling and he never made a statement
;

;

learned Member for the county of Cork, in
the very lucid statement which he made a
few days ago, also recognised the principle.
Mr. Ricardo has very often been quoted.
Will any hon. Gentleman deny that Mr.

after

against the agricultural party except one,
and that one he could not prove.
The
agricultural party in this House, the
gentry of England, never heard of that
proposal to absorb and use up the surplus
population of the south of England till the
attempt was made to carry it into effect ;
and as soon as they heard of it, they caused
placards to be put forth, warning the people
not to go.
I proceed on the authority of
this letter, from a Quaker, in my statement
as to what I here call the traffic in white

to

slaves, as I shall prove

Ricardo was of that opinion
refer to the hon.

?

I

can also

Member for Birmingham
Then it is admitted that

(Mr. Muntz).
the price of food regulates wages. If that
position had been denied, I should have
called into court Mr. Rathbone Gregg, who,

remarking that foreigners were able
compete with us successfully from the
low price of food in their own countries,
went on to say that we must ultimately
come to the repeal of the Corn Laws and,
referring to the effect on the home demand,
observed that it was but trifling compared
;

it

to be

:

" Turton, near Bolton, 9th of 9th Month, 1834.
" Respected Friend, I take the liberty of forwarding for thy consideration a few observations
on the New Poor Law Bill, the leading principle
of which I most cordially approve, whilst in some
of its details I fear it will be found practically

—
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mifht be placed in communication with the
defective.
I would not venture to suggest an
opinion to you, who have already so ample a store overcharged parishes, and lists of families
of evidence, were it not that I feel so much the
be transmitted. And let the House listen
vast importance of the subject, and am most
what follows the letter goes on
to
law
the
is
making,
change
anxious that, whilst a
" As the variety of our wants is great, we may
which is substituted for that now in force may be
made applicable to the wants and circumstances require lists of small families or great ones, men
of all parts of the community. The poor rates of and women, grown persons or children, widows or
;

Lancashire have long been the lowest of any orphans."
county in the kingdom, in consequence of the This is the proposition that came from Mr.
great demand for labour caused by the increase of
Gregg to the Poor Law Commissioners,
manufactories. Full employment in every departI hold in
ment was never more easy to be found than now, and his proposition was adopted.
consequently wages have advanced in most ope- my hand a regular invoice which was sent
rative employments, and particularly so in the by a family that was packed off from their
spade labourers, for instance, who
least skilful
native parish to a manufacturing district,
last year had 2$. Sd. per day, have now 2s. 6rf. to
have here an extract from an
Hand-loom weavers have been much wanted, and I also
8s.
and their wages advanced, on an average, 10 per article in the Manchester Guardian, stating
This bespeaks a scarcity of labourers here. that the migration of labourers into the
cent.
I am most anxious that every facility be given to
manufacturing districts would be the means
the removal of the labourers from one county to
of re-elevating the character of the agriculthis
for
labour
demand
another, according to the
tural population of the south of England,
wages,
as
well
equalize
to
tendency
would have
_ a
as to prevent in a degree some of the turn-outs and calling the gentlemen of those counties
««
which
ich have been of Lite so prevalent."
system-mongers, because they placarded
:

:

'

'

the attention of the House
At
to the cold-blooded cruelty of this.
the very time that the writer complained

their parishes with warnings to their labourers not to be taken in, and not to

that the wages of hand-loom weavers had
risen 10 per cent., a Committee was inquiring into their condition, and hearing
evidence, which proved of the men sur-

"used up."

Let

me

call

go

to

Lancashire

these lines

The

to

be absorbed

article

and

concludes with

:

" It gives us pleasure to record the success in
this way of another effort to improve the condition
of a laborious and deserving class and we trust
that which we have now written may pave the
way to further successful experiments of the same
;

rounding this man's mill that they were
Is not this disgraceliving on 2\d. a day.
What would the House say of any
ful ?
man who could be guilty of such conduct ?
Mr. Ashworth was a member of the Antiso distinguished a
Com-Law League
member as to be considered the king of the
League ; and such was his language. Nay,
more than this, it was proved that the handloom weavers at that time were in such a
state that many of them had not worn a
shirt for five years, that they were clothed
in rags, that they had no furniture, no
plates to eat from, no chairs or tables,
only a chest that served them for table
and drawers was all the furniture in the
That was the state of the handhouse.
loom weavers when this letter was written.

—

Another member of the Anti-Com-Law
League, a manufacturer, a gentleman who
subscribes his thousands to the League

kind."

Two years ago I moved for certain returns,
which were to prove that the agricultural
population had been worked to death in the
The House ormanufacturing districts.
dered the Poor Law Commissioners to account for the tens of thousands of labourers
who had been induced to leave their homes,
and go to Yorkshire and Lancashire ; but
the only return that could be made wa« of
about 8,000 who had so migrated: they
could account for their leaving the south
of England, but they could not account for
1 can prove that they have
their return.
been worked to death ; but before I do
that I must state that the extraordinary
documents connected with the Poor Law

Commissioners and their assistants have
into my hands within the last few
fund, also wrote a letter, dated the 1 7tli of days. The country will now begin to know
September, 1834, only three months after what has been going on in Somerset House
the former one, as a kind of refresher to Mr. for the last few years, and how the ComChadwick. The letter repeated the same missioners have been playing into the hand?*
I have re
request for a supply of labourers, urging of the Anti-Com-Law League.
the favourable nature of i\\e opportunity, ceived a letter from Mr. H. Gibbons, Bledand hoping that some channel of commu- low Ridge, West Wycombe, Bucks, inclosnication should be opened through the Poor ing an account forwarded from Messrs.
Law Commissioners* office, or some other Ashworth to that parish for charges for
establishment, by which the manufacturers persons belonging to it who had been

come
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tempted to migrate

to

Egerton

Mills in

1835, at the instigation of the Poor LawCommissioner,
Gilbert, Esq., and Messrs.
Ashworth and Greggs. The charges were
for medical attendance and allowances to

—

and amounted to 611.
ISs. id.
A part of this was paid, and a
prompt order sent that no farther adThe
vances would be made by the Union.
consequence of this was that Messrs. Ashworth wrote to the guardians, stating that
*'
after the service they had rendered to
different families,

House

shall

Then,

I

in this

House

24,
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hear what has become of them.

think, the agricultural
will receive

night sufficient

more determined

to

make

to oppose the

the Government, which,

it

Members

a warning this
them ten times

measure of

has been openly

avowed, will throw out of cultivation the
poorer lands of the country, and which will
therefore compel the labourers employed on
them to go down to the manufacturing disLet the House hear how the matricts.
nufacturers treat the poor workmen, and I
the parish of Bledlow, they considered this much doubt whether hon. Members oppoas a very unworthy return ;" and pressing site will not themselves be obliged to say
for the repayment of money they had ad- that this does indeed far surpass anything
vanced in sums of 4^. Qd. a week to a widow that has been exposed at Goatacre. Mr.
named Avery. What will the House think Charles Trimmer, a factory inspector enThe Poor Law Commissioners gaged in 1837, 1838, and 1839, the three
of this ?
have paid to Messrs. Ashworth the sum of succeeding years to the removal of the
paid it to a agricultural labourers, reported that in that
4:71. 13s. 4d. in aid of wages
firm which proposed that labourers should time 340 cases of accident had been taken
be sent to their district in order to reduce to the infirmary at Stockport, out of which
the wages
This is a pretty exposure. 36 were owing to the parties being caught
You hear now the sufferings which a few of by the machinery whilst cleaning it in a
Out of these 340 cases, he
those families who have been worked up in moving state.
the manufacturing districts have endured states, that he only knows of two in which
in a short period of time. The agricultural the manufacturers have made any repara;

!

labourers were promised that if they went
into the north of England they would go
into a land, as it were, *' flowing with

milk and honey;" but what the sufferings
were they endured have been described by
the hon. Members for Bolton and Manchester in this House.
The hon. Member
for Manchester, the representative of the

town the cotton spinners residing

in

which

boasted a short time since that they could
buy up all the land of England, declared
that the population of that place was starving to death
that in many cases
;

" Whole families are compelled to pawn the
clothes they wear in the day for the purpose of
redeeming the bedding on which they are to take
their nightly repose, and who are able to redeem
their clothes in the morning only by replacing
their bedding in the hands of the pawnbroker."

The hon. and learned Member for Bolton
declared that the people of that town were
dying for want of food, and were glad to
exist on the refuse of dungheaps
This was
the state of the working people in the manufacturing districts, in five years' time after
the Anti-Corn-Law people proposed to thP
Poor Law Commissioners that the agricultural labourers should go down to the
north of England.
I hold in my hand two
statements, one of which is a document
laid on the Table of this House, which
will account for the agricultural labourers
being brought down to Lancashire, and the
!

tion or compensation to the injured parties.

Thus

it

appears that 340 poor labourers

have been torn limb from limb in three
years by the machinery of the free-trade
manufacturers, and carried into the Stockport infirmary, and yet only two have received the slightest compensation. I challenge hon. Members opposite who profess

Anti-Corn-Law League doctrines, to produce one case in this country of an English country gentleman having a labourer
lamed in his employment, without having
instantly provided for his family.

I chal-

lenge them to send their paid lecturers,
convicted blasphemers, and discharged soldiers, with the stripes of the cat-o'-ninetails on their backs, to inquire and to produce one instance of cruelty on the part of
the country gentlemen, similar to what I

have just described. But the House shall
hear from the lips of a manufacturer, and a
Member of this House, what has become of
the agricultural labourers.
The Poor Law
Commissioners refused a return on this
subject to the House, but 1 will now produce one.
The hon. Member here read a
paper, of which the following is the substance
:

" In

many

of the manufacturing districts, but

particularly, he (the author of the statement)
feared, in the guilty county to which he belonged,
cruelties the most heartrending were practised

on the unoffending labourers. They were harassed
to the brink of death by excessive labour they
;
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and tortured, and, in many
cases, scarred to the bone, and even in some inflogged, fettered,

stances driven to commit suicide to avoid the
cruelties practised on them and yet the profits of
the manufacturers were enormous but this only
whetted the appetite which it should have sa.
;

;

tisfied."

This

is

the history of the manufacturing

who in 1836, 1837, and 1838,
were torn from their green lanes and
shady alleys, and were driven down to the
manufacturing districts, for the purpose of
being absorbed and used up, to use the
words of Mr. Gregg to the Poor Law

labourers,

On
hon Member

Commissioners.

this subject I appeal

TENTH NIGHT.

CORN LAWS.

chairman of the Anti-Corn-Law League
convened a meeting at Manchester of all
the starch-dealers of the kingdom, at which
he presided, and a resolution was adopted
to the effect that a deputation should go
from the meeting to the right hon. Baronet, and use their influence with him in
favour of starch.
The deputation waited
on the right hon. Baronet, and were successful ; and I believe that lobsters and
starch were almost the only things which
obtained the slightest mercy in the Tariff.

Now, on this subject, I have a letter
from a honest free-trader, and it is as fol-

for Oldham, and I lows :
to the
challenge any one to deny his sentiments.
" I take the liberty of troubling you with a few
That gentleman has earned for himself, in particulars which I think will show to you the
the north of England, the title of the sort of disinterested reformers some of the lead"Poor man's Friend:" he is a manufac- ing members of the Anti-Corn-Law League are.
You will please to satisfy yourself of the correctturer of the old English school, and is
ness of this statement before you make any public
looked on by his work-people as a father, use of it."
and he tells the world that you of the
Anti-Com-Law League are a set of tyrants. I believe it to be perfectly correct.
" When Sir Robert Peel published his new Tariff,
This is a dreadful exposure ; and if any
Member can deny one of these statements, he put down starch at 5/. per cwt. duty from any
foreign country
9/. something
it before was
I challenge him to do so ; but if they are
no sooner did Mr. George Wilson (Ch.iimian of
true, it is the duty of the Government, as the Council of the League) and a few others, leadwell as of the agricultural Members, to ing men, hear of it, than they summoned a meetdemand that agriculture shall be protected, ing of all the starchmakers in the kingdom to
and that the agricultural labourers shall meet at Manchester, and Mr. George Wilson took
the chair. Now, what do you think this meeting
exist on the lands on which they have been was
for ? You would suppose to take off the whole
born ; they being content to live on mo- duty, as the whole p<tpulation are consumers of
derate comforts, as of old, rather than to the article. No such thing. Mr. G. Wilson, Mr.
be sacrificed and immolated by the manu- J. Rawsthorne, Mr. Ilalliday, and others were
starch manufacturers
and although there are
facturers and cotton lords of Lancashire.
only about 200 of them, masters and men, yet the
I have not exposed one quarter of the
population of Great Britain and Ireland must b«
cruelties I intended to have done ; but the taxed for their individual interests, and not taxed
at 5/. per cwt. (25 por cent, upon the cost of
time will arrive when I shall do so.
I am
inclined to believe that I have said to- foreign starch), but they wanted the tax to be
prohibitor)', and actually succeeded in doubling
night sufficient to be remembered for many
the duty they api>ointed a deputation from the
years to come by the Anti- Corn -Law meeting, consisting of Mr. John liawsthome, Mr.
Having shown the cruelty of Ilalliday, and others, to wait upon the Board of
League.
these persons to their working people, I Trade; these are self-styled disinterested reformers.
You must not supimse that I am not
will now proceed to expose their selfish-

—

;

;

;

The House

ness.

will recollect

how

ex-

posed a worthy alderman, who, with respect to an article in which he was interested, asked me to vote against free-trade
principles, observing, '* in this world every
one for himself." I will now refer to Mr.
G. Wilson, the president of the Anti-ComLaw League, who, it appears, has also
adopted the motto of ** every one for himHe is a dealer in
self in this world."
starch ; and when the right hon. Baronet
at the head of the Government proposed,
in 1842, to reduce the duty on starch from
9^.

10*.

said,

**

the cwt. to

Oh

!

this will

on the contrary but I cannot join
such free traders as those, and think every man
of principle should show them up to public indigfor free trade

I

5?.,*

Mr. G. Wilson
never do; my starch

trade will be injured ;" and, therefore, the

:

;

nation."

Now,

looking over the right hon. BaTariflf, though I find that there
is to be free trade in com, yet I find also
that Mr. G. Wilson and starch are to be
protected.
Is this fair?
This is the way
in which the Government of the country
truckle to the Anti-Corn-Law League.
I
in

ronet's

new

must allude now to a subject which is personal, and in alluding to it I must ask the
indulgence of the House.
I have suffered
not a little from the conduct of an hon.
Member of this House. I should perhaps
never have referred to the subject again in

I
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the result of the inquiry

?

On

the

1

3th

speak recently asserted, at a of June, 1842, when the Committee sat
public meeting, held within a few miles of in the presence of the two hon. Members
my own house, that he meant to go down I referred to, and of the noble Chairman,
to the borough of Knaresborough with Isaac Oldfield, clerk to the house of Stain1,500Z. in his pocket, with that to deprive ton and Jones, of Chorley, solicitors, was
In answer to a question from
me of my seat. When, again, attending called.
a meeting at Halifax, the same hon. Lord Ashley, as to the manner in which
Gentleman called on the Anti-Corn-Law Lord Atherton's Truck Act was evaded,
League manufacturers to subscribe their he said
money liberally, promising to them that, if
" I think Mr. Cobden has not a shop attached
they did so, the sums raised should be to his works, neither do they let cottages. Mr.
spent in the borough of Knaresborough, as Cobden has no shop, but he is in the habit of
letting out cows to his workpeople."
it was high time that I should be removed.
Now, as I am to be opposed to that hon. It would be imagined that hearing this the
Gentleman or to some of his nominees, it hon. Member for Stockport would ask this
will only be fair that, before we go further witness for his authority for such evidence,
we should stand on equal ground, and with but instead of this, after several other
that view I now take the liberty of intro- answers had been given, the hon. Member
ducing the matter.
On March 15, 1842, put a question which was intended to draw
I said in the House
off the scent only, and which was merely
" The other night the hon. Member for Stock- relative to the number of mills in Chorley.
port said, he had inquired, whether in his mills, or The hon. Member for Rochdale, also in
printing works,' the truck system prevailed, and
the Committee, asked, in reference to let-

whom

of

I

•

that he had found it did not ; whereas the fact was,
that the hon. Member himself kept cows, and
forced his people to buy milk from him."

On

the next night, the hon.
Stockport replied
" As

many hundred

this trade, it

Member

for

tons of dung were used in
for manufacturers to

was necessary

keep great numbers of cows.
Now, it so happened that his printing work being close to a
town, it was found more convenient to buy the
requisite quantity of dung than to keep cows
;

and, therefore, the insinuations of the hon. Member for Knaresborough were not only untrue, but
destitute of the shadow of a foundation."

When he made that statement I adopted
the course usually pursued by Gentlemen
in this House.
I went into the library,
wrote a letter to the hon. Member, and
gave up the name of my informant and
he sent that letter down to the Manchester
Guardian, and on- the next day but one it
was published to the world. I asked for
a Committee of this House to enable me
to prove the truth of the assertion I had
made with regard to the truck system in
the north of England, and that Committee
was granted.
The hon. Members for
Stockport (Mr. Cobden), and Wolverhampton (Mr. VilUers), and others, whom it is
unnecessary to mention, sat on it ; it was
fairly appointed, and Lord Ashley was in
the chair.
The hon. Member for Stockport had, on the 26th of March, made the
House and the country believe that I had
made a statement which was utterly untrue ; he published that contradiction in
every newspaper over which the Anti-Corn;

Law League had

influence

;

and what was

ting out cows, *' What was the nature of
The answer was
that transaction ?"
" I do not think that it is any injuiy to the
work-people, but it is done in Chorley. I made
inquiries chiefly at Mr. Cobden's printworks:
there are certain individuals who take cows.
It
is the interest of the printers to have cows kept
upon certain land that they have, and several of
the men take cows."

Then

I

put this question

" Have you heard at any time of any manufacturers in your part of the country compelling the
work-people to take more milk than they could
consume ?" The answer was, " Yes, I have." I
asked " Is that carried on to a considerable ex" In
tent ?" and the reply was, " Yes, it is."
" Yes."
Mr. Cobden asked " Has
Chorley ?"
that been the millowners or the calico printers ?"
the answer was, '* The millowners, generally." I
asked " Is the system considered by the working
The answer, " Yes, and
classes as oppressive ?"
particularly oppressive, and I state it as a
the whole of the millowners in Chorley,
with the exception of one in the cotton trade, are
in the habit of getting something like 50 per cent,
it

is

fact, that

out of the shop."

He

also said, "

They

sell

every

Another question was, " That is the
" Yes
feeling among the working classes ?"
milk has been taken for a family, and actually
sold, at less than they gave for it, to another

thing."

family to get quit of

it."

not (continued the hon. MemI
ber) say another word on this question.
appeal to the gentlemanly feeling of this

Now

I will

House

for

my justification.

It

is

late in

doing so, I admit but my conscience has
and I was unwilling^
always acquitted me
I
to rake up any unpleasant discussion.
knew I was speaking the truth and I now
call upon the House to decide which of the
;

;

;
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it was, the hon. Member for
Stockport or myself, who made a statement without a shadow of foundation. I am
prepared to meet that hon. Member on his
own ground or on mine. He may go down
to Knaresborough, and spend his 1,500^ ;
but I have far too high an opinion of my
constituents to beUeve that he can be successful, or that the Association which he
represents would be countenanced. I thank
the House for the indulgence with which,
1 have
this evening, I have been heard.
felt it my duty to redeem every pledge I

House adjourned

two Members

have given to ray constituents. I am prepared to go before them I challenge you
to do the same.
Dr. BOWRING moved the Adjournment of the Debate to Wednesday.
Mil. M. MILES begged upon that to
move an Amendment, that the debate be
He did
adjourned to Thursday evening.
not think that it would make the slightest
eventual difference, and he was of opinion
that the business for which, as he understood, Wednesdays had been set apart,
If his wish
should not be interfered with.
had been consulted, a division would long
since haye been come to but on a question
of such importance as one agitating all
the country, east, west, north, and south,
it would have been impracticable, and perhaps unadvisable, to close the debate beIt had certainly already
fore this week.
been sufficiently discussed, as far as that
side of the House was concerned; and
there would, therefore, be no objection to
an adjournment to Thursday. He sincerely
hoped the discussion would not be continued over Friday night.
The right hon.
Baronet (Sir R. Peel) had that day presented a petition from Liverpool, containing a prayer to that effect, from merchants engaged in the American trade,
and also representing the great impediments which the delay in a settlement presented to mercantile business. That might
be looked upon as the general feeling on
the subject and the sooner a settlement
;

;

;

was

effected the better for Ireland.

If,

in

reference to that country, the right hon.
Baronet introduced a short Bill, the object
of which should be to give an immediate

supply of food, his (Mr. Miles's) consent
should be chocrfuUy given to its pa.ssing.
If famine, while the debate was going on,
did come on the Irish people, and if the
price of provisions did rise, upon the right
hon. Baronet would rest all the responsibility.

Debate adjounied

to

Thursday.

—ELEVENTH NIGHT.
at a quarter

to

one

o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
Thursday, February 26, 1846.

COMMERCIAL POLICY— CUSTOMS— CORN
LAWS. — ADJOURNED DEDATE— (ELEVENTH NIGHT).
Mr. D. R. ROSS commenced the Adjourned Debate by referring to the speech
of the hon. Member for Knaresborough
He proceeded If the
(Mr. Ferrand).
hon. Gentleman who spoke last had ad:

dressed himself to the question before the
House, and not blinked it, I should hare

myself bound either to yield to his arguments, or to endeavour to answer them.
But I did not consider myself called on to
felt

deal

with the late election in the

West

Riding of Yorkshire, nor to defend the
Anti-Corn-Law League, nor to take up
the cudgels for the manufacturers, nor to
offer apologies for right hon. Gentlemen
opposite, nor to make it appear that the
hon. Member for Stockport never sold milk
T think it is perfectly
to his workmen.
disgusting, to be forced to sit listening to
such idle talk as has been indulged in,
while famine has already begun the work
of desolation, and the poor sufferers in Ireland are turning imploring looks to the
If we arc to argue,
Legislature for relief.

night after night, let us at least avoid
the indecent delays occasioned by reiterated
Wliy did not the hon. Mempersonalities.
ber for Knaresborough show, or attempt to
show, that the mass of the labouring population, whose advocate he has constituted
himself, would be worse off under a system
of free import than they now are ? But his
argument went only to show, that whereas
the agricultural labourer is at present very
poorly off, the manufacturing labourer, the
better paid, is treated with cruelty and neglect ; and that, in point of fact, the rich of
all

claases conspire against the poor.

Now,

have attended to this debate, and, I must
say, I have heard nothing which goes to
I

show that the labouring classes, of whose
earnings so large a proportion must be
spent in food, would not be great gainers
by a permanent diminution of the price of
their daily bread.
I don't deny, that the
poor man's interest in protection, as it is
called, has been strongly asserted; but has
it been proved ?
Two or three noble Lords
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and hon. Gentlemen who have taken the

abide by

debate, have, indeed, claimed for its leading advocates the
credit of having supported their views by

petition

protection

side

in

this

arguments which their opponents have
shunned to grapple with. One of these
speech of my hon.
Friend the Member for Sheffield, who, as
forgot, apparently, the

well as the right hon. Baronet, pointed out

some of the

difficulties

attendant on the

doctrines of which the hon.

Member

for

Northamptonshire was the eloquent, but,

my

in

opinion, not very successful advocate.

The country must

decide whether these

self-crowned combatants
laurels

or

not.

shall

wear

their

The hon. Member

for

Northamptonshire threw one of his arguments into a syllogistic form, and thereby
made the fallacy it contains easy of detection.
He undertook to prove what I may
call the cardinal proposition of his speech,
*'
after this fashion
The labourer has a
right to legislative protection."
That was
:

he undertook to prove.
man's labour," argued the hon. Gentleman, " is his property"
ergo ** prothe
**

proposition

A

perty is entitled to protection." Now, the
conclusion he would draw, does not follow
from these premises. Is it not clear as the
day, that it is only by playing and punning
upon the words "property" and *' protection," that any semblance of truth is lent
to the proposition which the hon. Member

seemed

think he had incontrovertibly
No doubt, every man has a
clear right to exercise his industry, without let or hindrance, on the part of any
other.
To this amount he has a rightful
claim on the Legislature for protection ;
but, does it therefore follow, that the Leto

established

?

bound

him
by excluding rivals, and establishing a monopoly
in his favour ?
Surely, the same things
gislature

is

also to secure to

profitable application of his labour,

cannot be predicative of property in labour,
which can be predicative of property in
goods or houses.
If so, it ought to be
penal to interfere with the former as with
the latter and the laws ought to transport
a man for ** robbing" another of his property in labour.
The word "protection"
was used by the hon. Gentleman in a dou;

ble sense, fatal to logical accuracy.

But

Set aside

it ?

his

and ask
mind to

—

;

sent measure

:

" It is trade that brings food and nourishment
to the kingdom; it is that which preserves and increases the stock of the whole, and distributes a
convenient portion of maintenance to every part
of it
therefore, such obstruction as this must
needs be dangerous the freedom of trade being
so necessary, the benefit so important, that it
gives life, strength, and beauty to the whole body
of the Conmion wealth."
;

;

Thus spoke Pym, in the course of the
farmers' conference with the Lords, which
he was appointed to conduct and there
were other minds, in that day, besides his,
cast in the same mould of statesmanship
great in comprehensiveness and power,
;

statistical facts

him whether he could make up

domestic com-

the hon. Gentle-

—

sions his reasons inevitably tend,

;

all

man did not distinctly except and say
whether, supposing the attempt to cultivate vineyards and manufacture wine, in
the south of England, had been persisted
in, the producer of such wine would have
had a rightful claim on Parliament to place
his commodity on a footing of artificial
equality with the produce of the south of
France ? If that cannot be maintained
with regard to a luxury, what shall be said
of one of the prime necessaries of life
bread ? According to my apprehension,
the argument cannot be pressed to its legitimate conclusion, without reaching the
point of absurdity, which stands in lieu of
all other refutation.
It may be the part
of wisdom, on the ground of expediency,
to impose taxes on bread, or it may not
but, whoever shall attempt to establish the
claim of one portion of the community to
enrich itself at the expense of another, on
the high principles of an abstract right, will
find himself reduced to use such fallacies as
the hon. Member for Northamptonshire has
imposed on his own understanding, by a juggle of words, not very dexterous. With regard to the general question of protection, as
it is called, the wisdom of our ancestors has
been appealed to and we have been told,
that for 200 years the principle has been
recognised and acted on.
Yet, our ancestors had some glimmering of light on this
subject.
About 200 years ago, language
was used in the House of Commons, which
either of the hon. Baronets opposite might
consistently adopt in supporting their pre-

fully

;
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—which, however,

need say no more the House perceives
the unsoundness of the hon. Gentleman's
logic
and further exposure would be tedious and unprofitable.
Let me, however,
remind the hon. Gentleman to what concluI
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awake

to

in the passage I

to hear the hon.

the vital truth enunciated
have quoted.
I was glad

Member

for Dublin

speak

in defence

of the great principle of free
trade, in its apphcation to Ireland.
The

which he urged, deserve

the utmost attention.

I

shall accept the
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challenge he threw out, and say a few
words on a subject of which I ought to
have some knowledge. In supporting the
prayer of a petition presented by me on
the first night of the debate, which speaks

the wishes of every flax spinner in Belfast,
of every operative, I believe, and of a vast
majority of men of all parties engaged in
other departments of industry, I would
entreat those hon. Members who may favour me with a few minutes' attention, to
believe that I stand free from all suspicion of
speaking from interested or double motives.
It is true that my constituents, almost to
a man, earnestly desire the total and immediate repeal of these mischievous laws.
It is true that names appear on the petitions presented by me, from Belfast and
Lame, which were never before found in
conjunction on any political subject ; but it
is also true that I neither adopted these
views to obtain nor to secure my seat, but
was chosen on account of the opinions I
had formed and avowed, long before the
I was then far in addissolution of 1841.
vance of those who honoured me with their
confidence; for, whilst they would have been
fully satisfied with the 8s. fixed duty proposed by the noble Lord, I had arrived at
the point where the right hon. Baronet
now is, and actually suggested the adoption of the plan originally proposed by my
hon. Friend the Member for Montrose
that of gradual, but total and final, reAs a country gentleman, I thought
peal.
the welfare of the whole community demanded free trade in the prime necessaries
My own subsistence depends alof life.

Now, I might perhaps
together on land.
go as far as many others, to peril life and
property, on a great occasion, in the serI hope we should all
vice of my country
be ready to do so. But 1 do not desire to
claim credit for, nor do I expect from
others, that more than Roman virtue,
which would impel a man deliberately

—

to cast himself, and all he most loves and
values, into a pit of destruction, for the

My opinion is, and has
general good.
long been, that we slmll do no disservice,
but the contrary, in the long run, to labourer, tenant farmer, or landowner, by
establishing a free trade in com, and aboall merely protective duties ; and I
share this conviction with many gentlemen
men
in Ireland, possessed of large estates
of high intelligence, and exceedingly well

lishing

—

I differ
informed on agricultural subjects.
with the Member for Dublin University,
who, in a speech half philippic, half jere-

CORN LAWS.

—ELEVENTH NIGHT.

miad, prophesied ruin to Ireland, as the
consequences of this measure. The gallant
Officer who represented Donegal was, also,
a prophet of evil but I hope he will be
obliged, one day, to confess his error.
In
the case of the Irish millers, he reasoned
on partial and narrow grounds just as he
has done in the present instance. Nobody
doubts that the manufacturing interests
will be largely benefited by the change proposed few doubt that the condition of the
skilled labourer will rise with that of his
employer.
Now, as has been already observed, seasons of agricultural prosperity
have ever been coincident with manufacturing.
It cannot be otherwise.
At such
times, more consumers of agricultural produce come into the market and the habitual consumers of beef, mutton, pork,
cheese, butter
to say nothing of corn
buy these things in larger quantities
;

;

;

;

—

much

fact too
sion.

I

well

—

lost sight of in this

remember

my

discus-

first visit

to

the great tryst of Dumbarton.
On the eve
of the day of sale, I found the Highlanders
engaged in settling the scale of prices for
the following day, and governed in their
decision by the latest news from Leeds and
This, then, may be assumed
Manchester.
to be generaUy true, that the market price
of agricultural produce rises and falls with
the ebb and flow of manufacturing prosperity

;

and

this is

my first ground of hope

my own

corn and provision exporting
Ireland.
Next, I look to the
country
powers of the land itself to mechanical
contrivances, and scientific management.
During the late war, much capital was
squandered in ignorant attempts to realize
People are wiser
fortunes by famiing.
Economy is the main secret
now-a-days.
of the prosperous fanner; I mean such
wise economy as is consistent with in-

for

—

—

The necessity for
creased production.
economical administration has arisen from
the keen competition of enterj)rising and
intelligent farmers for the possession of
and that stimulus, which has worked
land
so much good in the Lothians, and in Roxburghshire, for instance, will be again applied, with like results, but on a larger
scale, in the parallel case of competition
with foreigners.
It is with farming, aa
with every thing else.
Generally speaking, if little exertion and Httle contrivance suffice to ensure tolerable comfort,
will
little
be done.
It is not under
genial skies, or on suils of inexhaustible
;

that the science of agriculture has
been studied with the deepest attention, or
fertility,
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the art practised with the most signal success; but rather where the caprice and
rigour of the seasons, and the stubborn or
infertile character of the soil, necessitate
skill, vigilance, ingenuity, and unremitting

involving an outlay of about 240,000?. of
sunk capital. All the Hnen weavers are at
work on an increase of wages ; yet the article sells at one third what it commanded
but a few years ago.
The hon. Member

Norfolk and Scotland were first in
I will not say
the race of improvement.
what counties or countries are last. If we
had in England a bread-fruit tree, we should
have a listless, lazy, South-Sea Islander
I am sure there
sort of people to eat of it.
were no good farmers in the golden age.
We, farmers* friends, have tried to create

will allow
for the fact is notorious
the
rapid and constant increase of flax culture
in Ireland; but he observes, labour is cheaper
in Ireland. Not a bit
in Ulster. The wages
of labour are as high in the neighbourhood
of Belfast as in Northampton, and much

toil.

a golden age for our own people but, so
we have gone, all experience has
proved, that the removal of our wise means
and appliances to make money-getting an
easy atfair, has served the community, and
the producer also. The right hon. Baronet,
in his first speech, adverted to an illustration full to the point, and applicable both to
the raw material and to the late manufactured article and I think his late rejoinder
;

far as

;

him

and rebutted the counter assertion of the hon. Member for Somer-

justified

setshire.

fully,

If the duty of 10^. per ton, for-

—

—

—

higher than in Wilts and Hampshire.
I
strongly suspect, labour has been unskilfully applied, in the case referred to.
I
once heard a Lincolnshire farmer, Mr.
Warnes, say, he had found it advantageous
to grow flax, for the sake of the food it
produced for his cattle adding, what set
us all in a roar, that he had made a journey
to Belfast, in order to learn what to do
with the straw.
[Laughter.] I advise
the Essex farmer to try the flax seed in fattening their calves
and, also, to make
use of the straw.
There must have been
;

;

some bad management

in

the parish of

me

ask the hon. Member
for Armagh this question.
On which crop
does the farmer in his county depend principally
on the protected or the unprotected crop
on his wheat or on his flax ?
Why, his reliance is on the flax, a product
in which he is rivalled to the extent of
Chizelham.

Let

flax, had continued to the present day, I very much doubt
whether I should ever have seen flax, the
produce of the county of Armagh, sold in
the market at the rate of 195. 6d. a stone;
or whether any Irish farmer would have
dreamed of the possibility of raising a crop 4,000,000?. of value by the foreigner; yet,
of flax equal in quality to the best which he is now meeting and underselling the
Belgium can produce. But these things foreigner in Germany; and the flax which
have been done. The hon. Member for he sells at a high price, to the Belfast
Somersetshire will have it, indeed, that it spinner, finds its way, in a manufactured
will not pay*to cultivate flax in England, state, into France, in spite of the tariff and
now that the lOl. duty is removed; and he 30 per cent. duty. I have adverted to the
quoted some statistical facts to make good enormous amount of raw flax annually iman assertion which, I confess, startled me. ported into the United Kingdom.
Now,
I pass by the little slip he made, as to the why should not Ireland, admirably suited, in
connexion between the abolition of duty point of climate and soil, to the production
and the abandonment of the culture of flax, of this invaluable plant, supplant the BelHe was set gian, and drive the greater part of the
in the parish of Chizelham.
right on that head by the right hon. Baro- foreign supply out of our markets ?
The
net, who also drew, from the great exten- Belfast Flax Improvement Society has
sion of flax cultivation in Ireland, and from already done wonders.
Beautiful flax has
the greatness and thriving character of the been sent to our factories from Munster,
linen manufacture, evidence of remunera- and from the remotest parts of Connaught;
tion to the Irish cultivator of the crop. and if but a sixteenth of the arable land,
What a vast trade has grown up in Ul- fit for the cultivation of this crop, were
ster, under a free system
How ricketty sown down with it every year, the Irish
was the trade before
Out of a population farmer and the Irish manufacturer would
of 2,386,972, 500,000 persons derive their alike be benefited.
The returns of land in
support from this business.
The wages Ireland, fit for tillage, and so employed,
exceed 1,200,000?. The capital employed, show a gross amount of 13,464,300 acres.
The value of Ulster Hnen, In the district where flax enters into the
5,000,000?.
4,000,000?. per annum. Last year, 60,000 regular rotation, one-fifth part of the fann
new spindles were added, in Belfast alone, bears that crop annually. This is far too

merly imposed on foreign

—

!

!

—
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large a portion to be devoted to flax but
it marks the value of the crop in the farI find, that in Belgium
mer's estimation.
not more than a tenth or eleventh of the
;

Now, suparable land is thus occupied.
pose the sixteenth part of the 13,464,000
Irish acres sown with flax, we should have
no less than 841,518 acres, producing, at
the rate of 6 cwt. per acre, 252,io5
tons of this remunerative crop, worth, at
the most moderate estimate, more than
10,000,000/. The half of this would supply
the wants of the United Kingdom, according to the present demand, and afi'ord employment and support to a third part of our
want to know, too,
what should hinder us from competing sucIn Loncessfully with the Dutch butter ?
don alone 6,000 barrels of Dutch butter
teeming population.

I

Are the pastures of
are sold every week.
Carlow and Cork, of Limerick and Tipperary, less verdant than the flats of Holor, rather, has the Dutch farmer,
land
who feeds his cows in the house, any ad;

vantage, as regards the excellence of the
article, over the Irish farmer, whose cows
range over some of the richest pastures in
No but we want the Dutchthe world ?
man's method, and his cleanliness. Yet,
we are improving ; and I am happy to be
able to state, that considerable quantities
house-fed butter, too
are sent,
of butter
by the daily packets, from Belfast to Liverpool or Fleetwood, and sell in the marAs an
ket, at very remunerating prices.
instance of the relief which improvements
afford to the farmer, permit me to glance
at that arising from the introduction of
Under the
efficient and portable manures.
;

—

—
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combination with guano the difference of expense between the two bein^
the saving, imder the pre51. per acre
sent supposition, would be 21. 10s., which,
distributed over the whole ten acres, would
be 51., that is, 10«. an acre, or half the
average rent.
From these considerations
in

—

—

1st, from the dependence of agriculture
on manufactures
2nd, from the fact that
;

in Ireland the resources

of the soil have
been, as yet, very imperfectly developed ;
3rd, from the decided experiment with
regard to the culture of flax, and the fair
prospect before us of like success in the
production of butter 4th, from the known
results of applying portable and fertiHzing
;

by means of which a saving
equal to half the rent may be effected
have arrived at the conclusion (which I
challenge any opponent to prove unfounded),
that if the Irish landowners and occupiers
of the soil will but avail themselves of the
resources at their disposal, they need not
fear the rivalry of the foreigner, even
though the prices of corn were permanently depressed
because they have the
manures,

—

;

means of compensating for diminished price
by increasing production, and, besides,
they will be enabled to buy cheaper every
other article of consumption, while they
sell dearer every product of the soil, com
excepted.
But we are threatened with
starvation ! In the blind pursuit of abundance, we are rushing into the jaws of

Land is to be thrown out of
an enormous extent f Our dependence on foreign nations is to be absofamine

I

tillage to

A

year of universal "scarcity may
bring us to a state of absolute want, and
common five-course rotation, one-fifth of to the verge of national ruin ! Sir, I bethe farm will, of course, be under green lieve nothing of the kind can take place.
The carting If there be any truth in what I have adturnips and potatoes.
crops
and spreading of farm-yard manure is so vanced, the apprehension is chimerical.
exceedingly expensive as to run away, in Already means have been found to alter
most cases, with a large portion of the the very texture of soils, on which their
fertility or barrenness depends.
in some cases, of the whole.
gross profit
And as
Hence, I have often known the land given to the contingencies of a universal failure
rent free, to be well manured. But 1 have throughout the civilized world, let the exascertained, by accurate experiment, that, tent of fertile districts which freedom of
taking into account all expenseii, rent in- commerce in com, aided by the facilities
cluded, a profit of 16/. an acre can be for its transport from inland countries to
drawn from potato ground manured with the sea, afforded by railways, be taken
The cost of conveyance to
guano, and almost as much on land ma- into account.
Or, take the the Baltic ports, for an extra distance of
nured with crushed bones.
Suppose 250 miles, has been found to double the
matter in another point of view.
a small farmer, such as we have in Ulster, price of the commodity, owing to the difliBut that expense
holding ten acres of land, at a rent of 1/. culties of navigation.
per acre, to employ half his farm-yard will be greatly diminished in the course of
Improvement, and the cermanure in top-dressing his clover, the a few years.
other half in manuring his green crop. tainty of finding a market, will induce and

—

—

lute

!
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justify efforts which, in the present uncer-

tain state of the corn trade, it would be
madness in the remote foreign cultivator to

make.

I

may

safely refer hon.

Gentlemen

who make use of this argument to the hon.
Member for Somersetshire. He thinks
every interest will be swept away by an
and, lest the
inundation of foreign corn
destructive flood should abate, unfailing
supplies will flow in from the reservoirs of
Were it otherwise, can
the warehouse.
we deem it to be within the bounds of reasonable probability that all the countries
from which supplies of corn can be derived
countries widely differing from each other
should simultain soils and climates
neously be visited with the affliction of
dearth in the same products
that a blight
should fall, in one year, upon the shores
of Michigan and the Black Sea upon the
banks of the Ohio, the Mississippi, and
the Vistula ; on Canada and on Russia ?
Surely, we need not distress ourselves with
imaginary cases of far-fetched possibiUties.
To me, such a calamity seems to be a mere
phantom of the imagination ; a thing quite
inout of the constituted order of nature
consistent with that providential arrangement which supplies food in abundance for
all the creatures of God's hand, and has
spread out the ocean as a great highway
for the distribution, throughout the world,
of the fruits of His exuberant bounty.
Another argument, glanced at in the
course of this debate, and much insisted
on by one of our cleverest periodical works
;

—

—

;

;

—

—

I

mean Blackwood's Magazine

—

is

based
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head the fleets of our enemies, and threaten
to sweep the British Channel clear of our
ships, we have ample proof, up to the present day, that the breed of British seamen
and ample ground for the
is not extinct
assurance that new Monks, and Deans,
and Blakes, will be found to meet them on
our own channel, and maintain the ancient
glory of our unsullied flag.
I know " the
;

not always to the strong;" but I
and am persuaded, that the
government of the world is not capricious.

battle

is

know

also,

—

Let who will call it enthusiasm fanaticism
I have a deep-seated confidence,
that as long as our naval supremacy is a
guarantee for freedom of trade, and the
:

diffusion of

knowledge and

civilization

— as

long as this country shall be an asylum
and a sanctuary for the oppressed of all
nations
as long as freedom and enlightenment follow in the train of our colonization
as long as the sceptre of this kingdom is swayed over its wide dependencies
in equity and beneficence
as long as,
desiring pacific and friendly relations with
all the world, regarding war as the last of
calamities, we maintain the character of
that magnanimous meekness which becomes our exalted station, so long shall we
come conquerors out of every righteous
struggle
so long shall the Island Queen
be Queen of the circling seas.
These, Sir,
are my hopes and my opinions, not hastily
formed and, strengthened by every year's
experience, I say to this House, do what is

—

—

—

—

;

just and right, and fear nothing.

Mr.

BECKETT DENISON

regretted

on the supposition that one day or other that his hon. Friend the Member for Knaresour supplies of food may be intercepted borough was not in his place because the
by the fleets of a victorious enemy. Sir, hon. Gentleman had in his (Mr. Denison's)
our case, in such an event, would be bad absence, alluded to him in a manner and in
indeed bad, whether the Corns Laws were terms which he deeply regretted being
abolished or not
our ships taken or sunk, obliged to say were in no way warranted.
our Colonies lost, our commerce annihi- The hon. Gentleman had stated that the
lated
what would remain for us but right hon. Baronet at the head of the Gopeace on any terms
peace at the dic- vernment, in doing him (Mr. Denison) the
tation of a triumphant and insulting ene- honour of asking him to second the Address
my ? Vce victis I Is the supposition one at the opening of the Session, had deceived
on which the Parliament of the United him as to the measures which the right
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland hon. Baronet intended to propose. It was
ought to base its measures ? That is the hardly necessary for him to say that the
question.
Sir, it ill becomes either indi- right hon. Baronet, if not the last man,
vidual men or nations to boast but I may was certainly one of the last men in the
be permitted to express the modest confi- country who would deceive any one.
He
dence I repose in the naval resources of (Mr. Denison) was bound to say that the
this nation, in the disciphne of our sail- right hon. Baronet had not directly or inors, in the skill of their officers, in the directly deceived him. He must take leave
valour that is common to both
and if to add, that he joined in the wish which
it should come to pass that French or
had been expressed by several hon. GentleAmerican Van Tromps and De Witts shall men, that his hon. Friend the Member for
;

;

;

;

—

;

;
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Knaresborough would be more cautious
future

when addressing the House

in

in allud-

so doing would
ing to private individuals
tend to raise his character in the House,
and in public estimation. Having disposed
:

of this subject (he hoped satisfactorily to
[Sir R. Peel:
the right hon. Baronet)

—

—

CORN LAWS.

the

convinced that

House would
classes,

Law

ELEVENTH NIGHT.
measure before the
the working
once become a Corn

really benefit

he would

at

But

repealer.

until convinced of that,

he should remain firm
his original principles

adherence to
being satisfied that

in his
;

the continuance of the Corn Laws was for
of the working classes genefor the benefit of the landed

Hear ] he should proceed to say, that the advantage
when he (Mr. Dcnison) had the honour of rally, and not
!

seconding the Address, he did conceive,
from what the right hon. Baronet had communicated to him, that the Government
would bring forward measures of the same
character as those which they had propounded within the last three or four years,
and which he (Mr. Denison) considered had
and he
certainly been most successful
also thought that a discussion would take
place on the subject of the Com Laws.
But he would frankly own that he did not
expect that the right hon. Baronet would
propose the total abolition of the Corn
Laws, even accompanied by a sliding scale
and by certain (so-called)
for three years
** compensatory" enactments.
He would
also admit, that in so doing he considered
the right hon. Baronet had committed a
** great mistake"
an error which he feared
many would have to deplore, but which he
hoped the right hon. Baronet would never
have reason to regret for although prepared to oppose the measure, he certainly
hoped, should it pass, that it miglit be successful, and promote those interests which,
he doubted not, the right hon. Baronet
wished to benefit.
He must do the right
hon. Baronet the justice to say, that he
believed that unless he had felt overpowered
by a strong sense of public duty, he would
not have ventured to bring forward such a
measure.
It would be admitted that it
was as much the duty of Governments as of
;

;

—

;

individuals to exert themselves for the promotion of the employment of the people and
to furnish them, in the best possible way,
at once with the requisite supply of provision and the means of procuring it.
He
(Mr. Denison) could conscientiously state,
that in supporting the Corn Laws as he had
done for several years, he had been in;

fluenced solely by that consideration.
He
had never advocated the Com Laws for the
benefit of the landlords.
Nor hatl he advocated them solely for the interest even
that hardworking and deof the tenantry
serving race of men, the yeomen and the

—

pride of England

;

but the great anxiety on

mind had been in favour of the working
and he
classes of the community at large
would frankly admit, that if he could be

his

:

interest alone.
He must ask leave to
take a brief review of the state of things
in this country for the last few years, in
connexion with this subject.
Within this
century the population had doubled within
this century the price of corn had fallen
nearly 50 per cent.
At this time, 1846,
there was not a larger proportion of the
population fed by foreign wheat than at
the commencement of the century ; and
yet during all this period the country had
been under the operation of the Corn
Laws, which had been changed from time
to time against the landed interest, though
of course professedly for the good of the
public.
Then, referring to pauperism
the poor rates within the last century had
greatly decreased
we raised less money
in 1841 than in 1810.
Yet all this while
we had been under the operation of the
Corn Laws. Lest he should be in error on
this subject, especially after the extraordinary statements of the right hon. the
Vice President of the Board of Trade (Sir
G. Clerk), to which he should soon allude,
he would quote from a document prepared
from Parliamentary Papers, representing
the importations of Corn in decennial pe-

—

:

riods

:

AVERAGE IMPORTATIOIf OF FORKIOK WBXAT.
470,000 quarters.
Between 1791 and 1800
465.000
1801 „ 1810
1811 „ 1820
429.000
1821 „ 1830
634,000
1831 „ 1840
908,000
1841 „ 1846
,300,000

the last period being, it would be observed,
five years only. On examination, however,
of these Papers, it would be found that,
in some of the years, not much more than

100,000 quarters of foreign wheat had
been imported so abundant had been our
har>'e8t8 at home, and so perfectly able was
;

the country, in ordinary years, to supply
an abundance of corn for the whole community.
Thus, there were entered for
home consumption (of foreign wheat imported)
In 1844
In 1846

...

...

822,000 quarters.
130,000 quarters.

was necessary

Yet they were

told that

to take off the

Corn Laws, that the popu-

it

I
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might have foreign corn imported to
any amount. It appeared to him that no
interest had heen so cruelly treated, or so
hardly pressed, as that of agriculture.
In
1815 there was a prohibitory duty upon fo-

lation

reign corn until the price here reached SOs.
In 1 822 that price was reduced to 70s. In
1828 there was a new law, introducing a
*'
sliding scale," which lasted till 1842,
when the rate of duty was reduced 50 per

26,
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" Withm the last ten years, we had
imported
nearly 10,000,000 of quarters of corn,
givmir an
average of nearly 2,000,000 quarters a year."

That, of course, was a mistake of the
[Sir G. Clerk: Five years.]
Taking the right hon. Gentleman's correction,
the calculation remained inex-

printers.

plicable

2,000,000 quarters of wheat
imported yearly must surely be a mere
;

misprint.
However, the right hon. Baroand now, in 1846, when the last law net continued
" No one could say that the people had
had not been in operation four years, total
been
abolition was proposed. Surely there should meanwhile at all overfed. If the population were
to
go
on
increasing
for
the
ten years to come, as
be ** a case" made out against the agriculit had been during the ten years preceding,
an
tural interest, before such a sudden and annual average import
of 3,000,000 quarters
extensive change could be justly proposed would not be gi-eator than the country would
Not only would not a single acre be
or acceded to.
It ought to be made out require.
that the agriculturists had established a thrown out of cultivation, but there would be a
greater demand for the home-grown wheat than at
system which had worked extremely ill present. The
experience of the last thirty years
that the price of wheat had risen as had satisfied him that the rate of
population adcent.;

—

—

the rate of population increased
that vanced more rapidly than the rate of production,
the people had been starving.
Then, and that we must increase our imports of foreign
corn."
indeed, it might have been reasonably said,
** We can endure this law
no longer!" All that he could say was, that if the
But the very reverse of all this had been Vice President of the Board of Trade was
the fact.
He had attempted already to right, then he (Mr. Denison) must be
His right hon. Friend said, that
prove and trusted that he had succeeded wrong.
in satisfying the House
that within the the quantity of corn imported within the
present century the improvement of agri- last five years was greater than in the prebut he had just referred to
culture had been going on at the same ceding years
rate as the increase of the population. figures, and he would beg to refer his right
The whole question
[" Hear, hear "] He understood that hon. Friend to them.
" Are the Corn
cheer. He gave the right hon. Gentlemen before the House was this
on the Treasury bench the full benefit of Laws calculated to promote the comfort and
conceding that agriculture was still in its happiness of the working classes, and
infancy.
But he said, while there was no thereby increase the wealth and power of
He frankly admitted that
reason to doubt that agriculture would the nation?"
continue to improve, and while he did not unless the comfort and happiness of the
question that our agriculture possessed fuU people were increasing, the wealth and
power to meet the exigencies of an increas- power of the nation must decrease, and
ing population he thought the Legislature that that decrease would necessarily be
ought to behave fairly to agriculture that succeeded by disease, poverty, and distress.
Unless it could be shown that
it ought to give the agriculturists a lease of
the measure passed in 1 842, as it had done the Corn Laws had the effect of inwith the law of 1828
that it ought to have creasing the comfort and happiness of the
waited until it was seen whether the agri- people, he would vote against them.
He
culturists would exert themselves, and put presumed, however, that there was ample
their shoulders to the wheel (or rather to evidence to show that protection had that
desirable effect.
the plough), as they had hitherto done
But by the Tariff of
that it ought to have ascertained whether 1842, the right hon. Baronet reduced
there would be any just ground of com- the duties upon meat and animals geneplaint on the score of deficient supply of rally.
He was one of those who thought
food
and he believed that, though of the right hon. Baronet did perfectly right.
course the agriculturists could not control He did not agree with his hon. Friend the
the changes of the seasons, they would be Member for Somersetshire (Mr. Miles) in
found to do all that was required to supply the opinion expressed by him on that occathe national necessities.
He had been sion because, at that time, the price of
much astonished by the speech of the right meat was rising in the market.
He
hon. the Vice President of the Board of was now quite ready to say, that if the
price of wheat were rising in the market,
Trade (Sir G. Clerk), who said—

—

—

;

!

:

—

—

—

—

;

;
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you ought to take off the duty, and give
the people an opportunity of getting cheaper
corn ; therefore, although, in his opinion,
the right hon. Baronet was quite right in
his measure with respect to meat, it did
not follow that he was correct with respect
to corn.
There was also a reduction of
duty on sugar. But there was no analogy
between the duty upon sugar and duty

The duty was imposed upon
sugar expressly for the purpose of revenue.
He believed the quantity of sugar imported
had been nearly stationary for some years
past
and the consequence must be that
the price would rise, or a certain portion of
the people would be certainly deprived of
that necessary article of life. The Government, therefore, were right in reducing
the duty on sugar so with respect to coffee, and various other articles which were
But he saw no ananot grown at home.
logy between articles grown abroad, and
those grown at home.
The Com Laws
ought not to be considered as a fiscal regulation
they ought to be contemplated
as a system for giving encouragement
upon com.

;

;

:

to

the

Viewed

cultivation
in this

of

home-grown com.

hght, he believed that the

destruction of such a system would ulti-

mately prove as detrimental to the manufacturing interests as to the agricultural.

He had

ascertained some of the conse-

quences which resulted from a good harvest and a bad one
and he must say
that it appeared to him that much error
;

upon this subject.
It had
been stated, over and over again, that
wages were never so good, and employprevailed

ELEVENTH NIGHT.

money, and had greater encouragement to
employ labour while the labourers got an
ampler supply of the necessaries of life
than they would otherwise receive even
with higher wages.
But if the position of
affairs were reversed, and if the results of
a bad harvest were examined, it would be
;

on asking the shopkeepers in a
country town how they get on, they would
reply that ** there had been a bad harvest,"
and therefore "they sell nothing." What
he would impress upon the House, therefore, was the immense importance of encouraging agriculture as much as possible.
He asked not high duties he desired not
prohibition, but protection, believing it
to be for the benefit of the nation that
agriculture should be encouraged.
As to
the manufacturers, they never were in a
good state when the price of com on account of a bad harvest was high.
And
here he would observe that the noble Lord
opposite (Lord John Russell) was, he
doubted not, fully alive to the value of
good harvests; the bad harvests of 1839,
accompanied as they
1840, and 1841
were by distress and discontent in the
manufacturing districts, did more to shake
public confidence in the noble Lord's Administration than almost anything else.
[Lord J. Russell: Hear!] And, to do
justice both to the noble Lord, and to the
right hon. Baronet now at the head of the
Govemment, he must add, that the good
harvests since the right hon. Baronet came
into office had very much assisted his AdAgain, they all remembered
ministration.
that in 1833, 1834, and 1835, when there
found,

—

—

when the price were remarkably good harvests, the manuadmitted that this facturing districts were well employed
was true, with a few additional words, while it was equallv well known that in
namely, when that lowncss of price was the 1823, 1824, and 1*825, there were good
consequence of a good harvest.
For he harvests, and manufactures were most
The noble Lord (the Member
maintained that neither the agricultural in- flourishing.
terest nor the manufacturing interest could for London) made an observation the other
be in a healthy state, unless they had the night which was deserving of notice. The
He would noble Lord said, that the case of the Com
advantage of a good harvest.
challenge any one to show an instance of Laws was one of exceeding difficulty; that
the people of the manufacturing districts many eminent men had written upon the
being in full employment after a bad subject; but every one of these leamed
harvest ; and he would challenge any one writers had been puzzled as to the best
Now,
to show an instance where the people mode of dealing with the subject.
of those districts were out of work after with all respect for the right hon. GentleThe explanation was man (Sir R. Peel), and with a candid dea good harvest.
After a plentiful har^'est claration, that if he (Mr. Denison) were
easy and clear.
le
the price might be low, but there was compelled to choose a pilot to steer the
more com to sell so that there was an vessel of the State through the shoals an"
increase of wealth in the nation, and more breakers that might beset its course, h
The farmer, though would take the right hon. Gentleman; but
corn to consume.
getting lower prices, brought home more 80 long as he (Mr. £. B. Denison) poa-

ment never
of

com was

so plentiful, as

He

low.

;
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sessed any judgment to guide his conduct,
and had the power to speak for himself, he
must act upon his own convictions. He
therefore could not accept the invitation
for the aholition of the
if

Even

Corn Laws.

the proposition and the measure were

right,

still

the time for bringing

it

forward

was wrong and unfortunately chosen. The
right hon. Gentleman had taken the country
by surprise, which ought not to have been
done.
The measure put 300 Gentlemen,
who were most anxious to support Her Ma-

to the surprise, however, of
every man, Mr. Wortley and he (Mr. De-

were elected. But so httle was
he disposed to go into the contest, that
he made a proposition to his opponents,
that if they would withdraw one of their
own candidates, and let the Conservatives
have one Member, he would not be the
cause of a contest.
But the idea of allowing a Conservative to be returned for the
West Riding of Yorkshire was laughed

nison)

at,

either of voting against their leader, or of
voting against their conscience, or of resigning their trust into the hands of their

hon.

—

;

;

he was as much bound in honour and good
keep his word, as if he had entered
into the most solemn engagement.
From
those declarations he would not swerve.
He might possibly be induced to forfeit his
bond but his word of honour he would
never break.
To the surprise of everybody
certainly to his own surprise, and to that
of the hon. Member for Halifax
he (Mr.
Denison) and Mr. Wortley were elected.
The hon. Member for Halifax laughed at
the notion of Mr. Denison being brought
forward as the opponent of Lord Morpeth,
and in a tone of confident triumph, exfaith to

;

—

—

—

'* Now
claimed
then, we shall have a
stand-up fight
there are Wortley and
Denison against Milton and Morpeth, we
will meet them, and lick them both most
;

Whigs

while the

the

off'ered

people

Cheap corn cheap timber and cheap
sugar!" He, on that occasion, told his
*'

He might have resorted to
the last alternative; but he confessed he
preferred rather to vote against the Government, which, up till now, he had most
sincerely supported.
He had, however,
another reason for voting against the present Motion.
In 1841, he (Mr. E. B. Denison) was, as his hon. Friend the Member
for Halifax (Mr. C. Wood) would admit,
pressed into the service of his country, by
being urged to become a candidate to
represent the West Riding of Yorkshire.
He was so required to stand for the express
purpose of opposing the two most popular
men in the kingdom, Lord Milton and Lord
Morpeth men whom, under ordinary circumstances, he should never have dreamt
of opposing.
But he was selected by his
friends on that occasion, because they
knew that he had always advocated protection to agriculture. He accordingly presumed to present himself to the electors of
the West Riding; but he never made them
any promises
he gave no pledges undoubtedly he did state that he was a sincere
advocate for protection, and he now felt that
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heartily;"

jesty's Government, in the painful position

constituents.

26,

!

!

Friend (Mr. C. Wood) to take care

that they did not thrash both his candi-

the warning was unheeded ; the
went on, and the Conservatives
were triumphant. Well, then, in 1846,
without a single reason being assigned,
even by the right hon. Gentleman himself,
for this proposal to abolish the Corn Laws,
how could he justify himself, after having
opposed the noble Lord (who was now his
hon. Colleague) in 1841 upon that very
question
^how, he asked, could he justify
himself in supporting the proposition of
dates

:

election

—

Her Majesty's Government?

He

should

be ashamed of himself to do so. If he
changed his mind upon the subject, he
should have been bound in honour to have
resigned.
True, he might, indeed, have
avoided that course by simply saying ** he
his mind, and so disposed of
all his former speeches."
But being determined to stand by his former speeches,
and not having changed his mind, he must
vote against the measure.
There was one
other point to which he must allude.
His
noble Colleague (Lord Morpeth) seemed to
fancy that his not being opposed at the late
election of a Member for the West Riding
in consequence of Lord Wharncliffe's death,
was indicative of a very general change
having taken place in the minds of the
people in that part of the kingdom upon
this subject.
But he would ask the noble
Lord not to deceive himself upon that
There were various circumstances
point.
which induced the friends of protection to
wiU not ofl^er any opposition
say, *'
But
to the noble Lord on this occasion."
he could assure the noble Lord that if it
had been a general election, and if the
public had known then as they did now
what was the proposition of Her Majesty's

had changed

We

Government, the noble Lord would have

had

to encounter a

very sharp contest.

would further tell the noble Lord that
many gentlemen of influence and pro-

He
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com. Therefore, if the Com Laws
answered the purpose for which the hon.
Gentleman supposed them to be enacted
that of feeding the people, and not of keephe must admit that they
sition to Mr. Wortley and himself, but ing up prices
circumstances were so changed that a pro- had failed of that effect.
He (Mr. Brotection candidate for the future might rely therton) would admit that many honest
on their best services. That occurred only persons supported the Corn Law with a
the other day.
Therefore he thought it view to promote agriculture, without havhis duty to tell the noble Lord that he ing exclusively in their minds the desire of
must not indulge the pleasing idea that, by keeping up rents. Many, no doubt, advogiving support to the repeal of the Corn cated the law for the sole object of enabling
Laws, he would insure Ins return at the this country to be independent of foreign
next election.
The hon. Gentleman con- supplies. But the question was, had the
cluded by saying, that he had not changed Corn Laws answered the end intended ?
his mind upon the policy of the Com Laws, Was the home supply sufficient for the
and he therefore steadily opposed their population ? On the contrary, instead of
abolition; for he was not prepared to give the population of Great Britain being supany man in Yorkshire, whether of 25,0001. plied with sufficient food by the home maror 30,000/. a year, or the poorest voter ket, the dependence of the country for
who voted for him at the last election, the corn from our foreign neighbours had been
'* I took you upon
gradually increasing
opportunity of saying
ay, and this inyour word of honour, but you have be- creased dependence more than before the
Corn Laws were enacted; and this fact
trayed me, and deceived me."
Mr. BROTHERTON said, the hon. disposed of the argument. Again, let the
Gentleman who had just spoken seemed hon. Gentlemen consider whether there
to imagine that there was something de- was not sufficient reason for Her Majesty's
rogatory in a man's changing his mind. Ministers to change their opinions upon
Now, he (Mr. Brotherton) had read in a this subject. Were there not four miUions
good book, that *' a wise man doubteth of people in Ireland living upon potatoes ?
often, and changeth his mind, but he who The right hon. Baronet had stated that
is not wise is obstinate, and perseveres in
he beheved those poor people were upon
his error."
The hon. Member had said the verge of famine potatoes had risen 50
that if the Corn Laws were not beneficial per cent, in price during the last year.
to the working classes he would repeal Trade was in a state of stagnation. Every
them, and that his only motive for support- letter he (Mr. Brotherton) received from
ing them was that he believed them to be Manchester stated that trade was paralysed;
beneficial to the people; and that he did and he had the opportunity of attending a
not support them from a mixed motive of deputation which waited on the right hon.
their being beneficial either to the farmer Baronet (Sir Robert Peel), who represented
or the landlord. He had also adduced cer- to that hon. Gentleman that the people in
tain figures to prove that they must have the manufacturing district wore alarmed
been beneficial to the community at large, lest the scenes of 1841 and 1842 should
inasmuch as fewer persons were now fed come again.
Hear,
[Sir R. Peel:
on foreign com, than at the time the Corn hear!]
He (Mr. Brotherton) well reLaw was enacted in 1815. He was at membered those scenes he was present
issue with the hon. Gentleman upon that at them, and he was now deeply impressed
point.
The returns presented to the House with the conviction that it was the duty of
showed that for the period from 1815 to Parliament to provide food for the people.
1821 only one in thirty of the population He was surprised that country Gentlemen
was fed upon foreign corn; that upon the should stand up and endeavour to prevent
average of ten years to 1831, one in Her Majesty's Ministers from opening the
twenty-two of the population were fed upon ports, to preserve the people from starvforeign corn; and upon the average of the ation.
[*'No, no!"]
Gentlemen might
ten years to 1841, one in sixteen and a half deny it, but it was tme.
There was every
were so fed. If the hon. Gentleman would reason to apprehend a state of anarchy in
take a note of the quantity of wheat and Ireland, uidess food were provided for its
wheat flour imported into this kingdom for inhabitants. The Government had already
the last eight years, he would find that one adopted precautionary measures, and he
in ten of the population had to be fed upon gave them great credit for what they bad
pertJ, who, in 1841, supported the nohle
Lord, had since told him (Mr. E. B. Denison) that it was true they did, in 1841,
give the noble Lord their support, in oppo-

foreign

—

—

—

;

—
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astonished at the doctrines
the country Gentlemen in their
speeches, after they were divested of all

contended it was much more and they
complained that the right hon. Baronet,
now that he was doing one of the noblest

and verbiage. They
had said, in effect, " The land is ours,
and we have a right to do as we like with
our own we have a territorial Constitution
we have a right to govern you for we have
fed you, and employed you, and you are

acts of his life, was only giving them a
compensation of 200,000?. But if the protection had been 20,000,000?. a year on
wheat only, those who paid it had paid the
wages of every agricultural labourer in
England. During the thirty years the Corn
Laws had been in operation, 600,000,000?.
sterling had thus been taken from the
community and it was the people who
ought to ask for compensation for being

done.
laid

down by

their mystifications

;

;

much

better off than the serfs of Russia

or Poland

and what have you to complain
But how have you governed the people ? How have you fed them ? How have
you employed them, and what is their con;

of ? "

dition

?

You have undertaken

to feed the

you are determined that they
be fed only at your price that they
shall receive their food from you, and not
from foreigners." He behoved they would
altogether prevent foreign corn coming
here, if they dared; as it was, they had
made a law to make corn dear and scarce,
in order that they might keep up their own
rents and incomes.
That was the real object for which the Corn Laws were now
supported.
He had heard a great deal of
cant about regard for the working classes,
about their being benefited by these laws,
and what a horrible thing it would be if
the agricultural labourers were thrown out
of employment.
This appeared to be very
charitable and humane but who employed
these labourers ? It was an undeniable fact
that there were fewer labourers employed
in agriculture in 1841 than in 1821.
This was his assertion
let the propeople, but
shall

;

;

:

tectionists disprove

it if

they could.

The

population of Great Britain had increased
four milhons since 1821 : who then had employed and fed this increased number ?
.

And

if

foreign corn

feed them,

had

to

be imported

to

who paid for it ? Thehon. Member

had stated that every quarter
of wheat cost 25s. in labour.
Taking the

for Wiltshire

annual consumption of wheat at 20,000,000
of quarters, this at 25s. a quarter
the alleged cost of the labour amounted to
25,000,000?., a sum equal to the wages of

—

—

the agricultural labourers in the kingNow, according to documents laid
before the House, there were only about
all

dom.

1,200,000 agricultural labourers in Great
Britain in 1841
and taking the hon. Member's own estimate, that the wages averaged
;

85. per week, the annual amount would be
only 25,000,000?.
How then was it possible that the labour employed in cultivating wheat should cost 25s. per quarter?

The protectionists had themselves estimated
their protection at 20,000,000?. a year

—

^he

;

thus deprived of their rights.
The Corn
Law was unjust and inhuman, and it had
been proved over and over again to be impolitic.
It was asserted that cheap food
would reduce wages
if so, dear food
ought to be accompanied with high wages.
The hon. Member for Westmoreland had
said, that along with the removal of this
protection, Government ought to reduce
the duties on sugar, tea, tobacco, and
coffee, by which the working classes would
be exceedingly benefited. If so, would they
not benefit from a reduction in the price of
The increase in the price of food
bread ?
in the last twelve months had made a difference of 1,000,000?. a year to the people
He was convinced this law
of Lancashire.
could not be maintained on any principle,
either of justice, humanity, or sound pohcy. The more agriculture was protected,
the more it was weakened the best protection to native industry was the extension of
our foreign commerce and the best protection to agriculturists was the prosperity of
Let there be a good fotheir customers.
reign trade, and agriculture was sure to
What gave its value to land ?
prosper.
Nothing but the extended market, at home
and abroad, for our manufactured products.
The agriculturists had been enabled to buy
cheap manufactures, while they sold their
corn dear ; corn was as dear now, or nearly
at least it was so a year or
so, as in 1815
two ago. With all the boasted improvements in agriculture, for a series of years,
corn had been at the same price as it was
when the Corn Laws were enacted. Manufactures, on the other hand, had gone on
increasing in quantity and in reduction of
price; so that, while in 1815 a piece of
calico would purchase three bushels of corn,
;

;

;

—

would now only buy three-quarters of a
Thus, cheap manufactures were
given for dear corn and that was what the
protectionists called the best market, and
they said the home customers were the best.
The fact was, the country was giving tho
M 2

it

bushel.

;

M
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agriculturists 25,000,000?. a year, that they

might expend some portion of it in manufactures, and that was a very pretty way of
making them into good customers. Therefore, so far from the landed interest heing
entitled to compensation, the commercial
interest had a much better claim to it, for
The hon.
the injustice they had suffered.
Member for Finsbury had spoken of the
new law of settlement to be introduced by
Government; and there had been great
cheering

among

the protectionists, as

the

if

CORN LAWS.
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which he was much interested. He should,
indeed, take a very narrow view of the
whole question if he were to oppose the
measures proposed by Her Majesty's Government, solely because they might materially affect those which he had the
honour of representing in that House; but
he opposed them because he regarded them
whether as applied to our agriculture,
commerce, or manufactures as injurious

—

—

On

these grounds,
and taking also into account the compensation proposed by Her Majesty's Government, he was prepared to regard the measure as a whole, and to give his most cordial
support to the Amendment proposed by his
hon. Friend the Member for the city of

to the public interest.

manufacturing interest would oppose it. He
(Mr. Brotherton) had already expressed his
conviction that the measure was one of humanity and justice, and it should have his
support.
Though some prejudice might
The hon. Gentleman who spoke
exist against it in the manufacturing dis- Bristol.
tricts, he conceived it to be a measure of last complained that Members connected
humanity, and, to a great degree, a mea- with the agricultural interest had mystified
sure of justice if the agriculturists would the subject before the House but he must
only with a good grace abolish the Corn say that the mystification proceeded in a
Laws.
So far from the manufacturers op- great measure from hon. Gentlemen who,
posing the plan, he believed they would instead of regarding the country as it exThe isted, took a Utopian view of its commeraccept it, and give it their support.
Chairman of the Poor Law Union (Sal- cial relations, and laid down principles
ford) with which he was connected, inform- which, in the present state of things, could
ed hira that the guardians considered it a not possibly be adopted with safety to the
wise and humane measure, and they urged country. He should not follow the example
him to give it his support. He could easily of some Gentlemen who took part in the
conceive that its operation would be rather debate, by casting imputations on his right
injurious than otherwise to the manufac- hon. Friends on the Treasury bench for
turing interest
for in Ireland, where the course they had thought proper to pur4,000,000 of the population lived on pota- sue. He would pass over the speeches
toes, the prospect of gaining a permanent uttered by his right hon. Friend (Sir R.
settlement here by five years' residence, Peel) when, at the head of a powerful
would be a strong inducement to them Opposition, he had ejected the Whigs
to come over to this country and it might from office.
He (Mr. Christopher) would
have an effect upon the labour of this also pass over the opinions expressed by
country.
But he had no such fears he the right hon. Baronet in 1842, when a
thought it as great an error to apprehend material change in protective duties wa«
any mischief to this country from the in- made when, though the principle of proflux of Irish labourers seeking employment, hibition was abandoned, the principle of
as it was formerly to prohibit the importa- protection was recognised by the House.
tion of Irish com into this country, lest He would even pass over the more qualified
land in England should be thrown out of expressions of his right hon. Friend in the
cultivation.
He should have liked the last Session of Parliament, when, the subGovernment measure better, as a whole, if ject of the Com Laws having been introit had included an immediate repeal of the
duced, he stated that he looked forward to
Com Laws ; that would have accomplished a period when we must return to what the
an end worthy of the great measure brought political economists called sound principles
but, at the
forward. But as the measure stood, he be- of legislation on this matter
lieved that, so far from its being injurious same time, laying it down as a principle,
to the working classes, it would cause in- that it was impmdent and unwise to intercreased employment, a diminution of po- fere with great interests, where large capital
verty, crime, and immorality, and would was expended
to interfere with persons
conduce to the general interest and happi- who were tempted by the legislation of
ness of the community.
that House to regard protection as a
Mr. CHRISTOPHER was induced to part of the legislative system of the counoffer a few observations on a question in try.
He had supported the right hon.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
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Baronet on

questions, for nearly twenty-

all

exception of the Roman
Catholic Relief Bill and the present measure ; and it was his desire, if possible, to

years, with the

submit, on this occasion, to the superior
of his right hon. Friend ; but
having hstened attentively to his able

judgment

speech, he

could

made

to

out

see

justify

no
so

case whatever
great and so

sweeping a change as that recommended.
The right hon. Gentleman had in his

own

opinion

satisfactorily

explained

the

principles on which

he reconstructed his
Cabinet but it would have a most unfortunate effect on the country if right
hon. Gentlemen and noble Lords having
come into office on the principle of pro;

tecting the native industry of

all classes,

should suddenly abandon that principle.
Such a course was calculated to make the
country at large place no confidence in
any public men. He considered a strong
Government of great advantage. He also
considered it of great advantage to the
country to have the right hon. Baronet at
the head of that Government.
He had
been so far trusted by that House, and the
constituent body, that he was enabled, by
the imposition of taxes, and regulations of
the revenue, to relieve the country from
difficulties, and bring it into a most prosperous state ; but with all those advantages, he would much sooner see a weak
Government, controlled by a powerful Opposition
he would sooner see any body
of politicians in office, whose principles
were steady and sincere, than statesmen
whose system of legislation was of that
weathercock character that it was impossible to say what a day, or even an
Considering
hour, might bring forth.
both the time and the manner in which the
present measure had been introduced, he
regarded it as a fearful and hazardous experiment.
He was convinced that even its
authors were not prepared to say what
would be its effect.
As a hazardous experiment he should give the measure his
most decided opposition. His right hon.
Friend had laid down the position that, as
a principle of legislation with regard to our

—

commercial policy, all protective duties
whatever were bad in principle, and ought
to be abolished
and that no duties should
be levied except for the purposes of revenue.
But he must say that, whatever might be
the object in levying duties, they must
practically be protective in their operation
to the extent to which they were levied.
This was the case with regard to the duties
;

1846.
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House.

The

right

hon. Baronet proposed to continue a duty
of 10 per cent, on the article of cotton, 10
per cent, on woollen and metal articles,
and 15 per cent, on silk, the produce of
foreign countries and he proposed to abolish in the course of three years the duty
on articles entering into competition with
;

the agricultural produce of this country.
If the Government intended to adopt the
principle of levying duties only for the
purposes of revenue, then the agricultural

and manufacturing

interests ought

equally protected.

The Government,

to

be
to

be consistent with the position laid down,
should adopt the principle of the fixed
duty advocated by the noble Lord (Russell), as an impost on foreign corn, and
only abolish that duty when they had
made up their minds to withdraw all
protection from manufactures.
The noble
Lord the Member for South Lancashire,
whose graceful language had the merit of

dogmas of political ecomore classic dress than that in
which they were usually presented to the
House that noble Lord had laid down the
clothing the dull

mony

in a

—

just position, that the producer of corn in
this country, and the manufacturer, should

be exactly on the same footing.
He said
the only difference between them was, that
the one manufactured corn, and the other
But if the earth be the machine
cotton.
by which corn was manufactured, it was
stubborn in its character, and not so
easily managed as that employed in the
manufacture of cotton.
There was another most important matter for considerathe great difficulties with which the
tion
manufacturer of corn had to contend. The
farmer was obliged to cultivate his land
with care, with skill, and with assiduity.

—

He was

obliged to guide

in such a

way

all

his operations

as fuUy to be able to con-

tend and to compete with those who were
engaged in the same business.
He could
not regulate the supply so as to meet
the demand
whereas the manufacturer
;

in wool, in cotton, or in articles of a similar

The cotton manufacturer
could ascertain the exact state of the market,
and could regulate the supply in proportion
He had, therefore, reason
to the demand.
to complain that the right hon. Baronet
was sparing in his encouragement of the
manufacture of corn of encouragement to
those interests which hitherto the Legisla-

description, could.

—

it its duty to protect, but
from which now all protection was to be
He thought that the agritaken away.

ture had felt
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cultural interests, even on the pnre prin-

had reason to complain;
for while the right hon. Baronet was about
to take away all protection from land, by
removing the duties on the agricultural
produce of foreign countries, yet the landowner was not to be allowed to cultivate
his own land so as to insure the most
amount of profit.
They were prevented
from cultivating tobacco
whereas, from
what he had seen in Germany, he was
convinced that in the county which he had
the honour to represent, many thousand
acres might be profitably employed in
They were
the cultivation of tobacco.
they had
Btill to protect their Colonies
their differential duties remaining, and
no attempt had been made to alter the relative amount of those duties, and no attempt was to be made to relax the principle of the differential duties.
He had
seen beet-root for the manufacture of sugar
grown to a large extent in France; and he
was sure that the fertile soil of the county
which he represented might be profitably
employed in its production. He did not wish
to detain the House by entering into the details of this measure, but he wished to
make one allusion. The right hon. Baronet at the head of Her Majesty's Gociples of free trade,

;

—

vernment, for the purpose of placing the
agricultural interest of this country on a
different footing from the manufacturing
interests, offered them, as an inducement
to agree to such a sweeping, and in his
mind injurious change, certain proposals in
the way of compensation. He regretted that
he (Sir R. Peel) made use of that expression
in introducing this measure, because, if the
measure were right in itself, and were one
which ought to be acceptable to the country, he repudiated the principle of compensation.
If the measure were right in itself,
there ought to be no compensation.
He
proposed, in the first place, that Gentlemen who had settled estates should have
the opportunity of going before the Commissioners of Land Revenue, and of borrowing money at a low interest. He believed that such a proposal as that would

be totally inefficient. In the first place, if
Gentlemen were in a condition to go to
bankers, persons from whom they
might receive accommodation, they would
their

doing

laying their
Persons
title-deeds before a public board.
who knew the nature of landed property,
infinitely prefer

so,

to

and persons who, like himself {Mr. Christopher) knew what a Chancery suit was,

knew

better than to place their title-deeds

under the glance of any public officer. He
thought on that ground that any compensation of that kind was inefficient.
The
right hon. Baronet also proposed to alter
he proposed that
the law of settlement
all persons who create a settlement by re:

sidence for a certain period in the manufacturing districts should not, as now, be

removed to rural parishes. That might
be a good measure in itself, though he
would not be a supporter of it. His hon.
Friend the Member for Leicestershire,
stated, that he knew perfectly well that
there were a great many hand-loom weavers who found work in Coventry and Nottingham
and he doubted whether they
would confer any great benefit on that
;

community by such a step.
measure as

portion of the

He was

willing to regard this

beneficial with regard to the law of settle-

ment, and he was willing to give it so far
entire support
but, in doing so, hefelt bound to say that it would be no great
boon to the agricultural interest, as he
could show that though not the ultimate,
yet, the immediate effect of it would be to
inflict a severe, and, he was afraid, a lasting injury on the agricultural interests ;
and even if they took their view of the
proposed law in the most favourable hght,
it would only afford a prospect of further
evil.
His right hon. Friend, in stating his
entire measure of compensation, said, that
it was the intention of the Government to
consolidate parishes, for the purpose of
improving the internal communication of
the country.
The internal communication
of the country he admitted to be very defective.
No person had complained of it
more than he but he could not consider
the measure as any compensation for an
immediate evil ; it would be no compensation as far as relief to the poor went
and he doubted if it would not inflict a
great injury on them, though it might
improve the internal communication of
the country.
Now, with regard to the
highways in England. Was it not notorious, whether right or wrong, that those
highways, at that moment, formed the
means of relieving and maintaining numbers of sickly persons, who from infirmity
of body and weakness in health were unhis

;

;

able to obtain subsistence in field-labour

The

?

Baronet would perhaps
wish to sweep all these poor persons into
the workhouses
but those who were emplo3*ed on these highways were persons
who were under that age which entitled
They
them to poor-law outdoor rehef.
right

hon.

;
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humble independence,
not forced to seek relief from the workhouse or from any local fund.
But the
moment they employed a district surveyor,
who would be guided by a class of inflexible economists, those persons must
seek parochial relief, and if under the age of
sixty, they must be sent to the workhouse,
in a state of

so that when they lowered one rate they
increased the other.
So far from being a
rehef to those poor persons, he appre-

hended that

this

terially to inflict

came now

measure would tend maan additional injury. He

to another part of the question,

and he wished to take a practical view of
he wished to see what would be the probable effect of this measure on the agriit

—

cultural population of this country.

His

hon. Friend the Chancellor of the
Exchequer stated that there need be no
apprehension that the shipping interest
right

would be affected ; for this reason, that a
great quantity of corn would come from
foreign countries, and consequently more
shipping would be employed, and a benefit
would be derived by this measure but at
the end of his speech, alluding to the effect which it would have on the agricultural interests, he said that it would have
no great effect on that interest, for his
right hon. Friend asked, where was the
foreign corn to come from?
If the shipping interest would be benefited by the importation of all this corn that was to come
from foreign countries, he should like
to know on what grounds the Chancellor
of the Exchequer could say that the agricultural interest would not be injured for
the same reason ?
And if there were no
corn to come in, how, he would like to
know, could the shipping interest be benefited?
He could refer to documents
on this subject, but that he did not
wish to weary the House. He could not
look upon this measure in any other
light than one which would cheapen labour by bringing foreign produce into
competition with their own.
It might
cheapen food but the right hon. Gentleman who spoke last on the other side of
the House, said, that though no farmer
himself, yet, from his acquaintance with
those who were concerned in agricultural
operations, he fancied that they had nothing to do but to sow the seed and to
reap the produce.
But it should be recollected that now-a-days skill, science,
and chemistry, were employed in the ad-
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been introduced that were unknown sixteen years ago.
It was in consequence
of the application of science, he believed,
that the people of England were now in a
better condition
in a better state, with
regard to their supply of food, than any
other nation. He found that though there
was famine in all other parts of Europe
there was no famine here.
At this moment the average price of corn was under

—

5is. per quarter, notwithstanding
different

plans

all the
resorted to in
of raising the

that were

towns for the purpose
average price.
In his own county the
average price was 51s.
The foreigner
could bond his corn at very little more
cost than any of his tenants would be liable
to for sending a portion of their agricultural produce into Lancashire.
But to
give a practical proof, he would quote the
average price of wheat for the following
years in England and Dantzic:

Years.

England.

Dantzic.

;

;

vancement of agriculture in this country.
A great many improvements bad, of late,

d.

s.

d.

48 6
55 10
64 7
70 8
66 4
64 4
67 3

7

1

28
29
49
63
52
52
53
39

3
60 10

26

».

1836
1837
1838
1839
1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1846

50

6

61
11 months

6

An eminent corn merchant told him, that
he cleared a large cargo of excellent wheat
under 40^. when the average price in England was 505. lOc?., and that he had acWhetually purchased wheat at 26^. ^d.
ther the effect of the measure would be to
make food cheap he would not say of one
thing he was certain, that by the introduction of such large quantities of grain from
foreign countries so much labour would be
displaced, as to throw a vast quantity of
land out of cultivation, and a number of
Mr. Deacon
people out of employment.
Hume, in his evidence before the Import
Duties Committee, a gentleman of intelligence, and an excellent judge as to all
;

that related to the produce of foreign coun-

was asked
Do you think the

tries,

"

production of corn in this
country would be diminished ? I think the production of corn in certain parts which have been
forced into corn cultivation would be diminished,,
You do not think the soil
but not otherwise.
would cease to be used ? No, I believe that the
rents of lands, generally speaking, in this country

—

—
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would gradually increase,

demand

in consequence of the

a greater depay for fresh or green vegeHave
table food, and especially for animal food.
you formed an estimate of the quantity of com
that would be imported under your proposed tariff,
one year with another ? Taking all kinds of com

greater

mand and

for labour creating

ability to

—

and meal, I estimate that we should receive at
least from eight to ten millions of quarters every
year.
Do you think, in consequence of that increased population and wealth, the population of
this country might consume an increased quantity
of imported corn, without diminishing the demand
for the agricultural produce of our own country ?
I think so, taking all kinds of agricultural products. In the course of ten years you would want
at leaat ten millions of quarters of grain additional, if you were to produce as much as you
have done in the last six years in the United
Kingdom; but then you would not produce so
much, but you would change a great deal of the
land into grazing and culinary vegetable land.
Ten millions appears to be a great quantity to introduce into the population we have but it is but
little more than the third of a quarter to each
individual. When I made out this, I allowed onefourth less per individual of bread to the population of this country than to France."

—

;

The

CORN LAWS.

—ELEVENTH NIGHT.

Mr. CARDWELL said, although it
was his misfortune to differ from his hon.
Friend the Member for the West Riding of
Yorkshire (Mr. B. Denison), and the hon.

Member who had just
topher),

in

the

sat

vote

down (Mr.

Chris-

he was about to

it was by no means necessary that
he should differ from all the positions they
had laid down. On the contrary, it would
be his duty in the few observations he
should submit to the House, frequently to
insist on many of those positions on which
they seemed to lay the greatest weight,
and to press, as he thought he might

give,

justly press, into the service of his argu-

ment, many facts and illustrations which
they had thought it expedient to employ.
To his hon. Friend the Member for
the West Riding he had no difficulty in admitting that our agriculture had continually
gone on improving with the increase of the
population of this mighty Empire, or that,
although there had been a continuous re-

and pal- laxation of our protective system, although
measure a the ordinary prices of agricultural produce
great deal of land would be changed into were now much lower than they were at
grazing from arable, and diminish not only the commencement of the century, yet
the amount of labour, but also injure the that agriculture, nevertheless, was in a
land for it was well known to any tyro better and an improved condition.
Nor
in agricultural science, that land once would it be necessary for him to dispute
turned into pasture, would take a consider- that, with the variations of the harvest,
able time before it could be brought again the prosperity of the country had varied.
to that state in which it was, before bro- The first and most obvious result of a bad
ken up. He hoped he had not wearied the harvest was, of course, the scarcity of food;
House. He endeavoured to the utmost and it would be quite inconsistent with
of his power to argue the proposed system the argument he was about to urge, to
inference, then,

pable,

that

by

was

clear

this free-trade

;

on

its

lieved,

own

merits.

that

if

He

conscientiously be-

the measure so suddenly in-

troduced by the right hon. Baronet were
carried into effect, it would be most injurious to every interest which existed in the
country, whether it was the manufacturing
or the agricultural interest
it would affect trade of every description.
He opposed the measure because he did not
like to see a number of his fellow countrymen thrown out of employment. He did
not like even to see men of small property but of ancient family, who maintained an honest independence, and who
were anxious to maintain and educate their
families as they were maintained and educated themselves, reduced in their means ;
but he principally opposed the measure
because of the injury it would inflict on
Having,
the humbler classes of society.

—

therefore,

after

mature deliberation, come

to that conclusion, he was resolved to give
it bis most decided and unqualified oppofiition.

contend that the general prosperity of the
country had not varied in proportion to
the scarcity or the abundance of the
supply of food.
As, therefore, it was
not necessary for him to dispute these positions, or the position of the hon. Member
who spoke last that the population had

—

been increasing and were now better supplied than formerly, he would endeavour to
derive from them the illustrations and corroborations of his own argument.
But as
he had never enjoyed the opportunity on
any former occasion of expressing an opinion on the subject of the Corn Laws, perhaps he might be excused if he ventured
shortly to state the grounds which induced
him to give his cordial support to this measure for their final adjustment.
His hon.
Friends

who represented

the agricultural

would think it eminently uncandid
in him, if he did not admit, that on this,
as on other occasions, they had rested the
strength of their case, not on the protection
it afforded to a particular interest, but on
interest
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general advantage it was supposed
to confer upon all classes of this great
community. Well, it was on this ground
and most
that he desired to meet them
unworthy should he he to enter in that
the

;

had found
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impossible to remedy the
effects produced upon the Treasury by
the falling-off in our imports of foreign
produce.
But if, then, we were thus
dependent upon foreign nations, in every
sense in which one free nation could be deit

House upon so great an argument, if,
deahng with the general welfare of the pendent on another, were we less dependcommunity, he did not recognise among the ent upon them for the article of corn than
Hon. Members
very first and most important ohjects of con- for any other article ?
sideration the welfare of that great interest seemed to make light of the fact, that the
which those Gentlemen so zealously and in gross imports of foreign corn for home
many respects so creditably supported. consumption had amounted of late years to
The arguments on which they rested their the steady average of 2,000,000 of quarcase were great arguments, and were urged ters, or about 10 per cent, of the whole
as became men who felt that they had a quantity of corn consumed in England. If
They said the that were so, if that was the average imgreat weight to sustain.
existing measure of protection had main- portation of corn, he said it was not using
tained us independent of supply from foreign nations that it had given us security,
under which capital was cheerfully invested
;

improvement of domestic agriculit had ensured to the farmer a
remunerating price and, above all, that
it had provided for the ordinary labourers
of the rural districts in England a protecNow, he would ask
tive rate of wages.
them when they used the words '* independent of foreign nations" to think, for
one moment, what was the practical significance of the language they employed.
Did they remember that this country exported annually no less than 50,000,000Z.
for the

ture

;

that

;

of our native manufactures

?

Were they

aware that fully two-fifths of the imperial
revenue was derived from taxes on foDid they recollect the
reign imports ?
Did they not
history of former periods ?
know that it was the expanding energy
of the cotton manufacture that sustained

them
war ?

in

the

deadly contest of the last

language according to

was

ordinary

its

signifi-

better than a play upon
words, to say that the existing law precation,

it

little

served this country independent of foreign
Then as to the security under which

nations.

was cheerfully invested
improvement of our native agriculture
he put it to hon. Gentlemen who
urged this argument, whether, living under

it

was

said capital

for the
:

know that
a great and growing sentiment was
opposed to an existing law, and public

free institutions, they did not

when

opinion had set in against

it, there must
uncertainty and difficulty
respecting it ? Now, what was our position ?
He knew that every eminent writer in the
science of political economy
he believed
that every individual in that House, on
whom the responsibility of giving counsel
to Her Majesty had ever been imposed,

necessarily be

—

was opposed upon

principle to the maintenance of protection.
What was the
case with the country at large ?
He
would put it to every hon. Gentleman
who heard him, to say whether, in the
actual state of things, there did not exist
throughout England a great and growing
sentiment which opposed itself to the ex-

Did they not know that towards
the close of that war they were at the
same time in collision with America and
France and had they forgotten that at the
same period they were indebted for their
cotton to America, and for their corn to isting Corn Laws ?
There was no man
France? Why "independent of foreign acquainted with popular feeling who could
nations ? " Had they learnt no lesson from doubt that the tide of public opinion had
the distress of 1842?
To what was it set in against a system which had occaowing ? Not to our dependence on foreign sioned so much difficulty and uncertainty.
nations for the supply of food, for we had What was the state of the question in the
on the Statute Book the law which was to House of Commons ? Almost every indivipreserve our independence. It was owing to dual who advanced an opinion on the subthe falling-off of the demand of our foreign ject was, at least, upon principle, opposed
customers for the export of our manufac- to protection while, in the country at large,
tures that our traders became involved in the evidence was much stronger upon this
difficulty, and our labourers in a state almost point.
The manufacturing interest was
amounting to starvation. The right hon. universally opposed to it if his hon. and
Gentleman who preceded his right hon. gallant Friend the Member for Liverpool
Friend as Chancellor of the Exchequer, were in his place, he should not hesitate
;

;

;
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him that the commercial that, every other article being protected, it
was generally opposed to it and, exposed him to the diflSculty of competing
he would ask, was even the agricultural with the foreign farmer at a disadvantage
interest unanimous on the subject ? Were of cent, per cent.
and he would call him
there not many amongst that body who as a witness, whether by the relaxation of
adopted the opinions of the late Lord Spen- protective duties the cost of production
Had not would not be materially diminished ? Well,
cer and the present Lord Grey?
to say before

interest

;

;

the hon.

Member for Northamptonshire

told

but

how

stood the other portion of his case,

them that he never thought protection the balance of demand and supply ? In the
could be permanent ?
And had not many autumn of 1843, it was the first symptom
hon. Members on that side of the House of reviving trade in Manchester that there
said, while objecting to a particular provi- was suddenly an increased demand for insion of the scheme, that what the British ferior joints of meat.
That demand for
farmer chiefly wanted was, to be placed
in a position of security against further

change ?
seriously

If such was the case, could they
and confidently maintain, that if

they succeeded

in their present proposition,

that they would go down to their respective
estates and invite the farmers of England
to come forward and take long leases under

the security of the existing law
The hon.
Christopher: No!]

[Mr.

?

Member

*
No. " But that was
the test.
If the landlord would not offer,
nor the tenant accept, leases on the faith
of the existing law, what became of the

for Lincolnshire said

*

If
security it was supposed to afford ?
the farmer would not take leases under the
present law, he should like to know where
was the security for the investment of
capital ?
But they also said that the present law ensured to the farmer a remuneNow, he would at once
rating price.
admit to them, that if they could keep
and
as it was the cost of production
if,
while the demand was increasing,
they could limit the supply, the law which
effected these results would secure them a
remunerating price. But they on the other
hand must not refuse to admit to him, that
if he could diminish the cost of production,
and could so readjust the balance of demand and supply, that while the supply
increased, the demand should more greatly
and rapidly increase, a twofold benefit

—

the produce of land, for the necessaries of
had increased with improving trade:
now what was the increase of supply ? The
hon. Member for Somersetshire had furlife,

a remarkable illustration of the
argument, for he adverted to the fact that
during the past half-year there had been
an average falling-off of 16,000 sheep a
week in the London market. Now he would
ask him, under that Tariff, from which he
once had augured so much evil, how many
sheep had been imported into this country
in the last twelve months to supply the
rapidly increasing demand ?
Why, in the
whole twelve months the foreign supply
had not made up for the average deficiency
of a single week.
These, then, were the
elements of his problem the present price
of butchers* meat was the natural and obvious solution.
Well, but if the existing
law did not maintain their independence of
the foreigner if it could not be relied on
as a security for the investment of capital
if it appeared that relaxation, rather than
restriction, had operated for the enhancement of price yet there was a part of the
case remaining which was most important,
and on which he did his agricultural friends
the justice to acknowledge, that they laid
nished

:

;

;

They said that the
the greatest stress.
existing law secured to the labourer in the
rural districts a protected rate of wages;

and in the course of the debate an hon.
and Member expressed his wonder that the
that the abolition of the law would have right hon. Baronet the First Lord of the
done more than the maintenance of it Treasury, with the case of the silk weavers
Lest in his mind, could have ventured to propose
in ensuring a remunerating price.
a relaxation in the existing Tariff.
Now,
it might be said that these were mere
hypotheses, he would call into court a the effect of protection upon wages was
If any precisely that part of the case on which he
most unexceptionable witness.
one doubted that the cost of production wished to meet his hon. Friends and he
would be diminished, he would recommend asked no better illustration than the inhim to read the speech of the hon. Member stance of the silk trade would afford.
for Somersetshire on the Tariff of 1842, Whenever an article was produced merely
when he complained of the hardship of ex- by hand labour, no doubt as competition
posing the British farmer to competition increased there must be a great adverse
but
with his foreign rival, because he sliuwed incidence on the scale of wages
would

be

attained

for

agriculture,

;

;
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when they cheapened an

article

by the

increase of capital and machinery,
not follow that the price of wages

be lowered.

The

it

did

must

prices of manufactured

had been reduced by improvements
in manufacture, till a penny stood where a
shilling stood before
and yet the average
rate of wages had not fallen, while the
numbers of those employed in the production had rapidly and steadily increased
and the cause was obvious. New markets
had been opened that did not exist before.
articles

;

Countless people of the earth who could
not deal with us at the shilling, were thankful to be our customers at the penny
and
thus there was an increased stimulus given
to trade, a greater application of capital,
and greater improvement of machinery.
Again, by reciprocity of action, this improvement further reduced the price, and
so more widely increased the market.
Thus, they were perpetually enlarging the
basis of the trade on which the operative at
home depended. But while they enlarged,
they also increased greatly its security.
For as we became dependent on a greater
;

number

of customers, our dependence on
any one became less and less important.
Now let them consider the effect of this
progression upon their American and German rivals. Not having our capital, our

improvements, our energy, our start, they
would be at a disadvantage, and you beat
them in the neutral market. But if you
beat them in the neutral market, could
they long sustain the competition even in
their own markets ?
If they did, it could
only be effected by a constantly increasing
Tariff.
In other words, the agriculturist
in Germany and America must be content
to submit to a constantly increasing burden.
Well, but if so, he must constantly compete at a greater and greater disadvantage
with his hon. Friends who represented the
agriculturist of England.
Now this was
the history of hostile tariffs.
Had he not
then furnished the reply to that challenge
so ostentatiously thrown out
had he not
shown that hostile tariffs could be met and
be defeated by free imports ? that one was
a continual course of progress, the other a
perpetual retrogression?
Well, now, an
hon. Member had suggested the case of
Russia, and had said that Russia would
send into this country annually 5,000,000
quarters of grain, for which she would not
receive our manufactures, but would compel
He supposed that hon.
us to pay in gold.
Member had forgotten that Russia was a
country producing gold, and England not

—
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he might just as well have imagined
that Middlesex would pay Lancashire for
its manufactures, or Northumberland for its

for

cattle,

by sending

coals to

Wigan

or

New-

Russia might, it was true, decHne
directly to receive our manufactures.
She
might force us to a circuitous trade; we
might, as the hon. Member had suggested,
have to pay for imports from Russia by
the purchase of bills upon Brazil.
No
doubt it was advantageous to obtain reciprocity, by which the expense of this circuitous trade was saved, and double benefits secured.
But suppose Russia to refuse reciprocity, what would be the consequence to herself? That dealing with us
not directly, but by way of Brazil, she
would drive a smaller trade and at a smaller
rate of profit
that she would sell cheaper
and buy dearer than she need. There was
no want of intelligence in Russia and we
might reasonably expect that Russia would
perceive the advantage to be derived from
the adoption of a direct rather than a circuitous trade.
There was another argument derived from the peculiar burdens alleged, and he thought to a certain extent
truly alleged, to be imposed on land.
He
did not think it was necessary to enter
castle.

;

;

He

upon that subject at much length.
did not, however,

mean

to decline

it

;

on

the contrary, he was ready to admit, that a
claim of that kind ought to be fairly looked

and that a protected interest, burdened because of its protection, had, when
that protection was removed, an irresistible
claim to have its burdens fully inquired
into and considered, and, if proved, relieved.
No one wished to dispute that proposition
but what he contended for was,
that the landed interest had no right to
say, *' We are a burdened interest," which
was a very convenient argument for protection; and then to say also, " In spite of you,
we will remain a burdened interest, in order
that we may maintain our protection.'*
Such a conclusion could not be admitted
and he hoped that it would not be attempted
to be supported.
He had now gone cursorily over the main argument used by hon.
Gentlemen near him; and, if his memory did
not fail him, he had not omitted any one main
argument except what was called the colonial argument. He had put the case of our
independence of foreign supply he had
put the case of security for an advance of
capital
he had put the case of securing
fair and remunerative prices
he had put
the case of giving the labourers an increased rate of wages
and he had endeainto,

;

—

—

—

;
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voured to show that, by increasing the ** genuine free trade" of Mr. Pitt to the
amount of labour in our great manufactures, year 1787, after the loss of the American
they had raised the rate of wages from 85., Colonies and the distinction he drew was
this, that up to 1787 the commercial po12«., or 155., to something like SOs.or^Os.
He had shown that population and wealth hcy of England had been hampered by her
had increased by the process he had de- colonial system but at that time, abanscribed, and asked hon. Members to draw doning the colonial system, Mr. Pitt inthe inference that, with wages of SO*., a troduced a wider, a sounder, and a more
man would cause a greater demand for statesmanhke view of the case: he adopted
butchers' meat, for bread, and for the pro- the same sentiments with respect to coloduce of agriculture generally, than the man nial as other interests he adopted those
who earned only 8«., or 12s., or 15*.; and principles of free trade, or moderate prohe had asked them to believe that when by tection, which, the hon. Gentleman said,
these increased wages the population was descended from him to Mr. Huskisson,
drawn from the agricultural districts, the and, till lately, to the right hon. Baronet
rate of wages would naturally rise in those and if hon. Gentlemen sided with the high
authorities of Mr. Pitt and Mr. Huskisson,
districts, and the condition of those who
and the hon. Member for Shrewsbury, he
remained would be materially benefited
and, having touched also upon the argu- wanted to know what became of the galment of peculiar burdens, he was not aware lant Member for Liverpool, and the hon.
that in the course of that long debate any Member for Roxburgh, and the great coconsiderable argument had remained unno- lonial argument?
If the principle were
good for the mother country it was good
ticed, except the colonial argument. Now,
with respect to this colonial argument, he for the Colonies, except under special
ventured to say that the position in which and peculiar circumstances, and, logically
speaking, the colonial must not be regardit was sought to put the Colonies had been,
as he had always understood from Gentle- ed as a different argument, but as another
men interested in the cause of the Colonies, mode of stating the same thing. If, then,
that they should be as dear to the British hon. Gentlemen's arguments were not so
Crown and to the Parliament as Yorkshire absolutely irresistible, and if their facts
or Middlesex; and it appeared to him to were not conclusive, he asked them to conhave been reserved for that debate to hear sider in what position they stood before the
country. Were there no strong arguments
it deliberately maintained, that the course
Were they not seeking to
of policy to be pursued with respect to im- against them ?
perial interests should be made to subserve levy from the food of the people a tax, a
colonial interests.
If they took a course very small portion of which went into the
which was beneficial to imperial interests, coffers of the Imperial Exchequer? Were
they not setting up an arbitrary barrier in
it would, except for special and exceptional reasons, be equally beneficial to colo- the way of the course of trade ?
Were
nial interests.
The colonial argument was they not seeking to deprive the industrious
maintained by his gallant Friend the Mem- classes of the obvious advantage of disposber for Liverpool (Sir H. Douglas), and by ing of their own produce at their own disAnd could they overcome objecthe hon. Member for Roxburghshire (Mr. cretion ?
Scott); but in the course of that debate tions of this kind, except by argimients
a speech had been made which he believed the most powerful, and facts the most
:

;

—

conclusive ?
He had avoided troubling
them with statistics.
Let him read to
claiming particular attention (Mr. Dis- them a single extract, for he wished to
In that speech it was contended show that these were not cant doctrines
raeli's).
and the parathat the agricultural interest maintained of some modern school
the principle of moderate protection, or, graph he held in his hand was classical
;"
authority, for it was taken from a great
as it was called, of " genuine free trade
writer, whom he was glad to find his hon.
Pitt
from
Mr.
to
descended
Mr.
which

was considered by hon. Gentlemen as containing the most powerful argument, and

;

Huskisson, and from Mr. Huskisson, until

Friends at length had learned to quote.

that particular juncture, to the right hon.
Baronet (Sir R. Peel). But when he looked

Adam

at the speech to which allusion had been
made, and to former speeches of the same

hon. Member, he found that hon. Gentledated what he was pleased to call this

man

Smith said

All syntcmB either of preference or of restraint,
therefore, being thus completely taken away, the
•'

obvious and simple system of natural liberty esta*
blishes itself of its own accord.
Every man, ai
long as ho docs not violate the laws of justice, is
left perfectly free to pursue his own interest his
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to bring both his industry and capital into competition with those of any other man,

depended upon the same principles, and
would be promoted by the same meaor order of men. The Sovereign is completely
sures.
He would trouble the House with
discharged from a duty, in the attempting to perform which he must always be exposed to innu- only a very few statistical statements but
merable delusions, and for the proper performance did they know what was going on around
of which no human wisdom or knowledge could them ? Were they aware of the increase of
ever be sufficient the duty of superintending the agricultural demand arising from an
increase
industry of private people, and of directing it toand
an
increase of employment
population
of
interthe
to
suitable
wards the employments most
in the manufacturing districts ?
Let him
ests of society."
take Mr. Porter's statement of the increase
An illustration had occurred to his own in the valuation for county rates in the
mind in connexion with a different subject, manufacturing towns. He was aware that
which, if he were permitted, he would there had been a different mode of making
A distinguished the assessment but this return did, nevermention to the House.
man, himself a conspicuous defender of theless, contain substantial proof of the
his country in the late war, had recently progress in those districts. He would take
been made Chairman of the Commission the valuation of 1815, and compare it with
appointed to inquire into our Maritime De- the valuation of 1841
fences.
That gallant Admiral, referring " Valuation made for County Rates in the Townto the progress of steam navigation, had
ships which now constitute the boroughs of
** You will be
Manchester and Salford
said to him the other day
Salford.
Manchester.
told that your ancient securities have failed
1816
...
...
353,376
918,397
you; that you can no longer rely on the
1829
495,997
...
wooden walls of Old England for your de1841
1,022,055
...
...
2,703,292
Your
fence, and you will be told the truth.
189 per cent.
194 per cent."
Increase
ancient securities have failed you; but don't
If that were the increase in the value of
be afraid of the march of improvement
property in those towns assessed to the
keep pace with it it will supply you with
county rates between 1815 and 1841, let
new and better securities. In an instant him read an extract from a return made by
of time one modern invention will tell you
Mr. Horner, the Inspector of Factories, in
which is the place of danger in an hour

own way, and

;

—

;

:

—

:

;

;

another modern invention will concentrate
on the point of attack the disposable forces
of an empire. You were an extended country; you have become a fortified citadel."

Now,
and

this

was applicable
no less than

to the political

the military
Let him say to
condition of the country.
and he declared
his agricultural friends
he would not be found advocating that
great change unless he believed that he
might truly say *' Don't be afraid of the
march of improvement it has deprived
social,

to

—

—

;

you of your ancient securities, your independence of the foreigner, your security for
your Parliament price, your protectIt has given you new
and better securities, the expanding ener-

capital,

ive rate of wages.

gies of trade, the multiplied capacities of
production, the stimulated powers of con-

sumption, the ever-growing demand of a
great and increasing people.
You have
ceased to be an extended country ; you

—

have become an urban community what
the hon. Member for Shrewsbury had eloquently called them, the metropolis of the
world." They would find, therefore, that
in this country the interests of agriculture

and of commerce, when rightly considered,

the present Session of Parliament

:

" Since the last return to Parliament in February, 1839, there has been an increase in my district of 529 factories, of 10,041 horses' power, and
of 50,522 persons employed."

He

would ask hon. Members then to work

out with him an arithmetical calculation,
and see what quantity of butchers' meat
and what quantity of wheat these 50,000
persons employed at a high rate of wages

would necessarily consume. Could it be
doubted that very much of the improvement in the agricultural districts must
Mr.
result from this increased demand ?
Horner went on to say
" This increase has all taken place since November, 1842, when the revival of trade began
and indeed the increase of persons employed since
that time must have been considerably greater
than the above amount for between June, 1838,
;

collection of particulars for the return
of 1839 began, and November, 1842, many mills
had entirely ceased to work, and others had considerably reduced the number of their hands. The
total number of power looms in my district, ascer-

when the

The only retained by this inquiry, is 142,949.
turn of power looms made to Parliament is that of
1835; and I find from it, that in the same parts of
England which now constitute my district, viz.
Lancashire, part of the West Riding, and the
whole of the North Riding of the county of York,
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and the four northern counties of England, there afford increased dock accommodation, in the same
were then only 63,861 showing an increase of proportion shall we draw trade to the port. Supand there are now pose that at no distant period which I dare say
79,088 in the ten years
26,237 more power looms at work in my district will be the case we were to have modified rates
alone than there were in the whole United King- of duties on various other foreign productions
;

;

dom

ten years ago."

He

did appeal to the House,

therefore,

whether a statement of such facts was not
a more pressing argument than any other
In all these cases the
facts or argument ?
rate of wages was generally high but what
was the experience of Mr. Howell with respect to the silk trade, and how were the
;

workmen practically affected
ment of these questions ?

in the settle-

" Throughout the entire district general scarcity
of hands is noticed, and a consequent rise of wages.
In the silk districts particularly, hands are very
scarce."

Let them observe how the sound interests
of trade subserved the interests of humanity better than any mistaken legislation

:

" And I have been informed that instances are
not wanting where children working half time
have got as much wages, and in some cases it is
said that they got more, than they did when they
worked ten hours but I am told that a rise also
has taken place in the wages of those who now
work ten and twelve hours respectively."
;

This was not confined to Manchester or to
Salford
but if they went to Preston or to
any other district, they would see that the
course which had been pursued had been
everywhere attended with the same results.
He must here refer to a remarkable speech
lately made at a meeting of the Town Coun;

Dock
Committee; and he hoped the hon. Member
for Durham (Mr. Liddell), who had made

cil

of Liverpool by the Chairman of the

a complaint of the injury likely to be done
was in the House,
that he might have the benefit of this
statement.
The chairman stated

to the shipping interest,

Surprise has been expressed in the council
increase of 100,000 tons was talked of
acme time since hut I have not now to deal with
an increase of 100,000 tons, but with an increase
of hundn>ds of thousands. In the dock financial
ikitement of the 24th June, 1845, which was the
end of the financial year, the increase was 383,819
tons over the preceding year. The increase in six
months from June to the 31st December last, exceeded that of any previous period, inasmuch aa it
showed an increase of 600 vcssols and 200.409
tons over the corresponding six months of the preThe increase in the Hast
vious year.
India trade has been about 20 per cent., and the
increase in the United States and western trade
has been about 30 per cent."
'*

when an

;

.

.

.

That was where there had been hostile
The chairman went on to say
" I may ^ also state, that in proportion as we

tariffs.

—

—

(which he specified), which are at present virtxially
excluded by a high and impolitic tariff when the
duties are so reduced, it is not in the power of
man to divine what accommodation will be required in a port like Liverpool. Liverpool will
stand in the pre-eminent position of possessing
203 acres of docks and basins, with about fifteen
miles of quay space."
;

It

would be presumptuous

press in the

House

of

him

in

Commons

to ex-

his san-

guine anticipations of the great and growing increase in the commercial and manufacturing districts with which he had the
honour to be connected; but he might cite
this business speech made to business men,
and to declare with this speaker the truth
that "it is not in the power of man to

accommodation which
be required." [Mr. Liddell: What
of the timber trade ?]
He had not intended to trouble the House with any statement on that subject
but as the hon.
Member wished it, he would read one from
the same speech.
Mr. B. Moore said
" One fact connected with the timber trade will
divine the increase of
will

;

show its importance to the country, and that is,
that there are more artificers above eighteen years
of age employed in the different ramifications of
the timber trade, than in any other single trade
that can be mentioned."

He

would first give the results of the recent changes as they affected the North

American

trade.

[Mr.

Liddell:

The

He

would
The argument

Baltic trade, not the Canada.]

give the Baltic trade also.
the other evening was, that all the increase
of trade had gone to the Baltic, and that
there was no increase in the Canada trade.
Now, hon. Members should have the facts
whichever way they liked.
He would show
a concurrent increase in both trades, and he
really did not know in which there had been
the most satisfactory progress.
First,

however, let him refer to the increase in
British America.
Years.

1838
1839
1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1845

Vessels.

305
339
230
818
165
311

369
453

Tonnage.
160,415
170,691
133,400
174,948
91,179
154,518
189.414
239,854

And next let him take the same years with
respect to the trade with the Baltic
:
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Vessels.

1838
1839
1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1845

72
68
48
40
83
61

61
113

Tonnage.
22,788
17,416
14,000
11,923
11,239
17,263
14,144
33,792
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why

as a question of time; and

he be allowed

so to regard

should not

?
Could
be denied, then, that the present was a
time at which it was essentially necessary
to look out for a supply of food ?
There
never was a time when the change could
be made with so slight dislocation of existit

also

it

ing interests.

had been

The word "compensation"

invidiously imported into this de-

House whether
had been employed by his right
But they would not deny
hon. Friend.
that the measure was accompanied by imbate; but he appealed to the

He was

very much obliged to his hon.
Friend for the interruption, and to the
House for the kindness with which it had
He was glad
listened to these statistics.
to see that the Member for Sunderland
(Mr. Hudson) had just entered the House,
and he wished to disabuse his mind of a
fallacy which appeared to pervade it.
He
had already alluded, in the absence of the
hon. Member to the fallacy of the effect
upon imports of corn and of the payment
The hon. Member
of Russia in gold.
and no one had more right to say it said
that he could make railways enough if we
did not send our money abroad for the
purpose of buying corn.
Let him tell that
hon. Member that, while he had been prosecuting his successful enterprises, there
had been an average each year of 2,000,000
quarters of corn imported, paid for not in
gold sent to Russia, but by the exports of
trade; and if the hon. Member would condescend to receive information from an

—

that word

portant ones of another kind, conducive to
good government, and which, as the opponents of this measure admitted, would confer great advantage on the country.
Holding, as he always had, those abstract opin-

he was at perfect liberty to say, that
was a proper occasion for the adjustment of this question
and he did
not admit that this Parliament was returned as a protective Parliament, and
had no right to entertain it. There were
hon. Members on that side of the House
ions,
this

;

who never

disguised opinions like

those

which he had endeavoured to express
and he ventured to say that a large
portion of that great commercial interest

had voted in former
years against the hon. Member for Wolverhampton but he had always thought that
these great changes should be regarded by
prudent men as questions of time. The hon.

this country who had supported the
Conservative party did not think that this
Parliament was elected to maintain protection.
The people of England were slow to
learn from abstract reasoning, but were
very quick to learn from practical experience; and without saying that this question turned on the experience of three
years, he did say that the experience of
the last three years, and the consequences
of commercial relaxation, had not been lost
upon that great and reflecting people whom
they represented. He said that there was a
large and important interest, whose support
was essential to the Conservative party;
and, without the slightest disrespect to the
agricultural interest, of whom he should express his own feelings most untruly if he
spoke otherwise than with the utmost
respect, that commercial interest did expect a reasonable and constantly vigilant,
and not unyielding, disposition to watch
the ever-varying circumstances of this
country in Parliament.
He was persuaded
that he was borne out by facts ; and he
did with perfect cheerfulness give his
cordial support to this measure for the
final adjustment of a great and complicated question, believing that in a due,
generous, wide, and discriminating regard

Member for Northamptonshire regarded this

to all the

humble

hke himself, he would

individual

venture to tell him the result of the proceeding was this
his industrious navigators had derived great benefit from the
2,000,000 quarters of corn, and no doubt
the profits made on the exports had been
invested in his railway scrip, and had gone
to sustain the prosperity of those useful
undertakings.
These conclusions, then,
:

he

verily believed,

—

were based upon rea-

almost mathematical, and surrounded by the strongest buttresses of fact.
These opinions he had always entertained
he had never disavowed, he had not attempted to disguise them; but he did not
think that those who, in former years, had
voted against the hon. Member for Wolverhampton (Mr. VilUers) ought to shelter themselves, under the plea that they had taken
no part in the debate, from their equitable
share of responsibihty.
He did not hesisonings

tate to say, that he

;

in

complex interests of

this country,
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Tariff.
He defied any hon. Gentleman to
say how any part was to be attributed to
they decided it in the affirmative, they that measure; or, if they did succeed, it
would confer upon the country most im- must be in a very trifling respect indeed.
When he formerly sat in the House, his
portant benefits.
Mr. FINCH said, he addressed the place was with the Conservative party on
House with considerable hesitation, because the Opposition benches. The noble Lord
he knew how weary it must be after the the Member for the city of London was
long debate ; but as his constituency was then strongly in favour of protection : he
anxious that he should deliver his senti- was, as a Minister, a strong protectionist,
ments, he would, with the permission of and until a very late period the question
the House, convey his ideas in a few words discussed between the leaders of the two
The speech delivered by parties was not protection or no protection,
on the subject.
the right, hon. Gentleman who last ad- but as to the mode and degree of protection.
dressed the House, did great credit to his The Government which then sat upon the
good taste, temper, and abihty; but to side from which he spoke, advocated a fixed
him it seemed anything but a convincing duty the right hon. Baronet (Sir R. Peel)
speech, and would not, he thought, have who sat opposite, a sliding scale.
strange
much weight with the country. With re- change had taken place. The only manspect to the glowing details of manufac- ner in which the sliding scale had been
the right hon. Baronet
turing prosperity which had been quoted, maintained was
sliding out of office
the noble Lord shding
it seemed to him that it was entirely in
and the right hon. Barofavour of the other side of the question. in and out again
Because, if trade and manufactures were net sliding in once more. The right hon. Baflourishing to that degree, where was the ronet had thrown overboard his sliding scale
the noble Lord his fixed duty. All were
necessity or propriety of interfering with
them ? They had become so under the now agreed in free trade in corn at least the
then why change it ? Members of the present and of the late
protective system
But when credit was given to the Tariff Government. It seemed as if a sort of
for being the cause of so much prosperity, moral murrain had broken out among the
he must beg leave to deny that position. leading statesmen on both sides. He had
His opinion was, that the prosperity would great regard for the opinion of the right
have been greater, if no change had been hon. Baronet ; and he was told that of the
made in the Tariff. He had carefully noted noble Lord (Lord J. Russell) was held in
the speeches of the right hon. Gentlemen great respect but he must say that their
who had spoken on that side of the House conversions on this subject appeared to him
not miraculous, but ludicrous.
Whilst the
^he had heard them taking credit for the
beneficial effect of the relaxation in that right hon. Baronet had changed his opinion
system; but he had not seen any of them with railway speed, the noble Lord had
descend into the particulars, or trace effects changed his with the speed of an electric
Several causes had coin- telegraph.
Such conviction, if convictions
to their cause.
Ame- they could be called, had no weight on
cided to establish that prosperity.
it could have no weight on the minds
rica had been in a state of prostration, and him
Insolvency was of the people.
If the right hon. Baronet
its credit was at an end.
spread throughout that country, and during had, like a noble and learned Lord who
that period there was, as a necessary con- was the ornament of the other Hoase of
sequence, the greatest possible distress in Parliament, retired to a beautiful and seThe credit questered villa in the south of France, and
the manufacturing districts.
of America had revived, and with it trade there, surrounded with the best works on
and commerce with the revival of trade political economy, Malthus, Adam Smith,
and commerce credit sprung up; thence Ricardo, MacCulloch, MacGregor, and the
a fresh demand for manufactures, and from works of all those which begun or ended
had calmly read and reflected,
that time to the present our manufactures with Mac
had prospered. Railway speculation and and at length arrived at a conclusion opporailway undertakings had contributed their site to that which he had all his lifetime
quota to the general prosperity; they had entertained, he could understand the congiven a great stimulus to industry, and had verted statesman coming forward and exmaterially tended to increase consumption. pressing regret for his fonncr error, stormIt was going too far to say that all our ing the Cabinet, and grasping the seals of
prosperity was to be attributed to the office; but the convictions of the right

they were a Parliament competent to decide upon this great question; and that

if

—

A

—

—
—

—

;

:

;

—

;

—

—
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upon the shoulders of the noble Lord
been, in his opinion, the result rather of the cares of the Empire, to which he
There thought the noble Lord was not equal.
circumstances than of reflection.
were many disturbing elements to interrupt There was yet another body who wished to
the serenity of the right hon. Baronet's destroy the Corn Laws, because it would
There was the Anti-Corn- injure the aristocracy. This party was the
contemplation.
Law League, from the boards of Covent- weakest of all. They might as well enter
garden Theatre, thundering its anathemas into a confederacy to blow up the coal
there were the mines, because several of the aristocracy
against the Corn Laws
visions of bloody battles and of hostile fleets were proprietors thereof
destroy the city
in the Atlantic, Pacific, and Mediterranean of Westminster, because some of them
or republicanize the Debt, or
in other words, there was the dread of lived there
an American war; then there was that any other foolish and absurd project which
unfortunate potato rot and there was the had for its object the destruction of the
hon. Member for Cork ready to discharge, mass, because the few were members of it.
at the first opportunity, his well-poised It was a mistake to say the aristocracy
javelin at the head of the Minister, me- would be the chief suff'erers by this meaditating no second stroke
then there was sure. To the man of 100,000?. a year, it
the rumour of the ports being thrown would make little difference one way or
open, and the diff'erence thereon, the Ge- the other it was the strugghng industrious
neralissimo of Her Majesty's Ministers farmer, and the honest labourer, that would
going one way, and the Generalissimo of chiefly feel its pernicious effects. The noiler Majesty's Forces another and, finally, ble Lord the Member for the West Riding
those three counties to be inundated, not of Yorkshire administered a most solemn
with water, but with voters.
Under these lecture to the aristocracy and he talked
circumstances, he could not be persuaded very eloquently of the fertility of the valto think that the change in the opinions of leys, the depth of the woods, the extent of
the right hon. Baronet, was the result of the plains, and the immense resources of
calm reflection. But as for the noble Lord America but upon one subject he was perthe American Corn Law.
he, having received information of the fectly silent
doubting and division in the Cabinet, and He thought the noble Lord was discreet in
that the right hon. Baronet was directing that silence
because if he had introduced
his course towards free trade, wrote a the subject of the American Corn Laws,
letter from one of the Scotch lakes to the the whole speech would be so charged
citizens of London, electrifying them and with ridicule, that he must have himself
convulsing the kingdom with laughter. laughed outright.
He had lately seen a
He thought this debate should be carried letter from the American correspondent of
on with as little party feeling as possible, the Morning Chronicle, in which was disand was anxious to discuss it in a calm tinctly stated that the democracy of Philaspirit.
Some were anxious to overthrow delphia was adverse to free trade. Out of
the Corn Laws, because they thought that twenty-six of these democratic representaby that means they would inflict an injury tives, twenty-five were against any further
on the clergy of the Established Church. relaxation in the Tariff.
He hoped that
Others were anxious to uphold them, be- the noble Lord had, before he left Amecause they wished to maintain the just in- rica, administered a solemn warning to the
fluence of the clergy
others were anxious republicans, and told them how dangerous
to overthrow them, because they thought it was for democracy to rely upon exclusive
that by that means they would spread dis- privileges. He would make a few comments
trust and disaff'ection in the agricultural on the speech of the right hon. Baronet at
body, and so bring about an organic change. the head of the Government. He admitted
Others, again, who wished to maintain the that that speech was distinguished by
Constitution, were desirous of protecting tact, talent, and eloquence.
Nobody else
agriculture; they had stood side by side within the walls of that House could deliwith them in the same battles, and were ver such a speech.
He was happy to see
still wilUng to share in their adversity and
that, during the period which elapsed since
in their triumph
they would not be bribed he held a seat in that House, the mental
by the cry of cheap sugar and cheap bread. powers of the right hon. Baronet had not
There was another class that wished to declined. It must, however, be admitted
destroy the Corn Laws, that they might that the commencement was rather ponbreak up the agricultural party, and so derous the right hon. Baronet was rather
shift

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—
;

;

—

—
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slow in getting upon the wing, and his
was for some time heavy
but at
length he became at once rapid and graceful.
Wherever there was a weak point,
he guarded it. He had voluminous documents about the potato rot, with which he
flight

;

CORN LAWS.
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that the ports were to be open until the 1st
of September and no longer, what could

the League do to prevent them being shut,
beyond raising a great clamour? Every
instance the right hon. Baronet product
told against himself: he referred to the
he difi*erent periods in English history at which
fortified his most defenceless position
caricatured the speeches of the agricultural the ports had been thrown open, but in
Members, and amused the House at their every one of these instances the Com
Indeed, so great was the inge- Laws had been continued. The right hon.
expense.
nuity of the right hon. Baronet, that he Baronet said that the ports in Belgium and
thought, if he liked, he could make the Holland had been thrown open
but these
House very merry with his own former would be the very last nations to abohsh
speeches.
He terminated with a splendid the Corn Laws. The right hon. Baronet
in which he worked himself said, the refusal to deal with the Com
peroration
up to fever height, animated, indeed, to a Laws would increase the agitation tenfold.
high degree, but very far from that cool But what would be the consequence of the
deliberate convic<ion that should charac- right hon. Baronet's measure ? The agitain which he tion would be increased twenty-fold.
terize a British Minister
The
recommended free trade to the utmost Leaguers would keep up and increase the
extent that could be wished for by hon. agitation, and the agriculturists would agiGentlemen opposite, but he thought rather tate twenty-fold more than they had done.
man was not fit to be a British statesdangerous from a person in the high staThat was man unless he was clamour-proof. The
tion of the right hon. Baronet.
a brilliant peroration, and must be an- English people were not much impressed
swered but where could he find one to do by clamour : they were accustomed to it.
80 having the eloquence, weight, and experi- He had heard an anecdote of a canary in
Well, France which was so accustomed to noise
ence of the right hon. Baronet ?
and he promised that at length it fired ofi^ a brass cannon
but it must be answered
the House, before he sat down, to provide without being at all frightened.
If Minisan answer ^he did not mean that he would ters would thus yield to the clamour of the
answer the right hon. Baronet himself, but Anti-Corn-Law League, they would have
he would get some one to answer him. plenty of other leagues leagues for cheap
But in the mean time, he must obsei-ve religion, cheap Government, and cheap
upon what he considered some weak points everything. If they yield to agitation, why
in the right hon. Gentleman's speech. not yield to the agitation for the Repeal of
The right hon. Baronet said, that in con- the Union in Ireland ? That was quite
sequence of the failure of the potato crop, new doctrine.
If the right hon. Baronet
they would be obliged to open the ports. had maintained his position and stood by his
He denied that. Then the right hon. Ba- guns, he might not have feared anything
ronet said, the ports being open, the Com he would have had a majority in that
That was a House, and a majority out of doors. He
Laws cannot be sustained.
It could be of no was sure that if there were universal sufcomplete non sequitur.
advantage whatever to the Irish peasant frage, and the votes of the people to be
Wheat at the time the taken on this subject, there would be an
to open the ports.
opening of the ports was projected, was immense majority in favour of the Com
telling in the European markets at from Laws, and free trade would be thrown into
Upon that ru- the British Channel. The right hon. Ba45*. to 50*. per quarter.
How could ronet said, the prosperity of agriculture did
mour it rose to 50*. and GO*.
the Irish peasant, who could not give 15*. not depend on the price of wheat.
Had
a barrel for oats at his own door, send over he (Mr. Finch) made use of such an asserIt tion the farmers would have placed him in
here to buy wheat at 60*. a quarter ?
was a perfect delu.sion not one quarter of an iron cage, and exhibit^ him as a living
wheat would find its way to the distressed curiosity. Every argument by which the
But suppose the ports right hon. Baronet attempted to prop up
people of Ireland.
were open, why should they not be shut this theory was illusory. He took the agagain ? The League, it was true, said. Let gregate rental of the country in 1815 and
the gat«8 be once opened, and then shut 1845, and, without allowing for the inthem again if you can but if the Order crease arising from steam power, water
ia Council had been issued, setting forth power, chemical science, and general im-

—

;

—

—
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he had been unable to conceive why so much
intercourse had taken place between the
was now four millions greater than in 1815, Premier and the feather-bed maker but
whilst the average price of wheat had as the bed of the Government had not refallen one-half, therefore the price of land cently been " a bed of roses," perhaps ho
was not dependent on the price of wheat. was consulting him as to how they could lie
Then with regard to the silk trade, they softer. Then the right hon. Baronet went
were told by the right hon. Baronet that on to talk about osiers. Now, it was a cuthe French could not now excel us in the rious fact that an osier dealer had sometime
manufacture of silks whereas it appeared since remonstrated with Mr. Gladstone rethat there were two kinds of silk manufac- specting the alteration of duties in 1842,
ture, and formerly two different high pro- and had told him that when he went to
tective duties on them.
Since the altera- Manchester for orders he had been informed
tion of those duties, the French had ex- that, since the reduction of duties, osiers
ported many hundreds of thousands of were imported from Holland so cheap that
pounds a year of the best sorts, whilst our there were no orders for him. But then
manufacture had only increased with re- the right hon. Baronet went on to talk
spect to the worst sorts
and he had no about the flax trade. Now no article in the
doubt but that by the contemplated changes Tariff made more against him than flax.
manufacture of the better sorts would be The only proof of the success of the alteraruined altogether.
Then, with regard to tion of duties on this article was the preIt appeared that there sent favourable condition of the Irish linen
the shipowners.
were conflicting opinions as the effect of trade but he would declare that he had
the contemplated changes in the interests seen in this country samples of Silesian
of shipowners.
Sotne shipowners were of table linen as far superior to the Irish as
one opinion, some of another but on the anything could be, and calculated, he verily
whole, there would be no doubt that the believed, at no distant period, entirely to
The right hon. Baronet had
weight of evidence was against the change. supersede it.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer referred made allusion to Anacharsis Cloots. The
and he allusion was not a happy one for if at the
last night to Mr. H. C. Chapman
could scarcely have selected a more unfor- present time there was one individual who
tunate witness, for he (Mr. Finch) found more than another resembled Anacharsis
that that gentleman had addressed a letter Cloots, it was the Premier himself.
He it
to the Morning Post, in which he cited his was who soared so high on the wings of
tlio right hon. Baronet argued
inasmuch as that aggregate rental

pfovements,
that,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

own evidence

as follows

in foreign ships

?

:

— Corn generally imported
consequence
—Yes. That
duties —Yes,
has

" Question 1040

is

is in

?
as far as it
of the sliding-scale
but I believe this, that if
reference to the Baltic
the Corn Laws were to be abolished to-morrow, it
might create greater employment for our ships
for the year, but ultimately it would only cause
increased production and greater competition of
foreign vessels, and we should go back as far
as the Baltic is concerned. If we had a free trade
in corn it would be most injurious to the British
shipowner, for this reason, that by the new Tariflf
we shall have a vast quantity of corn by the St.
Lawrence, which will be exclusively brought in
British shipping. Mr. Liddell
That will be very
beneficial to the British shipping ? No doubt
an
alteration in the Corn Laws would destroy the new
trade that is about to spring up in Canada. Totally
repeal the Corn Laws, and the growing trade with
Canada will be crushed, consequently American,
Canadian, and British shipping, would receive a
severe and decisive blow."
;

:

;

That was the evidence of a gentleman who
was quoted as favourable to the measures
of Her Majesty's Ministers. The right hon.
Baronet had also referred to the increase of
feather beds and certainly he could not congratulate him upon his reference. At first
;

universal philanthropy as to lose sight of
every national interest
he it was who
;

robbed this great Government of

its sovereign character, and deprived the people
of every reason to entertain pubhc respect

He

was who, like Anathem to act as
" citizens of the world" endeavoured to
rally round him Dutch, Portuguese, Poles,
Swedes, Danes, Belgians, Irish and Scotch,
telling thern all, ** I have no partialities
whoever produces the cheapest article him
for public

men.

charsis Cloots,

it

called on

—

:

will I deal

with."

The Anacharsis

Cloots

Prime Minister of England,
no doubt hoped to meet all nations on some
of the day, the

central point of the earth's even surface,

that they might swear eternal friendships,

and bind themselves together

in

adaman-

tine chains of so-called national intercourse.

follow the right hon. Baronet further.
He should best sum up
the arguments against him in his own
words.
On the 3rd of April, 1840, the
right hon. Baronet said

But he would not

" Suppose, as in the years 1833, 1834, 1835,
there should be a succession of very good seasons,

N N
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and a consequently large supply in this country,
and ajso, as might naturally be expected, a plentiful harvest on the Continent.
Now, under circumstances like these, the foreign market being
overstocked, he would ask whether with a fixed
duty the trader in corn might not be induced to
bring over very large supplies, and after paying the
duty offer it in the market at a price much below
And would not this
that of British growth ?

CORN LAWS.

—ELEVENTH

NIGHT.

The right hon. Baronet said
that the price of food was low in America,
and also in Poland, and yet wages were

purpose.

high in one country, and low in the other.
But there was no similarity between the
circumstances of the two countries. It had
been said that our manufacturers would
com of be undersold unless a reduction should take

operate as a great discouragement to
home production, a great discouragement to agriculture, and cause a great deal of land to be
thrown out of cultivation. Theoretically, and in
the abstract, this magnificent plan might be correct but when he looked to the practice, to the
great interests which had grown up under another
system when he found that wliatever theoretical
objections might apply to that system, still great
;

—

and complicated interests had grown up under it,
which probably could not be disturbed without
immense peril when he besides bore in mind,
that defective as that principle in system might be,
yet under it this country, considering its population, had acquired the greatest Colonial Empire,
the greatest Indian Empire, the greatest influence
which any country ever possessed when he considered, also, that under this system (he would not
say in consequence of it, for that might be denied
by hon. Gentlemen, but simultaneously with it)

—

—

—

we presented this

spectacle to the world
a country
limited in extent and population, yet carrying on
greater commercial and manufacturing enterprise

than any other country ever exhibited when he
considered all these tilings, he would not go the
length of the Prime Minister, who said that he
:

who

entertained the notion of upsetting this sysproposed the maddest thing that ever he had
heard of;' but this he would say, that he would
not consent to put to hazard those enormous interests for the purpose of substituting an untried

tem

'

which might be theoretically
defective, but under which practically our power
and greatness had been established fearing that
the embarra-ssment, the confusion, and distress
which might therefrom arise, would greatly countervail and outweigh any advantage which could
be anticipated from establishing at the expense of
what was practically good, that which might be
principle for one

;

theoretically correct."

Those were the

right hon. Baronet's words,
the conclusion of a noble speech, on the
3rd of April, 1840
at a period when,
though out of office, he was at the head of
a great constitutional party ; and he owned
that it seemed to him, that whilst those
words were not inferior in point of eloquence, they were far superior in wisdom to
anything the right hon. Baronet had said
in the course of these debates. He thought
he had now fulfilled his promise of providing an answer to the peroration of the right
hon. Baronet such as it deserved,
lie
(Mr. Finch) would now make a few remarks on the speech of the right hon.
Baronet the Secretary of State for the
Home Department. The right hon. Baronet had a very happy knack of perplexing very simple subjects when it suited his
;

place in the price of food.
Now this was
the opinion of the right hon. Gentleman
himself
:

" If they desired a low price of corn, let them
explicitly declare their intention, and he would
tell them at once that they desired to produce a
low rate of wages. They sought, in fact, to lower
wages and let the agriculturists and the manufacturers thoroughly understand that low wages
would certainly be the ultimate effect of the low
price of corn."
;

And

the right hon. Gentleman added

" If when, after a lapse of four or five years, the
price of corn should rise, because we shall be dependent upon foreigners, and because large quantities of land had been thrown out of cultivation,
in vain would the imhappy labourers seek for a
rise in the price of wages."

There was another statement of the right
hon. Baronet which he really thought was
the most unfortunate that had ever been
heard of within the walls of Parliament.
The right hon. Baronet stated, that when
bread was cheap the rate of crime diminished, and when bread was dear the rate

was

of crime

How

increased.

establish that position

?

Why, he

—

did

he

took six

York, Lancamanufacturing counties
shire, Cheshire, Warwickshire, GloucesHe then took
tershire, and Staffordshire.
six years
from 1840 to 1845, and he di-

—

—

the first
vided these six years in halves
half from 1840 to 1842, the other from
1843 to 1845. He then showed the rate
of crime in the first and second halves of
this period, and showed that it was diminished 18 per cent, in the latter period as

compared with the former. He then took
the price of corn for the same period, and
showed that wheat was from 60^. to 70s.
per quarter during the first three years,
and that on the latter it was from 50*. to
60«.

Now,

it

ought to be remembered,

that the counties instanced by the right

hon. Baronet, were all manufacturing
counties
and every body knew that when
the manufacturers were distressed there
was a great increase of crime, and that ^Hl
when manufactures flourished there was a^^||
corresponding diminution of crime. In the
first half of these years there was great
;

distress
It

in

the

manufacturing

was well known that

at

districts.

that time the
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was greatly depressed in consequence of the great supply
of iron brought into the market from a
new process brought into use in Glasgow.
Many furnaces were blown out and the
distress was so great that many families
iron trade in Staffordshire

;

emigrated from Staffordshire to Glasgow
The same disin search of employment.
tress existed in Manchester and other parts
of the manufacturing districts
and it was
abundantly evident that this would cause
an increase of crime in those districts,
which would be diminished when the manufacturers became fully employed, so that
the price of bread had little or nothing to
Another of the right hon.
do with it.
Baronet's statements was to this effect,
;
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agriculturists,

there

would next year be a debate upon the repeal of the malt tax, and two or three
other duties.
Next year would be a year
of distress, and then would come petitions
for protection, and perhaps for some important constitutional changes.
The distress of the agriculturists would extend to
those engaged in trade and manufactures,
and there would be much shaking and fear
among the fundholders as to the difficulties
of maintaining our financial system
and
as the result of all these things he should
not be surprised if the leading free traders
were burnt in effigy, and the country returned to the old system.
He would now,
;

—

and

in a few words
and he must apologize to
the House for detaining them so long
touch upon the general question.
The

therefore, the sliding-scale did not answer.

right hon. Baronet said in a former debate

Now, this was a most unfair statement.
The dear corn was the corn which re-

that the principles of free trade were the
principles of common sense.
That might

that there was a great difference in the
price of corn during the last year,

mained over from the preceding year

;

and be true

in consequence of the wetness of the sea-

son,

as

compared with the

last,

the corn

of the former year was much in demand
If
to be mixed with that of the present.

the farmers were not to be allowed the use
of this advantage when it occurred, they
must go out of the profession altogether.
But the right hon. Baronet had said that
the sliding scale had become locked, and
therefore the sliding scale would not do.
He asked, who had passed that scale but
the Members of Her Majesty's Government? From the moment the rumour

went abroad that the ports were to be
opened, prices fell at home, while they
rose abroad; the rate of duty remained
stationary, and it was not to be expected
that speculators would import corn at the
rate of 12s. or 15^. duty, when they had
the prospect of having the ports opened
If it had not been
to them altogether.

and it might be
some planet which

in the abstract,

practically in use in

—

never knew more if such planet existed ;
but he believed that on this earth, the unqualified principles of free trade,

of being the principles of

would be discovered

uncommon

to

nonsense.

common

instead
sense,

be the principles of
The country ought

be cautious of entering into too close a
commercial engagement with foreign countries, so as to render itself dependent upon
them for a supply of necessary articles
such countries especially as Russia,
France, and America.
In the first place,
with respect to political economists, it was
known that they had often made egregious
mistakes themselves.
Nothing could be
a greater blunder than that of Adam
Smith, who held, that corn, being a bulky
article, no more could be imported than
about the 175th part of the consumption
of England.
Now, they had seen of late
to

—

Her Majesty's Govern- years as much as a fifth part of the conBut with
ment, the sliding scale would have worked sumption imported from abroad.
fast enough.
The right hon. Baronet respect to the general theory, he had no obtalked of this measure as being a settle- jection to it.
According to the free-trade
ment of the question. He thought that in notions, it was argued, that if France exthis he was reckoning a little without his celled in the silk manufacture, she was
There could not be a settlement of to export it to England ; and if England
host.
the question without an appeal to the excelled in cotton, she was to export to
country.
That appeal must come either France; and so with respect to china, earththis year or the next
and on that appeal enware, &LC. Now, that used practically
it would be seen that the question would
to be the case between the two countries ;
be as much open as before. He would and that actually was the basis of the Treaty
give what he thought would be the pro- concluded with France by Mr. Pitt before
bable issue of the matter.
There would the revolutionary war. But the result of
be again a long debate on the subject in that was, that the intercourse between the
the next Parliament
and if it were again two countries was stopped. We had to esfor the conduct of

;

;
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tablish silk manufactories,

cotton mills.

It

and the French
said that Buo-

had been

naparte was a great friend to British agriculture.
In the same manner he was a
great friend to several branches of British
manufactures which were estabhshed in
consequence of being unable as heretofore
It was
to obtain supplies from France.
evident, therefore, that the theory of free
trade was constantly liable to be disturbed
in its practical operation in the event of a
war.
What was the inference he drew
from this ? That they ought to give advantages to their Colonies over other counbecause, in the event of the parent
State being engaged in a war, the Colonies
were exposed to great dangers, and often
Of
called upon to make great sacrifices.
<;ourse advantages ought also to be given
to the parent country. After making these
qualifications, what was the next step ?
Let them look round the world and see
what were the countries with which they
were less likely to go to war, and enter
into intimate commercial relations with
them ; so that the country, if it must be
dependent, might be dependent upon them.
This would open an immense field for their
It would include the whole
manufactures.
of South America, the Brazils, Greece,
in fact, it
Italy, Austria, Turkey, China
would embrace four-fifths of the whole
globe. But when they came to those countries with which they were likely to be engaged in war, they ought to be cautious of
entering into new commercial engagements,
or of becoming dependent upon them.
These countries were Russia, France, and
America. After stating shortly the causes
that rendered war with these countries not
improbable, he said, at the present moment,
they were mihappily dei)endent in a great
measure npon America for cotton and toNow, it would be wise policy, inbacco.
stead of increasing this dependence, to
to encourage the growth of
diminish it
cotton in India, which would take the manufactures in return that were now taken
by America ; and in the other Colonies
tobacco might be grown, while by developing the cultivation of Canada, they might
render themselves independent both of
tries,

;

—

Russia and America in the article of corn.
In this way they would render the country
independent, and at the same time they
would have a flourishing commerce, which
would be put upon a stable foundation,
not exposed to the reverses and calamities
that they would be exposed to if under the
present system in the event of a war, or

ELEVENTH NIGHT.
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even in the event of a scarcity, whether at
or abroad.
There was one remark
which fell from the hon. Gentleman who
last addressed the House, which deserved
some reply. He said it was absurd to talk
of paying Russia for her produce in gold,
for the fact was, we imported gold from
Russia.
Now, he thought that made the
evil worse, if they were first obhged to get
the gold from abroad, and then were forced
to send it back again to purchase com.

home

That was the case otherT^ise what was thei
meaning of the operation of the screw,
which caused so much distress among manufacturers ?
The present measure he
held to be most unjust.
No doubt it
was argued to be necessary for the general
public good
but if on the faith of protection being for the general public good
persons had for the last fifty years purchased and cultivated land at great expense
;

;

—

if

no

capital

less than four hundred milHons of
had been invested on the faith of

such an understanding, then all at once to
sweep away protection now was essentially
unjust. In the first place, it would displace
a large amount of home labour.
So long
as this country had a system of Poor Laws
and Heaven forbid they should ever be
overthrown ! for then general benevolence
would cease altogether so long this country could not pretend to compete with
foreign agriculture.
Then there was the
land tax, and various other local taxes ;
and it ought to be remembered that
agriculture was essentially different from
ail other things.
The noble Lord the
Member for South Lancashire had stated,
on the first night of the Session, that the
agriculturist was a manufacturer just like
any other manufacturer. He had a high

—

—

respect for the talents of the noble Lord

and

if

;

the House wished to convert this

debate into an epic poem, he knew no one
whom they might apply with greater
success than the noble Lord.
But with
regard to the agriculturist being a manufacturer, he wondered what a maimfacturer
would say, if, after expending all his capital, he found that 40 or 60 percent, might
be destroyed by accident. There was this,
also, to be remembered, that the more capital
there was laid out on land, the greater was
the loss in the event of a bad season. He had
once met the hon. Member for Stockport,
and naturally approached the hon. Member
with some trepidation as a sort of freetrmle dragon.
But when he drew near he
found that he had no symptoms of a dragon
about him no scales nor claws, but was a
to

—
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remarkably amiable, well-bred, and entertaining companion.
In the course of conversation the hon. Member asked him, why
Now,
don*t you use the steam plough?
that question argued his ignorance of the
difficulties farmers liad to contend with.
He should like to see the steam plough in
Suppose that
operation in any one point.
fifty or sixty labourers were out of employment, while the steam plough was in operation
the stacks would be tired, the machinery broken, and they would have a
system resembling the reign of terror.
They were told by some hon. Gentlemen
that they had nothing to fear.
But what
said Sir Robert Peel ou tliis point formerly?
In 1842, quoting the opinion of Mr. Meek,
on the probability of the supply from Denmark, the right hon. Baronet said
" Now what does Mr. Moek say with regard to
Denmark ? The prices of corn in Denmark have,
;

during the last twenty-five years,

wheat

28*. lOd. per quarter,

averaged for

barley,

14».,

oats,

Considering the depression of the corn
market during the greater part of that period, and
that the prospect of a permanent sale of corn in
England will be likely to render the continental
markets more steady and more firm than they have
hitherto been, it is probable that prices free on
board would not be much below the following
quotation wheat from 30«. to 31*. per imperial
quarter.
And he adds that, in case of a regular
and speedy demand in England for foreign corn,
the quantity produced in Denmark and Sleswick
Ilolstein might without difiiculty be considerably
increased.
And in passing a law regulating the
importation of foreign corn, is it not wise to deliberate upon what may be the possible supply in
future years ?
Is it not a wise principle of Legislation not to take wholly the prices of corn iJow,
but to consider what may be the increased improvements by railways or otherwise what may be the
effect of a regular demand, and what may be the
diminished freights? Ought we not to take all
those things into account when we propose to
legislate, without ever having the opportunity of
retracing our steps, at least so far as the agriculturists are concerned.
Mr. Meek says, further,
that many experienced persons in Denmark are of
opinion that if the trade in corn were made constantly open at a moderate duty, wheat and corn
would generally be grown in Denmark to a much
greater extent than it is at present. But you will
say that the quantity grown in Denmark is insufficient to supply the wants of our population.
Now, what does Mr. Meek say on this point ? He
tells us that the average export of wheat from
Denmark is from 150,000 to 200,000 quarters; and
Mr. Meek adds that 700,000 quarters of corn
might be brought in years of moderate growth.
Then, I say, if prices are below 50s. in
.
.
England, and there is a great quantity of surplus
wheat in Denmark, do not discourage home production do not chill the expectations and blight
the hopes of your own farmers, by permitting
the Danish agriculturist to throw a quantity of
his corn at a low rate of duty into your market,
and so damage the price of your own prod\ice. In
discussing a question like this, I own it appears to
aae that the strict principles of free trade cannot
10s.

6rf.

—

;

..

.

—
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be applied without danger to the interests of the

community."

On the 19th of February, 1839, the right
hon. Baronet, speaking on Mr. Villiers's
Motion, said
When you tell me that corn is 60«. a quarter,
ask is there not a paramount necessity for
maintaining the obligations of public feith ? And
is it just to repeal the Com Laws while continuing
"

I

taxation upon the agricultural interests, which is
the very cause of the high price of corn ?
Can I
shut out of my consideration altogether the operathe operation of the Poor
tion of the malt tax
Laws the operation of the county rate, and of all
those burdens which press heavily upon the landed

—

—

interest ?"

Now, the

right hon. Baronet might have

relieved agriculture from the malt tax

and

the other bm'dens to which he referred ;
but, instead of doing so, he had preferred
taking the duty off cotton and glass, and
had thus put it out of his power to remove these burdens from the land.
He

would tell the House what he was convinced would be the eventual result of
In the course of two years
this measure.
there Avould be a glut of corn
wheat
would become unsaleable in this coimtry,
and there would neither be rent for the
landlord, profit for the tenant, nor wages
This was said by Sir
for the labourer.
Robert Peel years ago; and he said it with
peculiar force, for he made the remark
under the idea that we were to have a fixed
85. duty.
He would only further observe,
that if, after all, this country was to be
placed in a position which all her best and
wisest statesmen had endeavoured to avoid;
if they were to become dependent upon
Russia and America for corn, the most
favourable effect would be, that they would
stiU further increase the present enormous
manufacturing population, which in the
course of the last twenty-five years of
peace had come to press upon the home
supply ; and which, in a few years more,
would press upon the home and foreign
supply both ; and they would become so
much dependent upon America, that they
might as well burn the history of England,
and become a province of America at once,
for the sun of England's greatness would
He would conclude by
have set for ever.
noticing one observation which feU from
the hon. Gentleman who last addressed the

—

House.

He

argued that

if

agriculture in

the Colonies was placed in the same position with agriculture at home, they would
have no right to complain. But then, the
agriculturists at home thought they had
And lie must say
every right to complain.
that he thought Canada had been sham©-
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was a compact entered into between Parliament and another
country, it was the compact entered into
between Canada and Her Majesty's Ministhat if the Canadians would consent
ters

fully used. If ever there

—

American com 3s. per quarter, this
country would give Canadian corn the first
but by this meapreference after Ireland
sure, instead of having the first preference
after Ireland, it would be now last of all.
Her Majesty's Ministers ought to recollect
that there were vast temptations to the Canadians to throw off their allegiance. Their
loyalty and allegiance to this country had
to tax

;

already cost them great sacrifices

;

and

if

they were now to ally themselves with
America, they would have to pay the present tax of 8s. upon American corn, and in
the event of a war between this country
and America, their country would not be
invaded, their crops would not be destroyed,
and their Hves would not be lost. He
would make a single remark as to the reHer Majesty's Minissult of the division.
ters would have a nominal majority, but
they would be in a bond fide minority.

CORN LAWS.
He

minutes.

ELEVENTH NIGHT.

did not

principle of protection

mean
;

to discuss the
that had abeady

been fully discussed on his side of the
House. Had there not been frequent allusion made, in the course of this debate, to
the opinions of the tenant farmers, he
would not have risen on the present occasion. Hon. Members who had been elected
for the last five or six years, appeared by
this time to have forgot what were the opinions of their constituents. Their memories,
however, would probably be refreshed on
an occasion which could not be far distant.
As he had been elected on Thursday last,
he would, with the permission of the House,
state what were, at the present moment,
the opinions of the tenant farmers in Dorsetshire
and he believed that the opinions
of the Dorsetshire farmers were the opin;

ions of nine- tenths of the farmers of

Eng-

hon. Member for Finsbury, in
the course of the present debate, had been
pleased to say, that what the farmers required was, not protection to agriculture,
but the protection of the ballot, in which
case they would vote conscientiously in
favour of free trade. Now he would inform
that hon. Gentleman and those who cheered
him, that there could not be a greater misland.

The

When all the Members who now misrepresented their constituents were deducted
from the one side, and added to the other,
there could be no doubt that this apparent take than to say, that the genuine feelings
majority would, in the estimation of the of the farmers were not in favour of proteccountry, be a real minority.
On the other tion. He believed that that statement was
hand, the protectionists would retire from a mere radical shot fired at random by the
the division with unbroken ranks and un- hon. Member, who might very fairly repredaunted hearts, ready to enter the battle- sent the feelings of a metropolitan district,
field again on the first occasion, and to but who evidently knew nothing of the feelrenew the contest. They would appeal not ings of the farmers. There were one or
only to their constituents but to the coun- two circumstances connected with the electry.
They knew that the majority of the tion in Dorsetshire, which, with the perpopulation were with them
and he be- mission of the House, he would allude to,
lieved that the majority of the constitu- in order to prove his assertion that the
encies were with them also.
That appeal geimine feelings of the farmers were in famust soon be made to the nation, and the vour of protection. His hon. Colleague
least he reckoned upon in the new Parlia- and himself became candidates for the
ment was 3(M) good Protectionists.
They county in consequence of a requisition nuwould, therefore, sec that the cause of pro- merously signed by the tenant farmers of
tection was not lost. He believed that that the county.
It happened that three or
cause was still dear to the British nation, four of the largest estates in the county
because it was in unison with British habits, were in the hands of free traders.
It was
and consonant to British interests. That therefore natural that the tenantry on those
cause he should continue to support
estates should hold back and refuse to sign
strong in the conviction of the principles the requisition till they knew what were the
on which it was founded and he should wishes of their landlords. He believed
support it as long as he bad a voice to it was perfectly notorious and well known,
speak, an arm to raise, or a shot to dis- that the English tenantry generally did
charge in its behalf.
wish to consult the feelings of their landsaid, in rising for the lords.
Mr.
And he did not think they were to
first time to address the House, he wished,
be blamed for this.
On this occasion they
if possible, to enlist the feelings of hon.
did, previous to signing the requisition to
Gentlemen in his favour by assuring them his hon. Colleague and himself, ask whethat his speech would not occupy many ther there would be any objection taken to
;

;

SEYMER
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this course

on the part of their landlords

?

He was happy to state that these Gentlemen, much to their credit, said, as this was
a farmers' question, they would not interfere.
From the moment that was known,
almost without a single exception, the far-

mers eame forward and signed the requisition to his lion. Colleague and himself.
That, he thought, proved his assertion,
that the genuine feelings of the farmers
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the farmers was a constant quantity ; the
loyalty of the Leaguers varied with the
weight of the purse.
In his opinion,
persons so loyal and well affected as the
farmers of England were entitled to the
greatest respect at the hands of the Government: but he regretted to say, that
had the farmers been less loyal had they
been more clamorous, and, he was afraid,
more seditious in their language, he be-

—

Another state- lieved their opinions would have had greater
weight with Her Majesty's Government.
only those persons cared for protection who He would only add, that should the hon.
were small and slovenly farmers
men Gentlemen of the Anti-Corn-Law League,
who the free traders said ought never to or their successors, for successors in agitahave been farmers at all, but ought to be tion they would certainly have should the
swept from the face of the earth but that Gentlemen of the League or their succesthose who were really good farmers cared sors next attack one of the most cherished
nothing about protection.
Now, so far as institutions of the country, and should the
his experience went, he would say that the right hon. Baronet or any other Minister
very reverse was the case.
The farmers conceive it to be his duty to yield to that
were certainly all in favour of protection
agitation, the Minister and the League
but the small farmers, not being in the would be met on that occasion by the same
habit of attending to political questions, did opposition from the farmers and indenot understand much of the subject. They pendent yeomanry of England, as they now
were very wisely in favour of protection, had to encounter from them on the question
because they did not wish any change
in which they were supposed to be specially
they wanted to let well alone.
But the interested. Having said thus much, as the
large farmers, the men who employed ma- result of his observations amongst the
chinery and purchased foreign manures, farmers, by whom he had so recently
and brought the appliances of science to been returned, he would not longer debear upon agriculture these men had lei- tain the House than to thank them for
sure to attend to the complicated details of the patience with which they had heard
a question, and they, to a man, were strong him.
Mr. VILLIERS: Sir, I have some
protectionists. While speaking of the opinions of the farmers, he must, in justice to scruple in rising after the hon. Gentleman
them, mention another point. In the course who has just sat down, from observing the
of his canvass he had heard strong language order in which you have selected Members
used with respect to the right lion. Baronet who have risen to address this House.
I
at the head of the Government, and to the believe the hon. Gentleman and myself are
Ministry in general.
The farmers were agreed at present in opinion for, if I am
plain men, and they used plain words, and not mistaken, coming recently as he does
he was afraid it would not be quite Parlia- from the hustings and from addressing the
mentary if he were to state the language farmers of Dorsetshire, he has stated there,
which he had heard them use with respect representing as he did his own views and
to the right hon. Baronet.
He had also those of the farmers, that he was now for the
heard strong expressions of dread at the immediate repeal of the Corn Laws. [** No,
consequences of the measure now proposed; no "] Then the hon. Gentleman has been
but this he could say, that he had not wit- entirely misreported for there is not one
nessed any symptom of disaffection amongst newspaper that reported his Address which
the farmers no abatement of their attach- did not give sentiments to the effect that if
ment to the institutions of the country; and there was to be a change in the Corn Law,
therein he thought they were honourably he for one would be in favour of immediate
contrasted with the Gentlemen of the Anti- repeal.
The hon. Gentleman, it appears,
Corn-Law League. The moment matters now denies that he ever said in the county
went wrong with the League, disagreeable of Dorset that he was for immediate
expressions were used, and those hints repeal.
about an hereditary aristocracy were thrown
Mr. SEYMER had no wish to be misout, which were so painful to persons understood on the point.
What he said
favourable to the maintenance of the great was, that he should oppose to the utmost
institutions pi ihe country.
The loyalty of the measures of Her Majesty's Ministers;
were

in favour of protection.

ment had been made

to the House, that

—

—

;

;

—

—

;

!

;

;
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but that if he failed in that opposition, he were under the influence of the landlords
thought, on the whole, if repeal was to be with respect to their votes, and therefore
carried out, that instead of being deferred their opinions are not necessarily those of
I will just refer to a
three years, it would be better it should their landlords.
speech which was made before him. That
take place at once.
Mr. VILLIERS I am glad to see that was the most extraordinary address that
the accuracy of the press is so well sup- we have heard recently it was nearly an
hour and a half long.
I am
I refer to the
ported by the hon. Gentleman.
happy to hear his confirmation of the re- speech delivered by the hon. Member for
He is the
port to which I alluded. [" No "j Why Rutlandshire (Mr. G. Finch).
do you say no, when the hon. Gentleman last newly-elected protectionist Member in
has just said yes ? He has said that if the this House. I think the hon. Gentleman
Com Laws were to be repealed, it was far must have met the same person as I met
better to have them immediately repealed, with this morning, who asked me what all
I claim
this was about, and what was the cause of
than postponed for three years.
him therefore as a supporter of the Amend- this protracted debate for he said it was
ment to this measure which it is my inten- only the same old story over again, and
tion to propose and if the hon. Gentleman nobody really cared about it out of the
House, except that it might be brought to
is really representing the sentiments of the
The hon. Member gets up, and
fanners, I believe he will vote for that Mo- a close.
The hon. Member has told us that hke the chorus in the Greek plays, tells
tion.
the tenant farmers are an independent us all that has passed, how we come to be
body of men but the proof he has given where we are, who has done this and who
us of it is, that most of them go to their has done the other, arriving only at the
landlords to ask how they ought to vote. same conclusion as those of his party who
He has stated that a great number of per- have preceded him, namely, that if the
sons whose support he received held lands Corn Laws are abolished, England's sun
from landlords of liberal principles, and, will set for ever. He professes to tell us
fortunately for him, they got leave to vote what is the result of this election
that it
He has, however, I admit, indicates the opinion of the public on the
as they liked.
given one proof that the farmers were in- question while the fact is, that it indicates
He says they are generally nothing but that which the hon. Gentledependent.
Now, this is a man the Member for Dorsetshire has
loyal and well affected.
somewhat more cheering proof that they stated the influence which the landlords
are not wholly under the influence of their in Rutlandshire have over their tenants
I
and they have returned him, as many
landlords.
I believe it to be the case.
believe they are very quiet good sort of others have been retumed, just to reprepeople, and in general too steady and sens- sent their views and opinions.
A .sini;!.'
ible to be really influenced by the disloyal, novelty in the hon. Gentleman's sjk. h
disaffected, inflammatory language that there was, namely, that it was important
from the upper classes is addressed to them. to put an end to the trade with America
The complaints of the fanners are not and France, because those are countries
they do not quarrel which we might possibly go to war with
against the State
with the Government their grievances are the wisdom of which is so obvious as hardly
Those who know them are to need repeating. Sir, I really have some
nearer home.
aware that they have domestic grievances scruple in rising to address the House
that are never redressed but the landlords, upon this subject. In the first place, there
instead of remedying these, hare been is nothing I can say respecting the quesgoing about and telling them that the Go- tion now before the House which has not
vernment of the country ia endeavouring to upon this occasion been better said by He]
injure them, and that it is composed of Majesty's Government; and, in the si
men void of honour, truth, and honesty. cond place, I believe that no service wouli
The farmers, however, arc much too sena- be more highly appreciated by the public
ible to be led away by all the interested than that of facilitating in every way the
Hon. Gentlelanguage addressed to them and in their progress of the measure.
hearts I believe what the hon. Gentleman men in that comer of the House do not
says is true, that they are for the imme- seem to encourage this forbearance. They
diate repeal of the Com Laws, and for abo- have marked oat for themselves a course
[" No, no !"] of obstruction, which, perhaps, they can
lishing the system at once.
explain, and in whi(^, if they can, they are
I think the hon. Gentleman's speech went
1 cauto show us how very much the farmers mort fortunate than ether people.
:

;

!

;

;

.

;

—

;

—

*

—
—

;

.
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not, however, help contrasting the patience

with which the House now bears with
them with the conduct adopted when the
persons who brought forward this question
When perat other times have met with.
sona in a minority, in this House, and who
have promoted this discussion, have stood

up and pleaded for the sufferings of their
constituents, and have asked for an inquiry into the connexion of this law M'ith
all that misery and privation, were asking
even for a partial inquiry into that which
they ascribed to the influence of this enactment I have tingling in my ears now
those hideous noises, those horrid yells
which were then raised to stifle all ex-

—

I think there is also
pression of opinion.
presented a striking contrast in what took
place upon the passing of this law in
1815, with what is now occurring with reThe people were exgard to its abolition.

claiming in the streets against the enact-

ment of this law. Soldiers surrounded this
House and the Members made complaints
that they had not even time to present
;
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joy and satisfaction at the concession that
has been made to wisdom, truth, and
in the propositions and avowals
which have been made by Her Majesty's
Ministers. [**0h!"] And, Sir, as the subject has been so much forced upon the consideration of the House, 1 cannot help
foi-ming an opinion as to whether this concession has been made at the sacrifice of
honour or from interest on the part of Her
Majesty's Ministers
and I declare most
solemnly, that it seems to me, that the
concessions which have been made, have
been the result of a lively sense of the
responsibility which,
as
Ministers and
statesmen, they have of the danger to the
country from the continuance of this law.
And 1 must state for those who have depended chiefly on fact and argument to

justice

;

persuade

their

opponents,

that

it

is

most gratifying to observe that the abandonment of the protective system has
been conceded by the leaders on both
sides under circumstances which place
them entirely above the suspicion of any

their petitions to the House, foreteUing all interested views; for I do believe, that
the misery and distress which its operation when the noble Lord the Member for LonNotwithstanding don declared in this House, at the begincould entail upon them.
which, the Corn Law was passed with the ning of last Session, that he considered
greatest speed which the forms of this that the system of protection, as it is
House would enable a Bill to pass into called, was the bane of that interest which
law.
But now Gentlemen opposite are was thought to be secured by it when he
pleading for themselves, for the rich, and proposed, in the course of last summer,
for the aristocracy ; and therefore we have that the House should resolve that those
this debate protracted to a longer period duties were injurious to those who were
than has ever been known upon any other said to be benefited by them when he,
question- longer than any question has moreover, addressed his letter to his conbeen protracted within the memory of any stituents, telling them that he was ready
Member within this House. Now we are to give full efl!"ect to his conviction I say,
For that when he did this, I believe he did so,
to have an unprecedented delay.
three weeks have we sat here listening to not only from an honest sense of what was
the same statements over and over again. due to the community, but I am not sure
After all the experience which has been whether in doing so he was not considered
gained of the mischief of this law after it by some to have marred the interests of
has been discredited by every enlightened his party.
With respect to the right hon.
authority ; after all the argument being on Gentleman, there has been so much disone side, and that side being supported by cussion on his conduct, that it is impossievery statesman of note
ble not to have formed an opinion upon
I say, here we
are, having the same things repeated over his position in this matter ; and I declare
and over again, for the space of three that I cannot see in what respect he has
weeks.
Such is the difference between deserved the reproaches which he has rethe way in which the interests of the rich, ceived from his party.
As far as I have
and the rights of the poor, are considered collected from what has been said in this
in this House.
However, Sir, as the time House, the right hon. Gentleman does not
is to be wasted, I do not think I should be
propose this measure himself without rereally doing justice to the principles I luctance.
He has made the proposition
have advocated in this House I do not himself, being satisfied that it was right that
think I should be doing justice to those it should be made, but only after having
whom I represent here, and those with submitted to others the propriety of prowhom I have co-operated so long through- posing it to this House. It is no fault of
out the country
if I did act express my
his, as far as I can discover, that he is

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—
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Minister at this moment, or that he is now which the right hon. Gentleman has rethe proposer of this measure.
ceived from the other side of the House.
I think,
therefore. Sir, that on this ground, and I say, the violence of that opposition will
certainly on every other, the public have be accepted by the country as an apology
no reason for complaint, that the right for many of the deficiencies and much of
hon. Gentleman should have been the the incompleteness of the measure.
The
Minister to submit such a measure to the right hon. Gentleman will be looked upon
country.
If I collect the opinion of the as a negotiator with that party which has
public rightly upon this subject, it is, that long domineered and tyrannized over this
they are pleased that the right hon. Ba- country, and as having obtained the most
ronet should have thrown aside those tram- that he was able for the people.
The
mels with which every Ministry has been public will see from the conduct of the
surrounded on this question, and that he hon. Members opposite, what difficulties
has at length cleared himself from an in- the right hon. Baronet has had to contend
solent domination to which all past Govern- with, and what a fierce spirit has been
ments have been too long subject, and has opposed to him on account of the measures
Gentlemen opposite,
become the Minister of the country. It he has proposed.
has been the boast of this class that they however, are not aware, perhaps, of what
service they are rendering to the right
have chosen the Minister of the country
and they have always threatened their hon. Baronet, and the popularity they are
Minister, they if he ventured to meddle giving to the measure by their conduct in
with the Corn Law, to deal in fact with the course they are pursuing.
For my
this privilege of their class, he should part, I believe that the violence and pas-

The
cease to hold power in their service.
right hon. Gentleman, actuated by a sense
of what is due to the country, has braved
this party, disregarded this dictation,

and

has come forward and proposed a measure
for the interest of the community, and has
thrown himself upon that community unI believe that the
reservedly for support.
public in general are delighted to see him
relieved from the trammels of his former
party ; and I further believe that the public will carry him through, not only in this,

but in every other measure in which he
will consult the public interest, and have
the honesty and courage to propose them
Sir, I know that this meato the House.
I am aware
sure is not a complete one
that in one respect it falls short of what
I have been asked
the country wished.
by an hon. Gentleman, the Member for
Newcastle-under-Lyne, whether I will indeed venture to recommend the adoption
Why, Sir, I did put
of this measure ?
on record, within a few hours after that
;

was proposed,

my

congratulabeing
likely to receive so large an instalment of
what they had been struggling for so long.
If I had not taken that step, I should

measure
tions to

my

constituents

at

their

sion that have been exhibited upon that
side of the

House,

in respect to that

sure, has of itself endeared

—

it

mea-

to the public

that every Member who has deserted
the Minister, and exhibits the sacrifice
that the right hon. Gentleman has been

obliged to make in proposing this measure
of national advantage, places the right

hon. Gentleman on a pinnacle of public
favour which he could not have expected
otherwise to attain.
Sir, the hon. Member for Newcastle-under-Lyne asked me

whether

I

among my

would

dare

to

show

my

face

supporting
this measure? I would ask the hon. Member and any of those who support him,
whether two years hence they will venture
constituents

after

any public meeting and show their
after supporting
an Amendment
which I must consider the most daring defiance of public opinion,- and of the general
interest, I have ever known ? It makes no
distinction in the measures involved in the
scheme, without denying the expediency
of many of them
it says simply and peremptorily to the scheme, "We will have
none of it, we abjure the principle of it."
There are many parts of the right hon. Baronet's scheme admitted to be beneficial to
agriculture. There are many people without
the means of subsistence, who might expect to obtain it if some of these measures
were carried for they might hope to exchange food for their industry, which they
into

faces

:

have been much disposed to have done so
after the opening speech of the Member
for Bristol, who proposed the Amendment
now before the House; and who said, that
if this measure was passed, he and his
but simply because that
party would regard the system of protec- cannot do now
If I had not article is dealt with, from which so many
tion as abolished for ever.
done it then, I should have felt justified in here derive their income, the whole scheme
[Cries of *'No, no!"
doing so after witnessing the opposition is to be rejected.
;

;
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the Conservatwe benches.] You say,
No, no;" but are there not many of you
who have said that tliere were parts of the
scheme which were most desirable, and
which would much benefit agriculture ?
You say, '* No, no ;" but I ask if there
are not many of you who have said that

some parts of the scheme are most desirand expedient ?
I ask if noble Lords
have not, at some of their protection meetings, said that several of the schemes included in this measure will be most advanable

[Cries of "No,
tageous to agriculture ?
no "] Why I can point to counties where
protectionists have come forward and said
[Cries of ''Name, name!"]
so.
There
is Lord Essex, in Hertfordshire, said that
Indian corn would be a great boon to agriculture. [*' Oh, oh! "] Why, he is a protectionist, and he would not let foreign wheat
come in to feed the people, but he would
allow foreign food to feed cattle.
You
will not even allow those who are graziers,
and who want to feed their cattle, to have
[" Hear, hear !"]
this food from abroad.
You may shake your heads, but I say it
is so.
Why, my hon. Friend the Member for Newark, who has just been returned, a rank protectionist, shakes his
head what does he mean ? Does he mean
that he would let in Indian corn, not fearing that it might supersede the use of the
!

;

is

He

would let it in
Then
Amendment ? The Bill
toto.
The Irish people might
!

vote for this

opposed in

starve.

["No, no!"]

little prospect of advantage the ports
be opened now. ["No, no!"] Well,
if that be not so, I do not understand what
you mean by saying " No, no," when I assert that you are trying to oppose all the
measures comprehended in this scheme.
Sir, we have heard in the course of this
debate, that it is for the purpose of discussing the great principle, the great system
of protection, the system of policy that has
long prevailed in this country, that this
debate has been so long continued.
Now,
this is the eleventh day that we have been
discussing the system of protection
and I
want to know whether any one has the least
idea what that system is?
Has any one
the slightest idea, from anything that has
fallen from the hon. Gentleman opposite,
what that system or principle is whether
there is any rule in it
any result from it
whether anything that ought to be dignified by the name of a system of policy,
resting on general principles and involving
the general good, has been raised in question on the occasion ?
Why, it is quite
clear that no one has given the House an
idea of what is called the system, if he has
one himself.
It has been asked on this
side, whether this system of protection can
be universally applied. " Oh, certainly not,"
it is answered.
You say you cannot regulate the price of labour, whatever you may
do with the price of food. It has been admitted that cannot be done.
Can you define the cases where protection ought to be
appHed ? They have not been stated, if it

may

*'

why

Oh, you would open

;

is

There was nothing said

tion, for

;

autumn
Then it was

in last

about opening the ports.
said that there was no scarcity, that there
was nothing but the basest cowardice on
the part of the Government.
"Afraid,"
you said, " afraid of the people starving
Why, was there ever such a pusillanimous
government as this ?
Was there ever
such turpitude ? " I heard this expression
the other night.
This is what you stated
then but now you have discovered that
grain is actually going out of this country
from the warehouses to neighbouring
States, and that there is such a scarcity
on the Continent that there is no more
grain to come in
and you now state, and
the hon. Member for Somersetshire says,
" God forbid that we should prevent anything coming in to save the people, if they
are starving!"
Anything may come in so
long as it is sure that prices will not fall.
!

;

—

—

the ports
how long is it since you consented to do that ?
Since you discovered
that there was little corn to come in.

;
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"Is

possible.

we

it,"

ask,

"opposed
" Oh,

to the principle of competition?"

God

forbid

!

it

not opposed to competi-

is

Lord Stanley, our leader, defines
protection to be
competition subject to
regulation.'" But you cannot tell us the
principle on which it should be regulated.
You say you do not mean to oppose all
the advantages proposed in the measure
but you want to maintain the prin*

;

thought that the
for Shrewswould have told us
something about the principle, would have
shown us how its application could be
made national or general; but instead of
enhghtening us himself, he only complained
of others not enlightening him, and lamented that his friends around him had
not told him what the principle was. Now,
I ask the House candidly whether this
great system, which was said to be in question, has not dwindled down into a complaint of that fanciful obstruction to the

ciple of protection.

I

hon. Gentleman the
bury (Mr. Disraeli)

Member
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trade in food for the purpose o^ making
it dear and scarce,
called the sliding
scale, being in danger of being removed ?

Ev6ry Member who has spoken upon this
subject, when he has risen to vindicate the
system of protection, has hardly been on
he commenced

his legs five minutes before

to discuss the horrors of free trade in food,

and

advantages of the sliding
seems, is dignified by the
term of protection to agriculture. Well,
but here again, have we got any informato depict the

scale, which,

tion

it

upon the influence of

this

mode

of pro-

? Have we had the slightupon the subject, how the
science of agriculture is advanced by this
means how capital can be wisely applied to
the cultivation of the soil ?
Have we even
heard anything but the vaguest assertions
as to what prices would be if there were
a free trade in com ? Not one single
syllable has been uttered to show how this
impediment to trade tends to advance agriNot one single agricultural auculture.
thority has been quoted in the whole of
this debate to show that the sliding scale,
or what you term this system of protection
to agriculture, promotes improvement in
Not one single man enthat business.
gaged in agriculture not an individual
who would be an authority in any hundred
or parish in this country, have you quoted
to back your statements that this protec-

tecting agriculture
est intimation

;

—

tion

is

essential to a proper culture of soil.

Many have been

quoted on the other side,

who have

said that agriculture depends on
nothing of the kind, and that there is not

the least necessity for an Act of Parliament, to secure high prices.
Why, there
has been a gentleman deeply interested in
the business of farming, who has been in
the gallery of this House, that I could
quote.
He is about the largest occupier
of land in the country, and he was examined for three days before the Agricultural Committee of this House, when it sat
last, having been called as a great authority amongst agricultural gentlemen. Well,
he has been within the last few nights in
the gallery of this House, and he has been
wanting to be in the House that he might
answer the silly things which he has heard
from your side on the subject. He occupies
3,800 acres. He holds land in six counties.
He is a receiver of rents in eight counties
and he states, that he is for the total,
and immediate, and unconditional repeal of
the Corn Laws as the best thing for the
When we see such men as that
farmer.
in favour of a repeal of the Com Laws, it
;

—CORN LAWS.—ELEVENTH NIGHT.
is not wonderful that you are so
You never would giv6
averse to inquiry.
any Committee you would not hear any
one at the bar of this House on the subject,
because you knew that these persons would
come forward and give evidence directly in
opposition to your views. You would never
face an inquiry.
Those persons are ready

certainly

:

you have none ready to call
on your side. [**0h, oh!"] "Oh!" why you
never name such persons in support of your
case
you are surely on your trial before
the country now, and you should cite intelligent agriculturists in support of your
views of protection.
I venture to say now,
what I said before, that if you go into H
Committee of Inquiry, that I will call farmers from every county in England—rthat
I will call land agents, and every man who
is competent to give evidence from his experience, and that they shall give evidence
contrary to your views of the feubject,
You say " Oh ;" why there
[*' Oh, oh!"]
is a club of land agents in this city, and I
have reason to believe that the majority of
its members are of opinion that a total and
immediate repeal of the Corn Laws will do
no harm to the landed interest. One would
have thought that the hon. Member for
Essex and the hon. Member for Suffolk,
who have both spoken who plume themselves on being identified with the soil
who would be quite angry if they were not
supposed to be so, would have given us
to come, but

:

—

some information.

I

listened with great

interest to them, because I

they are upon

Member

for

this

know how able
The hon.

subject.

Essex (Sir

J. Tyrrell), after

cutting some very questionable jokes, in
the first part of his speech, ended by reading a chapter from Dr. Arnold abf»ut men
Then there is tho hon.
with one idea.

He was returned
as the
farmers' friend
man who knew more about the farmers
I don't know whether
than anybody else.
anybody else did, but I confess I listened
Member

Suffolk.

for

specially as

—

the

what that hon. Gentleman said ; and all
could collect was, that ho was reading the
Solicitor General's speech made some time
ago at Cambridge. Those are two of the
chief agricultural counties, and that is
to
I

collect from those tMo MemThose hon. Gentlemen will go any
length to turn out the Government, and to
all

we can

bers.

oppose the right hon. Gentleman's measure,
and yet we cannot obtain a single notion
from them as to the way in which the
sliding scale benefits agriculture.
is

the

Member

for Norfolk

:

I

see

There
him in
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a very intelligent the agricultural labourer, and you will see
man in the county of Norfolk who has from 1824 down to 1843, the date of the
written a pamphlet, and who ^ys if the last Report, just exactly the same account
that their
landlords will do (what they will not do), of the agricultural labourers
and if you will make the tenants do (what condition is as bad physically as it is posthey are not able to do), that we shall have sible to be, and that they live under cirThat cumstances, the result of physical suffering,
plenty of corn without free trade.
gentleman, I dare say, is a constituent of the most unfavourable to their morals and
his name theirhappiness and that this is particularly
the hon. Member for Norfolk
is Warnes.
That gentleman has published the case in the most agricultural counties. I
a book, ai>d he declares, that the farmers wonder that the hon. Member for Suffolk
of the present day must take for their text, did not allude to the agricultural labourers
for their rule of proceeding, that low price of his county, because they are specially
mentioned in the Report of the year 1 824,
is quite compatible with good agriculture
that they must never look to high prices, and have been constantly referred to since.
but must produce a great quantity, and In Suffolk there are more of what are
must depend for success on low prices and called gentlemen farmers and of clergy
plentiful crops.
That doctrine is, I think, than in any other county, and yet the
directly opposed to that of the hon. Mem- people are described as being there as
ber for that county, who, practically, by this demoralized, and are subject to as much
law tells the farmer, '* Never mind the privation as in any other county in EngThe hon. Member for Shrewsbury
cultivation, never mind how you manage land.
your farm, because we will get you an Act asks if the people have not thriven under
of Parliament, and we will secure you high this system of protection ?
I say they
prices, which is all you want: " that is decidedly have not
and I ask why, if they
the object he is seeking to serve at this have, we have had no account of that promoment. Then I ask, if the House has sperity during the eleven days that this
heard, on this occasion, any great results debate has been discussed; and why we
from this system of protecting agriculture have not been told how it could benefit the
which justify it ?
The hon. Member for poor and, in fact, why we have up to this
Norfolk tells us of none.
Do you point to moment been left with no better definition
the farmers or labourers as offering ex- of the results of the system than that
amples of its success ?
Why, we have which was obtained from Lord Stanley in
scarcely heard a word said about the con- another place ?
Lord Stanley was asked
dition of the farmers during the discussion; what he meant by this system and he was
hut if you look at the speeches out of this obliged to avow that it was a system that
House, you will collect from them that the raised the rent of land, that raised the
farmer who has prospered during the last price of food, but did not raise the wages
thirty years is so rare a bird, so strange an of labour. Well, then, I believe that Lord
animal, that if he was seen, he should be Stanley is your leader, and that you are
stuffed and sent to the British Museum. all proud to acknowledge him to be so. The
It has actually been said at the agricultural principles, therefore, which he has avowed
meetings, that the farmer who has thriven are those which you have been fighting for
under this system ought to be preserved in eleven days past, and in support of which
a Museum. Then, as to the labourers, have you are going to a division a system that
we had any evidence of their prosperity ? raises the price of food, raises the rent of
have been told that the Goatacre land, but does nothing to benefit the lameeting was a thing got up by the Anti- bourer a system which accounts for a
Corn-Law League. That, however, is not prosperous farmer being such a rare bird
the fact.
The League had nothing what- that he ought to be stuffed and preserved;
ever to do with that meeting. I know that and why the condition of the agricultural
that meeting was only one of a series of labourer is a bye-word of demoralization

his place there.

There

is

—

;

:

;

;

;

;

We

meetings which have been held for some
years past by the labourers of Wiltshire,
who have always declared the same thing,
that they could not be worse off than they

—

are, and that any change among them
must be for the better. But look at the
Reports of every Commission that has been

and distress. It is the exact result that
you would expect from Lord Stanley's definition of raising the rent of land and th6
price of food without also raising the wages
of labour.
That is the definition of your
own system, given by your own leader.
Now, we ought to know what the general

appointed to inquire into the condition of

effect of this

system

is.

We

are legislate
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ing for the public at large, and we ought
to know what the effect of this system is
upon them. The right hon. Baronet the
Secretary of State for the Home Department tells us that he has ascertained its
effect.
He has, in my opinion, most accurately stated it.
The right hon. Baronet
said that he had evidence which had been
forced upon him, to show how the purpose
of the protective system, namely, to secure
high prices, affected the working classes,
and the community at large, if it succeeded.
The right hon. Baronet states the result of
his

official

observation,

and

you

have

—CORN LAWS.—ELEVENTH NIGHT.
you ought to have risen
and said, that low-priced provisions do not
promote the comforts of the people. You
ought to have risen and said, what I have
often heard in this House before, that high
tution followed,

prices of provisions improve the condition
of the labouring class.
But you did not

do that because if you had you felt that
nobody would have believed it. You submitted to his proposition then you tacitly
agreed with what he said
and who could
believe that any man who intencled to show
his face in the country again would continue a system which he said was the source
of such calamity whenever it succeeded ?
;

;

;

avoided dealing with that point altogether.
Yes you have met it in one way ; you I say, that when the right hon. Gentleman made that speech last May, it was
have railed at the Ministers for treachery
you have charged them with letting the cat a subject of general remark that the
We have had a great deal Corn Laws were doomed. If he had said
out of the bag.
but you have not then that high prices of provision were
of talk about a system
answered this case, and you have left your- good for the poor, and that none of these
selves up to this moment exposed to the blessings had fallen to them from low prices,
charge of promoting a system which pro- you would have a good right now to charge
duces the effects \^hich the right hon. Gen- him with inconsistency.
I maintain that
tleman has told us, who has been in office the right hon. Gentleman did then overduring two periods one, when food was throw the system of enhancing the price of
dear through the operation of your law ; food by law.
He told you that misery and
and the other when it was cheap, the result misfortune had been the result of it ; but
of the blessings of Providence. He says that not one rose to contradict the statement
he has found, in one case, that in conse- which the right hon. Gentleman had made,
quence of high prices the poor were in but, on the contrary, some country Gentlethat they were miserable ; that man rose on the other side, and bore out
distress
they were tempted into crime ; that the his statement.
Even in the agricultural
rate of mortality among them had increased; districts it was seen that the effect of high
and that these misfortunes had fallen upon prices of food was to produce misery and
them from the success of protection. And misfortune but when the prices of food
when, by the bounty of God, your system fell it brought the greatest advantage to
Well, now, I
has failed ; and when you come to this the agricultural labourers.
House to complain that the price is low, say that it is a very serious charge, which
and that high prices are necessary to ought to be met before the close of this deyour interest, and when you denounce the bate.
I say that the charge involved in
Minister, because you have not got a suffi- that statement ought to be met, otherwise
cient price for your produce ; he tells you the indication of your good fortune is that
You should not
that, though food is low, the price of labour of the misery of others.
is high, that crime is diminished, and that
look to the prices current, but to the
death, disease, and all the miseries that calendars and to the rate of mortality, and
before befel them are less ; and that, there- the misfortunes that befal man, in order to
fore, he has come to the conclusion that know whether you are well off under this
the success of your protective system is law, or whether you should contend for its
calculated to promote the misery of the maintenance.
According to your system,
people, and its failure ensured to them a man should congratulate you if you were
prosperity and happiness. To this moment told that the people were miserable, and
there is not one of you who has given an dying of disease, occasioned by the high
answer on this point to the right hon. Ba- price and scarcity of food. I do not say
When the right hon. that this is so ; but if you do not answer
not one.
ronet
Baronet rose last summer, and stated all the right hon. Gentleman, you are open to
You have had now eleven
these results, there was not one of you who the charge.
When he said that, under days' debate without meeting that one
answered him.
I say that the right hon. Gentleman
a high price of provisions, wages did not fact.
increase, but that much misery and desti- stated that to you ; that the noble Lord
;

;

—

;

;

—
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was a vote of money proposed

in the

House

to relieve the landed interest

from the suptention of the law is to make food dear, port of the poor.
I say that in 1835 and
and that the effect of that is, in his opin- 1836 there were low prices that proceeded
ion, precisely what the Home Secretary from good harvests and nothing else
and
has told you it is. You cannot escape from yet the Marquess of Chandos came here
that purpose of the law, because there is and proposed a repeal of the malt tax, and
no meaning in the law, if it is not to make that the House should go into Committee
food dear.
It is very well for the hon.
upon the grievous state of agriculture and
Gentleman the Member for North Devon I believe there were Committees appointed
to say, " God forbid that the price of corn in both Houses of Parliament, to consider
should be high he does not wish scarcity
the unparalleled distress of the country
that he knew it was a great misfortune"
party, although not from importation, but
and all that sort of thing. It is all very simply from an abundant harvest. I ask,
well to say so but how is he going to vote, what was the meaning of that two hours'
and how has he voted on previous occa- speech which we heard last year from the
sions ?
I ask this because there has been
hon. Member for Somerset, flourishing the
talking about the Corn Law for twenty-five prices current in his hand, and complaining
years and there has been no other purpose that the Government had not secured them
ever in view but to maintain price. I refer a better price of beef, flour, bacon, veal,
him to the year 1822, from that time to pork, &,c.
He did not complain of low
the present, and to the fact that prices prices occasioned by importation, because
never have been low during that period, there was less imported during that year
but that the country Gentlemen have come than for some time before but he stated
here to complain and, on the other hand, that there was distress owing to prices fallI say, they have never been high but that ing, and on account of a more abundant
the people have come here to complain of harvest than usual.
I say, therefore, that
distress.
In 1822, the price of food was what you complain of is low prices, and that
lower than it ever was before.
The hon. the object of the Corn Law is high prices.
Gentleman the Member for North Devon I say, again, that after the statement of
must remember all that took place then
the right hon. Gentleman the Secretary
that it was made a subject of positive for the Home Department, who says that
grievance by the county Members, that he cannot resist the evidence that high
prices were so low.
But these low prices prices produce distress, because wages are
were not the result of importation. We not increased in a corresponding ratio, you
have heard to-night that cheapness pro- must say why you contend for the continuduced by importation and abundant har- ance of a system that is intended to raise
vests, are two very different things. I say price.
But then it is contended that the
that low prices are what you have always Corn Laws are not only a protection to
complained of.
You never distinguish be- agriculture, but are also to protect domestic
tween low prices and the causes that pro- industry. What do you mean by ** domesduce low prices.
I forget who it was
but tic industry ? " It must mean something,
I believe it was the hon. Member for the
I suppose, in which the working classes are
West Riding of Yorkshire (Mr. B. Denison) concerned. But have you any evidence
who attempted to-night to draw a difference that the working classes agree with you in
between the cheapness produced by foreign that view of the case that the working
importation and an abundant harvest.
Ah, classes believe themselves interested in a
you will do well to look to the years 1822, system that produces all that misery which
1835, and 1845.
I say there are three the right hon. Gentleman says takes place
distinct periods when the prices have been whenever this scheme succeeds ?
Have
low, not from importation, but from the care you any evidence, I say, of the working
of God, of which you have come down here classes agreeing with you ? Has any Genand complained. [ " No " ] Why, it is of no tleman quoted the opinions of the working
use denying the fact there are the records classes in support of the position that the
upstairs which will prove it.
Lord Castle- Corn Laws are beneficial to domestic inreagh came down and proposed a scheme dustry that they are satisfied with the
for making food dear. He suggested a vote idea that they shall benefit with the high
of money, in order to buy up the " surplus price of food?
I tell you there is not
food," as it was called, to secure a remu- a single town in all England where the
letter to the city of

in-

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

:

;

—

—

!

;

—

nerating price to the landed interest. There

working

men

are not against you,

and
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have not more or less declared themselves
against your doctrine.
I believe the address published by the working men at
Sheffield, agreed to in an open-air meeting,
and to their fellow workmen throughout
the country, was assented to by them
They say

all.

" These laws have deranged our monetary system, making numbers of our manufacturers bankrupts, checking the natural current of trade, and
reducing thousands of families to misery and
starvation nor do they produce any real good to
the great mass of our agricultural population for
;

;

the earth, and make it lovely and
fruitful by their labour, are only allowed the
slave's share of the many blessings they produce."

those

who

till

Again, at Liverpool in 1843, some of the
working classes undertook to inquire into
the condition of their own class then residing in that town, and the result of the inquiry into the condition of 5,000 famiHes
in that town, which was verified by some
respectable merchants at the time, was the
following

:

" That the labouring classes are in a state of
That their condition has been
great distress.
getting worse for the last four years. That we
find that disease and crime bear a relation to the
That high prices of provisions
price of food.
compel the people to live on coarser food, thus
injuring their health and abridging their comforts.
TJiat manufacturers and dealers are fast sinking,
from an inability in the bulk of the population to
purchase from them those articles necessary to
That we find that high wages
their existence.
and full employment are coincident with low
prices of provisions, and that high prices of provisions are coincident with low wages and want of
1052 families are supported by
employment.
pawning, charity, or prostitution. 1017 families
are supported by savings, credit, relations, and
Other families are now on
casual employment.
the parish out of 5,000 families, 3,600 come from
the agricultural districts, not being able to find
:

employment

That

is

in their

the

own

way the

domestic industry.

districts."

Com Law
Why,

it
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is

supports
surely a

mockery and an insult to tell the poor that
you stop this measure to promote their industry in the town and in the country.
There are some things that have been said
certainly against the measure, and which,
perhaps, I should not notice, but that the
authority of the Member for Sunderland,
who has used them, may influence someThe hon. Member for Sunderland
body.
is very much alarmed at this measure, and
he has used aU his authority to frighten
the House and the country upon three
In the first place, ho is afraid
grounds.
that the sum at which wheat can be
brought into this country from abroad will
be too low for agriculture here he is
ftfraid of the injury which may be done to

—

—ELEVENTH NIGHT.

our home trade— and he is afraid of the
on the exchanges. I mention the
hon. Gentleman because he has a singular
position at present
and, owing to the
great success of his undertakings, whatever
falls from him is taken to be gospel by
some.
Now, the hon. Gentleman told us
the other night that he had brought foreign
corn into this country at 255. a quarter.
The hon. Gentleman says in 1837 he was
a party to a transaction himself, in which
wheat, after paying the charges of freight
and duty, was lodged here at 258. It was
impossible to doubt the truth of that which
any Gentleman says he did himself, and
quite impossible to doubt anything which
the Member for Sunderland says
but
when the hon. Gentleman states a fact of
that kind, he wants the country at large
to draw a general conclusion from it.
He
wants people to suppose when food can be
purchased and consumed at 25s. a quarter,
and can be imported at that price from
abroad, that the farmers of this country
cannot compete with the foreign grower.
That is the purpose for which the statement was used; or, if not, it was of no use
effect

;

:

at

all.

I

think that the hon. Gentleman

ought to have stated in the first place
where it was that he imported his grain
from, as during the last week his statement
has been used in different papers, as if it
was the general import price of foreign
wheat.
I beheve that the hon. Gentleman
opposite will admit that we must import a
considerable quantity of grain from Poland
and Russia, and that Dantzic must be one
of the ports from which we must receive
grain.
We shall have to get a million, or
two millions, or, as some people say, four
miUions; and we must depend on that port
I happen to have here
to a great extent.
an authority which I defy any one to question, namely, the prices of grain at Dantzic
during the whole of the year 1837, in
which year the hon. Gentleman imported
his wheat at 25$. a quarter, and the price
of freights from Dantzic to Liverpool or
London.
[Mr. Hudson was here understood to say, that the wheat which he had
purchased came from Odessa. ] But as I
understood the hon. Gentleman's state^
mcnt, wheat could be bought for general
consumption at 25$. the quarter; and this
fact is of little use if it has only reference
to damaged wheat at Odessa, because I
say that you must depend for a large porThe
tion of your wheat upon Dantzic.
hon. Gentleman says he brought grain
here good grain—capable of being cou'

—

J
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sumed

as

human

food,

and brought into

the market at 255.
I say that the finest
quahty, capable of being consumed there,
never was sold at Dantzic during that
[An hon. Memyear under 295. a quarter.
ber "Odessa."] But the hon. Member
is telling you the free-trade pnce of wheat,
and you all began triumphing on that account, because you believe that it will be inferred that wheat, which ought to be at 56s.
here, as you say, will be only 255. in future.
Now the prices of wheat at Dantzic for the
highest and lowest quahties, during the year
1837, were as follow:
I find that in 1837
the prices in Dantzic were
:

—

Highest quality.
Lowest quality.
April. ..31*. Od. per quarter. 23«. 5d. per quarter.
May ...32
24
„
June ...33
25 5
„
July ...30
20
„
Aug. ...32 3
20
„
„
Sept.. ..32
24
„
Oct. ...29
6
23 5
„
„
Nov. ...30
25 5
„
Dec. ...29
28
„

26,
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And in 1842 we imported
4,900,000?.
4,206,000 quarters, and at that time the
buUion in the Bank of England had increased to 10,000,000?., our exports had
also increased

in a corresponding

and these exports

ratio;
to the great grain coun-

took place when our exports to all
other countries failed.
But without reading all the particulars, I will just state
what was the result of the exports before
tries

we began to import grain from the graingrowing countries down to the last year.
In 1837, the export of manufactures was
12,800,000?. ; in 1842, after we had had
four years' import of grain, the exports of
our manufactures was 16,800,000?.
This
increase of trade with foreign countries
took place when our exports to every country were falling ofi", showing that after the

year of a great and sudden demand for
we had not before imported, there
arose a regular trade.
Sir, the hon. Member for Sunderland has referred to what has
first

articles

been alluded to by other Members in this
During the same period the prices of freights debate, the value of the home trade. It is
from Dantzic to London and Liverpool were a very common argument with agricultural
never less than 45. 9c?., and sometimes 6s., Gentlemen that the home trade is far better
and the other charges 35., and yet the hon. than the foreign trade, and that we ought
Gentleman tells you that if the trade was to be careful how we deal with it. Sir,
open, foreign grain would be imported here that is our case: it is because the home
at 255. a quarter
this he infers from what trade is so good that we ought to be careful
took place in the year 1837, after our ports not to injure it, and nothing injures it so
had been closed for four years. There is much as high prices of corn. The hon.
:

—

another peculiarity in that year namely,
that a very large amount of Baltic wheat

Member is well acquainted with the midland counties; and I therefore select the
evidence of the Mayor of Leicester, a large
manufacturer, given before the Import

which was grown, went from Dantzic to
America which makes him still more
fortunate in having been able to land one Duty Committee of this House, for his incargo here from somewhere for 25s.
But formation on this point
the hon. Gentleman is one of that school
" In speaking of the consumption of Leicester,
which says there is no objection to an im- you say that the market has been falling off
for
portation of foreign corn if it be not paid two years.
Are the Committee to understand

—

:

for in gold.

Well, then, I will just tell the
hon. Gentleman what was the case when
we were importing grain between the years
1840 and 1844. In 1839, there is no
doubt that the bullion fell from upwards of
9,000,000^. to 2,000,OOOZ. in the course of

months, and owing to a large importabut our importations for the three
years were as large, but were regular; and
the hon. Gentleman will see that the bullion
returned to this country, and the regular
importation of wheat was paid for by manufactures.
In 1840, the import of wheat
was 2,600,000 quarters, but the bullion
in the Bank had increased to 3,500,000Z.
from 2,000,000?.. In 1841, the import of
wheat was 2,300,000 quarters, but the
buUion was in the Bank in that year
six

tion

;

that has been from the increasing poverty of the
industrious classes of the country ?
I do imagine
that to be the case.
Have the artisans been
obliged to give more labour, and to do more work
for the same wages in consequence of the pressure
which has existed in Leicester ? Certainly, wages

—

—

have been lower in consequence of it, and I never
saw any thing like the distress that there has been
among the artisans employed in the town of Leicester.
To what do you ascribe the decreased
demand for their goods ? To the high prices of
provisions, which have diminished the means of
the labourer to purchase, because if his food takes
a large proportion of his wages, it leaves him less
to lay out in clothing, furniture, and other articles.
Have you any experience, with respect to the
demand for your goods, when provisions have
been low ? Yes it is the invariable rule in our
trade that when provisions are low, we have a
good demand it is a rule observed by the manufacturers, and established as a maxim in the trade.
If the harvest is good, we may have a better home

—

—

;

;
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demand but if we have a bad harvest, I do not
know what will become of the popuLition, for it
will make corn high, and leave the workmen
;

destitute of employment,

Ours

very great.

is

a

and the

distress will be

home manufacture depend-

ing upon the home market and upon the wellbeing of the working population generally the
prosperity of the manufactures of Leicester entirely
depends. Are you quite certain that the falling-otf
in the demand for Leicester manufacture amongst
the purely agricultural population has been as
great as amongst the manu&cturing population ?
;

has been as great. The hosiers
me that the wages of agricultural labourers are so low that it leaves them
nothing to lay out in manufactures. They have
leaves
first to obtain the necessaries of life, and it
Then
them nothing to lay out in stockings.
although the price of food has increased, their
wages have not increased in proportion ? Certainly
not in the agricultural districts in the manufacturing districts wages are lower than they were
two years ago when food was lower. Would you
attach any importance to the protecting duties
being removed which you are said to have yourThe bulk of our manufacturers would be
self?
glad to see them removed. We passed a resolution to that effect at a large meeting held in the
spring of the last year. We had a large town
meeting, and resoUitions were passed declaring

—The
who

falling-off

travel there tell

—

;

abandon all protective duties
on manufactures, if all prohibitory and all protecting duties on agricultural produce were also removed. Was that resolution the result of the opinion of the general aggregate of the manufacturers
It was."
in Leicester and the neighbourhood ?
their willingness to

—

Facts of this kind were elicited on the
Import Duty Committee, from nearly every
manufacturer of articles of general consumption and we urge them in opposition
to what is stated in defence of artificial
prices as necessary for the home trade.
Now I ask your attention to what it is
which has heen said at the other side, in
reply to these great economical considerations which have heen brought before them
by the Government, and to propositions
which have been from time to time submitted
for years past to the same effect, by hon.
It has been
Gentlemen at this side.
;

and stated truly, by the right hon.
Gentleman, that the population of this
country is rapidly increasing and that
the census shows that there is no chance
of finding employment for them, except
from commerce and manufacture. Now
I ask the House to attend to the answers
which the hon. Member for Northamptonshire and the hon. Member for Bristol make
Commissioners of the
to that statement.
Crown, recently reporting the results of
their inquiry, have declared that produce
equal to that of the county of Surrey is annually required to feed the increased population of this country, and places as large as
Birmingham and Manchester to find them

stated,

—

CORN LAWS.—ELEVENTH NIGHT.
The hon. Member for
for shelter.
Bristol says, that manufactures have been

room

carried a great deal too far; that we ought
rather to consider the propriety of restrict-

ing our manufacturing districts ; and the
hon. Member for Northamptonshire, who
is the leader of the body of protectionists,
and who undertakes to speak for that
party, and to tell them the views which
they ought to take, and the opinions they

ought to pronounce, as opposed to this side
he (the hon. Member for
of the House
Northamptonshire) says that we may talk
as we please about the increase of our
population, and about our want of food for
that increased number, but that the true
policy for this country is not to import
food from abroad, and that we ought to
confine ourselves to native produce, and to
a system under which we produce three
quarters of corn, where we might produce

—

Now let the country distinctly understand the political economy of the other
They say the manufacturing disside.
tricts are increasing too fast in this country,

five.

and that

their hmits

ought to be confined,

whilst, concurrently with that restriction,
they also say that we ought to produce less

home instead of more, and that we
ought to import less food from abroad notwithstanding the increase of population.
That is the argument which is used by
hon. Gentlemen opposite, and deliberately
stated in their organs of the Quarterly
We see
Beview, Standard, and Herald.
it there stated that if the manufacturing districts were razed to the ground, if half the
metropolis were razed to the ground, the
country would be greater, happier, and
more prosperous. And consistently with
such views this measure is opposed, it
being alleged that we want no more manuthat we should not produce
facturing towns
more food at home or import more from
abroad, however rapidly the population
may increase. That is what you say are
your economical principles. We say that
we want to provide food for an increasing
population; and we find, by the census

food at

—

you give less employment to
the population in the agricultural districts
now than you did in 1831 ; and, in answer
to that, you say that we ought to have
fewer manufactories and less production of
returns, that

food.

loose

men

I ask, if men are fit to be
entertain such notions, or if such
ought to be allowed to legislate for

Now

who

the country ?
And yet these are the persons who propose to form a Government
who say, ** If you will only throw out this

»
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measure we will form a Government that
will upon our principles provide for the
exigencies of the country, will provide for
the people " who propose to diminish the
manufacturing districts, and to produce less
food in the country.
How do you propose
to get the power to carry out these doctrines ? You cannot depend upon the opinion
of the country no, you wiU say you depend upon your territorial influence, small
constituencies, and the House of Lords.
You think that by your influence >vith the
counties and the small boroughs, and with
the influence of the House of Lords, you
will be able to throw out this measure of the
Government, and to uphold monopoly. This
it is which has induced you to keep up the
debate for eleven days ; and it is with a
hope of effecting that object that you will
go to the division to-morrow night. You
hope by these means, by your influence
with dependent voters, and the support of
the House of Lords, to throw out the Government measure. But let me ask, did
you ever consider how you were to maintain the Corn Laws after you have defeated this Government?
The Corn Laws
must be supported now by force or by
opinion.
["Oh!"] Is there any other
way ? You have already tried by force to
support it.
You tried force when the law
was introduced and four years after it was
carried you maintained it by force.
I say
the people were put down in this town by
force in 1815, for openly resisting that
law; and at Manchester also, in 1819, four
years after its enactment, they were cut
;

:

;

down

dreadfully from

suffering

was

They were
when they were

for calling for its repeal.

threatened again in 1830,

its

effects.

It

contemplated

again to stifle their
voice by force
but the time was past
in 1830 for putting down opinion by the
sword.
It was said in high quarters that
there was a way of putting down the people
if
they ventured to express an opinion
against this law.
The rotten boroughs
had during former Governments the power
to put down the people.
In 1830 the time
had come for the rotten boroughs to be
put down themselves, and they were so.
;

The people, finding their condition unimproved, and their interests neglected, became disappointed with the results of the
Reform

Bill

;

and they organized them-

selves to obtain a further extension of the
suffrage ; and when a scarcity from bad

—

harvests occurred in 1839
which since
the Corn Laws had passed had been periodical
they were indisposed to join the

—

26,
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middle classes in demanding the repeal of
This feeling was
the Corn Laws alone.
turned to account by the protection societies, and every thing which they could
do to mislead the people, and to divert
their attention from the operation of the
Corn Law, was attempted by them. Every
thing which could delude the minds of the
people on that subject was done by those

and

societies

their

emissaries,

their

partisans

Parliament.

in

and by
It was

and the decepupon the people to reconcile
them to this law, that really drew out the
Anti-Corn-Law League: it was this that
caused them to exert themselves as they
had done that it was which led them to
do so much in circulating, not any new
their proceedings, indeed,

tions practised

;

principles, not their

own

notions, but the

most enlightened
men that ever the country produced and
induced them to make those extraordinary
exertions which the country had witnessed
deliberate opinions of the

;

to influence public opinion against all restrictions

on commerce, and, in particular,

for the total abolition of the

With what

Corn Law.

result the efforts of late years

have been attended

is

now learnt

;

and

it is

every rational mind that you
cannot longer support it either by force or
by delusion
and if you wish to support
this law, you must do it by other means.
You are now quarrelling with a Minister
who is honestly applying himself to the
I ask, if you
settlement of this question.
have devised any means yourselves if
you have contemplated how you are to
maintain it, under those circumstances
from which the Minister has shrunk, namely, the recurrence of a period of scarcity ?
If a season of scarcity should occur again,
and that the people under the pressure of
that scarcity should call upon you, as they
have always done on former occasions, for
or if it should so happen
political reforms
that the people rose up against this law,
what state would such a Government as
you could form be placed in under such
circumstances, having refused to alter this
law, about the evils of which they have no
longer any doubt, and against which all
mankind are agreed ? I only ask you just
to imagine such a Government as we have
seen described a Government with a noble
Duke at its head, and consisting of some
hon. Gentlemen whom I see opposite in
what position would such a Government
find itself in a period of scarcity and tumult,
and the responsibility placed upon them of
restoring and maintaining peace, order, and
obvious

to

;

—

;

—

—
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contentment? Can we suppose a Gentleman
placed in a more pitiable, I will not say desWhat would you do ?
picable, situation ?
Would it not be exactly as it has been

Would you not come to the right
before ?
hon. Baronet the Member for Tamworth,
and pray of him to resume the reins of
power and restore peace and order, by requesting him to do what you are now
quarrelling with him for attempting ? The
hon. Member for Rutlandshire blamed the
right hon. Baronet at the head of the Go-

—CORN LAWS.—^ELEVENTH NIGHT.
ing out to him the difficulties he should have
to contend with in his administration of pub-

He stated in that letter that he
lic affairs.
despaired of doing good that he knew he
should be calumniated ; that a confederacy
would be formed against him, because he
should represent to the King that a certain
class ought not to live on the substance of
the nation ; and, after dilating upon his difficulties, and expressing his confidence in
;

yemment for

the good faith and justice of the King, he
said he accepted office, desiring to die with
the character of having acted honestly and

**

having done as much good as possible for his

not having stuck to his guns.
What Minister,
Stick to his guns!"
let me ask, would have stuck to his guns

Would you
under similar circumstances
stick to your guns if starvation was spreading throughout the country, and you were
not able to put the people down by force,
nor to persuade them that the starvation
they suffered was not your fault, and was
not the result of your legislation ? Would
you who blame the right hon. Baronet
stick to your guns under such circumstances, and after it is clear to the whole
world that sticking to your guns means
only sticking to your own interests ? Why,
the fact is, that the protection that you require is protection from yourselves, and that
the right hon. Gentleman is providing this
Other
for you, though you cannot see it.
countries have been referred to on the
opposite side; and I remember the hon.
!

Member

for Dorsetshire, at the

ment of the Session,

much

afraid so

said,

commence-

he was not

of agitation with respect to

this question, or of

high prices, but he was

men

Neckar or Turgot
the Government.
There is

afraid of such

as

getting into
some analogy, I admit, between the position of this country, as regards this question, and the state of Franco at a former
period,

The

when

Turgot

Member

became

Minister.

who exSreesed his fear of a second Turgot in our
foremmcnt, is, I am sure, acquainted with
the character of that Minister, and the
views he entertained with respect to his
He was a very
ootmtry at that time.
sagacious man. I venture to say, notwithstanding the pretensions of the economists
of the present day, that there is no man
posMMing more comprehensive views now
than he possessed upon national economy at
hon.

for Dorchester,

Now what was the first act of his
Ministry, and which probably is what excites

country.

the fears of the hon. Member opposite ? Ho
repealed the Corn Laws in France.
He
said there were two things which should
be taken care of by every country if it was
desirous of escaping bankruptcy and revolution

;

and

this

he

said,

be

it

remem-

bered, fifteen years before the revolution

The two things
be cared for were,
that the revenue should be maintained, and
a scarcity of food avoided and above all
took place in

France.

which he said ought

to

;

things for this purpose, that trade in com
should be free.
Consistently with these
views, the first act of Turgot in 1775

was

corn trade of
France, and place on record his views
of the expediency of setting free the exterWhat was the case then
nal corn trade.
in France ?
It is really worth the while
of hon. Gentlemen opposite to observe
to

set

free

the

internal

When

he came into power he found
each province was made by its
corn law dependent upon itself for its supit.

that

Each province was protected from
the abundance of its neighbour, and thus
they were constantly exposed to all the
evils of scarcity, leading to riot, misery,
He removed the barand confusion.
riers to this trade between the provinces :
he then proceeded to place the finances
of the country upon a sounder basis ; and
having attempted thus boldly and wisely to
ply.

two great causes of danger and
the cause of his fall be observed ;
because, if care be not taken, the same may
await those in this country who would act
strike at the

evil

—

let

It was,
with similar courage and wisdom.
if he remembered rightly, in Condorcet's
Life of Turgot, that the combination which
was formed against him was described
and it appeared to have included all those
who lived on the revenue without rendering

Turgot was called to power in
man could have obtained it
entertaining more honest and intelligent
He undertook the
views tlian he did.
government of the country after writing a any service in return who profited by
very remarkable letter to the King, point- abases of all kinds in the State ^farmers
that time.

1774, and no

—

—
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of the public income, foolish people about
society, women of fashion, and young
nobles. That was the description of persons

who were opposed to his

policy,

and combined

against Turgot, and against every Minister
to 1789, who foresaw the con-

from 1775

sequences of the system which he was
Turgot complained,
anxious to reform.
and wished to prevent them. That was
the Minister whom the hon. Member for
Dorsetshire feared might be imitated by

a Minister of this country. Mr. Carlyle,
one of his recent works, had referred to

in

the sentiments of the privileged classes in
France in the year 1787, and had represented some of them as saying, *' that they
could not live upon the rents of their estates alone; that they could not parade
themselves at Court that they could not
maintain their station, unless they had
something more than the natural profits of
and that they could
their own possessions
only sustain their order and their usual ex;

;

penditure by privileges and exemptions to
which the rest of the community were not
entitled " and they would support no Mi:

them in these
and every Minister
who disputed them was driven from power
from the time of Turgot till 1788. In that
year, however, the harvest was bad throughout France
and in 1789 the people were

nister that refused to support

pretensions and views

26,
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time of scarcity.
You heard the right
hon. Baronet opposite say what he apprehended from it that he dreads the very
recollection of the last period of scarcity,
;

and insecurity, and sedition that he is
therefore desirous to prevent the recurrence
of such periods but you have ofi'ered no
;

;

security against

have

taken

no

You

their

recurrence.
precaution ; and

mind

which have
taken place on this question, the enlightenment of the people on this subject, it is
impossible to deceive them again, and they
that, after all the discussions

hold you strictly responwhat occurs. Recollect that the
system you wish to maintain is to prevent
the growth of food in other countries, for

will

hereafter

sible for

the supply of the wants of our population
and from this circumstance you cannot
consider yourselves released from responsibility for at least two or three years

There is something like facome.
mine already existing in Ireland
and
you are not sure that there may not be a
bad harvest next year. What do you mean
to do if there should be a bad harvest, and,
owing to the discouragements you have
to

;

given to other countries to produce for
our markets, that there should be little
to be obtained from abroad ?
If the people
are distressed and without food, and call on
you for supplies, what do you mean to do ?
then came riot, You have undertaken to feed them, and
threatened with famine
What answer will you
disturbance, and speedily in their train a they are not fed.
comprehensive change, such as was refer- give in 1846, and 1847, and 1848, if disSurely there is sense
red to by the Member for Shrewsbury the tress should ensue ?
other night, that struck deep into the roots in taking this into your consideration.
In
of society, and eifected vast changes in the a period of scarcity it would not be merely
As hon. a question of Corn Law. People are then
relations of different classes.
Gentlemen opposite have referred to this in a peculiar state of mind. Men's minds
period, let them study it and take warning are in no ordinary state when suffering
by it; for I declare that, with the deep- from want. Her Majesty's Ministers are
rooted conviction which the people have of fully alive to this fact, and contemplate
the character and purpose of this law, I with horror and alarm, as they avow it,
know nothing that would enable the Go- the recurrence of such a period and they
vernment to support its authority in this are therefore taking steps to prevent it.
country if placed again under the circum- They know that when men are made desstances of scarcity of food and a failure of perate by distress, and driven to madness
revenue
and I ask you to consider, by suffering and by privations of those who
when you reflect upon what you have ex- are dear to them, that they will accept too
perienced of late years of the effect of readily any causes that are assigned for
scarcity, whether the right hon. Baronet is their misfortune, and will too easily, pernot, in proposing this measure, fulfilling haps, grasp at any remedy that prothe conditions of true Conservatism and, mises them relief; and it is for the interwhether you can, in professing that cha- est of the aristocracy of this country,
racter yourselves, and in the absence of any that the public should not be placed under
security against the recurrence of scarcity, such circumstances
for most surely it is
be justified in the course you are taking for for their interest to avert the public mind
remember you have not proposed a single from reflecting upon the manner in which
measure of security yourselves against a they have been governed for the half cen;

;

:

;

;

;

:

;
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My

noble Friend the Member
to the immortal
serWces the aristocracy have rendered to
this country.
I do not deny that such
services have been rendered by them.
I
am glad to hear that such has been the
case ; and from not being so well versed in
the ancient annals of this country as my
noble Friend, I cannot dispute it; but I think
if there should recur another period of
anger and distress, that the people of this
country might bo forgetful of such services, and would be disposed to reflect
chiefly upon that period of some forty or
fifty years
past, of which they have
themselves some immediate cognizance
and I cannot believe that any candid mind
could come to any other conclusion than
that, with the government in their hand,
they have wielded the powers of the Legislature against the industry, the energy and
intelligence of the people ; that they have

tury past.
for

London has referred

been

faithless to their trust in

Parliament

that through this law they have sought
unhallowed gains reckless of means ; and
that they ever have proved themselves blind
to the destiny of this great nation. I therefore conjure them at this moment and at
the present opportunity, to consult their
own true interests, and to sacrifice selfish
prejudice to the cause of justice by a
hearty concurrence in the measures pro-

CORN LAWS.

—ELEVENTH NIGHT.

than four Members on the other side of
He had received no intimathe House.
tion that such an attack was meditated,
or he should have been present to repel it.
He begged then to state that he should be
in his place to-morrow at five o'clock, and
quite prepared to defend himself from
any charge that might be brought against
him.
Lord J. RUSSELL expressed a hope
that the debate might be brought to a
close to-morrow, on account of the very
great length to which it had already extended.

Colonel

SIBTHORP

having
he had
made to address the House on the measure
of the right hon. Baronet, he would now
ask two or three questions. Before he did
so, he could not help remarking on the
extraordinary position in which the country
was placed in consequence of the absence
failed in

of so

said, that

several attempts which

many

of the allies of the right hon.

Baronet from that House.
There was at
present no Secretary for the Colonies in
that House ; there was no Secretary for
Ireland within the walls of that House ;
there was no Attorney General for Ireland no Solicitor General for Ireland in
What a strange position the
that House.

—

sister

kingdom must

feel

itself in

when

hon. Gentlemen like himself had no opportunity of putting such questions as might
be deemed necessary to those official persons ! He had a right to presume that the
office of the hon. Gentleman the Secre-

posed by the Government, and by the abolition in toto of a law, which, as long as a
vestige of it remains, will only be an evidence of their shame. Lose the occasion,
and I venture to predict that they will tary for the Colonies was of great imfollow the fate of every one who has portance
the salary, he believed, was
ever sought, or for a while succeeded in 5,0001. a year
and how then could he be
trampling upon, or tyrannizing over this spared from that House? With respect to
race, and this nation, amongst whom it is the noble Lord the Secretary for Ireland,
their great fortune to be born, and over he admitted he had gone down to the elecwhom it ought to have been their pride to tion to oppose him. As to his tenants, he
rule with justice and intelligence.
did not know how they voted, for he never
Mr. G. BANKES moved the Adjourn- pressed them to vote one way or another ;
ment of the Debate.
but he believed there was hardly a doubt
Mr. HUDSON wished to make a single as to what they did. They voted against
observation in explanation of a remark the noble Lord, and in support and prowhich had fallen from him in the course of tection of their just rights. The Governthat debate, lie thought he had distinctly ment was then without having a Secretary
explained that when he spoke of 26*. a for Ireland in that House.
They had also
quarter for com, the probable average in a lost a Lord of the Admiralty. It was very
fair season would lie from 35*. to 40*. a clear to the public and to the House that
quarter.
If the hon. Gentleman was not the First Lord of the Treasury
the Prime
satisfied with the 25*. a quarter, he (Mr.
Minister of England
could not place in
Hudson) could hand him over the name of that House a single Lord of the Admiralty,
a gentleman who bought at 22*.
even though that appointment was worth
Mr. W. B. FKHRAXD said, that ho 1,200/. per annum. The same might be
had been infunnod that a p«>rHonal attack said with regard to the office of the Clerk
was made on him that evening by no leaa to the Ordnance, which a noble Lord had

—

;

—

—
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and he had been informed that
resigned
there had been vacancies for two Lords of
the Treasury, consequent upon the retirement of two Gentlemen whose high-minded;
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theatre, the right hon. Baronet was hid at
the wings, or, if not, in the secrecy of the
It was not at all unlikely
green-room.

that the right hon. Baronet the Secretary

Home Department and the right
Those Gentlemen had retired because they hon. Gentleman the Secretary at War (Mr.
had felt it to be no honour to wear the S. Herbert) had been there also. At all
livery of the Government at the cost of a events, many important offices were not
and he must
sacrifice of the very principles which had represented in that House
brought that Government into office and assert that a great country like this ought
Again, he saw in the metropolis not to be left with the Treasury bench in
power.
vast improvements in progress, which were that House only kept warm until occupants
ness had gained

universal

approbation.

for the

;

said to be adopted under the cognizance

could be found for

it.

On the Question that the Debate be Adand superintendence of the Office of Woods
He should hke to know journed,
and Forests.
who now represented that department, to
Mr. SPOONER said, that he cordially
the head of which he believed there was agreed with the noble Lord the Member
If for London, in hoping that the debate
attached a salary of about 4,400?. ?
but at
the office was not filled, it would be desir- might terminate to-morrow night
able to know whether the amount was to the same time he could not give his conbe passed to the Consolidated Fund, or to sent to its so terminating, unless hon.
be kept in reserve as a fund for the indivi- Gentlemen had an opportunity of deliverdual who might succeed in obtaining a seat ing their sentiments on this question he
What must be the opinion was now speaking on the question of Adin that House.
formed by neighbouring nations from this journment. He had risen several times th
Would they not say that address the House, but he had not sucstate of things ?
the men selected by the Prime Minister to ceeded in catching the Speaker's eye.
fill important offices, were pronounced by
He wished to explain to the hon. Member
the constituent body to be unworthy of for Wolverhampton the motives which
a seat in the Assembly of the Representa- would actuate him in giving his support to
;

—

tives of the people ?

It was, therefore, the

bounden duty of the right hon. Baronet at
the head of the Government to satisfy the
House and the country as to the situation
in which both would probably be placed in
He had
the course of a very few days.
been told the office of one of the Lords of
the Treasury, and that of Chief Commissioner of Woods and Forests, had been
disposed of but how disposed of remained
The right hon. Baronet
to be explained.
;

who used to call his Friends
together on great emergencies, had said
that the feeling of that body evinced in
the years 1841, 1842, and 1843, never
could be effaced from his memory.
He

(Sir R. Peel),

thought that it would be well if the month
of May, 1838, still lived in the recollection
of the right hon. Baronet.
In the May
of that year, the right hon. Baronet was
met by 313 Gentlemen, whom he called
Conservatives, and to that assembly he
intimated what were his views, and at that
time confidence was placed in the right
hon. Baronet.
They, however, now found
that too much confidence had been reposed

From

that had since
transpired, it did not seem at all unlikely
that Avhile the hon. Member for Wolver-

in that quarter.

all

hampton (Mr. Villiers) was expounding his
Anti-Corn-Law views in Covent- garden

the

Amendment

Bristol.

He

dress the

House

of the hon.

Member

for

would not undertake to adat that hour.

Represent-

he did, a large manufactm-ing population, he would require to have an opportunity of explaining the grounds upon
which he would vote he could not go on
now his object was to permanently lower
the price of food, and his objection to the
present measure was, that it would delude
the people by holding out that bread would
be cheap when it would be relatively dear.
He agreed with the noble Lord that the
but he
debate had lasted long enough
ing, as

—

:

;

could not give his consent to its being concluded unless he had an opportunity of explaining his views.
Debate adjourned.
House adjourned at a quarter to One
o'clock.
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Mr.

BANKES, in resuming the Adjourn-

ed Debate, said

:

Sir, I

must

in

one re-
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spect regret the delay that has taken place
resuming the adjourned debate this
night, because I concur in the wish that
has been so generally expressed that we
in

As far
shall this night go to a division.
as I am concerned, I certainly will not be
the occasion of much delay, for I do not
intend to follow the example of the hon.
Wolverhampton who has preI will not most assuredly rival that hon. Gentleman in the
and I cannot avoid
length of his speech
remarking, that when that hon. Gentleman

Member

for

ceded me

in the debate.

;

complained of delay, he ought not to have
accompanied the complaint with a speech
which to such an extent postponed our
arrival at the conclusion which he expressI do not reed such a desire to attain.
gret, upon this occasion, that the measure
now before us has been preceded by one
that

is

really for the relief of Ireland

—

measure that is intended and calculated
to meet and abate the misery and calamity
It is calcuthat have arisen ip Ireland.
lated, I believe, to meet the present emergency; whilst the greater measure that
has been forced on our attention has nothing to do with that calamity, and has
I am glad that
not any bearing upon it.

we may now understand

that

we

are in a

condition calmly to consider whether this

great measure, forced upon our attention,
one that is fit for our adoption, and that
this measure is no longer to be involved in
its discussion with the question of the preWe
sent deficiency of food in Ireland.
are not, as I trust, any longer to be called
to do that which ought never even to have
namely, that a permabeen suggested
eot measure should be enacted to meet a
temporary inconvenience. I do not see
how the two things could ever have been

is

—

combined together, especially when I recollect what occiured in the year 1 822
year which was alluded to on the previous
night by the hon. Member for Wolverhampton, and when the distress was not

—

TWELFTH NIGHT.

ference to the transactions in which thfl
right hon. Baronet has taken part, and
to this I should not like to give utterance,
except in the presence of the right hon.
Baronet.
I refer to that extraordinary
crisis

which has been brought about by

the right hon. Baronet, in the conduct
which he has pursued. It seems to me,

and has so appeared to many others, that
the course adopted by the right hon. Baronet was unusual, unexampled, and unprecedented I dare not say the word unconstitutional, in giving my opinion upon
the conduct which the right hon. Baronet
has thought fit to adopt.
Certainly it was
absolutely unusual, and in my opinion, it

—

not desirable that it should be followed
I say this with reference,
in the first place, to the manner in Which
on this occasion the right hon. Baronet
has exercised the powers and privileges
vested in him as Prime Minister
powers
and privileges, I must remark, which are
unknown to the Constitution
for the
Constitution does not recognise a Prime
Minister.
But the right hon. Baronet,
first, by his influence in the Cabinet of
which he was a Member, controlling a
large majority of that Cabinet, who decided against his opinions and his views ;
and afterwards, by the resignation to
which he thought fit to resort in consequence of a division in the Cabinet ; and
then, after he had ceased to be a Minister of
the Crown, and had become a private individual, by making a communication td
the Sovereign, which had an undoubted
is

as a precedent.

—

;

tendency to influence, and must have had
an influential efi^ect upon, the mind of the
Sovereign, the right hon. Baronet being
then a private individual, and no longer
responsible for his acts

ceedings

—

for these

that there

I assert

is

pro-

no prece-

I am sure that this course was
without example
though I dare not say
that it was unconstitutional, for I do not
know the authority to which I could appeal
on this point as to the real doctrines and
for on these
principles of the Constitution

dent.

;

only as great, hut much greater than it is
mow in Ireland, or than 1 hope it ever will
be ; and when I recollect that in that year
of such distress in Ireland there was the
greatest glut of corn in England that has
when I recollect these
ever taken place
circumstances, I ask how can it l>e supposed that the introduction of foreign corn
England could be a remedy for
into
[Sir R. Peel
the distress in Ireland ?

and principles of the Constitution
to what can I refer but to the political
actions of our public men ? A Gentleman,
divested of responsible authority, become a
private individual, communicates with the
Sovereign, for the avowed purpose of producing an influence on the mind of the
Sovereign.
We have not, I must remark,

I am sorry to
rose to leane the llo\i*€.\
detain the right hon. liaronct ; hut there
is a portion of the observations which I

the slightest explanation of this transacThe right hon. Baronet did not recollect these particular circumstances when

must address to the House that has

he

—

re-

;

points

tion.

first

addressed the

HouM

:

they wer*
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and whether the people have not a right

by a noble Lord opposite. It
by him they were first informed, and that to complain. I contend that before we in
the fact was made known to the House this House proceed to act upon an unexand the public, that when the noble Lord pected change of opinion, we shall give the
people the opportunity of expressing their
first waited on Her Majesty, in obedience
If the people have
to the summons he had received from Her, will and their opinion.
changed their opinion as Ministers have
for the purpose of forming a Government
and that when he had, in conformity with done, then it is all well. We have, then,
the resolutions of his friends, stated to nothing more to do but to bear with it
to submit to it, and to accept it
but
Her Majesty that he must decline the atStated

—

;

the people have not so
changed, neither the Ministry, nor Members in this House, have a right to stifle
the voice of the people. When two parties
;
were thus balanced when a broken party
of the Conservatives were not able to form
said the noble Lord, that made a great a Government for themselves, and the
difference with me.
Thus the letter of Whigs did form a Government for a day
the right hon. Baronet had much weight and a half, and could stand no longer,
with the noble Lord, and it was plain it what, I ask, could prevent a dissolution,
had much weight with his Sovereign. I but a coalition between the broken party
am aware of no instance like this. I am of the Conservatives on the one side, and
all know, by
not aware of an instance of a private in- the Whigs on the other ?
dividual addressing his Sovereign under past experience, the constitutional jealousy
such circumstances.
I am not aware that that is entertained in this country against
It implies a saa private individual has ever before, under the coalition of parties.
such circumstances, stated to his Sovereign crifice of principle soniewhere, and the
that he would give his Parhamentary sup- country is jealous as to that ; and it
port to those individuals as Ministers who matters not whether the coalition be for
should pledge themselves to such and such the purposes of patriotism, or for power
Men of mean minds may supopinions.
I am perfectly aware that the or place.
right hon. Gentleman has stated that he pose that political coalitions are formed
did not know who was to be his successor. solely for considerations of place or patronThat of course is true ; but the politics of age. To men of vulgar minds it may
the individual, whoever he might be, must seem as if pecuniary considerations alone
be pretty well ascertained in regard to the could influence statesmen.
That is not
probability of his receiving encouragement the thought that suggests itself to those
from the production of that important pa- who take a higher and more just view of
per. And I may remark, that it was hardly the conduct of political affairs.
They obpossible that any individual of opposite ject to such coalition on constitutional
opinions should be bold enough to assume grounds.
They dislike, and ever have
the reins of Government, when he found disliked, to see men acting together whose
such a letter as that in the hands of Her principles for many years had justly kept
Majesty.
However pure were the motives them asunder. No man of right feeling
of the right hon. Gentleman
and no one could imagine that when a coahtion was
for a moment could doubt their purity
formed between Lord North, Mr. Fox, and
still,
I cannot but be apprehensive that
Mr. Burke, men of the highest honour and
these circumstances may give rise to a most unblemished reputation
no man supprecedent which will be found dangerous posed that they had entered into that coaliin the highest degree.
Here was a person tion from the greedy and unworthy desire
without responsibility, but known to con- to share amongst them the spoils of office,
trol and guide a large portion of a com- the exercise of power, and the gifts of pamanding party, dictating terms of support, tronage. No one could have believed this of
which terms are transmitted through the men who were the glory and the ornament
hands of the Sovereign to some person of of the parties of which each was the respectweight belonging to another political party. ive leader nevertheless, the moment that
I would submit it to the better judgment it was seen that such men were combined
of the right hon. Gentleman himself, whe- together
admirable as they were for their
ther such a precedent as this may not talent, and unsuspected as might be their
become dangerous in the highest degree, motives, still the mere act of their coalition

tempt to form such a Government, seeing the difficulty in which he was placed,
and considering that he was in a minority
that upon this
in the House of Commons
Her Majesty placed in his hands the letter
and then,
of the right hon. Gentleman

still

I

say,

if

;

;

We

—

—

—

;

—
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80 outraged the public feeling, and so in- mass of the constituency."
The noble
jured the general respect for them through- Lord might have added the year 1846,
out the country, that these great men never in which every election, without exception,
recovered it.
I venture to say that coali- has gone in favour of the agriculturists.
I beg pardon,
tion ia not merely obnoxious, because men, [Cries of "Yorkshire !"]
[Sir J.
when coalesced, sit on the same bench I will speak of that presently.
together ; it is equally obnoxious when Graham: Westminster!] ** Westminster."
a principle of combination brings opposing Oh, I wish you joy of Westminster.
parties to act together, whether united in Where is the future Lord of the Admiralty?
In both cases it is equally But the right hon. Baronet who interrupted
office or not.
dangerous alike calculated to destroy pub- me, must permit me to say, that if he contradicts my opinion of the sentiments of the
lic character, and unduly to influence the
A coalition is objectionable in constituencies, here is a point of controSovereign.
Why, then,
every way, whether the coalition displays verted opinion to be decided.
not go to the country upon it ? I defy you.
ituelf by men sitting together on the same
bench ; or whether the one sits on one side And now for the election for Yorkshire.
the House, and the other on the opposite That might have been a triumph under
but I am bound
side, and play into the hands of one an- ordinary circumstances
other, responding one another's jokes, and to say that the mode in which the noble
joining in the vilification of those who will Lord has achieved his triumph, must neuI remember the
be no parties to the coalition. What, then, tralize the effects of it.
The oppo- days before the Reform Bill and when a
is the course to be pursued?
nents of the coalition, the representatives Gentleman in this House, with few constitoo of numerous constituencies, have a right tuents, made a most able speech, it was
to call upon their public men not to do thought a sufficient answer to him to say,
that which is condemned by public opinion. that he represented only the money in his
And when you, who are the great men of breeches pocket. That was then deemed
this assembly, admit that you have sudden- a sufficient reply to eloquence and arguand now, I say to the noble Lord
ly come to a new determination, and have ment
only very recently recanted those opinions the Member for Y^orkshire, that he reprewhich you formerly avowed when this hap- sents the 51. note which he sent to the
pens, we have a right to call upon the Gen- hon. Member for Stockport, and who said,
tlemen on both sides of the House who sup- and said truly, on receiving it, that that
And so
port the measures, not to combine together 51. note was as good as 5,000^
But where is the credit or the
to prevent that appeal to the people which it was.
And when we
the Constitution has given as a bar against honour to the noble Lord?
rash errors and mistakes. I call upon them hear so much against delegates, let me
not to co-operate and combine together to ask, who is a delegate, if that noble Lord
Where there has been no
prevent that, which, if the feelings of the is not one ?
people be regarded, must be resorted to interference by that powerful League
a dissolution of Parliament before we whose power I am not here to deny,
can with any propriety consent to pass when I see to what it has reduced a great
party and a powerful Ministry in those
I speak not without authority.
this Bill.

—

;

;

;

—

—

—

noble Lord the Member for London
was the first by a few days to announce
his change of opinion ; for his letter was
published in November, and the change
of opinion in the Cabinet was not revealed by the Times newspaper until the
And the noble Lord,
4th of December.
in his views of this question, which he
supports with all the energy and vigour
that distinguish the zeal of a recent con-

The

vert, observed, " If this end is to bo
achieved, it must be by the unequivocal
It is not
expression of the public voice.
to be denied that many of the elections for
cities and towns in 1841, and Home in
1845, appear to favour the assertion that

free trade

is

not popular with the great

kingdom where the electors
have been uninfluenced by their power and
parts of the

endeavours, the freedom of election passed
as it was wont, and as it ought to do, by
men giving their votes in the places in

which they resided, and where they were
known, without being brought from a distance, as they used to be under that which
was once called the corrupt system of nonresident voting.
Show me the place where
there has been a free EngUsh election, and
I will show that a Protectionist Member
has been returned.
I understand that in
Yorkshire 2,000 votes were boasted to have
been purchased for the service of the AntiCom-Law League. Where, then, was the
triumph of the noble Lord who sat for
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And where

West Riding?

tradiction to

my

of the people,

is

the con-

assertion, that the voice

when

left

unbiassed,

and

permitted to exercise that freedom which
the Constitution provides, has uniformly
given a verdict in favour of the principle
Shall I take the last and
of protection?

—

27,

will not tell us

we may hope

1840.

when he

for him.
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is coming, or when
If ever there was a

fair trial of political strength

made

any

in

part of the kingdom, it was that which has
taken place in Nottingham a county not
of an unmixed agricultural character, the
candidate being of such high standing, and
going down with such hopes and such con-

—

most striking instance the election for
If he could meet defeat, may we
the county of Nottingham, the Member fidence.
for which has not taken his seat to- not also suppose that a like result may
and I do not know why, though attend the Bill that is now before the
night
At all events, the right hon.
another county Member, who was elected House?
only this morning, has taken his seat Baronet must admit that it is not an
It is perfectly true that every isolated circumstance, and that, accomto-day?
legal agent in Nottinghamshire has been panied as it is by the verdict of other
retained against the hon. Gentleman who county constituencies, the result may be
Am I asking too
Whether that was in the the same elsewhere.
is returned.
hon. Gentleman's favour, it is not for much, when the fate of Ireland, it is adme to say at all events, it is not that mitted, does not depend on this measure
when the necessity which has been put
I believe it
which turned the election.
was turned upon other grounds and upon forward as I will not say the pretence,
the reason for this attempt, is given
other prmciples and if there could be a but
and when we admit
circumstance to convince the House that up and abandoned
the Constitution of England was sound, that there is no occasion for haste, alarm,
and that the voice of the people, whether or anxiety is it too much to ask that we
;

;

—

;

—

;

—

should allow the agricultural interest to
will still make itself heard, I conceive it to have that which it demands, namely, the
be the result of the Nottinghamshire elec- expression of opinion by the whole conHere was a noble Lord, with every- stituency ? Different opinions have been
tion.
thing to recommend him talent, charac- given with regard to those Members who
he went have resigned their seats, as well as with
ter, and honour unimpeached
down, avowedly patronised by the Govern- respect to those who, having changed their
ment of which he was an ornament, with opinions, have retained them. Now, some
the confident hope, if they believed, as they hon. Members have adopted a middle
must do, all that fell from his lips, of being course, by partly resigning and partly
To read the state- retaining their seats.
completely successful.
The hon. Memments contained in his addresses, it would ber for Durham (Mr. Bright) chose to
seem as if nothing could be more certain be pleasant with hon. Gentlemen on this
than his success
so certain, indeed, that side of the House, and observed that, considering we were all going to execution, we
it was even more certain than the success
The noble Lord looked remarkably well. I remember the
of this Bill in Parliament.
assured the electors that it was of no use old and well-known ballad of Prior's, descriptive of a man going to execution
it was
to talk of the passing of that Bill
and
as good as passed.
Peers were every day it struck me that it very much resembled
sending in their adhesion, and the Govern- not our case, but the case of those halfment would have a majority of 100 in their resigned Gentlemen
favour
No doubt with equal sincerity, " Now fitted the halter, now traversed the cart,
and equally confident of his success there,
And often took leave, but seemed loth to depart."
as he was here, the noble Lord wrote up
Let the House refer to what may be conto his friends in London, and said, nothingsidered the best authority upon the subject
can be more certain than our success here
of hon. Members altering their opinions,
(in Nottinghamshire), for the freeholders
and yet retaining their seats. This is the
are every day sending in their adhesions,
authority which I find upon the Table of
and my majority is certain. In one of his
our House, contained in the well-known
addresses to the electors, the noble Lord
columns of '* Hatsell's Precedents;" who
asked, *' Where is my antagonist ?
Echo thus sums up his observations on
this
answers, Where?'" I will ask, '* Where
point
is now the noble Lord?
Echo answers,
" I will now give an authority which no man
* Where?' "
not only do not know will be inclined to dispute. Algernon
Sidney, in
where he is, but the right hon. Baronet his Discourse concerning Government,* said

it

reached the ear of the Minister or not,

—

:

;

—

;

:

!

*

We

*
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The

not

therefore, for Kent or Sussex, Lewes or Maidstone, but for the whole nation, that the Members
chosen in these places are sent to serve in Parlia-

character of Turgot was
in Mr. Alison's work

drawn
"

Had Turgot

;

there never lived), an adequate knowledge of hunature, he would have been an invaluable
Minister.
But, unhappily, he laboured under one
great defect, which not only proved his own ruin,
but rendered him the most dangerous guide. He
was entirely ignorant of hvunan nature was rigid

man

electors for the informationof their judgment, and
to the end that what they shall say may be of
more weight, yet they are not strictly and properly obliged to give an account of thoir actions

And ' he added, the only punishment
(and this wa« a very material point for the Uouse
to observe) to which they are subject if they betray their trust, is scorn, infamy, hatred, and an
assurance of being rejected when they shall again
"
•

seek the same

united to those great and good
and greater minded man

qualities (for a better

ment and though it be fit for them, as friends
and neighbours, to hearken to the opinion of their

to them.

also well

:

;

and unaccommodating in his ideas and pursued
any consideration of the effect
they were to produce either upon the persons
;

his designs without

likely to be injured, or those intended to be beneby his reforms."

fited

offioe.'

^ow, without any impropriety, I may say
Now, the law was
~ one way honour seemed that I can find
in this country a parallel
The hon. Member for Wol:

to be another.

verhampton (Mr. C.
night, observed that

I

to the characters here described ; and that
the faults and failings attributed to those

the other

Villiers),

had expressed alarm
the head of the Go-

eminent but unfortunate men are the faults
of our present Chief Minister.
Ignorant
as I assert that right hon. Gentleman to
be of the public feeling, I charge him with
having unduly, not only avoided, but con-

at seeing a person at
so much resembled, in politi-

Temment who

cal conduct, Neckar or Tiu-got.
press that sentiment; I did

alarm

;

I feel

the hon.

it

still.

And

Member when he

particular crisis does put

I

I did ex-

feel

that

agree with

trived, if I may use that word without intending offence contrived to prevent recurrence to the public voice at a period when her
might have been convinced of his error. It

said, that this

—

him very much

mind of the opening period of the
French revolution viz., the period which
in

—

elapsed from the year 1781 to the year
17o9.
I have found, in an author who
has written very eloquently of that period
statement which does embody my own
views in language much happier and more
'
* '
'
' ever hope to attain to
powerful
than
I
having opened a volume of Mr. Alison's
:

*'

Modem
"

Europe,"

I

found these words

:

The

exciting cause, a physician would say, of
the French revolution was the spirit of innovation,

which, like a malady, overspread France at that
crisis, precipitated all classes into a passion for
changes, of which they were far from perceiving
the ultimate effects and the most ardent in the
cause of innovation were those whose fortunes
were about to perish from its effects. The young
nobles applauded without ever suspecting that
they would be the first victims of such opinions."
;

There were at that time Lord Lincolns
young nobles who thought themselves wiser
than other men and there were there sons
who ranged themselves against their fathers
;

and

in addition to the public mischiefs that

were induced, the system of the social relations of private life and of family connexion
was destroyed. The author last quoted
thus gave his estimate of the character of
Keckar, the MiuUter of that day
:

His private eharmcier was uoexceptionable.
Possessed of immense wealth, be made a noble
use of it liberal without either pride or prodiEe would have been a perfect cttixen had
gality.
it not been for a vein of ostentation and a secret
„^„
vanity,
^^ making
^ him sacrifice
,„.„,^, which afterwards,, by
every thing to his love of popularity, brought
unheard-of disasters on the monarchj."
**

—

is true that Algernon Sydney has laid down
the law as I have read it to the Plouse
but he did not then contemplate septennial

Pariiaments he did not imagine that Par^laments would last so long as they do in
the present day; and I believe that many
wiU begin to doubt whether it would not
be wise to shorten their duration. When
great changes took place in the minds of
;

public men, the advice which should be
given to the Sovereign, and the advice
which Lord John Russell must have given,
unless he had some support beyond that
upon which he usually relied, was to appeal
to the country.
But then there took place
a sort of political compromise between the
great leaders, to which I have alluded.
Recurring to that strange incident, (for so
I

must

call it,)

the letter of the right hon.

Baronet (Sir R. Peel) to Her Majesty,
dated the 8th of December last, the day
after he quitted office; I do not dispute
the propriety of one political leader going
out of office communicating with another
who is to succeed him but that communication need not pass, and ought not to
pass, through the medium of the Sovereign.
In the course pursued in the present instance, there was, as I have observed, the almost ensured impossibility
of a trial by the Sovereign of any person* ^ho held other opinions than those
''^hich had been so strongly impressed upon
Her mind. The noble Lord (Lord J. Rus;
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hon. Baronet will have many supporters
sell) held office for almost a day and a half
and he could not deny that the cause lately in a future Parliament. I am not aware
assigned by him for abandoning the attempt that the voters are obliged to take perI
to form a Government was not the only sons merely on account of their looks.
;

I think it is better to speak plain
English, and at once say that the noble
Lord had found that if he were in office,
and received the support of the right hon.
Baronet when out of office, the right hon.
Gentleman would probably bring but very
few of his followers with him ; while,
on the other side, so much more patriotic were those who were under the leadership of the noble Lord, and so much
despising all considerations but those of
patriotism and the public good, that the
noble Lord could command every man of
them to march to the support of the right
hon. Baronet.
That is the real English
of the whole transaction. The true history
of the matter is, that the noble Lord
found he could have but an uncertain
support from those who might be the adherents of the right hon. Baronet, should
the right hon. Gentlemen be out of office
but, if the right hon. Gentleman remained
in office, the noble Lord would bring his
whole force to the aid of the Government
and for the purpose of accomplishing this
great change would carry him boldly forward against the voice of the people ; for
against the voice of the people they both
know it to be, or why are they so fearful
are told,
of appealing to the country ?
however, that the voice of the people may
be heard and the noble Lord, in his letter
to the citizens of London, spoke of petiWhy, we have had a pretty lesson
tions.
on petitioning here to-night a lesson that
will make us for a long time hesitate before giving much weight to petitions represented to come from the people.
No,
let me have their votes.
Let me see

one.

We

;

—

them face

to face.

Let them have pro-

suspect they will still continue
that very inconvenient practice of putting
questions to candidates, and expecting

rather

answers, and that when the answer is
given they will expect the man who gave
It was stated the other
it to stand by it.
day that an hon. Member of that House,
who entertained strong opinions on Irish
subjects, had an interview with Lord Lincoln, and came out confessing that he was
Can I imagine that the
entirely satisfied.
noble Lord, having answered the hon.
elector's inquiries, will depart from what
he had said to him ? And if bound to that
hon. Gentleman, is he not equally bound
to the humblest man in the crowd who
asks his opinion, puts questions to him, and
insists upon hearing on what principles
it is that he solicits the suffrages of the
Is there any difference in rank
electors ?
or station that enables persons safely to
despise a promise because it was made to
one who belonged to an inferior class of
the community ? No such doctrine as that,
I am sure, will be maintained in this House.
Unless we do away with the whole principle

upon which elections were established,

we must be

content to see

their seats,

and appeal again

Members vacate
to their con-

stituencies for the purpose of ascertaining

they will receive them upon principles
from those upon which they were
accepted upon the first occasion.
If there
be one circumstance more advantageous
than another in the principle of our Constitution, it is this, that when matters of
doubt arise in the great tribunal of the
if

different

nation, hon.

Members

are able to say,

"We

have now the means of ascertaining what
the feelings of the people are;" and to
those feelings it is that I appeal on the

promises hon. Gentlemen think
fit to give; and, having given them, let
present momentous question.
The hon.
them take care that they keep those pro- Member for Wolverhampton, who has been
mises.
In the course of this debate the the only person that has taken exception
right hon. Baronet said there was some- to the length of the debate
though he has
thing very inconvenient and unpleasant in himself occupied between two and thre^
those promises; but it is a part of our hours in the delivery of his speech
has
system and estabhshed usage for candi- been pleased to say, that we have no right
dates to appear before the electors whose to approach the question in its present
suffrages they solicit.
There is a re- stage, and that we ought to say we decline
gular day of nomination for hearing the entering now upon the discussion.
Now
statements of the candidates, and question- it is precisely because we at present deing them and if candidates are to become cline entering upon the full discussion of
so cautious and chary of their language, as the question, that we have taken the dethe right hon. Baronet would have them to bate on this stage.
We say that if the
be, I very much doubt whether the right measure be right, which we assert it is
mises,

if

—

—

;

not

—

if

it

be expedient, and we mainif it be beneficial, as

tain the contrary

we
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think

it

—

will

prove injurious

—

it

will

be hurtful to a degree beyond that of any
advantage which can ever be expected
to be derived from it, if you pass this measure after the manner Gentlemen opposite
seem to desire, or if you pass it in this
Parliament; and if, for that reason, we
now appear here to make that stand
to say that until we have been assured
that the minds of the people have changed,
as well as the minds of the right hon. and
hon. Gentlemen, which have most wonderfully

changed, we shall not feel ourselves

justified

in

belying

the

expectations

—

of

—CORN LAWS.
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will at once see that so rapid and sudden a
change on the part of this branch of the
Legislature, calls for some pause and hesitation on their part, and gives ground for
them to use the prerogative they possess,

of counselling the Crown to apply to the
people to know whether they are or are not
willing to become parties to this great, extraordinary, and extravagant change?
Mr. ESCOTT should give his vote on
this great question, in the full hope that
the course he had elected would tend to the
future advantage of the country, and with
a full consideration of what public honour
required. [Interruption from some Protection

Members.] Hon. Gentlemen had a per-

who have elected us expectations fect right to diflferfrom him in opinion; but
to which we have given every encourage- he trusted that, at least, they would hear
ment, and we do not feel satisfied that him without interruption. It appeared to
we should act honestly or honourably by him that this question naturally divided
those

entertaining the question for the purpose of
for
carrying it out at the present time ;
that reason we have taken our present

—

course, instead of wasting days and hours
in debates upon the different particulars of
It was for the purpose of
this measure.

Banng time, as for other reasonable objects,
we shall take the division upon this

that

stage; and whatever may be the result
here feeling, as we must feel, the power
of such a combination as will be brought
against us, of men the most opposed in
principle—of men who have never before
united, and whom the country grieves to
see united whatever may be the result
we
here, we trust that in another place
believe that in another place, a delay will
happen which shall give an opportunity to

—

—

—

the people to declare their opinions and
feelings on the subject.

When

I

remem-

ber that there is another place where that
measure roust be submitted to consideraand when I
tion before it becomes law
;

know

that in that other place the votes of

our proceedings are received, and scanned,
and read ; and when I am aware that year
after year, during the whole existence of
the present Government, in those Votes
have been inscribed large divisions on that
ery question, in which enonnous mnjorities

itself into two parts
the one, whether the
proposed measure was likely in its effects
to produce benefits to the country; and
the other, practically almost as important,
could the carrying of such a measure possibly be prevented now ?
He would begin
with the latter; and his proposition was,
that the carrying of some such measure
could not, in the present state of the
country and of parties, be prevented. Hon.
Gentlemen who talked so much about deluding the farmers, and who were constant in their professions of defending the
farmers, had better at once tell them whether they did really believe the carrying of
the measure could any longer be avoided.
He wished that the two questions he had
propounded had occupied a little more time
in the debate
and that a third question,
which had taken up so much space, had
been considered only in subservience to
them namely, whether the Government,
or the hon. Gentlemen who sat on the
other side, were the proper persons to
carry the measure ? for that was viewed
by the country as a point of very minor
importance.
He had been accused by
the hon. Member for Knaresborough of a
dereliction of his duty to his con.stituent8
in the course he was about to take
but
with respect to the hon. Member for
Knaresborough, he would at once say,
considering what had passed in the earlier
part of this very evening, that the best way
:

;

—

;

have declared that this House could not
sanction such a proposition as that now
can I suppose if there
laid before them
is wisdom, experience, and justice (as I
know there is) in that other House, when was not to enter into any personal altercathey shall sec. uncalled for by any circum- tion with an hon. Member of so peculiar a
but merely to say, in justice to
stance in public affairs, so strange a change character
as this, which is utterly unexplained bv those who were absent, that the statement
anything that we have heard^-can I think that hon. Member had made on a former
but that the Members of that other Ilouse evening, with respect to his (Mr. Escott)

—

;
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having been called upon by his constituents

had not
and so
far from its being fact, his constituents had
not only not called upon him to resign,
but not one single individual of them had
indicated the opinion that he ought to resign.
So much in justice to them. But
there was another Member, a noble Lord,
who had done him the honour to allude to
him in pointed terms. That noble Lord
had been pleased to say that he could
not perceive how it was consistent with his
(Mr. Escott's) personal honour to support
the Motion for going into this Committee.
At that time he had answered the noble
Lord perhaps a little hastily but he now,
on reflection, begged to state to the noble
Lord and it was important as regarding
the personal questions which had taken up
so much time in this debate
what he
to resign his seat in that House,
the shadow of foundation in fact

;

;

—

—
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delivered their well-knowii speeches on
the subject of the new Tariff; he (Mr.
Escott) not only anticipated, as a likely
contingency, some such measure as that
which was now in contemplation, but he
regarded such a measure as the natural

and inevitable consequence of the measures
which the House sanctioned in the year
1842, and the principles upon which the
hon. Members who introduced those measures sought to justify them.
He did not
think it necessary to mention names
but
he could assure the House that certain
personages, whom he highly respected,
and to whom he felt himself under obligations, had done him the honour to ask him
;

his opinion respecting the aspect of public
affairs

;

and he had invariably told them

that the total and unqualified repeal of all
protective duties, must, sooner or later, be
the consequence of the arguments which

had been propounded by the Ministers and
sanctioned by the House.
He could not
He thought, in the first place, the personal for his life understand what was the meanhonour of a Member of Parliament did not ing of hon. Gentlemen lifting their eyes,
consist in bartering away his independence throwing up their hands, and exclaimto gain the votes of his electors.
He ing in amazement, that they had been
Why, the fact was,
thought that, when a Gentleman came into taken by surprise.
that House, it was his duty to give up his nothing could be more natural than the
time daily and nightly to promote the in- course which events were taking.
Since
terests of the country; and, to put a modern the year '42 there had been repeated
instance, if a Gentleman came into the speeches on the Corn Laws in that House,
House ignorant of the general questions of but he, for one, could safely affirm that
political economy which were occupying during that period he had never heard a
single argument from the Treasury benches
its attention, it was his duty to make himthought on so important a matter as the
personal honour of a Member of that House.

self

master of those questions, considering

his responsibility as a representative of the

him to be a Miniswas still more his duty
to make himself master of the principles on
which such questions must be decided, and
to neglect the maintenance of a character

people.

Or, supposing

ter of the Crown,

it

favour of the principle of protection.
[Cries of 'OhI" and "No!"] Hon. Gentlemen might cry **oh," and **no," but
he repeated his assertion. For the last
four or five years he had not heard an
argument in favour of the principle of
protection from the Treasury benches.
in

He had

heard some clever speeches made
of evading the question
and efficient servant of the public.
altogether; but he had never heard an
was his idea of the personal honour of a argument during that period in defence
Member of Parliament. But to resume of the principle. He must say that it apthe consideration of the question before peared to him that there was not a little inthe House he protested that in all this consistency in the conduct of certain of the
remarkable debate there was nothing which hon. Gentlemen who were now so strenuexcited his surprise more than to hear hon. ously opposing the policy of the GovernMembers express their amazement that ment. For instance, the hon. Member for
such measures should be proposed by these Somersetshire appeared to be absolutely
Ministers: they say they did not antici- horrified at the prospect of abundance.
pate it.
Where were their senses of anti- He appeared to regard it as one of the
From the night, in the year most calamitous of the consequences that
cipation ?
1842, on which the right hon. Baronet could result from repealing the Corn Laws.
at the head of the Government, and the He seemed to view with horror the bare
Gentleman who lately filled the office of possibility of a vast quantity of com or
Vice President of the Board of Trade, other things, good to eat, being imported

for personal consistency in order to attain

that

much higher

character, of being a

good
That

for the purpose

—
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and yet at the very mo- troduction and original advocacy of free;
mind was scared hy such trade principles, for that that honourable
appalling visions of prosperity, there were distinction belonged as of right to Mr.
human beings in the vicinity of his own Pitt, the Tory Minister, who was the first

into the country

ment while

his

farms, who, but for the mildness of the
winter and the extraordinary supply of
greens and tuniip tops, would at this time
have been reduced to starvation or the workhouse. There was no one whose indignation
was more warmly excited than the hon.
Member's by the contemplation of the pro-

to study the doctrines of the great econo-

poscil relaxations in the protective system

doctrine, that the relaxation of the protective duties would consequently involve the

a *' traitor" to his party, and branded with
apostacy, because he advocated a relaxation
of the protective system, and that^y the
same hon. Gentleman. But he would next
ask how they could contend for a restricted
trade in grain with the present prospects of
this country and Ireland with respect to a
supply of food for the population ? The right
hon. and learned Member for the University of Dubhn had declared that the rumours respecting the approach of scarcity
in Ireland had been greatly exaggerated ;
but he had made inquiries on th^ subject
from persons connected with Ireland, and
he was led to believe that the reports had
not been in the least overstated.
He believed that the hon. and learned Gentle-

ruin of the great and immemorial institu-

man had been

and yet the hon. Member had, during the
course of last Session, laid on the Table of
the House with his own hands no less than
110 petitions against the Corn Laws. In
those petitions for he had read some of
the petitioners represented the
them
Com Law as the destruction of the agricultural interests ; and yet that system

—

—

was now defended (and by no one more
by the hon. Member him-

fervidly than
self)

as affording the

only sure founda-

tion for the prosperity of those interests.
The hon. Baronet the Member for Oxford

University

had advanced

tions of the country.

this

He had

startling

never heard

and the first to teach senates to be
the exponents of those doctrines.
Yes,
said the hon. Member for Shrewsbury, the
glory belonged as of right to the Tory
party; and yet the right hon. Baronet at the
head of the Government was now styled

mists,

more

misinformed

;

and he placed

reliance on the Reports which were

any doctrine propounded inside that House lying on the Table of their own House, and
or out of it which had excited so much sur- on the statements of the clergy of Ireland,
prise, and indeed he would say so much in- both Protestant and Roman CathoUc, representing the prospects of Ireland as most
What
dignation, in his mind as this.
would they place the preservation of the appaUing, than he did on the individual
institutions of a country on the maintenance representations of any Member whatever.
of restrictions upon the food of a people Nor was it the Irish population alone that
was in danger. In parts of England there
who had scarcity nay, perhaps, famine
Btariog them in the face ? If hon. Gentle- was nearly as much reason to fear scarcity
men meant to contend for such a proposition as in any district of Ireland. In his own
afl that, he would tell them that the history
neighbourhood at least one-half of the
of nations afforded no instance but this so- whole food of the people consisted of potalitary one of the institutions of a free coun- toes
and he believed he was warranted in
try being supported upon such arguments. the statement that one-half of their stock of
When Mr. Pitt had to meet scarcity, and potatoes on an average had been destroyed.
to repeal the Corn Law, he never talked In the West of England, many persons
about injury to the institutions of this great had already lost their whole crop, which,
Empire. No he manfully abolished all under ordinary circumstances, ought to
protective duties, and thus
no matter have lasted till June.
Others had lost
what might be the character of his general half, and others (and they not the smallest
policy in other retpecta
discharged the proportion) had but a very scanty quantity
first and roost important of the duties of a
indeed yet remaining and yet this was the
Minister, by tokmg care that the people moment when hon. Gentlemen stood up
He rcnicm)>erod an able and exclaimed that the institutions of the
should be fed.
lecturer on political history, who sat on the country would be ruined if food were
same aide of the Houao with him, having admitted.
The hon. Member for Oxreminded the noble Lord opposite (Lord ford University implored the Government
John Russell) that, let the merita of his not to interfere with the present peaceparty be what thoy might in other respects, able and prosperous condition of the counhe had no right to claim for them the in- try; he cried Quieta %on movere. Peace-

—

;

;

—

—

;
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want of some food that might be substituted
which was so scarce and he told
months from that period, in districts sur- him that in his experience he could without
rounding his own dwelling, the quiet which hesitation say, that out of aU the heads of
would be found to prevail would be the cattle in that district one out of twenty had
Now, let the
quiet of the grave, unless some effective died from sheer starvation.
measures were taken in time for feeding the House mark what he was going to say.
people. It was with such prospects as these At that very time, in a market town in that
before them, that the hon. Baronet took for district, an enterprising merchant had a
his motto, Quieta non movere. Was that a large store of maize, which he had imported
time for hon. Members to clamour for the from the United States on speculation but
maintenance of a law whose operation it he could not sell one bushel of that maize,
was to make food dear ? [" No, no "] They because he could not take it out of bond
cried ** No, no ;" but if it was not the effect without paying the duty; and the payment
of the Corn Law to raise the price of corn, of the duty rendered it too dear for any
what was the use of the Corn Law at all ? farmer in that district to purchase it as
And if it was indeed true that it had such food for his cattle. Thus it happened that,
an effect, how could they reconcile it to at the very time when one out of every
their consciences to struggle for the main- twenty head of stock was lost in that distenance of such a law while starvation was trict, there was abundance of food to be
impending over the people ? In the last liad, if the farmers were only allowed to put
Session he had taken the liberty to give their hands upon it and help themselves
notice of a Motion for the introduction of but in consequence of the high duty to be
maize duty free. He thought it would be paid upon it they were unable to do so,
of great benefit to the agriculturists, and and this was called protecting agriculture.
would assist the farmers to feed their stock. He had consulted a small farmer on that
But he must explain himself fully he never very point, with a view to ascertain if it
for one moment imagined that the import- would not be a very great advantage to him
ation of maize alone would be sufficient, if he could have cheap maize, and oats,
and that they were to stop there. He never and peas, or any other cheap food for his
meant anything like that, but intended that cattle during the last year; and he told him
it should be a preparatory step to the rethat he had lost within 101. of his whole
moval of every restriction.
He thought rent during the last winter by the increased
the introduction of maize would prove use- price he had to give for hay and com, and
able indeed

!

conscientious

It

was

belief

his (Mr. Escott's)

that,

within

three

for that

;

;

!

*

;

:

farmer ; for what, he (Mr. Escott)
asked, was the great deficiency of the
country independent of the failure of the
potato crop ?
It was the supply of meat.
What they wanted was, more meat in the
country; and if they had more food for their
stock, they would be able to graze more
meat.
They not only would be able to
graze more meat and feed the people better,
but every fanner and grazier in the country
ful to the

would be better off. If the House would
allow him for one moment, he would examine into that subject. When he gave
his notice he felt the strongest impression
that the severest evils under which the
farmer laboured arose from the difficulty
of obtaining food for his stock.
He had
inquiries on the subject in his neighbourhood
he had received some curious
information ; he would mention one in-

made

;

—he would take

stance

tle dealer

the case of a cat-

who was accustomed

to travel

through an extensive district of country,
comprising all sorts of land he asked him
if he did not think that, during winter and
;

spring, great distress

was caused by the

the decreased value of his

He

stock.

told him, in addition to this, that

he had

three beasts which would be worth to

him

he could have kept them to
Midsummer; but he was obliged to sell them
about Lady-day in a state in which they
were not worth 31. a piece, and in fact not
fit for human food.
That was entirely owing to the want of food, and that occurred
within three miles of the very town in which
201. a piece if

there was that large store of maize.
The
wonder was that they had gone on so well
as they had to the present moment certainly it was not owing to the existence of
this law
and it was also wonderful, that in
;

;

a great commercial country like England,
with apopulation that was rapidly increasing,
with all the means of obtaining from other
countries those advantages which they did
not possess themselves, such a restrictive
But
system should continue to exist.
whether some farmers were to suffer or not,
would the hon. Gentleman who opposed
this Bill once for all manfully tell them
He
what it was they meant to do ?
wished to ask them, did they think they

P P
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could govern this country with the Duke
of Richmond as Prime Minister ?
He had
already stated what induced him to think
it was impossible for them any longer to
maintain this law ; and one of the reasons
why they could not maintain the law was,

the extremely erroneous choice they had
made of leaders. He was under a strong
impression that one of the greatest mistakes
that ever was made by the protection interest
he could not call it the agricultural
interest, for it was not the agricultural inthe greatest mistake that was
terest
ever made by the protection interest
was the deposing of the Duke of Buck-

—
—

ingham from their leadership, and setting
up the Duke of Richmond. The Duke of
Buckingham, to the best of his knowledge,
had never argued for protection on the

Duke of Richonly celebrated for two sayings,

starvation principle; but the

mond was

one of which was, "In Sussex we don't grow
glass, but we do grow timber," which, if it

meant anything, meant ours

is
a selfcould such
a man wage a successful war with the
with the hon.
hon. Gentlemen opposite
Member for Stockport with the right
hon. Gentleman at the head of the Government, and with the electoral con-

ish

He

principle.

asked,

—
—

stituencies

he

could

England

of
not.

—

?

He

believed

He

beheved that with
with the new town and

the Reform Bill
old county constituencies

—

with the hon.
Stockport, and others who
thought with him his right hon. Friend
the First Lord of the Treasury would, on
this question, beat the Duke of Richmond
and twenty like him.
In former times,
when the nobility of this country had not
any one of their own rank sufficiently

Member

for

—

practised in public affairs to direct the destinies of the country, and sway the opinions
of senatos, they were accustomed to choose

ss their leader some commoner of practised
abUity, and trust to him to interpose the
sDgis of his talents between them and the
Five years ago they found
civil tempest.
such A man ready to fight their battle so
long as it could be fought with advantage
the only honourable civil
to the peoule
warfare; ana now, when be refused to lead
them against the people and against his own
honour, why they were determined to get
rid of him, and do the battle of their own
He did
protection on their own account.
not think it was the duty of a party leader
to lead his party against the interests of
He felt that the only contest
the people.
in which he could take part with advan-

—

—
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tage to his followers, was to go with the
people, and prove to the people that the
interests which he defended were not adverse
Why, now he hoped that in
to their own.
order there might be no more deceiving the
farmers on this question, the protectionists
would tell their friends whether they
thought this contest was to end in the
triumph of protection.
He wanted them
to tell the farmers plainly and honestly,
whether they thought the contest would
end in defeat or victory. If they thought
—and he believed they did in their consciences
that the issue must be defeat,
why not then consent to put up at once
with what they could not avoid ? Had they
not much better, he asked, refrain from
exasperating the people, already in a state
of great want ?
His hon. Friend the Member for Somerset (Mr. Miles) said the
people were not in want
but he wished
his hon. Friend was in the House when
he stated what he should not repeat as
to the condition of the people in his county.
He wished he would inquire into the condition of the people, and then say whether
they were in want or not.
He now said
they were not in want
but he was the
first person that he (Mr. Escott)
ever
yet heard had the hardihood to deny that the
people were at that moment in a state of
want.
He would like to know from his
hon. Friend, whether the famine to which
the people were exposed at this moment
was a state of prosperity? He (Mr. Escott)
knew he did not think so he knew that if
he examined into those things, he would
not make those sort of speeches, or express such horror of plenty. He knew that
if the hon. Member took the trouble to examine the subject, he would not make such
statements he knew his goodness of heart
he knew his high principle he knew
his excellent character
and he knew he
would not express such horror of plenty,
if he knew the actual state of the people.
[Mr. Miles never had used the exNo, he
pression "horror of plenty."]
might never have used those words but
in effect he thought he never heard
his hon. Friend make a speech without introducing some such observation :
it was his staple commodity.
He always
dreaded the increase of com and bacon,
and ho was always dolorous about loaded
trenchers.
His hon. Friend had certainly
greased the wheels of the free- trade coach.
He had been alarmed about the introduction of grease, and compelled his hon.
Friend the Vice President of the Board of

—

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

;
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Trade to promise that the grease should be members of the League, showed great judgmixed with tar. He had told him then he ment and discretion in directing their atwas bringing the whole principle into con- tacks against agricultural protection, well
tempt.
So it was. Those were the argu- knowing that when the Corn Laws were
repealed, all the other protected interests
ments that opened the eyes of the people
and no one in the country had really done would fall an easy prey. Many hon. Memmore for the removal of restrictions from bers who have addressed the House, and also
imports than the hon. Member for Somer- Members of the Government, have declared
setshire. And he was convinced that when that the proposed measures are only a dehe found the removal of those restrictions velopment of the principles laid down in
would be for the benefit of the country, no 1842: if such be the case, why did the
man would be more gratified at that ob- right hon. Baronet the First Lord of the
Treasury, and the Secretary at War, deject being effected than the hon. Member
but, at all events, let him not delude the clare that their opinions on the subject of
farmers: the question was virtually decided. protection had undergone a change
and
There were none who knew better than that even if the potato panic had not octhe farmers that progress in legislation curred, that they could no longer defend
could not be resisted, and that to resist an the present Corn Laws ?
Sir, I cannot
importation of food when the people were in coincide in the opinions of many hon. Memwant, could not be for their benefit, nor for bers who have spoken in favour of protection.
I do not hold extreme opinions on
the safety and honour of their country.
If I had suc- the subject
it is not necessary for me now
Captain GLADSTONE
ceeded, Sir, in catching your eye at an to say whether I consider protection in the
but I find that it has
earlier period of the debate, I should not abstract right or not
have ventured to enter at any length upon long existed in this country that under it
the question before the House, much less this country has greatly prospered
and
;

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

shall I do so at this protracted period,

when

every argument and illustration that could
be brought to bear upon the subject has
been exhausted, and endless statistics quoted,

some of them pressed

into the service

and obliged to do double duty, thus proving
I shall,
the most opposite conclusions.
therefore, confine myself to
briefly the reasons

stating very

which induce

me

to vote

Amendment of my hon. Friend the
Member for Bristol. Before I do so I trust I
may be allowed, in common with other hon.
Members who have preceded me, to express

for the

the deep and painfid regret which I feel at
being compelled to vote against Her Majesty's Ministers on so important a question.
No one can be more sensible than I am of
the sincerity of their motives, or feel more
confident that nothing but the strongest
sense of public duty could have induced

them

they have done,
and place themselves in so painful a position
towards a large portion of their former supporters. I was quite prepared, Sir, to have
supported them in their former policy, which
since 1842 has been repealing the duty on
raw materials used in manufactures, removing prohibitory duties, and gradually
reducing protective ones.
But this. Sir,
is a very difi'erent course, and cannot be
considered a cautious and gradual one
it
is impossible to doubt that, with protection
to take the course

:

to agriculture,

removed

;

and

all

I

protective duties will be

think the hon. Gentlemen,

that manufactures as well as agriculture
have benefited under it. I consider, Sir,
that is not a sufficient reason to say that
cotton and other branches of manufacture
are now independent of protection, and,
therefore, that protection should no longer
be afforded to agriculture.
The cotton manufacture was at one time protected against
that of the muslins of India, as has already
been stated in this debate, and ultimately
succeeded in destroying it.
Manufactures
and agriculture are very difi'erently circumfor many years capital and me;
chanical skill have been apphed with great

stanced

advantage to the former

;

while

it is

only

of late years that capital and mechanical

and chemistry have been applied to the
It seems impossible to doubt that
the effect of the proposed measure must be
skill

latter.

to lower the prices of agricultural

produce ;
cannot conceive that such a result
will increase the inducement on the part of
landowners and capitalists to invest capital
in the improvement of land.
Sir, my hon.
Friend the Member for Winchester, who
spoke last, has described the state of the
small farmers in his neighbourhood under
the present law
but what will it be under
the new one ? I think many hon. Members

and

I

;

were not

in the House when the hon. Baronet the Member for South wark spoke I
consider one part of his speech well worthy
the attention of hon. Members, and I have
not heard it contradicted.
He stated that
:
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and not a landlord's
question ; and he proceeded to show that
it concerned the landlord more than the
tenant, for the latter would be able to make
a new arrangement but what did he say

called this a tenant's

:
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terests, that

much time must

necessarily

but
elapse before it can pass into a law
the hon. Member for Wolverhampton declared last night that the reason that hon.
:

Members advocating the cause of protection
on this side of the House are willing that
the ports should be opened now, is, because
no com can come in owing to the scarcity
on the Continent what becomes, therefore,
of the assertion, that on account of Ireland
it is necessary to pass the measure without
delay?
I am quite wiUing to admit the
beneficial effects of the Tariff of 1842 but
I believe there never was a period when so
many causes combined, independently of it,
to promote the prosperity of the country :
in 1842, owing to the previous depression
of trade, stocks, both in this country and
since then, the
abroad, were very low
improved state of credit in the United
States, and consequent increase of trade
with this coimtry, the extension of our trade
with China, and that which I think has not
been alluded to in tliis debate, and which
has been most important in its effects the
large crops of cotton in the United States,
and consequently unprecedentedly low price
of cotton, which has enabled our manufac-

with regard to the small tenants ? He said,
•* The
farmer, that was the farmer who
:
possessed capital and skill, and whose farm
was not confined within narrow limits,
would be benefited ; but he admitted that
this was the only class of farmers who
would be benefited by free trade. There
;
was another class of farmers, those who
were the occupiers of small farms, that
class of whom the hon. Member for Northampton gave a description on a previous
night, and whose ruin he depicted in vivid
colours, as the consequences of the right
;
hon. Baronet's free trade measures, would,
no doubt, under the influence of competition, ultimately cease to exist."
If this is
to be their fate, can it be wondered at that
the farmers of the counties of Dorset and
Nottingham should be opposed to the measure.
I believe. Sir, that four-fifths of the
farmers of England, and a far larger proportion of those of Ireland, come under this
denomination.
What then is to become turers greatly to increase their export.
Are they to be forced into the To these causes are to be added the blessof them ?
manufacturing districts, or how are they to ings of abundant harvests, and the demand
find means to eke out a living ?
I have for employment caused by the railroads in
not heard this statement contradicted ; and progress.
The present prosperous state of
think it is well worth the consideration of the country, therefore, cannot be attributed
Her Majesty's Government and hon. Mem- solely to the Tariff of 1842 ; but even if it
bers generally.
Sir, I deeply regret the were so, it would not follow, that because
statements made by the First Lord of the the removal of all duties on raw materials
Treasury relative to the failure of the potato used in manufacture, as well as those of a
crop in Ireland, and the apprehension of prohibitory character, and the gradual rescarcity in that country ; and I rejoice to duction of protective duties, have proved
find that measures to provide employment beneficial, that the withdrawal of all profor the people of that country have been tection to native industry will prove so.
brought forward by the Government, and But, Sir, there is one consideration which
haTo passed this House ; and shall bo glad weighs with me more heavily than any
to hear that they have other similar mea- other ; and it is, that this measure should
sures tuider consideration. I have recently not have been brought forwanl by Her

—

been

in that country,

and made

it

my duty

to inquire into the extent of the disease,

if
Majesty's Ministers in this Parliament
are to have free trade, let it be passed
by a Parliament elected for that purpose,
and not by one pledged to uphold protection.
It is said that it is desirable to settle the
question ; but how can this be a settlement
:

we

and the prosnects of the peasantry of that
country and fear there is too much reason
to apprehend scarcity of food before summer, more particularly in the south, where
they are most dependent on potatoes, and of it, when in a short period at any rate a
least able to buy wheat or oaten meal. But dissolution must take place, when the agriI regret that, w» one reason given for the cultural interest will endeavour to restore
necessity of passing this measure is the protection ?
The assertion is, that the
benefit of Ireland, that part of it which public mind is in favour of free tra<le
if
is expected to have that efl^ect was not
so, I Hup)>ose the agriculturists are not supbrought in as a separate mcnsurc, but con- I>ose<l to have any mind, as the late county
;

;

nected with others affeetiog so

vmmj

in-

elections prove that they are strongly op-
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The

and angry
feelings that would he caused by a general
election, are urged as a reason against it
posed to

it.

agitation

hut I conceive that in the present prosperous state of the country this evil would
he much less felt, and that passing this
measure in the present Parliament will he

gangway

27,
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assailing the

Ministers for the
course they have pursued ; yet the country,
I assure them, will not sympathize with
them in the quarrel with their leaders, nor

they be without some suspicion that
has been dwelt upon to
avoid a discussion of principle for I wish
much more injurious and lasting in its ef- you to bear in mind that, on former occafects heing calculated to shake confidence sions, by similar means, you did try to
in puhlic men, and to establish a system of avoid that discussion.
In 1841 you dedemanding pledges from candidates at fu- nounced the leaders of the Whigs as furiture elections.
Sir, I have only now to ously as you denounce the leaders of your
thank the House for the kind attention they own party now
and when I came into
have given to one so Httle accustomed to Parliament, in the spring of 1842, I must
address them.
Should it be the pleasure say that I myself and the Members of the
of the House to go into Committee, there Anti-Corn- Law League were as much the
are parts of the measure to which little objects of your vituperation as the Minisopposition, on the part of the interests ters are now. The country, therefore, wiU
affected, will be given, and which 1 shall not sympathize with you
and, on the
feel it my duty to support; but being conother hand, it will doubt whether or not
vinced that the main feature of the whole you have introduced these personal topics
is the total repeal of the Corn Laws, clearly
because you cannot justify the Corn Law.
shown by the general character of the dis- Now, if hon. Gentlemen opposite have any
cussion, and feeling strongly that it is most fear that their present leaders contemdesirable that that great portion of the com- plate, after the repeal of the Corn Laws,
munity interested in agriculture should, doing something else which they may think
at the earliest possible period, know its injurious to their party interests, I beg to
fate, I feel compelled to endeavour to stop assure them that they are taking the most
the measure on the threshold, and to vote effectual means of arming the present Mifor the Amendment.
nisters with the power of accomplishing
Mr. COBDEN: I assure the House that something else, if they wish it for the
it is impossible for me to trespass long
more they attack them, the more obloquy
upon their notice, but I am anxious to say they load them with, the more will the
a few words before the close of this pro- country sympathize with them out of
tracted debate.
Why, you are making the present
I have had the good or doors.
the ill fortune to listen to many debates Ministry the most popular men in the
upon this subject in this House, and al- country.
If the right hon. Baronet the
though it has not been my fate to listen to First Lord of the Treasury were to go into
this, at all events I have had the merit of the manufacturing districts of the north, his
perusing every word of it.
On former oc- journey would be one of continued triumph.
casions I have had to complain, that al- The right hon. Home Secretary was not
though the object and purpose of the Mo- personally very popular two or three years
tion was to discuss the principle of the ago.
It is a difficult thing for a Home
Corn Laws, yet that hon. Gentlemen Secretary in troublesome times to become
always evaded the quescion, and tried to popular but the magnificent contribution
discuss every other rather than the parti- the right hon. Baronet (Sir J. Graham)
cular question before the House
but how- has given to our good cause, by his able
ever I may have had to complain of that speeches and authoritative statements of
on former occasions, I think it will be ad- facts, has sunk deep into the mind of the
mitted that extraneous matter has been in- country these, and stiU more the martyrtroduced into this debate by hon. Gentle- dom you are nightly inflicting upon him,
men opposite to a much greater extent have rendered him so popular, that I don't
than before.
It appears to me, that one think we could parade any one in Mancheshalf of the debate has turned upon the con- ter or Liverpool who would meet with a
duct of Her Majesty's Ministers, and more cordial reception.
I don't think you
nearly the whole of the other half upon [addressing the protectionists] are pursuing
the necessity of a dissolution and an ap- a good party course.
I think you are as
peal to the country.
Now, though there badly off on the score of good judgment
may be ground, I will not say there may be and tactics as ever you were. I will now,
just ground, for hon. Gentlemen below the however, draw your attention to the second
will

that grievance

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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topic to which I have referred,
is

of

still

more importance.

and which

If

I

under-

stand your position rightly it is this : you
say, *' We wish for an appeal to the country ; if the country decide that free trade
shall he the national policy, we will bow to
that decision."
I believe I am fairly interpreting your meaning. I tell you, then,
in the first place, that if you are believers
in the truth and justice of your principles,
you are unworthy advocates of those principles if you will think of abandoning them
on such grounds.
If you believe in the
truth of your principles, you should not
bow to the decision of a temporary majority of this

When

House,

I

came

into

Parliament, in 1841, I met you with a
Did I then
majority of 91 in your favour.
bow to that majority, and submit to the
Com Law ? No ; I felt as confident in the
triumph of justice then as now. I said I
would never cease my exertions till you
If you have confidabrogated that law.
ence in the trut^i and justice of your
principles, you should use the same language.
You should say, ** It is not one
defeat that shall make us abandon those
great principles which we consider essential to the welfare and prosperity of the
great mass of the people.
No if we are
thrown to the ground now, we will spring
up with renewed determination and vigour."
[** Yes!"]
You say *' Yes, yes," to that
sentiment ; but you had already told me by
your cheers that you did not intend to do
anything of the kind ; I am conscientiously of opinion that you are unbelievers
in the doctrines you advocate.
But I will
assume that you can carry out your object
that you can force a dissolution
and to
this point I wish particularly to draw your
attention, and, what is of still more importance, the attention of persons in another place.
We have had some pretty
frank allusions, especially in the peroration of the speech of the hon. Member for
Dorsetshire, to what is to be done with this
measure in another place, where there is
no representative of the middle classes
no merchant, no manufacturer, no spinIn that other place, howner, no farmer.
ever, what I now say on the subject of a
dissolution may probably be read.
You
want a dissolution in order to ascertain the
opinion of the country.
Have you ever
thought, or considered, or defined what the
opinion of the country means?
Do you
think it means a numerical majority of
;

—

;

—

We

this

House

You

are not satisfied

?

have that to-night.
with that.
You are

shall
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the democratic doctrine, that
question must be referred to the
Now, I want to have well defined
people.
what you mean by public opinion.
You

preaching
this

"We

will abide by the
perhaps say,
a numerical majority of this
House returned at another general elec-

will

decision of

tion," and you will consider that the deciWell, I totally dission of the country.

agree with

all

those

ment that you

who beheve

for a

mo-

a numerical
majority in this House in the event of a
dissolution.
I ought to know as much
about the state of the representation of
this country, and of the registration, as
any man in the House. Probably no one
has given so much attention to that question as I

will

have done

;

obtain

and

I distinctly

deny

that you have the slightest probability of
gaining a numerical majority in this House,

a dissolution took place to-morrow. Now,
would not have said this three months
ago.
On the contrary, at a public meetif

I

ing three months ago, I distinctly recognised the great probability of your having
a numerical majority in the event of a dissolution.
But your party is since broken
up.
Though you may still have a firm
phalanx in Dorsetshire and Buckinghamshire, what has been the eflPect of the separation from you of the most authoritative
and intelligent of your party upon the boroughs, and among the population of the
north ?
I told you, three years ago, that
the Conservatives of the towns of the
north of England were not the followers of
They were, althe Duke of Richmond.
most to a man, the followers of that section of the Government represented by the
First Lord of the Treasury and the right
Every one achon. Home Secretary.
quainted with the towns in the north of
P^ngland will bear me out when I say that
those Conservatives who follow the right
hon. Baronet (Sir R. Peel) comprise at
while the releast four-fifths of the party
mainder may look up to the Duke of Richmond as their leader, and sympathize with
That
the section below the gangway.
large portion of the Conservative party in
the north of England has ever been in favour of free trade.
The language they
have used to free traders like myself has
been this: *' Sir R. Peel will do it at the
proper time.
have confidence in him,
and when the proper period arrives he will
give us free trade."
Then I say, that in
this state of your party, 1 wholly deny the
possibiUty of your gaining a majority. But
I will assume, for the sake of argument,
;

We

^hi
|HI
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And

that, In the event of a dissolution of Par-

tion counties.

liament, you obtained a numerical majority.
Let us see of what that majority

two directly as

and of what the minority opposed to you
would consist. There are eighteen representatives in Parliament for this metropoand there are two Members for the

lis,

We

have the whole
metropolitan county.
twenty. They represent 110,000 electors ;
they represent a population of 2,000,000 of
souls
the most intelligent, the most
wealthy, the most orderly, and, notwithstanding my acquaintance with the business habits of those in the north of England, I must add, with respect to business
and mechanical life, the hardest working
people in England.
Do those people express public opinion think you ? Why, this
metropolis assumed to itself, centuries ago,
the power and privilege of closing its gates

—

in the face of its Sovereign

—a power which

is exercised on
This metropolis is now
State occasions.
twenty times as populous, as wealthy, as
important in the world's eye as it was
then ; and do you think it will be content
that you count it as nothing in your estiBut turn elsemate of public opinion ?
where. What says the metropolis of Scotland, Edinburgh ? Do you reckon on having a Member for that city to vote in the
glorious majority which you anticipate ?
Turn to Dublin. Will you have a representative for that city with you ?
Go to
Glasgow, Manchester, Leeds, Birmingham,
and Liverpool take every town containing
20,000 inhabitants, and I defy you to
show that you can reckon on a single representative for any town in the kingdom
which has such a population. I tell you
that you have not with you now a town in
Great Britain containing 20,000 inhabitants.
Liverpool and
[Hon. Members

is still

retained,

and which

;

:

No, no, no; you have neither
Liverpool nor Bristol.
That shows you
have not weighed these matters as you are
bound to weigh them.
Don't be led away
by the men who cheer and halloo there, like
the schoolboy whistling in the churchyard
to keep up his courage.
Examine these
facts, for those who were formerly your
leaders have weighed them already; and
there is none among you deserving to be
your leaders unless they have well conBristol!]

sidered these important matters.
I repeat
that you cannot reckon upon any town of
20,000 inhabitants sending up a representative to vote >vith the great majority

you expect to obtain. True, you will have
your pocket boroughs and your nomina-
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I will say a word or
the county representplace before you broadly

to

ation ; but I now
the situation in which you will find yourselves after a dissolution.
I will assume
that you have a majority, derived from
pocket boroughs and nomination counties,
of twenty or thirty

you
London,

side

will

members.

But on

this

see the representatives for

for South Lancashire, for West
Yorkshire, for North Cheshire, for North
Lancashire, and the Members for all the
large towns of England, Ireland, and Scotland ; nay, not one Member will come
from any town in Scotland to vote with
Now what would then be your situayou.
tion ? Why, you would shrink aghast from
the position in which you would find yourThere would be more defections
selves.
from your ranks, pledged as you are
steeped to the chin in pledges.
So much

alarmed would you be at your position,
that you would cross the floor to join us in
larger numbers than you have ever yet
done.
I tell you there would be no safety
for you without it.
I say that the Members who came up under such circumstances, to attempt to maintain the Corn
Laws, from your Ripons and Stamfords,
Woodstocks and Marlboroughs, would hold
those opinions only till they found it was
determined by public opinion to repeal
them.
They could not hold them one
week longer for if the country found that
they would not give way to moral force,
they might think it requisite to place them
in another Schedule A.
Now, I have
told you what, in my opinion, consti;

tutes

pubhc opinion.
Had
an amount of public

there been
opinion as
now exists in favour of the repeal of the
Corn Laws, in support of the Pretender in
1745, the dynasty of the Stuarts would
now have occupied the Throne of these
realms.
That amount of public opinion is

such

sufficient to

country

ment

—

opinion

—

change the Constitution of this
your forms of Govern-

to alter

to do anything, in short, that public
is determined to eff'ect.
But you

may probably

tell

me

that,

though we have

the electors of the great constituencies I
have mentioned in our favour, the great
mass of the people are not with us. That
is a rather democratic sentiment.
You
never heard me quote the superior judgment of the working classes in any deliberations in this assembly.
You never heard
me cant about the superior claims of
the working classes to arbitrate on this
great question.
But you say the mass of
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What evithe people are not with us.
dence is there that this is the case ? Will
you shut your eyes to proofs ? Will you
go blindfold against a stone wall ? You
say the petitions presented to this House
have not been honestly signed. I cannot

proprietors attended; they talked of the
British Lion, and of the nation being with

It must go for
disprove that assertion.
what it is worth. But we have ten times
as many signatures to our petitions for

room

Com Law

repeal as you have to your proYou may assume that

tection petitions.

the signatures to those petitions are
tious.

Do

80

if

you

please.

I

ficti-

will give

^
you another test. I will challenge you to
of ascertaining what
mode
Saxon
the old
are the opinions of the country by calling
Now, if you really enter^
public meetings.

tain democratic opinions, this is the way
in which to elevate the working man to an
equality with his master; ay, to an equality

with the

Peer of

them out

into

man has an equal
which make laws for the

every

—
— assemblies

bringing
the realm
assemblies, where

public

vote

conduct of their

proceedings, and elect their own chairman. Call your public meetings to supI challenge you to
port the Com Laws.

own

Why, it is not in the
one anywhere.
manufacturing districts alone that meetings
have been held since the 1 st of November
Public meetings, convened by the
last.
authorities, have been held in every large
Meetings not confined to a partitown.
cular class, or consisting of men pledged
to particular opinions, but convened to
determine, ay or no, whether the people
call

should petition for free trade or not. These
meetings have not been confined to the
manufacturing districts alone; they have
l>ccn held at Exeter, Brighton, and Oxford;
and the opinion of the people was as unanimous at those places as at Bolton, Stockport, and Manchester. Now, cannot you call
a public meeting, and test the opinions of
Would not one meeting, at all
the people ?
events, be something like a proof that you
are practical men, and not disp<3sed to bo
misled by the chimeras of those hot-headed,
half-witted people who try to deceive you ?
I have leen some of your notices calling
One was forwarded
protection meetings.
to me from Epworth, in Lincolnshire, by
a gentleman who complained that the
notice was so framed that protectionists
only could attend, and that no amendment
could be proposed.

Why.

in

the purely

agricultural district of Haddingtonshire, in
the centre of the Lothians, a protection
meeting was calle<l about six weeks ago.

All the neghbouring nobility and landed

Soon

after, another meeting was
was proposed to petition for
the repeal of the Corn Laws.
The protec-

them.

held,

when

it

from the room, the largest

tionists fled

but it was quite full
without them, and resolutions in favour of
repeal were adopted.
Was this evidence
of public opinion ?
[An hon. Member
No ] Was it not ? Then what will teach
you what public opinion is ? Must you be
tossed in a blanket ?
Must you be swept
out of this House into the Thames ? What
must be done to convince you that the
feeling of the nation is not with you ? You
in the place

;

:

!

be abandoned to fatuity and destruction,
you are left to persons who have so little
mercy upon you as to delude you oh this
question.
I said that I would refer to the
county representation. You are pluming

will
if

yourselves on the result of recent county
elections, and you are reckoning, no doubt,
on the attainment of great strength from
your purely agricultural counties in the
event of a dissolution ; but I beg to re-

mind hon. Gentlemen that the county

re-

presentation, under the 501. tenant-at-will

Reform Act, is not the old
county representation. We never heard,
twenty years ago, of requisitions being got
clause of the

up

by tenant farmers.
were then got up by

to candidates

requisitions

The
free-

You introduced into the Reform
Act, by a great mistake on the part of
those who then had the power to have prevented it, a clause innovating on the old
constitutional custom, and giving tenantsDo you mean
at-will a vote for counties.
to tell me that the votes of these tenantsat-will arc an evidence of pubUc opinion ?
heard a definition of tenant-at-will votes
last night, which, with the permission of
The hon. Member
the House, I will read.
and I congratulate the
for Dorsetshire
told us
free traders on his advent here

holders.

We

—

with great natvetS
"

—

—

He

(Mr. Scympr), with his hon. Colleagae,
at tho recont oloction for Dorset, in
consequence of a requisition signed by the fpre^
Three or four of the
bo<ly of the tenant farmers.
largest properties in the county were in the tiands
of free traders, .and naturally the Umants on thotte
estatcN held hack, and refused to si^n the requi*'- •
'•'V»'ir
sition till thoy knew whn*

came forward

•

'

nlandlords: for it was
<••
ant>» grnerally wished !•
their landlords.
lie (Mr. Seymer) did not think
tenants to blame for that.
Knowing that their
laridhtrdn wen» free traders, the tenantries in question made inquiry, previous to signing, whether
iboee kudlords would object to their taking tb«
r

^
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course their consciences dictated; the landowners,
very much to their credit, said, that this being a
farmer's question, they would not interfere, and
then, almost without exception, the farmers on
those properties signed the requisition."

Yes, yes it is all very well for those who
get the consent of their landlords to vote
but recollect what the hon. Gentleman says
He
at the commencement of his remarks.
tells us that he and his Colleagues were put
in nomination in consequence of a requithat is, in
sition signed by tenant farmers
consequence of a requisition got up by
;

—

of the landlords, and signed by
Now, I put it to you candidly
the farmers.
is it not an understood etiquette in counties, that one proprietor who is a candidate
should not canvass the tenants on the
estate of another till he has obtained the

command

—

sanction of the

owner?

[**

No!"]

Am

I

to understand that the protectionist Gentlemen in a body below the gangway contra-

me when

a point of etiquette
who is a candidate, does not think it proper to canvass
the tenantry on the estate of another proprietor, without first intimating to the landdict

I state as

in counties, one proprietor,

owner

his intention

and desire

to do so

?

["No I"] Well, there are only two or
I think the ayes have it.
three faint noes.
But, however, this point at all events is
admitted, that, as a rule, farmers vote with
the landlords; that the vote goes with the
land nobody denies that the farm carries
What right, then, have you to
the vote.
You
call this the opinion of the farmer ?
It cannot be
cannot have it both ways.
both the opinion of the landlord and the
What becomes,
opinion of the tenants.
then, of all those interesting romances in
which the Duke of Richmond has indulged
in public, about the bold, independent, and
Why,
gallant yeomanry of the country ?
these are the men who have not the right
of using their suffrages.
It is your own
statement.
This country certainly will not
be governed by a combination of landlords and tenants.
Probably you are not
aware on what a very narrow basis this
power of yours rests. But I can give you
some information on the subject. There
are about 150,000 tenants who form the
basis of your political power, and who are
distributed throughout the counties of this
Well, let it come to the worst
country.
carry on the opposition to this measure for
three years more; yet there is a plan in
operation much maligned by some hon.
:

Gentlemen opposite, and

still

more maligned
more the

in another place, but which, the
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shoe pinches, and the more you wince at
it, the more we like it out of doors.
Now,
I say, we have confronted this difficulty,
and are prepared to meet it. We are calling into exercise the true old English forms
of the Constitution, of five centuries antiquity, and we intend that the ancient 40s.
freehold franchise shall countervail this innovation of yours in the Reform Bill.
You

think that there
in this.

is

something revolutionary
are the innovators and

Why, you

the revolutionists who introduced this new
franchise into the Reform Bill.
But I
believe that it is perfectly understood by
the longest heads among your party that
we have a power out of doors to meet this
You should bear in mind that
difficulty.
less than one-half of the money invested in
the savings banks, laid out at better interest in the purchase of freeholds, would give
qualifications to more persons than your
150,000 tenant farmers. But you say that
the League is purchasing votes, and giving
away the franchise. No, no; we are not
but be assured
quite so rich as that
that if you prolong the contest for three or
which you cannot do if, howfour years
ever, it comes to the worst, we have the
means in our power to meet the difficulty,
and are prepared to use them. Money has
been subscribed to prepare our organization
in every county, and we are prepared to
meet the difficulty and to overcome it.
You may think that there is something
repulsive to your notions of supremacy in
all this.
I see a very great advantage in
it, even if the Corn Laws were repealed
I think that you cannot too
to-morrow.
soon widen the basis of our county representation.
I say, with respect to a man,
whether he be a small shopkeeper or a
;

—

mechanic,

—

who by

prudence has saved
wiUing to lay it out
in the purchase of a cottage or land bringing in 4O5. a year as a freehold I say that
it is to that man of all others that I woidd
wish to intrust the franchise.
Let it be
understood that all this extraneous matter
is not of my introducing ; for your debate
has turned on the question of dissolution.
No one can complain of my having, on this
question, been guilty of introducing irrelevant matter.
I generally keep close to
the argument but you have chosen to say
501. or 100^.,

and

his
is

—

;

now

that you will not settle the question

by

argument, and by an appeal to facts and
reason in this House
that you will have
nothing to do with this House, but that
you will go to the country. Now, I have
given you some idea of what is your pro;

,
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spect in the country.
I do not ask you to
take my opinion for it; but as mischief may
be averted from yourselves, more from an-

other place to which allusion has been made
than from others, I do asl^ you to take
these facts home, to study them for yourselves, to look over the registry, to count
the population of the towns, and then to
come down and say whether you think the
public opinion of the country is with you
or against you. So much of the discussion
has turned on this extraneous question,
and what little argument has been address-

ed to the merits of the case has been so
abundantly answered by other persons,
that it would be impertinent in me to tres-

caused the greatest possible accession to
the ranks of the free traders.
Well, then,
the working classes, not believing that
wages rise and fall with the price of bread,
when you tell them that they are to have
com at 2os. a quarter, instead of being
frightened, are rubbing their hands with
satisfaction.
They are not frightened at
the visions which you present to their eyes
of a big loaf, seeing that they expect to
get more money, and bread at half the
price.
And then the danger of having
your land thrown out of cultivation Why,
what would the men in smockfrocks in the
south of England say to that ? They would
!

say,

**We

shall

get our land for potato

ground at a halfpenny a lug, instead of
paying threepence or fourpence for it."
These fallacies have all been disposed of
and if you lived more in the world, more
in contact with public opinion, and less
old protection fallacies which I had knocked within that charmed circle which you
on the head seven years ago reappearing think the world, but which is really noif you gave way less to
afresh, my thought was, what fun these thing but a clique
debates will afford to the men in fustian the excitement of clubs, less to the buoyancy
All these fallacies are perfectly which arises from talking to each other as
jackets.
transparent to these men, and they would to the effect of some smart speech in which
laugh at you for putting them forward. a Minister has been assailed, you would
Dependence on foreigners! Who in the see that it was mere child's play to attempt
world could have supposed that that long- to baulk the intelligence of the country on
buried ghost would come again to light ? this great question, and you would not
Wages rising and falling have talked as you have talked for the last
Drain of gold
Throwing land eleven days. Now, with respect to the
with the price of bread
out of cultivation, and bringing corn here farmers, I will not deny that you have
You forget that the a large portion of the farmers chnging to
at 25s. per quarter!
They
great mass of the people now take a very their landlords on this question.
different view on these questions from what have been talked to and frightened by
you do. They formerly, seven years ago, their landlords, as children by their nurses,
did give in, to a certain extent, to your and they dread some hideous prospect or
reiterated assertions that wages rise and some old bogie, ready to start up before
You had a their eyes. They do not know what is to
fall with the price of bread.
rery fair clap-trap against us (as we hap- happen but they have not strict and impened to be master manufacturers) in plicit faith in you. They are afraid lest
saying that we wanted to reduce wages. anything should happen to render them
But the right hon. Baronet at the head unable to make terms with the landlords in
of the Government, and the right hon. Ba- the matter of rent or, otherwise, they are
ronet the Home Secretary, are not sus- perfectly easy and willing to receive free
pected by the English people of having trade to-morrow.
They are afraid of how
such motives on these questions.
The the adjustment might be conducted; and
English people have no disinclination the question, therefore, I have no hesitato aefer to high authorities on these mat- tion in saying, is a landlord's question.
They assume that men high in of- On this subject the farmers have had some
ters.
fice have access to accurate information
hints given them in the following paraand they generally suppose that those men graph, which appeared some time ago in
have no sinister motive for deceiving the the Standard newspaper
great body of the people on a question
Under what head then is the farmer to look
^ou see, I do not unlike the present,
for relirf ?
Under the head rent. The landlord
derrate the importance of your leaders must
reduce rent but the farmer knows, by rahaving declared in favour of free trade. ther bitter experience, the process by which this
On the contrary, I avow that that has reduction must be effected. lie most be first himpass at too great length on the time of the
Well, I will tell
House. ["Oh, oh!"]
you what my thoughts were as I sat at
home patiently reading these debates. As
I read speech after speech, and saw the

—

!

!

;

;

:

*•

;
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unable to

self rendorotl

and then the

pay rent,

landlord will yield, and not before."

the character given hy the Standof the landlords, and in
this consists the great difficulty with the
farmers.
I do not think that the farmers

This

is

ard newspaper

all that you have told
helieve that farms let as high

generally helieve

them.

I

now as ever they did. There is something
remarkahle in this.
Since the right lion.
Baronet has proposed this measure, I have
directed my attention to this point, hecause
I conceive that

it

solves

much

of our

diffi-

have inquired of land agents,
land proprietors, lawyers, <fc;c., as to whether land has suffered any depreciation in
value in consequence of the proposition on
culty.

I

made by the Government?
remarkable, but land seems to
be the only commodity not injuriously affected by the proposed measures of the
suhject

this

Now,

it

is

Government

—

are for the

that,

though

French

silks

moment rendered almost un-

and though the proposed change
has produced almost a paralysis in every
trade touched, yet land is letting and sellsaleable,

Now, I
ing for higher prices than ever.
will give you an example.
I will mention
a case, and I am at liberty to mention the
name. The hon. Member for Somerset
will corroborate what I am going to state.
Mr. Gordon, a near neighbour of that hon.
Member, has made the tenants upon sixty
of his farms an offer that he would take
their land off their hands on equitable
terms at Ladyday yesterday was the last
day for giving notice of accepting his offer,
and not one farmer proposed to do so. I
think it is not very complimentary to the
hon. Member for Somerset.
Mr. Gordon
is a near neighbour of his and his tenants,
of course, have had the privilege of hearing
those eloquent addresses which the hon.
Member has made in Somerset, wherein
he has told them that land will not be
worth cultivation at all, or, at least, that
there will be such an avalanche of corn
from the Continent and from America as
will quite supersede home cultivation
and
yet these farmers seem to have so little
alarm that they are willing to hold their
farms at their present rents. Let me read
you, too, the account that is given me by
a gentleman in the City, an eminent soli;

:

;

citor,

whom

and who

have known for some years,
largely interested in landed

I

is

property :
" I have for

many

years been connected with
property, and with the
purchase and letting of estates in several different

the

management of landed

counties,

and
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am

at this time negotiating for the
renewal of leases and letting of lands in Bedfordshire, Herts, and Essex,
In the latter county the

tenant who has occupied a farm of 500 acres
for fourteen years under a lease, and who has always spoken of his rent as somewhat high, and
of his own farming as the best in his own neighbourhood, has now offered a considerable increase
of rent (15 per cent.) for a new lease of fourteen
years, and to covenant to underdrain two-thirds
of the farm, the landlord finding draining tiles,
now acknowledging that tlie cultivation may be
greatly improved, so as to meet the increase of
rent.
The farmer has another occupation, and is
not, therefore, under any fear of being without a
farm.
He is a protectionist in words, and a supporter of Sir John Tyrell.
Under the rumour
that this farm might be given up, there were eight
or ten most respectable applicants for it. In
Hertfordshire I am at this moment renewing
leases upon two large farms, both with the offer
of increased rents, and with covenants for greatly
improved cultivation, particularly as to underdraining.
In Bedfordshire upon two moderatesized farms the same has been the result
and on
the application for one of them, which the farmer
is quitting in consequence of age and infirmity,
the following conversation took place on the application to me by an intelligent farmer for the
farm
I understand. Sir, that you have the letting
of Mr. L,'s faVm, as he is quitting,
I have.
I
should like to have the offer of it my name is
and I can refer you to the clergyman of my
parish, and to several gentlemen, for my character
and responsibility. You are, I presume, a farmer ?
Yes, Sir; I have one farm, and I should like
another to extend my occupation, as I have
sufficient capital.
You know the farm, I presume,
and the rent which the present tenant pays ?
Yes, Sir, I know the farm and the rent
and as
we are no longer to have any protection, and the
Corn Laws must now be repealed, I hope you will
consider that point in the rent. Pray, as you say
that the Corn Laws will be repealed, what, in your
judgment, will be the effect ? Why, Sir, the first
will be the waking up of thousands of farmers who
have hitherto been asleep and we must look to
increased efforts and increased production. With
respect to rent, I must have a small increase, and
I must require covenants for better cultivation,
more especially as to underdraining, which must
be done very extensively, Sir, my intention is, if
I have the farm, to underdrain the whole of it,
being allowed tiles. Well, as you are a man of
observation, and acquainted with different districts
in Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire, and Herts, tell
me whether I am right (so far as your observation
goes) in saying that under improved cultivation
one third more corn can be grown, and the sample
much better ? I have no doubt that you are right.
Then, if I am right, what have you to fear from
the abolition of the Corn Laws ?— Nothing at all,
Sir.'
This person has hired the farm at increased
rent, and undertaken to underdrain the whole, if
required by the landlord so to do."
;

:

'

—

;

,

;

—

;

—

—

Now, hon. Gentlemen must, of course, be
better able than I can be to judge from
their own experience whether this be a fair
statement of the case or not but I would
;

put

it

to sell

them, are any of them prepared
their own estates for one farthing

to
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they were twelve months
But if farmers will take the land at
the same rent, and if you will not take less
than thirty years' purchase now upon the

now than

less

ago

?

present rental, where are the proofs that
you are in earnest in all that you predict
as the consequences of the repeal of the
Com Laws? Nay, this is a proof that
there has been a system of mutual selfdelusion, or mutual decej)tion between you
and the farmers. You have preached doctrines which the farmers have affected to
believe, but which neither of you has beEither you have been
lieved at heart.
doing this jointly doing it that you might
practise upon the credulity of your country-

—

men, or

else

you are now pursuing a most

unwortliv and inconsistent course ; because
after telling the farmers at your protection

meetings that wheat

is

to be sold at 30«.

or 35s. a quarter, and that they cannot
carry on their business in competition with
the Russians and the Poles, even if they
have their land rent free, with what fairness or consistency can you now let your
land to farmers at the existing rents ? But
that the
the truth is, that you know
country knows that there never was a
more monstrous delusion than to suppose
that that which goes to increase the trade
of the country and to extend its manufacthat which adds to
tures and commerce
our wealth, increases our population, enlarges the number of your customers, and
diminishes your burdens by multiplying the
shoulders that are to bear them, and giving
them increased strength to bear them, can
possibly tend to diminish the value of land.
you
You may affect the value of silks
may affect the value of cottons or woollens;
transitory changes of fashion may do that
but there is a taste
changes of taste
for land inherent in human kind, and especially is it the desire of Englishmen to
poBsefts land ; and, therefore, while you
have a monopoly of that article which our

—

—

—

—

—

;

Ycrj instincts lead us to desire to possess,
if you sec any process going on by which
our commerce and our numbers are increased, it is impossible to suppose that it
can have the effect of diminishing the value
What,
of the article that is in your hand.
**

the good of this ** protection ?
"Why, the country have come to regard it,
as they regard witchcraft, as a mere sound

then,

is

They no more regard
your precautions against free trade, than
they regard the horse-shoes that are nailed
over the stoblcs to keep the witches away
from the horses. Thej do not believe in

and a delusion.

— CORN LAWS.
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—they have no
—and they are laughing

protection

fear of free trade
to scorn all the

arguments by which you are trying to
frighten them. How can protection, think
you, add to the wealth of a country ? Can
you, by legislation, add one farthing to the
wealth of a country ?
You may, by legislation, in one evening destroy the fruits
and accumulations of a century of labour
but I defy you to show me how, by the
legislation of this House, you can add one
farthing to the wealth of this country.
That springs from the industry and intelligence of the people of the country. You
cannot guide that intelligence; you cannot do better than leave industry to its
own instincts. If you attempt by legislation to give any direction to trade and industry, it is a thousand to one that you
are doing wrong ; and if you happen to be
right, it is a work of supererogation ; for
the parties for whom you legislate would

go right without you, and better than with
you.
Then, if this be true, why should
there be any difference of opinion between
us ?
Hon. Gentlemen may think that I
have spoken hardly to them on this occasion
but I want to see them come to a
better conclusion on this question.
I be;

lieve,

if

they will look the thing in the

and divest themselves of that crust of
prejudice which oppresses them, we shall
all be better friends about it.
There are
but two things that can prevent it one is,
their believing that they have a sinister
interest in this question, and therefore not
looking into it
and the other is, an inface,

;

;

capacity for understanding political economy. I know that there are many heads

which cannot comprehend and master a
I bein political economy.

proposition

lieve that study is the highest exercise of

the

human mind, and

that

the exact

by no means so hard
an effort. But, barring these two accidents
want of capacity, and having
a sinister interest I defy any man to
look into this question honestly, and come
Then
to any other than one conclusion.
sciences

require

—

why

we

not concur on this
should there be any trifor either?
I want no triumph.
down to us, and let us hold a free-

should

matter?

wnph
Come

—

Why

trade meeting in our hall at Manchester;
to us now, protectionists, and let us
see whether we cannot do something better

come

for our

common

country than carrying on
Let us once for all
recognise this principle, that we must not
tax one another for the benefit of one anthis strife of parties.
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Now,

I

am

going to

astonish you.

authority that will

going

to read

of the

Duke

read you an
I

of Wellington, in the

House

of Lords, on the 17th of April, 1832.
is

his opinion

am

you an extract from a speech

on taxation

It

:

" He thought taxes were imposed only for the
service of the State.
If they were necessary for
the service of the State, in God's name let them
be paid; but if they were not necessary, they

ought not to be paid, and the Legislature ought
not to impose them."

Now there, that nohle Duke, without having had time to study Adam Smith or Ricardo, by that native sagacity which is
characteristic of his mind, came at once to
the marrow of this question.
must
not tax one another for the benefit of one
another. Oh, then, divest the future Prime
Minister of this country of that odious task
of having to reconcile rival interests ; divest the ofHce, if ever you would have a sagacious man in power as Prime Minister,
of the responsibility of having to find food
for the people !
May you never find a
Prime Minister again to undertake that
awful responsibility
It belongs to God
and to nature— to those laws of trade
which Burke says are the laws of God and
of nature
it belongs
to them, and to
them only, to regulate the supply of food,
and of every commodity for the use of
mankind. When you shall have seen in
three years that the abolition of these laws
is inevitable, you will be obliged then to
meet the wishes of the farmer, and dissolve
the League, as in good faith it will be dissolved.
I say that when you find it to be

We

!

—

inevitable, as inevitable

it is,

you

will

come
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privileged aristocracy, I don't mean that,
but the aristocracy of improvement and
civilization.

We

have set an example to

the world in all ages ; we have given them
the representative system. Why, the very
rules and regulations of this House have
been taken as the model for every representative assembly throughout the whole
world and having besides given
them the example of a free press, of civil

civilized

and

;

religious liberty,

and of every

institu-

tion that belongs to

freedom and civihzation, we are now about to offer a still
greater example; we are going to set
the example of making industry free
to set the example of giving the whole
world every advantage in every clime, and
latitude, and production
relying ourselves
on the freedom of our industry.
Yes, we
are going to teach the world that other
lesson.
Don't think there is anything
selfish in this, or anything at all discordant with Christian principles. I can prove
that we advocate nothing but what is agree;

able to the highest behests of Christianity.
To buy in the cheapest market and sell in
the dearest.
What is the meaning of the

maxim

It means that you take the arti?
which you have in the greatest abundance, and obtain from others that of which
they have the most to spare, so giving to
cle

mankind the means of enjoying the

fullest

abundance of every earthly good, and

in

doing so carrying out to the fullest extent
the Christian doctrine of ** doing to all
men as you would they should do unto you.
Mr. SPOONER said, that the hon.
Member for Stockport began his address
by stating that in all former Corn Law debates, much extraneous matter had been
introduced but that there had been more
in this than in any former one.
It appeared, however, that he was determined
to follow the example, for he (Mr. Spooner)
would defy any one who had entered the
House whilst the hon. Member was speak-

forward and join with the free traders for
if you do not, you will have the farmers
coming forward and agitating in conjunction with the League.
You are in a position to gain honour in future you are in a
position, especially the young Members
among you who have the capacity to learn
the truth of this question, they are in a ing, to know the question upon which he
position to gain honour in this struggle
was addressing the House. They might
but as you are going on at present your have thought that it was the Reform Bill,
position is a false one, you are in the or the 50^. tenant-at-will clause which was
wrong groove, and are every day more and under consideration but he (Mr. Spooner)
more diverging from the right point. It contended that the farmer renting to the
may be material for you to get right no- amount of 501. per annum was as well
tions of poHtical economy; questions of qualified as the 101. householder.
He
that kind wiU form a great part of the would ask whether it was not natural that
world's legislation for a long time to come. a tenant should consult the opinions of a
We are on the eve of great changes. Put kind landlord, and give him credit for
yourselves in a position to be able to help being guided by just reasons ?
Was not
in the work, and so gather honour and the same influence used in a much more
fame where they are to be gained not the forcible way by the manufacturer ? What;

;

;

;

—
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ever his station in society, be

master manufacturer, the
duty,

who

felt for

it

landlord or

man who

did his

the interest of the voter,

and wished to promote his welfare, would
have the influence which he ought to have;
and it would be the greatest curse upon
this country if such influence were in any

way

infringed upon.

CORN LAWS.
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The hon. Member

went on to say, that the
landed interest were ignorant of their position, and if an appeal were to be made to
the country they would not have a majority
He further told them that
in that House.
they had no confidence in their principles,
and that they would be ready to change
them when their numerical position was
He (Mr. Spooner) could however
altered.
say, that if a new election should issue in
a majority in favour of the principles of
free trade, the opposers of free trade would
But they
their opinions.
still adhere to
felt that the present Parliament was espefor Stockport

cially called to decide the question of pro-

Indeed, Her Matection or no protection.
jesty, at that crisis, in Iler Speech from
the Throne, said, that she had appealed to
the nation to ascertain the sense of Her
Since
people upon that very question.
then, the great leader of the Protectionists
and his Cabinet had changed their opinions, and they necessarily carried with

—^TWELFTH NIGHT.

upon the very
was not good in

tions founded

protection

principles that

itself, nor required by the circumstances of the country.
From that principle he (Mr. Spooner) completely dissented.
Had the right hon.
Baronet proposed to the House to go into
Committee to consider the Corn Laws with
a view to their modification, he (Mr.
Spooner) would have given the Motion his
decided support.
He had never supported
the Corn Laws.
He had never given a
vote for them.
He had always been of
opinion that the sliding-scale system was

and that a fixed duty was the
only system that could be maintained by
indefensible,

rational argument.

But

it

was absurd

to

when

taxes were imposed upon industry for State purposes, that they should
allow foreign produce to come into the
say,

market without contributing its share to
those taxes.
The burden of taxation fell
eventually upon the labour of the country,
and that labour ought to be protected from
untaxed foreign labour. The hon. Member for Stockport had advised the younger
Members of that House to study Adam
Smith.
He (Mr. Spooner) had attentively
studied that author, and he had studied a
work of the noble Lord opposite (Lord John

which they were sent there to maintain, it
should be ascertained whether the change
was confined to the Minister and part of
his adherents, or whether the country
sympathized in that change. It was not

Russell), in which that noble Lord had
proved himself a disciple of Adam Smith.
He was going to quote a passage [*• Oh,
oh " from the Ministerial benches.] The
hon. Members need not be afraid of what
he was going to quote. It was not Hansard that he held in his hand Hansard
was a sealed book now Hansard was
never more to be referred to as a work of
authority, a political guide, or a public

his intention to enter at length into

tutor.

them a considerable number, which changed
the position of the party in that House
but before the line of conduct was altered

discussion, as the

declared

its

the

House had unequivocally

intention to divide that night

and he knew other hon. Members wished

He would only
to speak on the question.
therefore shortly express the reasons which
would induce him to give his vote in favour
Amendment which had been proposed by the hon. Member for Bristol.
And in the first place, he would refer to the
charges made by the right hon. Baronet
(Sir R. Peel), namely, that hon. Members
who agreed to the Address in reply to the
Speech from the Throne, were bound to go
into Committee ; and further, that those
who voted for the Amendment wished to
Had the right hon. Baronet
stifle inquiry.
argued it as a Motion for inquiry? So far
from it, he had put it on the right footing,
that if they went into Committee, it would
be for the purpose of coiuudering resolaof the

—

!

It contained now only inconvenient
records of pledges broken, promises unfulfilled, expectations blighted, hopes destroyed.
It was to be treated now as a
counsellor treated his brief when the trial
was over it had served its turn, a cause
had been gained by the use of it, and now
it was flung aside ; and the pleader, whose
eloquence it had inspired, was prepared to
take, nay, had already taken another brief
from the other side, to plead with equal
eloquence the adverse cause.
No he was
not going to quote Hansard.
The work
he held in his hand was the work of the
noble Lord (Lord J. Russell), which would
;

!

be handed down to posterity as containing
the opinions of a statesman and an author.
He had said, in his work on the British
Constitution, that nations

great vicissitudes
"

We

are subject

to

:

naturally look to those whose study

is

the
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wealth of nations, for a remedy but t^ey are occupied only with general truths. The transition
from one state of employment to another does not
seem to occupy their thoughts. They keep their
eyes fixed on the end, and do not afford us any
defence against the evils to be met with on their
way.
Whatever your complaint is, they repeat
their abstract dogma, and a nation may be ruined
before it can hope to have the benefit of their precepts.
Adam Smith was, to a great degree, free
from this error. In laying down the principle of
free trade, he says, * There are two cases when it
may be advantageous to lay some burden upon
foreign for the encouragement of domestic industry.
First, when some particular sort of industry is necessary for the defence of the country
secondly, when some tax is imposed at home upon
the produce of domestic industry, it may be sometimes a matter of deliberation how far and in what
manner it is proper to restore the free importation
of foreign goods, when particular manufactures, by
means of high duties or prohibitions, have been so
far extended as to employ a great multitude of
hands.
Humanity may in this case require that
the fi'cedom of trade should be restored only by
slow gradations, and with a good deal of reserve
and circumspection.* These are wise restrictions
but they tend so much to limit the action of political economy, that many of its modern professors
seem to throw them entirely aside. If any one
objects to their sweeping laws, that numbers will
be thrown out of employment, they wonder at the
ignorance which does not know that if one employment is lost, another and a better will be
found yet, in spite of this clamour, a temperate
man knows that the process of converting silk
weavers into blacksmiths, or farmers into cotton
spinners, is one of pain and suffering.
A want of
attention to the distinctions and modifications required by the divisions of the world into many
independent nations is apparent. Were there no
such thing as war no such thing as commercial
disputes
no such thing as a national debt it
might be easy for the Ministers of different communities to come to an understanding to regulate
the world according to the rules of commercial
liberty
but the existing fact is that every nation is obliged to guard its independence with the
utmost jealousy to avoid, with the greatest care,
putting itself under the control of any other
Power and to check its industry by taxes, which
are absolutely necessary for the preservation of its
;

;

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

separate existence."
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considerable increase in the importation of
foreign corn, and at the same time a consi-

derable increase of our bullion but, unfortunately for him, he was not borne out by
The hon. Gentleman's argument
facts.
was that of four years of import, namely,
from 1838 to 1842 ; in the first year, the
gold in the Bank was reduced from nine to
two millions in the second it continued
in the third it began to rise
depressed
and in the fourth it came again to its
By admitting that in the
original point.
;

;

;

first

year the

efi^ect

bullion, the hon.

was an exportation of

Member admitted

all for

which he (Mr. Spooner) contended, namely,
that the immediate efi'ect of a free importation of corn would be an immediate exthe

portation of bullion greatly afi'ecting

circulation of the country, thus producing

the most disastrous consequences.
But
there were other causes in the four years
to which the hon. Gentleman had referred,
besides importation of corn creating those
[** Divide
fluctuations in the bullion.
divide!"]
He valued too highly the good
!

House to endanger the loss
by attempting to intrude himself on
thei** notice against their will and without
thci- consent
and as he perceived they
were not prepared to hear him further, he
would, with perfect good humour, resume
his seat, and reserve what he had to say for
a more favourable opportunity.
Mr. BORTHWICK said I can assure
hon. Gentlemen I have no choice in this
opinion of the

of

it

;

:

am

under the necessity of votbut with a very brief explanation of the grounds of my vote
and
I put it to the House whether they will
not hear me.
If I had had the good fortune to obtain a hearing at an earlier
hour, I might have taken the liberty of
making a few remarks on the able speech
of the hon. Member for Winchester
but
I will wave that advantage, merely answering, as I pass, the question which
he has put, whether the country could be
governed by a Ministry with the Duke of
Richmond at its head? Sir, we sit here
matter
ing not

;

I

silently,

;

;

The

noble Lord compares Governments
fettered with the restraints of the old mercantile system, and encouragements not
wisely given, to a gouty patient whom some
visionary physician ordered to leave off all

and to take to a diet of vege- as the public counsellors of Her Majesty,
and water. A more experienced and it is not our duty to answer the
physician would recommend a system more hon. Gentleman whether the country could
wholesome and natural than the one hitherto be governed by any particular Ministry.
pursued, yet one adapted to the artificial It is our duty to answer the right hon.
wants which an inveterate habit had created. Baronet, and tell him whether, in the
Now these were the views which the hon. opinion of this House, and of the country,
Member for Stockport had treated with so by whom this House was elected, the meamuch derision. The hon. Member for Wol- sure which he proposes is in itself right,
verhampton had last night produced some or in itself wrong. The choice of Her
figures to show that there might be a very Ministers belongs to Her Majesty alone.
stimulants,

tables

Q Q
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I

they assumed, and upon which they have

heard

hitherto exercised, their high functions, are
false and dangerous ; or that we, in help-

could not have believed, if I had not
it, that, one after one. Gentlemen
of the acknowledged ability of the hon.
Member for Stockport and of those who
now sit on the Treasury bench, would,

upon a question so grave as this, which
now agitates the House and the country,
have offered arguments so contradictory of
Men, the most
each other. Yet so it is.
practised in debate, the most accomplished
in argument, have successively poured each
into his speech so

ments

ment

many contending

ele-

that, like a well-conducted experi-

ing them to power and maintaining them
in office, were outraging the obligations
of patriotism, and violating the dictates of

common

sense.

I

will

go

further,

and

that if they had succeeded in
establishing all this
if I could be brought
confess

—
—wherever

for the future my
confidence might be placed, it could neither be in the soundness of their wisdom,
nor in the sanity of my own judgment.

to believe

it

the

But, Sir, the question before us is in itself
so important, in its extent so vast, in its
nothing behind but the crude though com- issues so multiform and momentous it is,
fortable residuum of a vote in favour of besides, propounded to our consideration
Although, Sir, my feelings and under circumstances so strange, and we
the Bill.
opinions upon this great question are, like stand towards it in relations so novel and
the opinions and feelings of many hon. extraordinary, that I know not how to
Gentlemen who have preceded me, at di- over-estimate the awful responsibility atrect and irreconcileable variance, yet I can- taching to every vote which shall contrinot persuade myself to attempt the ex- bute to its decision. It is not, as the right
to record a vote in fa- hon. the Secretary at War has affirmed,
pression of both
vour of my inclination, and to pronounce a the relaxation merely, or removal, of a
speech in conformity with my conviction. fiscal impost, nor are its consequences, as
I must be contented to follow the antiothers have maintained, limited to any one
quated but equitable course of bestowing class of Her Majesty's subjects.
It has
my vote where I inflict my speech and, been more justly defined by the right hon.
whatever may be my respect for the dis- Baronet at the head of the Administration,
tinguished examples which, in this debate, as embracing *' two points, each of great
have sanctioned the opposite practice
importance the manner in which a great
however surely my avowal may incur the party ought to be conducted and the prinreproach of a strong prejudice and a feeble ciples upon which the commercial policy of
understanding I must frankly adnut the a great Empire shall for the future be gogreat probability that I shall continue of verned." The scheme, therefore, Sir, proone mind, at least until I resume my seat. poses the adoption of a commercial system,
This I am aware is unfashionable, and, in new to the practice, and, as I think, opooth, I do not know how to atone for it. posed to the polity, of this great Empire.
I can lay no claim to magnanimity for
It is, in itself, avowedly, a great commeropioions changed, principles discarded, cial
in its results, I finnly believe, a great
or
pledget broken,
friends
This is to
betrayed. social and political revolution.
Such sacrifices I have none to offer at be proved. I presume, then, to take the
the shrine of a new policy or a dominant measure, and the discussion upon it, as
I stand here. Sir, having altered
power.
presented to the House not by the right
DO opinions. In 1841, I voted against the hon. Secretary at War, who makes it a
Boble Lord the Member for London, and mere question of fiscal import, nor by the
pportcd the right hon. Baronet, whom I right hon. the Vice President of the Board
Iben SMisted in his efforts to displace him of Trade, who contends that it is a step
from power. I stand here with my opin- onwards in the same path in which we
ions unchanged from that time
and I be- have been constantly proceeding, but by
lieve that my constituents, if I had changed the right hon. Baronet at the head of the
those opinions, would have had a just right Administration, who fully admits its magto have demanded of mc an opportunity of nitude, distinctly foresees its results, and
constitutionally endcavoaring to ho repre- gallantly affronts its difficulties and its
sented in this House in a manner con- dangers. Two points, says the right hon.
sistent with their expressed opinions and Baronet, are involved in this inquiry
in chemistry,

effervescence of

its

it

has passed

own

off in

brilliancy, leaving

;

—

;

:

;

—

—

—

;

The right non. Gentlemen who
wishes.
occupy the Treasury bench have failed to
convince mc that the principles upon which

*Mhe manner of conducting a great poliparty and the principles upon which
the commercial policy of a groat Empire
tical

;
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Of the
shall for the future he governed."
former, and, as he says, less considerable
of these, the right hon. Gentleman favoured the House with no definition. He disposed of the subject by declaring, that the
measures now before us are, " for mere
party purposes, the very worst that could
be devised." Now, I own I cannot dismiss
this part of the question so summarily.
" Mere party purposes " is a somewhat
uncertain
I had almost said, invidious
phrase.
It may mean the sinister objects
of faction, seeking only to reach or to retain power, or it may describe the high
aims of true patriotism labouring to achieve
the amelioration of mankind.
In the former sense, the ** worst possible measures
for party purposes " would probably be the
very best measures for the purposes of the
country. In the latter, bad measures for a
party, must likewise be measures injurious
to the commonwealth.
In which meaning
does the right hon. Gentleman speak ?
If in the latter, then the scheme which
hurts his party, must wound his country
too ; and if in the former, then is the
mighty Conservative phalanx which he has
formed and led to form and lead which
he has declared to be the great object of
his political life
no better than a miserable faction; if able, degraded by selfishness ; if honest, by ignorance and incapacity.
But is this so? I think otherwise.
I think the country is of another and an
opposite opinion.
I do not believe that
the people of England have forgotten, or
that posterity will cease to remember, the

—

—
—

high and important services of the right
hon. Gentleman in this behalf.
It would
ill become me.
Sir, humble as I am, to
speak on

matter words of bitterness
God knows, however humbly, and as one of many, to assist
him in his great work, I have spent the
best
I trust in heaven, the most anxious
this

or reproach.

Earnestly,

—
—years of my

in

his

life.

My confidence not only

consmnmate administrative

and sound

ability

wisdom, but in his general policy, remained undiminished until
I heard these measures announced by his
own hps. It has been said of Bonaparte
that he could never have been conquered
but by himself.
I can say for myself, and
think I

financial

may

say for others, infinitely
I can ever be, that
no combinations of adverse factions no efforts of party strategy
nothing, in short,
but his own, I must say, somewhat abrupt
direction, to stand out of his way, and
allow the helm to traverse, could have
I

more important than

—

—
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shaken our faith in his leadership much
from his defence.
Yet we wished not to impede the action of
the rudder
we had firm confidence in his
less scattered our forces

—

We never required the vesbe guided in 1846 by observations
We knew that as we
taken in 1842.
skill to steer.

sel to

made way onward the aspect of the heavens must change, and the landmarks must
appear in altered relation to the ship. All
and we trusted our pilot,
this we knew
until he himself told us here on deck, that
in clear weather, and with fair wind, he
was determined to turn the vessel back
upon her course, and, instead of steering as
he had promised for the smooth harbour of
protected industry, we were to sail into the
dark, troubled, and untried waters of free
trade. I have said. Sir, that I cannot presume to use language of reproach. I know
that if the right hon. Gentleman is in an
extraordinaiy position, he has lived through
extraordinary times.
He has had to contend
I do not speak of this question
with unexampled difficulties.
The thirty
years of which we have heard so much in
this debate, date from the termination of
that great European struggle which had
conquered the form, but not eradicated the
poison, of the earlier revolution in France.
It is now thirty years since the thunders
of Napoleon's wars have been hushed, and
since Europe has been, as men say, at
peace.
Yet what a peace? Stillness indeed
but not the stillness of calm and
healthful repose. Everywhere, on the contrary, we have seen uneasy and convulsive
movements denoting the presence of a feverish dream
the pressure on the seat of
life, of some strange and terrible disease.
During this ghastly peace, the spirit of
w^ar, scarcely disguised, has been busy in
;

—

;

—

—

mission.
Tlu'ones the most stable have
been overturned. Dynasties the most ancient have been removed.
Systems and
institutions the most surely estabhshed and
venerable have been altered or deracinated.
The genius of innovation had reached our
own island. The social elements heaved
with ominous commotion.
It was in this
state of things
to use the language of the
right hon. Baronet himself in his speech to
the electors of Tamworth, and through them
to the country, in the year 1841—^
its

—

" It was at that period, that those erents took
place in a neighbouring country (France) which
exhibited to the worid physical force triumphant
over established Government those events which
led to a great revolution, not alone in that country,
but in Europe and which finally expelled a second
time from the throne of that kingdom the elder

—

;

QQ
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branch of the House of Bourbon. Gentlemen,
those events made a most profound impression
throughout the whole of Europe. It agitated all
countries in Euroi)e
it led to revolution in some
of them, and none escaped their great influence.
This country was not exempt from it, and the
consequence was a fundamental alteration in the

—CORN LAWS.

TWELFTH NIGHT.

superciliousness of dictation, nor on ours
not his slave,
the abjeetness of servility)

—

but his companion, his friend, with whom
he took sweet counsel, what time he
**
walked in the open light and direct paths
of the Constitution" is it strange, I ask,
Constitution of the House of Commons. Gentle- if this, his friend, the partner of his toils
men, I then foresaw for the alteration was accomand sharer of his triumphs, having resisted
panied by a useless and eager desire for still further
Leagued conspiracy yonder
change
then, I say, foresaw the good that the attack of the
I
having averted the stroke of Casca
might result from laying the foundation of a great
Conservative jiarty in the State, attached to the having felt, but not faltered, under the
fundamental institutions of the country, not keener steel of Cassius, conscious at last of
oppo«ed to any national cliange in it which the
a blow which has reached the seat of life,
lapse of years or the altered circumstances of
and turning to perceive that it has been
society might require, but determined to maintain
on their ancient footing and foundation, our great directed by that arm to which, of all others,
Gentlemen,
institutions in Church and State.
we looked for defence that arm which our
the great object of my public life was not to gain
own strength had nerved, it should bo,
for myself a position of political, tliat is to say, of
with the bitterness, not of death, but of a
oflBcial power, but to build up that great party
disapwhich has been gradually acquiring strength in sharper pang than death knows
•• Et tu
this country, which has been gradually widening
pointed faith
that we exclaim

—

—

—

—

—

the foundations on which it stands that great
party which has drawn from time to time it.s support from its opponents that party which at first,
not exceeding 100 in nuuil>er, now presents a compact phalanx of300 Members of Parliament— a body,
too. Gentlemen—not even so strong in point of numbers as it is strong in the confidence of the country."
;

——

—

Brute

!

"

posterity

;

Ay

— as

I

;

and

if,

in

future times,

believe the right hon.

—

Gen-

tleman justly hopes shall ratify the decision of every calm judgment now, and
admit that, if he made this great sacrifice
if "he slew his best love, it was for"
Here the report says, there were cheers what he deemed *' the good of Rome *'
and a slight interruption in the crowd.
be yet sure that, when the youth of future
" I may not be strong in your confidence," times, haply in those same halls, once ascontinued the right hon. Gentleman, addressing sociated with his position in this House, and
the party who caused the interruption. " I see
still familiar with the echoes of his early
here below me two or three boys and girls who
as our youth do
deny my proposition but still I say that the Con- fame, shall debate of him
now of the great example I have named
servative party have the confidence of the great
proportion of the intelligence and respectability of they will say it had been better for the name
the country."
better for the fate of Rome
of Brutus
I wonder, by the way, what these boys
better for the myriads who, like us, are desand ijirls would say now, or whether they tined to be ruled better for the few who,
too have changed their opinion, and with like him, are born to govern, that if Ciesar
that one sentence disposed of all their for- must fall, he had fallen by another hand.

—

;

—

—

mer

speeches.
Be that as it may, the
Conservative party had then the confidence
of the country
it has it still
and the
right hon. Gentleman had the confidence
How stands that account now?
of both.
It was said on a hustings in this city, the
other day, that his party were deserting,
hamefuUy deserting, the right hon. Gentleman. His party deserting him! Is it not he,
rather, who has without notice deserted,
and so shaken, if not shattered, his
Alas, Sir! when we look at the
party?
last ten years, and then at the last ten
weeks, what feeling is it that possesses our
Here is a great party
minds?
the
strongest and most united, perhaps, that
ever sustained a Minister by its votes, or

—

—

—

animated him by

its faith

by the man whom

it

Is

it,

was

then, wonderful,

—

his slave

—stricken down
uphold.
party — not

its

pride to

if thi.s

(on his part there never

was the

Sir, this is

no light matter.

If the right

hon. Baronet is correct in his own definition of party purposes, the question of
party is in this debate one of the utmost
If the Conservative party
consequence.
are formed to maintain the integrity of the
British Constitution, to preserve our country from the shock of Continental revolutions
of changes which exhibit the principle of '• physical force" triumphant over
what can that
established Government
measure bo which, for the pui-poses of
such party, is the very worst that can be
devised ? With this definition of his party,
and this of his measure, how can the
right hon. Gentleman blame me, if adhering to the one which he says formed
the great object of his political life, I feel
myself compelled to oppose the other, which
Sir, if
he avows is calculated to defeat it.
the measure before us were in principle

—

—
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acceptable to the House, what is it in the
If the docapplication of that principle ?
trines of free trade be the doctrines of
common sense, then never was there a
greater insult to common sense than the

27,
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which it is
proposed that we should go into CommitWe see in that measure a propositee.
tion effecting a change in regard to no
fewer than 1100 articles a great commeasure of the Prime Minister. It asserts mercial revolution, which we are of opinion that the circumstances of the country
it
with a loud and clamorous tongue
Sir, it is
applies with a feeble, uncertain, and timid do not by any means require.
hand.
It is universal in rule; it is partial not only that we object to the removal of
in application; it is bold, but its boldness protection from the agricultural interest,
but we object also to the removal of prois the daring recklessness of hazard and
speculation, not the sound courage of tection from the shipping interest, from
It protects the cane the silk trade, and from all the other inhonest enterprise.
terests connected with domestic industry
piece of Jamaica
it exposes to comIt as- which are injuriously afi*ected by this propetition the corn field of England.
My right hon. Friend the
serts that protection is the bane of agri- posed measure.
culture
but it administers the bane for Secretary at War (Mr. S. Herbert), has
three more years. '* This is poison," says called upon the agricultural interest to
" but that you may live, I submit to this great change now, whilst,
the Minister
advise you to drink it for such a time." in his opinion, it can be accepted with
Sir, I feel I have to apologize to the honour, and before it is extorted from us
House for having risen at so late an hour. by force, coupled with loss of honour, loss
but one more word, of character, loss of influence with, and
I felt I had no choice
In replying to the loss of station in, the country.
and I shall sit down.
Sir, I
speech of the hon. Member for Northamp- wish to God I thought that this change
tonshire, the right hon. Baronet delivered a could be carried by this House of Comspeech which he supposed himself to make mons with honour, without loss of chainfluence, and loss
to a farmer. The House will remember that racter, loss of
of
But the station with the country. Vicious as I
I need not repeat it.
speech
hon. Member for Northamptonshire had, think this measure, and injurious as I confor the sake of his argument, assumed sider it to all the great interests of this
In country, I think I should feel it was dethe position of a free-trade landlord.
answering it, the right hon. Baronet prived of half its vice if it could be carproved that the free traders had indeed ried by this House without loss of honour,
got his head, but that we still retained his damage to reputation, and forfeiture of
heart his understanding had been con- public character, to a vast many Gentlefor, inmen who are now seated within its walls.
fused, but his practice was right
stead of pronouncing to his own tenants It is but candid to Gentlemen opposite to
the speech of a free trader, he spoke the say that their honour is not arraigned ;
very words of a sound protectionist. I will for they have been the consistent advocates
not. Sir, at this hour, detain the House of free-trade principles, and came to this
longer, but reserve myself for the Com- House pledged tomaintainfree-trade princimittee, as I am anxious, in common with ples on which they avowedly solicited the
the House, that we should divide.
suflfrages of their constituents, and are now
Lord G. BENTINCK
Sir I can as- with honesty and fidelity maintaining. But
sure the House that, in asking for its pa- when we are told by hon. Gentlemen, and
tience, while I endeavour to answer some more especially by the hon. Gentleman the
of the arguments which have been ad- Secretary of the Treasury, that this is not
vanced on the other side, there is no man a protection Parliament, I am at a loss to
within its walls who feels so much as I do understand upon what principles they and
my unworthiness to ask for its indulgence. he ground their assertion. Why, was not
I have had the honour of a seat in this
the subject of free trade in com discussed
House in eight Parliaments
but have over and over again prior to the dissolunever yet once ventured to trespass upon tion of 1841 ?
Sir, may I not ask if it
its time on any subject of great debate.
were not, emphatically, upon the question
We oppose your leaving the chair, Sir, whether or not we were to have a fixed
not only because we object to the great duty of 85. a quarter, or whether we were
change that is proposed to be made in re- to have a higher protection, that Her Maference to the agricultural interest, but jesty appealed to the people in the year
because we object in principle to the entire 1841 ?
Sir, upon this subject there can

—

—

;

;

;

—

—

;

:

;

details of

—
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be no mistake. It was not only the right
hon. Baronet now at the head of the Government, then the leader of the Op-

CORN LAWS.
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to me, of ascertaining the sense of my people upon
matters which so deeply concern their wel&re."

After that declaration from the Throne,

I

who challenged his opponents, cannot help saying that every Member who
and made the accusations against them was returned to Parliament at the general
position,

that they were going to dissolTo the Par"
liament upon a cry of " cheap bread ;
but the Secretary of State for the Home

which ensued was returned pledged
by the Speech from the Throne. I appeal
to the sense of this House
I appeal to the

Department followed in the same wake,
and not only charged the Government with
the intention to dissolve, but in making
the accusation, charged them with the
malice of the devil himself.
Nay, he even
charged them with something more than

sense of the country
whether, after that
speech, every Member who occupied a seat
in this House, must not be considered as
having been returned pledged to either one
course or the other ? [ No, no " ] Well,
Sir, though I hear a few cries of " No,no,"
that is my view of the matter, and as it
appears to me it is the only correct view of
the matter ; and being of this opinion, I

the malice of the denl himself ; for, apostrophiaing the speech of Mr. Tierney ad-

—

dressed to Mr. Canning in 1 807 in which
he charged the Government of that day
with something more than the malice of
the devil himself, for devising a scheme
such as a dissolution of Parliament upon a
cry of *' the Church in danger"
my right
hon. Friend the Secretary of State for
the Home Department, npon being ironically cheered by the noble Lord the Member for London (Lord John Russell), exclaimed, " Well you cheer that ; but let
me ask is a cry of the Church in danger

—

*

half so maddening, half so exciting to the
feelings of the people, as the cry of * cheap
bread when raised from the Treasury

election

—

—

!

'

•

in my opinion no Member
of the old majority of this House can give
his consent to this measure, as proposed by

must repeat that

Her Majesty's Ministers for the repeal of
the Corn Laws, without dishonour.
But,
Sir, we are told that there has been some
change of circumstances, and that the experience of the last three years has proved
that the recent commercial policy of the
right hon. Baronet has been attended with
the happiest results, and that the policy
pursued during the last thirty years has
been quite erroneous.
Sir, the country
will not be satisfied with three years' experience of any system.
Three years' ex-

I should like to know what cry has
been raised now from the Treasury bench ? perience, I contend, is not sufficiently exHave we not heard the cry of '* cheap tensive to afford a proper criterion by which
bread" from the Treasury bench? Have to decide the failure or success of any dewe not heard from my right hon. Friend scription of policy whatsoever. The right
that this is a landlords' question, and that hon. Baronet has more especially founded his
he, for one, will no longer condescend to eke present belief in doctrines contrary to those
out his rents from the sufferings of the which he has heretofore uniformly mainpoor? Bat, to return to 1841, what was tained, on the assumption that the price of
the course of proceeding at that time ? The corn will not be much reduced, and has arnoble Lord at the head of the Government gued that in the case of cattle and other
of that day fcnind himself defeated by a vote commodities included in his Tariff of 1842,
of no confidence, by a majority of 312 to no diminution of price has resulted as
31 1, and then the noble Lord advised Her a consequence of the relaxation of proMajesty to dissolve the Pariiament.
He is also sanguine of
But tective duties.
what was the language adopted by Her success from the supposed results of free
Majesty in the Sj)eech from the Throne trade upon the silk trade, and has chalwhen proroguing the Pariiament prepara- lenged the House to instance any one
tory to tlie dissolution in 1841 ?
Her Ma- single example of a case in which the rejetty appealer] to the sense of tlic people in duction of duty had not prove<l equally
these words :
beneficial to the consumer and the pro**
On » fbll con«idcr»tion of the present sute of ducer. I accept his challenge. I will meet
l^blio aflurt, I Iuits eome to the dtftermination of my right hon. Friend in his challenge in
proroguing PsrUaaient, with a view to iu inunew regard to silk
and 1 am also ready to endiate Himolution.
The pAnunoant importance of counter him as well as my hon. Friend
the
the trade and induntnr of th« countrj, and mv
Member for Sheffield on the article of wool.
'*•• public
anxiftr tli.t

bench. "

;

'

aerrice

should hf
8oin»' tn

to thr

least bard**n*

•n-

!

iucedmeto

ti,,
'•

Constitution

I

reaort

My hon. Friend the Member for Sheffield
(Mr. Ward) distinctly challenged my hon.
Friend the Member for Somersetshire (Mr.

J
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but my hon.
Miles) on the article of wool
Friend the Member for Somerset forgot to
answer him, but I will do so for him and I
am also prepared to accept the challenge
of the right hon. Baronet at the head of the
Government in the matter of timber, and
;

;
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favour of free trade in corn

the happy rewhich he sees in 1846, of the removal
of Id. per lb. duty on foreign wool in 1842,
;

sults

convince him of the indubitable policy of
an entire removal of all protection to homegrown corn and to the landed interests of
But, Sir, I well
engage to show him the injurious effects the British Empire.
of free trade in timber upon the prices of remember my right hon. Friend, in a
English oak, whilst I am at the same time speech which, from its surpassing ability,
prepared to demonstrate the evil conse- will never be forgotten, triumphantly apquences to the carrying trade of Great pealed in 1839, not to three years' expeBritain, which have already resulted from rience, but to twenty years* experience, of
the past measures, and must still more re- the operation of a protecting duty on wool,
sult from the proposed measures yet fur- as the best possible reason why we should
The hon.
ther reducing the difterential duties be- maintain high duties on corn.
tween foreign and colonial timber. There Gentleman the Member for Sheffield, when
he challenged my hon. Friend below me
is also another article, which was mentioned the other night by the hon. Member (Mr. Miles) on this subject, facetiously observed that the agricultural interests were
for Birmingham (Mr. Muntz)
I allude
to spelter.
The right hon. Member for wholly incapable of taking care of themStamford attempted to answer the hon. selves ; that, in fact, you could not do them
Member for Birmingham when he asserted so great an unkindness, indeed you could
that the spelter manufacture had been de- not inflict so great a cruelty upon them, as
stroyed by the reduction of the protect- to indulge them in their taste and passion
ive duties ; but utterly failed to over- for protective legislation and, referring to
throw his statements.
The hon. Member the year 1825, he said that in one of these
for Birmingham stood up as a witness, and fits of foolishness they had resisted, tooth
as he is, I believe, in his character of a and nail, the friendly efforts of the late
hardware manufacturer, the consumer of a Mr. Huskisson to remove the 6d. protectseventh part of all the spelter that is used ing duty on foreign wool, which was their
in Great Britain, his evidence ought to be bane.
Happily, however, for these poor
most valuable in this House. He has told misguided, benighted agriculturists, who
us, that, although, perhaps, his branch of were so blind to their own interests, Mr.
trade may have been assisted by the re- Huskisson was too strong for them, and, in
laxation of prohibitory duties, the result of spite' of them, succeeded in taking off the
that relaxation has been utterly to annihi- duty "and what, " triumphantly exclaimed
late every single concern for the raising my hon. Friend, "was the result?"
An-

—

;

;

and manufacture of zinc
I think the hon.

in its

Member

raw

state.

said there

was

one exception, and that was in a case
where the lessee of the spelter mine had
had the good fortune to hold the lease of a
coal mine in conjunction with the spelter
concern at a very low rent but with that
;

solitary exception the result of free trade
as applied to spelter has been utterly to
annihilate it.
This statement remains up

to the present hour, and, I take it, will continue to remain uncontroverted and uncontrovertible.

ject of wool.

I

now. Sir, approach the subLet us see, then, whether

the experience of the past three years,
with respect to that commodity, has been
such as to afford a valid argument why
the duty on corn should be repealed.
Sir,
this "wool" argument is a most convenient weapon in the hands of the right hon.
Baronet.
In 1846 the results of a free
trade in wool afforded my right hon. Friend
a most irresistible argument to his mind in

swering his own inquiry, he said
" The result was, that the price of English
wool instantly rose higher, and, for the next five
years, continued higher than it was ever known
before."

Sir, this was a wonderful
statement, if true ; but let us first examine
into the matter of fact ; and here I will
appeal to an authority which will not be
doubted, at least on the Treasury bench
I appeal to the authority of Sir Robert Peel

Undoubtedly,

in 1839.

Sir Robert Peel, in 1839, stated,

from the benches opposite, that
a duty of Qd. per lb. was placed on foreign
wool in December, 1819, and that thia
duty was continued until the 10th or 20th
Well, what does he
of December, 1824.
say was the effect and consequence of this
protecting duty of 6rf. per lb. on foreign
wool ? lie says, the consequence was, that
the price of wool remained steady and unin his place

wavering at
years, that

Is. 6d.
is

per

to say,

lb. for five

from 1820

to

entire

1824,
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both years inclusive.
In December 1824,
the protecting duty of 6d. per lb. was reduced to Id. What happened ? Did "English Southdown wool rise higher the next
five years than ever was known before,"

by the hon. Member

as stated

for Shef-

No

such thing. Sir; far from rising, it fell from Is. 6d. per lb. in 1824, to
1*. per lb. in 1825
it remained at Is. per
lb. in 1826.
In 1827, there was a still further fall to 9d. per lb., and it remained at
9d. per lb. in 1828, and 9d. per lb. in 1829.
field?

;

The House and

country, therefore,
from the price of
English Southdown wool having been enhanced, as stated by the hon. Member
was greatly reduced,
for Sheffield,
it
will

see

that

so

the

far

as the natural and direct consequence
of the reduction of the protecting duty.
Have I not now, then, met the right hon.
Baronet, who challenged us to instance a
case where the reduction of duty had

proved disadvantageous either to consumer
or producer ?
Is it not manifest that in
the case of wool, at all events, the producer has been materially injured? I think
I ought to mention at the same time, that
during these five years, when the duty of
6d. was imposed, it did not interfere with
the prosperity of the import trade for I
find, on looking to the returns, that the
imports inwool amounted to 10,000,000 lbs.
in 1820, and that in 1824 they rose to
22,000,000 lbs. This proves that the protective duty of 6d. maintained the price at
home, and did not prevent the importation
of such additional supply as might be required to supply the wants of the manufacturing interest.
I believe the duty on
foreign wool imported into this country in
1823 amounted to 375,000^.
and in the
present state of this country are we to be
told that the loss of such a source of revenue is a mean and insignificant considerThe right hon. Baronet (Sir R.
ation ?
;

of price was " all in consequence of the reIf he had gone back to
duction of duty."
1836, ten years ago, during the reign of
his rivals, the Whigs, he would have

found that the importation was upwards of

64,000,000 lbs., and that in 1835 the price
was not Is. 2d., but Is. lOd. in
in 1837, Is. Sd.
1836, Is. Sd.
in 1838,

of wool

;

;

;

in 1839, Is. 3d., a great deal
Is. id.
higher than under his much-vaunted three
years of free trade.
It is much to be lamented, I think, that the right hon. Baronet should have restricted his view to
three years only.
If he had taken the
trouble to refer to the years which I have
specified, it is probable he would have
come to a difi'erent conclusion from that
at which he has arrived.
Having disposed
;

of wool,

I will

now examine how

right hon. Friend

is

when

alluding to

the

subject of
wool, went back to 1842, selecting a year
of great depression, when he told you the

my

mighty a change, as regards the landed
as an entire repeal of the Corn
Laws, upon what he considers the perfectly successful and satisfactory results of
so

interest,

a similar experiment in regard to cattle.
My right hon. Friend reverted to the fears
entertained by the agricultural interest, in
1842, at his proposal to admit cattle at a
low duty, and triumphantly appealed to the
results of that measure, in proof not only
of the visionary character of the fears of
the agriculturists, but my right hon. Friend
even went to the length of arguing, that
the free admission of cattle, sheep, and
pigs, had actually improved the prices of
meat in England, and in proof of the
of this argument he gave these as
the contract prices of fresh beef, salt beef,
and pork for the navy, in the years 1844
ti-uth

and

1845:—

;

Peel),

far

justified in introducing

Fresh Beef
Salt Beef

1844,
14 9
3 18 2
3 16 10

.... £1

Pork

1845.

£229

688
6 12

Arguing that this extraordinary rise in
the price of meat " was all in consequence
of the reductions in the Tariff of 1842."

Now,

Sir, whilst I

cannot help observing

was down at 1 1 \d. per lb.
as I pass that those engaged in supplying
Dut that in 1844 and 1845 it rose to Her Majesty's navy cannot have been very
He also told vou that the happy in the markets to which they went
Is. 2d. per lb.
importation of foreign wool was only in 1845, I must take leave to say that if,
45,88(),0iM) lbs. in 1842, that in 1844 there instead of restricting his view to 1845, ray
were 65,079,000 lbs. imported and in ten right hon. Friend had only taken a view of
months of the last year the importation tlie prices of meat for the last seven years,
amounted to 65,216,000 lbs. (which quan- he wuuld have found very different results,
tity, it appears by the return since laid beand probably have come to very opposite
fore the House, has been further increased conclusions.
Sir, I hold in my hand the
to upwards of 76,(M)0,()0() lbs.); and that contract prices of provisions in the workthis increase of importation, and increase houses of a number of Unions in various
price of wool

;
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parts of the Empire for the last seven
years
hut, for fear of wearying the House,
I will he content to quote one or two only.
;

a metropohtan parish, St.
it is a return
George's, Hanover-square
of the contract prices for the third week in
January in each year :

I will first take

;
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bench, previously to the introduction of
that measure, urged upon their then agricultural Friends that this would be the
assuring us that there were no
case
foreign cattle to come, and the sole
object was to strengthen the hands of the
agricultural interest as regarded more es-

—

and more effectual protections, by
removing from them the odium of a nominal protection, which, practically, was no
protection at all, it is hardly ingenuous
1842-4*. Id.
3«.
Tariff,
new
9irf.
I
in my right hon. Friend to turn round
Jol^~o** ?w 1 Average of four years sub- upon the agricultural interest, and say,
«eqiLt to the passing of
"See how I have raised the price of meat
<iitto,2.11irf.2-4ths.
isfe-S:: 2i J
in 1845 by my Tariff of 1842, and the
Thus, instead of an average rise of price consequent introduction of 24,000 head of
My right hon. Friend
in consequence of the new Tariff, the aver- foreign cattle."
age prices of meat were nearly 30 per knows full well that, as regards cattle, his
cent, higher during the two years previous Tariff of 1842 has been, virtually, as he
to the new Tariff than they have heen intended it to be, wholly inoperative. Conupon an average of the four years subse- vinced by my right hon. Friends, in 1842,
that such would be the case, I gave my
quent to it.
The Liverpool workhouse shows similar cordial support to that measure. Sir, I
will now meet the challenge of Her Majesresults
ty's Ministers, and especially that of my
Contract price of meat.
Cwt.
right hon. Friend at the head of the Go«, ^ Average of two years antece- vernment, in regard to silk.
The silk
iQ/in
AT
Jq;?~.p
li V dent to the passing of the trade has been made the great battle horse
1841-465. Qd.
j ^^^ T^^ijp^ 47^ 2d. per cwt.
of the Ministry; and the great success,
1842— 49s. Od.
^
as alleged, of the free trade in silk, has
subyears
Average of four
lol?~ol*' ti
put forth with great parade, as an
been
??4^-3!*- -^^41s.
ditto,
sequent
to
0^
[
1845— 42s. 1
unanswerable argument why free trade in
1846— 46s. 8d.
8d. J
Contract price of meat.
per 8 lbs.
('Average of two years prelo^i
o
aJ
vious to the passing of the
;!.o
.
ij \

sential

Rt^^'nf

:

statement of the contract
prices of meat for the last quarters in each
year at the Union Workhouse in the Borough of King's Lynn, which I myself re-

This

is

the

present.

Beef per stone.
1840 Gs. Gd.\ Average,
1841L— 7s. Od.)
1842— 6s. 6d.^

1843

5s. 3d.

1814— 6s.
1846— 6s.

1

the

6s. 9d.,

new

antecedent to

Tariff.

;

Average subsequent to the new
Tariff, 5s. ll^rf.

6c?.
f

Od.)

But, Sir, whilst I thus state that the right
hon. Gentleman at the head of Her Majesty's Government, if not absolutely wrong
in his facts, has at least given a false colouring to the effects of his Tariff, by selecting particular years to suit his purpose,

me not be misunderstood as meaning to
convey to this House that the importation
of such an insignificant quantity of cattle
as twenty -four thousand, can have affected
the prices of cattle either for good or for
It must be clear to every one that
evil.

let

corn cannot fail to benefit all classes of Her
Majesty's subjects, producers as well as
consumers. Sir, I undertake to show, that
free trade in silk has proved a signal failBut before I go into the details of
ure.
the silk question, I must explain to the
House that there are three descriptions of
silk: first there is **raw silk," varying in
value from 14s. to 205. per lb.
then there
is "thrown silk," varying in value from
2O5. to 285. per lb.
and lastly, there are
"knubs and husks," which mean the
"scales, excrements, and offals of the
silkworm," worth no more than from 6d.
to lOd. per lb., and which no more resemble and no more compare with raw
silk, than chaff or straw can compare
wuth the grain of wheat, or than the offals of cattle resemble beef.
To work
;

up 2,000 lbs. weight of "knubs and
husks," would occupy sixty or seventy
persons no longer time than it would occupy 700 or 800 persons to work up and
manufacture the same weight of raw or
It will be
as regards the importation of cattle, the thrown silk, that is, one week.
new Tariff has been entirely inoperative. clear, therefore, to the House and to the
And recollecting as I do, how strenuously country, that to mix up " raw silk,"
my right hon. Friends ou the Treasury " thrown silk," and " kuubs and husks,"
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in one common mass, would be to play off 1825, were 14s. Sd. per lb., were reduced
a complete delusion upon this House and on that day to 7s. 6d. per lb.; on the
upon the country; yet such. Sir, was the 15th of November in the same year to 5s.
Further reductions took place in
course adopted by my right hon. Friend per lb.
the First Minister of the Crown, and such July, 1829, whereby thrown silks were
was also the course pursued by the right classed according to value, singles paying
hon. Gentleman the Vice President of the Is. 6d., trams 2s., and organzines 3s. 6d.;
Board of Trade. This was the statement and finally, in 1842, all were charged alike
of the right hon. Gentleman the First Is. and three-fifths of a Ic?. per lb.
Having
After adverting thus, I fear, at too great length explained
Minister of the Crown.
to the hard names applied to Mr. Hus- the exact history and position of the silk
kisson some twenty years ago by the trade, I will now proceed to contrast the

friends of the silk weavers, the right hon.
Baronet went on, the other night, to ask

what was the result of Mr. Huskisson's
measures
" Were hundreds of thousands of silk manufac-

progress of the silk trade in its protected
state previous to 1824, with its progress
subsequent to 1824, '• when breathing the

free air of competition."
Sir, that the accuracy of my statement may be above disturers Uirown out of employment ? Have the poor pute, I have selected my data as regards
nte« been burdened for their subsistence ? Have the period of protection, from the tables of
we been unable to compete with foreigners ? In the late Mr. Deacon Hume; and I
have
the decennial period ending in 1823, the quantity
taken three triennial periods, commencing
of silk entered for home consumption was
19,409,023 lb. for the ten years ending 1833, with 1815, and concluding with the conclu89,681,248 lb., immediately after the reduction sion of the protected trade in 1823, the last
of the duty; for the ten years ending 1843, triennial period being six years in advance
52,007, 1181b. The ag'gregate annual consumption
of the first.
This then is the state of the
of the successive decennial periods was 1,940,000
3,968,124 lb. trade whilst fostered and cherished by high
lb., for the ten years ending 1823
:

;

;

ending 1833 5,200,711 lb., for
the ten years ending 1843, a further reduction of
duty having taken place in 1842 whereas now the
consumption, which for the ten years ending in
1823 was 1,940,902 lb., is now (for the single year
1844) 6,208,028 lb. Which is the true philanthroIs it the man who cries out against the
pist ?
admission of French papers ? Was it the man who
cried out against the admission of French silks ?
for the ten years

;

;

Good God !
Or, was it the Minister who said,
don't suppose I do not sympathize with distress.
Don't load me with the reproach of causing ruin
to thousands when I am endeavouring to benefit
them !' I have seen Spitalficlds at the point of
•tarvation let me trace the cause of such calamitiefl, and try whether by bringing in the free air of
eompetition, I cannot diminish or remove the
•oaroes of such calamities."
*

;

and indulgence of the
House, I will tell you how all this was; but
I must commence by explaining to the
House that, prior to the 25th of March,
1 824, whilst there was either absolute prohibition, or else duties practically amounting to prohibition, upon all silken articles
Sir, with the leave

of foreign manufacture, there existed, at
the same time, high revenue duties upon
the importation of thrown and upon the importation of raw silk, annuallv bringing in,
as I shall show you, a large hanrost of re-

venue to the Exchequer. The duties on
raw silk until the 25th of March. 1824,
were 5m. 6rf. per lb. ; these duties were
but were
then reduced to .V. per lb.
;

reduced on the 5th July, 1826, to
In like manner, the duties on
Id. per lb.
thrown silk, which, up to the 25th of March,
finally

protecting duties

:

UNDER PBOTKCTION.

Raw silk, worth

14«. to 20*. per lb, 1815, 1816,
1,095,000 lbs.; 1818, 1819, 1820—
average 1,604,000 lbs.; 1821, 1822, 1 823--average
1,970,000 lbs. ; increase as compared with triennial
period 1815-16-17, 90 per cent.

1817—average,

Home

consumption

—Thrown

silk,

worth 20«.

1816, 1816, 1817—average
293,000 lbs. 1818, 1819, 1820—average 340,000
lbs.; 1821, 1822, 1823—average 366,000 lbs.;
increase as compared with triennial period 181616-17, 23 per cent.
Knubs and Husks, viz., the scales, nests, excrements and offals of the silkworm, worth from 6d.
to lOd. per lb., 1816, 1816, 1817
average
27,062 lbs.
1818, 1819, 1820—average 84,984
lbs.; 1821, 1822, 1823
average 74,110 lbs.;
increase as compared with triennial period 1815«
16-17, 170 per cent.
Duty received on foreign silk and silk mairafiu;tures, 1816, 1816, 1817—average 466,000/. ; 1818,
1819, 1820—average 630,300/.
1831, 1832,1833
average 764,000f increase as compared with
triennial period, 1816-16-17, 64 per cent.

to

28«.

per

lb.,

;

—

;

—

—

;

;

Showing, under protection, a steady progress of the silk trade to the amount of 90
per cent, in the home consumption of raw
silk ; 23 per cent, in respect of thrown
silk ; of 1/0 per cent, in knubs and husks;
and last, but not least, of 64 per cent, in
the amount of revenue paid into the public
Exchequer. Now, Sir, let us contrast this
picture with that of the silk trade under
free trade.
And here 1 beg leave to state
that 1 am obliged to take not a triennial
period six years in advance, but a triennial
average nine years in advance of the la«t

J
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triennial period under the system of high

The House,

protection.

therefore, will see

that the comparison is highly advantageous
to the argument of Her Majesty's Ministers,
and to the same extent disadvantageous to
my argument hut I shall show the House
that the silk trade under protection can
spare even so great a disadvantage in the
The reason I cannot take, as
comparison.
;

in fairness to

my own

argument

I

ought to

take, the triennial period 1827, 1828, and
1829, is, that during the first five years of

the free-trade experiment, ** knubs and
husks" Were mixed up in one common mass
with '* raw silk;" so it is practically impossible to come to any just or sound conclusion as to the progress of the silk trade

during those years.
fore,

the

first

this objection.

ment

1

shall take, there-

from

triennial period free
I shall

now

give the state-

:

Raw silk— 1830,1831, 1832, average 3,403,082,
1842, 1843,
increase in nine years 72 per cent.
1844, average 3,869,328 lbs., increase in twentyone years, 100 per cent.
" Thrown silk_1830, 1831, 1832, 426,902 lbs.,
increase in nine years, 19 per cent. ; 1842, 1843,
1844, 394,958 lbs., increase in twenty-one years,
10 i per cent.
Knubs and husks~1830, 1831, 1832, 836,985
1842,
lbs., increase in nine years, 730 per cent.
1843, 1844, 1,548,064, increase in twenty-one
years 2,000 per cent.
" Duty received on foreign silk and silk manufactures— 1830, 1831, 1832, 210,973/., revenue
sacrificed, 543,027/.
1842, 1843, 1844, 286,768Z.
absolute loss and sacrifice of revenue, 468,232/."
"

;

;

—

;

The result being that, whilst under a highly
protected trade, the home consumption of
raw silk advanced at the rate of 90 per
cent, in six years, and that of thrown silk
23 per cent, in the same period, the public
revenue at the same time increasing at
the rate of 64 per cent.
under the
blasting effects of free trade the progress
of the silk trade fell down to an increase of
only 72 per cent, in nine years, and no
more than 100 per cent, in twenty-one
years in respect to the home consumption
of the raw silk, whilst in thrown silk the
home consumption, which in the first nine
years of free trade had increased 19 per
cent., as compared with 23 per cent., in the
six years under protection, actually fell
down to an increase of only lOJ per cent,
upon the whole period of 21 years; and as
regards revenue, instead of an increase of
64 per cent, in six years, under protection,
an absolute loss of no less than 468,232/.
per annum had to be submitted to by the
Exchequer, a great portion of which un;

questionably

must have

been

extracted

27,
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from the industry and from the pockets of
Italians and Frenchmen.
Lastly, as regards the silk trade, I come to the most
important and painful bearing of free trade
upon the wages, the comforts, and the
morals of the unfortunate people, engaged
in the lower ranks of the trade.
With
respect to the operation of free-trade measures on the silk weaver, I will (continued
the noble Lord) take the evidence adduced
before a Committee which sat in 1832.
The first witness to whose evidence I will
refer, is Mr. Grout, an extensive silk manufacturer in Norwich.
He states that, up
to 1824, the number of hands employed
was 3,594, and that their wages averaged
85. l^d. per week.
In 1831, the number
of hands fell to 1,877, and their wages to
3s. 8 Jc/. Thus, the gross amount of wages,
which up to 1824 amounted to 60,000^.,
had fallen off to 16,000/ in 1831; showing
a reduction in wages of 44,000/.
So

much

for the beneficial effects of the relaxation of protective duties, so far as the
employment of silk weavers is concerned.

Now I will refer to the moral condition of
the weaver, as detailed in the evidence of
the same witness.
He said it was not only
a reduction of wages that they had to submit to, but he had been obliged to discharge a great number.
Some of the men
had emigrated ; others had gone to the
poorhouse ; and many of the females had
gone to a state of prostitution from neces**
sity.
Their condition," he added, *• is
most

abject,

and much

to

be pitied."

Mr.

Brocklehurst, a Member of this House, was
also examined before the same Committee.

He was
"

asked
What has been

the condition, since 1826, of the
people employed in the mills ?"

He

answered
when overtaken by

" In 1826,

this change, they

were living in comfortably furnished houses, and
were amply provided for.
When distress first
assailed them they fell back on their little properties, which they gradually disposed of.
They
are now reduced to a state of utter destitution ;
hundreds of them are without change of clothes,
and in many instances without a bed, sleeping on
straw, and covered with their clothes worn in the
day.
Gross demoralization has been the result,
and the once respectable and industrious artisan
is now broken-hearted, and reduced to pauperism.
Two-thirds of the people are found to be in w^ant

common necessaries of life."
These are the fruits of your much lauded
free trade.
The duties on silk manufactures had then been reduced to something
like 30 per cent.
It is now proposed to
of the

reduce the protection to half that amount.
Now, let us see what was the operation of
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that original reduction of protection upon

weavers assured me that,
up to 1823, when their wages were regulated by Act of Parliament, for weaving
the article I hold in my hand, which is
called royal floret, they earned 28. id. a
day.
In 182o their wages were reduced
And now, in consequence
to I4d. a day.
of the intended reduction, their wages were
to be further reduced from 14*?. to I2d.
a day.
My informant assured me, that
he could weave, with great industry, 20
yards of royal floret in a week, consequently a reduction of 2d. per yard would
be equivalent to a reduction upon the aggregate work of a week of 3s. 4d. I ask you,
then, whether you think that the silk
weavers will be benefited by free trade ?
I think they were not far wrong, when
they stated, in the petition which I presented to the House, that for a period of
wages.

The

silk

twenty years, experience and common
sense had taught them that cheap bread
was of no use to man, woman, or child
unless they could obtain wages adequate
[" Divide, divide!"]
I
to purchase it.
trust the

now

House

will recollect that I

fighting the battle of a party

am

whose

them and if I cannot wield my weapons with the same skill
as the right hon. Gentlemen on the Treasury benches do theirs, I trust the House
will, for the sake of the cause I am supI
porting, show me some forbearance.
leaders have deserted

shall

now go

fine velvet.

to

an

;

article

termed

ladies'

So long as the trade was

tected, the silk weavers

pro-

received 4s. 3d.

a yard for manufacturing this article and
I understand that a very superior journeyman, with great labour, may manufacture
In confrom eight to ten yards per week.
sequence of the diminution in the protective duties their wages were reduced, in
and on Thursday
1 82.5, to 2$. Qd. a yard
week last, on account of the proposed measure, they received notice of a further reNow, Sir, I leave
daction of 3d. a yard.
it to the House whether a man, who can
manufacture ton yards a week, and has his
wages reduced 3d. a yard, (amounting to
2f. 6d, a week, or 130«. a year,) can derive any advantage from cheap bread equi;

;

wages? It is
Gentleman in this
House, that the estimated consumption of
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children on a quarter of wheat each, any
the price of

difference that can arise in

wheat in consequence of free trade, wiU
compensate him for the loss of 3d. per
yard on the article of his manufacture
of which he manufactures ten yards in
the course of a week?
Why, it is
clear to every one that the poor silk
weaver would be better off with his old
wages and wheat at 70*. a quarter, than
he will be now with his wages reduced
3d. a yard, with wheat reduced to 45*.
per quarter.
["No!"] No! why, I betimes twenty-five make 125s.,
while the loss on his wages amounts to
130s.
I challenge any hon. Gentleman
opposite to refute that statement.
I ask,
would not the silk weavers be better off
with wheat at 70s. a quarter, with their
wages unreduced, than they will be with
reduced wages with wages reduced 28. 6d.
a week under the free-trade system, though
the price of wheat should be reduced to
45s. a quarter?
Great stress has been
laid upon the argument, that by opening
the trade in corn you will be conferring a
benefit on the labouring classes ; and for
the first time that I ever heard such a
strange doctrine propounded, we had heard
it maintained from
the Treasury bench,
*•
that the rate of wages has nothing to do
with the price of corn " nay, even, more
than this, that the rate of wages rises and
falls in the inverse ratio to the rise and fall
in the price of corn.
I confess this novel
doctrine sounded strangely in my ears,
lieve five

—

;

especially when I heard it
propounded, not only by the First Minister of
the Crown, but also by my right hon. Friend
the Secretary of State for the Home Department for I thought I could remember
a celebrated address to the landowners of
England, wherein my right hon. Friend
laid it down as a proposition not to b" n*.

more

;

futed
" That the w.igcR of labour sink to the pricr ot
com, though the taxes remain and must be paid
out of diminished earnings."

My

right hon. Friend, in supporting that

proposition, contended that the happiness

and prosperity of the lower classes of the
people, far from depending on a reduced

was apt to be least when
Reviewing the concluding period of the French war, during
each man per annum is one quarter of which the prices of wheat had been as high
as 125«., averaging, 1 believe, somewhere
I leave it, then, to the House and
wheat.
the country to decide, whether, on the about 100s. a quarter, he tells us that, in
supposition that a man by his own la)>our 1815 or 1816—
" The price of wheat fell to 6i$., and then enhas to sustain huuself, a wife, and three
valent to that reduction of

well

known

to

evt'ry

price of

corn,

prices were lowest.

;

.__

aH
^™

r
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sued such a scene both of agricultural and commercial distress as this unhappy country had at
that time never witnessed."

My

right hon. Friend continued his history

down

to the years 1821. 1822,

and 1823.

In 1822 the price of wheat fell to i3s.
and during this period of three years the
price of wheat averaged under 50s.
We
are told now that we have nothing to do
but to open the ports and reduce the price
;

and that comfort, happiness, and
contentment will follow, as far as the working classes are concerned.
But what says
my righfc hon. Friend writing the history
of those three ** bitter years,'' when bread
was so cheap in 1821, 1822, and 1823?
Describing the condition of Ireland, as
spoken to in the evidence of Mr. Nolan
of corn

;

before the Distress Committee of the House
of Commons, my right hon. Friend says
" In Ireland distress is greatest when provisions
are cheapest then we see famine without dearth
hunger amidst superabundance of provisions
farmers without a market labourers without the
means of purchase it was the fall of prices in
which famine originated
that fall prevents the
tenant from paying the rent then the miserable
stock of the miserable tenantry is seized, next the
labourer is left destitute without employment, and
then ensues a scene of famine and despair, of
tumult and bloodshed suppressed by military
;

;

;

;

:

27,
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comes forward, and stands up as a witness
before this House and the country against
the landlords of England, and describes them
as a set of

men wholly indifferent

ferings of the poor, and talks of

to the suf-

them

•*

as

consumers, to whom it might justly be
made a matter of congratulation that food
was scarce and the people dying of starvation;" I think I am entitled to insist that
he should himself be questioned upon what
in legal phrase in Westminster Hall is, I
believe, termed the ** Voir dire;'' and I
have a right to ask, and the country to
idle

know, whether he is altogether a disinterwhether he has not some
ested witness
pecuniary interest in this matter ?
I have
a right to ask him, and the country has a
right to know, whether or not, as an Examiner in the Court of Chancery, enjoying
a snug sinecure of some 1,000^. or l,200f.
a year out of the taxes levied on the people, he does not come within the category
of my right hon. Friend
whether he is
not " one of those annuitants and taxeaters who rejoice in the increased and increasing value of money, who rejoice in

—

—

the sacrifice of productive industry to unproductive wealth ; who rejoice in the
*
victory of the drones over the bees ?
force."
Sir, we have been taunted on this side
Such, Sir, was the sad picture drawn by of the House with dealings in revilings
my right hon. Friend of the results of low of the right hon. Gentlemen who have deBut how was it serted us and their principles on this occaprices in Ireland in 1822.
in England ?
My right hon. Friend says sion, and also with having used no arguthat
ments in support of our views. I thought
" Amidst the ruin of the farmer and the manu- in the admirable speech of my hon. Friend
feicturer, the distress of landlords, and the insur(Mr. S. O'Brien) who sits beside me, rerections of a populace without bread and without
plete as it was with argument, as well as in
employment, one class alone flourished and was
the speeches of many others of my Friends
triumphant the annuitant and the tax-eater rejoiced in the increased and increasing value of around me, especially that of my hon. Friend
money rejoiced in the sacrifice of productive in- the Member for Shrewsbury, we might
dustry to unproductive wealth rejoiced in the have well claimed exemption from the
unvictory of the drones over the bees."
just taunt that we have brought no arguMy right hon. Friend must have been ments to our support. But to return to
thinking of the tax-eaters and tax-con- the heart-stirring speech of my hon. Friend
sumers when, in introducing this measure the Member for Northamptonshire; my
to the House, he told us that the wages of right hon. Friend the First Minister
of the
labour did not depend upon the price of Crown thought fit to mock the
speech of
Undoubtedly their wages do not my hon. Friend, and instead of the
corn.
touchsink to the price of corn, but the con- ing appeal and reply of tenant and
landlord,
trary.
But I must not forget the speech which my hon. Friend so well and so feelof the hon. Member for Wolverhampton, ingly imagined and gave utterance
to, my
who cast so much obloquy on Gentlemen right hon. Friend suggested another speech
on this side of the House and, though I to be put into the mouth of the landlord,
will not attempt to cast back upon him the in which, out of his
supposed and visionary
hard epithets he applied to my Friends savings by free trade, the imhappy landon this side of the House, I must say lord was to off'er an advance of capital to
that his speech was not one overflowing his tenant to enable him, by improvements
with the milk of human kindness.
But of his farm, to compensate in increased
when the hon. Member for Wolverhampton quantity for the loss which he might incur
;

—

—

;

'
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through the reduced value of his produce
consequent upon the repeal of the Cora Laws.

Such an

ohservation,

think, did not

I

come

with a good grace frora the right hon.
The old landed aristocracy have
Baronet.
done their duty to their tenants, hut are
not in a position to advance capital to enable them to increase the products of the
The right hon. Gentleman, when he
soil.
goes down to Drayton Manor, and surveys
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most, and went the length of this gracious
announcement
" Regardless of the expense of the animal, at my own entire cost,
I will purchase, say a bull, and give free
access to that animal, not only to my tenants, but to the cows of my tenants as well."
But, for my life, I cannot recollect that my
right hon. Friend, out of his savings from
his new Tariff ever hinted a syllable of putting his hands into his breeches pockets,
:

—

the broad acres and wild domains which and advancing any capital to his tenants,
surround that splendid mansion, might in compensation for the operation and inhave recollected that they once belonged jury done to them by his new Tariff. Such
He are the differences between the practice, the
to the old aristocracy of England.
might have remembered that a Bill passed speeches, and theprofessionsin this House of
in 1819, changing the currency, and that my right hon. Friend. ["Order!" "Chair!"]
that Bill bore the name of the right hon. Sir, I now come to the pretext of " famine
Gentleman at its back and whilst, Sir, in in the land ;" out of the false cry of which
referring to that law, it is far from my wish in England, and the exaggerated cry of
or meaning to impute anything but the which in Ireland, this Goverament measure
roost perfect innocence of intention, the for the repeal of the Cora Laws has really
and since that cry first obtained
right hon. Gentleman is said to have added arisen
by that law half a million sterling to the importance from the sanction it received in
va«t wealth of his family, w^hilst in a like a voice from Scotland, conveyed in a letter
degree it diminished from the wealth and dated the 15th of November, and written
crippled the resources of the old landed by the noble Lord the Member for the city
of London.
I think, then, it was rather
I will take the kingdom of
aristocracy.
hard on the part of the right hon. Baronet, Scotland first, and examine how much real
to turn round now upon the old landed pro- truth there was in the alarm of famine thus
prietors of England, and taunt them with proclaimed from Edinburgh in November.
not advancing the capital which, I am sorry That my anthorities may be above all susto say, they no longer possess, to improve picion, they shall be restricted to such inthe farms of their tenants, now about to formation as may be gathered from the
be injured by free trade. But, Sir, the printed circulars of the corn trade itself.
right hon. Gentleman is himself a landlord. I will begin with the circular of Messrs.
And, if I mistake not, some time in 1842 A. and R. Smart and Co., of Montrose, of
or 1843, after passing his Tariff, went down date the 12th of December, 1845.
What
and addressed a landlord's speech to some say they ? They say
250 or 300 of his tenantry at Tamworth.
" Sir In consequence of the alarm and nnwrI do not think he began, *' My good feltainty about the state of the potatoes, we have
lows!" that might be too familiar in the not submitted our report of the harvest earlier to
First Minister of the Crown, and might you, in order that we might gather more particulead to too great expectations.
He did lar information, and ascertain how tljey would
careful inquiry, w© have
not begin, •• Mv good fellows," but began, keep in the pits. After
come to the conclusion that from this district
** Gentlemen
Destruction of rabbits was there will be fully the usual quantity exported of
promised, something conditional said about sound quality. Though they have in many localihares, long leases too were hinted at
nay, ties, been tainted more or less with the diseaes
in one instance, a lease was proclaimed to prevalent in other parts of the kingdom, and have,
in some few instances, suffered |>artiaUy in the
have been actually grante<l where to be
yet, as none but those which are tainted will
Kits
sure the land was run out, and the farm out
e used for cattle, or other feeding purposes, we
of condition, and the tenant was to set out think iiilly as many will t)e made available for
with a low rent, which was to rise by a human food as in a season of abundance.
;

;

—

!

'

:

;

sliding scale as his leases

went on. Lastly,

after exciting the expectations of his hearers, who were looking, no doubt, to reduc-

some by fifteen, some by twenty,
and some perhaps even by 50 per cent, my
tion of rent,

right hon. Friend, after adverting to the
great advantage of improved stocks, wound

up

his courage

and

liberality to the utter-

" Wheat, notwithntanding the untoward character of the season, i» proving a &ir average crop in
There is not a
quantity, but of various quality.
large breadth cultivated, and only a trifling quan-

exjwrtod from this district ; but from some of
the northern counties, where we ship, a good many
cargoes can be spiir^. The weights at present
run from 56 to 62^1b. ; but as the season advances
we may expect them to increase.
•*
Oats are a full average crop, unless on the
tity

^1

f|
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high and cold lands, where they were exceedingly
Their quality
late, and did not thoroughly ripen.
is fair-weights from 39 to 43lbs^
I^'f^'ln
4J to
good condition about
can be shipped
Angus, 41 to 421b.
42ilb.
" Viewing all the crops together, we consider
the harvest in this district, and all to the north of
it, a very abundant one."

m

;

So much, Sir, for the prevalence of dearth
in the neighbourhood of and north of MonI will now cross the island and see
trose.
fared in the west of Scotland. This
an account of the Glasgow com trade. It
from Brown and Co.'s circular. Here

how
is
is

it

it is '

Sir

We

"

*
*

beg to

iQ^K
1845.

oi
" Glasgow, TV
Dec. 31,
statement
stock of gram in

at

refer to the

showing thejnnual

foot,

granary

since 1841
of
2801b.

Oatmeal.
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have half frightened the people of Eng^he Queen's Ministers quite out

!
But, Sir, with the leave
» ^,
yj
t
/
i
of the House, I must read one sentence
in
the
circular
of
Messrs. Brown and
more

of their senses

Qq., as, in

of

»o gco 2i-o
<©«6o«
t-:
«
o_ »o^ c»

« t-

3201b.

Barley.

my

opinion,

it

will

go

far

to

enlighten this House in regard to the prog^ess of the Scottish nation as regards
^[^qIy comforts and condition.
What say

Messrs.

Brown

?

They say

„ q^^ ^^^^y^ ^f ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^.^^ ^y ^^^
that of any previous year, notwithstanding a decided considerable change in the national taste
from oatmeal to wheaten flour, of which the consumption has been unprecedented.
The latter,
^^ ^^^ inclined to think, applies to most of the
j
-^^
^^^.^
^^^^^
kingdom. Of wheat the crop
^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^ superior order both in yield and
jj^ quality all over the United Kingdom and Ireland.
The productiveness of that crop becomes
more apparent on comparison with former stocks
and this year's, which latter, with a trifling exception, is all of the growth of 1844, exhibiting an
increase of 46,120 boUs of free, and 49,528 bolls
of bonded over 1844. The crop of 1845, considered a fair average in quantity, but deficient in
quality, has not yet got into condition, so that we
are lying heavy on old wheat for baker's purposes.
The value of wheat, compared with last year's
same period, is about lO*. higher for old, and is.
for new, per boll of 240 lb."

have shown you, not only that
Glasgow
and in the west of Scotland in December
last, the stores of grain were unprecedented,
whilst a very considerable improvement
had taken place in the condition, the comforts, and the habits of the people of Scot[" Hear!" and " Order!"] Why
land.
should I thus be interrupted?
Is it because I speak of the comforts of the peoSir, I

so far from a famine prevailing in

Bushels

and

607

1846.

j^j^^j ^j^^j

Thus,

of
Peas.

Beans
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which have resulted from protective laws,
and that they are the real friends of the
I am anxious to show the wonderpoor.
ful increase which has taken place in all
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nothing in the estimation of some
to speak of
the comforts of the poor ?
I am anxious
to show, in defence of my Friends who
have argued for protection, the advantages

ple

"^

M5

-<4<

-<*<

CO

CO

is it

to speak of their comforts

that

pertains to the food

—

of

the people

under protection.
In Glasgow, a decided
Showing an absolute exeess in the stock change for the better has taken place
on hand on the 31st of last December of there the people have advanced in their
no less than 54,264 bolls of wheat, and of taste and in their comforts, from oatmeal
46,497 barrels and 21,419 sacks of wheat to the use of wheaten flour. Whereas, let
flour, as compared with the largest stock it be remembered, when the right hon.
of wheat and wheat flour ever before Baronet introduced his Corn Law in 1842,
known to be on hand in the city of Glas- he was obliged to acknowledge the immense
gow at any correspending period of the number that were there I forget whether
Oh, Sir
what a tale of in Glasgow or in Paisley existing only
last five years
famine is this to have been imposed as such upon charity but this I remember well,
upon a credulous nation, and wherewithal the numbers then kept alive by charity
;

—

!

!

;

—
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much

were 17,000. It would appear, too, that
the pleasing advance in Glasgow was also
visible in various other towns in Scotland.
That the wheat crop in 1844 was so superior in quality and amount in compari-

so that, notwithstanding the considerable
effected, we are now so completely choked, that granary room is not to be
found, and we think a considerable portion of still
expected arrivals from abroad will have to go to
other ports."

son with any former stock, that even in
December they had not commenced
the use of the crop for the year 1 845, besides the large quantities in bond. [Interruption.] I make no charge against those
who are opposed to us on this question.
I am only defending my party by indubitable evidence from the attacks of indiffer-

Good heavens. Sir! what a desi^ription of
a country of famine so completely choked
that granary room is not to be found

last

ence to the comforts of the poor, which
that we cared
not 90 we preserved our own interests
though they were starving. You first make
a charge against us, and then you are
Last, as reafraid to hear the answer.
gards Scotland, I travel back to the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, from whence, on

were advanced against us

—

the 2nd of December the celebrated letter of the noble Lord the Member for the
city of

London was

written.

I

which were

sales

!

!

!

" The quantity of grain in bond here consists of
about 65,000 qrs. of wheat, 17,000 qrs. of barley,
and 4,000 qrs. of oats, besides which we have
about 40,000 to 45,000 qra. of home wheat, chiefly
very fine old English.

And

pray

" In
*

listen

fact,

famine,*

we

again to

this. Sir:

place

of the general outcry of
are literally labouring under reple-

in

tion."

Literally they say,

Sir,

labouring under

repletion.
" To the quantity of wheat under bond, about
20,000 qrs., still on the passage, will sotm bo
added, besides, a considerable quantity of barley
and other grain."

am now From the circular just read,

it

then appears

was good as regarded
that there was an
circular of Messrs. Grindlay, Cowan, and Scotland generally
abundance of potatoes of good quality for
Co.
It is dated
human food. I would ask then was there
"Leith, Dec. 17,1845.
" Sir Although our harvest has been finished any ground to change the whole poHcy of
going to read you some extracts from the

that the potato crop

—

—

—

weeks ago, we have deferred our report
now, that we might obtain more detailed information as to the result.
" Wheat may amount to about an average quantity
the quality is of all grades, from fine to very
inferior, the medium however predominates
the
whole is sound and wholesome.
The weights are
from 54, 58, 60, 62, and 63 lb. per bushel.
" Oats are upon the whole a full average quantity, but are very various in quality and condition
those grown upon the coast are bright, heavy, and
handsome ; while the produce of the high country,
though sound, and of tolerable colour, is mixed
with greens, and extremely damp and light. They
are all wcighU from 35, 38, 40, 42, 43, and 44 lb.
fully six

till

;

;

:

per bushel.
" Potatoe* are a good crop as regards quantity
they have been aifected by the disease throughout
the whole of this district, but in a greater or
lesser degree ; those raised early and put into
pits without ventilation went rapidly to decay, but
•tieh as were taken up hiter, and where proper
preeantionn were taken in storing them, have kept
r. aod the disease among them is
iiiii
not
Hi
progreM. We have, in the nieantimo,
abuiKu.iM <• uf good quality for human f(H>d, and
we have reason to Mlieve that that will Im> tbo
The decayed ones make good
eaae till sprinf .
;

'

**
In the ooonties north of ui, the com crope
generally are ftilly better tlian in this quarter;
and in Aberdeen, Banff, Moray, Ross, and Sutherland shires potatoes are little if at all affected.
" Jnst hman barresl onr itooks of grain here
were very limited indeed. The disease in the
potatoes and the very unfiivonrable weather, gave
such an impulse to the market as has since attracted large supplies, both borne and finvign, so

the country on such a miserable pretence
of famine as this

It would appear from
?
document, that so far from there being
any just ground for an outcry on the subject of famine, they were literally labouring
under repletion.
Sir, I have now done
with Scotland, and I trust, sufficiently disposed of the unfounded pretence of a famine

this

in

Scotland.

I

will

now

see

how

matter of famine stood in England.
in the

month

letter

from

whose name

this

Sir,

December last, I saw a
gentleman in Liverpool,
think would be entitled to

of

a
I

—

the letter
in this House
was signed "John Robertson Gladstone;"
and what did it say. Sir? It said the
outcry about famine was all a mistake, as,
at that time, there were not less than 200

no

little

weight

warehouses in Liverpool as cramful of
grain as they could hold. One more statement, and so far as regards the wheat
famine I have done.
Sir, on the 5th of
January, 1845, a year admitted by all to
be a year of extraordinary abundance, the
stock of wheat and wheat flour in the
United Kingdom,
quarters, whilst in

amounted to 437,193
London it did not ex-

—

ceed 153,008 quarters whilst on the corresponding day of the present year, when
you tell us there is a famine, there were
DODded in the United Kingdom, no less a
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quantity than 1,079,030 quarters of wheat
and wheat flour ; whilst in the city of
London alone there were in granary under
hond 418,422 quarters of wheat and
wheat flour heing in this year of famine
;

27,

this side of the

1846.
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House.

I beg leave on
hon. Friends to say, that
what was distasteful to us, was not the
length of the details
but it appeared to
us that the right hon. Baronet did not
tell us the whole truth. That was what was
distasteful to us, and not the length of the

my

the part of

;

a quantity, within a few thousand quarters,
equal to the entire quantity in hond in the
!
whole of the United Kingdom in the pre- details. ["Hear "] Sir, I trust the House
allow
me
proceed.
I can assure the
will
to
ceding year, which you all admit to have
heen a year of extraordinary abundance. House that, tedious as I know and feel
But we are told by my right hon. Friend that I must be, possessing neither wit not
the Secretary of State for the Home De- talents to enliven the debate, there is no
partment, **that bread was rapidly rising Member in this House, however wearied
to the war prices. "
Why, Sir, was ever he may be with listening to me, who feels
such an unfounded statement made in this that weariness so painfully as I feel the
House ? Bread rapidly rising to the war obligation of being the cause of it. Noprices
Bread at a famine price ? Why, thing but the most imperative sense of
Sir, in the war in the year 1801, bread duty could have induced me to come forwas selling for llc^. not the four pounds, ward on this occasion to trespass upon the
but the two-pound loaf.
Eleven pence valuable time of this House. Nothing but
for two pounds!
Whilst I find, in the the circumstance of those who advocate the
last week, these two statements as to the same principles with myself having been
prices of bread in London and in Liver- abandoned by our leaders, could have induced me to undertake a task so distastepool
I think, having sat eighteen
" Price of bread this week. The highest price ful to me.
years in this House, and never once havof bread in the Metropolis is 9d. the 4 lb. loaf
some bakers, however, sell 2d. below that rate." ing trespassed upon its time before in any
" Price of bread and potatoes in Liverpool. In
one single great debate, I may appeal to
this part of England, where every article of food is
the past as a proof that I duly weigh the
as dear, if not dearer, than in any other town in
the kingdom, potatoes have fallen in price, within very smaU measure of my abihties, and
the last few days, from 4s. to 3*. per measure of that I am painfully conscious of my proper
90 lbs. weight, and the 4 lb. loaf of excellent place in this House ; that I feel deeply how
wheaten bread from ^d. to 6d." Liverpool Mail.
unworthy I am of the indulgence of which
Why, Sir, if I do not err greatly, the price I have already received so large a portion,
of the 41b. loaf was lOd. in 1841, when and that nothing but an emergency such as
we turned out the Whig Government for this could have dragged me out to intrude
proposing so low a protection as an Ss. upon the time of a House so replete on
fixed duty, and it had actually risen to every side with men of such very far supelO^d. a short while before the right hon. rior talents, abilities, and eloquence to myself.
Baronet the First Minister of the Crown I beg leave to say that, though this debate
introduced his Bill of 1842, which is now has now continued for three weeks, I am
the law of the land and yet I cannot for the first Gentleman who has at all entered
my life recollect that either he or my right into the real state of the case as regards
hon. Friend, in the course of those dis- the allegation of a potato famine in Ireland,
cussions, spoke even of lO^d. as a famine upon which, be it remembered, is founded
price.
But my right hon. Friend says, the sole case of Her Majesty's Ministers
the law of 1842 has failed, inasmuch as for a repeal of the Corn Laws. [** Hear
"]
when it was wanted the sliding scale re- Well, I may be mistaken ; but as far as I
fused to slide.
Sir, I think I have shown can recollect the debate, I am the only
good reason why it should not slide, in the Gentleman who has taken a practical view
exposure which was made in the course of of the pretended potato famine in Ireland.
the month of December, of I can't call They have told us that there is a great
it the "great fact," another monosyllable
I do
calamity impending over Ireland.
would be more applicable of the alleged not believe it but let them prove to us that
famine in the land.
The right hon. Ba- it is so, and I wiU venture to say for those
ronet has taunted us with being unwilling that sit around me, that they will be beto listen to the history of famine in Ireland
hind no gentlemen in England in renderhe said that it appeared to us a matter ing every assistance to the sister kingdom.
['* No
which was distasteful
have, however, been told a good deal
that
"]
!

—

:

—

—

—

;

!

—

—

—

it

was

distasteful to

;

!

—

many Gentlemen on

We

of the extent of the potato disease in Ire-
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but what does my noble Friend the lavishly away to pigs and cattle not then
Marquis of Clanricarde say on the subject? wanting them, in short, to anything that
He is a resident landlord in the county of would eat them. My noble Friend told me
Galway, and is himself a cultivator of po- that, from the great excitement that preWell, he told me a short time vailed, even he was himself induced to
tatoes.
since that the reports had been greatly ex- give them to his pigs and cattle, and even
aggerated that he had himself ^own 140 his horses, in fact to dispose of them in
acres of potatoes, and that certainly here any and every way by which he could get
and there there were a few diseased pota- them used ; before as he was induced to
the disease should affect them all
toes to be found, but not so many as to think
occasion any particular notice to be taken and this all proceeded from the panic
of it, had it not been for the great alarm caused by sending these Commissioners
and clamour that had been previously got into Ireland. We are told by Her Ma*
up on the subject, chiefly by Her Majesty's jesty's Ministers that there are four milMinisters encouraging the panic, and send- lions of the Irish people on the brink of
I, therefore, wish to ask Her Maing their potato-famine Commissioners to famine
jesty's Ministers what provision they have
Ireland.
land

;

—

—

—

;

:

" I firmly bolicvp," luiid my noble Friend, "th«it
one-hulf of the mischief has been created by the
endiag of these very learned Commissioners to
Ireland, who began their absurd recommendations
bj advising that all the potatoes should be dug
Mfbre they were ripe."

Common

sense might have told them how
pernicious a course that was ; every practical man knowing that the inevitable consequence of lifting and storing potatoes
before they are ripe is, that the potatoes
would all decay. The next thing they did

was

to

recommend the

heat

ficial

—

v-iz.,

application of artikiln-drying the pota-

however sound potatoes
impossible to devise any more

toes."

I believe,

may

it is

be,

*'

certain specific for

making them

rot than
myself witnessed the
result of some experiments made by the
Duke of Portland at Welbeck, and whilst
those potatoes which had been cured with
magnesian quick-lime, and those which
had been cured with charcoal ashes, after
being pitted six weeks, proved as sound as
the day they were pitted, when the learned

kiln-drying them.

I

made for those four millions

of poor people ?
If they honestly believe that there will be

four millions of people requiring support
for three months, they must know that it
will require a million quarters of grain to

feed them.

They

But we are

told that the order they

believe no

such thing.

have
maize to
supply their wants, is limited to one hundred thousand quarters, which would afford subsistence during three months, not
for four millions, which they say are on
the brink of starvation, but only for a
tenth part of that number, that is to say,
for four hundred thousand.
I would, therefore, be glad to know, if Her Majesty's
sent to the United States

Government

for

really believe that there will

be four millions of people depending upon
them for relief for the space of time I have

how they

intend to supply the
not quite clear that to
serve their purposes here they have exaggerated tenfold the extent of the calamity
which in their hearts they believe to exist ?
But what says our own great Duke EngProfessor's pit, the kiln-dried potato pit land's great Duke
The
on this subject?
was opened, I can assure this House that it Duke of Wellington tells you, *• that he saw
•moked tip like a dunghill, the potatoes no reason for opening the ports, inasmuch as
cored according to the recipe of Her Ma- whenever a deficiency should appear, prices
jesty's Ministers and their learned profes- would rise, and, under the existing law,
•ors, was one entire mass of corruption.
And
the ports would open themselves."
But that was not all the mischief that the with regard to Ireland he tells you, *' that
QoTenmieiit and their learned Commis- although there has been a great loss of
nsman had done, for they created such a potatoes, and there must ensue, in conpanic abont these poUtoes. that the people sequence, considerable privation to a great
were not only induced, in the hope of sav- portion of the people of Ireland ; from all
ing a portion of them, to rush npon the accounts there is no ground for believing
trial of
those suggested methods that that there is any danger of an absolute
proved their destruction, but, from fear of deficiency of food in Ireland." It is five
the rot, thej hastened U\ consume their weeks ago this day, that the Member for
potatoes in erery possible way ; in the lan- Somersetshire moved for a return of the
guage of the peasantry of Oalway, ** to highest price of potatoes in each of the
destroy them, ' that was, to give them last seven years in each of all the market

mentioned,
deficiency

?

Is

it

—

—
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towns in Ireland but that return has not disease in Yorkshire ?
My hon. Friend
yet been produced.
tells me, that in the month of December
I want to know why
it is kept back ?
why are we kept in the he called upon my late lamented Friend,
dark ? The right hon. Baronet the First Lord Wharncliffe, himself the Lord LieuMinister of the Crown has told you that tenant of the West Riding of Yorkshire,
wheat has at this time an import duty of himself too a Cabinet Minister, and told
17s. a quarter upon it, and nothing on him that there was no foundation for the
earth could induce hira to come to the cry of famine as regarded the state of the
Now, Sir, as
people of England to ask them to pay that potato crop in Yorkshire.
price for the purpose of feeding the people this was not a private or confidential comof Ireland
but I believe that the right munication, it is hardly to be supposed my
hon. Baronet never intended to feed them late lamented Friend, Lord Wharnchff'e,
with wheat, but with maize or oats.
I would keep it back from Her Majesty's
am sure hon. Gentlemen will be rather Ministers and, if not, I must beg leave
;

—

;

;

when Mr. Wood's letter was comlast
municated, how came the information from
imported into this country from Ireland
my hon. Friend the Member for the West
a quantity corresponding exactly to the Riding to be kept back from this House ?
Government contract for maize from the I shall now go to Ireland. We have heard
surprised

when

them that in January
there were 100,000 quarters of oats
I tell

United States as a provision for the starving people of Ireland.
Well, then, I ask,
ought not common sense to have taught
the Government the propriety of purchasing these Irish oats, thereby conferring a
double benefit upon the people of that
country? In the first place, they would
have been paying the Irish people for the
produce of their land
and in the next
place, they would have had the supply
ready at hand when and where the scarcity
required it.
As I understand, the poorer
classes of the people of Ireland generally
cultivate one acre perhaps of oats, and
two of potatoes
the oats are grown on
the same land only once in three years
it
is upon the potatoes that they generally
depend for their food and they sell their
oats to pay their rent, and to supply perhaps some other few necessaries and com;

;

;

;

forts of life

to ask,

a great

many

statements as to the disease

of the potato in Ireland ; statements from
police, and from inspectors of police, as

But,
well as from various other quarters.
Sir, I must take leave to ask, what has
become of the reports of the Lieutenants of
the counties of Carlow and Kilkenny ? My
noble Friend the Member for Derby is
Lieutenant of the county of Carlow, and
he made a report to the Irish Government
and the Lieutenant of the county of Kilkenny made a report to the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland. Lord Bessborough, long
a Cabinet Minister, is the Lieutenant of
the comity of Kilkenny ; and I will ask
if there is any man in England or in Ireland whose opinion, on account of his business-like habits, of. his great practical
knowledge, and the warm and afi'ectionate
interest which for a long period of years
he has ever taken in everything which con-

therefore, had the Government adopted the course I mention, it cerns the true interests of Ireland, and
would, as I said before, have conferred more especially of the peasantry of Ireland
a double benefit on that country.
The
is there any man whose opinion could
right hon. Baronet gave us an account of have had greater weight?
Is there any
a London provision dealer who went a tour man whose opinion would have been so
into Kent, and after visiting the gardens in willingly listened to by this House or by
Kent returned by the railway, and as he the country, either in England or in Irewas whirled along in the train looked out of land, as that of the Earl of Bessborough
the window of his railway carriage and saw upon an Irish subject ?
Well, Sir, I am
;

—

the potatoes looked black
he read us also
a letter from Yorkshire, written by a Mr.
Wood, whom nobody knows.
I happen
to know something about Yorkshire.
But
I want to know why, instead of the letter
of this Mr. Wood, the right hon. Gentleman did not favour us with the opinions,
;

which

my

I

presume he must have

learnt, of

hon. Friend the Member for the West
Riding of Yorkshire, the seconder of the
Address, upon tliis subject of the potato

—
—

assured and I appeal for the truth of my
statement to my noble Friend the Member
that the Earl of Bessborough
for Derby
took the greatest possible pains to ascerto ascertain the real state
tain the truth
of the case as regards the failure of the

—

and, having- done
potato crop in Ireland
so, made an elaborate report to the Irish
Well, then, I desire to
Government.
know why Lord Bessborough 's report to
;

the Irish Government

is

suppressed

RR

2

?

Is
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and pre-eminently
But what was my right hon.
would not assist the present policy of Friend's reply ? *' Much obliged to you
Her Majesty's Ministers ? I can also ap- for the trouble you have taken but there
it

because Lord Bessborough told both

sides of the

story,

and that

his

report

every

to be entirely

successfid.

;

peal to my noble Friend the Member for
and Lieutenant of the county of Down;
my noble Friend made his report to the
Irish Government.
Why have we not had
laid before us the report of my noble
Friend the Lieutenant of the great county
of Down ?
Then, again, there is my hon.
and gallant Friend the Member for the
county of Antrim, who was canvassing the
county of Antrim throughout the month
of December, and, feeling a deep interest
in the prospects of the Irish people, lost
no opportunity of making every possible
inquiry as to the true state of the potato
crop; and my hon. and gaUant Friend has
assured me that the invariable answer he
received was
" We have here and there
a bad one, but we have no fault to find
Sir, I can also
with the potato crop."
appeal to my right hon. Friend the Member for Chatham as an evidence in proof of
the undiseased state of the potato crop in
the county of Roscommon in December
last.
It was a little before Christmas last
year, that after having witnessed the result of several experiments trie4 under the
directions of the Duke of Portland at Welbeck with diseased potatoes, thinking I
might be of service to Ireland, I wrote to
my right hon. Friend, who was then staying at Lord Crofton's, in the county of
Roscommon, the results of those experi-

—

ments; and

first, I had to tell him of the
disastrous results of those modes of cure
especially recommended by certain learned
professors sent to Ireland by Her Majesty's
Ministers; the invariable effect of the ap-

" kiln-drying,"
as recommended originally by these learned
professors, was, that the potatoes one and
plication of artificial heat, of

all

became

rotten

!

Sir,

I

myself wit-

nessed, and so I wrote to my right hon.
Friend then in Roscommon, the opening of
the pit cured according to the prescription
of those learned professors ; and I can
aMore the Hoose when *' the professor's

pit" was opened,

steamed up like an
opened dunghill, such was the state of
patrefaction in which it was.
Anxious
to communicate to mr right hon. Friend
any information that I deemed might be
useful to Ireland, I wrote to him an account of the experiments which appeared
to be the most successful, ana more
especially of an experiment made with
magnesian quick-lime, which seemed in
it

no potato disease in Roscommon." Sir,
again I can appeal to my right hon.
Friend the Secretary for the Admiralty
and a Member for the county of Tyrone,
who only returned from Ireland from the
county of Tyrone on the Ist of January.
is

He

House that potatoes were

will tell the

only 3d. per stone.
In
appeal to my hon.
Friend the Member for the Queen's County.
He assures me, that potatoes at this time
are only 2^d. per stone in the principal
markets of the Queen's County, though
here and there in the mountainous districts the potatoes may have entirely failed.
Well, Lord de Vesci, the father of my
hon. Friend, is Lord Lieutenant for the

then

in Ireland

like

manner,

I

can

Queen's County, and he,

too,

we

not that report

?

made a

re-

Why

have
But how can it be

port to the Irish Government.

honestly, or with truth, affirmed that there

famine in the land, with potatoes at no
Why,
3c?. and 4d. a stone ?
when Mr. Bm-ke wrote of
scarcity in 1794, potatoes were 5s. a
bushel; and, upon looking at Mr. Tooke's
prices, I find that the average price of
potatoes in the whole of the cotton manufacturing districts of England, during
eleven years, from 1810 to 1820, both
inclusive, averaged 7§rf. per stone, whilst
the highest price mounted up to 17|<i.
per stone, and the lowest price was 5fl. ;
and, depend upon it, the money price is
always the best criterion of the crop.
is

more than
good God

Sir,

I

!

now come

to the great challenge

which is ever and anon put forth by the
Anti-Corn-Law League, and now by their

Her Majesty's Ministers. How
are we, they ask, with our limited extent
of territory, to feed a population annually
and rapidly increasing, at the rate of
300,000 a year, as generally stated by
a rate
the hon. Member for Stockport
increased by my noble Friend the Member
disciples,

—

West Riding of Yorkshire to a
Sir, I
1,000 a day, or 365,000 a year.
will meet the hon. Gentleman and my
noble Friend, as well as Her Majesty s
Ministers, upon this ground, and I will
undertake to show not only that for the
last five and forty years the produce of the
land has outstripped the growth of the
population; but that there is ample scope,
without even any new discoveries in the
science of agriculture, for a continued
for the
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taking in 29,524 acres a year.
In the last
ten years there occurred a still further decrease in these respects, the Inclosure Acts
in the last ten years amounting in the
aggregate to only 150, or 15 a year. I do
not know the number of acres included in
the inclosures during this last period; but
the whole shows a sad falling-off, subsequent to the fall in the price of wheat, as
compared with the period of war prices.
It may be as well to state also, in passing,
that the average of the last four years since
the last modification of the Corn Laws,
shows only an annual average of eleven
Sir, having
Drainage and Inclosure Acts.
failed under continually falling prices to
give you evidence of new lands brought
into cultivation, so as to keep pace with the
growing population of the country from
" That through the extension of, and improve- 1821 to 1844, I must look elsewhere for
ments in cultivation, the agricultural produce of evidences of an increased growth of corn;
the kingdom had been increased one-fourth during and I am happy to say I readily find it in
the ten years preceding the time of their in- the improved cultivation of the land.
The
quiry."
population of England and Wales, which
Sir, the House will recollect that during was 11,978,875
in 1821, in 1831 had
the same period the population had in- increased to 13,089,338, being an increase
creased not one-fourth, but 14^ per cent., on 1821 of 16 percent.; in 1841, it further
which is only a fraction above one-seventh. increased to 14,995,508, or 14 per cent,
But, Sir, if there were any doubt about on 1831 estimating this increase, or somethis fact, I might triumphantly refer to the thing like it, to have continued to 1844,
number of Inclosure Bills, and to the num- and assuming* the population in 1844 to
ber of acres of waste lands brought into have grown to 15,662,274, the gross incultivation during the exciting period of the crease of population in 1844, as compared
war prices, when wheat averaged nearly with 1821, would be something under 32
IOO5. a quarter.
Sir, I find by a reference per cent.
I must, therefore, turn to the
to Parhamentary documents, that between improved cultivation of the soil of England,
the twenty years from 1801 to 1821, no and see what has been going on there to
less than 1,677 Inclosure Bills were passed meet this prolific increase of the population.
for the inclosure and reclamation of no less WeU, Sir, I find that in 1821, in his evithan 3,068,910 acres of land, being an dence before the Agricultural Distress Comaverage of 83 Inclosure Acts, and an mittee, Mr. Wakefield an authority uniaverage of 153,445 acres a year.
I have
versally quoted by all great writers on
before stated that the aggregate increase agricultural statistics
Mr. Wakefield comof the population during the same period puted the average produce of all the wheat
was 3,105,895; the House, therefore, wiU lands in England at no more than sevenobserve, that since 1801 and up to 1821, teen bushels per acre.
But in 1840 Mr.
for every new mouth born there was as M'Culloch was of opinion that the produce
near as possible a new acre of land brought of the wheat lands of England had been
excess of production over population, at all
events for the next twenty years to come.
I find, Sir,
I will first examine the past.
that the population of England and Wales,
which in 1801 amounted to 8,872,980,
rose to 10,150,615 in 1811, being an increase of 14J per cent, upon the first
period; and that by 1821 it had grown to
11,978,875, being a further increase of
17^ per cent. the aggregate increase on
the twenty years amounting to 3,105,895.
Sir, you will now expect me to furnish my
proofs wherein this immense growth of the
population was provided for; these are my
proofs,
I find that the Select Committee
of the House of Commons, which sat in
1813 to inquire into the state of the corn
trade, of which I believe Sir H. Parnell
was the chairman, stated in their Report
;

—

:

—
—

into cultivation.

Sir, I

must now proceed

the period between 1821 and
Prices fell after 1820.
In 1822,
fell to 435. a quarter, and the rage
closures correspondingly diminished.

to

1845.

wheat
for inI find,

from 1821

to 1835 inclusive, the average
of Inclosure Bills greatly fell off,
so, of course, did the new acreage

number
and

brought into cultivation.
The total number of Inclosure Acts in those fifteen years
amounted to no more than 262, and the
acreage reclaimed to 442,860, showing an
average of about sixteen Inclosure Bills,

raised on an average to twenty-six bushels
per acre, whilst in 1844 Mr. M'Gregor
estimates that such had been the rapid im-

provement in the science of agriculture,
and in the cultivation of the soil, that the
average produce of wheat throughout England and Wales had mounted up to twenty-

What then is the
eight bushels per acre.
result of this comparative statement of the
growth of the population with the growth
of corn to feed them between 1821 and the

The results are, that whilst
the population increased at the rate of less

year 1844?
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than 32 per cent., the growth of wheat
has, during the same period, increased no
less than 64 per cent. Sir, it may be asked,
if such is the increased produce of wheat,
how
as compared with the population
comes it that we are still, to a certain extent as regards bread com, an importing
nation ?
I rejoice to think that it is to be
accounted for in the universally improved
condition and the enlarged command of
food by the working classes of the people.
Sir, I have myself, in the course of this

—

evening, shown to you, that the taste of
the people of Scotland, through increased
affluence, has, throughout the manufacturing towns of that kingdom, in a considerable degree, changed from oaten to
wheaten bread. You have heard the right
hon. Gentleman the Vice President of the
Board of Trade affirm, that the consumption of bread in this metropolis has been
10 per cent, higher in the last year than in
any previous year ; but we have still higher
authority for this gratifying belief in Mr.
Porter's Progress of the Nation, wherein,
after contrasting the duration of hfe in
England as compared with other countries,
showing, that whilst in Sweden and Denmark the average number of deaths is
1 in 48 ; in Holland, it is 1 in 43; in France,
1 in 40 ; in the United States, 1 in 37
in

—TWELFTH NIGHT.

improvements in the agriculture of the country, during the reign
I should have thought that
of protection.
in the wonderful

no Member of the House of Russell could
have forgotten that it was under the influence and encouragement of protection,
that Francis Earl of Bedford, and his
fellow adventurers, drained and reclaimed
the fens, bringing 300,000 acres of land
drowned in water into cultivation, and thus
converting into fertile fields a vast morass,
extending over twenty square miles and
seven counties in England.
Still more, I
should have thought my noble Friend
would not have forgotten that, emulating
the good deeds and great works of his
illustrious ancestor, John Duke of Bedford,
the father of my noble Friend, at a cost of
300,000?., within these twenty years carried out those mighty operations upon the
river Nene, whereby at once the navigation
of that great and important trading river
was wonderfully improved, and the agricultural produce of the immense tracts of
land drained by the Nene more than
doubled and aU this under the influence
and encouragement of protection. In like
;

manner my noble Friend might have remembered that in 1818, running parallel,

59; Mr. Porter accounts

and within seven or eight miles of the
Nene, under the auspices of a lamented
relative of mine, the late Lord William
Bentinck, at an expense of 600,000^,
the Eau Brinck Cut, and those other
works for the improvement of the outfall
of the Ouze, were executed, whereby
the agricultural produce of 300,000 acres

for this continually diminishing mortality,
this improvement of health, and prolonga-

of fen lands drained through the Ouze,
must likewise have been nearly doubled:

;

36 and in Wurtemburg, 1
England in happy England,
it is only 1 in 59
he goes on to show, that
in England and Wales, in 1800, the deaths
were 1 in 47; in 1811, 1 in 53; and in 1831,
Prussia,

in

33

;

1

in

;

in

—

;

1 in 58;

now,

1 in

life, by the vast
condition of the people

amendment

tion of

these great works being lasting monuments, not of the folly, but of the wis-

in the
the less crowded
state of their dwellings; the superiority

all

and cheapness of

the year 1845 alone remains to be
accounted for ; but I think I shall have
no diflficulty in showing, setting aside all
other improvements in agriculture, that

;

their clothing;

ter medical assistance

to bet-

greater personal
to the increased
command of better kinds of food. Sir,
my noble Friend the Member for the
cHj of London has more than once dc*
MOMHWid ** proieetion as the Imne of agriIn the history of my noble
enhiire.**
;

oleMUness; and, above all,

Friend*s illustrious family, I should have
thongfat he would have read a remarkable
refutation of such notions as these.
Immortalised as is the name of that noble
family in the brightest pages of English
history, for its great deeds and sacrifices
paid to liberty and to patriotism ; for its
valour in the field and its distinction in the

dom

of protection to British agriculture.

Sir,

the importation and application to
land of guano alone, there must
have been an increase in the produce
of the land far more than equivalent to

by

the

even the 365,000 additional mouths assumed to have been bom, by my noble
Friend the Member for the West Riding,
in 1845.
Sir, we are informed that in the
year 1 845 no less a quantity then 280,000
tons of guano, at an expense to the fanners
of somewhere about 2,000,000/. sterling,
were im]»ortcd into this country; that of
councils of the nation ; it is scarcely more this 200,000 tons, or in other words,
distinguished in these respects, than it has 4,000,000 cwt., were last year expended
been for its gigantic and patriotic worka upon the land. Of this I will assume that

HOUSE OF COMMONS, FEBRUARY
growth of
growth of
turnips, preparatory to next year's wheat
crop.
To begin then with wheat. According to the experiments tried and recorded in the Royal Agricultural Journal,
it would seem, that by the application of
two hundred weight of guano to an acre of
wheat land, the produce would be increased
by one quarter per acre. At this rate a
hundred thousand tons, or 2,000,000 cwt.
of guano, would add 1,000,000 quarters of
wheat to the crop, or bread for one year for
1,000,000 of people. But to be quite sure
not to exceed a correct estimate, I will
assume that it would require three hundred
weight of guano to an acre to produce an
extra quarter of wheat.
According to this
estimate, one hundred thousand tons of
guano applied to the land in 1845, must
have added 666,666 quarters of grain to
the wheat crop, or, in other words, bread
fer 666,666 additional mouths.
Now for
turnips; Mr. Everitt, of South Creake,
one half would be applied
wheat, and the other half

to the

to the

near Fakenham, in Norfolk, has, in like
manner, proved that two cwt. of guano
will add ten tons per acre to the turnip
crop. But again, for fear of exaggeration,
I will suppose that three cwt. per acre
would be requisite to create such increased

27,
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1845, 80,000 tons, as stock in hand for
the coming year of 1846.
["Divide, divide!" "Hear, hear!"] Well, but you have
challenged us to show how we could feed
will you not now alloAv me to
the people
God knows, if
reply to your challenge ?
you had not taunted us, and thrown out
this challenge, I would not have troubled
You have challenged me to show
you.
how the agricultural interest could provide
food for the people under the protective
:

system.
and, as

I

have answered your challenge,

think, have triumphantly

I

shown

country possesses the power
of feeding its population, and, under the

you that

this

influence

and encouragement of protection,

has fed its population, as I will show you,
better than the people of any other country
Well, Sir, I have
of Europe are fed.

shown you that we have most successfully
fed the growing population of this country
up to the present time that, under the influence of protection, the agricultural pro;

duce of the country in a remarkable manner
has outstripped, and continues to outstrip,
the growth of the population; it remains

me to show that there exist the means
and the scope for its continuing to do so.

for

Sir, these means exist in the still remaining wastes in Great Britain, and more esfertihty
in this case 2,000,000 cwt. of pecially in Ireland, which are stated to be
guano would add 6,666,660 tons of turnips capable of being brought into profitable
to the natural unmanured produce of the cultivation.
Sir, I find in Mr. Porter's
crop.
I believe it is generally considered Progress of the Nation, which I have
that one ton of Swede turnips would last already quoted, this estimate of waste
twenty sheep three weeks ; and that each lands thus remaining waiting for cultisheep should gain half a pound of meat per vation :
Statute Acres.
week, or one pound and a half in three
^^^^^
weeks; thus, twenty sheep feeding on one
^'KM??
Wales
530,000
c
A
1
1
ij
ton of
turnips
three weeks should,
^^^.n^
5,950.000
the aggregate, make, as the graziers say,
Ireland
4,900,000
thirty pounds of mutton.
British Isles
But, to be quite
166,000
sure to be under the mark, I will assume
'^^^^^
15,000,000
that one ton of turnips will only make half
this amount of mutton; multiply, then.
Sir, assuming that in the course of the
6,666,660 by 15, and you have no less next twenty years, these fifteen milHon
than 99,999,900 lbs. of mutton as the acres of wastes should be brought into culfruits of 100,000 tons of guano
which, at ti vation, and that they be made to produce
ninety-two pounds per man
which is the the present average of England that is to
average Englishman's allowance or, in say, twenty-eight bushels of wheat per acre
other words, meat, mutton, for 1,860,955 once in four years—the annual average
nearly 2,000,000 of people.
Such, Sir, produce of the lands now waste would, at
will have been the produce of the last year's the end of the next twenty years, prove
crops, made luxuriant by the application of equal to the growth of 10,075,000 quarters
guano; but after the turnip crop, fed off by of wheat, or bread annually for an increased
sheep, as a necessary consequence, would population of 10,075,000 of souls; an estifoUow a productive crop of spring corn in mate of increase which must by all be ad1846; added to which, it will be recollected, mitted to be fully equal to any increased
that I said before that there remained of growth of the population of the United
the 280,000 tons of guano imported in Empire of Great Britain and Ireland that

—

—

,

.

'

m

m
•

—

—

;

—

—
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can fairly be expected during the next
twenty years. We are told by the hon.
Member for Stockport, and by the hon.
Member for Durham, that the English are
the worst farmers in the world, and that it
is absolutely necessary to take away their

them

protection, in order to excite

and by exposing them

tion,

to exer-

to competition

with foreigners, to induce these lazy fellows
to exert themselves.

not fatigue the

I will

House by quoting documents, or I could
show that England produces, comparatively
speaking, much more than France, or even
Holland and I could show you, from the
;

testimony of honourable and high-minded
foreign writers, whose authority would not
be disputed, and who appear to have more
candour, and to possess higher feelings of
generosity than some of our own countrymen towards the farmers of England, that
better system
in England not only a
of farming prevails, but that there is
a larger produce, compared with the
space cultivated, than in any other country
Sir, I might at great length
in the world.
quote the authority of a distinguished
French author I mean, Monsieur le CheYalier Tapies
in proof of this assertion
but at this late hour of the night, when the
House is so wearied, I will only trespass
further on its attention, whilst I state that
Monsieur le Chevalier Tapies says, and in
this Mr. M'Gregor confirms him, that whilst
France only produces on the average 14
bushels of wheat per acre. Great Britain produces 28 and that whilst the cattle, sheep,
and pigs in England, even so far back as
1814, (since when the greatest improvement
has taken place in the breed of every kind
of animal in this country,) had doubled in
weight since 1710; those of France appear at the present day to be precisely of
the same weight with the farming stock of
England in l7l0. Ue then gives what he
conceives to have been the weight of these
animals in England in 1710 and in 1814,
as follows

—
—

;

says M. le Chevalier Tapies of their comnumber ? He says

parative

" England, with a population of 14,000,000, and
France, with a population of 32,000,000, produce
as follows .-—England, 170,000 horses, 1,250,000
oxen, 10,200,000 sheep.
In proportion to her
numbers, France ought to produce 400,000 horses,
2,620,000 oxen, 24,000,000 sheep whereas her
actual produce is under 100,000 horses, 800,000
oxen, and under 6,300,000 sheep."
:

The

result of all which is, that M. le
Chevalier Tapies calculates, that if there
were to be a dearth of grain in France

and

England, that, comparing the
each country in cattle with
their respective populations, France would
be found to possess fresh meat enough
to keep her people from starving to death
in

riches

of

months only whilst the cattle,
and sheep, and pigs, of England, would
keep her people alive for nearly two years!
But what does Monsieur le ChevaUer Tapies
say of the comparative improvement in the
condition of the two people. He says, that
the population of Paris having averaged
from 1766 to 1775, 511,000 and 890,000
in 1831, he finds that the consumption of
the French metropolis was as follows
for three

;

;

:

—

Years.

Population.

Oxen.

Sheep.

1766 to 1776
1832

611,000
890,000

66,000
61,000

333,000
278,000

Monsieur

le Chevalier Tapies remarks, that
a similar diminution in the consumption of
animal food is to be remarked in pretty
nearly all the towns of the kingdom ; showing a considerable diminution of consumption in the face of a greatly increased
population.
Now, contrast this retrograde
movement in the condition of the people of
France, with the consumption of this metropolis.
I find in Mr. Spackman's tables
the consumption of cattle and sheep in this
metropolis to have been in

:

I

An ox

1710.
ibg.
oniallj weighed... 370

A calf

fiO

140
112

A Umb

18

A

60

36
84

may

pig

800

in size

here as well observe, that in

1

842,

cattle, sheen, and pigs
with those of England, wb^t

between the

Cattle.

Sheep.

1838
1843

162,093
171,964

1,167,820
1,423,280

Increase...

Sir Charles Lemon, a high authority, estimated the averaffe weignt of the carcase
of an ox at 800 lbs., ana those of sheep at
80 lbs. Well, Sir, with all this disparity

of France

Years.
1814.

But the falling
means confined

19,871

off"

in

266,460

1

France

is

not

by any

He gives
animal food.
thus the consumption of Paris in other
things, comparing now the years 1821,
1822, when the population of Paris was
678,860, with 18.31, when it increased to
890,000:—

to

I
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1831.

Population 890,000.
Population 678,860.
687,940
Sacks of flour
679,860
996,369
Cheese, dry lbs. ... 1,348,500
776,784
Wine (Hectolitres) 828,440
28,673
Brandy ditto
42,774
112,369
Beer
148,276

however, that the congenerally has improved
since 1830; for it seems that, taking the
entire of France, her consmnption of meat
continued to fall off in 1840, as compared
with 1830, although, during the same

It does not appear,

dition

of France

had increased from
32,569,223, in 1830, to 33,540,910, in
This is the consumption of France,
1840.
stated in kilogrammes, a kilogramme being
equal to two pounds and one-fifth English.
period, her population

^
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Minister

of Agriculture in France, that
whilst in France the consumption per head
is

28

21

lbs. of

of beef, veal, and mutton,

lbs.

and

charcuter ie,'' (which I understand to be pigs' meat) altogether 51 lbs.,
he says in England the consumption per
head, including " char cuter ie,'' is actually
149 lbs. (68 kilogrammes). M. Tapies fur*'

;

—

ther observes, that in England the manure
expended on the land is nine times that expended upon the land in France. This same
impartial historian tells us, moreover, that
whilst with our large properties consequent

upon the law of primogeniture, in the course
of the last fifty years England has knocked
down 200,000 miserable cottages, and replaced them by magnificent farm-houses
{hatiments ruraux), in France, with her
small divisions of property {avec la petite
culture), during the same number of years,
it is not the cottages but the chateaux that
I will
have been razed to the ground.
now turn to Holland, said to be, with the
exception of Great Britain, the best cultiWell, what
vated country in the world.
says Mr. M'Gregor of the average produce of the wheat lands in Holland ? You
will recoUect that he estimates the average
of England at twenty-eight bushels per
acre ; the average of Holland he estimates
more
at twenty-three bushels per acre
than 20 per cent, less than England ; whilst
of her ability to feed the people, and of the
fulness with which they are fed, he thus
expresses himself :
;

" If the labouring population of Holland, instead
of eating bread and animal food more sparingly
than, perhaps, any other in Europe, were to consume as great a quantity as the French do, the
corn produced in all the provinces of the kingdom
would not probably be equal to half the consumption."

Now, having already shown,

upon the

authority of the French Minister of Agriculture and Commerce, that the Prench
people can only afi'ord to eat, and do
only, upon an average, eat a third part
of the meat and pork commonly ate by the
average of Englishmen I do most cordially hope, before it is too late, that the

The consumption of England and Wales,
during the year 1840, exclusive of pork,
was 1,260,336,000 lbs, showing, with a
population considerably less than half that working classes will come forward and say
of France, an excess of consumption of that they do not wish to see those probeef, mutton, and veal, of no less than tective laws to British agriculture, under
427,498,905 lbs thus, with considerably which they have fared so well compared to
less than half the number of mouths, con- their neighbours of France and Holland,
suming more than half as much again of hastily done away with. Well, then, if
beef, mutton, and veal, as France.
In there is no country in Europe which can
corroboration of this statement, I find it compare in the science or enterprise in
said in April, 1841, in the Chamber of agriculture with English and Scottish
Peers in France, by M. Cunin Gridain, the farmers perhaps it is in America that you
;

;

;
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can find our rivals and our superiors if price of wheat, it will only take him eleven
you think so, pray hearken to what a nohle- days and three-tenths in other words, at
minded and generous American says of his the respective prices of wages and bread
British rivals.
Mr. Wadsworth, who, for in their own countries, it would take a
the generous mention he makes of the Frenchman thirty -eight days' labour, and
people of this country, would do honour to an Englishman only twenty-eight days and
the chivalry of the British ancestry from a quarter to earn a quarter of wheat but,
which he is sprung, in a speech delivered as an Englishman in other regards is
at a meeting of an agricultural asocia- one-fifth better fed than a Frenchman, it
tion of which he is the president, held takes an Englishman but eighty-four days
three years ago in the State of New York, and three quarters' work to purchase his
whilst it takes a Frenchman
delivered himself of these memorable sen- subsistence
ninety-one and a half day's work to protiments
:

;

;

;

:

" It has been our fate to meet the English on
the battle field and upon the ocean, and whenever
we have met, the results of the contest have been
such that neither party has had need to be ashamed ; but there is now a more appropriate fielcf of
action, that field which the ploughshare furrows ;
and when we reflect, that whilst England makes
her land produce forty bushels of wheat per acre,
whilst America can only produce fifteen, we may
well acknowledge, ' that England is pretty hard to

whip, meet her where

Now,

Sir,

when

we may.'

"

disinterested

foreigners

bear such important and honourable witness as this to our great superiority in
farming, I do think it is not a little hard
that our own countrymen, manufacturers
chiefly, knowing nothing themselves of the
science of agriculture, should take upon
themselves to hold up to public contempt
the agriculturists of England, as being the
very worst, instead of what, in truth, they
are, the very best farmers in the world. Sir,
there is one point with regard to the comparative value of wages in France and in
I have omitted, but which
with the leave of the House I will state.
[*• Divide, divide "]
Sir, it is the poor of
whom I am going to speak. You pretend
to be the friends of the poor
will you not
hear me when I address myself to the interests of the working classes ?
Sir, Monsieur le Chevalier Tapirs, after noticing that
the average price of wheat for the previous
eleven years in England had been 5Qs. 6d.
and in France 39«. 7rf., proceeds to discuss the question whether the labourer in
England with his 3 Id. per day (t. e. \0g. 6d
per week), or the French labourer in his
own country with his wages at 12Jd. a day,
are best off in their respective countries
when he comes to the conclusion that the
Englishman is veir considerably better off.
He shows first, that notwithstanding the
comparatively low price of wheat in France,
France fifteen
it takes the labourer in
days and a quarter to earn a hectoliwhilst in England, with his
tre of wheat
higher rate of wages, and much higher

England, which

!

;

;

cure his. Thus, says Monsieur de Tapies,
** there is
an immense difference in the lot
of the two workmen, to the advantage of
the Englishman, in whose food meat, beer,
tea, and sugar, abounds
whilst in that of
the Frenchman it only enters as a rare
luxury. Those, therefore," says this French
;

writer, "commit a great error, who advance
the doctrine that the English people are a
miserable people as regards their system
of subsistence, and their means of paying
for it."
My right hon. Friend the Secretary of State for the Home Department,
on the 10th of June last, in resisting the
Motion of the hon. Member for Wolverhampton for the repeal of the Com Laws,
emphatically declared that the inevitable
effect of such a measure would be
" To throw two millions of acres of the most
ancient land in England out of cultivation, and
that the consequence must necessarily be to throw
the 500,000, or 800,000 persons dependent upon
their cultivation out of employment, stopping the
whole machine of State, and reducing these unfortunate people to pauperism, to beggary, to destitution,

and despair."

wish to ask Her Majesty's Ministers, if
such fatal and sad consequences as these
are to arise out of the very measures
which they are pretending to bring forI

ward as an
the poor,

alleviation of the sufferings of

how they

reconcile these antagoIf you,

the Ministers,
honestly wish to afford relief to the labouring classes, why, instead of taking off the
protecting duties on British agriculture,
and British industry of every description
why, instead of removing the Customs*
nist doctrines ?

—

none of them prohibitory, scarcely
any of them exceeding 30 per cent., ad valorem, on those articles which come into
duties,

competition with the industry of Englishmen, of Scotchmen, and of Irishmen,
in agriculture, in manufactures, or in handicrafts
why, instead of remitting the Customs duties

whether engaged

—

upon the produce and manufactures of
those countries which maintain against yon

I
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yet another consideration

most stringent and prohibitory tado you not apply yourselves to the
reduction of other Customs duties on arti-

there

tures, articles not of luxury only, but al-

ill-advised, ill-assorted,

the

is
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the

;

Americans are your rivals with their manufactures in the markets of China
the
cles that do not come into competition with Americans, wiser than you, admit the tea
domestic industry, but are, not less than of their good and liberal customers in
Take care, with the
corn, or than timber, or than silk manufac- China free of duty.

riffs,

;

ill-conditioned po-

most of absolute necessity, to the poor? licy you are now pursuing, you do not
Take, for example, sugar or rice, or above alienate from yourselves, and transfer to
Tea has become almost as great a the United States, the goodwill of the
all tea.
necessary of life, especially to the female Chinese and their Government, and lose a
portion of the working classes, as bread market that numbers three hundred miland how does the matter stand as lions of people. Sir, one more word beitself
Tea would come into com- fore I have done. We have heard in the
regards tea ?
petition with no article of domestic produce course of these discussions a good deal
The introduction of about '* a limited monarchy, a reformed
or domestic industry.
cheap tea would injure no one, and benefit House of Commons, and a proud arisall.
The tax on tea is not some 25 or 30 tocracy." Sir, with regard to our limited
per cent, upon the value, as are those on monarchy, I have no observation to make
corn, on timber, on silk manufactures, and but, if so humble an individual as myother articles, but actually 250 per cent, self might be permitted to whisper a word
upon the cost of the tea. The cost price in the ear of that illustrious and royal
of the tea is only lOd. per lb., the tax you Personage, who, as he stands nearest, so is
put upon it is 25. 2 J<i. per lb. that is, 250 he justly dearest, to Her who sits upon the
per cent, on the produce of China 250 per throne, I would take leave to say, that I
cent, upon the produce of the Chinese, who cannot but think he listened to ill advice,
take all your manufactures, charging you when, on the first night of this great disnot prohibitory duties, not extortionate du- cussion, he allowed himself to be seduced
ties, as you are charged in Prussia, in Rus- by the First Minister of the Crown to
sia, in Germany, in France, and in the come down in this House to usher in, to
United States, whose produce and manu- give eclat, and, as it were, by reflection from
factures you are going to admit free of the Queen, to give the semblance of the
but personal sanction of Her Majesty to a meaduty, or at almost nominal duties
charging you a duty not exceeding 6| per sure which, be it for good or for evil, a great
cent., ad valorem, upon your manufactures. majority at least of the landed aristocracy
Take, for example, a consignment of grey of England, of Scotland, and of Ireland,
;

;

;

;

woollen cloth

:

say the merchant's transac-

tion shall be one of 201., viz., forty pieces

of grey cloth, measuring twenty yards the
piece, at Qd. per yard, or 10s. per piece ;

the Chinese charge you with a duty of 15
cents, or 7^d. a piece, on these grey cloth
goods the Chinese duty wiU be exactly 1?.
:

imagine

will be fraught with deep injury,
not ruin, to them
a measure which,
not confined in its operation to this great
class, is calculated to grind down countless smaller interests engaged in the domestic trades and industry of this Empire, transferring the profits of all these

if

—

The Chinaman pays your merchant interests—Enghsh,

Scotch, Irish, and Co»
back with 480 lbs. of tea, which, at lOd. lonial great and small alike, from Engper lb., comes exactly to 20^., the valu- lishmen, from Scotchmen, and from Irishation of the forty pieces of grey woollen men, to Americans, to Frenchmen, to
cloth
but your duty, at 2s. 2Jc?. per lb., Russians, to Poles, to Prussians, and to
comes to the enormous sum of 52Z. 10s., Germans.
Sir, I come now to the reon an article of exactly the same value formed House of Commons and, as one
with that on which these hberal Chinese who was a party to that great measure, I
only charge you 11. 5s.
Sir, I am at cannot but feel a deep interest in its suca total loss to discover any principle in cess, and more especially in that portion
this, unless it is a fixed principle with of it commonly called the Chandos clause
5s.

—

;

;

;

Her Majesty's

Ministers to deal with but originating, I believe, with my hon.
nations as they deal with parties in this and gallant Friend the Member for Lincoln,
House and in the country, the princi- which extended the franchise to the largest
ple of cringing to their enemies, and of and most respectable body in this kingdom
maltreating and bullying their best, their
I mean the landed tenantry of England;
truest, and their staunchest friends.
But and deeply should I regret should any

—
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large proportion of those Members who
have been sent to Parhament to represent
them in this House, prove to be the men
to bring lasting dishonour alike upon themselves, their constituencies,

by an

and

this

House,

act of tergiversation so gross as to be

altogether unprecedented in the annals of
any reformed or unreformed House of
Commons.
Sir, lastly, I come to the

We

"proud aristocracy."
are a *' proud
aristocracy;" but, if we are proud, it is
that we are proud in the chastity of our
honour; if we assisted in 1841, in turning
the Whigs out of office, for that we did not
consider a fixed duty of Ss. a quarter on
foreign corn a sufficient protection, it was
with honesty of purpose and in singlemindedness that we did so ; and, as we
not, before the fact, we will not be
accomplices after the fact, in the fraud by
which the Whig Ministers were turned out
If we are a proud aristocracy, we
of office.
are proud of our honour, inasmuch as we
never have been guilty, and never can be
guilty, of double-dealing with the farmers
of swindling our opponents,
of England
deceiving our friends, or betraying our

were

—

constituents.

The House then divided:
Noes 240 Majority 97.

—Ayes 337;

:

List of the Ayes.
Acheson, Lord
Acland, T. D.
A' Court, Capt.
Aglionbj, H. A.
Ainsworth, P.

Aldam, W.
Anson, hon. Col.
Attwood, J.
BaUlie, Col.
Bailiie.

H. J.

W.
Burd.W.
Baine.

Bftldwin. B.

Bannemmn,

A.

BairUj. D.
Barklj, U.
Baring, rt. hon. F. T.
Baring. W. B.
Barnard, E. G.
Barron, Sir U.

Beek«U, W.
Benbow. John
Berkeley, hon. C.
Berkeley, Capt.
Berkeley, hon. U. F.

Boyd, J.
Bridgeman, H,
Bright, John

Craig,

Byng, G.
Byng, rt. hon. G.
Cardwell, E.
Carew, hon. R.
Carnegie, Capt.
CaTendish, hon. C.
Cavendish, hon. G.
Chapman, B.
Chichester, Lord

W.

W.

W.

Crawford,

S.

W.

Dalmeny, Lord
Dalrymple, Capt.

Damer, hon. Col.
Dashwood, G.
Dawson, hon. T.
Denison, J. E.
Dennistoun, J.
D'Eyncourt, C. T.
Dickinson, F. H.
Divett, E.
Douglas, Sir C.
Douro, Lord

Drummond, H.
Dugdale, W. S.
Duke, Sir J.
Duncan, Visct.
Duncan, G.
Duncannon, Visct.

Duncombe, T.
Dundas, A.
Dundas, D.
Dundas, hon.

J. C.
Easthope, Sir J.
Eastnor, Lord
Ebrington, Visct.
Egerton, W. T.
Egerton, Lord F.
Ellice, rt. hon. E.

Edw.

Wynn

Elphinstone, H.
Escott, B.
Esmonde, Sir T.
Estcourt, T. G. B.
Etwall, R.

Evans, W.
Evans, Sir De L.
Ewart, W.
Feilden,

W.

Ferguson, Col.
Ferguson, Sir R. A.
Fielden, J.
Fitzgerald, D. A.
Fitzroy, hon. H.
Fitzroy, Lord C.
Fitzwilliam, hon. G.
Fleetwood, Sir P.
Flower, Sir J.

BouTerie, hon. E.

Bowet, John

Cockbum,

Rowle«, Adm,
Bowring, Dr.

Colbome, hon. W.

Greene, T.
Gregory, W.

Colebrooke, Sir

<irey,

II.

rt.

hn. Sir O.
I

Hill,

Lord M.

Hindley, C.

Hobhouse, Sir J.
Hogg, J. W.
Hope, G. W.
Hornby, John
Horsman, E.
Howard, hon. C. W.
Howard, hon. J. K.
Howard, hon. E. G.
Howard, P. H.
Howard, Sir R.
Hughes, W. B.
Hume, Joseph

Humphery, Aid.
Hutt, W.
James, W.
Jermyn, Earl
Jervis,

John

Jocelyn, Lord
Johnstone, Sir J.
Johnstone, H.
Kelly, Sir Fitzroy
Kirk, Peter

Labouchere, H.
Lambton, H.
Langston, J. H.
Langton, W. G.
Lascelles, hon.

Godson, R.
Gore, M.
Gore. hon. R.
Goulburn. II.

Graham,

rt.

SirG.

hon. Sir J.
II.

W.

Layard, Capt.
Leader, John T.
Leigh, G. C.
Lemon, Sir C.
Loch, James
I^ockhart, A. W.
Lyall, George
Macaulay. T. B.
Mackinnon, W. A.

Macnamara, Major
M'Carthy, A.
M'Geachv, T. A.
M'Neil, D.

M'Taggart, Sir

Mainwaring, T.
Mangles, R. D.

Clements, Visct.
Clerk, rt. hon. Sir O.
Clire. hon. R.
Cobden. R.

W.

Hayter, W. G.
Heathcoat, J.
Herbert, hon. S.
Heron, Sir R.
Hervey, Lord A.

Forster, M.
Gibson, T. M.
GUI. T.
Gisbome. T.
Glynne. Sir S.

Blewitt, R. J.
Botfleld. Beriah

Hanmer, Sir J.
Hastie, A.
Hatton, Capt.
Hawes, B.
Hay, Sir A. L.

Fox, Charles R.

Christie.
Clay. Sir

Bodkin.

Grimsditch, T.
Grosvenor, Lord R,
Guest, Sir J.
Hall, Sir B.
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Benett, J.
Bennet, P.
Bentinck, Lord G.

Broadwood, H.

Thesiger, Sir F.
Thornely, T.
Tollemache, hon. F.

Tufhell,

M.

Bankes, G.

Bell,

Stuart, Lord J.
Stuart, H.
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Strutt, E.
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Maclean, D.
Manners, Lord C.
Manners, Lord J.
March, Earl of
Martin, T. B.
Marton, G.
Maunsel, T. P.
Maxwell, hon. J.
Miles, P.
Miles, W.

W.

Sheppard, T.
Sheridan, R. B.
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M.

Holland, R.
Maitland, T.
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Rice, E. R.
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1
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I
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1
1
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Wyndham, Col.
Wynn, Sir W.

J.

Russell, C.

Ryder, G. D.
Sanderson, R.

Yorke, hon. E.

Scott, hon. F.

Seymer, H. K.
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Blakemore

Hussey, A,
James, Sir W.

Burrell

Ker

Com

DowdetweU
Foreman

Lascelles, hon. £.

tion

Ashley

Mildmay

2, 1846.

House

in Committee on the Customs and
Importation Acts.
On the Ques-

Hamilton, C. H.

Morgan, C.

Hampden

Somerset, Lord G.

" That in lieu of the Duties now payable on the
importation of Corn, Grain, Meal, or Flour, there
shall be paid until the 1st of February, 1849, the
following Duties,"

O'Brien, J.
O'Brien, W. J.
O'Brien, C.

ment

Hardy
Archbold

Armstrong
Arundel
Bodkin

BeUew
Berkeler.O.

CaUafhaa

Ogle
Osborne
Powell
Bicardo

The

Roche

Wemjw
Wectenra
White, H.

rose to

move an Amend-

leave out the words ' in lieu of,* in order
'
All duties on imported com
"
cease and determine.'

hon. Gentleman spoke as follows

in submitting the

Shell

Talbot
Tuite

have given notice,

WatMO

moment

detain the

Paired of.

Blake, Sir F.

To

do now

KeUy
Maher

Newry, Lord

"

VILLIERS

to the following effect

to insert the words,

Doff
French
Granger
Grattan
Hallyburton
Johnson

ATBt.

Mr.

xou.
Alexander, N.
Wyndham, J. 0.

House

Amendment
it is

at

longer than

not

my

intention to

any length, or
is

Sir,

:

of which I
for

a

neces-sary to explain

the grounds on which I make this proposition.
It is the farthest from my intention
to impede the progress of the measure before the House, or to offer any observations
in hostility to

Her Majesty's

had indeed intended

to

Ministers.

have brought

I

for-
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ward, at a later period of the Session, a
view to carry out
the object which this Amendment contemplates— namely, the total and immediate
distinct Motion, with a

repeal of the Corn Laws, and to that intention I would have adhered. The House has
very wisely resolved to take into consideration the protective system with a view to
The Ministerial
its ultimate abolition.

2,

6^S
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in the welfare of the agricultural interest,
ought to be best qualified to pronounce an

opinion on the subject, that this apprehen
sion was totally without foundation
that
it is, in fact, altogether a mistake to suppose that you cannot pass at once, without
danger or inconvenience, to a sounder
policy
if I had not had the most satisfac-

—

—

tory evidence of this fact, I would not have
been the instrument for submitting the pro-

measure recognises the policy of perfect
freedom in the supply of the necessaries of position
but it has
the people of this country
postponed the full application of that prinIn
ciple until the 1st of February, 1849.

life to

;

my opinion that delay is not called
is my conscientious belief that the

for.

It

full

ad-

vantage of the Ministerial scheme may be
extended to this country at once, without
danger or inconvenience to any class of the
community and it is because I hold this
opinion, and am anxious that the country
should be placed with as little delay as possible in the enjoyment of the results of that
policy that I now propose this Amendment.
I do so in consistency with the Motion to
the same effect, which it has been my practice for some time past to submit to the
The measure which has united so
House.
large a number of the productive and industrious classes in its favour, has been for
the immediate repeal of all obstructions on
;

When I
trade in the necessaries of life.
made that proposition first to the House, it
was not without giving it the fullest consideration. There has ever been in this country a
large party who complained of their injustice
and impolicy, and who have been anxious
but of late years a quesfor their removal
;

tion has arisen

whether

it is

possible for us

remove them immediately, and pass to a
sounder, wiser, and more rational policy,
without danger or inconvenience in the
event of the transition being imme-

to

This question I always regarded
as worthy of consideration, and I have accordingly given it the most serious atten-

diate.

It was urged that a panic would be
created by an immediate transition, and
that those who have invested their capital
in the soil might be so much alarmed at
the possible consequences of entire free
trade, that they would withdraw their ca-

tion.

from agricultural employment
and
from land being thrown out of cultivation, results might ensue which would
be injurious to the community at large.
I
admit that this consideration had great
weight with me; and had I not ascertained
from the testimony of persons who, being
themselves personally and deeply concenied

pital

that,

;

But I made it my
to the House.
business to obtain the most authentic information that I was able on this subject,
either by consulting experienced and competent persons, or those without prejudice,
whose interests were deeply involved in the
change; and having found upon their testimony that there was no real foundation for
fear, I never hesitated to advocate the principle, and the measure of total and immediate
repeal. In the year 1 843, when I brought this
Motion forward, I was strongly influenced
to the course I adopted by the perusal of a
pamphlet which had just then been published by a farmer, who distinctly announced
as his opinion, that whenever the Legisla-

ture should decide on the total abolition of
tho Corn Laws, it would be for the interest
of the farmers and the agricultural com-

munity in general, that the abolition should
be immediate. I mentioned this fact when
I made the Motion in the year 1843.
It
therefore, now since the opinion of
the farmers has been so generally ascertained, that I say it
nor was the case to
which I referred a solitary one, for, as I
mentioned at the time, that farmer, after
expressing these opinions publicly and in
his works, was called upon by the farmers
to preside at a public meeting of his county
held in the county town, to consider the
subject of the Corn Laws. I was confirmed,
moreover, in the wisdom and safety of seeking the immediate repeal by the opinions
of some of those who united great agricultural fame with high rank and station, and
never hesitated to admit the propriety of
such a measure.
Lord Spencer, for instance, always declared that he did not participate in the least in the fears of those
who opposed the repeal of the Corn Law,
alleging as his reason that the effect of
their immediate repeal would be to equalize
the price here and on the Continent and
that a rise in the price of grain abroad,
and some fall in the price in this country,

is not,

;

;

which might be expected at first to occur,
would at the same time prevent that inundation of foreign corn of which some spoke
with such dread.
He was not single in
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his opinion among those of rank and pro- we have had ample indication in the property who had devoted much consideration gress of the debate.
Hon. Members who
to the interests of agriculture, and to the are hostile to the principle of free trade,
circumstances under which farming in this have, without any promptings from this
country might be improved and profitably side of the House, volunteered the statement, that if we are to have it, it were
conducted.
I may here allude particularly
to two noblemen, who, residing much of the better to have it immediately
and this
year on their estates, doing much to improve they have given not as their own opinion
their property, are practically acquainted only, but as the feeling and opinion of the
farmers all over the country.
with the business of farming.
I refer to
It will not
Lord Ducie and Lord Radnor. They have al- be denied that certain personages who
ways said and since this measure has been boast to be the farmers' friends, and who
proposed have taken occasion particularly profess to have the agricultural interests
that the interest of the farmer especially at heart, immediately after the
to declare
and the landlord alike required that the meeting of Parliament declared voluntarily
change should be effected at once they to the world that it would be for the intersay, moreover, that among their own ten- est of the farmers that the Corn Laws, if
ants and among those in their neighbour- repealed at all, should be repealed immeTheir diately.
hoods this opinion is universal.
I allude especially to the noble
reasoning was this, that if the time for Duke in the other House, who, the week
the abolition were to be postponed with a after the opening of Parliament, volunteerview to afford to persons whose capital was ed the declaration of his own opinion, and
vested in the soil an opportunity of pre- answered for the opinions of the farmers
paring for the transition, the postponement generally, (with which he is said to be conwould fail of its object
because they versant,) that if we were to have repeal at
might rest assured that preparation would all, that it should not be delayed. Everynever be made by the farmer until the body must remember the distinct, emphatic,
duty had been actually abolished.
There and unequivocal manner in which the hon.
would still be a delusive hope on the part Member for Somersetshire, who is regarded
of the landlords, that they might be able by his Friends as an oracle on farmers' into retain protection or revert to the old law; terests, made a declaration to the same efand the farmers, with prospects so uncer- fect. [A Voice: No!] I beg your pardon.
tain before them, would never think of The hon. Member volunteered the assermaking preparations involving great trou- tion that the farmers, if they were put
ble and expense.
They argued, however, to their election, would prefer immediate
that exactly the reverse would be the case to protracted repeal; nay, he pledged his
with the foreign grower, for that he would honour to the fact and, turning round to
watch with an anxious eye the period for the Friends behind him, he asked them if
the opening of the markets, and possibly it were not true, and they answered by a
proceed at once to make preparations on unanimous cheer.
There is no county in
an extensive scale, applying capital in va- England which has been more forward in
rious ways to be ready for an open trade declaring in favour of protection, than the
at the end of the third year, rendering it county of Lincoln and yet my noble Friend
perhaps difficult at first to the native grower the Member for Lincoln (Lord Worsley)
to compete with the foreign supply.
This was, I believe, the very first to see the
was the view I entertained in defending advantage of immediate repeal.
Three
xny proposition in 1843, constantly urging months since, he made the declaration in
out of this House that what might be favour of immediate repeal (if repeal at all)
deemed precipitate in other things would so decisively, so unequivocally, that I had
be only prudent with respect to corn, ow- expected he would have originated some
ing to the unprepared state of the Conti- measure in favour of it.
So that from
nent, and the tardy processes of agriculture. every quarter
from every authority from
And now I ask the House to consider the which you could expect to learn what is the
state of opinion generally on the subject, opinion, the interest, and the wish of the
now that the question has to be seriously farmer, you learn it is for the immediate
decided upon ; and I ask if there is any repeal. Sir, I do not exactly perceive upon
one thing on which unanimity has been what ground then it is that any party in
more nearly approached than this ; but if this House should object to the Amendment
the Corn Laws arc to be repealed, it should which I now propose.
Hon. Gentlemen
be done at once. I think that of this fact opposite, who represent the protection in;

—

—

:

;

;

;

—

—
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terest, are quite angry if any one distinguishes their interest as landlords from that
of the farmers.
I am sure they would he
angry if I said they had, and I do not wish,

this occasion, to provoke their anger hy
saying they have, an interest distinct from
the farmer though I know it is said that
the landlords have interests in this matter
opposed to that of the farmer. I know it is
said, that the farmer wants an adjustment
of rent to prices; that the farmer wants
an arrangement with the landlord that
the farmers want to come to some terms
with the landlords on the subject as soon
as possible but that the landlords are unwilling to vary in any respect their present
arrangements with their tenants, which is
for the advantage of the landlords
that
they do not despair yet of being able to
retain protection, to keep up some part of
the sliding scale that they are not willing
to come to terms with the farmers, but
hope to keep up the prices by retaining
the protection, and to hold out still by
these means the prospect to the farmer of
high prices.
But if hon. Gentlemen do
really wish to do justly by that interest
about wliicli they appear to be so solicitous, and of which they talk so much in
this Plouse, I oifer them now an opportunity by supporting this Amendment; and
I cannot myself see how they can avoid it.
There has been so much consideration of
the general interests in the measure proposed by Her Majesty's Ministers, that I
should be willing to rest my proposition on
these grounds alone, namely, that the delay proposed, simply for the benefit of the
agriculturist, is not really for his advantage, and that his interest is even greater
than that of the public for an immediate
settlement.
I cannot, however, omit to
remark upon the opinicns of the Government, and the position in which they stand
with regard to the Amendment.
I do not
do so in any spirit of hostility, or in any
hostility to the measure that is proposed,

on

;

;

;

;

;

or in forgetfulness of the difficulties the

Government had to encounter in the matBut I must call the attention of the
House to the fact, that the right hon.
Gentleman at the head of the Government

ter.

much fear himself respecting the instant suspension or abolition
of the Corn Law.
If I correctly understand his statement to this House on the

cannot entertain

1st of November last, he considered that
there was a very great apprehension of a
want of food in England, and he conceived
it

would be safe and wise instantly

to sus-

6^5
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2,

pend the law, or

for the time practically
do not collect from the
right hon. Gentleman, that his apprehension is less now than it was then.
He apprehended a deficiency of food on the 1st
of November, in some parts of the United
Kingdom, and deemed a suspension to be
From what has fallen from
necessary.
to abolish

it.

I

him

since the Session commenced, it
appears that his apprehensions have not
His fears are nearly as great
abated.
quite as great
as they were on the 1st of
November. The right hon. Baronet then
has no fear himself of the consequences
to the country from the immediate suspension of the law, for he proposed that suspension as a mode of extending rehef to
but the right hon. Gentleman
the people
has stated with great force his reasons for
permanently abolishing the law, and seems
to have satisfied himself that at a certain
time the trade in corn should be free, and
restriction be permanently abolished.
He
seems then to have reasons why the law
should be immediately suspended, and to
have reasons also why it should be permaNow that is precisely
nently abohshed.
I propose
the efi^ect of my Amendment
that the abohtiou should be immediate as
The right hon. Genwell as permanent.
tleman, if he supports the immediate abolition of the law, has only to look round
the House, and he will see what he could
not expect to see on other questions, friends
on all sides of the House. If he looks to

—

;

;

that bench [pointing to the protectionists]
from which he has received a fierce opposition on the principle of free trade, and
on which he has been successful, he will
find that, on the question of immediate
suspension of the law, they are ready to
For this they say they are
support him.
prepared
they say it was the thing to
have done they urge it now as the meaWe have
sure that ought to be adopted.
it then, on the best authority, that suspension of the law, or immediate repeal, will
be attended with no evil, whatever may
be apprehended from permanent repeal.
Well, then, if the right hon. Gentleman
;

;

will look opposite to him (to the Opposition
benches) he will find the party, at the head
of which is my noble Friend the Member
for London, is perfectly ready, on the general principle, to support the immediate
as well as total abolition of the Corn Law.
My noble Friend has expressed this view

and honestly entertains
the opinions; and we know that when he
expresses an opinion we may rely upon him.
of the question,

S S
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Therefore,

if

the right hon.

(Sir R. Peel) will adopt the

propose, which

I

the immediate, total,

he will find authorion that side of the House [pointing to

and permanent
ties

is for

Gentleman

Amendment

repeal,

the protectionists] to assure him that it will
and he will find the requisite support and strength on this side of the House
The right
to carry him through with it.
hon. Gentleman has said himself, that he
"be safe,

liis own on the subject.
hon. Member for Somersetshire has
The
ehcitcd his opinion on the matter.
right hon. Gentleman stated, in answer to
a question from the Member for Somersetshire, on the point of postponement, that he
had been apprehensive of producing panic

has no fears of

The

and alarm among the farmers by abolishing the law at once, and he was desirous to
give them time to prepare for the change
but the right hon. Gentleman had not then
heard the consolatory speech of the hon.
Member for Somer^tshire, for he told him
there was no ground for fear or alarm
that if there was to be free trade, the farmers were ready for it, or that they did
The agricultural interest
not want delay.
does not require the postponement. Then,
if the right hon. Gentleman himself is in
favour of the immediate and permanent
abolition of the law, I cannot understand
why he should not adopt the Amendment.
Every person seems to be ready for it
there is no danger to be apprehended from
it; and there is a majority in the House
in favour of

it.

If,

then, Sir, there are

no objections to or inconvenience attending the adoption of the Amendment, are
there not some advantages that would
result from it ?
There is always one that I
should name before any other that there
would then be no impediment to the supply
of food for the people and let me say that
this is a most important consideration this
year, and perhaps more so than any other
for many years past.
There are several
reMooB why a deficient supply may be expected this year.
The harvest has been
bad in Europe, bad in the grain-growing

—

;

countries, n;

ticient in other States
not usually
on foreign supply
our own harveai liuit boon deficient there
has been a failure in an important article
•

t

;

of subsistence in Ireland, and there in nn
unusually great consumption of wheat in
this coimtry ; there is little to come from
this year, and we must expect
than usual from tho Baltic.
The
prices arc high in neighbouring countries,
the ports are open for imports, but shut

America

less

Already wheat, destined for
has not waited for the passing
of this measure, but has proceeded to
There
Antwerp, and found a market.
was a profit to be obtained from the price,
and there was no duty. We are then in a
state possibly to want food this year, and
yet to be in danger of not obtaining it.
We have no indication of the harvest yet
for the coming year, and before nme
months are over we may be suffering from
a deficiency paying a high price, and the
for export.

this country,

—

business of tho country disturbed by it.
Every sixpence of duty may tell upon the
supply and the price this year.
The
hon. Gentleman, in continuation, asked
if that was just towards the people, or if
it was wise, after the admission that had
been made of the error, the mischief and
the inhumanity of the law, and whether it
was politic to let the people see this remnant of it in operation and possibly as effective in causing their sufi'ering as before

was amended ? This duty of is. might
be as efi'ective in excluding food a short
time hence as the present duty of 1 7s. If
food were to rise much on the Continent, if
it

became at all equalized, this 4s.
added to all the other charges of importation might prevent a grain coming in
on
this account, therefore, the duty is most
It would not, perhaps, be
objectionable.
fair to suppose that the Government had
retained this duty from choice, and not to
notice the supposed reasons of its retention.
It was said that they had contrived
their scheme with a view to its success,
that they had secured a certain amount of
support for the measure as it was, but if
they were to alter it in this particular, they
might risk the loss of the measure in
another place this consideration, he understood, would weigh with some of his own
friends, who felt anxious that the meaprices

:

:

sure before the House should be secured.
There might be prudence, no doubt, in this
course, and he did not impugn their judg-

ment

;

at the

same time he

felt it his

duty

the reasons distinctly to the
House, that he thought ought to weigh
with it, and decide it to adopt the Amendment.
He was sure they were such that
Before he sat
justified its being proposed.
down he could not help submitting one
other consideration to the House bearing
upon the subject.
Ho referred to the
statement made by his hon. Friend the
Member for Stockport, during the last debate.
He stated that that great organizato

state

tion of the people of

which he was a

leatler.
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opinions he entertained on the subject
were very well known, as were the opinions

he entertained upon the conduct of the right
hon. Baronet at the head of the Governfaith of those who followed him, that the ment, who insulted the country by bringday after this law was repealed that that ing forward these measures in a deceitful
The course pursued by the hon.
association would dissolve. Now it was not manner.
underrating the services which he (Mr. Member for Wolverhampton was, he had
Villiers) considered the League had ren- no hesitation in saying, a comparatively
dered to the country, to say, that that bold, manly, and independent one he had
would be a great advantage. He behoved proved himself a much more honest man
that the time would soon arrive when the than any one on the Treasury benches. He
services of the League would be fully and wished he could speak as well of those in
duly appreciated by the whole country; whom he had formerly placed confidence.
for his part he should always look back He would read to the House a speech
with satisfaction at having co-operated made at a banquet at which Sir Robert
with it, and joined in their exertions as far Peel was present in 1838.
On that occaas he was able.
They had sought to dis- sion the right hon. Baronet treated with
seminate the views and opinions of those extreme ridicule the Government of the
clear and calm minds that had cnhghtencd noble Lord opposite (Lord J. RusseU),
this country on the difficult science of po- which was then in power.
At that meetlitical economy.
They had sought sup- ing there were present, among others, the
port only by appealing to the reason of following gentlemen
the Marquess of
and he ho- Chandos, now the Duke of Buckingham,
those whom they addressed
nestly believed that they had, during the well known by the appellation of "the
long period of their agitation, given as Farmer's Friend," and a more honourable
little real cause of offence to those opposed
title he could not bear; and what was
to them as any body of men that ever were more, the noble Duke deserved it.
The
united for a great pubUc object.
But, Marquess of Chandos was in the chair, and
doubtless, it was an evil that such a com- among those present were Sir R. Peel,
bination should exist.
It was impossible Lord Francis Egerton, Mr. Goulburn, Lord
for them to proceed without exciting Lowther, Sir R. Inglis, Lord Stanley, Sir
bad feeling and great animosity between J. Graham, Mr. Herries, and Lord Granclasses. He, for one, deeply regretting that ville Somerset.
He could not say whether
result, was anxious that no reason should the noble Lord yet continued a Member of
remain to warrant a continuance of the the Government. He had not seen him in
cause.
That could, as his hon. Friend the House lately. He could not say where
the Member for Stockport said, be only he was, but felt sure that that noble Lord
effected in one way for he knew that both would not be found, where it was said
he and his hon. Friend the Member for another noble Lord had been found, in the
Durham were deeply bound to those who coalhole. But what were the words of the
trusted them that they would not cease right hon. Baronet on that occasion ?
He
their exertions until the object for which said
they were associated was attained.
He
" 1 am deeply grateful for the motives which
did not say that this ought to be binding have influenced you in paying me this mark of reon the Legislature, if any evil was likely to spect, unparalleled in the political annals of this
follow from it; but his case was, that country, and for the corresponding feeling with
there was no evil likely to ensue nothing which you, Gentlemen, have just received the
all

obstructions to the trade in the necessa-

ries of life

;

and he answered

for the

good

:

:

;

;

;

indeed, but advantage to the interest in
question
added to which would be the

—

blessing that those classes

brought into

who had been

would, after the repeal of this law, cease to struggle with
each other, and only see their real interest
in co-operating to promote the interest and
happiness of the public at large.
The
hon. Gentleman concluded by moving his
Amendment as above.

Colonel

collision

SIBTHORP

said,

he would

not long occupy the attention of the House.

my noble Friend. Gentlemen, I
had any command of language, at least of
appropriate and befitting language, to convey to
you the sensations which, as you must perceive,
almost overpower me but 1 feel that it is infinitely better to appeal to your feeling for an estimate and vindication of mine to the consciousness of each of you that, were you placed in my
present situation, you would rather remain perfectly silent than try to express your gratitude by
the trite and exliausted forms of complimentary
acknowledgment. Gentlemen, you have conferred
upon mc the highest reward that can be conferred
upon a public man who does aspire to that distinction, and that alone, which is founded upon the
proposition of

wish

I

;

—

SS
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esteem and confidence of intelligent and enLaws. Three years was a favourite
lightened men, who is ambitious of power, but of period with the right hon. Baronet. Three
that power only which, having its roots in much
was a pet number of his. There were
esteem and confidence, adds life and vigour to the
three years of
of triumph
authority derived from office, and does not wither three years
three reasons
three tests,
and decay when official authority is extinct. Gen- postponement
tlemen, you have also proved to me and others just as there are three Secretaries of State.
other
that there are other bonds of connexion
As for the right hon. Baronet the Secresympathies wtiich imite us besides a cold concurof State for the Home Department,
tary
rence in ])oIitical sentiments. You luxve proved to
^hc could not tell how many
those who are treading the rugged and laborious he had filled
He had assumed all the shapes
path which leads to political eminence, that they situations.
may on their way be cheered by the cordial voice of Proteus ^he had at least undergone
of friendship, and the cheering tones of personal
three times three chops and changes
in
attachment and esteem. By this feeling, Gentlemen, you have done much more than even the short the right hon. Baronet was ready
Tory, Whig, or Radical
you have given a for any place
honour it confers upon me
**
public demonstration that the great object to
any port in a storm." Something had
which, for some years past, my exertions have been said in the former discussion about
been mainly directed, is completely accomplished.
My object for some years past that which I have the Church. It was only last year that
most earnestly laboured to accomplish has been the right hon. Baronet at the head of the
to lay the foundation of a great party which, exGovernment had given him very strong
isting in the House of Commons, and deriving its
reason to think he had no very strong
strength from the popular will, should diminish the
attachment to the Church, by his conduct
risk and deaden the shock of a collision between
By
the two deliberative branches of the Legislature on the Maynooth and other questions.
His conwhich should enable us to check the too impor- their acts you will know them.

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

;

—

—
—

—

tunate eagerness of well-intending men for hasty
precipitate changes in the Constitution and
laws lof the country, and by which we should be
enabled to say, with a voice of authority, to the
restless spirit of revolutionary change, * Here are
thy bounds, and here shall thy vibrations cease.'

viction was,

This was what the right hon. Baronet said
and cum vino Veritas. Such
were the opinions, then, of the right hon.
Baronet, or rather the professed opinions
for he (Colonel Sibthorp) was sorry to say,
that he thought the right hon. Baronet entertained the same opinions then as now,
but he wanted the moral courage to avow
them ; moral courage that quality which
"wras a great virtue in any man, but above
all requisite in a Prime Minister.
The
right hon. Baronet's system of politics
seemed to be founded upon expediency.
Yes ; that one word would explain his
whole conduct. The right hon. Baronet
deprecated the conduct of the noble Lord
oppoAite, who was then in power but tempora muiantur nog et wutamur in illis.
He had no doubt the right hon. Baronet
could turn round upon him as he did the
other night, and say
[.^1 call of •' Ques-

had heard the League was to be dissolved;
but, if so, what was to become of the votes
they were to manufacture, and of their project for undermining " the proud aristo-

and

after dinner,

—

;

tion."]

—

—Member

If the hon.

who

Question'*

walk

as

much

that the right hon. Baronet
for the

—

Church as he did

for

the farmers
that was, he cared as little
that he was as little
for one as the other
disposed to maintain the rights of the
Church as he was those of the farmers. He

—

cracy," as the right hon. Baronet termed
them.
The hon. and gallant Officer read
another extract from the speech of Sir
R. Peel above quoted, shoAving the necessity for union and exertion in the Conservabut the
tive party, and proceeded to say
right hon. Gentleman having now betrayed
that party, he attempted to support himself
by those Members of it who still adhered to
But inter
him, and by the party opposite.
duas sellas inerauus. In other words, between two stools the breech will fall to the
ground. He was sorry to see the Treasury
benches so much infested with those noxious animals called rats. The gallant Officer
proceeded to read another extract from the
speech of Sir R. Peel

—

:

called

was tired of him, he could
But he would tell the right
hon. Gentleman that the man who was
white to-day and black to-morrow would
*'

felt

out.

not appear to advantage, either to that
House or to the country. He should not
be at all surprised if the right hon. Baronet,
before the expiration of three years, proposed the immediate and total repeal of the

My object is, that by steadily attending to our
duty, by censuring the Government on all occasions when tliey deserve it, enforcing our principles by aiding them to carry those measures which
we think right, even though by so doing we may
rescuing the Govenimont, we may establish
new cl.nims upon the approbation of the country.
"

W

<m some occasions, when we
upon a majority in favour of
tho8« principles which the Government professed
to share in common with as, yet I have found that
1

own

I

h.ive felt

might have

relied
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existence of the Government, the principles were forgotten, and the
only consideration was, liow most ettectually the

when a question involved the

Government might be preserved.

—

cannot bo

It

You

deserve censure, but
rather than inflict it upon you, we will vote in your
Gentlemen, there was an
favour to rescue you.'
observation made more than a hundred years .ago
by Mr. Addison, who lamented the violent party
heats and resentments which appeared to obstruct
the performance of public duty, and suggested that
it was a boundeu duty to combine all neutral men
He thought it
in defence of the common good.
possible to form some sort of covenant to which
moderate men might adhere, and by which, rising
above party considerations, and only seeking for
He found
the public good, they might be bound.
great difficulty in framing such an instrument, but
at length he hit upon a form of covenant for moderate men.
I will read the form of association
which Mr. Addison proposed, and which he expected to bo subscribed by moderate men, but
which, I believe, would find but little favour in
We whose
these days.
It was to this effect
names are hereunto subscribed, do solemnly declare that we do conscientiously believe that two
and two make four, and that we shall adjudge any
man to be an enemy who advances or pretends to
the contrary. Wo are likewise ready to maintain
at any hazard, against all men, that six is less than
seven in all times and places. We do finally declare
our firm determination to call black black, and
white white, and that we shall, on all occasions,
oppose such persons as shall, on any day of the
year, hold black to be white, or white black, to the
utmost period of our lives.' If Mi-. Addison were
now alive, he would perceive that this form of association was not much appreciated by the friends
of the Government but if he had drawn it in a
different form
if he had said, We Avill on all occasions, on every day of the year, vote black to be
white, or white black, v/henever the Government is
implicated,' that would insure more signatures than
the declaration which he proposed, that two and
two make four, and that on every day of the
year, black shall be considered black, and white
white."
satisfactory to be told

'

:

—

—

'

;

'

He

thought that what the right hon. Baronet said of making black white, and white
black, was thoroughly illustrated by some
of his supporters, who spoke one way, and
voted precisely the reverse.
They spoke
white, and voted black.
He really could
not see what the grounds were upon which
the right hon. Baronet could at all justify
or excuse himself for bringing forward
the present question ; and as for the information conveyed in his speech, he
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ceived a similar note this Session. At any
rate he had not been honoured with any invitation to the right hon. Baronet's house;
but had he attended the League meetings

might have been the
shovdd oppose the right hon.

at Covent Garden, this

He

case.

On
Baronet whenever it was possible.
this occasion, however, he regretted he
If, on the division, he
could not do so.
went into the same lobby with the right
hon. Baronet to oppose the hon. Member
for Wolverhampton, it was from no attachment, no affection, no regard for the right
hon. Baronet, or for any one Member on
It was solely bethe Treasury benches.
cause he was obliged to choose the least of
two evils. The right hon. Baronet had
been surrounded by a great and powerful
party such a party as no other Minister
He might have retained that
ever had.
party firm to himself and beneficially for

—

That party had ever shown
and reverence
They had alfor the Protestant Church.
ways endeavoured to uphold and maintain
That party would have gone
the Church.
He had,
through fire and water for him.
however, deceived and betrayed that party;
and let him now beware lest he was sowing
He hoped he
the seeds of a revolution.
should never see the day when he should
find his country ruined by those who had
betrayed it, but who ought to have pre-

the country.

loyalty to their Sovereign,

served

The

it.

gallant Colonel concluded

by cautioning the right hon. Baronet at
the head of the Government to beware
of his free-trade associates, and to guard
against the dangers likely to arise from the
dissemination and encouragement of their
doctrines.

WORSLEY

Lord

Member

for

made on

this question

said,

as

the

hon.

Wolverhampton had alluded to
him, and to a statement which he had

when

on another occasion,

was thought impossible
the question could be met as a mere matter of compromise, and when he supposed
that the House of Commons were to decide by a large majority that no alteration
of the Corn Law should take place, or else
at a time

it

thought it was completely refuted in the
admirable one delivered by the noble Lord
(Lord George Bentinck) on Friday night.
The gallant Officer read one of the notes of
invitation which Sir R. Peel was accustomed to send to his supporters previously

that there should be a settlement of the
question either by a total abohtion, or by
such an arrangement as those who advo-

to the

commencement of the Session, requesting them to meet him at his house, to
concert the line of action to be adopted and
pursued during the Session ; but neither

the present

himself nor any of those about him had re-

portation of foreign corn should totally and
On the other hand, it
immediately cease.

cated total abolition would assent to, he
wished to state to the House the grounds
on which he intended to give his vote on

Amendment. It was now proposed by his hon. Friend the Member for
Wolverhampton, that all duties on the im-

m
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was proposed by Her Majesty's Government that, until 1849, there should be a
continuance of the sliding scale, on a much
lower rate of duty than that now in operation.
His impression was, that if the
question were solely whether the Motion
proposed now by the hon. Member for
Wolverhampton, or that of Her Majesty's
Government, should be agreed to, it would
be much better that they should now decide in favour of immediate and total repeal, than that they should be forced to
remain in a state of constant uncertainty

during a period of three years from the
present time.
On those grounds, if the
1. lime had to decide simply between those
[•repositions, he certainly should be in
r of the proposition of his hon. Friend
1

i

the

Member

for

Wolverhampton.

But he

and which must otherwise be made up
by the imposition of some other burThe hon. Member for Wolverhampden.
ton must know better than he (Lord Worsley)

did,

whom he

the

opinions of the persons to

but it was not improbable
though they had asked so much, they
would take less than they demanded. He
remembered that, before the Reform Bill
had been proposed, they were told thai
nothing short of vote by ballot, a considerable extension of the franchise, and
the repeal of the Septennial Act, would
at all satisfy the country
and yet, when a
measure much shorter than these demands
was proposed, it was admitted to beagreater
step than was thought possible to obtain.
alluded

;

that,

;

He did not consider that the Amendment
about to be proposed by the hon. Member
for Pontefract (Mr. R. M. Milnes), would
prove a settlement of the question.
That
was, that the sliding scale, which, as proposed by Her Majesty's Government in
the present instance, was to cease altogether in 1849, should continue after that
period; that it was to be a permanent
sliding scale, varying from lOs. to 45.
a quarter on wheat.
That proposition
would not, he was convinced, be con-

had to look to the question in this light:
he felt that if he were to vote in favour of
the Motion of his hon. Friend the Member
and if that Motion
for Wolverhampton
were carried by the House, he would thus
aid in precluding himself from considering
other Amendments which were to be proposed by other hon. Members on this question.
It might be considered that, in adopting this course, he was not acting quite
consistently with the opinion which he had sidered satisfactory by those who advobefore ejcpressed in favour of a desire to cated an alteration in the laws whereas,
set this question at rest
but he hoped he by adopting a fixed duty of 5s. a quarter
could satisfactorily explain to the House upon wheat, as proposed by the hon. Memthat the charge of inconsistency could not ber for Anglesea, he considered the com
be brought against him, and that he was merchant would be satisfied, as he would
justified in taking the course which he then have a regularity in the trade he would
Adopted, because he believed that the pro- have to prosecute, while many who now
positions to be brought forward by the hon. opposed any alteration in the existing law
Member for Anglesea (Mr. W. 0. Stanley) would also give such an arrangement their
would be a settlement of the question, and support. The hon. Gentleman the Meml>ocause he was anxious to give that propo- ber for Bedford (Captain Polhill) had also
sition his support.
The Amendment in- given notice of an Amendment which ho
tended to be proposed by the hon. Member thought he could show it would be utterly
for Anglesea was, that in lieu of the duties impossible to carry.
The Amendment was
;

;

;

now

duty of
•

on

paid

com and

the

importation of foreign

grain, there should be paid a fixed

5f.

a quarter on wheat, 2«. Qd. a

inii tor on barley,
,k» >)p
.

and

2g.

on oats.

Now,

those who had hitherto
a total repeal of the Com Laws,
g^jj^

.

won 111

not be satisfied with that arrange-

ment—that

would not come up with
;
but, on the
other hand, the persons who had hitherto
supported them could not but feel that such
plan would not nmtorially enhance the
price of food ; and although it would not
afford any real protection to the agriculturists of this countrj', it would, to a cerit

their cxpectatiom* or desires

tain

extent,

supply that

venue which a

total

loss to the re-

repeal would effect,

to the effect
" That, in tho event of this House consenting
to the change proposed by the right hon. Baronet
At the head of the Goreriiinent in the duties on
tho importation of foreign com for three years,
that the amount of such duties as received slmll
be appropriated as a fund to relieve or compensate
such tenant fiirmers of the United Kingdom now
subjected to certain rents, burdens, covenants, and
'• f
obligations entered into under the presci'
duties, who may prove before a Select
of this House, that they hmve been niin'
verished, or deeply injured by the lessening of the
protection they now possess."
'

<

.

He thought the House would agree with
him that it would be utterly impossible to
have a Committee to decide who had been
ruined by the reduction of protective duties,
or who had not, and to hear the complaints
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of farmers, and ascertain whether the ruin
of which they would complain might he
owing, perhaps, to the effect of a change in
the Corn Laws, or perhaps to incautious or

thought there was a chance of the agriculturists again getting the protection of
which they were now to be deprived. He

entered into hy
If the majority of
particular individuals.
the House should support the views of his
hon. Friend the Member for Wolverhampton, he should thereby he precluded from
supporting any other proposition advocating
a higher amount of duty ; and he could not,
therefore, give any assistance towards
bringing about such a result. On the Other
hand, he thought there might be very serious evils arise from the course proposed
by Iler Majesty's Government. How, for
instance, could they avoid the difficulty
which would arise when the anticipations
which had been expressed, and which he
understood it was generally believed out of
doors would be carried into effect, namely,
that an endeavour would be made on the
part of the farmers and those by whom
they were advised, to get back at the
next general election the protection of
which they were now to be deprived, by
returning to Parliament none but Members pledged to support a Corn Law, and
to get rid of the measure which Her
Majesty's Government were now prepared
to carry: and how, he would ask, while
such a course of proceeding were threatened, could those who were the advocates of the Anti-Corn-Law League be
expected to persuade the Members of that
association to dissolve their body.
They
could not expect that such a course would
be taken ; and in stating that he would
support the Motion of his hon. Member for
Wolverhampton, if the question were simply between it and the propositions of the

of such an event taking place

improper arrangements

Government, he did so, because he was
not one of those who would delude the
farmers^-he could not call it by any milder
term with the idea that they could get
back again the protection which was now
proposed to be taken from them.
If he
were to hold forth that language to the
farmers, he felt that he should be taking a
dishonest part because he did not think
the agriculturists had the least chance of recovering the protection of a Corn Law if it
were once taken from them. He could not,
therefore, give any vote that would hold out
the least expectation of such an event taking place.
If he had silently opposed the
Motion of his hon. Friend the Member for
Wolverhampton, in order to support the
measure of the Government, it might lead
to an expectation out of doors, that he

—

;

did not think there

was the

least probability

and beHev;
ing such to be the case, he could not do
otherwise, acting as an honest man, than
show by his vote the view which he enterIn voting against
tained of the question.
the Amendment of his hon. Friend, ho
wished also to show that he believed it was
impossible the agriculturists coidd ever
again possess such an amount of duty as
they at present enjoyed.
Mu. MILNER GIBSON was one of
those who never entertained any sanguine
expectations that those hon. Members who
advocated protection would support the
Motion of his hon. Friend. He felt that
when the proposition of immediate repeal
was submitted to the House, those hon.
Members would find very good reasons for
not giving it their support; but, at the
same time, he was extremely glad to hear
from the noble Lord who had just sat
down, that he did not withhold his vote
from his hon. Friend (Mr. Villiers), because
he would wish to encourage the feeling
among the tenant farmers that the protection which was now about being withdrawn
from them could ever again be restored.
His noble Friend had told them that, if he
were to take such a part, he should not be
acting honestly
conscientiously believing,
as his noble Friend did, that protection
once withdrawn could never be again conferred upon them ; but such being the conviction of his noble Friend, he would necessarily be perfectly justified in giving his
vote in favour of the Motion of his hon.
Friend.
He thought his hon. Friend the

—

Member

Wolverhampton had taken a
measure
He thought it was due to
to the House.
the country, to those who had acted cordially with him in this free-trade movement, and due to the hon. Member himfor

judicious course in submitting this

self, to

submit this proposal to the House.

was a proposal, as his hon. Friend had
very justly observed, which had been taken
and adopted as the motto of the free-trade
movement after due consideration. It had
caused some unpopularity to the advocates
It had been said that the
of free trade.
question of immediate repeal of the Corn
Laws was a proposition which overlooked
the sufferings that might arise to the agricultural body from the immediate transition
from monopoly to complete freedom of
It

trade.

All these things were taken into
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consideration, and formed the elements on
which the Gentlemen who had conducted
the free-trade movement had come to the
decision that it was better for the agricultural interests, and for all the interests of
the country, that this question should he
settled by the mode of immediate and unconditional repeal.
lie thought that his
hon. Friend himself, having taken so prominent a part in the promotion of the repeal of the Com Law, was entitled to be
heard in respect to the settlement about to
be made. His hon. Friend must take a
very large share of the responsibility on
his shoulders
and on the shoulders of his
friends must also rest much of the respon;

sibility of the future consequences of this
measure.
Therefore, he would say his
hon. Friend was entitled to have a voice
With
in the settlement of the question.
regard to the allegation that they would
endanger the plan of the Government by
asking for something more than was proposed by the right hon. Baronet, all he
coidd say was that he did not think that
danger would exist if they succeeded in
inducing the House of Commons to cany

his hon. Friend's propositions.

As

to

what

would take place elsewhere, with that, he
submitted, they had nothing to do.
All
he could say was, that there was not a
single supporter of the right hon. Baronet
on his own side of the House, who had
spoken during the late debate, who had
stated that he gave his support to the
measure in consequence of the three years'
grace that was afforded to the agricultural
interests, while many opponents of the
measure had expressly declared that they
would prefer immediate to gradual repeal.
Under these circumstances, he could not
perceive that any danger could possibly
arise from pressing upon the Committee
the Motion of his hon. Friend.
But when
he took into consideration the present condition of the country, he felt that the case
of his hon. Friend was perfectly irresistible.
It was the only case that met the circumstances which had been stated by the First
Minister of the Crown.
The First Minister had told them that he had two objects
in view : one to settle permanently the
question how the future commercial poHcy
of the country should l>c conducted; and
the other was how, at the present moment,
they were to avert a great national calamity.
Now, his hon. Friend had reminded
the House that, in November, the right
hon. Baronet had thought that no measure

short of opening the ports and a complete

freedom of the com trade, would satisfy the
aud he had also conpresent emergency
tended that nothing short of total repeal
would be a final adjustment of the Corn
;

Law
it

question.

Under these circumstances,

appeared to him that there was no course

House of Commons

wliich the

could, in

common

reason and with consistency, adopt
at the present moment but total and immediate repeal.
Nothing short of such an
adjustment could meet the present exigency
in Ireland
and he would beg to remind
the right hon. Baronet that, though he
might grant these three years' grace to the
agriculturists, it was a question whether,
considering the accounts which were received from that country, he could maintain this degree of protection even until the
month of July next. How could he, when
he knew that famine and fever were making progress in Ireland in consequence of
the want of food
how could he possibly
maintain any duty on the importation of
foreign corn ?
He would ask, if it were
right to open the ports in November last,
how could a maintenance of the duty be
defended at the present moment, especially
when he considered that the circumstances
which justified the opening of the ports in
;

—

November had become more and more
at the present moment ?
His
noble Friend had touched on the duty on
pressing

wheat; but they should also look to the effect
of the duty on barley and oats.
Taking
the present prices of barley and oats, the
scale of the right hon. Baronet would
amount to an actual prohibition. No barley or oats could be now introduced into
the country and sold at the present prices
if they had to pay 2s. Qd. duty.
How,
then, could they for a moment suppose it
was possible to maintain a duty to the proposed extent under the emergency at preThe duty of 2s.
sent existing in Ireland ?
upon oats and barley was, after all, 1 per

upon the value. He believed that,
taking the price of barley in this country
at the present moment, it could not be imThose
ported and pay duty at a profit.
duties would cause considerable supplies of
oats and barley to be thrown into the English market, and to be diverted from foreign
markets and this when we were told that
every grain of corn that could be imported
into this country was necessary to avert
the calamity with which we were threatened.
That immediate, instead of deferred, repeal
was better for the agricultural interest,
there could be no doubt.
He himself did
not believe the fanners cared anything
cent,

;
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He

question.

declared

had struck him as something
most remarkable, when he was in the

positively

it

country, to find that, as a matter of business, the tenant-farmers did not seem to
care one straw about the repeal of the
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Her Majesty's Ministers would be endangered by the Amendment, however much
he might respect the hon. Member (Mr.
ViUiers) for his advocacy of this cause
and no one could honour him more for it
than he did then, upon the principle laid
down by the noble Lord (Lord John Rus-

—

Corn Laws. As a matter of politics, they
might have some concern upon it as a sell) at the commencement of the Session,
matter of opinion, they had not but if Gen- in order to save that great measure, he
tlemen opposite were right in saying that should vote against the Amendment. The
the farmer was entitled to a reduction of question he asked himself, in determining
rent in consequence of the withdrawal of the principle upon which he should give
Under the existing cirprotection, when the farmer came to ask his vote was this
them for an adjustment, what would be cumstances of the country, is it right and
Would they not say, •* Wait just that the price of the food of the people
their answer ?
and see what the effect of free trade will should be increased by restrictive laws ?
be?" His hon. Friend the Member for He had attended a meeting of his constituStockport (Mr. Cobden) had informed the ents in November last, and he told them
country that prices would not be affected that, in his opinion, the only justification
and, of the ports being closed was the fact then
by the repeal of the Corn Laws
therefore, they (the protectionists) said to supposed to exist, that there was no Gotheir tenants, " Wait till the 1st of Febru- vernment responsible for the affairs of the
The statements made by the
ary, 1849, and see whether it will then be country.
necessary to make a re-arrangement of First Lord of the Treasury during the late
rent, or to lay out capital in particular im- debates fuUy supported him, when he said,
provements." He (Mr. Gibson) behoved ** at that time there was no Government
that the change impending over the agri- responsible for the affairs of the country
cultural body till 1849 would cause many and it was notorious that his right hon.
improvements to be postponed till that Friend could not open them, in consequence
Had anything
period, which, if the repeal took place now, of certain disagreements.
would be carried into effect before. If a happened since to make him (Mr. B. Escott)
man was ordered to be executed this day believe that there ought to be no restricthree years, did the House suppose he tions on the importation of food ?
He
would occupy the interval in preparing for thought everything had happened to make
He would the unrestricted importation of food more
eternity ? Nothing of the kind.
be calculating how he could avert the sen- necessary than it Avas before and, under
tence.
The position of the protectionists these circumstances, he should vote for the
was exactly the same. Protection had Amendment, unless he found that by so
been fairly put upon its trial it had been doing he should endanger the great meafound guilty of high crimes and misde- sure of Her Majesty's Ministers.
One
meanours, and condemnation had been word with regard to the farmers they said
All that they wanted to have done with agitation,
passed upon it by that House.
was asked for now was its speedy and im- and that there was but one way to accommediate execution, and no respite.
A re- plish that, which was, to repeal the Corn
spite, instead of being a kindness, would be
Law for ever. There was but one Mema cruelty and he called upon the House to ber on the benches near him who would
adopt, as the best measure for the agricul- tell the farmers differently
but it was
tural interest, as the most in accordance mere delusion to tell them anything else.
w^ith the justice of the case, and the most
This being the case, he asked whether it
equal to meet the pressing emergencies of w^ould not be better for the interests of the
Ireland, theAmendmcnt proposed by his farmers, for the interests of trade and
hon.
Friend the Member for Wolver- commerce, and for the credit of the House
hampton.
of Commons, to repeal the Corn Laws at
Mr. B. ESCOTT said, if no danger once ?
could be proved to arise from the AmendMr. R. COLBORNE, not having had
ment of the hon. Member for Wolverhamp- any previous opportunity of expressing his
ton, he would vote for it
but if anything opinion on this subject, wished to state the
occurred in the course of the debate to grounds on which he should give a cordial
make him seriously believe that the even- and sincere support to the Amendment of
tual success of the measure proposed by the hon. Member for Wolverhampton. He
;

;

:

—

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

'
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his support to the right hon. Baronet, not hceause he hehevcd that all the
details of his proposed measure were per-

had given

fect,

right

hut hecause the measure
principle.

in

itself

was

The arguments and

reasoning of the right hon. Baronet had
clearly proved free trade to he right in
principle
hut, notwithstanding this approbation, he (Mr. R. Colhome) reserved to
liimself the right of voting against whatever parts of the measure he might think
;

That measure was a free-trade
hut it would have told better upon
the country if it had included the total and
immediate repeal of the Corn Laws. The
noble Lord (Lord J. Russell) had told the
House it was not his wish that the Amendment should be carried, for fear it should
endanger the Ministerial measure and on
proper.

measure

;

this circumstance because it had always
been his opinion, notwithstanding the eloquent speech of the hon. Member for Wolverhampton, that protection affected the
landlord alone, and not the tenant but at
the same time he believed the landlords
were prepared to make all reasonable saHe had voted in favour of the
crifices.
noble Lord's proposition (Lord John Russell's) for a fixed duty
but it was not his
opinion now that a fixed duty would be the
best, because sacrifices must be made where
;

;

the food of the people was concerned. He
was in favour of an immediate repeal of the
Corn Laws, but without applying the principle to every other article.

If they were
import duties, and to
throw the whole burdens of the country
upon direcl; taxation, he should be opposed
There was one direct tax
this point he would allude to one subject to free trade.
upon which he feared there would not be from which the country would be glad to be
He re- reheved, and there would not be a more
found many to agree with him.
ferred to a dissolution of Parliament upon cordial supporter of that object than himHe behoved if Parhament self; and there were certain articles the
this question.
were dissolved, the cause of free trade duties on which might not only be relaxed,
but when he heard the noble but additional revenue obtained. The right
would gain
Lord say they dared not oppose the mea- hon. Baronet had boasted, that although
sure, because he thought if there was a he had taken so many taxes off, there had
AVhy did he
dissolution upon it, there was not sufficient been an increase of revenue.
not apply that principle to the consumption
.spirit to carry him through, he (Mr. R.
Colhome) would ask what stronger proof of tea, sugar, and coffee ? If they were to
there was of it than the arguments urged legislate, let them legislate for the labourby hon. Gentlemen opposite in favour of an ing man who toiled from morning till night
Before this mea- to earn a scanty support for his family
appeal to the country ?
sure was finally settled, there must be a legislate for the artisan, and all the good
new Parliament, for it was impossible to expected by the right hon. Baronet would
arise.
call the doubt and hesitation of three years
Mr. GORING could not see what preThere must, in short, be a
a settlement.
total and immediate repeal of the Com ference could be given in favour of the
Laws, otherwise the question would be Government plan of 4*., as compared with
J'tated again and again. The only chance the duty of 05., which had been proposed
carrying the Ministerial measure to the by the noble Lord opposite.
He admired
satisfaction of the country, was to make the tact and skill with which the right hon.
the repeal total and immediate.
Hon. Baronet (Sir Robert Peel) had brought
Gentlemen must get ready to fight the forward his measure. Tlffe naturally candid
and as the battle must be fought, disposition of the noble Lord opposite, would
battle
he urged uiM>n the House to adopt the have led him to state to the Hou.se what
principles of total and immediate repeal measures he was about to propose in
He did not urge this with 1846, and thus have caused their failure.
that evening.
any object of party triumph over the right But the delusive policy of the right hon.
hon. Baronet, but because he wished him Baronet was likely to carry the measure
to have the satisfaction of carrying a great safely, with the aid of a party that might
Before he sat aptly be called the Ministerial body guard.
and important measure.
down, he wished to refer to one point upon Hon. Gentlemen said that this was a landIn lord's question ; and they asked the landwhich he was personally concerned.
one of the newspapers of yesterday ho had lords to make the sacrifice which the repeal
to do

away with

all

;

;

;

been mentioned as a political apostate. He
was not an apostate, and the editor had
apologized to him for the expression, and
lie mentioned
there the matter endctl,

Laws would involve.
But he
would ask these hon. Gentlemen, was that
the reason why they had hitherto supported
the Corn Laws?
lie should be ashamed
of the Corn
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of himself if he had supported them from
Those hon. Gentlesuch selfish motives.
men, to use a Treasury expression, came
down to the House whining to the landowners, and asking them to make this

vernment, perhaps he will not object to
hear read a short extract from one of his
own, delivered as recently as three years
At a meeting held in Lincolnshire,
ago.

Now, he would tell them tliat it
was not hy the large lauded proprietors

" Something had been said about compromise.
About a year ago he thought something like compromise might have been effected but that dayhad gone by.
There was at present only one
ground of compromise, and that was a final settlement of the question, whereby agitation would bo
for ever stopped
It was agitation on this subject
that was doing all the injury, and the stopping of
that was the only compromise that could be for a
moment entertained. Some had supposed that it
was the intention of Sir Robert Peel to propose a
fixed duty with a descending scale to go down
gradually until it vanished altogether. That would
not stop agitation. It would go on as violently as
ever, until the last shilling of duty was removed."

sacrifice.

By the exthat loss would he sustained.
tended use of machinery, and thus dimin-

—

ishing the numher of lahourers
hy putting up fewer buildings, they might he able
to meet the expense.
It was the smaller

who depended upon their rents
meet their jointures and mortgages it
was such men as these that would suffer.
It was admitted on aU hands that by this
measure the small farmer would be swept
from the face of the earth. The right hon.
Secretary at War had stated that if the
hills of Wiltshire were cultivated as they
proprietors,

—

to

ought to be, all the labourers in the county
would be fully employed. He supposed he
meant by that that if the farmer would
double the produce obtained from the soil,
he might meet the difficulty. That might
be the case with respect to the farmer,
whether he grew three quarters of wheat
at 6O5., or five quarters at 405.;

but the

owner would undoubtedly suffer, as
income was bound down by the Commutation Act to the price of corn and this
would, therefore, be a serious difference to
tithe

his

;

He

should certainly oppose this
measure to the best of his ability ; and he
and his Friend would have this consolation
at least, that neither the clamour of a faction nor the threatening countenance of a
fickle tyrant, had deterred them from doing
what they believed to be their duty : that
it would not be through their means the
country was rendered dependent upon foreigners for the national supply of food
that they would not hear the curses of
ruined farmers ringing in their ears ; and
that it was not through their folly or
cowardice that the agricultural labourer
was driven from his happy home to the vice
and sordid misery of the manufacturing
towns.

him.

Mr.

BRIGHT

:

I rise principally

with

the view of making a few observations upon
the speech of the noble Lord the Member
for Lincolnshire (Lord Worsley).
The noble

now

Lord said he was of opinion that even
the imposition of a fixed duty of 5s.

would

settle this question.

Now,

I

have

here a speech dehvered by that noble Lord
in Lincolnshire
and as he, upon one occasion, amused the House with long extracts
from the speeches of Members of the Go;

—

the noble Lord said

;

The noble Lord then gave a dissertation
upon the peculiar burdens on land, which it
is

not necessary for

me now

quite agree with the noble

to quote.

I

Lord that there

can be no cessation of the agitation of this
question, until all the duties upon the importation of corn are finally abolished ; and
I am sure that he who thinks differently

must have formed, indeed, an imperfect
idea of that amount of public opinion which

now concentrated in one universal demand for the total and immediate abolition
of the Corn Laws.
The hon. Member who
preceded me has referred and I wonder at
is

—

—

imprudence to the mortgages and incumbrances upon the property of landed proprietors.
Now, I do hope that the time has
nearly come when the landed proprietors in
his

House will not subject tliemselves to
such imputations as have, with some justice, been heaped upon them, by again
bringing forward their own extravagancies
or imprudence, their mortgages and incumbrances, as the justification for a law
this

to raise the price of food, in order to secure
to them a rent for their property which, in

reahty,

it is not worth.
I recollect, in one
of Mr. Dickens' works, that he gives an
account of an election for the dignified
office of parish beadle, on which occasion
the walls were covered with, placards, with

" Vote

for

children."

and eleven small

Scroggins

Why,

in that, anything

there

more

is

scarcely, even

pitiable than

it is

to

witness the great landowners of this country coming here and talking of the incumbrances upon their estates, or of the
necessity of providing fortunes for their
grown-up daughters. To come, however,
to the question more immediately before
the House.
That question is now greatly
j^arrowed, and it is no longer whether we
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shall have protection or not, but whether
protection shall bo immediately abolished,
or shall linger on for three years more.

he can reconcile the imposition of a dutv
varying from four to ten shillings on the
food of

man

in this period of great scarcity,

do not like to say anything which whilst he allows maize, the inferior grain,
may appear in opposition to the Ministers, to be admitted duty free. The reasons for
because, in the speeches which they deli- the delay in removing the duty stated by
vered in the last debate upon this question, the Government, were curious. One of them
I have observed so much of what I believe was, that the right hon. Gentleman thought
to be perfect honesty and sincerity in the that his measure might meet with rather
Now, I suspect the right
course which they are now pursuing, that less opposition.
I feel unwilling to say anything which might hon. Gentleman has found out by this time
make it appear that in my opinion they that that idea was altogether erroneous.
were falling short of the duty which at this I believe it would have been impossible,
important period they owe to the country. whatever were the measures proposed, even
But I must say that Her Majesty's Go- if they had come directly from the council
vernment have admitted all our case and of the Anti-Corn-Law League, that they
could have met with a more determined reif there be any man on cither side of the
HouiiC, who, in consequence of the speeches sistance than they have already encounof the Members of the Government, has tered, or than they are about to encounter,
come to the conclusion that protection both in this and the other House of ParliaThe right hon. Baronet, in his
should be abolished, I cannot think it pos- ment.
speech the other night, almost said that
sible that such a man would say that we
should wait for three years before that he was willing to accept of immediate reand I believe every one must feel
I think that every peal
abolition took place.
argument offered by the Gentlemen in that there are no hon. Members in this
justification of their measure, justifies still House, not even amongst those who sit
further our proposition for the immediate on this side of the House, who are more
and I think it would be a condem- firmly of opinion in their conscience that
repeal
nation of the arguments of the Government the immediate repeal is the best thing
for this country in every way, than are
if we now stopped short of immediate reThe impending famine in Ireland is the Members of the Government thempeal.
Tlie Govern- selves.
The protectionists can scarcely
either a reality or it is not.
ment tell us that they have established have any objection to it, for they have
stores for the accumulation of grain, to bo always said that it was a farmer's quessold to the people at a moderately low price. tion, and not a landlord's question.
If it
Both the right hon. Gentlemen who have is a farmer's question, then, why not settle
spoken, said that they could not come to it as the farmers wish it to be settled ?
this House and call for a vote of public There cannot be a doubt of their opinion
money, whilst there was a law in existence upon the subject. Then, if there be, I
im]>osing a duty of I65. or 17«. upon the challenge hon. Gentlemen opposite to point
I would ask
admission of foreign com.
out one case in which any number of farhim, could they come and demand 200,000^., mers have agreed that three years* delay
:}n().0OO/., or 400,000?., as they may be
previous to the removal of protection would
obliged to do in the course of this Session, be preferable to the immediate abolition
and ask the clergy and the public generally which we propose. You say that the agito subscribe money in charity to feed the tation of this question is the worst thing
people of Ireland, while this House main- that can happen.
The noble Lord the
tains a law which imposes a duty which Member for Lincolnshire says so distinctl}'.
narrows the circle whence our supply of What guarantee have you that you will
food can be drawn, which must make not have as much agitation now as if the
prices higher here, and must limit the law had not been altered in the least ?
I
whole supply from which the people of the am afraid that hon. Gentlemen opposite
United Kingdom can bo fed? The right are still clinging to the gains of that prohon. Gentleman said he could not pro- tection.
I believe that you cling to the
pose to allow maize and the inferior three years' delay because you fancy that
grains for the food of pigs and cattle to you can gain something from it.
As far
be admitted at a nominal duty, whilst as I am associated with the Anti-Comthere wob a heavy duty upon the nobler Law League, I can assure you that that
wheat, which was more especially agitation will go on till the question is
grain
foirly settled.
I know not, then, bow
the food of man.
We were bound by hun-

Now,

I

;

;

;

—
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dreds of pledges to "bring this question be- provide for the removal of all duties during
House, and still more are we the approaching scarcity in Ireland. But
bound to do so by a firm conviction of the that is not the universal opinion. There
necessity and the justice of the measure are many who think the Corn LaAvs ought
Her Majesty's Goand I am sure that not to be repealed.
which we propose
the free traders throughout the country vernment having to decide upon this queswill thank my hon. Friend the Member for tion on the 20th of December, after they
Wolverhampton for giving the House this had been recalled to oflice, thought that it
opportunity of deciding once for all upon might be possible at the same time to make
If the House pass this provision for the emergency in Ireland,
this question.
measure, it will have again to discuss it and to lay the foundation of a settlement
before this Session is over ; and if we of the Corn Law question. I have frankly
do not gain the immediate repeal this Ses- admitted that the provision made for the
sion, we shall have to discuss it every Ses- present emergency is not quite so complete
sion until the law is fairly abolished.
as Avould be made if you removed the duty
commenced our agitation with that object altogether. But what Her Majesty's Government had to consider Avas, on the 20th
we have carried it on for no other
and you may rest assured that we shall of December, as I have already stated,
continue to persevere in the principles how they could best effect the double obwhich we believe to be right, and to press ject of providing for the emergency in Irethem upon this House and the country land, and at the same time of trying to
until this great question is finally and fairly gain the assent of the Legislature to laying the foundation for the total removal of
settled.
Sir R. PEEL said: Sir, I presume it all duties ; and in the hope of reconciling
is not the wish of the great body of the
those tAvo objects in the best Avay possible,
House that we should continue this debate, Her Majesty's Government framed the
to which twelve days have already been proposition Avhich is now under the condevoted.
There are some points raised sideration of the House.
With respect
in this debate with respect to which I to the apprehensions of scarcity in Ireshould wish to give some explanation ; but land, Ave certainly do not altogether reas I shall probably have other opportunities move the duties on grain, but Ave proof offering that explanation, I shall, in pose to remove the duty altogether on
what I have now to say, simply confine Indian corn
we propose to remove
myself to the question whether it be de- altogether the duty on rice ; and though
sirable that the repeal of the Corn duties not, perhaps, so nearly affecting the peoshould be immediate, or whether they ple of Ireland, we propose to remove it
should continue, as Her Majesty's Govern- also altogether from cattle and meat. With
ment propose, for a period of three years. respect to Avheat, too, we place that in a
Now, I am bound to say that if you look very different position to Avhat It Avas In
singly and abstractedly to the emergency before ; and Ave materially reduce the duty,
which exists in Ireland I am bound to which at present absolutely prevents you
say, that in that case I think the better taking out of bond that superior description
measure would be the immediate suspen- of Avheat Avhich is most Important for the
sion of all duties.
Suppose we had taken purpose of mixing with the Inferior dethe course pursued in former years, and scriptions Avhich enter Into the market,
had, by .Act of Parliament, suspended the and affect the average prices Avhicli reguduties for a period of eight months
that late the duty on the other.
I have before
is to say, until the month of August or
me a memoi'Ial signed by the Avhole of the
September next, there would then be an millers of NcAvcastle-upon-Tyne, and they
absolute repeal of all duties, or the main- state that the general Avelght of the bushel
tenance of a nominal duty only but Ave of corn in ordinary years averages from
should have to determine in the interim about 61 lbs. to 63 lbs., Avhilst In the prewhat provision should be made with respect sent year it is not above 58 lbs. They say
to the period when the suspension would it would be of the utmost importance if
Those who contend that the Corn they could have access to the better qualiexpire.
Laws ought to be immediately repealed, ties of Avheat AvhIch are in bond, for the
would of course be perfectly satisfied with a purpose of mixing AA'Ith the inferior Avheat,
measure carrying out their object. An im- and they therefore pray for immediate remediate repeal would provide for the accom- peal.
The duty at present upon that
plishment of their purpose, and it would also Avheat, hoAvever, is 17s.; and as there is

fore the

;

We

—

;

—

—

;
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a great quantity of inferior wheat in the
market, the price appears to he low, and
the duty consequently remains high, so
high as to operate almost as a prohibition
to taking out of bond that quality of wheat
w^hich it is of the utmost importance to
have for mixing with the inferior M'heat.
The present proposal of Her Majesty's Government certainly does not remove the
duty on wheat altogether, but it will considerably reduce the present duty of 1 Is.
and it wdl do more it will give a guarantee that in no one case can the duty rise
above 10«., and there must be a very rapid
fall in the price of wheat, which is not to
be expected, to bring the duty up to IO5.
The maximum duty at present is 205.
Under the proposal of Her Majesty's Government the maximum would be 10s., and
it is not probable, even if the price should
fall to some extent, that it would be more
than 5s. or 65. for some time to come.
That is the proposal of Her Majesty's GoTcmment with respect to wheat. Then
The present duty
with respect to barley.
wc propose, certainly, not to reis Is.
duce the duty to a merely nominal one;
but we believe that it will not exceed 2s.
The duty upon oats is
instead of Is.
;

—

:

now

Under the proposal of Her MaGovenmicnt it will not exceed 2s.
but both in the case of barley and oats,
obser^'e the guarantee which is given as
an encouragement to importation.
In
barley there would be a guarantee that
the duty should not rise above 55. and
in the case of oats not above 45. a
6«.

jesty's

;

,

for eight months would tend to a satisfactory settlement of the question; and it is
of paramount importance to be certain of
the footing on which the Corn Laws shall

My opinion is decidedly
hereafter stand.
that it is for the public interest that the
question of the Corn Laws should be either
at once settled, or that the foundation for a

settlement should now be laid, and that
there should be a certain assurance on the
part of the country that at no remote period
the duties upon the importation of foreign
grain should cease.
The proposal of Her

Majesty's Government gives that assurance.
I
was certainly impressed from what
passed the other night, with the belief
that the hon. Gentlemen on this side of
the House were inclined to prefer the immediate repeal.
When I use the word
"repeal," I mean the reduction to a nominal duty.
The hon. Member for Somersetshire certainly did declare positively in
favour of immediate repeal.
I may be
erroneous in my impression of the degree
of assent which the hon. Member gave to
the immediate repeal
I speak merely hypothetically
but when the hon. Gentleman spoke, his declaration was certainly
received as implying a preference of immediate repeal, nor was any dissent then expressed by him.
Her Majesty's Government have proposed a suspension of the repeal for the period of three years, partly
from the impression that that proposal was
preferable in itself to the immediate repeal, partly from a hope that it would
be more acceptable to those who represent
the agricultural interest and it was under
the impression that the immediate repeal

—

;

The duty on rye is at present
w. W. Under the proposal of the GoYcmmcnt it will be reduced to 2s. The was viewed by many,

Quarter.

present duty on beans is Cis. Gd.y which will
also be reduced to 2s.
On peas, a similar
reduction will be made.
I am speaking
now of the apprehension of a scarcity of
food in Ireland; and I admit that the proposal is le»s perfect than if the duty had
been altogether removed. But I say, that
in iho present state of public fettling in this
vou cannot look at this question
•lly.
I think it would be a very
inconsideraio course aft the present moment
to propose a mere suspension of the duty,
to endure for eight months; for we should
make no advance by such a suspension towards the final settlomont of the ({ucstion.
At the end of thnt period the difficulties in
the way of dealing with the question would
be just as great as ever: the public feeling
<

would be equally excited ; and 1 confess I
cannot see at all how a suspension of duties

;

as

I

know

it is,

most

decided friends of the agricidtural interest,
and the main advocates of their rights,
Avith the same approbation which I attributed to the expressions of the hon. Member for Somersetshire, that I said, as I
now repeat, that if the representatives of
the agricultural interest
if those best acquainted with the feelings and wishes of the
agriculturists, should really prefer immediate repeal to a suspension of the repeal
for three years, I have no doubt whatever
that, under these circumstances, by uniting
their forces with those of the hon. Gentlemen who sit on the opposite side of the
House, they will be enabled to carry that
proposition.
Should they do that, my
paramount object being to lay the foundation of an adjustment of this question by
the repeal of the Com Laws. I shall aceept the amended proposal of an immediate

—

I
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But, at the Bame time, my own
opinion in favour of the gradual removal of
duties proposed by Government remains
unchanged.
The hon. Gentleman the
Member for Durham threatens us with a
Sir, I am very sorry
continued agitation.

other proposal had been made; and I cannot help thinking, that if we had proposed
an immediate repeal, the hon. Member for
Somersetshire would not have expressed
I do think that if
for it any preference.
the proposal of Her Majesty's Government

for

it.
I think such an agitation will be
unreasonable.
I cannot answer for the
agricultural party as to the course they
would pursue in case a great change of
this kind were carried; but I do not think
an attempt would be made by them to disturb a settlement of this kind when once
made. [An hon. Member : I think there
would be. ] I am sorry to hear that ob-

had been for immediate repeal, we would
have met with such a degree of opposition,
that we must have abandoned all hope of
carrying the measure.
Our proposal has
been made partly from a preference for
the Motion abstractedly on its own merits,
and partly from a sincere desire to meet
the wishes and to conciliate the feehngs

might certainly justify agitation.
But, if there were a general
acquiescence in the measure, I must say I
think that a continued agitation on the
part of the Anti-Corn-Law League, considering that there was a Parliamentary assurance that those duties would cease after
a lapse of three years, and that, during the
interval, there would be but a low duty as
compared with the existing duty, I must

tives of the

think that a continued agitation
under such circumstances would be unreasonable.
I must say, moreover, that I do
not think that agitation would be successful.
The hon. Gentleman says, that year
after year a Motion would be made for ab-

can answer

repeal.

servation, because that

say

I

of those

who

are the immediate representaagricultural interest
but if
;

immediate repeal be carried in preference
to deferred repeal, I intend to accept the

Amendment. Yes, my conviction of the
policy of an adjustment of the question is
such, that I intend to do what I can to
promote the success of that amended measure; but I cannot be answerable for the
effect of such an Amendment.
It will not
affect

my own

course; but

it is impossible I
ultimate success.
I
prefer the deferred repeal to immediate re-

for

its

peal, for this reason, that

Government intend

Her Majesty's

to propose other

mea-

sures connected with the landed interest.
One objection to deferred repeal is, that it

solute repeal.
Now, it might be made
but as year after year the time would be
approaching when absolute repeal must
take place, I cannot think that much inI
terest Avould be attached to the Motion.
think there are a great number of persons
who would then withdraw from the AntiCorn-Law League a great number of persons who would say that this is not an unConsidering the
reasonable settlement.

will lead to

which prevail upon the subject
considering the prospect that the duty is
to expire in three years, and that every day
would be bringing us nearer to the period
of an absolute repeal of the duty, or at
least of its reduction to a nominal amount,

being quite notorious that you can have
no great supply from the Continent, there
being other countries since we began this
debate, from which exportation has been

;

—

differences

—

—

I cannot help thinking
considering also
that the duty would be much lower than it
has hitherto been I cannot help thinking
that whatever may be the menaces of con-

—

tinued agitation, that agitation would be of
a very different character from that which
would prevail if no attempt were made to
adjust this question.
If we had proposed

a total and immediate repeal, I think we
must have abandoned all hope of success.

When

a proposal

is

made, people are na-

turally inclined to take a different view of
it

from that which they would take

if

some

two prices, one now and one at
the end of three years.
But I do not see
the panic now.
I mean a panic greatly
depressing the price of wheat.
But I have
a strong impression that we are depressing
the price of wheat by this protracted discussion.
I have a strong impression that
the owner of every quarter of wheat noAV
sold is receiving Is. 6d. or 2s. less than he

would receive

if this

question were settled.

It

prohibited and importation encourao:ed; I
cannot help thinking that there may be, on
the part of the tenant farmer, a perfect assurance that the degree of competition with

which he

will have to contend will be very
indeed and if he once knew that
the mind of the Legislature were made up
on the subject of the corn trade, my own
impression is, that there would be a slight
and immediate increase of price. Consitrifling

;

dering, too, that

we accompany

this

mea-

sure with another for affording facilities for
the drainage of land
[Hon. Members :
They will not be accepted.] There is no

—

compulsion to accept them; but,

if

they be
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accepted, there will be an opportunity in
cases of settled property of rai^*ing money
for improvements on more moderate terms
I
than it can be procured for at present.
cannot help thinking also, that as it will be
known there is to be a competition at the
end of three years, the minds of landed
proprietors and of tenants will be directed
to the improvement of land, and that at
the end of three years, partly by the aid of
public money, and partly by the exertions
of individuals, we shall place ourselves in a
more favourable position to compete with
the produce of foreign countries, than if we
opened the ports immediately, with the possibility of a good harvest all over the ConThese were the reasons
tinent before us.
which induced the Government to make
We
the proposal which they have made.
do not think there will be the panic some
apprehend at the end of three years. If
the foreign com grower thinks he can overwhelm our market at a duty reduced from
4s. to \g., I think he will be very much
If there should be a great demistaken.
mand here, the result will be a rise in the
price of land in foreign countries, a conse<|nent rise in the cost of production, and
diminished advantages to the foreign proThese were the general reasons
ducer.
which induced II er Majesty's Government
They will do
to introduce this measure.
what they can to carry it but, again, I
say, if another proposal is approved of, they
will not from pique or mortification abandon
the measure, but will give effect to it so
amended by those whom they will accept as
the best judges of the plan most conducive
to the agricultural interest.
Mn. G.
rose to address the
House, but was received with cries of
;

PALMER

hear!" ••Question, question!"
Chair, chair!" "Order, order!" which
continued the whole time he was speaking.
**JIcar,

**

wan understood to say: I think a Ministhe means to obtain every information which no other individual in the
country could attain
I say, when he did
receive that information which no other
could have, ho nhould have given both sides
It had been stated by
of the question.
clergymen of the Established Church, and
by Roman Catholic clergj'men, that there
wa» an average crop and by others it was
stated that it did not amount to more than
lie

ter

who had

—

;

one-third.

The

the country

—which would

hon. Raronet has
identified himself with the free-trade principles, which would destroy the pro|»erty of
right

be the destnic-

tion of agricultural property.

[Inttrrup-

Hon.]
of order

If hon.

Gentlemen think I am out
down.
The right hon.

I shall sit

Baronet referred to the agitation threatened
for Durham
but
does not the right hon. Baronet know that

by the hon. Member

;

the agitation of that party will continue
while there is one single thing they imagine
they want ? What have those people done
to promote the agricultural interest?
NoOn the contrary, they have robbed
thing.
those interests.
I do not condemn any
one for improving his fortune by industry,
by manufactures, or by any particular
trade; but, in my opinion, the interests
of all should be considered
the interests
of the one should not be exalted over that
of another ; nor should the interests of the
one be considered distinct or separate fi-om
the other. Those men who have by manufactures amassed great wealth, what do they
care to give 1,000?. to promote agitation?

—

this agitation will go on.
I am totally
opposed to the repeal of the protective
duties.
The hon. Member continued to
address the House for some time but, notwithstanding his great exertion to make
himself heard, the interruptions were so
numerous that they rendered all his attempts abortive, and for nearly ten minutes

and

;

not a word he uttered was audible in the
gallery.

RUSSELL

said: If the Com•Lord J.
mittee will allow me, I will endeavour,
without discussing the general question,
which has been already discussed for several nights, and which niny again be discussed on the second reading, to state my
views on the several propositions before us;
and I shall take this course, because it
has been taken by hon. Gentlemen who
have spoken, and because it may upon the
whole, be more convenient to take a view
of the whole of the Amendments together,
and their bearing upon the measures generally, than to consider each separately.
Before I do so, however, I wish to explain
in regard to a statement made on a former

evening by the hon.

Member

for

Somer-

hon. Member seemed to
suppose that I stated that the agricultural
party were not willing to allow a suspension of the Corn Laws, even to meet a case
of famine.
I never made any such statement.
What I said was, that supposing,
as was alleged, the famine was not so
great as was stated, or that the potato
crop had not failed to the extent reported,
that that circumstance aflbrded us a good
opportunity for settling the question of the
setshire.

The

Corn Laws, instead of waiting

for a

year

I
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would be uncertain as

what would be the
probable price of corn for a number of
to

and, instead of a settlement of the
you would have a renewal and
continuance of agitation.
Therefore, for
my part, while I regret that my noble

years

;

question,

Many propositions have
question.
been made for the purpose of improving Friend the Member for Lincolnshire did
the plan of the Government. And first, with not, in a former year, concur with me that
regard to the one to which my noble Friend a fixed duty Avould form the ground of a
the

the Member for Lincolnshire adverted, the
proposal for a 5s. fixed duty.
I do not
think the objections made to the application of a fixed duty are, in the main, fatal
I never did consider that
to the measure.
either a 5s. fixed duty or an Ss. fixed duty
would necessarily raise the price of corn to
that amount.
I believe the Handloom

Weavers' Commission, composed of such
as Mr. Senior and Mr. Lloyd, took a
view which I am inchned to adopt when

men

they said that a duty of 5s. per quarter

might raise the price of wheat only Is. a,
quarter.
But I should not think it fit at
the present time to vote for a proposition
which would not be a settlement with respect to the Corn Laws.
I do think that
a fixed duty of 85., if agreed to, either in

1840 or 1841, or a duty of 5s., if agreed
might have been a settlement
for a number of years. I believe that with
to, last year,

those duties there would have been a reguand a large importation,
and that those who now complain of the
present law would have been satisfied. But
lar trade in corn,

I

would not commit myself

proposition at the present

to vote for

a

moment which

settlement of the question, I cannot say to
him, or to any one who is now convinced
that that proposition would be an efi'ectual
settlement of the question, that I do believe that it would be advantageous to the
agricultural interest,

or to

any other

in-

such a proposition should now
be carried. Well, then, I need not notice
the proposition for the continuance of the
modified sliding scale proposed by the Government for three years longer. With
respect to the proposal for the continuance
of the duty proposed by the Government
beyond the three years, with the view of
making that a permanent arrangement, I
think it liable to the same objections as a
fixed duty.
It would continue the agitation from this time to the general election,
and from the general election till some
time after it would be a cause of dissensions, heartburnings, and discord between
the various classes of the community, and
Ave should not arrive at that which is to be
desired
a general agreement, or, if not
agreement, acquiescence in the law enacted
by Parliament on the subject. I come
now to the proposition at present before the
House, brought forward by myhon. Friend
the Member for Wolverhampton, who, consistently with ail his former conduct, now
proposes that the duty on corn should immediately and forthwith cease.
I must
say, that were I to compare the two propositions as being made by two independent Members of this House, I should consider the proposition of the hon. Member
for Wolverhampton both more wise as an
terest, that

;

—

would be likely to continue agitation, and
keep the farmer in prolonged uncertainty.
I say, that having been told in 1842 that
the Act which now exists was a settlement
of the question
and having been told in
1846, by the authors of that measure, that
it was a complete and signal failure
that
the sliding scale, far from being a scale, as
then represented, which provided for years
of scarcity as regularly and as exactly as
it provided for years of abundance, was, on
abstract proposition, and more effective as
the contrary, in the very first year of dif- a practical measure, than the plan proposed
ficulty, found to be a sliding scale Avhich by the right hon. Gentleman opposite.
I
would not slide, and therefore must be consider it so because, instead of there being
abandoned 1 say, that if after that has now, as there has been in some years, very
been abandoned, a new plan of protection abundant harvests and great stores of corn
were enacted as a permanent law, and if on the Baltic and elsewhere, which might,
you saw then, as you would see, the Anti- by being imported into this country, deCorn-Law League reinforced by numbers press the price, it does so happen, that at
who consider that to be the triumphant the present time those stores have been
and successful side, the farmers would still emptied by the great demand in Belgium
be in a state of uncertainty: they would and other countries
and the harvest of
be ignorant in Avhat manner they should last year was not in quahty so good as to
make bargains with their landlords; they make it Ukely that any great depreciato

;

—

—

;
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tion of price could be effected in the pre-

sent year.

That being the

case, if the corn

were immediately repealed, there
would be no panic following that repeal.
The right hon. Gentleman says, and says
truly, tiiat there has been no panic follow-

laws

yet his proposition
would let in whatever corn is likely to be
brought in for the next three or four months
at a duty of 4*. ; and I cannot believe that
a duty of 4*. would make the difference of
panic or no panic; or, that if there were no
panic at the prospect of a duty of is., there

ing his

proposition

;

would be a panic with total repeal. But
if you had immediate repeal, you would
have this further advantage, that there
would no longer be any question on the
The farmers would at once apply
subject.
their minds to that which your protective
laws have hitherto prevented them from
doing, viz., to obtam from the soil the
largest produce by means of the utmost
exertion of inteUigence; by inquiry, by
energy, and by all that activity which it is
the effect of monopoly, restriction, and
protection to relax and impede. With this
protection, small as it may be considered,
which is established by a sliding scale
varying from lO*. to 4s., I do not think it

ister,

who has imdertaken the

settlement of

If the right hon.

this question.

Gentleman

a way entirely
objectionable, I might favour any amendment I thought desirable, endangering his
proposition but he has undertaken it in a
manner which, in three years at all events,
will produce a final and complete settlement of the question. The right hon.
Gentleman has said, in accordance with
his declaration of a former night, that he
has reasons which induce him to prefer his
proposition.
I own I do not consider those
reasons in themselves very conclusive. One
reason is, that it is more favourable to the
landed interest.
I will not say what view
the landlords will take but I am more and
more confirmed in the opinion that the
farmers throughout the country do not
value this temporary protection of three
years.
What the right hon. Gentleman
has stated only confirms the view which
we on this side took at the time with re-

had imdertaken

this task in

;

;

spect to the Canada Corn
was introduced we said

Bill.

When that

was dangerous
to introduce a Bill giving a monopoly to a
single Colony Avhicli it never had before
and that when it was necessary to take it
away, a feeling of injustice and injury would
it

raised.
I am afraid that a similar feeling will be raised among the landlords by
That protection will be giving them this three years' protection.
did not exist.
counted for something for the time, and It will not reconcile them to the loss of the
various speculations will be formed as to benefit at the expiration of that term. The
what will happen in 1849 some antici- right hon. Gentleman makes another statepating an immense influx of foreign com ment, to the efi'ect that though the Comproducing a totally different state of the mittee were to decide by a majority in
country, and others taking a different view, favour of immediate repeal, he yet would
and wishing to prolong this condition of use his best efi'orts to promote the success
protection, hoping that some future Parlia- of the measure so amended
but he states
ment may re-enact it so that between the at the same time that he will not answer
farmers and the manufacturers the three for the result and he likewise adds what
years will be a period of doubt, irritation, is a most important statement
that, in
and excitement. For these reasons and his opinion, if he had brought forward a
for there are others
others
with which I measure for immediate repeal instead of
win not trouble the House at this late hour that which he has proposed, he would have
of the night, I consider, taking the two pro- failed in his endeavour to settle the ques-

likely that the
will

same amount of exertion

be employed by the farmers as

be

if it

—

;

;

;

—

positions

—

—

by themselves, that that made by

Member

Wolverhampton is the
But the case which I now have to
better.
consider is the case of the Government proposing a plan for the settlement of this
the hon.

—

for

important question, on which hitherto there
has been the greatest resistance in this
House, and on which tbrrp mny still be
of the
resistances
ament.
majority oft
the other House
I am not aware
I must listen,
^
may take of tbi«^
therefore, to what is said by the Prime Min\

never think

tion.

I

House

for

I

it

right to vote in this

any measure or resolution which

do not think

it

desirable should succeed.

Now, supposing that there is a majority in
this House in favour of the Motion of my
hon. Friend the Member for WolverhampI am one in that majority, I
terms a better settlement of
the question than that which the right hon.

ton,

and that

then gain

in

Gentleman proposes.

But what should I
should lose that measme which
the right hon. Baronet (Sir R. Peel), as the
organ of the Government, has introduced

lose ?

I
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terior state of the country.
Having said
thus much, I would beg for one moment to
cannot guarantee it, ho entertains, as I do refer to a statement made to-night by the
myself, strong hope.
Upon weighing the right hon. Gentleman opposite, that if ho
advantages of these two questions, I say had proposed the immediate repeal of the
I will not incur the responsibility of assist- Corn Laws, he thinks that proposition would
Now I understood that right
ing to carry the Motion of my hon. Friend have failed.
the Member for Wolverhampton. It is far hon. Gentleman, on a former occasion, to
better, as I conceive, to promote the mea- say that he regretted I had not undertaken
sure which has been introduced by the to settle this question and that he thought
right hon. Baronet. I believe myself, that I should have been successful in such an atif this House carries that measure
I will own I was surprised at that
as I tempt.
trust it will do
on the third reading by at statement for though I fully believe that
least as largo a majority as that which de- the right hon. Baronet (Sir R. Peel) would
cided the other day in favour of going into have supported me most fairly in any meaCommittee, the House of Lords, respecting sure I might have brought forward for the
the decision of tliis House, will most pro- settlement of this question, yet I think,
bably accede to the Bill thus carried up to during the time that has elapsed since he
them as the measure of the First Minister introduced the present measure, he must
of the Crown.
I feel by no means confihave heard statements and objections
dent that they would carry a measure which enough to convince him that those who
would be capable of being represented as would have followed him in that course,
the identical measure of the Anti-Corn-Law and would have supported me in the propoLeague. But I do consider that, in the sition of such a measure I being in office,
present state of afiuirs, the adoption of this and he out of office
would have been very
measure by the present Parliament, with- few in number. My belief, I may fairly state,
out any dissolution, without any further is that not more than forty Members, or
conflict of interests, would be of the very somewhere about that number, perhaps fifty,
greatest advantage.
I believe that, if it would have followed him. [** No "] Some
is carried
though, as I have said, there hon. Gentlemen seem to intimate that I am
may be some excitement, that excitement making an exaggerated statement but at
will gradually subside, and the difi'crent all events I do not believe that, if aU the
classes of society will be better reconciled Members of the present Cabinet in this
to each other than they have been for many House had gone with me, I should have
years past; and that. Sir, speaking be- had a sufficient number to enable me to obsides and beyond this corn question, is to tain a majority on the first proposition for
any one who values the institutions of this going into Committee. An hon. Friend of
country a most important consideration. mine has stated to-night that he understood
Because, without attending to particular me to say that I should have been very
threats or particular declarations, it is sorry to see a dissolution of Parhament,
impossible not to see that a great po- because I should not have expected that a
pular agitation upon any one question, dissolution would have given a majority in
carried on from year to year, may extend favour of the repeal of the Corn Laws.
to other subjects, and may affect some of My hon. Friend the Member for Richmond,
the most valuable parts of our institutions. who made this statement, has not rightly
I Avish, therefore, most ardently to see this understood me.
What I said was, that I
question settled and after weighing in my did think it desirable, and I do think it deown mind in what manner I should act in sirable, that there should not be a dissoluorder to obtain that settlement, I think, tion of Parliament upon this question.
I
upon the whole, that the plan most condu- think all the statements that have been
cive to this end will be to support, against made in this House as to the incompetency
every Amendment, the proposition of Her of the present House of Commons to decide
Majesty's Government.
I do not think the question of the Corn Laws are founded
that any question brought before this House on an ignorance and misapprehension of
ought to be considered merely on the ground the Constitution. I consider that when a
of the preference of one proposition over an- Parliament is elected, that Parliament is to
other.
I think it should be considered with provide for all the most important afiuirs of
reference to times and to circumstances, the country, be they foreign or be they dowith reference to the general views Parlia- mestic, according to the best of its judgment may take, and with regard to the ul- ment and discretion. I can conceive no

for which he has made himself responsible
and of the success of which, though he

;

—

—

;

—

—

!

—

;

;
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assertion of an

opposite principle

—no

House of Commons

as-

not
competent to decide such a question as the
present, which would not lead to the doctrine that we are not competent to decide
any question of great importance unless we
have been immediately elected by the people for the express purpose of determining
sertion that the

is

the other House of Parliament which I
think a majority of the present House of

Commons

upon its dewould then
excite much greater discordance between
that men would be much more apt
classes
to stand upon pledges they had given,
against their more reflecting opinions and
Such a doctrine, let me that we should be for some years in a state
Buch question.
of agitation on the subject which would be
observe, is most democratic in its nature
a doctrine which leads almost to annual most injurious to the country. For these
Parliaments, almost to the conviction, that

is

likely to exercise

I think the question

cisions.

;

;

additional reasons, therefore, I

am

going to

nnleM elected for that express purpose, take the only course which it seems to me
after pondering upon this matter most
Members are not justified in giving their
This ques- seriously to be my duty to the country to
votes upon any great measure.

—

upon the general powers
of the House of Commons and I may say,
with regard to one question which arose out
of the settlement of the house of Hanover,
that I conceive the Parliament which was
elected for three years was perfectly justition bears directly

;

fied in prolonging its existence for

seven

years, and thereby saviiig the country from
anarchy and rebeUion. Now, if I am right
in that opinion, will

to

any one say that the

Commons, which was competent
prolong its own powers from three years

House

of

to seven, exceeds its powers in

claiming

—

I am going to take the course of
voting with the Government against this
Amendment, and against any other Amendments that are likely to be proposed in

follow.

Committee. I shall be prepared to vote
with them upon every stage of this Bill
and I think the interests of this country
are deeply involved in the speedy, safe,
and tranquil settlement of this great question.

Sir W. JOLLIFFE was anxious to address a few words to the Committee in explanation of the vote he was about to

Corn Laws

give, without making any reference, if he
?
might also refer, if it were necessary to could possibly help it, to the debate on the
do so, to the circumstances which occurred Corn Law, on which, however, he should
with reference to the Union with Scotland have been glad to speak had the opportuand Ireland. I do not meddle with the nity been afforded him. He had always
question as it regards the engagements consistently voted against the proposition
into which particular Members may have of the hon. Member for Wolverhampton, on
entered, or as to what their feelings may the question of the Corn Law, and it was
be with respect to their own private honour his intention still to vote against that hon.
or their public character.
My conviction Gentleman. But if he did not enter into
is that this House, as at present constisome explanation in doing so, he might be
tuted, is perfectly competent to settle the liable to misrepresentation
for he desired
question of the Com Laws; and unless it to be understood that it was out of no
tnero were a great popular
a great na- preference which he entertained for the
tional feeling the other way, I conceive that measures of the Government that he voted
no one can with propriety maintain a con- against the hon. Member for Wolverhamptrary opinion.
But having stated that I ton. As long as a firm body could be
consider the present House of Commons found in this House, and in another place,
competent to determine this question, I and a much larger body out of doors, ho
may add that I think it desirable there should cherish the hope that those meashould not be a dissolution.
I do not ensures would be defeated.
The measure

to settle the question of the
I

:

—

tertain this opinion because I consider that
in the event of a dissolution wo should not

was objectionable in every point of view.
It was most objectionable, even on his own
obtain a majority in Parliament for the re- showing.
He said it was to meet an
peal of the Com Laws.
My belief is, that emergency for which it was not at all calwe should have such a majority. But my culated; and then, as if not to leave poor
that that majority would
is,
only be attained after a great collision of
opinion, after very angry feelings had been
excited in the course of the elections; and
that, under those circumstances, such a mabelief also

jority

would hardly have that weight with

consistency a single inch to stand upon,
an hon. Gentleman proposed a fixed duty,
which could not be maintained when prices
rose to a height when foreign corn would

be really wanted.
If they were to have a
great change, let them have it at once, for

HOUSE OF COMMONS, MARCH
would be even less dangerous to the
country than at the end of three years.
The country was now prosperous; agriculture had been, for the last six months,
in a flourishing condition
the farmers had
straight accounts with their landlords
they could, therefore, better endure the
measure introduced in an intelligible
straightforward way, than in the insidious
manner in which it had been at present
introduced.
It was like making a man
live on half a meal a day before he underwent some great bodily exertion: would
he not much sooner undertake it when in
health than when in decay, and would he
not be much more able to execute it ?
As
it was with the body physical, so it was
with the body politic.
In conclusion, the
hon. Gentleman said he should vote against
Mr. Villiers' Motion, because he had always opposed it, and against the measures
of Government, because they seemed to
have neither justice nor common sense in
them.
Mr.
hoped that on this occasion
the speech of the hon. Member who had
just resumed his seat would teach those
who were about to divide the ranks of the
supporters of the measures of Government what course they ought to adopt.
After the speech of the noble Lord the
Member for London (Lord J. Russell), he
thought that every individual who was
anxious to carry those measures should
do his utmost to support the right hon.
Baronet.
He confessed that he should
prefer an immediate repeal of the Corn
Laws but seeing what the right hon. Baronet had stated, he considered they would
be acting in a manner that was calculated
to risk the great question
and on that
ground he appealed to his hon. Friend (Mr.
Villiers) not on this occasion to divide
their ranks.
At any rate, he (Mr. Hume)
could not give him his support.
it

;

HUME

;

BORTHWICK, amid

cries of

**

Divide!" and "Oh!" from the Opposition,
moved that the Chairman report progress
and ask leave to sit again.

The Marquess

GRANBY

would detain the Committee but a few moments.
The noble Lord opposite had said that the
present House of Commons was in a situation to settle this question.
He contended
that it was not, and he would prove it
from the noble Lord's own observations.
The noble Lord said, «* If I had undertaken the government, and proposed the
same measures that the Government now
propose, I should not have been able to
of
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measures

carry those

in the House of
a greater majority than 40
He now asked the Committee, in
or 50."
common fairness and candour, whether
they thought they were in a position to
carry those measures with satisfaction to
the country or to those hon. Members who
had always maintained that the Corn Law
ought to be immediately repealed? He
contended that it was not the opinion of
It had been proved by the
that House.
noble Lord that it was not the opinion of
that House.
Even if the measure were
right, this was not the way in which it
should be carried.

Commons by

WORSLEY

rose to explain.
Lord
He
feared his noble Friend (Lord J. Russell)

had misunderstood what he (Lord Worsley)
had said in an earlier part of the evening,
when he declared his intention of supporting the proposed duty of 5s., not as a measure of protection, but as one from which
a revenue would be obtained.
He would
take the opportunity of declaring
that he saw nothing inconsistent in those
opinions, or in the vote he was about
to give, with the speech quoted by the
hon. Member for the city of Durham (Mr.
Bright).
also

The Earl

of

MARCH

said,

that the

House was in such a state of confusion
that they seemed to have forgotten the
question before the Committee.
He understood that his hon. Friend the Member
for Evesham had moved that the Chairman
should report progress and ask leave to sit
again.
The Committee divided on the Question
—Ayes 70 ; Noes 227 : Majority 157.

List of the Ayes.

;

Mr.

2,

Adderloy, C. B.
Alford, Visct.
Allix, J. P.

Arkwright, G.
Bailey, J., jiin.

Bankes, G.
Benett, J.
Bennett, P.
Bentinck, Lord G.
Beresford, Major
Bramston, T. W.
Brisco, M,
Broadley, II.

Broadwood, H.

Fielden, J.
Filmer, Sir E.
Finch, G.
FuUer, A. E.

Gardner, J. D.
Granby, Marq. of
Grogan, E.
Halford, Sir H.
Halsey, T. P.

Henley, J. W.
Hildyard, T. B. T.

Hope, Sir

J.

Ilussey, T.
Ingestre, Visct.
JoUiffe, Sir W. G.

Clifton, J. T.

H.
Lawson, A.
Lowther, Sir J. H.
Manners, Lord C. S.
Manners, Lord J.
March, Earl of

Cole, hon. H. A.
Deedes, W.

Martin, T. B.
Milnes, R. M.

Du

Newdegate, C. N.

Brooke, Sir A. B.
Brotherton, J.

Buck, L. W.
BuUer, Sir J. Y.
Churchill, Lord A. S.

Pre, C. G.
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Packe, C. W.
Palmer, R.
Palmer, G.

Thompson, Aid.
Trottor, J.
TvreU, Sir J. T.

Pigot, Sir R.
Polhill, F.
Rashleigh, W.

Vyse, R. H. R. H.
yVaddington, U. S.

Rendlcsham, Lord

Wodehouse, E.

Rolleston, Col.

Wyndham,

Round,

Hope, G. W.
Hornby, J.
Howard, hon. C. W. G.
Howard, hon. E. G. G.
Howard, P. H.
Hughes, W. B.

Stanley, E.
Stuart, J.

O'Brien, A. S,

Hume, J.
Humphory,

Aid.
Hurst, R. H.

Col. C.

Scott, hon. F.
Sibthorp, Col.

Spooner, R.
Spry, Sir S. T.

Acland, T. D.
A'Court, Capt.
Antrobus, £.
Archbold, R.
Austen, Col.

BaUUe, Col.
B«in«,

W.

Jocelyn, Visct.
Johnstone, Sir J.
Jones, Capt.
Kelly, Sir Fitz Roy

Baring, rt. hon. F. T.
Baring, rt. hon. W. B.
Barrington, Visct.
Beckett, W.
Bell, M.
Benbow,

J.

Berkeley, hon. Craven
Berkeley, hon. II. F.
Bemal, R.
Blewitt, R. J.

W. U.

Bodkin,

Boldero. H. G.
Botfield, B.
Bouverie, hon. E. P.

Bowes, J.
Bowles, A.
Bowring, Dr.
Boyd, J.
Bright, J.
Browne, hon.

W.

W.

Camr,W.

n. P.
hon. Capt.
CaTendish, hon. 0. H.
Chapman. B.
Obelaea, Visct.
Cbiebester, Lord J. L.

Oam^e,

Childers, J.

W.

ChriaUe,W.D.

W.
rt.

L.

W.

bop. Sir G.

CoUflii,R.

Gockbum.

rt. fan.

Sir G.

W.N.R.

Cf.V

C;

irT.E.

CoUttt,

W. K.

Collett, J.

ConoUy, Col.
hoo. IL
Cowper, bon. W. P.
Craig, W. G.
Crawford, W, S.
Corry,

Darner, hon. Col.
Davies, D. A. S.

Lambton, H.

Dodd,G.
Dougbs,

Lascelles, hon.

Langston,

Sir C. E.

Drummond, H. H.
Duckworth. Sir J. T. B.
Duke, Sir J.
Duncan, Visct.
Duncan, G.
Duncombe, D.
Dundas, Adm.

rt.

Cripps, W.
Currie, R.
Curtcis, H. B.

rt.

W.

S.

Layard, Capt.
Loch, J.
Lockhart, A. E.
Lockhart, W.
Lyall, G.
Lygon, hon. Gen.
Macaulay, rt. hon. T. B.
McCarthy, A.
McGeachy, F. A.

Emlyn, Visct.

Masterman,

Entwisle, W,
Escott, B.
Evans, Sir De L.

Maule, rt. hon. F.
Maxwell, hon. J. P.
Mildmay, H. St. J.
Mitcalfe, H.
Mitchell, T. A.
Mofifatt, G.
Morpeth, Visct.

rt.

IL

hon. Sir J.

Grey, rt. hon. Sir G.
Hale, R. B.
Hall, Sir B.
Hamilton, W. J.
Hamilton, Lord C.
Ha»tie, A.
Ilawcfi, B.
Herbert, rt. hon. S.
Honroy, Lord A.
Hindley, C.

Hobhouse,

Ho«,

J.

ri.

W.

UoUood^R.
Hope, A.

J.

ho. Sir J.

Strutt, E.

Sutton, hon. II. M.
Thesiger, Sir F.
Thomely, T.

Ward,

II.

Wawn,

J.

G.
T.

Wellesley, Lord C.

White, S.
Williams,
Wilshere,

Wood,
Wood,

&fra.in

W.
W.

C.

Col. T.
Worsley, I/ord

Wortley, hon. J. S.
Wynn, rt. hn. C. W.
Yorkc, H. R.
TEU.KR8.
Young, R.
Baring, IL

Pattison, J.
Pechell, Capt.

J.

Stuart, Lord J.
Stuart, H.

Walker, R.
Walpole, S. H.
Warburton, IL

Neville, R.
Norreys, Sir D. J.
O'Connell, D.
O'Connell, M. J.
O'Connell, J.
Oswald, J.
Palmerston, Visct.
Parker, J.
Patten, J. W.

Question

Smith, J. A.
Smythe, hon. G.
Smollett, A.
Somerton, Visct.
Stanley, hon. W. 0.
Stansfield, W. R. C.
Stanton, W. H.
Staunton, Sir G. T.
Stewart, J.

Villiers, hon. C.
Vivian, J. II.
Wakley, T.

J.

Morris, I).
Napier, Sir C.

Lord

^

Trelawny, J. S.
Trench, Sir F. W.
Troubridge, Sir E. T.
Tufhell. H.
Vane, Lord U.

Marjoribanks, S.
Marshall, W.
Martin, J.
Martin, C. W.

Fox, C. R.
Gibson, T. M.
Gordon, hon. Capt.
Gore, M.
Gore, hon. R.
Goring, C.
Goulbum, rt. hon. II.

Graham,

Seymour, Lord
Shelbume, Earl of
Sheridan, R. B.

H.

J.

McTaggart, Sir
Mahon, Visct.
Mangles, R. D.

Fittroy, hon. H.
Fleetwood, Sir P.
Flower, Sir J.
Forstcr, M.

Sanderson, R.

hon. H.

Easthope, Sir J.
Eastnor, Visct.
Ebrington, Visct.
Egerton, W. T.
Egerton, Sir P.
EUis, W.
Elphinstone, H.

Ferguson, Col.
Ferguson, Sir R. A.
Fitzmaurice, hon. "W.

Cardwell, E.

Clerk,

Labouchere,

W.
Feilden, W.

Bttller, C.

Clnite,

Kemble, H.

Dalrymple, Capt.

Ewart,

Bruce, Lord E.
Busfeild,

Dalmeny, Lord

Douglas, J. D. S.

Baanemian, A.

Russell, Lord J.
Russell, Lord E.
Russell, C.

Jervis, J.

Liit of the Noes.

Col.

Reid, Col.
Ross, D. R.

James, W.
Jermyn, Earl

TBIXBH8.
Borthwick, P.
Ferrand, B.

Plumridge, Capt.
Protheroe, E.
Pusey, P.

Rawdon,

Irton, S.

Yorke, hon. E. T.

J.

Peel, rt. hon. Sir R.
Peel, J.
Pennant, hon. Col.
Philips, G. R.
Philips, M.

W.

put.

MANNERS

ro8e to notice

\>\e
remark which had fallen from the noble
Lord (Lord J. Russell), that it was compe-

tent for the present Parliament to alter tho
Corn Laws, and that this case was ana-

logous to the passing of tho Septennial
Act.
He asserted that throughout English history there was not so disgraceful a
cate as that in wliich a Wliig House of
CommoiiB, afraid to appeal to the country.

!
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had been from a dissolution of Parliament, and it
same House should sit would be the only one.
Sir a. BROOKE complained that seHe knew not
for a septennial period.
what the noble Lord's present views might veral Irish Members had waited for thirteen
be but he must say for himself that if the nights, wishing to speak on this question,
and elected only

for three years,

led to vote that the

;

noble Lord's ardour to secure a long life
to the present House of Commons should
propose to extend its existence for a decennial period, he could venture to assure
the noble Lord that he would have no
more decided opponent than himself and
when the noble Lord said, that the public
honour of that House was separable from
the private honour of individuals, such a
proposition could hardly be seriously maintained; for what was the public honour
but the aggregate private honour of individuals ? What destroy the private honour
of 120 or 130 individual Members of the
House of Commons, and then hope that
;

!

they could maintain by a constitutional
fallacy the public character of the

Commons

He

House

without ever getting an opportunity. This
night, the whole time had been occupied
by the hon. Members for Durham, Manchester, and Wolverhampton, by the noble
Lord the Member for London, and the
right hon. Baronet the First Lord of the
Treasury, so that those who were in favour
of protection had been prevented from
Under these circumstances, he
speaking.
thought the call for a division very unfair,
and should move that the House do now
that this debate be now adadjourn

—

journed.

Sir R.

PEEL

said, if

they came to a

vote now, it would not close the question
There were other
on the Resolution.
amendments before the House, but probably
the best course would be to dispose first of
the Amendment of the hon. Gentleman.

he had asked
for any justification for the course which
that great minority of the House had
Mr. FERRAND said, he was preadopted, he should find it in the speech of pared to justify the course they were purthe noble Lord the Member for London
suing that night, by reference to a speech
and he would ask the House, after such a of the right hon. Baronet, delivered on the
speech, after such arguments, whether it 31st of January, 1840, in the debate ou
could refuse to postpone this discussion for the vote of want of confidence in Ministers.
any number of nights to allow those hon. Substitute the name of Stanley for that of
Members who chose to express their opin- Howick, and the exactness of the appliions ?
For himself, he could conceive no cation was perfect. The hon. Member
such argument in favour of the Motion of then read the passage referred to, to the
his hon. Friend the Member for Evesham eifect that Lord Howick had quitted the
as that they had heard from the noble Ministry of Lord Melbourne, because he
Lord.
So long as his hon. Friend chose had no confidence in its principles or proto divide the House on the question of ad- fessions.
The hon. Member concluded by
journment, so long should he be happy, moving that the Chairman do now leave
of

?

said, if

after the speech of the noble Lord, to di-

Lord

the chair.

Lord

vide with him.

JOHN RUSSELL

J.

MANNERS

wished to observe,

was sorry he

in reply to the observations of the noble

had incurred the displeasure of the noble
Lord; but really the penalty of adjournment seemed too heavy to inflict on the
House for a speech of his (Lord J. Russell).
He had said that no good result could arise
from a dissolution but he thought there
might be one advantage from it. As far
as he could see from the noble Lord's pubhshed opinions, the noble Lord said, that
the measure of protection, which he con-

Lord, that if the noble Lord would have
the kindness to refer with more care to that
letter to which he aUuded, he would per-

;

ceive he

was

totally unjustified in

drawing

the conclusion he had from it, and that in
that letter he had never said anything
which could justify the noble Lord in drawing a conclusion that he would in a new
Parliament vote for the present measure.

J. O'CONNELL said, it was
bad that they should have perbenefit to the country in the present Par- petually quotations and opinions cited from
liament, he should, if re-elected to a new former speeches on all occasions, and parParhament, consider it to be his duty to ticularly on such an occasion as the prevote as illegal and that the Corn Laws, sent.
He really wanted to know what
instead of being maintained, should be re- any opinions expressed in a speech on a
pealed.
He must confess that getting the vote of want of confidence in a fonner Gonoble Lord's vote would be an advantage vernment had to do with the question of

sidered

it

quite necessary to vote for as a

;

Mr. M.

really too

0^6

1*4^-

adjournment on the present occasion ? As
he did not want to see the character of that
House lowered in the puhlic estimation hy
such conduct, he, for one, rose to enter his
solemn protest against such a course of
factious opposition as a small minority of
those who were opposed to the measure of
Her Majesty's Government were now ofSuch a course could hut
fering to it.
hring the House of Commons into disrepute with the puhlic.
said, that as the
Mr. G.
hon. Memhcr (Mr. M. J. O'Connell) asked
why hon. Gentlemen desired to speak upon

BANKES

this suhject, viz.,

i-AVVO.

\^Vw»xv*\

whether the repeal of the

Com Laws should be

immediate, or according to the right hon. Baronet's proposition
he would tell him it was because the hon.
Member for Essex (Mr. Palmer), as honourable a Member as any in the House
respectable as well for his long standing
as for his many other qualifications, was
interrupted from the commencement of his
so much so,
speech until the conclusion
that even those who sat on the same side
with him could scarcely catch a single obflervation he had made.
When a Gentleman of such high character and standing
could meet with no more respect than that,
it was surely foolish for other hon. Members to attempt to get a hearing.
Whatever might be the trouble and inconvenience it occasioned, they (the protectionists)
were determined to persevere in their
For his own part, he felt that the
course.
observations made by the right hon. Baronet
(Sir R. Peel) called for a reply.
House resumed.
Chairman reported progress. Committee
to sit again the following day.
House adjourned at half-past one

—

o*clock.

HOUSE OF LORDS,

This had been partion laws were passed.
ticularly the case in that large portion of
the county called the Isle of Ely, where
such extensive works had been constructed,
such a large amount of capital had been
laid out, and such vast improvements effected, that the amount of food raised in
it had greatly increased, and the fee-simple
He would not
of the land nearly doubled.
say that all these improvements had taken
place since 1 828 ; but he might safely say
that since that time the improvements had

gone on more rapidly.

In consequence of
the introduction of the steam-engine, and
the extent of drainage which had taken
place, in one dyke alone nearly 500,000^.

had been spent

;

the agriculturists had been

able to raise such a vast quantity of food
as not merely to meet the increase of population, but they had been enabled to export
from Wisbeach a larger amount of wheat
than had passed through any other port of
Great Britain. In respect to the remaining part of the county, he held returns in
his hand showing that there also there had
been great progress made in the way of
improvement.
Since 1828, no fewer than
eighteen parishes had been enclosed
and
the consequence of these enclosures had
been, that the fee-simple of the land had
been doubled. In these eighteen parishes
the annual value of property had increased
no less than 53,508^., and supported an in;

crease of population to the extent of 5,682.
He was sure that, in stating this case, he
should be excused in doing so from the
fact of the county being a purely agricultural one, as well as from the circumstance
that the people had

made such advances

—

improvement the people
themselves believing that it was owing very
much to these protective duties that they
had been able to make such advances in
improvement. At all events, they were
perfectly able to show that prosperity and
protection had gone alongside, and hand
in

agricultural

hand, with one another. The prayer of
these petitioners was universally the same
namely, that their Lordships would be
pleased to rc>ject the measures which were
now in progress in the other House of Parin

Tuesday, March 3, 1846.

—

THE CORN LAWS.

The Eabl of HARDWICKE presented
a numbor of petitions from various places liament
in Cambridge«biro, against tbe

roeafore of

Oovemment

proposed

in roforonre to

the

Corn Laws. The county from which those
petitions came, was, he said, purely an agricultural county, and one in which, he as-

;

and

to continue to

them that pro-

now

Their
possessed.
Lordships would, no doubt, do as they had
always done namely, take into consideratection which they

—

serted, without fear of contradiction, the
progress of agriculture had never so much

itself with a view to the
great interests of the Empire, and with a
view to the interests and well-being of the
people at large.
Their Lordships, he felt

advanced as since 1828, when the protec-

confident, would not allow themselves to be

tion the

measure
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and believing that that House had always been a great, if not the greatest proproceed to the consideration of the measure tector, at least they had always had much
with a view to acquit themselves in a man- to do with the advancement of the liberties
ner the most conformable to the interests of the people of this country believing and
of the people at large.
The measure to knowing that, at no period of the history
which he referred was a measure of a most of the country, had the liberties of the peoextensive nature
a measure wholly new, ple been invaded without that House being,
and which would require the deepest at- at the same time, trampled under foot
tention as regarded its ultimate results upon looking to the state and condition of the
the finances of the country. At all times Government, and the state and condition
he confessed it was so with himself at of the other House of Parliament he had
least
when measures had been presented not the slightest doubt that the result of
to their Lordships by the Government of their Lordships' deliberations would be to

influenced in any way by the fears or opinions of any individuals elsewhere, but would

case,

—

—

—

—

—

the country, they carried such a degree of
weight with them that their Lordships had
always taken that into consideration as a
most important element in the case but
for himself
and he could only speak his
own opinion on this point the measure
now introduced by the present Government
would not sway his mind in reference to its
introduction in any way whatever. He perfectly understood, and he perfectly knew,
the principle upon which the Government
had been dissolved but he had never heard
it yet stated upon what principle the Government had been reunited and formed
again for the purpose of governing this
country; and until he clearly knew and
understood the point on which the Govern;

—

—

;

ment was formed, the measure would never
carry with him
and he thought he might
say the same of their Lordships that great

—

—

weight which the recommendation of Government would otherwise carry with it.
He hoped he was not out of order in speaking of the representatives of the people in
the other House, who, he considered, must
lost much of the good opinion and confidence of the country by the course which

have

[A laugh.] He knew
perfectly well that it might give great pleasure to his noble Friends opposite to see
their friends in the other House take that
course, just as he knew it often gave plea-

they had pursued.

sure to a certain class of gentlemen when
a comrade attained a great object which he
had in view, but which did not tend to increase their confidence in him. The noble

Lords opposite might be pleased, but ihey
would have no more confidence in the Government than they (the protectionists)

Coming as the measure did to that
House from the other under circumstances
had.

peculiar, and so well known, that he
would not allude to them further, he was
sure it would be considered by their Lordships in reference to all the points to which
he had alluded. Conceiving that to be the

so

view the prayer of the petitioners as just
in itself, and to reject the measure when
it came to them from the other House.
Lord KINNAIRD said, he quite agreed
with the noble Earl, that it would be more

Corn
hands of those who had

desirable if the proposal as to the

Laws were

in the

been consistent advocates of the repeal of
He should also be glad
all duties on corn.
to know (for they had heard no explanation
of the matter in that House) how the Government came to resume their seats after
they had resigned them. The nobleEarl and
the noble Duke on the cross benches were
in favour of an immediate repeal of the Corn
Laws. [The Earl of Hardwicke
Not L]
:

Well, then, it was for the noble Duke alone
to consider whether, if the repeal was to
take place, it would not be best that it
should be immediate.
He conceived it
would be very much for the advantage of
the farmers that the question should be
finally set at rest at once, for if a postponement took place for three years, fears were
entertained that improvements in agriculture would be retarded, and that a large
quantity of wheat would be reserved for
importation at the end of that period. Not
a murrain in cattle, or any other visitation
could take place, but the loss would be attributed to the approaching danger of protection being withdrawn
and landlords
would be exposed to the threat of farmers
giving up their farms.
Whereas if the
duty was at once taken ofi^, prices would
and it would be impossible withnot fall
out overwhelming loss for any man at once
to give up his farm without selHng off his
stock, and thereby being greatly out of
pocket.
He knew the alarm which the
Anti-Corn-Law League gave some noble
Lords. He could take upon himself to say,
that if the repeal was immediate and total,
the League would be dissolved whereas, if
the law continued for three years, the creation of votes (admitted by high authority to
;

;

;
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be perfectly legal) would go on, and the
bad feeling, now so much to be deplored,
From what the noble
would continue.
Duke said the other evening, he must be
surprised at the late division.

see

how

the

He

did not

protectionists could reduce

—

^in fact, the whole of the 110
men, who,
followed Sir Robert Peel
they had been in the array in India,

deserters

—

who
if

would have abandoned their colours, as
they had here run away from their princiThose men came and swamped the
ples.

honest opinion of the House of Commons.
He could say for one, if it was for no other
to accept the measure, which could not bo reason that he wished to go to th^ country,
amended by their Lordships, but must it would be that those Gentlemen should
be thrown out if they were at all opposed be shown that the people of England liked
honesty that they did not like men who
to it.
came into power pledging themselves to opThe Marquess of
said, that when the measure came up to pose certain measures and support others
but who, when they
their Lordships* Ilouse, the proper time for upon the hustings
lie depre- came to Parliament, violated every pledge
this discussion would arrive.
Tho
cated making speeches on the subject and promise which they had made.
when the House was entirely ignorant in noble Lord said, that the farmers were
what shape the measure was to come before continually giiunbling ; now he thought
them, and trusted that the noble Duke the farmers had been very wrong in not
(Duke of Richmond) would not be led into having grumbled sooner and more frebut there was no wonder that
a discussion by what had fallen from the quently
they grumbled after the scandalous mannoble Lord.
The MARQrEss of SALISBURY was ner in which they had been treated in the
The House of Commons by those whom they
understood to deprecate discussion.
noble Marquess, who spoke from the cross had sent there, upon the strength of tho
They
benches, was quite inaudible.
pledges made upon the hustings.
The Duke of RICHMOND said, the must not now allude to speeches which had
noble Lord (Lord Kinnaird) who had just been made since 1841.
But some of the
spoken, had been giving the protectionists speeches which were made in 1839, before
some advice. Now, he was sure that the the Wliigs were driven from office, were
protectionists would take this very kind of very instructive, showing, as they did,
His noble Friend (the what men would say and do when they
the noble Lord.
Marquess of Londonderry) had also given were desirous to come into power, and how
him advice ; and as he had made it an sudden the change frequently was, after
invariable rule rather to follow the advice their object was attained.
He would not
given by a friend than by an opponent, ho believe that the measure of tho Governwould take the advice of the noble Mar- ment would pass their Lordships' House
The noble Lord had
Suess, and not enter into any discussion of imtil he saw it pass.
ic question which was at present under
talked about the consistency of the advothat majority, even

if

an appeal were made

to the country, and he

recommended them

—

LONDONDERRY

;

;

House of Commons.
noble Lord had alluded to the largo
majority in the other House in favour of
the Government measure.
Now ho (the

consideration in the

The

Duko of Richmond) was not surprised that
the measure was carried by so large a
majority.
That majority, as their lordships were aware, was 97 ; of course all
and then there were
the placemen voted
a great many officr)* vacant, and there

—

wcr

persons look>.
ing
Under those
circumstances he woa rather surprised that
But the noble
the majority was so small.
Lord asked what was the use of appealing
Now,
to the country upon this qoestion ?
he (the Duke of Richmond) would tell tho
noble Lord what woidd he the use of appealing to the country. It wa» to turn out
of Parliament every one of the ninety-seven
ly

cates of free trade ; now he (the Duke of
Richmond) believed there were very few
It was true the noble Lord
of that class.
had been an advocate for free trade for the
last half-dozen years ; but he was not so

during Earl Grey's Government, when a
vote was taken in their Lordships' House
[Lord KiNXAiRD Yes, I was] at least, if
he was, he did not vote for it. Did not the
noble Earl (Earl Ripon) oppose Earl Fitz:

—

William's Motion upon that occasion? and
did not his noble and learned Friend, who

had declared himself a free trader, sit on
tho Woolsack and hear the Motion made
without saying a word upon the subject?
Then, apain, had not tho Government of
Lord Melbourne proposed a protective fixed
duty of 8«. ?
He (the Duke of Richmond)
must admit that those who suppoiied the
proposition were not guilty of so great

W

^1
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an Inconsistency in supporting the present
measure of the Government as were the
Government themselves in proposing it
for the former had not gone to the hustings
and told the people of England that they
were in favour of protection, and thereby
procured themselves a large majority and
when they got in, turned round upon those
who had supported them, and not only
abandoned the principles they were pledged
to support, but actually headed the attack
These were charges which
against them.
he made against the Government. He was
not, he again repeated, surprised at the

by

majority in the House of Commons ; but
he should be very much surprised if their
Lordships did not at once place the Government in such a position as would compel
them to go to the country; and, if they
did so, they would find that protection had
a largo number of friends: he might appeal to the recent election for a confirmaSee how well Nottion of his statement.

do not commit the Government to which
he belongs. As to the League, he (Lord
Brougham) had never said, as had been
supposed from something that had fallen
from him at the beginning of the Session,
He
that it was an unconstitutional body.
knew it was a legal and constitutional body,

;

;

tinghamshire had done its duty it had reHe might also
turned two protectionists.
:

and many other places,
where similar results had been obtained;
in fact, he believed all the elections which
had taken place since Sir R. Peel had
propounded the measure of the Governrefer to Dorsetshire,

ment, with the exception of one place in
the north, and the city of Westminster,
(where they took a Radical in preference to
one who had deserted the ranks of protection,) had all gone in favour of protection.
He therefore looked with the greatest confidence to the result of an appeal to the
people.

The Earl

of

WICKLOW

could not join

with those who expressed regret that this
measure had not been brought forward by
Up to the present
the party opposite.
time, both parties in this country had
Lord
avowed themselves protectionists.
Melbourne, when asked in that House
whether the fixed duty proposed by his
Government was for revenue or protection, distinctly and immediately answered,
for protection.
But now a total change
had come over the minds of men, which,
however, did not qualify one set of men to
bring forward this measure rather than the
It had been stated that the Antiother.

Corn-Law League was an unconstitutional
He was bound to state that that
body.
was not his opinion he thought it was
;

established for a perfectly constitutional
purpose, and, though not a member of
that body, and not wishing to belong to
it,

he thought

it

ought to be congratulated

friends on the extraordinary success

its

which

in so short a time

had attended

its

exertions.

BROUGHAM

should have said
Loud
nothing on this occasion; but after what
had fallen from the noble Duke he must
state that the question of protection was
not an open question in Earl Grey's Government. [Earl Grey said he had always
been in favour of free trade.] Yes, but
then it was as Under Secretary that the
noble Earl held those opinions but, however useful an Under Secretary might be,
;

he

not the Government, and his opinions

is

founded for a perfectly constitutional object
namely, to teach, or, as they chose to
call it, to agitate the people to eff'ect a
change by Parliamentary means in the
poHcy of this country in a certain respect.
What he had said was, that it was unconbarely lestitutional, though it Avas legal
gal to collect funds for the purpose of purThe League, howchasing the franchise.
ever, declared that they did not do that.
They said they only encouraged people to
buy votes but, perhaps, they encouraged

—

—

—

;

them

in that sort of

way

that consisted

paying part of the cost and when he
saw this fund of a quarter of a million
collected, he must say he thought it not
unlikely that something of the kind might
be the case.
Lord REDES DALE wished to explain,
that in what had fallen from him on another

in

;

occasion respecting the creation of faggot
voters in Huntingdonshire, at a time when
Lord John Russell was a candidate for the
representation, he found he

had not been

correct in connecting such creation with

the

Duke

of Bedford,

who had no concern

whatever in the matter.
Petitions to lie on the Table.
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BAXKES

Mr. G.

hon. Baronet,

made an

them again, he never could learn how, with

had

such a majority at his back, the right hon.
Baronet came to entertain such an opinion
he could not comprehend how the right
hon. Baronet would want the power to shut
The hon. Member for Wolverthe ports.
hampton (Mr. Villiers) had charged the
agriculturists with a want of generosity
in their proposition, made, as he had alleged, at a time when there was very little
corn in the country, and that little dimin-

last niglit,

and drawn an

ence from that allegation,

in

infer-

both of which

he (Mr. Bankes) had reason to believe he
The right hon.
was entirely mistaken.
Baronet had alleged that the hon. Member
for Somersetshire (Mr. W. Miles) had said
in his place in that House, that he was
decidedly in favour of the immediate and
entire abolition of the Com Laws, in preference to the proposition of the Government.
He had not been in the House himself when
his hon. Friend had spoken; but on hearing
of the inference drawn from his hon. Friend's
words, he had asked him whether it were
the fact that he had so spoken; and his hon.
Friend had told him that it was directly the
that he had not intended to
contrary
make any such declaration and that he
had not used any words from which that

—

—

inference could be fairly drawn. The right
hon. Baronet had proceeded to say, that no
one of those who sat near the hon. Member
for Somersetshire had expressed any dis-

sent to that allegation which he had made.
His hon. Friend the Member for Somerset-

absent from London,
a
But with
joyful occurrence in his family.
reference to another absence to which the
right hon. Baronet had alluded, and that,
too, in his presence, he was sure he would
be sorry to learn that the absence to which
the right hon. Baronet had with some humour referred, as being the absence of a
skilful leader, had been caused by the death
a circumstance of
of a very near relation
which he was certain the right hon. BaroHe
net, at the time, had not been aware.
might, too, be allowed to say, that the humorous allusion to what had been called the
shire was, however,

and he was happy

DEBATE.

said, that the right

when he spoke

allegation,

—ADJOURNED

to say on account of

Now, what was the
received a statement, from

ishing every day.
fact

He had

?

a member of a most eminent firm, of the
quantity of corn in the country, and from
that it appeared that on the 5th of January
last there were 1,075,000 quarters of com
in bond, and on the 5th of February that
quantity had been increased by 168,000
quarters, making in all 1,243,000 quarters
of corn in bond at that time.
[Mr. Villiers
What is it now ?] That account
had been made up to the 5th of February
last from official returns, but not to a later
date.
But it appeared that the arrival of
supplies continued, while the shipments
from this country to foreign ports were
very trifling.
Seeing the hon. Member
for Durham present, as he was sure the
hon. Gentleman would wish to have an
:

had fallen corrected,
and as he had taken a noble Duke in the
other House to task, he might mention that
when the hon. Gentleman, in the former
debate, had stated that the Duke of Rutland had paid for damage done by game
on 389 acres of land the sum of 900/. odd,
the hon. Member was entirely in error. As
to the amount paid, the hon. Member had
been correct, but as to the estate he was
in error; for it was a large instead of a very
small estate. If the hon. Member had made
campaign of grease, and which had been the acres thousands instead of hundreds, he
mode the foundation of jokes by the Gen- would have been nearer the truth.
The
tlemen on the opposite side, was equally noble Lord the Member for London (Lord J.
With respect to what had Russell), in answering some allegations
unfounded.
been said as to the advantage which would said to have been made on that side of the
accrue to Ireland from immediate abolition, House with respect to the propriety and
he did not understand why the right hon. expediency of passing the present measure
Baronet, when he found acquiescence from in that Parliament, had assumed that they
had questioned the competency of the
all parts of the House, had not proceeded
That such a House. They had done no such thing
at once to open the ports.
measure would have given relief to Ire- they could not question the competency of
land he very much doubted but if, as al- the House
but they had questioned the
leged, it would afford such relief, why had expediency or propriety of a measure like
For as to that, when no necessity for interference
it not been at once adopted?
the reason assigned for not opening them had been shown to exist, being carried in a
viz., that if they were
Parliament, a majority of the Members of
in the first instance
once opened, as the right hon. Baronet ol- which had been returned on a pledge of
leged, ne would not have the power to shut supporting totally different measures.
He
error into which he

—

;

—

;
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assumed that every one of the majority had
"been returned; but he would give them the
odd number between 112 and 97. The
noble Lord had also given as a reason for
not desiring a dissolution, that the House
of Peers would be more ready to attend

hampton and that of the Government.

to the voice of the present Parliament than
He doubted that,
to that of a new one.

own constituency had

He

thought the latter preferable, because there
must be an appeal to the constituency before the three years were determined and
he knew what the opinions of the constituencies were on this subject.
His
;

that

week

sent

two messengers to that House to testify
that they at least had not changed their

when he considered that the other House
had often seen how differently the present opinions.
Sir R. peel said, that that part of his
House had voted on that very question.
What, under those circumstances, was to hon. Friend's speech astonished him very
influence the House of Lords in favour of much, in which he said, that he (Sir R.
the altered determination of that Parlia- Peel), in making the few observations which
ment ? And even if the other House should he did last night in reference to the speech
see the expediency of adopting the measure, made by the hon. Member for Somersethe hoped they would, at least, also see that shire (Mr. W. Miles), upon the Amendment
proposed by the hon. Member for Bristol,
its adoption should be founded on the choice
of the people, otherwise they might create assumed that the hon. Member for Somera double evil by sanctioning a measure setshire intimated an opinion that a meawhich the voice of their constituency might sure for an immediate repeal of the Corn
However, as to the Laws was to be preferred to a measure
afterwards repudiate.
proposition of the Government, he certainly with that object, to be deferred for three
preferred

it

to that of the hon.

Member

for

years, so far as the interests of the agri-

would enable them,
before it came into final operation, to have
the voice of their constituents upon it. He
denied that there was any reason for stating that the feelings and opinions of the
people were changed upon the question
since the time when they had returned to
that House the largest majority that he
believed had ever been sent to it upon any
They had no reason to
specific question.
suppose the opinions of the country were
changed in that respect, unless on the
ground of the petitions, manufactured as
they had been, which had been presented
But would those petitions
to Parliament.

culturists

counterbalance the result of the elections ?
He could not think that any man would for
He certainly would
a moment think so.
decline proceeding far with the Bill until
the proposition relating to the law of settlement were brought forward and as to the
other measvu-cs Avhicli were said to be introduced as measures of compensation, he
trusted no one would think of looking at
them in that light for one moment.
He
thought he had a right to demand that
when the Bill embodying the measure respecting the importation of corn was introduced, the measure respecting the law of
settlement should also be brought in at the
same time. He would not say more, as
the second reading would be the more fitting stage for further observations.
At
present the question was between the proposition of the hon. Member for Wolver-

said

Wolverhampton, as

it

;

He assumed

were concerned.

that because he thought he heard

own

it

with

and because he thought that
on the hon. Member turning round to those

his

ears,

hon. Members who sat near him, that opinion was assented to by them and when he
put that construction upon the words of
the hon. Gentleman two nights afterwards
in his presence, that hon. Gentleman left
the House without dissenting from the con;

by him upon the hon. MemBut now it appeared that the
hon. Gentleman did not prefer a measure
for immediate repeal, but it was in favour
struction put

ber's words.

proposal.
Then his hon. Friend
he was sure that he (Sir R. Peel)
would hear with pain that the hon. Member
for Somersetshire was absent from the
discussion on grease in consequence of the
death of a relative.
He certainly was not
aware of the cause of the hon. Gentleman's
absence when he made the cbservations
respecting him
but though the hon.
Member for Somersetshire was absent,
two other county Members objected to the
removal of the duty on grease, on the same
ground as that selected by the hon. Member
for Somersetshire, namely, that as there
was a duty of 21 5. on butter, if grease
were permitted to come in duty free, it
would be used instead of butter.
Mr. G. BANKES explained, when he
heard what the right hon. Baronet had
of

his

;

stated as the opinion of the hon.
for Somersetshire,

Member

he asked his hon. Friend
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did he say so and so? when he expressed
** I did not, nor had I any
himself thus
such intention of so expressing myself."
Mr. BRIGHT observed, in explanation
of what had been said by the hon. Member
for Dorsetshire, that he had fallen into an
error with respect to the amount of money
paid by the Duke of Rutland for damage
done by game upon his estate near Bakewell, in Derbyshire, that the estate in
question consisted of 3,700 acres, a great
portion of which was land to a great extent
uncultivated.
Some portion of the farms
were arable, and some pasture land, and
he said that 91Ci. had been paid by the
Duke of Rutland, in 1844, for the damage
done by game on the land growing grain,
including a quantity equal to 399 acres,
and that no valuation had been made with
He stated now
respect to the grass land.
only what he stated before, and what he
knew to be true from the return of the

—

—ADJOURNED

DEBATE.

towards the great experiment they were
to bring free trade to a test, when
they might perhaps have concurrently
abundant harvests in this country and on
But he felt so strongly
the Continent.
that the measure was for the benefit of
the country, that rather than endanger it,
he would vote for the proposition of the
right hon. Baronet.
Sir J.
said, he had had so
many opportunities of expressing his entire satisfaction in the measures introduced
by the right hon. Baronet, that he did not
consider it would have been necessary to
ofibr any further opinion, unless upon such
circumstances as might arise in the course

making

HANMER

of the debate.

He

regretted the protrache considered it prejudicial to the interests of the country, more
particularly of those interests with which
he was connected, namely, those of agrition of that debate, as

culture.
He wished to state, with the
permission of the House, the particular
reasons which induced him to give his support to the Motion of the right hon. Baronet,
in preference to the Amendment of the
land.
said, that he hon. Member for Wolverhampton.
If he
Mr. C. W.
was in favour of an immediate repeal of was to look at the hon. Member's propothe Corn Laws, and he had no faith in the sition as a mere abstract question, he could
predictions of those who anticipated evil undoubtedly give his vote in favour of an
consequences from such a measure.
He immediate repeal; but when he had to take
thought, indeed, that some of the tenant- into consideration what the consequences
farmers would have to lay out more capital, might be in case of its adoption by that

and what had been admitted by
a Member of that House, who did his best
to support the cause of the Duke of Rutvaluator,

HOWARD

to

employ more labourers, and

to raise

a

greater niunber of quarters of Avheat from
their farms.
That would be the case in
those instances particularly where the
farmers were selected not so much for their
skill and knowledge of farming, as for the
votes which they would give at elections.
He had such confidence in the skill and
perseverance of Englishmen, that he was
sure they would mamtain their superiority
over foreigners without the aid of Acts of
Parliament. Ho always observed that the
country was generally prosperous when
manufactures prospered.
The agricidturists of the north were in a better condition
than those of the south, not because they
had a more fertile soil or more genial seasons, but Im^ormmo they were close to an

and were more skilful.
it would be better if
the right hun. Baronet had taken the advice of the noble Lord the Member for
London, and j)r()po»iKi an inimetliatc repeal,
because he believed it would be more for
the interests of the agriculturists them*
selves, and because he did not think it just
incrcasiii

He

con-i

.

it

by the House of
himself bound to agree
with the opinions expressed by the noble
Lord (Lord J. Russell) the Member for
the city of London, on the previous night,
and give his vote in favour of the Motion
The noble
of the right hon. Baronet.
Lord had mentioned in the course of his
speech, that he was well aware that if that
proposition had been introduced by him, in
case ho had formed a Government, he
should not have had the support of many
of the hon. Gentlemen who were then supIn referporting the right hon. Baronet.
ence to himself, he could say, that if the
noble Lord had taken oftice, and proposed
the measure under discussion, he should
have felt himself bound to give his vote
fully distinct from party; and nothing would
have afi'orded him greater pleasure than to
have given every fair and reasonable support to the noble Lord in the carrying of that
measure.
In every capacity in which he
looked upon it, whether as a landholder or
Member of Parliament, the representative
of a large commercial constituency, or wheHouse, and
Lords, he

its

rejection

felt

^Hl
^H|
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he looked backward
forward to the future, he felt himself bound
to give his most cordial support to the
measure proposed by Her Majesty *s Goto the past, or

tlicr

vernment.

Mr. MOFFAT considered that the arguments advanced by the noble Lord the

Member

for

London, on the previous night,

had been quite conclusive as to the advantage to be derived from an immediate repeal
an opinion in which lion.
of the Corn Laws
Gentlemen opposite appeared fully to concur. All parties, infact, seemed quite agreed
upon the point, until it came to the part
where they were called upon to pass it, and

—

3,
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believed that they were the most persever
ing body of people in the world and from
;

what he knew

of them,

he was quite sure
that the noble Lord (Lord J. Russell) had
spoken in reference to them under some
misapprehension.

Agricultural

ment had been going on

improve-

for forty years.

In 1816, to so great a height had agricul-

Brougham stated
that no fewer than 1,200 Inclosure Bills
had been passed within the previous ten
years, which included no less a space of

ture improved, that Lord

land than 2,000,000 of acres.
He also
stated that the greatest improvement had
taken place in the cultivation of land not
only had large tracts of country that were
all appeared equally inclined to shrink from
The right hon. Baronet seemed previously in a barren state been brought
doing so.
into cultivation, but the land under cultivato be afraid to move in the right direction
and the noble Lord was inclined to keep in tion Avas very considerably improved, and
his wake. He had no explanations to make, yielded greater produce, and where there
as his constituents had sent him there lately had been only one blade of grass grown,
to support every relaxation that might be the same land then produced two; and that
proposed of the existing restrictions on the noble Lord believed England to be the
But there was one greatest agricultural country in the world.
importation of food.
thing which he wished to remark to those Since the time when Lord Brougham spoke
hon. Gentlemen who were advocating the immense sums of money had been expended
principle of continued protection, and that in the improvement of agriculture by farmers
and it was his opinion at
was, that they should all consider the and landholders
course they were about to take, and reflect that moment, that there was no place in
^'^ '"
"^
"
^^ in which
the soil was so well cidupon what had recently taken place in the the world
tivated.
He would mention another fact,
let them go to Mark-lane
grain markets
and they would find that their corn trade which he believed to be such conclusive
had become paralysed within the last few evidence on the subject, that no one could
The agriculturists of this counweeks, and that the country markets were doubt it.
try possessed the best breed of cattle in the
in an equally bad state.
Mr. finch would confine what he had world, which Avas acknowledged by the fact
to say to as few words as possible, and that the agricultural societies of Belgium
would limit himself to the subject then be- France, and Prussia, sent to this country
and in the first place, he to purchase stock. He therefore did think
fore the House
wished no doubt to be entertained in refer- that it was a little hard, when so much
He preferred the had been done by tenants, that they
ence to his sentiments.
proposition of the right hon. Baronet to should be denied that credit to which they
that of the hon. Member for Wolverhamp- were entitled, and taunted in that manner
ton but at the same time he had not the by persons high in oflJce, or who might
slightest desire that that proposition should soon be high in ofiice, as if they were
be passed by that House, although he pre- lazy drones, who had been backwards in
ferred it to the Amendment of the hon. adopting new improvements.
He would
Gentleman opposite, in case either of the not notice the tempting off'ers that had been
propositions were to be adopted by them. made to them by the hon. Member for
He was in favour of having the protection Durham. That hon. Member stated, that
continued for three years, in order that, if the Amendment of the hon. Member for
before the term expired, when the injurious Wolverhampton were allowed to pass, they
working of the scheme should be known, would have the Anti-Corn-Law League
and the Legislature would have an oppor- dissolved and in the next place, that if
tunity of seeing that the country would be they would consent to the proposition, they
gomg to rum through its influence, that w^ould not inflict upon them another discusthey should have time to retrace their sion in reference to that measure.
In reHe had seen a great deal of the ply to the hon. Member's first off'er, he
steps.
agriculturists of England, and had taken confessed that he considered the Anti-Conian honest part in their exertions, and he Law League a very harmless body of peo;

;

'

;

;

;

;
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pie, who conducted their meetings in a
very quiet and orderly manner, and in reference to which the public would not know
that such meetings had ever been held but
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likely to prove ruinous to not only the agricultural but to the mercantile interests of
the country; which was a sufficient reason
why, in his opinion, it should be tried again.
With the permission of the House, he would

and
newspaper reports of them
he considered that tell them why that position, if carried,
The
they had not much reason to complain of would prove ruinous to the country.
them, although they had certainly heard right hon. Baronet the Member for Stamsomething about their exertions in manu- ford had told them that their imports of
but as perhaps others foreign corn would be about 3,000,000 of
facturing voters
might be charged with similar conduct, ho quarters but he could tell the right hon.
for the

;

therefore, for his part,

;

;

Their
would not say much about that.
meetings, however, he maintained, were
But even if they were
perfectly innocent.
not 80, he could not see how that should
bear upon a question of that nature, as
every measure should be decided upon its
own merits alone, and was not to be carThe
ried by means of out-door clamour.
agriculturists cared very little for the AntiCom-Law League ; but that had nothing
to do with the case, and he would, therefore, pass on to the hon. Gentleman's second offer. He said, if they would consent
to the hon.

Member

for

Wolverhampton's

Motion, that they would not inflict upon
them another debate upon that question.
He could assure the hon. Gentleman that
they di<l not look upon the prospect of another debate as an infliction, for there
were a number of Gentlemen on that side
of the House who were sufi'ering very severely under suppressed speeches ; and if
the hon. Gentleman desired it, and would
appoint Monday next, or any other day,
to commence another discussion, he could
with safety promise that there would be at
least fifty Gentlemen who advocated protection ready to make speeches in favour
of their views, varying in length from two
The hon. Gentlehours to half an hour.
man had stated that that was entirely a
landlords* question. He denied that it was
so ; but, for the sake of argument, admitting that it was so, he wished to know if
landlords had not an equal right to be
heard as manufacturers, or any other body
of people ?
He could not help smiling at
the logic used by the right hon. Gentleman, when he said that in case that measure was then passed, it would finally settle
the question of the Com Laws ; as if the
people would thereby bo deprived at the
next general election from again agitating

the

question.

That question, he

said,

necessity be again tried at the
ensuing election, and therefore could not
be settled then. There was another reasrm

must of

all

which showed him that it could not be then
settled, which was that the measure was

Baronet, that that quantity of corn in particular seasons would be quite sufficient to
glut their markets; and he was strongly of
opinion that the hon. Gentlemen on both
sides of the House were discussing that
question whilst labouring under great misapprehensions.
He would refer to a report
that had been prepared for that House in

1841, which showed the entire amount of
foreign grain that could be calculated upon
for being imported into this country: by
that return he found that Prussia, in 1838,
exported to various parts of the world

4,000,000 quarters of wheat, and 4,000,000
quarters of other kinds of grain; and in
1840 that country exported 5,000,000
quarters of wheat, and 4,700,000 quarters
of other kinds of grain to which was to bo
;

added the 150,000,000 quarters of corn
that America could furnish

— so

that the

what might be expected
to be sent to this country from all foreign
countries, would be about 8,000,000 quarters of wheat, and 7,000,000 quarters of
other descriptions of grain; for (as was well
said by Lord Hardwicke) under such circumstances the ports of England would be
made "the refuge for the destitute." Ho
fair calculation of

believed, from that view of the case, that
from the glut which must take place in
their markets from such an extensive importation, the result must be that ruin
would stare them in the face. He understood that amongst the merchants at Liverpool, a few days since, when the result
of the late division on the right hon. Baronet's measure was made known there,
that some gentlemen threw up their hats
with joy on hearing of the majority of the
Ministers; in reference to which he considered that those gentlemen were greatly
mistaken in their calculations as to the result of the contemplated benefits expected,
in case the measure passed into law.
It was
his (Mr. Finch's) belief that America would
in a few years be beaten by those countries

near the Baltic in the production of corn,
from the greater facilities which they possessed; and in case that should occur,

it
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could not be denied but that the manufacturing interest of this country must be seriously injured.
The disadvantage this
country would labour under, in competing
with the countries that did not accept reciprocal measures of free trade would be
great; and Prussia would be delighted to
hear of the passing of that measure, but
at the same time would decline to respond
to it, by adopting a similar one.
In fact,
the tariif of Prussia formed a part of the
practical system by which the different
States of that part of the world were joined
in union
all the hopes, therefore, that
had been formed in reference to the liberal
:

conduct of Prussia, would be found to be
altogether delusive.
There had been
another reason assigned by the right hon.
Baronet for the continuance of the protec-

and that was the conCanada, which he believed was a
sufficient reason for not hurrying the measure through the House. [" Hear "] He
knew that they had had a long debate, in
fact so long that he believed it was likely
to reduce the price of opium.
But, at the
tion for three years,
dition of

!

same

time, considering the great interests

at stake, he thought they were proceeding
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could not.
There would be great
changes on the revenue.
There was the
500,000?. proposed as a compensation to
it

the agriculturists, 500,0002. additional to
the navy estimates, at least 500,000?. more
to the army estimates, about 500,000?.
to the public works in Ireland, and there
was 500,000?. more lost by the relaxations
of the new Tariff. He very much suspected
that in the next quarter's revenue there
would not be a surplus of 2,500,000?. He
thought, after all that had been said in
praise of the financial skill of the right hon.
Baronet, that there was every chance of a
deficit in the revenue even with the Property Tax before, the deficit was without
it.
Under these circumstances he thought,
before the measure was passed, they should
have a financial statement ; and he saw no
reason why the acid which had been stirred
up in the debate should not be neutralized
by an early discussion of the sugar duties.
Nothing would give him greater satisfaction than such a discussion
but at all
events they ought to have the financial
Another reason for delay was
statement.
the state of our relations with America.
Would it not be most preposterous to have
no protective duty on corn a perfect free
trade and war taxation ?
Open the ports
for foreign produce, and make our own
people pay heavily to support the expenses
Why, in such an event they
of a war
must put on a beer tax, a house tax, and
But they were to have
a property tax.
free trade.
Surely a wilder chimera never
entered into the head of the merest tyro
of a statesman.
They ought to see
whether there would be peace or war
before they sanctioned a measure of this
sort, which involved the social and commercial relations of the country to so large
an extent. In the event of war, would not
the Government be justly censurable for
forcing on a measure like the present,
which would cause disunion and create dissatisfaction
for breaking up a great party,
and throwing the whole country into confusion ?
They would probably be obliged
:

;

—

with indecent haste as they had not had
time to hear how the Canadians received the
intimation of the proposed change, and he
firmly believed, that they had been most
shamefully treated by breaking those hopes
that had been cherished by them for many
years.
Lord Stanley, when he introduced
the Canada Corn Bill, gave an assurance
to the people of Canada, that the question
of their corn trade was settled.
But Ministers were now treating the Canadians
with greater contumely and insult than
they had the British agriculturists. What
a moment too had been chosen, when the
question of peace and war between Great
Britain and America was hanging in the
balance, for so insulting the Canadians.
It would not be surprising if they should
exhibit greater indignation than had been
expressed by the farmers of this country.
He conceived this measure had been
hurried on too fast.
He thought they to retrace their steps, and transfer free
should first of all have the financial state- trade for the next thirty years to the North
ment laid before them. The rescinding of Pole. They would be obliged to resume
the malt tax was what the agriculturists the old system.
He disliked the measure
had always relied upon, and what the in any shape, but preferred that of the
language formerly held by the right hon. right hon. Baronet to that of the hon. GenBaronet at the head of the Government tleman the Member for Wolverhampton.
naturally led them to expect.
It was imMr.
said, not one syllable of the
portant that they should see from the speech of the hon. Gentleman who had
financial statement, if a hope of such just sat down, with the exception of the
aboUtion could be entertained.
He thought last sentence, bore on the question before
;

!

—

ward

U U
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This was particularly hard ou
The hon. Gentleman had an
opportunity of heing heard in the course of
the debate; hut it would seem that he had
then forgotten one-half of his arguments,
which occurred to him afterwards, and
that he took this opportunity of inflicting
the forgotten half upon the House. Some
of the hon. Gentleman's commercial principles were so untenable and so unsound,
the House.
the House.

that it was impossible to avoid giving them
but, in referring to them, he
a reply
should abstain as much as possible from
going at present into any other part of
When the hon. Gentleman
the subject.
;

talked of the repeal of the malt tax as a

be
rocoUected that ninety-nine parts of a hundred of tlmt tax were paid by the consuriier
But if they repealed the malt
at present.
lax, they must substitute a property tax
and let them recollect how much of that
would go out of the pocket of the fanners.
Yet that was one of the boons that the
farmers' friends wished to confer on them.
There was a proverb, ** God preserve me
from my friends!" and it might be said
by the farmers, " God preserve us from the
friendship of the hon. Gentlemen who talk
of the repeal of the malt tax as a boon to
The hon. Gentleman had said that
us !**
this Parhament was utterly incompetent to
decide this question.
Now, what the Reform Bill did for the rotten boroughs, the
present measure would do for the Corn
Laws. There was, however, this difference
between them for six years tliis question
had been discussed; now, facts were every
day forcing themselves upon the common
sense of both sides of the House, calling
on Parliament to legislate on this subject.
He would now come to the question of his
hon. Friend (Mr. Villiers), and he would
confess that ho never gave a vote on any
subject witli
Hctdty and doubt than
he felt on
t.
He entirely concurred in every wurd of the wise and statesmanlike speech that was delivered on the
preceding night by his noble Friend the
Member for London (Lord John Russell).
If ho (Mr. Ward) thought that his vote
would endanger the present Bill, or that by
giving it he would niii any ri.nk of depriving
the country of the great benefit which had
been placed within its reach by the measure of the Government, he would not vote
boon to the agricultural

interest, let

it

;

t

Friend's Amendment.
He
told him, in the first instance, if the right
hon. Baronet said he would be no longer
responsible for the success of the measure
for his hon.
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an Amendment of this sort for immediate
repeal were canied, he (Mr. Ward), would,
for one, take the measure of the Governif

ment.
He had no sort of influence pressing on him from outside; for his constituents were satisfied with the measure which
the Government had proposed, and were
anxious to see it carried out.
But ho
formed his opinion solely on grounds that
had presented themselves to him in that
House. If he saw on the part of hon.
Gentlemen opposite the slightest disposition to meet on a middle ground, and not
to carry on the most factious opposition
that he ever had seen during his experience in that House if he saw any intention on their part to regard the decision of
the other night as a final decision on this
subject
then he would say he would give
the measure of the Government all the
support he could.
But when he looked to
the conduct of the hon. Members opposite,
he found a justification for voting for the
Amendment of his hon. Friend (Mr. Villiers)
for he saw they looked upon the
decision of the House as nothing, and that
they would be satisfied with nothing less
than a fresh appeal to the constituencies.
Had those who concurred with his hon.
Friend any right to abandon one hair's
breadth of the position they now occupied,
when such extreme opinions were urged
by Gentlemen on the opposite side of the
House ? When they said that for three
years this was to be the constant theme of
agitation, and that nothing but an appeal
to the constituencies would satisfy them,
those who concurred with his hon. Friend
(Mr. Villiers) were bound to keep the
ground they had at present. And though
his (Mr. Ward's) noble Friend the Member
for London, acting on a high and honourable feeling, felt himself bound, after what
had passed with an august personage, to
take the Government measure in preference to any other he held that, as an independent Member of that House, who
concurred witli the Anti-Corn-Law League,
and thought they had done inestimable service to the country, he was equally bound
to follow his hon. Friend (Mr. Villiers) in
the course he proposed of making the repeal immediate.
He did not pass the
whole week in that House
he passed
two days of the week in a less heated atmosphere than he breathed there
ho
mixed with men in the country who had
nothing to do with their party questions
and ho could say that the tenant fanners

—

—

;

;

:

:

in

many

parts of

England

—^mcn who

dif-
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fered from him for the last tea years on this
question of protection
were now all re-

—

joicing at the largeness of the majority

which the question was decitled
said they hoped this would settle

;

hy

for they
it.

They

said they trusted they should not have an
agitation kept up for three years, and not

have to endure protracted uncertainty that
they wished to look, not to a dissolution or
to a new hattlo to be fought, hut to Michaelmas next, like practical sober men as
tliey are, to enter into new arrangements
with their landlords to meet the new state
of things that had arisen from the proceedings in that House.
That was the general
feeling that prevailed through the country,
amongst men who were not tainted by the
atmosphere they breathed in that House,
who did not spend their time in clubs discussing those questions,, or in ransacking
Hansard for quotations from speeches, to
prove a thing that was admitted, that the
opinions of pubhc men on the Corn Laws
had undergone a change. He believed if
hon. Members opposite would express their
real opinions, that they would be found to
;

correspond, to a great extent, with the
tenant farmers' views
he believed that
in private they all agreed with the hon.
:

Member

for

Somersetshire

(Mr. Miles),

"they had better have free trade at
once." ["No, no!"] Yes, he believed
that was their real opinion; though, as

that

they were now getting heated in the fray,
and becoming a mere factious opposition,
they find it convenient to have short memories, and not to recollect the views they
entertained, and the opinions they expressed, no longer than six weeks ago. To
his mind it was clear, that if they consulted
their own interest
if they got rid of their
odious party feelings, and looked at the

—

question in a plain, practical point of view
see that they could scarcely
do themselves or their cause a worse service

—they would

than by keeping the question open. It was
essential to their tenantry that they should
not discourage them in their efforts.
But
what was the tendency of their speeches ?

They were
throats.

literally cutting their own
If the result proved that the free

traders were right and the protectionists
wrong, those very speeches would be the
best weapons that the tenants could use

against their landlords.

When

they came

to arrange their rents, these " good fellows " would say, " You have told us that

we have no chance

against the Russians
and the Poles that the fat soils they cultivate, and which you have so mictiously

—
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described, will produce quantities of grain
which we can never hope to grow therefore, in consistency, you cannot expect us
to pay the same rents as when we were
That
free from so unfair a competition."
was the way the farmer would meet them

—

they persisted in their present course.
it was, he (Mr. Ward) believed that all
that was desired was a decision. The farm**
Settle the quesers were not alarmed.
tion," they said, "settle it at once, and
we can be at no loss about our future
They
proceedings and arrangements."
if

As

saw that new

facts

had been

elicited

they saw that a change of opinions had
they regretted, possibly, that
occurred
difficulties had been raised to an equitable
they regretted
settlement five years ago
that Sir Robert Peel had not, like Lord
John Russell, looked forwards but they
were content to let bygones be bygones,
provided there was no opportunity for
the future no repetition of the scene of
1842, when a measure was proposed as a
"settlement," which was never intended
Believing
to be a " settlement " at all.
a final settlement
was
that a settlement
on all hands desired now, he (Mr. Ward)
should give his vote for the Amendment
of the hon. Member for Wolverhampton.
In doing so, he had no desire to risk the
success of this great measure, and he had
no idea that he was doing so. He believed,
indeed, whatever might be said here or in
another place, that the measure would give

—

—

;

—

—

—

greater satisfaction if this Amendment
were grafted on it, and, holding that view,
he should give it his support.
Mr. LIDDELL could not place much
confidence in the statements of the hon.
Member who had just sat down respecting
the opinions of the farmers, particularly
when he recollected what the preconceived
and long avowed sentiments of the hon.

Member were on

this question.

The

ques-

which the House had to decide was,
whether they would accept the modified
proposal of i\\Q Government, or consent to a
It was very
total and immediate repeal.
well for hon. Gentlemen on the other side
of the House, whose opinions on the Corn
Laws were well known, to support the
Amendment of the hon. Member for Wolverhampton ; but he thought that hon.
Member could only ask the support of hon.
Members on that side of the House on two
grounds first, upon the ground of the necessity of an immediate supply of cheap
food as regarded Ireland; and, secondly,
considering the state of the corn markets
U U 2
tion

;
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—

in the whole universe at present
considering that no superfluity of com existed
anywhere, and that from the failure of the
potato crop in other parts of the world,
the prices of the continental markets were
much more nearly on an equality with the
markets of this country than they would
probahly be at the expiration of three
years taking into account these facts,
the question was, whether it would not be
more to the advantage of the agriculturists
to have a total and immediate repeal rather
than postponement ? As regarded the first
ground, the question of impending famine
in Ireland, he was one of those who certainly would not have condemned the Government for opening the ports on their
own responsibility, if they apprehended a
famine there.
But the Government had
taken a different view of the subject. They
were not now called on to consider the
Question of suspension of the law, nor
the expediency of providing against impending famine in Ireland ; for the Goremment had not pursued the former
course, and they had taken upon themselves the task of providing against a
scarcity in Ireland by the introduction of
Bills for the execution of public works, and
by purchasing a quantity of corn. As to
the second point, a general deficiency in
the continental markets, and the equalization of the price of these markets with our
own, we should perhaps, considering this
argument per se, be induced to accede to
it ; but there were other things which must
be considered. The prices of foreign com
upon average years must be taken into

—

account.
He had lately received some information on this point, which he would
read to the House ; it was from an au-
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quarters, of which the price varied

between
and 20^. a quarter, the average price
[Mr. Hctt
of the whole being 285. 8cf.
What was the duty ?] It was not a ques42«.

:

tion of duty, but of the price of the

as bought and sold in bond.

He

com

did not

say that those sales had been effected in
the markets of this country, but had been
effected in bond.
There was another cir-

cumstance which he thought ought to be
considered before they consented to the
present Motion, viz., that as much wheat
as they liked would be brought from Bremen
to Newcastle-upon-Tyne, at the rate of 1^.

a much lower cost of
could be carried for from
['* No, no!"]
Newcastle to Sunderland.
But he (Mr. Liddell) said yes, yes : he was
certain the fact was true, from the source
whence he derived it. It was conveyed at
a much lower rate from Bremen to Newcastle, because a cargo of coals was taken
back.
He did not mean to draw any important consequences from these facts, but
merely stated them as facts to show that
if wheat could be sold at the prices he had
quoted, and if it could be brought from the
Baltic at so cheap a rate, it was but right
and proper on the part of Her Majesty's
Government to afford a moderate protection for three years, in order that some
experience might be gained by the landowners, and that in accordance with that
experience they might make arrangements
with their tenants befitting the nature of
the crisis.
Upon these grounds he should
oppose the Amendment of the hon. Member for Wolverhampton.

a quarter, being

freight than

it

HUTT wished to correct an error
which his hon. Friend had fallen, in
supposing that corn from Bremen was
thority which might be relied upon.
He com from the Baltic Bremen being on the
held in his hand a return of the sales of Weser, which fell into the North Sea or
wheat in bond in 1835 by the house of German Ocean. He could account for the
Taylor, Clifford, and Co., com merchants cheapness of freight in the instance alluded
in HttU: he had seen the whole list of to, by informing his hon. Friend that the
sales effected in every month of 1835, and ship which carried the wheat was engaged
the prices at which those sales took place. upon a voyage of discovery, and was ready
The wheat, he had been assured, was of to take any cargo offered and as regarded
average quality, weighing sixty pounds per the low prices at which wheat had been
boshel— it was much about the same qua- sold at Hull, it was not so 8urj>rising as the
lity of com as that grown in Yorkshire:
statement made that evening by the hon.
he would give the House the result. The Member for Wolverhampton, that a quansales in bond took place at between 15«. tity
of wheat had been actually destroyed
and 22*. per aoaricr and the quantity sold in the Sevem, on account of the high rate
in the port of Hull, in bond, in that year, of dutv,
which made it not worth the im1835, was 14,656 quarters of wheat, at porter 8 while to free it.
In 1836, wheat
prices varying from 15f. to 22i.
In the in this country was selling so low as 32*.
year 1836, the amount sold by the same a quarter; and under these circumstances
bouses in the same port was 18,068 it was not very surprising that foreign
Mr.

into

;

;

;
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in bond should be sold at Hull at 285.
a quarter. He must therefore congratulate
his hon. Friend in having discovered a
mare's nest.
wished, in the first
Mr.
place, to say a word upon the adjournment
Hon. Gentlemen on his side
last night.

wheat

BORTHWICK

House had been called factious.
Hon. Gentlemen complained of these protracted debates, and stated that commerce
and agriculture were suffering alike under
Now, he
these protracted discussions.
would ask the House, and he would ask
Her Majesty's Government, to whom was
of the

the country indebted for these protracted
discussions? In October, 1845, it was acknowledged on all hands that the country
was quiet that the Exchequer was overthat
flowing
that trade was prosperous

—

—

—

the labourers were employed; in short,
that there was no aspect in which we
could regard the country in which it did
not present a satisfactory appearance. But
in that month an influential organ of public opinion communicated to the country
the startling intelligence that it was the
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versed in ancient history, might yet be old
enough to remember the fact which he
was about to state. They might remember
to have read, and some of them to have
heard, of a distinguished English statesman, who for years had occupied a high
position in the aff'airs of this country, and
in the confidence of his
Sovereign

—

statesman who was supported by nearly the
largest majority that ever was assembled

—

within these walls
who said, " On account of three years' experience, and on
account of the potato-rot in Ireland, I have
changed my opinions ; and, with that one
sentence, I dispose of all my former
Now, if such changes had
speeches."
taken place within the last four months,
perhaps if they continued the debate for
four nights longer, they might see the
same distinguished authority rise in his
*' The
say,
potato-rot has
now the noble Lord the Member
Lynn has brought us information
for
which completely contradicts all that we

place,

stopped

and

;

heard from our emissaries, and from the

learned doctors whom we sent over to inHer Majesty's Government, in vestigate the condition of the potato." He
the second week of January in this present found that in the peroration of the eloquent
year, to propose a repeal of the Corn speech of the right hon. Baronet, England
intention of

would ask any man in the
it were not true, that from
that moment up to the present time, both
the commerce and the agriculture of
He
the country had been paralysed ?
would ask them whether they did not believe that if Her Majesty's Government,
Laws.

He

House whether

instead

of rectifying,

had

falsified

that

prediction, while they took all necessary

precautions to meet the apprehended famine in Ireland whether this country
would not have been as prosperous in
March, 1846, as it was in October, 1845?
He would, therefore, put the question to
the House, whether it was not true that
Her Majesty's Ministers were the cause of
the present prostration of commerce, and
not his hon. Friends near him, who stood
upon the ground which Her Majesty's
Ministers were wont to occup3% and who
resisted the innovation
the revolutionary
innovation
which Her Majesty's Ministers
There was another ground on
proposed ?
which this debate ought to be continued, and
that they lived in a time of great
it was this
changes. They had read in ancient history
[" Oh, oh "]
some hon. Gentlemen opposite might not be very profound in ancient history. They had already had some

—

—

—

—

—

!

—

curious specimens of geography, but even

some

of those

who were not profoundly

was described as favourably situated

for

the adoption of the principles of free trade
in a geographical point of view.
It was
within eleven days' sail of St. Petersburg!!
on the one hand, and within eleven days'
sail of New York, on the other.
The
right hon. Baronet did not tell them whether it was through his three years' experience on the potato-rot in Ireland that he
had discovered this geographical position
of England
but as they had proved
already that a town had changed its po;

from one river to another, which
changed its course from one sea
into another, he had referred to his
map to find whether or not England
had changed. He found that she had
maintained the same position for the last
three hundred years
but in these days of
frequent changes, no one knew how soon
she might change her position.
Another
reason why he wanted the debate to be
continued was, that he wanted to hear
more speeches from the right hon. Gentleman on the Treasury bench, because he
must say he had never had the good fortune to hear speeches which were better
calculated to support the arguments of
hon. Gentlemen near him. The right hon.
Gentleman had opened the debate by
telling them that the country was in a
sition

again

;
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state of unexampled prosperity, and he
gave that as a reason why they should

adopt these changes.

But, at the conclu-

sion of his speech, in that aAvfuUy eloquent

peroration
figures he

of his, he

saw

told

at a distance

associations of famine

them of two

—two

spectral

and of pestilence

in

the rear of famine, which, in the course of
the next three months, he expected to visit
The right hon. Gentleman was
Ireland.
asked hy the noble Lord the Member for
Newark, ••\Vhy then don't you open the
ports to relieve the necessities of Ireland?"

But that question was answered by the
right hon. the Secretary at War, who said,
••
I should like to know if any Member of
this House will point to me the country
from which corn is to come." But if there
no country from which com is to come,
where is the benefit to Ireland in the meantime, or to England in the long run, from
is

this relaxation

of duties?

The

question

before the House was narrowed very much
indeed. It was, whether they should adopt
a total repeal of the Com Laws at the end
of three years, or whether they should adopt

—ADJOURNED

DEBATE.

Well, he would ask if there was a single
among these writers who argued
He would take only one
for free trade.
Mr. M'CullocU,
authority, Mr. M'Culloch.
""
says, (in his work on Taxation, pubhshc
only last year,)
authority

" The serious inroad made by taxation on tl
produce of the land and labour of the countr
may be further illustrated, by comparing it wit!
tlie produce either of agricultural or manufacturin(^
industry. Without pretending to minute accuracy||
which, on such subjects, is unattainable, the quan<
tity and value of the corn annually grown in England, may be estimated as under
Wheat, 14,000,000 quarters at 50*.... £35,000,000
Barley, 5,000,000 ditto at 30«
7,500,000
:

^''^it«T25r'..!'r':..!!'?.f!}

>«.»»''.«'•«

£58,500,000

We

is near the
events it is underrated and, supposing it to be about accurate, it shows that the value
of the share of the produce of the land and labour
of the United Kingdom, taken as taxes, is considerably more than the whole value of all the wheat
and barley annually produced in England."

incline to think that this estimate

mark, at

all

;

How then, he Avould ask, would this country
compete with other countries when its taxThe noble Lord the Member ation was so enormous ? He knew ho
it to-night.
for London had relieved him from much of should be told what was true in the abthe difficulty he felt in giving his opinion on stract must be right in practice. But every
The noble Lord told them day's experience seemed to show how
this question.
that though, in the abstract, he agreed with very shallow was this maxim: common
the hon. Member for Wolverhampton, yet, liberty was a principle abstractedly tme;
in practice, he agreed with the right hon.
and yet they found that in practice re-(
Gentleman at the head of the Government, straints were put upon human liberty froi
because, if the Amendment were carried, infancy to old age.
What could be mor
the measure might leave the door of this true than those abstract dogmas, the prac-]
House, but it would never get any further. tical effects of which, in a neighbourini
Now, he and his hon. Friends did not un- country, were, that revolution had rolle(
derstand these shiftings and changes. They her chariot wheels in tracks of blood ove^^
maintained the broad and intelligible prin- every shape of human right and every conciple of protection, not only to corn, but to dition of human liberty; and yet, what
V species of native industry.
The could be more tme than this dogma, that
y which had mn through the whole all men were born equal ? There never was
of these debates was, that hon. Gentlemen a grosser insult offered to the doctrine even
opposite assumed there was some species of which they advocated, than to assert that
li.'fility between agriculture and commerce.
free trade could be carried out in a countrj^
N(.\v, he contended that there was no comsituated as England was, and situated as;
petition between com and the cotton mills; the countries on the European Continent]
but that, on the contrary, the prosperity of were at the present moment.
The right]
one was the prosperity of the other.
The hon. Baronet had asked who would under-j
land did not compete with the cotton mill, take to close the ports again if they were^
but it did compete witli the land abroad
opened in the present exigency of Ireland?
and, therefore, it wa« idle to say that land Now, if the right hon. Baronet meant that
was more lightly burdened than manufac- the ports once being opened, public opinion
What hon. Gentlemen ought to would be so strongly declaretl in favour of
tures.
know was, that land in this country was their remaining open that it would not be
more lightly burdened than land abroad. safe to shut them again his answer was
The hon. Member for Stockport had advised this that much as he respected the elothem the other night to rea<l the learned quence of the right hon. Gentleman and
doctors who treated ou jwliticttl economy. liis Colleagues, ho would rather be con-

—

;
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head of the Government for a groat
of the working of tliis measure, than by all portion of his speech was occupied in provthe abstract arguments which they had ing that from 1804 down to the present
brouglit forward.
Indeed, lie could not time, under a system of protection, the
help thinking that the right hon. Baronet amount of wheat had increased, while the
had some misgivings as to the effects of price of wheat had decreased; and althis measure, for he did not think it safe though the right hon. Baronet drew difto trust to the practical experience of the ferent inferences from these facts in 1841
country but he trusted rather to abstract and 1846, yet he could not but draw from
opinions urged with his accustomed elo- the facts this conclusion, that protection
quence upon the House. He apologized had fostered commerce that coincidently
for detaining the House, whoso kindness with protection agriculture had flourished
he certainly was not justified in trespassing and, therefore, he wished to be informed on
upon further but as hon. Gentlemen on what principle it was that the right hon.
his side had been challenged to the proof, Gentleman now proposed that the House
he was ready to show that there was not a should abandon the policy to which he
writer in favour of free trade of any name stood pledged, and should adopt a new
whatever.
The hon. Member for Stock- course ? He confessed that he was totally
port had sent him to his studies he told incapable of seeing any grounds for such a
them that political economy was a better change. He was not prepared to go so
study than the exact sciences.
Forsaking, far as some hon. Gentlemen.
He was not
therefore, the negative roots of impossible prepared to say, that at no period might
the present Corn Laws be modified.
quantities, he had gone into his library
It
he had studied the political economists, was protection he contended for not any
and there was not one of them who did not special form of protection neither for a
agree with the noble Lord the Member for shding scale in preference to a fixed duty,
London, that, for the benefit of all classes nor the reverse nor would he deny that
in the country, it was necessary to give a by some reduction of taxation, it might be
vincetl

by one year's

practical experience

at the

;

;

—

;

:

—

—

;

preponderating influence to the affairs of possible to diminish the duties on corn.
Dr. Johnson, who wae not a free But what he said was, that the plan of the
land.
trader, but whose views were corroborated right hon. Gentleman provided him with
no such advantages. He did not find in it
by all political economists, said
" Commerce, however we may please ourselves any compensation for the injuries it would
with the contrary opinion, is one of the daughters
of Fortune, inconstant and deceitful as her mother.
She chooses her residence where she is least
expected, and shifts her abode when her continuance is, in appearance, most firmly settled.
Who can read the present distresses of the Genoese, whose only choice now remaining is from
what monarch they shall solicit protection ? who
can see the Hanseatic towns in ruins, where perhaps the inhabitants do not always equal the number of the houses but he will say to himself, these
are the cities whose trade enabled them once to
give laws to the world
to whose merchants
princes sent their jewels in pawn, from whose
treasuries armies were paid and navies supplied ?
And who can then forbear to consider trade as a
weak and uncertain basis of power, and to wish for
his own country greatness more solid, and felicity
more durable ? "

—

;

—

He
"

adds in another place

By

agriculture only can commerce be perpetuated, and by agriculture alone can we live in
plenty without intercourse with other nations.
This, therefore, is the great art which every go-

vernment ought to protect, every proprietor of
lands to practise, and every inquirer into nature
to improve."

This was a broad,

statesmanlike, sound,

and inteUigible principle. Now, that they
could improve agriculture by protection,
he called into court the right hon. Baronet

upon land.

inflict

He saw

in it

an imme-

—

diate reduction of one important article
the tithe of the Church
for it was im;

possible the present

amount of

tithe could

be maintained, whether the proposed law

worked well

or

price of wheat

would

fail

ill.
He assumed that the
must be reduced, or the law

of accomplishing

If the price of food

its

own

purpose.

was not lowered, how

was it to benefit the condition of the labourers in Ireland and England ? He hoped
he had now shown why, on this question,
he was prepared to vote with the right
hon. Gentleman at the head of Her Majesty's Government
not because he approved of their scheme in contradistinction
to the existing law, but because he agreed
with them in thinking that the proposition
of the hon. Member for Wolverhampton
was dangerous and mischievous to the best
interests of the country.
One word as to
the question put by the right hon. Gentleman why some of his Friends had said,
and all had cheered the saying, that they
would prefer immediate repeal to repeal at
Now, their meanthe end of three years.
ing was this, if they had no choice at all

—

—
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as between the one proposal and the other,
they would of the two prefer total repeal
immediately to total repeal at the end of
But he contended that they
three years.
had another choice that in the present

—

age of changes, the opinion of Parliament
might again turn in favour of protection;
and, therefore, they preferred to take the
advantage of the three years which the
right hon. Baronet by his measure allowed

them.

Mr.

HUME

must say a few words

in

reply to the hon. Member who had just sat
down. The hon. Member for Durham (Mr.
Bright) had congratulated himself that pro-

was dead and buried but it seemed
have risen again, not exactly like a

tection

to

;

giant refreshed, in the person of the hon.
Member for Evesham. That hon. Member,
amongst many other curious observations,
had said that not one of the writers upon
political economy had written upon the
How the
of the right hon. Baronet.
Solicy

euce could they write upon

it ?

The

right

hon. Baronet, much to his satisfaction, had
come forward with a most comprehensive
plan; and he did not at all wonder that the
hon. Member had not been able to find in
his library any authority upon the subject.
Protection, said the hon. Member, was
considered robbery by no one. He asserted
that protection was robbery; and that the
landed interest would never have been able
to have imposed additional and unnatural
prices upon the food of all the other classes
in the State, if the

House

of

Commons had

not formerly been composed of landed proUntil a few years ago no indiviprietors.
dual could sit in that House unless he had
a qualification in land; and it was not to be

wondered at that agricultural proprietors
should have established the doctrine when
the power was exclusively in tlieir own
This, however, was not the queshands.
The question was, whether the laws
tion.
of this country should be equal, and whether there was any justice in permitting one
cIass

—those

who possessed

the land

—

to

the other classes?
This was the
and therefore ho deThe object
nied the jti5tirc of protection.
Baronet's policy was to
of the r

tax

all

effect of protection;

remove

t

-tice,

and to give

to all

classes equal rights with regard to food.

This measure would not lower prices, but
it would equalise them all over Europe.
Ninety years ago, when the ports of Holland were free, the average price of wheat
was upwards of 47#. M., from which there
was not much, if any, variation in Eng-

—ADJOURNED
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He had a right to expect that as
improvements took place, prices throughout
the world would be cheaper; and why
should not England be placed in the same
He did not believe they would
situation ?
fall more in England than elsewhere, and
he was certain we should have our food at

land.

the same prices as other countries.
And
should we not ?
Was it just to see
every year fifty millions of exports created
by our artisans, and those artisans obliged
to pay higher prices for their provisions
than those of any other country in the
world whose products came into competi-

why

tion with theirs in foreign

artisans

of England,

markets

?

The

of France, of Bel-

gium, and of America, would, by this measure, be placed as nearly as possible upon
the same footing as regarded food.
The
labour of our workmen, therefore, would
find its reward in neutral markets; thus
the country would be benefited, whilst our
artisans would not suffer from inequalities
in the price of food.
The late debate had
exhibited, as it appeared to him, an amount
of selfishness which he did not suppose to
exist among Gentlemen on the opposite
The House had heard nothing
benches.
from them but an anxiety for the landed
interest, as if they paid all the taxes necessary for *the

support of Government

But he
would ask whether it was becoming in
them to wish to put their hands into the
pockets of every other class ? which he
contended they did.
He might be told
but he
that this was an unfair statement
was prepared to support it. The Income
Tax of five millions annually was assessed
upon 200 millions of property. Of those
200 millions, the whole land of England
whilst they paid only a fraction.

;

was assessed

at only thirty-two millions,

manufactures at forty-one

millions,

and

Yet, although the
trade at fifty millions.
land was assessed at less than trade or
manufactures, the claim was made that
all the other interests should pay to it a
higher price for their food. He would now
come to the immediate question, and to
how he should vote this evening.
He
looked upon the measure of the right hon.
Baronet as a comprehensive scheme. It
was not confined to corn, but it embraced
the whole Tariff, except a few articles.
It was a greater, more extensive, and more
useful scheme than he had anticipated
and he was not willing to risk, in any way,
its failure.
Ho had, therefore, determined
to vote with the right hon. Baronet, whose
measure he would take now, and see how
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He
could get afterwards.
advised his hon. Friends near him to adopt
the language which was used when the
Reform Bill was before that House, and
take the measure, the whole measure, and
He was sorry
nothing but the measure.
he could not on this occasion vote for the
Amendment but he should not be considered the less a free trader, for he had supported every proposition made for the aboHe still believed
lition of the Corn Laws.
also that total and immediate repeal would
be the best course in every way but fear-

my

ing that any attempt at interference might
risk the whole arrangement, he should
give his support to the measure proposed
by the right hon. Baronet.
'
Lord G. BENTINCK: The hon. Gentleman has said that we are a selfish party,
and that we cannot be content with our
fair share of the government of the country.
If we had but our fair share of the
government of the country, I think there
would be very little doubt how the measure now under discussion would go in this
House. But if the hon. Gentleman means
to say that we are not only not content
with having our fair share of the government of the country, but that we are not
content to bear our fair share of the burdens of the country, then I beg leave to
tell him that I differ from him altogether
I think it
in the view which he takes.
might be easily shown that so far from not
bearing a fair share in the taxes of the
country, the landed interests bear a much
larger share than other interests. The hon.
Gentleman says the landed interest is assessed at 32,000,000?.
I believe it is assessed at 37,000,000?.
But, taking it at
32,000,000?. it is so much the better for
my argument. The landed interest pays
52-lOOths of all the poor's rates
while
the whole of their income is assessed
at
70,000,000?. a year.
The other
135,000,000?. pay but 48-lOOths of the
poor's rates.
The landed interests are
only assessed at 32,000,000?., and they
pay 52-lOOths of the poor's rates, which
amounts to 7,000,000?. a year. I do not
think, then, the hon. Gentleman has shown
by his speech to-night, that he is correct
in the assertion, that we wished to relieve
ourselves from our share of the burdens of
the country.
With respect to the Motion
before the House
whether it should consent to an immediate repeal of the Corn
Laws, or accept the measure of the right
hon. Gentleman at the head of Her Majesty's Government, I take leave to say, that

may have met

much more he

;

;

;

—
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Friends here have been much misapprehended in what has been stated by them
on this subject. It has been alleged that

my

hon. Friend, who is absent to-night,
stated, in behalf of the agricultural interest,
that the farmers of England would prefer

have immediate repeal, to a repeal hanging over them for three years. In that the
hon. Gentleman is correct ; but the reason
of our preference for the Bill to immediate
repeal is, that we do not consider it quite
certain that, at the end of three years, the
to

Corn Laws

will

be repealed.

Though wc

with a heavy blow and great
discouragement in the desertion of our leaders, we have been told by the noble Lord
the Member for the city of London, that if
he had accepted the Government he would
have been in a minority and I can assure
my noble Friend, that I cordially concur
with him in that sentiment.
I was in
London during the short interregnum that
followed the right hon. Baronet's resignation, and was frequenting the clubs
and I
must say that, so far as I could judge from
the sentiments of many Gentlemen who
will vote differently now, I do not think
my noble Friend would have had much of
their support.
If that be so, is it not a
proof that it is not the minds of hon. Gentlemen that are changed it is not exactly
their opinions that are changed
and, perhaps, if we go to the country now, we shall
find that the country will return Gentlemen holding the same sentiments as those
elected in 1841, when Her Majesty appealed to the country.
We have, it is
true, received a check
we have been repulsed for a moment but we do not think
ourselves half beaten yet.
Napoleon said,
the English army never knew when they
;

;

—

;

—

—

were beaten, and

same

I

trust

we

shall find the

It may be
through ignorance on our part
but still
we mean to fight the battle from pillar to
post.
We will not be defeated to-night
because we join with Her Majesty's Minis-

result

in

this

case.

;

and also with many of my noble
Friends and right hon. Friends opposite.
To-night, then, we shall be in a majority.
But, if eventually we shall be defeated in
this House, as we were on Saturday morning last, we will retreat and rally our
forces, and will give our opponents battle
again before the country.
I think, before
we have done, we shall drive Her Majesty's Ministers to have recourse again to
the opinions of Her Majesty's people. We
shall not despair of eventual success ; and
that is the reason why, in perfect consistters
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and the duty proposed will be pocketed by
the holders of foreign corn."
I have another statement in confiraiation.
I have a
letter from a gentleman named Bouker,

ency with the opinions of the farmers and
landed interest of England, we think it is
better to vote for repeal at the end of three
years, than an immeiliate repeal.

We

who has

prefer to postpone that day, because we
know that in the intenal we must be returned to the people, and then we hope to

trade,

be able to restore things to what they were
Sir, I am too grateful for the attention and indulgence 1 received the other
night from the House to go at any length

before.

into the question this night ; but with respect to the prices of com quoted to-night

my

hon. Friends, and doubted
at the other side of the House, I must take
IcAVO to say, that I shall now quote from
an authority which I think cannot be im1 shall quote from Mr. Porter's
pugned.
Tables, which have been originally derived

by some of

—ADJOURNED

from the Prussian Royal Gazette. I find
from that authority, that during the eighteen
years from 1820 to 1837 inclusive, the
average price of corn in the ports of RusKonigsberg,
sia, including Dantzic and
was 25«. 4<i. Now taking all the expenses
to the port of London at 65. more, you will
That is
tben have the price at 31s. 4d.
the price at which corn can be sold in the
port of London. But in the course of that
long period there were five years consecutively, from 1833 to 1837, when the average price of com was 23s. and five other
years, from 1823 to 1827, when the average price of com was 20s. \d. There are
besides, other ports at which it is sixpence
It is clear, then, from
a quarter cheaper.
these returns, there will be little doubt that
we shall have wheat in the port of London
at a very low price when the Corn Laws
arc repealed. I have also in my hand other
one especially from a
communications
constituent of my hon. Friend, one of the
Members for the West Riding of Yorkshire (Mr. Beckett Denison), a Mr. Taylor,
who has been forty years in the com trade.
I have no acquaintance with the gentleman ; but I am sure my hon. Friend can
He has
vouch for his respectability.
voluntarily written to mo, and states that
he has been forty years in the com trade
time, has purchased
and, durl'
Ji at from 10s. Od. to
beans at
oats from 7s. 6rf. to 8s.,
Us. a quarter
and wheat from 1 8#. to 23s, per miarter.
I may say that this gentleman adds, or
rather he commences his letter by saying,
that he has read what I had said upon the
subject, and continues in these words
'*
The
Your Lordhhip is quite correct.
difference in the duty now payable by law
;

—

;

'

1

;

—

also been forty years in the corn
and he writes that, in 1826, he

purchased large quantities, to the extent
of several thousand quarters of red wheat,
as fine as any that could be grown, at
prices varying from 18s. to 21s. ; and that
then freight to London amounted to 3s. Qd.
Now, if we take the highest, 21s., and add
3s. 6d. for freight,

and

Thus

still

alloAv

will

will

it

make

24s. 6d.,

him a reasonable

be clear

—

—

profit.

the
farmers of England at what sort of price
foreign corn can be brought into the market to compete with theirs.
I have another letter from a firm in Norfolk, who
state that they have purchased within
the last year 807 quarters of wheat at
Hamburgh, and that they had the offer
it

too clear

to

of 3,000 quarters at the same price ;
but that they only purchased 807.
The
price of this wheat, free on board, in
June last, was 26s. 4c/., and the expense to
the port of Loudon, including freight,
lighterage, port dues, and all other small
incidental expenses, amounted to Gs. more.

more and 26s. 4c?. make
and that was the price paid in
June last for wheat weighing 62 lbs. the
bushel, and imported by this firm and sent
to London for sale.
I now beg leave to inform the House that a considerable portion
of this wheat is at present in bond
and if
Gentlemen will add the existing duty of
Six

shillings

32s.

4c?.,

;

17s. to the cost of that

com

they

importer can

will find that the

at

Mark Lane,
afl*ord

pay 17s. duty, and clear 148. profit be[** No, no!"]
side.
I have given hon.
Gentlemen the figures. I hope they will
take them down, and I challenge any hon.
Member who cries ** No, no," to dis-

to

prove my assertion, that the importers of
the 807 quarters of wheat will make less
than 14s. profit after paying the present
duty of l/s.
Well, then, is not that a
proof that in the measure about to be introduced by Her Majesty's Ministers, who
tliink so much of the taxes upon the people
who pretend to say they could not think
even if Ireland was starving, of coming to
this House, and asking the House to pay
17s. a quarter for their wheat
is it not, I
ask, clear to whom they will make a pre-

—

—

sent of the difference between 4s. and

1

7s. ?

I will not detain the House with reference
to the speech made by the hon. Member for

Durham

(Mr. Bright); but he has been

I
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Mr. COBDEN said, one part of the
speech of the noble Lord who had just sat
down went to show how very cheap they
might get corn in this country if they allowed it to come in duty free. The other
part was in reference to the proceedings
is right I should say the witness in quesof a Committee which had not yet reported
I assure hon. Gentletion Avas a Quaker.
men I feel no disrespect for the order of to that House. He would not dwell upon
Quakers; on the contrary, I entertain a the admissions of the noble Lord, or upon
high respect for them but it so happens the great defeat which the principles he
this gentlemen carried his aversion to blood- advocated had experienced, further than to
shed even further than the gentlemen at say that this was a subject of great exReading, who presented a petition last ultation to the people of this country,
night in opposition to the vote of thanks mingled with some little indignation at the

and rewhich has
been given before a Committee of this
House with respect to the damage done by
game on the Duke of Rutland's estate. It
pleased to

make a

little

diversion,

cited a portion of the evidence

;

passed to the British army for their serThis witness was a revices in India.
spectable and excellent man; but he carried
his prejudice to such an extent, that though
he admitted the Duke of Rutland was an
that he would not
excellent and kind man
allow a poor man on his estate to want

—

that he was a nobleman who could not find
it in his heart to turn out a farmer from his
occupation, although he was a bad farmer,
whose ancestors had been long upon his

but still this excellent Quaker had
such an aversion to bloodshed, that he
could not for his life understand how the
Duke of Rutland could possibly take dehght in spilling the blood of partridges and
And such was his prejudice,
pheasants.
that when it became a question of damage
done by game, he really could see nothing
in its true light, and went the length of
telling us the damage by game, even to
meadow land, was at the rate of 305. per
and when I took the liberty of crossacre
examining him, I ascertained the land was
I should wish to set the hon.
let at 25s.
Member right with respect to the great
damage done by game at the expense of the
Duke of Rutland. I suppose the hon. Genestate

;

;

tleman's argument is, that if game is destroyed we can afford to have free trade. I
can assure the hon. Gentleman, on the authority of my two noble Friends behind me,
sons of the Duke of Rutland, (the Marquess
of Granby and LOrd John Manners,) that
having been deceived by the particular
view of the gentleman to whom he (Lord
G. Bentinck) had adverted, the noble Duke
employed other valuers, and instead of the
loss being 954L in 1833, and 9511 in 1844,
the new valuers valued at somewhere below

immense injustice which had been practised upon them for so many years.
But
the noble Lord had given us 31s. 2d. as
the price at which he was going to supply
But he was underbid.
us with bread.
The hon. Member for Sunderland had
offered us bread at 255. ; and while the
people could deal with that hon. Member,
they would not go to the noble Lord's
The question before the House
shop.
was a very narrow one.
He would not
deviate from its discussion.
The question
was this whether the Corn Law was to be

—

immediately abolished, or to be abolished
in three years ? He would say, in reference
to the Motion of his hon. Friend the Member for Wolverhampton (Mr. Villiers), that
he thought it was unfortunate that it was
brought forward at this moment but he
believed there was no other way consistently with the forms of the House in
which it could be brought rlTorward.
If
this discussion could have come on at a
later period, when the temper of the
House was in a fitter state for a calm deliberation of the question; and when the
hon. Gentlemen below the gangway should
have become reconciled to the passing of
the right hon. Baronet's proposition, (which
it inevitably would be,) he thought it might
have been difi'erently entertained because
he had heard no argument in favour of delaying the repeal from any man of authority, from any statesman, politician, or
farmer's friend. On the contrary, he would
reiterate what had been said.
The hon.
Member for Somersetshire (Mr. Miles) dis;

;

name

tinctly asserted in the

——

of the agri-

oh " from the Protectionists]
yes, he made the distinct
200L and 300^. I trust now. Sir, I have asseveration, and pledged himself seriously
answered the observations of my fellow- to the truth of it, and while doing so he
labourer the hon. Gentleman the Member was unanimously cheered by the Gentlemen
I beg to thank the House
for Durham.
behind him, that if the question was befor the patience with Avhich it has listened tween delayed repeal or immediate repeal,
he would prefer the latter. The Duke of
to me.
culturists

[*'

Oh

!

!
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Richmond

said the

same

tiling in

another

He had

not heard any Gentleman
venture to say that the farmers were of
opinion that they would prefer a delayed
He challenged any one to say
repeal.
he believed that if there
that they would
was anything upon which they entertained
a unanimous feeling, it was in favour of
immediate repeal, as contradistinguished
from delayed repeal. He would not include
place.

:

—

most of the protectionist
the land agents
speakers were land agents. [** No, no "]
he had
lie would repeat the statement
been amongst them in every county in the
kingdom ; and he had chaUenged them at
**
Are you not a land
their meetings,
agent ? " and the hurst of laughter that
followed confirmed the question. The land
!

:

agents, and the solicitors and surveyors,
all interested in promoting the causes

were

of removals, changes, failures, and emBut he
barrassments among the farmers.
would challenge any one to get up and say
that the farmer would prefer this delayed
What were
repeal to immediate repeal.
the grounds put forward in favour of de-

—ADJOURNED

DEBATE.

would never rob his hon. Friend of the
which he had justly won. But he
would ask his hon. Friend whether this
question of free trade woiUd ever have
laurels

occupied the position it now did in that
House, if it had not been for the organizaThe right hon. Gentletion out of doors ?
man (Sir R. Peel) must have too keen a
recollection of those most unseemly sounds
which used to break upon his ear, when he
dared to mention corn, or the Corn Law,
fifteen years ago.
It was only since this
organization had taken place that the
question of the Corn Laws had ever had
a fair hearing in that House.
If then
they, the advocates of repeal, were to
depart from their position if such a thing
could arise as that they should be disbanded
and dispersed out of doors if public opinion on this great question should be with;

;

he would ask whether it was likely
any free-trade measure could be carried
di-awn,

even now?

Therefore, his hon. Friend
(Mr. Villiers) was entitled to the thanks of
the friends of free trade, for having brought

forward this Amendment.

Ilis

hon. Friend

was that this question was not to had been justified by everything which had
he settled by the division which might be occurred in that House. Every one, on
come to now. It had been said by a noble both sides of the House those who had
Lord that this battle was not to be decided spoken in favour of the measure, and those
by a decision of the House of Commons. who had spoken against it some on one
The noble Lord told the House that Na- side, and some on the other every one
poleon once said that the Englsh did not had failed to show that the foundation of
know when they were beaten he begged the principle he and his hon. Friend were
"When, then,
to remind the noble Lord that he was not contending for was wrong.
now speaking to Frenchmen but to English- it could be shown that they were right in
men. But all this was in his (Mr. Cobden's) principle, it must be very obvious that they
opinion a very strong justification of the could never be wrong with the country.
Motion of his hon. Friend for what was The noble Lord the Member for the city of
It Mas that
the object of that Motion ?
London, took exception to the Amendment,
they (the opponents of the Corn Laws) because it would endanger the measure of
might occupy the same position, that im- the Government. In the first place, he
pregnable position in the country, by (Mr. Cobden) did not think that any danwhich they had been enabled to beat, and ger to the measure of the Government
should continue to be able to beat, the no- would be incurred by any vote which might
ble Lord and those who thought with him. be given on his (Mr. Cobden's) side of the
His hon. Friend the Member for Mon- House, seeing that hon. Gentlemen oppotrose (Mr. Hume) had chidcd him and his site were going to vote for the three years'
Friends for bringing forward this Motion
proposition, in the hope of keeping the
Motion involving a question which he (Mr. Com Law on in perpetuity. He would ask
Cobdcn) believed to be the very bond of his noble Friend and others, had the right
union amongst the friends of free trade. hon. Baronet at the head of Her Majesty's
He was at all times prepared to listen to Government offered any guarantee to the
every thing which might fall from his hon. House that, if he could pass this measure
Friend he was entitled to tbeir respectful through the House of Commons, he could
for no one had ever taken a pass it into a law ?
attention
The right hon. Gengreater part in the advocacy of the prin- tleman had heard the insinuation, and even
ciples of free trade, and that at a period the threat, tliat the fate of this measure
when they were very differently received should be decided in another place and if
from what they were now. He, for one, he (Mr. Cobden) understood the language
lay

?

It

—
—

—

;

;

—

:

;

;
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of hon. Gentlemen below the gangway,
was this that they (the House of Commons) must look for the rejection of this
measure elsewhere. Seeing that the right
hon. Baronet could not give them a guarantee for passing this measure into a law,
they (the free traders) could not surrender
their principle into his hands in favour of
it

—

a measure, though he (Mr. Cohden) would
admit that measure was very Httle inferior
He would not undervalue the
to his own.
He had said it was 17s. Qd. in
measure.
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prepared to do this, but they were prepared also, at the first convenient opportunity, to put the present Government in a

He, for one, saw great danger
minority.
They might not have the
in that course.
power in that case of pressing that measure on the attention of the House until
be disposed of. Again, there
might be some delay in another place, and
this should

there were also Motions now on the Paper
of the House, which might be brought forward before this measure was disposed of

the pound of their (the free-traders') de-

in that House, or elsewhere,

mand

the Government might possibly be thrown
He could foresee the posinto a minority.
sibihty of the Government being out of
office before this measure passed the other
House of Parliament. He could not say
whether the present Ministers' possession
of office was worth six weeks' or two months'
purchase he (Mr. Cobden), however, must
say, that he could not see either the wis*
dom or policy in turning the right hon.>
Gentleman ( Sir R. Peel) out of office. That,
however, was the business of the hon. Gentlemen opposite ; his business was to keep
this question out of the power of those hon.
Gentlemen, and out of their reach.
With
the country the question was safe ; and
when they were united on the principle of
the immediate and total repeal of the Corn
Laws, no power on earth could prevent
the carrying of that object.
And it was
because he foresaw danger because he
foresaw a factious opposition to the present
Minister
a course of policy which he (Mr.
Cobden) would not lend himself to
it
was because he saw in these insidious

;

and

was a good guarantee and

it

security for the other 2s. Qd.
the repealers
out of doors

—

—

sired,

nor would

it

he

The people
neither de-

possible, to offer

any

obstruction to the passing of this measure.
The right hon. Gentleman had already

upon which

allayed agitation by the proposition; and
the country was tranquil and in suspense,
awaiting the passing of this measure. But
the country was only with the right hon.
Baronet as he could get that measure
passed.
If it were now transferred from
this arena to be disposed of in another
place, he would say that, as far as out-ofdoor agitation went, if this measure were
passed if it were acquiesced in that it
would be impossible to maintain or excite
any intense agitation until the law expired.
It was obvious that the law would run out
The English people were pracof itself.
tical people
and they would say, ** Where
is the use of creating agitation ?
know
the end of it is inevitable
the Act of Parliament has provided for its extinction and
though we have to wait a year and a half,
which we would rather not do, still before we Amendments of which notice had been
could get up an agitation against it the law given in that House, and the Amendments
would expire. " But hon. Gentlemen oppo- which had been spoken of in another place,
site had placed him (Mr. Cobden) and his dangers and pitfalls for this measure; it
Friends who were free traders in a position was therefore, and therefore alone, that he
which justified the observation of his hon. was anxious that the Anti-Corn-Law party
Friend the Member for Durham last night. should preserve themselves intact with the
They had, in fact, rendered imperative the country, in order that, should its opponents
very course he then stated.
lion. Gentle- succeed in defeating the measure, or altermen opposite, in the first place, said they ing it to its prejudice, they might fall back
would not let the measure pass if they upon the country ten times stronger than
could help it and that, if it was passed, before.
After the division upon the prethey would then agitate for another elec- sent question, he would give as cordial a
tion in the hope of undoing it.
Now, he support to the right hon. Baronet's measure
saw a desperate course was determined upon as any man. He promised him that he
by the hundred Gentlemen on the other would not absent himself from any of the
side.
[-More "j No ; he (Mr. Cobden) discussions or divisions that might take
did not think there were more. They were place upon any of its stages, or the Amendprepared for any desperate course, con- ments which might be proposed. Throughsistently with the Orders of the House, and out he should feel it to be his duty to give
consistently with honour, to reject and to the measure his most cordial assent and
defeat this measure.
They were not only assistance. And he would ask those hon.
:

—

—

—

;

—

We

—

;

;

!

—
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Gentlemen opposite who had taken an enlightened view of the necessities of the
country, and who, in some degree sacrificing their own feelings, had, from a conscientious view of that necessity, supported
the Government measure, when they saw
on the part of the free-trade party no disposition to ohstruct, hut every disposition to
aid them, for the purpose of attaining tlie
ohject in view, he hoped if, hy any unexpected union or comhination, or hy any accident, a dissolution should he forced on,
that those hon. Gentlemen opposite who

—ADJOURNED

DEBATE.

—

adWce, instead of what he would call,
were it Parliamentary the insane advice
of the opponents of the measure if, instead
of throwing out the Bill, they would say,
*'
the farmers and the country prefer immediate repeal, we will not only pass the measure as it comes up to us, but make it perfect," the House of Lords would then restore itself to public confidence, and the
country would say what was once said by
an individual ** Thank God, we have yet
a House of Lords."
Sir T. D. ACLAND thought it most
unreasonable that the hon. Gentleman and
his

—

;

—

Government in their
when they saw that this the other Members of the League should,
conciliate, hy agreeing to this now that they were about to carry their

liad so far assisted tlie

modified measure,

attempt to

three years' delay, instead of having tended
to diminish the clamour or the intensity of
the opposition, that every species of factious opposition was offered to the measure,
he hoped they would come to the conclusion that, when they did appeal to the

triumph incomplete, unthey coidd dictate the precise terms in
which the concession should be made. It
was quite natural that they should rejoice
in the near fulfilment of their great project
and it did not beseem the hon. Member for
country, where there was hut one princi- Stockport to take the opportunity of raking up old speeches and old vexatious gibes,
viz., total and mimediate
ple recognised
repeal, that every vestige of the whole merely for the pleasure of showing his anparty spirit of Whig and Tory would he tagonism to hon. Members on the other
He would distinctly say that he
thrown aside until the great question should side.
lie did not intend, on considered this a wise, prudent, and conhe fairly decided.
He could not unthat occasion, to go into the question of siderate arrangement.
how the farmer would he benefited by a derstand how any person who had seriously
his opinions recognised the advantage of protection to
total and immediate repeal
upon that point were before the country, corn up to the present period, could view
and he would not repeat them ; but he the proposition of the right hon. Baronet
hoped when this question should be put in any other light than a benefit and an
fairly to the country, and when they found alleviation of the difficulties they expected
Were they to reject his
that the farmer would prefer immediate to to encounter.
deferred repeal, he hoped to see, and he proposition, and at once accept an immedid not despair of seeing, the question diate and entire repeal, it would be exactly
finally disposed of hy a Motion in the way like preferring to go down a very steep,
of an Amendment, before the Act passed, instead of a moderate decline, and to go
They would lose,
or afterwards by a short Bill, that imme- down it at full speed.
diate repeal would still be the result. And as at this moment, a protection of 20s.
if hon. Gentlemen opposite (the protectioninstead of 14s.; and when the price was at
ista) would only consider what they were
485., they would lose 20s. instead of lOs.
entailing upon themselves by promoting Another point to which he would refer,
and compeluug the continuance of this agi- was the unsettled state of the arrangeif they would kindly consider what
tation
ments between landlords and tenants; at
object, hold their

less

—

:

—

their position really

was

why he, a» a Member
Law League, was
into tho fiHd of 1"
IS favour,
HUti:

and

in the contest
of the Anti-Corn-

named
.

to enter

them, having

ijroken, dispirited,

K-aders, as they wore, the very

ghost of the League, when dissolved, would
be more powerful than the flesh, blood, and
Hincwa of the whole body of the protection
He hoped that they would take a
party.
cooler and a better view of the case ; and
if the llouse of Lords would take his a«lvice—[a laugh] ^yca, if they would take

—

present they did not

know how

to

make

should
be exceedingly glad to come to a fair understanding with his tenants, and to have
the opportunity of three years of a partial
but comparative security, in which to ascertain how this great change would really
work, and to calculate better what would
be its effect when carried out to its fuU
extent.
Probably the whole work of deterioration would in that interval take
place; and they shouhl then know what
they had to look for, and might make the
their arrangements.

He,

for one,
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Another
best arrangements they could.
consideration with him was a wish to avoid
interference with the details of his right
hon. Friend's measure, of which ho alono
was the best judge, being in exclusive

perating and calumniating from day to
The right hon. Baronet woidd not
day.
be safe in the lobby with those hon. GenHe regretted that the hon Memtlemen.
ber for Wolverhampton had moved this

possession of the means of forming an accurate opinion. In fact, he did not choose
to share in the right hon. Baronet's responsibiUty it was possible the right hon.

it would answer no pm*pose,
were to save the conscience and
honour of the Anti-Corn-Law League, who
had always been pledged to total and immediate repeal.
So had he (Mr. Duncombe) and other hon. Members; and they

;

Baronet (though they could not see it)
might be conferring a great advantage on
the country therefore, if his efforts were
crowned with success, deserved or not, let
him have the full credit of it. But if it
should prove a failure
if seasons of agricultural distress should supervene, and if
the distress should extend itself to other
interests, let the right hon. Baronet bear
the whole responsibility.
The principle of
the measure having been fully and fairly
affirmed, they would do best to leave it
untouched in the details.
Mr. T. S. BUNCOMBE said, he had
;

;

already stated that he should give his
humble support to the measure of the
Government as it stood.
He was fully
aware that by voting with the hon. Member for Wolverhampton, he might give a
more popular vote but he wished to give
all the assistance in his power to enable
Ministers to carry this measure
the right
hon. Baronet having stated, most truly,
that he could not be responsible for the
consequences of this wide measure if the
Amendment of the hon. Member for Wolverhampton were adopted. The right hon.
Baronet had certainly stated, that had
such a proposition come from the protectionists, he would not have refused to accommodate them but this had not been
Wishing to see the measure
the case.
carried as it stood, he felt proud to vote
with the right hon. Baronet. Having called
on the Government to stand by the whole
of their original plan, were he now to desert them, and vote for immediate repeal,
he should have no right to require from
them an adherence to the proposal for
;

—

;

either an immediate or prospective settle-

Amendment

unless

had voted

men

;

it

for it long before these Gentle-

League came into that House.
Whatever might be the consequences, and
however unpopular the Anti-Corn-Law
League might make his vote on this occasion, he felt bound to go out with Miof the

nisters.

The Earl of MARCH was at a loss to
know into which lobby some hon. Members could go with safety. The hon. Baroret opposite told

them that the

right hon.

Baronet would not be safe in their lobby ;
but he should think, from the circumstances which had taken place within the
last few years, that the right hon. Baronet
the Home Secretary was not safe in the
same lobby with the hon. Member for
Finsbury.
However, he might venture to
assert that the right hon. Baronet at the
head of the Government would not meet
with any great degree of personal inconvenience from hon. Members who sat about
him.
He would not have risen had it not
been for the pointed remarks of the hon.
Member for Stockport with respect to his
noble relative.
The hon. Member had
stated that his noble relative had declared
in another place that he was for an immediate as well as total repeal of the Corn

Laws. That statement he begged leave
most distinctly to deny. He had the best
reason for knowing that what his noble
relative really said, was, that he thought
it better to have a total and immediate
abolition of all duty on corn, rather than a
diminishing duty for three years, and then
a repeal of all protection, supposing that
the present measure was inevitable, and
that the proposal of Her Majesty's Govern-

He had voted for the repeal of the
Corn Laws long before the Anti- Corn-Law ment be carried.
But his noble relative
League was in existence but he regarded felt that the measure could not be carried,
this measure in a practical point of view, and entertaining that behef, he was of
and with reference to the state of parties opinion that it would be the height of folly
in the country. On a former occasion hon. to advocate an immediate and total repeal
Gentlemen opposite had said they should of the Corn Laws, What reason had his
prefer immediate to deferred repeal
but noble relative for believing it could not be
now, when put to the test, it appeared carried ?
One of the strongest was conthey would go into the lobby with the tained in the statement of the noble Lord
right hon. Baronet, whom they were vitu- the Member for London, who last night
ment.

;

;
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expressed his firni belief that if he had
in power, and had propposed a measure precisely similar to that now brought
forward by the right hon. Baronet, he
should have been in a minority, even though
he had been supported by that right hon.
Gentleman in his individual capacity as a
Member of the House of Commons. In
expressing that belief, the noble Lord in
effect said that the majority of the House
of Commons was opposed to this measure

been

of the right hon. Gentleman. It was clear
that the case was so from that statement.
The country certainly was against it. Let
the House look to the result of the recent
Let them look
elections in proof of that.
to the returns for two divisions of Notting-

hamshire, for Gloucester, and for WestHon. Gentlemen
[Laughter.]
minster.
might laugh, and think he had forgotten
that the hon. and gallant Officer who had
been returned for Westminster voted with
Certainly not; he knew
the Government.
it well, but he referred to that election
because it proved that the people of Westminster were better gratified were in
fact delighted to return the hon. and
principles
they
Officer whose
gallant
were acquainted with rather than the gallant Officer, a great friend of his (the Earl of
March) who professed one principle in 1841,
and another in 1846. The electors preferred a man who adhered to his opinions
and pledges, and did not deceive them.
The hon. Member for Stockport said he
would fight the ghost of the Anti-Corn-Law
League against the fiesh and blood and

—

—

sinews of the protectionists. To that contest he challenged the hon. Gentleman.
Did the hon. Member, when he made that
offer, recollect the position in which he
placed the body he so ably represented in
Did he forget that before he
that House ?
could produce the ghost of the League, he
mast entirely annihilate its substance ?
Whilst he gave the hon. Member for
Stockport every credit for consistency,
and believed he was actuated in his course
of conduct by a desire for the welfare of his
conntry, he could not but say that it was
most inconsistent for ^ Government brought

on the principles of protection to British
by a majority of ninety-one, to
bring forward a measure for its destruction,
and that they ouffht first, in common honesty, to appeal to the people of this
in

industry,

country.

Mr.

HUDSON

said, that

he should not

have troubled the House but for the appeal
which had been made to him by the hon.

ADJOURNED DEBATE.

Member for Stockport. That hon Member had misrepresented a statement which
had fallen from him on a former occasion.
What he had stated and if the hon. Member for Stockport had read all the debates
he must have seen it was, that at the end
of the three years, the probable average
would be 35s. to 40*., not 25s. a quarter.
The hon. Member had talked of the ghost
of the League.
He had met the body of
the League in Sunderland, and he thought
he might fairly say he had routed it. Now
he fairly warned that body, that there was
nothing of which the people of England
were so jealous as the wholesale manufacture of votes, and the system of misrepre-

—
—

sentation and intimidation which for some
time had been carried on.
There was nothing which the people of England would
repel with so much indignation as conduct
like that.
The League ought to have
stated their case fairly to the people of

England, and told them the probable effects of the change on the rate of wages ;
they should have told them that protection
was to be taken, not from the agriculturists
alone, but from all interests.
The agriculturists had been accused of plunder; but he

begged to say, that if protection was plunder, it was plunder in which the manufacturers had joined.
He had been taunted
by the hon. Member for Sheffield, that
while supporting protection, he meant to
vote in the coming division in favour of the
right hon. Baronet.
He thought he had
fairly given notice, and had explained why
he meant to go out with the right hon. Ba-

Amendment of the hon.
Member for Wolverhampton. As for the
hon. Member for Sheffield, he did not know
where the hon. Member had got his informronet against the

farmers were for immehe believed that, of the two
evils, the farmers would prefer the three
years' delay.
That delay would enable the
farmer so to arrange his ground that in
1849 he would not be obliged to grow corn;
and, besides, it would give the Government time to do justice to the farming interest by a reduction of taxation in poor
rates, highway rates, and county rates, and
also to consider the malt tax.
This would
be the greatest boon to the farmers, enabling them to malt their corn, and feed
their cattle; and in the hope of this, along
with the rest, he (Mr. Hudson) would
cheerfully support the Motion for three
years* delay.
With respect to the measure itself,* if it turned out better than he
expected, nobody would rejoice more than
ation, that

the

diate repeal

;

I
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form a
himself, but his reason led
gloomy anticipation. He denied that ho
was influenced by any selfish motive and
at the same time he must observe that an

him

to

;

imputation of selfishness came with a very
bad grace from hon. Members opposite.
The great interests of the country were enHe wished to gain time for them,
gaged.
and therefore he should vote for the Motion
of the right hon. Baronet.
Lord'WORSLEY was understood to
say that he was acquainted with many persons who were extensive farmers of land,
and as far as he could ascertain their opinions on the subject, he believed that their
wishes were that the repeal of the Corn
Laws, if carried at all, should be immeHe believed that they now anxiously
diate.
wished that there should at least be a settlement of the question.
Colonel SIBTHORP wished to say a
few words before the Committee divided.
As some of Her Majesty's Ministers were
still without seats in Parliament, he would,
in the

exercise of that Christian charity

which was due even to the right hon. Baronet and his Cabinet, suggest to the House
the expediency of restoring the elective

In the Bill to be
franchise to Sudbury.
brought in for that purpose, it would be
necessary to insert a special provision,
enacting that the borough of Sudbury
should return to Parliament those Ministers
who had been rejected by the other constituencies of England.

Mr.

WAKLEY

:

I regret exceedingly,

and learned Member for Wolverhampton persists in dividing
the House upon his Motion.
However
much I may approve of his intentions, and
however highly I may commend the purity
of his motives, I cannot conceive a more
inexpedient course can be pursued by any
Member friendly to the measure of Her
Majesty's Government, than by dividing
the House upon this question.
I believe
that he has taken this step in conformity
with pledges given elsewhere, and, therefore, that the hon. and learned Member
does not feel at liberty to abandon the
course which he is about to pursue.
I
feel, however, that it is a most unfortunate
step, because out of doors it may have the
effect of producing an impression that there
is on the part of those who are friendly to
the measure of the Government a divided
opinion on this great question.
But, Sir,
there is no division among them
and I
think that the countr}^ will find that those
who go out into the lobby with the hon.
Sir, to find that the hon.

;
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and learned Member for Wolverhampton
are the most earnest, the most serious,
and the most strenuous advocates of tlio
measure of the Government. Hon. Gentlemen opposite may imagine that a different opinion will obtain

But how

among

the people.

do those Gentlemen know
of public opinion
So mistaken are they
upon the bearing of public opinion on this
question, that a noble Lord who addressed
the House a few minutes ago claimed
Westminster as a proof that public opinion
Avas in favour of the party to which he
Why, Sir, there were two canbelongs.
didates for Westminster; one of whom had
long been a determined repealer of the
Corn Laws; the other, one who had received some new hght on this question.
Whom did the electors choose ? They
chose not the man who had taken a transitory view of the question, but him who
had for years been the steady friend of a
repeal of the Corn Laws.
The Whigs,
also, have no right to claim that election
as being in favour of their views.
They
have no right to set up such a claim because at the last general election, when
three candidates presented themselves to
the constituency, representing the Tory,
the Whig, and the Radical parties, the
electors of Westminster chose a Radical
and they have chosen a Radical now. I
beg the House to understand that Radical
principles are on the advance and in the
ascendant.
I regret that the Motion of
the hon. and learned Member for Wolverhampton has been made, but chiefly on the
ground that an impression may exist out of
doors that a division of opinion prevails
little

!

;

among

the supporters of the Government
I can assert, however, without
fear of contradiction, from my intercourse
with the middling and working classes of
society, that the impression is all but universal that the right hon. Baronet the
First Minister of the Crown has done all
he could in introducing his measure in its
present shape.
But one hon. Gentleman
opposite says, **
must go to the country;" another says, *' You must go to the
people." Why, you know perfectly well
that you will not go to the people.
If you

measure.

We

do, let your elections

be determined by a

You will

not do that.
Do
not speak, then, of going to the people ;
because they have hands as well as you.
You deny to the unfortunate being whose
labour goes to create food a voice in the
election of a Member to represent him in
this discussion
and I am sure from what

show of hands.

;
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I have seen that the voice of the people is
against you. The hou. Memher concluded
hy imploring hon. Gentlemen opposite not
to offer any opposition to the raeapure of

the Government, but allow

it

to take its

COtlTBe.

Mr. NEWDEOATB wished to say that
he had in his possession evidence of the
feelings of the tenants, which ho thought
wan scarcely in the possession of any other
It had been asserted by
hon. Member.
the noble Lord the Member for Lincolnshire,
that the opinion of the tenant farmers of
this country was in favour of immediate
Now, ho had an opportunity that
repeal.

day, within a few hours of coming to the
House, of meeting many most intelligent
tenant fanners from various counties; and
although ho admitted that in the bitter

disappointment they had felt at the sudden
and unaccountable change of those whom
they had tnistod, such an expression might
have fallen from them, as that thoy wislied
the question settle4 yet he distinctly de;

nied that the opinion of the tenant fanners

country was for total and immediate
With reference to what had fallen
from the hon. Member for Finsbmy, he
agreed with him in thinking that there
was a democratic feeling brewing in this
country; and he would tell Her Majesty's
Ministers that it would grow in a class
where they might not expect it.
Mr. VILLIKRS rephed
The hon.
Member for Warwickshire had just given
them what ho called exclusive information
ae to the opinion of tenant farmers, on his
(Mr. Villiers's) Amendment, which he had
procured from somebody that morning.
of

tliis

repeal.

:

—^ADJOURNED

DEBATE.

man who

addressed his landlord in the
terms supposed by the hon. Member, was
no specimen of tho British farmers in
general, but was the case of a bad farmer
and an idle man. He thought the Editor
of the Mark Lane Express would hardly
offend his readers by such a statement, if
he had known it to be at variance with

He (Mr. Villiers) did
not rise then for the put^ose of speaking
again on his Amendment, as ho collected
from what had passed, that a large majority
in the House entirely agreed with him on
He wished, however, to vindiits merits.
cate himself from tho reproaches that had
been offered to him for making this Motion,
and which came from a quarter that ho
had little expected— he alluded to the
lectures he had received from the Member
for Finsbury and the Member for Montrose.
They charged him with being impracticable, and doing mischief by his Motion.
Certainly, he thought it curious to hoar
those hon. Members setting themselves up
as the practical men of tho House, and
charging others with embarrassing the
Government, and not going with their
their real opinion.

He did not think that the speech
they had just heard from the Member for
Finsbury, was a very happy example of

party.

—

considering that he
practical
advised this question to be settled by taking a show of hands throughout the country; but really if those hon. Gentlemen

what was

had done any good in their public career,
which he did not deny, he thought it was
chiefly by a system of isolation on which
they proceeded, never heeding what was
practical, or what was convenient to any
Now, in answer to that private communica- party, but boldly standing and acting upon
tion, he would refer to the opinion dehbe- what they considered right.
Now in this
rately expressed in the paper considered instance he really thought they might
throughout the country as the organ of the allow him to act upon the similar principle,
famicrs he meant the Mark Lane Express^ without casting imputations as they had
in which it was stated in the leading article,
upon him and his friends, and as if thoy
that after giving the fullest consideration were not as able to judge of what was right
to what had been said by the fanners' as themselves.
He did not dispute tho
friends in Parliament during the long do- propriety of the course pursued by some of
bat©, and after closely examining the his friends on this occasion
on the conspeech of tho most able of thom. namely, trary, he had anticipated, in making the
the Member for Northan
ootthey Motion, that thoy might oppose him
were obliged to come to thi
i, that
ing upon the belief that they served tho
neither that hon. Gentleman, nor any of his cause better by voting for tho measure as
friends, hod succeeded in showing that the it was, than by seeking to amend it then.
tenant fanners had any interest in tho Ho did not imply that thoy were less
continuance of the Com Law; and that tho friendly to the principle of an amendment
illustration given by the hon. Member for on that account, and he had said nothing to
^

—

;

.

—

.

Northaniptonslure as to tho effects of free
trade, would not be admitted by tho farmon of this country to be just as the

—

provoke the practical natures of those hon.
Members.
He had for some years post
taken leave to act upon his own judgment

HOUSE OF COMMONS, MARCH
on this question; and tliough ho had unfortunately always been reproached for doing
so, and always told that there was something wrong in his Motion, yet he could
not think that this was precisely the year
to make him regret Avhat he had done.
He had advocated this very principle of

3,
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preparation for the change
to behevc it
was not necessary ? while foreigners, confidently expecting the market to be open,
would lose no time in providing for that
supply which defective agriculture and bad
arrangement between landlord and tenant

rendered so necessary for this country.
immediate repeal for some years past, and The foreign grower, having no faith in the
he did not see why he was to abandon it noble Lord's threat, and having confidence
now: indeed, judging from the speeches in the success of a policy supported by the
of the majority of those who had spoken, leading men of both parties, would be prewhile the farmers, deluded by
and from the opinions known to exist out paring
of doors, he never felt more satisfied of the their friends, would be found slumbering,
wisdom and propriety of that course. Ho Avhen the period for entire freedom arrived.
begged farther to say, that he had good Some of those Avho had opposed free trade,
reason to suppose, until he heard the speech like the hon. Member for North Devonshire,
of the noble Lord the Member for Lynn, said, that seeing the change was inevitable,
that it would have been adopted by the they should be no parties to encourage the
House ; for from the moment the measure farmer to expect the contrary but this
was proposed by the Government, the friendly course to the farmer was, it
protectionist party had in every direc- seemed, not to be adopted by the majority
tion asserted that it would be far bet- it became the House, then, not to lend itself
ter if the Corn Laws were to be re- to the delusion again about to be practised
pealed that it should be done at once. upon that unfortunate class. The time was
He had, indeed, been taunted by those now peculiarly favom-able for the change :
Gentlemen with a reluctance on his part as lion. Gentlemen opposite had entirely
to bring it forward now that he had a failed to produce any panic among the farmchance of carrying it they defied him to ers, their inchnation was to believe that
make the Motion, as they should support the law was to be repealed, and they deit.
Now it seemed that they had dis- sired to have it settled at once. He had a
covered that though it was for the interest proof of this from what he had been inof the farmer, as they had avowed, to have formed had been the effect of the division
it immediately, yet that there was some inon Saturday in several towns where the
terest which would not be favoured by that markets were being held on that day :
the landlords' Interest and the farmers' though the majority was very large, makinterest did not seem to be identical in this ing it certain that the measure would be
matter: they were going upon another tack, passed, it was received with almost indifand assuming that they could defeat the ference, in no way interrupting business or
measure altogether.
The farmers were exciting alarm.
He had it from a farmer
now to be encouraged to believe that pro- who was at the market table at Hertford,
tection could be maintained, and they were that, though the majority was well known
all going to vote for the protection offered
to everybody, it was never made the subthem by the Government.
He asked if ject of conversation once during the dinner.
that did not afford the strongest reason for He had also received a letter from Glouadopting his Amendment ?
What was it cestershire that morning, in which it was
that made it so desirable that the Corn stated, that the noble Marquess who had
Laws should be repealed immediately in- just been returned for that county, on the
stead of in three years' time, but that the cry of protection, presided at an agriculfarmers and the landlords should at once tural meeting after the election; and before
prepare themselves for the change
should he had left the room the farmers insisted
no longer delude themselves by trusting to upon signing a petition to the House, prayprotection
but for the evil make such ar- ing for the measure to be immediate inrangements and improvements as should stead of deferred.
Under all these cirenable them to meet the competition? No- cumstances, therefore, and having learnt
body in his senses could doubt that these from the right hon. Gentleman that he
laws must now soon be repealed and, cer- shoidd not consider a majority in favour of
tainly, the contrary vrould not be believed this Amendment fatal to his measure, he
by foreigners; yet what was the plan of the should consider himself justified in going
noble Lord the Member for Lynn, but to to a division, though he was aware that,
encourage the farmers here to make no owing to the apprehension of many of his
X X 2
;

;

:

—

—

—

;
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Honsc of
Parliament, it could not be taken as a fair
test of the opinion of the House in favour
of the Motion.
The Committee divided on the Question,
that the words proposed to bo left out stand
Ayes 265; Noes 78:
part of the Question:

friends on account of the other

—

Majority 187.

Sir T. D.

ChichMtcr, Lord J. L.

W.

Clifton, J. T.

AgUonby, H. A.

Clire, Vi«ct.

YucU

Childer», J.

hon. Sir G.

rt.

Cockbum, rt hon.
Cole, hon. H. A.

Allix, J. P.

Sir G.

Antfobni^B.

Colebrooke, Sir T. E.

Arimtlmott, H.

Collett,

Aithbold^B.

Colquhoun, J. C.

Aften,W.

Compton, H. C.

Attstiii, Col.

Conolly, Col.

BH8e,W.

Corrj', rt. hon.

Bi«t,lion.W.

Courtenay, Lord
Cowper, hon. W. F.
Craig, W. G.

B>mie,Col.
Bafllie,

H.

Bdne, W.
Buket, 0.
ft.

hn. F. T.

Baring, T.
Baring, ft hn. W. B.
Barnard, E. 6.
Barrington, Viact.
BateMD, T.
Beckett,

W.

BeU,M.
Benbow,

R.

H.

W.

Davies, D. A. S.

Bwkly.H.
B«ring,

W.

Cripps,

J.

J.

Benett,J.

Bonwl^P.
BMtiaek, Lord G.
Bemft>nl,]Ui.

B«.1,B.
Bodkb, W. H.

Disraeli,

Q.

Scott, hon. P.

Seymour, Lord
Sheridan, R. B.

B.

Shirley, E. J.

Himie, J.
Hurst, R. H.
Hussey, T.

Sibthorp, Col.

Smith, A.
Smith, J. A.
Smythe, hon. G.

Irton,'S.

W.

Dnimmond, H. H.

Jones,

Duckworth, Sir J.
Duke, Sir J.
Duncombe, T.
Duncombe, hon. A.

Kelly, Sir F.

Stanton,

Kemble, H.

Stewart, J.

Kirk, P.
Knight, P. W.
Labouchere, rt. hon. H.

Stuart, J.

Lambton, H.

Thesiger, Sir F.

Law, hon. C. E.

Thompson, Aid.
Tomline, G.
Trench, Sir F. W.

Du

Perguaon, Sir R. A.
W. B.
FiUner, Sir R.
Finch, 0.
Fitzmaurice, hon. W.
Fitzroy, hon. H.
Fleetwood, Sir P. H.
Flower, Sir J.
Forater,

Biick,L.W.
BoDer.O.

Fox, 8. L.
Poller,

M.

Liddell, hon.

H.

Loch, J.
Lockhart, A. B.
Lockhart, W.
Lyall, G.

Lygon, hon. Gen.
Macaulay, rt. hon. T. B.
Mackenzie, T.
Mackensie, W. F.

Mangles,
D.
Manners, Lord C. S.
Mannera, Lord J.
March, Eari of

M.

GunplMO, Sir H.

Ciladstone, Cape.

OudwaU^B.

Glyniw, Sir 8. B.

Oamagit, ban. Capt
CareiMlidi,lKm.G.H.

Gore.

Capt

Martin, C. W.
Martin, T. B.

M.

€loi»,hoD.R.
fl«iaf,0.

6o«A«n,rt

Capt

R

Oanlner, J. D.

tiordon. hon.

G. H.

McGeachy, F. A.
Mahon, Viict

A. B.

Gaakell. J.

W.

Lawgon, A.
Legh, G. C.
Lemon, Sir C.
Lennox, Lord G.

W.
W.

BnHe,C.L.C.

0.yley,B.a

W.

Round, J.
Rumbold, C. E.
Russell, Lord J.
Ryder, hon. G. D.
Sandon, Visct

Spry, Sir S. T.
Stanley, E.
Stanley, hon.

Fermnd,

Oluuido^ Maiq.
Chelae., YiKt.

W.

Reid, Sir J. R.
R^id, Col.

Rcpton, G. W. J.
RoUeston, Col.

Howard, hon. E. G. G.
Howard, P. H.
Hudson, G.

W.

Pusey, P.
Rashleigh,

Johnstone, H.

^'^' ««
BmMloB, T. W.

T.

Hope, Sir J.
Hope, A.
Hope, G. W.
Hornby, J.
Horsham, E.
Hotham, Lord
Howard, hon. C.

PolhiU, F.

JoUiife, Sir

FeUden,

Bvtkr, P. 8.

Hildyard, T. B. T.
Hinde, J. H.
Hobhouse, rt. hon. Sir J.
Hodgson, R.

Somerton, Visct
Spooner, R.

Kntwislc,

Boiler, 8ir J.

Hervey, Lord A.

Smollett, A.

BowHAdm.

Bm^LordB.

Peel, J.

Pennant, hon. Col.
Philipps, G. R.

hon. S.

Jocclyn, Visct.
Johnstone, Sir J.

Emlyn, Visct

Sir A. B.
JHOWIM, boo. W.

W.

rt.

Jerrayn, Earl

Bowct,J.

Bwcka,

Peel, rt hon. Sir R.

Douglas, Sir H.
Douglas, Sir C. E.
Douglas, J. D. S.
Douro, Marquess of

Bolfirid,B.

BMdkjr.H.
Bk«dwood,H.

W.

Patten, J.

Dodd, G.

B«thwid^P.

BriMo^M.

Sir J.

Hawes, B.

James,

13.

Milncs, R. M.
Morgan, 0.
Napier, Sir C.
Neville, R.

Packe, C. W.
Pabner, R.
Palmer, G.
Palmerston, Visct.

Hamilton, W. J.
Hamilton, Lord C.

Hughes,

Decdes, W.
Dcnison, F, B.
D'Eyncourt,rt. hon. C. T.
Dickinson, F. H.

Pre, G. C.
Egcrton, Sir P.
Egerton, Lord F.
Ellice, rt hon. E.

BeU««,H.a

Hall, Col.

Herbert,

DEBATE.

Newdegate, C. N.
Norreys, Sir D. J.
O'Brien, A. S.

H.

Halford, Sir

Henley, J.

Chuichill, Lord A. 8.

Clerk,

J.

Grey, rt hon. Sir G.
Grogan, E.
Hale, R. B.

Hanmer,

Acland, T. D.
ACourt, Capt.
AetoD^Col.
Add«ri«7, C. B.
Alford,

Graham, rt. hon. Sir.
Granby, Marquess of

Haicourt, G. G.
Hatton, Capt. V.

List of the AvES.

Adand,

—ADJOURNED

hon.

a.

Mastennan, J.
Maule, rt. hon. P.
Nildmay, H. St John

W

0.

W. H.

H.

Stuart,

Sutton, hon.

Tufnell,

H. M.

H.

Vernon, G. H.
Vivian, J.

H.

Vivian J. E.
Vivian, hon. Capt
Vyse, R. H. R. H.

Waddington, H. S.
Wakley, T.
Walpole, Sir

H.

Walsh, Sir J. B.
WeUesley, Lord C.
WUshere, W.
Wodehousc, E.

Wood,

Col. T.
Worsley, Lord
Wortley, hon. J. S.
Wrightson, W. B.
Wyndham, Col. C.
Torkc, hon. E. T.
TELLXB8.

Young,

J.

Baring,

H.
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McTaggart, Sir J.
Marjoribanks, S.

Berkeley, hon. C.
Berkeley, hon. Capt.
Berkeley, hon. H. F.

Marshall,

Blewitt^R. J.

Mitcalfe,

W.

whether he ought or ought not to alter the
opinions he had always held on this sub-

Martin, J.

H.

Mitchell, T.
Moffatt, G.

Brotherton, J.

Morpeth, Visct.
Morris, D.
O'Connell, D.

W.

Chapman, B.
Christie, W. D.
Cobden, R.
Colbome, hon.

O'Connell,

M.

W

N. R.

S.

J.

Oswald, J.
Pattison, J.

Pechell, Capt.

M.

Dalmeny, Lord

Philips,

Dalrymple, Capt.
Dennistoun, J.

Pluniridge, Capt.

Duncan, Visct.
Duncan, G.
Dundas, Adm.
Ebrington, Visct.

Protheroe, E.
Ross, D. R.
Russell,

noble

Member

for the city of

were deeply involved in the immediate,
complete, and tranquil settlement of the
He cordially agreed with the
question."
noble Lord, but he was prepared to prove
that not one of his three propositions would
be effected by the proposed measure. Nobody would say that they would produce
an immediate settlement of the question ;
the vote of the other night decided that
Nor would it
it should not be immediate.
be a complete settlement of the question ;
and as to a tranquil settlement of it, the hon.

Parker, J.

W.

The

London had said on a late occasion that
**
he thought the interests of the country

O'Connell, J.

CoUett, J.

Crawford,
Currie, R.

ject.

A.

Bouverie, hon. E. P.

Bowring, Dr.
Busfeild,
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the House, because he was desirous of paying undivided attention to the arguments
on both sides, with a view to ascertain

List of the Noes.
Bannerman, A.

6,

Lord E.
W. R. C.

Stansfield,

Staunton, Sir G. T.

Members for Durham and Wolverhampton
have avowed that they would continue to
Tancred, H. W.
agitate as long as any part of the present
Thornely, T.
duty upon corn remained.
Looking to the
Trelawny, J. S.
Evans, Sir De Lacy
Troubridge, Sir E. T.
future, nobody could believe that this would
Ewart, W.
Walker, R.
Fielden, J.
be a tranquil settlement of the question.
Warburton, H.
Ferguson, Col.
With a view to bring about a complete
Ward, H. G.
Fitzroy, Lord C.
and tranquil settlement, he had put his
Wawn, J. T.
Fox, C. R.
Amendment on the Notice-book; and if his
White, S.
Gibson, T, M.
Williams, W.
Hall, Sir B.
arrangement were accepted, he was strongly
Wood, C.
Hastie, A.
of opinion that the country would readily
Yorke, H. R.
Hindley, C.
It would feel that a modesubmit to it.
HoUond, R.
fixed
duty
ought to be maintained
rate
TELLERS.
Langston, J. H.
that it would be a useful source of revenue,
Villiers, hon. C.
Layard, Capt.
McCarthy, A.
Bright, J.
and a slight protection to the farmer, by
which the consumer could not be materiHouse resumed. Committee to sit again. ally injured. The noble Lord had himself
House adjourned at twenty minutes past admitted that a 5s. duty upon wheat would
One.
not raise the price more than Is. per quarter.
If the right hon. Baronet at the head
of the Government wished to carry out his
own proposition, he would support this
Amendment; and while he advocated a 10
Friday, March 6, 1846.
per cent, duty on cotton, linen, butter,
Ellice,

E.

Elphinstone, H.
Escott, B.
Etwall, R.

Stuart,

Lord J.

Strutt, E.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
COMMERCIAL POLICY—CUSTOMS—
CORN LAWS.

House in Committee on the Customs
and Corn Importation Act. On the Question
" That in lieu of the Duties now payable on the
importation of Corn, Grain, Meal, or Flour, there
shall be paid until the 1st day of February, 1849,
the following Duties," <tc.

Mr. W. 0.

STANLEY

rose

purpose of moving the following

for

the

Amend-

ment
" There be paid a fixed Duty of five shillings
per quarter upon Wheat."

Although he represented an agricultural
constituency, he had not hitherto troubled

&c., it was not unreasonable to
expect that he would afford the same degree
of protection to corn
5s. on wheat, 2s. 6d.
on barley, and 2s. (or rather Is. Qd., which
he wished to substitute in the terms of his
Amendment) upon oats, woidd not be more
than equal to 10 per cent. With regard
to the question of revenue, the right hon.
Baronet ought not lightly to throw away a
The right
source of 500,000?. annually.
hon. Baronet was himself in favour of a
and why
4s. duty for a limited period
shoidd he object to a duty of 5s. permaHe now appealed to the formidnently ?
to the 2Q5 Members
able party opposite
cheese,

:

;

—

who were

fighting a battle under adverse
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of corn in the ware-

circumstances, one of which was that they
had heen deserted hy their own supporters.
Would they refuse to accept his proposal ?
Would they not pause before they threw

large accumulation

the country into the tumult of a general
election, when they would have to array
their forces in the counties to meet the

But there was another class of society concerned in a measure to which the hon.
Member for Finsbury had alluded, viz., a
measure to alter the law of removal, to
which the poor were now subject. Every
week's delay in passing that measure was
consigning some poor family to tho Union

If as a body they
LeAffne in the towns ?
wcnSd luiitc with him, they would have a
much b<'tter chance of an equitable settlom^t than if thoy were to resort to extreme
measures ; they would then not only be
supjMjrted by their own partisans, but they
would disarm the powers of the League.
He did not believe that the measure would
bo carried elsowhore, and the result would
He submitted his
bo continued a^^tation.
proposition, convince<l that it would not
only be a just and fair settlement of the
Corn Law question, but that it would be
injurious to no interest in the Empire.
said, that he had not
Cou>98L
yet taken any part in these long pro-

WOOD

which would be poured out for
consumption, and utterly swamp the mar-

houses,
ket.

So much

for the agricultural interest.

workliouse for the rest of their lives.
If
Gentlemen were so anxious for the benefit
of their poorer fellow countrymen, let them
not delay this measure but let this amelioration of the law of settlement travel
with the other measure, and whilst they
were taking care of themselves, as some
supposed, let them take care of the»r
poorer neighbours into the bargain, and
rescue the poorer class of society from the
general law of removal under which they
;

M

were now

trteted debates, and he would now trespass
He was
tor a short time on the House.

delay?
It was the small tenant
farmers about whom the hon. Gentleman
professed to be so much interested.
The
large tenant fanners might perhaps be able
to suspend their sales, but the small tenant
fanners must prepare for their Lady-day
rents.
Their barley and their oats were
already disposed of the little wheat they
had remained to be sold. They were losing
3f. or 4«. on erory quarter of wheat now
Iwoiigllt to market, because^ the trade was

poor families were cast into a pari.sh in
which they had not been for forty or fifty
years of their lives.
He was decidedly opposed to the Motion of the hon. Member
who had just sat down. In his own opinion
the time had arrived when the Com Laws
ought to be immediately and entirely repealed.
He had voted for the last thirty
years for every Act of Parliament that had
regulated the importation of com, and he
had no hesitation in saying that every one
of those Acts of Parliament were perfect
failures.
He remembered when the Secretary at War stated that the Act of 1815
was the most imwise Act the landed inHe voted for
terest ever could support.
the Act, and there was a great cheer of
astonishment that anybody could assert
He
that the Act of 1815 was a failure.
had no hesitation in saying that there
never was an Act of Parliament placed on
the Statute Book which so speedily proved
the futility of all enactments to divert the
calamities over which there could l>e no

wpended

human

suro that all the great interests of the
country, and particularly the agricultural
interest, were suffering severely from the

was taking place in adopting the measure of the fight hon. Baronet.
The whole com trade was comjdetely paralysed.
There was not a farmer who was
not waiting to see how this proposal of the
right hon. Baronet would be dispoficd of.
Who were the parties connected with the

jip^at delay that

agricultural interests

from

who would most

suffer

this

:

and it was his^firm belief that
;
thb question was disposed of we should

suffering,

and by which some

control, and which the Legislature
might materially aggravate, but could not
see the price of wheat rise instead of fall. alleviate.
In 1816 was the most calamThat was the first injury which was sus- itous harvest ever remembered. On the
tained by the small tenant fanner.
Now 15th August, 1815, the opening price wns
for the last.
By the delay of this measure just below 80*., and the ports of the counthe price of com had fallen
the duty on try remained cloee<l during all August, Septhe importation of foreign grain was nHing. tember, and October; and when a little dry
There was not a ship-load *f ""• *hr\i ar- corn would have been of the utmost importrived in any part of the l
'^^doni
ance to mix with our damaged corn, not a
that was not immediately w*.. .....,,1, and grain could be taken out of bond ; and it was
the con>»equenc«* would be that when this not till the 15th of November that any sfnnid
measure was disposed of there would bo a com was entered. The ports were opened
if

—

I

I
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1816, and they remained open till August, 1818, when there happened a wet
week, which raised the price a large quanin
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also, that the alteration of

the pre.%ent cruel
law of settlement was delayed by the present debates, and that they were respontity of foreign corn flowed into this country,
sible for the evils inflicted by that law upon
and for three years the country felt the the poorer classes of the country. Now,
eflect of the importation.
From 1815 to as far as the famine in Ireland was conthe present moment he would undertake cerned, the case would be worse, if the
to prove that every one of these Acts of price of provisions was raised
and as the
Parhamcnt had been failures. There was law of settlement had no direct connexion
one reason why he should vote against tlie with the present measure, he begged to
Motion of the hon. Member it was be- call the attention of the Prime Minister to
cause he was sincerely anxious that this the suggestion of his gallant Friend, that
measure should pass the two Houses of the measure relating to the law of settleParliament.
He thought the right hon. ment should be permitted to precede the
Baronet knew better than other Gentlemen present question which should be postwhat was likely to pass the two Houses of poned in order to keep down the price of
Parliament.
He should vote for this mea- wheat. He could not see how his gallant
sm-e, because ho thought the right hon.
Friend could get out of this difficulty.
Baronet knew what was likely to succeed
Granting the premises of his gallant Friend,
and the other branch of the Legislature they could come to no conclusion but this
ought to have a fair field open to them to
that as there were many Gentlemen in
do some good. He hoped they would that House who received this not as a
amend the Bill, and send it back with a question of mere imports, but as a great
clause in it for a total and immediate repeal financial and commercial change; and as
of the Corn Laws. He was satisfied that if these Gentlemen would persevere in an
the House of Lords adopted that course
obstinate discussion of the question
if the
and he firmly believed that as a body they right hon. Baronet had reason to believe
would consult their own interests there was that the price of provisions would be raised,
no part of the landed proprietors whose and if he agreed with his gallant Friend,
;

;

—

—

;

—

'

—

:

estates were better prepared to meet any
change, if any change should follow, which
he believed would not be the case if they
should send tlie Bill back again, amended,
as he hoped, he was sure that the cry from
one end of the country to the other would
be, ** Thank God, we have got a House
of Lords " He sincerely hoped the House
of Lords would adopt that course, and with
that view he should support the Motion of

—

!

his right hon. Friend.

Mr.

STAFFORD O'BRIEN

said, that

Friend had at the commencement of his speech charged him and his
Friends with causing great and reprehensible delay by these debates; but in
the latter part he challenged them to
enter into a discussion with him upon all
the Corn Laws which had been passed
since 1815.
There was, he thought, as
much discrepancy between these statehis gallant

who was

so zealous^ supporter of his

—as

change in the law of
return he could make

to the necessity of a

settlement, the least

was to grant his request,
law of settlement precede the
decision of the Corn Law.
But as the
question of delay had been urged against
them, he begged to call the attention of
the House to the state of the case with
regard to the delay which had taken place
in these debates.
With regard to the
length of time which had been consumed,
he did not believe that hon. Gentlemen opposite thought them to blame.
Let the
for that support,

and

to let the

House look

to the condition of the Notice-

woidd have been in the power of
so large a minority so to have clogged the

book.

It

Notice-book that the progress of the debate

would have been seriously retarded. Now,
Avitli the exception of his hon. Friend the
Member for Warwickshire, there had not
been a single notice placed on the Noticebook by hon. Gentlemen who were opposed
to the Government on this subject.
[An
Hon. Member There's the Motion of the

ments as when his gallant Friend had at
one part of his speech said that the measure of the right hon. Baronet would raise
the price of wheat, and in another that it
would make no difference at all. The hon. Member for Pontefract.] He did not
right hon. Baronet had said that the effect allude to Motions made as Amendments to
of the measure would be to raise the price this question, but to Motions which would
of wheat Is. or 2^. per quarter; but his retard the debate.
There was not one nogallant Friend said that it would raise it tice from that side of the House except tlie
3s. or 4^.
His gallant Friend had said notice of his hon. Friend the Member for
:
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Warwickshire.
But let them look upon were not responsible for the not issuing of
the other side of the House.
There was the Order in Council, against which the
the hon. Member for Athlone, who had only reason he had heard was that the
brought forward certain charges against noble Lord opposite had advised it. Nor
his noble Friend the Member for Bucking- were they responsible for the non-introham, and his noble Friend the Member for duction of a temporary measure for the reChichester.
[Mr. Collett: My charges lief of Ireland, nor for the refusal of the
were not against the hon. Members, but Government to give precedence to the unagainst the Peers.]
But the charges were opposed proposal with regard to Indian
of a nature that directly concerned his corn. Nor were they responsible that Parnoble Friends, and were intended to draw liament had not been assembled before the
from them explanations and statements in 22nd of January. The country would not
He did not impute any blame to sympathize with the Government nor with
reply.
the hon. Member for Athlone for the pro- hon. Gentlemen opposite in charging them
duction of the Motion.
The hon. Member with undue delay and he gave notice to
had brought it forward in the discharge of the House that whenever the same charge
his duty.
was repeated, he would cause still further
But what he said was this
that if they on that side of the House had delay by rising and contradicting it.
As
Injen desirous of delaying the debate, they to the Motion of the hon. Gentleman oppomight have entered into a discussion upon site, ho did not intend to vote upon it, as
the motives of the hon. Member for Ath- he did not intend to take any part upon any
lone, and produced a protracted debate of the Amendments which might be introupon the hon. Member's Motion. But not duced to the measure of the right hon.
one of his noble Friends had risen, and the Baronet.
Motion had been very speedily disposed of.
Lord G. BENTINCK said, that the
Let the House then look at the case of hon. Gentleman who had proposed this
his hon. Friend the Member for Warwick- Amendment had said that it would lead to
shire.
His hon. Friend had brought in his a tranquil settlement of the question. He,
Motion for a Committee to inquire into the however, could not flatter the hon. Memfraudulent objections to the right of voting ber with a hope that the 5s. fixed duty
in his county.
The right hon. Baronet did would lead to anything like a tranquil
not oppose the appointment of that Com- settlement of the question.
No settlement
mittee, and his hon. Friend would have of this question could now be satisfactory,
raised no further discussion upon it.
But unless it were proposed in a speech by Her
the hon. and learned Member for Liskeard Majesty from the Throne to a new Parliahad given notice, and simply of his inten- ment.
Whatever settlement might be
tion to ask for leave to bring in a Bill upon made by the present Parliament would only
the subject, but of his intention to ask that be regarded as a settlement brought about
leave as an Amendment to the Motion of by treachery and fraud. As to his gallant
Ills hon. Friend.
This would necessarily Friend, he could not understand how not
lead to a debate.
Now, he did not blame to be inconsistent with himself he had
the hon. and learned Gentleman for the not voted with the hon. Member for Wolpursuit of such a course ; but he wanted to verhampton the other evening.
[Colonel
free himself and his friends from the charge Wood
His gallant
I did not vote at all.]
of having caused a factious delay to the Friend had, however, said that there was
continuance of the debate upon this ques- no party in the country upon which the
tion.
He would also beg to tell his gallant House had tunied its back but there was
Friend that in his opinion a full discussion certainly one upon which his gallant Friend
waa better seeing the strange confusion had turned his back, and that party was
of pftriicji which wrovailed upon tliis ques- his own constituents. He could not undertion, and seeing how the subject had been stand why the right hon. Baronet did not
protractedly, and, it might be, doggedly postpone the consideration of the measure
diseuMed than if it ha<l been hastily dis- until he had brought fon^ard the question
posed of.
As a principle opposed to tho as to the settlement of the poor. The compractice of the country for centuries was pbint as to the state of the settlement law
now, for the first time, to be intrtxluced, a reflected not upon his friends, but upon the
brief or hasty disposal of it would, in his Government.
It was the Goveniment who
opinion, have been roost improper.
But, were chargeable M'ith all the evils of the
however bad the famine migbt be in Ire- present settlement question. He had never
lon.l 111. iiiiKt rnniiad the House that thoy
supported any measure for the prohibition
;

—

—

:

;

—

—
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between his opinions on the subject and
of the importation of corn.
stantly supported every measure admitthin^ those of his constituents, would be imtlie importation of corn on occasions of pelled, by his own high sense of honour, to
temporary exif^cncy hut he had specially accede to by resigning his seat as resupported and consistently adhered to the quested, particularly as the requisition was
Those hon. signed by large numbers not only of the
principle of the sliding scale.
Memhers who spoke of the state of the gentlemen of property, but of the class reCorn Law and the effect of the sliding ferred to as so much the object of soliciscale, should recollect that in 1816, when tude by the friends of this measure, i. e.
wheat was at 112s. in England, it rose to the tenant farmers. There was an assoand 127*. at Stutt- ciation also of which he had heard, enII65. in Vienna,
and in 1817 when titled **The Amalgamated Farmers' Comgard and Munich
wheat wos 112^. in England, it was 1275. pany." He did not know how many shares
at Stuttgard and Munich, and 141 5. in the hon. and gallant Member was prepared
France.
When, therefore, hon. Memhers to take in that concern. While he was on
who supported the Government spoke of the subject of ignorance, he might be perthe evil effects of the system of the Corn mitted to suggest a course which he beLaws and the sliding scale, it should he lieved would, while not interfering with
borne in mind that the Corn Laws had public business, give great public satisfacHe meant that while the agriculalways j^revented the price of corn from tion.
arriving in this country at the famine level tural interest accused the Government of
which they had attained on the Continent. treachery, and demanded that the sense of
Colonel WOOD said, he had been the country should be taken, the Ministers
charged with deceiving or deserting his would leave the independent Members to
constituents.
Now he believed that his carry on the business of the Session (the
views were in accordance with the opinions only pressing portion of which appeared to
He be the railway business), and meanwhile
of the majority of his constituents.
thought he knew as much of his consti- conduct an appeal to the country on the
tuents as any one
and he declared his be- present measure with such an appeal the
agriculturists would be satisfied without it
lief that from the Lord Lieutenant downwards to the tenant farmer the majority of it was not possible that they should be sathem concurred with him on this question. tisfied, especially while they saw in such
Lord J. RUSSELL merely wished to places as those for which the Law Officers
explain that he had not suggested the of the Crown sat, opinions entertained on
opening of the ports by an Order in Coun- this important subject quite at variance
cil, but by a short Bill, to which he bewith those which were advocated by those
lieved no one would have raised any ob- learned Gentlemen.
This he could assure
jection.
As to the introduction of maize, the Government, that the agricultural party
he had recommended not that it should be were prepared to fight the measure by
a separate measure, but that instead of every means which the forms of the House
forming a part of the general Tariff, it afforded.
It was their duty so to do
should be introduced at the end of the their duty to protection, as it would be to
measure upon the Corn Laws.
the Crown, were its interests directly, as
Sir J. TYRELL could not help say- he believed them to be indirectly, affected
ing that he had heard the observations of by the measure.
the hon. and gallant Member for Brecon
Lord WORSLEY recommended the
(Colonel Wood) with extreme astonishment withdrawal of the Amendment, as a diviinasmuch as the hon. and gallant Gen- sion would be a useless waste of time, with
tleman had hitherto been regarded as the no prospect of success.
very Nestor of Protection. Especially was
Mr. CURTIS said, seeing the hon.
it a subject of surprise to him that the hon.
Member for Sunderland in his place, he
and gallant Member should be in a state wished to set him right as to a statement
of such excessive ignorance as to the the hon. Member had made the other
opinions and feehngs of his constituents night.
upon this question, because, a requisition
Mr. GREENE It is not competent to
was already in a state of very considerable the hon. Gentleman to refer to speeches
progress calling on the hon. and gallant delivered on a former occasion in this
Member to resign his seat a requisition House.
which he hoped the hon. and gallant MemMr. CURTIS: Well, then. Sir, I wiU
ber, on account of the utter discordance just state, it has been said that the wages
lie

had con-

;

;

:

;

;

—

:

—
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paid to agricultural labourers in Sussex
are only 8*. a week.
They are on the
contrary 12«. a week, and often 13«. or 14«.

know

that many farmers give 13». or
week, and that if a man be a tolerably good labourer ho can eaaily get 12«. I
do not believe that wages so low as 8«. a
week are to be met with except rarely
I

14«. a

The hon.
not in Sussex.
Member went on to say he really wondered
Uiat the Amendment met with bo little
support among those who till recently
ftnd certainly

were so favourable k) the fixed duty. His
own opinion was in favour of a duty of 6*.
firnt
then one of 4s. ; then one of 2s.
and then none at all. The farmers thought
that thoy had not boon fairly dealt with by
the right hon. (lentlt-man at the head of
the Government. Thoy claimed to be justly
entitled to relief from the hop duty, and
There
the malt duty, and other burdens.
waa a strong opinion gaining ground in faand it
Tour of a repeal of the malt duty
would bo powerfully urged on the Government that a proportion of the bop duty
;

;

;

LAWS.

might be told that the character of mebetween two great parties one
flushed with victory, and the other unsubdued by defeat was ungrateful and unneand indeed the issue of his hon.
cessary

—

diator

—

;

Amendment

did not encourage
ho would receive much
Buppoi-t in that capacity from either side of
the House.
But he would, nevertheless,
perform what he conceived to be his duty
to his constituents and his country.
The

Friend's

him

to believe that

object of his

Amendment was

to continue
but ho should be
sorry to say for a pennanency
the re-

for

an

indefinite period

;

—

duced scale of duties which would come
into operation on the Bill before the House
becoming the law of the laud. That scale
was extremely moderate ranging over
very few figures, and aftording a strong
contrast to the measure of the right hon.
Baronet in 1842. When that measure,
which the House was now called on to abolish, was brought before them, he (Mr.

—

Milnes) stated his opinion that the scale was
its details too complex.
He
was then informed that a lower protection
to the farmer could not then be given. He
opposed the scale of 1842, because he
thought the country could not go up and
down the ladder, with two great gaps in it,
without sometimes falling through it.
He
objected to that scale, because he thought,
considering the increase of population, and
the great advance of agnculture, a lower
scale would have been sufficient to enable
the fanners to do all that they were asked
too high, and

ahould be taken off equal to that portion of
the corn duty which was removed by this
measure.
Mr. HUDSON said, that he had never
alluded to the wages in Sussex, and
was gratified to hear they were so good,
though he was not at all surprised to hear
it, l»elicving that most unfounded statements had been maile as to agricultural
labour and he trusted that what had l)een
•lAted would weigh with Her Majesty's
Minialen.
to do
namely, to compete successfully
Amendment negatived.
with foreign farmers in average seasons.
Mb. MONCKTON MILNES rose for the It was unnecessary for him to say anything
pwpoM of moring the following Amend- at all upon the scale of 1 842. After hearing
ment:
the two right hon. Gentlemen (Sir E. Peel
**To rooTO the omlMion of all words in the and Sir James Graham) speak of that
BMohition rMpeetincr tfie importation of Com, scheme, one would imagine that some
MiNTtaf totlMoeMation or alteration of duties to Satanic agency had brought it about rather
be paid In 1849."
than those two right hon. Gentlemen themHe aamired the House that nothing but a selves. It was difiicult to imagine how,
troBff seiiae of paMic duty could have in- with their means of infonnation and power
Awed him to eome so prominently before of observation, they should in 1842 have
them ; but having a powerful excuse in the considered it the best scale, and that they
present state of parties
pros<>nting as it should now treat it with such bitter vitudid a disruption of all its usual ties
and ])eration. Therefore he was perfectly conlooking to the waspesmon of confidence in sistent in acting up to the principle in compvUie men wliieh prevAiled throughout the mercial matters which he had ever hitherto
eountrr, and the necrs^itv impoHcd on observe<l in approving of a considerable reho had not duction of the scale of 1842.
•renr ifeml
He would
nts to judge appeal to the right hon. Baronet whether
pledged him
the question before the Hrtuse by the lif^t he ought not gravely to consider whether,
of his own knowledge and reflection, he by some compromise, such as reducing the
ventured to recommend the adoption of the duty to a low amount, and then fixing it
H^'
niggealed in his Amendment.
•'''•*iTiitely, he would not be able to recon;

—

—

—

.
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three years, would prove more correct than
they had turned out as to the preceding

period?
Let it be supposed that in 1849
the harvest should be as abundant, and the
duties.
It was most untenable to attempt price of wheat as low, as in 1835, did the
to draw analogy between the cases of wool right hon. Baronet really mean to say, that
and of corn. It would bo scarcely less ab- if wheat were at the end of his three years'
surd than to expect credit for 100,000?. on interval, at 375., the carrying into effect
account of the previous punctual repayment of this proposed law was to be persisted in ?
Total repeal involved If so, the result would certainly be one of
of a loan of 501.
i-esidts pregnant with difficulties and danthe most terrible panics ever experienced.
gers to Avhicli a statesman surely could not And it was inexplicable to him how the
It was a matright hon. Baronet could have so signally
or should not be insensible.
ter of no small importance, to throw away been betrayed into a departure from his
entirely and absolutely the means of rais- usual cautious and prudent course, and have
ing a revenue from corn especially with a entered on one rash, uncertain, and dangerview to probably increased taxation, while ous.
No person could deny, that if this
clouds were hovering in every quarter of the measure passed, all parties would regard it
horizon.
Was it a wise thing, under such as a most triumphant victory of one class
circumstances, was it a cautious thing for a over another.
He might be permitted to
cautious man to do, to cast away the power say to hon. Friends of his of the protective
of raising revenue from this source?
The party and he hoped that they would uneffect of such a duty, it was obvious, would derstand him to make the observation in a
be very inconsiderable in its effects on the kind spirit that he did not think that they
consumer while the effect of a removal of acted wisely in refusing all compromise on
the duties would simply be, to throw a this subject.
He did not think that they
large bonus into the hands of the foreign did right in laying down the principle,
exporter.
natural feeling was aroused that, whatever be the increase of the popuin the minds of the agriculturists that they lation, whatever be the increase of the newere entitled, in the event of such a mea- cessities of this country, they would not adsure passing, to call for the abolition of all mit any reduction of the law of 1842. Any
protective duties
and the inevitable effect man regarding the large increase of popuwould be to awaken, among a large and lation, must consider the Corn Law as a
influential' class of the community, a dan- temporary means of keeping in good and
gerous and hostile spirit, which had been active cultivation the soil of this country.
characterized as a "strong, though ignor- When he considered that England was the
ant impatience of taxation."
It appeared only wheat-eating country on the surface of
unreasonable to lay it down that in three the globe, he was not able to resist the conyears
whatever might be the misfortunes clusion, that to have a full and abundant
which agriculture meanwhile might meet supply of wheat at the command of Engwith whatever the intermediate difficulties land, was not a matter of choice, but a
and the intervening embarrassments of the matter of necessity. If they looked to the
country free trade should be absolutely history of the last twenty years, they
established. He thought that they had heard would find that the supply of corn was not
enough on both sides of the House on this in any way whatever limited by the Cora
subject to convince the right hon. Baronet Law passed at the tune of the peace.
Let
that if he thought that the next three years the right hon. Baronet then proceed in the
would be years of contentment and happi- course he had hitherto pursued, and carry
ness among the agricultural classes, he was out his own precedent.
Let him only act
sadly mistaken.
He did not believe that with the same prudence and caution as he
the agricultural interests would even think had acted in other matters, and he was
themselves conquered by the carrying of sure that the right hon. Baronet would
and he did not think that the reap an abundant reward.
this Bill
lie knew well
Anti-Corn-Law League would be less se- that it was a matter of great difficulty for
rious in prosecuting their own intentions any statesman in these days, especially
and their own objects. But so the right aft^r the passing of the Reform Act, to
hon. Baronet had declared of his previous accomplish an harmonious action between
Corn Law, which he now deemed a failure. a powerful monarchy, a proud aristocracy,
And what prospect was there that his de- and a free people. lie would ask the rigjit
ductions or his expectations as to the next hon. Barpnet, however, if he divl not think

went

to relaxation, not aholition, of the corn

—

—

—

;

A

;

—

;

—

;
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It
that this measure would have the effect of skill, and this for the general interest.
causing a greater conflict hetween the mid- appeared to him that hon. Gentlemen in
dle classes and the aristocracy ; and whe- that House treated the general subject bether he did not think that he was really fore them according to the experience which
doing a great injury to the social state hy they had acquired in their immediate neighThey treated the question as it
presenting to the world the want of har- bourhood.
mony hetween the English middle classes affected landlords, and not as it affected or
The way in which
and the English aristocracy? It was not might affect tenants.
true that the right hon. Baronet had heen he wished to look at this question was the

swayetl by the threats of the Anti- CornLaw League; but still that accusation

manner

would he brought against him. He prayed
him not to persist in carrying out this measure in its integrity ; for he would not in
any degree compromise his own character

Westmoreland.

or dignity by submitting to the strong
opinion, or to the prejudices, if he would,
of the higher classes of the community. Let
him only give this question a fair chance of
arrangement, either in this House or the
other, and let him remember that he was not
the Minister of one party, but of the whole

community. Let him so modify this meaAure, and so adapt it as he could well adapt
to the ultimate

it

common

sense of the

whole community, and thereby establish
the reputation of having brought about the
settlement of this great question.
settled this great question as

Having

he had other

great questions, let him add the decision
on the Corn Laws to the question of decision on Catholic claims, and the great
question of currency, and by this means let
him show to the world that he had proved
the Minister of no class and of no party,
but the Minister of the entire community.
The hon. Gentleman concluded by moving

Amendment.
Mr. AGLIONBY wished

his

to call the at-

tention of the right hon. Baronet opposite
to a subject that was intimately connected
He did not think
with the Corn Law.
that any person had yet ventured positively
to predicate what must be the result of the
He did
great measure now before them.
not know whether the right hon. Gentleman ex|>ccted that there would be a diminution in the price of com and of the money
wsgc« of the country, or that, thinking so,
whether the labourer would not be greatly
For himself, he looked to great
benefited.
Ailrantageft from the repeal of the Com
Law. Another result to bo expected and
in this he was Aure he expressed a sentiment which he had heard from the right
hon. Baronet and others namely, that
whatever might be the results as to the
price of com sold by the farmer, that the
produce of the country might be greatly
increased by the application of capiul and

—

—

which

in

it

would

—

his part of the country

affect tenants in

in

Cumberland and

In these parts of the country, property was divided into very small

—

parcels
the holders of these small parcels
of land were designated '* statesmen," analogous to yeomen in this part of the coun-

This class was composed, as the right
hon. Baronet the Secretary for the Home
Department could testify, of very honest
and very industrious persons. These were
persons without much capital ; and he
try.

wished now to show the right hon. Baronet
the First Lord of the Treasury how these
men might be assisted in case this measure
turned into a law.
These persons had
very little capital they gave to the land
;

their
lies

;

own

industry and that of their famitheir holdings varied from 150 to

and were in their own occupaby their families and a few labourers. Now, though they had not capital,
something might be done to relieve them
from wantmg it.
Here was a very large

200

tion,

class

acres,

tilled

of

Her Majesty's

subjects holding

under our ancient feudal settlement. They
were copyholders. But there was anoth
In tl
matter which was still worse.
north of England they had a tenure of tl
description
that upon the death of th
lord of the manor, a two years' fine w
laid upon every acre of land within the
manor.
Let the House consider the effect
of this, and ask itself how the tenant
could be expected to lay out capital for the
improvement of his occupation ? He did
not refer to this as an objection to the
measures of the Government; he onl;

—

wished, that in the passing of those mei
sures, justice should be done to the larj
class of persons who were subjected
those fines.
Let them be enabled to la
out their capital without

them such

—

fines

in

imposing upo
do what th

short,

Conmiittee of this House recommended in
August, 1838,
in which they said

their Report of the 13th of

i

" Your Committoe have come to the conclusioi
that the al>olition of the copyhold tenure would
only be a ^rreat public benefit, but that it shoui
be made, if posnble, a national object."
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he should not fulfil
The importance of the question was as very much
now as then and it would be very their expectations by consenting to this
much increased Avlien the measures of the Amendment. The question to which the
Government liad become law. He consi- hon. Member for Cockermouth had advertafraid that

great

;

should be given
on a comAt present he would
pulsory principle.
content himself with drawing the right hon.
Baronet's attention to the subject ; and if
lie could do it without embarrassing Her

dered that every

facility

for enfranchising such copyholds

Majesty's Government, he would like to
bring forward a measure in some subseIf
quent stage of the present discussion.
such a Bill could be passed simultaneously
with the measures now before the House,
he thought it would have the effect of in-

ducing a considerable body of agriculturists
to give their adhesion to the repeal of the
Corn Laws.
Sir R. peel hoped the hon. Member
for Pontefract would not think he was

—a

which
he entirely disclaimed if he abstained on
the present occasion from entering into a
consideration of the arguments which the
hon. Member had urged with very great
ability. Such a course would have the effect
of reviving the whole of the debate which
had taken place on the Amendment moved
by the hon. Member for Somerset. In the
course of that debate, he stated the reasons
which induced him to think that it was for
the permanent benefit of all classes of the
community, that a foundation should be
laid for the complete adjustment of the
To that sentiment he deliCorn Laws.
berately, and on the fullest consideration,
adhered
but he could not enter on the
explanation of it without opening up the
He apprehended
whole question again.
there would be opportunities on future
guilty of

any disrespect

—

feeling

;

stages of the Bill of again discussing the
general subject; and he did not think it
would be for the advantage of any party to
go into it at present. He nmst, therefore,
state very generally his entire dissent from
the opinion of the hon. Gentleman, that he
should conciliate the support of any party
by adopting the course proposed. He did
not think that the agriculturists would be
at all satisfied by the adoption of that
course, but the contrary ; nor would those
who supported the measure of Her Majesty's Government, because it provided for
the total repeal of the Corn Laws within a
certain period, be willing to accept such a
As to the arguproposal as the present.
ment which constituted the chief ground of
the hon. Member's recommendation, that
he was the Minister of all classes, he was

ed was a very important one, and he very
desired it should not be connected
It might be
with the present measure.
but it had obviously no parexpedient

much

;

ticular reference

to

the proposal he had
of the Corn Laws.

made on the subject
The hon. Gentleman

said

it

would be a

great advantage to a particular class, and
so it might, to relieve them of their obligations but there was another class who
might not take exactly the same view, and
might object to fines certain in lieu of
improved value fines. At present the law
gave certain facilities to those who wished
to effect the conversion of their tenures;
but if you could make some arrangement
with the goodwill of both parties the
payer of the fines and the lord of the manor quite irrespectively of the question
of the Corn Laws, he believed it would
be attended with very great advantages.
Committee was now sitting in another
place to consider the subject of peculiar
burdens on agriculture, which would enjoy
the best assistance on legal questions ; and
he was of opinion that it was very desirable that their consideration should be given
to this question, and a special report made
by them. The hon. Gentleman must recollect that there were two parties : it
would be easy to sacrifice the rights of
one by simple legislation but the proposal to effect a settlement not by voluntary
arrangement, but by some sort of compulsion, required very great consideration.
He had always regarded the expense and
delay of transferring property as a great
evil
if they looked to the state of the
law in other countries, he believed they
w^ould find that in all there were greater
facilities for the transfer of property than
existed in this country.
Such was the expense as well as delay now, from professional arrangements, unavoidably incident
to the transfer, that he believed any one
who had purchased a small property would
be much inclined to come to the conclusion
that he would never buy another.
To diminish the impediments now existing to
the transfer, was a point well meriting
;

—

—

A

;

;

but he thought it would bo
;
very unwise to mix up this question with
that of corn
a subject of great difficulty,
and sufficient of itself to occupy the attenconsideration

—

tion of the

Mr. W.

House.

MILES

agreed that they should
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throw no kind of delay in the way of passing this measure, after having fully considered and come to a decision on its prin-

the country, that in allowing them to pass,
they were decidedly opposed to each and

of them.
It would be most unSir R. peel
on the Paper, he could not sec any in which just to contend that, because the Resoluhe coidd concur ; and a discussion on any tions were permitted to pass without a diof them would, of course, have the effect vision, or the expression of much dissent,
They
of opening the whole question of the Com any compromise was entered into.
Laws. He thought, therefore, the disposi- were necessary as the foundation of tho
tion of the lIou«e would he l>€9t consulted Bill, which the hon. Gentleman said was
hy ahstaining from unnecessary discussion. to be contested in its future stages; and
The intention of the party to which he hc- it would be impossible justly to assert that
longcd was, having discussed the suhjcct those who acquiesced in the Resolutions,
fully and fairly, and placed their opinions had abandoned their opposition in the
But he could not comboforo the country, to leave the country to slightest degree.
speak for itself, when it should come to that pliment the hon. Gentleman on the clearThe hon. Gentleelection which they hoped was not far dis- ness of his explanation.
tant, and decide whether their view, or that man hoped he had satisfied him (Sir li.
of the right hon. Baronet, was the most Peel) that he had not derogated from his
With re- principles, most completely he (Sir R.
lutrantagcous for the country.
nothing was
spect to this Amendment, ho completely Peel) had never thought so
dissented from it, considering the principle further from his intention than to impute
of the existing Com Laws as the best that to the hon. Gentleman any opinion that he
wished the present amount of protection to
hail been proposed up to the present time.
He wished to retain the law of 1842; and be in the slightest degree abated. On tho
to all the Amendments he should give his contrary, he thought the hon. Gentleman
Hitherto the vaiying differed from the hon. Members for Hundecided opposition.
systems of Com Laws had entered com- tingdonshire and Nottinghamshire, in being
but unfavourable to any modification of the Com
paratively little into the discussion
He thought the hon. Gentleman
there would he subsequent opportunities of Laws.
showing that there would be such a de- said, if we must incur the inevitable evil of
clension of prices as would render it im- a change in the Corn Laws, then he should
possible for the present holders of the soil decidedly prefer the proposition for an imHe wished, mediate repeal to that proposition brought
to maintain their position.
The hon.
before he sat down, to correct a misappre- forward by the Government.
hension of the right hon. Baronet, with Gentleman decidedly preferred tho mainreference to a speech ho had delivered tenance of the existing Corn Law ; but,
on the Motion for going into Committee. he said, on tho hypothesis that something
The right hon. Baronet conceived that ho must be done, and an extensive change
hail stated, that, of the two propositions made, ho preferred immediate to deferredl
bpforc the House
that of the right hon. repeal.
That he understood to bo the]
Hiir .net and that of the noble Lord tho
opinion of the hon. Gentleman
and, on
Member for London, for total and imme- referring to tho usual records, he found his^
diate repeal
he should prefer acceding recollection confirmed in every particular.
to tho noble Lord's proposition.
Ho had He had not in the slightest degree meani
meant to state what was the opinion of tho to impute that the hon. Gentleman dcro-J
''
'^L'hout the country. gated from his principles ; but when he
M
!i the proposals ho
said, that if the noble Lord opposite would
.1'
his ujoHt decided opposition;
only stand to his guns he woidd bo ready
}>
Idofl. at the same time, that, as
to support him, his conviction was, that ho
V. ore
concerned, ho was preferred immediate repeal
and the exI.
in his opinion, they
planation now made did not interfere with
would intinitrly prefer tho proposition of that impression. The hon. Gentleman said,
the noble Lord, and ho then went on to he would not enter into the question
show why. He had wished to defend his neither should he but he wished to diown consistency by stating his opinions, minish the authority of the hon. Gentleand did ncit mean in any way to derogate man as a prophet nnd let him, therefore,
Ho regardf»d the Re- remi!»d tho hon. Gentleman that, in 1842,
tVorn his principle?^.
when he proposed the diminution of the
liitiona as merely pro fomui : and ho
wished it to be distinctly tmderstood in duty on tho import of cattle, the hon. Gen-

Amongst the

ciple.

different

Amendments

all

:

;

:

;

—

;

—

'"

r

I

;

1

;

;

.
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tlcman predicted an cnonnous downfall in
The lion. Gentleman
tlic ])rico of food.
approved of the Corn Law, bnt objected
to that part of the Tariff of 1842, Avhich
provided for the removal of prohibition on
the import of cattle, saying, there would
bo an enormous use of barley in the fattening of cattle on the coast of Holland;
and, therefore, on that ground he proposed that the duty should be taken on the
Aveight of the cattle, in order that wo
might he enabled to compote with those
He could not help reformidable rivals.
minding the hon. Gentleman that he had
])rophesied, in 1842, an enormous depression in the price of stock

and meat, and
had

that up to this period his prediction

not been realized.

Mr. W.
state

miles

said,

he had meant to

that the farmers would prefer the

proposal of the noble Lord for immediate
repeal.
But he had not intended to say
anything contrary to what ho had always
proposed ; he merely gave the out-of-doors
opinion.
With respect to the statement
of the right hon. Baronet as to the opposition ho had given to the Tariff in 1842, he
attributed the rise in the price of meat to
the immensely increased consumption of labourers employed on railroads, as well as
to the disease among the cattle.
Though
he might be supposed to be a false prophet,
he would still tell the House, that whether
they took the duty off cattle or not, they
might expect an annual increase from the
Continent, which would work exceedingly
well, not injuring any one, so long as
the demand for labour continued.
But
when the demand ceased, that instant the
new Tariff would become oppressive to the
tenant farmer; and foreign wheat, when it
was not wanted, would come into competition with the produce of our own farmers.

Mr.

BURROUGHES

wished to advert
shortly to what had fallen from the hon.
Member for Cockermouth.
At a time
when it would be necessary to call into
operation all the productive powers of the
soil, he thought it was the duty of the Government to remove every obstacle that
Avas in the

way

of

improvement

;

and he

did not think that the right hon. Baronet
was correct in his vicAV of the Copyhold

added, for the a])pointment of district surveyors, in the HighAvay Act.
He wished

be understood as approving that intenunpopular it might be.
He
thought the appointment of district surveyors desirable; but Avhat was the state
of the laAV noAV with regard to copyholds ?
There was an Act for the voluntary enfranchisement of copyholds; AveU, Avhafc
Avas the consequence ?
a copyright tenant
complained that the fine Avas too high, and
that the fees Avere forty times worse.
The
tenant would state that there Avas noAv a
Copyhold Enfranchisement Act, under
which proceedings were voluntary, certainly, but it would, in all probability, before long, be made compulsory.
The value
Avould be calculated upon the fines of preceding years; and so, he doubted not, but
that since the passing of that Act, fines
had been higher than before; and he knew

to

tion, hoAvever

—

that, like the district surveyors' clause in

the Highway Act, the Act for the voluntary enfranchisement of copyholds had
been almost a dead letter.
The right hon.
Baronet had said, that the purchase of
small estates was much checked on account of the expense.
Now, nothing increased that expense more than copyhold
tenure but there was a compulsory sale
of small portions of an estate, to Avhich
;

—

obHged to submit he alluded
compulsory sale of those pieces of
land which were taken for railroads.
He
had superintended for himself and others
parties Avere
to the

the sale of several small portions of estates
to railroad companies, and the trouble and
expense of defining the copyholds Avas very
great.
He Avould not trouble the House
at any great length on the present occasion; but the subject having been mentioned, he did not like to remain entirely
silent.

a fine arbitrary.
He
spoke with diffidence; but his opinion was,
that upon the enfrancliiscmont of copyhold
land, under that Act, which was effected
by the payment of so many years' purchase,

Avould tend

certain into
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Enfranchisement Act dealt with. And ho
could assure the right hon. Baronet he did
not think a compulsory clause in the Copyhold Act would be half so unpopular as the
compulsory clause which was about to bo

Enfranchisement Act, Avhen he said that a
commutation under that Act converted a
fine

6,

as the case might bo, no fine remained,
and the tenure Avas altogether changed.
That appeared to him to be an analogy
between the mode in which the Highway
Act was about to be dealt with, and the
mode in which he Avould have the Copyhold

Mr.

HUME

thought few measures
development of the
productive powers of the soil than making
the enfranchisement of copyholds compulsory.
The more our tenures were simplified the better.
He hoped measures

more

to the
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would be adopted to carry out the recommendations of their own Committee on the
subject.

BROOKE

would, at that stage
Sir a.
of the proceedings, address some observations to the House, explanatory of his reasons in giving his opposition to the measure introduced by Her Majesty's GovernHe would principally confine himment.
self to the operation of the measure as
for however the inregarded Ireland
;

England might be involved, he
maintained it would ten times more affect
It appeared to him very extraIreland.

terests of

ordinary that, during the whole of the debate, there was so little said as to the
effects the measure might produce on IreAnd of all the Irish Members who
land.
voted in favour of the Bill, only two attempted to justify that vote; and of those
two, one was the follower of the hon.
Member for Cork (Mr. O'Connell), while
all of them assumed to themselves the exclusive privilege of watching over the particular interests of the poorer classes of
None of those Irish Members
Ireland.
had good reason for the course they had
taken a course in opposition to their

—

CORN LAWS.

port of themselves and their families ; with
the exception of some artisans, masons, and
carpenters, and even those could hardly be

excepted, as in country places they had
small farms to assist in the support of
themselves and their household, so that he
might fairly conclude that in Ireland all
classes were dependent on the land.
It
was also evident that England was an importing country, while Ireland was an exporting country.
The exports of Ireland
to England, during the last year, in wheat,
in barley, oatmeal, flour, and other articles
of trade, amounted to nearly 5,000,000/.
of money.
He would ask, would it be to
the advantage of this country that that
vast sum should be transferred to America
Would it be to the
or to other countries ?
advantage of Ireland to have an amount of
5,000,000/. sent to foreign countries ? He
knew the reply would be made that it
would be much better for the people of
Ireland to consume their own productions;
but the means to do so should be first acquired, which to some would be a difficult
matter, as three-fourths of the population
were a great portion of the year without
any employment. One of the first things
which should be considered as regarded
Ireland was, to provide the people with em-

Some reaformer sentiments and votes.
son ought to have been given for a change
of conduct so extraordinary; for had there ployment, and which he would recommend
been any reasons adduced throughout the to the immediate attention of Her Madebate which were calculated to satisfy jesty's Government.
He was one of a dehis own mind as to the propriety or the putation who waited on the right hon. Banecessity of the measure before the House, ronet at the head of the Government to
or that it would tend, even in a compara- press on him the necessity of the constructive degree, to benefit the condition of the tion of a canal from Lough Erne to Ballylower classes of the people of Ireland, it shannon, which woidd afford employment
should have his cordial support.
In con- to the poorer classes in that large district.
sidering the measure with reference to The reply of the right hon. Baronet was,
Ireland, it struck him that it should be that it would be more consistent for the
considered on its own intrinsic merits, and landed proprietors to undertake the work.
?articularly as to its effects on Ireland. He would say that the landed proprietors
very Gentleman present must be aware were perfectly willing to assist to the utthat in England a great mass of the popu- most of their power, if the Government
lation was almost exclusively dependent on would give that encouragement which they
manufactures for support that was not ought, and which the circumstances of IreThere, few, compa- land now imperatively demanded.
the case in Ireland.
It was,
rmtiTelj speaking, derived support from however, with regret he had to state to the
soeb a source; and even those parties in House that there was not the slightest
Ireland who carried on factories, were hope of any great benefit being conferred
themselves in a great measure dependent on Ireland, unless there was some security
on the land to carry on their business; for for peace, for tranquillity, and for security
instance, those who were extensively en- to life and property.
As long as the pregaged in the linen trade were generally sent system of agitation continued, it would
landed proprietors; they had large farms Imj impossible for anything to go on in Irewhich they cultivated. And those labourers land either prosperously or happily.
He
who were employed in manufactures, when regretted very much the absence of the
their business became at all slack, had re- hon. Member for Cork, as he wished to recourse to agricultural labour for the sup- fer to a letter which was addressed by that
I

;

^Jl
^||
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Hon. Member to the Conciliation Hall,
Dublin, relative to the Bill which was now
before the other House
and which would
prove the little hope there was to benefit

Friend the

6,

Member for
who voted

said that all
sition of

;
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Somersetshire had
against the propo-

the Government had pledged them-

selves to maintain the existing

Corn Laws.

Now, he thought he should speak for himself
and he begged to say that he ex-

Ireland, while letters of such a description

were addressed and circulated in that
;
county.
In the letter of the lion. Member pressed no opinion of the kind on that subfor Cork he found the following passages, ject.
He found a proposition of the Gowell calculated to keep Ireland in a state vernment before the House on this subject
of excitement ;
he felt it his duty to oppose that propohe should do so without stating
" I am now anxious that the Association should sition—and
what were the particular views he enterdistinctly understand the position we are placed
in.
The Association is most anxious to have the tained on the maintenance or surrender of
country free from the horrors of the wholesale protection.
He had seen enough of the
murders of the clearance system, and of the often
process of Hansardizing going on in that
retaliatory and hideous assassinations.
The CoHouse to know it was very disagreeable to
ercion Bill does not even purport to give any
remedy for the crimes of the landlords and it is be a Ilansardee, and, therefore, he would
more likely to provoke additional assassination not subject himself to it.
All he would
than to check the progress of crime, or bring to say, therefore, was, that he saw a Bill for
punishment those who are ah-cady stained with
the repeal of the Corn Laws on the Table,
the guilt of perpetrating those crimes."
that he objected to that Bill, and that he
Here there was, at least by implication, a meant to vote against it.
charge against the landlords of Ireland, as
said, as the hon.
Mr. C.
if they were murderers; while, to speak the
Gentleman and his Friends were united, he
truth, there could not be taken, as a class,
presumed they were united for some pura more indulgent or a more useful body of pose or other ; and as they objected to
men. The right hon. Baronet alluded to the Motion for an alteration of the Corn
the potato disease.
He would be sorry to Laws, it was but a fair inference that they
damp the ardour or the zeal of Her Majes- were united in favour of the existing Corn
ty's Government to provide against any Laws.
contingency which might arise in Ireland ;
Mr.
Under the exist:
but still he was convinced that the accounts ing circumstances of the country, the meawhich the right hon. Baronet had received sure proposed by Her Majesty's Governon the subject of the potato disease were ment was totally uncalled for ; indeed, any
greatly exaggerated.
There might be in measure on the subject of the Corn Laws
some districts a defalcation as to the potato was at present uncalled for, and unnecescrop, but there was in the country an sary.
Nor could he take into his favourabundance of corn. From a consideration able consideration any amendment which
of the whole subject, he felt himself com- would imply any alteration in the Corn
pelled to oppose the measure introduced by Laws at this time.
He was, however, far
the Government, because it would prove from saying that circumstances would not
prejudicial to the best interests of Ireland, arise which might require a change
but
and retard every agricultural improvement. those circumstances had not yet arisen.
Mr. AC
would not enter into the He agreed in opinion with that great phiquestion, but he wished to say that he was losopher, Lord Bacon, who declared that
one of those who had been exposed to con- changes should never be made unless there
siderable odium for refusing to pledge him- would be a sufiicient amount of good to
self to a course which was most impolitic.
counterbalance any evil which might result
If they were going to suffer they had to from the change.
The present Corn Laws
thank those who had made unreasonable had worked extremely well ; and it was
demands and he had refused to pledge most desirable that the present protection,
himself to the unreasonable proposition of which the present circumstances of the
not being content with less protection than country imperatively demanded, should be
they then possessed.
He had not given continued.
his vote the other night without much
Mr.
said,
he had hitherto
consideration of the course he was takino-. looked upon the right hon. Member for

—

•

;

BULLER

BORTHWICK

;

land

;

ward

Mr. STAFFORD O'BRIEN would second the request to his hon. Friend the

Northamptonshire (Mr. S. O'Brien) as the
pink of consistency, the very mirror of

Member

agricidtural chivalry.

for Pontefract not to divide the
this Amendment.
His hon.

House on

He was

astonished to hear the hon.

therefore

Member, the

Y Y
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Chairman of the PuWication Committee of could assure the hon. Member for Sheffield
the Protection Society in Old Bond-street, that there was no " shaking" on that side
vrho were pledged never, under any con- of the House, in their determination of upceivable circumstances, to adopt any mea- holding the interests of agriculture, and
sure by which the agricultural interest the other branches of domestic industry.
would receive less than their present He did not mean to say that the present
amount of protection he was astonished system of protection was to remain perto hear that hon. Member come forward manent for all time and under all circumIf, for example, his hon. Friend
with such a Mygteriei-of-Udolpho sort of stances.
speech, and concede that he might be here^ the Secretary for the Home Department
after ready to adopt some such measure as were to come down to the House, and fulfil
all tho promises and recommendations he
this, or at least a modification of the preHencefon*'ard he should made to tho country in 1826, and offer
sent Com Laws.
lie had full compensation to agricultural interests
not know in whom to put faith.
once the greatest reliance on the hon. Mem- if he were to come down on the part of Her
ber; but he was obliged to confess with the Majesty's Ministers, and propose to deduct
greatest j>oin and regret that he could now 30 per cent, of all payments out of the Explace no more confidence in him (Mr. S. chequer for that purpose, commencing
O'Brien), than on any other person on that with the Civil List, and going through all
His confidence in the annuitants on the public purse, and
eido of the House.
them was reduced so low ho could go no when he had got a reduction of 15,000,000?.

—

further.

Mr.

HUDSON

would assure the House

that, in his owii neighbourhood,

of small proprietors,

who had

numbers

in their oc-

cupancy one hundred acres of land and upwards, found it very difficult, under all the
advantages which the present law afi'orded,
He would ask
to maintain their position.
what must their situation then be when the
proposed measure would come into operaIf it became law it was his firm contion ?
viction, and the conviction of the landed interest in his county (Yorkshire), whether
Whig or Tory, that certain ruin would be the
result.

With reference to the

subject alluded

by the hon. Member for Cockennouth,
and spoken of by the First Lord of the Trea-

to

sury, he thought that to enfranchise copyholds by a compulsory law would be to do
an act of injustice to tbe lords of the manors, and to commit a wholesale system of
robbery.
Mr. S. O'BRIEN was sorry to find
that the hon. Member for Sheflield had so
little confidence in the Members of his
(Mr. O'Brien's) side of the House, but he
was happy to observe from the manner of

from the burdens of the people, and the
greater portion of that amount was to be

—

paid to the relief of agriculturists they
would not bo so unreasonable as to say
that they were not then in a condition to
compete with any people in the world.
Let them relieve agriculturists from the
payment of tithes, from the payment of
poor rates, from the payment of the malt tax,
from the payment of the duty on home-distilled spirits, and from the payment of the
hop duty, and they would defy every
nation in the world in their agriculture

and no man would be so unreasonable then
as to ask for protection, as they would b«;
It was
able to compete with any country.
really impossible for him to say what proposition might not emanate from Her Mahe was always in exjesty's Ministers
He
pectation of hearing something new.
:

could assure the hon. Member for Sheffield,
therefore, that they were not bound under
every circumstance to ask for the same
amount of protection as they then had, if
thoso views of Her Majesty's Ministers

were carried out, which they had been in
duced to expect from the statement of the

the hon. Gentleman, that his confidence in Secretary of State for the Homo Depart-]
himself waA not at all diminished ; and he ment.
dwircd further to remark, that when he
Mr. M. MILNES considered what had
(Mr. O'Brien) should enter into a state- fallen from tho hon. Member for Cocker
ment of his reasons for opposing the mea- mouth had as much to do with the quessure, it would be for the gratification of tion under discussion as if he had delivered
those persons who had a Iwtter right to a dissertation on the state of New Zealand.
qnestion him upon the subject than the He would not, after tho House had listened

I

hon. Gentleman.

Lord G.

what had been said by the several Memwho had addressed tho House, ask
tbem to retrace their steps for the Ust
few boors, and go back to what ho had
to

BENTINCK

would not make
the few obi orvalwua be

aaj apology for
was about to addreea

to tho

Home.

He

bers

HOUSE OP COMMONS, MARCH
did

not

He still believed that
right in makino- the proposition,

before them.

laid

he

concurring in the

opinions

of

hon.

Members who had referred to it and notwithstanding his own impression as to the
;

advantage it would be to the public, he
would withdraw his Motion, at the same
time expressing his hope that at a future
time he should have an opportunity of again
bringing it under the consideration of the
House, when it would be more favom'ably
received.

Motion
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pressed by the hon. Member, that the proposed Bill would give any security that
protection should exist for the term of
for in case corn should rise
three years
to "famine prices," he did not believe
that the right hon. Baronet would retain
even the 4*. duty and that was an opin;

;

ion in which the hon. and gallant Officer
(Colonel Wood) who supported the views
of the right hon. Baronet fuUy coincided.

Should the right hon. Baronet remain in
for three months, Avhich he considered would be the extent of it, they had
no security by the proposed Bill, that he
would not in that time propose an entire
removal of protection and if he did not
do so, but went out of office, and the noble
Lord the Member for the city of London
office

withdraTNTi.

Question again put.
Mr. p.
said, ho had placed
on the Order-book a Motion in reference to
the question which had so long occupied
the attention of the House.
It was to give
to their Colonies and Canada time to prepare for the great change that was proposed in reference to the Corn Laws, as he
knew that they could not keep pace with
the rapidity of the alterations, and woidd
be unable to compete with the United
States.
He also considered, in reference
to the farmers of this country, that existing contracts should regulate the councils
of great nations.
With regard to tenants-at-will, it was not necessary to come
to any arrangement
but with leaseholders
it was very different, and by withdrawing
protection from them, they would inflict
upon them a very great injury yet his
wish was not to interfere further than

HOWARD

;

;

would merely protect existing rights. As
hon. Gentlemen who had preceded him,
had considered it advisable to withdraw
their Motions, it was probable he should
follow their example.

He saw many

rea-

sons for an immediate cessation of the existing protective duties, in order to meet
the wants of the Irish people, and he was
anxious to see the question of the Corn

Laws

6,

settled,

because

if

they should have

to contend against the great transatlantic
republic, it would be desirable that they

should have peace amongst themselves.
He considered that there was nothing in
the change proposed by the right hon.

Baronet which was at all unconstitutional,
as an alteration in the Corn Laws would
be merely an administrative measure. The
hon. Member concluded by withdrawing a
Motion of which he had given notice to
extend the period of protection to February 1, 1851.
Sir W. JOLLIFFE was of opinion, that
the proposition of the Government would
have an injurious effect upon the country.
He did not agree with the opinions ex-

;

should succeed him, could that noble Lord

be upbraided for proposing an immediate
repeal of those duties of which he had expressed his disapproval ? When he looked
at the state of that House, and considered
the probability of the measure being again
brought under discussion for an alteration
of the Bill then before them, he thought it
would bo much better to have it repealed
at once.

Mr. Alderman

COPE LAND

expressed

measm'o of
the right hon. Baronet, but thought that
it would have been more complete if the repeal of the Corn Laws had been total and
immediate for the effect of its being only
gradual would be to keep the farmers of
the country, for the next three years, in a
Till
state of uncertainty and agitation.
this question was settled by a total abolition of duty, it would never be settled ;
He
but it would be annually discussed.
was last Monday in the county of Hants,
at Winchester, and ho asked several farmers what they thought of the Government
and nine out of ten, although
majority
his hearty concurrence in the

;

;

they expressed themselves surprised, declared that they would prefer an immediate abolition of duty to its retention for
In this discussion it had
three years.
been asked what was to become of the
tenant farmers ? He would give an answer
from his own experience. He was joint
treasurer to a charitable corporation, and
pending the present proposition, one of the
large farms belonging to it became vacant
they did not wish to continue their tenant,
and applications for the farm were innuThey were at a loss to choose.
merable.
One of their other tenants from Essex,
who had been on a farm for some years,
which he had brought to great perfection,

YY
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applied for this, and he was asked 1,400^
a year rent, instead of 1,200^, at which it

had before been
shire,

let.

He went

into

returned, and took the lease

Yorkand
;

to-day he (Alderman Copeland) had settled
the terms of his lease, and he had taken
[Sir J. Graham: For how
the farm.
many years ? 1 For fourteen years and a
half.
It might, perhaps, bo said, the farm
was underlet but all he could say was,
that the late tenant had not been successful ; and when he saw a man take a
;

farm of 900 acres at 1 ,400^ a year, and
go into it with a capital of 20,000^, he
was convinced that the tenant farmers had
no fear of the Bill of the right hon. BaThese were circumstances which
ronet.
weighed with him as a commercial man,
and told more forcibly on the opinion he
had formed of the project of the Government than any arguments he could
hear.

finch

would meet one case with
a farmer in the same
county, Essex, who, not long since, in answer to his landlord, who was a free trader,
and who attempted to persuade him that,
as the shackles of trade were about to be
removed, he ought to take a new lease,
said that, but for the capital he had already sunk in the farm, nothing would induce him to take a lease at the same rent,
foreseeing the injurious effect which the
removal of protection would have upon
agriculture.
The circumstances which
might have induced the fanner to whom
the hon. Gentleman alluded, to increase
his rent were twofold
first,
the land
might have been greatly enhanced in value
secondly, the farmer might have been sanSine that the Government measure would
re been thrown out in the House of
Lords, as a great many other agricultur-

Mr.

He knew

another.

:

ists

were.

LoBD G.

BENTINCK

said : Sir, I wish
to ask the right hon. Gentleman at the head
of the Goremment, whether or no he has

mad&up his mind

as to what will be the proiMlUe operation of the Bill which he has introdooed ? I think that when the right hon.
Baronet introduced the measure, he said
he was unable to form any calculation as
to its effects upon the price" of home-grown
com. He then said, tie had made no calculation whaterer.
A considerable time
has since elapsed ; and it hurcly must have
struck the right hon. Baronet that the
country is most anxious for the solution of
the question, and to hoar the opinion of
Government upon the subject. I cannot

CUSTOMS

—CORN

LAWS.

avoid saying, Sir, that I think the right
hon. Gentleman is bound to tell the counwhat he calculates
try what his opinion is
will be the practical effects of the changes.
So short a time ago. Sir, as the 10th of
June last, the right hon. Gentleman the

—

Secretary of State for the Home Departpredicted, with the greatest confidence, that if the total repeal of the Coi
Laws took place, the average price
wheat could not exceed 45^. per quarter.
I think my right hon. Friend at the same
time predicted, that if such would be the
case, that all the most ancient land of
England would be thrown out of cultivation.
I wish to know whether anything
has transpired since the 10th of June, to
alter the opinion of my right hon. Friend
as to the probable price of wheat in case
this Bill is passed ?
I further wish to
know what the right hon. Baronet proposes should be done with respect to the
commutation of tithe. I think my right
hon. Friend on a previous occasion said,
he wanted time to consider what would be
the effect of the alteration caused by tli'
but in June
measure as regards tithe
last, my right hon. Friend (Sir. J. Graham) showed that the revenue of ** the
most ancient land in England" would be
almost entirely eaten up by the tithe if the

ment

;

Com Laws

were to be repealed. I want
whether the right hon. Baronet still thinks such will be the effect of
My right
this measure on these lands ?
to

know,

Sir,

hon. Friend was,

1 repeat. Sir,

of opinion,

at the time to which I refer, that a repeal
of the Corn Law would drive most of the

ancient land in England out of cultivation
and my right hon.
into pasture

and

;

Friend at the head of the Government also
expressed his opinion in 1841, that no
higher protection than a duty of Ig. per
bushel would have the effect of entirely
paralysing agriculture, and would be n(^B|
'I
Since the
protection at all to Ireland.
introduction of the measure, the right hon.
Gentlemen have had time to consider what
its probable effects would be ; and I say
again. Sir, that the country is entitled to^|
hear the opinions of the Government OD^HI
the subject.
When the right, hon. Ba-^'
ronet introduced the measure which is now
law, he informed the landed interest what
his expectations were as to the prices of
wheat.
He said he thought the price of

wheat would average 5Gs. per quarter, and
My
would range between 5is. and 58*.
right. hon. Friend then estimated what the
protection was to be which would give

j

L
!
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such an average price.

Gentleman then,

at all

The

hon.
events, considered
right

that a considerable protective duty was
necessary in order to keep the price of
wheat at dQs. At that time, when the
right hon. Baronet expected the price of

wheat at 5Qs, a quarter, he calculated that
foreign corn would be sent in at 40^.
The
right hon. Gentleman the Secretary at

War,

in

his

address to his constituents

on the 13th of February, 1845, stated,
that it had been his opinion that a duty of
20s. was more than sufficient protection;
but then he admitted that subsequent experience had taught him that 205. duty
was not one penny too much protection.
I believe I

am

perfectly correct in

making

and that the right hon.
Gentleman then said that a duty of 20s.
ought to be kept up. I ask that right

this statement,

hon. Gentleman, as well as the right hon.
Gentlemen the first Lord of the Treasur}'and the Secretary of State for the Home

Department, whether any new circumstances have occurred within the last
twelve months which can lead them to the
conclusion that the price at which foreign
corn can be introduced to this country
would be anything less than from 40^. to
per quarter ?
I repeat again, Sir,
that it is but proper Government should
give an opinion, for which the country is
so anxious, upon what the etfect of the
measure will be, according to the opinion
which, doubtless, they must have formed
before this period.
I distintly ask the
right hon. Baronet whether or no he has
made up his mind as to what the effect
455.

of this law will be, and
is?

peel

what that opinion

my noble Friend
answer his question as to the price of wheat under the proposed measure, or its effect upon the tithepayer or the titheowner.
I believe it is
Sir R.

I

:

think

will see that I could not

corn,
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6,

and which

for

years had

several

diminished the price of wheat and I attempted to show that there had been within
the last three years more agricultural improvement, and more application of science
to the production of corn, than at any former period. I was charged with hastiness
in disturbing this happy state of circumstances. Now, during the last three years,
when you admit there was a greater
;

amount of agricultural improvement than
at any other period, the price of wheat has
only been 51s.
I attempted to show that
there were causes at work, extrinsically of
the operation of the Corn Laws, which had
a tendency to diminish the price of wheat.
I then attempted to show that agricultural
prosperity was not necessarily interwoven
with the price of wheat, because on the
average of several years previous to 1842,
the price of wheat had been 675. per
quarter; yet during the three years admitted to have been years of great agricultural improvement, the price had been only
51 5.
1 thought that a very strong proof
that the prosperity of agriculture does not
necessarily depend on the price of wheat.
Now, I admit to my noble Friend, I have

no answer to make to him if he quotes
Hansard; I admit to liim, if he searches
through Hansard, he can find ohservations
and speeches at variance with what I stated
the other night.

I

began by simply

that after a close

stating,

investigation into the

question, I was ready to submit to the
I stated in the
charge of inconsistency.
strongest manner that I did not want to
be referred to speeches delivered at a for-

mer

period, to

know

undergone a change

that
;

my

I said I

opinions

had

did not wish

who had always advocated
a repeal of the Corn Laws, of the full and
to deprive those

entire credit

due to them and I must remind
;

my

noble Friend, that when the Motion of
the hon. Member for Wolverhampton (Mr.
C. Villiers) was brought forward last year,
I made a speech which Earl Grey described
as a conclusive speech in favour of a gradual repeal of the Corn Laws.
As to the
effect of the present measure with respect
to tithe, I am unwilling to enter into that
I have already stated
part of the subject.
I would fix any day that may be most convenient for the discussion on the second

understood that we are not to revive that
discussion, which it was the general wish of
the House should be postponed till the second reading of the Bill. I am sure the
noble Lord cannot have failed to have paid
the same attention to my speech which 1
paid to his and I assure my noble Friend
I Hstened to that speech, which he dehvered
with much ability, with great satisfaction,
whatever might be the observations it con- reading.
I do not wish to throw any diffitained with regard to myself.
I am
In what I culty in the way of that discussion.
addressed to the House, I endeavoured to ready to name any day, at a reasonably
show two things I endeavoured to show early period, for taking the second readthat there were causes in operation tending ing.
The arrangement I propose is this
to diminish the cost of the production of
that the Report on the Resolutions
;

;

—
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should be brought up
and received
on Monday, and the Bill then brought
in and read a first time; as the debate
on the second reading is hkely to be a
protracted one, it might be inconvenient
to begin it on the Friday and I, therefore,
;

propose that the debate on the second
reading shall be taken on Monday week.
This being the arrangement, I think it
better to postpone any observations I may
have to make till that debate ; I could not
merely answer the questions my noble
Friend has put, and, therefore, I think it
better to postpone my observations till that

As

opportunity.

to the price of

com,

if,

ture

is

not necessarily interwoven with the

price of wheat.

Mr. DISRAELI: I have no intention
of trespassing on the House, but I feel
bound to say that the right lion. Baronet
has not answered the inquiry of my noble
)le
Friend. My noble Friend inquired wheth
the right hon. Baronet had, during the la
six weeks, formed any opinion as to whi
extent the measure would affect the pried"
of agricultural produce, and what the ])robable price of com would be under the
proposed measure ? What my noble Friend

i

said as to the opinions of

Members

of the

Government three years ago, the right hon.

as he says, I endeavoured by the Com Law
to give a guarantee that it should keep at
a certain price, I could liave attempted
Under a higher rate
nothing so unwise.

Baronet has like\N'ise passed over.
I do
not wish to enter into the general question.
After what has fallen from the right hon.
Baronet, it would be neither becoming nor
of protection than that given by the Act courteous to do so, until the second reading
of 1 842, the price of corn was very much of the Bill but I cannot avoid saying that
lower than subsequent to it I believe in I think the inquiry of my noble Friend a
perfectly fair and legitimate one.
I think
1 835 the price of wheat was as low as 35s.
during the whole of that year the average my noble Friend has a right to ask if the
I think
Government has not, during the six weeks
price of wheat did not exceed 39*.
that subsequent to the passing of the pre- which has intervened since the introduction
sent law, the price has been 41 5., 42^., and of the measure, formed an opinion as to how
not under 40*., on the average of years. it wiU affect the price of agricultural proAnd among other considerations that in- duce. If the Government have not fomied
duced me to change my opinion was, seeing an opinion, we will accept that reply at the
that legislative enactments, even where the value which we choose to place upon it
protection given by them was higher than it may guide our future conduct, and the
that given by the present law, have entirely opinion of the country.
The inquiry does
failed in securing a high price of wheat
if not trench on the general merits of the
with the higher rate of protection the price question; within these limits my noble
has been as low as 39«,, should it, the year Friend has confined himself; he has not
after the present change, fall to 39.'?. again, received an answer, though I must say I
the low price cannot be necessarily imputed think he was entitled to it.
After what
to the meditated alteration in the law
be- has fallen from the right hon. Baronet, it
cause under a high protection we have would be unbecoming to press on him any
fkfled for a whole year in securing to the general considerations.
I am glad to conafn^cultural interest a higher price than gratulate the House on their deliverance
40*.
I do not think the prosperity of agriand that henceforth
from a great e^nl
culture dej»ends upon the price of wheat. there are to be no more quotations from
I know a case in which eleven farms in the
Hansard. I am glad myself that after
county of Roxburgh have been let since this night Hansard is to be no longer retlic propoHal of the present alteration in
cognised as an official authority.
the Com Law the yaluati<jn was made in
Sir R. PEEL: The hon. Gentleman
October last, under the assumption that asked me for an answer which I had alth« present Com Laws would be continued, ready given.
I stated that it would be
and yet the whole eleven farms have been utterly impossible for me to estimate what
'
nts this has occurred within the price of wheat would be whatever the
let at
:ht.
the
1 believe also that five
state of the law was
that it is influenced
v of Lincoln, which had
farms m
by other circumstances. I cannot enter
\e boon relet since the further into the question.
become v
;

;

;

;

;

;

'

<

:

—

1

'

were made known

Government

^'

intentions of iler

case of each
isoil rent has
of these five farms
•• ts
Th« -•
confirm my
been received.
impression that the prosperity of agricid;

i

Mr.

FINCH

regretted that a

more

sa-

answer had not been given by the
riglit hon. Gentleman.
Every bo<ly knew
that the price of wheat varied with the
seasons and other circumstances ; but the
tisfactory
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right hon.

Gentleman might

state

what

average he expected. When you took away
a duty varying from Is. to 20s., could you
say that it would not have an effect on the
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not that I ever gave a guarantee that
the prices of corn would vary from 54s. to
If my noble Friend will refer once
58s.
it is

again to Hansard, he will find that I diswheat ? The responsibility of this tinctly stated it was utterly impossible, in
measure must fall on those hon. Gentlemen my opinion, for any act of a Legislature
I then distinctly rewho, in and out of the House, had placed to guarantee prices.
their confidence in the Ministry
and they fused to give any guarantee whatever. I
who could confide in their wisdom and dis- stated that although I thought it probable
cretion were bound to transfer their confi- there would be a variation from 54s. to
dence to the Anti-Corn-Law League. He 58s., yet that various other considerations
should have thought that the First Minister besides the acts of a Legislature affected
of the Crown, when he introduced a mea- prices.
My noble Friend refers to a case
price of

;

sure to affect one half the population of
the United Kingdom, would have been

enabled to give a satisfactory reply.
How
was it possible that landlords could enter
into any stipulation with their tenants which
could be satisfactory ?
Nobody could give
an answer, and say what was to be the
price of wheat three years hence.
He
asked, then, the hon. Member for Stockport,

had he formed any

Lord G.

calculation ?

BENTINCK

:

My

right hon.

Friend has not answered my question. I
did not ask the right hon. Baronet to protect us from the influence of seasons, but
a simple question, to which I think I have
a right, on behalf of the country, to demand an answer before we go into the
second reading.
We have a right to know

what the right hon. Gentleman estimates
will be the difference, occasioned by the
removal of protection as

it

now

exists in

the price of com.
I say again, the country has a right to know what the opinion
of the First Minister of the Crown is on so
important a subject what difference the

—

removal of protection will make in the
price of corn.
Let my right hon. Friend
select any year
that year to which he

—
—

adverted, 1836
when the average price
of corn was 39s. a quarter whether on

—

of corn being at 39s. under a high state of

Now,

protection.

after

mature

reflection

am

not at aU clear that,
if protection had been withdrawn, even at
that period, the price of corn would have
been lower than 39s. I think it is highly
probable that the exclusion of corn, and of
a regular trade in corn, there being a high
protection, did lead, under a succession of
favourable harvests, to lower prices in this
country more so than if for some years
preceding there had been less protection.
I am bound to state to my noble Friend
that there are great difficulties in making
I am not prea calculation of this kind.
pared to admit that, if there had been
a much diminished protection, or no protection at all, there would have been a
lower average price for the year 1835 than
39s.
But, as I said before, it is very difficult to make any accurate calculation.

on

this subject, I

Mr.

C.

p.

VILLIERS

thought that,

as hon. Gentlemen opposite turned to that

House as if
the responsibility of the
repeal of the Corn Laws was there to be
attached, it was only fair that they should
learn what was the view there taken of the
probable effect of the withdrawal of protec(the

Opposition) side of the

they deemed

aU.

tion of those changes.

The answer might be illustrated by
an analogous case.
A person who had
been persecuted with the sohcitations of a
beggar for alms, at last gave some money,
and in doing so, he asked the mendicant
what he would have done if his entreaties
had been refused ? The reply was, '* Why,
I should have been obliged to work.'*
Now, the hon. Gentleman asked what
would become of him if protection was
withdrawn ?
All he could say was, that
if he went and looked over his own property himself, and cultivated it better than
he hitherto had done, he would, perhaps,
become a better and a happier man.
Colonel SIBTHORP ventured on two

Sir R. peel
It is because of my
courage in 1842 that I hesitate now. But

ment

such a year as that the price of wheat
would, by the removal of protection, be
lowered 5s., 10s., or 15s., or taking the
price of wheat at 56s., as it had been during other years, whether he thought that
with no protection it will be 51s., or 46s.,

—

or^ 43s.
what, in short, he expects the
price of corn will be under the proposed

law ? The right hon. Gentleman had answered such a question in 1842 nay, he
had volunteered an answer; and it has
been usually the practice of all Ministers
;

in introducing changes, to tell the country
what was likely to be the practical opera-

:

tion.

or three occasions to express his astonishat the position of the present Govern-
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ment

—a

Government which was

once

strong in every way, not only as regarded

own individual position, but also
strong in the aid they received from their
late supporters,
lie had taken the liberty
to put some questions to the right hon.
Baronet on former occasions. He asked,

their

where were certain Members of that Government ? he asked why were they not

CUSTOMS—CORN LAWS.
is

for

perfectly unusual, and almost unprecedented,
an individual not in Parliament to hold n

Cabinet situation."

[Sir Robert Peel I
So, indeed, it was.
Xo; nor
was not askod that question,]
would the right hon. Baronet have anThe answer was given by the
swered it.
noble Lord then the Home Secretary, now
:

Member

the

?
He received no answer;
the right hon. Baronet at the head of the

said

Government was

all

in that

House

silent,

and so also was

the right hon. Baronet the Secretary for
the Home Department.
Perhaps they
delayed their answers waiting for precedents; perhaps they thought there were no
precedents on the subject.
But he was
not without a precedent, and he could refer
to Parliamentary records for the accuracy

they were reof which he might vouch
cords to which the right hon. Baronet at
:

the head of the Government, as well as
the right hon. Baronet the Secretary for
the Home Department, had themselves referred.
He put questions to know where

were certain Members of Her Majesty's
Government who were always esteemed
important

men

in that

reiKjated the question,

House

why

He now
Mem-

?

certain

bers of the Government were not present
in the House ?
Where was the Secretary
for the Colonies ?

tary for Ireland

?

Where was the SecreWhere were the Irish

Attorney and Solicitor Generals? And
where were two Lords of the Treasury ?
[An Hon. Member A new writ has been
moved for one of the Lords of the Treasury
to-night.] There was one still vacant; but
ubi mel, ibi apes.
For his precedent he
found in one of the records of Parliament
that a question was put by a noble Lord, a
protectionist, the Earl of Darlington (now
the Duke of Cleveland) in that House, on
the 22nd of May, 1835:—
;

" Lord Darlington said, I wwh to nsk the noble
Lord the Sccrc?tary of Stato for the Home Dcpartmcnt whether Ix»rd Palmerston is to l>o cre.ntod a
Member of the British Peerage, and thereby obtain
a seat in the other House of Parliament ? Or,
whether any vaeanoy i« likely to occur in this
Ilotiw, w> nn to en.nWe
I

him to procure a

seat hero ?
"? ujion the subject, except
lis

urv

.-t

.^t,ur

»t>r

been

gazett4>(l

ti>rvign Aflkin

important that the

fiict

;

and

as .Sccrehighly

it is

thoold bo understood,"

for the city of

London, who

" The noble Lord has asked me several questions,
of them of rather an extraordinary and novel
nature.
One is, whether it is the intention of the
Crown to confer the dignity of the Peerage upon
Next whether it is the ina certain individual ?
tention of any Member of this House to vacate his
seat for that individual, or, as my right hon. Friend
suggests, to vacate in that individual's favour by
dying himself ? The question then arises, whether,
in that case, any particular body of constituents
would be disposed to elect the noble Lord, who
has been referred to, as their representative in
this House, or whether they would choose some
other representative ? There then arises a fourth
question, or a fifth, whether, supjKtsing none of
those things to happen, it is intended that Lord
Palmerston shall then continue Secretary of State
lleally these questions are
for Foreign Affairs ?
of so extrordinary and novel nature, that I can
only entreat the noble Lord to bring forward a
distinct Motion on the subject."

Lord Darlington was then reported

to

have

said
" Perhaps the noble Lord will allow me to ask
?
The noble Lord talks of
novelty is it novel or is it not for an individual
holding the oflBce of Foreign Secretary to have no
seat either in this or the other House of Parlia-

him another question
;

ment

?

"

Now he

thought he might put the question
same form touching the present
Secretary for the Colonies, and the present

in

the

Secretary for Ireland.

To

the latter

que.<5-

Lord John Russell, with that maviter
in modo which characterizes the noble
tion

Lord, replied thus

;

" I can only 8.iy that if the state of things of
which the noble Lord complains had continued for
any length of time, these might l)e very proper
questions but as the absence of Lord Palmerston
is merely a temporary one, I must decline giving
any other answer than that I have already returned to the noble Lord."
;

Now,

as to the length of time he (Colonel
Sibthorp) should wish to be informed how
much longer the present Secretary for the
Colonics M-as to be non est inventus, and

how much

longer the Secretary for Ireland

would remain absent for want of a seat in
So he thought with respect to the present
that House.
He wanted to know when
instances to which his question liad referthere was a chance of those two GentleDarlington
Lord
added
ence.
men, who filled important situations in the
" If the noblf I,«rd answer in the negative, I
in
be intended that the noble Government of the country, appearing
wi«h to ask.
For himself, he thought tho
hold the situation as So- that House.
Lorti nhoul
I l»eli»'vo it
chance became every day less. The people
cretary of Sum ivi t uivign ASsirs ?
'«
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of this country did not like tergiversation;
and the more the conduct of the Govern-
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meet him. He never bribed any man. He
had no Treasury seats to offer he had no-

—

;

thing but his own conduct his principles
But with all
likely would be rendered the presence of and consistency to rely on.
those Gentlemen in that House. Formerly, this disadvantage he would invite the right
he never put a question to the right hon. hon. Baronet to the contest. Let him disGentleman, or to any Member of the Go- solve Parliament to-morrow, and send
vernment, that he did not get a straight- whom he liked, he would try a contest for
forward answer, which he hoped, as an the city of Lincoln, which he had had the
humble Member, he was entitled to. If honour of representing for twenty years,
the right hon. Gentleman's conduct had and his ancestors before him for a century
been straightforward, then he (Colonel and a half. With the support he could
Sibthorp) had practised a very crooked command, he would set the right hon. BaHe ronet at defiance. There should be no
course during the whole of his life.
had, during his twenty-two years' resi- tricks, no Anti-Corn-Law League maHe defied the right hon. Gendence in this House, scorned to act a ser- noiuvres.
and when he found a tleman. He would stand upon his own
vile part to any one
man profess one thing and pei-form an- character, his own consistency, his own
Let the Anti-Corn-Law League
other, it became hhn (Colonel Sibthorp) as conduct.
an honest man to say " The Lord deliver men let the Secretary for Ireland try;

ment was exposed

to the pubhc, the less

;

—

"
from such company
Sir R. peel could not help remarking
that the hon. and gallant Officer always
forgot when he rose to ask a question,
before closing his speech, to put the quesWith respect to the offices to which
tion.
the hon. and gallant Member referred, that
of the Chief Commissioner of Woods and
Forests had been filled up by the appointment of Viscount Canning and the other
office, that of one of the Lords of the Treasury, would be filled up by Monday next.
These were the ansAvers to the first inquiries of the hon. and gallant Officer; but if
he further insisted upon an answer to his

me

!

;

question as to

when the Secretary

of State

—

he would meet them, and would see whether they would dare off'er such an insult to
the citizens of Lincoln.
He relied upon
their consistency, and their Conservative
principles.

Mil.

DISRAELI considered

that it was
House to inquire
Minister, who had recom-

clearly the duty of the

whether the First
mended this measure, took the responsibility of passing it through the two Houses

The gallant Officer had
some circumstances which oc1835, and which were of great

of Parliament.
referred to

curred in

He did not suppose the noble
Lord, who was connected with those circumstances, could deny their accuracy.
He would recall to the right hon. Gentleman a precedent with respect to this question, which he thought would be entitled to

notoriety.

and the Secretary for Ireland would obtain scats in that House, he
must honestly confess that he could not give
the hon. and gallant Member any positive a more direct answer than that which he
answer. He would only remark that if the had given to the question of the gallant
hon. and gallant Officer should think proper Officer.
When the Master General of the
to accept the Chiltern Hundreds, he could Ordnance, Sir George Murray, was deassure him that his noble Friend (the Earl prived of his seat in that House, the noble
of Lincoln) would be quite prepared to en- Lord opposite (Lord J. Russell) rose and
counter him in his own city.
asked whether the gallant Officer, the
Colonel SIBTHORP said, that with Master of the Ordnance, still attended the
regard to accepting the Chiltern Hundreds, Cabinet Councils? If he (Mr. Disraeli) rehe believed that was an office for which collected aright, the right hon. Gentleman
apphcation must be made to Government. rose and said that his right hon. and galThen he never would make that applica- lant Friend had ceased to attend the CaHe would never disgrace himself so binet Councils. In his (Mr. Disraeli's)
tion.
far
but he would tell the right hon. Baro- opinion, that answer recognised a great
net this, that if he would dissolve Parlia- constitutional principle
and he could not
ment, he cared not even if the right hon. understand why the House of Commons
Baronet were himself to come to Lincoln, should lose sight of that principle. Thereand with all the expectations that he might fore he begged leave to ask, with great rehold out to the citizens of Lincoln, he spect to the right hon. Gentleman, whether
(Colonel Sibthorp) was quite prepared to the Secretary of State for the Colonies, who
for the Colonies

;

;
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did not occupy a seat in the House of Commens, was still in the habit of attending

Cabinet Councils ?
SiR R. PEEL said, that he believed
there had been no Cabinet Council held
since his right hon. Friend Mr. Gladstone
had been appointed Secretary to the Colonies, which he had not attended. His right
hon. Friend was a Member of the Cabinet,
and attended the Cabinet Councils, although
he was not a Member of that House.
Mr. DISRAELI understood, then, the
right hon. Baronet to say that he approved
of Mr. Gladstone being a Member of, and
attending Cabinet Councils, although, in
the year 1835, the right hon. Baronet did
not approve of Sir George Murray attending
those Councils, he not being at the time a

Member

of the

House of Commons.

peel

did not recollect under
what circumstances Sir G. Murray, at the
time the hon. Gentleman referred to, did
not attend the Cabinet Councils, nor did he
recollect that the reason he (Sir R. Peel)
assigned for the right hon. and gallant Officer not attending those Councils was that
ho was not a Member of Parliament,
Until ho referred to the Parhamentary
records, he could not speak upon the

Sir R.

subject.

Viscount POLLINGTON said, that as
the right hon. Baronet had invited the
hon. and gallant Colonel the Member for
the city of Lincoln to accept the Chiltem
Hundreds, that he might afford an opportunity of a contest on the part of Lord Lincoin, he (Lord Pollington) as a voter for
the county of Nottingham would ask the
right hon. Gentleman, whether he was not
Batisficd with the defeat which the noble
Lord had ab-cady experienced ?
CoLOKBL SIBTHORP invited Sir R.
Peel to meet him next Friday at the corn
market in Lincoln. He would entertain
the rijcht hon. Gentleman generously, and
give him the best bottle of wine he had
in the Houbc ; and then he would accompany the right hon. Baronet to the farmers'
ririiuiries and give hira an opportunity to
judge of the temper of mind that prevailed
amongit them.
Mr. GREKNE (the Chairman) then proposed the First Reaolution which reduced
the duties on com, grain, meal, or flour.
which was put and agreed to.^
Sir R. peel said, it had been sug.
gested by the noble Lord oppostCe (Lord J
•

_.___
•

For BcsololioM, see

p. 110.
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Russell) that buck- wheat, Indian corn, or
maize, should be included in the First Resolution, instead of standing among the miscellaneous articles in the Second Resolution,
He therefore proposed to embody in a distinct Resolution those articles, and he hoped
there would be no objection to this.
[Mr.
Miles : I object to that course.] The
suggestion of the noble Lord was, that the
duty should be immediately relinquished
on those articles (buck-wheat, maize, or
Indian com)
but he (Sir Robert Peel)
having entered into an engagement that
with regard te articles which were to be
included in the new Corn Law he would
not exercise on the part of the Treasury
the power which they usually exercised, of
remitting the duty immediately after the
Resolution passed the House, but that the
duty in respect to those articles should not
be remitted until the Bill should have
passed the House of Lords and have received the Royal Assent, he could not inelude buck-wheat, maize, and Indian com
in the First Resolution.
He, however, had
hoped that there would have been no objection to the exercise of the power which
the Treasury possessed in respect to these
;

House pass the
Resolution proposed. The whole amount of
duty would thus be remitted at once.
He
regretted that the hon. Member for Somersetshiro should oppose this.
He moved
latter articles, should the

" That in lieu of the Duties of Customs now
chargeable on the articles under-mentioned, imP^*****^ ^"^^ *^® United Kingdom, the foUowing
^"^^^'
'^^"«*^*^' "'''

'^ ^

^

T

Buck-wheat, the quarter
Maire or Indian Com, the quarter
Meal, the cwt

^^^'

^^

^J«

"^el^A"
rough

4,

:•:;••;;

•-

"

^

the

husk,

(J

4|
^
6

.^^'.^l.^ ."*!*^.!?.!T!.^^^^^

aiidiji

j

1

the

quarter
^f and from a British Possession,
the quarter

1

1

Mr. O'CONNELL said, that the strongest sympathy had recently been expressed
by the House towards Ireland, and he was
sure it was sincere.
Now it would be excoedingly beneficial to Ireland if the duty
on Indian com, buck-wheat, and maize,
were remitted.
He would not press hon.
Gentlemen to do anything against their
principles
but if, consistently with their
principles, they coidd accede to this propo;

Mtion, he would most respectfully nsk them
to allow that these articles should be ad-

mittcd at once duty free.
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Mr.

miles

said,

that though

it

was

not his intention to throw any opposition
in the way of the Resolution immediately,
he, at the same time, wished to tell the
right hon. Gentleman, that when they came
to take maize from the Tariff, and deal
with it as if it were in the Corn Bill, they
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the Corn

Bill, and scarcely thought it right
immediately to enter into a discussion on
All he would say was, that it was his
it.
determination, if the Ministers proposed
taking it out of the Tariff, to object to the

Resolution.

Sir R. peel must, in justice, say that
he had directly called the attention of his
terest, not only as regarded the price of hon. Friend to the proposal, hoping it
Some time since
wheat, hut also the price of harley and would answer his views.
His hope and trust was, that the his right hon. Friends had taken upon
oats.
right hon. Baronet merely wished to take themselves the responsibility, to lessen the
but what descrip- pressure in Ireland, of ordering a large
the vote on it to-night
Was it that it quantity of Indian com from the United
tion of vote would it be ?
should pass under the shilling duty imme- States, for which act they must ask for
He had
If the Committee came to that the indemnity of ParHament.
diately ?
conclusion, he for one would at once give reason to believe that many benevolent inIf the Government dividuals looked upon it as a substitute for
it a decided negative.
pleased on their own responsibility to take potatoes, of which he assured the House
maize from the Tariff, it was necessary at there were alarming accounts, and that if
It was quite
Indian corn were admitted duty free, indionce to take the objection.
impossible for him (Mr. Miles) to bring viduals would at once spend a large sum in
forth all the arguments which justified his the purchase of Indian corn as a substiHe agreed with the
objections, as he did not know that this tute for potatoes.
He wished that hon. Gentleman that Indian corn properly
question was to come on.
they should have some discussion on the prepared might make excellent food, and
Notice of Motion was given at when the existing pressure was overcome,
subject.
the very end of last Session, when no one might make the best substitute for potawas in the House, that there was an in- toes. He asked the hon. Gentleman whetention to move this Session for a total re- ther he might not allow the Resolution to
peal of the duty on the article of maize. He pass through Committee to-night, on the
believed that no observation was made on understanding that it should be reported
It was said by the first thing on Monday, on which occathe subject at that time.
the right hon. Baronet, that maize was sion it would be competent for the hon.
used in America for fattening animals. Gentleman, if he so chose, to raise his obHe represented in the House of Commons jection. He thought that this arrangebut the Ame- ment might be satisfactory to the hon.
that it was food fit for pigs
rican papers said that those who were the Gentleman, who would then have an op-

would materially

affect the agricultural in-

;

;

authors of such a statement very much reThe papers
sembled swine themselves.
also confirmed the statements made by the
noble Lord the Member for the West
Riding of Yorkshire, who said that from
his long residence in America he was well
aware that what were there called " Johnny
Cakes," went far to supersede the Yorkshire cakes.
This maize then must come
in direct competition not only with wheat
but also with barley and oats, and therefore he thought that this discussion must
.

come on at some period, in which hon.
Members might have an opportunity of stating their opinions with respect to it. When
they talked of the quantities of wheat
produced in the United States, they ought
to recollect the large quantities of maize

portunity for consideration in the interval,
and perhaps would see the advantage of
admitting Indian corn, not only for the
purpose of feeding cattle, but also for the
purpose of feeding the people in the present emergency in Ireland.
With respect
to the suggestion of the hon. Gentleman,
that Ministers might admit maize duty
free by an order of Council, that would be
a most unconstitutional proceeding while

Parliament was sitting, and would form a
most dangerous precedent.
Mr. bright said, he should have been
greatly surprised at the speech of the hon.

Member

for Somersetshire, if

recollected

raised

the

extraordinary

by him on a former

he had not
objections

occasion.

He

was quite sure that the hon. Gentleman
There were must see on a little consideration that he
that were produced also.
seven hundred millions of quarters produced would be not only consulting the wishes of
there last year. The produce was enormous. the House, but also those of the country,
He was in hopes that it would come under if he acquiesced in the proposition of the
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right hon. Baronet.
tionists

No doubt

would not object

the protec-

to allow

maize
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to

come in, if, by so doing, they could only
keep out wheat but surely in the present
day it could not be made an objection to

that, in that particular, they have acted to
the best of their understanding.
My own

opinion, however,

way

and

is,

I feel

it

strongly,

would
have been to have purchased Irish oats in
the introduction of maize, that human the ver}' localities in which the potato disbeings would get a portion of it, and that ease i)revails; and I apprehend that the
expense of feeding the Irish upon oats
it would not be confined exclusively to
Considering the state of would have been very little greater than
brute beasts.
Ireland, he hoped hon. Gentlemen opposite that of feeding them on Indian maize ;
would withdraw their opposition to the whilst I am persuaded it would be a great
or else, if they went blessing to many who are suffering from the
present proposition
on at this rate, they would not only lose disease in the potatoes, if they had thus
found purchasers for their oats.
I am not
their Com Laws, but their character.
Mr. MILES, though perfectly prepared an Irishman, nor have I any property in
to discuss the subject, yet knowing that Ireland; but if I at all understand the
certain objections were raised in the coun- state and condition of agriculture in that
try to the introduction of maize, he thought part of the kingdom, and of the Irish population generally, almost every Irishman
it his duty to get up and to state shortly
what those objections were. Hon. Gentle- cultivates oats as well as potatoes, and sells
men, when discharging their duty, should his oats in order to procure the other neNow, if the Government
not be lectured so severely even by Corn cessaries of life.
Law repealers. lie thought, though in introduce a great portion of maize into Ireopposition to the hon. Member, he had land they will necessarily reduce the price
always given the hon. Member credit for of Irish oats but, on the other hand, if
honest motives, and he trusted that his own they buy Irish oats, they will furnish that
motives would not be impugned. He ought portion of the Irish population that is sufnot to be held up to disapprobation, as ex- fering under the potato disease with the
pressing opinions which he felt to be in- means of buying those other necessaries of
;

that the true

to benefit Ireland

;

;

The Government
consistent with reason.
had provided a large quantity of Indian corn
for the consumption of the Irish people,
lie did not think that anything could be
more legitimate than that, before a famine
occurred, fearing that it might occur, the
Government should take Indian corn out of
bond duty free. But when it came to a
question of having our markets inundated
with this maize from America, it became
quite necessary to interfere against any
and, at all events, their
such proposition
conduct in so interfering should not bo
thus impugned.
Lord G. BENTINCK: Sir, I cannot
quite concur in the necessity which is alleged to exist for taking this maize out of
bond ; inasmuch as, practically speaking,
I do not myself see the difference, in point
of advantage, between the Government
paying the duty, and other parties doing so,
for the Government would only pay it with
one hand, and receive it with the other. I
don't sec any necessity for any hurry in
respect of maize, more than exists in regard
;

to

any other

articles of grain.

I,

for one,

do not concur in the wisdom of Her Majesty's Government in proposing to feed the
Irish people with maize; but, at the same
time, it is not a point upon which 1 wish to
quarrel with them, inasmuch as I conceive

I think, then, that the Government
committed a great mistake in buying maize,
instead of going to Ireland and purchasing

life.

Irish oats

—

instead, in short, of feeding the

Irish people on their

am

own

oats.

Besides, I

would have been more
agreeable to the Irish people, and that they
would have much preferred to be fed upon
oatmeal, than with a food with which they
are not acquainted, and to which their taste
is not adapted.
By sending to America,
too, for maize, you have sent at the same
persuaded

it

time much money out of the country;
whereas, if you had sent to Ireland and
bought Irish oats, you woidd have enriched
that country to a certain extent, and you
would have increased instead of reducing
the price of her oats.
I do not approve of
mixing up the potato famine with a matter
that relates to feeding cattle rather than
human beings, and there is consequently no
necessity for any huiTy in admitting maize
free of duty.

Sir R.
to

peel

said, he did not propose
include buck-wheat and maize in the

Com

Bill.

The Com

for the admission
oats,

read a

would
week.

Bill,

which provided

of rye, beans, barley,

and wheat, he proposed shoidd be
first time on Monday next, and he
fix

It

the second reading for

was not proposed

Monday

to include the

Jl
V|
'
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other articles

wlileli

had been referred

to

indeed rice never was inThe proposal
cluded in the Corn Bill.
which he made to the hon. Member for
Somersetshire was, that he should permit
these Resokitions to be voted in Committee
to-night, and that the discussion should
take place upon the Report of the Resolutions on Monday next, and should have preHe would make one remark in
cedence.
reply to his noble Friend (Lord G. BenThe noble Lord said that the Gotinck).
vernment ought to have purchased Irish oats
in Ireland, and the etfect of that would
have been to raise the price of oats in that
That was very true, but then a
country.
great part of the population of this country
the manufacturing population of the
west of England, derived their supply of
He referred to the
oatmeal from Ireland.
west of Scotland and the west of England
and he would ask the noble Lord, whether
he thought it just, that by an unusual intervention of the Government in purchasing
Irish oats, and thereby raising the price,
they should raise the price of the main article of subsistence in the west of Scotland,
and at the same
Lancashire, and Wales
time have refused any alteration in the
Corn Law. That was one of the causes

Corn

in the

Bill

;

—

;

;

which he

foresaAv.

There would have been

complaints in those parts of the country
where the price of food had been raised,
not only that there was no alteration in the
Corn Law, but that by the intervention of
the Government they had raised the price
of the chief article of their consumption.
That was one of the points which they fore-

saw would make it difficult to refuse an
alteration of the Corn Laws.
Mr. S. CRAWFORD considered that
the Government had acted wisely in not
interfering with the price of oats in Ire-

land for, by their not doing so, many in
Ireland were now able to supply themselves
with oats, Avho could not have purchased
them had the price been raised upon them.
In this matter, then, he was bound to say
that the Government had exercised a wise
;

discretion.

Lord J. RUSSELL remarked, that no
one could refuse to the hon. Member for
Somersetshire the credit of believing that
he was influenced by feelings of humanity
on this and other subjects and he must
also add, that he was not surprised that to
the Motion of the right hon. Gentleman the
hon. Member should have made some ob;

jection.

He

did trust now, however, that
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the hon. Member would consent to the
proposal adopt these Resolutions in Committee that night, and take the discussion
;

The whole dilFcrence in the
on Monday.
matter must be, that by adopting this
course, they would take the discussion
a few days sooner than it would otherwise
come

These

articles Avere contained in
but the Taritf might be delayed
from various causes. As he understood
the proposal of the right hon. Gentleman,
it was that these articles might be admitted immediately at a low duty.
He had
also to add that he thought the Government had exercised a sound discretion in
ordering a supply of Indian corn
for if
they had purchased the oats in the markets in Ireland in the name of the Government, they would have raised the price
whilst now they had, without raisof food
ing the price, added to the quantity of food
in the country.
But then came the question whether such Indian corn should be
admitted free to meet an emergency, or be
permitted to be introduced permanently?
That Avas a proper question to consider,
and it would be quite competent for the hon.
Gentleman to move an Amendment to the
effect, that Indian corn should be only admitted for a certain period, or for the recommittal of the Resolution.
He trusted that
Avhen the question Avas discussed, it Avould
be debated Avith calmness, and with a due
consideration for the present state of Ireland.
The hon. Member for Somersetshire
Avas fully justified in seeking for discussion,
and he saAv no objection to its being taken
upon the Report of the Committee.
The Earl of
hoped, after
what had fallen from the noble Lord
the Member for London, that his hon.
Friend would Avithdraw his objection for
the present.
He Avas surprised, however,
to hear the right hon. Gentleman at the
head of Her Majesty's Government say
that the state of Ireland noAV required the
immediate passing of these Resolutions.
The right hon. Gentleman knoAv of that
state Avhen he brought forAvard his Tariff ;
and now, in the course of a few weeks, he
took these articles out of the Tariff, and
Avished to press them on the attention of
the Legislature.
Mr. DISRAELI Avished to know from
the right hon. Gentleman Avhat quantity of
corn had been imported by Her Majesty'?

the

on.

Tarift*

;

;

;

MARCH

Government

into Ireland

?

Sir R. peel replied, that orders had
been given to purchase Indian corn and rye
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amount of 100,000^. but what quan- men that, in consequence of the delay
corn had been purchased with that which had taken place, and the imcertainty
sum he did not recollect.
which prevailed with regard to the meaColonel SIBTHORP understood that sures before the House, a great check to
the hon. Member for Durham, who was employment was experienced in the manuto the

;

tity of

fond of imputing motives to his opponents,

facturing districts.

was a prominent character in the AntiCorn- Law League and then there was the
hon. Member for Bolton, who was the

also agreed to as follows

;

chaplain in ordinary, or the extraordinary
chaplain of the League ; and he wished to
know from both, when they talked so much

of their humanity,

50,000^

to relieve

Member

why they
the Irish

did not give
?

Let

the

Durham, and the League,
act on their philanthropy, and down with
the dust.
Don't let them lay out their
money in buying up votes, and bringhon.

for

ing orer to their opinions those unlearned
persons who, he was sorry to say, were too
unsuspecting of their tricks.
Mr. C. go ring suggested to the GoTemmcnt that in Committee of Supply they
should propose a vote of 100,000t., to pay
for the Indian com required by the necessities

first five articles in

the Tariff werp

:

—

" Resolved That in lieu of tho Duties on Customs now chargeable on tho articles under-mentioned, imported into the United Kingdom, the
following duties shall bo charged, viz.

£

8.

d.

Agates or Cornelians, cut, manufactured, or set, for every 100/. value
10
Ale and Beer of all sorts, the barrel
Almonds, Paste of, for every 100/. value 10
.

.10

Amber, Manutiictures

of,

not enume-

...

rated, for every 100/. value

Arrow Root, the cwt
of and from a

10

8

6

British

Possession, per cwt

6

Resolution to be reported.

House resumed, and Committee

to sit

again.

Adjoiuned at half-past Eleven

o'clock.

of Ireland.

MILES said, that for the purSose of showing his desire to relieve the
istrcss which was threatened, ho was willing to add a proviso to the Resolution of
to-night, empowering the Government to
take out of bond or to import maize, buck
wheat, or Indian corn, free of all duty, for
the next three months.
Mil. BRIGHT wished to say a few words
with regard to the permanent duty to be
levied on Indian com.
The duty of \s. on
Indian corn would often be six per cent,
upon the cost in America, and generally
five per cent.
The Government might
have some object in continuing this duty
but if the principle of no duty was satisfactory in tho case of cotton and other
articles, and no inconvenience was cxpcricnce<l at tho Custom-house, he thought that
tho right hon. Baronet might be willing to
reduce this duty, if any were required for
registration, to one penny the quarter, or
Mr. W.

;

ebe allow

it

to

come

in

entirely free,

lie

wished to know if this subject had l>cen
under tho consideration of the right hon.
Baronet and his Colleagues ?
Sm R. PEEL The duty was, in fact,
a merely nominal ono and considering the
very extensive reductions proposed on other
sorts of grain, he hoped the hon. Gentleman would not oppose this part of the mea:

;

sure.

Mft.

The

W. ELLIS Msnred

hon. Gentle-

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday, March

9,
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CUSTOMS AND CORN IMPORTATION
REPORT.
Report of the Committee upon the Customs on Com. On the Question that the
Resolutions of the Committee be read,
Sir J. TYRELL said, he trusted that
he should not be unnecessarily occupying
the attention of the House whilst he re^d
a letter which he then held in his hand.
He did not wish to delay the business of
the evening, and he would best consult the
convenience of the House by at once reading the

letter.

contents, he

But, in order to explain its
state that the worthy

must

Alderman the Member for Stoke-uponTrent, had the other night stated, that, as
a member of a corporate body, he had
farm at a very low rate.
The
impression which the statement of the worthy Alderman had made had been so great
upon tho right hon. Baronet, that he had
lately let a

cheered

it,

no might say, vociferously, and

hon. Gentlemen opposit<' had joined in the
choms of applause. As tho impression

made by the statement had been so great,
he felt it his duty to read the letter, which
threw a good deal of light upon the statement. He assured the House that he

HOUSE OF COMMONS, MARCH
could vouch for the truth of the letter, and
if the hon. Baronet who usually sat in that
place (Sir R. H. Inglis) had heen present, he
As it
could have confirmed its accuracy.
was, he should be happy to show the letter

any hon. Gentleman who communicated
The letter was from
with him in private.
an Essex farmer. Essex farmers had frequently been alluded to during* this debate,
and this was a letter from one of them.
to

TliD letter
" I seo

was as

my

follows

friend,

speaker

:

It is against the rule

House that any hon. Member should
read any letter which takes notice of anytliing said in this House.
Well, then, it has
Sir J. TYRELL
been asserted by Mr. Alderman Copeland,
of the

:

that

—"

as belonging to a corporate body, had
form in Yorkshire, containing nearly
900 acres, to a farmer from Essex, at an increased
rent of 200Z. per annum : and that he preferred
he,

the hon. Member for Stockport had been
in his place ho would have alluded to the
case which he had brought forward, and
which, he was convinced, rested upon an
equally good foundation.
Upon the Resolution with regard to

Indian Corn,

Mr. MILES had been in hopes, from the
observations of the right hon. Baronet, that a
few words would have been introduced with

make it more

palat-

able to the agricidturists of tho country.

right hon. Baronet

had

said, that

The

he would

limit the period for tho operation of

the

Treasury order, by which the farmers of
England would at once be exposed to the
competition of rice and buck-wheat.
He
objected, upon principle, to the reduction
of this duty
but it would withdraw no
;

small share of his opposition if the words,
*'
for a period of three or four months," or

*

lately let a
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respect to this article, to

:

Mr. Alderman Copeland,
mentioned in the House of Commons on Friday "

Mr.

9,

of

some stated

period,

were introduced to

limit the operation of this reduction.

The

right hon. Baronet would see that that sec-

House were desirous of offering
no opposition to the introduction of produce, for tho relief of Ireland • but they
wanted that a temporary remedy alone
should be applied to a temporary evil.
Perhaps the right hon. Baronet would state
his intentions upon this point, before he
proceeded with any general observations
he had to offer upon the subject.
Sir R. peel I wish to explain what
my proposition is. I propose that by law
there should be a permanent reduction of
the duty upon Indian maize and corn, and
upon buck-wheat and rice that the duty
shall be reduced to a mere nominal amount
and that this shall be the permanent law
of tho land, and shall take effect as soon as
new buildings, fences, cfcc, to find all tiles for this Bill shall have received the consent of
draining, to allow sixty acres of grass to be broken
the Legislature and the Royal assent.
up and converted to arable and this farm being With respect to buck- wheat, rice,
and
of a fine rich deep staple, the tenant is also allowed
Indian corn, however, I propose, when the
to farm on the five-course

all the arguments and eloquence on
tho opposite side.' I am fearful this statement
will injure our cause ; and as I know the facts of
the case, having been requested to look over it for
my friend who hired it, I am induced to furnish
you with the exact circumstances of the case, and
shall feel obliged by your mentioning them as soon
as you can in the House of Commons, and you will
do our cause much good, as you will find the worthy Alderman has not stated the whole facts of
the case. This farm had been let in 1832 at a
reduced rent of 200/., making the rent 1,200/.,
having previously been 1,400/. The person who
has now hired it did at last agree to give the old
rent of 1,400/., the company to whom this property
belonged having determined to take no less than
But my friend has now hired it on
that rent.
such conditions as to make the present hiring far
preferable to the old one.
The landlords are now
bound to expend a considerable sum, estimated
by their surveyor at about 2,000/., in erecting

such facts to

tion of the

;

:

;

;

system, taking oats

which the old tenant was debarred
from doing.
But, above all, a clause is to be inafter wheat,

serted in the lease, that in the event of agricultural protection being withdrawn, that the
tenant is at liberty to quit the farm by giving
in the event of its operation being to
notice
reduce the prices of his produce and should his

—

Resolution respecting these articles shall

have been reported, to issue a Treasury
order, remitting the present legal

of duty to a nominal rate

;

amount

such Treasury

order to have effect only until the Bill shall

have passed both Houses of Parliament
and received the Royal assent.
By these
means we shall leave the duty entirely in
the competency of Parliament either to reHe regretted that the worthy Alderman duce or to continue it but I cannot conwas not in his place. Though his statement sent to alter the determination, by insertwas not true, it certainly had been well ing the words suggested by the hon.
But it was like some faces, Member. I propose for the permanent
invented.
which, if you gave them a sHght twist, law of the land that the duty upon Indian
altogether altered their expressions.
If corn or maize should be reduced to a no;

landlords not agree to let it to him on such terms
as he might feel safe in continuing the occupation,
he would be at liberty to leave it."

;
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consumed in this country and America,
they would see how completely it served as
a substitute for wheat.
Here the contemporary.
Will there bo any per- sumption of wheat was one quarter for each
Mr. miles
individual, whereas in America each indisonal security?
No Indian com will vidual merely consumed three and a half
SiB R. PEEL
be admitted without the bond of the im- bushels. Now, what could be the reason
porter to pay the higher duty, if the change of this ? Labour was better—employment
more abundant
wages higher
and
is not sanctioned by Parliament.
Mr. MILES trusted that the right hon. wheaten bread cheaper than in England.
Baronet would forgive him for not having It arose solely from the constant us» of
It was
distinctly understood the answer which he Indian corn instead of wheat.
had given but it was most desirable that stated by those who had travelled much in
the matter should be made clear both to the United States that the greater portion
He would of the population if they had what they
the House and to the country.
**
corn-bread," or bread made from
now refer to the subject more directly called
The properties of Indian com, and wheaten bread offered to
before the House.
Indian com, or maize, were little under- them, they would prefer the corn-bread.
but he trusted that He had been contradicted when he had
stood in this country
the agriculturists of England would now mentioned the large quantity grown in the
Maize was in United States last year, and from conbegin to understand them.
in cereal crops founding quarters with bushels, he had
itself, as to its quality,
If they took a bushel of certainly exaggerated the gross amount
next to wheat.
maize it was equal to If bushels of bariey but from a circular from Mr. Martin,
and to three bushels of oats. As to nu- dated " Mobile, Nov. 20, 1845," he found
that the crop of wheat grown last year in
tritive properties, that was the relative
proportion between Indian com and oats America was 2,500,000 quarters, and that
But how did it stand as to of Indian corn there had been grown no
and barley.
That
wheat ? There could be no doubt Indian corn less than 700,000,000 bushels.
would be used largely instead of barley and amounted to upwards of 87,000,000 quarThis was the authority for the
He understood from a friend of his, ters.
oats.
Now,
that Indian corn could be brought to the statement lie had previously made.
port of Liverpool under 20s. per quarter. when they looked at the immense quantity
They were told that competition would produced in the United States, when they
remembered that the temperature of that
have the effect of stimulating agriculture
but the agriculturists would by the present country was particularly fitted for it, and
minal duty, but that the immediate operation of the measures should be merely
:

:

—

—

;

;

;

Resolution be placed in this position, that
whereas they could compete with foreigners
in wheat, barley, and oats, with regard to
Indian com they could carry against them

no competition at

Mr. Cobbett had

all.

introduce Indian corn into this
country, but, from the temperature, had
This article appeared
completely failed.
to require a temperature of between 75
and 80 in the summer to ripen it. He
had tried to cultivate it in the west
to

tried

of England rather largely, but he had only
Bncceeded in ripening the maize once in
So it was quite impracticable
three years.
for the English farmer to compete with the
The great western
American grower.
States of America as well a« the southern
were very well adapted for its growth ; but
to inquire was. whether its
introduction into this country woidd only
interfere by competing with barley and

what he wanted

oats

?

He

said no.

It

would enter very

If
seriously into competition with wheat.
the House looked to the quantity of wheat

that the temperature of this country did
not suit it ; that, in America, it was usefid
in cleansing the land, and that it could be
brought into the English market at the
price of 20s, per quarter, duty paid ; they
were bound to look at its effect, not only
upon oats and barley much of which it
would supersede but they ought also to
look at its effects upon wheat itself.
He
had been very anxious to leam something
relative to the use that could be made of
this Indian com, as an article of food
in this country ; and he was only sorry that
from the data in his possession he was not
enabled to inform the House that it could
never be made very palatable to an English consumer. He had in his hand a letter
giving an account of its preparation for the
table, and the following was the manner
in which the writer described it

—

—

:

" Corn meal is ihf flour of which I send you a
specimen, and when mixed with water, and made
into stir about, it is called muMh
and done stiff,
;

it is

called

hommany.

Now we

pay at

New York

HOUSE OF COMMONS, MARCH
100 cents, i. e. one dollar (is. id.) for 100 lbs. of
tliis meal at retail shops.
A full half pint weighs
half a pound, and tiiat will take up, after the manner of arrow-root, full five times the quantity of
water say two pints and a half; and when
served, it will bo as much as four hearty people
can eat at one meal. Now this would cost about
one halfpenny. To make it palatable the Yankees
use molasses, or sugar.
I use milk and sugar.
Some people use salt. I sent to Sir Robert Peel
a couple of pounds of the meal, and a pampldet
showing the quantities that could bo procured in
the United States, and at 75 cents, the cwt.,
which pamphlet said it could be sold at retail in
England, after paying 25 cents more for freight
and profit on retailing."

—

Thus making out exactly what he had
stated

—

that it could be brought into this
country at 20^. per quarter.
He trusted
that he had now proved to the House, that
Indian corn furnished food, not only for
the consumption of animals, but also that
it was very likely to be used in a great
measure for human food, and, of course,
would in a certain degree preclude the use
of wheat and, as he had before said, while
a certain quantity of wheat was placed in
competition with this grain, the effect
would be to place the British farmer in this
position
that, from the peculiarity of his
;

—

climate,

it

would be impossible

compete with the foreigner

for

him

to

growth
of this article.
It would, therefore, have
an additional effect upon the farmer and,
although gentlemen talked of stimulating
industry by the competition of free trade,
the proposed measures would not have that
effect in this particular trade, but would
place the farmer under a disadvantage,
because, as he had observed, from the peculiarity of our climate, it would be impossible for him to enter successfully into
competition with the foreigner.
Having
made this short statement, it was not his
intention at present to divide upon the
question, because he considered that there
was a general feeling in the House that
with the presumed famine in Ireland they
should, one and all, whether on the protection benches or the free-trade benches,
come forward, and,- at any rate, prove to
the people there was the same spirit among
them to relieve, as far as they were able,
the necessities of the people.
He had
thought it necessary to make this short
statement to show that the effect of the
introduction of Indian corn would not be
in the

;

small to the agricultural interest, but that
was necessary, both there and elsewhere,
the subject should receive the most earnest
consideration and if it were found that it

it

;

would be prejudicial

to

English agriculture,

9,
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he hoped and trusted

it would receive duo
consideration in another place.
Although,
by possibility, the duty might admit of

some reduction

—

and he was glad to hear
Friend of his say, the other night,
that the Americans would be willing to pay
a higher duty if Indian corn were brought
into consumption
yet he was confident
the Is. duty was too low upon an article
which was produced in America in immense quantities, and the introduction of
which would drive out of profitable cultivation much of the land of this country.
He, therefore, entered his protest against
the proposition, at the same time thanking the right hon. Baronet for having so
far acquiesced in the views of himself and
an

lion.

—

his friends as to

make

the measure in the

instance only a temporary one.

first

CARDWELL

Mr.

said,

he was

that

extremely glad to hear the hon. Member
for Somersetshire declare that it was not
his intention to divide the

subject.

He was

House upon

sure nobody

avIio

this

had

heard from his hon. Friend in the course
of the speeches which he had dehvered on
the propositions of Her Majesty's Government declarations couched in the strongest
and most emphatic language of his sin-

—

—

cere sympathy for that part of the popula-

who were dependent

tion

potato
tliose

see

—nobody,

he

declarations

that they were

said,

for food

could have

made

on the

who had heard
failed

to

in perfect sin-

and

in entire accordance with the
character of his hon. Friend's
feelings and conduct.
And he himself,
placing? the most perfect reliance upon
their sincerity, was extremely glad that,
on reflection, his hon. Friend did not think
cerity,

general

necessary to divide against the pronow before the House. For what
was the present position of the quesHis hon. Friend was influenced by
tion?
fears which he believed to be exceedingly
Notwithstanding the high
exaggerated.
authorities vrhich his hon. Friend had
quoted, he believed it to be incorrect that
700,000,000 bushels of Indian corn were
grown in the United States. He would
not now enter into particulars he did not
know that it woidd be right for him to refer to all the details upon which he had
but when
occasion to form his opinion
his hon. Friend said that Indian corn
could be imported into Liverpool at 20^. a
quarter, duty free, he was convinced that
he Vv'as giving way to apprehensions and
it

position

—
;

statements which Avere altogether erroneous, and that the apprehensions which he

Z Z
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entertained would admit of being considerably reduced.
They all knew that a
large portion of the population of Ireland
was wholly dependent upon the potato for

ed that the writer of the letter never supposed that his remarks would be used for
the purposes of the present debate.
The
name of the gentleman was Sir R. Routh.

and he was sure Gentlemen would
;
agree with him that by their proceedings
in that House they would better the condition of the people of Ireland if they could
bring them into a habit of depending upon
a higher kind of food if, while they diffused amongst them a taste for a higher
kind of food, they could also introduce
amongst them habits of industry and improvement calculated to furnish them with
the means of procuring that higher food,
tliey would be effecting one of the greatest
practical improvements which this country
was capable of accomplishing. Even in
the most afflicting dispensations of Providence there was ground for consolation,
and often even occasion for congratulation.
He hoped and trusted that grounds for
eonsolation would be found in the present
instance by regarding it as an opportunity

He

food

:

making the people of Ireland desirous
of a higher kind of food, and that in future
times the present time of trial would be
pointed to as an opportunity which had
been seized for the accomplishment of a
great improvement.
That House had already done a great deal by introducing the
for

measures which had been earUer referred
to, proposed by the right hon. Baronet at
the head of the Government for effecting
local improvements in Ireland; but how
could those measures be carried out, unless
by providing for the Irish people nutriment
at a reasonable price
and how could that
nutriment be afforded, except through the
means now proposed ? He woidd read to
the House a description of maize, given in
a book which they were accustomed to refer
to
an authority a book written some
tiaie ago
and therefore this description
cmiM not bo supposed to have been introdu( .d for the purpose of the present disciH-i.in.
In M'Culloch's "Dictionary of
CoiiinM n o" he found it stated of maize
;

M

—

—

:

The ttrsw make* excellent fodder and the
giuin as a bresd^orn in liked by Home: but,
"

:

thoo|^ it aboaadi in nnciU]^. it conUins little
or no glntsn, sad it not likely to \te much used by
thote who can procure whoaien or even rye

bMsd."

He had that morning received a letter
from an individual who, from his official
responsibility, had been under the necesof making himself thoroughly acquainted with that portion of the question
sity

relating to Ireland.

It bhould

be remark-

said

:

We have to obtain favour for this new food at
the beginning, which in the end will be the greatest
possible boon to Ireland
for I apprehend, as a
food, the potato will never be what it has been,
nor can the people ever place the same confidence
"

;

time resume its proper
and cease to be a staple
Thus it appears to me there can
article of food.
be no reasonable competition between com, meal,
and oatmeal."
in its growth.

It will in

station as a vegetable,

The

hon.

Member

for Somersetshire

would

rejoice at the prospect of the people of Ire-

land being induced, and at the same time
enabled, to have recourse to a higher species
of food ; and he could not but feel that
any apprehension of the wheat of England
suffering

from the competition alluded to
in importance, to be

was wholly unworthy,

placed in the scale with the vast social improvement which would accrue to Ireland.
noble Lord had introduced the other
evening some specimens of potatoes, grown
by Mr. Chapman, of Cbiswick, which were
exceedingly healthy, though grown from
slips of diseased potatoes.
From personal inquiries, and from the accounts which

A

he had received, he thought there was

more reason

to fear, lest diseased potatoes
should in the coming year result from slips
that had appeared to be sound, than for
the hon. Member for Somersetshire to e;^

any unfounded expectations that he
should be able to replace a large growth
of unsound potatoes by propagating sound
ones from slips taken from diseased pota-

tertain

toes.

He

believed that the interposition
the pressure of an

now necessary under

expected famine would not be continued in
future years.

He

believed that the potato

would of necessity recede somewhat from
the position it had occupied as a staple
food, and would take its place as an ordinary vegetable.
If this would bo done
concurrently with enabling the Irish people
to occupy themselves upon useful works,
and to leani habits of industry, it would be

the greater blessing to Ireland

were no grounds

for

and there
apprehending any
;

unseasonable competition of Indian

com

meal with the produce of the British

agri-

culturist.

Member

The determination

of the hon.

go to a
was a very gracious determination,
and one that would be duly appreciated;
and in coming to it, bo had exercised a
most soimd discretion.
division

for Somersetshire not to
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NEWDEGATE

Mr.
Baid. he had no
wish to interrupt the arrangement proposed for tlie benefit of Ireland but ho
;

disabuse the House of the
impression that maize, or Indian corn,
would become a substitute for the potato.
As to its coming in competition with oats,
he could only say that, in the United States,
it was universally used in preference.
wislied

to

and

five
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children, were wholly fed

upon

potatoes, they would require a bushel a
day, Avhich, at 3c?. a stone, cost 20d.f or
nearly ll*. a week.
How then were the
live, when the average of their
wages, as proved by the Commission of Inquiry, was only 2s. 4:d. or 2s. Qd. a week,
unless, by some means or other, they were
furnished with cheap food ?
Those who

people to

Mk. SHARMAN CRAWFORD wished stood in the way of the people of Ireland
remove the impression of hon. Gentle- getting cheap food were responsible for all
men on the opposite side of the House, their afilictions and miseries, and for the
that this was a mere temporary infliction disease and death which were the necessary
which had to be provided for. There were consequences. He hoped the House would
several facts Avhich induced him to believe admit this corn free of duty, if possible;
the contrary.
In one neighbourhood, he but, at any rate, not at a higher duty than
understood, the potatoes had been diseased that proposed.
Mr. HUME said, he had recently conten or twelve years; the disease had appeared in different forms but, in the year versed with a gentleman who had travelled
before last, it had assumed that which it in every part of America, and who stated
now presented and there was no reason that, notwithstanding every effort had been
to apprehend that it would be removed made there to stop the potato disease, it
had gone on for three years and there
speedily.
It had always been found that,
whenever there was a deficiency of the was great reason to fear that we should
potato crop in one year, in the next the have it for the same period in England.
people were induced to dig them too soon, If there was anything he hoped for, it was
before they were ripe, and that created this the very reverse of what was desired by
year's scarcity.
For this and other rea- the hon. Member for Somersetshire. He
sons, it would be very unwise in the House hoped that the Indian corn would come
to expect that they were not called upon to in competition with home-grown corn, and
provide for future scarcity.
But be that that the people might thus obtain a cheap
as it might, the greatest blessing that and wholesome nutriment.
He regretted
could be conferred upon the people of Ire- that any opposition should be made to the
to

;

;

;

land Avould be to furnish a food which
would lead them not to look to the potato
as their sole resource nothing would add
so much to the prosperity of that country
as a supply of food which should be a substitute for the potato.
Independently of
that, the greatest boon that could be conferred on Ireland would be to give cheap
food to the people.
If this were not done,
the people could not be employed at such
wages as would give them the means of
purchasing food.
They must both employ
the people, and furnish them such food as
they could not obtain by the result of their
labour alone.
Plentiful employment and
cheap food were the greatest benefits that
could be conferred on the people of Ireland and he anxiously wished to see the
one shiUing taken off which was proposed
to be levied on Indian corn.
Many hon.
Gentlemen in that House seemed not to
know how the poor of Ireland lived. It
had been said, on the late occasion, that
Sd. a stone was not an extravagant price
for potatoes
but, for the great bulk of
the Irish people it was a starvation price.
If a family, consisting of a man, his wife,
;

;

;

measure, with the present appearances, not
only in Ireland, but along the whole of the
west of Scotland, and in the Highlands.
It was a most fortunate thing that there
was likely to be a quantity of this Indian
corn sufiicient to avert what might otherwise be a most serious famine
and on
that ground he concurred in the desirable;

ness of remitting even the shilling duty.
Colonel SIBTHORP said, that the
Irish landowners were to blame for the extremely low rate of wages in that country.
With such wages as had been alluded to,
no wonder that discontent there prevailed,
though the people were naturally kindThe best remedy
hearted and peaceable.
for the distress of Ireland would be a fair
day's wages for a fair day's work, and
He deplored the conresident landlords.
dition of the Irish people as much as any
one; but he denied that the measures of
Government would alleviate that condition.
It appeared, from the statement of the
hon. Member for Rochdale, that this was
not a temporary evil, but one that had exIf so, why had not
isted for some years.
the Government had earlier intimation of

Z Z 2
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They ought to know everything that
was going on in every county in the kingit?

dom.

He

could not help thinking that the
to pass a censure on the Government for their ignorance of the state
of the people of Ireland.
Mr. S.
swd, in explanation, that the report made by the Land
Commission was the authority on which
he founded his belief, that the average
wages of the agricultural labourers did not
exceed 2#. 6<l. per week.
The Earl of
remarked, that
it had been stated by the hon. Member
for Montrose that the disease in potatoes
was not only prevalent in America, but
also in Scotland ; he begged to inform the
hon. Member, that he was able to state,
upon the authority of letters received by
himself, that in Morayshire and Ayrshire
there never had been a more abundant
crop, and that there was not the slightest
appearance of disease.
Sir a.
denied that the Irish
peasantry were so badly paid for their labour as was generally supposed.
There
were few of them that did not receive

House ought

CRAWFORD

MARCH

BROOKE

200 persons extra on their estates, for
the purpose of giving them employment.
AVTiat he wished was, that the Government
should give employment to the people.

to

He frankly told them not to have much
confidence in the projected railways : he
thought that one of the greatest misfortunes for Ireland would be a great number
of railways, such as were now being run
Time
through all parts of the country.
would show whether or not his fears were
he believed, that if they had
had two great trunk lines they would be
found to be productive of good but in the
present state of Ireland, it was not in a

justified

:

;

condition to maintain so

many

railways as

were then Bills for making them going
through the other House. It had no great
manufactures it had no means of traflic
it had not the means to maintain, in a
;

;

profitable condition, the various lines that

were about to be carried over its surface.
Let them, he said, have peace and quietness, and then they would be able to provide employment for their peasantry. The
landed proprietors should put their shoulIt was upon them the
ders to the wheel.

Government, that House, and England
call, and insist that they should perform their duty. It was they who should
be obliged to pay every shilling they could
afl^ord, and he would say at such a moquality were introduced for the consump- ment as this even still more, in order that
tion of the Irish population, and he could the poor might be provided with food and
not speak upon that occasion without thank- employment.
He knew that the great
ing Her Majesty's Government and that body of the landed proprietors of Ireland
House for the anxiety that had been so were well prepared to meet the present
universally expressed on account of the exigency, and to provide for the sustentacoming scarcity in Ireland, and to make tion of the poor on their own j)roporty
proTision for it.
At the same time he but there were three classes of landlords
thought that their present measures would who were not so disposed, and yet who
be of little avail, unless they adopted some ought to be forced to perform their duty.
measures for the general employment of These three classes were the absentees,
the peasantry.
He remembered to have the middlemen, and the squireens. Yes,
oats, the only agricultural produce the squireens
these were small landed
OMummed by the Irish poor, as low as 10«. proprietors, with perhaps 500^ a year, and
and 11*. the quarter; and yet, during the who lived at the rate of 5,000i. a year.
aeaaoQ that the article was at that low He did not mean that they spent that
price, never was there more poverty and amount ; but they aped the extravagancies,
distress. And why ? Because the farmers and imitated the habits, and pretended to
holding 5, 10, 15, or 20 acres, having be able to incur the expenses of men who
little remuneration for their crops, gave
had 5,000/. a year
for they had their
but little emplo}'ment to the peasantry. hunters and dogs, and aimed at a style
The peasantry in that case could only hope which they could not support but by screwfor employment from the gentry, who looked ing the very last farthing out of their unafter their own property
he could say. fortunate tenants. He said, if they wanted
that at that season the landed gentry of to make Ireland prosperous, they must
the north of Ireland
for he know but devise the means by which they might
little of the south
during the months of reach these three classes
he might reMay, June, and July, employed from 100 mind the House and the Government that
3«. 6d., 4s., 6s.,

and

6s. Gt?.

when employed by

weekly; and

the gentry they were
paid \0d. or 1«. a day.
He was one of
those who thought that it would be most
desirable that food of a better and higher

should

:

Mm

;

;

:

—

—

:
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would be well to devise the means by
which the Poor Law guardians, in the dif-

it

ferent districts, miglit reach these classes ;
for instance, in the present scarcity, for

he did not believe that there would be a
famine
but in those districts in which
tlicre might be a scarcity, he said, it would
be well if Iler Majesty's Government could
give a power to the Poor Law guardians
of laying on extra poor rates, to be paid
by the landlords, middlemen, and the absentees.
When he talked thus of absentees, he did not wish to be understood as
including all absentee landlords as coming
under the definition of bad landlords.
He
knew, for instance, that Lord Fitzwilliam,
and the Duke of Devonshire, and other
;

landlords, resident in

this country,

amongst the good landlords
resident landlords

—as

Avere

good as
but then there were

;
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much wanted was

limited.
If wages were
was impossible for the best
disposed to give more than 5s. a week to
their labourers, that was a suflScient reason
why the Government should take care not

so low that

it

to raise the price of food.

ations

had been made

Some

observ-

in the earlier part of

the evening respecting the use of Indian
corn.
He was most happy to think that
the labour of introducing this matter had
been taken out of his hands. The hon.
Member for Somersetshire had supplied all
that he himself could have argued upon to
the House in favour of letting in a supply
of Indian corn.
The hon. Gentleman had
proved in several statements that Indian
corn was a most excellent article of food.
He did not dispute his authority. The
only difference between them was, that the
hon. Member for Somersetshire (Mr. Miles)
thought that because it was a good article

numbers of others who never thought of
their tenantry.
He could name some of it ought to be kept out of the country;
them who had never seen one of their ten- whereas he thought that, in consequence
ants for thirty years
and the consequence of its being a good article, it ought to be
was that the resident landlords had to pro- admitted into the country. He must beg
vide for the unfortunate people thus cruelly that hon. Gentleman to reflect that not
neglected by those who ought to be their only here, but at that moment in many
protectors.
parts of the United Kingdom, and even in
Mr. p. SCROPE considered that some his own county, there was very great apmeasures ought to be devised by which prehension existing of a scarcity of food.
they might give to the poor of Ireland the It was not only a scarcity of corn, but also
right to relief in the districts in which they a scarcity of meat, which scarcity had been
resided.
He could not help observing that principally caused by the bad fodder of last
there could, by no possibility, be a scarcity spring and winter
but the introduction
in Ireland, if the food grown in Ireland of Indian corn would remedy that.
It had
were left in Ireland. Even since the time been stated that a large supply of that
that it had been formally announced by the article could not be brought into use on
right hon. Gentleman that famine was im- account of the heavy duty imposed upon it.
pending over that country, immense quan- A large cargo of Indian corn had lately
tities of provisions had been exported from
been obliged to be reshipped at one of our
it.
Oats might be wanted in Scotland and ports in consequence of the duty
and
in the west of England, but assuredly those while hundreds of our cattle were dying
who had the first right to them were the from starvation, that cargo was sent to
people by whom they had been produced
Holland to feed the Dutch cattle.
It had
they knew that on a former occasion Avhen been said, that he had alluded to the feedthe people of Ireland were starving, that ing of pigs with Indian corn
that he had
oats were exported from Ireland to this stated it to be food good only for pigs
country, sold here to pay the rents of the he certainly had not stated any such thing.
Irish landlords, and then returned back to But where an agricultural labourer of the
Ireland, when paid for here, to feed the better class, and superior to the poorer
tenants of these same landlords.
If the parishioners, was enabled to keep a pig,
people here were starving, property would in nine cases out of ten he was obhged to
be rated to pay for their support, and he pawn half of the pig before he killed it, to
could not see any good reason why this assist him in paying for its food.
What a
should not be done in Ireland.
blessing it would be to that man were a
Mr. B. ESCOTT thought that the cheaper kind of meat introduced for pigs
people of Ireland should be provided with he could, then, keep the whole animal for
cheap food, but it was necessary care himself and family. Nothing would exalt
;

;

;

;

—

:

:

should be taken that there were no leo-isby which the food so

lativc acts in force

the condition of the agricidtural labourer
more than having a better supply of animal
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It
food than was at present in his power.
would be a great benefit to the agricultural
interest, by giving excellent food for fatIn
tening stock and geese and poultry.
want and distress Indian com would also
afford a supply of cheap food to the popuBut he thought that the extension
lation.

of trade and commerce, which would follow
the present measure, would raise the mar-

kets for agricultural produce to an extent
which would amply repay them for the
temporary reduction on other grains. He
would ask what it was that gare a stimulus
its condition two
was the increase
of employment, and the growth of trade and
commerce consequent upon the relaxation
of the whole commercial system carried at
that time in the House of Parliament.
Captain HARRIS said, that ho had
that day been informed by market gar-

to agriculture, and raised
It
or three years ago ?

deners residing in the neighbourhood of

London, that the "rot" was showing itself
to a considerable degree amongst the young
potatoes ; and within the last few days he
had read a letter, written by a large landed
proprietor of the county Clare, which stated
that great distress prevailed, and cases of
fever had occurred in consequence of the
diseased condition of the potato.
Under
these circumstances, he suggested that a
temporary law for the purpose of preventing the exportation of potatoes might be
adopted with advantage.

Mr. p.

HOWARD

considered that the
Legislature should be much indebted to the

Member for Winchester

for having directed
attention to the advantages which would
be conferred upon the population of the

country by the introduction of Indian corn
he found that Father Mathew had also
approved of it as an article of food for the
people of Ireland. It was very extensively
used in Italy, and especially in Tuscany,
the peasantry of which were the best fed
and most comfortably clothed in Europe.

manent advantage in removing this evil;
and he felt no doubt that the country
would be most grateful for any benefits be-

He did not consider
stowed upon them.
it would be fair that the whole burden
of relieving the poor of their districts
should be cast upon the landlords of the
absentee estates, as it had been suggested
by an hon. Member but he did consider
that they ought to be made to pay their
just proportion, and he felt that tliis visitation of Providence would be the means of
restoring the Irish people to their proper
that

;

position.

Mr. G. PALMER said, that it would
be impossible for those people to buy Indian corn who could not afibrd even to
The Indian corn would be
purchase oats.
entirely grown abroad, and paid for by the
produce of this country. It was a material
point in the question, that every thing
would require to be paid for. If they
could persuade people to take their
goods all would be well. But manufacturers were increasing abroad evevy day ;
and they would still, therefore, have to
look to the home supply for the mainHe thought there
tenance of the people.
were more Members on his side of the
House ready and willing to support the
people of Ireland, than there were on the
Opposition benches and among those who
wished for a repeal of the Corn Laws.

He was quite satisfied, that if Indian com
were imported into this country, it would
be all owing to the alteration of the Tariff
He was sure
of the right hon. Baronet.
every Member of that House would agree
How
to afford relief to the Irish people.
could the labourers in that country provide
for

upon two shillings and
It was hardly j>os8iblo
buy even straw to lie upon

their families

sixpence a week
for

them

to

?

state

He thought that,
with BO small a sum.
were they to constmct railways through
Ireland, it would improve the country directly.
Any alteration must be for the
There would be no fear of the
better.
people wanting foo<l if proper employment
were found them.
Mr. PIER(.'E
observed, that
several remarks had been made in the
course of this debate which led him to believe that there was a very erroneous im-

that the deficient payment of the labourer
in Ireland did not arise from a want of
good will on the part of the landlord, but

pression in the minds of certain hon. Members with respect to the rate of wages
He
usually awarded to Irish labourers.

from the nuraWr of people out of employment. He considered that railways in Ireland would be of vast and almost per-

begged leave

As

to the palatftblo nature of the food, very

much would depend upon
preparation for use;

it

the

manner of

its

would require ex-

treme boiling. He oonsideroil Indian com
next to wheat, and he begged leave to differ from the First Lord of the Treasury,
who termed oats a nobler kind of grain.

Mh.

FITZGERALD

begged

to

BUTLER

to remark, for the infomiathe House, that in the southern
counties of Ireland able-bodied labourers
tion of

^Bl
^Bl
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were usually paid at the rate of 5s. or 6s.
a week.
Eightpcncc a day was not unfrequently

tlic

rate of remuneration enjoyed

by labourers of an

inferior class ; but, generally speaking, there were other extra-

neous advantages which were highly valuable
such, for instance, as a house rent
free, or grass for a cow.
With respect to
;

the Minister's proposition for the introducmaize duty free, he approved highly
of it, and would give it his most cordial
tion of

support.

JOHN RAB REID

Sir

there was no

observed, that
portion of the Ministerial

project of which he did not cordially ap-

prove

;

and

him the

it

would,

accordingly, afford

sincerest pleasure to support

He

it.

9,
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Mr.
said, that no
question raised during these discussions
was more deserving the attention of tho
House than the allusions made to tho present condition of the people of Ireland, and
to the prospects eventually before them ;
and if there were no other arguments to
show that the Government, in the present
circumstances of the country, had adopted
the wisest policy in abolishing all restricon the introduction of provisions into
the country, that argument would be found
in what had been stated by hon. Gentlemen as to the condition of the population
in Ireland; Indian corn was likely to afford
tions

valuable subsistence for them, and to raise
the people from the lowest condition, caused
by their habitually living on potatoes. Ho
would not make any predictions of what
might be the result; but experience showed
how the habits of a people might change

had always held the doctrine, that the
and manufacturing classes in this country were identical
and it was because he knew this to
be the fact, that he gave to the propositions by a more generous diet. So far as maize
of the First Lord of the Treasury his warm should be adopted for potatoes, it must be
and unhesitating assent for he was con- a beneficial substitute as well in England
fident that those propositions, if carried as in Ireland though when wheat was at a
into operation, would prove in the highest reasonable price, he did not think it would
degree beneficial to the best interests of be superseded by Indian corn.
Having
agriculturists as well as of the manufac- been in the Western States of America, he
turers.
He implored of hon. Gentlemen should say that, though maize was palaton both sides of the House not to protract able and liked by the people, yet when he
this discussion by unnecessary delays
for got to the wheat-growing districts, the
he spoke advisedly when he assured them general diet was not Indian corn. Upon
that he had the highest possible authority that occasion he was only anxious to say
for asserting that trade had in many dis- one word as to the measure of Government
tricts of England sufi'ered most injuriously in laying out, as he understood, 100,000?.
from the state of uncertainty in which this in the purchase of Indian corn for use in
question had been permitted to rest for Ireland.
He did not presume to blame
such a length of time. He besought them the course taken by the Government. He
as they valued the welfare of the agri- admitted that under special circumstances,
cultural and commercial interests
in and for the relief of local, not general, disboth of which he had himself a deep tress, the Government might go into the
personal concern
but at the
to come to a decision market and make a purchase
at once.
By the vote which he had same time, that principle ought to be cargiven on this question, he was well ried out with the utmost caution.
Some
aware that he had made for himself many Gentlemen said that there were plenty of
enemies but he was far from regretting oats, and asked why the Government did
the course he had taken, for that course not enter the market and purchase them ?
he had adopted under the strongest possi- Nothing, however, could be more fatal than
ble conviction that he was doing what was for a Government to appear in the markets
best calculated to promote the wealth, of their own country as purchasers.
The
happiness, and prosperity of this great admirable principles laid down by Burke,
Empire. He anticipated the happiest re- in his Thoughts on Scarcity, could never
sults from the new commercial policy about be departed from without mischief
it was
to be adopted by England; and he was fatal to teach the people to rely on the
sure that before that time twelve months Government for food. Sharing in the wish
many of the hon. Members by whom he that there should be no imnecessary delay
was surrounded would feel and admit that in passing the Resolution, and in relieving
the opposition which they were now ofi'er- trade from the sad state of uncertainty
ing to the right hon. Baronet at the head under which it had laboured for some
of the Government was unnecessary, to say weeks, and which had produced an unthe least of it.
fortunate effect in the manufacturing and
interests of the agricultural

;

;

:

;

—

—

;

;

;
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would be inexcus-

behind him, as to the necessity that ex-

him to detain the House longer;
and he had only risen to state his satisfaction at finding the Government propose the

isted for the debate being concluded, in

commercial

districts, it

able in

only real policy which would in the long
run improve the condition of the people of
this country, by laying open the avenues
of commerce, and by allowing a supply of
food to be brought in in such a manner as

the course of trade, which was truly said
to be the course of nature, would arrange ;
and he thought the proposal especially
valuable, because it added an article to
our imports which was inferior only to
He rethe noblest of all grains
wheat.

—

gretted to say that, of late years, he had
seen the people of the west of England,
and particularly in West Somersetshire,
becoming more and more a potato-fed
popidation.
He would be glad to rescue

them

from

this

downward tendency in
and moral condition

their physical habits

and, anticipating the happiest results from
the Government measures, he should continue to give, as he had already given,
them his hearty support.
Mr. finch said, that however true it
might be that the i)opulation of the country
should not look to the Government for a
supply of food, that abstract principle must
be thrown aside when necessity demanded a supply; and he considered that the

Government were perfectly waiTanted and
justified in importing

a quantity of Indian
emergency. With respect
to that commodity becoming a substitute
for wheat or potatoes, that was, in liis
opinion, perfectly absurd, as they did not
know but before the end of the present
year they would be at war with America;

com to meet the

and

in case that should occur, of course
their supply would be instantly stopped.

Therefore, he said,

it

would be an unwise

policy to attempt to induce the population
of the country to give up their usual food,

and depend upon a supply of a ditfcrent
<Ii
ription, that might be stopped at any
iiM Micnt.
With respect to what had been
':ii(l, as to the downward course of depend'"o Jiitogether upon pf)tAtoes, however tnie
that might be, he was strongly of opinion
that the introduction of any other species
of food would not put a stop to their use
amongst the Irish people. lie considered
.

that the quantity of foreign grain that
might be introduced into the countrj' would

the agricultural interests yet he had
no objection to any temporary importation
of maize or other commodity to meet the
pending emergency.
With regard to the
remark of the right hon. Baronet who sat
aflfect

;

order that the importations should take
place immediately, he was of opinion that
that question should be discussed freely,
as every night that it continued some additional evidence was given of important matters that should

be known to the country.

BENTINCK

Lord G.

was understood
proper steps had
been taken in time, a great deal of the
mischief that had occurred in the potato
crops in Ireland might have been remedied.
He had received a report of a number of
experiments that had been recently made
by the gardener to the Duke of Portland,
which, with the permission of the House,
he would read for the benefit of those who
might hereafter have their potato crops
His Lordship read as
afi'ected by disease.
to say, that

follows
" No.

he thought

if

:

1, kiln-dried according to the recommendnearly all
ation of the Government professors
rotten ; a few eyes have sprouted, but very weak.
No. 2, and according to the plan recommended

—

by Mr. Reece, of Piccadilly,

t. c, fumigated with
chlorine gas, not quite so bad as No. 1, there
being more in a vegetating state, but the shoots
very weak. No. 3, dried with magnesian quicklime in layers the potatoes are quite sound, and
where the eyes have sprung are healthy. No. 4,
cured with charcoal dust in layers sound ; eyes
not so much grown as No. 3, but healthy. No. 6,
cured with burnt clay and peat a good many
diseased, but where the eyes have spning are
healthy.
The potatoes planted in pots in the
hothouses for the experiment were numbered as
follows
Lot, No. 1, cured according to the plan
of Mr. Reece, i. e. fumigated with chlorine gas,

—

—
—

:

—

did not vegetate ; Lot, No. 2, kiln-dried, according
Lot, No.
to the professors' plan, did not vegetate
3, dried v.'ith magnesian quick-lime are quite
healthy, the stalks and leaves not the least affected,
but being late potatoes the young tubers are not
large enough y<^t to show any trace of disease ;
twelve pots of the same sort of potatoes, much
diseased, but with no preparation, were planted at
the same time : a few vegetated, and are growing
strong, and no sign of the disease spreading on
;

stalks or

young

tulnyrs."

The person who had made
ments had

told

him that

toes looked as well as,

all

if

these experithe early pota-

not better than,

they usually did at this season of the year;
but they would not be ready before the

end of March and he further stated that
he had no reason to think that the diseased
potato-seed would produce diseased potatoes
and he also mentioned that he had
heard that the disease had not extended
much within the last three months; the
only loss that had taken place was, where
the potatoes had been pitted in a wet state,
and not looked to. He had also received
from the same person a remedy for curing
potatoes that were diseased by means of
;

:
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he would also read
was as follows

quick-lime, which

the House.

It

to

:

—

Beer or

rature

Commit-

tee on the Customs and Corn Importation
Acts, to consider the remainder of the

following

:

£

s.

d.

Bandstring Twist, for every 100/.
>

value
of and from a British Possession, for every 100/. value
Barley, Pearled, the cwt.
of and from a British Possession, the cwt
Bast Ropes, Twines, and Strands,
for every 100/. value
of and from a British Posses.
sion, for every 100/. value
.

.

.

10

5

.

.

10
6

10

5

1

10

a very deep interest, since it was
mately connected with the diffusion of

enabled to feed double the quantity of
stock at the same expense as one-half had
cost him when paying that amount of duty.
Resolutions agreed to, and Bills ordered
to be brought in.

The

d.

10

felt

duty that could be demanded at any time
upon maize was lis., and the original cost
of that commodity was 20s. ? He could not
see, therefore, how a farmer would, by the
removal of lis. duty off a 20s. article, be

Tariff.

s.

10
10
10
10

EWART

hon. Member had stated that by the introduction of maize into this country, a person
who had formerly been able to keep one
He inpig would be able to keep two.
quired how that could be, as the highest

on the
were agreed to

£

said, that the duty on
Mr.
foreign books was a subject in which he

;

Articles

Mum,

the barrel
Blacking, for every 100/. value

He (Lord George Bentinck) thought these
important pieces of information and therefore he took leave to read them to the
House, as he thought it desirahle that they
He knew
should he read to the country.
that the quantity of Ume that it would he
necessary to expend upon potatoes that
were diseased would cost ahout 6d. a sack;
and in ordinary times potatoes sold at
Thus, if
about 4s. 6d. or 5s. a sack.
potatoes were diseased, by the expenditure
of 6d. a sack they could he saved, and
therefore it was a piece of information
that he thought should be extended to IreAn
land and other parts of the country.

resolved itself into
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Beads, viz.
Arango, for every 100/, value
Coral, for every 100/. value
Crystal, for every 100/. value
Jet for every 100/. value
not otherwise enumerated or
described, for every 100/. value

" The following was the result of the magnesian
lime upon two loads of the very worst potatoes
they could pick out at the farm they were spread
out on the floor of a peach house, and the stench
was quite disagreoahlo, a great many heing in a
Having dusted them all
state of putreiaction.
over with a coat of lime newly slacked, next day
the lime took nearly all the smell away, and
brought a deal of water out of the worst. We kept
dusting some fresh every day, till the rotten part
was converted into starch, the solid parts dried
and turned quite green. I put them all into a
ridge, and on looking at it yesterday I found the
eyes of many had sprung, and were forming fine
healthy shoots, some of them four inches long, and
quite white."

The House

9,

in

this

country.

The

intilite-

duties

at

present levied on foreign books Avere of a
In the first
very anomalous description.
place, a distinction of duty was drawn
between books printed before the year
1801, and books printed subsequently.
The former were admitted at a duty
Of books printed since
of \l. the cwt.
1801, those in foreign modern languages
were taxed Avith a duty of 21. 10s. the
All other foreign books paid the
cwt.
large duty of 61. a cwt. The result of this
was, that foreign Avorks in the dead languages paid the highest duty; modern
books in living languages the next; and
old books of the last century (Avhicli avc
Avanted least) entered at the loAvest duty.
Next came Avorks containing engravings to
They paid a tAvofold
illustrate the text.
duty one on the book, another on the engravings. The latter, indeed, Avas only \d.
per engraving, coloured or plain.
But it
induced the great disadvantage, if not
danger, of causing the opening of the books
at the Custom House.
It Avas avcII knoAvn
that foreign works on botany, physiology,
zoology, and medicine, suffered greatly
from this circumstance; and to trade it
produced this disadvantage, that much
delay Avas interposed between their arrival
and their delivery at the Custom House.
Another evil connected Avith the present
system Avas, that Avhen books had once
been abroad, they Avcre often stopped on
their reimportation into this countiy.
He
thought these impediments to literature
;

and commerce

Avere a serious injury to the
All men must have Avitnesscd
AA'ith pleasure the extended literary intercourse Avhich had lately taken place between this country and various nations on
the Continent.
Any impediment to that
intercourse must be admitted to be a serious evil.
Wliy should Ave not avail ourselves of the literature of our enlightened
There Avcre cerneighbours the French ?
tain Avorks of a comprehensive nature Avliich
they had produced Avliich Ave had not. Mr.

country.

M'Culloch had

said,

for

example,

that
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Buch a work as the

**
Biographie Univerthe result of the combined labours
of many minds, could scarcely be produced
It was well known that the
in England.
Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge had endeavoured to achieve the publication of a Biographical Dictionary, and
that they were not able to complete the

selle,''

Mr. M'CuUoch named also
undertaking.
another valuable work, which ho doubted
It was
if we could produce in England.
** L^Artde
The same remark had

the well known work entitled
vSriJier les Dates.''

also

been made as to the two octavo

tions of Bayle's Dictionary.

also develop the

taste for

edi-

Then why not
German lite-

rature, which was springing up in this
country? No Gennan author was more
likely to be popular in England than Schiller, founded as his writings were on the
school of Shakspeare; yet such was the

compete, because the Universities only had
the benefit of the allowance of the duty on
paper.
His reply was, " Levy then only
such a duty on foreign books generally as
is equivalent to the duty on paper."
But
it might be said that the duty on books was
necessary to the revenue.
Now, what did
tho duty produce? 14,000^. or 15,000^.
Such trifling duties ought not to
a year.
obstruct tho extension of literature, and
the enlightenment of the people.
He
therefore moved, in the first place, that
" Books printed in any modern foreign language
be admitted duty free."

The Question was put

that the words bo

inserted.

Sir G. CLERK admitted that it was
extremely desirable that the object of the
Motion should be accomplished but there
;

were other considerations involved as well
as the loss of revenue, which woidd be
10,000Z.
It was highly desirable that
effect of the duty, that the best German
there should be an interchange of literaedition of Schiller's works cost 245.
whereas the cost, without the duty, woidd ture between this country and foreign naThere were also a variety of tions but there was another object also to
be only 1 Is.
German school-books which were produced be kept in view namely, the suppression
Our of piratical editions of English books on
in Germany cheaper than in England.
best Greek grammars were only transla- the Continent and in other countries.
such wore the About two years ago an Act of Parliament
tions of German grammars
well-known grammars of Matthiae and of (7 and 8 Vic.) had been passed for tho
Buttmann. The smaller editions of the piu^ose of enabling Her Majesty to enter
into arrangements with foreign States for
classical authors were also produced in
Germany at a cheap rate. A pocket edition the purpose of suppressing literary piracy
of Herodotus, for example, which was now in that Act power was given to Iler Masold in this country for 4s., might be sold, jesty to reduce the duty on books printed
in such States as entered into a treaty of
if the duty were taken off, at 2s. ^d. to
the trade, and at 3«. or less, to the international copyright with England, to
The same remark the amount of the excise duty upon paper
general purchaser.
viz., to \5s. per cwt.
That Act applied
was applicable to the small editions of the
Greek dramatists. In fact, each of these to works printed in the dead or the living
At the present moment, there
small volumes without the duty would bo languages.
They were well printed, were negotiations pending on the subject
saleable at \s.
and were particularly correct. But, per- of an international copyright treaty with
those negotiations
haps, it might be said that we could not Prussia and France
compete in editions of the Classics, with had already made great progress, anrl
the foreign publisher, l>ccause of the excise would, he trusted, soon be satisfactorily
At no very distant time,
Such an argument, how- concluded.
duty on paper.
ever, would not apply to the Universities, therefore, he trusted that the advantages
They were all sought to be obtained by the Motion of tho
English, Scotch, or Irish.
allowed a drawback on the paper they con- hon. Member would be obtained by these
sumed in printing. The cheapest edition means while at the same time the addithat had been published of '* Lindorff's tional advantage to the English author
Greek Dramatists" (a work of which Pro- and publisher would be derived of the supfessor Gaisford had spoken with great pression of piratical editions of English
praise) was an Oxfoni reprint of the Ger- works in two of the principal publishing
man edition. It had, he believed, sold to nations of the Continent. Under these
a greater extent even than the German circumstances, although, as he hafl stated,
a fact which certainly gave he agreed that the duty on foreign books
edition itself
good ground for hoping that our press could should be removed from the Tariff as soon
compete successfidly with that of any fo- as possible, he trusted the hon. Member
reign country. The Universities only coidd would not press his Motion.
;

—

;

:

—

:

:

;
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HUME

suggested that his hon.
Mr.
Friend should withdraw his Motion, at the
same time expressing it as his intention to
vote for it if it went to a division.

Mr.

FORSTER

said, that the question

of copyright had nothing whatever to do
with the repeal of the duty on foreign

printed hooks in living or dead languages.
He did not see why it should be mixed up
There was no earthly
with the Motion.

reason why the foreign student in this
country should he debarred from the necessary books, not even that of protection
to existing establishments.

CHANCELLOR

of the EXCHEsuggested that, as the Act for the
establishment of international copyright
had only been so very recently passed, and
as the Government were on the point of
concluding treaties with two great Powers
upon the subject, it would not be advisable
to throw away the advantage that might
be derived by the literary men of this
country, by proceeding to a step which
would have the effect of rendering the negotiations that had taken place nugatory.
Mr. C. BULLER could not sec why the
question of copyright should be mixed up
with the Motion of his hon. Friend, whose
object was to obtain a remission of the
duty upon foreign books.
He approved
most fully of the provisions of the Act referred to by the right hon. Baronet (Sir
G. Clerk), which provided that copyright
should be made the subject of international
treaties, so as to afford security to authors
in this and other countries. He considered
the tax on foreign books pressed very
heavily upon a class of the community who
were, from their situation in life, very
poor, and who were thus deprived of the
means of prosecuting their own studies,
and extending literature in this country.
It had been stated by the right hon. Baronet that treaties were in progress on this
subject between Prussia, France, and this
country but it must be remembered that
there were other nations with which it
might not be so easy to effect an arrangegreat many books were printed
ment.

The

QUER

;

A

in the smaller

German

States,

in Italy,

and in Switzerland and he thought it was
most desirable that those publications
should be accessible to students in this
country, without being subject to a heavy
and oppressive duty. He hoped Her Majesty's Government would take the present
;

opportunity of remitting so onerous a tax.
Mr. DISRAELI : The question was,
was it proper to admit foreign literature
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He should like to know what
was the whole amount of revenue derived
from this tax, and whether that amount
would justify legislative interference. He
rather thought there was no duty on
English works when they entered France.

free of duty?

He thought the very fact of introducing
the question of copyright showed a great
immaturity of thought.
It had, he reHe wanted
peated, nothing to do with it.
to know, taking a prima facie view of the
case prima facie views were very popular
what argument could possibly
at present
be introduced to sustain the present impoThe impost did not come
sition of duties.
into competition with any branch of native
industry ; no branch of industry was in danger of suffering from their free importation.
In short, there was every inducement to
enlightened public men to accede to the
Motion.
Upon other questions he could
understand a desire to keep up revenue,
either for maintaining revenue, for protection, or from other motives of policy ; but
at the moment that the public mind and
the mind of the Government was brought
to the remission of tariff on some of those
articles most essential to the revenue, he
thought that for any Minister to propose to
raise a duty on foreign literature was absurd, monstrous, and indefensible, in fact,
quite a "curiosity of literature."
The
system of reciprocity so much insisted on
by hon. Gentlemen should surely be adopted in this matter, where no interest could
suffer, and where the improvement of the

—

human mind might be promoted and
couraged.

He

en-

really thought the Govern-

ment would

feel the absolute necessity of
not pressing their opposition to the mea-

sure.

The

QUER

CHANCELLOR
said,

that he

of the

was

EXCHE-

quite delighted

with the speech of the hon. Gentleman,
for he now wished to deal with the question in a prima facie view, while the
whole of his argument the other night was
that they should do nothing without looking to reciprocity.
The House should recollect that negotiations were now being
carried on under the faith of an Act of
Parliament passed so lately as 1844, in
which inducements were held out to foreign
countries to enter into treaties with this
country on the subject of copyright.
He

trusted that it would not be thought expedient to abandon the advantages we might
obtain under that treaty.
Mr. DISRAELI said, that with respect
to reciprocity, of

which the right hou. Gen-
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tleman had spoken, he would accept the

He was

tu quoque.

quite glad to find the

Gentleman the advocate of reciand hoped it would be the har-

right lion.
procity,

binger of a new system ; so that when they
came to the next debate they would find
that the Cabinet, taking advantage of the
three days, would review their policy. He
had only spoken of the question under discussion, which had nothing to do with the
main question.
He thought so still. It
had nothing to do with foreign or native
The best thing the Governcopyright.
ment could do was to accede to the Motion
of the hon. Member.
He would be certainly glad to find Ministers, upon every
other occasion, ready to accept his views
and principles respecting reciprocity, which
he would be always found ready and willing
to vindicate.

Mr. p.

SCROPE

stated that

it

had

been observed by some hon. Member that
no foreign books were printed in this country, and that, therefore, there was no
competition to fear
but a great many
English books were printed abroad at a
much less price than they could be in this
country, in consequence of the charge of
copyright.
If they repealed the duty on
foreign books altogether, there would be
no inducement to pass those reciprocal
treaties for the protection of copyright and
;

this country alone.
Consequently the
only equivalent which England could oifer
to foreign countries for such an arrangement would be the admission of their works

on

at a duty amounting merely to the excise
duty on the paper used and if the Motion
of the hon Member were agreed to there
would thus be but little chance of inducing
foreign countries to agree to the arrangement which they proposed.
;

hope

could not see that this
Mr. B.
question had anything to do with copyright.
He was anxious to sec the elaborate and
splendidly illustrated foreign works introduced into this country, partly, perhaps,
selfish motive, for he had been purchasing several such works lately at a
great expense but partly, also, with a
view of shaming our own literati, whose
attempts in this way were utterly disgraceful as compared with those on the Continent.
He should support the Motion of
the hon. Member for Dumfries, if he made
it clear before they went to a division, that
his proposition did not extend to the introduction of the piratical editions of
English works.
Mr.
said, the Motion of his
hon. Friend (Mr. Ewart) distinctly referred
to the admission of foreign books published in foreign languages, and the ques-

from a

;

ha WES

works of British auunder it.
ical editions of English works.
Mr. card well said, he did not sec
Mil. BOllTHWiCK said, the right hon. why there should necessarily be any conGentleman the Chancellor of the Exche- fusion arise from two distinct ideas being
quer had not informed them whether the considered together.
It was quite true
duty was to be imposed for the sake of that the duty on the importation of foreign
protection or of revenue.
He thought the books, and the question of copyright, were
question of protection hod been disposed of two distinct matters.
The former was inby the hon. Member who had just sat teresting to foreign countries, and the
>i\oy,'n
and as to the question of revenue, latter was chiefly important to this country.
he would ask was it fair, on account of a The Government simply proposed to fosum of 10,000/. to refuse to the people of reign countries, ** If you assist us in prethis country the benefit of the knowledge venting the printing the pirated editions
to be derived from a free introduction of of the works of English authors by your
foreign literature ?
publishers, we in return will remove the
Sir G. CLEKK said, the hon. Member duties now chargeable on your books enfor Stroud (Mr. V. Scrope) had very tering our covmtry."
The Act of Parliafairly stated the principle on which the ment passed two years ago was intended
Government projwscd to act. It was ex- to effect this purpose and he tliought his
tremely desirable for the intcrcHt of litera- right hon. Friend the Vice President of
ture that this country should take every the Board of Trade exercised a sound disfor the prevention of the printing of pirat-

tion of piracy of the

thors did not at

all arise

;

;

possible means to secure for lier authors
copyright in foreign countries.
This
country could not produce pirated foreign
works, as they could not be published
clieaper here than in foreign countries, and

therefore the entire benefit of an international copyright regulation

would devolve

cretion

in

not

interfering with

the pro-

visions of a statute so recently enacted.

Mr. AGLIONBY agreed with the hon.
Gentleman the Secretary to the Treasury
(Mr. Cardwell), that there was no confusion arising from the two subjects being
considered conjointly.
What he wanted

HOUSE OF COMMONS, MARCH
know was, whether the principle which
they had followed on this subject two years
ago were still to be acted upon ?
He
tliought the policy of this Session was en-

to

9,
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exposing it.
They had already given
English author sufficient protection
in his own country.
Well, but it was

in

the

imagined that he could obtain a greater
from the principles of re- advantage than he at present possessed
advantage which he (Mr. Disraeli)
ciprocity for which the Government con- an
tended in regard to this question.
If his thought he was not entitled to possess by
hon. Friend the Member for Dumfries did extending that copyright to foreign counbut all would agree that at present
divide the House on his Motion, he (Mr. tries
there was not much probability of obtainAglionby) would certainly vote with him
though it was, perhaps, a question whe- ing it. In the absence of that probability
ther it would be wise or discreet to pro- they come to the practical point
should
the great body of the English people be
ceed to a division upon it.
Mr. DISRAELI thought the hon. Se- precluded from receiving at a moderate
cretary of the Treasury had put the ques- rate the works of foreign authors printed
tion in a fair light
but he thought he in foreign languages ?
for he quite agreed
had not properly stated the case. He, for that the hon. Member for Dumfries should
instance, could understand the principle make his Motion more explicit.
With rethat Moliere should be introduced into gard to the phrase " confusion of ideas,"
Dover, and Shakespeare into Boulogne, when he made use of it, he used the first
both duty free. But he was still of opinion phrase that occurred to him
but he must
that nothing could be more indiscreet than say that subsequent reflection had not conto mix up the question of permitting Mo- vinced him that he was not justified in
liere to come into England with a guarantee using it.
He thought there was still conto English authors that their works should fusion of ideas, and that nothing but a connot be printed in foreign countries in the fusion of ideas had led to the mixing up of
EngHsh language. There was not the these two questions. The question was
slightest analogy between the two cases.
simply this whether the people of this
He would say for himself, not arrogantly, country should receive free of duty the
for he was scarcely an English author
works of foreign authors in a foreign lanbut it was just and right that an English guage ? And to meet that question as it
author should be protected in his own has been met, by quoting a rigmarole Act
country.
He had the same claim to that of Parliament which was based on princiwhich other gentlemen had to be protected ples of reciprocity, that Her Majesty's Goin their lands and houses
undoubtedly, vernment had since elaborately repudiated
therefore, it was right to give protection to
principles which in this case he thought
English authors in their own country. were repugnant to common sense and comBut hon. Gentlemen entertained ulterior mon justice was a position ivhich the
views of increasing the enjoyment of his House ought not to support them in mainproperty to an English author.
Now he taining.
thought, as he had always thought, that
Dr. BOWRING said, if ever there was
these were ultra views.
It was next to
a case in which the House was bound to
impossible that they could suppose an give effect to the principles of the right
English author would be permitted to enjoy hon. Baronet, this was that case.
This
the advantages of his English property in country would derive great benefit from the
a foreign country, even though reciprocal introduction of foreign books, whilst we
treaties were framed.
It might be, as
should be affording an admirable example
Mr. Clay said of free trade, a beautiful to other nations.
theory, but it could not be brought about
Mr. WILLIAMS admitted the princitirely

different

;

;

—

—

;

;

—

;

—

—

But suppose that by the progress of reason and civilization this magnificent theory could be realized, what had
that to do with miserable ideas of bargain

ple involved in the proposition of the hoii.
Member for Dumfries but he did not
think the reduction would be any great

and

classes

in practice.

advanced by the hon. Secretary
to the Treasury ? To suppose that foreign
nations would accord this magnificent homage to genius for the sake of a few thousand pounds more or less received at the
Custom House, was so absurd and ridiculous that he would not waste another word
sale,

;

advantage, because
a saving of
importance.

Mr.

it was only the richer
foreign books, to whom
or 3d. a volume was of no

who bought
2c?.

CURTEIS

was astonished

that

one of the professed advocates of free trade
should have brought forward these harassing Motions
and lie could only say, if he
;
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was the right hon. Baronet, and he was
put into a minority on this question, he
would throw up the whole concern at once.
The hon. Meniher was a niemher of the
Anti-Com-Law League, and it was inconsistent in liiui now to hring forward a
Motion which would prohably place a freetrade Government in a minority.
Sill R. PEEL: Sir, I am much obliged
Gentleman for the spirit in
which he has spoken of me ; hut at the
same time I beg to assure that hon. Gentleman, that I knew well, in undertaking
the task which I have undertaken, that I
should have many difficulties to contend
to the hon.

with.

At

the same time,

it is

a great ob-

ject to bring these matters to a conclusion;
and if I am in a minority to-night, the hon.

Gentleman may depend upon it that I will
not be influenced by such considerations.
Neither that nor any other minor difficulty
shall induce rac to relax my exertions to
bring these great questions of commercial
pohcy to a satisfactory issue. That, Sir,
is the main object which at present I have
At the same time, I do hope
in view.
that those hon. Gentlemen who concur
generally in the policy of the course pursued
by Her Majesty's Government, who wish
to see these great and comprehensive measures fairly carried out, will support me on
It would now be wise in
this occasion.
I
to insist on their own views.
can easily conceive that in dealing with
300 articles many persons may be of opinion that on this or on that article the Government have gone too far, or not gone
but if you are satisfied, first,
far enough
that there is extreme difficulty in dealing
with so many articles, and second, if you
generally approve of the whole measure as
one comprehensive plan, I hope hon. Gentlemen will b« content to support it; unless
they entertain a strong persuasion to the

them not

;

contrary, or the wisdom of their policy in
the particular course be clearly demonI hopo they will rather look to
strated.
this measure as a whole, than embarrass
it on particuhas been said that the
loss to the revenue in this case would be

the Govcnimcnt by opposing

lar questions.

It

Now, I say, that
altogether unimportant.
we had a large surplus, the consideration
of 10,000/. ought not perhaps to weigh
At the same time, 1 must stato
with us.
if

that the reductions which will be proposed
in the present Session, with the equivalents
that are to accompany them, will materially
reduce this surplus ; and if in every case
of the Tariff hon. Gentlemen are to rise

and say this is only a question of 10,000Z.,
and if considerations of particular cases
are to overbear questions of revenue, then
the surplus which still remains will be alThere are many artitogether destroyed.
cles in the Tariff which, if we looked to the
duties abstractedly, I confess that I do not
know any ground for maintaining them.
Take, for instance, the case of butter and
It is for the sake of the revenue
cheese.
that we continue the duties on these articles, that revenue amounting to 300,000?.
a year ; and it is at considerable risk that
we have agreed to reduce the duty from
But if you take, butter and
20«. to 10«.
cheese abstractedly from considerations of
revenue, I think as good a case might be
made out for the exemption of these articles
from duty as for corn.
Therefore, it is
impossible to exclude altogether considerations of revenue ; and if you do admit
these considerations, do not allow the consideration that it is only 10,000/. to be a
sufficient

argument

;

because

several small duties that

it

make up

is

these

the gross

revenue.
I admit that in the case of foreign literature, if foreign countries had
acted as they have done in commercial

—

treaties
if they had been disinclined to
propose such treaties
I am not prepared
to say that the principle now under consideration ought not to be adopted with regard to international literature. But, in
point of fact, such treaties are now pending
both with France and Prussia and I will
add, that if treaties of reciprocity can be
entered into with foreign countries, the
interchange of reciprocal benefits will be a
great argument for regulating our own
duties.
It would be an additional motive
for us to reduce the duty on the intro<luction of French brandies into this coimtry,
if France
at the same time reduced her
duties upon our hardware, either by treaty
It is only beor by mutual arrangement.
cause wo have continued these attempts
for the last ten or fifteen years, and have
made no progress, that Ave at last came to
the resolution that we would exclusively
study our own advantages
and that we
would no longer injure the people of this
country by debarring them from foreign
articles, because foreign countries would

—

;

;

not enter into reciprocal treaties with us.
If the cause of literature depended on this,
I am not to say you ought not to adopt
this principle.
But there are treaties with

France and I'russia, and if the good effect
of this measure can be extended, and thereby protect the authors of this country

HOUSE OF

COIMIMONS,

against those who contrihute nothing,
Surely the hon. Gentlethink it should.
man does not mean to injiu-o the English
author or hookseller hy admitting hooks
when books printed in this
entirely free
country on paper manufactured hy English
manufacturers pay the excise duty ? [Mr.
I

No, I would not.] In England, if
EwAiiT
a hookseller publish a foreign book say a
German grammar wliether a translation
or not, he must pay the excise duty upon
the paper of which the volume is composed;
and surely the hon. Member would not allow a German grammar, published abroad,
to be brought into this country without
paying the duty. A noble Friend of mine,
who perhaps is in the House at the present
moment, published an historical work in
France the Life of Conde. [Mr. Ewart
Only 100 copies were printed.] Well,
without any example, the injustice is clear
Considering the pendency of neenough.
gotiation, and the possibility of an arrangement being effected, I hope the House wiU

—

—

—
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9,

—considering that he was
the general measure
a
the right
hon. Baronet — knowing,
that
must
be carried next year
not
— and

portion of

;

:

MARCH

:

also

it

friend to

of

too,

if

satisfied that this question

this

it

fully

had now gained

a victory, he would postpone the Motion.
Mr. DISRAELI was not surprised that
the right hon. Gentleman should have been
satisfied with the moral victory upon which
he had congratulated himself ; and he oidy
hoped that Her Majesty's Government
would consider that there was very little

chance of their being in a minority until
the "great and comprehensive" measure
was passed.
It might be accident the
other night, when the House was interested
in a subject of great national interest, that,

moment, feeling there were duties
without the walls of that House of a paramount nature, they fulfilled their office, and
Her Majesty's Government were in a minofor a

rity.

again.

He was sure that would not happen
He was sure that hon. Gentlemen

opposite would instantly rise

and assure
there was not
the slightest apprehension until the "great
and comprehensive measure" had passed, of
Her Majesty's Ministers ever being in a
he woidd better consult the interests of minority. He therefore rehed upon it that
free trade by resting satisfied with the in Committee they would be spared the sacredit of the present discussion. He there- crifice of the right hon. Baronet, who, at
fore advised the hon. Gentleman not to the last moment, when the battle was lost,
had put on his armour, and, Uke a Paladin,
divide, but withdraw the Motion.
said, it was the duty of the rushed to the fray, bringing Ithuriel's spear
Mr.
House to give every inducement to the in- to the combat, as his only weapon, saying
troduction of foreign literature ; and he re- that his Government was not a Governmarked that he had often derived more in- ment that subsisted for party but for pos"Posterity" would prove a very
formation upon our own learning and hte- terity.
rature from German writers than from our grand principle, until the " great and
comprehensive measWe" was passed. Yet
It was nearly the same as to Itaown.
With the exception of Dante, Pe- there were persons out of doors who would
lian.
trarch, and some others of the poets, there regret that the House of Commons, with
was not a hundredth part of the Italian a majority sympathizing with the question

not press this alteration in the Tariff.
Mr. GISBORNE thought the proposition of the hon. Member (Mr. Ewart) too
crude to divide the House upon it, and that

Her Majesty's Government

WYSE

writers whose works reached this country.

happened, too, that those who most
wished to read tliem were poor, and the
proposition would therefore be a great
boon to that numerous class. But, taking
It

into consideration the fact that the right

hon. Baronet was not unfavourable to the
introduction of foreign literature, he would
also recommend liis hon. Friend to withdraw the proposition.
was impressed with the
Mr.
conviction that it would be impossible to
oppose this reduction for a long period and
being convinced that it must come under
the consideration of the Government in the
course of next year, and that at the present
moment he should be able only to carry a

ewart

;

at issue, should have felt

it necessary to
vote against their convictions, in order to
save a Government to which they were opposed.
Such was the happy state of Enghsh pohtics at present. He (Mr. Disraeh)
congratulated the hon. Member upon a po-

which he must feel to be quite heroic;
and he congratulated Her Majesty's Government upon their extremely agreeable
situation.
The House had heard almost
all the Cabinet, and some of the most celebrated subalterns, and they had induced
the House, with a majority against them,
not to divide
and people might rise next
morning, and know that they were not to
be allowed to buy a foreign book, however
sition

;

sjilcndid the style or brilliant the genius,
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£10
because Her Majesty's Government had Crayons, for every 100/. value
been in danger from the Opposition which Crystal, cut or manufactured, for
every 100/. value
10
sat before them, and which, while pretendCucumbers, preserved in salt, for
ing to oppose, were only assisting them to
every 100/. value
of and from a British
that which lie (Mr. Disraeli) believed would
possession,
for every 100/. value
2 10
be their ruin.
Fish cured, not otherwise enumerCoLOXEL SIBTHORP said, that no
ated, the cwt
doubt the hon. Member for Dumfries Gauze of Thread, for every 100/.
(Mr. Ewart) was very much disappointed
value
10
of and from a British possesthat the two clerkships for the Treasury
sion, for every 100/. value
were filled up. If, however, the hon.
Hair, manufactures of Hair or Goats'
Member persevered and continued to act
Wool and any other material, and
as he had just done, he might yet perhaps
articles of such manufacture, wholly
or in part made up, not particularly
succeed to one of them.
enumerated, or otherwise charged
Amendment withdrawn.
with Duty, for every 100/. value
10
The following Articles were agreed to
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.500

.

10

.

.

:

manufactures

Brass,

of,

every

for

£10

100/. value

Powder

of,

for

eveiy

100/.

10

value

of Gold or Silver, for every
100/. value
Bronze, manufactures of, not part
cularly enumerated, for every 100/,
value
Powder, for every 100/. value
Buck Wheat Meal, the cwt.
Butler^ the cwt.
of and from a British Posses
IJrocatle

....

10

sion, the cwt.
Buttons, Metal, for every 100/. value
Cameos, for every 100/. value .
Candles, viz.
.
SiHjrmaceti, the lb.
Stearine, the lb.
T.nllow, the cwt.
Wax, the lb.
.
Canes, W.ilkin;,' Canes, or Sticks
mounted, ]>ainted, or otherwise or
nnmented, for every 100/. value
Carriages of all sorts, for every 100/.
value
Casks, empty, for every 100/. value
Cassava Powder, the cwt.*
of and from a British pan
8<'s»ion, the cwt.
C.itlinfl, for every 100/. value
Cheese, the cwt.
of and from a Britbh Possession, the cwt
China or Porcelain Ware, painted or
plain, jrilt or oiuuuented, for every
100/. value
.
.
.
.
.
Cider, the tun
.
Citron, preaenred in nit, for every
100/. value
.
Clocks, for every 100/. value
Copper manufactures not otherwise

10
10

^
10

2

.

G

10
5

3

U
5

2

enumerated or
|M>r Plates,

doscrilKMl,

2

c
6

10

5
1

C

10

5
10

nnd Cop-

Copper or Brass Wire, for every

3

c

.070
10

5
2

2

Mr.
suggested that half the
protection being about to be removed from
the English hop grower, it was only right
that the excise duty should be reduced in
the same proportion.
lie knew that many
of the hop planters of Sussex would prefer
giving up protection altogether if they

could be also freed from the excise duties,
to having the small protection which would
be afforded by the proposed measure,
whilst the excise duties remained unaltered,
lie hoped the right hon. Baronet
would reconsider the question, as he would
rather leave it in the right hou. Gentlethe subject.

10

Sir 11. PEEL wished he could, with
due regard to the revenue, considerably

100/.

value
Cotton, articles or manufactures of
Cotton, wholly or in part madn up,
not otherwise charged with Duty,
.
.
for every 100/. v.iluo
.
of and from a British Possession, for every 100/. value

10

man's hands than submit a Motion upon

engraved, for every 100/,

value

2

CURTEIS

10
10

.650

.

7

the Question that the duty on the
importation of hops be 21. os. per cwt.,
the duty being 4/. 10s.,

...

.

n

Upon

.10

.

of and from a British possession, for every 100/. value
.
Hams of all kinds, the cwt.
of and from a British possession, the cwt
Harp Strings, or Lute Strings, silvered, for every 100/. value
Hats or Bonnets, viz.
of Chip, the lb.
of Bast, Cane, or Horsehair
Hats or Bonnets, each Hat or Bonnet not exceeding twenty-two inches
in diameter, the dozen
each Hat or Bonnet exceeding
twenty-two inches in diameter, the
dozen
Straw Hats or Bonnets, the lb.
Felt, Hair, Wool, or Beaver,
Hats, each
made of Silk, Silk Shag laid
upon felt, linen, or other material
each
.

.

.500

10

reduce the excise duties
that, however,
was quite separate from the question,
whether the English liop grower required
a greater protective duty against the foreign grower than 21, 58. per cwt.
When
;

.

lo

.

5

n

n
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ho

last

reduced the protection, from

U.

who

10s., it

Leather Men's Boots, the dozen pair
Men's Shoes, the dozen pair
Boys' Boots and Shoes, not exceeding seven inches in length, to
be charged with two-thirds of the
above Duties.
Leather Boot Fronts not exceeding
nine inches in height, the dozen
.

paid only I85. to the Excise, could

£0

U

070

19

pair

Leather Boot Fronts exceeding nine
inches in height, the dozen pair
Leather cut into shapes, or any article
made of Leather, or any manufacture whereof Leather is the most
valuable part, not otherwise enumerated or described, for every

compete with the foreign grower who would
have to pay 21. 5s. to the Customs. He
really should have greater difficulty in defending the remaining high duty upon
hops, if he were called upon to do so, than
in defending any other duty which he proposed to retain and he thought if the hon.
Gentleman had been wise, that he would
silently have passed the item over.
English hops were by far the best that were
grown in the world. American hops could
by no means compete with them; and
taking all things into consideration, he
was sure that the Enghsh grower, even
with the excise duties, need fear nothing
from foreign competition.
Duty on hops agreed to.
The following Articles were also agreed

.

100/. value
Linen, or Linen and Cotton,

;

to:—
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in length, to be charged with twothirds of the above Duties.

SI. lOs.

was said that the Enghsh
hop grower would he ruined. But what
had been the consequence? Why the
whole amount which had been paid from
that time to the present upon the importation of foreign hops had not exceeded 10^.
Surely the hop grower of this country,
to

9,

2

9

2

6

2

6

10
viz.

Cambrics and Lawns, commonly
French Lawns, the piece

called

exceeding eight yards in
and not exceeding sevenof a yard in breadth;
and so in proportion for any
greater or less quantity. Plain,
the piece
Bordered Handkerchiefs, the
not

length,

eighths

piece

.

.

Lawns of any

.

sort,

for every 100/. value

not French,

10

.

Damasks, the square yard

5

Damask

Diaper, the square yard
Sails, not in actual use of a
British Ship, and not fit and necessary for such ship and when otherwise disposed of, for every 100/.
value
10
Articles,
Manufactures
of
Linen, or of Linen mixed with
Cotton, or with Wool, wholly or in
part made up, not particularly
enumerated, or otherwise charged
with Duty, for every 100/. value
10
Musical Instruments, for every 100/.
value
10
Mustard Flour, the cwt. .
Paper, printed, painted* or stained
Paper, or Paper Hangings, or
Flock Paper, the square yard
Pencils, for every 100/. value
10
of Slate, for every 100/. value 10
Perfumery, not otherwise charged,
for every 100/. value
10
.
Perry, the tun
5
Pewter, Manufactures of, for every
100/. value
10
Platting of Straw, the lb.
Pomatum, for every 100/. value
10
Potato Flour, the cwt.
10
Pots of Stone, for every 100/. value
Sago, the cwt.
Sausages or Puddings, the lb. .

•:

•

Iron and Steel, wrought, not otherwise enumerated, for every 100/.
value
Japanned or Lacquered Ware, for
every 100/. value
.
Lace, viz., Thread for every 100/.
value
.
Made by the hand, commonly
called Cushion or Pillow Lace,
whether of linen, cotton, or silken
thread, for every 100/. value
Latten wire, for every 100/. value
Lead, manufactures of, not otherwise enumerated, for every 100/.
value
Leather, manufactures of:
Boots, Shoes, and Calashes,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

10

.

10

.

.

viz.

the dozen pair

10

6

2

.

•

Calashes,

.

.

.

.060

Women's Boots and

Calashes,
if lined or trimmed with fur or
other trimming, the dozen pair
Women's Shoes with cork or
double soles, quilted shoes and
clogs, the dozen pair
Women's Shoes, if trimmed or
lined with fur or any other trimming, the dozen pair .
.
Women's Shoes of silk, satin,
jean, or other stuffs, kid, morocco,
or other leather, the dozen pair .
Women's Shoes, if trimmed or
lined with fur or any other trimming, the dozen pair
Girls' Boots, Shoes, and Calashes, not exceeding seven inches
.

.

.

——
.

.

10
10

:

Women's Boots and
'

£10

.

.

7

6

.050
.060
4

6

.050

5

......

5
1

....

.

6
1

Silk Manufactures:
Manufactures of Silk, or of Silk
mixed with metal, or any other
material, the produce of Europe,
viz

Silk

or

Satin,

plain,

striped,

figured, or brocaded, viz..

Broad

Stuffs, the lb.

5

3A
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and any other materials, and
articles of the same wholly or

Articles thereof not otherwise

enumerated, the

lb.

.£060

.

Or, at the option of the Officers of the Customs, for
every 100/. value
.
Silk Gauze or Crape, plain, striped,
figured, or brocaded, viz.,
Broad Stuffs, the lb.
Articles thereof, not otherwise
enumerated, the lb. .
Or, at the option of the Offleers of the Customs, for
every 100/, value
.
.

made up, not particularly enumerated or otherwise charged with duty, for
partially

15

every 100/. value

.090

.

all

descriptions,

Of and from a

15

mixed

——

silk, satin,

15

...

9
10

.

.

15

.

6

8

——

lb

10

14

.

—---

Gauze

mixed

with

Silk,

Satin, or other materials of less
proportion than one half part of

the
'

.

12

.

.

.0100

.

commonly

.

called

.

.026

or calcined.

British

Gum,

from and after the Ist February,
1849, the cwt
Steel, Manufactures of, for every 100/.
value
Tallow, the cwt.

...

10
10

British Posses-

sion, the cwt
Tapioca, the cwt
Tin, Manufiustures

of, not otherwise
enumerated, for every 100/. value
Tobacco Pipes of Clav. fi.r tvcry

16

100/. value

1

10

,

.

10
10

.070
.

Tongues, the cwt.
Of and from a British I'osses.

sion. the cwt
Turnery, not otherwise described, for
every 100/. value
.
.
Twine, for every 100/. value .
— Of and from a British Possession, for every 100/. value
.

.036
.070
—

MaDufiM}tuiesofSilk,or ofSilk

.

torrified

of,

Of and from a

.500

.

.026
.010

British Posses-

sion, the cwt.

.080

Taloe
of or fipom a British Possession, for every 100/. value
Millinery, of Silk, or of which the
greater part of the material is

15
5

5

Gum

8

.

For every gallon of such Spirits
or strong Waters of any strength
not exceeding the strength of proof
by Sykes's hydrometer, and so in
proportion for any greater or less
strength than the strength of proof.
and for any greater or less quantity than a gallon, viz.
not being Spirits or Strong
Waters the produce of any British
Possession in America, or any
British Possession within the limits
of the East India Company's Cliarter, and not being sweetened Spirits or Spirits mixed with any artide, so that the degree of strength
therefore cannot be exactly ascertained by such hydrometer, the
gallon
Starch, the cwt
Of and from a British Possession, the cwt.
.
From and after the Ist of February, 1849, the cwt.
.
Gum of, terrified or calcined.
commonly called British Gum, the

Of and from a

Plain Silk Lace, or Net called
.
.
Tulle, the lb.
Manu&cturcs of Silk, or of Silk
mixed with any other mat«not particularly enurials,
inent«d, or otherwise charged
wHh Duty, for every 100/.

Dresses, each

1

10

.

cwt

lb

Turbans or Caps, eftch
HaU or BonneU, each

Naples, the cwt.
for every 100/. value
Waters of all sorts,

Spirits or Strong

25

.020

Silk, viz..

British Posses-

sion, the cwt.

.

the lb.
.
Velvet, or Silk embossed
with Velvet, the lb.
Artificial Flowers, wholly, or in
part of Silk, for every 100/.
value
Manufactures of Silk, or of Silk
and any other material called
Plush, commonly used for
making hats, the lb.
.
Fancy Silk Net, or Tricot, the
fiibric,

1

viz.,

.

.

cwt

Spa Ware,
10

.

.

sion, the cwt.
Soft, the

5

British Posses-

Of and from a

.090

.

.

10

...
...
...
...

sion

Soap, Hard, the cwt.

or any other materials in less proportion than
one-half part of the fabric, viz.,
Broad Stuff, the lb.
Articles thereof, not otherwise
enumerated, the lb.
.
Or, and at the option of the Offleers of the Customs,
for
every 100/. value
.
Velvet, plain or flgured, viz. Broad
Stuffs, the lb.
Articles thereof, not otherwise
enumerated, the lb.
Or, and at the option of the Offlcers of the Customs, for
every 100/. value
.
Ribbons, plain Silk, of one colour
only, the lb
• plain Satin, of one colour
only, the lb
Silk or Satin, striped, flgured,
or brocaded ; or plain Ribbons
of more than one colour, the lb.
•
Gauze or Crape, plain,
Btriped, flgured, or brocaded, the

with

10

.

10

.

Gauze of

.£15

.

.

Silk Worm Gut, for every 100/. value
Skins, articles manufectured of Skins
or Furs, for every 1 00/. value
Of and from a British Posses-

2
10

.1000

.500
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.

.10
.

.

Articles having been

by those who had a monopoly in that country.
He hoped also
that the day was not far distant when there
would be a better feehng in the French

Chambers on

The

.10

The above
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interests sacrificed

Varnish, not otherwise described, for
.£10
.
.
every 1 00/. value
.
Verjuice, the ton
10
Waters, for every 100/. value .
Washing Balls, the cwt.
every
100/.
Wax, Sealing Wax, for
10
value
Whip Cord, for every 100/. value
.

9,

this subject.

following Resolutions were agreed

to:—
read

by the Chairman,
Dr. BOWRING regretted that French
wines had not been included in the ResoluFrench wines could be bought at
tions.
2d. or 4(i. per bottle, and if the duty were
lowered to 25. or 25. 6d. per gallon, excellent wines would be accessible to the
people of this country at Is. per bottle,
which would be conferring a great beIt was a curious fact,
nefit upon them.
that notwithstanding the increase which
had taken place in the population, there
was 200 years ago a greater quantity of
French wines then consumed than at the
Though he felt that he
present moment.
ought to offer no impediment to the progress of a measure so important as that
which the right hon. Baronet had introduced to the notice of the House, yet he

begged respectfully and earnestly to recommend him to apply to this case his own
principle, and obtain for the people of
England an excellent and a cheap beverage and he was quite sure that the consequence would be, that he would create a
power and influence elsewhere which would
;

be found advantageous in every respect.
Sir R. peel did not think that the
falling-off in the consumption of wine to
which the hon. Member alluded was atThere had
tributable to the duty alone.
been a great change in the habits of the
Much might, no
people of this country.
doubt, be said in favour of reducing the
duty on French wines and so there might
;

in favour of a reduction of the duty on tea;
but there must be some limit to the re-

Wire, Gilt or Plated, or Silver, for
£10
every 100/. value
Woollens, Articles or Manufactures
of Wool, not being Goats' Wool,
or of Wool mixed with Cotton,
wholly or in part made up, not
otherwise charged with Duty, for
10
every 100/. value
of and from a British pos.
session, for every 100/. value
5
Goods, Wares, and Merchandize,
being either in part or wholly manufactured, and not being enumerated or described, not otherwise
charged with Duty, and not prohibited to be imported into or used
in Great Britain or Ireland, for
10
every 100/. value
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

On the

.

Question that in lieu of the duties

Customs now chargeable on the Articles
undermentioned, imported into the United
Kingdom, the following duties shall be
of

charged.

Lord

J.

RUSSELL:

I

wish to ask the

Gentleman the First Lord of
the Treasury to explain the principle on
which he has acted in this Tariff. When,
the question of the Corn duty was discussed in 1815, Lord Qrenville, as was
weU known, made a memorable protest
against the imposition of any duty upon
that article, when Lord Grey said, "If
you let the manufacturer have his corn
cheap, why not let the farmer have his coat
cheap ?" To which Lord Grenville answered
that the request was perfectly reasonable,
and that he meant to do away with the
protection upon woollen cloth as well as
with the protection upon corn.
I observe,

right hon.

the doctrines of free trade were making
great progress in other countries and he
had no doubt that ultimately, although opposed by the French Chambers, the French
Government woidd be supported by the

however, that in the present Tariff it is
proposed to retain a duty of 10 per cent,
upon a number of manufactured articles.
Now, for my part, I can see no objection
to this during the intennediate time that
the Corn Laws last but when in 1849 the
duty upon wheat, barley, and oats shall be
reduced to a nominal duty of Is., I confess
I cannot see the principle upon which you
can maintain a duty of 10 per cent, on
manufactures.
I can understand Gentle-

great mass of public opinion in their at-

men who

ductions of revenue in this country and he
only asked the House not to be too precipitate and too rash in reducing the revenue, particularly on the great articles of
He was happy to think that
consumption.
;

;

tempts to relax their commercial code.
The great body of consumers, he believed,
would not continue so patient as they had
been, and would not submit to see their

;

are in favour of protection assenting to this as part of a system which
ought to be maintained ; but with respect

who now maina majority of the
3 A 2

to the right hon. Baronet,

tains

what seems

to
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House a sound principle on the subject,
and when we are now beginning a new
career in this country with respect to trade
and commerce, I do not see the principle
upon which we maintain these duties. I
know that there are several articles of

manufacture on which the duty is entirely
taken off, but in respect to articles in which
competition is feared there is a duty of 10
per cent, still maintained, and I wish to
know on what principle this is done?
Sir R. peel said, that at present on the
chief articles of manufacture entering into

say, that at the end of three years it
would be perfectly open to Parliament to
consider what ought then to be done with
to

those duties.

Lord
making

J.

RUSSELL

quite ageed that,

so great a change, they ought not

to affect the revenue materially, contrary
to the opinion of the

he looked

Government but if
he found that
;

at these articles,

they only produced 600^. or 700?. a year
to the revenue, which could not be considered material.
Of course, he did not
mean to include such articles as silk. On
the clothing of the poorer classes, there was the whole, however, seeing that the right
an absolute and immediate reduction of hon. Gentleman's protection was not very
duty. The noble Lord would recollect that great, and that the subject would be open
10 per cent, was all the duty now leviable for the future opinion of Parliament, he
on the articles to which he had referred. should rest contented with the answer of
On cotton, woollen, and linen goods there the right hon. Gentleman.
Mr. T. baring said, if the House
had been a total repeal of the duty, not
at the end of three years, but instantane- were to adopt the noble Lord's proposition,
ously.
The noble Lord might as well ask they should be sacrificing altogether the
him why, if he adopted a total and imme- revenue derived from indirect taxation.
diate repeal of the duties on cotton, woollen, The reduction of duty proposed would not,
and linen goods, he at the same time re- he believed, render these goods one farthing
tained the duties on com for three years ? a yard cheaper to the consumer.
On the
He (Sir R. Peel) should have just as great plan that the noble Lord advocated, of takdifficulty in answering that question, as in ing oif all duties, they would not only not
answering that which the noble Lord benefit the consumer, and not benefit the
The total amount of re- manufacturer, and not enlarge their trade,
actually asked.
venue received on the articles to which the but they would be making the whole of the
noble Lord referred, amoimted to not less Customs duties fall on a few
twelve or
than 2,300,000^ and, as he had before fifteen articles, which would make it a
stated, considerations of revenue must taxation on population
but if the populapartly influence the decision of Her Ma- tion of this country once saw that articles
jesty's Government. With respect to many in which they were mainly interested were
of those articles, he was not prepared to made the principal objects of taxation, he
propose an instantaneous repeal of the thought they would never be content to let
duties
nor did he at present consider it tea, tobacco, and coffee be taxed, when
advisable that at the end of three years the agates and articles down to vellum were
whole of the duties on these manufactured not taxed. The country must have direct
articles should cease.
If at the end of taxation in that case
and, if so, he would
three years, without danger, in conse- leave the noble Lord to say how he, with
quence of the reductions of duties on Colo- such a taxation on capital, could help drivnial articles and' articles of provisions,
ing capital out of the country.
That was
the re<luction could be made, it would be the ground on which he had felt great
open to the House to make it
and if doubt about the policy of Her Majesty's
the noble Lord, being then Minister, should Govemment in throwing away hundreds of
come down and propose a reduction of those thousands of pounds without any advantage
duties to the extent of 3 per cent, to 7 per to anybody, which, if the revenue could
cent., Parliament would be at liberty to have spared the amount, might have been
On the whole, the principle he applied to the reduction of the duty on tea,
adopt it.
laid down was the instantaneous repeal of or other articles of great importance to the
all duties on the chief articles which entered
countr)'.
into the consumption of the poor, a total
Lord J. RUSSELL said, the system
abolition of the Com Laws to take place at of which the hon. Member spoke might
the end of three years, and a reduction to be good or might be bad
but it was not
the system which he (Lord J. Russell)
10 per cent, of the duties on manufactures
and he could not give a better answer had spoken of. He had spoken of arto the question of the noble Lord than ticles of which the duties had been im-

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

^.
hI
^'
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He saw
was the amount of revenue

posed for the sake of revenue.
that

Q251.

Surely the
derived from woollen goods.
hon. Member would not say that sum was
He
material on a question of revenue.
(Lord J. Russell) should have thought,
whether it were wise or unwise to reduce
the whole revenue of the Customs to 10 or
12 articles, that at least no one would deny
it was not desirable to have 1,100 articles
and he said that where the
of taxation
article did not yield a revenue, when the
duty was put on for the purpose of protection, now, when the system was to take
off protection from agriculture, such protective duty not yielding a revenue on manufactured goods, ought to be abolished
;

also.

The CHANCELLOR of the EXCHEQUER observed, that the noble Lord could
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which at present cost 900,000?. a
The right hon. Baronet had been
successful upon all the principles he had
he hoped he would proceed and
laid down
depend upon direct taxation as much as
at

all,

year.

;

possible.

Sir R.

peel

intended

to-morrow to
of Returns, to
which he hoped the attention of the House

move

for a great

number

would be directed.

They would

refer to

the effect of taking off the duties on wool,
flax, linen, and shipping ; in many points
it would be of great importance the House
should be acquainted with them before
proceeding on the subject the hon. Member •behind him (Mr. T. Baring) and the
noble Lord had referred to.
He should
move for these Returns ; and if any hon.
Gentleman thought they were incomplete,
though unintentionally so, and that any
supplemental information was required, he
should be perfectly ready to give any other
returns that might be thought calculated
to afford information on the subject.
Reductions last year were made upon the
glass duties and the duties on auctions.
One of the grounds on which he invited
the House to consent to that reduction
was, that it would enable them to make a
reduction in the Excise establishment the
saving in the salaries of officers in the Ex-

hardly pronounce what would be the effect
of the abolition of the duty of 10 per cent,
at the end of three years, since he could
not yet tell what would be the effect at the
end of three years of reducing the 20 per
cent, duty to 10 per cent.
was surprised to hear such
Mr.
doctrines from the hon. Gentleman (Mr.
The hon. Gentleman seemed
T. Baring).
to be retreating to times which he (Mr.
Hume) hoped would never return. The
hon. Gentleman's doctrines were unac- cise alone, mainly owing to the auction duty
countable, except on the supposition that having been repealed, and the reduction of
he had not read the Papers already on the the duty on glass, was 52,6361. thus, the
Table.
He would have found from the public had not only the advantage of
Report of the Import Duties Committee, the improvement in the manufacture of
that of 1,150 articles of taxation, 1,000, as glass, arising from the removal of the Exthey showed, might be struck off, at a loss cise restrictions, but from the saving in
of not above between 5001. and 600^. a the expense of the Excise establishment
What had been the also.
year to the revenue.
Mr.
result of the reductions already made by
with reference to
the right hon. Baronet ?
He had struck the observations of the hon. Member for
off about 500 articles the first year, and Montrose, did not consider a saving of
75 the next. Had any reduction in the 500,000?. per annum, which he (Mr. Hume)
revenue taken place ?
On the contrary, considered such a trifle, an equivalent for
there had been an increase in all the de- the change in commercial policy to which
partments of it. It had been found that a the right hon. Baronet at the head of Her
revenue of 22,000,000?. comprised only Majesty's Government was about to sub22 articles. The hon. Gentleman had a ject the country.
He (Mr. Newdegate)
great fear of direct taxation
he thought it thought that as the Custom-houses must
one of the great merits of the right hon. be retained, the argument that because
Baronet's policy that it was bringing them smaU duties were levied at some expense
to a more direct taxation of capital and they were not worth collecting, tended
Under a better system they directly in ahsurdum.
property.
might do away with the Excise departMr. Alderman COPELAND observed
ment entirely the collection of the duties that if he could have obtained as much
on malt and spirits might be turned over labour as he required, he could have carto the Custom House, the licenses might be ried on an immense trade.
The public
given to the Board of Stamps, and then had not benefited by the right hon. Barothere would be left no need of the Excise net's alteration of the duties on glass so

HUME

;

;

NEWDEGATE,

:

;
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mucli as they would have done, if there
had not been a scarcity of labour.
Mr.
said, that although there
had been an increase on the article of
glass, and that such increase would most
probably continue, the question was, whether any protection was to be continued to
manufactures, when it had been totally
The right
withdrawn from agriculture ?
hon. Baronet had not announced his intention to abolish protection on manufacbut the
tures at the end of three years
country would expect that if protection
were removed from agriculture, it would
also be taken off manufactures. The country, he repeated, would look for justice in
and if even-handed justice
this respect
was to be dealt out, protection ought to be
taken from manufactures as well as agriWhether the present tax could
culture.
be considered a protection to manufactures
or not, the country would think it a tax of
10 per cent., and would demand its reHe hoped the right hon. Baronet
moval.
would well consider whether he could not
confirm the entire principle, and say, *' Protection to all classes shall cease at the
Protection
expiration of three years."
could not, with any degree of consistency,
be withdrawn from agriculture while the
taxes on tea, sugar, and malt were re-

HUDSON

;

;

The

principle,

in

ought to be applied to

all

tained.

his

opinion,

classes or to
*

none.

Dr. BOWRING was rejoiced to hear a
Gentleman connected with an establish-

ment known

to the ends of the earth ex-

not desire their continued existence for one

moment.
Captain

Mr.'bORTHWICK

likely to prove of essential service to the

farmers.
Resolutions to be reported.
The whole of the remaining Resolutions
were then agreed to as follows :

that

tho

had been placed
on a clear and intelligible basis by the
and
noble Lord the Member for London
called tho attention of the House to the
fact that no impediment had been thrown
in the wav of the discussion by his (.Mr.
Borthwick s) hon. Friends on that side of
the House, whilst hon. Gentlemen opposite, and many supporters of Her Majesty's
Government, had adopted a different line
;

of conduct.

Mr.

DUNCAN,

Resohed—Th&t

4.

in lieu of the Duties of Cus-

toms now chargeable on the Articles undermentioned imported into the United Kingdom, the
following Duties shall be charged, from and after
the Ist day of June, 1846, viz.

Seeds,

viz.

£

:

Canary, the cwt.

.

Of and from a
session, the cwt.

.

s.

d.

.060

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

British Pos-

Carraway, the cwt.
Of and from a British Possession, the cwt.
Carrot, the cwt.

Of and from a
session, the cwt.

Clover, the cwt.

Of and from a
session, the cwt.

Leek, the cwt

Of and from a
session, the cwt.

British Pos-

British Pos-

British Pos-

Mustard, the cwt.
Of and from a British Possession, the cwt.
Onion, the cwt

Of and from a
session, the cwt.

AU

British Pos.

.

.026

other

Seeds not particularly
enumerated or described, or
otherwise charged with Duty,
for every 100/. value
Of and from a British Possession, the cwt.
.
.
.

.500
2 10

.

—

Resolved
That the Duties of Customs
chargeable upon the Goods, Wares, and Merchandize hereafter mentioned, imported into the United
6.

believed

a

that

and
recommended the reduction of duties on
tin, and the abolition of the malt tax, as

tection removed from the manufacturing

principles of the question

regretted

in the formation of the present Tariff,

press opinions so favourable to free trade,
and declare his desire to have what might
so justly be called •* the burdens " of proclasses

HARRIS

compensation to the agricultural
interest had been so completely neglected
spirit of

Kingdom,
A.MMALs,

shall cease

living, viz.

and determine,

viz.

;

Asses.

Goats.
Kids.

Oxen and

Bulls.

Cows.
Calves.
Horses, Mares, Geldings, Colts, Foals.

Mules.
Sheep.

Lambs.

as

the

representative

of a considerable manufacturing constituency, begged leave to assure the House,
that so far from the manufacturers being
desirous of retaining any protective duties
for three years, or even one year, they did

.Swine and Ilogs.
Pigs, sucking.

Bacon.

Bwf,

fresh, or slightly salted.

Beef salted, not being corned Beef.
Bottles of Earth and Stone empty.
Casts of Busts, Statues, or Figives.

1
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Cherry Wood, being Furniture Wood.

Medals, of any sort.
Palmetto, Thatch Manufactures.

Cranberries.

Parchment,

Cotton Manufactures, not being articles wholly or
in part made up, not otherwise charged with
Duty.

Partridge Wood, being Furniture Wood.
Pens.

Caviare.

Plantains.
Potatoes.

Enamel.

Pork, fresh.

Gelatine.
Glue.

salted, not Hams.
Purple Wood, being Furniture Wood.

Hay.
Hides, or pieces thereof, tawed, curried, varnished,
japanned, enamelled, Muscovy or Russia Hides,
or pieces thereof, tanned, coloured, shaved, or
otherwise dressed, and Hides, or pieces thereof,
in any way dressed, not otherwise enumerated.

Ink

Silk,

Silk,

Telescopes.
Thread, not otherwise enumerated or described.
Woollens, viz.: Manufactures of Wool, not being
Goats' Wool, or of Wool mixed with Cotton,
not particularly enumerated or described not
otherwise charged with Duty, not being articles
wholly or in part made up.
Vegetables, all, not otherwise enumerated or de-

—

for Printers.

Inkle, wrought.

Lamp

Thrown, dyed, viz.,
Singles or Tram, Organzine or Crape

;

Black.

viz. Plain Linens and Diaper, whether
chequered or striped with Dye Yarn or not, and
Manufactures of Linen, or of Linen mixed with
Cotton, or with Wool, not particularly enumerated, or otherwise charged with Duty, not
being articles wholly or in part made up.

Linen,

scribed.

Vellum.

—

Mattresses.

That, from and after the 6th day
6. Resolved
of April, 1847, the Duties of Customs now payable
upon the Foreign Goods under mentioned shall
cease and determine, and that in lieu thereof there
shall be charged the following Duties on such Foreign Goods on their importation into the United

Meat, salted or fresh, not otherwise described.

Kingdom,

Magna

Graecia Ware.

Manuscripts.

Maps and

Charts, or parts thereof, plain or co-

loured.

viz*

:

From and

Articles.

after

5 April, 1847.

Upon Timber and Wood Goods not otherwise charged, viz..
Timber or Wood, not being Deals, Battens, Boards, Staves, Handspikes, Oars, Lathwood, or other Timber or Wood, sawn, split, or
otherwise dressed, except hewn, and not being Timber or Wood
otherwise charged with Duty
the load of 50 cubic feet
Deals, Battens, Boards, or other Timber or Wood, sawn

——
or

,

split,

....

.

the 120
Handspikes, not exceeding 7 feet in length .
.
the 120
exceeding 7 feet in length
.
the 120
Knees, under 6 inches square
5 inches and under 8 inches square .
the 120
.
Lathwood
the fethom of 216 cubic feet
the 120
Oars
.
Spars or Poles under 22 feet in length, and under 4 inches
in diameter
the 120
22 feet in length and upwards, and under 4 inches in
diameter
the 120
of all lengths, 4 inches and under 6 inches in diameter
the 120
Spokes for Wheels, not exceeding 2 feet in length, the 1,000
exceeding 2 feet in length
the 1,000
.
.
Wood, planed, or otherwise dressed or prepared for use, and
not particularly eniunerated nor otherwise charged with Duty .

....

•

•

*.

d.

15

and not otherwise charged with Duty,

....
.

•

£

s.

after

5 April, 1848.

.

the load of 60 cubic feet
Staves, if exceeding 72 inches in length, 7 inches in breadth,
or 3^ inches in thickness .
the load of 60 cubic feet
.
Firewood
the fathom of 216 cubic feet

-

£

From and

.

.

1

6

1

3
8
16
12
8
12
12

1

1
1

1

16
1

12

4
12
4

1

3

4

10

12

6
per foot of
cubic contents,

per foot of
cubic contents,

and further

and further

for

£100
value. £10

every

Or, in lieu of the Duties imposed upon Wood by
the load according to the cubic content, the importer may have the option, at the time of passing
the first entry, of entering Battens, Batten Ends,

1

6
4
4

1

6

3

18
6
12
4

4

for

£100
value. £10

every

Boards, Deals, Deal Ends, and Plank, by Tale, if
of or from Foreign Countries, according to the
following Dimensions, viz.
:
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From and

From and

after 5th

Articucs.

Batten* and Batten End«:—
the 120
Not above 6 feet in length
Above 6 and not above 9 feet in

Not above
7 inches

Not above

in width

thickness.

£

.

length

.

.

.

.

Above 9 and not above 12
length

.

.

.

.

Above 12 and not above 15

the 120
feet

Deals,

above 2|

in

thickness.

£

«.

d.

£

«.

d.

...

1

4

8

2

9

3

...

1

s.

d.

Not above
\\ inch in
thickness.

and

PUnk:—

£

«.

d.

£

«.

18

6

1

17

7

9

2 15

1

4 18

6

1

1

6

3

2

2

6

3

4 12

6

...

3 13 10

7

7

8

2 15

4

5 10

8

...

4

8 12

4

3

6

6

16 11

2

9

3

3

1

6

2

16 11

.

.the

.

length

.

.

.

.

Above 12 and not above 15
length

.

.

.

.

Above 15 and not above 18

6

3 13 10

4

feet

Not above

in width

thickness.

120

9

Above \\ Not above Above \\
1^ inch in inch and not 1^ inch in inch and not

Not above
9^ inches

.

.

d.

3 13 10

...

the 120
Not above 6 feet in length
Above 6 and not above 9 feet in

length

above 2f in
thickness.

above 3 J in

thickness.

...

1

19

6

3 19

...

2 19

3

5 18

...

3 19

7 18

...

4 18 10

9 17

above 3| in
thickness.

thickness.

Above 9 and not above 12

Above \\
inch and not

feet in

Ends,

Doal

Above \\
inch and not

in

the 120

.
the 120
.
.
length
.
Above 15 and not above 18 feet in
the 120
.
.
length
.
.
Above 18 and not above 21 feet in
the 120
.
length
.
.
.

Boardii,

\\ inch in

after 5th

April, 1848.

April 1847.

6

8

1

9 10

2

4

5

4

2 19-

2

5 18

4

4

3 14

2

2 19

8 10

in

the 120
feet in

the 120

8

7

8

4

8 11

feet in

.the 120
length
.
.
Above 18 and not above 21 feet in
the 120
length
.
.
.

5 18

.

7

11 17

2

4

13 16

8

.5

7 10

4 15

8

1

6 18

.

3

8

8 17 10
10

7

4

3 11

8

Above 9^
inches and
not above

lUin
Width.
the 120
Not abore 6 feet in length
Above 6 and not above 9 feet in

2

.

length

.

.

Above 9 and not above 12
length

.

.

.

«

.

....
....
....

Above 12 and not above 15
length

Above 15 and not above 18
length

Above 18 and not above 21
length

the 120
feet

15 10

...

3 11

8

7

3

4

2 13

8

5

7

4

...

4 15

7

9 11

2

3 11

7

7

3

2

...

5 19

7

11 19

2

4

9

7

8 19

2

7

3

6

14

7

5

7

6

10 15

8

7

6

16 15

6

5

8

12 11

in

the 120
feet in

the 120
feet in

the 120
feet

in

the 120

...

House adjourned

at a quarter to

END OP TOL.

One

o'clock.

I.

G. Woodf«U and Sod, Piinttrt, Aoctl Coon, bklttntr Strwt* Loo4ao.

//
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